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SAC movesto erase$75,000deficit
by Kevin Rollason, Pete Freele
and Philip Ro urke

'

Kean Wong, Students' Administration
Council
(SAC)
Vice-President-Finance, said at

various meetings that SAC had
a $75,000 deficit as of the end
of August. He predicted, though,
that hopefully by the end of
April 30, SAC would come out
of the deficit with a $20,000

department. Hc wanted to have
an overall structural change with
new committees set up.
He was also disappointed
with how each of SAC's departments try to get separate identities. "We have different goals
but we should work together."

surplus.
Wong felt that the reason for
the deficit was "lack of control
over spending" in the past. To
combat the problem he requested the cooperation of every

Committees
One committee would be a
Budget
Review
Committee
which would oversee budgets
for each department. This would
be headed by Wong himself.
On a monthly basis it would
publish a report which it would
present to SAC. As Wong put
it during an earlier meeting:
"If rhey spend a penny more
than their budget, the· service
will be cut off".

Before-to

The other committee would
be the Budget Committee. This
committee would be independent
with no members of the Execu ti-~ s· ting on it. Hus ..um ·
would scrutinize the finance s
of SAC and report to the general
meetings their findings. Wong
said, "I want to try and make
SAC better informed".

simulate nuclea.- destruction , Assum

itS buildings .

Other measures to deflate the
deficit were to make the SAC
Executive take a 5% wage cut
and to eliminate the cost of
living allowance {COLA) raises.
"We have to do it ...
no choice."

we have

Wong felt that 1t "is very
unfair to us" (SAC this year
because several programs were
going co start this year but had
to be postponed indefinitely due
to lack of funds. Those pro·
grams cut were events dunng
Orientation week, general administration
expenses (travel,
office supplies, new office staff,

After-One week after demo lishing, Assumption found eno ugh mo ney to re novate. But ...

etc.)
SAC does hope to accrue new
revenue. through increased student enrollment and increased
Studenr Media Services (SMS)
ad n:venue.
The size of the deficit was
aggravated by three major expenditures
during
the past
year. These were the Tommy
Dorsey concert ($31,000 loss),
the CJAM loan ($30,000) and
the operations of SAC over
the summer. Also· SAC traditionally had underbudgeted
expenses while overbudgeting
rev,enues.

VP Finance Kean Wong

Wong said, at a meeting
during the summer, that "we
have no money but spend it".
lie felt, though, that a, $40,000
summer deficit was a "tolerable
deficit" since student fees do
not come until September.
David Laird, SAC President,
thought it was "an unforrunate
position we're left in''. He said
that they could have done what
p~st year's administrations had
done and passed the deficit on
but th, y decided to deal with
the proolem now. "It's a reality
and you can't ignore it".
Both Laird and Wong stated
that there will be no SAC funded concerts this year. The most
they will do is help sponsor an
event.

Students'Die In' NuclearProtest
by Stephanie Signo rile

"The purpose of having a
'die-in' is not only to make a
point of protest against the nuclear arms race, but also to demonstrate the abruptness with
which a sudden nuclear attack
brings you from life as usual to
nothingness".
Gerard O'Neill
Member, Students for Nuclear
Disarmament
As part of their protest
against the nuclear arms race ,
the U. of W. Stu dents for Nuclear Disarmament staged a 'die
in ' on T uesday Septe m ber 13
in fro nt of the Ledd y Libra ry.
Peopl e began to congregate
at about 11 :45, some purposely

to participate or to observe and
others u naware of what was
about to happen. Present were
students, workers, some faculty
and some members of the
Detroit Freeze movement.
O'Neill explained what was
about to be done and then
gave a short informative speech
on the devastation that would
result if a 20 megaton nuclear
bomb exploded in Detroit or
in Dieppe Gardens in Windsor.
When the Assumption church
began to ring at 12:00 noon
those wh o were participating
fell to the ground and the crowd
of non-participants watched on.
O 'Neill lat er exp lained the pu rp ose of the 12: 00 gong signal
sayin g, " You don' t kn ow at
what precise mom ent that bell
is going to sound , signalling t o

'die' just as you can't predict
the exact moment a nuclear
missle might hit Detroit."
After a minute or so, a tape
of J imi Hendrix's version of
The Star Spangled
Banner
was played. At the end of the
song the 'dead' people resumed
their respective lives.
According to Mireille Coral,
president of the U. of W. Students for Nuclear Disarmament,
"This is a form of protest that
illustrates the insanity of nuclear
armament. _This type of protest
should appall you . Governments
bi and multilaterally should reconsider their nuclear policies
when people come and manifest
their fear in such a grotesque
manner. Th e c.old war is getting
worse ; the time to stop is
now!.
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No, these students didn 't die while waiting to register. They 're
protesting nuclear arms.
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT APRIL 30, 1983

LIABILITIES AND MEMBERS' EQUITY
1983

ASSETS
1983

Current
Cash and short-term deposits (Note 3)
Trade accounts receivable less allowance for
doubtful accounts of $880 (1982 - $1000)
Due from the University of Windsor
Other receivables
Due from SAC's Pub (Note 1)

$36,682

1982

$68,711

11,682
2,305
880

11,428
1,092

29,170

20,973

3,197

Prepaid expenses

83,916

3,508

3, 118

19,414
24,519
2,206
37,291
54,042

19, 4:,.4
24,017
2,206
17,761
53, 116

Less accumulated depreciation

137,472
88,349

116,514
76, 108

49,123

40,406

133,039

149,236

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR THE YEAR ENDED At>RIL 30, 1983

Application of funds
Purchase of fixed assets
(Decrease) Increase in working capital
Working capital, beginning of year
working capital, end of year

Members' equity (Note 3)

1983

1982

$(12. 064)

$47,880
10,101

289

57,981

21,070

~

(20, 781)

42,640

78,427

35,787

$ 57,646

$78,427

Expenses
Grants to societies and clubs
Operating costs (net of revenue)
Student Media Services/The Lance
Newspaper (Schedule 3)
Special Events

Other Expenses
Attributable to prior year's operations
Bad debts
Miscellaneous
SAC's Pub entertainment expense absorbed

INTRODUCTION

TO

LOGIC
by Dr. Leonard Peikoff

A Taped 10 Lecture Cour\c
SOME OF THE TOPICS

TO BE COVERED:

The na1ure and cognitive role ot
logic . Twent)-two common fallacie, Nature of Dcduct1,e argument.
Valtdit) and truth . The Ari,totcltan
,yllogl\m
HO\~ to anal)lC argu ment, tn ordinary language . The
method of formulating valid definition, The argument from analog) .
lnducuon v, . deduc11on .
OATES: Begin, Wedne,da)' Sept.
21. 1983

eac/r .\lilH'ed111g
Wed.1
. for 10 11·eek1)
TIME: 7:00 PM - 10:00PM
(nl('II

(including hrea~)
PLACE:The Office, of .
Chartcrhou~e & Co.
16835 Kercheval.
Gro,,e Pointe. Ml

COST: $75: ($55 Student Rate)
FOR INFORMATION .
Call 8111Wilham,
(313) 885-1232 day,:
(313) 824-6633 evening,

5,587
345

30,403
118,833

$133,039

$149,236

Depreciation
Net (loss) earnings for the year

•

1982

$248,983
39,164

$219,092
47,325

17,000
4,967

17,000
6,768

13,393
14,990

12,717
34,865

338,497

337, 767

58,426

43, 264

53,206
52,282

41,147
36,252

163 , 914

120 , 663

160,556

lH,

952

212
1,629
4,282
7,974

110
1,443
19,840

14,097

25,376

(70)

Net (loss) earnings before depreciation

Members' equity, end of year

AYN RAND

9,075

26,270
106,039

1983

Revenues
Fees from University of Windsor
Grant - Operation of SAC's Pub
Management Fees - SAC's Pub and
Liquor Services
Liquor Services - Net Revenue (Schedule 1)
Radio Station CJAM - Net Revenue
(Schedule 2)
Miscellaneous

General and administrative expenses (Schedule 5)

12,281
72

$15,396

STATEMENT OF NET EARNINGS AND MEMBERS' EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1983

Members' equity, beginning of year

A Cour,e of Special lntere,t
to Reader, and Admirer, of

$16,632
2,914
6,426
298

108,830

Fixed - at cost
Printing equipment
Broadcasting equipment (Note 3)
Photographic equipment
Office Equipment
SAC's Pub lounge equipment

Source of funds
From op erations
Net (loss) earnings for the year
Amounts charged against income but not
requiring an outlay of funds
Depreciation
Gain on sale of fixed assets

.

Current
Accounts Payable
Trade
University of Windsor
Accrued wages and related accounts
Sales tax liability

1982

11,994
(12,064)
118,833

$106,769

~

57,776
9,896
47,880

70,953
$118,833
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It appears that the Student Administrative Council (SAC), like
the rest of Canada and the world, has entered the age of financial
restraint. While this austerity drive has been brought about by a
SAC deficit of $75,000, it could turn out to be a blessing tn disguise.
For too long each successive SAC government has spent the students' money recklessly, with little regard for the next government,
let alone long term planning. They have gambled , and lost, on
questionable concerts like the Romantics and Tommy Dorsey, losing
over $50,000 on the two shows. SAC departments have put together
totally unrealistic budgets, which overestimated revenues while
underestimating expenses, and have been allowed by SAC to keep
on spending. Too often the attitude has seemed to be that everything will be alright once the next infusion of student fee money
came in.
And for a Jong time they were right. Unfortunately for the new
administration they are the ones who must deal with the results of
this type of uncontrolled spending. They must deal with the $75,0 00
deficit this year before it starts to snowball and forces us into bankruptcy. And if we have to carry the $75,000 over into this year's
budget, what will we have to carry over into the next year if we
don't change our habits?

That we should have a deficit at all is an amazing state of affairs.
SAC's annual budget is just under a half a million dollars a year.
There is something very wrong if we cannot break even with revenues
of this size. SAC should strive not just to break even for the school
year but to cover their summer expenses as well. Ideally, SAC should
save a certain amount out of each budget to cover unexpected costs
and capital expenditures.
Fortunately, the current government and the Vice-President of
Finance, Kean Wong, seem to be moving in this direction. Wong has
set up a Budget Review Committee that will monitor monthly each
department's finances and an independent Budget Committee to
oversee the direction of SAC's financial planning. An important
proposal that deserves support is Wong's idea to set up a long term
planning committee to provide financial continuity from year to
year.
The Lance applauds this new attitude and the steps that have
been taken by SAC. We hope that they will continue to support this
type of planning with action as well as words so as to give us the
type of mature, pragmatic government the students of this school
deserve and demand.

Steve

worked

e

Fearandloathingat the Lanceoffice
by Kevin Rollason
And on the eighth day, God created sub-editors.
And it was OK.
Sometimes Pete and I wonder what we would do
without sub-editors, but we just cannot imagine it.
Pete and I just would not be able to do all the work
ourselves-we find it hard enough finding hours in a
day to go to the pub as it is. For the other innumerable
tasks which we would really like to do, but don't really,
we have sub-editors.
The 1983-84 sub-editors, for the most part, do not
know what they are getting into. There will be hard
work, long hours, poor working conditions with little
chance of reward-and
that is just their school work!
With Lance work it will be different. Ir will be longer
hours and lower grades mixed with the frenzied adoration of a loyal readership craving more and more.
They have yet to experience the full affects of Lancemama.
But before I get drowned in rhetoric (i.e. lost),
I had better just introduce this year's staff.

Fir t, and not least, is corenzo Buj
Lorenzo i
one of the most conservative people at the Lance.
Foolishly, though, he 1s back for a second year as the
kingpin of the Arts Department . Don't let his looks
fool you.
This guy knows where all the hard-core
entertainment
is in Windsor -even when he has to
find it in the basement of Essex Hall. Lorenzo built
up a loyal Arts staff last year which for the most part
deserted him but he is sure to beg and bribe his way
to readership heaven once again.
We were looking for a person who would do both
the Features and the Graphics work - a lot of work for
one person. After a nationwide search over the course
of several months we finally found the right person

Dear Editor:

This letter is concerned with the new registration pro·
cedures for the Fall 1983 programs. Many of you have
probably experienced the new registration procedures
introduced by the university this year and have noticed
that the lineup is much shorter than last year, which is
good.
However, I am not too pleased about the assigned
time slot that we are forced to follow to register. The
reason for this is obvious, those who are given an earlier time slot in the mornings between 9-11 a.m. will
have a much better chance of receiving all their courses
than those given the 1-5 p.m. time slot.
What right does this university have in denying many
students a fair and equal chance to pick their courses
like everyone else? Perhaps, the administration decided
that the time slots should be arranged alphabetically
to control the number of people registering at a particular time. This may sound logical in reducing any
long lineups, but nevertheless , it still clearly discriminates a students chance of receiving their desired
courses just because their last name may start with a
"P" and not with an "A".
I don't know about you, but I prefer last year's
registration policy instead of this year's policy. Even
though there were long lineups in that system, at
least we were all given an open time slot where every·
one was allowed an equal chance to choose their
courses. Those who wanted their courses badly would be
given the opportunity to arrive early in line for registration. Whereas, this year's system denied such an
option.

here under our noses in the person of John May. This
guy carries a guitar in one hand, a pencil in the other,
and an exacto knife in the other. John is in his second
year with us here after an incredible last year highlighted (or blighted) by the joke issue, and of course
we expect even more from him this year.

so of course we made him Sports Editor this year.
John is loaded with enthusiasm about working at the
Lance. Sports is a hard job-there are so many sports
events that this sub-editor is kept running trying to
cover them all and accumulate a staff. Hopefully he
will stop calling us Mr. Rollason and Mr.Freele and
just leave it at sir.
Glenn Warner has moved up in prestige, power,
work and headaches.
As head of the Photography
Department, Glenn has to provide clear and incisive
photographs for us to blow out of all proportion to fill
large sections of white space. We know Glenn has the
talent to make it look easy. (Now if we could only
get him to tell us how to do it.)

When he is not dying on university lawns, Philip
Rourke (not to be confused with Phil) can be found
roaming the halls and offices of the university looking
for news stories. As News Editor this year Philip will
have a great deal of opportunity to write the news
people want to read and not just classifieds either.
Too bad nobody has told him that great deal of op·
portunity is another way of saying great deal of rime.
Anyways, he is a fast learner.

John
Lance.

Slama 1s still amazed at the wonder of the
I le came up last year co take photographs

Chris Mc::-.:amara, as Glenn's able assistant, will
carry out his role as Assistant Photography Editor
to the best ot his ability. llis job 1s to do everything
that Glenn 1s not able to do, and, unless Chns thinks
he is gemng off lightly, that 1s still quite a lot. Though
it will be hard to fit the Lance in with his duties as
full time hanger-on, groupie, and fan of D.O.S, we
arc sure Chris will save us some.
Rounding out the list 1s Pete Deck (our Circulation
Manager), John Liddle (our story-telling columnist),
and Sal Ala returns to paralyze our indifference with
his "Parallax Measure" Literary Supplement.
It seems like such a short hst of people for the
amount of work that gets done, but cher are all raring
to get to work wich their new-found positions and
projects.
Let us see what they think of their jobs
26 long hard, yet always fun, issues from now. And
about them you can truly say· if you are looking for
their monument -yo u are holding it!

I ask the administration to search their conscience
and imagine, how would you feel if you were a student
who was quite concerned about picking your required
course, but was told that you can't register before your
assigned 4:00 p.m. time slot? This could result in severe
complications, if you were denied courses that had to
be taken in order to take more advanced courses next
term. The next thing you know, you could probably end
up being a 3rd year business student taking 2nd year
business courses.
I know that in life we can't have everything we want
and I could accept the fact of not being able to choose
a desired course. But I just can't accept the fact of having my rights as a student being infringed upon by the
administration and witnessing other fellow peers not
being allowed a fair and equal chance to choose our
courses like those given an earlier time slot.
I say that we should get rid of this assigned time slot
in favour of an open time slot where everyone is given
an equal chance of picking their desired courses.
Afterall, isn't this a democratic society where everyone is equal or has this administration undertaken an
authoritative policy where one no longer has any control
over their educational goals.
I urge all students who feel the same way I do to
write to the Lance, SAC representatives or even the Administration to let them know how you feel about this
issue. If we don't voice our opinions now, by next
January this whole nightmare will occur again.
Dan Ing
Third Year, Social Work

My Dear Editor:
I've missed you so much since I last saw you in Paris
but a short while ago. Thankfully the loneliness I feel is
eased by the reminder of you I carry with me. My darling, I can hold back no longer. I must tell you - I'm
pregnant. Isn't it wonderful? You 're not sterile after all.
Now we can be married just as you said you wanted to
be if it weren't for your problem. Yes, your problems
are over Kevin and autumn weddings are so beautiful.
I anxiously await your return.
All my love,
Nicole
P.S. I want the world to know how lucky we are.

(Editor's Note - Delete this letter. It is obviously
a smear tactic being used by degenerate letter writers
only. Besides, ~be only girls I met in Paris were Gigi,
Lola, Brigit, Fifi, Diane, Penny, Donna, Wendy, Jill,
Michelle, etc.)

Dear Editor:

I think the bookstore should be watched more closely. Mein Kampf costs less than each of my text books.
Patrick Petro
A Concerned Student
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In Pursuitof Peace
calculation
(by
the super powers).
Disarmament , they
feel, would help build new
relationships
of
confidence
between the superpowers which
could lead to a stable and
permanent peace. "

by Philip Rourke

A night at the Ball Park
Tiger Baseball Wed . Sept.
21, 1983 • Tigers vs
Baltimore

----

Last June , the U. of W. Students for Nuclear Disarmament
sent a representative of their
group , Kevin Johnson, to Prague
Czechoslovakia for the World
Assembly for Peace and Life
Against Nuclear War. Although
reserved in his expectations
before the conference, Johnson
left Prague convinced
that
"the people of the world,
above all, want eeace."
The assembly was attended
by over 3600 delegates from
132 countries.
There were no
final resolutions passed during
the discussions because international dialogue rather than
djrect action was the focus
of the conference. Aided by
1400 international
speakers,
dialogue
between
delegates
discussed such topics as the
economic aspects of the arms
race to the role of the United
J\ations in the modern world.
Asked to sum up his impress ions of the assembly, J ohnson
replied that his experience con vinced him of the "desirability , urgency, and ability (of
'NANTED:
Participant~
with M.S.
needed for study on adaptation to
Multiple Sclerosis . All information
will be confidential . Call l>ebbie
at 252-3372
or leav e name and
number at Ext. 36S or 174.
FOR RENT - Room with kitchen
facilitic~. Non .smok er , non -ci,;n ker .
Close to Wyandotte(East
sid~ :.t oy
area). Call 2S8 -696S.
NOTICE-Anglican
Worship
on
Campus. Sunday Services in Coll • ite Chapel at 172 Patr icia 10:00A M
Monday to Friday Holy Commu ni on
is he ld at 12: 15 l'M w 1th Kev. Canon
Vic tor Blak e.
TRINmAD
& TOBAGO students
rtease contact
Miss R. 13reschuk,
International
Stude n ts'
Centre,
Cody Hall, for Commonwealth Scholarship information .

PR/\H/\83
nations) to disarm."
Elabor.a ting on his view of the desirability
of such an action,
Johnson
mentioned
that he
"came to realize (in Prague)
more deeply how much the
rest of the world means to
(Canada) not just as sources
of culture or trade, but as
human beings."
On the subject of the urgen cy to disarm, J ohnson was
more concrete . "Europeans ...
live constantly in fear of misNOTICE
- The United Church
Campus Ministry, Iona College, 208
Sunset Ave ., 2S3-72S7 Office hours
9:00 · S:00 offers worship, medita tion and Eucharist Tuesdays 12 :oo .
12 :40, Worship and community shar ing Sundays 7:30 pm. Feel free to
drop in an y time fo r conversation
with staff or other students . Iona
Suppers::
Horne cooked
Suppers
every Thursday
at S :30pm $:i. dl
Held at Iona College.
All students
are invited.
NOT ICE- The U ni versit y o f Winds or
Libe ral Club will be ho ldin g its
rt r s r meeting
o f t he yea r on Monday
Se pt. 19 at 3:0 0 in ro om s 7& 8 of
the University
Centre.
All old
members are asked to attend and
new members are definitely welcome .
Come out and ~ee what we're all
about. For fur ther information call
John 13oyer at 2 S 2-3036.

According to Johnson , the
desirability and urgency to disarm the world powers is possible because the ability to do so
presently exists. He believes
this since the delegates at
this assembly, "representing so
many varied political, economic ,
and cultural structures reached
agreements on many vital points.
They came from a wide spectrum, each speaking for many
(in their homeland), each devoted to peace, and (each)
committed to working towards
international understanding."
The U. of W. Students for
Nuclear Disarmament, a SAC
ratified club, was able to send
Kevin Johnson
on this trip
because of a strong fundraising
drive that was helped, in part ,
by grants of $150 and $100
from SAC and the Social
Science Society respectively .
FOR SALE- Teak, executive style
desk and chair , matching wallarm
lamp. 2S4-277.3
JOBS -Downtown Detroit's Dance in
The Park Studio wants dance instruc tors ballet, jazz, modern. Also accept ing auditions for its dance company: '
Le Pare Troupe
located
in the
Woodward
Tower
building,
10
Witherell St., Suite 1706 at Grand
Circus Park and Woodward.
Call
96S-76S2
KENYAN - students pleas e co nt act
Miss R . Oresc h uk , International
St udents'
Ce ntr e. C ody Hall . for
impo rt ant message~

documents.

GARAGE
SALE - September
17 ,
18. Furnit u re, dishes, University
boo ks,
and
miscellaneous.
142
McEwan IO:oo . ? (six blocks from
the University).

Do you need MONEY???
WHY NOT SELL AND / OR BUY THOSE OLD TEXT
BOOKS AT THE

S.A.C. USED BOOK SALE
SAC will be taking in your old textbooks starting Wedne sday, September 7th
through Friday September 16th in the Extension Lounge, 1st Floor, University
Centre.

HOURS OF
8:45
Monday
8:45
Tuesday
8:45
Wednesday
8:45
Thursday
8:45
Friday

OPERATION
- 2:45
4:45 - 6:45
- 2:45
- 2:45
4:45 - 6:45
- 2:45
- 12:45

For those of you wanting outstanding bargains we will be selling Mond ay Sept 12 thru
Thu rs. Sept 22 .
Please note: For those of you consigning books to SAC for sale, the money for books sold and/ or

unsold books must be picked up in the E xtension Lounge during the above mentioned hours,
Tuesday September 27th through Thursday September 29th. If your book has been sold, your
receipt number will appear on a numerical listing posted prominently, at or near, the University
Centre Information Desk. All monies and unsold books not claimedwill become the property of
SAC.

ABSOLUTELY r~o MONEY AND/OR
UNSOLD BOOKS MAY BE CLAIMED
WITHOUT THE PROPER RECEIPTS
S.A.C. will charge a 15% handling fee with a minimum of S.50.

~
SAC
Ill

.
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October airing
Anglican - Episcopal

FM closerto realityat CJAM

3305 Sandwich at Brock
(2nd light past the Bridge)

by Kevin Rollason

Holy Eucharist Sundays 8:00 am., 10:30 am.
Wednesdays 10:30 am.
(Matins: 10:30 am. 4th Sunday)
Rector: Rev. Fr. Terry Danee, M.Div.
Organist/Chairmaster: Fred H.L Castle
We need singers too! Phone 256-0185

Although he "can't set a
date", CJAM Student Radio Sta·
tion Manager Russ Wolske is
confident that the radio station
will be operating as a FM station
sometime in October.
Wolske said that CJAM's
transmission tower was erected
on September 2 at the top of
Laurier Hall to facilitate FM
broadcasting. This cost CJ AM
approximately $7 SOO. As well
they have constructed their own
sound board.
Due to a lack of funds, CJAM
has not been able to do the reno·
vations they would like to have
been able to do. Wolske said,
"People will have to bear with
us" in terms of audio quality as
well.
Wolske mentioned that the
sound problems with SAC's Pub
have been heightened with the
new location
of the stage.
CJAM's broadcasting equipment
picks up the sound from the
speakers in the Pub.
A new service at CJ AM is one
that allows campus organizations
to publish their events on the
air. Those inter('Sted may pick
up the form at the SAC office.
The staff at CJAM, other
than Wolske, consists of the following people: Chris Burston •
Program Director, Patrick Petro
- Music Director, Tony Capu·
ano - Special Programming Director , Louise Renault - Public
Affairs Director, R.J. Hollub Promotions
nirt>ctor,
Tony
Piccimn - Production Director,

Ray Marentette - Assignment
Editor (News), Allan Pyke Sports
Director and Martin
Deck - Programming Guide
Editor.

Make ST. JOHN'S your
parish CHURCH

LSAT/GMAT
GRE/SAT
CLASSES NOW FORMING:
SEMINARS HELD YEAR-ROUND
Southfie ld • Troy • Dearborn
Ann Arbor• East Lansing • Grand Rapids
Toledo • Bowling Green • Cleveland

(313) 540-5988

University Test Preparation Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph, Suite . 2501, Birmingham,
Ml48010
"The Test Preparation Specialists

f

HAIRWORKS
UNISEX HAIRSTYLISTS

Workmen install CJAM's new antenna.
Burston came in to replace
Rick Hou ghton who had accepted a position at Scarborough
Cable. Wolske felt that Burston
was

"obviously

competent

and

one of the most personable people at the station." He added,
"He'll take a lot of weight off
my shoulders".
As

in

past

years,

CJ AM

Leo Ogata/LANCE

will be covering most Lancer
sports events again. CJAM has
also purchased a better telephone patching syst em to allow
for better

sounJ

quality

2

We do Today's Cut. New Wave &
Clipper Cuts
Discounts for Students

of n:·

mote broadcasts.
CJAM is always looking
new people. Their offices
located in the basement of
University Centre beside
Pub.

$3 Off Short Hair
for
are
the
the

$5 Off Long Hair

Soft Perm • Curly Perm • Body Perm •
Wash & Wear Perm
Guarantee: Free Wash & Trim one week
later.

$5 Off Long Hair

227 4 Wyandotte St W. - near University
of Windsor
254-8053
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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$3 Off Short Hair

"BUGS HARVEY OSWALD"
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Sept 22, 1983
12:00 noon
University Centre Cafeteria
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The Out-of-Towners
Now what? You've been wrenched from Mother's bosom and thrust into the throes
of higher education. You 're tired, lonely and confused, lost in a strange new place where
people dress funny. Well, lucky for you, you new resident student you, the House Councils
of MacDonald, Laurier, Cody and Huron Halls have planned a year of events designed to

compiled

b y John Ma y and Kelly Phillips

make your head spin. These are the activities that have been enshrined in the Great Hall
of Ways Not to Get Your Work Done and Wake Up With a Bad Headache in the Morni ng.
And now you are invited to participate! Wow! I can hear your heart throb wit h antici pation from here!
These two dances are a real affair. Classy food is thrown around --it's
not just
french fries with gravy flying through the air, but veal cordon-bleu and fresh turkey
getting pitched. Plus, there·s a real thrill in dancing on tables with genuine linen tablecloths and decorated with candles.
Each residence holds their own formal, with :lifferent themes every year, such as
Laurier's "Celestial Tinfoil" evemng last year. It was a formal to be reckoned with,
believe you me.

Sing- Song
Despite its innocent name, this event is the source of wide-eyed salivating on the
Mac side of the Qua<l and perennially red faces over at Lauricr. The idea is to take an
upstanding, wholesome song (like !\mazing Grace or Pusb, Pusb in tbe Busb) and pervert it into good ol' smut. Accompanying each floor's chorale is a bevy of outrageous
costumes which add accent to the lyrics-and cater to male whimsy along the way.
Cody, Mac and Laurier hold their own songfests on consecutive nights, all trying to
our-smut each other. What fun.

"I got the waitress on the side of the head with a bun last year." --

"Fantastic, splendourous." - -llelena,

"If someone told me I was going to be wearing bathing suits and rights with garbage
bags over top -- with balloons taped to my chest - I'd never have believed them." Judy
7th floor Laurier.

"It's insanity." --Dan,

Ross, 4th floor Mac.

3rd floor Laurier.

9th floor Mac.

''.Classier than anything else that goes on around residence." -ner.

Jenny, 10th floor Lau-

"I can look back and say: ' ... Yes ... yes, I did it ... I did it when I was nineteen years old'"

Karen, 5th floor Lauricr.

"DRINK LIKE TEN MEN!" --

''Wild ...just don't bring your mother to it." --Joan 6th floor Laurier.

"I don't know." --

Marcel, as quoted by Bruce, 7th floor Mac.

Dan, 4th floor Mac.

"Oooooh .. .lt's really different. It takes a while to get used to the vulgariry that comes out
of you. "--Maria, 3rd floor Laurier.
''It was OK- a little embarassing at the time.''-Julie,

Sleep -isn't too important in residence life, and around Yuletide it naturally takes a
backseat to that all-rime favourite festive past-time: door-decorating!
"Let's stay up all night until we're smothered in tissue paper and scotch tape!",
they scream up and down Laurier, scissors in hand. The best door wins a valued prize and
receives the honour of being admired by hordes and hordes. Fame at the price of privacy.
Kris Kringling, the art of delivering silly gifts anonymously, is another Christmas time
fave. The presents are hidden, and clues are given as to their whereabouts. Certain requirements may be prerequisite to getting the gifts; if you see a blushing blonde parading
though Vanier Hall in her bra and underwear shouting Onward Christian Soldiers with the
Miriam-Webster Dictionary on her head next December, you may say to yourself, "Ah, I
see ... She's trying to get a fifty cent trinket."
Christmastime, too, is the traditional season of friendly get·togethers and getting totally blitzed out of your head. As such, it is a popular residence sentiment. Parties are the
order of the day.

10th floor Laurier.

"Oh, God ... (hysterical laughter) ... Sing Song ... (sigh) ... a lol of fun ... (more laughter)
... uh, You get to meet people but you get drunk and make a fool of yourself but you
get to see other people make fools of thcmsc!vcs." - Michellc, 4th floor Laurier.
"I was so sober at the Sing Song last year I had no fun at all,"--Kim 2nd floor Laurier.

"It's roooooooood!"

- Jenny. 10th floor Laurier.

"A very moving experience." --Kevin, 8th floor Mac.
"Personally
floor Mac.

1 like the guys bencr

They're more artistic in being crude."-Adam,

7th

"Hell, I don't know."--Dan 4th floor Mac.

Oktoberfest
Do you like green? Would you wear it? Really?
Oktoberfest is the event with the flavour of a distant place, a tradition brought all the
way from Kitchener, Ontario (or even Heidelburg, if you want to stretch it). Here the
girl5 get to participate in the Miss Chug-a-lug Contest. The girl with the Biggest Chugs wi!l
often demonstrate to interested onlookers exactly what she had for lunch It's great for
the guys, too. One lucky fellow is given the honour of dancing around stupidly with little
clothing on as the revered and respected Mr. Oktoberfest- now that's something to put
on a resume.

Stags head
Clip and save: "Hey, what'your name and room number?"
"Hi, I'm (insert your name here); how do you like me so far?"
"What does Stagshead mean, anyway?"

"Vundarbar."-Karen,
Stagshead--the place to encounter heavy pick-up action (and we don't mean trucks).
Here the hot property of Mac and Laurier gather to preen and parade their ~lumage'. then
spend the last half of the evenmg wondenng of their deoderant works. Yes, its hot, its
crowded, its very 1rritatmg to the eyes, but if you enJoy gettmg really close to people

5th floor Laurier.

3rd floor Laurier.

"Too crowded, too hot. "-Ron, 4th floor Mac.

"It was disgusting. I hated it."--Kim, 2nd floor Laurier.

"Deli counter." -Bruce, 7th floor Mac.

"Sausage polkas."--Jenny,

"Meatmarket."-John

"Everybody wants to meet somebody." -Sandy 9th floor Laurier.
"Um. Party place." -Kevin, 8th floor Mac."

L______

4th floor Mac

7th floor Laurier.

"If Santa was really like that ... " --

"Grey Cup is the only time I get dirty. I don't like getting dirty." -Mac.

"Geez, that was good. Pete (Santa) was really hammered. He made a mess of his beard.
Remember that? It took him a whole can of Lysol to clean "it. Then he was standing
outside in front of the door naked. (gales of laughter)" -- Adam, 7th floor Mac.

string backcatcher."

Bruce, 7th floor

Cathy, 4th floor Laurier.

"The fun part was rippin' it down!" --Kim,

2nd floor Laurier.

Kim, 2nd floor Laurier.

--Dan,

"We had porno movies two years ago. :..ast year we just got drunk. They don't steal
stuff like they used to. Some guys got put in jail." -- Kevin, 8th floor Mac.

9th floor Mac.

" I hated sports all through high school but like them here because nobody's

good at

9th floor Laurier.

"It becomes pretty

cutthroat

by the end of ball hockey."

--Adam,

"I got to hut the ball. I was the only one that smiled." --Judy,

10th floor, Laurier.

"Hey, a few bruises bolster the ego." --

"Christmas is a good rime to look forward to the Christmas party." -Mac.

7th floor Mac.
7th floor Laurier.

"We had the party. We had the trees." --Ron,

John, 8th floor

4th floor Mac.

"Christmas is a good time to find out how artistic you 're not." -rier.

"It's a great way to get back at your enemies." --Ross,

Sports

Dan, 4th floor Mac.

Dan, 4th floor Mac.

Formals

Some people have absolutely no athletic ability; residence sports prov~des ~ great forum to ridicule and embarrass them. Luckily, though, many people are m this ~oa~ to·
gether, and the camaraderie developed within residence sports is sure to last a lifetime,

Dan, 9th floor Mac.

4th floor Mac.
"I don't know." --

"I can't think of anything." --

Sandy, 9th floor -I:.au-

John, Mac.
"I keep saying crazy all the time. Everythings crazy." --

"I've never heard rock 'n' roll on a tuba. "-Bruce, 7th floor Mac.

____,__
____

"Ours stunk." --Judy,

those other guys, go go go go! Vay!''

7th floor Mac.

"I didn't go."-Dan, 4th floor Mac.

4th floor Mac.

"I don't have anything to say about them."-Dan,

10th floor Laurier.

7th floor, Laurier

"Santa passed out after ten girls ... That is, after he gave out presents to ten girls. When
he woke up with an elf under his bed he was so embarassed he was red for a week."
---Liana, 9th floor Laurier.

Basketball, ball hockey, baseball, and volleyball competitions are also held, plus Huron
rents the ice at Windsor Arena (at obscure times of the night) for broomball matches, a
rare opportunity to discover how cold and hard ice really is.

them." --Sandy,
"I have to defend my title as Mr. Octoberfest."-Adam,

quite the pick-up place. That's why I like them."-Jenny,

"' ''Go team, go real fast, go lots faster than

"I'll be on the bench --Third

"Its good to have guys showing off their bodies for once."-Judy,
"Ooh ... you want the hones truth? Its overcrowded, loud .. oh its fun." -Helena 3rd floor
Laurier.

"They're

two or three weeks. Laurier participates in flag football, whereas Mac
real football; man's football; football that really gives you the opportunity
Each floor on Laurier becomes a cheerleading squad for its brother, and
closely this spring, off in the distance you may hear such inspired poetry

'' A great way for women to get involved with men." --

" I don't like sausages"--John 4th floor Mac.

"Ooooh, I liked that!"-Maria,

or at least
competes in
to eat mud.
if you listen

Once a year residence students pretend to be adults at . . The Fonnal. Likewise,
once a year they make half-hearted attempts to be adults at ... The Semi-Formal. The
two together, of course, make a formal and a half, a puzzle for logicians everywhere.

_ _,_____
____

Contrary to what's been heard, residence life alone has never killed anyone. Marks
may have suffered somewhat, and aspirin consumption may rise heavily but hey, it
builds character (and keeps the breweries in business). The best thing about residence
students, though, is that they can take a joke. And they go home in the summertime.

____.____
____

______

il(O)
Fassbinder
doublebill
by Glenn Warner

Glenn Warner/LANCE

Whatis Jim Ca"ey~ head?
by John May

Gathering momentum for his
comic assault on Hollywood,
Jim Carrey paused long enough
in Windsor to give Sac's Pub
patrons a glimpse of a rising star
last Monday.
The packed pub roared its
approval of Jim's eclectic collection of personalities - - from
the standard Reagan and Sammy
Davis Jr. impersonations to more
obscure send-ups of Billie Holiday , Frank N. Furtcr and French
singer Charles Aznavour.
After convo luting his rubber
face and spindly body in to cari catures of the Amazing Kreskin,
Wile E. Coyote after a bad fall,
and Elvis shaking a dog off his
leg, he then appeared to shrink
in his suit to deliver a moving
portrayal of Henry Fonda on the

farm. The pub rose to its feet in
appreciation.
From an innocent start doing
a soprano John Wayne at the
age of eight, Carrey has taken a
moderately meteoric (he 's been
a professional for five years)
flight to a strong chance at
stardom . On September 26 he
begins shooting the first of
thirteen
episodes of "Duck
Factory", a CBS replacement
series slated for air in January.
He plays an innocent Midwestern
cartoonist,
churning
out episodes of "Dippy Duck"
in an inherited Hollywoo d cartoon studio. There's no room
for impressions here, however.
"It's an acting pare, " he says.
" It's rare to improvise, especially in an MTM production."
The Mary Tyler Moore studios
are responsible for such quality

programming as Lou Grant and
Hill Street Blues. Carrey has had
offers for four other series but
"They weren't perfect. I wasn't
one hundred percent sure."
Indeed, Carrey is well cast in
the role of a cartoonist. He was
a bit of a scribbler as a child,
and even today his act consists
of caricatures as astute as any
political cartoonists ' pen. Like
Dick Van Dyke, his favourite
comedian, Carrey uses his entire
body in limber mime to paint a
comic moment.
Seemingly doomed to star dom, Carrey looks beyond his
immediate future to his own
aspirations. " I always want to
grow. Someday I' ll be a director
...
I'm never satisfied where r
am. I just have to keep movi ng."

R .W. Fassbinder is finding it
even more difficult these days to
make good motion pictures:
1) because nobody will finance
him; 2) because he's dead. Since
film aficionados should expect
nothing more from this gifted
director, they must content
themselves with some of his no
less than
brilliant previous
works.
Naturally audiences
will appr eciate chem even more
now.
R.W.'s strong sense of characterization is probably his overriding talent, complemented by
his actors, who play out their
roles of earthly sensuality with
fresh conviction.
Such is the
focus of two Fassbinder films
playing at the Palace tonight.
Fassbinder's favourite actress,
Hanni Schygulla plays the title
role in The Marriaga: of Maria
Braun, Fassbinder's first of his
post-war Germany trilogy. (He
would soon follow with Lola
and Veron ik a Voss.) As the
war climate changes, Germany
muse reconstruct itself to become a highly industrialized
state. Braun is but a small part
of the overall conversion. Through Fassbinder's eyes, however,
she is the conversion.
The second feature , The
Stationmaster's Wife, reflect~
the lower middle-class value~
before the war, before Hitler.
Yet they are the roots of frustration that would lead so many
to follow him lacer on. Elisa-

Hanni Schygu lla in "The Marriage of Maria Braun. "

beth Trissenaar plays the wife,
opposite Kure Raab, in chis
story C>flust, betrayal, revenge,
and all our other favourite
sexual complications.

Artclte

The Students'
Administrative
Council
is accepting applications
for the position of

Chief Electoral
Officer
All applications
are to
be submitted to Carolyn
Ozimek, Vice-President
Administration,
by
Monday ~eptember 26,
1983 4:30 p.m. i:D,
sAc
the SAC Office.

r,
Ill

ESTD
1929

a non-profit
artist-run gallery
1233 University Ave . W.

Windsor. Ontario
N9A5l2
ph. 519-252-1539
Wed . - Sot. 11 a.m . to 6 p.m .

Sunday 1 p.m . - 5 p .m .

Sept. 14 - Oct. 2
Alignment
photo-artworics
by

The Eye

Dorothea R. ttoo,,.r

Maybe it's time
you jumped
into something
more demanding
than a car pool .

~

__
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Wreckord

Pure & Simple Natural Food

Welcome to Moes
21 7 5 Wyandotte W.

by Lorenzo Buj

Pure & Simple
Specialty
Foods
Eat in or Carry Out

THE METEORS
"Wreckin' Crew"
(I.D. Records)

•

Not nearly half as bland as
the slick-o pop dished out by
Stray Cats, the Meteors' brand
of rock cool has always translated into a triumph of sheer
clawing convulsion.
Wreckin' Crew is a pleasantly
produced LP, and even though
its ghoulish ditties only keep my
attention for half of each side,
one can't deny that these mongrels know how to have their
evil schizophrenic fun within
roackabilly's limited range.
All this evidenced by the
fact that the Meteors' following
spans quiff-heads, punks, and
straights, and that their former
drummer in an interview once
uttered these hallowed words:
"If you've listened to the Sex
Pistols you can't go on stage
after that and play as if they'd
never existed!"
He also called their music
"punk hillbilly," which means
its Meteors rockabilly -- raw
and raucous and rousing.
On Wreckin' Crew this means
glorious unashamed hooliganism
and drunkenness of P. Paul
Fenech's vocals for "I Don't
Worry About It"; the chug-bopand-stomp of "Insane," "Axe

Fast, Fresh
and Delicious!

Students10°/oDisc~t

Salads
Sandwiches
& Fresh
Juices

•

Selection of Vitamins,
supplements & gourmet
coffees & teas

Welcome to

Angela's Beauty Salon
2662 University Ave. W., Windsor

For Men & Women's Hair Styling

" ... meteors of a troubled heaven." -Henry IV, Part 1.
Attack," and "Wreck in' Crew";
the lovelorn "Johnny Remember
Me" which whistles by like a .
breeze from an Ennio Morricone
soundtrack; the occult taste of
"Sick Things" and the spirited
manic cover of "Wild Thing."
Sure, .his is traditional Meteors' (even Cramps) ground,
black magic madness and girl-•
boy stuff, but it don't bore and
it don't bug me like some of the

vacuous new wave or moronic
• such
rock 'n' roll that's feedmg
great slices of this great American continent.
With the occasional, heh heh,
singing hysterics, Wreckin' Crew
is a dance-ridden sinister disc
that plops the likes of Brian
Setzer and his ultra-kleen cronies
on the wrong side of the great
Pistols' Divide.

Bring This Coupon and Receive These
Student Rates

..

I
I

I

I

I
I

1

PERMS
(Including cut and condition) . : . . $18. 00
HAIR CUT & STYLE
(Includes Wash & Blow Dry} .... $6.00
WASH & SET
(Includesoonditioner& SettingLotion)... $5.00
254-6611

Open Monday through Satlll'day

I
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Thesnake
ane.
I
R
elease2 fluidounces
of YukonJack,a dash
of juicefrom an unsus-

pecting lime, tumble them

averice andyou'llhave
skinnedthe Snake Bite.
Inspired1nthe wild, midst
the damnablycold, this.the
blacksheepofCanadian

~
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special student rate of

II Canada'sNationalNewsP?Pff
I
I
I
I

f

•

1~
OFF
r.2

th~ regular
pnce.

•

I am paying by: IJ Cheque IJ Visa IJ Mastercard IJ Amex
Card account # ______

Expiry date ___

_

for my
month subscription .
PLEASE deliver to (Indicate if off campus)

$
Formore YukonJaderecipeswrite: MOREYUKONJACKRECIPES,
Box2710,PostalStation·u;Toronto,Ontario M8Z 5P1.

Come to the University of Windsor
Homecoming Parade
Saturday, October 22, 1983 12 Noon
Homecoming Bash
Ambassador Aud. 8 p.m.

-

-------

·------

Province ------Telephone----

----

--

-

---

Postal Code-----

--

-

•

----

University• _______________

_

~

Campus--------

Student 1.0.# ------------(Required to validate offer)

•

(,--,
..

Win:

•

l st Prize - $500.00
2nd Prize - $200.00
3rd Prize - $100.00

3
6
8
12

HOMECOMING '83

Months· $17.87
Months· $35.75
Months· $53.65 (School Year)
Months. $71.50

Local Office:

•

r

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Must Be Paid In Advance

•

For more information, contact Neil Schechtman,
Special Events Commissioner at Ext 326.

•

-

Address ------

Room-----

Enter a Float.
Help work on a Float.

Have a good time. Get involved. Come to the
Float builders Football Wannup Party afterwards.
then see our very own Lancers stomp all over
York University.

Name -----

Globe & Mail
461 Dundas St.,
London, On.,
N6B 1W1

PRone: 1·800·265·4154

•

- The UK, meanwhile, has des·
pite Mag Thatcher's government
supported radio stations -Radio One being the pop music
channel. For the most part,
the focus here is as narrow as on
the average US Top 40 Station,
though without the merciless
self-promotion or pandering pat·
ter. The glittering, glorious,
all-redeeming exception
(I'm
exaggerating) is the John Peel
show, four days a week.
Mr. Peel is the deejay who
plays the new and obscure
records, often from independent
labels or even home tapes,
records by groups not establish·
ed enough or not hyped enough
to get airplay on any of the
island's regional stations. So
Peel has helped launch any
amount of careers and received
much praise for it from musicians and the music press. Even
before you heard them on John
Peel you probably read about
those bands in one of the pop
music weeklies.

darling of dichotomy.

I ance corrt'spondent De.m10nd McGrath spent the cruel
(but swingill ') summer in tbe Brillsh Isles again. Betwt'e11
w1t11cssing Rotbko 's at tbc Tate Gallery and mn11ing i111to money-changers
m St Pauls. he filed tbis report.

1\/ow that people like Eurythmics, Police, Fixx, Cul·
,rurc Club, and even Malcolm McLaren get played on
Detroit Radio and spawn chart hits there's a certain
amount of panic/rejoicing as North American pop has
caught up with British new wave and is being sanctioned
by record company execs as commcrciall>· viable.
But it ain't so.

Headlong rockers like nothing Stateside.

has them brutally savaging in
print an album by someone they
featured on the front page last
month.
The weeklies are very much
part of the music scene, the
necessary medium between the
fan who watches his heroes
every step and the artist or
executive anxious to publicize
his product.
Rock magazines this side of
the Atlantic can never be as
thorough as those in Britain

because they're limited by geo·
graphy -- size of the country,
population distribution, etc.
Being smaller, with a denser
population, Britain is something
of a pressure cooker; everything
happens
faster there.
Also
there's the economy, the different lifestyles; in fact the
entire history of the country.
Write a letter to the editor if
you want more, and I'll see
what I can do.

In Melody Maker, N(ew)
M(usical) E(xpress), and Sounds
will tell you who's playing in
some grungy sweatbox on the
other side of the country and
that a New York funk outfit
is about to release their first
UK single. They will do this
because each lives in fear that
their rivals will be the first to
discover or create the Next
Big Thing.
This same mentality has each
of them clawing at each other
to get an interview with the hottest new German group or the
latest African rhythmic wonder.
Melody Maker 1s the most
commercially-oriented
of the
three, more oriented toward
established

Musically, Britain is a livelier country than American
and will still be due to the nature of ... (wait for it) ...
The System. By which I mean the network of radio
stations, rock press, record stores, and record companies,
the network that in Britain helps bring bands before the
public rather than suppressing them.
For example, take the average North American
pop station (please). It depends for its survival on ra·
tings, which means they have to play what they believe
the people want to hear. Since there are more people
who want to hear what they're familiar with than are
willing to experiment with something new, it is an unusual thing for a new band co get on playlists.

Motorhead:

chart

stars,

Sou nds

is versatile but does more to
carer to the still huge heavy
metal audience; while NME does
more to maintain an image of
sophistication (and poseurrsm?
f.'d. ).

All three content themselves
with interviews, reviews, previews, and rock gossip with the
occasional foray into politics.
In wanting to appear current
they are prone to adopting a
tone of detached cynicism which

Chris McNamara/LANCE

Colin of G.B.H , a band brutally savaged in one article-ca lled
"moronic" and "sexist" -then unashamedly praised in the next.

~
IONA COLLEGE
UNIVEIISITY

Wednesday
Pizza
Special!
Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Street
(corne r Sandwich & Mill)

PLUS!

Small $2 .99
Medium $3 .99
Large $4.99
Any 2 item pizza

-:::::--~

MONDAY SPECIAL ~~

Oodles and oodles of Spaghetti Noodles! 'With Spicy Italian Sauce. All you can eat
Plus a trip to the Salad Bar. All for just $2.99
15% Discount on all Pick-up Orders

Hours: Mon . - Wed . 11 am - 1 am

Thurs. - Sat. 11 am · 2 am
Fully Licensed under LLBO

Of

WINDSOII

WELCOME
TO THE

STUDENT
SUPPERS
Every Thursday
5:30 p.m.

Home Cooked
Meal
Iona College
208 Sunset

1 st Supper Sept. 15
Sun. 12 Noon· 12 pm

FREE!

Corn Boil, Sundaes &
Music

toinjury

BlulScoach
adds
by Peter Freele
Doug Mitchell, Toronto's new
head coach, may find himself
winning the battle and starting a
war.
The battle he won was in
Varsity Stadium this past weekend as Toronto rolled over the
Lancers 35-7. After the game
he started the war with comments to the press like "I am
disappointed in Windsor . . .
they should
improve their
program or get out of the
league." Harsh comments like
this are hard for Windsor to
swallow, especially since Mitchell has only played two games
in the OUAA.
Despite the lop-sided score
Windsor was in the game until
the last six minutes of the first
half and had an excellent chance
at getting back in the game. With
Toronto leading 9-0, Toronto
punter Lance Chomyc had a bad
snap get past him and the Lancers should have had the ball
at the Blue's one yard line.
However, a stupid Windsor
penalty, too many men on the
field, let the Blues off the hook.
Shortly after this, Toronto running back Trevor Miller, who
was the OUAA's second leading
rusher last season, started his

one man scoring drive. In the
final few minutes before half he
scored three touchdowns of nine,
38, and 85 yards. The last TD
coming with less than a minute
remaining.
Miller would end
the day with 220 yards in 14
carries, most of them in the
first half.
When the half ended Toronto
was leading 30-0 and the game
was effectively over. Toronto
added five points in the second
half while Windsor was saved
from a shut-out by a nice 48
yard run by Gino Castellan with
35 seconds remaining in the
game.

::.i

v
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However unbalanced a score,
Toronto's coach was way out of
line with his comments. "Very
unethical and irresponsible" was
how Windsor coach Gino Fracas
characterized them, "there's no
need for that garbage ... you
don't do anything for the image
of the OUAA with talk like
that." The director of Men's
Athletics, Dick Moriarty agreed,
saying that Mitchell's comments
"violate the basic code of ethics
for the CIAU/OUAA," and that
Windsor is "turning it over to
the judicial committee of the
OUAA and they can deal with it
as they see fit."

:S
~

"'
J:

Th e Lancers' number 1, Ritc hie Coughlin, spent most of the day running back Toronto kick-offs.
Fracas is, however, looking
ahead, saying he would "like to
close the book on the matter
... it's not good for football."
He feels that the poor showing
was a combination of a poor initial turnout, the all-time low of
44 players came out for the
team, the lack of an exhibition
game to fine-tune the team's

GET INTO

timing and execution, and the
lack of full contact practices.
According to Fracas, he held
back on full contact for fear of
injuring his already small squad.
'\low that Windsor has a game
under their belt, their squad had
grown to over 50, and the team
is hitting hard in practice, Fracas
thinks "you'll see a different

team."
The Lancers travel to Waterloo next weekend and have their
first home game September 24th
against Guelph at 2:00 p.m. on
the South Campus field.
NOTE: The Lancers are looking
for a manager, if you're interested, contact Gino Fracas at the
Human Kinetics Building.

TO ENROLL,
SEEUS IN THE

UNIVERSITY
CENTRE
SEPT. 12, 13, 14, 15 & 16

• Course 7 Weeks
• 4 ClassTimes
Offered
• 1-112 hr./wk.
COMM
ENCiNC

MONDAY, SEPT 19

at S:.!o
•
•
•
•
•

cut study time in half
With no lossin comprehension
Improve grades& study skills
Improve readingefficiency
Learnto enjoy reading

Room 108
Memorial Hall

Pm

or

7·00

WED., SEPT• 21 Pm

at S:.!O Pm or 7;00
. PEE OP

Pm

S7s.oa

includes instr t·
and the use Of ~~ ~on, text boot,
ourse Materials
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Lancers join OUAA

Openingmeetingsfor
men's and women's sports

•
Sport •

•

Day & Date

Time

Location

Coach

ity John Slama

The newly established Lancer
Soccer Team will kick off the
season with two home games
this weekend, facing Western
Mustangs on Saturday and the
Guelph Gryphons on Sunday.
This is the first year for the
Lancer Soccer team in the
Ontario Universities Athletic
Associati& after competing as a
club soccer team for two years.
The Lancers will play in the
West division on the OUAA
league along with Western,
Guelph,
McMaster,
Brock,
Waterloo, and last year's division champions, Laurier.
Coach Dr. Harry Bird says
that about half of his players
are from last year's club and
most of them arc local talent.
One notable exception is Ian
Parratt, a "very experienced"
midfielder
from
London,
England. Bird also expects goalkeeper Van Nifiros, midfielder
Tom Serafimovski, and defender
Kevin Borg to be important
players for the Lancers.
Although the soccer club has
played against American schools,
such as the University of Michigan and Wayne State, in the

Telephone Number

Basketball-Men

Wednesday
September 21

4:30 p.m.

Room 212.HK

P. Thomas
N. Grabowski

2S3-4232, Ext. 218

Basketball-Women

Monday
September 19

S :00 p.m.

St. Denis
Centre

S. Swain

2S3-4232, Ext. 569

Curling

Wednesday
September 28

4:30 p.m.

Room 201 HK

Doug Bakes

94S-1590 (Bus.)
966-772S (Home)

Swimming
and Diving

Monday
September 19

4:30 p.m.

HK Pool

B. Trimbee
P. Laing

256-2415
255-724S/969-9080

Synchronized
Swimming

Monday
September 19

4:00 p.m.

HK Pool

R. Bastien

25 3-4232, Ext. 774

Track and
Field

Thursday
September 15

5:00 p.m.

Room 201 HK

M. Salter
B. Mailloux

2S3-4232, Ext. 568

Volleyball Women

Monday
September 19

5:00 p.m.

St. Denis
Centre

M. Prpich

253-4232, Ext. 774

Wrestling

Wednesday

4:30 p.m.

Room 202 HK

D. Bra11nagan 254-2320

•

•
•

Playball. ; )

NOTICE - To mark ils 140th
Anniversary ,Lisgar
Collegiate
Inst. invites all its alumni
and
staff to a late Spring Reunion,
May 4th and 5th, 1984. Program
information
is now
available
from:
Lisgar
140th
Anniver sary Committee.
Lisgar Collegiate
Institute,
29 Lisgar St.,
Ottawa, Ont. K2P 089

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You' re just minutes aw ay from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
rec reational facility. We're an exciting new club that
offers members featu res such as: • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Sauna s • Hot Tub s
• Pro Shop• Professional Instru ct io n
• Aerob ic classes dai ly
• Stude nt Leagues

NOTICEOn
Wednesday,
Sept.
21
at
7:00
pm
at
Assumption
Lounge
at
the
U ni ve r s ity Ce n tre , D r . George
Ha Jjar a r eknow n ed a uth or and
expert
on the Arab World and
Israel
will
address
a public
meeting
on
the
Arab
World
and
Israel-·
possibilities
for
peace.
For further
information
please call Mohammad
Hamden
at .255-943

We 've Got It AIII

Student

Memberships
$70 .00

i-------------------------------------------,
• 10% off Student Memberships with presentation

:
•1

: of coupon and va11
·d Student ID
• I
I

Group lassons available on request

I
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NOTICE the
Essex
County
Family YMCA will be offering
programs such a~ Aerobic Dance,
Bodyworks,
&
Fitness,
Preschool, Youth Sports& Gymnastics, Babysitters
Safety
Course;
Teen Dances
& Leader
Clubs;
Microwave
Cooking;
Pre & Post
N f tal
1-itness.
Programs
are
offered
throughout
the County
beg inning
the week of Sept.
2 6.
For program
in formation,
in
your
community
contact
the
County
Y at 776-7305.
NOTICEMeet
the challenge
become
a bf g brother.
Call
256.23-11.
The
Big Brother
for a Day Annual
Corn Roast
is Sunday Sept. 18.

•

TUETHESPM
Y2PRICE
PIZZA
BREAR.
Frank Vetere's now gives university and college
students a real break. Any night of the week
after 8pm you can eat pizza for Y2price
when you present your valid student I.D. card.
So take a break with Frank Vetere's tonight.
• •
•
FrankVetere\ pn~
T~.Wi
Not available on take-out.

- -------

past, they have never faced an
OUAA team and coach Bird
has "absolutely no idea" how
the Lancers will fare this season.
He does, however, expect that
the "competition will be stiffer,
more serious."
Soccer fans can catch the
Lancers 'l.t home six times,
starting with the games this
weekend, before the OUAA
season ends in late October.
The Lancers also have exhibition games scheduled against
Michigan,
Schoolcraft,
and
Dearborn. All home games will
be played on the South Campus fields commencing
at
1:00 p.m.

Passpo·rt
The "Passport" season pass
will again be available to the
public and students. The pass
will allow the holder to attend
over seventy men's and women's
home games over the entire
school year. Passport applications can be picked up at the
St. Denis Centre and all Lancer
and Lancerette home games.
Cost of the Passport is $15.00
for students and $30.00 for
non-students.
NOTICE - The Gradual~

Student

Society's
First General
Meeting
will be held Wednesday
Sept.
21 at Assumption
Lounge 4pm.
All Graduate
Students Welcome.
NoticeGrad House Upcoming
Events; 1) Every Tuesday
night
movies 8 and IO pm; 2) Wednesday
Sept 2 I Trivial Pursuit
(prizes);
Friday
Sept.
30
Vendredi's-Wine
and
Cheese
Party.
All Graduate
students
welco m e.
NOTICE - Free
lee
time
for
Goalies!
Wednesday
night at
midnight
two
goalies
are
required. Call 2 54-132 I.
VOLUNTEERS
required
in
national
Student&' Centre, Cody
Hall, to assist with orientation/
information
dissemination.
Contact Miss R. Breschuk,
NOTIC°EInternational
Students
Orientation
Handbook
1983-4
(free!)
now
available
in
International
Stu den ts'
Cody Hall. "Everything
you've
always wanted
to know about
campus/Canadian
life, but were
afraid to ask .. "
NOTlCEall Graduate
Students
are
invited
to
"The
Grad
H ouse'',
552
Sunse t Avenue
(Accross
from
the
Math
Building).
Open 4 pm to I am.
Monday
to Friday All Graduate
students welcome.
BOWLERS WANTED- Males and
Females who want to bowl on the
• ALL NEW University of Windsor
Bowling Club on Sunday nights
are asked to call Jim at 944-5914
on or before Sept. 25, 1983. Teams
are now being formed so call now.
FOR SALE- Brassbed, vienna regulator clockcase, Oak vanity dresser,
&tudent's brasslamp, miscellaneous,
254-277 3.
ATTENTION
BOWLERS- We have
something right up your alley. Sign
up for some great University fun
on Sunday
nights. That's
right,
the all new University of Windsor
Bowling Club invites you and your
friends to bowl with them this
To sign up or to get further information call Jim at 944-5914.
LEDDY LIBRARY-Normal
Service and Office Hours for the Fall
Semester.
Hours of Opening and
Circulation
and Reserve Desks:
Monday.Friday:
8 AM to 11 :45
PM. Saturday:
9 AM to 1 1:45
PM. Sunday:
12 Noon to 11:45
PM. Reference Help Center and
Information
Booth:
Monday to
Friday,
9 AM to S PM. Interlibrary Loans Office:
Monday
to Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.
Public Documents Office:
Monday to Friday, 8:30 to 4:30 PM.
Administrative
Offices:
Monday
to Friday, 8 :30 to 4 :30 PM.
Welcome to Worship at Knox
Church (nex t to Harvey's) on
Sundays at 11:00 AM. 966-3477.
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men's

Fall intramuralsports

Activity

co-ed
Activity
Lobball
Touch Foot·
ball Tourney

Captains' Meeting
& Entry Deadline
September 16
5:00 p.m.
October 3
6:00 p.m.

Soccer
Dates

Days & Times

Sundays
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Saturdays
10:00-12:00 noon

Sept. 18 Oct. 23
Oct. 8 & Oct. 22

Level
Flag Football

Touch Football
Volleyball

September 16
5:00 p.m.
September 19
5:00 p.m.
September 22
7:00 p.m.

Mon./Wed.
5:15 - 6:30 p.m.
Saturdays
10:00-12:00 noon
Tuesdays
7:00 · 9:00 p.m.

Sept. 19 Oct. 26
Sept. 24
& Oct. 15
Sept. 27 Dec. 8

Levels of Competition
"A"

Competitive - highly structured competition with a higher
degree of skill required.

"B"

Recreational - less structured competition, the emphais
being on recreation although basic skills are required.

"C"

Casual - loosely
experience required.

structured

September 15
5:00 p.m.
September 15
7:00 p.m.
September 22
7:00 p.m.
October 3
5:00 p.m.
October 13
5:00 p.m.
November 3
5:00 p.m.

B

Lobball
C

Volleyball

women's
Soccer

Captains' Meeting
& Entry Deadline
September 17
6:00p.m.

B

3 on 3
Basketball
Hockey

A,B

Basketball

B

Days& Times

Dates

Tues./Thurs./Fri.
5:15 - 6:30 p.m.
Mon./Wed.
5:15 - 6:30 p.m.
Tues./Thurs.
5:15 - 6:30 p.m.
Tuesdays
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Mon./Wed.
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Mon. to Thurs.
Early AM/Late PM
Mon./Wed./Thurs.
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.

Sept. 23 Oct. 28
Sept. 19 Oct. 26
Sept. 20 Oct. 27
Sept. 27 Dec. 6
Oct. 5
Nov. 16
Oct. 27 March 22
Nov. 17March 22

Level
A,B
A,B
A,B
A,B
B
A,B
A,B

COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN
TONIGHT:

with little or no previous

THE NELSONS
Next Week

Lifeguards for the Faculty of Human Kinetics' pool will have
their meeting at 7:00 PM, Wednesday, September 21, in room 201
of the H.K. building. New guards are welcome and are asked to
bring their swimming qualifications.

HOT POINT

Kitchen Open
11:30 am. - 11:00 p.m.

APPLICANTS TO ONTARIO
MEDICAL SCHOOLS
Applications for all Ontario medical
schools must be received at the Ontario
Medical School Application Service
(OMSAS) on or before November 15,
1983. For applications write to:
0.M .S.A.S., P.O . Box 1328, Guelph, Ontario,

N1 H 7P4

Daily Specials
Student Discounts

Golf Tournament

Sept 26

902 California
Windsor, Ont
256-5001

$25.00

-~~=-----.,,.

D- AILY HAPPY HOUR: 5-7

FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR : 4-7
ONE BLOCK EASTOF U. of WINDSOR SPORTSCOMPLEX
"Membe rships Available"

For that
Good Old
Homemade
Taste
2270 Wyandotte St. W.

Coffee

25 6

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport
Store

Tea

Hours: 7:00 a.m.-·I0:00 am.

Bird Pro
Hardware Co.
Bicycle Shop
offers

Back to School Specials

Bicycle Tune-Ups
19.95 + parts
Get Choice of FREE
Handle Bar Tape or
Kickstand
2014 Wyandotte W.
253-4812

Shop
Canadian
We Do "Floor
Shirts" And
Team Orders
For Any Sport
-Complete Cresting
Service AvailableFast Service

Mens & Ladies Sportswear
and Footwear for all sports.

Brand Name
Sporting Goods For
Your Sport
• Tennis • Badminton • Squash
• Racquetball • Running • Track
• Swimming • Soccer• Baseball
• Basketball • Hockey• Volleyball
• Gymnastics• Aerobics• Martial
Arts• Cycling• Wrestling• Weight
Lifting• Figure Skating• Boxing•
Complete Service Dept. tor bicycle
repairs, skate sharpening and
skate blade repair or replacement.

Serving Windsor & Detroit For 18 Years
Mastercard
Visa

J•hns•n

CYCLE& SPORT
CENTRE

MondayFriday 9-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

5909-39 Wyandotte St. East

945.3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd.)

•
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Studentscompromisefor pragmatism
by Philip Rourke

"There was a time when (being a graduate and seeking work) was a happy prospect - with a new degree,
and a head full of learning, graduates set out to change
the world. To become the new leaders, the new movers,
the new shakers.
But these days, that kind of optimistic enthusiasm
is missing. Today, after a grim 3 or 4 years of earni ng
a degree - the graduate faces the even grimmer reality of
a world in which he or she will have to fight to find a
iob - any job."
ln a special presentation aired on March 29, T.V.
Repo rts brought forth the thesis that there has been a
shift in student attitudes since the 1960s; a shift from
students demanding their rights to students taking their
rights for granted and being concerned primarily with
the degree of career-orientated training they can get
from the university. The report comes to the conclusion that this attitudinal shift is not to be judged
with respect to whether or not it is good or bad; it is
but a natural change that is "built right into the
university system."
In 1969, the University of Windsor was ready for
change. The students were demanding (and getting)
representation in the decision-making process of the
University Administration. The climax of student involvement in this process is best exemplified by what
was generally called "The Occupation", which took
place between February 11 and February 20, 1969 .
"The Occupation•· involved a sit-in by students in
the theology department because the students did not
believe that Dr. William Kelly, a theology professor;
should be fired. What the students demanded was
that an independent board decide whether or not
Dr. Kelly should stay on as a professor at the
University. The administration <lid not meet the students' demands and the students, led by SAC president Jim Brophy, occupied the department for 10
days. The first night there were 5 5 students occupying
the department and the number grew to 200 by the
end of the week. Pressure was so intense on the Admin·
istratio n that some professors were pushing for resolution of the problem because thc x felt violence would
break out.
At the time of the occupation, two professors, who
withheld their name in the fear that they would he reprimanded by the administration for causing too much
te nsion in their department, wrote an essay that was
published in the Lance, which outlined their support
for the cause of the students. "We are not dealing with
theories", the professors explained, "we are dealing
with facts. Students are bored, anxious, blase, restless, indifferent, \\'orned, uninrercsred, lazy, unexcited, ,
dependent, passive. These are not permanent conditions,
but clear symptoms that something is very wrong."
The feelings of these two professors and the fact
that " The Occupation" generated rather than degenerated interest in the student-administration
conflict
arc examples of the accepted ways of doing things
the late 1960s.

The occupation of the Theology Department was the
height of student militancy at the University of Windsor.

In January 1969, there was a conference at the
Unive~y
of Western Ontario , artendel:I by- many
Ontario Universities, entitled The Student, The Power,
Th e Ch ange. This conference dealt with the rights of
the students and the ways of changing the university
sys~em. It was decided at the confere nce, according
to its resolution, "that the university must become an
effective instrument of social change instead of reflecting and perpetuating the exist ing order by retrenching
in comfortable reserve the proposed changes which
threaten the controlling group in our society.'' It was
further resolved that "student power should be based
on dialogue prior to action, but where dialogue fails,
the consequences will depend on the intensity of
the resulting frustration.''
"Student radicalism", according to the TV-9 report,
"reached its peak in February 1969." February culminated with a massive Anti -American demonstration

after many months of support on campus for American
draft-dodgers. At the time, Windsor students had voted
student funds to be used to make the trip across the
border easier for these Americans. Hundreds of Windsor
students marched across the Ambassador Bridge, along
with similar marches at other Canadian-American borders, protesting against the Vietnam War and against
nuclear tests being planned for Alaska by the U.S.
Government. If these tests began, tt was feared that
nuclear fallout would invade Canadian ter ritory. The
protestors did not stop marching until they were
stopped by a barricade of police at the Canadian-American border.
According to the TV-9 report, the United States
"went ahead with the tests, and the students eventually went back to school, and by now it was the '70's,
and as the war in Vietnam wound down, so did student
outrage."
TV -9 interviewed several professors and administrators on their program, all of which came to the conclusion that today's student is very different from the student of the 1960s with respect to their approach to university. According to Geo rge McMahon, Assistant VicePresident of Social Services, the students of the 1960s
"were interested in changing the world" and students
of the 1980s are interested "in getting a job." McMahon
feels that the students of today generally "see the
realistic situation" that they are in, and act accordingly.
lie cites unemployment situation in Canada and uses
the fact that last year the Commerce Club invited 140
employers to their Career Day but only 13 showed up
ts an example of the gravity of the problem of finding
a Job in modern times.
Prof. Walt Romanow, Dean of Social Science, feels
that such an attitude robs the students of many of the
benefits that the university has to offer. But, this is "not
to say they are apathetic," says Romanow, "it's just
that they have a different style." In Romanow's opinion,
the university now has "a very sophisticated, a very
mature, but a very pragmatic student."
It was also agreed among those interviewed that the
change m attitudes in regards to student rights has
evolved to the present state becau se st udents now have
the ngh r to sic on the Administration ·s committees and
can contribute to a large extent to the decision-making
process of the university. In the 1960s this was not the
case. McMaho n describes it as a "trage dy" that the
gains made by the stude nts in the 1960s and 1970s are
not perceived as importa nt by the students of the 1980s.
Jim Boyer, last year's SAC President, feels that to·
day's students are "getting more respect" and they no
longer "have to go out and try to change the world in
one demonstration." lie believes that students today
"feel they have to be part of the Establish ment."
The changes in student attitudes over the last 20
years are a reflection of both the students and the
outside forces that shape their thinki ng. Although the
major conflicts of the 1960s and 1970s are behind us
new conflicts have arisen in the 1980s but will have t~
be challenged by the stude n ts of today to shape the
thi nking of tomorrow.

Hundreds of students listened to J .F. Leddy, the University President, meeting the Student Council during the occupation.
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"Streamlining"

Senateproposal questioned
by Kevin Rollason

Although some members of
the Senate feel that they are
just "streamlining" by-law 31,
student senators and Community Legal Aid feel they could
be eliminating some student
rights in the process.
By-law 31 is an umbrella
university by-law which encompasses everything that mvolves
the university admimstrauon
and the students of the University of Windsor. For example, it includes articles which
describe procedures to be used
during student disciplinary action.
George McMahon, Assistant
Vice-President-Student
Services,
presented the proposal to amend
the by-Jaw at the latest Senate
meetin g. He says the reason for
the amendments is du e to th e
tnt:i&ied workload of the Committee of Student Affairs. Presently all twelve members have
to get together in order to try
cases involving student discipline.

One of the proposals would
create a Judicial Panel which
would number five members
consisting of at least two student members and at least
two faculty members. Comm unity Legal Aid feels that
" the student plurality is lost."
Because of this they feel in
order to keep the concept that
students are supposed to play a
greater role in Student Affairs ,
it should consist of at least
three student members, instead
of the proposed two.

panel and designate the president of the panel. Community
Legal Aid says this "selecting"
by the chair should be changed
to a lot system or a rotational
system to promote
fairness.
McMahon says that the stu dents can change anybody on
the panel they think is biased.
As it was pointed out during the
meeting , though there is nothing
mentioned
in the proposed
amendments about this .
Because of these questions
raised, as well as others, John
Ontko, one of the Student
Sena tors, motio ned that the
Senate table th e amendments
until the next meeting , in order
to discuss possible changes. Dr.
Walt Romanow, Dean of Social
Science, agreed saying that
"the points raised show there
1s some validity to the sru·
dents' questi ons" .
McMahon reminded senators

Another addition would be to
have the Committee on Student
Affairs elect the Chairperson and
Vice Chairperson of the Com mittee, "both of whom shall be
faculty members". Community
Legal Aid feels that this provision once again alters the intent
of the original committee for mula . They
feel
st udents
"s ho.._ul.d
nQ.t~
i
S>J.L1.ll.Jl
........-.1..!.!Ja!ti...·..J'l!..ih~
·.l..k.c·
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·,......~~.u..i.s,LLI~~;u.:
~r.....
provision •.
here
di
A question was also raised as
cussion about this by·law since
to biasing of the Judic ial Panel.
March. lie agrees, howe\'c.:r, thar
Th e pro posed ame ndment allows
it "might benefit from a postthe Chairperson to select the
ponemcnt " .
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OUAA soccer arrive at the University this past weekend.
The Lancers were defeated hy Western 2-l and tied Guelph 2-2
Sunday. Details on page 14.
J ulm Slt1111<1
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New registrationprocesscuts downlines
by Roberta Mock

Students registering using the new computerized registering
procedure. And it was cheaper than the Garnes Room too.

"l'c1iplc will always complain.
That's rhc nature of the game,"
Frank Smith is quoted as saying.
Mr. Smith was in charge of the
registrati on proc edures o f a few
wee ks back. Despite th e reverbs
of " unfair " from select students
(that is, from those with last
names beginning with letters in
the latter half of the alphabet),
he maintains that he has never
had as much positive feedback
in terms of speed and efficiency
as hc has had. this semester.
All students of the, University
of Windsor were involuntary
guinea pigs in September of
1983 , testing a new interactive

registration system. In the past,
students were subjected co long
lines due to the philosophy that
the early bird catches the worm,
or, in this case, their desired
courses. This year's procedure
featured rigid!} enforced times
to rep ort for rcgiscranon, hoping
to cut down drastically on the
time spent queing up.
Time slots were chosen both
alphabetically and according to
senorit}.
First year students
registered on Tuesday, September 6 and were followed by returning students according to
their year. Therefore, those in
third year courses got priority
over those people in second
year. Most complaints however,

came from the fact that Alice
Archibald in 2nd year Business
received first choice of courses
O\'er Zachary Zuck in the same
vcar.
· For all the Wongs, Williams,
and Whites out there, a few
words of comfort ... time slots
had to be assigned somehow,
whether randomly by student
number or colour of hair. It can
be pointed out that alphabetical
order has been asked for registration in the past years but never
enforced. The Regjstrar's office
ensures that the same people
will not be disadvantaged next
semester. Registration will not
be from A-Z.
continued

on page 6

Canadianpolice want to help students combat Triads
by Kevin Rollason
The Canadian police "have
more power than the Triads
will ever have'' claimed Constable George Cowley of the
Metropolitan
Toronto
Police
Force. This remark was made
during a lecture given in response to the events that affected the university during the
summer.
Cowley, as a member of
Toronto's Chinese Joint Forces
Operation, investigates all Chinese related crime, including
gangs or Triads of Chinese who
prey on other Chinese.
Cowley said the Triads used

fear as their main weapon by
claiming to have power over
VISA students. But, he said,
since VISA students have the
same privileges as do Canadian
citizens they have access to all
government
services including
the police. Canadian police are
also a member of Interpol, the
International Police organization
which enables them to have
worldwide information at their
disposal.
Constable Yau Pat, another
member of the Metropolitan
Toronto Policeforce, reassured
VISA students that unlike the
police in Hong Kong who had
Triad informers among them,

Canadian police did not. "We're
an entirely
different
police
force".
At the present time in Windsor the Chinese Triad is being
tried in court so none of the officers could comment on the
case.
Cowley said that· in
Toronto, though, there were 22
students before the courts who
were involved in Triads. He
estimated
that
in Toronto,
police knew 99% of the members
in Triads. He added that it was
worse in New York City than in
Toronto since in New York
City it was dangerous for Chinese to walk the streets of
Chinatown.
Pat said that the Triads had

both "willing and unwilling
members". This occurred because the Triads could approach
you, beat you up and tell you to
JOin or else risk further violence.
Triads first developed during
thC-1 '1th Century in China during the Ching Dynasty. When the
Chings overthrew the Ming Dynasty, the Mings formed themselves into secret societies or
Triads. The name derived from
the Chinese theory
of the
universe with Heaven, Earth, .
and Man being essential points
on
a
triangle.
After
the
Communist
overthrow,
the
Triads changed from a political
to a criminal movement.

Pat estimated that Triads controlled almost every kind of
crime that occured in Hong
Kong, but those in Canada
were at a much smaller scale.
Unlike the Mafia, Triads have no
central organization at all, preferring to remain in smaller
groups.
Ken Long, Dean of Students
at the University of Windsor,
felt that Triads "represent a
threat to the university environment" because it impaired VISA
students' reason for being here
which is to get an education. He
advised threatened students to
talk to the police as well as to
his office.
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CFS conference

Universities
part of warmachine?
by Phil Rourke
"What would it take?"
Such
was
Dr.
Ursula
Franklin's question to peace
groups at a Canadian Federation
of Students - Ontario (CFS- 0)
conference last weekend when
discussing the possibility of
nuclear disarmament of the
world's powers.
Dr. Franklin, an engineering
professor
and member
of
Science for Peace, spoke about
nuclear weapons and their impact on Canadian foreign policy. Her thesis was that Canada,
with respect to her foreign
policies, can be compared to a
child that "goes from one
mother to another mother, failing to become independent."
Evidence of her influence by
Martin Luthor King Jr. could
be seen by her constant emphasis on the equation of peace
with justice. "Peace is absolutely and totally linked with justice."
Arguing that Canada could,
if it really wanted to, become a
better advocate for world justice, Franklin cited money and
"fear of not being caught on
the wrong side" as the rationales
for Canada's mediocre relevance
in international peace.
Dr. Franklin continued by
openly criticizing both Canada's
misappropriation of what she ·
called "intellectual capital" in
universities and its Defense Productivity Arrangement with the
U.S. According to Franklin, this
agreement has "subcontracted
Canada's independence" and has •
hurt the opportunities open for
university

graduates.

"I

wftch

engineering students going to
~ork in a market fqr bits and
pieces when the technology has
been sacrificed for this agree-

ment."
Ahab Abdel-Aziz's seminar
on military research at universities was a logical transition from
Franklin's seminar. He outlined
the history of university involvement in the military-industrial
complex and argued that such
research is hindering the work
of graduates and professors at
universities across the country.
An enquiry into this problem,
prepared for CFS-0 by John
Bacher, outlines Abdel-Aziz's
argument:
"While many are aware of
the destructive tendencies in
our civilization, a sense of para-

lysis is encouraged by the lack
of an understanding of the con- ,
nections of many of the activities of everyday life and the process of militarization which
threatens to extinguish human
life ... "
"While our post-secondary
institutions are not the scene
of such clear links as the manufacture of the guidance system
of the cruise missile, much of
university activity is equally
geared to such a destructive
end. Indeed it can be said that
the Canadian post-secondary
,educational system, as we know
it today, has been built as an

integral part of a war machine."
There were many other seminars but these two can be used
as sufficient examples of the
direction of the conference.
John Marcoccio of Toronto's
•Humber College, the chairperson
of the CFS Peace and Disarmament Committee, said after the
conference that he thought it
laid the groundwork for communication
among
campus
peace groups.
"What I hope comes out of
this is follow up work where
people are networking and
where a real interaction starts
happening."

"I think it's clear that a lot
of energy and a lot of work is
being done out there but it's
being done wthout much interconnection or provincial planning of activities." said Marcoc·
cio.
Asked why there were no student council delegates at the
conference, Marcoccio explained that " if it had been at
another time of year, the turnout would have been better,
but we're planning to do more
of this, and there's a good possibility another one of these
forums will happen in the
spring."

G:raduate
societyon its financialfeet
by Jim Cain

Sitting down and talking to
Scott Raisbeck, President of the
Graduate Student Society, you
are immediately impressed by
the changes that the G.S.S. has
undergone over the course of
this past year. The present
G.S.S. executive, consisting of
Raisbeck,
Bob
Narasimhan
Vice-President, Daniel Freedman
Secretary/Treasurer, as well as
Eric Potek and James Cain
Senate • Representatives, is on
firm financial footing.
Raisbeck points out that,
because of this improved financial position, "This year the
Society is in a better position
·to influence the political issuis
effecting Graduate Students."
He goes on to say that "The
executive intends to concentrate
more on working for Graduate
students as a political union,
voicing their concerns and representing them on the Graduate

--------------------------------------

With a classic rags to riches story, the Grad House has been
lifted from oblivion to being an active voice on Campus.
Council and the Senate."
A second area in which the
G.S.S. is working for its constituents is that of Health and
Welfare. Responding to their
mandate, the G.S.S. executive
'has instituted a Health Plan
which is comprehensive and

THE MARKETING CLUB
presents

."The Farewell to
Summer ·Bash"
Featuring

YORK ROAD

provides for 80% coverage of
prescriptions. Details can be obtained from brochures available
in the Graduate House.
The G.S.S. also helps out
Graduate Studen~ financially,
offering a graduate bursary and
scholarships, in addition to pro-

viding financial support for
graduate organizations around
campus.
The most visible function
that the G.S.S. fulfills is the
management and operations of
the Graduate House. The House,
which is located at SS2 Sunset
(aqoss from the Math Building)
has become J. meeting place for
Graduate students. Eve7 Tuesday night movie "videos" are
featured; a games room has been
created in the basement featuring a pool table, ~hess boards,
Scrabble, Monopoly and Trivial
Pursuit.
"The home is run completely by volunteers, who work the
bar and help out in the day to
day duties" says Raisbeck. "We
were able to stay open all summer thanks to the help of a few
l!oncemeJ people and we hope
to be able to keep the house
open from 4 p.m. - la.m. all
year, but this will depend on
the amount of help that we get."

POSITION AVAIIABLE
DECEMBER 1, 1983
Resident Housekeeper(s)
Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.
Duties: Cleaning and Security
Salary.Rent free aparbnent & weekly honorarium

Application deadline: Nov. 1, 1983
For further information
contact
Iona College 253- 7257

~
IONA COLLEGE
or

tftriflY(illl$1TV

Wt~OSOR

Friday, September 23
Doors Open at 8:00 p.m. 12:30p.m.
Admission:
Non-Members $2.00
Non-Students $3.00
Members $1.00

Plus 2 Free Beers
No Waiting!
Membership cards are now on sale to All Students in Business
Building Lobby.

GRAD PHOTOS
]ohnGAfac~y cphotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900
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The wr itin g 1s alr ead y o n th e wa ll . Y ou can almm t
visualize how historians in the years to come will label
the students of each decade. The Sixties wi ll be known
as the Decade of Rebel lion. The Seventies as the Decade
of Apathy. Worse still, the Eighties will be known as the
Decade of Dismant ling.
Already this dismant ling has begun at the University
of Windsor. The Senate of the University, using the
amb1quous term of "streamlining" is already set to remove
some of the student rights won in the early seventies.
Admittedly, some modifications are needed to by-law 31,
but what really needs to be done first is to take another
look at the proposals and mix in a little bit more student
input.
One of the main problems, only hinted at by the Senate.
was student apathy on the Senate level in the past Previous attendance at Senate meetings and committees was
not as high as it should have been. This was shown graphically by how little the new Student Senators knew about
the proposed changes before the meeting. They were
briefed only a few days before while the Senate had been
working on these changes since March.
A definite lack of commu n ication. as well as the peren-

the raconteur
by john liddle
Ow11 your own ,1 e and be secure
~ oJl.a' Rock Head & Qu rry Cave Co11
tructwn

June 22, 1977 is not a date that most people
feel 1s significant And when Alan Recd, 69, died
of natural causes at the St. Vincent's Medical
C..entcr near his home in West Los Angeles on that
da), 1t warranted onl} four column inches m the
New York T1mes' obituary page.
Alan Recd v.as an average looking man.
He had a thick black moustache, dark \\avy hair
with a spnnklmg of grey on the sides. angular cheekbones and deep set eyes. His facial appearance
was not unlike that of lfal Linden's.
Alan Reed, born in New York Cit} as
reddy Bergman and a student of Journalism at
Columbia, was the voice of fred Fhncstone .
Ab the Voice

nial problem of Student Senators trying to catch up on the
issues. exists between the Senate, the student Senators,
and SAC. An issue as important as this should no t have
been overlooked until a few days ago .
Lucki ly, though, through the intervention of the new
Student Senators along with Community Legal Aid, this
proposal was tabled until the next meeting. T h is should
allow for a little bit more thought by both sides.
Since there has been little discussion between students
and Senate so far it should be hoped that the Senate will
allow for more student feedback now that students have
shown an interest. SAC should coordinate their effort
into increasing pressure on the Senate to mod ify some of
the proposals. After all, why should
a committee be
restructured to have more faculty be a part of 1t when it
was devised in the first place to place the emphasis on
student participation.
The Senate should take a hard look into what they
are proposing. The students of the eighties are beginning
to experience a renaissance of interest in issues that
effect them. The Senate Just may awaken the university's
"Sleeping Giant" yet.

" The Hintqoncs" , a parod y of modern
day life set in prehistoric Bedrock , made its tele·
v1s10n debut on September 30 , 1960 nearly 23
} ears ago. It had a six year run, the longest of
any animated series in pnme time history .
foday, reruns of the llanna-Barbera car
coon arc bemg shown throughout North America
and F.urope, and second and third generation
Flmtstone watchers are reliving the trials and
travails of frcd and his buddy, Barney Rubble
(Mel Blanc), as they attempt to outfox their
w1\CS Wilma and Betty (Jean Vander Pyl and
Bea Benaderet, respecuvely) .
In man} ways, " The Flintstones ' resembled
Jackie c.leason 's "The Honeymooners '', but it ,,as
the wide range of caricatures that passed through
the stories that gave "The Flintstones" its spice.
Ann Margrock, Perry Masonary (he never lost a
case), Cary Granite, Ed Sullystone. And who can
forget the Gruesomes Weird!) , Crecpella , and
their son Goblin who became Fred and Wilma's
unnerving, noxious neighbours?
Or, for that matter, who can deny the m·
gcniousncss of the Flintstone's labour saving devices Wilma's Stoneway piano; Fred's "hi-fi"

tha t used a bird 's beak for a needle and, of course,
played nothing but "rock'' music · the baby elephant that served as a vacuum cleaner, and the
starving buzzard that Wilma used as a garbage
disposal unit .
Parody, morality, and social commentary
aside, I'll settle for appreciating classic Flintstones'
moments . bitten by the Gambling Bug, Fred bets
on eve ything ; upon his return to high school,
Fred leads the ootball team to victory after chugging 63 (count 'em) malteds; at a costume party,
Fred dancing with his boss, Mr. Slate and badmouth mg him at the same ume; Fred inventing the
cement umbrella; the election of the Grand Pooh·
bah of the Water Buffalo Lodge.
J savour these moments, construe them as
some New Mythology , and I'll wager that anyone
\\Orth their animated salt docs as well. And even
though Alan Reed , a man who appeared in over
fifty motion pictures, is dead and gone to heaven,
his spirit lives on .
Or as Fred fllintstonc might say: You can
"bet bet bet bet bet bet bet bet" on it.

(Q)~flrllifl@lli

Repent
by Lorenzo Buj
Reading Phil Rourke's article last week on the
changes in student attitudes from the 60s to the 80s, I
was vaguely undone that none of the respected voices
he quoted concerning University education today did
not finally conclude that to be a "sophisticated" student of the 80s often means to be self-serving sacrificial career-fodder in a world confused and unjust as ours.
The fact that some distinguished campus figures like
George McMahon (Assistant VP of Social Services) and
Jim Boyer (last year's SAC Prez) put forth their respective views that today's students "sec the realistic situat10n in these hard times and put their emphasis on getting a job," and that "students feel they have to be
pare of the Establishment" proved distressing because
of the corrosive and even defeatist implications of
their words.
The social and economic climate has changed in
the last 20 years, and with every new statistic issued
on rising unemployment, inflation, tuition, and all
that, the weather itself seems to grow worse by the day.
That there has therefore transpired a necessary change
between the activist, even "radical" 60s student, and the
money/career-minded student of today is not in doubt.
But as a University education becomes career preparation for future bliss as a chartered accountant one
egi s to

wonder

what

deiree

o

consciousness

or

"realism" actually belongs to a student who willingly
submits and allows himself to slide into a predetermined
slot.
Indeed, what passes for sophistication and maturity
among students seeking out careers - any career - for
the sake of adjustment alone, is really a sign of a generation with ambitions in decline.

"These days, however, a person with a University education is usually no different from anyone else."
mingles with schola rs while Spikcy Colin looks on.
Education or intelligence doesn't come out of the
bottom of a briefcase, nor is it drawn solely from lectures or textbooks; the very idea of education includes
experience, flexibility, and challenge.
What University can finally teach us is that life and
education is not solely a filling-up process, but also a
Jisruptive one; the final exhiliranon of the struggle
comes with the spaces of vision disclosed.
Thes e days, however, a person with a University
education is usually no different from anyone else. It's
no wonder that in the world out there our lives continue
to be Lrivialized and commercialized by the media at

Lorenzo

every turn, and that even as an educated civilized society
we musL end up throwing up pathetic last-ditch efforts
to deal with delinquency, illiteracy, abortion, nuclear
disaster, etc.
The foundations of life anti culrure never depend on
the "realit)" of rhe srarus·quo, but on the lessons retained from experience and the interpretation we give
them.
Contrary to what McMahon or Boyer or countless
others wo'uid maintain as self-evident for students
in todays "bad" times, somewhere along the line
narrowness and compromise have been misread as
sophistication and pragmatism.

A letter to the Editor should be limited to 500 \\Ords or less. They may be submitted to the Lance office directly or dropped off at the Lance's mailbo, at the SAC office
on the second floor of the University Centre during normal business hours, A Lance
letter box is also found at the University Centre desk. The Lance reserves the right to
edit all letters for libel or space. All letters must be signed.

Registrationunfair? Thankyou all
Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:
This is in response to Mr. Ing's letter where he expressed his concern over the unfairness of this year's registration system. Mr. Ing thought that by alphabetically
assigning appointment schedules, some students gained
an advantage in selecting their courses solely because of
the first letter in their last names. Mr. Ing was outraged
by the fact that he did not get all of his courses and
called on other concerned students to make a show of
solidarity and help put the registration system back the
way it was.
Mr. Ing, are you putting us on or what? Do you really
expect the students of this school to support your efforts to go backwards instead of foreward? Why should
we wait four hours in mass line-ups when the time has
been cut to less than one? Would you have us use the
class stickers instead of the computers? Perhaps you
prefer confusion to order? The use of the alphabetically assigned appointment times may be unfair but please
don't suggest that we go back to the old ways of paying
our fees.
The University of Windsor is finally getting its act
together in terms of efficiency and organization. Please
don't become rebellious just because you missed getting
one or two of your classes. You would probably want to
change them during the first week anyway, so why sweat
it. Keep up the good work Windsor and don't change a
thmg.
Abbey Abbott
3rd Year Registered Student
P.S. I got all my courses.

At a time when there's so much to complain about,
I'd like to reverse the trend and make known my sincere
appreciation to those students
name!), Lorraine Simard, Patricia Wong, Johnny Chiu, Gary Ong and Randy
Yap
who gave so generously of their time to assist me
with the orientation of newcomer overseas students
these past few weeks, in the International Students'
Centre, Cody Ilall. I am grateful, too, to the students
who silently endured the occasional long waits and
lineups as we attempted ro book appointments for
student authorization renewals. Finally. I owe many
thanks to Art Kuderian (Acting Manager), Robert
Pritchard and Barbara, from Immigration Canada, for
their co-operation in coming on campus to facilitate the
authorization
renewals. On behalf of international
students, thank you all.
Rosemary A. Breschuk
Assistant to the International Student Advisor

More thankyou's
Dear Editor:
This is a short note to express our appreciation to
those who made Orientation '83 a success.
Honourable mention must be given to M.S.A ..
I.V.C.F., I.S.O., the people who worked during Las
Vegas Night as well as all the clubs who participated in
Club Carnival Day. Credit is also given to the Student

Media Services Director, Denise Parent, and staff \\-endr
Pecnik, Amikar Carreira, and Kim Powers, the SAC
staff Karen Cooper and Nancy Champagne and the
Lance's John \fa}. Without these people's pariencc
and diligence Orientation '83 could not have happened.
Finally, major credit must be given co t.·t S.A.C.
Special Fvencs Committee who worked together as a
team and were the reason for the great Oricntat10n week
we had.
Neil Schechtman,
Commissioner of Special Events
David Laird
President
P S. Thanks Scarlet.

Disgustexpressed
Dear Editor,
I'd like to express my disgust with certain attitudes
held by certain members of our campus community. To
be more specific, I am sorely grieved that SAC felt it
necessary to have "Playboy bunnies" at their recent Las
Vegas bacchanalia. Playboy bunnies are an expression of
the worst kind of sexism: that degrading women is
"harmless fun." I am sure l am not alone in demanding
an explanation and apology from the responsible officials who felt that we the students would find the condoning of pornography by our elected officials
"acceptable."
Kevin Johnson
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GUILTY OR
INNOCENT
Leonard
Rosenberg

•

''The man who rocked
the financial
community''
Wednesday,Sept 28
12:30 p.m.
Moot Court Law Bldg.
Sponsored by the
Commerce Society
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Computersforold St. Denis
by Georgina Kosanovich
Old St. Denis Hall, a campus
relic for four years, has been
used sporadically in the past
for special events such as exams
and registration. Now it is experiencing a facelift which will
allow the university to expand
its present computer facilities.
AccordiQg to Leo Miernicke,
Director
of the Computer
Centre, the purchase of two new
computer systems, fueled by the
need for more student terminals,
necessitates the move from the
present Essex I Iall site.
Old St. Denis I lall is a logical
choice for the location of the
new facilities when present provincial funding policies arc taken
into account. All requests for
funds for new building projects
are being re1ected in favour
of funding for the remodelling of existing structures. A
sum of 1 million dollars, entirety
from provincial funding, has
been granted for the project.
One of the most extensive
renovations necessary to the
remodelling process has consisted of replacing the wooden
floors with concrete ones.
The new computer centre
will have three levels; in addition
to a basement, another floor

will be added between the
present ground floor and the
high gymnasium ceiling. Renovations, which have already
begun, will be completed in
about a year and a half, making
the building ready for use at
that time.
The new computer centre will
allow • greater accessibility of
facilities to students. One of the
new computers purchased in the
last year, a Digital Equipment

Corporation V AX./780 interactive computer, is designed specifically to replace obsolete keypunch equipment and supports
sixty-five Video Display Terminals.
The newly created space in
Essex Hall will not go to waste,
but will be shared by the
Faculty of Engineering and the
Chemistry and Physics depart·
men ts m the Faculty of Science.

CJAM pub problem
by John May
The relocation of the stage
at SAC's Pub to the wall shared
by CJAM radio has aggravated
problems of vibration and noise
pick-up by CJAM's equipment
says CJ AM Station Manager
Russ Wolske.
Since some of the station's
equipment is physically affixed
to the wall. the problem is
even worse than in previous
years. Wolske said, "If you
tune in late at night, you can
hear exactly what's going on in
SAC's pub ... It could create
an image problem. That's one
thing we're concerned about."
The difficulty will likely exist
for at least a year until C]AM's

facilities are redesigned. It is still
unsure whether the station will
be moving elsewhere or expanding at its present location. Plans
of moving into the women 's
locker room of old St. Denis
Hall have been delayed by the
Space Priorities Committee of
the Board of Governors, who
would prefer the area be kept
as a locker room for resident
students.
If the present site is kept,
Wolske plans to expand and
refurbish the area, enclosing it
with glass similar' to what now
surrounds the Games Room.
"The area should be a showcase," he said.

Registrationprocessdeemedsuccessful
to be tested in action only, the
mechanics were forced to shut
down for an hour on Tuesday
morning to recuperate. It also
seems that many first year
students did not receive counsd hng or have rcg1strat1o n
materials ready as asked in a
letter, of the previous weelt. Both
these problems caused an over·
load of students registering at
time slots later than their assigned ones.

Conti nued from page 1
Registrars would also like to
remind students that most people received the specific course
they wanted but were mconven·
icnced by not gem ng the ir
choice of professor or time .
I lowever, the Registrar's office does not claim infallibility
and admits to a few problems,
parncularly on Tuesday afternoon. Because the new compudata-on-thc-spot system had

<lures have been deemed successful, at least by the Registrar's
office. Although the system has
not been analyzed, it is obvious
that the input of information
can be handled by the computers. Th e new system proc essed
what would take 2 months in
one week. There will be no major changes in the registration
system besides varying the student's
reporting
times and,
perhaps, a refining of first year
procedures.

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport
Store
AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY , you
can caste for yourself wh y our whisk ey is so
unconunonl y smooth .
As soon as you sip th e wat er we
use, you can tell it's
•.
something special.
That 's because it flows ,
pure and iron ,free,

11! /J

from a limestone

spring located deep · ~
und er the ground .
Iron Ir«

from..,.

vndor11roundsprm11

AtJackDaniel

Distillery, w e've used this iron ,free
water since our founder settled here
in 1866. Once you try our whiskey ,
we believe, you'll know why we
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We Do " Floor
Shirts" And
Team Orders
For Any Sport
-Complete Cresting
Service AvailableFast Service

Mens & Ladies Sportswear
and Footwear for all sports .

• Tennis • Badminton • Squash
• Racquetball • Running • Track
• Swimming • Soccer• Baseball
• Basketball • Hockey• Volleyball
•G ymnastics• Aerobics• Martial
Arts• Cycling• Wrestling• Weight
Lifting• Figure Skating• Boxing•
Complete Service Dept. for bicycle
repairs, skate sharpening and
skate blade repair or replacement.

Serving Windsor & Detroit For 18 Years
Mastercard
Visa

.

~~·~

Shop
Canadian

Brand Name
Sporting Goods For
Your Sport

~-=--==--....:::::
7

u11 lrttt ftttrt 1ft l,1'Kllburt Ttnntsstt 373S2 US A

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORT
CENTRE

MondayFriday 9-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p. m.

5909-39 Wyandotte St. East

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd.)
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AlI classifieds should be typed-double spaced and handed in to·
the Lance office or placed in our box at the University Centre
desk. Classifieds must have the person's name and student number
accompanying them. Deadline for the classifieds page is Monday at
noon-no more will be accepted after this. Due to space limitations,
we cannot promise that all will make it to print-The Lance.

Positivefeelingbystudents
by Pete Freele

LSAT/GMAT
GRE/SAT

"l 've been told it was the
most enthusiastic and successful orientation
people have
seen here, l think everybody
who got involved had a good
time."
While some would find Special Events Commissioner Neil
Schechtman 's
summary
of
Orientation Week a bit selfserving, he has ample reason to
be pleased. The major events of
the week, Jim Carrey, Las Vegas
Night, and the Pub Crawl, were
very successful. The events in
the Pub were packed, as was the
pub all week, the other activities
on campus drew respectable
crowds, and the week's events
even came in on budget. The
only maJor disappointments of
the week were the Commerce/
SAC Outdoor Bash, which was
rained out, and the Frisbee
Show, which was cancelled when
the performers were stranded by
car problems.
Total cost to SAC for the
week was $4500, plus the countless hours the Special Events
committee and other volunteers
spent stuffing SAC sacks and
working at events. "They were
always there when you needed
the m,"
said
Schechtman,
"every one of them was great."
Schechtman
singled out for
praise his assistant Gloria Danelon, about whom he said, "I
coul dn 't have done 1t without
her. I could rely on her, when
she said she was going to do
something, she did it."
Of the $4500 amount, $1300

CLASSES NOW FORMING:
SEMINARS HELD YEAR-ROUND
Southfield • Troy • Dearborn
Ann Arbor • East Lansing • Grand Rapids
To ledo • Bowling Green • Cleveland

(313) 540·5988

University Test Preparation Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph, Suite. 2501, Birmingham,
Ml48010
"The Test Preparation Specialists "

Bird Pro
Hardware Co.
Bicycle Shop
offers

Back to School Specials

Stude nts had more fun than humanly possible durin g Orientation
Weck.
Pete 8011/0.~I/ 1,\'Cf,'
about
the
new year, helped m
giving something back to the stu·
acclimatizing
the first year students. The rest of the budget
went

wc.onttowards covering the losses

towards subsidizing

dents,

some

gave

everybody

a

chance to enjoy themselves
before the pressures of the
school year became too heavy.
As Schechtman put it, "you
can't measure its success in a
moneta ry way, you can't put a
price tag on it."

of the other events, printing
costs for the posters, pamphlets,
and the SAC sack, and publicizing Orientation Week.
Orientation Weck appeared
to be a success for all involved.
It engendered a positive feeling

incurred by the Jim Carrey concert. However, this loss was
expected. "It lost, but we expected it to lose " said Schechtman,
who characterized the loss on
Carrey and the amount spent on
Orientation Week as a way of

and

Bicycle Tune-Ups
19.95 + parts .
Get Choice of FREE
Handle Bar Tape or

Kickstand
2014 Wyandotte W.
253-4812

Attention:
_ All Faculty/St~dents-,
663 OUELLETTE AVE.

COMPLETELY STOCKED TO
ASSIST YOU IN MEETING ALL
YOUR NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
ALL TROPHIC AND SWISS
VITAMINS
1 QO/o off regular priced
merchandise
* University Students
* College Students
* Senior Citizens

o/(

YOUR ONE-STOP
HEALTH CENTRE

September 26
until
October 8

OFF
WE ALSO CARRY:
eSPICES •COSMETICS•
NATURAL FOODS
ePROTEIN FOODS• HERBAL TEAS• BOOKS AND
LITERATURE• BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS •
BREADS

252-6494

TROPHIC
OR SWISS

VITAMINS
STOCK UP ANO SAVE

HOURS : Daily 9:00 - 5:30
Fri. till 9 P.M.

The Commerce
Club has
officially changed
its name to the
Commerce
Society. All
future reference
and correspondence should
be made
accordingly.
Thank-you

Kevin McCann
President
Sam McKinnon
V.P. Administration

An Industrial Strategy
for Windsor

By Dr. Akira Kubota
A few months ago l received a small booklet called
Onawa RcF'ort from the Member of Parliament whc,
represents the area when;- I live.
This book introduces a group of federal grants called
Canada Community Development Projects awarded to
the city of Windsor (pp. 12-13). There arc 60 of these
projects
representing
10,329
work
weeks
and
$2,530,534.
Specific examples of the orojects included in this list
are $6li,612 fo r the Unemployed Help Centre, :B6,129
fo r the Immigrant Women lrnmi~rr,,tion Centre, $66,720
fo r Job Clu b Windsor, $81.840 for Mackenzie llall Restoration, $60,000 for Lifellne-Wim',;nr, $9/l,540 for
Windsor Works Phase V and S73,84) for Services Assistance.
As t h e above samp le suggests, thes e proJects co ver
many imponant and diverse areas of our Socia! life. Yt't
it is also qu ite dear that a fairly large proportion of
these pr oject s are what we normally call make-work pro jects. Windso r's economy has been depressed for the
past few years, and our unemployment rate is quite
high. The city of Windsor needs an infusio n of government funds to stimulau: its economy, and a list such as
this is obviously intended to demonstrate how hard a
polit ici:.n has been working in order to b ring federal
mo:1ey ,;o Windsor.
T! ·er~ hav..: of course been much larger government
granH 1:iven to Windsor largely for the purpose of attracting large ind ustries. A few years ago the Ford Essex
Engi ne Plant was awarded both federal and provincial
grants totalling hundreds of millions ::if dollars. The
Chrysler Corpo i!tion also received a loan guarantee
which was wort!, iiundreJs of millions nf dt1l!ars. When
Norrh America's automobile industry
serious difficulties a few years ago, the c ,naJian govemment established a special program to ,pe with these
difficulties, and it was called the !ndustr -Labor \<lJUStment Program or ILAP. Much of the fi., h loc.1.tt·d to
this program came ro Windsor. Althouc; ;,
s theort"·
tically a nationw ide program, it is susp~ cd at at rrnl·
time or another ;nore ti- n 50% of the I \I' money was
spent in Windsor.
In any event, there is little q..iestion t a Windsor l1as
received a disproportionate
amount of federal money
ove r the past seve ral years. (Is the total mount of V3.rious special fede ral and provincial gra ts abour $J 2
billion? If so, it means thar special gove runent suppon
:1moums to about $2,500 per every W Jsorite) This
massive infusion of government money f course mn-1tably cr::ates strong resentmer>r among
ose MPs who
represent rhe other parts of Canada, an the .\.tPs rcprc
seuting Windsor are sometimes severe! .:ritiazeJ b}
opposition MPs in parliamentary deb e . A critica1
problem is the possibility that this mas ve infusion of
gove rnment money may not necessaril~ make a signifo.:ant contribution toward permanent!~ solving Windsor's fundamental economic problem, i_e., the chronic
unemployment difficulty.
In orde r to solve this, we have to er ate permanent
jobs. Make-work projects create only
porary j bs
and do not really solve Wind,or's ba
st ru ct ural un emp loyment .

Dr. Kubota fr an Associate Professor in the Political
Science Department of the University of Windsor. He
acq uired his 8 .A . degree from the University of Tokyo,
and bis M.A. and PhD. from Michigan State. He has
wri tt en exten sively on Japanese business, as well as
J apanese-A mer ican and Japanese-Canadian relations.
His chair at the University is in Competitive Politics.

I !cw do we create permanent jobs? A fundamental
answer is to raise the productivity of Windsor's manufacturing industry. Permanent jobs are the sort found in
a factory whose products are truly competitive in both
the Jomestic and internatiuna! markets. lf most of
Windsor's auto parts producers <:an produce fully competitive parrs - for example, 20% or 30% ("heapcr than
those made in the United States and less ddective than
comparable American products - there should be no
problem in marketing them throughout North America.
ln other words, spending government money more
or less indiscriminately - e.g., politicians bringing government money to their districts to "buy" votes for the
next general election
does not necessarily solve Windsor·s basic economic prohlem. A co nsiderable pan of
government money musr be spent t6 increase the longterm competitiveness of our manufacturing industry.
More specifically, we have to develop a coherent overall
industrial strategy for Windsor if we really want to sustain the fundamental economic basis of chis community.
Windsor's industry may be divided into three broad
types: (1) high technology industry, (2) middle technology industry, and (3) low technology industry.
'
'High technology indusrry has of course attracted
much attention bte!y, and we sometimes speculate upon
the possibility that high technologies may solve our basic
unemployment problem. The constituency booklet I cited
at the beginning of this article identifies a space-age
Wind.wr firm employing laser technology (p. 16). The
booklet scares that the firm in question received Sl.27
million from the National Research Council and could
employ as many as 300 persons in the next few years.
However, for a few basic logistical reasons it is dif,

l

cc1

cr-

poratinns in a city such as Wind~ir. Then: is no large
pool nf first-rate research scientists ;anJ engineers in
Windsor as there 1s in California's Silicon Valle} . Nor is
there much ,•enture capital in Windsor. While a few rich
Ame 1c;ans mar invest in highly volatile high technology
companiej
rm,st Ca:11di;;.ns generally prefer to invest
in safe, o!J, and well c-si:ablished corporations such as
f. xxon an.: IR~- ,\.-turenver, the number of Jobs t be
create
y high tccbnoJ gy companies is still f
limite(
Accordi11.g
t:1e above bo klet thts high
cechnol
flrm i, Wnulsor ma
er ate no more
than 3
n the next few
By contrast
Windso
rrently n eds appro
r y 30,000 ne
JO ,s.
Low techn lojtie~ ar verv mu h out ,)f que§uon as
an avenue for sul\-ini W ndsor's unemplo} ment problem.
.\1anL1fa.c:.runngSOU\.eni.rs
.tolls, ashtrays, postcards,
mugs, ctc.
is not likely to create a very large number
uf permanc-nt Jobs. f"ourism, although <,fren stressed by
Windsors local politicians, is not likclv to become a
very large source ot inc'lme for Windsor, sinet· Windsor
lacks a maior natural attraction such as the 1'iagara ~alls.
Completing Windsor\ new •:ilton Hotel (with m.ilhons
of government money) 1s no more likely to sumula c
Windsor's econum} than the Renaissance Center to stim·

.

Once we eliminate both high and low technology industries, we find middle technology industry to be the
sole realistic alternative. By midd le tech nolo gy ind ustry,
I chiefly mean th e automotive industry and other related manufactu ring indust ries.
In general, it is much harder to st art a completely
new indus try (e.g., high techn ology industry) than to
revitaliz e and strengthen the industry which already
exists (e.g., the auto motive ind ustry). We already have

enough qualified personnel, and usually it is not particularly hard to find new additional capital.
To focus on middle industry essentially means that
Windsor must produce better and cheaper automobiles
and auto parts. Since J apan Is the most efficient producer of automobiles, Windsor's automobile industry
must reach the level already achieved by Japan's automobile industry.
My suggestion is therefore to redirect some - and not
all - of the present government projects away from
purely make-work-oriented
projects to those projects
which would specifically enhance the quality and quantity of the automotive products being manufactured in
Windsor. For example, instead of giving all of the
$66,720 to Job Club Windsor - to use a hypothetical
example - . we can use some of these funds for anothe r
project which would introduce quality contro l ci
in auto parts producers in Windsor. Quality
ntrol
circles are often credited as a major reason f r Japan's
industrial success.
At present, Windsor's in<lustrial strategy i not sharp ly focused on improving the quantity and qu ity of our
industrial products, thus making them fully in rnat ionally compl'titive. Instead it is targeted for a larg
of purposes with varying degrees of economic effectiveness. Of these, two deserve a further comment. One
purpose is, as already explained, that of make-work.
Since politicians are highly sensitive to the issue of unemployment
especially just prior to another genera!
election, they rend to spend a lot of money even to
create job5 temporarily as it is clear in many of the key
provisions of the latest federal budget. Although containing a variety of fund.~ for joh training and technology
improvement, thus revealing some efforts to strengthen
Canada's manufacturmg industry, it mcludcs little which
arc specifically earmarked for the purpose of raising the
productivity of Windsor's automotive industry. On the
one ha nd, it gives Windso r mo ne y to impro ve its airport ,
to construct a new marina, and others, but on the other
hand, ir does not ~upport. for example, a program where
a large team of Canadia n personnel managers, engineers,
and assembly worke rs are sen t to Japan to explore and
identify the ways to reduce the price gap of $2,000 to
$1,500 which is widely believed to l'xist between Japanese and North American cars.
Another purpose which is becoming increasingly
important in Windsor's industrial strategy is to erec t
further protectionist barriers. There is already a voluntary quota on Japanese automobile imports, and it is
expected that tht:re will be a major campaign in the fall
to impose a local content requirement on Japanese
automobile imports. There is little question thu there
will be strong support for this policy in Windsor, and
there is at least a moderate probability that this policy
will be implemented in the near future.
But many economists argue that protectionism tends
ono ,
en
o rotcc
nc
it usually encourages inefficienc y and reduces product·
i,ity. Nations such as Australia and Italy have mainiained either a mff b;arrier ~gainst automobile imports or
a highly ngid local content requirement on car imports.
At the same time, these nations arc generally incapable
of
engthentng their manufacturing sector , thus largely
w export much highly value-added indusrrial

Nevertheless, it is also fairly clear that the current
recovery will not solve the basic problem of the North
American manufacturing industry. According to a study
conducted by Arthur Andersen, the current car price
gap of $2,000 to $1,500 will not be reduced to the
level of $700 to $500 for another nine yea~s.
More essentially, as most analysts predict, the rate
of unemployment
in North America is unlikely to
decline very dramatica!ly in the near future.
I do not think it wise to confuse a temporary respite
with a definitive solution. It is very important for us to
take advantage of the current recovery to formulate and
implement
ective industrial strategy to uplift
rhe prod
y f WID
's manufacturin
industry
and to
e 1t truly internan
ly c
oth
and, should Windsor fail to
with this pr
c
y problem in the next frw years, it would probab!)
face a far more severe economic difficult y when anothe:
round of economic downturn tak es place in the North
American econ omy

lf we want to formulate a tru
strategy, we must get support from key industrialists,
labor leaders, politi("ians, bureaucrats, academics and
the general public. To do so, we generally have no alrcrnative but to go through the route of the mass media.
For example, the Windsor Star may issue a special
issue on industrial strategy once a month. lt can publish a variety of recommendatio ns made by many major community leaders in Windsor. The TV station
Channel 9 can create a new weekly public affairs program and can invite leading domestic or foreign industrialists, economists, bureaucrats and journalists and let
them discu ss the fu ture of Windsor 's economy.
Fo r example, a co nsiderable nu mber of Windsorites
appear to believe that the real cause of Windsor's economic problem is Japan's "unfair'' trade practice. If it
is so, a town meeting on this issue is unlikely to solve
this problem. It has to be explored by a group of specialists on international
trade and more specifically
experts on the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade
or GATT.
Windsor has a fairly large number of lawyers, and
some of them do not appear to be fully utilized. The
federal government of Canada can create a special
project - whether it is within the rubric of Canada
Community Development Projects or not - to retain
some of these attorneys - especially international
lawyers - and let them explore whether or not Canada can make a fairly strong case in terms of the official com laint mechanisms of Articles 22 and 23 of
GATT. 1 e Department uf
xtema Affairs o thl'
Canadian government can ill afford to ignore a well
researched legal study of this t pe It should not hr
very hard to finance such a study We should
sily
find enough funds for such a study by, for e
le
pushing back the mall project of Oue!lene S
s x months or a year.
International trade is obviously a major comp nent
m any industrial strategy for Canada. Canada's ratio
-'"","m"","",",""'•'n"',sJ•m::,,sy,..,S,C,"";,,-,,ehc,•
:,p,ue,eue,e,,--1--;;oi,
n
reign r
ore, how to rais
indsor's producti
y when
m h higher than the
mparable rates fo
pan (15%)
ly protectionis
easures are take
by the
o
e United States
0%). Yet Canadi
politicians,
government. O he one hand, the
nadian
b
essmen and lab
leaders appear to
relatively
nt has publicly
ated at many int
ational
u
formed of the gr nd rules of inter
ional trade
ferences that C
da is in favour of
e trade,
a
particularly GA
. A ream of go
ment-paid

"·

~',·,io,c;:h~,,',!hl,'l,"cd/t-','{
~~'c',",::'fac'c'ab!',~'c"i.l',";:'~te'e'~k~;n~-..f-~f J o"a'aY,i',,.;','s"..ieduca those potential
lie policy
y protect10111gt m~arures as exemphfie by
erson.a I ,
Ii
a
of the C'UStomsdelay against Japanese automoofficial who played a major role in creating
IRA
bile unports and textile Imports from Asia. Since it is
(the Foreign Investment Revi
Agency), and
was
reasonab
to assume that the protectionist
trend is
surprised by his limited understanding of the GA n·
steadily growing m Canada, it is important for Canadian
structure. It is no wonder then that FIRA was recently
husinessmen, bureaucrats, and scholars w conJu-=t a
ruled a violation of GA n · by an impartial inte rnaw,nal
study t try to find methods t<> keep Canadian 1ndus·
panel.
trial products nternation.1.lly compcti1ive in spit-: of
Although a variety of community leaders may par·
Canad3's pro ctiontsm. A study of this type is not
tidpate in formu
g an indusrnal policy for Wind·
very exp nsivc I an be nanced by diverting a very
sor, probably the
oup of individuals
such apparently hopeless projects as Canadair, De Havilland and Candu.
The North American eco nomy is now recovering
from what is regarded as the most serious decli ne since
the Great Depressio n of 1932. The rate of unemployme nt is fortunately decl ining, and it is widely estimated
that the No rth Ame rican automakers will once again
make a total combined annu al profit of $4 , 5 or 6
billion for the nex t few ye ars.

era ts.
Professors may excel wit h respect to their theoretical understa ndi ng of econo m ic develo pment or internatio nal economics, but they te nd to be quite limi ted
in terms of their grasp of the reahties of busi ness cultu re or polit ical decisio n-maki ng processes. Businessmen
are of course far more pragmatic but their eco nomic
orientatio n m ay be limited by their perso nal busi ness
exp erience or eco nom ic interest. Bureaucrats, on the

other hand, are theoretically oriented to some degree
sonnel managers or production engineers to study in
and are at the same time sufficiently pragmatic to be
Germany or Japan for an extended period of time. Obable to work with businessmen and others who are
viously, government has to step in for this type of new
deeply involved in the essential economic activities of
information gathering.
the community.
Unlike businessmen, bureaucrats do
Historically, North America has by and large never
not represent any particular narrow interest and are capfelt it necessary to learn from Asia. Since it is not easy
able of acting ln behalf of the larger community interest.
to change Canada's basic educational orientation, it
One possibility is to get a federal or provincial grant
would be very difficult for Canadians to learn Ja panese
to expand the Windsor-Essex County Development
methods. But the resistance against new learning will
Commission and to create several positions which are
invariably be modified by the sheer necessity of cco nospecifically charged with the task of developing an
mic survival. Profit-seeking business corporatio ns have
industrial policy for Windsor.
no choice but to look for and to adopt most economiThere have been a number of seminars, conferences,
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femme violence visits Monday

Reapthat
Wisconsinsound
by Mike Panontin
As far as the plights of ragarocking Midwest pop-groups go,
Wisconsin's Violent r;cmmes are
maintaining
an
clement
of
reality in a subculture madhouse
where it takes a special sort
of media neurotic to determine
what's "in" or "cool."
What makes the Violent
Femmes completely real is the
heart-warming,
frontier-style
a;,proach to their music and
the eye-openmg lyrical selfrevelations that arc just so,
well... believable.
Formed several year hack
in Milwaukee, a city better
known for good beer than pop,
the Violent Femmes literally
took to the streets, playing
to whoever could swallow a
potentially
toxic mix of untainted
emotions.
Yessir,
blood, sweat, and tears for a
coupla bucks!
But gigs were infrequent
until Chrissie I lynde of the
Pretenders,
after catching a
street-corner set of theirs, was
so impressed that she invited
them to open for the Pretenders show that same night.
The rest is almost history.
But really, what does one
make of three uptown young
men pouring out the guts of
their passions for love-lived,
lost yet still forever yearned
for, of confusion in a confused
world, and who sometimes
even unlock the deepest, darkest dungeons of our hearts that

can occasionally unleash raw
hate?
What can one make of
Victor
DeLorenzo,
an accomplished
jazz percussionist
who keeps a minimal staccato
beat on only a snare drum
and a metal
wash basin?
Or of punk turned hippie
Brian Ritchie's Mariachi bass
plucking? Or of guitarist-songwriter-vocalist
Gordon Gano
with his movie star looks (take
note, ladies) laying his life
before
the world with his
Dylanesque/Lou
Reed styled
vocals and phrasing?
Jugband
folk?
Acoustic
hippie-pop?
Maybe.
How
about paisano-punk? Huh!
But by whatever label, these
guys cook.
I lear their selftitled debut on Slash Records,
hailed unanimously as the most
earnest and genuine piece of
soul-searching smce Ian Curtis
or Lou Reed, and with the
most unaffected childlike music
since J onathan Richman.
Violent
Femmes
are to
play Ambassador Auditorium
on Monday, Sept.26 at 8pm.
And for those still not yet
believers, the Femmes are to
play a brief acoustic set outdoors at 4:00 PM the same
day in front of the Leddy
Library. What a swell bunch
of guys, eh?

Pure & Simple Natural Food

Welcome to Moes
21 7 5 Wyandotte W.

COME IN AND SEE THE
NEW FACES IN TOWN
TONIGHT:
HOT POINT
Komakozzies

& Black Russians
$1.25
Next Tues. Rookie Night
Free to Freshmen

Kitchen Open
11 :30 am. - 11 :00 p.m.

Daily Specials
Student Discounts

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
"Memberships

Available"

Golf Tournament
Sept 26

Fast. Fresh
and Delicious!

Salads
Sandwiches
& Fresh
Juices

Pure & Simple
Specialty
Foods
Eat in or Carry Out
Saturday's Special
2 for 1 after 12:00 p.m.

Selection of Vitamins,
supplements & gourmet
coffees & teas

Make Historic ST. JOHN'S your
parish CHURCH
Anglican - Episcopal
3305 Sandwich at Brock
(2nd light past the Bridge)

$25.00
DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR: 4-7

ONE BLOCK EASTOF U. of WINDSOR SPORTSCOMPLEX

Holy Eucharist Sundays 8:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m.
Wednesdays 10:30 a.m.
(Matins: 10:30 a.m. 4th Sunday)
Rector: Rev. Fr. Terry Dance, M. Div.
Organist/Choirmaster: Fred H.L. Castle
We need singers too! Phone 256-0185
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But neither her spaces nor
her silences communicate these
states as an overt concern.

All Graduate Students are invited to

Her aim at locating the viewer
in the midst of an interior
bareness or emptiness is a concern with mystery: the mystery
of being here, or there, or
being at all.

THE GRAD HOUSE
the home of the drug plan
Offering:

In "Still Life" it is the air
of abandonment
borderingbecause of the chair set out
front- on the expectant that
turns an essentially anti-personal
context into a mystery of the
personal.

BEER

by Lorenzo Buj
Because the industrial landscape, its great inhuman mass
and sprawl, is such an irrevocable fact of our time, the best
work in Christine Burchnall 's
MFA show at Lebel (until Oct.4)
hardly dwells on the generics of
technological paranoia or the

hetish symbolism of factories.
Burchnall takes for her subJect such interio rs as boiler
rooms, basements, empty warehouses, etc., whose typical
gloom and bleakness raises all
the possible allusions to repression, depression, fear, and nightmare.

BEVERAGE

VIDEO MACHINES

CONVERSATION
FASCINATING PEOPLE

COMING

EVENTS

PARTY Fri. Sept 30 Vend red i's Wine and Cheese.

FREE MOVIE

Sept 27 -

ADVENTURE NIGHT
Apocalypse Now
48 Hours

In trying to order experiences
of this sort we may, Burchnall's
work implies, be suddenly
awakened by places, spaces,
walls, things, - phenomena so
common that in our very waking
lives they reveal their absurd,
even horrifying presences.

Sites inside

ALCOHOLIC

GAMES • T.V.

The interiors, or even skylines of deterioration like "New
Order", become, as she has said
herself, "sites of self" - spaces
and places that unfit us because
they are charged with the anxiety and uncertainty of our encounter with the silence and
still-time of an existence brutely opposite ours.

"Still Life" by Christine Burchnall.
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GRAD HOUSE

552 Sunset Avenue
(Across from the Math Building)

In the work "In" for example, the floor of the hallway
leading toward the darker recess
seems a sea of ambiguous tension both deceptive and ominous
at once, while the anonymous
masses and oppressive weather in
"Outside" appear a scene viewed
in delirium.
Hence, for all the scarcity of
pieces in the exhibit, and the
occasional cliched scrawling of
messages (iro nic or nor) across
her work, "Burchnall manages to
indicate that the visible world
and our being and psychic life
in it constitutes an experience
more primal than is usually
understood.

Assum pti on
Campus
Community

NURSING SOCIETY
prese nt s

'' A place for students
provided by students''

Come relax& enjoy our
friendly atmosphere.
Located at Assumption University
Phone: 254-2512 for further
information

SHINERAMA '83
September

30 & October 1

Jewellery Shiner, Shoe Shine ,
Car Wash & Bar Hops

,--

For further information
call 256-4100

-
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Come to the University of Windsor
Homecoming Parade
Saturday, October 22, 1983 12 Noon
Homecoming is ...

Enter a Float.
Help work on a Float.
Important meeting for interested participants on Friday Sept 23, 12 noon at the Round Table.

Homecoming Bash
Ambassador Aud. 8 p. m.

Win:
1st Prize - $300
2nd Prize - $200
3rd Prize - $100

Have a good time. Get involved. Come to the
Float builders Football Wannup Party afterwards.
then see our very own Lancer s stomp all over
York University.

II

For more information, contact Neil Schechtman,
Special Events Commissioner at Ext 326.

HOMECOMING

'83
)~(C'_Q)ffcdl~

Playball. ;}-

uyUavid Fine
Stevie Ray Vaughan
I "Texas Flood"
j (Epic Records)

I

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All'

Student
Memberships
$70.00

i-------------------------------------------,
, 10% off Student Memberships with presentation

:

' of coupon and valid Student ID
Group lassons available on request

---------------------------------~

I

Remember when LP really
meant long-playing record? Yes,
there was a time when you could
expect to get forty or so minutes of actual music for your
album-buying dollar.
Ah, but those record company boys got smart. They came
up with tbe master marketing
strategy: why put a two dollar
single record out there on the
shelf all by it's lonesome? they
reasoned, when we can put it
on an album AND SFLL IT
FOR TF'l BUCKS!
But you won't find any filler
on Texas Flood. Its a rockin'
R & B gem that deserves every
bit of the praise that preceded
it's release. Texas Flood is
drawn from the roots of rock
'n roll.
Double Trouble is a performing band first and a recording
band second. They nurtured
their raw, intense sound in the
tough roadhouses of the southwest U.S. and have successfully
transferred that sound to disc.
In fact, producer John Hammond (who discovered Dylan,

Springsteen and many other
mega-stars too numerous to
mention) insisted that the band
record the instrumental parts
of their songs together, live in
the studio , a practice which is
virtually unheard of today. What
Stevie Ray Vaughan docs with
a guitar boggles the mind and
the invariable comparisons with
Hendrix arc not unfounded.
"Testify" at the end of side
one, is reminiscent of the
frightening funk of Band of
Gypsies.
As I said, this music is from
the roots; rock as it was originally intended, i.e. for the purposes of escape. Rebel! Shake!
Dance' Jump! Smoke! Drink!
Drop that clutch, and let's sec
what this car can do! Boogie!
Drive and don't stop except
maybe for a minute at the outskirts of town to wail : Baby
don't you wanna go?

------~
LET US PREPAREYOU
FOR THE

Wednesday
Pizza
Special!
Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Street
(co rner Sandwich & Mill)

PLUS!
MONDAY SPECIAL

OR THE
O<t 22/1983 GMAT
• E.Kh,~
consistsol 20 hoursol instrvction
for only Sl45 or 32 hours for only S215
• Courses are tax deductible

Small $2.99
Medium $3. 99
Large $4.99

• Comp lete review of each section of each
test

Any 2 item pizza

CLASSESFOR THE OCT 1 lSAT

' Extl'nsove home study materials
• Yourcourse may be repeated at noadd•t=I
charge

20 hour course in Toronto Sept 23·25/83
32 hour course,n Toronto Sept 10. 11, 24
25/8}

~~~~

Oodles and oodles of Spaghetti Noodles! '--~'T"'''~"
With Spicy Italian Sauce. All you can eat
Plus a trip to the Salad Bar. All for just $2.99
15% Discount on all Pick-up Orders

Hours: Mon. - Wed. 11 am - 1 am

Oct 1, 1983 tSAT

Thurs. - Sat. 11 am - 2 am
Fully Ucensed under LLBO

Sun. 12 Noon - 12 pm

CLASSESFOR THE OCT. 22 GMAT
20 hour course1n Toronto Oct 14-H,/83
12 hour courseon Toronto Oct

16/83

To register, calt or write
CMAT/lSAT
PREPARATION COURSES
P 0. Box 597 Station A
Toronto. Ont MSW 1C7
(416) 6f>S·3377
To call free from Windsor
dial O and ask for Zenith 86720

1, 2. 15.

----------~

·
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Warriorshit hard,beatLancers32-13
by Dave Dorken
WATERLOO - Gino Frac:is
is hoping time will be the best
cure for his Lancer football
team's pains.
The University of Windsor
football team was hurt physically and on the scoreboard - as
University of Waterloo Wamors
pounded
the Lancers 32-13
Saturday at Seagram Stadium.
''l think they were hitting
harder than Toronto (Blues),"
said halfback Richard Holland.
Several Lancers can attest to
that, as they had to be helped
off the field after receiving
pounding blows.
Gino Castellan, Lanc(rs' key
back, was knocked down early
in the first quarter and received
a slight concussion. Wide receiver Ritchie Coughlin had his
shoulder separated and quarterback Pat Muldoon needed his
arm stitched. Defensive tackle
Mark Polewski is nursing some
bruised ribs.
Castellan and Coughlin will
be out of the line-up for Saturday's game against Guelph Gryphons.
Head coach Fracas feels the
numbers on the scoreboard were
deceiving.
"We gave up two easy touchdowns - two passes for touchdowns and an interference call
on the goal line (which cost
seven points), " he said.
·\fter a scoreless back and
forth

first

quarter,

the

I .anccrs

went ahead when Zoran 'v11IJkov1c connected on a 26 yard
field goal at the start of the second quarter.
The Warriors cam:
back
quu.:kly, as Waterloo quarterback
Stan Chelmecki moved his club
75 yards down field cappmg the
series with an eight yard quarter-

~
IONA
COLLEGE
11M1V(RSITY
Of
WINDSOR

FILMFESTIVAL
Take A Friend To The
Movies
Wed, Sept. 28

&
Thurs. Sept.29
Choose from 8 films from

9:00 a.m to 9:00 p.m.
NoOwge. FreePopcom
Speaker's "Pit"
Cafeteria, UniversityCenter.
"SEX BOOZE AND
THOSE PIU.S
YOU USE"

"EARLY

"THE SPECIAL
'SPECIAL' ..

"SHE
DRINKS
A LITTLE"

WARNING
SIGNS"

"LOTS OF KIDS
LIKE USE'
"EARLY WARNING

SIGNS"

Sponsored by Iona College,
208 Sunset
253- 725 7 for infonnation.

A pair of Lancer turnovers
put the game out of reach.
Mistele had two passes picked
off, and Chelmecki used both
tum-overs to set up touchdowns.
"We've got a lot of work to
do, I saw a lot of mistakes,"
said coach Fracas.
,\fter a long Monday night
of watching films, and talking
to the coaching staff, Fracas
thinks they have an answer or
two for the Lancers' troubles.
"I think in a couple of weeks
we'll be okay. I think we've all
got to gel," said Fracas.
Still, the coach said there was

nouceable improvement over the
season opener, a 35-7 trouncing
at the hands of the U of T Blues.
"We did well against the run
(allowing only 88 yards). Coughlin and Bourdage also played
well," he said.
Fracas said the team has to
work on the defensive secondary, which allowed three touchdowns and the offensive line
- responsible for the repeated
sacking
of
quarterbacks
\1uldoon and Mistelc.
"I sav. a few things we're
going to try to do better," said
coach Fracas.

V-ballladieson the move
by Sharon Lester

Warrior interceptions -like

this one-led

back sweep around the left
side for the major.
With minutes left in the half,
Miljkovic put a 23 yard kick
through the pipes to close the
score to 7-6.
As time ran down in the
half, Waterloo took advantage
of a big break. Warrior quarterback Chelmecki put the ball
up in the air at the goal line
and a Warrior and two Lancers
iumped tor 1t.
Lancers were called for pass
interference.
Chelmecki found
a diving Steve Parkhill in the end
zone, then made good on the
convert to bring the score to
14-6.
In the second half the Lancer offensive line again showed
sieve-like characteristics
as

to two touchdowns.
Dave Dorken/LANCE

quarterbacks Muldoon and John
Mistele were sacked repeatedly.
The Lancers conceded a single on a missed 3 5 yard Chelmeki field-goal attempt.
Led by the passing of Muldoon, and some timely Waterloo penalties, the Lancers moved
the ball down to the Warriors'
goal line. Muldoon took the
ball, in a quarterback sneak, and
bounct:d over the linemen for
th<·

S<.<IIC.

\Vnh a .\1i1Jkt/\'H.

lllll"

vert, the Lancers closed things
up to 15-13.
The last play of the third
quarter saw Muldoon's pass picked off. The Warriors took the
ball and tried to score on goal
)me passing, but settled for
three points on a Chelmicki
fidd goal to move aheatl 18-1 3.

During the past two years
the Lancerette volleyball team
have come closer to reaching
their goal of becoming Ontario
champions. Coach Prof. Marge
Prpich, considers last year as the
closest. Although the team Jost
key players, especially m the
setting position which is critical
in the offensive game, she
expects to pick up where they
left off last season and expects
the rookies to work hard in
order to meet the team and
coaching expectations.
This year's structure, a two
division opposed to a three
division, is considered better
than last season's. Coach Prpich
strongly
believes
that
the
Lancerettes were a better team
chan rhost· \\ ho p.,nicipared m
the finals from other divisions.
This new structure will give
the team more exposure ro
league play than before.
The matches to key on this
year are Waterloo (their first
home and league match :--:ov.
3), Western (Jan.
19. 1984).
.ind ,\\c\l.1ster (l·eb. 2. J<>R-l),

There has ah\ays been rivalry
between Western and Windsor,
and both McMaster and Waterloo enjoy a larger student body
to choose from and have given
Windsor a run for their money.
Admission to any game is $1/
student with valid ID, and $.2/
non-students
of a flash of
the passport card.
Tryouts for the team are
being held throughout
this
week while preparing for preseason exhibition games against
various .\merican teams.

•

•

*

*

Feel like playing volJeyball?
There arc many different levels
and nme commitments available.
Starting on Sept. 27 and running
until Dec. 8 / 83, there is an intcrmural/communiry Tuc:~da,\ nig/Jl
league open to everyone interested in competitive or recreational fun. The cost is free to
students and S5.00 to non-studcn ts If interested contact the
11 K. c·!mpus rec. office, ext.
325. You can make a team t'r
1oin indinJually.
Hurry, deadline 1~ rriday. Sept 23.

...
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C.Ommunity
recreationfall programs

SoccerLancerseke
outtheirfirstpoint

1st Meeting Date

Days & Times

Location

Cost

September 25

Sundays
5:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Tuesdays
9:30 -10:30 p.m.
Tues./fhurs.
11:00 - 12:00 noon

dassroom/
HK Pool
HK Pool

$15/30

HK Pool

$15/30

Mon./Wed.
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Tues./Thurs.
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Mondays
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Mon./Wed.
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Tues./fhurs.
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Daily
7:30 a.m.

Multipurpose
Room
Multipurpose
Room
Fieldhouse

$15/30

Multipurpose
Room
Weight Room

$15/30
$15/30

HK Building

No charge

AQUATICS
Level 1
Leaders/Bronze
Adult Learn to
Swim
Swimnastics

September 27

FITNESS
Dance Fitness (01)

September 19

Dance Fitness (02)

September 20

Co-ed Aerobic
Fitness
Ladies Fitness

September 26

Weight Training
for Women
Early Bird Jogging

September 2 7

September 27

September 19

September 19

$40

by John Slama

$15/30
$15/30

"It's better to come back like
that than the other way around
.... like yesterday."
So said Lancer coach Dr.
Harry Bird after watching his
team squeeze out a 2-2 tie
Sunday for their first point
in OUAA play. Saturday, the
Lancers took a tough 2-1
loss to the Western Mustangs
in the season opener.
In Saturday's game, ~arc
Marchese scored the first-ever
goal by a Lancer in a most
unusual way, by heading in
a penalty shot. Marchese's
initial shot rebounded off of
the Western netminder.
Had
the ball bounced off of the
goalpost, he would not have
been allowed to play it.
Marchese's goal, scored midway through the first half,
gave Windsor a 1-0 lead. Western tied the game with a goal
scored in the injury time.
Injury time is the time added
by the referee at the end of the
half to make up for delays
caused by injuries. Another
late goal, this time in th e second half, won the game for
Western.
On Sunday afternoo°' the •
Lancers fell behind in the
second minute when the Gryphons' Paul Boyd pat one just
under the Windsor crossbar.
Dave Steffen
replied
for
Windsor in the 20th minute
and the.half ended 1-1.

Windsor suffered another
setback when Windsor midfielder Ian Parratt was injured
and sat out the rest of the
game.
"We missed Ian in the second half," admitted Bird.
"He knows where the ball
can cause trouble."
Guelph took the lead in the
28th minute of the second
half when a defensive mistake by the Lancers left
Gryphon
John
Anderson
alone in front of goalkeeper
Van Niforos. Niforos had no
chance on the play.
As time wound down it
appeared that the Lancers
would take another loss until
Mike Lovric's header tied the
score at 2-2. Lovric's gamesaving goal came just 18
seconds befor the final whistle.
Coach Bird says that he is
"very pleased" with his team
and that they should have had
three points out of four.
"We were on top 75 to 80
per cent of the time," he said
after Sunday's game. "We
should have tied yesterday and
won today."
Bird's first impression of the
OUAA is that "it's a good,
competitive league."
"We're as good as any team
in this league," he said. "Most
games will be close and we
may make the playoffs."
The Lancers take to the
road this weekend for games
versus Brock Saturday and
McMaster on Sunday.

NOTICE
repare yourself for success in•
today's highly competitive world as
an RIA Management Accou ntant.
With your degree and the RIA designation you will have the professio nal
edge in the job market.
•
You will be enteri ng a profess ion that
cannot supply RIAs fast enough to keep
up with the dema nd from business and
governme nt. .. a need that is proj ected to
cont inue through this decade and beyond.
RIAs are in demand because of their
unique training in manageme nt as well as
accounting. They have expert ise in strate-

P
•

gic planni ng, budgeti ng, operations contro l and data analysis. RIAs move ahead
quickly on the manage ment team.
Over 550Joof all RIAs hold senior positions in business, industry and government. Your job prospects will improve
the day you start the RIA program
because employers recognise the comm ittment you have made to obtaining professional qualifications.
What's more, the RIA program is flexible. You can work toward your degree
and RIA designat ion at the same time. In
fact, you may already qualify for adva nced
standi ng in the RIA progra m .

Sac's Used Book
Sale
All monies for books
sold, and/or
unsold
books must be picked
up in Extension Lounge
by Thursday Sept. 29 2:45 p.m. SAC will not
be responsible for these
items after that time .

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
Ham ilton

Toronto

Ottawa

154 Main Street East
M PO Box2150
Hamilton. Ontario L8N 4A5
Telephone · (416) 525-4100

20 Victoria Street. Suite 910
Toronto, Ontario
MSC 2N8
Telephone (416) 363-8191

609-410 Launer Avenue West
Ottawa. Ontario
K1R 7T3
Telephone : (613) 238-8405

Students'Administrative
Council

Find out if ) ou -alread) ha, e ad, a need
standin2 in the RIA program.
V

/

,0

,

Name ______________

Address _____________

_

City ______________

Province _____________

_

Postal Code ____________________________

~Jr
~

I~ MamStrNI East

M.PO Box2150

Ham.-. Oncatt0 l.8N 4A5
To4ephone (416)525-4100

The Society of Management Accountant
s of Ontario

_

Yes, I'm interested in the RIA program.
D Please send me more information
0 Please evaluate the attached transcripts

Students working for
students, please help
us to help you by complying with this notice.

(If'
SAC
111

ESTO
1929

D
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No changein ct1mpus
recreation'83-'84budget
by David Gagner

The campus recreation department has once again been
turned down in its bid for an
increased budget this year, something that Dr. Robert Boucher
claimed this university definitely
had to have.
Dr. Boucher, the eight year
campus rec. director, resigned
from the position at the end of
the spring term in 198 3. His
reasons for leaving the program
were quite plain, "it was very

hard to keep the programs at
a proper level for the students.
Quite often the athletes would
suggest either this or that be
done to improve the situation,
but with the lack of reasonable
funds this was virtually impossible to do."
This year the story of funds
is no different. However, the
new campus director, Miss Susan
Swam seems very optimistic
about her situation. "We will try
to keep the program as close to
Dr. Boucher's layout as possible

and if some emergency should
arise. I'm sure there will be funds
allotted to us."
When contacted last year Mr.
Schiller, the Director of Finance
for the University of Windsor,
seated that "there is only an 'X'
number of dollars to spend and
the budget committee must allot
this to their priorities first. These
areas of need have or will soon
be informed of their budgets for
next year and if the committee
feels that there is more money
needed in an area, then I'm sure

that what is possible will be
given to supplement that need."
This year Mr. Schiller claimed
he had no idea how much was
given to campus rec. but stated,
"the moneys were allocated to
Dr. Ray Hermiston, Dean of
Human Kinetics who in turn
would disperse it as he saw fit."
Dr. Hermiston admitted that
there is a problem with intramural funding, but has been
working
on
a
solution.
"lntramurals are my project for
this year. I am setting up a pos-

sible meetmg with SAC President David Laird at his convenience to discuss this situation."
Still unanswered is the question of whether the students
will have to pay more for their
campus recreation or if the universiry will work something out.
As Dr. Hermiston said last year:
"The fact that the program is in
definite need of help for funds is
not the problem. Where the
money will come from is."

MUST SELL! TRS.80 Model I, Level
II Personal Computer System. Asking
$550 Includes Software. 736-6641.
FOR SALE: Pontiac (Lemans) in
good shape. Asking $800 or hear
after . Can be seen at 160 California
Ave. or call 252-4897.
NOTICE: Lesbian/Gay studtmts on
campus will be holding a meeting
Wed. Sept. 28 at 8:00 pm in rooms
1-2-3 2nd floor of University Centre.
All interested
parties
welcomed.
N01 JCE: The University
Liberal
Club \\-ill hold its next meeting on
Mon. Sept. 26 in Rooms 1,2&3
of the University Centre at 4:00pm
Among the business of the day. the
club will t!lect delegates
to the
Ontario
New Liberal Convention
(Positions
Availahle).
l·or further
info. call 252-3036. New member,
welcome!!
FOR
SALE:
Dl'TROll
LIONS
On<' ticket for balance of season
or individual
games. Row 8.32
yard line. $U.S. 12.SO per game.
Phone
(313)
927 2343
after
9:30pm.
APAR fMl'NT
!OR
RFNT:
Availahle Oct. 1st . S minute walk
to university
H ui:e 2 hcdroom
furnished
or
unfurni,hed(ncgotiablt>). No lt>asc- fir,t and last
months
rent. Only $200/month.
Contact hd Ajmal phone anytime
258-3650-if
not
home
leave
mcssa~w.
NO flCE:
Female
Musicians,
all ages, level~ and styles. Contad
service.
Let's gel together.
Call
Jud~ 254,6832.

~
IONA COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

or

WINOSOR

Iona Suppers,
every Thursday
5:30 pm $2.00,
all welcome.
Iona Forum
Luncheon :
Homemade soup
sandwich $2.50
(call to reserve
same)
Friday Sept 23,
12:30
"Basic Computer
Literacy"
Hugh Fackrell.

Thurs.Oct 6, 11:30
"The News
Business"
Robert Lindsay

YOU
COULD

WINONE
OFTHREE
1984
-----....--..!F~OR~D
BRONCO
n's

,~;:~=~
.........................
_~

Here
's yourchance
to
ropeyourownbronco.
A brand~~ew
4-wheel
driveFordBroncoII.Featuring
safety
andrugged
durability
to enjoythethrillsof off-road
adventure.
Don'tcrossyourfingersyet.Rrstfill-inandreturnthe
coupon.
Enternow.Enteroften.

PLEASE
ENTER
MEINTHELONG
DISTANCE
PHONE
SWEET
HOME
CONTEST.
Name___________________

_

(Plmepnnto

Address------------------City/Town
----------------Province
________

208 Sunset Ave.
253-7257

1 Totnle<andqoalfy I I onthe 011,ciat
eotryformandm• t. r· e lo,,, O.,iancaPhones..eecHClffle
cont
.. t Bo, 1487.Sta:.on A
Toronto.
Ontar,oMSW2E8
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2 The<e• I bea 10111
of 3 pruesawarded(Sterule •3 torpnzed,strbuhoo) Eachpnze.,. I COflS•SIof• 1984fordSt,ndardBronrofl
4 .,heet drivevehicle(approxom.,te
reta~" ue $17343e,ch) looafdef,ve<y
p<o.,ncral
andmuracipal
taxes as applicableare oncludell
as Pl~
of lflep11zeat no costto lhe.. ,me, On,e<s pe,.. 1 and....,,,, .... ,, be theresponsU>,l,ty
of ach ..,nne,
hchtlli<lew I be clallV•ellto
tbe ford de1!11
oearestthew nne<Sres,dence,n CanadaAllpuzes.,.fl be rwar~edOnlyonopnll pe,pa,son Pmes mustbe accepted1s

awardednosub1t,tutons

PostalCode--------

Tel.No.(whereyoucanbereached)

Worship,everySunday
7 :30 pm & Tuesdays
at 12:00 noon

TheLongDistance"PhoneSweetHome"Contest,ContestRulesandRegulations

Alu Code

College
orUniversity
attended------------

Mailto: TheLongDistance
PHONE
SWEET
HOME
Contest,
P.O.Box1487,
Station"A"
Toronto,
Ontario
M5W2E8

3 Adrawwillbe madefromall eotnesrece,,edbyIllecontest.. o,.-zebOII
OIi October
14.December
1 1983ond the coolestctostnv11111
February
t5. 1984Prizesw,11
be ... arde<I
as followsonea-off wUIbe owMdlflfrom,11entnesrecervlflbyNOONOcll>b•14 llec-1
1983andFebruary
15.1984respeclrvelyEn1nesotherthantbew ""'"' ooetn lfleOctobe<
14dr1w,nlf 11Jtomatically
looentlfedfortho
December1.1983draw Entr,esotlle<thanIlle"'""'"' one1nthe Oecemwt 1983
w fl ,,n..,,.1,ully be ente<edforIlle tonal*"'
February
IS.1984ChancesofwinrungIII deptndeotuponthe totalnumbe<
of entnesrece,vedIS of eachdraw Thedrawnlnlrants,1ft Otdet
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t,111t
I .,.l Oec,s,onsof Ille
contesto,g'"'""°" shallbe hnal BJente<ong.
w,me<saorte to Ille use of thetrname.addr.,s endphotograpt,
lo, , .. u111nv
pobhc1ty
111
connect,ot1
w,ththoscontest Ille" nners.. I 11,0be requiredto SIQfl
a legaldocumentsUlu,gcompliance
w,thlilt ...,.es, rutes lloe.,_
ofthe ""'""' rneybeobtanedby sendinga,tamped set!-acfdressed
erwt!090lo lt!econ,Canacll la .. ,. AveW Room950.Box2Ct0.
Station·o.Ottawa.Ontano.KIP6HS
, !hoscontest,sopen onlyto studentsof 1114
age ot .,,,ontr ,nlM -nc:o lawtitchtbryres,dewhoarereg,sllfN full-wne1t 1<>yaccrld,ted
C1nad1uu,.,er,1ty.Collegeo, P0$1·Secoooary
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Facingthe anguish
By Aileen King

They are good girls ... the best ... and maybe that is part of the problem. They
are the ones in the gymnastics club, the drama society, and the school band. They
are eager to please and terribly afraid of not being able to do. And why not?
Today growing up is hard. There is pressure to grow up fast, be a career
woman, marry, have a family and above all look sexy (that means slim, or so
the magazines seem to say) all at the same time. Someone suggests they lose
a few pounds and they do it wholeheartedly just like they do everything else,
but somehow something goes wrong and they get caught in a dangerous game.
Bulemia and Anorexia Nervosa are psychological disorders related to eating
that have reached "epidemic" proportions in the last decade. Some past sufferers
of the disorders include Cherry Boone, Jane Fonda and of course Karen Carpenter.
Bulemia, alsq known as the binge-purge syndrome, consists of recurrent
episodes of . binge eating followed by self-induced vomiting, purging with laxatives and diuretics or fasting, all due to the sufferers's intense fear of being fat.
With Anorexia Nervosa, the individuals suffer from body distortions in which
they perceive themselves as fat and as a result starve themselves to lose the "fat"
only they can see.
Who are anorexics or bulemics and where do they come from?
come from all classes and ages but there does seem to be a trend.
The majority of sufferers of Bulemia and Anorexia Nerv9SP are
female (90-95%) although researchers are finding that there
may even be some link between the male marathon runner
and anorexia. Anorexia generally occurs with the outset
of puberty; bulemics tend to be somewhat older. On
the average these girls are white, overachievers and
come from above average income families. Their
families are often weight-conscious themselves.
The numbers are terrifying. Approximately
one out of every two hundred women are said to
suffer from either anorexia or bulemia. An alarming 15-17% of all college-age women are affected.
The results of these eating disorders can be
quite severe. Bulemics suffer from irritable bowel

They

syndrome (constipation followed by bouts of diarrhea), irregular menstrual periods, miscellaneous stomach and intestinal problems and electrolyte imbalance
(an imbalance of potassium and sodium levels that can lead to muscle spasms,
heart, kidney or liver failure). The Anorexic loses her menstrual period, develops
dry skin and stringy hair, always feels cold and generally suffers from malnutrition
and all the other symptoms associated with starvation. At this point 10% of all
sufferers die.
Dealing with the anorexic or bulemic friend or relative is not easy. Food
has become the main concern in their lives. It takes precedence over school work,.
friends and marital obligations. It is hard to remember that food is not the issue
because it is only a symptom of some greater problem. Anorexics lie. They say
they have eaten when they have not. They play with their food and make supper
time an unpleasant ordeal. Bulemics can empty the fridge overnight leaving nothing
for the family to eat in the morning.
Recognition of the illness is the first step to treatment.
Part of the anorexic's illness involves denial and the inability to recognize that there is a problem.
It is only when the individual recognizes the problem and truly wants to recover
that recovery can begin. The bulemic, while aware of the problem (it
is hard to ignore the huge food and drug bills they pay) is not convinced of the seriousness of the problem and therefore will not
seek help. Also.bulemics are very ashamed of their weakness.
They are afraid that people will be disgusted with them.
Treatments for the disorders range from
psychoanalysis to physical relaxation to hypnosis,
each treatment varying with the individual. Usually a combination is recommended including part·
icipation in a self-help group.
This isn't a totally dismal story however.
Groups like BANA are springing up all over Canada
and bulemia and anorexia nervosa are finally being
recognized as the serious illnesses that they are.
Often people don't recognize bulemia and
anorexia nervosa even when i• is in their own home.

Some of the warning signs include:
Bulemia
-fluctuations in weight
-seems to eat large amounts of food without
gaining weight
-dermatitis around the mouth
-makes excuses to go to the washroom after eating
-chronic sore throat
Anorexia Nervosa
-noticeable
- increased
-excessive
-obsession

weight loss
selectivity of diet
exercising
with food and recipes

-eats slowly, and cuts food into small pieces

In February of this year a group of concerned parents
and professionals decided to meet twice a month to discuss
how to deal with family members suffering from bulemia
and anorexia nervosa. Thus the Bulemia Anorexia Nervosa
Association (more commonly known as BANA) came into
being. This past summer with the help of a Summer
Canada Grant, five University of Windsor students were
hired to extend BANA's services into the community.
BANA now offers a large number of services to the
community including:

-a crisis referral hotline
-distribution
of printed, audio and audio-visual material
-self-help group for the sufferers
-a support group for family and friends of the sufferers
-a speaker's bureau
-seminars
- research
-education in the public and highschool systems

...

BANA is located in the Human Kinetics building.
Staff can be reached on the BANA hotline at 253-7421.

'

SANA

..
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Positioncut
by Pam Banks
The Students' Administrativ e
Council 's Ancillary Services, fo .
rmerly headed by Brendan Deane will be tentative!) cancelled this fall.
rortunarcly
the
student Drug Plan will remain
intact.
The Drug Plan is designed
to reimburse full-rime under ·
graduate students 80 percent
of the cost of prescription
drugs.
This service was prov·
ided by the Commissioner of
J\ncillary Sen •,ces.
Now the
responsibility
will be shifted
to SAC secretary Nancy Champagne.
Deane, who could nor main ·
tain two jobs since he is a U.S.
citizen, is nO\\ a Resident Assistant in MacDonald llall.
lie
will still be in t·harge of the
Food Committee.
Cham pagne says, " It's easier
for

one

perso n to ha n dle (the

Drug Plan) from

sLart

to

finish "

She also add s that she 1s in the
office all the rime anyway .

SAC President David Laird
took advantage of the situation
when Deane resigned.
" It's
been agreed to unofficiallv cancel the position ."
,
Laird says the main reason
for terminating 9he position is
due to SAC's $75,000 deficit.
I le says that S,\C has no intent ion of discontinuing the Drug
Plan. " Ir's an important program and it would be to the
students'
benefit
to use it
more."

Other
Ancillary
Services,
which include the SAC: News
and Parry Line and the Typing
Services will he transferred to
the Fxternal Affairs Department
headed h) Doug Ncwton.
SAC signed a two year contract with Seaboard Life last
year, under which in pays the
insura nce com pany $4 . 7 5 per
~t u clent

per

year.

The

p lan

is

in effect from September 1 to
May 14 , so students are not
covered for the summer months.

Guelph was all over Wind sor durin l:( Sacurday's football game. The final score was 18-9 in favour of
Guel ph . For highl ights an d th e story of the game, turn to page sixteen. Davi' Dnrk('JJ/ LANCE

Salvadoranspeaksout againstrepression
by Ray Potvin
The violence in Central America is a gathering fire- one which
the Reagan administration is all
too ready to continue supplying
with gasoline.
This was rhe assessment of
Jose Francisco Acosta, a representative of the Salvadoran trade
uni,1n movement and the Democratic
Revolutionary
Front
(FDR), of what is happening
presently in Central America
at a lecture he gave last Thursday in Assumption Lounge. The

FDR is the political wing of the
opposition to the government in
this tiny embattled country. The
lecture was co-sponsored by the
Windsor Chapter
of Central
America Relief l·und and U. of
W. Students for Nuclear Disarmament. Mr. Acosta constantly
pointed out, in his best recentlylearned English, that although
media focus has shifted to Lebanon and South Korea, the
problems of Central America do
not subside as quickly as our
attention to them.
The first part of Acosta's

CJAM is just days away from its biggest step yet.

To get a behind
the scenes look at what's happening at our Student Radio Station,
turn to page nine. Glenn Warner/l ANCl:'

lecture focused on the acad·
emtc
persecution
presently
takmg place in El Salvador.
Of particular interest was his
news of the recent official
"disappearances"
of two prominent members of El Salvador's
National (and only) l 'nivcrsity:
the head of the University's
executive
board and a law
student of this board, who were
both kidnapped.
Shut down by the junta in
1981 and never reopened by the
acw government, the University
has been occupied ever since by
the military. All of its books and
typewriters have been confiscated. I lowever, Acosta explained, "the Un ivers1ty has been
operating anyhow- out of the
homes of professors and students. But text-books arc still
scarce. Support groups of the
i\:anonal University arc collecting them so that learning can
continue ." (Iona College on
Windsor's campus has collected
$225 so far to provide bocks for
this university.)

Mr. Acosta continued with a
discussion on the points of
contention of U.S.-rDR relations. According
to
Acosta,
there is a long and co!J)plex
set of internal political and
economic problems in El Sal·
vador and since the problems are
th0se of the El Salvadorans,
then they should be the o nes

ro resolve rhem. Acosta consistent!)· castigated the Reagan
administration for not allowing
his people to cope \\ ith their
problems themselves.
As for recent attempts of that
administration to appear more
favourable to dialogue and negotiation
with the opposmon,
Acosta illustrated ho\, one aspect of the new posture - The
Amnesty program has worked
in Reagan's favour. Proposed by
Reagan to hcl12 convince Congress that the human rights
record of F.I Salvador was in
fact improving and that his
increased military aid package
should be approved, Amnesty
was to lessen the government's
repression against labour and
other groups pressing for change.

,\ccording to Acosra, "Regan's project is to be increasingly
involved in the internal struggles
of Central .\mcricJn countr;es.
.. ,\mcrican representatives claim
they arc a mediator in our
internal-struggle. We s.i.y the~ are
the participant." I le went on to
add th at . as the ma_1ors,,urt:e of
militar:, suppon for the govcrnmt'nt of 1·1 Salvador, the l '.S.
must count itself as somnhing
more than a concerned speccarnr 1f the negotiations are to
be functional, not merely cos·
mctic.

Jose Acosta also accentuated

Says Acosta, "It is merely a
shadow program. The president
of my labour organization is
still imprisoned.
The entire
executive board of the Elect rica l Union is still imprisoned.
At least eight peop le have been
killed shortly afrer their release;
some have been immediately
recaptured."

the oppositions's stand on the
legitimacy of last year's highly
publicized
elections.
These
did nothing to ease the tension
Acosta explained, becau•e voting
was mandatory and no representatives of the opposition were
able to run since there was no
safety for candidates that were
not supported by the mi litary.
As a result, the "democratically elccted" government represents
the same elements as the previous regime. Thus, the root
cause of the repression remains.
So does the opposition to it

The speaker intimated that
shams of this sort arc the re·
cent pattern in El Salvado r.
The opening of the U.S. State
Dept. of Com mun icat ions with
the rebel rep resentatives 1s another case in point.

"We love democracy. We
want democracy. But we need
to find it for ou rselves ... We
want peace; we love peace ...
but not t he peace of a cemetary."

'·
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EdinboroughSt.
Windsor,Ontario

_

Oktoberfest"83"____
Sept. 30 - 6 pm 1 am
Oct. 1 - 6 pm to 1 am
Oct. 2 - 2 pm to 10 pm
Oct. 7 & 8 - 6 pm to 1 am
Oct 9 - 2 pm to 10 pm

<

Folk Dance Competition
· and
Miss Oktoberfest
Pageant

---------------

--------------------------
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NaderXconsumeradvocacygroup

Over the years OPIRG has
been involved in research on
mercury
poisoning, pollution,
freedom of information versus
government secrecy, corporate
responsibility
to the public,
health and safety laws and
various other consumer rights
related issues. Unlike student
organizations
such
as CFS
(Canadian
Federation
of
Students), OPIRG concentrates
on research and lobbying on
issues not directly concerning
university campuses.

by Phil Rourke
"I 11 our schools and 11111vcrsities, students are not c11couragcd to develop citizen skills.
Tbe emphasis 011. le,1r,1111i the
cwic skills 11eeded to evaluate
,111d improve society
is q1!lfc
i11,ufeq11,ue I bis n•,ults 111 u
sl>a111ej11/U.\1S/t' of h11111<111
po·
tential ,111d .r lack of selfco11/1de11ce
"Gwc11
tbc
opportunity.
///,lily st ud<•llfs could beco//lc
cjfcctwc
,rdvoc,1tc., Ji11· demo

cr,1t1c solutions to 0111" rnocry·.,
probll•m1
//,i.•111g,rec,•,\ to
th•ir Ji•l!o-u: ,111dc11/s ti>,• ;;,,· .
ulty, ti>,• l,1hor,aon,•, , co111p11·
tcr,. ,llld libr,1ncs gi.•cs

,111dc11r.,

.111 ,1d1:,111t,1g,·
1110.,t

otb,·r ci11:nido 1101b,rv,• 111con/ro11ti11g .wo,r!

<111d ('CIJI/IJ/11/C

prohlc1J1, ..

Ralph
'\adcr,
D.C., Oct. 1982.

Washington

In 1970, Ralph ''./ader began
a concept of consumer advocaC)
for students that he called Pubhe Interest Research Groups or
Pl RGs. Prescntl}, l\lader's con·
ccpt is incorporated
into the
workings of over 200 universities in the United States and
Canada with organizing efforts
taking place at many more universities.
Pl RGs, according
to the
organization's
literature, "have
no set 'ideology' - unless it is
that they are democratic, both
in operation and philosophy."
College and/or university students vote democratically
to

form a PIRG on campus and to
tax themselves to support it;
student members then dcmocra·
tic ally elect PI RG leaders; and
those
leaders
democratically
choose the issues the Pl RG will
work on. "The goal of PIRGs
1s to give students and others
the information and skills nee·
dcd to function effectively in a
democratic
society
a goal
which is often overlooked by
high schools, colleges and univer·
sitics."
In January 1978, the Vnivcr·
sity of Windsor students voted,
through a referendum,
to finance a local OPI RG (Ontario
Public Interest Research Group
- an offshoot of Nader's PIRGs)
on campus. At the rime there
were other OPIRG offices on
university campuses in Water·
loo, London,
Guelph, Peterborough, Hamilton and Ottawa.

The $5 refundable fee was col·
'.ccted from supportive students
and was used to establish a re·
,earch library on campus for the
students and the public; to hire
a full-time researcher; to help
publish any research findings;
and to communicate with com·
munity groups. Also, close to
one-third of the fees collected
were sent to the provincial of·
fices to maintain and expand
provincial
research.
OPIRG Windsor lasted until March,
1980, when it was voted down
by another referendum.
With
the
OPIRG
office
set up on campus, Windsor Stu·
dents interested in doing publtc
interest research could go and
get help from one of the co-or·
dinators.
These co-ordinators
helped the student choose a
research project relevant to one
of his/her courses . OPI RG of-

ten negotiate with the profes·
sor ot the student's course to
try and get the student crcdit
for his/her course from the
proJect the student wished to
work on.
.\ccordmg to ,\1ike Ura, the
OPI RG pronncial
co-ordinator
in 1978, OPIRG 's record to get
credn for courses from profcs·
sors was "extremely good.'' lie
had made a list of Windsor pro·
fessors who were willing to give
credit for OPIRG research.
OP! RGs arc different from
the American PIRGs for a num·
bcr of reasons: "The Canadian
political proccss is different,"
explained Ura in 1978, "the
Canadian academic traditton is
different
from the American
tradition,
and the Canadian
students were not happy with
the U.S. model and decided to
change it on their own ."

The work of OPI RG has not
been universally hailed. f•or ex1mple, the Ontario government
in 1975 accused the group of
"harrassment''
of its study of
the
Kitchener
jail. Ontario
Minister of Correcuonal
Services Richard Potter said that
OPIRG had taken quotations
out of context, and had abused
and harassed ministry staff. I le
also said OPIRG had refused
to consider counterclaims
or
explanations of pil conditions,
but followed a policy of "agitation."
OPIRG literature states that
the group approaches an issue
with an open mind, but following the trend of its findings,
"OPIRG
becomes a partisan
advocate and does not hesitate
to fix responsibility."
w1•t•k 's
Lance,
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All Graduate Students are invited to

THE GRAD HOUSE
the home of the drug plan
Special Events
Every Friday Night is
Ladies Night
Two Drinks for the
Price of one for all ladies
Happy Hour: Monday & Wednesday 4-9
$.25 off our already Lower on Campus prices.

Movie Nights - 2 Free Movies
Oct. 4 Dance Night

Flashdance , Turning Point

Oct. 11 Party Night - Up In Smoke , Still Smoking
Oct. 18 Street Night - Taxi Driver, American Gigolo
Oct. 25 Horror Night - Halloween , Texas Chainsaw Massacre

Coming Soon
Oct. 28th Halloween Bash

OPEN - 4 p.m. - 1 a.m. Monday to Friday

552 Sunset Avenue (Across from the Math Building)
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differentstrategies

Differenttimes
Last year, CFS-0 (Canadian Federation of St ude nts Ontario) was voted off the Windsor campus. Accord ing to
Tim Feher, the CFS Field worker responsib le for t he pro CFS campaign on campus, the students voted against
CFS because they were ill-informed, and that it they had
known the facts, the U. of W. would still be a part of CFS
today.
Maybe so, but 1t is still not probable. More realistically,
CFS' demise on cumpus was a result of the lack of impact
the federation had on the students Whtie claiming that it
represented all member students, CFS was not meeting the
concerns of Windsor students so they acted accordingly.
Evidence of this is clear on campus, and examples are
many and varied. For example, the International Students'
Organization (ISO) recognizes its st1ength (3000 members)
and is presently working on getting societal status on cam pus so that they would get more money from students.
Groups like the African Students' Association (ASA)
voice their concerns at the same time as the Black Students' Association (BSA) does .
Along with more traditional political clubs on campus ,
Winrlsor also has both leftist and rightist (the Monarchial
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L eague is a case in point) elements o n campus. Special
in t erest groups such as the Students for Nuclear Disarma ment and, more recently OP I RG (Ontario
Public Interest
Research Group) have gathered a substantia l n umber o f
members.
Students are organizing and getting their voices heard .
They are frequently trustrated by words such as apathy
but they continue to press forward - not only because
of certainty in their cause but also because student apathy
is both a reflection of their accomplishments as well as
the lack of accomplishments of people who are labelled
apathetic. (people are apathetic when they do not feel
that a particular concern affects them directly and that
nothing can be done to alter the status quo.)
It appears that students are becoming more awure of
th~ proper ways to organize and to ma ke their voices heard
in protest. They realize that to bri ng about even a sma ll
change takes tremendous
dedication and organization .
They are picking their spots, concentrating t heir energies,
and working to make realistic advances on issues t hat
directly affect their lives - a real ist ic att itude t hat fit s
t he tough pragmatic times.
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by Kevin RoUason
Although a popular television personality always
starts his routine by saying the words "You know what
I really hate ... ", I still do not want to start this article
using those words. Try as I can I cannot seem to think
of anything different. Those words are ,vhat I feel
right now.
Trust companies ... banks ... major credit cards. These
three so called institutions of the world have done more
to frustrate me than any other institutions I can think
of -at least at the present time. All three advertise to
the world how much they can help you get through
your daily life. But what happens when the average
person leans on them a little and learns to depend on
them? The whip comes down and you are on you
knees begging for ser\'iccs which they earlier promised
to do at no additional charge or effort.
·1:akc for example trust companies. These companies
arc like a bank in sheep's clothing. Several times I've
gone in with personal cheques and had them slap ten
day holds on them. Talk about the proverbial slap m
the face!
,\mnher thing interesting about hanks is what is
Whatever happened to the day when these places
known commonly as bank hours. This is the time frame
would trust (no pun intended) you enough to take your
between ten in the morning and four-rhirt) in the after·
cheques without putting a hold on them. During this
noon. "formal working hours for t'HT) hod) else is
imposed limbo, your own money is unavailable to you.
nine to five. The only time for people co get to their
Better still, it is not making any interest for you either.
banks, therefore, is noon hour. Try getting mto a bank
You might as well not even have the money for all the
during this time. The lines make fast-food restaurants
good it docs you. They certainly do not tell you this
drool with en\'y. Friends of mine have pondered rhis
when they entice you to open an account.
very same problem. Why is the rest of the,, orlJ runnmg
Banks are the next frustration of mine. What annoys
on a different time clock than banks?
me is when you go down to a bank where vou have a
Pinally.
chequeing account and withdraw money. l· or some u:..:_n,
- ~=_,, _describin
ave somebo y cash It m Vancouver. \\/hy do banks (and for that matter trust companies) charge you for withdrawing your money, out
of your account, out of your bank? They call this
free enterprise?

those magic words, "charge-it". Then at the
the month if you pay your bill on timt·, you would
only have to pay the amount the item originally cost.
Well, now your plastic money bites back. One of the
credit card companies makes you pay a yearly charge

~il:il:~ff~ it~ 11:Ih~
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Pubmusicproblem
enjoy such "obscure"music
funk and punk?

Dear Editor:

ln the course of my production of the Violent Femmes show last Monday night I encountered a veritable
1plethora
of bad attitudes running rampant around this
campus. It is my intention to spew my frustration and
so-called unbridled rage all over your unfortunate readers.
My first victim is of all people, the management of
Sac's Pub. The Femmes extravaganza was originally
planned for the pub but after tentatively agreeing to
the proposal, the manager backed out citing the following three reasons: 1) she didn't have the time to
listen to the band's album; 2) Sac's Pub supposedly has
the image of being the city's home of punk rock and
she is seeking to change that by providing absolutely no
alternative music and 3) she wanted to draw Monday
night crowds by showing Monday Night
Football.
I invite you to venture on a little examination of
these arguments with me here. I realize that the manager
is a busy woman what with pub reorganization and all,
but the claim that she didn't have half an hour to spare
is indeed the veritable ghost of a poor excuse.
Ignoring that, let me move on to this filthy "punk
rock" business. If anyone in this community thinks that
the media label applies to SAC's fine establishment, they
have been most cruelly deceived (by themselves or
others). I myself can only think of one "punk rock"
band that has appeared in the pub ( in a talent show no
• less) in my three and a ~alf years here, that being of
course the infamous DOS. The pub's manager proposes
to eradicate chis alleged image problem by ramming Top
40 and heavy metal down everyone's throat incessantly.
This is certainly unfortunate since it cheats that portion
of the University populus that wants some kind of var·
iety in entertainment. Would a few nights a month be
too much to ask in order to be equitable to those who

as Jazz, blues, rockabilly.

As for this Monday Night Football business (and the
crowds it \\ould supposedly attract): last ,\1onday there
were two people watching it in a nearly empty pub.
This past Monday before the Violent Femmes went on
up in Ambassador, there were four watching - myself,
a friend and two of the Femmes.

The real tragedy of this whole affair is that my problem with the pub's philosophy is only a reflection of
what is desperately wrong with a far larger por-tion of
the students attending this institution. Thcr manifest
a narrow-minded apathy that is most particularly distasteful. This campus is not the ma_jor force in this
communit)- that it should be because of the fact that
many students are content to use post-secondary education as a stepping stone to a complacent caree r. This
attitude leads to a blindness with regard to the many
subtler aspects of a real- education - aspects more important than a diploma and the limited knowledge that
comes with it.
What this has to do with the Violent Femmes show is
that it proved to be a small example of·a lacklustre per·
mance on the part of people here with the notable
exceptions
of
the
Femmes,
CJAM·f,'\1,
Club
TOWARD and anyone who bought a ticket. llerc was
an opportunity to promote campus entertainment with
a band that has been critically acclaimed universally and
is fast becoming well-known both through virtue of their
music and the large amount of press they have been
receiving (this includes the Lance, The Windsor Star and
CBET television). Yet somehow, all but 250 of you
didn't manage to make it. The people who attended
w~rc treatet to some fine creative entertainment and I
both thank and congratulate them for it. 1
As for the rest of you, try opening your minds to new
musical exptriences, other people's views and the like.
Support concerts and even get mvolvcd in organizations
like CJAM-FM, The Lance and Club TOWARD. Only in

JUSt for th<: honour of possessing It as well as a charge
for ever) time ) ou use it. Another of the car<l companies
ha~ decid<:d to leave their card free of the~e additional
charges, \\ hteh is great. hut as for the t>ther. ...
I ach of these ex.1mples .ire very genl'ral ,,1th no
comparn names usl'd. 1·m not sa) ing that all of these
institutions do the afort·mrntioned
things but tht· majont) seem to I he) pwhably ha,(' good reasons, but
whatever happened to the saymg "tht· customer comes
first"?
CCOQO•

c

ro can

mua«ounts and

ct\t our cards m two we would be thrown into a massive
depression. Afta what we JUSt went through in recent
years, it is hard to imagine it any \\ orse.
Bur, on the other hand, what else do I ha\'e co do
during a week-day noon-hour?

this manner will this University be any kind of a 1wsitive
cducational experience for you Jnd the community.

David VicccUi, wandering philosophic promoter.

Bunnyhoppingmad
Dear Editor ,
In response to a recent letter in your column ''disgust
expressed" I would like to defend our elected officials.
I was one of those "disgusting playboy bunnies" and
personally I felt that the addition of "playboy bunnies"
made the night more authentic. If you have ever been
to Las Vegas you .no doubt remember how nice it was
to have a free co<.·ktail brought to you by a "playboy
. bunny". I did not feel degraded and I did feel it was
"harmless fun". The point Mr. Johnson has failed to
consider is that I Jon't take my clothes off for photo·
graphers. I was no different than an actress playing a
part that was nothing like the 'real me'. I knew many
of the attending students and I'm quite sure no-one
thought any of the girls were, in fact, "real playboy
bunnies''. As a woman of the 80's I would never condone sexism but I don't feel this was sexist. I shouldn't
have to walk around in a burlap bag hiding my body
so that men will not exploit me. Sexism is in the attitude of the observer. If this gentleman found my presence offensive it is only because he was looking at me
with a prejudged attitude. I think most people took it
for what it was.
Tammy Morrell
A lette r to the Editor should be limited to SOO words
or less. They may be submitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at the Lance's mailbox at the ·
SAC office on the second floor of the University Centre
dur ing normal busi ness hou rs. A Lanc e mailbox is also
found at the Univers ity Centre desk. The Lance reserva
the right to edit all letters for libel and space. All
letters must be signed.

What we are witnessing here with the introduction of
Adam is great news for students: the whole system sells
for less than the price of a letter-quality printer for,
say, an Apple computer. (I'm sure that Adam is some
coy name signifying the bite that Coleco hopes to take
out of Apple Computer's business). But how is Coleco
able to do this, you ask?

New, innovative or simply amazing - this article sets
out co explore curre nt trends in new technologies of telecommunicatio ns. Today's article explores the new
campaign by perso nal computer compa nies to offer
··complete"
home systems, including all peripherals
needed co comp ute at home.

/\dam's tape storage as what's really stirring up a lot
of interest in the industry of home computers. The tape
drive uses a cassette similar to a standard audio cassette.
Each tape is capable of SOOK of storage (about 500
pages of writing), and transfer data, or text, at the rate
of 2300 bytes per second (19,2K baud). If you're
not completely confused yet, what these statistics reveal
1s that a typical 20K program, about the size of a simple
game, will enter into /\dam's active memory in about
eight seconds - only five seconds slower than by the
very expensive disc storage system.

Adam. the Coleco Corporation's enrry inco the somewhat lucrative personal or home computer market, will
herald the long-awaited price advantage for purchasers
~eeking a complete home system . Up until now, the
marketers of home computers have specialized in memory power vs. system power. If you bought a system, no
matter how powerful it was, there was a host of peripherals, or additions, that had to he purchased to reaily
get it to work. This created a lot of 1H-willin the minds
of most of the buyers.
Adam offers a typewriter-styled keyboard, with 80K
of internal memory. (whereas IK equals 1 page of text),
an amazingly high-speed data recordn, and mi>st surprisingly, a letter-quality printc:r. The package includes
a user-frie nd ly word-processing program built-in, a game
called "Buck Rogers - The Planet of Zoom", and as
BAS IC and CP/M compatible (CP/M stands for Computer Programming for Microprocessors, and is one of the
largest manufacturers of software. or programs, in the
world). The rota ! price will be $800, available by next
monrh. Yo u can add all kinds of features, but none arc
neccessary to begin computing immediately ..
llu,in,:,,
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Adam's pri nter is able to use several differen t stylt:s
of character, which is great for offsetti ng quotes, and the
like. /\t 10 characters a seco nd pri nti ng time, it isn't
exactly lightning fast, but it should he better than excellent for stu dent papers, letter writing, , 1d other
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Adam sounds pretty promising, hut as usual, there is
one caveat: I've yet to get my hands on one, so all the
information I've received has been from the literature.
The first models have now come off the assembly line
and should be on the market by late October. By Christmas, expect to see a big push, as an amazing one out of
every ten American homes owns a personal computer .
(The figure is dramat ically less in this country, beca use
the prices are still way above the U.S.).
With the advent of Adam, and its marketing scheme,
we ca n safely forecast that every other computer compa ny will be scrambl ing to meet or beat Ada m 's system
approach to ho me co mputi ng. And that is great news
for those of yo u who have bee n t hin king abo ut getting
into com pu ters. With this deal, why wait fo r t he futu re?
The futu re is now; l.ong live free enterprise!

Compare these stats co an older cassette drive, such as
the Commodore's where you cou ld sit through an entire
Psych 101 class before the game would be loaded, (or so
it seems). The blank cassettes will set you back abo ut
fifteen dollars, and if you want to add a seco nd ta pe
drive, which wou ld be ideal for pirat ing tap es, add
another $ 150-200.

'127 ~.1-11 1ftcr

~20.00
phcHH' (JI.))
9 . .30 rn

The heart of any computer is its microprocessor,
and Adam employs the popular CP/M Z80 chip. CP/M
is really the Digital Research Corp., and their system is
one of the most universal in rhe world, which technically
makes Adam compatible with any other Z80 computer.
This would allow similar machines to "talk" to each
other over the phone line, but I hear it's going to cost
a few extra bucks to be completely CP/M compatible.
The average Joe Campus will be more interested in
Adam 's built in word-processor, called SmartWriter. Similar co our Universities' Word Processor, SmartWriter is
programmed to work with dedicated keys on the 7 5 key
keyboard. Move, insert, delete, a;ad print commands are
all performed at the touch of a button, making the
system userfriendly. The program interacts with the
user, holding your hand whi le you learn the system
step-by-step. The help button sta rts you all over again,
and should be good during emergency problems.

Trying to analyze a computer system necessitates
getting a wee bit technical, so try to bear with me. Adam
employs a communication circuit, which is the heart of
a computer, that allows its six microprocessors to work
at the same time. Tasks are performed simultaneously ,
such as computing, screen display, data input-output ,
and memory control, instead of having to wait in line,
as with conventional home computers. Think of a
computer as a lightning-fast idiot, and by allowing it
to do all the jobs at once, instead of nano-seconds
apart, Coleco has created an ultrafast system.

by Chris Edwards

I OR SALF

word-processing tasks. The printer is not inter-changeable with other systems, such as Apple, unless you 're
a space-aged whiz kid. Any kind of paper will work, and
Coleco will also sell perforated paper that can be torn
along the edge to make standard and legal-sized copies.
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COMPLETELY STOCKED TO
ASSIST YOU IN MEETING ALL
YOUR NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

I

ALL TROPHIC AND SWISS
VITAMINS
1 QO/o off regular priced
merchandise

I

* Universi t y Stude nts
* Co lleg e Stu de nts

* Senio r Citizens

o/(

September 26
until
October 8

OFF
WE ALSO CARRY·
eSPICES • COSMETICS • NATURAL FOODS
ePROTEIN FOODS • HERBAL TEAS • BOOKS AND
LITERATURE • BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS •
BREADS

252-6494

AT THE JACK DAN IEL DISTILLERY , you
can caste for yourself why our whiskey is so
uncommonly smooth.
Assoon as you sip the water we
use, you can tell it's
something special.
That 's because it flows,
pure and iron -free,
from a limestone
U: 1
1 J
spring located deep ~
under the ground. /
'
,,on,,ee
,,om•nunr1e,,,oun""""""
At Jack Daniel
Distillery, we've used this iron -free
wate r since our founder settled here
in 1866 . Once you ay our whiskey,
we believe, you'll know why we

TROPHIC
OR SWISS

VITAMINS
STOCK UP ANO SAVE

always;~~
London

HOU RS: Daily 9:00 - 5:3 0
Fri. till 9 P.M .

191•
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NOTICr,Volunteers needed to staff
24-hoUT crisis line, provide support
and information
to sexual
assault
victims
and thl'ir families.
Phone
2S3-3100
I 2-4pm weekdays, Sexual
As~ult Crisis Centre.

Bookstorepricesaverage
by Cathy Peaker
Why are 11111versitytextbooks
so expensive? This bas bee11 ,1
common quest1011 111tbe l.ist few
weeks, su bere are some reasons
why, ,1s outlined by tbe Cana·
dia11 Book Publishers Council,
(CBPC)

"The price of a book rises in
proportion to the rising cost to
the publisher to manufacture
and to market it." These "rising
costs"
include
typesetting,
paper, printing, binding, adver·
rising, promotion, travel costs
for sales representatives,
and
salaries
which
increase "in
direct proportion to the cost of
living."
In the period 1972 to 1980,
"the average price of an English
Language college textbook rose
from $7.70 to S18.22
an increase of 136.6~0. When it is
compared to other items and
services, though, it is quite
"acceptable".
~or example the
price of food purchased in a
restaurant has risen 129 .8°,o in
the same period, confcct10ns
248.9% and gasoline which has
risen 138.2%.
The "typical textbook dollar' ' is divided into eight pieces
after the student has purcha~ed
a text. Of the dollar, 24 cents
goc.:s to the
manufacwrer,
7 cc.:nts goes toward c.:ditorial
VA(,\NC'r:

Iona

Coll,·i:c

expenses, 11 cents goes in royalties to the author, 11 cents
goes to the publisher for marketing expenses, 13 cents more
goes to the publisher for overhead expenses, rent, heat, hydro
etc. for the publishing house,
7 cents is the publisher's profit
and the government takes 7 per·
cent. This leaves 20 cents of
every dollar to the bookstore
to cover overhead, transporta·
tion costs and salaries.
The
paperbacks
generally
used in Fnglish courses are usually pre-priced right on the cover. There arc books with stic·
kers over the cover with a price
substantially
higher than the
original. These arc imported
books and the exchange rate
creates the increase in price.
These books are "prc·stickered"
by the Canadian publishing
houses before they reach the
bookstore.
rhe bookstore only stickers
sale books, according to Mr~.
llelcn Jones of the University
Bookstore. "This practice 1s no t
satisfactory to us either because
people iust peel tht: stickers off
anyway".
Another
reason
for the
disparity of prices on one paperback is that sometimes these
books arc shelved in the publi·
sher's
warehouse
indefinitely
and as the cost of ovcrhc.:ad rises.

b
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costs to print.
As for changing editions of
texts, that is due to the continual changes of information,
practice and procedure of that
field,
for example
nursing,
which makes the old editions,
at least parts of them, obsolete.
Mrs. Jones cautions students to
"wait and see what they actually
do require before they buy."

Phi Sigmahomeless
By Jennifer Kuta
The house formerly known as
"the Phi Sigma Sigma sorority
house", is no longer being rented
by sorority members. Phi Sigma
Sigma '\acional officers said,
"Techmcall} the house never
was a Phi Sigma Sigma house, it
JUSt happened that a fc\~ soror·
itv members rc.:s1ded there".
' Laurie 1-reeman, ~ocial Dirt:ctor for the sorority. was one
of the five people who lived in
the house last year. "The: major
reason we did not rent the
house again thi~ year is hc.:ause
most of the Phi Sigma Sigma
women reside in Windsor. and
c,msc.:qucntly alrcad) han' a
place to 11,,c". She also :Hided
that thl're is a by·l,l\\ \\ rmcn
which staces that you must ha\'e
sororit~ · members linng in a

house to call it a "sorority
house", and there JUSt were not
enough people.
Giuliana Bertoni, President of
the Phi Sigmas, added that "the
house was oil heated and the
bills were astronomical".
She
said that since there were
meetings going on all the time at
the house last year, no one
wanted to give up their own
pri\'acy to li\'c there this year
Julie Levesque, \'ice-President
of the Phi Sigmas ~aid, "It's a
sh;imc we had to give up the
house, bc.:cause it ga\·c us a
place to get together. 1lowcvcr,
a mcetmg plac<· this year will be
no problem because thn \\ ill
either bl· hclJ here at the
l niversitv or at the: home of
our brother soront)
tht·
Delta Chi\·.

WANTED Keyboard or bass player
for all-occasion weekend dance band.
Must be able to play "new music",
mid-60's
rock
and top-40.
Call
736-6641 or 736-462S.
NOTICE University of Windsor Dancers Club activity.
amateur
dance
group open to men and women on
campus
or
in the
community.
Previous dance experience desirable.
ro do a number of performances
Rehersals
Tuesday
and Thursday
8-lOpm.
At
St.
Denis
centre
Contact
Prof.
M.
Kimmerle
at
2S3-4232 ext 772.
NOTICEWeekend
Retreat
for
University
Students....
Assumption
Campus
Community
is having a
weekend retreat at St. Basi I's Centre
Pontiac
Michigan.
The theme
is
"Making
Connections"
Christ yesterdar,
toda)'
and
tomorrow.
Oct. 21-23 Fr. Gordon Judd CSB
will be the facilitator.
Cost 53 5. 00
Call
2S4-2512.
~onci
Assumption
Campus
Communit)
will sponsor a Coffee
Hous~ Oct 7 at 8 pm in the
Conference
Koom. All are welcome
NOTl('J
A"umption
L11ivcrsit)
Chapd 254 -2S 11 \1a"c' nt IO. 30,,m
.,nd 4.JO pm on Sunday, and 11 . SO
am Monda) l-'rtd.t) ( I uesda) there
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Windsor's Most
Complete Sport
Store
Brand Name
Sporting Goods For
Your Sport

Shop
Canadian
We Do "Floor
Shirts" And
Team Orders
For Any Sport
-Complete Cresting
Service AvailableFast Service

• Tennis • Badminton • Squash
• Racquetball • Running • Track
• Swimming • Soccer• Baseball
• Basketball • Hockey• Volleyball
• Gymnastics• Aerobics• Martial
Arts• Cycling• Wrestling• Weight
Lifting• Figure Skating• Boxing•

Mens & Ladies Sportswear
and Footwear for all sports.

Complete Service Dept. for bicycle
repairs, skate sharpening and
skate blade repair or replacement.

Serving Windsor & Detroit For 18 Years
Mastercard
Visa

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORTCENTRE
5909-39

1
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llni\l'r\11)

NI vi.

Sunda)

so does the price of those books
ta~ing up space.
The majority of textbooks
for universities are printed as
textbooks, therefore the amount
published, the "run" of 3,000 to
4,000, is less than the "mass
market" books with a run of
40,000 to 50,000. The more
of one book that is printed, the
less it costs and vice-versa, the
less books printed, the more it

MondayFriday 9-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

Wyandotte St. East

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd .)

3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

Bird Pro
Hardware Co.
Bicycle Shop
offers

Back to School -Specials

Bicycle Tune-Ups
19.95 + parts
Get Choice of FREE
Handle Bar Tape or
Kickstand
2014 Wyandotte W.
253-4812
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The Government of Canada has made some iJnportant change s to the Canada Student
Loans Act. These changes, approved by Parliament, are now in effect .
1nforrnation and
for!IlS
available from your provincial student aid authority
• Guaranteed
loansapplication
to part·tbne
students
or through the Department of the Secretary of State.
(telephone toll-free, 1-800-567 -9602)
• 1ncreased weeklY student loan lin)its for full-tune students
Information available from your provincial student aid authority.
• Interest relief and deferred repayment of capital for unemployed bOrrowers
Information and application forms available from your Jocal Canada Employment
Centre, lending institution or through the Department of the SecretarY of State.
(telephone toll-free. 1-800-567 -9602)
Contact relief
your \ending
institution
or the Department of the SecretarY of State.
• Special
for disabled
bOrrowers
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by Roberta Mock

Katherine Koroch at the Centre

So what'sgoingon here?

Katherine Korac h's pai ntings and drawi ngs at th e Centre Gallery to Oct o ber 14t h.

Sometime during the second
grade, in a darkened classroom
I viewed a movie in which a
frustrated bald professor (or was
it Donald Duck?) was being
chased by squares, circles, acute
angles and other various geo·
metric shapes.
In my bed at night, I had
horrific nightmares about being
chased by lunging lifesize parallelograms with legs in primary
colours.
I had a similar response after
viewing
Katherine
Korach 's
mixed media exhibit in the University Centre Gallery.
Korach 's cold, calculating
lifeless themes did not haunt me
as much as did the rigid symmetry of her compositions.
"Motor City Machine" was a
worthy attempt of rhythm on
the part of Korach. Although
there was a variation in the
shapes, the lack of ,the same
variations in the size of shapes
tended to tire the eyes which
were forced to travel around
the picture endlessly in search
of a wide open space to rest. The
encrusting in acrylics and use of
some earth colours also added
up to make this painting more
memorable than the rest .

"Tree Fantasy 's" main image
caught the viewers attention by
not centrally locating the main
image. This painting could have
actually made some form of ecological statement about the
continuation of life. Unfortunately, any chance for vibrancy
was drained as the life was reduced to one-dimensional shapes
and planes.
The stimulated artery and
corpuscles of the 'Cell Symphony'
do · flow on the canvas. The
diagonal composition though led
the viewer straight out of the
picture,
perhaps where he
wanted to be. Nonetheless, the
dark and light contrast in this
work were startling and effective.
Ir's a shame that "Motor
City Machine", "Tree Fantasy",
and "Cell Symphony" were the
best of Korach 's lot of nine
over-priced works . The rest
simply reminded me of bad
video game graphics.
Flatness and concern for
lines (witness Mondria n) do not
necessarily make a bad painting.
Although this may have been
Korach 's main objective, her
lack of emotion, vitality and
total disregard of the basic
compositiona l rules made her
work very unappealing.
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Whocantellabout

A jaunt into the war netherworld

literature.
Findley's novel deals with the
tribulations
of I !ugh Selwyn
Mauberley. In a real-life sense,
Mauberlcy never existed; in a
l(terary sense, he was the creation of Ezra Pound, the expa . triate American poet and fascist.
Mauberley, friend and confidante of Pound, travels throughout Europe during the late 30's
and 40's, a camp follower
of an underground fascist cabal
formed by aristocratic allies. I le
is murdered in a villa in 1945.
Before his brutal death, Maubcrley saw fit to transcribe
the contents of his journals ont o
the walls of his room. The job of
"deciphering"
Maubcrley's
journals is given to one Lieutenant Quinn, who works under
a Captain Freyberg, a skeptic
and a man obsessed with the
holocaust.
Through Mauberley's journal,
Quinn - and the reader - is given
a behind-the-scenes view of the
war. Cameo appearances arc
made by Charles Lindberg, ErnTimothy Findley in action.
est Hemingway, Greta Garbo,
Adolf Hitler and Rudolf Hess,
but the bulk of the plot deals
Famous Last Words
with the goings-on between the
by Timothy Findley
Duke of Windsor and Wallis
(Penguin)
Simpson.
$ 4.95
The first line of Mauberley's
•
Journal
is; "!\II I have written is
by John Liddle
true; except the lies". This
"trick" by Findley, the story
"In order to write a mighty
within a story, at once opens
novel, you meist choose a mighty
the novel up to a myriad of
theme", wrote I lcrrnan Melville.
levels of interpretation.
He's
In ciiile modern era, the mightiest
able to JUXtaposc fact and
themes have spun from the
fiction, and engage in some
gr ipping horro rs of two world
offbeat
leg-i.i-slling. Consider
wars.

Other gems include:
a
tableau set in a railway station,
where a fiercely nationalistic
Spanish wom~n slaps Ernest
Hemingway in the face and
then spits on his shoes; and
Rudolf Hess's madness - he considers himself to be a cat without a tail.
To be fair, the novel contains some of the most compelling and graphic descriptions of war brutalities imaginable Mauberley himself is found
with an ice pick rammed inco
his eye socket-and
the neuroses that afflict the central
characters are deftly diagrammed.
Along with his The Wars
(that deals with WW I), Findley's Famous Last Words has
undoubtedly found a niche in
the annals of great war literature, History willing.

•

anything
anymore?
ff you take his word for
1;omething more than it is or
even pay attention to the man,
Then you can compare Glenn
Warner 's preview of "Fanny and
Alexander" in last week's Lance
to the review below . You may
bave heard tbere is a bloody
and vengeful struggle for the
pos1tio11 of official Lance fihn
critic We are having a hard
ti111e i11 deciding whether we
keep ·l' nJ bntb and a;k for
more belp, or we ;ust drop
Wamer.
~y Laura Marks
If you missed Hergman 's
Fanny and Alexander at the
Palace this week - catch it
next time around!
Despite its excessive three
hour length, the movie is quite
fascinating.
Set in
Sweden

(English subtitles) around the
turn of the century, the experiences of two children (Fanny
and Alexander) are portrayed.
A sharp contras; is drawn
between their lavish, aristocratic,
sensual family home and the
new, stark, harsh life they are
forced to adopt when their
mother remarries an austere
bishop.
The photography and settings
are magnificent and the movie is
an aesthetic treat.
Alexander's inability to discriminate between reality and
fantasy
is a major theme
throughout and his encounters
with the supernatural are chilling.
Tf Bergman finishes his film
career here, as he has promised,
this movie will be a fitting summation to his life and work.

•

Ma ubc rle y 's

descript io n

of

But ~hen
we look for
Ju lia l·ranklin , a column ist,
might) novels, we lo<1k closest
l·r,111klm.. bad wri/lc•11 ,1 d,v,·
at those that I listory has had a _
~,,11inx aflack 011 I· :r.r, wb1cb
chance to pass Judgement on:
b,rd <.w~c'tf ,, \{'tts,a io 11 /"l>c'
in America, Crane's Red Badge
of Courage, I lemingway's A tradition b,1d been, until Julia
l·n111/d111 ,ipp<'ared on tllt' ~ff/IC ,
Farewell to Arms, Mailer's The
Armies of the ~ight, Ilellcr's
1bt 1t tbe pr,vatc l1v1'.\ t111d JH'rrn11 "' views of litt'm ry fi gu r1·~ Wt 'Yi'
Catch-22, Pynchon's Gravity's
Rainbow; or over on the l~urop- sacros,mct 11111ii thnc wa ..\ a
can front, Camus' The Plague,
d,·atb under wbtch
tbc 1111<
'
Grass' The Tin Drum and, on
n111ld he drawn . 1\0 11111•, .fr1r
the satirical side, Waugh's Men
instance , wbile Virxi111a Woolf
at Arms.
st ill 111:ed, would b,,vc• dared
In his Famous Last Words
lo
prim such a sc•11tc11n'a,
Canada's Timothy Findley tack"Mrs. Woolf bas .1em1us ho11/s
Jes this mighty theme, and preof depression" let ,1lone "Mrs.
sents us with a novel that sureWoolf; [mm
time to time,
ly rates with the giants of war
goes urnd. "

Ward Centre
and
Antonelli's
presents
Thurs . Sept . 29 B.F.A.
from Toronto ...

Fri . Sept . 30
Youth!
Youth! Youth! and the
Young Lions

Sat. Oct. 1 AkoberrDetroit
reggae

Sun . Oct. 2 "Madcat"
"Ruth" Harp & Guitar

at the Radio Tavern
546 Ouellette Avenue
252-1371

••

Publlc Service Commission
of Canada

Commission de la Fonction
publique du Canada

To the
Class
of 1984
As a university graduate, you have something of interest to om:r us: your degree.
plus a wish to succeed in a professional environment. As one of Canada's major
employers. we. too. have something of ,~.ilueto offer you· a respect for your academic
achievement and a working milit'u for your meaningful contiihution.
We usuall y fo llow the same hiring patterns as the private sector: our rccruitm1;nt
acti\ities. however. are curreritly a.tfecH:dhy a low pte of employee departures and
'ihrinking departmental hudgets. We will he intcnit:wing some candidates for
anticipated vacancies: in other ca.-,es,we will he a.-;scssingapplications and placing
them in inventorv . for futun:'. consideration .
We invite

you

ti> apply. if your degree is in one of the fol\owinl!, arcas ,

Administration
Com m <:ro.:

Computer Sdenct·
F.conomi<.:s

Fnginn- ring
I.ihran· :--dcn<:e
Mathl:matksi~tat1,rks

The closing date for applications b 1-f (ktoher 198.'> The Financial
Administration TcM of Technical Knowledge will he held on 20 <kwber 198.'>
at 19:00. Please ask your placement office ahout the exam l!>eation.
Pick up your copy oftht: (',areers Puhlic Sen,jce (',anmla puhlications at your
campus placement offict' or at an office of tht: Puhlic.:St:ni<.:t:Commission of
Canada .
Note: In light of the current reorganization within External Affairs Canada and the
ongoing a.•,scssment hy the department of its future personnel needs. th<:r<:v.ill he no
Foreign Seniet: Officer rt·cruitmenr competition this year.

The Publ ic Service of Canada is
an eq u al o p por tu nity employe r

..

...
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~C001fcdl~
VAUG HAN WILLIAMS
"Fa n tas ia on a Th eme by
Th omas Talli s"
Sir Adrian Boult (Co ndu ctor)
Lond on Philha rmonic Orchestra
(An gel Record s)

by Marc ella Carson
"'U'be11 rising from
death.' Addison.

the bed oj

The "Tallis I· antasia" was
first performed in Gloucester
Cathedral.
Of all the compos-

RiseandFallof the soul
itions that Ralph Vaughan Williams wrote during his forty
year career, nothing can outshine this masterful composition with its soaring, transcendental fervour and mystical
grandeur.
Other string music which
emerged from the years spanning 1910-50, include the "Concerto
C,rosso," and "Partita
for Double String Orchestra."
These particular compositions,
although distinctly religious in
character, mood and tone, fail

\

Vaugh an Williams at rehearsal, l 95 ~.
thing away !"

" You in the front, put tha t

to share the same technical
brilliance and the spacious use
of contrast which Vaughan Williams employed with his rich,
varying use of modul.mon and
tonal color.
Williams achieved
what has been termed a "cathedral sound" which he incorporated into the very composition.
Williams' derivation of the
piece can be traced back to its
origins as the third of the nine
psalm tunes composed by Tallis
in 1597 for the Archbishop
Parker. \Vhile editing the music
for "The
English llymnal,"
(1906),
Vaughan Williams discovered Tallis' theme.
Vaughan Williams would walk
to 1-.ly on \unday mornings to
hear chantings m the cathedral
there.
While mil a struggling
composer in l.ondon at thc
turn of the ccnturv, his knowledge of the conducting
of
church music \\as \'aSt.
Also,
during this umc, \'aughan Williams along wnh man~· other
lhitish musicians (among them.
<.usca, 1lnlst>, \\ere greatly
m<.ptrcd h) thl popular rt'viv~1 in thc music ol Pured] anJ
Byrd as \\ ell as that of two
othcr I· ngltsh composns. most
rwrnbl). \\11rlt·\ .ind I allis.
The techn1c·1I mastt"T) oft hts
particular work, \\'iN1 ICS alternating m"od, of grandeur and
~olc_nrnit) has bc.:cnattnbutcd to
\\'1lliams · pt·rio<l of sruJy ,,·1th
Ra\'cl 111 1908.
In fact, the.:
"T,illis l·antas1a," can he comp.ired to Rav cl 's '"\ 1othcr Goose.:
Suite.:,'' with its undulati ng spat-

ial range and the intense use of
sound by both composers .
Indeed, both Vaughan Williams and Ravel arc composers
of atmo.,pbere, with the immediate result that through their
umque employment
of both
range and tone, the listener
becomes an active participant
in a diverse musical setting.
Williams' masterpiece evokes
both the tragic and sublime
aspects of religious devotion.
The alternation
between solo
violin and solo viola is executed with a grace and restraint

which creat::s both a powerful
and lingering mood of religious
ardour.
The "Tallis Fantasia"
begins broodingly
and then
descends to an impassioned,
musical fade.
I cannot help
reviving continually, St. John's
appropriate phrase, 'suffering for
love' when I listen to this composition yet another time.
The theme of Vaughan Williams' visionary masterpiece is
the descent and ascent of the
human spirit which in the end,
is resurrec ted through its devotion to what is divine.

Bark on
N ECROS

"Conquest for Death"
(T ouc h & Go)
by Mary Ellen Kelm
rhrcc months after its release, this LP by the "Jecros ot
\\aumee, Ohio has emerged as a
slightly controversial one due to
the hand's affinity for metal riffs
and lyrical unprcdictahility.
,\nd truc enough, Conquest
for Death managcs co raisc a
lot of yuest10ns.
Barry
I lensskr',
hardcore
yelp seems co have lcft puhcrt)'
on pJst \'inyl efforts, and while
the taunung, :,arcasuc tone is
still there, a catam slugg1shncss
seems to ban· sappc<l its power.
l'ht'n thc.:n: is ,\n<ly \\'cnJlcr's hc.n y guitar \\'ork which
sccm, to lift thc album <ll't of
trad itional hardcore but docrn't

'-

'

rcally set it down any\\'hcrc
l'isc
\' ct for all his mcral-isrn.
I ddtc \'an I lak-n only seeps
in a bit on ··crying hHm " ,
and on the sltghtly slo\H'r
\Trs1on of thcir O\\ n '' Bad
Drc:im" which follows a feedback ladcn drone reminiscent
of Sabbath's "\\'ar Pigs."
:\ot
to
\\ orry
howe,·er.
( I· ormcr)
l>ass1st Corey Kusk
and drummcr Todd Swalla comcontinued on page 15
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CLASSES NOW FORMING:
SEMINARS HELD YEAR-ROUND
Southfield • Troy • Dearborn
Ann Arbor• East Lansing• Grand Rapids
Toledo• Bow ling Green• Cleveland
(313) 540-5988
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orange juice or
your favourite mixSouthern Comfort is
the one and only !

Southern Comfort tastes downright friendly.
Send tor a f ree Rec,pc Guide Southern Comfort Corporat,or,, PO Box 775 Place Bonaventure Montreal Quebec HSA 1E1

University Test Preparation Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph, Suite. 2501, Birmingham,
Ml48010
"The Test Preparation Specialists"

o,se if the heart

----------------,7\.T •
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--------------------------I am afraid that

I earned somewhat of a reputation in these pages
last year as a hyper-fanatical reviewer, absolutely oblivious to crit·
ical standards.
Since then, however, I have given some serious
thought to the precepts of critical theory and method, and I hereby
retract all the ravings about Michael Jackson, Dexy's et al. as God's
gifts to pop music.
As the first sacrifice to my new critical ritual, I offer l\/lilwaukee's
Violent Femmes, who played last Monday night in Ambassador
Auditorium. The Femmes have been labelled "semi-acoustic folk·
punk", and have gained other similarly undescriptive epithets.
The brother calls them a "rock band with jazz and country pretensions". As a rock critic and English major, I would like to take
offense to this label.
The Violent Femmes are certainly a pop band, but their brand
of pop is more eclectic than any I have ever heard-it encompasses
jazz, blues, "country" (ie. bluegrass) and folk. They have equally
viable roots in 1950's and 60's pop music, improvisational jazz and
the blues. Their "pop" songs are designed so that the drummer and
bassist can improvise almost endlessly. They never play a song the
same way twice.
As an honest and selfless critic, I must admit that I am not the
boy to write this review. I make no pretension to qualifications as
a jazz connaisseur-1 cannot righteously say whether or not Femmes
bassist Brian Ritchie and Drummer Victor Delorenzo are world-class
jazz musicians. On the other hand, I flatter myself into believing
that I know a thing or two about pop music.
The Violent Femmes are quality entertainment and, if I wasn't
a thoroughgoing, hard-biting critic, I wouldn't really worry about
the "brand" of music they play. I would then be able to say:
Look. I don't know much about art but I know what I like.
The Violent Femmes are the best band that ever was, is or shall
be. Amen.

by Martin Deck

Sue St. Dems ll.1 11\'CE

Nothingto do withyourtime?

Continued

from

page

14.

bine for some really good work,
especially
on
"Tarnished
Words."
The lyrics, meanwhile, are
a different story. If you want
to know about Maumee cops
then look at this snatch from
"Police Brutality":
\lust cops
go to the academy/1,4,here they
learn to fir.ht all crimel.\foumee
cops ,m: all off tbe farm/A ml
they 111stwaste my time
But if you want co know
about "~o One"-a song destined for hardcore chant-dom
-then
look at this chorus:
H bo do I trust/Tower of one/
fb111k111g 1s do11e/\r/,o
do I
trust!/
trust 110 0111•//nterest
dccrc,nc/Dr111 't you

hla111l' me/

trust 110 one
Similar thoughts are rehashed on the majonty of the album.
But despite all this, it is still
worth dirnlging $5 and making
up your own mind about it.
If not, you'll be eating Andy's
Shit for Rrunch (for further details sec the lync sheet under
lfbo

do I trust/I

A.S.F.8.).

COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN
TON IGHT :
HOTPOINT
Wa tch For October's Calenda r
New memberships are still
available.

Kitchen Open
11 :3 0 a m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Great Lunches at
Great Prices

Tired of the same old drudgery?
Fed up with the sa,Tle
old routine?
Well, why don't you join the Lance?
We
have got hundreds of skilled newspaper
people (well maybe 8 or 10) to help you fulfill everybody's
dream of getting published
in a REAL newspaper.
So if you would
like to write, take pictures, or perform feats of graphic
art, drop up to the Lance office on the 2nd floor of the
University Centre -OUR door is always open.

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
11

Membe rshi ps Ava ilable"

Daily Specials
Student Discounts

DAILY HAPPY HOUR : 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR: 4- 7

ONE BLOCK EAST O F U. of W IN DSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

THE
PARALLAX
MEASURE
NEEDS
POETRY
AND PROSE
DEADLINE
ISMONDAY
OCTOBER
10th

Wednesday
Pizza
Special!
Small $2.99
Medium $3. 99
Large $4.99

Re staurant & Dining Lo ung e
Phon e 255-1833
3 217 Sandwich Str ee t
(co rn e r S andwich

& Mill )

PLUS!
MONDAY SPECIAL

Any 2 item pizza

~~~l

Oodles and oodles of Spaghetti Noodles! '--A" "'
With Spicy Italian Sauce. All you can eat
Plus a trip to the Salad Bar. All for just $2.99 ,-.......__..;~..;;.;,._..;;.1s% Discount on all Pick-up Orders

Hours: Mon . - Wed . 11 am - 1 am

Thurs . - Sat . 11 am - 2 am
Fully Licensed under LLBO

Sun. 12 Noon - 12 pm

cersstilllooking
for
by John Slama

The Lancers bounded off the
South Campus field Saturday
afternoon after scoring a lastsecond touchdown
that gave
them the lead and brought
the crowd to its feet.
Unfortunately,
there was another
half co play.
Thl' Lancers had suffered
their third loss in as rnanr
games br a final score of 18-9
at thl' hands of Gudph Gryphons
when the next half
ended.
The (;ryphons, \\ ho arc now
2-1 this season, displayed a
strong offence wnh a balanced
running
and passing arrack.
llalfback John Codr~ gaim:<l
178 y:1rds in 2 5 carries wh ilc
quam.:rback
Randy Dimitroff
passed for 216.
Dirnitroft's
main targets were tight end
Dan Runge and flanker ~cntt
Leck), two rcce1vers that Windsor coach ( ,1110 l·racas described as "beanpole~."
,\!though
tile) n1<n·cd the
ball well the (;ryphuns wt:re
St) mied by pt:naltics and managed only -+ points m the first
half nn a 3 7 -y.ird fidd goal
and a s1ngk.
l.uckily for the
Gryphons, thl' Lancers coulJn 't
get anything going either.
"(.;u dph
,ltJn 1, h,1vc thl·
breaks m the beginning :w<l 11c
didn t have chem at thc ,·nd."
said l·racas.
"We didn't cap·
itah1.c on our opponunitics."
Windsor's first break came
in the first quarter with Cuclph
ahead 3-0 The Guelph punter
mishandled a low snap and the
Lancers took over in Guelph
territory. The Lancer offence,
however. failed to take advantage. Later, another Guelph mistake, a clipping penalty, negated
C.odry 's run from mid-field to
the Windsor six-yard line. Just
before the: period ended, the
Gryphons fumbled the hall away
inside the Windsor five, hut the
Lancers again failed to get

a first down and were forced to
punt.
On the Gryphons' next drive,
in the second quarter, Godry
carried the ball into the Windsor
end zone, but was again called
back on a penalty.
There was more of the same
in the second quarter (Guelph
missed a field goal and setrlcd
for a single to make the score
4-0) until the final four minutes
when the Windsor fans got their
money's worth.
The (;r) phons coughed up
the ball on the Windsor -+8 and
Lancers promptly
started n1
mo\'c the ball.
Courtesy of
Wmdsor's l'at .\luldoon 's passing
and another (,uclph pc:nalty, the
Lancers found themsdvcs
111
scoring position. With four seconds left and 2 ) anb co go,
quarterback ,\1uldoun pitched to
Rich I lolland, who failed m
make 1t into the end 1.one. Time
had run (>Ut on the scoreboard
bur offtcialh thcre \1as still one
second left. The Lancers tm:d
the same pl.ty and this t1111c
1lolland got the major.
,\ftcr
the conn:rt W1n(h11r had a halftime lead of 7-·L
In the second half Windsor ,
passed a lmlc bcttl'r, the defcnsl'
held together a lmlc better, but
thc breaks stopped coming.
Wind , or thrcatcn.:, I Ill 111
(.rca~c their lead 111 rhc thin!
quartt·r. getting ,ts far as first and
goal on the Cuclph nine.
\
holding pt·nalty set the L.1nccrs
back to the 19 and rhe drive
cndcd when Muldoon thrc.:w an
intcrccpuon in the end zone .
The.: I .anccrs got another
point on a missed field goal attempt w make it 84 and then
the Cryphons took over.
John
Godry
wouldn't
be
denied a touchdown and carried
the ball 4 7 ) ards, his longest
rush of the Jay, to rake the
lead back for the Gryphons.
Lancers narrowed the gap to
l 1-9 with 3 :07 left to play when
Jeff Green punted the ball 80

•

wm

Gryphon running back John Godry picks up some of his 178 yards wjth Pete Kuznik (61) and Mike
Lcp;cr (53) in pursuit.
Dave Dorkcn/1./\NCh
yards inM the C:uclph end zone.
Windsor dcfcnsive back J oc
8rannagan
let six points slip
through his fingers when he m1sscd an interception opportunit)'
with not a soul between himself and the Guelph end 1.one.
It was Brannagan
who ran
back an interception for a TD
in last year's 17- l 4 upset victor)
over the same Guelph
Gryphons.
The final cwo minutes of the
game found Windsor deep in

their own tcrntory and desperate.
After two incomplete
passes from their own 15, the
Lancers attempted a fake punt,
but Greene's pass was also incomplete. With 44 seCOl)dSleft,
the Gryphons
again obliged
Windsor with a fumble but the
Lancers repeated their previous
series with two incomplete passes and an unsuccessful fake
punt.
With 18 seconds left,
Gryphons'
other
back, Jeb
Tommy, sec-red with a 16 yard

rD rush.
Sam lknincasa's
second convert
made for a
18-9 final score.
Coach Fracas said the Lancers
showed a definite improvement
over the first two games, especially considering the injuries
to key players and the size of
the team. The mere 74 yards
gained rushing by the Lancers
is largely due to the fact that
Gino
Castellan and Ritchie
Coughlin were out of the line·
up.
continued on page 17

St.Louisleadsgo!fers
to twotitles
by Dave Dorke n
Evcn E.T. would have to be a little green with envy
over the homecoming of M.att St. Louis.
Thc tall and lanky Windsor native was intending to
spend the next few years at the University of Western
Kentucky on a golf scholarship. After two lonely and
thoroughly
disenchantmg
weeks in the Blue;: Grass
Seate, St. Louis dt:cided to come home.
I le said he found it hard to adjust ro school in Kentucky, but there was no evidence of any problems adjusting to life back in Windsor, as he led the Lancer's
golf team to a pair of to?rnament wins in as many days.

Matt St. Louis in action.

•

"It was hard to get settled, and was tough being down
there," explained St. Louis. "I was there two weeks and
decided it wasn't for me."
After sitting at home for two weeks "going crazy•·,
St. Louis phoned Dr. Paul Thomas, of Windsor's Human
Kinetics department and basketball team, and decided
to come back to school. Four days later he was on the
golf course with the Lancers squad.
St. Louis shot a two under par 70, as the Lancers
captured the University of Windsor Invitational at
Roseland Golf Course, last Monday with an aggregate
score of 291. Team captain Rick Marcotte shot a 72,
Mike Hebert fired a 74, Blake Lucas had a 75 and Steve
Rusnak had an 80 .

Tuesday, St. Louis was again hot as he clubbed a 73,
to help Windsor win the St. Clair Colltge Invitational.
Marcotte and Lucas both had 77's, Rusnak shot an 80
and Hebert had an 84.
Golf coach Bill Miles said he was pleased St. Louis
came back to Windsor.
" He's an all-city basketball player, and probably the
best j unior golfer from around here," explained coach
Miles. "Paul Thomas is glad too."
On the linl_s St. Louis carries a miniscule one or two
handicap. I le came in fourth in this year's Canadian
Junior (18 and under) Championships in Vancouver.
On the basketball court the 6'1" 165 pounder also
sh incs. He was on the First team All-City, in grades 12
and 13, won last year's scoring title and was voted Most
Valuable Player in the league.
" I think I'll help the golf team a little more than the
basketball team this year," said St. Louis. "The basket·
ball team has some established players, and I think
they'll be strong whether l play or not . ln golf I've al·
ready helped out in two tournaments."
The 18 year old freshman Human Kinetics student
rounds out a solid first-tea~, of Lancer golfers. In addition to rookie St. Louis, team captain Marcotte, is
club champion at Essex Golf anJ Country Club, last
year's tcam eaptam Blake Lucas, Steve Rusnak and
another rookie, Mike Hebert.
co ntinu ed on p age 18
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Lancers
splitontheroad
Marc Marchese OUAA athleteof the week
by John Slama
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Lancer Wasim Habash in practice.

It dido 't take long for the
Lancer soccer team to get no ·
riced in the Ontario Univcr~ities
,\thlctic Association. Windsor's
.\fare ,\1archese was voted the
OUAA Athlete of the Week.
,\\archcsc earned the honour
hy scoring all of his team's six
goals in two games last weekend .
1le rallied four times in Satur da) 's ·Hl victory O\'cr Brock
and t\\ '1Ce more 10 a losing effort
_ agarnst \\c.\\aster
on Sunday .
~
Lancer coach I larn·• Bird said
<:!
"" his team proved to he very much
~ superior o\'cr Brock and thl'
~ SCOTl' l'llUld t'3Sii\' ha\'e be<:n
~ much higher . !'st1.ll, 1r w:is a
:;: rough. physical gamt" that took
:::_its coll on the \Vindsor play ers.
~
.\t least three L.mccrs lm1ped

through

Su11lta) ·s mat<:h with

,\\c .\1aster with injuries sustained
at Brnck. Still missing from the
line-up were Peter ljeh, Dave
Steffen and Ian Parratt. Parratt
1s expected to rejoin the Lancers
for the home games this weekend.
Goalkeepers \'an Nifiros and
Dan .\\onarty shared the shutout
on Saturday .
On Sunday, ,\\c.\\aster took a
2-0 lead in the first 26 minutes
before WmJsor started playing.
!'hen \\archesc got one back
for Windsor ,in a pcnalt) and
tied the ganw at 2-2 before halftime .
In an otherwise even st·cond
half, \\c\llster
scored \\Ith 25yard dri\'C into the top left corner of the \\'mthor goal.
' 'It was ,1 \~ry dose m:itch,' '
said Bird. "We \\Ct'l' \·ny un ·
luel,} not to get a pomt Jit \\le."

Bird said that the team as a
whole played superbly for five
games in eight days. (The Lancers beat Schoolcraft
2-1 in
exhibition on Sept. 21 ).
Bird pointed out that Brock
had already tied .\kMaster and
was at the top of the league
when the Lancers beat them on
Saturday.
"The
league seems wide
open," he said, "and one-goal
victories
will dctermmc
who
makes the playoffs. "
The Lancers nO\\ have one
\·ictory, one tic. and two losses
111Ol ,\,\ play,\\ hich continues
this weekend with home games
against Waterloo on Saturday
and Launer on Sunda).
Coach Bird said he expects
"more of the same . . . tough
games where the odd goal will
make the difference ."

DocThomasto behonoured
at Westem
by Dave Dorken

One would think Dr. Paul
Thomas would tire of putting on
1he tuxedo, eating some rubber
chicken and picking up yet another accolade.
After all, the L,mvcrs1ty of
Windsor basketball coach has recei\'ed a room full of rroph1cs
for coaching the Lancers team to
a score of championships - not
including memento~ he has aquircd

during

vmpl(.' , pro
clubs.

his st ints with 01 and hi1•h ,chool

Still, the coach says October
14, the night he 1s to be inJucred into the University of
Western Ontario's Athletic 11:ill
of J•ame will he the second best
night of his very memorable
life.
''This ts .1 vcr! Ing thing, the
on!) thing h1gga was \\ hen I
11 as inducted
into the Canadian

Basketball llall of Fame,'' said
Dr. Thomas. ''llcre you 're elected by colleagues, and Western
has had some great athll'tcs
Olympic pt'rformers,
Olympic
champions ;ind world class athletes. It\ a pretty big thrill."
Dr. l'homas Wl'nt to Western
in 194-6, as an undt:rgraduate in
the first Physical Education class
of the school. In his four years
on Musta ng's basketball teams,
the club won four Canadian Inte rcollegi a te
Athlet ic
Champ1cnsh1ps .
Sports, especially w10n111gspores, has been a way of life for
Thomas.
"I started coach111g at nine
yt:ars of age, and I 'vc been a
coad1 ever since. It's my hfr,''
said Thomas.
". \s a coach I've had some
great thrills, but I get an even
bigger k·.ck .out of \t·c111g what
my players become once they

13 memorabk
years at the
graduarc."
University of Windsor .
The co:1ch sends our a nn\·s rhe resume docsn 't tdl of
letter three times each : ear co
the coach's humility; but a letter
all his former charges. even the
trnm his old high schoo coach
ones he coached while \\ 1th
in ;\;1agara l·alls doe<:.
the University of Southern c:ali"I recci\·ed a lettc:r today,"
forn1a and California
State.
"I like to think the experience players picked up on my
teams help a lmlc later on 111
life," said Dr. Thomas.
contin ued from page 16
The coach's resume tells the
I•racas g:1\t' credit to h1~
t ale best ; four Cl ,\ U win s
defen ce , some .o f whom were
wh ik a \<\ust au g, \j.?_
t e9-,. \~\~~ - -'-'n"'l'~
"'- at
pos 1t10n::,, fo r
Valuahlt· Pla_rcr and captain nl
ho lding up u11<ler w ugh co n t he I 948-4-9 championship dub,
d111ons.
coach of Canada's 1952 Olym"Thcrt ·'s a ~.1:
111g1h:1t ~ llUr
pie basketball team, an 1;ducadcfcnct· can bend, hut you can't
t10,1 includm!! a .\\. Sc. fro111the
hrt·ak,'' ht' philPsnph11l,I.
"\\'c
llniH·rsity of \1ichigan anu a
\\ ert' bcnd1ng. hut 1\ c didn't
Ph. D. from U.S.C .. coaching
hrc.,k"
and teaching at a numbn of
Tlw Lancer, pla~ lwst to rhc
umvcrs1tics, Olt"mber,hip in Can p1H1l'l'ful \\'L,tt •rn \\us1Jnf, th is
adi:to Ba,kcthall I lall <•f 1 ame,
SaturdJ\.
\I hll ll'lll h,· mt'-'lnt
an intL·rn:aional reputation
m
st:ir runn 11!,: bJck < hns I\} rne
the field of sports medicine
due to J k1we in1ur) . I 'racas
and, not thc k·ast 11nportant,
d,ic,11'1 rhml-. th.it m,S\Lnj! I\), 1c

said Dr. Thomas.
his voice
almost cracking with <:morion.
"\ly old high school coach Jim \
Rose is coming to the inducrion.
I !e's thc most successful coach
I kno\\. I still can't get over the
kuer."

Lancerslose at home

ll'tll make J big d1ffcn:n,·c to
rh,· \\u,rnngs.
'' The y'r c tw o t'r t hree deep
sn their pusitions and they have
J hc.t l\ runn ing gamc," hr: , aid.
I rac.1, s.11d tht· Lancers \\ ill
spt·nd the \\ eek getting their
timing d,m n <,ffcnsivcly .md try
f,,r .1 balanced ,lttack, \\ith
(~stt·ll.rn hopefully in the line-

up
•

*

Jllr;

•

\\'RF~ I I 1:-.:t, :S.:OTI· ,\nyone
111,erl'sted in \\ rt·,tltng \\ ich the
l.an,<·r, this yt•ar should cJIJ
coad1 Dan Brnnnai:,an ,lt 2542320 ••

Playball. ; ;INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You re Just minutes aw ay from Windsor's most
con veniently located racquetball and indoor
recreation a l facili ty We' re an exc1t1ng new club tha t
offe rs mem bers features such as • 6 Ba ll Wall
courts • Un iversal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tub s
• Pro Shop• Professional Instru c tion
• Aerobic cl asses dally
• Stude nt L eagues
We ve Got It All'

Student
Memberships
$70.00

·-------------------------------------------,
: 10 o/ooff Student M emberships with presentation

:
1

' of coupon and valid Student ID
Group lassons available on request

~--------------------------------~ ------~
..
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Well this brings us to 1983, and T.O.W.A.
R.D. begins to look seriously at establishing
a permanent home for its endeavours.
To
make a long story short Waterfront Live!
was established in February and the Toward·
ees (as our race is known) set busily about
doing our Funky thing.
What can be said about the abundance of
shows, parties and artistic events? Those that
attended the events were pleasantly surprised
by the variety of music, the alternativ~ nature,
and the general atmosphere.
The artists were
willing to perform for nothing, or next to
nothing, in a show of solidarity for the cause.
The staff and the membership in general,
however became really disillusioned as to the
validity 'of certain musical forms and the
question of whether or not to subsidize such
an operation by the sale of alcohol.
Let's hear from the Patrons:

ff s a wide variety of
Waterfront Live! o ~r
hat manY other
.
Something t
entertainment.
.
local bars don't.-Sue. hat people stopped going
The main reason ~
h only song they
f nt Live! is that t e
to Water ro
. • Jean -Trev.
d
ever played was 8111,e
. let everybody' an
you.
t who judges?
Th e issue is do and
1f no ,
anybody perform•
-Mark.
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The organization will
.
The efforts of WARD atreva,J res_t assured.
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rs in the Process
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as already been in.
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Someone said something about direction ...
as in lack of ... -Berny.
ls 1t whether the Waterfront is or was or
what is the Waterfront or what of it? What
er front? - Alice.
Ok! Ok! something like this can get carried
away. And it did. A lot of things happened
and a lot of fun was had. Here's one person's
account of it:
The sound of insanity screaming out of the
front of the room, and sid, sad sid somewhere
in Detroit never understanding, never caring
to understand what it was all about.
But I
remember February and night after night of
good music, art shows and all the rest that
was supposed to happen-and March when the
folkies lost the great war to end all wars-I
remember Youth Youth, DOS and again DOS,
OE2, the Flesh Columns, and Trevor, disarmament, native earth theatre, It Play, The Doug.
alls, and all of the others that came and went in
the summer of 1983 ...
l remember poets talking and speaking of
the madness that is every where about us and
within us. I remember 1t all. Dave behind the
bar, and Chuck running around and Ila and
Hon and the hard core madness. All the vol-tinteers that put in their time for a couple
of lousy beers or a chance to have a piece of
the action. Waterfront Live! where are you

successful
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eanwhile -if you are interested in ren_t1ng
MI . hall in the city ... there's just a llttle
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few mice but
graffitti here and there _and a
.
tenants kept it up well ....
the previous
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Senatepasses
by-law31
by Kevin Rollason
With only one University
Senator abstaining, By-law 31,
a by-law encompassing by-lawsthat relate to the university
administration and the students
of the university was passed. The
motion had been tabled from
the previous Senate meeting to
the September 22 meeting.
In recent months By-law 31
had been subject to amendment
proposals due to the increased
workload of rhe Committee of
Student
Affairs.
Students'
Administrative Council (SAC)
President David Laird and John
Ontko, both Student Senators
during
the
September
mee ting tabled the motion of
amend ments. They both felt
.hat there should have been
more
~dent
input included
in the amendments .
George McMahon, Assistant
Vice-President-Student Services
said, "I have accepted some of
these changes". He then outlined
the new amendments which the
Student Senators wanted included. Most concerned the Judicial Panel which is the forum for
instances of student misconduct.
Amendments
include the
right for both students and faculty to be appointed chairpersons
of the Judicial Panel, the composition of the panel to be decided
upon by common lot, and a majority of the panel needed to
limit the number of witnesses
giving evidence to the panel.
Some questions were raised
by some of the Senators about
the new amendments. These
stressed h0w effective a student
would be in the Chairman
position if voted in, since it
would be harder to get hold of
them when wanted.
Ken Long, Dean of Students,
answered this by saying, "students wanted the possibility of a

15

student chairman". Student Senators added that the SAC office
had secretaries who could take
messages for them.
(Community Legal Aid has
submitted a response to the
amendments
by the Senate.
They feel their views "would
have been a great value in the
cr~ation of clear, _concise, aryd
fair Student Affairs Bylaws".
Next week's Lance will comment on this response.)
Another item on the agenda
was discussion relating to the
Student Opinion Survey of Teaching (SOST). Dr. Paul Cassano,
Vice-Pres1<lent-Academic,
said
that there was some ambiguity
in the key for scoring. "Students
were stro ngly agreeing when
they strongly disagreed''. l it' felt
that

the

im licauons

<.>f this

were colossal.
Cassano also mentioned that
the SOST had only been approved by Senate for academic year
1981-82_ "Not only is it a flawed instrument, but it is an unapproved instrument too". He was
advised that if the university
decided to use the evaluations
they should use them with
extreme care.
Gerry Booth, Director of
Part-time Studies, said that he
had been working on evaluations
since 1976. "My impression is
that we don't want to be evaluated".

Bon voyage graduates
by Sukanyli. Pillay
At 2:30 pm, Saturday Oct.
1st, a procession of graduates,
faculty, the Senate, the Board
of Governors, and the 'Platform
Party' marched along College
Ave. into the St. Denis Centre,
marking the 40th convocation of
the University of Windsor.

Professor Colin Ball, of rhe
Faculty of Education, felt the
university had "travelled a long
way backwards". I le said that
the whole idea of evaluations
might never be settled.

. Once inside, there was an
invocation consisting of a prayer
by Dr Heath, (president of Assumption University) and an
address to the convocation by
University President Franklin.

It was finally decided to
alter the evaluation form for
academic year 1983-84 and
report back to the Senate.
The next Senate meeting will
be held on October 6.

The former president of the
Windsor Labour Council, Edward Baillergeon, and three
Members of Parliament from
; Windsor, Honourables I lerbert
Gray, Mark MacGuigan and Eu-

gene Whelan, were called upon
!o receive honourary degrees of
Doctor of La\\', honoris causa.
Unfortunately, all recommendations for these men were scarcely audible due to poor acoustics
in the centre.
Dr. (.;ray, speaking on behalf of himself and the other
three men, commended the
University, saying it "represents
our hopes and aspirations- of
ourselves and llf our children."
He quoted Plato, "Education
produces good men" and told
the graduates that their education must continue throughout their lives. He also drew
attention to the Bible from
which he recalled the proverb:
a man of knowledge is a man of
strength. Ile informed all that

the key to success was to courageously face the rapidly changing world as a challenge.
The Windsor-West MP went
llll
to speak of the four men's
common interest m the community and of their common
goal towards a better future
for Canada's citizens. He praised_ the o~hcr three who gave up
private h\'CS for "the sense of
accomplishment and fulfillment
of ser\'tng the community, the
country and the world."
Concluding his speech, Dr.
Gray \\'ishcd luck to all his "fellow graduates" and asked them
to thank ''those who believed ,
in us when we had a doubt·
those who challenged us to d~
better when they knew our
best was yet to come."

New managerhas big plansforthe Pub
by David Fine
Nancy Bauer, the new Pub
Manager, has big plans for
SAC's Pub. She feels it should
be a showplace and a central
gathering place for the university community.
Barely a month into her
assignment as Pub Manager, she
has already developed one two
and five year plans to achieve
these goals.
Bauer's main problem 1s with
the look and atmosphere of the
Pub. She would like to see a

significant amount of money
spent on renovations and improvements, and hopes to convince SAC to turn back some
of the projected year-end profits
toward this end.
She cites
the University of Guelph's Brass
Tapps as a perfect example
of the type of showplace club
she would like to see SAC's
evolve into.
She feels SAC's
Pub 1s filled with untapped
potential.
Plans are already in
the works to refurbish the
decaying terrariums and restart
the long dormant fountain.

Explaining her feelings about
what she perceives students are
looking for when they enter
the Pub, Bauer feels the majority of students are looking for
a comfortable, relaxed club with
solid entertainment. They want
reasonable drink prices and
dance-oriented rock music. A
recent Saturday night featuring
Dennison Starrs seemingly bears
this out.
The night broke
revenue records for the previous
two years.
Bauer doesn't feel the Pub
should be a trendsetter or a

proving-ground
for untested
forms of music, although earlyweek variety nights are planned.
She feels that certain forms
of alternative music will turn
away large portions of the
return-business
clientele
she
hopes to build.
She bases
her assumptions on the turnout various bands receive, as
well as student feedback which
is always welcome.
Bauer is a native of Quebec ,
and is a former student at the
University of Windsor as well
as the University of Guelph. She

has experience in all aspects
of tavern operation.
As far as personal philosophies go, Bauer sees herself
as very pro-university.
She
feels that all facets of the
community
(the Pub, SAC,
the Lance, the radio station,
and various other clubs or
societies) should work together
towards common goals.
SAC's Pub handles all liquor-service functions on camp us
and Bauer is willing to consult with anyone in order
to make their particular function more successful.
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Computers
arecominghome

•'F--+-t-11\..J!

by Chris Edwards
In response to, or maybe in spite of, the new Adam
system announced this year by Coleco, and described
last week in this space. Atari has announced the intro·
duction of a complete system for home users. You'll
probably remember Atari as the company that gave us
the 2600 VCS, probably the first home video game that
many readers got to play with. Atari is also responsible
for one of the best home computers ever designed, the
800. The company caused quite a stink in the computer
industry by laying off most of its employees in Galifornia and moving its operation to the Orient, where lab6ur
is cheaper (so much for high-tech creating JObs!)
The new package is called the 600XL, and is perfect
for student needs. The 600XL features a full kcx1mard.
the Atari Writer word processing program on a cartridge
a book on how ro write, (pay attention Eng 100 sru
dents), paper, and a letter quality pnnter that t)J)CS at
20 characters per second (twice as fast as Adam) . :You'll
need to add some form of storage system, however, as
this is not included in the price. The system, like most
others, can be hooked up to your home TV set.

The 600XL', eonvcn<ion,I keybo"d

_The ,n,w«

Atari's system consists of ~cparate parts that work
with other computers, something that Adam cannot do.
This is an important consideration if you already own a
system, as the 600XL would be a good complement. At
16K of active memory, compared to Adam's SOK,
the Atari system is much weaker. (1 K equals 1 page of
text).

is , definite yes, bot they. will evolve ,o

qu1~kly t~at ma~ufacturers. and buyers alike will be left
gaping. Video discs are being hooked up to computers
to bring about the most amazing graphics (real pictures!)
you've ever seen, and many cable networks are offering
24 hour a day games channels, with a large catalogue
of games that can be played at home with friends, or
against someone across town. Home computer games
companies are busy adding computer systems to attach
onto their games board, such as Coleco's Adam, trying
to cash in on the lucrative software, or programs market.
But the fiercest battles will be fought to win over
the home computer buyer. By Christmas, we will witness
price reductions that will seem incredible by last year's
standards. I predict many other companies will begin to
offer packaged systems, which will allow us, the consumer, many more options at significant savings.
The question that begs asking here is: Is the rush to
incorporate computers into the home a good or a bad
thing? Do we really want these tools in our home? Do
we have a choice, or will the need to keep up with the
Jones' force us to buy these machines? What about the
health considerations of sitting so close to a TV set?
llow about the effects of the computer on the family,
or access to information, and privacy? These are some
of the topics we'll be tackling in the next few weeks, as
well.as an ongoing examination of the new toys that are
constantly coming on the market.
ex t week: Computers in the Home: Learning to
Access Informat ion.

vive?

The Lance's literary supplement, :·The Parallax Measure" will
be published in the October
13th issue (next week). Deadline
for any submissions of poems, short stories (3·5 pages). art work,
or photographs will be Monday night, October 10th. These works
should be directed into the literaturgical hands of Sal Ala who
holds the rank of Literary Editor for the second year 1n a row.
"The Parallax Measure" hopes to continue to publish the best
available creative work of students but this very availability de·
pends on your submolecular drive that directs you towards the
Lance Office and carries your work into an accessible field from
which it can be plucked, framed, and mused upon by the fool ish wisemen who turn the crank on this infralinguistic and semi·
metaphysical merry-go-round.
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i, simil" to

Adam, but does not have dedicated keys to perform
tasks. Special function keys depend on the program
being used, and these may perform multi-functions. The
600Xt accepts all of Atari's programs, which is really
quite extensive (Atan has been in the personal computer
field as long as anybod}'.), Optional equipment, although
not necessary: to get right to work, include a numerical
keypad, memory expansion and CP/M adapters.

Call .•.

irtf)ri~·

We Care For
Yo u and You r Unb orn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph. 252-3322

A universe of opportunities
The revolution in organizing and processing information and
knowledge is the basis for an image of the future that we at
Northern Telecom call the Intelligent Universe.
As leaders in Canada in the development of advanced communications systems we offer a wide variety of careers to
science and engineering graduates as well as graduates from
other business and professional disciplines. We have created
an environment where people as well as innovation can flourish.
We hire talent to assure that, as the Intelligent Universe unfolds,
No~hem Telecom will remain at the leading edge of technological progress and scientific discovery.
We'll be on campus soon to let you explore our universe of
opportunities. Contact your Campus Placement Officer now or
write to: University and College RelationsSpecialist,Northern
TelecomCanada Limited , 304 lhe East Mall, Islington, Ontario

M986E4 .

na,thc,n
tclccam

1. "NO YARDS" REFERSTO:
D a penalty on a punt return
D what high-rise dwellers have
D anywhere in the metric system
2. "CHARGING" REFERSTO:
D a penalty in hockey
D not paying cash
D what happens when you put your
finger in the wall socket
3. THE DECATHLON IS:
D a series of ten track events
D one event with the "cathalon"
removed
D ten cats singing with a lisp

Stephensonenlightensthe stUdeiitS
'·....
~by Kevin Hollason
Bette Stephenson,
Ontario
.\1mister of Colleges and Umvers1t1es, visited the University
of Windsor on Tue,tl 1} ...nd
allowed members of ',AC, the
uni\'ersity, and the studtnt media to question her about Ont·
ario's education policies .
Stephenson started out bv
saying that she would n(;t
announce the new funding policy for uni\'ers1ties, but she
did say that it would not plunge
some universities into deficits.
When asked 1f this would take
away incentives for universities
to expand, she agreed. hut
added that the old formula
did not gi\'e incentiws either .
O\'er the next few years,
Stephenson estimated that there
should he "relatively significant
declines in un1,·ersin· enrollment ." She based this ~n figures
that showed at 25-30% cecline
m ,econdary school populations.
She further stated that, in terms

of university enrollment, "the
peak rear should be this year".
Ken Long. Dean of Students, commented that the gover·
nment had been talking about
decreasing enrollment for the
last six } e1rs. lnei· tably they
will be right' . ~tephenson answered b}' sa ·nb that there
had been a decline in enrollment durmg the years 1976·79.
When as.,ed about VISA
student differential fees, Stephenson commented, "is it fair
to let VISA students not pay
more?" She roughly estimated
that it cost $5,000 to educate
a student in Ontario.
Stephenson ,~as asked whr
Ontario ·s policies couldn ·t he
more like Creat Britain where
they recently abolished differ·
ential fees for VISA students.
She said Great Britain had
reall} onl} established a bursary iund which provided for
students who didn't have enough
money to pay tees. She then
said that Ontario i, only a small
part of Canada - "Unlike Que-

bee, we try to act a~ a part of
Canada."
When Stephenson was asked
to comment on ex-Ontario Premier John Robart's statement
"That any student graduating
from secondary school is gaur·
anteed a seat in a university
or college", she asked \\ here
the quote came from since
she had "been searching for
it for years". She felt that
it was more or less con\'enttal
wisdsom and never reallv said
by him.
'
Stephenson
said that the
go\'ernment
tries to ensure
enough places for Ontario graduatcs She admitted that this
hurts
\'IS,\
students
"we
won't l>c: able to accept as
many".
A three step plan for uni\'ersities was also outlined (Bill
42) The first step is to monitor budgets in order to " prc\'ent (uni\'ersiuc~)
knowingly
hudgctmg into deficit". The

second step is to recommend
a supervisor if the university
can not stop from having 2% of
their operating budget becom·
ing a cumulative deficit. The
third step is to suspend the
Charter of the Institution and
allow a trust to take over if
the university could not get
out of its debt.
Stephenson added that there
1s a need for the bill to pass.
"It is not lethal, not damaging
... not the way it is designed."
The \tinistcr also felt that
Ontario was meeting its moral
obhgat1on since 50% of all .the
foreign students in Canada were
in Ontario. "\\'e recogmze our
international
obligation",
she
said, "but our first rl-sponsibil1t) is to Canada and the
Canadian student".
Stt·phenson
felt that her
policies functioned in the total
concept of the world. She said
that the tY.o areas \\ here most

VISA students come from are
areas that Canada imports a
great deal from, but there are
no reciprocal trade agreements.
Also their own governments
have restrictive education regul·
ations.
Ontario universities are not
the only Qnes experiencing prob·
lems, Stephenson
said. She
stated that 43 other countries
have the same problem:.. "It
is worldwide".
Stephenson
said that
m
future
there \\ ould be cuts
in some programs. She ques·
tioned, for example, why On·
tano really needed 11 facul·
ties of educanon
when out
of the 7,000 students admi·
tted, 50% were likely to be
employed after graduation.
She summed up her discus·
sion by ~taring what she heard
from an American couple . "Ed·
ucation in Ontario is the biggest
bargain 111 North America."

Internationalstudentstry for strongerpresence...
by Phil Rourke
"Societal

status is vital for
and unified \'Oice
for the separate and unique pro·
bl ems and needs of international
students.··
The Int<:· iat . ,nal Students
Organization (ISO) has approxi·
mate!}" 2500 members and feels
that it cannot function properly
and effectively under its pre sent arrangc,m:lll
"ith SAC.
According to JSO President Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis, societal status
would ·provide the funds, the
voice and the services that visa
students need on campus.
Unde prc\ent arrangements,
the funding available to ISO 1s
dictated by the levcl of f..mdmg
SAC decides upon. Societal
status would divorce the organ11ation financially from SAC and
would enable it to collect the
proposed
$3. 50/<;emester fee
directly
from visa students.
''This," according to Tsilfidis,
"would guarantee the necessary
source of funds."
Using these additional funds,
the ISO proposes to expand the
a strengthened

.
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spectrum of their services and
the effectivrness of their voice
on campus. Possibilitie~ of t·xpanded services include a regular
newspaper,
speakers,
events,
tre in the University within the
admini:.trati\'e and special funKen Long, Dean of Students,
week.
Emphasizing
that
she
ding to ISO affiliated clubs,
explained
that the position in
by Ph il Rourke and
enjoyed working with the ISO,
the provision of an adequately
the I.earning Centre had been
Ke\'ln Ro lla.son
Breschuk said that she had de·
equipped office and the est,1·
open and he was "\•cry pleased
cided th at " the time was right
hlishment of an internatio nal
rhat <Breschuk) was interesred in
The position of ANstant to
for a change." She aho conceded
needy student fund. This fund
making this move." He added
that her new position is not as
is important in that visa stu- • the International Student Advithat she had "very deep and
sor was temJ>orarily vacant last
dents, unlike Can11Jian :,tudents
demanding on her pcr~onal time
significant regret5 about leaving
week when Rosemary Breschuk
do not have the ah1laty to apply
ISO."
decided to transfer from that
for emergency funding.
tional Srudent Centre has already
position to the position of
sioner for International Students,
Tsil fidis feels that the visa
been filled by Richard Lanspcry,
Learning
5k1lls-Career
Guidance
and
150
president
Jon
Carlos
students' voice could be Streng·
Counsellor
\ccording to Bres·
Tsil 1d s ,,ould argue that lhesa Windsor graduate with a back·
thened by societal status bechuk, the reasons behind her
chuk's transferral is a significant
ground m English and Counselcause the extra funds would
transferral
"are
many
and
loss to the International Student
ling. Chang feels that Lanspery is
enable the organization to est·
a
"very good candidate for the
varied."
Centre
and
to
international
::.tu·
ablish contacts with visa Stu·
jol>'' and students "will bc.-nefic
dents. In the words of Ts1lfidis,
Breschuk
explained
that
dent organizations
on other
"her scrvice.,s were in, aluab e to
and will appreciate his work in
"noth111g has been tinahzed"
campuses and would also help
the capacity of foreign student
the
International
Stucc.-nts
but she wtll probably be workin attempts to lobby agamst
ad\isor."
Organ1zat1on."
mg in the I.earning Skills Cenadministrative and even possibly
government proposals that directly affect v1~astudents.
This is our final last ditch appeal. As it has been noticed that the classified ads in
The ISO s m the final stages
the Lance have not been merely boring but also ted ous. mindstarved and deflated an
of getting their societal proposal
general, we have decided to run a ''Joke Contest" that will itself (or in and for itself
passed by SAC. Tsilfidis is
though never, remember, as such at all) be a colossal Joke. Even though this will be
hoping that such status could be
the most imaginary of contests, do not deceive thyselves. it requires real flesh and
established next semester.
blood humanoid foundations.
If space allows, we w II print your most joculous jokes .

...whileBreschukleavesposition
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By-law 31, a university by-law which outlines disciplinary procedures to be taken against students who
requ re their need, was passed with several amendments
at a recent Senate meeting.
The Senate had been prepared to pass the by-law only
with recommendat ons that had been added by the u niversity administration and the faculty. These amen_dments
included no student input at all. Luckily , for st uden t s,
Student Senators David Laird and John On t ko were able
to table the motion to stop passnge of the by-law temporarily. This, they argued , would allow for more student
input.
Th e St udent Senators were able to use the time alloted
to them to their advantage as well as t o students'. They
met George McMahon, who was putting forward the bill,
and mut u ally agreed on additional amendments . Sure
they were not able to agree on everything, since not all
of the proposed amendments were mutally acceptable,
but these students were at least afforded the cance to voice
their opinions on the by- law.
Problems
will probably arise in the f ut u re wi t h

the raconteur
by ;ohn hddle
Yo
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ever going to bel eve th , but.

ays a certain fascinat on w, the bizarre
us, the odd ties, the 1ncred1ble coin
extremes of behaviour. Ripley made an
emp re ou of
Telev1S1on shows have dwelled on 1t.
Board games that question us about rt are selling like
ot cak s There clear y s not enought r v,a in the
orld not enough that can be devoured by our insat
1the appet t s n the course of a single I fet1me
The book
at every true trivia fanatic should have 1s
Felton and Fowler's The Bsst, Worst, and Most Unusual
In Fttlton and Fowler one can d scover -one assumes,
frQm a great collective consciousness that the world's
best f Im 1s Citizen Kane. that the best novel 1sWar and
Pttaee that the best rock song 1s "A Day in the Life";
that the
Mwspaper s T New York T mes.

some of the new amendments wh ich h ave not even been
considered or even thought o f at the present t ime. But
at least stud ent s, as well as the urnversity administratio n
can say t h at both sides had a chance to make their positions clear.
La ird and Ontko, as well as Community
Legal Aid
fo , t heir behind the scenes work, should be congra tu lated
by all students presently enrolled as well as by future
students. They won for students rights t hat could have
been "streamlined" away. Thanks must also be accorded
to the Senate which allowed the modifications
and accepted them, as well as The Lance for keeping the p u blic
informed on the issue. If not for the effort of all three
parties, progress might not have occured so fast.
Our very act ive Student Senators have a long and
previously wal k ed ro ad ahead of t hem. Much work sti ll
needs to be do ne in , for example, the areas of teach er
evaluati ons . Th ese and ot her problems should keep them
b usy u nt i l their t erm of office end s.
However, w it h one victory u nd er their belt s, m aybe
ot her s cou ld be o n t heir way.

Arguable pap all this, of course Who do these people
think they are the miserable lot -that they can tell
us what's best? The gal I The answer 1ssimple we let
them, because we don"t buy the book for the "Best"
section. We buy 1t to gander and gawk at the "Worst"
and "Most Unusual" sections Because we are enthralled,
bedazzled, and bowled over with true stories. nine
foot giants, two foot dwarfs, the fat lady, the skele ton man -the Human Cond1t1on in its most grotesque
state. the arcane, the off-the-wall, the utterly absurd,
the madness behind what is just1f1ably true, the beauty
within truth. You will believe 1t; there 1sno choice
And thus we have the worst our world has to offer:
in fine art, Antoine Watteau's "Le Remede", a de
p1ct1on of Venus about to be administered an enema
by a chambermaid; in literature, the worst love scene,
from Marquis de Sade's "Justine", where two lovers
get their 1oll1es by vom1t,ng rnto each other's mouth;
n theatre, the worst play 1s Pablo Picasso's "Desire
Caught by the Tail", the climax of which 1s the protagonist's urinating on the stage. The worst film about
love' None other than Love Story. Fitting.

On the third hand, we have the most unusua l, the
book's raison d'etre. The fantastic, unique, obscure ,
zany, wacky, dementia . Harry Partc h 1s our most un usual composer. He invented his own 43 note octave,
his own instruments , and protested vehemently against
"the lunacy of the piano scale". The most unus ual play
is Samuel Beckett's actor -less, dia logue-less indulgence
titled Breathless. Juan Luis Castillejo receives the honour
of having written the most unusual novel. He attacked
"the tyranny of words we call literature'' by publishing
a book m 1969 consisting of several hundred pages
printed randomly with the letter "i" The most unusual philosopher' Jerry Betham who, du11ng his life,
managed to organized all of Western thought rnto a
single system; and, upon his death, donated his estate
to the University College m London on the condition
that his preserved body be displayed annually at the
board of directors' meeting. It goes without sayrng
that his request was granted .
"Tis an odd, odd world we mhab1t, n'est pas? And
so on 1t goes, our checkered past becoming more check
ered. On 11 goes, the greatest show on earth: ourselves .
And that's the truth .

by Roberta Mt k
Pose a simp le question to \\r , Joe Citizen : " What 's
the best aspect of acid rain?"
Watch a perplexed expression envelope his upper
brow .
(For the easily enraged feminists, it can be said that
Ms. Georgett Citizen would respond similarly.)
Assuming that J oc owns a television wh ich car ch es
Canadian frequencies or picks up the occasional local
newspaper, his mind invariably contains ar least a few
f cts on the subject of acid rain . ls it worth ment ioning
that, due co Joe 's sources of information, he has few
causes to sing the praises of acid rain?
The recent media bombardment on the topic \\Ould
lead even the most educated of people to believe that
acid rain is the leading cause of inflation, the rising
crime rate, the threat of nuclear war, the world hunger
crisis, fascism and fast food.
Let's ponder on this for a few moments ... Every highschool debating club participant knows that there are
at least two sides of e\'er} story. So, what are the good
things about acid rain which the press is withholding
from us, the concerned populace?
'.Jot being able to restrain my curiosity, chis reporter decided to do a bit of research on the subJecc--not
on the dull, nearing comatose, ecological level , but on
a practical, everyday level.

,\1y investigations led me to Clean,ater Lake, outside
of Sudhury, Ontario. As the name of this body of water
suggests, the lake is void of any plant or animal life.
Sure, the en\'ironmentalist
shudder at this blatant
victim of the treacherous acid rain . Quite honcstlv, I
found swimming in this lake an extremelr
plea;ant
experitncc.
I find it hard to believe that anyone, even the most
staunch conservauonahst,
would enJoy front crawl ing
head-on mto I school of minnows. Or how about stepping on a slimey, clutching mass while wading on the
beach . Who would fill his suburban bad:yard s,,1mming
pool (or as Jethro Clampett ,,ould call it, "cement

pond'') ,,ith trout and seaweed?
l·urthermore, there's a myth to be shattered. ,\\u ch
to m} horror, I \\as caught in a thunderstorm
min·
utcs away from a nickel mine, busy producmg the
acidic portion of the shower . Surprise! I didn't melt
at the first pelt of rain. In fact, the only consequence
of my drenching \\as that my hafr became unusually
soft. Vidal Sassoon could boost the nations economy
substantially
by bottling acid rain hair conditioner.
I have a suspicion that the city's well·rcputed paper.
at leasr, is refusing to tell us of the benefits of acid rain
for personal reasons. They'd have nothing to editorial·
ize about when they're Stuck for a subject.

~ltlt~rr~ le@ltlh.~JE<dllilt@Jr
Fracas at fault?
Dear Editor:
We an wntmr in response to the performance of the
Lancer football "team" during the last few weeks . We
arc of ht bel1 f that the p roblem lie:~ " 1th the coac h
GinQ l•racas and hi) staff; not the players Ca:.e in point ·
week one saw the coach of the U of T Blues, after
a nnihilating Windsor, state, "Windsor docs not belong
in the league "; week two saw several inJured Lancers
earned off the field at Waterloo; week three saw
Windsor again on the short side of an 18-9 score against
the "Agricultural lnstitut : '' of Guelph.
As concerned (and embarrassed) Windsor students
who ha\'e seen successful collegiate teams in our undergraduate careers at Western and Queen's, we feel that
many demcnts of a successful football club are mysteriously rmssing. What is the problem? We have the same
number of players as the orher schools; the players are
the same size; we have an excellent pool of high s,hool
talent to draw from; yet we have a consistent annual
losing record and a score of unnecessary injuries to
our players. The problem must he with the preparation
of the ream, which begins in mid-August.
The players are obviously not properly prepa•ed for
the OUAA calibre of plar, both physical and technically. Coach hacas still uses the out·dated training
techniques and philosophical thinking of his playing
days in the 19SO's. While other teams adapt to the
RO's style of play, Windsor remains stagnant, hopelessly losing the support and respect of ns fans and
studenb alike .
We feel Coach Gino Fracas must be relieved of
his coaching duties of the Windsor I .ancers, if not
immediately, at the beginning of next ~eason. Both
the te.1m and the school need some fresh blood in
this vnal position. What about a replacement? Perhaps
c•ne o• the local high school coaches or someone trom
an established coaching staff, such as Coach Semotiak's
(Western) or a "state-side" (Michigan) head coach would
be the choice. Whoever he shall be, wherever he ma>'
come from, let us not allow the memories of the great
Lancer clubs of the mid-70's fade into Coach l•racas'
mind, never to be experience again. Put Professor Fracas
out to "tenured pasture'' m the HK Building and get
a new coaching staff for next season. It is NtVER
too late to rebuild!
Don Rollo
Russ Brown
University of Windsor

Exploited?
Dear Editor:
I'm writing this letter on behalf of Kevm Johnson,
who slashed his wrists after being misunderstood by
Ms. Tammy Morrell. lie insisted, in his suicide note,

that his letter re: SAC'S "bunnies" was nor intended as
an msult to tht· young ladies who saw fit to act the part
of male playthings. I le acknowledged that they did not
"take off their clothes." llo\\ cvcr, by accepting billing
as Playboy bunnies, thl'Y did condone the pornography
in that maga1.ine. I le bclic \'cd that t h t· :ui di t ion of P la y
b oy bu nn ies was not desi gned to add authc nucny so
much as to add to SAC's revenues by pand rins male
egoism. In that way, rhcsc girls, whether or not they
\\ere ,1warc of n, have been exploned .
Mireille Coral
A grie\'ing friend

The plaintruth
Dear Sir·
It is time that non-partisan, open minded students
examine the rhetoric of the so-calkd peacc group,
that are gaining notortCt)' on campus. Students who
don't agree \\ ith their .\;O\\,
I aims don't call for the
destruction of the world <;upportmg the cruise doesn't
mean we want the destruc non of the world.
·1hose who oppose Canada's internal and t·xternal
committments
to protect
and defend our Western
democracies are idealistic and naive. l'he Un1vcrs1ty
of Windsor Students for Xuclear Disarmament on!~
talks about and campaigns against l'S imperialism,
warmongering and dangerousness. The argument that
they can influence the U.S. and Canadian public opmion
and policy but can't penetrate the USSR because of
its totalitarianism
is both wt·ak and hypocritit-al. The
arguments viewpoint tu influence those \'OU can and
leave alone those you can't 1s dangerous. \\.hen will
these organizations begin to address the great strength
and danger of the 'peace-Im mg' Russian communist~ .
These organizations
have only called for unilateral
disarmament
and umlateral force n·duction because
thev onlv focus on the United States. Peace and security ;re t~o important to be treated in this way.
Students interested in the st•curiry of our country
support the deployment of the crui~e to protect our
democrat;c
institutions
an ! rights. Students
must
wake up to the facts. The Soviet Union can't be trusted.
It i!>an expans1onistic and agg,essive nation. The charge
that Canadians who support the cruise want a nuclc.i.~
holocaust or an increased arms race 1s ludicrous Stu
dents want protection and security for all pe,Jple m
the \I.Orld!! ! Students believe in the I· ND of the ARMS
RACF and a \1UTllALL\'
VERll·IABU
l•ORCF.
REDUCTION IN 'UCLEA R ARMS. Attacking the
United States alone \\On't accomplish anything but
our own weakening and destruction. Shrill propoganda
won't solve the problems of peace, security and dis·
armament with which Canadian students are concerned.
Terry llrynyk

...

A wonderer'sview
Dear Fditor:
In emotional response to last weeks letter concerning
folio,, mg . (This 1s a genera opm10
the qualit y of music involved, as the \ 10lent Pemmes
\\as indeed stimulating entertainment).
Why should a
band begin its performance at 11:30 p .m . when there is
no back up ent ertainment, besides aural, atmospheric
dancing? Just because the current trend seems to dictate
that no "in" band should start playing before enough
alcohol has been consumed to alter one's perception,
rurnmg a \\alt mto a party, docs not mean the music
will sound better. But maybe music sounds more "real"
after a fe,, hiccups .
\nd, 111 rctcr~·nce to ,\1r. Problem 1-inder's opinions,
spc,, the follov. ing. Why are \\e so caught up in criti·
cmng others "bad amtudes"'
Perhaps one root of the
"bad attitudt·,"
currently surrounding
"everything",
includmg education
(see Lorenzo Huj's OPl~ION,
Sept 22, 1983), stems from societal imposed conditionmg, which stresses the negative aspects of life and
tri\'ializcs the posiuvc uplifting experiences vital to our
existence. So, \\ h) focus on \\ hat's wrong with people's
amtudcs? Why not try to concentrate on what people
arc doing that\ right in the ,,orld? And if any person
cons1stcntly emphasizes negatives in sacrifice of positives, then that individual should reevaluate his Judgements by looking instead at what he is doing or thinking
wrong. Zooming m on others faults results in tunnel
vision. Why not recognize the mirror at the end of thr
tunnd?
Bc~1des, having a good attitude about punk music
but a bad attitude about people is just as detrimental co
our existence as the ''career minded" mongrel who
equates education ,,ith business.
So, maybe I am a phdandropi~t, so \\hat? The further
one looks, the more one secs.
Stephanie Nase
wonderer

A letter to the Editor should be limited to 500 words
or less . They mar be submitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped of at the Lance's mailbox at the
SAC office on the second floor of the Universit>' Centre
during normal business hours . A Lance mailbox is also
found at the Unhersity Centre desk. The: Lance reserves
the right to edit all letters for libel and space. All letters
must be signed.

- ------------------------------------------------Anyone who is interested in learning how to put a
newspaper together can get "hands on" experience by
coming up to the Lance Office Tuesday nights (from
6 PM until Midnight) or Wednesdays (from 9 AM until
around 3 PM). We are always in need of hands and eyes
and feet that want to help and learn.
by Jennifer Kuta
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$125.QQeach

p art•time awardS ouere
ff
d

This year, for the first time,
the Organization of Part-time
Students (0.P.U.S.) is offering
eight awards of $125.00 each
for both the fall and winter semesters.
I lelen Allworth, President,
O.P.v.S., said, "For some time
the Organization of Part-Time
Students has been concerned
that there were very few monetary awards available to undergraduate part-time students".
She added that the basic requirements
for the awards
include a completion of at
lease two courses on a parttime basis while maintaining
at least a 8-average.
Applicants must also be Canadian residents, and show financial need. "We will be inquiring
about gross family income and
the number of dependents to
establish the need for assistance",
Allworth
said.
Community
involvement may also be considered.
Applications are available in
the Awards Office and the
0.P.U.S. office in the University
Centre and must be returned to
the Awards Office by Septe mber
15th for th e fall semeste r and
January 30th for the winter

Diana Pizzeria
Oven Fresh Pizza
Submarines
Special Greek Dinners
C:.ouvlald

Gree k S alad

Gyros

Shish- Kebab

10% Discount on Party Orders
FREE Delive for all students

252-2723

ANNOUNCEMENT

semester. Any awards not used
for a particular semester (fall or
winter) will be carried over and
will be available m the next of
either the fall or winter semesters.
Helen Allworth, President of

O.P.U.S., Eric Dodds, Vice-President of 0.P.U.S., and Marie
Renaud, Director of Student
Awards, will serve on the committee to choose the recipients
of the awards.

Appraisalof Education
months. He will study the library course outlines, he will
sit in on classes and talk to both
staff and students.
Both the newly appointed
Dean, Dr. W. lnnerd, and the
Coordinator of Graduate Studies Dr. 1-1.Nephew, hope that
the final document produced at
the end of the appraisal period
will support the changes and
innovations which each of them
want to introduce. This semester
there are 157 part time graduate
students enrolled on Master's
courses and 22 full time students
in the Faculty.
At present, the only institutions offering Doctorates in Education arc in Toronto and Ottawa - these locations making
it extremely difficult for teachers in the Wind sor area to
continue their studies.

by Laura Marks

This week marks the start of
the regular appraisal of the Graduate Program at the Faculty of
Education. This appraisal which
is carried out every five to seven
years in all faculties, is administered by the Council of Ontario
Universities and the assessors are
chosen in conjunction with the
wishes of the faculty in question.
The appraisal is designed to
ensure that standards are maintained (or improved) in the
graduate programs and that
quality is ensured. Dean Robert
Lawson of the Faculty of
Education at the University of
Calgary visited the Faculty in
Sout h Windsor t his week , the
first of several appraisors who
will visit over the next few

..

FOR LAN CE SEMINARS:

This Friday, October 14th, a Lance Seminar on writing for the media will take place
at 1:00 PM. Andre Picard , the Ontario Regional Canadian University Press (ORCUP)
fieldworker, will be present at The Lance Office on the second f loor of the University
Centre. He will be directing seminars on the basic news writing techniques, interviewing,
an d sports

writing.

He has worked

at T h e Fulc ru m, the University

of Ottawa's

student

newspaper as editor in the past. The Lance expects new or prospective writers to be
in attendence.
Anyone that is interested in getting a "lift off"
as a journalist would
find these seminars a natural point of departure.
If your interest is perked by this idea,
please show up in body, mind, and whatever connects these parts of a human being
together at the Lance Office at 1:00 PM. For those who can make it at 12:00 noon,
there will be the usual Lance Staff Meeting where stories are picked up by any writer
interested in .signing the story lists. See you there.

1 794 University W.

Wednesday
Pizza
Special!
Small $2.99
Medium $3.99
Large $4 .99
Any 2 item pizza

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
321 7 Sandwich Street

PLUS!

CalvinKleinJeans
ColvinKleinJeans
CalvinKeinJeans
Colv1nKleinJeans

-·
.. - -·
-

in
7 Styles

from

254-7878

the best in young men's fashions

Sandwich

MONDAY SPECIAL

& Mill )

Oodles and oodles of Spaghetti Noodles!
With Spicy Italian Sauce. All you can eat
Plus a trip to the Salad Bar. All for just $2.99

$41.95

368 Ouellette Avenue

(corner

15% Discount on all Pick-up Orde rs
Hours :

MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM
THURS-SAT 11 AM -2 A.M.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT
Fully Licensed under LLBO

-----------------------------,--------------------------
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0
OPRG
• •
by Phil Rourke
Contmui11g our 111vest1gation
into the history of OPIRG (Ont·
ario Public Interest Research
Group) 011 Windsor's campus,
this second part to the article
focuses 011 tbe demise of OPIRG
m March 19~0. ,md the recent
work of students to bring the
research group back into tbe
workings of tbe University of
Windsor.

In the Fall of 1978, after less
than two years on campus,
OPIRG's demise began. A cam·
paign was launched against
OPIRG by petitioners who were
calling for a referendum on the
question.
Headed by John Rizopoulos,
this anti-OPIRG-funding group
felt that students did not really
understand what OPIRG was
doing or how the money was
being used. He also argued that,
because of this, OPIRG's viability on campus was seriously
being questioned.
A petition, signed by 500
students, accused OPIRG of
being biased in its support
for the anri·uudear group Downwind Alliance, and its spons or·
~ip of "propaganda 'conferen-

ces.',ie Windsor 11oder•

uni-

versity's sanction."
Len
Wallace,
defending
OPIRG at a SAC meeting in
November 1979, said that the
petition "did not call for a
ferendum," and
it
was
"tenuous at best."
"OPIRG has sponsored four
events on the nuclear issue,"
stated Wallace. Three of them
had viewpoints from both sides.
"He explained that OPIRG is a
democratic
organization
in
which anyone can be a member
and that the group had the
support from both University

NOTICE - The Canadian Federa·
tion of Students-Ontario
is conducting a study on how regional dis·
parities affect the living costs of
students
on the Ontario Student
Assistance Program.
If you are a student on OSAP,
CFS-0 would like to know if your
living allowance adequately
covers
your expenses. Please send details
on your rent, food, and travel costs,
as well as your employment situation during the summer to: Canadian Federation of Students . Ontario , 643 Yonge Street, Toronto,
M4Y 129 by October 28.

FOR SAL~Car . Stereo ~ystem,
top of the hne. Aud1ovox (Hi-Comp)
362 AM/FM Cassette Deck and
Audiovox 11 SO speakers. Both components brand new and in original
packaging with 3 year warranty.
Best offer. Call Peter at 254-3044.
Evenings only.
HOUSING - Two bedroom, fridge,
stove, for rent. Utilities included.
Available Nov. I. Rent S3SO/month.
Call 2SS-1647.
LESBIAN/GA y
STUDENTS
ON
CAMPUS will hold 8 meeting on
Friday October 7 at 8:00 p.m. in
Iona College. All interested
parties invited.

FOR SALEHome Stereo Quality Components.
Fisher- SRS-10S8
stereo receiver/amplifier
Sanyo TP8250
turntable,
Hita~hi Ha-330
stereo amplifier. Best offers. Call
Peter at 2S4-3044. evenings only.
SIX F
AMILY GARAGE SALE
-All Thanksgiving
Weekend, Oct.
8th, 9th, and 10th, 10:30 AM to
4 : 30 PM at 220S Hall Avenue
(Southwest
corner of Lens Ave.)
One block south
of Tecumseh
Road East.
Behind _John C~mpbell School. . Furniture,
linens,
household
good~, nick-nacks,
girls
and ladies clothing and accessories

. part two

President Mervyn Franklin and
the ·oean of Students, George
McMahon.
Jim Brophy, head of OPIRG's
Windsor chapter at the time,
explained that the students were
afraid to face the issues, "par·
ticularly nuclear power. We are
the only ones to bring speakers
to talk about the subject."
Students
at this university
"don't want to see anti-nuclear
groups on campus. Maybe it is
because they hope to get jobs
in the field when they grad·
uate." (Brophy was referring
to the fact that Rizopoulos
is an engineering student.) Bro·
phy later said that the handing
of the petition around at a beer
bash and getting people to sign
it substantially diminished the
credibility of the petition.
A referendum was agreed to
by SAC and was held in March
1980. OPIR G was defeated.
Last month, Mark Belchuk,
an engineering student, began
to recruit interested
people
into a club he was forming
that he hopes would someday
revive OPIRG on campus. His
first intentions are to make it
an active club on campus with
the goal of having a referendum on the issue sometime in
the future. Belchuk emphasizes
the need for students "to be
aware of their relation to th ·
of a proper c·
as an
for all students,
c uk said he wants ro "de·
termine what part of engin·
eering works with nature in·
stead of against it," and pursue
his career accordingly.
Belchuk further added that
OPIRG, if it did win a referendum on campus, would follow
the structure of similar groups
at other Universities and that
the issues it would research
would depend on the priori·
ties of the student body.

V

6th ,Annual
Masquerade
Party
FRIDAY OCTOBER 28
8:00 P.M.
Teutonia Club
Costumes Required
Tickets $5.00
.Available at Centre Desk
Tim Dibe or Dino Morcbiort

The Accounting Area, the Faculty of
Business Administration and the Commerce
Society of the Faculty of Business
Administration invite you to attend the 1983
"Distinguished Speaker Series"
on

"The Accountability
of Crown
Corporations''
Speaker: Mr. Kenneth M. Dye, M.B.A., F.C.A.
Auditor General of Canada
Date: Friday, October 7, f983
Time: 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Location: Room 1101, Business Building
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No exp erien ce. Little hope.
by Deb Wilson
Reprinted from the Ubyssey by CUP.
From the kitchen door at the Fi-anciscan Sisters
of Atonement convent, the bread line grows one by
one until _by noon it stretches down East Cordova Street,
around the corner, down Dunlevy Street and up the
alley. Almost 1,000 of them. They huddle by the
convent railing against a grey and damp Vancouver day,
waiting for the biggest meal of the month on the city's
road soup circuit.
Some of them stagger here for meals year in and
year our. They are the ones with the empty eyes, sticky
hair, flaccid skin, the bloated features of alcoholics
or the gaunt, spook-driven faces of addicts.
Some of them remember the I930s - when the lines
first grew long -but more and more of them these days
arc 17-year-olds, 18-year-olds, who have never had a
real job. Many arc recent arrivals from dear across the
country, here because they looked for work along the
road and found none. Because Calgary just gives them
a few hostel and meal tickets and sends them on, and
because there aren't any missions at the end of the
ferry ride to Vancouver Island. Because the Vancouver
skids are where they land, the last station. As far as
they can get.
This is the end of the line.
At one o'clock, the first hundred mm in their tickers.
A volunteer waves them into the basement hall. Another ushers them briskly to four long tables with a hundred
place settings. Coffee, dinner and desert are all cooling
there, with paper plates and plastic forks. They are
small meals, but dean, and the food doesn't taste bad.
The coffee flows strong into bottomless cups. One pale
and silent man barfs-on himself, on the floor, in a box
Brother Tim passes under him. A couple of guys rry
to get rough but it's no use; Brother Tim's a big bruiser
who worked Rykers Island prison in New Vork City
until his superiors began to worry when he started to
walk, talk and look like the cons. He's playing bouncer
for this event.
When the door opens and they file in, the air collects
the smell of boozy sweat. Sometimes, leaning over a
thin man to take a plate or fill a cup, there's that odd,
acrid smell
of the rooming houses, of piss-stained
linoleum and empty wine bottles in musty hallways.
The afternoon wears on and hands begin to shake.
It's a Sunday with two weeks to go until the next
welfare check. No money, no booze. Those few who
have managed to procure something to dull the day
teeter to chairs. Later, outside again, they walk on
the backs of their heels as though suddenly the ground
might shift and send them reeling.
A small army of parishioners from the suburbs
are assembled to serve. They sweep the debris into
green bags as each diner leaves, wipe the table and reset
another hundred places. The men and women file in
again, eat and leave. The whole act takes about a half
hour. Reset file in eat and leave. The teenagers and
matrons and dean-faced men are dressed and powdered

a11d pressed against the contagion of poverty like they
111,ghtbundle against the cold.
Among the brown and grey of the diners locked in
feeding frenzy and the suburbanites and trays and ladies
in the aisles and the scullery, the seven Sisters of the
Atonement move, grey hair tucked under brown habits,
dispensing instructions, coffee and assistance. But no
pra, crs. That is their policy. It is the first meal in
a long time for many of the diners, and they eat as if
they would swallow the plate whole. For the sisters,
it is another day. Tomorrow there will be sandwiches
at four and another line at the door.

The line doesn't shrink with the evening business
pages' announcement of renewed investor confidence.
It grows steadily as the numbers of declarations by
govC'rnment leaders and corporate analysts that economic recovery is just around the corner.
And then there are these kids. In each hundred·
scat setting there are about fifteen of them, 18 to
25 years old. They don't stagger, and they don't puke
under the tables. Few of their hands shake when they
hold out their cups for a refill. And they look away
from the sisters and the volunteers, unaccustomed
to their charity.
The kids arc different than the others. They might
find a warm spot to sleep in a cheap hotel or near a
heating duct outside, and they might find food in soup
lines and industrial trash bins.
But they just don't
fit in.
Ed Maksylewicz and Dwayne Rockwell peer from
under their umbrella against the hedge, looking like a
couple of heavy metal fans in a concert ticket lineup.
They have got no use for the kind of people who
settle into a life on welfare. They have got plans and
they hang on to them with the determined grip of a
couple of Ozzy Ozbourne animal victims. They are
not asking for much, a grade twelve diploma, steady
work, maybe even a trade and union card. They know
times are hard - who wouldn't, standing in a sandwich
line 600 long in the February rain. "The way things
are now it's probably gonna take five years before
it's better," says Ed.
But somehow they feel that
doesn't have very much to do with them persona!ly.
Ed is 18. Dwayne is 19. They blew into Vancouver
from Edmonton last October. Life was going nowhere
there.
Stagnation and winter were creeping up fast.
"I thought maybe Vancouver would show me something," says Dwayne.
Within a couple of days their money ran out. "So
I decided to try my hand at shoplifting. I went to the
Safeway and they caught me with abo ut nine dollars
worth of steaks. They gave me four months."
Vancouw;r showed Dwa)'ne the inside of the Pine
Ridge prison camp. ("It was boring. Everybody hypes
it up so much and says it's violent but it's not.that so
much.
It's just boring."}
He was paroled after twi;a
and a half months of work at three dollars a day in the
prison sawmill.
Meanwhile Ed did another kind of time in the rooming houses and on the streets of the grubby east side of
downtown Vancouver.
"I was in bad shape, on skid
row, for two months," he says now. "But I pulled
myself out of it."
"And I came here with a shirt, pants and a jacket.
Now [ have a stereo. A T.V. I'm clean all the time."
Marcel Patrin, 20, is also clean, so dean that he would
take the award, if there was any in a life in missions
and under bridges, for best-disguised down-and-outer.
In a fuzzy grey sweatshirt and a jacket with the designer's name stamped on the arm, he looks like he got
lost on the way to a university lecture, and in a soft
Quebecois accent he explains: "I try to look like to
show that I'm not a bum. I used $130 of my first
welfare cheque to buy myself a winter jacket and
a shirt.
"I didn't know that I didn't get any more for rent."
llis appearance hides a street-smart steadiness he's
learned in two years on the road. When a stranger
approaches him in the line, he keeps his eyes straight
ahead and returns a cautious "hello" only after a considered pause. Later, in a greasy spoon by the convent,

he talks wearily abouc hitting the road after finishing
three months military training and hitching around
Canada and the States.
"I'm used to sleeping under a bridge or something
like that. There's missions everywhere but a lot of the
missions arc full. 1 try the most to keep away from
people who take drugs and drink."
He almost settled down in one Oregon town, where
he worked for nine months as a cook in a missiOn,
but despite more than 150 sponsors he couldn't get his
working papers from the government. There just aren't
enough jobs for Americans, as it is, he was told. So he
was off again.
And now he waits; for work, for welfare-sponsored
job training, for the next cheque (they last about two
weeks into the month, he complains), for word from
the army on the application to re-enlist he made two
weeks earlier. "I should have never left the army,"
he says. "It's a career, you know.''
Sure. No life
like it.
And no life like the downtown east side, where
Marcel pays $240 a month from a welfare cheque
that provides a $200 rent allowance (le~ving him $135
a month for food and clothes), in a rooming house
where the girl next door regularly flips out, screams
and chucks furniture out the window.
"When I get up in the morning I go to Manpower.
Then I go back to my room. There's nothing else to
do. I don't want to hang aroun d in the streets or anything. I don't know anybody at th~ h'erci- don't want
to know anybody."

-

When I called his hore!A: few weeks later, Marcel
was gone. The local :1'e911iting office can 't find him
either. Maybe he's becgme one~ffe1 ~
g stiff at last.
More likely, he's ;;;ved
to another filthy rooming
house or another heartless town. The kids reel off
the names and descriptions of their seedy hotels like
they are a colossal joke: the Pender Hotel ("the Pender Hole'* the. new Brazil ("$170, cockroaches, lice
and all"), the Lone Star ("you get a room as big as a
finger"). And it would be a joke, if they weren't the
butt of it all. Most of the 85-odd cheap hotels and
lodging houses in the city, where drifters and pensione rs
and people without money, comae.ts or family turn
up, are cramped, dirty and often dangerous.
Many of the rents are set to squeeze at least a few
dollars more than the rent al!lowance from a tenant's
welfare cheque if they need the place badly enough.
Nearly everyone goes down here.
It's hard to escape the desperate, derelict, sometimes deadly elements of skid road society. Morning
and night, intoxicated men and women stumble and
sprawl on the streets, overserved by area bars, then
thrown out to risk robbery or beatings-especially
on welfare pay day. Patrons are robbed right inside
some bars. A lot of people are armed, with knives
mostly, and argument often breaks out when someone
cuts ahead in the food line.
A couple of years ago, in from the prairies and down
on luck at 21, I found a room in the dingy Fraser
Hotel after someone noticed that the old man who
used to look out his second floor window above Gastown's Carrall Street all day wasn't looking anymore.
By then the body had smelled up the place quite a

bit and left a good-sized reddish brown sta1n at the
head end o{ the bed. In the meantime another room
came vacant and I took it, relieved of a nightmare
or two.
The place always stank. The drafty windows faced
more drafty windows facing an alley where a police
paddy wagon always parked and pestered pedestrians.
The walls were thin, the plumbing unreliable and a
red streak ran up the staircase along the velvet-textured
bordello-style wallpaper.
Night and day a huge orange W, a garish neon sun,
hovers in Vancouver's skid road sky, a thousand festive
lights shimmying on and off up and down the standard
that hoists it above the Woodward's store. It spins and
spins stupidly outside the windows of a thousand one
room hell holes, while late into the night the bars and
the nightclubs churn a clash of pub shlock and jazz
into the streets and the lonely rooms above. There
are no visitors after 11 PM.
The man with the purplish web of broken blood
vessels running a fine pattern over his cheeks and nose
chews out the insides of his baloney sandwich and
chucks the crust on the grass of Oppenheimer Park,
across the street from the Sandwich Sisters. A mushy
bit of white bread is pasted to his right cheek. Slowly
he turns to the woman sharing the bench and starts
small talk. Yeah, he mumbles into the wind, he fled
the farm in Salmon Ann, B.C. for the big city in forty
two. No money to be made on thirty five acres. Became a seaman. Sailed to Austrailia and back. Married
there.
Nineteen forty two. Tha(L!Q;ty o~~ Musta
bc:en Just a k1cl. lie: lovk~ urc'Tg eezer but the: booze
does that . l want to know if it wzs the same for h.im
then as it is for the kids now joining the line up a
the street.
Did his generation ry,n. on the same thin
mix of hope and guts and chatity?
"Yeah, but there were jobs then . People had dreams
but they forgot abo ut them when they had to do something.
Me, I never thought about anything but my
work in the shipyards ... "
A mess of pigeons on a sand wich safari wiggle in a
rough line towards today's paydirt. A big white seagull
swoops down and scarfs the whole thing. I head over
to the convent kitchen.

The old man with a torn upper lip is deaning up
around the scullery and the convent daycare.
!!e's
been around, off and on, for fifty years. 1-te's seen
the old buildings come down and these already shabby
ones go up. Seen the !inc grow long in the Depression,
longer when men started to ride the rails after the
Second World War and longer still as they began to be
replaced by machines in their jobs. lie looks at something far away. Yes, it was different then. He always
had a job too.
The line starts to wind around the corner, growing
by ones and twos. Old men and a few women, young
men and women who have never even had a job and
can't find one. No experience, little hope. And unless
the re are some big changes, says the scullery man, a
lot of them will be standing there 40 years from no w.
"But I'll be long gone by then," he snorts, and he
goes back to his simple chores.

'
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Honorary limit
This Richard Gere is coo4sullen,and
'indescribablysexy'
by Laura Marks

Richard Gere:
the sexiest lizard
alive in the sunshine of today.

If, like me, you find Richard
Gere's body indescribably sexy,
you simply have to see Beyond
The Limit (Capitol Theatre).
I lowever, Gere's body is
about the best thing in this mo·
vie.
Unfortunately
Grahame
Greene's novel The Honorary
Consul has been somehow degraded by the camng of this
male sex symbol in the leading
role (Dr. Eduardo Plarr).
The movie is reminiscent of
Missing (starring Jack Lemmon)
in that it tells of the hopeless
struggle being fought in South
America against violent military
rule. Shocking scenes of torture
in police cells and human pain
and fear hit hard.
The music (performed by
Paul McCartney and John Williams) sets a truly sinister scene
in Argentina. Nevertheless, the
message of the movie is less effective than it might be as Gere's
performance as the unintention·
ally involved doctor searching
for his missing father is, at least
at first, somewhat less than
credible .
Michael Caine stars as the
drunken honorary British Consul (Charlie Fortnum). Fortnum
falls in love with, and marries a
local prostitute (unconvincingly
played by Josefina Echanove)
who, predictably, is m love
with Plarr ...
Fortnum is kidnapped by the freedom fighters
who mistook him for the American Ambassador - and who are
being aided by Plarr.

Calvin Coolidge, Woody Allen, and Herbert Hoover stop to pose with half-smiles for the photographers.
On a
world tour for the Freedom For Humane Humour (FFHH) movement, these ambassadors of silliness begin a two
week stint at The Palace on Friday. There 3re rumours that these fellows are being investigated for an alleged preference for "red" humour over that good old die-hard American "black" humour .

Playingwitha differenthead
Siske!: thumbs down. Ebert: thumbs up. The
basic dissatisfaction with Zelig stems from his
distance to the audience. When Leonard Zelig,
the ultimate chameleon, meets the contemporaries of his day, he immediately adapts to their
environment, their personality.
llis constant
change erects a barrier between the man and the
audience.
They have trouble identifying with
him.
~;;::;;:;;..;:,
Yet the pro-Zelig critics rebut on the foundation that, yes, his constant change erects a barrier between the man and the audie nce. And
yes, they have trouble identifying with him.
But yes, Woody Allen accomplishes exactly
what he set out to do.
In a feature length Citizen Kane "News on
the .\.1arch", Allen shows that the very essence
of two dimensional film never quite digs to the
very root of the character, the third dimension,
the inner man. Although newsreels and documentation
make presumptions
of character,
they leave the audience empty, void of any real

knowledge of the person.
Leonard Zelig, like
Charles Foster Kane, is a man in history-a man
we all know, but don't.
Perhaps the most intriguing element of Zelig,
however, is the innovative technique of superimposing Allen onto the black and white newsreel footage of noted celebrities. In the picture
above, for instance, he obviously isn't standing
w~it~h~C~'o!:;o~l1~
·d~<:.~~~~~~~~~
!18t~~~ -~~ :::::::~
a
een transpose
over t e historical
image. Yet this still picture is but a fraction
of the numbers of frames of film that the special effects technicians must play around with to
create a moving picture.
Apparently to make the film even more realistically aged, Allen had his technicians walk
through the shower with it and drag it across
the floor. Perhaps Allen's strange genius alone
merits a peek at this movie. Woody Allen's
Zelig starts at The Palace on Friday.
by Glenn Warner

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're Just minutes away from Windsor 's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We 're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All'

Student
Memberships

LSAT/GMAT
GRE/SAT

$70.00

CLASSES NOW FORMING:
SEMINARS HELD YEAR-ROUND

. --- --- -- - --- ------- ---------- ------------- -'
I

• University of Windsor'Student
:I Cards will be honoured.
,

Group lassons available on request

Discount

:

I
I

:

---------------------------------~ ------~

I

Southfield • Troy • Dearborn
Ann Arbor • East Lansing • Grand Rapids
Toledo • Bowling Green • Cleveland
(313) 540·5988

University Test Preparation Service, Inc .
30700 Telegraph, Suite. 2501, Birmingham,
M148010
"The Test Preparation Specialists"
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by Michael Panontin
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THE1983-84 CANADA
STUDENTLOANSPROGRAM
The Government of Canada has made some important changes to the Canada Student
Loans Act. These changes, approved by Parliament, are now in effect.
• Guaranteed
loansapplication
to part-time
students
1nfonnation and
fonns
available from your provincial student aid authority
or mrough the Department of the SecretarY of State.
(telephone toll-free, 1-800-567 -9602)
• Increased weekly student loan limits for full·tiDle students
Infonnation available from your provincial student aid authority.
• Interest relief and deferred repayment of capital for unemployed borrowers
1nfonnation and application forms available from your local Canada Employment
Centre, lending institution or through the Department of the SecretarY of State.
(telephone toll-free, 1-800-567-9602)
• Special
for disabled
borrowers
Contact relief
your lending
institution
or the Department of the SecretarY of State.
(telephone toll-free, 1-800-567-9602)

THECANADASTUDENTLOANSPROGRAM
AN INVESTMENTIN YOU
AN INVESTMENTIN CANADA

*National Universities Week October

2 · 8, 1983
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Dance up in the air

A Perfect Film
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Following
a
successful
1982-83 season, the Un1vcrs1ty
Dance Sen es ,, ill again be an
important part of the Windsor
area Janee calendar for 1983·
84. This coming season the
University Dance Series \\ill sec
prest1g1ous dance
performers
from across Canada appearing in
Windsor.
The 1983-84 series, sponsored by the Universit)' of Windsor
Faculty
of I luman Kinetics,
features the following dynamic
line up:
October 16, 1983 - Toronto
Dance Theatre
November 13, 1983 - Urban
and Formolo
February 13, 1984 - Ontario
Ballet Theatre

March 25, 1984 - University
of Windsor Dancers
All performances take place
on ~unday evenings at 7:3\1 p.,n.
tn th..: mulnpurposc
room of the
St. Denis Centre on College Ave·
nue.
Tickets are sold by the scnes
at S 15 for four performances.
Single performance tickets will
be on sale at the door, if availa·
ble, for $6.00. Tickets can be
purchased at the following lo·
cations: Dance Studio - 367
Ouellette
Ave., Motions I 3041 Dougal Ave.; the Faculty
of lluman Kinetics, U. of W.
(253-4232, ext. 400); and at
the Student Centre desk, U. of

'~.1

NO rll'l

11-..,vtt11S1TV

OF

WlNOSOlt

Alcohol

Zelig
,,

~

Awareness
Seminar

w.
gration

Du.: tu c.Jcfcction,. emi:inc.I hdra~ al a prominent

uni\'cr ..it~· social

duh

has

..111 uneven

ralio
of l!irh to !lo~ s. I emalc
mcmher, arc neec.Jcd 1H1\\ on a fulltime ha,i,. "ith
a , ic" to loni:term membership.
Applicanls mu,t have interest in
and knowlcc.lj?e of Dr. Seuss. rockahill~.
inc.Ju,trial
music.
eccentric
foshion. ;tt1d \'il!!Ue lcft,st politics
alonl( \\ith a compulsion
to escape
her home. ,\hilil\ to staj?e scl.'nes an
asset. You niu,t also think of dancing
not a, a social i:anw. hut as an intelledual, ,piritual an\! emotional <'Xpcricncc. While al(e is irrelevant, ,t helps
if, ou ·re an elitl\t.

Crept up another meaningless
Friday as the question of what
to do was being discussed in
every corner of my front room.
Having been excluded from
the Sac's Pub regime (Windsor's
only home of punk rock) my
cohorts and I decided to hit
the main drag in search of some
worthwhile entertainment.
So with the rhythm of Adam
Ant's
newest
Top 40 slop
propelling us, we travelled en
masse to Antonelli's
Radio
Cafe. Why Antonelli's,
better
known as the home of Jazz and
Monday Night Football, you
say? Well, where else would
you get a night of hardcore
punk for the price of $1.00?
The two bands on the bill
this night were Youth, Youth,
Youth and the Young Lions -,
two Toronto based bands that
although attaining some local
success have not secured any
kind of a record deal (they do,
however, have tapes of their
material
available, and both
bands have material on a Ott·
awa/Montreal/Toronto
compilation album.
Well accepted, Y.Y. Y. and
Young Lions dish out your
basic brand of th rash. But
interesting
sounds also arise
when they stray into other
arms of the musical spectrum.
But Friday night atmosphere
and indifference
dulled any
spark that may have been there.
Even at the hands of a lukewarm audience, however, the
bands proceeded with as much
energy as could be called for.
Suc~cssful applicants will be expected to ,ociali1c w1li1 a self,con
scious. inlolcrant. manipulativ<'. 'ironu:·. ,elf-induli:ent.
sc lf -rii:hfl'ous a,.
sortment of cm otional cripples "lw
have mtt'llectual
prcfl'n,ions
Not
only Jhat. but you will he expected
to think a,"" do yd remain an indivi\lual.
This i, a unique oppor1unity for
those ne\\ to universily life to bccomi: part of the most powerful
(thoui:h unofficial) orf.ani1ation on
campus complete with its o" n han1t·
outs, ritual,. and petty inkrnal politics. The succ.:ssful applicant
will
thus hecome sot·ially secure overnight
'"thout
fear of falling in with a bod

Youth, Youth, Youth vocalist and
the problems of a plucked vortex.

Don't get me wrong, the
usual yobs and eccenterically
coiffed hangers-on were ready
with their willing support, but
a lone and unsure skanker 0r
two can
prove a pathetic
sight.
Still, special thanks should
go to Doug Breault (of the
Flesh Columns)
who joined
Y.Y.Y. for a rousing couple
of Black Sabbath Covers- "Paranoid" and "Iron Man". And
it had the whole joint up and
rockin', mama!
How sweet the marriage of
metal and punk can be - sometimes.
Though not for the subtle
or whining types lurking in the
booths, this hardchord riff stuff
is tough enough to tide the spikeys and skins over for another
"anti-social" week.
crowd.
Suhmit resumes (anonymous ones
for now) by in,crtin1t them mto locker num her 7 opposite the Games
Koom (all the way in!)
Remember this: even if) nu \Ion ·t
meet the 4ualifications.
appl) an).
wav - ,w could u,c u breath of
fresh air.
ro Al I. CI.U13 l'}U.SIDLNIS:
You will be rc4uircd
to attend
SAC's Council meeting Thur,day.
Octoher 6, I 983 at 6 PM :it the
Hoard of Governors
Room in the
Windsor Hall Tower (5th floor).
Your presence
is rc4uire\l
for
the
ratification
of your
duh.
Thank )' ou. Caro lyn 011 mek.
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Starts
Friday
Exclusively
at
the

at
Iona College
208 Sunset Ave.

Hair Creations
fo r Lad ies & Gents

"WHEN IS USE
ABUSE? "

Monda y - Saturd ay
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Extended Hours by
Appointment Only)

PALACE
Adm . $4.00
With
Membership
Card $3.00
Call25&6363
For Show
Times

Facilitators:
RussellSmith,
M.D. Medical Director,

MichiganDept of Social
Services
&
StephaieAbbott,Director
of Family Counselling,
Brighton Hospital.
Fee: $35. Students

Phone: 253-7257

10% Discount to University Students
(10% does not apply to specials)

Come See
Barb
Lynda
Sharon

973-5400
1694 University A ve. West
(Corn er of Campbell)

Mon. - Wed.
Perms $35.00
Complete
Reg. $45 .00
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Lancersgo downfighting,lose 29-22
by J ohn Slama

If there is still doubt in anyone's mind that the Lancers
belong in the OUAA, they did
not ·see the Lancers stand up to
the Western Mustangs this past
Sunday afternoon.
The Mustangs were ranked
sixth in the nation and heavy
favourites coming into Windsor,
but before the game was over
the Lancers were only a touchdown behind and charging.
Actually, it was the Lancers
who got on the scoreboard first.
Less than three minutes into the
game, Windsor defensive back
Joe Brannagan intercepted Western quarterback Andy Rossit's
pass and ran it back 38 yards to
the Western 41-yard line. The
Lancer offence then moved the
ball down to the 14 to set up a
22-yard field goal by Zoran Miljkovic.
On their next possession, the
Mustangs turn ed ovc:r the ball again at midfield, but the Lancers
fumbled it right back on the
next play.
After exchanging punts, the
Mustangs put together a 67yard scoring drive, capped by a
one-yard run by half-back Scott
McLaughlin. Kevin Rydeard's
first of four converts made it
7-3 Mustangs.
The Lancers moved the ball
better in the second Quarter,

Try as they might, the Mustangs couldn 't keep the Lancers do wn.

third down, and scored again
on a 40-yard pass from Rossit
to Todd McGauley with only
20 seconds left.
The Mustangs came out in
the second half with a 21-7 lead
and promptly staged another
scoring drive, this time for 73
yards, culminated by a sixyard pass to Richard Nemeth
for the major.
Down 28-7, the Lancers
counterattacked by going to the
air. Quarterback John Mistele
found receivers Castellan, Rich
Holland, and Rob Dalley in
what was Windsor's best looking
drive of the season. Holland
carried the ball in for the score
from inside the five.
After
Miljkovic's convert,
Graeme Flett booted a 90-yard
kickoff for a single and the score
was 28-15.
The Lancers were on the
move again late in the quarter,
15 courtesy of Mistele's passing.
c5
The Lance r offence used a
screen pass play they learned
from the Mustangs -for a touchdown by Todd Haskell in the
final minute. That left Windsor
only one touchdown
away.
The Mustangs chose to kickoff from their own 45 rather
than give the Lancers a chance
for an on-side kick. Joe Brannagan returned the kick 20
yards to the Windsor 20 with

thanks to the running of Gino
themselv es way out in front on
Castellan who was in the line-up
some big plays. Taking over the
for the first time since being
bjll on their own 3 5, the Musinjured against Waterloo two
tangs moved the ball to midweeks ago.
field before McLaughlin burst
Miljkovic narrowed the gap
out for an impressive 56-yard
to 7-6 with his second field
TD run.
goal with 4: 54 left in the half
The Lancers got a single
from 31 yards out.
back on a 68-yard punt by Jeff
In the last few minutes,
Green, but the Mustangs kept
however, the Mustan11 pu t -ri,cht
on . roffini, COAvrated • -rbne

STUDENTS'

Mistele lateralled to ualley •
who thtn completed a forward
pass back to Mistele. Mistele was
stopped at the 35 and time ran
out.
Despite the loss, it was an impressive showing for the Lancers.
They topped the Mustangs in
total yards, 43 5 to 408. John
Mistele, in his first full game at
quarterback for the Lancers,
completed 19 out of 26 passes
for 276 yards. Rob Dalley was
two of three for 41 yards.
Gino Castellan accounted for
102 of the Lancers' 118 yards
rushing on 19 carries.
There were Lancer standouts
on defence too, especially Joe
Brannagan, but head coach Gino
Fracas had special praise for his
offensive line.
"Our offensive line is seco nd
to none in the league," said Fracas. "They deserve a pat on the
back."
The Lancers have improve d
tremendously since the beginning of the season and Fracas
is satisfied that his team has
"arrived", needing only some
work on defence.
"We're not a 0-4 team, that's
what kills me," he said. " We
could be 2-2 or at worst 1-3."
Fracas and the Lance rs are
looking ro improve thei r reco rd
in the last three games of the
season, starting this Saturday

for:-

BY-ELECTION
ADMINISTRATIVE

COUNCIL

FULL -TIME UNDERGR ADUATE VOTERS ONLY

The By-Election for the Students' Administrative
Council will be held Monday October 31, 1983
Nominations will be open 8 :30 am on Friday,
October 7, 1983 and will close 4:30 Thursday
October 20, 1983. The following positions are
open for nomination.

~
SAC
Ill

COUNCIL REPS
Fac ulty of Business Ad min. Rep.
Nursing Rep.
Soc ial Scie nce Rep.
Music Rep.
Hum an Kineti cs Rep.
Engine ering Rep.
Compute r Sci ence Rep.

- 1 position
- 1 pos ition
- 2 positions
- 1 position
- 1 position
- 1 position
- 1 position

Mac Don ald & Laurier Rep
Tecu mseh & Hur on Rep
Cody, Electa , Cante rbury Rep

- 1 position
- 1 posit ion
- 1 position

CAMPUS POSITIONS
Senate
Student Se rvic es Co mmitt ee

- 1 posit ion
- 2 pos it ions

The by-elect ion date will be sub ject to Student Council ratification.
Applications for Nomination are Available in the SAC Office .

-- ....."""..
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Gofersadvance
to OUAAfinals

O ctober 13 , 198 3

MARIANNE E.
BRICKLEY

by Dave Dorken
TORONTO - If optimism
wins golf tournaments,
then
Windsor Lancers should be certain to capture their second
consecutive OUAA championship.
Last weekend Lancers qualified for the Ontario Universities Athletic Association championships as they captured the
fourth of five qualifying spots.
Ten teams competed in the
semi-finals at Westview Golf
Club, just north of Toronto.
The Windsor team's
two
day combined score of 632
placed it behind the two powerhouses of University of Toronto (621), Waterloo (623) and
Queen's (630), bul ahead of
Western 's 640.

- Recovering alcoholic
- First New York Pioneer Award
- ''Uppity Women Unit'' Award
- Founder , First Task Force in
U.S. on Women and Alcohol
- Trustee, Brighton Hospital
- Commissioner, Office of
Substance Abuse Services,
Michigan

by Mark Murray and
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Miles says his team has a
good balance of five solid
golfers.
"All the boys are in contention, it hurts a team when
you have one player consistantly shooting 87's or 88's,"
said the coach. "Everybody
on our sq'tlad can give you the
score."
Lancers
leave
for
host
Queen's
University Saturday.
They'll play a practice round
on the Oalewood Golf and
Countr y Club, then play two
rounds of the tournament , Sunday and Monday.
We should come home with
the trophy," said Miles.

The Lancers came up with
some exciting soccer action
and collected three out of
four points in two home games
last weekend.
On Saturday, the Lancers
picked up their second OUAA
victory, defeating the Waterloo
Warriors 3-2.
Waterloo took a 1-0 lead in
the first half when a Windsor
defender misplayed a clearing
kick and put the ball into his
own upper corner.
The Lancers tied the game
just before half when Marc
Marchese placed an indirect
free kick to the right of the

it past an out-of-position goalie.
Waterloo came back to score
with only three minutes left
in the game but the Lancers
held on for the win.
In Sunday's 2-2 draw with
Laurier Golden Hawks, the Lancers struck quickly.
With the
game just six minutes old,
Laurier was called for a handball
in the penalty area and Marchese made no mistake on the
penalty shot for a 1-0 Lancer
lead.
The I lawks brought the ball
back down the field and hit
the crossbar in a goalmouth
scramble.
As the Lancers
broke out of their end, Marchese was fouled and had

Korac and Lary Johnson trapped a Laurier defender in .his
own end and his errant clearing pass went straight to Ian
Parratt who drove the ball
just under the crossbar .

Waterloo

words

Bird had nothing

l)an Moriarty

8:00 P.M. in Moot Court,
Law Build ing, Un ivers ity of W indsor
{1/_/
, ) Q
Fee: $5.00

DAVIDBOWIE

pectable 77 and 78.
In golf team play the high
man 's score of each day is
dropped.

Soccer Lancers win, tie at home

"RECOVERY CAN BE FUN !"

Students: $2.00
Tickets available at Iona College
208 Sunset Ave.

Before the tourney Lancer
coach Bill Miles said he was
concerned about the Waterloo
and Toronto clubs, but after
seeing his opponents, he said
he has nothing but confidence
in his team.
"! think we have a very good
shot at winning," said Miles.
"I 'd be disappointed
if we
didn't."
Rookie sensation Matt St.
Louis was low man for the
Lancers, he fired an 80 in the
first day of play, then dropped
to a blistering one under par
71 in day two. The Lancer
team dropped six strokes in
their second day of play.
Steve Rusnak scored an 86
and 82, Mike Ilerbert shot
a pair of 82 's, team captain
Rick Marcotte had an 80 and 84,
and Blake Lucas tallied a res-

7:00 & 9:'20-Sat. & Sun.
2:00, 7:00 & 9:20

"The feel-good movie of 1983:'

I

netminder

from

20

ya rds our.
Windsor took the lead on
another free kick half-way through the second half.
Tom
Serafimovski got his second
assist of the game when he
placed the ball to the short
post and Ian Parratt headed
it home.
Larry Johnson scored what
proved to be the winning goal
when he stole the ball from a
Waterloo defender and placed

with

the

refer~e.

The

result was a red card for Marchese and the Lancers had to
continue the game a man short.
Laurier used their advantage
to score two goals in the next
10 minutes.
The Lancers
held off many more L.1urier
attacks, mainly due to the
fine defensive play of Kevin
Borg.
The Lancers got their chance
to even the score due ro a
Laurier mix-up. Lancers Mike

The Hawks rewarded Parran
by slamming him into the
ground.
llawk forward Mann y
t\polinaro drew a yellow card
for the foul.
In the second half, the
Lancers began to tire from
playing a man short and Laurier ptessed
for a wmning
goal. Only the excellent goaltending of Van Nifiros prevented a Laurier victory.
After the game coach Harry
but

praise for

his players.
"]'hey played beyond themselves," he said.
"Although
we gave up a silly goal and lost
a man in the first five minutes
we held them off tremendously."
The Lancers' record in the
OUAA is now even at two wins,
two ties and two losses. Their
next game will be at Laurier
on Saturday.

Richard Corliss.TIME MAGAZINE

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?
Y.HE

BIGCHILL

Aquarium Starter Kit
.Suitable for
tropical fish
and gold fish
.contains all
necessary
accessories
.Just add
bullets and
fish
2732 Tecumseh Rd. W.
Uni versity Mall
•
252-1919

$19.99

We part icipate in "Sac's Discou nt Card"
progra m.

Ma ybe it's time

you ;umped
into someth ing
mor e dem anding
than a car pool .
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In a coldworldyou need your friends
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Thurs. October 6
Frid. October 7
"Bord~H City Rock"

Sat October 8
"Division Street Blues
Band"
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GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y Photography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
.Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

Larry Nozero
appearing for
month of October
Thurs. thru Saturday
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
also
Sonia Marie

Mon. thru Wednesday
7:30 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Ouellette, Windsor
L481(519)
255.1503 _J
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Lancerette ten~~~atty

Ann« mh won one

The Lancerette tennis team
competed in their first singles
tournament this past weekend
ac York University.
Lancerette Janice Hebert won
her first and second round
matches before losing a close final match to Debbie Kirkwood
of York.
Patty Carol used strong baseline play to win her second and
third round matches, the last of
which went to three sets.
Jackie Jamail, Anne Lamando

of their three matches.
Each
player
will
now
compete within a flight accordmg to the results of the York
tournament. The top eight players will compet e in flight A, the
next eight in flight 8, and so on.
Janice Hebert will compete in
flight B while Anne Lamando
and Patty Arqner compete in
flight F.
Coach Stewart Loft predicted
that the: Lancerettes
would
finish seventh overall this season.

Flag Football

'A' and 'B' divisions, including
last year's 'A' champions, "The

Last week's flag football
m the CFL league saw the
"Nads" demolish the "Engineers" 44-18, and the "Lawmen"
beat the "Survivors" 28-14 in
the NFL league.
"Cody"
coasted to a 2 3-7 victory over
the "Rumrunners"
and the
"Blitz"
squeeked by "Delta
Chi" 6-0.

New Vultures".
Play will begin Thursday,
November 17th with a registration deadline of November
3rd at 12:00 noon.
Team
captains can pick up team
registration forms at the Campus Rec. Office or by contacting Mr. Gus Kandilas at 2538553.
Copies of rules and
rule modifications will also be
available.
Captains will be
contacted concerning the time
and date of the Captain's Meet·
ing.
Basketball referees arc needed for the year's upcoming
intramural
season ; November
17, 1983 to March 22, 1984.
Positions are available for both
the ·A' and 'B' divisions.
A
pre-season clinic will be available for all interested members.
A sum of $5 per game wiil be
paid to all refere es. Further
informat ion can be obtained
by calling Gus Kandilas at
253-8553,
or by leaving a
message at the Campus Rec.
office m the Human Kinetics
Building.

Coed Lobba ll
October 2 saw the "Sods"
win their second game with a
score of 9-8 against "Jacques'
Jocks".
In other action "R.A.
M.L.'s" defeated "Faces" by a
score of 8-6.
Division II had "Sac's Pub"
defeating "Elecra" 12-8. The
"Brew Crew" also beat "Cathy's
Cookers" 11-8.
A little note to the "Sods":
Girls can catch too!
Sorry ,
Dave (Bech), there are no
upsen tn thi s league . fin ally,
there are no games scheduled
for
Thanksgiving
Weekend.
I lave a good one'
Intram ural Basketball
This year's men's intramural
basketball convenor is Gus Kandilas.
Looking forward to a
good season with many tough
teams returning in both the
NOTICE - fhe University of Wind-sor Campus Progressive Conservative
A~,ociation will be holding ils elec tion of officers and annual meeting,
October I 3 at 7:00 p.m . al Alumni
Lounge.
Guest
speaker
- Earnie
Eaves, M.1'.P. All new members
\\ekome.
WAN rED - Someone lo sh3re mv
home 2 !>lock\ away from U11i"crsity.
Compktel} · self conlained.
niccl}
furnished. including washer, dryer,
private drive. Available immediately.
Call Marlene at 258-5263.
WANTED - Tutor to help 1st }car
student
in Calculus 62-020.
Rates
and times negotiable.
Call Yvonne
at 256-9844 anytime.
!OR SALE - I Ditto I luad Ouph ·
eating Machine, I Gestetner Model
460 Stencil Printer C Duplicator with
9 Tubes of ink. Both machine, fully
operable. Make an offer. Call Pete
2 54-3044. evenings.
HOUSING - 13oarder wanted; 2 bed room apartment
furnished on 2161
Riverside
Dr . W. Call 255-9357
or 736-4979. $215/month
includes
utilities.
HOUSING - Two story house on
Randolph
near Uni versi Ill Ave. for
rent.
Three
bedrooms,
off-street
par king, central air. !·or informa t ion
ca ll 2S8-8491 evenings. Immediate
occupancy.
WANTED
Introduction
to
Psycho logy textbook.
2nd Edition
(Freedman). Will pay SI S-20. Phone
969-3458,
anytime, ask for Keilh.
NOTICF - SAC Discount Card Holde r ~. Another st ore! You can no"
receive I O'X off any non-advertised
item at SA V£ R S, 356 Ouc lh:tte
Ave. (upstairs). 252-4574 .
NOT ICE - The University of Wind.
sor Liberal Club will hold its annual
meeting for lhe election of officers
on Wed., Oct. 19, J 983 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Assumption
Lounge of the
Un iversity
Centre.
All welcome,

Wome n's Int ramural Volleyball
Tuesday, September 27 marked the beginning of the Wornen 's Volleyball League. There
were four teams that turnerl

JOIN THEIN-DOOR PEOPLE
Where Summer Never Ends
Lancerette Anne Lamando

Tennis
Racquetball
& Squash

Rohanna Alladi11/ L,1NCE

out for exhibition games.
It
was fun competition
for all
and everyone had a chance to
get acquainted.
Regular league play begins Tuesday, October 4th.

Special
Membership
for
University
Students
call
Jeremy
Forbes on
Campus

Men's Intramural Volleyball

Men's Volleyball is now in
full swing with eleven teams
involved, 6 competitive and
5 recreational teams.
League
play runs until November 22nd
and then the playoffs begin.
Anyone wishing to play in the
recreational league please contact Robyn Whitfield at 25 59090 or 253-4232, ext. 325.

252-9614

SPECIA L EVENTS
AN IMAL
CRAC KERS
WIN
WOMEN'S F LAG FOOTBAL L

3901 Huron Church
Rd.Windsor, Ontario

5 M ins. fr om
Ambassad or
Bridge

This past Saturday on the
llK Fields, the Campus Ree's
women's flag football tournament was held. Two teams,
both from Launer Hall, played
for the championship and it was
a close game, all the way . Ar
the end of the first half, the
"Animal Crackers" led 6-0 with
the quarter backing of Lori
Stewart. The " Fugin ves" tu rn ed
arou nd at rhe beginning of the
second half and drove down the
field and Cathy Burnes tied the
game ·with a pass from Julie
Gilligan. With only 37 seconds
left in the game, I.on Stewart of
the "Animal Crackers" caught
a pass from Shelley 8eleut7
and ran 62 yards for the winning
touchdown.
Thank you to
everyone who came out, and
congratulations "Animal Crackers".

966-2172

WubnrQrnurt

Un iv ersity of Windsor

Bowling Club
New Members Welcome
W hen: Sund ay Eve nin gs
9:00 p.m.
For more informaton, call Jim Gordon
at 944-5914 or 258-NEWS.
Final Day for Registration;
Sunday October 9, 19 83

AT TH E JACK DANIEL DISTILLER Y,we
have everything we need ro m ake our w hiskey
uncommo nly smoo th
We have daily deliveries of the very.
finest grain Am erican farm ers can
grow. A stream of pure,
iron-free w ater (ideal
for whi skey-making )
,: flowing close by our
... door And a unique
I II / f
way of sm oothing out~
Ouro wn,ron·lrH water
whi skey by filtering /
._ ,
it for days through ten feet of finelypacked charcoal Thank s to all these
'.'.~~\\p.~~1/;j
things- and som e o~ ers too-we
? u,;1
predict a pleasurable moment when
' ) ·
: ..... ,o.l
. ...
you discover the smooth -sippin'

Wh ere: Bow lero Bow l
675 Tecum seh W .

I

Welcom e to

Angela's Beauty Salon
2062 University Ave . W., Windsor

For Men & Women's Hair Styling
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

!

-

Bring This Coupon and Receive These
Student Rates

...

PERMS
(Including cut and condition) .
$18.00
HAIR CUT & . STYLE
(Includes Wash & Blow Dry) .... $6.00
WASH & SET
(Includesconditioner& SettingLotion)... $5.00
Open Monday through Saturday

254-6611

,

rarenessofJae
.k Daniel'sTcnnes:-_
Wlu
sk;t, (f @ II•

I
I

- - - - --- - - - - - - - - --- _!

SI L041s

:i ~e~frw",
·:WHISKEY·
................
"· .
.
,. ...
-

\

si., ol £,c,11tou

lm:·\;,; w.r9<l.""
A~r· ~mi •·r~·

It youd "" • bookltlaboutJacl;OaNtls Wlw$keywr~•us a ltller h11t111lynellburg
.Tenno,SII373S2. U S A
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Our intrepid photographers spent this week snooping around the eal)1pus looking for the ridiculous and the
sublime. As for these pictures, we'll let you decide.

WHY PAY MORE? Check out Sam's
Inflation Fighting prices
PICKUP PRICES
IN BRACKETS

Sam's PIZZERIA
SaHt'~SPECIAL
CHEESE, SAUSAG&,
MUSHROOMS, BACON,
GREEN PEPPERS, HAM

DISCOUNT
ON PICKUP
ORDERS
OPEN 7 DAYS - 4 pm to 1:00 am
Fri. and Sat. 4 pm to 2:00 am
Sunday 4 pm to Midnight

CHEESE

4.30
(3.65)

5.10
(4.15)

· 5.85
(4.95)

6.80
(5.90)

12.60
(11.55)

CHEESE

+

4.45
(3.80)

5.95
(4.70)

6.55
(5.65)

7.90
(6.90)

14.75
(13.15)

+

4.60
(3.95)

6.20
(5.15)

7.35
(6.15)

8.40
(7.30)

15.55
(13.85) ,

4.65
(4.00)

6.35
(5.35)

7.70
(6.50)

8.80
(7.70)

16.10
(14.45)

4.75
(4.05)

6.60
(5.60)

7.95
(6.75)

9.30
(8.20)

16.75
(15.35)

4.85
(4.15)

6.85
(5.70)

8.20
(7.15)

9.50
(8.40)

17.50
(16.15)

(6 Slices)
BABY
.80

(8 Slices) ·
SMALL
1.00

ONE ITEM
CHEESE
TWO ITEMS
CHEESE

+
THREE ITEMS
CHEESE

+
FOUR ITEMS
Sam's SPECIAL
Cheese, Sausage,
Mushrooms . Bacon,
Green Peppers, Ham

DOUBLE ITEM
EXTRA

12 Slices
(MEDIUM)
1.25

16 Slices
LARGE
1.50

1
2
3
4
5
6

32 Slices
TWO LARGE
2.75

Cheese, Pepperon i, Mushrooms , Bacon, Green Peppers, Olives, Ham, Anchovies, Hamburger. Hot Peppers, Sliced Tomatoes, Sliced Pickle, Onions, Pineapple.

Sam's Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte St. W. at Randolph

We try Hard to Stay the Best!

Call Us
256-4993
256-9500

.

ITALIAN DISHES
LASAGNA, SPAGHETTI
BAR-B·QUE CHICKEN

ewe HOUSE SPECIALSANDVVICHES
SOFT DRINKS

CAIL SMEETON
SERI.II.LS DEPT.
L:..::>DY LISRARY'
U~H1/EFiSTTYMAIL

l
I

OCi iS '9~
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SACbudgetpassedamidstconfusion
by Kevin Rollason
In the midst of a great deal
of confusion, the Students'
Administrative Council's (SAC)
budget for fiscal year 1983-84
was passed.
first started when
announced that
" ... had been working on

some alternatives to club funding". Ile felt that societies
needed increased funding rather
than decreased funding. Forcier
reasoned that since SAC was
getting too big, perhaps they
should return money " ...to the
grassroots".

Trouble

Mike Forcier

he

Because Forcier's proposal
was not ready, he motioned

that SAC should table budget
discussion until the next meeting. This motion failed.
After a little more discussion, Mark Belchuk called the
question while Kean Wong, SAC
Vice-President-Finance. Wong seconded the motion. Wong then
said, "... there are changes
in the budget", and he proceeded to name the changes, dealing

entirely with The Lance budget.
Wong impressed on SAC that
these changes were only proposals by a budget committee.
He said, "the committee only
makes recommendations,
we
don't change it."
Wong then said The Lance
could defend
the proposed
changes to their budget. However, the Chair, Mike Stipic,
said the question had been
called previously and, " ...some
rules you have to carry out''.
Sac then voted to accept the
budget
with the
proposed
ammendments.
After SAC had voted, they
realized that they had passed
the budget with the amendments, when they had only
wanted to pass the budget
without the amendments first.
Stipic said, "It was my mistake." Since both SAC Pres-

The question
was called
again, but Adam Furfaro told
e\·eryone that SAC had lost
quorum. Several people argued
that the question had been
called before Furfaro had mentioned there was a lack of
quorum, but Stipic insisted that,
" ... without quorum everything is
null and void".
Furfaro questioned the right
of SAC to pass the budget
with only the small number
of members present. As he
said after the meeting, "How
can you have only 12 people
deciding the fate of 8,000
people?"
In the midst of a great deal
of argument, a SAC member
returned allowing SAC to again
have quorum. The SAC budget
was finally passed with the
proposed amendments out.
Immediately after this, the
CJAM Student Radio budget

.............

,, as pa;;scd quickl),'. followed

udgtt

And you ti-ought there was only one circus in town. Turn to the Editorial on page 4 for details on the
Students' Administrative Council (SAC) meeting last Thursday, and page 10 for the review of Ringling
Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus in Detroit.

Councilpositionto be cut
by Kevin Rollason

Because of changes in enrollment statistics, the Students'
Administrative Council (SAC)
has too manr members. This
was disclosed at the most recent SAC meeting.
Sherry Thrasher, SAC Chief
Electoral Officer announced that
because of new statistics from
the university Registrar, the
Dramatic Arts representative was

to be cut, while the Visual Arts
representative had to stand for
reelection.

Adam Furfaro, the Dramatic
Arts Representative, went to the
Registrar and Dean of Arts on
Tuesday and received documentation proving that there was
more than the required 100 students in his faculty to merit a
representative, saving his position for the time being. This
occurred because the administration had only given SAC figures
for Drama Education and the
combined
Honours Program,
omitting the General Drama students and the Bachelor of Fine
Arts students.

l•urfaro
expressed doubts
about whether the Visual Arts
students still have a SAC representative since some of these
are now classified as being in
the Dramatic Arts department.
David Laird, SAC President,
explained during the meeting
that because of the Letters
Patent, which the corporation
has to follow, SAC had to make
the changes, or be in serious
trouble. He said that they were
unable to contact Furfaro previously.
Furfaro entered while the
SAC meeting was in progress
to discover, as he said, "I was
no longer a representative on
council". He carried with him
a list of over 100 students in
his faculty saying that " ... it
could have been a mistake made
by the university". He added
that the universities' figures had
been wrong the last three years.
It was decided to give him
the benefit of a doubt and contact the registrar again.

being able to spc:-ak against
it, Wong motioned to reconsider the previous motion, this
was passed.
Stipic did not know how
to continu e:-the mc:-etingbecause,
as he said, "I didn't bring
my copy of Robert's Rules".
I le wantc:-d to suspend the meeting immediately and consult
with the Facultv of
Law.
SAC members disagreed and
decided to proceed with the
meeting.

by

non date for new council mem bers on October 31.
Furfaro said after the meeting, "I'd like to express extreme
dissatisfaction with the way the
meeting was run". He added
that it was, " ... not a very professional way to run council".
Carolyn Ozimek, SAC VicePresident, said, "I've never
walked out of a mc:-eting feeling so bad". She felt it was
" ... unforunate
that
it happened.··

l·urfaro said, "I'd have really
appreciated it to have known
before this meeting" .
On 1'riday, SAC looked at
the figures again and decided
that Furfaro was still cut from
SAC.

When The Lance contacted
Furfaro on Monday night to
have him comment on this latest
development, Furfaro said he
again had not been contacted.
He felt that there still must have
been a mistake. "I finally
thought the whole situation was
cleared up".
Furfaro felt it was up to the
university administration
and
·sAC to rectify the situation now.
Furfaro admitted that if SAC
was right about the registration
figures, there was, ". . . a big
problem with the by-laws".
Laird said that he had not
wanted to cut the position but
the SAC lawyer had advised
him to. He added that SAC,
" . . . could have made a boo
boo" if they had not.

Meet elite - eat
by Peter Frecle

Have you got the feeling that
you 're a nobody at school, that
the big shots on campus don't
know who you are - and don't
care? Well here's your chance
to order the administration
around - even if its only to
order your lunch.
On Thursday, October 20th
between 11 :00 and 2:00 p.m.,
President Mervyn Franklin, VP's
George McMahon, Bill Morgan,
and a host of Faculty and Fae-

ulty heads too numerous to
mention, will be hosting the
Poor Students Lunch to raise
money for the United Way.
The lunch, which will be
held in the University Centre's Ambassador Auditorium,
will serve hotdogs, beans, and
a soft drink for the low, low
price of $1.50. Since all the food
is donated all proceeds will go to
the United Way.
So come out, feast on epicurean fare, and help the United
Way.
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ProposedSACtravelservicescuttled
lock. In a letter to David Laird,
SAC President, C.W. Morgan,
Assistant
Vice-President
of
Operations
at the University
stated that "the lease with
Whitlock clearly places a legal
and moral obligation on the
University." Later, m the same
letter, he \\rote: "I indicated
that the University could not
lease or license space to another
travel agency to use University
property. But I did not say that
I was against the SAC running
a travel service."
This was in response to a letter to Morgan from Laird which
re\iewed
a meeting between
them and included the following
sen tcnce. "Smee.: the University
Ct:ntre is owncd by tht: Um\'ersity and whereas tht: contract
was negotiated in good faith,
you (Morgan) '>tated that at this
umc you arc agaimt ~ \C running a travel service."

by Geo rgina Kosanovic
Recent plans by the Student
Administrative
Council (SAC)
for a Council-run srudent travel
service have been thwarted by a
University legal agreement. Whit·
lock Travel, located in the cam·
pus bookstore, has a contract
with the Univermy which gives
it a virtual monopoly on providing a travel agency on campus.
The proposed SAC service
was suggested as an inexpensive
alternatin: to Whitlock. A SAC
"counter-person"
or general of·
fice helper would have carried
(1ut the programme under the
direction
of Wilham Chang.
Commissioner of International
Students.
Problems immediately
sur·
faced. The University informed
SAC' of its contract with Whit·

As the University's contract
does not extend to off-campus
areas, a site such as the Grad
House was proposed as a possible location for the service.
Another possibility surfaced
as negotiations were carried out
between SAC and a representative from the Canadian Univer-

sity Travel Service (CUTS) in
order to examire the feasibility
of opening a CL TS office at
some convenicn: off-campus location. The Canadian Federation
of Students (CFS), of which
the University .of \\'indsor 1s nor
a member, operates CUTS. However the University ·s non-membership would have only a min-

PossibleTriadinvolvement
by Kevin Roll aso n
T he
.\1alays1an Students'
Association (MSA) possible involvement with the Phoenix
Triad sparked a great deal of
discussion during club ratifications at the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) meeting
last Thursday.
Before the club was ratified

it was disclosed that a member
of MSA had possibly been in
the Triad.
David Laird, SAC President,
explained that SAC had been
aware of the MSA problem. Ile
said that SAC had been approached by the university administration to handle the matter.
To avoid publicity for the peo_ fle concerned a committee of

• EVERYI11ING
YOUEVER
WANTED
TOKNOW
ABOUfIABATT'S
BLUE•

Lesson#1"The pour"
There are many theories regarding this particular
facet of the Labatt's Blue mystique. The one we favour
builds a beer head from the bottom. Start by
keeping the glass upright and pouring down the middle
until a head begins to form. Stop, let the foam
build, then tilt the glass to a forty-Hve degree angle
and continue to pour down the side. As the glass
fHls, bring it back to the upright position leaving a head
about two fingers tall. The Labatt's Blue pour
is always followed by the ever popular Labatt's Blue
"unpour': an exercise in which many ef you are
already well-versed .

.,,_

imal effect on the range and
accessibility of services to University of Windsor students.
l\lcgotiauons were carried on
between SAC and Whitlock, but
the results were inconclusive. It
is unlikely, however, that the
agency will allow its contractual
privileges to be eroded.

five people was formed to question the MSA President Tom
Seow.
This committee questioned
Seow about the incident. Laird
said, "We felt we had upheld
what our obligation is".
It was decided it would be
better to ratify all clubs except
MSA in order to allow council
to discuss the MSA problem
closer and question Seow.
During the answering of questions, Seow accused a member
of council of trying to prevent
MSA
from
being
ratified.
"Someone
in SAC does not
want to let MSA stay". He also
said there had never been any
direct allegations against his
executive.
Kean Wong, SAC Vice-President-Finance, said there was a
split in the Malaysian students.
He felt the executive of \1SA
should talk to their members to
appraise them of what was happening.
William Chang, SAC Commissioner of International Students,
felt that the five committee
members wa:; not largt: t:uuugh
when 800 students were con cerned. He thought they should
take this incident more seriously
than they had so far.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, The President of the International Stu. dents' Organization said MSA
should be ratified since it met
all requirements for ratification
and since the case was being
1
decided presently by the judicial system.

RKR
,.

Typewriter Repair
Service
Buy, Sell & Repair
Electric Typewriters

9

STUDENT DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE

0

0 ()

G()

.-..

Phone 735-3099
0

'

'
Octobers 2 for 1
Luncheon ·specials

....

Come dov.mto J. Micheal&ttoms
for lunch between 2 & 5 p.m. any
Monday thru Thursday. order
the daily special & get a second
one absolutely FREE.
Cocktail Hour - 5 p.m. · 8 p.m.
Ladies Night· Every Wednesday
Jam Sessions - Saturdays 3-6
p.m.

Lesson#1fromthe CollegeofBlueKnowledge

Check It Oud
481 Ouellette. Windsor
Ll9)
255-1503
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Ontario-LiberalchiefcritiquesTorypolicies
by Ray Potvin

David Peterson, leader of the
Ontario Liberal Party, accused
the Tories of "spending most of
their intellectual energy justifying the past" rather than tackl·
ing squarely the issues of the day
as he spoke, varying his subject
matter to about 80 people last
Wednesday.
Focusing on university funding, which he referred to as a
. short-sighted and counter-productive Tory policy in Ontario,
he explained that, as m any industry, a small percentage of the
$3 billion in installed capital
at the University level is required
for maintenance. But unfortunately, according to Peterson,
"this sector has been financed
below the rate of inflation for
the last eight years." This policy, he explained, 1s unforgivmgly mrop1c
especially in a
structurally changing economy
in which already 50% of the
workforce have no marketable
skills. Underfunding
is thus
"robbing the future" and perpetuating our economic woes.
Peterson claims that the
Conservatives are retreating from
their previously stated principle
of universal University accessibility to post-secondary education. His party, on the other
hand, while recognizing the limitations of deficit spending, are
still committed to the goal. The
Liberals vow to oppose Bill 4 2 which would give the govern·
ment some trustee power to
oversee Universities, and want to
continue the fight for more
funding.

David Peterson, Ontario Liberal leader, models the new line of winter wear for the active politician.
He daringly wears a dark wool suit while he discusses party politics.
Sue St. Denis/LANCE
The young Liberal chief had
ential
for
VISA
students
Speaking personally, Peterson
a chance to comment on other
- Doctors "opting out" of
dismissed the Nuclear Free Zone
(i.e. overbilling) 01-llP should
issues in a question period highmovement as naive in its assumplighted by a student's observahave to opt "all the way out."
tion that civilian production
tion that the federal version of
The provinces should not be a
would automatically pie up the
his party is not without fault
collection agency for doctors."
slack for ouster military jobs.
with regard to funding, as they
In Quebec, where chis policy
He emphasized, though, his sup·
arc attempting to decrease the
is observed, only 8 physicians
port of local initiatives to the
federal commitment to provinhave remained out - the market
issue. (He actively promoted the
cially administered programs.
forces drawing them back in.
Municipal Disarmament Resolu·
Peterson responded, not to the
- The Liberals favour enshrinetion Movement.)
satisfaction of all, that this was
ment of an equal-pay -for-equal- Small businesses, which create
an "oversimplification of the
work resolutio n into the Em·
60-70% of all new jobs, should
comp lexities of federal·provin·
ployment Act of Ontario. He
be encouraged by assista nce racial relations."
cited studies that show women
ther than grants which "turn
An out!!ne of his positions on
still earn only 60% of their
business into beggars" by a
other issues arc as follows:
similarly-employed male coun "perversion of the system ."
- There should be no fee differ·

terparts.

-Onta rio should resp ect Fran co-

BY-ELECTION
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE

phone rights legislatively. The
opposition leader accused his
Tory counterpart of playing the
emotion-packed
issue "like a
violin" for votes. "When it suits
his purpose he will stir it up,
with a backlash as big and as
severe as he wants it," by appealing to uninformed fears that
"forced bilingualism" is on its
way."
- Peterson sympathized with
the plight of Windsor in its dealings with Queen's Park. He char·
acterized the city's chronic underfunding as a "campaign to
defraud the taxpayers of Windsor."
- SUNCOR emerged as a prime
example of Peterson's model of
the stubborn Tones, unwilling to
admit past mistakes. "They just
spend more and more of other
people's money to prove they
were right all along." A share of
St;NCOR, purchased by the government for $650 million two
years ago has shown a net loss
of $560 million already in interest payments and loss in share
value.
- Ontario Hydro, which has
managed to amass a greater
debt than the province of
Ontario, is another monument
of Conservative inefficiency.
On the purely political scene,
Peterson is banking on the
"high degree of volatility in the
political climate." Alluding to
Windsor's long history as oppo·
sition supporters he said "my
job is to educate the electorat e
of Ontario to the level of the
electorate
of Windsor." He
admits that this wil\ be a big
job.

COUNCIL

FULL -TIME UN DERGRADU ATE VOTERS ONL Y

•

The By-Election for the Students' Administrative
Council will be held MoQday October 31, 1983
Nominations will be open 8:30 am on Friday,
October 7, 1983 and will close 4:30 Thursday
October 20, 1983. The following positions are
open for nomination.
•

~
SAC
Ill

COUNCIL REPS
Nursing Rep.
Soci al Sc ien ce Rep.
Human Kinetics Rep.
Computer Sc ien ce Rep.
Visual Arts

- 1 positi on
- 1 pos ition
- 1 pos iti on
- 1 pos iti on
- 1 positi o n

MacDonald & Laurier Rep
Tecumseh & Huron Rep
Cody , Electa , Canterbury Rep

- 1 position
- 1 position
- 1 position

CAMPUS POSITIONS
Senate
Student Servi c es Committ ee

- 1 positi on
- 2 position s

The by-election date will be subject to Student Counc il ratification.
Applications for Nomination are Available in the SAC Office.
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circusneedsa ringmaster

Ladies and gentlemen ! In this corner of the three ring
circus - the Students'
Admi n istrati ve Co u ncil c irc us.
At least this is what it felt like at times during the most
recent SAC meeting. The previous meeting had been disorganized as well. but since there had been no crucial busi' ness to be discussed and decided, it was not as noticeable.
Right from the beginning of this SAC meeting it was all
too clear. SAC was missing a critical link in organization a good strong Chair.
The list of things that should not have happened during
this meeting, or any meeting for that matter, goes on and
on. Try looking up 'Point of Clarification'
in your Robert's
Rules of Order. Or look up what happens after a question
1 is called. These are only two of the most glaring errors of
order which surfaced.
A strong informed Chair would have been able to keep
the meeting on track. It got to the point that SAC members were bending the rules in order to get their two cents
in. Point of jnformation
was just thrown around flagrantly
in order to get personal opinions into the discussion
instead of useful or relevant information.
I

ontario
weeKLY
newsPaPer
association

~

Another case of disregard for text-book Robert's Rules
occurred when a question was called. When this happens
there is no more discussion and an immediate vote is taken. SAC Vice-President-Finance
Kean Wong was not only

the raconteur
by john liddle
Former National Lampoon staffer Tony Hendra
throws together a spoof of America's leading financial
newspaper, titles it "The Off the Wall Street Journal",
and quickly sells 400,000 copies at two bucks a crack .
A boisterous, boffo recreation of a leading gossip
magazine titled "The Irrational Enquirer" sells 600.000
con,es in a few short weeks.
A bevy of hucksters/writers descend on novelist John
Updike aAd emerge with a $500,000 bonus baby titled
"Rabbit 1s Dead".
A parody of a best selling workout book by an ag,ng
liberal feminist that features pictures of obese women
,n embarrassing poses goes by the title of "Plam Jane
Works Out" and has a mind bogg!mg first printing of
500,000.
Over the course of the past few years there's been a
marked surge toward a new type of print humour. Takeoffs and knock-offs are proliferating w,thout check, and

allowed to keep discussing a motion, he was also allowed
t o m ak e am endm ents t o t h e mo t ion.
The end result was confusion, bad feelings on council,
and a feeling of disbelief. People did not really know what
was going on.
Immediately afterwards, the CJAM budget was passed
along with the ratification
of the by-election date. SAC
argued long and hard about these two topics for at least
one minute. Both the CJAM Station Manager and the
Chief Electoral Officer waited throughout
the meeting
for their chance to speak in vain; SAC just pushed the business through in their rush to keep quorum.
The entire problem does not lie with the Chair. Members
of SAC should know basic procedures of order themselves.
The Chair should only have most of the responsibility,
not
all of it.
A lot of trust is concentrated towards the person who is
the Chair. The person in this position should at the very
least know Robert's Rules better than council members.
As the meeting dragged on, members of SAC were making
up new rules of order as they went along. Incredibly, the
Chair continued to accept them.
A circus needs a master of ceremonies, an orchestra
needs a conductor,
and a SAC meeting needs a strong
chair. SAC needs a strong chair, and badly too.

the book buying public has turned these leering jests into biq business. But, all in all, the effect of this parody
glut is a numbing of our respective humorous bones.
Are you irreligious?
Check out "Not the Bible".
Worried about your future? Have a guffaw over the
"MBA Handbook - How to Succeed in Business With·
out a Harvard MBA". Uncertain regarding modern
trends? Pick up "Silicon Valley Guy", steal some comedy gags, and keep a step ahead of your peers.
And if this weren't enough, take a gander at some
of the lowbrow art being peddled by Saturday Night
Live and SCTV. There are no sacred cows any longer everyone and his brother 1s fair game for character assassination through parody.
The nature of comedy 1s a constantly changing front,
and the head-over-heels reaction of the publishing industry is a fate reaction to what's been developing in com·
edy in general for the past few years. Today's standup
comics can no longer get by with good timing and
witty punchlines; they're dependent on being offensive,
abrasive, and brutal in their attacks. And 1f you don't
believe me, visit any comedy cabaret ~the comic isn't
on staqe, you are: "Hey you, there in the front, yea
you. Is that your nose or did you swallow a buzzard?"

Hardee -har-har-har.
machine gun.

A real knee slapper.

Humour

by

Seven years ago, Chevy Chase parodied Gerald Ford.
We chuckled as he stumbled and bumbled his way
throughout a skit. He went into the movies, perfected
the role of the Modern Boob, and now no one really
cares what sort of configurations he can screw his face
into. These days, Eddie Murphy, an actor short on talent
but busting at the seams in audacity, can make a career
out of reverse discrimination jokes, and Joan Rivers,
Queen of the Cheap Shot, has gamed such a reputation
for her slanderous barbs that no one in their right mind
would want to be interviewed by her for fear of being
turned ,nto a life size dummy. But hey, 1f you can't
take a joke ...
Sure, but not when it's not funny. and not when it's
sole purpose 1s destructive. There's little compassion in
humour these days, and the truly sad thing is that this
sort of sadistic ourlesque has no end in sight. What sort
of fare is there to look fo rward too? Shakespeare's plays
in limerick form 7 A cartoonist's version of the Talmud'
Wafter Cronkite
n drag? A slapstick farce of a UN
debate on Nuclear Arms'

A questionofsemantics
by Arthur Gosselin
Who can we trust? Neither of the Super Powers have
shown themselves to be lily-white in this incident.
The Soviet Union comes off as a very cold-blooded
villain by shooting down a helpless civilian airliner. Also,
they have shown themselves as bumblers by being caught
lying, saying that they didn't shoot the plane down, and
then the United States showed and played the tapes,
proving that they did do it. The Soviets' cr~dibility 3:5a
peaceloving nation, as it wants to appear in the Third
World, is severely weakened. This incident has also sevcrly damaged Soviet hopes for the disarmament movements in North America, and especially Europe. It also
damages their hopes for influence in the Third World.
At the same time, the United States has shown its
own opportunism by withholding infom1ation. This did
not help its' case . They were quick to tell us what the
Soviets had done.
Only later did the United States release the fact that a
reconnaissance plane was nearby. Now, we have also
been told that the United States plane attempted to contact the Korean jet, but got no answer, confirming that
even if the Soviets did radio it, the plane was unable to
receive radio messages.
The President showed his own political opportunism
by advancing his stance in Congress on the MX missile
and other defence issues, during his speech to the world
on the disaster, or as it has been agreeably termed, a
massacre.
This all leaves one a little miffed at both Super
wers, and angry at the Soviets for showing such callous

Po-

Lancersspeak out
Dear Editor,
This letter concerns the article that appeared in last
week's Lance, maligning ~oach Gino Fracas and staff,
written by "resident football experts," Mr. Rollo and
Mr. Brown. We are happy to see that these "resident
experts" saw fit to jump on U. of T. coach Doug Mitchell's bandwagon and undeservedly crucify Gino Fracas, while other experts throughout the country disclaimed Mitchell's statements,
Coach Doug Hargreives of Queen's University stated, "I took the liberty to write Doug Mitchell and
tell him about the positive role that Gino Fracas has
played in Canadian football for so many years. He picked on the wrong guy because Gino is so respected in our
game."
As "active" participants in OUAAfootball, we would
like to straighten out these "resident experts" on several
key points of mis-information.
1. Re: "outdated training techniques
_
-· we have weekly spring and summer football skill sessions
- we have a strength and conditioning coach with an up
to date conditioning program
- we have practices twice a day during training camp;
this is comparible to most OUAA teams.

2. Re: "Philosophical thinking of his playing days in the
1950's"
- Windsor is recognized for having one of the most innovative offenses in the league
- our defence changes and adapts to the needs of each
particular situation
, .
- the only thing held over from the 1950 s 1s Coach
Fracas' four D's: discipline, dedication, determination
and desire ... four qualities that any coach would want
in his football players.
3. Re: "hopelessly losing the support and respect of its
fans and students alike"
- the Lancer football team appreciates the support that
they receive from their "true" fans
.
- as for the kind of support the program has received
from these two "resident experts", the program does not
need them and is better off without them.
4. Re: "We feel Coach Gino Fracas must be relieved of

Union anytime, because it is a democracy, and it will
eventually admit when it is wrong, with shortcomings
corrected.
Meanwhile, the Soviet Union takes the hard line, still
refusing to apologize for this incideQt, and even threatens it might do so again with no remorse whatsoever.
Here are the facts, just to refresh your memory: On
the night of August 31, 1983, the Soviet Union shot
down a civilian jetliner with 269 people aboard. Korean
Airlines Flight 007 had strayed off its' flight path into
Soviet airspace. At first the Soviets denied it, but later
changed their story when the United States relea~d
tapes from a listening post in northern Japan, proving
they had lied.
.
.
The United States had a reconnaissance plane m the
vicinity in International Waters, but it only c~e wi~hin
75 miles of the Korean jet. It flew in the opposite direction and landed an hour before the airliner was shot
down. The Soviets subsequently accused the civilian
jet of being on a spy mission.

r~

i

disregard for human life, not to ~e~tion Jnt~rnational
Law. To the rest of the world this 1s down-nght coldblooded, not to mention unfathomable reasoning. It is
also disappointing the way the United States has use.d
the incident so obviously to its' advantage, and how 1t
showed a slight heavy-handedness in marshalling evidence against the Soviets while not admitting its' own
involvement.
We can still trust the United States over rhe Soviet

the coac hing duties of the Windsor Lancers"
- as to this ludicrous statement, Coach Fracas has the
full support of his team and the school administration
- there is no Windsor high school coach or assistant
university coach who is of the same calibre as Gino Fracas
- why would a Canadian university have to go to the
U.S.A. to find a coach when Windsor already has one of
the most respected coaches in Canada.

- Queen's coach Doug I largreives nored that he has
served with Gino Fracas for several years on the technical committies for Canadian Amateur Football,
''!;ino's JU\t one ~upcr guy and vcr) respe.:ted ever)·
where he goes"
- Coach Fracas was Coach of the \'ear 111 1978; was
chosen coach of the Canadian-American team in 1977
and was assisted in that capacity by Darwin Semotiuk
of Western, and Doug Hargreives of Queen's.
In closing, it should be noted that these two people
have done more to damage the reputation of Lancer
football in a single stroke of the pen, than any number
of losing seasons could have done. Coach Fracas is a
man of integrity, and an unsubstantiated, ignorant,
attack of this kind was totally uncalled for.
The University of Windsor Lancer Football Team
P.S. Coach Fracas ...

The team is behind you l lO~o.

Dear Editor:
I am writing so that you may help me to inform the
students of the University of Windsor of a matter regarding The Globe and Mail student discount, recently advertised in The Lance and around campus by pamphlet.
The student special offered 50% off of the regular
subscription rate for home deliver)'. I lowever, as of
October 8th, the Globe began to distribute its ''National" edition in Windsor, which 1s a condensed version
of the edition received bv subscribers prior to that date.
Furthermore, the cost of the paper at the dispenser boxes and in retail shops (including the U. of W. Bookstore
and the boxes around campus) dropped to 25 cents
per issue, half the price of the previous edition, from
Monday through Friday. The Saturday/Weekend edition
remains at 50 cents per issue, but its size has been radi·
cally cut, with whole sections left out completely.

A Boeing 747 Jumbo is nothing like a C-13~ .. A 7~7
is almost twice as big as a C-135, and has a distinctive
hump over the cockpit. There was no mist~king the
jet; the Soviets just didn't think before shooting. They
were blinded by security reasons.
In contrast to this, Russian planes have strayed over
Alaskan territory, and were guided back to Russian territory by the United States.
The total truth about this incident may never be
known but the above information shows that we can
trust in the free press of a democracy much more than
a totalitarian dictatorship's press.

So much for the great student bargain. The Globe's
London rep . daims chac as home delivery prices are to
remain the same ($3 .00 per week), there will be no rebate to students on the special rate suhscripcion pro gram, who will now receive the shortened or conJensed
version.
J personally feel. that thl• paper that I .paid for (and
happily received for cwo weeks) is materially different
from the one on my doiJr~tep this morning. I am si_mply
not receinng the edinon that l bargained for and I want
m y money back. If you feel the ~ame way, or feel th~t
at least a rebate is in order, contact your Globe rep. in
\\ indsor ac 736-8248, or lea\'C ) our name with me in
the Community Legal Aid office. do\\ nstairs in the
La" building.
Joe Wener

Law Ill

.!Th e muse.
.,
The cnuse.
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in response to a Letter to the
Edita; entitled "The Plain Truth" which appeared in the
Oct . 6ch issue of the Lance.
Firstly I would like to extend my thanks and admiration to Terry I lrynyk (who wrote the letter), for being
one of the first persons to speak out in support of the
cruise missile. I was very pleased that Hrynyk pointed
out that we wlio support the cruise arc not death-loving
warmongers. Instead, I must add to this by saying that
people who support the cruise tend to be well informed,
rational individuals who realize that to "refuse the
cruise" may mean refusing security and accepting a
greater pot~ntial for war.
If a person can think logically with even an ounce of
intelligence, he/she will realize that the more military
power that a country possesses, the greater the fear will
be in the minds of the enemy.
Thus the question is not whether we can dispose of
nuclear arms to make peace, but rather, whether we as
a nation can keep up in order to retain peace.
All arguments aside, this letter is intended to support
Terry Hrynyk and to encourage anyone else who feels as
we do to come forth and make yourself known.
Maybe someday the U. of W. "Stud ents for Nuclear
Disarmament" will come back from Fantasy Island and
take a good look at the real world.

.I

A

The Lance, October 13, 1983 , page six.-----------------------------------------------------

We consider alternative viewpoints : that nuclear
armament 1s immoral and dangerous; that as human
beings. we have the right to live without the threat of
holocaust, that so-called "peace" through strength
1s a lie and that the arms race not only threatens the
survival of humanity but also that people are dying
from the nuclear arms buildup right now.

Nucleardisarmament
Dear Editor:
Re: Terry Hrynyk 's letter of October 6.

I would like to make perfectly clear that the Univer·
sity of Windsor Students for '.uclear Disarmament, as a
group on campus, is not affiliated with any political or·
ganization. Our membership includes scientists, artists,
engineers, and business students as well as members of
diverse political parries. We welcome any ne\\ members
genuinely interested in achieving peace. What we all have
in common is the hope and desire to end the madness of
the nuclear arms race.

In all of this we have never called for unilateral disarmament. What we have been demanding is a bi-lateral,
mutually verifiable freeze on all testing and production
of nuclear weapons and their components. We also believe that anyone who thinks we can fight a limited nuclear war (and win) is dangerously naive. Therefore,
when the President of the United States begins to talk
of nuclear war restricted to Europe with 2 million "acceptable" casualities, we attack his policies as increasing
world tension and decreasing the chances of negotiating
a frcc.te.

A letter to the Editor should be limited to 500 words
or less. They may be ~ubmitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped of at the Lance's mailbox at the
SAC office on the second floor of the University Centre
during normal business hour s. A Lance mailbox is also
found at the University Centre desk. The Lance rese;ves
the right to edit all letters for libel and space. All letters
must be signed.

The Cruise Missile brings us to a new era in the arms
race, and we as Canadians arc unwilling to participate.
Again, refusing the cruise does not mean unilateral disarmament on the part of the West. Rather it suggests an
alternative to the continued build-up of nuclear arsenals
and the fear and paranoia this build-up creates. World
leaders have considered using nuclear weapons in the
past; it is not to our advantage to have these weapons

around.
Yours in peace,
Mireille Coral
President, University of Windsor
Students for Nuclear Disarmament

PAC award given
Dear Editor:
The Public Administration Club is pleased to announce the recipients of the 1982-83 club awards. The
awards arc given to the female and male students in the
field of Public Administration who achieve the highest
academic standing.
This year's awards have been given to Joan Campbell
and Michael McBride. The Executive congratulates both
Joan and Mike and hopes that next September we will\
once again be able to present club awards recognizing
achievement in the Public Administration program here
at the University of Windsor.
I would like to thank Mrs. Marie Renaud, Director
of Student Awards, for her assistance in making this
award available.
Steven Peters
President, Public Administration Club
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interactive,

by Chris Edwards
For the past two weeks,
wc'\'e been cxam111mg computer
systems. Bdon: we get off the
topic of p er sonal comput er s for
a littl e while, I'd like to devote
some time to describe some very
important new systems that ar e
now on-line. and portend gr eat
things for the future: the information utilities.
lnforrnauon
utilities are giant
data banks full of information
that you can access from your
home, gidng you all kinds of
data that could be of interest
co you, your family or your
business.
·1oday.
more
th:111
e\·er before, computer
hackers
.ire access111g information
that
1~ hterall\'
thousands
of miles
from their homes. ·1o make the
persnnal computer communicate
o\·er telephone lines, ) ou '11ha\'e
tr, purchase
.i.nother piece of
equ.pment,
called a modem.
The
'lh>dem
11cms the
computer
t<' 'tali- , in d1gita ,
form, O\ er basic common .:ar r.er \\ ire~. whid1 is ~ our woncte r·
ful p.1one 5y,tem . •\s compurer
use ~,egms to pro I 'crate,
the
modem
,tho,,,
co•nputers
to
lO'llmt.ni...ate
\\ lt'l eadi other.
This 1s wh, \\e\c- been hearing
:so much about to,1rteen \ear old
kith brc-akmg into g1Jnt svsterns
and foohnr. arot.ntl, such as at
I os .\lamos,
or e\·en such inter es ting scenanos ,IS the one 111
the movie "\\'ar C,ames". ·1his
1s also why ~ nu Jre going to hear
more and more about a concept
c1 lled the electronit communit)
hullettn board in the near ft1Lure.
where mterestc-d par11es c;.1n get
toged1er over a computer confer·
encmg system, instead of phys,-

two-way

games with som eone in Boise,
Idaho, ere., et c., ad infinitum ..
Sounds great, but how much
thre e main information utilities
will it cost? Information utilities,
operating
in the U.S. today:
like gas, electrical
and water
E. 1.E.S., th e electronic inforrna·
utiliues, do not come cheap. The
tion exchange system; CompuSource charges a one·time only
Se r\'e, from Columbus,
Ohio,
fee of SlOO US. This fee covers
and the Sourc e , which we will
registration,
account
set-up,
be looking at today.
Source II) and passwords assign·
The Source is operated
out
ment ,\lso included in this fee
of \\'est \'irginia, but can he acare lifetime subscriprions to two
cessed from a local \\'ats line.
rnagatine~. Source Digest, and
(her 1200 features, services and
Source World ;-...ewsle tter, and,
program,; are a\'ailable, selected
also g1\·es you what I hear is one
to appeal to as broad an audiof the most complete manuals
ence as possible. Subscribers can
on ,1 S) stem e,·er \\ ntten.
take advantage of at least six
Of course, you ha\'e to t'on·
different
communications
opsider hourly phone rates, The
tions, including a \'Cf)' sop hislowest kc you 'II pa) 1s S<J.00
ticated elc-ctro111c mail system
per month for user time, so c-\·en
that will no: on!) deli\·er r1ail
1f) uu don't use the- Source you
to ) ou e\·er) ume you sign on,
still rav :-.9.oo per month. Stanbut also allo\\'s you ro send mass
d ..rd baud, m clur,1ctcr rate ol
mailings to o, er 200 other ~uh
300 baud~ per se~ond, a1bout the
scriber~ at 011ce Thu~ we see rhe
time 1t t kes to fill an a,·erage
beg111nings . of the Ion~&\\ aired
screen ,, 1•h mformativn,
costs
C' ectromc
com mun it~ bulletm
~20 .7 5 per h •iur 7 a.m . to 6
bo, ra
p.m . \\eekJavs,
and S7 .75 per
lm·estors
w1l find a1 \\ 1de
liour
nights , \I eekends , and
range ,it current rnform.n ,on on
ho h J.t\'S , It 1s 1wt cheap · Stu ·
1iave
5tc>cks, bond, and cornmod1ries,
dies
shown
that
the
111,·
udin g an o pu,>n to ha\'e
avenige Source usc-r spend~ $25
t'le •r portfolio~
autom ticall)
per month.
But t,1ke heart,
updated and prese•1ted
t signfor even one I!> ah\ l\ s l"Omini::
on t,me. Bus1'less people \\ 111 up \\ ith \\ .i,·s to put the sere,\ s
find .i \\ e,1lth of econonrn:,
to '\fa Bel, .111dget access time
po me I ,rnd trade mform uon
a little l'heJper.
111s1dethe Source, als,i.
It , ou \\ ant more mformaCompurer owners Cdll swap
ti,m .ibout the ')ource, tr) cal
program5, pl.l) games, talk ahout
ling
1·700-743-7540,
(n's
a
soap·operas,
travel,,
poc-tn,
collect c II l If ) ou'd lik e to
trade
Jrticle~
of
•nterest ,
pu1sue this topic 1 11\ further,
1.:,,ndult research
m fact
I'd reco.nmend
p1lk111g up a
do an) th111g that your 1P1aginacop) of · l'ht' Sr'la,I (\imputc1
t ion \\ 111 allm,. ,\lake reservaConnection",
b) :-..'e1l Shapiro
tions for flights , access the UPI
(\\JcroText
Publications -l 9R3),
w ire service and bee ome a Ioca""
l ~-= a_,c..c·
ec..cr
.,_·
_._r..e='c
..1s='e~st;.a.a
c.;.
te"'1
""
11
-e_n~t -'~ln_ h_u=''nc-wsp.1per, S<'arch for Jobs 111the
vour rn0dem could change vour
career netwo•k, tour the restau life.
rant circuit in a town you're
Next
Weck:
High -t ech T oy
going to ,·,sit, read the latest
Rc,iews

1

469 Pelissier St.
258-7336

Student Cuts
Guys $10.00
Gals $11. - $13 .
Halloween

Special

---~-~----...-

Some like ii hot. Pour 1112
ounces (more or less to
taste) of .\\r. Boswn
Peppermint Schnapps
into a mug of steaming
hot chocolate. Top with
a generous dollop of
whipped cream.
.'\\akes a frothy.
delicious after-dinner
cntertainrnim for people
who like their hot
chocola.tl' with a touch
ol cool

An old favourite.
Popularized b) friend!)
con\'ersation and happy
onasions.
rour a little .\\r. Boston
rcppenmnt Schnapps on
a heaping mound of your
favourite ice cream
.\takes a 111oun~1inof
ddight.

- Sale or rent wigs,
sideburns, mustaches
- $2 and up
- Plalloween makeovers.

No Appointment Necessary
Visa Accepted
227 4 Wyandotte St. W.
near University of Windsor
254-8053

/°niversity

o•~~

!Z

HAIRWORKS
UNISEX HAIRSTYLISTS

Bookstore

Jacket Day
Thurs.October20th ·
198310 a.m.-6 p.rh.
~

fil

,

,\\r. Boston Peppermint
Sd1napps is so versatik·
and has such a dean,
fresh taste. you may
prl'ler it your own way.
:--omatter what anyone
savs.Go ahead It's vour
sl1ot.
•

Leather & Melton
Light Satin
Leather

98.50 plus tax
53.45 plus tax
174.50 plustax

All Jackets winter lined
& Bomber styled

(

~
i
J.)
•

Somt' like it cool. The
simple dassic .. \Ir. &1ston
Peppermint Schnapps all
bv itself . Or just add ilt'
c1ndturn the taste of a cool
hn~czcuuo a blizzard.
Great after dinner After
w~1rk.

Must be paid in full
at time of order.
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The Purple and White
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The Purple and White, March 22, 1937
The Purple and White , March 2, 1937
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"DAD, I FAILED SPELLING AGAIN."

February 7, 1969

November 12, 1965

'

'

February 5,
1965

November 26, 1965

ll(O)
My loveaffairwithHeavyMetal
The
business
at hand
1s
,\1otlc)
Cruc - four L,~ lads
leaning heavily on the glammetal tradition. The) 're "bad•·
and they come prepared with
fire. blood, "devilish·• imagerr,
and the sexiest brand of anormal
androg:, ny (some ants-sexist concession to fem,111.·~in he,n·,· metal, no doubt?) this side of the
-..:cw \ ork Dolls.
But n·erythmg
about
the
Crue tdls me that style hides
(a dearth of) substance.
l.wn their h,1ir :s s,tdlv over·
r,,ted.
Bmhda}
Part) 's '\ 1ek
CJ1 c, ,, 1th l11s longish unguJrd
cd locks. could lea, e most ot
( rue··s cos ff ere tll)ns m the
dustb111
\nd thl ir Co\'cr of ''I kiter
S,-cltu"
,1 n1ch Swuxs1c
'>1oux, I ir example.
w,•k to
the l1 eights of ,eh110 delirium
1s ,,nlv slight!\ better than the
pom tlcss p1 es 0f th ras,1 that
i!rac..: tile rest ot Shout At The
De, ii. thL·•r 11u1c,,• \ 111)' offer

llltVocalist Vince Neil: Motley Crue's concession to wolllen

01 t'1c f1." spar1ss worth
tann n~ ,'lac.
trcre ~ '"'>hout
..r tht
ne, ii..
an m c•long
piece
of sneed1y
1nonotol1\
th,H at h:.1,t .Ira\\, on my teen
chant-along
tendcne1es ~nd ha~
me snt·a111111gwith II like your
avcr.1ge Jlle) ·1.·at 111 heat, and
then, ''Hed I lot," so fast and
funous t 11t It hareh stops to
waste n•e 1\lth its call to arms

111 rock.

hy Lorc:n..:o Huj
MOTLEY CRl E
··shout at the De, ii'"
(Elektra)
I'm almost cert ...111 that the nc\1 ,1 .,c of I le.1,·) \lc:t..d den\'Cs lar
gl'I) from the rekmdlcd \ 1rilit) of long-haired ,ldolcscl·nt~ reacting t,l
the political psss·takrng bra,hncss of \lunk and the f1ipp) dront 0•

a, c pop
Def Lcppanl"s Joe Ul1ot, for one, goes ;1lwut ,laggmg off punks,
Clash, etc, an)' chancc he gets. Hut 11c:know char\ only because he
and his Clcarasil-crc11 plar that shin\' metal that cuts 1t 111th the
masses of underage "he.1d'1 ngcr, · \\ h,1 .ilsn flod, tn the profourd
poes,· of Journe\ ,,r St\\.
f• lliot claims he's got something to '>J.)' and SO \\'e should g,ithcr
around; but somebody better tap 111111
on thl shoulder Jnd tdl hm1
he's certain I) no DJ\ 1d I .t·c l{,H'l.
It'll take cons of t'\\1lut1011 for the rest of the metal personaht1e,
to catch up with Roth's mouth
the hest in the bus111<:~s JI,,•,
however i~ another story
clcctro-11

---~

/{,,

k1/,

S(

I •Ill

thm11?!J>tbr i1lf!.l'l

,/

/111.,/1/

Im• 11g< , , '.l
l 11.f r:·e Mou·

/tile 7, 1th ,I<light
,1111011,· 111111./,
wit/. yo111· tr,obl
\11,/ 1,,g,tlcr .t<' st,111.f /or tb,•
}(Jlt/l•

I ,a) that 1f the k,ds ,,ant
,rnnc sort of the,1tn< l csc:apc·
removed from thc stn:ct·grimt·
of
trad t1onal
metal,
tht·)
shouldn't
run to Crue·s prettmcss
(or
nen
l.cppard's

silliness) but to something like
the shining dark of Bauhau 's
r,•,i/ heanncss.
An\' rivet-head ll'irh an ounce
of CO~Sl'JOUsness should be able
to cut through
,\\otle)
Crue's
thinny
guitars,
hea\'y (maan)
drums, and dcril'ativc screcch.
and practically trade 1t and the
"hole new tidal wave of metal
in for the glorious pyrotechnics
of that most metallic of punk
outfits: (. B.11.
(,1rlschool used to ha1·c me

learning in bed, and I'm still
waiting for some .\\ano war to
sink its teeth into me, but who's
to tell me that today's metal
health 1s anything more than a
-pathcuc
retrcnd
of
those
blood) s~ormer~ of ol.d Sah·
b.n'1. Pnest, cven Zeppelin.
In fact, if It wasn't tor the
romance this punk can find m
the occasional becr-wnked
air·
guitar paradise, I'd sa) that 11\\
1983, often stands for nothmg
more than I lcavy ,\\asturbation

A sense of maturity
hy Rohcrta Mock
,\•1 ~l.<j \I Ith .I SllO\\ l'O'le ,ll'd
u,tton
c.rnd,, 11 n ,1llim ~s n
m n '
I c1·1ba r ...cd ll•r ' ·111e
(,n. res: '>Ihm on I ar•I ·. t'le
RmgliP~ Bro•l,u,
B ir11um .1Pd
Bu In < m.:,1,
I it· ~·srlu, ,
ro,,n PHI
11.1,P t l out t<' 111,s •l,t opp ,rtl ,n~
to
ht emh r ssed IJ\
clc11111\ ol lc , l the h.g 11 11 ir~
o.:rlor 11us r, t1tht. ,n1u11111ul
,p.rndn:,
nd lie dl',gu,tcJ
In
re.ii "(rc\l.h.s , n turc.'
I 11 tho,c 11 10 1rcn't 1.0111 UH:c-1
rh.1t tht· urt·.i,
could
c,1pturt
th1.· .lttcnuon
of thl'
p,•st pul>t·,t·enl, the 1artl t} of
pt rkc ti} ') ncroni1ed ,let, rc·lll)
doc, ,uceccd 111 a111ng "ch1ld1c:n
of ,1ll ge, " It takes .i su1,c ol
m:nunry-rn
rC'al1zc fhl"lkpl'l, err
d.111gcr 1111
olvcd
,1·1th \11gucl
\'J1qucy\
qu.1druplc ,omcr,.ndt
from ,1 t rapezc tn the h,md, of
,1 c.1td1tr
Or hu11 ,tl>out l·hin
Ba•c', ,•c1th·dd\'1ng romp bl111,i·
luhkd on .i ,p11111111~ fo t1 toot
"\\ht·d t•f lk,1th?''
If ) ou'rt· 111tngued h) the
freak, of till 11orld. the .:1r.:us
fcaturls \l1chu, a 33-mch midg-

"j

Michu, a full 33.

t't
h he· re all~ , m 1dgct or ju,,
an C\trcmdy ugl} child?
l•orgl t the prc,sure,
11h,d1
111sist that l lrn1s-goer, must he
under IO ytar, old and mdulgt·
1 our f.lnr ..,1c, 1 l'h1.· l'lrt·u, 11tll
l,c Jt jm· l.1>U1S ,\rcna through
Ckwht·r 16

Grab Hold of a Great Deal
t (

·0---::.~.~
~

/..~'1

"Coming Soon"

~

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
PARTY
AT
FACES
ONCOLLEGE
Oct. 29, 1983
TIME
: 8:00P.M.
COME
JOINTHEFUN
CALL

256-5001

Prizes for
Best
Costume &
Best Dressed
Couple

To n ig ht

Night Shift
902 CALIFORNIA

Costumes, Make-up and
Accessories for Hallowe 'en
Open Weekdays unti l 9 pm
Saturdays until 6 pm

~

1041 Dougall Ave.
Harnpton Plaza

969-4055
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der Bond formula works well

- - -------------------------------------------------The

Gunsexviolence!

Right
from
the
opening,
Connery 's presence demands at ·
tention,
making the audience
forget the missing 007 conventions:
the opening gun
barrel sequence, the James Bond
theme, the Maurice Binder titles. In fact , since th e production
team lacked many of the con ventions because they didn't
have rights to chem, they went
to the other extreme co become
downright anti-formulaic . Never Say Never Again is better
for this.

Connery
doesn 't say "My
name is Bond ... James Bond."
He doesn't have to. He doesn't
have co order dry vodka martinis, shaken not stirred.
He
just gees chem .
He doesn't
argue with Q in order to determine who is more obnox ious.
He doesn't
have any
"swooning
with Miss Moneypenny" scenes that grew bloody
tiresome several years ago. And
best of all, Connery no longer
hides his "Scotland
Forever"
tattoos on his forearm.
Never Say Never
Again
plays at the Vanity.
See it.
(Sorry about the limp ending.)
J ames Bond
(Sea n C o n n e ry ) resc u es Do m in o, a lascivious
lass
(K im Basin ger) fr om o ne of the worl d 's richest me n a nd t h us
m ainta in s t h e Bon d tradition
of immac ula te de co rum an d gent lemanl y c o urage triump h ing ove r evil in it s most d eca d ent an d twiste d form s.

by Gle nn Warner
First of all, Sean, Rog, and
are really getting sick of
people pointlessly arguing about
who plays the better Bond.
Connery the rugged Scotsman
differs so radically from Moore
the English gentleman that comp arisons are superficial at best.
Neve r Say Never Again is

essentially a remake of Thund erball, which starred Connery
in 1965, but the movie appeals
through its freshness, not because it's like the old Connery
Bonds.
It is new, with more
of the gratuitous sex and violence and less of the tasteless
jokes that make a mockery
of Moore's Bond.
Never Say
Never Again looks better with
a sleek visual style not as apparent
m the latest Bonds.

by Roger Hebe rt

After thirteen films, I have
gro\\n
accustomed
to Jamcs
Bond :.hooting at me and filling
the screen with blood. The absence of such a beginning made
it hard to absorb the fact that
I was really watching a Bond
film. Neve r Say Never Again
has the basic formula of its
predecessors
but
with some
slightly stale ingredients .
Sean Connery has been away
from the Bond role for twelve
years and it seemed to cake him
a third of the film to redevelop
the character. Edward Fox is un -

convincing in the role of ''M"
and Max Von Sydow has more
hair in his ears than previous
Blofelds have had on their
heads, Klaus Maria Brandauer is
excellent
as the classic Bond
villian. something the latest 007
films have been unable to establish.
The basic plot sticks closely
to that of Thundcrball the 1965
film in which its screenplay is
derived. The onl y difference this
· time is that they have hijacked
cruise missiles instead of plain
ordinary nuclear bombs.
Even though the film doesn't
fit in with the progression of the
Broccoli Bond films, it takes a
direction away from the corn
and double·entendres
that pre·
vious Bond films have been plagued with. Once Connery takes
off so does the film, and producer Jack Schwartzman's
apparent idea to re-establish the ol-

and even looks to be a fres h
change
from
the
days
of
Goldfinger and Thundcrball.
Even though the film has a
weak ending, out of the Bond
tradition,
we can't forget the
gadgets, the fights, beautiful
women, the chases, and Bond
narrowly escaping death with
almost an immonal flair. One
major problem the film has is
the
soundtrack.
The
Bond
theme is gone and sorrowly
missed, especially during those
classic high speed car chases
(this time , 007 scraps the Lotus
for a rocket powered motorcycle) .
If you 're a fan of the Bond
films, or if you just like a lot of
action then Never Say Never
Again will make for an enjoyable
evening. If you're lucky, James
may even show you a sample of
his new secret weapon.

In SA C's Pub...

Mondaytake-up

Folk-blues guitarist Spencer Bohren is a solo guitar-slinger who
dresses in the late-Depression and early War styles and totes fedora
and Panama-type headwear.
A Wyoming native and now a veteran .of the New Orleans music
scene, Bohren's attachment to blues is grounded in a unique appreciation of jazz, country, rock, and even gospel.
He played in rock n' roll bands for 15 years before going solo.
Moving on to folk rock at about the same time that Dylan d id,
Spencer began doing "a lot of digging in the musical heritage of
this country, white and black."
And so it goes. Bohren's own "new blues" repertoire makes
for a live show that's as engaging as it is eccentric.
In addition to the four guitars he uses ( a 30's National Brass,
a 1948 Gibson, a handmade Max Kimel model, and a National
electric), Bohren's energy and rhythms often make for a sweatsoaked shirt he has to change every set.
With a set including numerous traditional
pieces, and suc h
originals as "Eloise"-about
a romantic involvement with a wom an
who kicked his teeth in-and "Everybody Loves Those Dead Presidents," Bohren will be kicking it up and kicking it ar ou n d at Sac's
Pub on Monday, October 17.

LSAT/GMAT
GRE/SAT
CLASSES NOW FORMING:
SEMINARS HELD YEAR-ROUND
Sou thfi t:ld • Troy • Dearborn
Ann Arbor • East Lansing • Grand Rapid s
Toledo • Bow ling Green • Cleveland
(313) 540·5988

University Test Preparation Service, Inc .
30700 Telegraph, Suite. 2501, Birmingham ,
Ml48010
"The Test Preparation Specialists

A ll Grad Stud ent s invi ted t o

The Grad House
The Hom e of th e D rug Plan
presents

The Hall owe en Bash
Ad mi ssion: $5.
includes FREEBee r
& Pizza
A ll N ight
(Limited

Tickets)

O THER FEATURES
udi e s Night is Friday; Happ y Hour, 4-9 p.m. M onday& W ednesday;
Tuesday is M ovie Night
O pen 4 p.m.-7 a.m. Mon day-Friday
552 Sunset AYl!nue
(Across from the M ath Building)

Now Playing at a Thea tre near you. Check your local listings for details. Subject to
classification.

I'
I

I
I
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:..an intelligent man,. yet he has an optimistic view qf human progress'

A~T()tl.J[l~

What visionis left?

l~Al)II() TAV£1~~
S46 Ol'EU.ETTI-, \\'E.
\\ 'l~DSOR . O'.\T.
Sat. Oct. 15

Thurs. Oct. 13 "B·Sharp"
&
Guest Appearance "All Wave
Music"

Sun. Oct. 16

Blues Buzz Band
Hot Rod Blues

with
Spencer Bohren

Frl. Oct. 14

Vital Signs

POSITION AVAIIABLE
JANUARY 1, 1984
Resident Housekeeper(s)
Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.
Duties: Cleaning and Security
Salary. Rent free aparbnent & weekly honorarium

Application deadline: Nov. 1, 1983

~;tv~

For further information
contact
Iona College 253-7257

~

-,/

~

IONA COLLEGE
.. ..

Vt

lit',HY

Of

WiMO'SOII'

Aquarium Starter Kit
.suitable for
tropical fish
and gold fish
.contains all
necessary
accessories
.Just add
bullets and
fish
2732 Tecumseh Rd. W.
University Mall
252-1919

$19.99

We participate in "Sac's Discount Card"
program.

October 18, 1983

Donald G. Bates, M.D.

Professor of the History of Medicine,
McGill University
Member, National Board of Directors,
Physicians for Social Responsibility/
Canada

delivers the 1983 Iona Lecture

"Technology: God of War
or Peace"
8:00 p.m. in Ambassador
Auditorium
University Centre

~
COLLEGE
IONA

1,1111',tttllf'f'

253-7257

Of
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Free Admittance

by Desmond McGrath
THE EBB OF AFFLUENCE
by David William Carr
Human Progress Press
141 pages ($8.50 paperback)

A little while ago 269 "innocent bystanders" were massacred but nobody remembers
anymore. Ilalf the world is
starving and so are people in
your own city. You yourself
cannot trust the food you
swallow for it is loaded with
unknown chemicals. Somebody
got murdered as you read this,
somebody
else raped.
Few
people in this part of the world
want to know. The attitude
is more like "Yes, but my
company's sales were up 3 per
cent last month!"
What vision is left and 1s
anyone asking?
In spite of all this there
is David William Carr, a man
who is intelligent yet has an
optimistic vision of human progress. In his book The Ebb of
Affluence he argues that the
decline of Western civilization is
upon us, that this decline is
not yet mcversible, and that
only massive reforms in governments and world economic
srructure can prevent a worldwide regression mto barbarism.
Carr is not talking about
the barbarism of nuclear wa1
that he docs not discuss the
possibility of life's destruction
is one of the book's maJor
flaws. Instead he focuses on
the inhumanity of those pursuing th,.ir

immrdi::irr

rcnnomie

self-interest, whcter they be
multinational
corporations
or
mdi\'iduals. Such people, Carr
claims, ha\'c taken the temporary post-war economic boom
to be a permanent state of
,1ffairs
guaranteed
hy
high
technology.
It was once belic\'cd that
mdustnalizauon would cure all
economic ills in time. but the
industrial rc\·olution was nc\\
then. 1'\owadays, as the novelty
of nC\\ technology fades, it
1s bccommg
apparent
that
technology will not, after all,
guarantee the stcamlined eff1c1ency and prosperity of Brave
New World, will not eliminate
poverty.

Carr's complaint is that the
generation of the l 940's and
SO's have not ric;I themselves
of the belief that technology
ensures affluence. Instead "they
relish their dream world with
its promise of permanent affluence and its wine and cheese";
they are too insulated and wilfully blind to do anything else.
It is chis irresponsibility and
self-indulgence rampant in Western society that Carr blames
for the failure of democratic
and economic institutions and
for the low moral standards
40's and

Carr

50's "dream-world gcm·ration'
for abandoning moral integrity
in favour of self-interest, a
betrayal of values which he
compares to that of the Vichy
government, collaborators with
I litler. Nowadays, instead of
Hitler's Nazism, values are compromised for the "tyranny and
fascism•· of the self-interested,
who in Carr's view pose the
greatest threat to human pro·
grcss since WWII.
/\ny attempt to explain the
world's ills will necessarily be
\implistic; so is The Ebb of
Affluence. It's cover hypes it
as "The one indispensable guide
to
what's gone wrong with
our world - and hoY. to fix it",
as if the problems were as
specific and managcablt as those
in How to Fix Your Chevrolet.
The trouble with Carr's explanations is not that they arc
wrong, JUSt that they arc in-

Commerce

adequate. For mstance, to explain the failure in democracy
Carr suggests that corporate
oligarchies arc a ruling minority, that the majority are
themselves too individualistic
to notice, and that where we
should have moral· and intellectual leadership in public office
we have mere power-holding.
These conclusions are plausible
enough but inadequately presented - they arc set down
with little or no supporting
evidence and left there.
At times Carr's conclusions
derive more from wishful thinking than from actual fact, as
when he declares that people
in the Western world will reject
the adverse effects and the
morality of affluence and technology and will not only tolerate
but demand radical reform.
Carr nowhere tells why a person
who so far has had no more
ambition than to be a cog in
someone's economic machine
will risk his sense of purpose
and security for a new set of
ideals.
Elsewhere Carr speaks of the
breakdown of the global system
- as if it ever worked. I lumans
have heen morally weak, materialistic, and cruel for centuries;
we just have bigger weapons
now. Problems arc more complex now because there arc
more of us than ever, too
complex for Carr or anyone
else to be able to answer them.
This docs not mean that we
can forgt:t abouc oppression,
poverty, ignorance, and inhumanity; we should always try
to alleviate such problems, but
we should not expect to find
final answers to them. Nor
is the fact that there arc no
simple answers an excuse to
fall into despair and defeatism.
The value of Carr's book
lies in its sense of urgen-cy,
its humanity, and its refusal
to compromise its principles. He
calls on us to tap our resources
of love, reason, and compassion
and to demand more of ourselves. You can condemn Carr
for being a Utopian dreamer,
but if you do then you arc
part of the problem.

Society

presents

Mr.M.J. Closs
President of Chrysler Canada Corp.
will speak on

The Chrysler Recovery:
Management and Marketing Techniques
Date: Tuesday, October 18
Date: Tuesday, October 18
Where: Room 1101 Business Bldg.
Time: 1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

------~
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MaraudersstumbleoverLancers,20-3
by Dave Dorken

Saturday, on a rain-soaked
field in Hamilton, the University of Windsor Lancers football team was once again the
victim, this time in a 20-3
thrashing, and splashing, at the
hands of the McMaster Marauders.
The loss gives the Lancers
a perfect five for five- losses
that is-record in Ontario Universities Athletic Association
football play.
"Once agam we gave up the
easy touchdown,
and we've
been plagued all year with
turnovers," explained coach Fracas.
"It wasn't a productive
day for either team."
The
marsh-like
McMaster
field stymied ,\1arauder quarterback Phil Scarfone's
passing
threat.
Ranked fifth best in
Canada, the Mac pivot was
only able to complete nine
of 23 passes, and he tossed
a pair of interceptions.
In the first quarter, after
three minutes, and a string of
incomplete passes, the Marauders went on the scoreboard

as Andre Shadrach booted a
34 yard field goal.
McMaster recovered the ball
on the next series of plays
after Lancers' quarterback John
Mistele fumbkd
while being
sacked on his own 18 yard line.
Scarfone couldn't move the ball
against the Lancer defence,
and the club tried for another
field goal.
This time Shadrach was wide, and the Lancers conceded the sing~c.
Lancers' tough running back,
Gino Castellan, dropped the
ball on the next play, a run up
the middle, to set the ,\1arauders up for yet another field
goal attempt.
Once again,
McMaster settled for a single,
as Sha<lrach was wide of the
mark.
\leither team could do much
with the ball. After a series
of attempts, McMaster finally
put the ball in the Lancers'
end zone. Marauder Jeff Treftlin picked up a punt on his
own 35, and ran it all the way
back for the major. The conversion gave Mac a 12-0 lead
going into the second quarter.

Rare performance of the Marauder mating dance, but Lancer Mike Plante (19) isn't buying it.
The two clubs mo\'ed the
ball better in the second frame.
but netrher team managed a
major. The only potnt of the
period came on another missed
field goal attempr by ShJdrach,
this time from the 38,

In the third quarter, the
Lancers' ,\1istele took a pounding.
Deep in his own end,
,\1istele tried to pass, but was
sacked and dropped the ball.
'V\c.\1aster reco\'ered on the eight
yard !me.

Lancers
placehighintrack,crosscountry
by David Gagner
i\fter a successful season last
year Dr. Salter's Lancer track
team is on the move again . Th is
time placing fourth in mens and
second in womens team standings at the Sixth Annual Monarch Invitational Cross Country
Run in Macomb College, as well
as second overall at the McMaster Invitational
Traci< Meet.
"We do have a good team this
year," stated Dr. Salter, "bu t
our main objective right now is
to enjoy the outdoor track and
gear up for the indoor meets
without incurring injuries."
This year the Lancers are
without the amazing talents of
Andy Buckstein and Chris Capewell who lead the team to sever-

al victories. llowever, the absence hasn't seemed ro hinder
the team too much as they enjoy the outdoor track.
At the Monarch Invit ati on al
Windsor's Mike Murray set a new
course record at 25:59.2 in the
5 mile run while Tma Beaton
clocked a 19:38.1 time for
8th position in the women's
5 km.
The Lancers put on a strong
performance at McMaster with
several athletes having personal
bests. Lisa Chafe placed third in
the 100 metre hurdle with a
time of 19.4 seconds and fourth
m the 100 metres at 13.5
seconds. In the mens 100 metres Jeff Griffith placed sixth
at 11.8 seconds. The 800 metres broug ht Tina Beaton first
place with 2: 31.9 and Tim Ryan

seventh in the mens at 1: 59.8.
In the long distance
races
Windsor did very well. In 1500
metre action Annette Kosokowsky place d th ird at 5: 13 .3, a
personal best for her, while in
the men's Arnie Brakcl and
Jamie Stratford placed second
and fourth timed at 4:07.l and
4:11.3 respectively. Jenny Logan placed second in the 3000
metre with a time of 11 :00.5
and in the 5000 metre Andy
Swiderski
grabbed
first
in
15:27.4, both achieving a new
personal best.
In the 4 x 100 mens relay
races the team of Miche l ViP'neault,
David
Pmck,
Rob
Schram, and Jeff Griffith placed
fourth with a final time of
46.3 seconds. Placing third m
the women's was the team of

.'V\c,\faster put the ball in for
the score on a power sweep
around the left end. Shadrach
missed on thl! convert to put
the score at 19-0.
Lancers finally got on the
scoreboard in the fourth quartn,
as Cracme Flcn booted a
4-6 yard field goal.

·1

Lisa Chafe, Elaine V.eeks, Trish
Gallivan, and Debbie Rcmekie
with a time of 53.6 seconds.
ln
the field events Kevm
Ross placed fifth in high ,1ump
at 1.85 metres. Elame \\'eeks
stoic third in long jump at 4.88
metres. Rob Schram captured
fourth in shot put with 13.06
metres and second in javelin
with a toss of 56.4-4 metres.
Trish Gallivan launched her
iavelin
30.24
metres. good
enough for third place in the
women's division.
The
Lancer
Track
and
Field team will travel next to
the OUAA/OWIAA Championships at Laurentian on October
15 and open up the indoor season at home on "Jovember 29
at the Blue and Gold Track
Meet in Windsor.

With just three minutes left,
Shadrach tried once again to
split the pipes, from the 25.
but was wide.
The Lancers
conceded the single to make
it 20-3 as rhe final score .
A couple of Lancers will
be nursing wounds this week.
Defensive halfback Rob Dalley
received a concussion in th~
game and quarterback
J ohn
.'\tistcle had , a hip pointer.
On the plus side, coach
Fracas said speedster Ritchie
Coughlin, out for the last two
games with a shoulder separation, should be back Saturday
for the game against Laurier.
" I thought the defence played well, and the offence is
really coming along," $aid the
coach.
"One o f these days
we 'II put it all together."

LET U S PREPARE YO U FOR TH E
OEC. 3, 1983

LSAT

OR THE

Wednesday
Pizza
Special!

JAN. 28 , 19 84 CMAT

• E.tehcourseconsistso/20 hoursol 1nstruct,on
for only $145 or 32 hours for only S215
• Courses are tax deductible
• Complete review of each section of each
test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your courses may be repeated at no
addotionat charge

CLASSES FO R THE DEC. 3 LSAT

20-hour ,our<e

,ntondonNov 11·13/1'3
,nTo,ontoNov 25·27/83

32 hour cour,t

1nTo,onto Nov S & 2&.

27/83

& Mill)

(c orn e r Sandwich

PLUS!

CLASSES FOR TH E JAN. 28 CMAT
20 hour cour,e

,n London Jan. 12 14
15/8)
onT0<0nto)di\ 2().22/8 3

32 hour cour,P.

in

Toronto Jan 7, 8.

21 22/8)

c•II or v-ritP

To reg1\ter

GMAT/LSAT

Small $2.99
Medium $3.99
Large $4.99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Street

l__
.

MONDAY SPECIAL ~~--

Any 2 item pizza

_)

~

~

oodles and oodles of Spaghetti Noodles! "'-..1.rr ,,~\\
With Spicy Italian Sauce . All you can eat (.,
Plus a trip to the Salad Bar. All for just $2.99 ~---------'-:i

PREPARATION COURSES

P 0. Box 59 7 St•t1on A
Toronto, 0<1l MSW 1G;
C~16) bbS H77
To c,111free from Windsor

d••'0 .,,d

ask for

z,.,,.,h6b7 20

15% Discount on all Pick-up Orders

I ir,ur~ Mon . - W ed . 11 ctm - 1 am

Thurs . - S at . 11 am - 2 am
Fully LIC'ensedunder LL.BO

Sun . 12 Noon - 12 pm

--------------------

---
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WHEN THE TRICK-OR-TREATERS
KNOCKAT YOUR DOOR BE GENEROUS.
~

"Second Week"

DAVIDBOWIE
MERRY
atRISTMAS,
TOM CONTI

MR.LAWRENCE

,.., ~
DDEDN

~
. .... . ..
Daily

11111111ff01f0Utllll

"4 11A0.AS0\01
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7 00 & 9 20·Sat & Sun
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Hawks edgeLancersin mud,2-1

EVEN 1" CAN MAKEADIFFERENCE
Join Will Millar of the "Rovers" this
Hall owe'en. Your donations help UNICEF'S
children around the world. Just 10¢buys a vial
of penicillin to treat a child's infection.

--::-------::---::

by Mark Murray

The Lancer defense was
tested by the Laurier strikers
from the start of the first half.
Windsor had problems controlling the ball and bringing it out
of their end.
Laurier changed its tactics
from the previous. week and had
a man covering Lancer centre
Ian Parrat for the entire game.
Laurier finally scored at the
26 minute mark when they
picked up a Lancer pass attempt .
Laurier's Paul Schultz headed it
past the outstretched arms of
Lancer Van Niforos.
The second half opened much
like the first with Laurier pre ssing for the second goal. The

Lancer soccer continues to be
the most exciting sport on campus this fall. This entertaining
trend was continued this past
weekend with a heart-breaking
2-1 loss to the Wilfred Laurier
Golden I lawks.
Before the game even started
the Lancers were at a disadvancage since leading scorer Marc
Manchese could not play. lie
was sitting out the suspension
game after being red-carded
last week against these same
Ila wks. The rain falling the
entire game did not help the
Lancers' cause either.

Lancers missed several excellent
chances to score, including a
couple of goal-mouth scrambles.
Laurier scored their second
goal on a 22 yard blast from
Rick Sutter.
The harassed Paratt scored
the only Lancer goal by heading
in Tom Serafimovski's free kick.
Only the sparkling net-minding of Niforos kept the Lancers
close as Laurier tried to blow the
game open.
After the game a dejected
Coach Bird had praise for his
team. "We played a strong game
but we badly missed Marchese
... their te am playeci better in
the mud than we did."

Lancerettesopen exhibitionseason
hy Sharon Lester

LEOTARDS
TIGHTS
LEGWARMERS
DANCEWEAR
FOR MALES

DANSl(JN;i:;
CAPEZIO!
Open Weekdays until 9 pm
Saturdays until 6 pm
10% discount to U of W students

on presentation of valid ID
on the purchase of any dancewear
effective until October 31, 1982

cmotion6
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Lancerette volleyball team
started off their exhibition season last week playing four
Americ an teams. They won one
match.
Last Tuesday night the Lancerettes played at Wayne State.
The Lancerettes took one game
15-B but Jost the match 10-15,
12-15, 3-15. Assistant coach
Jean Brien commented that they
played quite well conside ring
they only had fou r practices as
a team.
Friday night was the first
home exhibitio n game against
Loras College from Iowa. It was
a long scrambly match with very
little exc itement excep t for the
win, 15-17, 15-3, 11-15, 15- 12,
15-0.
Next th ey ventured to Central Michigan to participate in
a tri-tournament
with central
and a cock y Cleveland State.
They were bombarded by both
the American teams which is
understanda ble since they arc
near th e end of t heir season
while Windso r's has not commenced.
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The Lancerettes defeated Loras College in exhibition play.

This year's team has only 4
returning vets, Fran Armaly ,
Elaine Daniel, Je nnifer J ohnsto n, and Sharo n Lester, as
well as Sue Belleheimeur who
played tw o years ago . The rest
of the roster is made up of
roo kies Kathy Adkin, Chris
Baird,
Janelle
Cruiksha nk,

Tracy McCall,' Shirley Parent ,
Crystal Ringham and Marlene
Williams. Rounding up the
team is ma nager Cheryl Stim pson, assistant Caroline Ball and
coaches Pro f Marge Prpich and
J ean Brien.
The Lancerett es t ravel to
Schoolcraft College Saturd!',y.

b y WindsorTheatrical

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport
•
Store

304 1 Do ugall Ave.
Hampt on Plaza

969-40 55

•

University Bbokstore
presents

His & Her

Shop
Canadian

Racquets for all sports
• Badminton • Racquetball
• Tennis • Squash

We Do "Floor
Shirts" And
Team Orders
For Any Sport
•
-Complete Cresting
Service AvailableFast Service

•

IALL TENNIS 25°/o OFF!
Yonex. Black Knight • Dunlop
Kennex. Suigi • Spalding• Don nay
Ektelon • Head • Voit • Wilson
Prince.

IWe String all types of Racquets j
Mens & Ladies Sportswear
and Footwear for all sports.

Complete Service Dept. for bicycle
repairs, skate sharpening and
skate blade repair or replacement.

Serving Windsor & Detroit For 18 Years
Mastercard
Visa

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORTCENTRE
5909-39

MondayFriday 9-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p. m.

Wyandotte St. East

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd .)

------- -- -

Golfersfinishlastin OUAAjinals
by Dave Dorken

It takes a certain feel for
the greens to putt a golf ball.
Unfortunately, the only thing
University of Windsor's Lancers
were feeling during the OUAA
Golf Championship
was the
cold.
"From
tee to green we
played as well or better than
anyone,
but the guys just
couldn't putt," said coach Bill
11,\iles. "It was a game of puttputt and we putt-putt-putted
more than they did."
The University of Toronto
was the best in the group with
a two day total of 634, Waterloo followed with 641, Western
had 658, host Queen's shot
a 660 and Windsor scored
663.

Going into the tournament,
which was played at Dalewood
Golf and Country
Club in
Port Hope, coach Miles felt
his squad of Blake Lucas,
Steve Rusnak, Mike Hebert,
Rick Marcott and Matt St.
Loius were destined to wm
the championship.
Last year the Lancer team,
under the coaching of Miles,
won the championship.
If
anything, said the coach, this
year's contingent was a little
stronger than last year's crew.
After one day
looked like the
have been right.
were in second
strokes back of
Things were
second day of

of play it
coach might
The Lancers
spot, just 12
the U of T.
different the
the tourney.

"We just balooned to 344.
The wheels came off the wagon
all at once," said the coach.
One of the players hampered
the worst by the weather was
St. Louis.
Dubbed a "rookie
sensation" only a week before,
St. Louis suffered through mediocre rounds of 81 and 89.
"Matt said he'd never played in cold weather before,
and he hated it," explained
coach Miles.
Rusnak also had some problems, shooting an 85 and an
88, Hebert went from a first
day 79 to a 91 and Rick Marcott scored an 80-86.
The
only bright spot on the team
was last year's captain Blake
Lucas, who won a bronze
medal for his scores of 79-81.

20% Off
Storewide

Moonlight
Madness
/

Specicil Offer
with This Ad

Division II
Brew Crew
Sac Pub
Electa Hall
Cathy's Cookers

compiled by Diane Bezaire
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Flag Football

1. Brewers
2. Rejects
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Last week in men's flag football in the CFL
Nads beat the Survivors 20-6, and Lawmen
demolished Engineers 34-0. In NFL league play,
Delta Chi squeeked by Cody 20-13, and Blitz
beat Rum Runners 19-6.

ea~,

League Standings
CFL
l.
2.
3.
4.

Lawmen
Nads
Engine ers
Survivors

Points
6

4
2
0

Points

NFL
1. Delta Chi
2. Blitz

5

4
3
3. Cody
4. Rumrunners 0
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R.A.M. L. 's
Jacqu es' Jocks
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2
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1
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NOTICECome hear the NINTH
SYMPHONY at the Cleary, Saturday,
Nov. S or Sunday, Nov. 6 Have )'OU
got your ticket yet? $6 and SI O on
sale at the University Centre Dc,k
until Friday Oct. 14
NOTICE- Any Residence Students
who ordered a 1982-83 Quad Year
book are reminded to pick these
books up at Macdonald Hall front
desk an} day from 4pm, to midnight. Thank you for } our support
CIJior your
yearbook.
Hooper.s
NO I ICE -All interested students ,ire
in\'Jted to a frei, piaa and t,ecr
part} held h)' the Executi"e of the
Graduate Student Society. Coll\er
sation will be directed towards su<·h
interesting topics as ''Ho" the Grad
llouse and the Grad ~ xecutl\e can
best be utilized in a fashion that all
graduates would Appreciate."; How
more graduate students can ol,tain
a grealt:r input into the society.
Sound fascinating? Sunday Oct. 16
Si,m -8pm.
NOTICF- The roronto Ddnce Thea.
tre appearing October 16 7:30 pm
Single tickets 56 at the door. Put
on by the Universit} Danet• St>ries
Sponsored by the Faculty of Human
Kinetics.
NOllC'F. Room available at Cody
Hall Contact Shirley Chapman at
2SJ.4232 Fxt. 644.
WANTJ D

Someone to share my
2 bedroom
house.
Completely
self-contained.
Inc. washer dryer,
coloured TV' Large well furnished
rooms. 2 Blocks from Univcrsih·
available
now. Call Marlene a·t
258 S263,

2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3. Hur'bies
4. Misfits
5. CJAM
Women's Volleyball

October 13 to 18
368 Ouellette Avenue

Team Standings

Starting Thanksgiving on the right foot, Gerry
Pfaff won the Thanksgiving Turkey Trot by finishing one second off his estimated time. Special
mention goes to our mug winners, Andrew I lerm·
iston and Rick Beer with 6 seconds; Craig Fraser
with 8 seconds and Chris Rowland with 12 seconds.
Thanks to all participants and we hope
to see you again next year.

~

2
2
2
2

2

Store Hours: Thurs to 5:30, Fri. to 8:30
Sat. & Mon. to 5:30

Tuesday to 11 PM

Vanier Vittles
Mo nday

Tuesday

Team
1. J oily J ammers
2. Jetsons
3. Scuzbags
4. Nameless
5. Wrecke rs
6. Volley Brawlers
7. Bench ers
8. Engin eering
9. Sixth Floor Sex Pots

Points

----·--

Wednesda y

Thursday

Friday

6
4
4
4

2

11:00 - 1:30

4 :30 - 6:30

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Beef Sandwi.:h
Spanish Macaroni

Roast Turkey & Dressing
Breaded Cod Fillets

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Ch eese O me ler
Ch o pped Sir loin

1/4 Breaded Chicken
Beef & G ree n Peppers

Chicken Gumbo Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Beef Pot Pie

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Cream of Tomato Soup
Rueben Sandwich
Grilled Beef Liver

Lasagne
Breaded Boneless
Pork Loin

Clam Chowder
Swedish Meatballs
Mushroom Omelet

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

Saturday

2

0
0
0

SUPPER

WNC H

0

Ttie league was off to a gocxl start Tuesda y
(Oct. 4 ) wit h a large percent age of th e girls turn ing out for some good competitive games. The
only damper was that two teams forfeited. Hope
to see you out next week girls!
The stand ings as of Tues. , Oc t . 4 th .

254-7878

Sunda y

Soup of the Day
Monte Cristo Sandwich
Soup of the Day
Tacos

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6 30: 11 30 Sunday·

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30
Penine & Sauce
Roast Pork
Beef Stroganoff
Chicken Cacciatore
Friday
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J982 FacultyStrike

Reportfindsbothfacultyanduniversityat fault
by Phil Rourke
April 1982 - The Faculty
Association of the Umversatv of
Windsor (representing 500 f~culry members
and librarians)
comes to the table with the desire to make changes in 5 I articles and to add one letter of
understanding.
(There were 70
articles anJ 21 letters of under·
standing
in the old contract
between it and the Uni\ ersity).
The Board team (representing
the University) came with the
desire to make changes in 3~
articles and in 7 of the letters of
understanding. I urthermore, the
Board team was not authorized
to present d1anges to three important
arucles.
namely the
Salary package, financial Exigency
and Appointment
of
Members.
June 1982
The Association
obtained an offer from the V1cePrcs1dcnt Academic,
that the
Association team agreed to take
to the membership. The Labour
Relations
Committee
of the
Board had concluded previously
that the offer would be re1ected
by the Association.
It was.
August 1982 - Neither team
had officiall}' removed man}'
items from the table and anxiety
was growing that events were
out of hand.
September 1, 1982 - Unofficial deadline for resolution of
problems.
It came and went.
September 10, 1982 - Members of the Association voted in
favour of empowering their executives to take strike an 10n at
any time on or after September
13, 1982 .
The Association team had
re\·ised their package during the
summer and n.Jw sought changes
in 30 articles, 111 one old letter
of understanding and wishing to
add a ne\\ letter. The Board
team wanted to change 23 articles and included an initial rnmpensat1on proposal in rhrir offer.
Neither side was prepared to accept the financial proposal of
the other and little progress was
made towards .1 resolution of the
issues.
September 20. 1982
The
Board team's "Final Offer".
The Association team reJened 1t
as heing too lengthy and too
late. The strike began.
September 27, t 982
The
financial package was agrred

upon and 23 clauses were changed from the previous contract.
In addition, 1 letter of understanding was changed and 5 new
letters were added. The strike
was over.
Suspicion and mistrust plagued negotiations and made the
smke by the Facultv ,\ssociation inevitable last September,
according to a report of a special study on the reasons for
the walkout.
·1he study, prepared by William Wmrgard, former chairman
of the Ontario Council on Uni\'ersity Affairs, strongly crit1c1zes
hoth the faculty association and
the universnv for the strike. "To
the onlook;r,''
says Winegard,
"1t !leems clear that both sides
were playing a game. Unfortunately, it was not the same game
and both sides passed each other
hkc mo\'ing sidewalks in nn air
terminal."
The report, commissioned by
the Board of Governors, used
statements from 86 individuals
who were interviewed for their
background information. Those
interviewed
included members
of the Board, the Administration
students, staff, and facult). In~
formation from those inten·iewed was verified wherever possible by reference to existing documents. Several individual:. were
interviewed more than once. Below is a summary of \\ hat the
report found.
Before rxplaining his :1ssessmenrs of the state of affairs at
the time of the strike, Winegard
explained that one ha!>to understand two important concepts·
"I)
the farnlty are u111
0 11ir.ed
and there 1~ little point in trying
to turn back the dock as some
would Ii kc to, and 2) the faculty
members arc the University. It is
the facult) who do research,
it 1s the facultv who teach . All
other acciv1t1e; of the l niver-.
sity, and the staff who l'arry
them out, serve to support the
central
uni\ ers1tv
function
Administram•e antl support staff
are not second class citizens but
we must recogni1.e the essential
nature of a university which
places ~pec1al respons1b1hty and
rights upon the shoulders of the
faculty."
The general aitmosphert" dur·
mg the negouations, \\ megard
notes, was one m which morale

. .. There is nothing mherenrly
wrong with (this model) as long
as people accept it for what it
is." Winegard notes that this
model is not the best one in
this case because many faculty
member:, ''felt (and still feel)
insulted"
by this approach.

ON

~RIKE

Faculty hit the pavement on September 20, 1982 after the Faculty
Association rejected the University's final offer. The strike lasted
one week, but possible damage may la~t longer.
was low on campus. The reasons
for this are many, some ''external to the University of Windsor,
hut many internal."
Examples of external pressure
.ire the effect of the combination of fluctuating enrolment
nd dechnmg resources which
" have produced an imecuritv
in the University system th;t
few people have seen he fore,"
and the fact that each l/niversny is pressured co look seriously at its program offerings "from
a system perspective." The report argues that these external
pressures can he surmounted and
morale can be kept high if there
are no internal problems. I lowever, Winegard makes the point
that internal problems exist on
the:- Windsor campus and have
caus ed conflict and has lowered
morale "to a dangerous level "
Although the difficult and
sensitive nature of the budget
process (due to increai.ed restricuons on funding) and the determination of academic prwriues

are indeed internal problems,
the report argues that the underlying problem of the Umversity
of Windsor is faculty-umversity
relations.
Going back to the beginning
of the collective bargarning and
the uniom1.ation of the faculty,
" there 1s still a sense that the
Board and the Admin istration
did nol particularly wish a union
and were dismayed and disappointed at its formation. On the
faculcy side. many favoured
umonizauon
but at the same
time, wanted little to change as
a result of such unionization."
Wrnegard feels that this ambivalence, along with the "ay in
which the negotiauons
were
handled are the causes of the
faculcv-university
state of affairs in September 1982. I k ex·
plams that the industrial model
for negot1:1tion and hargammg
was used during events up to
the end of strike, and, because,
of this, "few should be surprised
that a strike finally took place

Another internal problem, al·
though Winegard does not chink
it to be as important as the onr
JUSt mentioned, is "the level of
social communication"
between
groups on campus. I le argues
that this level is very low and
cites the fact that non-faculty
Board members kno,, few faculty members, as an important
example.
Winegard goes on to say that
"To many faculty members, the
Board 1s a group of tough, bus1·
ness people who do not under·
stand the true purpose of the
University. Many faculty members view the Administration as
bureaucrats who have lost touch
with the academic enterprise.
Some
board
members
are
thought to feel that the faculty
has no appreciation of financial
realities. The Board is thought to
have reservations
about
the
competence of the Administration. The Administration proba·
bly feels that the Board is too
involved in the administration of
the University and that some
faculty members are still living
in the 1970s." Winrgard points
out that none of these accusations are new to a University,
but the problem m Windsor 1:,
that httle is being donr to toun
teraet them.
Winegard states that the pro
blems that confront the Univer sity may he O\'erstated m .bis
outline becau:,e of two factors
that came out of the internews
he conducted that ''provide op·
tip1ism for the future":
I) the
underlymg sense of loyalty and
devotion to the Unhersity still
held by a large numbrr of people from each group in\'oh·ed in
the institution: and 2) the shock
that everyone experienced at the
strike and the subsequent urge
to stabili1.c the mstitut 10n. I k
concludes from this that most
people realize that Windsor b
not as yet a ''great" um\'ersiry
hut "there is a desire on the
part of many to "ork towards
having a first class institution
unsullied by exce~Sl\'e stnfe."

FACULTY
ON

STRIKE

~illiam W~egard, fonner Ch~r of the Ontario Council on University Affairs, interviewed Faculty, Administration and students in order to prepare a report dealing with the
Faculty strike of 1982. He hsts reasons for the strike and possible changes that should be made in the future to prevent further misunder)tandings between the University
and Faculty.

......
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now as i move into the light
i hear for the first time
the bad croak of low dark
eating up the streets
the world is pulled out
from under
and the sober cries of the crippled
bite like dark teeth
into our dumb flesh

SEA DREAMS
In darkness I saw nothing
and for eternity heard as much
but the receding rhythm
of the morning breakwater
and the distant pit-pat
of tiny salt-soaked feet
upon the sand drenched shores.

Brad Lombardo

years from now they'll talk of it
as a dusk beyond sadness
creeps towards yards of loose grass and low trees
but already
roads spread over the face of the earth
are spiralling through darkness
the tables are rising from so much
and the chairs are emptying
like whole thrones of grief
hardly an eye is left to dream
of the tombs
that lie in great flocks
and rise in the starlight
Lorenzo Buj

WAR

and there is nothing left
but war
a thousand years of death
spinning underneath
each our skulls
the heart knows its dryness
and carries its axe
do you know
the scarcity
the eggs hatch
and the rivers are filled with thirst
Lo renzo Buj

GRANO BENO
from a sandy dune
i strained my eyes
to see what it was like.
my father told me
it was a crazy town
" ... people running everywhere,
they're all crazy.
you don't want to go there."
of course
i finally went there
and saw
cardboard clowns
with burn t bulb noses
cotton candy came
from every orifice
bain de solei l filled the air
,md girls bounced about
in wet T-shirts
my father was right,
i wouldn't wanna go there.
Chris McNama ra

TORONTO
there's not much to look at
in the subway
at 1 :15 AM.
a man sleeps
on his Globe and Mail
a woman sits
nervous
crazy to be on her own.

Mayakovsky

DETROIT

my cupped hands rest
upward
on my kn ees
my eyes look up
to the fluorescent ceiling,
i ask,
"Where are you now, Leah,
at 1 :30 AM?"
i know where
because I left her
back in her sleeping suburb

your doors are closed
all but the coney island
deserted
saturday afternoon
the wind blows around
your emp ty banks
as i look out at you
your buildings shrug,
slump
i pick at the onions on my plate

Ch ris McNamara
Chris McNamara

WHY I SWITCHED TO AMANA FROSTFREE
Why are you here
all grins and eyebrows popping
as if your disappearance
came as some Hot Flash
some newsy thing
not even you'd expected
as if you'd just been on an errand
down the street
and overstayed your usefulness
and here you are now
just a little overdue
and what! no phone call?
as if you never said
'I'd like to stay
but my refrigerator's on defrost'
and c, ossed t he space
from bed to door
like a pinstriped moneyman
on a sure thing
'Sure thing' I said
and felt your crisp kiss
planted somewhere for effect
and now you're here again
reporting on yo ur busy lite
your overstocked a nd groaning
Frigidaire existence
it makes me wonder why you're here
it makes me wonder if you want to be
a television chef or even
Bess Myerson
herself

Jeff Hucul

Chris McNamara
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The Wake

Dead Avril Hobbs, a dumb man saved only by his conservatism, had put a small percentage of his
salary into the company life insurance program. It worked out to a payment of $3.71 cents a week.
"It's about seven beer a week", he said, the night they discussed the idea, and he belched inches from
the sweating face of wife Sybil doing dishes.
"But I think it's worth it. It'll cover us both."
That $3.71 was realized at their double death; and it 1s interesting to note that Sybil did not die
with the other vacationers when their Grand Canyon tour bus' brakes failed. They died two hours earl,
ier while passing their camera, fumbling 1t, lunging for it at the edge of Peterson Lookout and falling,
side by side, into the gourge. The bus accident, the brake failure, came later that afternoon. The insur·
ance money equalled $14,000, payable to son Garrett on his 18th birthday.
A small portion was however lifted from that sum by Avril's brother and closest kin, Martin. It was
Martin, who with $820 dollars from his brother's estate, arranged the funeral. A double, open casket
ceremony.
Not many people showed up to pay their respects to Sybil and Avril. Most who did were friends
of Martin's and most of his friends came only because they remembered Avril as the unfortunate fellow
whose wife broke into song during Martin's wedding ceremony three years ago and because they knew
that after the funeral ther·e would be a good party.
Sybil's mother came. She parked her Studebaker close to the chapel in a space marked for hand caps.
Sally Dombe came, carrying a wreath. Sybil's closest friend, she sat quietly, alone, at the back, too
shy to walk to the front for a look at her friend's remains. There were people from Avril's work, repre·
sentauves, who showed their respect and made a generous donation to the cancer society but among
that group there was no one whose life would be very much affected by the death of Avril Hobbs.
Perhaps the only non- timily member who came to the funeral and sincerely felt the loss was Reverend
Jameson.
When Martin had walked into the funeral home with $820 dollars in his hand he told the funeral
director to hang the expense. He told him that he wanted the best for his dead brother and his dead
brother's crazy wife. When he learned that the absolute cheapest funeral 1n the double casket mode
would cost $560 dollars he took that deal. He took 1t, he explained, due to a sudden change of heart.
He wanted a funeral more 1n keeping with his brother's personality.
There were no flowers except for a single grouping of l1lhes between the caskets. They rested on two
card tables, thmnly disguised by a table cloth, too short to cover the ends of the table legs but long
enough in front to drape down.
There was a short eulogy given by Martin. His back arched in a tense circle, mouth so close to the
microphone his moustache hairs entered its tiny holes.
"My brother", he said, "was a great person who everyone loved dearly. His luminous personality
and inf ect ious sense of humour touched us all. His time on Earth was short ... ", he paused. Martin
was winging it , " But then he wa sn't to tall himself." And he giggled silly at his own joke as the tension
of the 37 guests melted away in subdued, hand over mouth laughter.
"So what the heck". Martin continued, "let's all go to my place and toss a few to the memory of my
big brother Avril . I know that's what he'd o' wanted.''
Martin crossed the podium toward his seat. He halted halfway, returned to the microphone and
said, "And his lovely wife Sybil too ."
People filed out the door at the bac k o f th e chape l aft er this , everyon e but Garrett and Reve ren d
Jameson. They stayed behind. They sat m silence for a long while watching the two boxes at the front
of the room. the bunch of lilhes between them, the print of Christ in a gold, guilt frame of plastic
above them, and the darkly coloured oak walls surrounding them like a cave they might never wish to
escape.
"You'll be a rich young man in another twelve years Garrett", said the reverend suddenly the s1llness.
"Your father was a wise man. He's provided well for you, Fourteen thousand dollars."
Garrett was injecting saliva between his front teeth, counting the lilly stems with one eye closed.
"Did you hear son, fourteen thousand?"
"Yes sir, it's alot of money.''
Garrett his his uncertainty. He was vaguely aware of mflatton. In 1964, $14,000 dollars was alot of
money but by his 18th birthday he figured it would buy him little.
"Shall we go then, to your uncle's for the wake?"
Garrett winced and looked over at Reverend Jameson. It was a new word.
''Wake?"
"It's a term used for the uathenng of bereaved people dtter a funeral."
"Has 1t anything to do with sleeping 01 waking?"
"No.I#
"That's another", he said to himself. It would be added to his l1~tof words with curious denvat1ves
At the wake alot of people were drunk by the time Garrett and the Reverend Jameson arrived
They entered the side of the house 11110 the kitchen The fridge door was oµcn and beside 1t stood a
large man wearing his suit j,1cket bockwards. juygling three cggsand lal19hmg, yelling, "I can't stoi->,
I'll break 'em. How do I stop?" He saw the Reverend and his collar and, breaking no eggs, he stopped.
The reverend and Garret stayed at the wake only 14 minutes.
"Most of those people didn't look particularly bereaved". said Garrett 1n the reverend's car after·
ward. The reverend, seemin!JIY intent on his driv,ng, merely coughed.
"Were my parents very nice people Reverend?"
The reverend took a second to reply. Garrett looked up at him, seeing in his face, a side view from
Garrett's vantage point, disguised insincerity. It was cleverly d1sgu1sed insincerity. Professionally dis·
guised. By a man who made 1t his calling m life to help unhappy people see their circumstances from
more encouraging points of view. He did so, not by lying to them, but by tel ling them the truth 1n an
indirect manner. In Garrett's case however, Revend Jameson was not above using a direct lie.
"Oh yes son, absolutely the best."
"Old people like my parents'"
"Oh yes Ganett boy, yes. Yes."
,
The reverend stopped to let Garrett out of the car at the corner of Erie and Wells. Garrett s grand·
mother's house was three doors away.
Mrs. Woods didn't like Reverend Jameson.
"You jum p here boy. I'll see you at the group on Thursday."
Garrett got out of the car and slammed its heavy door.
As he ascended the steps of the porch he could hear the TV through the walls. He counted seven
cats m the tour front windows.
And so Garrett, a boy their test had pronounced
he might fit in.

hr Dave Clark

a genius, turned his key 1n the lock wondering how

You'd been lunching
on some hapless nightthing
,n precise and picky mantis bites
-the insect epicure
of Woodward Avenue.
A sudden gust of air
upswept you in mid.munch
and brought you here
some thirty floors above
still clutching that forgotten meal,
but in your ice-green mantis mind
the insect fates had dumped you
in another universe.
Now swivelheaded,
buggyeyed, perplexed
by drawing boards and inks
and pointillism's finicky detail
you squeak
-a sound of mantis bafflement that asks p_olitely
'Where the hell am I?'
'An artist's studio' I say,
'You've finally arrived.'

Jeff Hucul

PIONEER X: WHISTLINGS FROM THE DARK
Lrttle boy moving from dark
Corner to dark corner of outer space
You somehow leave this village
To ramble over astral paths,
Your meek electro111cwh1stlmgs
Your only company.
We've sent you to do man's workAnd bravely your innocence
Of sh1n1ng metal has withstood
The looming belt of asteroids,
The deep chaotic stare of Jupiter.
The lonesome moanings of the solar windAs you walk off into the star-set,
The sun fading soft behind.
You dre our f1rst seed sent afloaung,
To drift someday beneath and grate
The fronds of many milky ways,
On through the f1ddleheads of nebula,
And on towards the core
Or the most fertile grounds
Of the universe that waits.
There you travel, arms out
In front groping {now blind) for a new guardian,
Panels extended hke unfolded petals
Waitin9 to absorb the warmth
Of what stars you find.
And when we hear your last
Wh1stlings fade along the dim.fit road,
We will cry for you, little boy of boltsAnd know that you, our willing orphan,
Will roam among the stars sighing wonderingly
While we whistle in the dark right here in your memoryYou meanwhile somehow at home and
In the company of stars.
Ja cques Benoit
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Fri. Oct. 21 Sat. Oct. 22
2 p.m.-5 p.m. 12:30 p.in.
Stroh's Brewery tour Homecoming
(Parking lot "M")
• Must Be 21
• ID Required
• Limit 56 - Tickets $1.00

--~~~~~~
s~=-~
-a~_
o p.01.

Parade

(Starts at Huron Line at University)

2 p.m .
Homecoming Footbalr
Game
(HK Football Field) York vs. Windsor
• Eeaturing Soar:let Brigade Band at Half Time

Homecoming Artsie Bash 4-7 p.m.
(Vanier East)
5th
Quarter
Party
Plus
Lots of Float Production

Parties

8:30 p.m.
· Alumni
Homecoming Hayride
& Barn Dance

(HK Multi Purpose Room)

8 p.m.
All Faculty Homecoming
Hawaiian Bash

(SAC's Pub)

• Lots of Prizes
(BYOL. ... Bring your own Lai's)

(Pine Grove Farm)
Tickets-Alumni Office-253-2301

Sun. Oct. 23 7 & 9 p.m.
SAC Film Niaht- Movie"Missing"
Room 1120 Math Building

Sponsored by Labatt's
.,
J

)
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Problems
withBylaw31?
by Kevin Rollason
It appears that there are
still a great deal of problems
with Senate Bylaw 31, at least
as far as Community Legal Aid
(CLA) 1s concerned.
David Siksay, CLA Resource
Director, in a letter written
co Mervyn Franklin, the University President,
wrote
that
CLA " ... do not believe that
the amended byla\\ alleviates
to any great extent the problems associated with the old
bylaws. " In fact Siksay added
that " ... m certam areas the
problems will be exacerbated."
Talking to The Lance, Siksay
felt the student senators were
not to blame.
"They did a
good juh as far as they went."
lk
thought the problem was
the diffference in what occur·
red between two Senate meetings.
When Bylaw 31 was dis~u~seJ .i.t tne fm, meeting,
the Senacor, had the entire
bylaw JOfront of them and
this lead to se\'eral que stions.
At the next mcenng that Siksay
attended
he said:
''! doubt

whether
many Senators
had
the full bylaw in front of them."
Because the Senators only had
the amendments which the Student Senators had agree upon in
front of them, "I don't think
members of the Senate thought
of the whole thing" when they
voted to pass the amended
byla\\.
George McMahon, Assistant
Vice President of Student Services, disagreed with this.
"I
don't think the Senate would
let anything like that go through
like that." Ile said in his experience. the Senate always took
the entire bylaw into account
when they passed amendments.
The amendments under the
heading
of
'Proscriptions
Stated', were flawed according
to Siksay.
In the old bylaw,
there were no definitions for
items such as cheating.
From
experience,
he said, " ... every
member (of the Judicial Panel)
had the ir own ideas about ir."
Because of this, trom hearing
to hearing definitions
could
vary.
In the new bylaw, the terms
are "just illlustrations of what
misconduct is." Siksay said that

students could be charged for
things that are not even on
the bylaw.
He feared that
" ... students don't know what
they could be charged with
now."
McMahon
said that
Ken
Long, the Dean of Students.
met with several Faculty of Law
Deans about the bylaw amendments.
"We feel we received
pretty solid legal advice ."
John Ontko, a Student Sen ator, said that the aspect of
proscriptions
is already being
dealt with.
lie explained chat
CLA is drawing up definitions
that would describe the individual terms .
CLA also had objections
to what happens
when the
time limit for charges expire.
Siksay said that in the past
the Judicial Panel had excedcd
the time limit for cases that
normally in 30 days the hearing
muse be held.
Ir is supposed
to say that if the ti me limit
is cxrede.d
cb.n cs will he
dropped.
I le adds that it also
doesn't say what happens if a
student whose case was dropped
finds the professor
of the
course continues
to
hold a
continued on page seven

"... okay, count to ten, draw pistols, and fire!" Lancer hockey
players were recendy told d1e finer points of the game of hockey
lbcfore opening their season on Saturday.
Davr Dorken/LANCE

Teachingevaluation
issuestudied
by Pam Banks

JAM broadcastdate postponed
by Peter Freele
CJ AM will not be broadcasting the Lancer's Homecoming
game as planned this weekend.
The station's start-up date of
October 22nd has been set back
because of minor technical problems which have delayed the
Department of Communication's
(DOC) approval needed to start
broadcasting. The Canadian Radio Television & Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has
given the stati~n permission to
start broadcas~ing as soon as the

DOC gives their approval.
"It's unfortunate, Homecoming would have been a perfecr
time to go on-air," said Station
Manager Russ Wolske, but he
added, "it gives us a chance to
get the pre-production
work
done."
The DOC gave the station's
on-air facilities and the transm1ss1on set-up approval, but
told the station to install monitoring equipment - to tell if
the station's signal drifts - and
a cut-off switch to take the sta-

tion off the air in case the signal does drift.
The DOC also wants CJAM
to paint its transmission towe
and place a light on top because
of the tower's height - a rulin
Wolske disagrees with. He stated
that in 197 8 the DOC in Toronto did not require it and he
"doesn't foresee" any problems
with the requirement.
. The station hopes to have
the needed equipment in place
and to be on the air October
31st.

Teaching evaluations are an
issue that Senators have been
working on both JO and out
of University of Windsor Senate
meetings.
Senate 1s currently m control of student evaluation of
professors. Recently there has
been a question to the validity
of the questionnaires.
Dr. Cassano Vice-PresidentAcademic, said. "There was a
problem 111 the last evaluation
JO setting up the key". He said
the example JO the key didn't
correspond wtth the actual questions, since different numbers
stood for different responses.
Dr.
Romanow.
Dean of
Social Science. said, "Students
came to me after the evaluation
saying they realized they had
filled the questionnaire
out
wrong due to the rating scale".
Even though they were aware
of the problems in the questionnaire, Senate is allowing the
evaluations to be used in departmental promotion through the
ranks, tenure and sabbaticals.
Cassano said, "The questionnaire is being changed for this
year."
The biggest problem with student evaluation is the lack of a
clear goal. Romanow said, "Students originally developed evalu-

ations by themselves and pub lished them. This developed for
their own needs. It was like a
shoppers guide. Then this process became absorbed by the
Uni\ ers1ty
for
promotion
through the ranks".
When this process was under
student control there was student access but, since 1t \\'as taken over by the Senate, all
evaluations have been confidenna l.

Many other umversities have
made student evaluations public. This 1s useful in selecting
a course and instructor.
Ken Long, Dean of Students
said, '' It would be beneficial if
students had access".
A general feeling has developed, among students as well
as faculty, that professors fear
evaluation. However there could
be legal problems m making
evaluations public.

In the Collective Agreement
between Faculty and the university, the teacher evaluations are
under direct control of the university. It also states that a professor's personal file should remain confidential.
Cassano said, "A measure of
cooperation (between SAC and
the Senate) is possible but I
couldn't say to what extent".
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letters on the top left hand
side of any standard type·
writer.)
Included are up to
72k of RAM memory (1 k
=approx. 1 page of text), all in
a neat little package that fits
in your new electronic briefcase. It should hit the market
any day, and cost at least $300
Canadian (remember this equat·
ion for high-tech toys in this
country:
Slightly higher in
Canada!).

by Chris Edwards

Trying

to

keep up on all

the latest gimmicks to hit the
market is really a full-time job.
While l can't claim to be on
top of everything that is hitting
the market in the last little
while, I have had a chance to
peek at a few of the more interesting toys that will be of
interest to students.
Timex-Sinclair, the first com·
pany to offer a computer for
under $99.00, has unveiled an
updated version of the popular 1000 series.
The new
Timex-Sinclair machine is about
the same size as the l 000, but
comes with high-resolution, or
clear graphics.
You can pro·
gram sound with it, and it comes
with a standard QWERTY key·
board, not a membrane. (QWE-

All watches will give you
the time of the day. Seiko's
Voice watch takes you one
step further, giving you a built
in recorder. Press the "record"
button, and speak into the
watch, telling when your next
class is, for instance. Press the
play buscon, and it gives you
back the message. which can be
up to 8 seconds long. Amaze
and impress your friends cost:
about $300.

"Western r·ront .. ·--So good so far.
Now it"s time for your personal
questionaire.
For you to get it, you
must tell us a place to leave it so
only you will get it. Drop a note
in No. 7 again to tell us where to
put it, and include your age, height,
year and faculty (so we know il ·s
you). For our convenience make it
somewhere
in the Student Centre.
Good Luck! -··"Us''
NOT ICE- The Women' Committee
of the Windsor-Walkerville and Windsor-Riverside Liberal Riding Assocs.
are sponsoring an informal tea party
on Sunday Oct. 23, l 983 between
2:00 and 5:00pm. at the Windsor
Yacht Club, 9000 Riverside Dr. F..
Special
Guest:
Mark MacG uigan.
M.I'. Minister of Justice and Att·
orney c;eneral of Canada.

coming due and you are in
the market for a new typewriter.
Brother, has Brother
typewriters got a machine for
you!
The EP-20 is a truly
portable, portable typewriter.
Weighing in at only five pounds,
its slim design fits easily into
your briefcase. It either plugs
into a wall, or runs on "D"
type batteries.
A sixteen digit
readout allows you to correct
anything within the last sixteen
letters without white-out.
It
comes with a leather carrying
case, has a built-in calculator,
extra cases for international
symbols, and interchangeable
carcndges that arc cheap. At
about $199, this little wonder
gets the Edwards 4 star approval
rating.

You are sitting in class with
that fat old boring prot, and
your min<l 1s in Tahiti. Instead
·
h
b
h
o f d ay d reaming, ow a out t e
Seiko TV watch? Actually worn

Looking for the equivalent
of a ghetto blaster, or BFR,
radio in a video-cassette recorder? Sanyo has introduced the
first portable Beta I Ii-Fi VCR,
featuring a tuner/timer to program while you are away. The
. h
lb
d
VCR· 7 300 wc1g s 15 s., an
ives
you
the
freedom
to
carry
g
),our movies or music videos,
in full stereo sound, wherever
)'OUwant to go!
If you have got lots of bucks

are a complete Vidiot, or TV
freak, Controlincs Corp. has
JUSt the device for you. The
Sound Plus System is an infrared, or wireless, remote control
system for improving the TV
sound. Not only is the sound
cleaned up, but it allows you
to tune in 112 decibels of
sound. (120 db is approaching
deafness, or pain thresholds!)
Such a unit would find great
utility in lease breaking parties,
or if you love Ted Nugent type
heavy-metal music.
At $200,
you may not want your sound
boosted that bad, but with
the advent of new music videos,
quality audio from your TV set
will take on new importance.
When you have past Thanksgiving, you know that Christmas
· ·
d r he corner. so
1s JUSt aroun
get ready for even wackier
high-tech toys to hit the market.
Next week: Laser Audio

0
• EVERYI11ING
YOUEVER
WANTED
TOKNOW
ABOlifIABATT'S
BLUE•

LOST: A bracelet
of sentimental
value. If anyone
found it please
cal Macdelcne at 255-9865.
There
will be a reward fo r it!!!

Lesson #1"Thepour"

UofW

Gamers Club

-

with a separate Walkman style
unit for power and tuning
_capabilities, the unit features
headset for sound, and tunes
up to 82 VHF and UHF chan·
nets. You can also hook it up
to your VCR to get playback
of favourite home movies! The
watch displays the time, day,
and even acts as a stop-watch
(the thinking here is that a TV
watch should really be a watch).
No price available yet.

Logo Contest

There are manytheories regardingthis particular
facetof the Labatt'sBlue mystique.The one we favour
buildsa beer headfrom the bottom. Start by
keeping the glassupright and pouringdown the middle
until a headbegins to form. Stop, let the foam
build, then tilt the glassto a forty-five degree angle
and continue to pour down the side.As the glas-s
fills, bring it backto the upright position leaving a head
about two fingers tall. The Labatt'sBlue pour
isalwaysfollowed by the ever popularLabatt's Blue
"unpour'; an exercise in which many of you are
already well- versed.

Prize: 1 Free
Membership

Deadline:
Nov. 11, 1983
PleaH make
aubmlaalona to :
Electa Hall c/ o Craig Ellis
Room : 206M
Phon e: 256 ·2158

RKR
Typewriter Repair
Service
Buy, Se ll & Repa ir
Electric Typew riters

STUDENTDISCOUNT
AVAILABLE
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Phone 735 -3099
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Larry Nozero
appearing for

month of October
Thurs. thru Saturday
9 :00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m
also
Sonia Marte

Mon. thru Wednesday

~n

7:30 p.m. to 1:00 p.m

481 OueHette,Windsor

L

(519> 255 . 1503
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Lancer CoachGinoFracasspeaksout
FRACAS: I think that they have a nice network of contacts. There's been rumours or conjectures in terms of
things that are happening, but there's no evidence. I
only go on what I hear from people who play for my
team who played for those teams - and they can't come
forward and say anything because there's a lot at stake
for them. But there is something going on.
I talked to Dave Lovegrove, I talked to Chris Byrne,
but I can't force them to come to Windsor. They make
their decisions. I talk to them and show an interest in
them. I say we have a good place here, we'd like to see
you as part of our program. You get everything athletically that you'd like to, and you get a real good experience in academics as well. We'd love to have you. What
else can you do? They decide to go.
LANCE: What are the advantages of our program as
opposed to the other programs?

The Lance's Editor Kevin Rollason and Sports Editor
John Slama, recently interviewed University of Windsor
football coach Gino Fracas about this season and what
had happened. His comments are as follows:
LANCE: Would y ou comm ent about Doug Mit cb ell,
tbe University of Toronto coacb 's statem ent s about tb e
University of Windsor's Lancer football team?
FRACAS: I feel that he would like to have them back
again if he could (his comments) because they're very
unethical and irresponsible. You just don 't make those
kinds of statements about programs, especially at the
beginning of the year.
I heard through the grapevine that he didn't intend it
to be a slam at myself. I think he was trying to activate
sport around the Windsor area, which I think is ridicu·
lous. He's just been in the league one year so he doesn't
know what's gone on here.
We've been fairly successful. I think our team has
been very respectable this year. If we'd had a few breaks
here and there we'd have won two or three games.
I think he wishes he had those statements back. He
got his fingers slapped by the Judicial Committee of the
OUAA - he realizes he did something you just don't do.
LANCE: Comment on tbe letters recently printed in The
Lance by two students that compared our program with
otber Universities programs.
FRACAS: I wish both students would come into my off·
ice because I think I could illuminate them very quickly.
The statements they were making were fraught with inaccuracies. They weren't based on fact, they were based
on conjecture. They were making like the grandstand
quarterback that just makes a comment not knowing the
facts. I think their end result is if you win you 're a great
coach, if you lose you 're a terrible coach, which is ridiculous in amateur sport.
They mentioned something about my being in the
mid-fifties and I just kind of smiled when I saw that because we're one of the most innovative offenses in the
league. Western runs a pitch and they run a trap. They've
done that for five years and that's all they do - there's
no innovation to that. You know what the difference is?
Personnel. If you've got the horse s you can do the JOb.

Gino Fracas;
LANCE: Wbat do you think of Windsor's recruiting policies, if there is such a policy?
FRACAS: I think you have to define recruiting. I like
the term showing an interest. You hear, and I've seen
ths in the paper (Windsor Star) a number of times, "you
let the guys get away from Windsor''. That's ridiculous.
To me, I don't like the team recruiting. I like the
term showing an interest in people. How many times do
they write up the people that came to our program from
Windsor? We've got an outstanding line-backer that came
out of Lowe. He had 147 yards against Laurier on Sunday - Gino Castellan. 1-Je was the outstanding high
school athlete in Windsor. Did he get a write up in the
Windsor paper because he came to Windsor? No. But
when they go to the States on a scholarship, evcryching's
in the press. That bothers me. It seems we're in the
scholarship mode that we have to buy people .
To me, recruiting means that you get little enticements. I don't believe we should be buying people,
subsidizing people, to play sport.
LANCE: Do you think tb£' other team~ in tbe OUAA
"ent ice" peo ple iuto their programs?

FRACAS: The other programs arc in highly concentrated areas. If you 're in Toronto and you have 100 high
schools you're going to have people come to your program. We've got good academic programs, a· good business school, we're innovative and we do a lot of things
defensively.
What people don't understand here is I'm not a football coach, only. I'm an instructor, a professor, in this
faculty. I teach courses. I'm also the undergraduate
program director of Human Kinetics in charge of 250
students - so I'm an administrator. I'm a teacher, administrator and a football coach, so I have other things
to do other than coach football. Some of the other
coaches coach and that's it.
LANCE: Do you think it would be better if you were
only a coach?
FRACAS: Well it depends. Personally, I don't want to.
I love teaching. And I love coaching football. If th,/,;
(the university) see fit to bring in a full-time coach in
football, that's fine. I'll step down. No problem for me
to step down. I've got my teaching duties , administrative duties. They can find somebody else. I know these
guys (Human Kinetics faculty) don't want me to step
down.
If I was a professional coach, I would certainly be
sub1ect to a lot of criticism that goes around because
that's what you're paid for and you have top athletes.
You go out there and pay them.
Continued on page 7.

aturday, October 22
International Day of Peace
March at 1 :30
from City Hall Square
to Dieppe Park

Rally at 2:00
at Dieppe Park
featuring speakers & music

No No
Cruise
Testing

Cruise
Deployment

Windsor • Chicago • Paris • France • San Francisco • Wilmington, Delaware •
Orlando, Florida• Washington, D.C. • Indianapolis• Oslo, Norway• Springfield, Illinois•
Copenhagen• Philadelphia• Omaha• Portland, Oregon• Toronto• Hamburg, W. Germany•
New York City• Stockholm• Ann Arbor• Boston• London, England• Des Moines• Kingston, Ont.•
Madrid, Spain • Vancouver • Brussels • Madison, Wisconsin • Lincoln, Nebraska •
Seneca· Falls, N.Y. •Rome• Montreal• Bonn• Minneapolis• Hague, Netherlands• W. Berlin.
Co-sponsored by University of Windsor students for Nuclear Disarmament and
Windsor Coalition for Disarmament
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BylawproblemseXacerbated?
Every silver lining has a cloud. Bylaw 31 was passedwit h some
student rights preserved,yet the ramifications of other amendrnents
were not really touched on by Student Senators.
As it stood when passedby the University Senate. the Student
Senators were able to get amendments requested included in the
bylaw. It was generally tho ught that this would make all amendmeents fair to eve1yone,as both administration and students had passed 1t, in principle.
But things may not be as they seem. Communty legal Aid has
written Mervyn Franklin, President of the University, announcing
their regret that they were assigneda minimal role in the formation
of the amended bylaw. They feel that there are still several problems, as some of the diff iculties in t he old bylaw have been exacerbated.
Under the heading " Proscripti ons stated", terms such as misconduct were not def ined, leaving them open to individual interpretation. Now the terms are only illustrations; the Judicial Panel,

the raconteu r
by john liddle
A fellow by the name of Howard Devoto, along
with his band of merry men (and one merry woman)
pl dyed a concert 1n Detroit last Friday. And while
the concert wasn't wef, attended ( 150 present, by my
est,mat1onl, and while Devoto isn't the most well
known of performers, and while the whole effort was
probably too haughty, too epicurean, and too intellectual to warrant a passing glance in The Windsor
Star. what follows herewith ts a rev~w.
Howard Devoto Is essentially a pragmatic performer
who sings about strange things. But not Frank Zappa
st range. He also does strange things on stage. Like
singing white seated in a chair. He is also strange in
that he doesn't say things to the audience like ; "Hey
Oeeetroitl", or "We're gonna rock baby etc." In fact,
he says very little at all, and one gets the impression
that he could not care less if the audience is there or
not. And this 1s good.
A bit of history;
Devoto, from England, started

then, is given an even wider latitude for chargessuch as misconduct.
Even worse, Community l.eqal Aid questions how a student can
possibly know IIVhatconduct to avoid if there are no specific prohibitions.
Community legal Aid also disagreeswith the role of the Dean
of Students. It is unfair to allow the Dean to informa lly talk to a
student to rectify the situatio n when later on he must assume the
role of prosecut or against the student. Confidence th at all students
place in the Dean of Students could, and would, be j eopardized by
such act ions.
Community Legal Ai d, the Senate, and St udent Senato rs all
agree t hat t he amendments to the by law proposed by th e Students
Senato rs had merit. Before the by law as a whol e is awarded students'
trust, though, the section dealing with student misconduct must
be clarifi ed, t he role of the Dean of Students must be changed,
and more input must be given by Community Legal Aid in tandem
with stodents at f utu re Senate meetings.

with a band known as The Buzzcocks (along with a
guy named Pete Shelley) in, oh, '77 or so . He left
them shortly after their Spiral Scratch single that featured the song "Boredom"
(and included the then
scandalous lyrics
"Tell me Who are you trying to
arouse?/Well get your hand out of my trousers") and
hooked up w th a few other lads and formed the band
Magazine.
Magazine put out four albums before Devoto left
them, the best of which are "The Correct Use of Soap"
and "Secondhand Daylight". It is in these two albums
that Devoto really came to the fore as one of the most
innovative
and expressive
lyricists
in post-post
Modern music. And I am not talking of the "hate ·
you·fat.cat -k1ss-my-arse" school of anti.intellectual punk
negativ ism. I am talking of intelligent lyrics aimed at
intelligent listeners.
But enough of my puffery, for now anyways, let me
share with you some examples. In "The Light Pours
Out of Me", Devoto's opening lyrics are: "Time flies,
but my time crawls/Like an insect, up and down the
walls" . In "Permafrost", one can examine Howard's
projective fantasy : "I will drug you and f**k you,
on the permafrost" . In another song, he describes
a woman as "another sick monkey with a salient face"

(salient means protuberant).
Or in "Model Worker"
he notes:
'' I have been mdulgi ng in ostentatious display /Doing little more than eat three square meals a
day" (ostentatious means showy). As I said, intelligent
lyrics for intelligent people.
If you are beginning to think that Devoto is self.
centered . conce ited, introspective,
and egotistical,
all the power to you. Onstage, however, he is a techn1c1an and a perfection ist, sharing the same sort of
presence marked by the likes of David Byrne (Talking
Heads), Lou Reed, or Patti Smith .
Of course this review is destined to come up short,
because it is unlikely that I can convey to you the mood
of Devoto's music merely by quoting a few of his
lyrics. Suffice it to say that if it is at all possible for
music to be cynical, sarcastic, sardonic, and self-ef facing, then that's what Devoto is all about.
I could go on and explain how I feel Devoto has
captured the ironic disposition of the Modern Thinking Man - the blend of self-aggrandizement and selfdeflation - but it probably would not do much for
you either .
So there goes my little review. I doubt that I have
been able to sway you into the world of Devoto-to
each his own, so the saying goes - but he is intelligent,
and he is good And that's that.

LivingwithNuclearWeapons?
by Phil Rourke

Li11ing with ,\uclear Weapons, a report prepan:d by
the Han·ard 'Juclcar Study Group which appeared in
the June issue of Atlantic Monthly, argues convincingly
that a wise!> pursued arms control agreement between
the superpowers is needed "if humanity is to cope with
the nuclear predicament."
The arguments arc outlined and argued ver) well, the
faces are well documented and the conclusion sound.
The only hesitation that I have with this argumenc is in
its flawlessness: I fear that people will ge~ caught up
with its persuasively argued points and the credibility
of its authors and fail to think for themselves the pros
and cons-of the issue.
The study group begins by outlining what it perceJ\'CS
as the inadequacies in ocher arguments on nuclear deterrence. Firstly, it scares the complete disarmament thesis and then discredits it completd}. The report argues
that the premise of the implementation
of disarmament - that war 1s not possible without weapons
is
flawed because "the supply of weapons 1s not thL sole
or even prime cause of war. Disarmament may remove
the most destrucnvc weapons, but others will be found."
It then convincingly argues that complete disarmament
of all counrries implies the need for some form of a
world-wide totalitarian government to oversee that no
country gets a milttarr edge over another Because of
this, the report concludes that any breakdown in this
d1ctarorsh1p would result in a multi-national race to
rearm and therefore the thesis 1s not valid.
Secondly,
the report
discredits
the commonly
labelled 'warmonger' thesis
that a country achieves
deterrence by being stronger than another. The author
argues that this only aggravates the possibility of war
and, because of this, 1s not a viable position to take.
Th1rdly , the report argues that a middle ground the,....,.
_c-aa=~ sis has to be found between these two extremes and
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then proccdes to show how Its pos1tion on arms control is the only valid argument for alleviating the dangers of nuclear \\'lr. Their pos1uon 1s ,1s follo\\'S:
"When a country is faced with a military threat, there
is a strong impetus to match that threat. But an equally
valid response is to try to constratn the threat. Arms
control 1s an effort to constrain the Sonet military
threat. If pursued wisely, it can sa\'e money as well as
enhance our security. It should be seen as a part of
a national-security
policy that is as important as the
defense budget The two arc not alternatives. They arc
partners in the pursuit of stability and sccunry. ··
If is further elaborated in the report that arms control
is limited b) the overall condinon of Soviet-American
relations and in the long run. arms control must be accompanied by some impro\'ement
in these relations.
This article's approach is solid: the report details the
history of So\·ict·Amcrican arms negotiations, an extensive discuss10n of the different types of :niss1le involved,
and the pros and cons of many of the arguments. The
article treats the subject maccer so "·ell that one could
conclude that it is the impartial adjustment of conflicting claims that many people have been looking for
on the issue of how to mamtam peace and security in
the world. This is precisely what worries me.

-----

-----

This is not to say that impartiality bothers me and
that I look for arguments to support my claims. Rather,
the article 1s so persuasive that l am concerned chat
people will get caught up in its persuasiveness and not
question it . I am frustrated \\ hen 1 think of the possibility that people will say that this 1s the answer to the
problem \\ ithour drawing theu own conclusions from
personal reflection.
The report, however, has the clements that would
suggest to people that its argument is the ans,,er to
the problem: 1t 1s \\ nttcn b) a highly respectable group
of 111dindu.1ls (members of SA LT talk delegations and
directors ot prestigcou<; governmental
offices), it 1s
graced \\ 1th Ivy League respectability; and the title of
rhe amcle is enticing
"The Realities of Arms Control."
I am not suggesting that the thesis of this article is
not valid
111 fact I have med throughout
rhis essay to
argue ro the contrary What I am suggesting, however,
1s that the essay is typical 111 that it is more interested
in sho11ing w, righteousness than It 1s co persuade people
tu think mdcpendently.
I think such an article should be
structured ,1s ro persuade people to both question the
specillc argumem 111 the article and the issue that 1t is
dealing\\ ith, and to get people to decide for themselves
\\ hat i, just.

~itit~i:r~ it~ ttlfu~IEdHiit~i:r
FacultyAssociationto besupported
Dear Editor,
pouring billions of dollars into the pockets of the big
The Winegard Report rc\1ewed by Phil Rourke in the
corporations as well as mto war production. It 1s these
October
13 issue of The Lance, purports to analyze
cucbacks which arc the underlying cause of faculty
the Faculty strike of 1982 in "an obJecti\e spine".
strikes as well ts fee h1kt· strikes of students, etc.
1lowcver, I strongly believe that this R~·porr which I
Of course, the Wint·gard Report de-emphasizes JII
have studied closely, 1s a mockery of the cruth and
this because It 1s '10t mtt·rcstcd in coming to condus1ons
constitutes a vicious attack on the Facult\' Association
detrimental
to Lhe government
and admmistration_
and its mem bersh1p. This 1s not surprismg in that this
In order to defend their interests as \\'ell as the qualso-called "objective"
Report was C4>mmissioned and .. ity of educarwn as a whole, faculty. students and staff
financed by the Board of Governors who could scaral the university must be prepared to take a stand
cely be cally "disinterested"
in the dispute. One of the
aga111st cutuacks. In my opinion, the Facult~ ,\ssocmain conclusions of the Report is that both sides i.e.
iauon did just t:1at and its decision to strike should
the Faculty Associarion and the Uni\'ersity adm1n1sbe supported.
Dave Woodya rd
tration were to blame for the strike. Th 1s is sophistry
pure and simple. Unable to conceal the act1vicics of the
university admmistration and the government in provoking the strike, the author of the Report resorts to the
cop-out of blaming "both sides". Using this method
he unjustly attacks the Faculty Associat10n while adopting the posture of appearing to be "fair " to both sides.
It's an old trick-but it docsn 't work_
The Universit)' administration
took a consistcndy
arrogant, unreasonable approach throughout all negotiations and withheld vanous key proposals unul the
last moment. Their objccti\'e was to wear down the
faculty association and impose concessions on them.
The Faculty Association negotiating team acted 111 a
principled, serious manner throughout the negotiatwns
but this was not reciprocated. Pushed into a corner,
rhe faculty members were forced to strike.
The Report further whitewashes the role of the
government and administration
by alleging chat the
underlying problem at the Uni\·ersit}' of Windsor is
due to poor administrat1on/faculty
relations, i.e. that
the issue is of "personalities" and that both sides don't
"know" each other well enough and so on. But what
about the crisis m the education system and the massive
cutbacks which are going on right now? For the last
few years, go\'ernmcnts ac various levels have been
cutting back on funds for health, education and welfare and ther arc escalating these cutbacks as can be
seen in 8.C. and elsewhere. At the same time, they arc

Rhymewhine
Dear Editor:
A friend of mme once def111ed a young poet .is a
person who can only be happy when dt'pressed. I ,, as
glad to sec that the recent Lance litcn.1ry supplement
was much less morbid than usual. There was, of course,
the studied cynu:ism that is par for the arnsic course.
However, \\ h) 1s It that no serious local poets can
rh)'me? "Meo\\, meow, I see a t'O\\." See how casv
it can be? I'm sure that these artists, with their w1d~
vocabularies, can do better than that. (I looked up
"parallax",
and I still don't kno\, what it means.)
,\1aybe wntcrs
are unsure of correct
use of
punctuation. If this is the case. I'd be glad to give them
some pointers. Even poor punctuation is better than
none at all.
In closmg, I'd like to assure the literary community
that I'm making no personal attacks. I'm truly grateful
that the latest offering was not ncarl) as depressing and
morbid (and morihunl) as they've been in the past.
I am sorry. ho,, ever, th:it anything that rhymes 1s
ridiculed as "doggerel", when it can be a unique and
valuable meam of expression.
Kevin John so n
P.S. Whoever ,,rote the lyrics for "The Love Boat"
theme may not be an arust, but he's rhyming all the
way to the bank.

Legal/SocialAid
Dear Editor:
\\an~· students arc \\ell-acquainted with the variety
of forms of assistance and adnce a\·ailablc at the office
of the lntern.1tion.1l Student ,\d\'isor in Cudy Hall.
In uiopcration
\dth the International Student Advisor. Communit\
Legal Aid and the Faculty of Social
Work arl· going to provide a lcgal/soc1al information
scrncc for students on Thur~days, from 1 :30·+:30 at
the lnrcrnanonal Students' Centre. The purpose of the,
scr\'ict· i~ to ,1ssist Windsor's foreign ,rudents \\ho may
hJ\'l'
legal problems or qutsnons.
There \\'Jll be both a la\\ student and a social work
stulknt at the Centre, who \\ ill discuss questions and
prondc rc.'ferrals and advice on a wide-ranging assort·
ment of topics, from landlord-tenant Jaw to immigration
problems.
In addition, the social work student can
assist in matters of cultural and social concern.
\\'e hope that foreign students will feel free to visit
the Centre on Thrusd.1y afternoons.
Facilities are
availabk for pnvatc con.,ultation,
and all inquiries
will be kept in strict confidence. Whether you come to
us with a specific inquiry, or wish to chat with us
about issues that interest you, please drop in.
Leslie M. Flem ming
Direc tor
Co mmuni ty Legal Aid

Sandyappreciated
Dear Edi to r :
When speaking to your reporter co n cerning the activities in and around the Grad Hou se, I neglected to me n tion the great contribution that Sandra Simpson has
made to the success that "the house" has enjoyed th is
past summer. I kno w t hat Sandy realizes her assista n ce
is greatly appreciated by all of us associated with t h e
Grad House .
Sco tt Raisbeck
G.S.S.
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ChryslerCanadaPresidentM .J Closs.

Presidentclearsupdistortions

Courageously critical insights
rnto this era of affluence
and high technology .

by David Fi n e

A book for young and old - for
shaping your own future now

The president
of Chrrslcr
Canada, .\1.J . "Moc" Closs. visited che University of Windsor
campus Tuesday. as a guest of
rhe Commerce Club, co speak to
a small, but interested, group of
students.

Now ava11ab'ein University College
and City Bookstores or from the
pub'1sher·

HUMAN PROGRESS PRESS
Box 4839 . Station E.
OTTAWA. K1S 5J1

$8 . 50

Welcome to

Angela's Beauty Salon
2062 University Ave. W., Windsor

For Men & Women's Hair Styling

PERMS

(Including cut and condition).
$18.00
HAIR CUT & STYLE
(Includes Wash & Blow Dry) . ... $6.00
WASH & SET
(Includesoonditioner& SettingLotion).. . $5.00
254-6611

Open Monday through Saturday

Closs centered his talk, enri·
tied "The Chrysler Recover}'."
on the effect government regulations, or the lack of them,
have had on Chrysler in pare,cul.tr, .ind on thl· auto industry
in general

tj
::'.:
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I le attempted to give a recent .,_
n:nc hi,tor} of the company 111 '§
order to dear up "so many c5
thing, which were so terribly
Chrysle r President M.J. "Moe" Closs: the mixture of optimi sm and
distorted..
hy the press at the
self-congratulatory rheto ric.
1ime of the Chrysler near-bankFor the future though, Closs
i\ddressmg the corporation's
ruptcy.
secs the picture as herng ver}
recovery.
Closs acknowkdged
Closs cited the Iranian coup
hrighc . "We're out of hock,
the arrangements
made with
and suhsequenr oil cmhargo of
we're
off life-support,"
said
union and non-union workers,
J anuary.
1979 as the event
Closs, and "we re gonna make
banb,
suppliers
and governwhich precipitated the Chrysler
a ton of money this year."
ments but said that " isn't where
nme-divc. The embargo caused
Basncn's comments
offer a
ic happened. In a recession you
consumer
demand
for fuelstark contrast
to Closs' sdfsaw us come out with the kind
efficient
sma ll cars just ar a
congraLulatory
rhetoric.
fie
of product that was appealing
Cline when the industry
was
disag rees that the company is
to the people and our share of
gearing up ro saush the de mand
"out
of hock."
While: the
the market started ro grow 10
for larger cars . 'I his sudden margovernment,
banks and supa lousy. down marker."
k er turnaround,
plus strict new
pliers have been paid off "a
government rcgul.tr10ns on emisrcLroacrive settlement
was nelktwecn spurts of new pro·
su,ns ;tnd safety, Closs main
ver made wilh the workers.
duce hype Closs railed agai nst
cai nnl, ,, as more than any in Where docs all this leave the
the government's lack of action
dustry could be expected
to
line-worke r who losL his house
on the problem of the Japanese
hJndlc
or car?"
impon onslaught. lk said the
Closs' response to the same
Japanese should have ro "p la}
J err} Bastien, first vice·presquestion
was: " Well. I guess
by the same rules" as th<. t\ u to iden r of U.A. W. Local 4 44, had
t here's no guara n tee for chat
pacl manufacturers,
1.c. by buila different
,·ie ". I le sai d , when
guy ever, is there? lkcausc we
di ng o ne car in Canada for cat·h
.1sked .1hour Clo \\ ' re m ar ks, t ha t
all lo~e o ur IH>U~es and our
one
imported
from
Japan
.
lie
<'hr) Iser " misman aged thenv,cl ·
car~ depending on the circumsaid that allowing the Japanese
1·e, 111to frnane1al difficult} ,"
stances.''
ro continue non-restrictive trade
and that health~ profits from
Bastien feels there sho u ld be
with Canada is inv1Ling disaster,
pre\'lous ~ c;trs shou ld have het:n
a
gu
ara n lee for the working man
.ind that Canad ians w ho b uy
enough 10 sa11st"y the demands
in
hard
times, namely the megaJ ap .111ese,ars arc "taking ;1 long
for
111<.:rl 1scd
investment
in
profits
of
previous years.
wa lk on .1 short p in ."
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AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY , you
can caste for yourself why our whiske y is so
uncomnxmly smooth .
Assoon as you sip the water w e
use, you can tell it's
something special.
Thar 's because it flows,
pure and iron -free,
fron1 a limestone
srring located deep
under the ground .
Ac Jack Daniel
Distillery, we 've used this iron -free
\\ 'acer since our founder settled here
in 1866. Once you ny our whiskey ,
w e believe, you'll know why we
always will .
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Fracasspeaksout
Continued from page 3.
LANCE: Do you think this year's Lancer team is better than last

year's'J
FRACAS: Oh yes, look at the results of our season. We haven't

been blown out. 3 5-7 is the worst score we've had against us all
season long - last year It was 65-19.
LANCE: You only bad 44 people try out for tbe team. Are you
saying tbis is an aberration from tbe norm a11dyou 'II never get
an_ytbing like this in the future?

continued from page one
grudge and takes it out on the
student's mark .
CLA found a "real problem"
with the section dealing with
the Dean of Students.
They
question his role of being a
prosecutor when previously he
had tried to deal with the
matter informally. "There will
always be a conflict," said

FRACAS: When you 're always used to 5 5-60 people, and only
44 show up, that's a shock. That's never happened before in all the
years I've coached. It tells me that in the offseason it would be
worthwhile to make many more outside contacts, make yourself
more visible, send literature co high schools and invite people down
to the campus.
The biggest thing I'll have to fight next year is the image people
have of Windsor. Last year we were 1-6. If we win the game this
Saturday we'll be 1-6 and they'll say, "Gee, they only won a couple
of games in two years, I don't want to go to that institution.·•
People always like to go to teams that do well.
LAN CE: Looking forward to next year, what do you see for next

year?

The Lance, October 20 , 198 3, page seven .
Siksay. Ontko backs up Siksay
Executive Committee so "he
on this point and has no compis plugged m" on any amendlaint with what he says.
ments.
Mervyn Franklin said that
Siksay stressed that from
the Senate had established a
CLA's standpoint, they do not
committee that would refer any
want to see every case appealed
recommendations to the Senate
and appealed, since sooner or
executive.
He hoped that
later a Court of Law would
something would be done conhave to decide on the matter.
structively. He said that as far
"The better the bylaws, the
as student input, David Laird,
less likely the courts will be
SAC's President, is on the
called," was Siksay's final point.

"Coming Soon"

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
PARTY
AT

FRACAS: I have had to do a lot of soul searching, but I am not

really appreciative of all the remarks that have been made around
here. I don't need those things. And maybe they should bring somebod} else in. I don't know. Let them try it with somebody else.
I've given 150% in my coaching endeavors at the U. of W. I've
given every ounce of my football knowledge to this program. We're
working with people that come to us. If we had hand-picked subsidized athletes I think you'd see a different picture nght now. But
I don't want that, that's not my style.

FACES
ONCOLLEGE
Oct. 29, 1983
TIME:8:00P.M.
COME
JOINTHEFUN
CALL

Prizes for
Best
Costume &
Best Dressed
Couple

256-5001

A~ TO~fl~

l~A
\ [1)1 () TAVEllc~

902 CALIFORNIA

:i-Hi Ol'E U .ETTE .\\ E.
\\ 1'.\0 SOK. O'.\'I:
Thurs. Oct. 20 The Blues Wave
with Joe Rispoli
Fri. Oct. 21

The Hippies
with ICE-9

Sat. Oct. 22

Chicago Pete
& the Detroiters

Sun. Oct. 23

Joci<ieWashl'lJICO
(Blues & Sentimental)

BY-ELECTION
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE

COUNCIL

FULL-TIME UNDERGR A DUATE VOTERS ONLY

The By-Election for the Students' Administrative
Council will be held Monday October 31, 1983
Nominations will be open 8:30 am on Friday,
October · 7, 1983 and will close 4:30 Thursday
October 20, 1983. The following positions are
open for nomination.
COUNCIL REPS
Nursing Rep.
Social Science Rep .
Human Kinetics Rep .
Computer Science Rep .
Visual Arts
Drama Arts

-

MacDonald & Laurier Re p
Tecumseh & Huron Rep
Cody, Electa , Canterbury Rep

- 1 position
- 1 position
- 1 position

CAMPUS POSITIONS
Senate
Student Servi ces Co mmitte e

- 1 position
- 2 posit io ns

1 position
1 ·position
1 position
1 position
1 posit ion
1 po sit ion

All nominees please meet in the SAC Office 4:30
Thursday October 20 , 1983 .

--

- 1...----
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Survivalistsmeet to
fieldfuture tactics
YUKON
JACK
ARACK#1.
TheSnake
Bite.
, R elease2 fluidounces

ofYukonJack.a dash
of1u1ce
froman unsuspectinglime,tumblethem
CNericeand you'llhave
skinnedthe Snake Bite.
Inspired1nthe w,ld,midst
thedamnablycold.this,the
blacksheepofCanadian

Formore YukonJackrec1~ write M OREYUKON JACKRECIPES,
Box 2710.~tal Station ·u~Toronto.Ontario MBZ 5P1

Hair Creations
for Ladies & Gents

tions as "something right out
of Soldie r of Fortune," magazine.

by Phil Ro urke
Preparing for the atomic apocalypse is not always fun and
games, especially if you are a
hardcore survivalist. The main
problem is that it is illegal.
That is what four Windsor
men found out on September
24th. On that day, these four
heavily armed members of a
survivalist group in Essex county
were arrested while practising
maneuvers in a Leamington-area
gravel pit. The group operates
under the premise that when an
atomic war comes, there is going
to be anarachy, and the mostprepared people are going to survive.
On and off maneuvers. these
men are prepared for what they
see as inevitable. When rhe police found these men, t he Wind sor Star reported that the four
men - three of them dressed in
combat fatigues - were "skulking around" in a gravel pit and
finng on a small target. Armed
with F'\1 carbines, a .308 calibre
rifle, a shotgun, a Luger pistol,
a crossbow, and explosive substances, c;osfield South OPP
Const. Dennis Robertson described the men and their ac-

At one of the men's homes,
police confiscated
FN semiautomatic rifles, carbines, two
pistols, a crossbow, nunchaku
karate sticks, mace, explosive
chemicals and fuses.
The police also found that
the men were even prepared for
an apocalypse that would last
more than one day. The men
also had at their headquarters
magazines, army helmets, sleeping bags, air mattresses and food
supplies.
According to Gosfield OPP
Const. John Mero, "to see these
four fellows up there skulking
around and armed to the teeth
with explosives and semi-au tomatic rifles ...
That's a little
scary."
To overcome this fear, the
London Tactical Rescue Unit
was summoned in. Mero said
the detachment officers on the
case called London because
"they didn't want to go in there
with just ou r pea-shooters,"
referring co the regular policeissue sidearms.
The four men were arrested
for possession of illegal firearms.

Monday - Saturday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Extended Hours by
Appointment Only)

10% Discount to University Students
(10 % does not apply to special s)

Come See
Barb
Lynda
Sharon

973-5400

Mon. - Wed .

Perms $35 .00
Complete

Reg. $45.00

HEAR
Bhaishand Patel
Political Affairs Offi c er ,
United Nations Center for
Disarmament, Department
of Political and Security
Council Aff ai rs.
Mr Pate l is a Fijian who studied
Commerce and Law in India.

"THE CURRENT EMERGENCY IN
THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE"
Sunday , October 23, 3:00 p.m.
Held at: Iona College , 208 Sunset
253·7257

1694 University Ave. West
(Corner of Campbell)

Grab Hold of a Great Deal

6th ,Annual
Masquerade
Party
FRIDAY OCTOBER 28
8:00 P.M.
Teutonia Club
Costumes Required
Tickets $5.00
Available at Centre Desk
Tim Dibe or Dino Marchiori

Costumes, Make-up and
Accessories for Hallowe'en
Open Weekdays until 9 pm
Saturdays until 6 pm

~

3041 Dougall Ave.

Hampton Plaza
969-4055

- - --------------,,--------------------

'Technologyis our servant'

- -----;--------

- - -The
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Activistadvocatespeacefulchoices
by Phil Rourke
"which can always overwhelm
"No. We cannot trust any
Dr Don ald Bates, a medical
defense in nuclear war" to
Great Power ." He also exdoctor and a politically active
deter a nuclear threat; and
plained that we cannot . put
member of the Physicians for
the reliance on technological
our total trust m neither the
Social Responsibility
(PSR),
strength to scare the enemy.
militar} nor the non-military
speaking on the thesis "Tech"As long as we allow our govern approach to international relanology -God of War or Peace"
ment leaders to rely on nuclear
tions, but argued that the latter
to about 150 people in Amdeterrence ... we are saying that
is "more credible that we are
bassador Auditorium Tuesday
we arc placing our survival in
prepared to grant.·•
night, argued persuasively that
technology ."
A question period followed
"technology is our servant" and
In dealing with the recurring
and Dr. Bates fielded them all.
onl y humans can choose bequestion "Can we trust the
The lecture was sponsored by
tween using it for war or peace .
Russians?" , Bates answered :
Iona College .
Bates began and finished his
lecture with optimism: "the
20th century started affluence
and could end with a technolog1cal wonderland." It was, however his discussion of the present state of international affairs
that could be interpreted pess imistically although Bares would
argue that such pessimism has
been created by human inadequacies and therefore can be
remedied by humans.
He explained that the threat
of nuclear war has not been
aggravated by technological advances but, rather, by the way
humans use technology . He
concedes, however, that technical aids have limits and technology "cannot transcend the
fallacies of its creators." From
this premise he argued that
nuclear missiles are designed to ~
"respond
quickly to human §£
demands but not to human ~
mistakes ."
Bates fe ·~ that illusions are 'C'S
of ten crea cd that our social §
probl ems ca n be resolved by a ~
"tech nolog1cal fix." Ile stated
many instances in which is the .Q...
case : the verifiabi lity of nuclea r u Dr. Donald Bates lectured several heads about humans choosing berms; the empna:.is on offense
between war and peace.

1

.-~
'J

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y <photography
3877Dougall Avenue
Countryside Squar e
mndsor. Ontario

969-6900

CONSIDER
ACHALLENGING
ANDPROFESSIONAL
CAREERASA
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT
Clarkson Gordon employs more
university graduates to train as CAs than
any other firm in Canada . Each individual is important to us. Our extensive
training programs , available to all our
staff, and our professional coaching ,
reflect our recognition of the importance to each person of achieving
his or her full potential.
To assist you in becoming a qualified member of t his challenging and
growing profession, our representative
will be on campus Nov. 16.
Arrangements should be made
through your Student Placement Office
prior to Oct. 28.

L:)66

Cefk
)Ifwn

~J/rkn

A MEMB ER OF ARTHUR YOUNG NTERNATIONAL

October 2 1

LEOTARDS
TIGHTS
LEGWARMERS
DANCEWFAR
FOR MALES

DANSl(JN;i:;
CAPEZIO!
Open Weekdays until 9 pm
Saturdays until 6 pm
10% discount to U of W students

on presentation of valid ID
on the purchase of any dancewear
effective until October 31, 1982

cnzotion6 . 1
by WindsorTheatrical

Southern Comfort tastes downright friendly.
Send for a free Recipe Guide Sou,he rn Comfort Corporat ion. PO So x 775. Place Bonaventu re Montreal. Quebec HSA 1E1

3041 Dougall Ave.
Hampton Plaza

969-4055
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Deciding

indsor'sFuture

Two [T of W studentstell the McDonaldCommissionwhat to do
andjolly wellhow to do it so there'llnever be any more
unemploymenteveragain.
by Jim Cain

Jim Cain has been following the progress of a possible
restructuring of the Wind.wr area's economic base, by
correiponding with participants in the committee est·
ablisbed to organize and implemellt this venture.
Jn the wake of a period of opponunities, shocks and
pleasant (and not so pleasant) surprises, a Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development prospects for Canada has emerged. Its purpose is to develop
a new consensus on the direction of Canada's longterm economic future and on how national mstitutions
can best serve our future needs.
To comply with this mandate, the Commission is
currently
conducting
hearings throughout
Canada.
"The objective is to obtain the fullest possible exchange
of views and information
between the Commission
and the public," said Michel Rocher, the Commission's
Secretary.
"And Windsor constitutes a significanr
component of that public."
On October 17th, Jay Hoffman and Neil Zwonh,
both graduate srudt'ntS in the M.B.A. program, were
called to testify before the Honourable Donald S.
McDonald, Chairman of the Royal Commission, and
Commissioners Laurent Picard and Angela Canrwcll
l'ettrs.
The two students were called before the Commission
because recent events and experiences coming our of the
Univer~ity of Windsor's Faculty of Busintss, in cooperation
with the Prov0..cia! Government and the
Windsor Business Community, had attracted the attention of tht: McDonald Royal Commission.
For the past nine 1nonths, the University of Windsor
has been coordinating a series of thn:e conferences
on the Economic Fui:ure of the Windsor Area. The
conferences >tre being chaired by Dr. Rich>trd Rohmer,
Chancellor of the University of Windsor, and organized
by Dr. Ralph Cowan, Professor of International Busi·
ne~s at the Business F:1culty. "The purpose of these
conferences is to bring various sectors of the economic
community together and examine all of the initiativ!;"s
for economic progress accomplished or currently under·
\\"ay by these groups and organizations in the Windsor
area," Dr_ Cowan pointed out.
While planning for the conferences, Jay Hoffman and
:'l!eil Zworth. as research assistants, were sent to other
Nonh American cities that had undergone or were in
the process of undergoing economic restructuring.
Some very significant findings were made upon their
visit i:o Akron, Ohio.

'

''The purpose of our visit to Akron was twofold,"
said Hoffman.
"First, to establish a positive working
relationship with the <:ity of Akron and the components
of its economic community, and second, to observe
Akron's restructuring program, its goals. strategies and
results rhus far. given various similarities thar exist
between Windsor and Akron."
The similarity is thin
. they have both been oriented towards secondary industry, dominated by·a few large companies.
Historically, Akron is a city whose industrial base
was rubber manufacturing involving companies such as
Goodyear, B.F. Goodrich, General Tire and Firestone.
Jn 1955, approximately
55,000 people held jobs in
those four companies.
Today, less than 10,000 of
those jobs remain.
Beginning in the 1970's, Akron
saw tht withdrawal of rubber manufacturers due in part
to inefficient plants, high labor costs and the movement
towards one-story manufacturing complexes, requiring
large amounts of land. llowever, more recently, the
tire manufacturers
have stt up world headquarrers

and much of their research and development
facilit·
ies within rhe Akron region. This prompted an increase
in white collar jobs, not only in the rubber industry,
but a!su in banking, legal services, higher education
and various service industries.
"It was nor so much the change in Akron's economic
structure which fueled our interest in the area," said
Zworth.
"It was more the manner in which various
groups were brought together and designed and implem·
c:nted the changes that impressed us."
Shortly after returning from Akron, Hoffman and
Zworth presented a reporr to Dr. Rohmer's Steering
Committee for the conferences, outlining their findings
from Akron and recommendations as they relate rn rhe
economic future of the Windsor area. lloffman and
Zworth were collUWSsioned by the Comminee
to
conduct further rcsench on Windsor. lt was thiS re·
starch and subsequent flow of ideas that aroused the
interest of the Royal Commission.
The two students were asked to prepare and deliver
a hricf to the Royal Commission identifying the nature
of their research and findings in conjunction
with
economic prospects for all of Canada. I !offman and
Zworth believed that it was important ''thar a link also
be established with the federal government for the
purpose vf these conferences in order to complete rhc
picrnre of guvernment involvement from all levels."
This point was stated explicitly in their brief before the
Royal Commission.
The Commission hearing opened with a discussion
by Jay Hoffman on the importance of the creation of
an organizational structure in the development of a
srratcgic plan.
"This device should help coordinart,
communicate and integrate the goals of the various
component groups within the community into a common ser of policy objectives."
He was quick to point
out that although an attempt at finding common ob·
jectives may lead to some mtergroup conflict, it is
the interaction between groups tho.t will have a syner·
gistic impact on the strategic planning process.
"In
contrast," he added, "the absence of this interaction
may lead to each group pursuing its own objectives,
which may contradict, negate or duplicate the efforts
of orh<"r 11roups in the economic community."
Hoffman commented on how the Windsor area was
in the process of bringing these groups together through
the series of conferences and the formation of the
task force mentioned above. It was at this point that
Hoff111an made the suggestion that a link be es.tablishcd
between the Federal Government and The Conferences
On The EconG1mic Future Of Windsor.
The discussion then shifted to the core of research
that both Hoffman and Zworth had workt:d upon.
It was stated cmpharicallly that in order to develop an
overall strategy directed towards the creation of a
solid economic foundation, a thorough situation audit
should be conducted on the urban centre under study.
The audit should consist of four principle componenrs.
I. A survey of urban area manufacturers, to obtain
an accurate picture of the expansion/relocation
plans
of local businesses and identity problems along wirh
_obstacles to growth.
2

An inventory of the service and retail sectors,
the opportunities for the development of
new service industries.
3.
An architectural and engineering analysis of
existing industrial facilities, including estimates 0f
renovation coses and the consideration of re·use pocential.
to examine

4. An overall strategy base for the urban area based
part on the findings from other study components.
The ·purpose of which is to enable the urban area to
realize: the re-use potential of available industrial facilities, and diversify its economic bast.
111

The two students are presently conducting such a
survey of manufacturers in the Windsor area. Th<' survey
consists of an inventory of both past trends and future
expectations of the industrial sector including industrial
space and land needs, alternative capital investment
sources, sales growth and employment growth.
In
addition, the survey examines satisfaction levels with
area services and organizations and the general business
environment of rhe area.

omplish this end is by matching a given area's economic
objectives and strengths with a training program geared
towards these particular objectives and strengths."
An example of just such a program exists in Akron,
Ohio. Akron was very successful in establishing the
Institute of Polymer Science. "This," he said, ''became
possible through the co·operation of academic, industrial and community leaders." The Akron region accounts for more rhan half the Polymer related business
activity in Ohio. Through an aggressive marketing campaign, the Institute has a.ttracttd a !argt· pool of skilled
workers in the field of Polymer research from- all over
the U.S.
Zworrh asserted that two points must be emphasized:
First, "It is the coordination of various sectors of the
economy which will facilitate the establishment of co·
optrativt dforcs such as the Pokmer Institute in Akron.
Second, in ordtr to establish a ·training program gt>ared
wwards a particular area's strengths and objectives, the
strengths and weaknesses musr be 1\·cl! defined." He
also noted that the situarion Judit described earlier b\'
Hoffman, "will elucidate the assets and liabilities of th~
area economy, allowing for clarity in the definition of
objectives.''
"ln the Windsor area, for example, it appears that
m;inufacruring comprises a large segment of the industrtal base.··
Jr was sugg!!Sted that a CAD/CAM or robotics training centre involving the University, labour and govern,ment are projcns which may dcser\'e consideration.
"Yet," Zworth pointt'd our, "The situation Judit currcnrly undcr\\'ay must be con1plered befort' any definite conclusion ran be drawn \1·lth regard to possible
training programs."
The discussion then focused on the importance of
urban areas marketing chcmscl\'cs. "Thest' areas should
define themselves as corporntions auempting to target
themselves to the heads and wants of tht· potential
l"UStoma
i.e. prospective investors m a particular urhan
area.·· Several suggestions were m~dc in regard to ho1\
ciuc~ L·an brighten up the dimJtC for 1nvestml·nt in
their respective areas, using t•xamplcs from Akron.
Mort·over, it was suggl·stt·d that the Windsor Jrea deve·
lop new methods of financmg for business development
to supplement nirrcntly available financing.
Onl" irc111that l"aught chc attention of tht' Commi5sioncrs was the final di~cussion on an Industrial lncu·
bator Project in Akron. The lndusni:1! !ncubaror is tht'
re-use and r_c·!iabi.!i~ation of a former industrial building
by condom1n1um1zmg it 1nro smaller lcaseable areas for
use hy new businesses. The incubator is a place where a
fledging business can get starred in an environment
which will be conducive to success. A new business can
stay incubated for a period of a few years.
. In conclusion. Zworth stated that ''this type of pro·
Ject can serve as a model for urban areas in Canada who
like Windsor and Akron. are fa<:ing the plight of small
business."

In line with this, the students are also probing fam]J.
iarity with and the usefulness of various federal and
provincial government assistance programs.
r loffman
suggests that preliminary survey results mdicate licrlc
awareness of these programs. Ar the same time, those
companies that did indicate an awareness of the programs chose nor ro make use of them. "These results,''
he argued, "lead one to conclude that government
at all levels must attempt to r.iisc the awareness level as
well as the effectiveness of such programs.
In the survey, attempts are also being made to monitor local industry's degree of commitment
towards
participating in a community
CAD/CAM (compuwr
assisted manufacturing and computn assisted design)
centre; the benefit to exporters of a free trade zone in
the Windsor area; and potential areas of capital investment over rhe next five years.
Hoffman concluded his portion by stating that the
survey results will form a data base which should he updated on an annual basis.
The microphone was then turned to Zwonh, who
spoke on the co·ordinarion of educational facilities m
the planning process. J le began by stating that the role
of higher education should he defined as an cs~cnt'ial
component of the economic future of any urban area.
Zworth claimed that there is an ahunda11cc of technology and expertise lockt'd m rhe lah,,ratories of academic insricucions, stating that researchers arc unable ro
deliver their findings, while on the other hand, industry is left in rhe dark as to what is going on in the
!abratorics. "What is needed," he said, "is an mtcgratcd
effort between industry and academics. Steps could be
taken to accomplish this by establishing liaisons between
industry and the universities. This would serve tu facilitate better channels of communication, hcnct· a flow of
information between · the two sectors."
!t was noted by Zworrh, that positive sups are bcmg
taken to carry university research and development to
the commercial stage. They involve licensing technology
to companies and attracting firms for the purpost of
participating
with universities
111 developing
and
commercializing specific technology projects. Zworth
noted that it is discouraging to find that industry in the
U.S. funds three rimes as much research being conducted
The Chairman of the Royal Commission, Mr. Mac·
in its universities as do Canadian firms.
Donald, alon2 with his two fellow commissioners thank! le warned rhat it is equally dangerous, however for
ed both Hoffman and Zwonh for the1r rime and effort
universities ro reach ex,tremc commercialization of their
They indicated an interesc in maintaining an ongoin~
research. "A delicate balance," he said, "musr be main·
channel of communication between the Royal Commis·
tained between basic research and commercial resc.1rch
sion and the two students. It would seem rhat rhe work
being utilized by industry."
that these students art' carrying out under the direction
"The other essential function of the university that
of Dr. Cowan could eventually be utilized to the advanmust be integrated with the economic community is
tage of the Windsor community and other Canadian
that of training," said Zworth, "A possible way to acecommunities as well.

Womenandproblemsthinking
The scenario is a committee
of eight female mental patienb,
each fully behcvmg in her adopt·
eel identity one is Joan of Arc
(I kather I.et· Mills), one 1\mcha
Farhart (Kerri MacDonald) , one
Osa Johnson (Chnsue Reeves),
one Gertrude
Stem (Wendy
Krekder) and so on.
They
decide
unanimous!}
that direct acuon must be taken
agam male hosnlity (imagined
hosuhty
no doubt
these
are p.1ranoid "omen, hkc most)
·1he vicums will be the members
of the asylum's men ', \\ard
A proposal 1s made that the
women carrr our their fairly
latent maneater tendencies lira·
all). (Great proposal, Osa and
great boots, too).
So, Arthur
Kop1t',
play

Two nurses (Kim Schulze and Karen J, Buggs) try to restrain a women patient
mented ravings.

and

errauc behaviour results
almost constant ol>scuring of any <lcfintte focus.
But the omn1pre,cnt amb1·
guny created by thL palsied
actwns and speeches of the
ch .1rJcters (includin~. strangely
Ill

Chamber Music succeeds \\ 1th
,,c1rdness, but the Uni,ers1ty
Players, arc less successful in
maintaining unny . Attempts ro
portrJy a ment.11 patient, palsy

:in

enough, the nurses) characterizes the play', atmosphere and
bespeaks what 1s possibly its
theme
Mental instability (and
no life is free of it) 1s mcsssy,
and often gives a girl a headaclll' and a heavy dose of con-

(Kelly Benjamin)

from further de-

fusion.
Actually, it's more precise to
say that Kopit, true to his male
lucidity, is attempting co sho,,
us that ,, omen, m trying to
dt·<;troy men, destroy only themsdvrs.

----------------------------

So hereI am

Curtis Armnrong
Ambo land.

IH

a "green"

reporter

takes stock of the war horror in

l'his Obie a\\<ard \\ inner hy
\mlrn Gray 1s best described as
a piece of allt·gorical pnmcss .
Anybody
wnh kno\\ k·dgc of
the Vietnam era can t:asily
sec through (;ray's fine line of
metaphor
and sec that this
' hcuonal" war of Gra) s pla)
1s no mean di\tancc
fr o m a
horrifying .rnd real Vietnam .
Gray has set his pla) in a
hcuuous
oriental place called
Arn ho Land, \1 here .1 green
reporter (Curtis Armstrong) has
sought an assignment that will
provide him "•th more excite·
ment then the beat back home
in rhc U.S. Tht· reporter
soon
learns that he has to enter a
quagmire after he "Jtnn~cs a
Buddhist monk who has cho·
sen marryrdorn (by incrnerating
himself) as a method to protest
the harshness and incompetence
of his government
"hich
1s
,upported and kept rn power
by tht· u .s.
(,ray, of course, means us to
see the reporter coming to a,\~-

encss, hence he finds h1msdf
111 the front hne with the American troops and takes a little
shrapnel in rhe derrier,•
lie
cv~·ncually f.llls into guerilla
hands . 1 hey ackno\\ ledge the
face that the French had oc·
cup1cd Amho I and before the
l .S. and ransom him hack co::--==
th e news age ncy he works for.

~"""""

Through
scathing humour
(,ray portrays the sen~elesrness
of war and tht· actual one that
this pla) so closely sy mbolizes.
Indeed, the whole play. itself
a bloody and humourous meta·
phor for Vietnam, turns on a
st·ries of parallel events so
allegorical as to be unm1stake·
able even prcchctablc.
Joey Golden excelb in the
diverse roles of a monk. a nun, a
host of (;I',; , and also produced
the sound effects.
Director
La\•in1a Moyer and Gary Goldmg
deserve credit for putung on a
play of this srnpc. The performance gives the author the equity
ht· deserve:.

Historyof mystery
Agatha Ch rime's cla,s1c play,
'rhe ,\iousctrap , has broken all
records for longe\ n >.
Centering aroW1d a bunch of
strangers Stl0\\oound m a Boarding
llouse \\here a murder takes place,
Christie's mp,tt'l) has the kind of
formula that kt-cps J)<.."Ople
corrung.
Written m 1952, Jt has played
to O\"er 4 rmllion pcople m Eng·
land alone, so it's quite a task
\\ ayne State 1s shouldering b)
deciding to produce It there.
rhough not qune as rcfrned
as the classic I<nghsh version I
had a chance to sample m England last month, the students
ha,e a knack for hnngmg the
mystery up p.ist required st,1ndards.
Monica Palmer (as Mollie
Rabton)
and Chris l-l1et1kko
(as Detccuvc Sergeant Trotter)
moved from restraint to exuberance as they played up a
cheerful seriousness.

Comic relief, assumed by the
role of Chmwpher
\hen (not
the l>u1lder of St Paul\) and
Mr Para\'ic1ni, were aptly deh·
,cred by \\ark Riemer and Fred
Diehl as they enga3cd m all
'>Ortsof verbal mflectiom.
Containing the flurry of rhetorical jousung and characters
paddrng to and fro, Dwight
Wcllborn 's set was even more
engaging than the one m the
English production. 11, st a tel)'
decor, howC\cr, \\as not under,core\l by thl' dimness of the
hgh ting ,d11ch occa,;10nally re·
suited m e) e straining Whether
this \\aS affected m the name of
myi.cery is unclear.
After \\ 1me sing tuo differ·
ent performances I could, per·
haps draw comparisons between
British and American society,
but I'll lea,e that for later. Suf·
face 1t to say that the American
play had handguns being fired
while the Bnush one had none

Michael Victor Mendelson end Mon1ce Palmer apppear as Giles and Mollie
R11l11ton
in Bonstalle Theatre's "The Mousetrap ".

-
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productions 'lew York's James
Dietsch plays Gcrmont.
The young Greek Dnvala
gave a t o uching,
memorable
performance as Violetta, a beau·
tiful ailing courtesan .
Her
duets with Dietsch, her lover 's
father, were among the finest
in the performance.
This view
was clearly shared by the maj·
ority of the audience.
The
opera is performed in Italian
but do not be deterred by this
as the action, the mood, the
music and, of course, the written synopsis make the story
perfectly clear.
At the most basic level,
the story portrays Alfredo Germont falling in love with a
courtesan namc:d Violetra Valery. The Seventeenth Century
father, little d1ffen:nt from anr
Twentieth century one, disap·
proves of his son 11\·ing with a
}'<>Unglady of dubious repute.
lk persuades Violetta to give
Alfredo up on the grounds
that she 1s ruining the family
reputatwn
and, more co the
point, he is sure to ure of her
soon anyway.
Al read; weak
and ill, Violetta cventuall; dies
despite her reconcilhation
with
her lover.

•

Our own post-modern Helen of Troy is Greek soprano Jenny Drivala who
plays Violetta in the Michigan Opera Theatre's "La Traviata".

hy Laura Marks

Put aside your .intt-opl·ra
prejudilTs and noss the fl\'er
to the \1 ich igan Opera Theacre~ ·
" Season of Exccllenre'
Their produ ction of Verdi's
La Traviata <until
(ktoha
22nd) 1s supab.
The musil·

I\
light and tuneful, the sror}
simple and tragic, the costumes
bl'aunful and the singing gen·
nail:
of top lluality .
T,,o
sl'paratc
casts share the six
performances.
One stars Benita
Balcnte and Rico Serbo and
the ot h er stars Jen ny Drivala
(in
her Noren American detiuc)anJ Kirk Redman.
In both

•

*

Now they'rescrewinguppoetry top/
by Salvatore Ala
On Wednesday ntghr, October 12, I attemkd
the showing of "Poetry in Motion" at the Detroit
Institute of ,\rts. Unfom ..nately, I left the theatre
disappointl'd
m the film's shallow depicuon of
poets and poetry.
The problem began immediately when puce
Charles Bukowski
opened his mouth, and his
rancidly verbal grumb!ings seeped from rhe cellu·
loid ar a nauseating rate. He had no business bemg
in the film, bur of course a number of others had
no business there c:ither . Especially when poets
like Robert Penn Warren, lning Layton, Galway
K111nd, and others whose poetic achievements de·

mand thl· greatest re~pl'l:t were not induded,
The film's port ra ya I of modern poctr: ,, as
hinged on its d1n:rs1ty, and extremes rather than
its pure direc.:tion and importance .. \1odern pol'rr)',
though spread m many directions still concerns
itself with the principks char arc its \'ery foundation. I think thl' filr.,'s director Ron Mann should
know a little more abour thl' subjecr he is docu·
mcnting as 1t was obvious thl' film hardy skimmed
the surface of one of the oldest art forms.
I am thankful that Ron Mann did include poets
likl' .\.1ichacl Ondaatjc, Gary Snyder, Robert Crcl'·
ly, Amiri Barak.1, and Diane DcPnma. But nen
with these inclusions the him itself was handled
poorly and the ART of poetry misintl'rprcted.

LET US PREPAREYOU FOR THE
DEC. 3, 1983 lSAT
OR THE
JAN. 28, 1984 GMAT

• Eachcourse coo<1<ts
ol 20 hoursol ,nstruction
for only S 14!, or 32 hours for only S215
• Courses are tu deduct1ble
• Complete rev,ew of each section of rach
test
• Extensive home study mdtenals
• Your courses may be rep,,ated at no
additional charge

CLASSESFOR THE OEC. 3 LSAT
20-hour courw

,n London Nov 11· 13/83
in TorootoNov 2S·27/83

32 hour course

,n Toronto Nov
27/83

s."· 26,

CLASSESFOR THE IAN. 28 GMAT

20 hour course

londonJan. 12. 14.
15/83
in TorootoJan.2~22/83

32 hour course

m Toronto Jan. 7,
21. 22/83

in

a.

To registt't, call or wnte
GMAT/lSAT
PREPARATION COURSES
P.O. 8ox 597, Sution A
Toronto, Ont MSW 1G7
(416) 665·JJ77
To all ,,.. from Windso,
dial O and uk for Zenith 16720

....

Student Cuts
Guys $10.00
Gals $11. - $13.
Halloween Special

- Sale or rent wigs,
sideburns, mustaches
- $2 and up
- Halloween makeup.

No Appointment Necessary
Visa Accepted
227 4 Wyandotte St. W.
near University of Windsor
254-8053

"Coming Soon"

* * •

A~ an added
bonus, the
,\lichigan
Opera Theatre, loc aced m Detroit s Music Ila II
on Madison Avenue, is offering
half price nckets on the dar
of performance.
These rangl'
trom $4 ro $14.50 (American)
but phone the box office first
at 313·963-7680.
~tudent JD
is required.
The season eontinut:s next
month with Gournod's
Faust
anJ thl'n Sondheim\
A Little
Night Music, starring Cll'o l.allll' .
Fi~ally , there ,~ill be two
perfo rman ces of Doni/ctt i 's An·
na BoJena featunng Joan Suth·
erhnd.

fZ

HAIRWORKS
UNISEX HAIRSTYLISTS

"The feel-good movie of 1983:'
R" h,Hd lorl1s,..., fl'\\[

".\.'\GA..Zl~E

How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?
THE

BIGCHIU

In a coldworldyou needyour friends
Q.S"'.:i,jt~
to keep you warm.

i

TOMORROW
This Award Winning Film is
Back For a 1 week Limited
Engagement!

GANDHI

His triumph changed the world forever.
OCCASIONAL
VIOi.ENCE
11...,,,~l l#lJ"'ChO"ro, ,(11

Daily at 8:00

···~

p.m.

Saturday &
Sunday 2:00
& 8:0 p.m.

DDEON
1• INI NOtlDU

uuo,

SllUU(

11111

00 lt!'lfRS1Qt ORI\'( wnr
IIIII 1\' '~U

f ilf'HQ

by Peter Deck

The 'Three Artists - One Material" show which runs at
Artcite until October 23 gives
rise to all sorts of questions
concerning art's capability and
its function.
Joe Deangelis, Steve Daigle,
and Wayne Tousignant have
attempted with lengths of videotape-painted,
strewn and hung
over various other objects - to
fashion artworks which function
!ess as statements than as attempts at discovery and exp loration.
These works, however, tend
to have a directionless or unmoving air about them.
There has, in fact, been already one Windsor precedent
to such creations.
In a dark corner of the
Adelman building during TOWARDS Artfest '83 last summer, Mark Sikich had installed
a conceptual videotape array.
Whether or not any of the
three artists exhibiting this week
took note of Sikich 's work,
ac least one piece, by Tousignant. seems to work in the same
direction.
Tousignant's videotape octopus clings to floor,

Daigle's work reflects the Samuel Beckett metaphor that man is a "caged
beast born of caged beasts ...born in a cage and dead in a cage."

ceiling, and walls, and reputedly
looks most impressive at night.
The untitled frame structure
of Deangelis takes up a good
portion of Artcite's small space
and would apparently elude all
critical comment (see Jim Rlliot 's Windsor Star review - Ed.)
with its intertwined hodge-podge
of multi-colored tape.
Daigle's work is the most
striking of all that is on display.
I lis five pieces are carefully

Glenn Warner/LANCE
structured and appear to have
been well planned. Accordingly, one feels comfortable examining them, especially with the
three-dimensional
perspective
obtained due to the white walls
behind them which contribute
to the soft and flowing imagery.
* * * * • *
Artcite is the artist-run gallery located at 1233 University
West.
The next show will
be "No Comment", works by
John Simard, Oct. 24-30.

GRADUATE STUDENT
· SOCIETY
STUDENT DRIJG PLAN
All receipts dated after July 1,
1983 can be processed on Mondays
and Tuesdays between 4:30 p.m.
and 5:30 p.m. at the Graduate Student
Society Office, 552 Sunset Avenue.
You have the option to include
your spouse. If you wish to do so,
you must have your spouse registered
by October 25, 1983 in order to
have full coverage for the Fall semester.
Beneficiaries should be full-time
graduate students.
Details on your benefits available
at the Graduate House.

Above, art close up. A closing reception for the Daigle, Tousignant, and Deangelis show will be held at Artcite on
Friday, October 21 at 8 PM. All interested parties are invited to chat with the artists.
Glenn Warner/LANCE

Every C.G.A.
who graduates
this year ...
will have a

Certified General Accountants do
have a choice: taxation, auditing,
controllership, government. management accounting, commerce,
industry - public practice.
CGA offers a five-year course.
Advanced standing is granted to
students with college or university
credits. It's tough, and demanding.
That's why more and more employers are looking for people who
have earned the CGA designation.
Because it identifies a person with
drive, initiative, ability, and
knowledge.
Choose the fastest growing
accounting profession. Become a
Certified General Accountant.
It's nice to have a choice ...
isn't it?

Deadline for
Winter
enrollment,
November 11.
For information,
call or write:

~

CGA

The Certified
General
Accountants
Association
of Ontario
480 Un1vers1ty Avenue, 4th Fl
Toronto. Ontano M5G 1V2
(416) 593· 1103
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in SAC's Pub

SKI

I don'tknowwhyyouTestillhere

~illingf2p
January 2·7
Intercollegiate SKI FEST
sponsored by:
Lit e Beer from Mi lier
$265.00 U.S .
includes condomini um
on the slo pe, bus &
lift ticke ts

call
Lyle 969-2775
Al 252-768 1

I
I

I,_

LSAT / GMAT / GRE / SAT
- Seminars Now Forming University Test Preparation
Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph , Suite 2501
Birmingham , Michigan 48010
(313) 540-5988

by Sue St. De nis
Penetrate
the darkness and
make out the barely distinguiseable figures lurking here and
there. and an early week night
in SAC's Pub is good for nothing
if it docsn 'r send you packing
to books and bed and sleep.
I wouldn't have rbe heart to
say such nasty
th mgs if it
weren't for the fact that Barrelhouse seems to have taken residence in the Pub for longer than
I can keep from groaning.
Acc om plished musicians rh1s
Barr el h o u se. bu r I do n 't gi ve a
toss for their banal ageing looks
or the marvellou~ range of rop·
40 slop they so perfectly draw
on, They have about as much

energy and excitement as an Air
Supply Jong-player,
but what
never ceases to amaze me is
how the Pub crowd can endure
the height of dclerium and eccentricity
such bands achieve.
I'm being sarcastic of course.
Pub audiences and Pub managers rarely are, however. So
there's nothing left for me but
to turn my back on the "ruck"
loving Windsor bar masses and
their fresh tastes.
But I v.-ouldn't curn without
asking "why"?
Why sho uld rh c Pub b e w orried a bou t a reput at io n as a
place where undcsircahlc musical
forms dwell? Why not be more
alarmed at the name it will act1uirc as a ha\'cn for stcrlit', list-

less cover bands?
Of course, Barrclhouse will
b}' necessity and by uninrentivn·
al conspiracy haw to be unfor·
tunatc scapegoats for this kind
of thing.
With manager 'fancy Bauer
wanting to bring all the various
Barrclhouses
of
the
world
through her empire, patrons arc
being sheltered from the "dangerous" realit;- of anrthing progressive.
Barrclhouse and all its cousins are safe, dcvmd of t·haracter
and ultimately
prove to be
die hvmg zom bies of rock 'n'
ro ll -- alas if they could he that
thrill mg.
As for the Pub - "h.:it a sad
sad thing to sec n <; potent1~I so
utter!~ \\itsted, and \I h~? Why?

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport
Store
Shop
Canadian

Racquets for all sports
• Badminton • Racquetball •
• Tennis • Squash

We Do "Floor
Shirts" And
Team Orders
For Any Sport
-Complete Cresting
Service AvailableFast Service

IALL TENNIS 25°/o OFFI
Yonex • Black Knight • Dunlop
Kennex. Suigi • Spalding• Donnay
Ektelon • Head • Voit • Wilson
Prince.

j We String all types of Racquets j
Mens & Ladies Sportswear
and Footwear for all sports.

Complete Service Dept. for bicycle
repairs , skate sharpening and
skate blade repair or replacement.

Serving Windsor & Detroit For 18 Years
Mastercard
Visa

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORT
CENTRE
5909·39

MondayFriday 9-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

Wyandotte St. East

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd.)

The Finest in Test Preparation Since 1977

Vanier Vittles
,~

LUNCH

SUPPER

11:00 - 1:30

4:30 - 6:30

Monda y

Navy Bean Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Macaroni & Cheese

Veal Scaloppint
Baked Perch &
Newburg Sauce

Tuesday

Cream of Mushroom Soup

Roast Beef
Spaghetti& MeatSauce
& Meatless Sauce

Pork Fried Rice

Sloppy Joes
Wednesda y

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spanish Meatballs

London Broil
Tacos

Thu rsday

Canadian Cheese Soup
Meatloaf
Spiced Beef/Onion Bun

Curried Beef & Rice
BBQ R:bs

Friday

Vegetable Soup
Grilled Cheese & Chi:
Chicken Pot Pie

Saturday
Sunday

Fish & Chips
1/4 Roast Chicken

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30
Soup of the Day
Bacon with Cheese
Sandwiches
Soup of the Day
Hot Beef SandWich

4:30 - 6:30

The Deli 1s open I 1.30 - 615 Monday · Fnday
The Round Table is open t.>30 • 11 :30 Sunday·

Baked Ham
Beef S1e11.
SpagheN1/Mea1
& Meatless
Veal Cordon Bleu
Friday

by Elaine Weeks

&Julia Mcilraith

C:

Dt:spite near freezin g temp·
eratures , the Lancer track and
field tt:am gave a fine showin g
at the OLIAA/OWIAA track and
field championships held in Sud •mry over the weekt·nd. liead
coach .\1ike Salter was very
pleased with his te am in this
final outdoor compctiuon and
relieved th ,tt once agam there
were no major injuries
.\nned with mittens, scarves
1nd touques , the Lancers snagged -1-th place out of a total
of ten teams . Outscandint! per formances were turned m hy
Arnie Hr.1kel wlto won the
1500m ,,1th a time of 4 :00.9
to sec a ne,, Un1vers1ry of
Windsor record and Ste\C Gibb
\\·ho scored in the high Jump
,,ich a leap of 1.99.\\ to break
h 1s old school record set la~l
1·ear .
I-our bronr.e medals were collected h) other team members :
J'im RyJn with his effort of
l : 5 7 .5 in tht• 800 .\1 which ,1.1s
2 tenths of a second from cr.ick ing the sd100l stand.1rd , Rob
Schram
with his heave of
12.95.\1 in the shoe put, .1nd
return
team member Elaine
Weeks wtLh h c:r leap of 5 I 3 \\
in rhe long jump, a new school
record, and w1ch her 13.35
second finish m the 100 metres .
Other Un1versit}' of Win,h or
record~ were smJ.shed hy nc\\ corner Terry Schinckel who ran
the l 0,000 metres 1s 31 30.8 to
net him a 4th place fm1sh
and Jan Ronr with her pers,mat
be:,t ume of 2 22 I in the 800
metres to gain her l,,, ·n 4th
place scandmg

Personal bests were achieved
by Lisa Chafe in the 100 metres
with a time of 13 .3 seconds,
Annette
Kosotco,\sky
in th e
3000 metres finishing in 11 : 18,
Randy Laframboise who ran a
16 . 51.-1-race in the 5000, Andy
Swiderski who clocked 32 :57 in
the I 000 and Allan Fahey J.nd
,\lhn
Pyke: in rhe Sho t Put
with tosses of 12.3.\\ and 10.9\1
rcspect1vcl ~.
Ocher high finishes went co
I.J.ncrrs Jeff Griffith w~th his
5th pt.ice showing m the 200
metre final. G1hh who jumped
to 4th place · 111the rnptc jump
and p,·el in th nm L'rs Sdir am
and Warren Young who placed
4th and 5th respecti\'cl)' .
With v1s1ons of \\armth,
dinna
.md partyin!! m their
heads as the meet neared its
conLlus ion ,
Lant:n
runners
<.wept lo 4th pl.rec finish in tlic
women 's -tXIOO metre rday
dut · co rhe dforts of Dehh1t·
Remekie. ,\\anan ne Ofner . Jenn y
Yee .ind Cha fr in 51 : 15 seconds .
With barely enough time to
catch her breach , Yee assisted
the wonKn \
rday team of
Weeks, Ko,kowski and Root co
another 4th pbce fmish in a
time "f 4.28.6.
In the men's 4xlOO metre
rd.,, . ,\\1l·hel Vigneau Ir, Gcurg<:
Ken, Schra m and C nltlth completed their passes Ill 45 ·68
seconds for fourth plan· . Kerr
and C,nffich rt·douhkd
chc1r
effort, to aid tcamm,Hcs K} an
and Gcorgc DumH>od~ in taking
5th place ,,1th a tune ,if 3, 35 .5
in the men's 4x400
metre
reby .

The University of Windsor Track and Field team won't have to run in the cold any longer. The indoor
season starts in six weeks. l :I,w1l' Weeks/ I.!\ ,\ 'Cl :
.\fter a long, strenuous day
Jt thc rrad:, the Lancer team,
hare!) µausing for food .md
sh owers,

n: n tured

out

one<:

again into \\'inre r-ltkc rcmpcr acures co paint the town red
at "Daules··. thc world famous
Sudbur) hot spot
The team and coaches look
forn ard co an(){hcr succes.,ful
sho,1 mg \\hcn the indoor ,eason
bcg111sin 6 \\'ceks . Anyone who

is still mtcresced in competing
for the team shoulc.l please
fccl
LO contact
Dr. Salter

at the I luman Kinc:cics buildmg
as the team is sh; of field and
m iddle distanct· people.

Managers needed
Anyone intcrcsted m becoming manager for the
women\
lntcrcolleg1acc Baskt·thall ream please
contact Prof. Sue Swam at ext . 569. The men's
team 1s also looking for a manager and anrone
intcrcscccl should contact Dr. Paul Thomas at ext.
218 or ext . -1-00.

Lancersbow to No. 1 Laurier
SpeciaJ from The Cord
The Launer Golden 11:m k,
clinched top spot in the OL' ,\,\
With a 3 7 -23 VICWr} ()\'l'f tlw
Wind,or Lancers (i,1rurday in
Waterloo.
The I la,, ks Jre nm1 6·0 and
only one "in away from a per·
feet season. The "mies, L.in·
ccrs dropped
w 0-6 with
one last ch,rncc w fm1sh with
two points.
Although the L.1ncers lost
by 14 points. the) su rprned the
ll awks hy takmg a quick 7-0
lead. The Lancers capitalized on
a fumble by Randy Rybansky
on the Ila wks first possession of
the game Gmo Castellan scored
the touchdown
and Gracme
Flett added a convert to give
the Lancers an unexpected 7
point lc:ad
The llawks struck back. P,1ul
Nastasiuk rushed in from the
Wincbor 15 to cut the Lancers'
lead to just one point. A miscue
on the convert attempt kept the
Lancers ahead.
The llawks took the lead
for the first rime on another
Nasrasiuk touchdown.
A two
point conversion run by Nascasiuk made it 14-7.
Windsor tied the score at 14
after a daizling 101 yard kickoff
it rurn by Joe Brannagan.

play~ later and set up another
Fletl field goal.
• All hop.cs of a WmJsor mir acle nerory t·nded m the arms of
Bruce Lo\\ 'f) . Lowry interceptt·d
anothcr Lancer pass and ran ir
back 43 yards . The /lawks held
on the the ball and the game
enJed 37-23 .

Windsor QB Pat Muldoon completed 12 of 17 passes for 102 yards.
Claudia Slama!LANCF
Dave Lovegrove intercepted a
Pat ,\\uldoon
pass on the
Wmdsor 22 yard line to set up
another
lfawk score. Randy
Rybansky rushed into the end1.one for the touchdown and
after the convert the Hawks again led by seven.
Flett's field goal brought the
Lancers within five points at the
half.
In the: third quarter,
the
llawks increased their lead after
a 32 yard gain set up by Rybanski's second touchdown.
The
llawks led 29-17.

An unnc:cessary roughness
call against the J lawks allowed
the Lancers to get back into the
game. Castellan was the vicum
of the penalty as he was hit
hard at the line by the Hawks.
Flett booted a field goal and
the Lancer, trailed by JUSt ten
points
The Ha\\kS increased rhe1r
lead with Rybanski's third touchdown and threatened to go
even further ahead when Lovegrove made his third intercept·
ion. The Lancers recovered the
ball on a Hawk fumble several

Randy Rybanski finished the
day With )45 }'ards and three
rouchdo\\'ns for the llawks on
26 carrjcs. Paul Nastasiuk added
201 yards rushing on 13 carries
and two rouchdowns, including
a 62 yard scramble.
For rhe Lancers, it was another frustrating day. They didn't
play like a winless team, yet
came up on the short end once
again.
Gino Castellan had a fine
day running as he gained 141
yards on 21 carries, including his
rouchdown. Pat Muldoon corn·
pleted 12 of I 7 passes for l 02
yards, but threw four interccp·
cions.
Joe Brannagan had an impressive day on both offence and de·
fence, as he scored on the re·
markable kick-off return and al·
so had a hand in many tackles.
Graeme Flett scored I 1 points
for the Lancers on three field
goals and two converts.

On defence the Lancers had
problems containing the I Iawks'
strong running game: thar chalked up 375 yards . The llawks
added 111 yards passing for 486
,·ards total offence. The Lancers
gained 17 3 yards rushing, 111
passing for a total of 284.
Hawk coach Tuffy Knight
had said before the game that
the Lancers were probably rhe
most improved team tn the lea !!ue and char hc ,,asn't taking
che game lightly.
"Windsor hJ.s all co gain by
knocking
off
the unbeaten
• ilawks," said Knight .
Lancer coach Gino Fracas
would agree that his team has
improved tremendously over rhe
season.
"I'm sure the majority of
people were saying 'by how
much? 50? 60? by how many
points are we going to beat
Windsor?"' said Fracas. "And
then ther were rocked in their
shoes when we scarred that
game."
"We made some rookie misrakes that cost us."
''There were some critical
intercepuons that they got on
us," us said. "We could have
really made it a closer game than
I 4 points • .. that tells me: some·
rhing about our team."

----------------------------------------------------T
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Lancerssetfor seasonopener
by John Slama
The hockey Lancers will open
their OUAA schedule this Saturday night against Brock at Adie
Knox Arena. The Lancers have
been training since Oct0ber 1st
and have four exhibition games
under their belt so they should
be ready.
With the final cuts made, this
year's squad is split about even
between rookies and returning
players and coach Bob Corrao
says
that
the
Lancers
are
definitely
improved
over last
year.
"We're
stronger
m every
position,"
he says. "The quality of the rookies is quite a
bit
better
than
last year."
The Lancers will have more
depth at goal this year wnh
rookie Mart Sekcla joining veterans Casey Hossack and Steve
Sapardanis.
Sekela looked very
good in exhibition
play and,

at 17,
better."

"is

only

going

to get

Offensively the Lancers have
their
leading
scorers
Chuck
Dungey and Jeff Parent back
for another
run at the playoffs.
"Chuck
and Jeff are both
ideally suited for the college
game and I expect both will have
outstanding
seasons," says Cor·
ran.
Don Renaud, Mike McKcgg
and Ron Seguin arc the remaining returning
forwards.
Gerry
Rioux, who has been enrolled
at Windsor for the last two
seasons
is now eligible
for
OUAA
competition
after
playing
professionally
with
the Winnipeg Jets and Tulsa
Oilers of the CHL.
Defensively,
the
Lancers
lost Brad Dunbar, Doug Ken nedy, and Bobby Campbell to
graduation, so four rookies will
be joining Doug Matton, Ray

Pekar and
blueline.

Stu

Prince

on

the

As for predictions,
Corran
expects that the overall picture
of the OUAA wiJI be pretty
much the same as last year.
"No matter how good we get
it will always be that way," he
says.
''Western
and Toronto
will
always be strong and that leaves
the rest fighting for four playoff
spots. Lauricr will be the team
to beat this year so that leaves
the other 10 going for three
spots."
Saturday's season -opener is a
big game for the Lancers, who
had a tough time \1•1th Brock
last year. Brock, according to
Corran, was the most improved
team m the league last season
and have most of their players
returning.
"It's one we've got to win,"
says the coach.

LIVE VIDEO ROCK STATE OF
the art concert will be performed
January
7th,
1984 featuring
on
guitar Kerry Laforet (late of the
Blues & Booze Band, Ma'am) and
Neville Anderson
(singer, late of
S.0.0.'s,
a
neo-expressionistic
wankeresque
squad)
who
will
perform:
Kafak Vomits on Us;
Strangers in my Shorts; Open Eyes
Sliding; Solitude Waves Over; and
When Daffy Duck Gets His Beak
Blown Off.
Live, at the Cornation
Tavern, north of Barlow's synapse,

Soccerteamsplitson the road
by Dan Moriarty
The Lancer soccer team was
one and one on rhe ll'Cekcnd
and, with onl} three games ldr
on their OU/\/\ scheduk, their
pla)'off hopes arc in jeopardy.
The Lancers loM on Sawrday
ar Waterloo by a score of 2-1.
They have still not lmc J gam,:
b) morl' than om: goal.
Four minutes mro th,: gam,:
Waterloo
openeJ
the scoring
with a hard shot to the uppe r
corner.
rhey addnl
to their
kad b) scorin g on ,l goa lnwu th
,,-r ,unhle.
The Lancer, t.lmc· h·1ck 11uh
lll rmnurc, ldt 111 1hc first half
\1hcn I .trf ) J11hns11n k icked in
t he re bound of Ia n l' arra rc\
tree kick
In the second half the L111cer~ had ~cvcral ch ,lnt 'lS, rhc
1,cst ot which 1rns \\hen John
C:ortcse's
head
ball I.it the
post,
but they failed to tic
the game.
l .ancer
coach
Harry
Bird
summed up the game by Sa) mg,
"we lose another hcartbrcaker
in which we missed our top
scorer."
Marc ,\,\archcse,
the
lt:ague's second leading scorer
with 9 goals, i~ out wirh a
knee injur)'.

The Lancers put their an
together
on Sunday and beat
(;uclph 4-1. Lancer Mike Lovric scon:d first ,,n Tum Serafimovski's corner kick. Serafimovski
scored nexr himsclt ' on Milan
Korar 's cross.
In the second
half, L1rry
Johnson scored on Ian Parran\
free kick and Parratt finished
rhc scoring for the l.:11Kers II ith
a beautiful shot from 25 metres
out. Cuelph goc one h.1ck \11th
tl'll minutes left ro ruin \ ' an
'\J1f1ro,' hid for his ,c:cond ,hucou t.
,\ frcr Sunda ·'s ~amc, niad1

John \lacratis said, "I ll'as pleased to see a scoring punch develop, it's been lacking since the
in,1urr of Marc Marchese . Wasim
I (abash and Kevin Borg played
strong dcfcns1vel }'."

Dear Members,
We are pleased to inform you that
MSA has met and fulfilled the requirements as set forth by the S.A.C. And
with effect from October 6th, 1983,
our association was form~lly ratified.
We will continue to give the best
service we can to all of you.
We take this opportunity to express
our sincere thanks and gratitude for
the cooperation and support that all
of you have been giving us.
Yours truly,
C. L. Lee . Secretary, MSA

The Lancers were 3-4-2 111
CU/\A
play
after
Sunda~ 's
game. 1\fter pla} ing ar \\'c,tern
on Wcdncsda~, rhe Lancers doSl'
out the season at home this
\1eckend.
Hrock \\ill 11s1r the
South Campus fit·ld on S.Hurd;1\· Jnd ,\k ,\\~ster
come,
in
~u nd ay. Bmh g.iml·, 11 ill sr,1n
.n I ,0 0 pm.

15 w

Colleµe. 15- 17
3- 15 10 Oakl.111d
L' nin:r,it, · ,rnd dcicJted Sagina1\
\'alley 15-7.
The\ ' then pro, ·cednl co rhe
pla) off ~ \\'here the)
ddcJtcd
Sag111;1
\I
in th rec games 6- 15,
I 5-8. 15-10 hut lost to ~choolcrnft taking thl'm to three games
15- 12, 10-15,
1()-15. Schoolcraft cvencuall) 11011 their O\\n
rournament defeating 0Jkl,1ml U.
The
I .aneerctte,
rra\'cl ro
Toledo
next Thursda~
l1Ight,
October
27 to compete
in
a
tri-rournament
\\·1th Ohio '-;orrhcrn.

+
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· special student rares ·
. free 5 x 7 gdt photo ·
. no sitting charge ·
. cap and gown available ·
also passport photos and weddmg coverage
Telephone

2534833

for appomtmenc

Evenmgs cal!. 253-8847
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- Christmas Photos -

WE'RE OUT FOR BLOOD! Which
faculty can give the most'? Blood
Donor Clinic, October
25, 1983.
10:00-4:00 pm. Amba~sador Audit.
oriom. Meet the challenge! Sponsored by the MBA and Commerce
Societies.
DRUMMER
RhQUIRl·.D:
For a
newly formed band. Previous stage
experience not essential but helpful. Preferably 21 or over. Phone
252-3717
for more
information
between 4-8pm.
FOR SAU·.Home Stereo Qualit} Components.
Fisher- SRS-1058
stereo receiver/an1plifier, Sanyo TP82 SO turntable,
Hitachi
Ha-330
,tcreo amplifier. Best offers. Call
Peter at 2S4-3044. evenings only,
FOR SALFCar Stereo System,
top of the line. Audiovox (Hi-Comp)
362 AM/FM Cassette
Deck and
Audiovox I l 50 speakers. Both components brand new and in original
packaging with 3 year warranty.
Best offer. Call Peter at 254-3044.
Evenings only.
Dr. Bryan Walls of Windsor, a
well known dentist and author, \\ill
be discussing the story of hi~ two
relatives-John
Freeman and Jane
Walls-at the monthly general mectinl! of the Essex C'ounly Branch of
the Ontario c;enealogical Society o:t
Monday, October 24 at 7;30 p.m.
His documented
novel, "The
Road that
Led to Somewhere"
traces !he life of John Freeman Walls
from his birth
by Troublesome
Creek, North Caro lina to his death
at the family homestead
on the
l'uce Road Just south of the County
Road 42 in Maidstone Township.

1,\o.....,_O,,,...r

by
PHYLLIS
- PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 327 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

to Sdwolcrafc.

List Saturday.
the Lancer·
etrc vol le) hall tc.1111p,1n1c1pared
111 an cxhihnion
lllurnaml·nt at
Schoolcraft
Michigan
College.
They hl111ed out in the semis
w the host team.
There were six gaml·s entered
and each was guaranteed at least
six games; five for the round·
robin and one in the playoffs .
Windsor wcni 1-4 in the roundrobin, placing them last for the
playoffs.
The Lancercttes
losr 8-1 5
against Kalamawo
Va lier, I 2-

.-0
...,
.......-...-wi\t.., "'""'
'- """'•~dw-.1
....

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

Lanceretteslose tournament
by Sharon Lester

plenty of booze and dancing punks.
Get your tickets early.
The event
will be prefaced by a screening of the
avante-garde
film "Squirrels"
by
cinema luminary Warner Fassbinder
Herzog.
Tickets $4S in advance,
$SO at the door. All CTC and Tickettron agents.
PARTS OF MY BODY FOR SALE
I will sell one of my kidneys for a
reasonable price; 1 will also sell the
left half of my brain because I never
use it. Call the Lance, ask for Nestor.

Monday Spaghetti Day
all you can eat + 1 trip to
salad bar only $2. 99
Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Street
(corner Sandwich

& Mill)

Wed. Pizza Day

Sm

M

2.99

3.99

Invites you to take a
break from your studies

Daily Luncheon
Specials $3.99 - under

salad bar

any 2 items

/

~~ )

11:00- 3:00 daily
~~
with something for everyone-fresh homemade soupsPIEROGIES • FISH • CHICKEN

10% discount on all pick-ups
15% discount on pizza
Hour!:>.Mon. - Wed. 11 am - 1 am
Thurs. - Sat. 11 am - 2 am
Fully Licensed under LLBO

Sun. 12 Noon - 12 pm
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Lancerettetennis
by Rohanna Alladin

The Women's Tennis Team
competed in their first Doubles
Tournament
at Waterloo this
past weekend. The women competing were Tracey Cann and
Margaret Hoffman, Ann Lamando and Joanne Munro, and
Michele Hall and Janice Hebert.
The doubles team of Margaret Hoffman and Tracey Cann
played three consistent matches.
In their first match they lost
6-1, 6-0, though they did manage
to carry many games to deuce.
In their second match they
lost 6-4, 6-2, trying new points
of strategy, such as alternating
court positions. Play often revolved around the net forcing
quick returns. At one point in
the first set Hoffman and Cann
led 3-1. Hoffman admitted, "it
was a tough loss since we started
out so strong."

Hoffman and Cann revitalized
themselves in the third match
winning 6-1, 6-1. "I felt we were
in command throughout the
match," said Hoffman.
Michele Hall and Jan ice Hebert crushed their opponents
6-0, 6-1 in their first match. llall
consistent!}' positioned
shots
cross-court, while Hebert upset
their opponents with down the
line winners. Hall and llebert
held strong serves with very
few double faults.
In their second match the)
lost 6-0, 6-1. Hall maintained
strong baseline play as I lcbcrt
took an unfamiliar position at
the net. They put up a strong
flight in the third match but
lost 7-5, 6-1. Hall often tried
drop shots to bring their op·
ponents to the net. This resulted in many powerful baseline winners, but it just wasn't
enough explained llall, "Many
games went to deuce hut we

couldn 'r break thr ough, \,hich
is very frustrating."
Ann Laman do and Joanne
M.unro lost their first match
6-0, 6-0 . Lamando admitted,
"I double faulted too many
times dunng the match."
They bounced back to win
the second match 6-0, 6-1.
Their shots were more powerful
and consistent compared to rhc
first match. "We felt strong and
in control during the match,"
explained Lamando .

They lost a discouraging third
match 4-6, 6-1, 5-7. "I was verr
disappointed in the third set. I
know we could have won," said
Lamando.
The doubles teams arc now
placed in flights for the doubles
finals according to their results.
The teams of Iloffman/Cann
and Hall/Hebert will compete
in flight B, while Lamando/
Munro compete in flight C.

ATTENTION
Co-Ed CheerleadingSquad
"Try-Outs"!
Basketball
cheerleadingfor bothmales
and females! Tues. Oct.
25 to Fri. Oct. 28; 7-10
p.m.; Indoor Track-H. K.
Building. (student i.d. required). For the best time
of your life- see you there!

Doubles partners Michele Hall (back) and Janice Hebert at Waterloo.
Margaret Hoffman / l,ANCE

Coach Stewart Loft was
quite satisfied with the outcome
of the tournament.
"It was
tough competition and I hope

they do well next week."
The Doubles finals will take
place on Saturday at Wilfred
Laurier.

Join the
Lance
sports
staff
PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

0irt{Jrf----Ca//...

Any Further Info., Phone
258-6125.

w e Ca re For
You and Your Unb o rn Ch ild
Give Life a ch a nce and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

APARTMENT TO RENT: One bedroom bachelor. S 174/month including
utilities. 581 Janette. 948-5843.

FOR

RENT: furnished
one bed room apartment.
Near U of W.
S 27 5 2 58-5 207 /256-05 58
THE WOMEN'S FORUM.First meeting Thursday. October 27. 5:00 pm.
Graduate House/upstairs
(552 Sunset) All faculties.
grad or undergradu. women and men invited.
ROOMMATE REQUIRED: For two
bedroom
upper duplex with west
sunporch
and full third floor for
storage. Call anytime 252-4674. Two
miles from school.
FOR SALE: Stove, good working
condition,
$35. Ladies, ~ length.
blue, size 10, leather coat from
Blythe Mill, hardly worn, $75. 789
Sunset St. or 256-4740.
CHUA.ABRAHAM:
Please contact
R.Lespeary at the ISC, Cody Hall
(253-3801)
for an important
message.
MAK LA I : Please contact
R.Lespeary at the !SC, Cody Hall (2533801).
WANTED: Tutor to he l p 1st year
student in calculus 62-114-03. Rates
and times negotiable. Apply Huron
Hall Room I 5 3 anytime (if not there
leave a message at the desk or on the
door).
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An Invitation to
meet Kettle Creek
Co mp iled by Diane Beza ire

Men's Flag Foot ball
The flag football season hit the halfway mark last
week and is heading for the final games this week. In
the CFL last week, the Lawmen beat the Nads 13-6
and the Survivors nosed past the Engineers 8-7.
In the NFL league, Cody slipped past Blitz 13-6
and the Rumrunners forfeited to Delta Chi.
Men's Vo lley ball
This week in the competit ive league, we have a
new team in first place. The Lampshades with a 6-1
record. thus dropping TNUC down to second place
with a 4-2 record. Remaining in third place arc the
Skywal kers at 4-3, JUSt ahead of the Unknow ns at
4-4. Still holding down the basement spot arc the
Huron A's who have yet to win a game hut the}"rc
probably just waiting co make their move, right gu}'S!
In the recreatio nal league, we again have a new
leader, the Rejects with a 5-1 record. Morris' Misfits
made a big jump from 4th place to 2nd place with a
4-2 record. Third place is held down by the Brewers
at 3-4 followed by the Hur'bies at 2-4. Last but not
least, we have CJAM who finally won a game.
Congratulations Guys!
Women's Voll ey ball
Last week the Jolly Jammers were knocked
down to 2nd place. The. Jetson s, Scuzbags. Wreckers, and Nameless are all tied for first place. Keep
it up girls! A special thanks to my referees for faithful dedication to this league.
Team
Jetsons
Scuzbags
Wreckers
Namesless
Jolley J ammers
Benchers
Volley Brawlers
Engineering
Six Floor Sex Pots

Poin ts
8
8
8

4
2
2
0

e

along with the Tags from
9c?
~p
with winners. Impressive defensive and offensive
plays were seen throughout the ~am~. The games
that were called off because of ram will be re-sche·
duled.
Team
MHPD
Tags
Brew Crew
Tazm an ian Devils

Wins
5
4

Losses
1

3
4
5

3
1

Sods
Division 1

Come on down and
meet Kettle Creek

- - ---1
11 :00

Jacques' Jocks

10,00

~

R.A..'"1.L.'s

Division II

-i

11 :00

Brew Crew

10:00

Cathy's Cookers

NOT E: Remember games start at 10:00. The rule of
same number of girls as guys and alternating batting
order will be strictly adhered co. Anyone not listed
on the team roster (original) will not play.

~drimed

~~m.

...-.

..w«25.J4S,~.

Intramural Basketball Referee s
All those interested in refereei ng Intramur al basketball this season are remind ed to fill out an application for m at the Camp us Rec. office in the
Hu ma n Kinetics Building. Games will be played
Mon day, Wednesday, and Thursday. The season will
run from Nove m ber 17 - March 22nd. All refs.
arc reminded to look to the Lance for upcoming
info rm at ion on the dat es and times of the referee's
meeting and clinics.

258-7336 ~

BLOOD DRIVE
Tuesday
October 25, 1983
Where: Ambassador
Auditorium
Time: 1 0:00 . a. m. 4:00 pm.
Date:

"Keep Blood Circulating Give the Gift of Life"
Sponsored by
the Nursing Society

Playball. ~l

2482 DOUGAU ROAD,
WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA

NIX 1T2

Late Night Bowling!
12:00 M·idnight to ?
Special Rates!
(For groups of 40 or more, we
offer a Bus Service which will
pick up and return)

I

I

I

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR

i

You·r~ just minutes away from W1hds or's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational faci lity. We're an exciting new c lub that
offers members features such as : • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • ProfessionalInstruction
• Aerobic classes daily
·
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All !

I

j

Student
Memberships

FREE RENTAL SHOES AFTER
MIDNIGHT. We also have good
day rates.
Book your group early
Phone 969-901 O
Wayne MacKay- General Manager

469 Pelissier Street

12:00

Bye -----,
Sac ----

bowl lanes

2482 Dougall Ave.
Windsor, Ontario.

- com/orlable, casual clothing
for men and women
handcrafted
in the fishing villageof
Port Stanley, Ontario
where Kettle Creek meets
Lake Erie

Bye -----.

Men's Intramural Basketball
This is a final reminder that the application
deadline for teams in both the 'A' an d 'B' divisions
is Thursday, November 3rd at 12 :00 noon. There is
a team limit, so get your application forms in early.
There will also b.: a captain's meeting that day at
6 :00 in the officials room at the Human Kinetics
Building. Attendance by the team captain or team
representative is (!'landatory. Further information

8
6

% m.s7

Coed Lobball
This year's coed lobball season is quickly winding
to a close. In the final week of play Chris Horton's
hit clinched the victory of Jacques ' Jocks over
R.A.M.L.'s by a score of 11-10; Sac defeated Brew
Crew also by a score of 11-10. Cathy 's Cookers
came alive to make the playoffs by beating Electa
10-7. Last but not least of all, Faces came up with a
big (1st) win over Sods 8-5.
A few notes concerning the Sods vs. Faces game .
First, both teams displayed the true meaning of the
term recreation al. I think a good time was had by
all. Pete Cobb holds the record for the mo~t strike
outs; problem is, it happened when he was pitching
against his own team! Also, Karen, you're going to
have to learn that throwing a ball intentionally at
the runner is not allowed, especially if it's Pete
Cobb! (you quickly learn to regret it!)
Playoffs are Oct. 23, 1983 beginning at 10 :00 a.m.
The structure is as follows:

$70.00

i-------------------------·-----------------,
: University of Windsor .:student Discount
:
I
I

•

Cards will be honoured.
Group lassonsavai1ableon request

:

..

______ II

~======================~---------------------------------~
I
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Lorca
a rel

Few men in the history of Spanish literature have
had such a profound effect on it as did Federico Garcia
Lorca, born in the village of Granada in Southern Spain
in the year 1898. His was the province of Andalucia,
a mainstay for Spanish Anarchism and for Andalucia
it w~ Lorca who fought, wrote, and died.
He was executed at the age of thirty-eight, in 1936,
one of several republican "rebels" who fell victim
to fascist bullets, but not before his plays, poems,
prose, and promises had made him a great poet-writer
of 20th century Spain.
At the age of seventeen he was already showing
tendencies toward highly structured poetic verse which
reflected mondernist, classical and romantic influ_e.nces.
Besides being a reknowned poet, a particular favourite
in nis ovvn province of Andalucia, Lorca was also an
avid student of music, an excellent pianist who found
the lyrical expression of his people through traditional
Spanish folk songs. His musical influences found expression through the medium of his poetry as well as through
his plays.
If Lorca was a poet first, then his second love was
play-writing. His plays touched on Spanish themes
with universal dimensions; they often bordered on the
edge of religous fanaticism forever trying to leave a
moralistic lesson behind for his people to dwell on after
they had absorbed his thoughts.
"Blood Wedding" is a famous Lorca work that has
been frequently translated into English. It comments
on the tradition of the Spanish family, the imaqe of
blood and death contrasted against the beauty and white
innocence or tne weaaing ana tne virgin.
"The House of Bernarda Alba" brutally depicts a
family atmosphere characterized by the psychological
domination of one figure; it also touches upon the fact
that your neighbours may be listening to your family
squabbles through thin walls.
"The Love of Don Perlimplin and Belisa in the
Garden" is an experimental Lorca play which flirts with
early absurdist theatre through its usage of paper characters, repetitive and twisted dialogues, and an exaggeratea, senseless plot ooraenng me tine lrne ot reality
and fantasy.
It was a clear objective of Lorca's plays to present
established Spanish themes to his people throuqh modern literary devices, but forever remembering the exaggerated, lyrical greatness of Spain's writers from the
Golden Aqe.
It was Garcia Lorca's death that made him a martyr
in the eyes of the Spanish pueblo. It is still unclear as
to how he was executed. Some claim he was dragged
through the streets of Granada, along with other "revolutionaries", by Nationalist guards in the early morning
hours of February 19, 1936. A guard who claimed to
have been placed on duty outside the prison cell, where
Lorca and other condemned men waited, remembered
~fc~t'·i:i~~is.~c\1:'1;s
csc:~~ !:e~o~o:~~~
having it sent from abroad since he detested the traditional "black" Spanish brands.

The as$assination of a poet
From A Poet in New York. Garcia Lorca from his stay 111
New York, 1929-30, as a student at Columbia University_

Dawn (La Aurora)

Dawn m New York bears
four pillars of slime
and a storm of black pigeons
that dabble dead water.

Dawn comes, there is no mouth to receive it,
for here neither morning nor promise is possible.
Only now and again a furious rabble of coins
that enter and ravage the dispossessed childhoods.

Dawn in New York grieves
on the towering stairs
seeking on ledges
pangs traced upon nard.

The first on the streets know the truth in their bones:
for these, neither Eden, nor passions unleafing;
they go to the slough of the ciphers and strictures,
to the games without genius and the sweat without profit.
Light is burned in chains and alarums
in the menace of science, rootless and imprudent.
And staggering there in the suburbs, the insomniacs
as though lately escaped from a bloody disaster.

They came for L.orca and the others at dawr1. He
asked for a priest before his deathwalk, but had been
denied this privilege since the village priest had already
gone home.
The priest had been told earlier that there VI.OUld
be
no executions. Lorca and his comrades were brought
to an old olive grove at Fuente Grande, close enough
to Granada so that the shots 1NOuldbe heard.
1 rememoer once seerng a photograph of this olive
grove. It was how I had imagined it would be, sparsly
vegetated terrain, rocky, dry, with spots of bare bushes
and a few hardy, olive trees scattered up the hillside,
stretchinq toward the horizon. This was Garcia Lorca's
last view of the earth from which he grew. He was shot
in cold blood on that morning of February 19, another
number for the books, executed because of his leftist
political activities and republican sympathies which
stood against the ideals of General Fransisco Franco's
fascists and the Nationalist cause. Executed because
of his words. It makes one realize just how poVverful words can be. It could only have been a beautiful
dawn which presented itself before the eyes of Lorca
on that cold, February morning. He rrust have closed
his eyes.
Brad Lombardo
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Student
righ~ threatened
by Kevin Rollason

T c newest in fall fashions were displayed by SAC Commissioner of
Special Events Neil Schechtman.
Above, Neil models the most
daring of contemporary European fashion: his skirt by McMahons's
of Nice is a rayon/cotton ensemble. The top, by Este d'Robe, was
fashioned by Carriera's of London, and sports a "noveau" upturned
collar. The porn-porns, the unifo rm 's very raison d 'etre, were sty led
by Coomber and Coomber of Paris, and add a striki ng cavalier to ne.
The leg hairs, from Trevor's of Denmark, complete Neil's eye-catching habille. Lance photo/Dave Fine

Blooddrive
receivesdonations
by MarkMurray
Even though we students are
facing hard financial times there
is still one place where we can
still give generously and that is
the Red Cross.
That is what about 250 stu·
dents did this past Tuesday rolled up their sleeves and
gave blood. The Nursing Society, for the 20th straight year,
sponsored the mobile blood
drive which is based in London.
"These blood clinics are important to us because half of
the donors who show up are
here for the first time," says
Mary Taylor,
Director
of
Blood Donor Recruitment in
Windsor. "Because school is
out in the summertime, it is
impossible to stage these events.
From the mobile clinics we get
~ew donors who are called upon
tn the summer to again donate
blood."
According to Taylor, "these
new donors are vital to us because they help offset the loss
of regular donors who can no
longer give blood due to age or
illness."
To the Red Cross and hospitals, blood is worth more than
g?ld. Windsor hospitals need 275
Ptnts of blood a week. In South·
western Ontario that same number is what is what is used in a
day. To keep up with this never
ending demand, the Red Cross

L

needs 1200 donors a week.
The Red Cross is sponsored
by the United Way and contrary
to what most people think, the
Red Cross does not make
money. "These tough financial
times have cut our budget from
. the United Way" says Taylor,
" ... the money we do get goes
to paying the nurses on staff,
so we depend a lot on our volunteers."
To help control this staffing
problem, the Red Cross has about 250 volunteers in Windsor.
Another problem the Red
Cross faces, according to Taylor, is advertising. Since the
Red Cross is funded by United
Way, they cannot spend money
on ads. "We really depend a lot
on these mobile blood clinics
for people to get to know us
and the services we offer."
out
Along with collecting blood
the Red Cross is involved with
many other community services.
The Red Cross has its o'"'n water
safety program, a first aid in·
stitution, and loans out equip·
ment to the handicapped.
For all you students who
failed to join me in donating
blood on Tuesday, the local
bra nch of the Red Cross has a
blood clinic every Monday and
Thursday from 1 to 8 p.m.
So go on out and give blood it's one donat ion that does not
cost a thi ng.

Another Senate byla\\ could
be affected by proposed changes
from the School of Nursing and
Graduate Studies. Both could
hurt rights the bylaw guarantees
for students.
Janet Rosenbaum, Director
of the School of Nursing, wanted the quorum for both the
School of Nursing Council and
the Appointments Committee to
change during the summer. She
proposed that students not be
cot1ntcd for quorum during the
months from May to August.
Rosenbaum 's
reason
for
proposing the changes was since
most students leave for the
summer, " ...
it paralyzes the
School of Nursing Council",
because they could not get
quorum. She said she does
appreciate student participation.
" I'd love 1t if students would
come".
Dr. Gordon Wood, Dean of
Graduate Studies, said that he
would like the quorum for the
Graduate Council to change
from 50% to 40%. He wanted to
do this srnce the Graduate Council was such a large council,
numbering 38 members, it was
too difficult to reach quorum.
He hope more members might
show up for the meetings with
reduced quorum since there
would be, " ...
a threat we'll
go on without them".
Wood added that the 40%
quorum made no distinction
between students and non-students. He said the Committee
had discussed the proposal last
winter and decided to propose
it to Senate.
Scot t Raisbeck, Graduate Society President, and a member
of this year's Graduate Council,
when asked what he thought
of the proposal for the quorum
change, said he had, " ... never
heard of it". He admitted that
there was a problem trying to
get people together in order to
make quorum, but the proposal,
". . . doesn't make any sense to
me".
John Ontko, a Student Senator, felt that both cases were

examples of Bylaw 30 "coming
under fire " by faculty. He said
that he did recognize that since
students usuaily did not show up
for meetings , quorum was hard
to get. "I do recogni1.e it is a
student problem". He added
Bylaw 30 ensured that for every
three facult) member on a council, there would be one student
member .
Ontko said that main problem with the committee positions was students themselves
were rcspons1bk· for electing
students to fill those positions.
Byla\\ 30, Ontko added, had
been referred to the Academic
Affairs Committee of the Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) for review. SAC would
present an) possible amendments to the Senate.
Dand Laird, SAC President,
felt that the possible passing
of motions contrary to Byla,.,.

30, such as these, would set a
precedent. "It is crucial that
something like this docs not
get passed".
Dr. Walt Romanov, Dean of
Social Science, said that the
Faculty
Councils arc busy
organizations.
They
discuss
reaching
schedules,
budgets,
etc. "You 're dealing with careers
and all kinds of things". He said
that the proposal by the School
of Nursing had been sent to a
Committee which would discuss
its ment and then send 1t back
to the Senate.
Rosenbaum admitted
that
:.0111c:
fa1.:ultks get around the
quorum question by not adjourning the final meeting of
the Council before the summer. This way Councils could
continue meeting through the
ennre summer without quorum.
She felt her way was a much better way than that.

Inadequate
declaration
by Kevin Kollason
and Pam Banks

The Students' Administrative
Council (SAC), because of the
little progress made in student
evaluations, bv the University
Senate, is currently working on a
proposal for a Declaration of
Inadequacy.
The Declaratton of Inadequacy would provide a \\':IY for
students to fight inadequate teaching methods by some professors.
David Laird, SAC President,
said that 1f students do not get
student evaluations implemcn·
ted, something has to be done
to protect students. He felt that,
" ...
one student's voice isn't
good enough . .. SAC is making
it more of a unified voice".
Laird outlined briefly what
the plan would be. Before any
action is taken, 75% of the students 1n a class would have to
sign a petition. SAC would then
try to rectify the situation with
the Dean of the Faculty and the
V1ce-Pres1<lcnt-Academic.
He

was a possibility that
the Declaration could be made
public in The Lance 1f The Lance
deemed 1t newsworthy .
David Siksay. Resource Director of Community Legal Aid
(CLA), said that CLA saw it as
"quite draconian". He felt this
because, " . .. teachers do not
really have a chance to respond"
and " ... 1t is a real infringement on their privacy".
Continuing, Siksay saw the
Declaration as a negative proposal and not a positive one . I le
also wondered how students
could expect teacher results
to be published when. " ...
we \\ ouldn 't expect them (professors) to publish our marks".
S1ksay thought the best idea
was to ha\'e a UnJ\'ersity Ombudsman \\ ho would be agreeable to both the students and
the faculty. He said that this
was the system the University
of Toronto and the University
of Western Ontario used.
Laird admitted that there
were some faults in his proposal
but," ... the essence is there".
~:iid there

Windsorhospitals need 27S pints of bloo d a week. Lance writer Mark Murray was among the 2SO
studen ts th at participat ed in the Blood Drive on Tuesday . " It 's one donati on that doesn't cost a thing."
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UNofficer'sviewson theque~lionof disarmament
by Ray Potvin
The Political Affairs Officer
f the United Nations Centre
of
Disarmament, Bhaishand
or
.
.
1
Patel, argued that there 1s a v1tad
.
k
between
disarmament
an
1in
.
.
development and that 1s.a pnme
reason why the UN continues
. . to
.
make it such a high pnonty m
his lecture given at Iona College
last Sunday.
"It is wrong to squander that
kind of money (approximately
$ 650 billion a year) on the arn~s
race. we can't have economic
nd social development at the
~me time," said Patel. To illustrate, Mr. Patel noted that the
education needs of the more
than 1 billion illiterate people
on the earth could be met at a
cost of $200 million - the price
of 2 modern strategic bombers.
Similarly, the World Health
Organization (WHO) could subdue four of the world's most
troubling diseases (Malaria, Glaucoma, leprosy, and Yaws) with a
sum of $500 million - the price
of one aircraft carrier.
,\k Pita\, a rijian who studied Business and Law in India
and at the London School of
Economics, dismissed as being
ludicrous the idea that the
numerous UN proposals promoting disarmament is a new wa!
of promoting pro-Soviet or antiAmerican aims. "The UN has
shown remarkable consistency in
its goals rhroughou t changing

'

times. Disarmament is not a new
issue. The first resolution of the
UN General Assembly in 1946
was regarding restrictions on
nuclear weapons." Patel continued by saying that the several
hundred
disarmament
resolutions since 1946 (including 58
last year) "speak to the interests
of both East and West and, just

as importantly, to both North
and South."
Unfortunately, he said, these
proposals "are only recommendations to the governments of
the sovereign member countries
and are not binding." He explained that real progress can
be made only when relations
are cordial. This being the case,

__

there has been no real movement in disarmament negotiations since 1979 because of
the climate of open mistrust
between the superpowers.
Still, he asserted that the UN
goal of a negotiated, mutual and
verifiable arms freeze as a prelude to reduction is achievable
despite its complexities.

_:_ ___

_:___
__ _:____

---=---==----------i

UnitedNationsInternational
Day of Peace
by Phil Rourke
About 350 people marched
down Ouellette Avenue chanting
slogans and rallied at Dieppe
Park with speakers and songs
on Saturday,
October 22nd
to show their suppost for the
United Nations designated International Day of Peace.
Sponsored by both the Univ:: siry of Windsor Students for
Nuclear Disarmament and the
Windsor Coalition for Disarmament, the march and subsequent
rally was attended by a wide
range of citi,ens whose main
concern is that something concrete must be done to alleviate
the threats to world peace.
Non-stop rain had an effect
on attendencc but the organizers
felt that those present will have
a positive effect on attitudes
towards the issue in Windsor
in the future.

The fearless leaders of tomorrow sing "This little light of mine" at Dieppe Park on Saturday, Oct. 22nd .

l

I

How much fun can you pack
into a VIA traintrip?
For a weekend or a day or two, you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA tra~n trip.
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fnre reductions, our convenient schedule~ for
weekend trips and our temf1c group fares.
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take it easy, take the train Call VIA Rail or
your Travel Agent now

tr

Patel argues that lines of communication between the superpowers must be improved and
stressed that he is fearful of
nuclear weapons not only because they may be used but
also because of the social, medical and economic needs that
remain unmet due to their very
cost.
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A movein the wrongdirection
Earlier this )ear. thb page lamented the developing trend of the
eighties towards the "dismantling" of student influence and input
into the Administrative process of this University.
This past week, The Lance hJS reported on the development of
two more efforts by representatives of the University aJministration
to add impetus to this trend. Janet Rosenbaum, Director of the
School of Nursing, has suggested through a letter to Mervyn Franklin
that students not be counted for quorum on the School of Nursing
Council and the i\ppointments
Committee during the summer.
.,, t rbc s,1111e ti1111!. Dr. Gordon Wood. Dean of Graduate Studies,
would like the quorum for he G,aduate Council changed from
50% to 40';t of the members of this body. No distinction is made
bet ween students and non-students in obtaining quorum.
ll is conceded that these two individuals are attempting to
resolve the very real problem
student non-participation
on administ mt ive councils. but there is a nagging fear that measures

or

directed towards decreasing the necessity of student involvemem
is a move in the wrong direction.
Instead of attempting to have meetings going on without stud.
ents. it might be a better idea for individuals with the knowledge and
experience of the administrative system that Rosenbaum and Wood
possess work with concerned students and attempt to devise a
methodology that would facilitate student involvement.
A vital component of such a process would be increased studem
concern and involvement.
Far too often students fail to rcaliLe
that by giving up only a minimal amount of time and effort, thev
can have a very real impact on the administrative process of this
University.
In the same fashion, the individuals administrating
our academic careers could. with a little more thought and concern,
provide an atmosphere conducive to student involvement withou1
foregoing efficiency.

Ombudsmana positivestep
As part of his Presidential campaign platform last year, Students'
Admmistrative Council (SAC) Pre:,ident David Laird promised an
idea which he called ·'Oedaration of Inadequacy" would be part
of his plans for improving the world of students. He said it would
only be implemented if negotiations between the University Senate
and SAC for teacher evaluations appeared to be going nowhere.
Let us remember that at the present time it is only a proposal.
Changes could be made to modify it. The basic idea of a Declaration of Inadequacy is, to put it quite bluntly, inadequate for the
needs of students and faculty. It is a very negative mechanism for
evaluation.
Unlike a regular teacher evaluation. it only points out
who the bad professors are. It does not point out who the good
professors are.
In fact, except for telling students who not to take courses from,
the Declaration of Inadequacy does not accomplish anything else.
To reiterate, it is a very negative proposal.
A better idea. and one which should be explored further, is
the idea of an ombudsman.
This would be a positive step. An

the raconteur

ombudsman would be responsible for mo,1itoring fac1lty t< ensure
that faculty are performmg to the r~quired standards.
An ombudsman would perfor n in an advisory role re•icrting to
University Senate. The ombudsman would have to have the confidence and support of students, faculty and university administration officials. To d) 1h s, tJ-e .1ppointec to he pos1t1on wouto
have to be given a vote cf :L 1f d, n,·e from all three of the aforementioned groups.
The idea of an ombudsmar 1s not original. Community Legal
Aid says that both the University of Toronto and the University
of Western Ontario have ombudsmen.
We are not saying this is the best answer to the problem of
teacher evaluations. We are saying that it shows that there is more
than one idea that can be used instead of teacher evaluations.
The Senate knows, or should know, that students do want
some kind of mechanism in place that would evaluate professors.
Whether it is an ombadsman or evaluation questionnaires, it should
be done. and hopefully soon.

estate in a Publisher's Clearinghouse lottery. li e owned
a piece of the rock. He a1Sl) subscribed to Time, and
therefore he was intelligent. Jud). an old flame, had told
him of a once in a lifetime offer. lie was on top of the
john liddle
world.
W1th his ne\\found wealth he went on a spreading
When Charles first met Mar'} it was m a quiet piano
spree. He bought himself a Chevy truck. He had first
bar m San Francisco. He was a young, advemsmg agent,
seen It advertised on television. It could haul a five-ton
new o the town, but ready to make his mark. He had
streetcar. A San Francisco Streetcar. He thought of
taken a tr n there fr m New York, and the ride was
Mary, and decided they should have a second honeylong and boring When he first saw her she reminded him
moon.
of Faye Dunaway
the straw blond hair, the bright red
They rented a beachfront house m California. And
lipstick
or was 1t Bernadette Peters? He wasn't sure.
then one morning - he can't remember how it exactly
The old man behind the JVones was crooning, "I
happened - she had said something and laughed. He
don t want to set the world on fire . .. " A throwback co
left the room in a flight of anger to walk along the
the Jazz Age, he thought. She was sitting close to him,
beach, his pnde damaged, his e)eS swelling with tears.
coy, aloof m her own sensuous way. He could smell her
Sbc knows I don't likt to talk in the mornmi
perfume. It was nch and exotic He said to her: "Won't
She caught up to him. "I wasn't laughing at you,"
you JOm me?'
she said.
"Why?" she answered.
"Why do you even bother to put up with me?" he
Because I'm falling apart. '
replied.
Ch les didn't fall apart. He fell in love, and a year la"I 'II make us some coffee," she said, and they retired
ter th
were married; the ceremony took place at the
to the cottage to drink Taster's Choice and to make love
foot of the Transamerica building.
once agam
Ten years later Charles was a milhona1re. He'd made
On the morning of their golden wedding anmversary,
has fortune b mventmg a new form of money - HamCharles awoke feeling terrible. He was suffenng from
burger Money The Modern Way was that currency was
haemorrh01ds. Nothing would hele stop the swelling.
measured not m dollars and cents, but an Hamburgers
Hts dentures - the ones that always seemed to fall out
and French fries He was also lucky He won a $2SO,OOO whenever anyone was taking a family photograph - sat

by

m the glass next to his bed, coated in caffeine, nicotmc,
and cherry scams.
A week earlier his corporation had gone under. Tbc
empire he had built around Hamburger Currency bid
crumbled with the advent of Hot Dog Dollars. He reminded himself to visit statewide underwriters, he coukl
drive there in his truck, even though its antifreeze was
weak and neglech:d.
He glanced at Mary, she was old and beaten like hllll
Her second debut had passed years ago. Her hands were
gnarled and calloused - no amount of palmolive would
help. She wasn't a full figure girl any more; she wasold
and fat like him, and their marriage was a sham.
He got up and ambled to the bathroom. The water
m the toilet bowl was amber coloured and had an 1111'
usual citrous odour. He lifted the hd off the toilet, and
was surprised to see a man no more than three mchel
tall dressed in a captain's uniform. The man was standllll
on a raft, and he sang out to Charles. "We put the lemOII
m the tidy bowl for you!"
" I have seen the face of God 1" Charles cried. AJ1d
with that he had a massive stroke and died.
The elevator ride to heaven was long and smoo
although on occasion they did have to stop for sta
breaks. The men m the white Jackets comforted h
"So this is heaven" he said to himself after them
had left. There was no god an sight, and it was dark, but
he felt fane. It seemed as though be were floating
there was an odd sound of calypsomusac:
1nthe aar

--No principleof equality?

n
1ent
tud.

and

by D. Macisaac
With the drafting and enactment of the various pieces of equal rights legislation now in existence in North
America, the civilized western world more sternly and
formally committed itself to. adhere to the idea ~f
egalitarianism. In a very t~ng1ble sens~, North Amencans logically and eolleettvely benefited ~ror:n such
legislation; to a significant. de~ree, the d1v1s1ve ~nd
shameful ramifications of preJud1cal thought and action
would no longer be manifest in society.
Lamentably, however, it might be reasonably asserted that those charged with the responsibility of formulating policy in Canadian universities have not, at
least in one vital respect, felt it eneumbent upon them
to abide by the principle of equality. To what issue
is being referred here? Quite sim,ply, the lack of ~niform
criteria used to assess student s performance m any
given course.
.
.
. .
Contemplate, if you w11l, the 1mphcat1ons of the
following 'hypothetical'
scenario which is by no means
untypical of 'actual' situations faced by virtually all
post-secondary students. S. Hafted enroles in Course
A and, due to timetable restrictions, sl?ts . himself in
Section 01 taught by professor W. Ork m lieu of Section 02 which is taught by professor S. Lide. To his
astonishment, Hafted discovers upon conferring with

·ood
SC a

his friend, L. Affing, that Section 02 students are responsible for learning class lecture notes as provided
by Lide; Hafted, on the other hand, is required to learn
25 chapters of text amounting to in excess of 1000
pages! Hafter thereupon confronts Ork about the discrepancy in required material between the two sections
and is informed, in a gesture of perhaps genuine sympathy, that it is he, not Affing, who will benefit in the
long run. Hafted, though seeing some logic in Ork's
statement, remains convinced that something is terribly
wrong when university policy implicitly sanctions the
"unequal"
dispensation of required study between
sections in the same course.
Inarguably, Hafted, as well as all of us who are
enrolled in university, have justifiable reason to be
outraged when university policy permits the purveyance
of such inequitable treatment to students by teaching
staff. It is this writer's considered contention that the
outrage is justifiable both from an ethical and commonsensical standpoint. Ethical considerations would suggest
that students be treated as equally as possible. Common
sense would suggest that widespread benefits would be
generated if grades were assigned to students on the
basis of how well they performed on "uniformly"
administered examinations.
In this case, _grades would

meaningfully and consistently reflect any given student's
academic capabilities.
Thereby, employers and postgraduate admission officials could better assess a student's future potential and all students could take pride
in the fact that their grades were fairly come by.
The Lauce hopes that any student who has a question,
or a problem. writes or tells us about it, Our student
ombudsman will try to rectify the situation ot explain
them.
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Re: Lance article entitled "S.A.C. Budget Passed
Amidst Confusion" and editorial entitled "A Circus
Needs a Ringmaster" both to be found in the October
13th edition of The Lance
Regarding the first article mentioned: I w_ould like to
bring to your attention that I, at no tnne intended to
"suspend" the meeting and further, that I would never
allow a meeting to be suspended simply because of the
absence of a copy of Roberts Rules of Order. As you
most assuredly know, I am in no way bound to use
Roberts under our by-la.,s or by the Ontario Business
Corporations Act. As it stands, the procedure of the
meetings is governed by my discretion._ 1 d~ ~owever,
prefer to rely on them as an arbitrary guide m instances
where procedure becomes convoluted as it did at the
meeting to which you refer. My apologies for my forgetfulness.
However, afte r referring with legal counsel, I am happy to advise you that the budget was properly passed
and will be the effective 1983-84 budget for S.A.C.
And now to the issue of the editorial: Let me preface
my remarks by stating that I respect your right_ to y~ur
opinions. I do not however respect the manner in which
you arrive at them. I suggest to you, Mr. Editor, that
before you procede to criticize another's abili:ies of performance, that you make some effort to investigate
directly the reasons why that person conducted themselves in the particular fashion at issue. I will outline below
reasons for my actions, however, I would _first like_ to
state that in my opinion you exercised 1rrespons1ble
journalism in not approaching me to seek either input
or explanations.
Item No. 1: You suggest that I do not enforce
"Points of Clarification" yet I distinctly remember calling people out of order a number of times for misusing
that privilege. While we're on this point, I should also
like to point out that you suggested that I look up
"Point of Clarification"
in Roberts. Had you done
your homework Mr. Editor, you would have found out
that it is not defined in Roberts Rules of Order. This is
not to suggest that it should not be used. ':)nee a~ain I
remind you that it is my discretion that 1s pertinent,
and not Roberts. When someone does rise on a Point of
Clarification (or Point of Information) it is impossible
to forsee if they will employ it properly or abuse the
privilege and use it to make an inappropriate comment.
Thus, in some instances a ruling actually cannot be made
until it is too late.
Item No. 2: You infer that J don't know how to handle the motion of "calling the question". Firstly, if you
want to follow Roberts strictly, this is an improper
wording for the motion. Secondly, yes, I did allow Kean
Wonr: to continue after a call to question (and also after
making sure that the mover of that call was amenable to

the continuation of Kean's amendments). There is support in Roberts for my actions but I will not bore your
readership with the technicalities of it. I will be more
than happy to discuss it with you should you ever find it
appropriate to approach me.
.
Item No. 3: You stated that the S.A.C. membership
made up Rules of Order, and didn't spend sufficient
time on v:irious issues. First, if rules are bent it is my
fault for allowing them. It is however, the responsibility
of S.A.C. to appeal my decision on instances where they
feel I am being unjust or out of order. Since ther did not
do so. J am left in the position that I have to believe that
they agree with my ruling. Personally, I don't remember
S.A.C. members "making up new rules of order as they
went along'.
As to the time spent on issues, it is up to S.A.C. to
decide on what is a relevant amount of time to spend on
any one point. They were in possession of the C]AM
budget before the meeting. Seeing that there was no discussion on that budget, it would appear that S.A.C. was
content with it as it stood. If you feel that they should
"argue long and hard" on this issue then I suggest you
speak to a member of council and have them refer
your concerns to the rest of S.A.C.
Closing Remarks: You suggest that S.A.C. needs a
stronger Chair. I suggest to you that an m·erly strong
Chair can easily manipulate the meetings and become
dictatorial in nature and serve to agitate council memb<.'rs rather than to work with them. I refer you to
Roberts Rules of Order, pg. 79 where General Robert
emphasized in italics "The great purpose of all rules and
forms is to subserve the will of the assemblr rather
than to restrain it; to facilitate, and not to obstruct,
the expression of their deliberate sense."
Lastly, Mr. Editor may I remind you that g?od,
responsible journalism includes getting ~acts _stra1~ht,
getting both sides of the story and using d1scret1on
in what you print, for if you don't you can cause more
harm than good. I'm sure that you do not intend this to
happen.

Milan Stipic, Law Ill
Chairperson of S.A.C.

Richpoor lunch
Dear Editor:
As Chairman of the Campus United Way Campaign,
and on behalf of the other co-chairmen, I would like
to express our gratitude for the effort of the University
communit} that made the Poor Stuaent Lunch such a
dazzling success. The money has not stopped pouring
in, but we expect well over $1,000.00.
We received excellent cooperation from food services, from the Unions and Clubs, from the Administration, and from secretaries and facult~· in departm..:nts, faculties, and schools.
We are so impressed with your efforts that we believe that the Poor Student Lunch should become a
University
tradition
during United Way campaign
time.

A special word of thanks and appreciation is due
the companies that supplied us with donations of food
and drink . It would not have been half the success it
was without your generosity and hard work of Dr.
John Barnes and Mr. Esio Marzotto.
Dr. James Chacko
Dr. Gerald Boo th
Chairman of Campaign
Mr. Orville Houser
Co-Chairmen of Campaign

Rourkenuked!
Dear Editor:
Phil Rourke's treatment of Living With Nuclear Wea-I
pons is deeply disturbing. Rourke warns us of the
dangers of moderation,
and ultimately, reason. The
title "The Realities of Arms Control" is too enticing,
the logic and argument too persuasive; these wise
thinkers are much too righteous. In otherwords, don't
kt this refreshing piece of objectivity nag on the collective conscience of the political left. "Illegitimati non
carboruudum "-Don't
let the moderate bastards grind
1
you down. Stick to your naive visions of a perfect world
with perfect peace. The application to the political Right
is equally compelling. Stick to your paranoid visions of
the carnivorous Russian bear seeking to devour the free
world. Thinking like Rourke's only threatens to further polari,e a world too polarized already. The issue
of arms contro l is simply too complex to suffer the
slings and arrows of outrageous rhetoricians.
Let u s
praise moderation, rather than defile it.
David Mackdl

Editor's note-Si11ce we det.1lt a great det.11witb the
position of Chair, we sbould /Jave given you a ~ha~rce
tn explain. Other points, bowever, Jo 11£'('dclarifying.
We did know that "Point of Clarification" does not
exist - this is 011e of the "new rules of order" that was
made during the meeti11gs. Therefore, Mr. St1pic, you
just found one yourself
We talked to several SAC
members wbo do recall the attempts made to "suspend
tbe nll'l'ting "-tbey Wl'Ye tbe same ones who disagreed ~------------------------'
and decided to continue tbe meeting. A strong Cbair
A letter to the Editor sho uld be limited to SOOwords
would "subserve tbe will" of SAC and allow them to
or less. They may be submitt ed to the Lance of fice
express themselves 011 issues of importance. It would
directly or dropped off at the Lance 's mailbox at the
not allow valuable members' time to be lost argu'.ng
SAC office on the seco nd floo r of the University Centre
about procedures in order. The Lance stands beh1:1d during normal business ho urs. The Lance reserves the
both the Editorit.11and tbe news story on the meetmg
right to edit all letters for libel and space. All letters
itself
must be signed.
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Canadiangovernmenlsavageopponentofpeace
by Dave Dorken
Dr. Brian Ostrow, spokesman
for the People's Front Against
Racist and Fascist Violence delivered his party's views on
the inadequacies of Canadian
governmental policy to a small
group of students and faculty
at Vanier Hall last Friday.
As one observer described it,
the lecture was "a ranting,
fervent, high-speed pitch attacking imperialism, the bourgeoisie,
and a grab-bag of demons."
Ostow and the "People"
feel that the world is being
pushed to the brink of Holocaust by the "imperialist" superpowers - opposing blocs which
"don't give a damn how many
people they kill," as long as
their side triumphs.
'The two superpowers, the
U.S and the So\'iets, are comPeting in cvcr_v region of the
world, where one superpower
has the advantage the other

--------='---------------

tries to destabilize it, to come
up on top," said Ostrow.
"Since the world is already
divided up, the redivision can
only come through war."
"'Our program is designed to
prevent imperialist war."
From there the spokesman
began his radical critique of
Canadian policy. "The Canadian
government is the most savage
opponent of peace." He referred to the Prime Minister
of Canada as "warmonger Trudeau" and said that "the next
(Canadian) election is going to
bring an increase in the militaristic warmongering of the
Canadian bourgeoisie."
Ostrow and his People's
Front feel that Canada should
follow the Marxist-Leninist doctrine of Albania and achieve
an isolationist-type bliss.
The Front has a five point
program design to free the
Canadian people from its im-

perialist ties to the U.S.: 1)
Canada should get out of
NATO; 2) Canada should oppose
U.S. and Soviet NATO and
Warsaw Pact imperialism; 3)
Canada should stop all foreign weapons testing and troop
training in Canada; 4) Canada
should protest all imperialist
war preparations; and S) Canada
should fight for active neutrality.
The People's Front feels that
protesting for weapons freezes
and fighting cruise missile testing
in the courts is naive. Instead,
said Ostrow, the people of Canada and the world should band
together against imperialism.
"The masses of people arc
decisive. By waging an allsided struggle (against the "warmongering"
philosophies
of
states) they can become a
power against the war," said
Ostrow.

-----------------------;;;_

Lance photo/Dave Dorken
Dr. Brian Ostrow, spokesman for the People's Front
Against Racist and Fascist yiolence.
HEY YOU. who\ name rhym,:s
with gloo: Baxter! Baxter!! BAX.
TER ! ! ! (·n·??'?'?·?'?·???'?'?'?'?'~?'?'?'!'?'??'?).
COING TO TORONTO Nov. 4th
or Sth.
Will take passengers to
share
gas.
Returning
Sunda)
Nov. 7 PM.
Call 258-6719 and
ask for Steve.

RKR
Typewriter Repair
Service
Buy, Sell & Repair
Electric Typewriters

• EVERYmING
YOUEVER
WANTED
TOKNOW
ABOUT
LABATT'S
BLUE•

Lesson#1"The pour"
There are many theories regarding this particular
facet of the Laban's Blue mystique. The one we favour
builds a beer head from the bottom. Start by
keeping the glass upright and pouring down the middle
until a head begins to form. Stop, let the foam
build, then tilt the glass to a forty-five degree angle
and continue to pour down the side. As the glass
fills, bring it back to the upright position leavinga head
about two fingers tall. The Laban's Blue pour
is alwaysfollowed by the ever popular Labatt's Blue
"unpour': an exercise in which many of you are
already well-versed.

G

STUDENT DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE

Phone 735-3099

r

'
Octobers 2 for 1
Luncheon ·specials

C.omedownto J. MichealBottoms
for lunch between 2 & 5 p.m.any
Monday thru Thursday, order
the daily special & get a second
one absolutely FREE.
Cocktail Hour · 5 p.m. · 8 p.m.
Ladies Night· EveryWednesday
Jam Sessions · Saturdays 3-6
p.m
Check It Oud
481 Ouellette, Windsor

L.19)

255-1503

_J

Have you been a
follower for too long?
If so, here's your
chance to be a
trend setter.
First came waterbeds.
now the newest rage
is "Futons"

Futons are:

Le.5son
#1fromthe College
ofBlueKnowledge

-durable(100%cotton)
• firm support
- folds into a sofa
- inexpensive - Priced
from only$125.00
For more info phone
258-3968

-
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Senatechangesealendar=
by Georgina Kosanovich
A Universit y Senate Meeting
held last Thursday confirmed
some major changes to be made
to the new University of Windsor Calendar, announced
the
commencement of an Honours
Canadian Studies programme,
and changes in the rating system
of student evaluations of professors.
Dozens of courses in all of
the faculties were dropped or
added. In Engineering, for example, courses were combined or
dropped, condensing the programme to six courses a semester. The Faculty of Engineering claims that the information contained in the dropped
courses is covered in later stages
of the programme.
In the Faculty of Graduate
Studies, two M. A. programmes

-

were discontinued
in Spanish
and Romance Languages. Time
limits to work on a Master's
Degree were also limited to
three calendar
years for a
full-time student and five years
for a part-time student, though
special petitions for extensions
will be considered by the Dean
of Graduate Studies and Research.
On a more positive note, a
new programme is being instituted jointly by the Fae·
ulties of Arts and Social Science. Entitled "Honours Canadian Studies" programme, it
will combine studies in Canadian history and political science
with studies in Canadian culture,
such as literature and drama.
Some controversy occurred
over a proposal to admit tranfer students into the Honours
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Studio

Art)
from art programmes at
Fanshawe College and Sheridan
College of Applied Arts and
Technology. Some members of
the Senate expressed a fear
that such transfers could lessen
the distinction between colleges
and universities. After much
discussion, the proposal was
approved with President Mervyn
Franklin's observation that if
such arrangements are ''viable
and do not compromise qual·
ity" . there should be no objection to them ..
The use of student evaluations of professors was also
discussed at the meeting. The
surveys have been changed to
make the rating system more
· easily understandable.
It was
urged that each department
implement the results of the
surveys.

Senatebylaw 31 to be refined

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
by
PHYLLIS
- PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 327 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO .
• special student rates·
• tree 5 x 7 gift photo •
• no sitting charge •
• cap and gown available·

also passport photos and wedding coverage
Telephone: 253-4833 for appointment Evenings call· 253-8847
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Student Senators have ensured that there will be definitions
of the terms of misconduct in
Bylaw 31. The bylaw had been
passed without definitions at the
September 22 Senate meeting.
Bylaw 31 is the bylaw which
contains procedures for the university to follow in the event of
disciplinary action against Stu·
dents.
David
Laird ,
Students'
Administrative Council (SAC)
President, and Student Senator,
said that the reason these defin·
itions had nor been added when
the bylaw was passed previously,
was because of "time restraints".
I-le said it would take time to
define each of the terms.
Terms to be defined include

and plagiarism among

John Ontko, a Student Senator, said that after the Senate
Executive Committee had examined the proposal to add definitions to the items, the Commit·
tee had given the proposal the
go ahead. "The ball is in our
court now'". He added that the
Student Senators had sent the
proposal to Community Legal
Aid to allow them to work on
definitions.
Ontko said that the idea of
adding definitions to the terms
was decided minutes before the
Senate meeting that first passed
Bylaw 31. He added that the
new definitions would serve to
unify the policies of all the
faculties towards student discipline.

When Laird was asked about
other possible amendments that
could have been added to the
bylaw, he said because they were
negotiating, "You can't expect
to get everything we asked for".
He felt the Student Senators,
" ... had to be a little flexible
m order to get the important
things". He said, "We got a
lot more than we gave".
Laird is happy that, unlike
the old bylaw, students are advised of their rights before they
say anything to the Dean of
Students. This allows for more
protection to the student.
Ontko said that the Student
Senators had agreed ro omit any
new amendment ideas until af. tcr the final draft of the bylaw
had been printed, which will be
before the next Senate meeting.

Ouraerobicwear
is asgood for
yourbodyas
aerobics.
Aerobic dance 1sdesigned to
make you feel great. And New
Balanceaerobic wear is designed
to help. With leh>warmers.to keep
your muscles limber Shorts and
leotards. that give you freedom
of movement. And jackets and
T-Shirts. to help you stay warm
while you wmd down. All m
colors thatll make you look
as good as you feel

Ill

newbalance

Mastercard
Visa

*Rip Stop Nylon
Shorts
*Leg Warmers
, *Body Suits
*Leotards
*Tights
WE STOCK
DANSKINTOO!

November Schedule
Regular Features
Friday Night is Ladies Night
(2 drink s fo r the price of one)
Monda y & Wedne sday 4-9 is Happy
Hour (.25¢ off our low est on ca mpu s
pri ces)

Movie Nights

(Every Tues .)

Insanity Night - Frances; One Flew
Over the Cookoo's Nest
Romance Night- French Lieutenant's
Woman ; Officer and a Gentleman
Delinquency Night- Clockwork Orange;
Warriors
Comed y Nigh t - 48 Hour s; Porky' s

Special Events

Watch For

Reminder- Oct. 28th
Hallo ween Bash

The Dance Party

OPEN 4 p.m. - 1 a.m. Monda y to Frida y 552
Sunset Avenue (Across from the Math Building)

Grab Hold of a Great Deal

<---->
Nylon& Gore tex
Rain Suits by
K-Way
New
Balance Brooks
Marathon from

$49.90

AEROBICWEAR

We Do
Floor
Shirts ...
Cresting Too!

NOWIN
STOCK!!

The Grad House
(licensed under L.C.8 .0.)

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport Store

J•hns•n

CYCLEI SPORT
CENTRE

5909-39 Wyandotte St. East

NFL
Mesh Shirt s
Lions, Mi ami
Washingt on
Cin ci nnati

$42.95
MondayFriday 9-6 p. m.
Saturday 9·5 p.m.

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd.)

Costumes,Make-up and
Accessoriesfor Hallowe'en
Open Weekdays until 9 pm
Saturdays until 6 pm

~

3041 Dougall Ave.
Hampton Plaza
969-4055

The problem with the band Gang of Four, I'm afraid, is the
unrelenting irony that underlies their approach.
Unlike most of the rebellious protest discs or doomy self-pitying
vinyl that rides in under various labels nowadays, the Gang have
never shrunk from rolling on with whatever tough funk has served
their post-Marxist purposes.
But that they are as irrelevant these days as all those who emerged from the burning ambitions of gutter punk or the intellect-uale
trajectory of post-punk only seems to make the irritating ambiguity
of their stance somehow plausible.
Aside from the dance-ridden musical approach that culminated
with the album Songs Of The Free, the mark of the Gang's survival
is that they are not an ego on the loose.
Vocalist Jon King on the loose, however, is another thing.
During their show at Detroit's Grand Circus Theatre a couple
of weeks ago King was launching himself into irresistible stagelong funk gyrations while the rest of the crew-especially
guitarist Andy Gill-mobilized behind him.
That Gill and King and others were continuously moving in and
out of rising stage ice-fogs, spotlights, and the lasers of rotating orbs,
says something about the band's cynical but very human urban
image.
They played "I Love A Man In A Uniform" early on and the
crowd was roused into an undulating jostling mass. It is precisely
that song-with the utterly sexy black female background singersa magnificent piece of pure motion and lyrical macho deflation
that grounds the Gang somewhere between intellectual dance-club
ironists and politico-funk meisters.
Live, they come ecstatically close to making audience-performet
barriers seem as transparent as they are necessary, but on record,
most obviously on their new LP, Hard, their approach begins to
smell of a too vague humility and an obscure distance-we
live as
we dream, alone, no doubt.
Hard has a smoother, more :;no1,~1mous sound about it than any
other Gang re:;ord. Whatever aggress, )n they have possessed in the
past effor.ts or on stage is now rende1 ed surprisingly unobtrusivelyrical ly and musically.
Gill's guitar, a cornerstone of the Gang's past achievements
with fractured disco-rock, is here the only jagged spark among
the rounded edges of a very studied musical architecture.
The LP hit "Is It Love?" is this month's top-40 flavour, but
the Gang's diminishing returns forced Pat Petro and I to corner
Andy Gill and raise some questions about one of new music's
most challenging bands.

-

Petro:
A long, long time ago, right after your first album, there
was a big article in Rolling Stone and you stressed subtlety in
your approach.
Now that you're trying for a wider audience
what role will subtlety play?

Petro:
How is he ad
show?

Gill: I think the subtlety of what the Gang of Four is doing is still
very much present and that is quite possibly why we want achieve,
really the kind of mass audience that people tai k about when they 're
talking about a wide audience, because subtlety doesn't go down
well at all.
Gill, I like some of the
by Sheila 8. Devotion

Petro, Right, that's what I said.

Gill:

I think it's as present as ever. The Gang of Four has always
to go for a large audience.
From the word "go" we signed
EM I. We signed with Warner Brothers in America and we
criticized at the time, but I think we've been pretty consistent
our objectives.
I think, yes, obviously the music sounds
more accessible.

Gill: No. Gabriel Fa
influential on "Songsof

Buj: But it also seems to have lost a lot of energy. Instead of making jagged music you're now just smoothing it over.

Gill: Yeah. That Stuff

~ill:

Buj, No, I read it.

tried
with
were
about
much

The jaggedness has definitely changed, but I would say that
t~e spectrum of popular music it's comparitively very jagged in
re.lat1on. to everythi~g else. In relation to previous Gang of Four
1t s obviously less Jagged because we just get fucking bored with
being jagged. At some point, you just got to face up to it and say:
"What is more important, sounding like the Gang of Four are
expected to sound or doing what is nec...interesting,
inventive?"
I was reading something with Joey Ramone the other day and he
was saying ~hat. the Ramones had tried doing a few other things
and 1t wasn t right and that they should stick to the Ramone's
formula and nothing else. That's fair enough:
that is what's important about the Ramones.
If the Ramones did funk music it
would be a complete catastrophe because what they've got is them.
We, on the other hand, have never felt an alleggiance to sounding
like avant-garde music. Nor have we felt that we ought to be an
MOR band, but we have felt we can draw from whatever source
we like.

Buj: Bartok?

Buj:

In Venice"?

in

Buj: Can you tell me what the Gang's optimism consists of?
Gill: W~II, to go out and go through all the hassle of going on
stage, going on tour, making
music, bothering to put a lot of
energy and thought into it would necessitate a kind of optimism.
Otherwise why bother?
On the other hand there's a different
side to that whole idea of optimism and pes~1m1sm when you've
got bands like The Cure who kind of fetishize pessimism and doominess to an extent.
I think that's just almost like a schoolboyish
romanticism.
I don't particularly want to put them down, I don't
really know that much about The Cure, but the impression I can
getBuj: Is this also the impression one can get of a Joy Division?
Gill: In general, thare are a lot of those English groups and some
~m~ric~r~ yroups who use that old romantic idea of being a suffermg 1nd1v1dual and thinking everything's bad. This is not something
~e've ever subscribed to. I think that our approach is optimistic
111 the sense that it's positively analytical about situations
and
I wou Id say realistic as well.
'

Buj: What was the band's lowest point?
Gill: 1'd be tempted to say when Dave left, but actually it wasn't.
It was before that, when we were trying to write the second album
and it was completely not working and we were spending months
and months just arguing and not getting anywhere at all. It was
just frustrating.
When Dave Allen (former bassist) actually !eft,
I felt a sense of relief because I felt that the spell had been broken
that at least something was gonna change at that point, y'know?
So I think it was before the second album, I felt that was the lowest
point.
Since then, y'know, wherever our commercial success or
fa1~ure has been, at least it's been enjoyable. At least you can just
wnte the songs and get some sort of satisfaction out of that
rather than just sitting around staring at a wall.
...
t>ctro: Was it because you had all that pressure from the first
album after which you were acclaimed the new "post-punk
saviours" that the problems with the second album arose?
Gill: That contributed to a feeling of frustration because you come
out with a brilliant first record and there's a great deal of expectation from the large following in England, which has since disipated
to a certain extent, except for London. We wanted to come up
wi·h something really good, but every idea was being cut to the
lowest common denominator
because we sort of invented this
idea of cooperative work for us as a group. Then we'd become
completely stifled by it because it was unworkable.
Petro:

And this new album was made with a drum machine?

Gill: Yeah. It's a Linn drum.
Petro,
So you have a new drummer
Rumour.

now. I hear he's from the

Gill: Have you seen the
Buj, No, I haven't.

t

Gill: No.

Gill: Yeah. Well, first
my uncle and aunt's
a few things on the gu
Get No .satisfaction",
easy thing to do. Can
Petro:

No, I play bass

Gill:

Yeah, even

widll
just

Petro:

Gill, And the fact
out. So I played un re
nEver looknd back since
Buj: I want to ask y
hope for them? OI
British residue7 Th
ican audiences are

Gill: I don't know, I mean, I think, in a way, we've got more acceptance in America than we have in England. And I think we
haven't been accepted in England because we're too complicated
or too subtle or haven't got a glamourous enough image for
whatever reasons it is, I don't know. But we're much more accepted
in America than we are in England. I have, consequently, a very high
opinion of America.

e only music you had in the
?
e Banddid. And "Space Out"
V love some classical music.

ler. Actually, that was quite
lastalbum.

Gill: The last good book? At the moment I've got this book called
The Essentizl Franklet School Reader which I've been carrying
around the last two tours. And I've only read eight pages out of it.
I'm also carrying around Lord Jim. I've read two chapters out of
that. One never really seems to be able to sit down and get ...
Y'know, half the time the thing to do is turn the T.V. on and go
into a coma, y'know? It seems to be too much effort to actually -

Buj: ... sit down and read.
Gill: Yeah, which is bad, really. But it's hard to keep on top of touring when you know that for the next four weeks you're goona be
moving from A to B and doing this and that and it's quite easy to
just sink under and mentally go to sleep. It's a good idea not to do
that, if possible. But it's a struggle.

Buj , ...
any author or philosopher that you agree with or find
1hinking along the same lines?
Gill: I think the painter, Manet, I identify with him ....
impressionist in ~urope ...

greatest

Buj: 'rou know, Manet and all these impressionists, they're kind of
sate, bourgeoise-type art.
Gill: Far from it! Far from it!

I was thirteen, we went to
as and my cousin could play
d me how to play "I Can't
ion",
Can

ay the guitar, is an incredibly

I bass

in

Buj: What's the last good book you read?

wia just bong bong bong bong ...

'act

ally do that just knocked me
re completely raw and have

ask
n?
?
are

can audiences; is there any
antly going to be eating up
so watered down that Amer -

Buj: Well, I mean, it's generally been accepted.

Gill:

Oh, it's generally, yeah, of course people think of it as...

Buj: Yeah, I'm saying that's just the general opinion.
Gill: Manet, I think, is the last great radical modern painter.
Buj: Well ... we could spend two hours talking about that. Anyways that's about all ...

Gill: O.K. I'm gonna leave.
Petro: One more - do you still -you

said you had to get nervous do you still get nervous before every show?

Gill: No, not before every show. Sometimes I get nervous when
do the soundcheck.

we

Petro: So you're a hardened veteran.

Gill: Yeah, it's just another gig to me. Let's see, today's Wednesday?
Must be Detroit.
Petro: What's your favourite colour?

Gill: Gray, of course.

...
Film

Voicefrom thearteries
And the Lord Coppola spake.
and said, "Send yon very good
motion picture to Windsor "
And tbe apostle Warner sighed,
and said, "Gosb ... it's about
bloody time "
Glem1, 9:16

Thornton Wilder, 1948.

Repetitiveexistence
by John Liddle
OUR TOWN
at the Hilberry Theatre
(Cass and Hancock in Detroit)
Plays next on Oct. 29, Nov. 3
and Nov. 4.

In the 45 years since the
American playwright Thornton
Wilder wrote Our Tow n, our
appraisa\of the turn-of-the-century American middle class has
not changed a great deal-it
is still very much like browsing
through someone else's photo·
graph album, smiling politely
at the faded snapshots, remarking how tbillgs were so much
better then. Wilder, following
in the path of Howells, Anderson and Wolfe, shared in the
exaltation of the small town:
its curious blend of nostalgia
and ceremony; its celebration
of "small"
characters,
their
small aspirations and tragedies.
Wilder, a three time Pulitzer
Prize winner, felt that "One
way to shake off the nonsense
of 19th century staging is to
make fun of it".
He mocks
traditional dramaturgy by placing a Stage Manager as Our
Tow n 's pivotal character, a character who introduces the play
and the actors, sets the framework for the play's development
and rhythm, and occasionally
comments on its action. Herc
Wilder shares the same disposition marked by Pirandello,

Brecht, and others:
the deflation of the "suspension of
disbelief" that was considered
crucial to any play 's success.
Our Tow n, like Dylan Thomas' Under Milkwood, examines
a wealth of separate existencesthe town's professor, editor,
and milkman, among others,
make appearances-but
the bulk
of the plot, essentially melodramatic in tone, deals with
George Gibb's courting of Emily
Webb, their marriage, and Emilv's death.
In the third act
~ve arc presented with Emil;,'
as a spirit, a soul, whatever,
reflecting on the ordinariness
and repetitiveness
of human
existence.
With a cast that numbers
close to thirty, it would b~
unfair to single out any one
actor for "carrying" the pla>.
Suffice it to say that LcWan
Alexander in the affable role
of the Stage Manager puts in
a solid performance,
as do
,\1ark Corkins in the Puckish
role of George Gibbs and Kane
S1korsk1 as Emily Webb.
Our Tow n is a casual, co,·
loquial play. It is not an intensely cerebral play, nor is it fraught
with philosophic broodings. It
is, however, a testament to the
nostalgic world that served as
the backbone of American melodrama for the half century
before World War II, a nostalgic
world that never existed.

Bill Miner sits m a moving picture house in the early
1900 's. His eyes crease and
he licks his lips as the light
off the screen strikes his face.
Having been in jail for many
years, he has never before seen
a moving picture. He has never
seen anything quite so captivating as Edwin S. Porter's
The Great Train Robbery ...
before he was put away, Bill
robbed stagecoaches.
Miner's emergence into the
new century of automation is
a charming episodic sketch of a
truly engaging old coot. Richard
Farnsworth naturally captures
the personalit;- like the veteran
actor he isn't. Farnsworth was
made for Miner. Miner was
made for Farnsworth.
Yet why
docs a good
production from 1981 take so
long to get to a general audience? The Grey Fox only
received its well-deserved recognition after it swept seven Genie
awards (the Canadian equivalent
to the Oscar) earlier this ye.ir.
Francis Coppola's Zoetrope Studius 1ccugnizcd
its potential
and bought the distribution
rights, releasing it to rave reviews and box-office success
(in Canadian terms) all across
North America.

audiences are watching, other
countries are watching. (Cana·
dians are usually the last to
recognize their own talent.)
In the next few months,
several new Canadian films will
be released in the major centres across Canada. That's not
so new either, but this time
the stories are written about
Canadians by Canadians. Among
them are Maria Chapdelaine,
The Tin Flute, and The Wars,
films already getting warm welcomes at international festivals.
Who knows when, if ever, they
will be shown in Windsor-a

month, a year, or maybe never
-for they will be plagued 11.ith
the typical Canadian problem
that almost stopped a damned
good film like The Grey Fox,
the lack of a major distributor
Thanks to the courage of a
local exhibitor, The Palace vou
will be able to see the si~ple
talc of Bill Miner starting on
Friday. It's probably time i·ou
saw a good movie any;a,
Pay your dues and go.
·
(P .S. Yuri, I 'd kill for the poster.)
by Glenn Warner

l

There ,1re ple11ty of pure
Ca11adia11stories tbat bave to
be told, a11dI w.int to tell tbem.
Pbilip Borsos
Talented director
but one of a new
Canadian film-makers
this ideal. The ideal
so new, but for the

Borsos is
group of
who share
itself isn't
first time

R ich ard Fa rn sw orth in 'Th e Gr ey Fox ; start ing at The Pa lace on Friday

LET US PREPARE YOU FO R TH E

Monday Spaghetti Day

DEC. 3, 1983 LSAT
OR TH E

all you can eat + 1 trip to
salad bar only $2. 99

JAN. 21, 1984 GMAT

• E.KhCOUMConsistsol 20 hoursol 1nstructl0fl

Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phone 255 -1833
3217 Sandwich Street

for only $145 or 32 hours for only S215
• Courses are tax deductible
• Complete review of each secuon of each
test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course, may be repeated at no
addit,onal charge.

(co rn e r Sa ndwich & Mill)

,n London Nov 11 · ll/8 l
mTO<OntoNov25·27/83

)2 hour course

1nToronto Nov 5, 6, 26,
27/8)

Daily Luncheon
Specials $3. 99 - under

CLASSES FOR TH £ JAN. 21 GMAT
20 hour course

J2 hour course

1nLondon Jan. 12. 14.
lS/83
in Toronto)an20.22/8l

,n Toronto Jan. 7. 8,

M

Sm
2.99

3.99

Invites you to take a
break from your studies

CLASSESFOR THE OEC. 3 lS AT
20-hour course

Wed. Pizza Day

salad bar

L
4.99

any 2 items

he

~ ~)
~~....

PIEROGIES • FISH • CHICKEN

To all free from Windsor
dial O and ask for Zeni th 86720

10% discount on all pick-ups
15%. discount on pizza

Thurs. · Sat. 11 am · 2 am
Fully Licensed under LLBO

I\

a

11 :00 - 3:00 daily
with something for everyone-fr esh homemade soups--

Hours: Mon. - Wed . 11 am - 1 am

ta

in

21, 22/83

To register. all or wrote:
CMAT/LSAT
PREPARATION COURSES
P 0. Sox 59 7, Station A
Toronto. Ont MSW 1G7
(4 16) 665-3)77

Sc
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Sun. 12 Noon - 12 pm
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AND NEED HELP?

by Lorenzo Buj

Call.••

It has been so long since anybody around here
has written a decent word that we are beginning
to fed the worms crawling out from under our
fingernails.

eve
r
with

lem
ned

We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child

So I bring you this-a "letter" from England
chat gives you the very latest on the English
music scene.

Give Life a c hancl3 and we 'll help
you every step of the way .

'

Weare not talking bullocks when we print
ff like this We do not do it to be ultra-trendy
SW
·
· h
or exotic or obscure. We do 1t to swamp you wit
neatly executed turns of phrase and gallons of
double-entendre. We do 1t 'cuz it matters.

- Seminars Now Forming -

Beki Bondage, buxom vixen and former lead
\'ocalist of Vice Squad-a very nice and moral
punk outfit with songs like "Stand Strong Stand

)'OU

way.

_
252 3322

LSAT / GMAT / GRE / SAT

Now for the news.
or.

Ph.

UniversityTest Preparation
Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph , Suite 2501
Birmingham , Michigan 48010
(313) 540-5988

pos-

Proud" -has parted companr with her dyed and
studded ma le cohorts. Her new band, J.igotage,
has had, howe\'er, to cancel a few Engl sh dates
this month-throat
problems on Bek1's part,
we are told.

The Finest in Test Preparation Smee 1977

Annabella Lu win, Bo,\ Wow Wow's former
lead vocalist, has also taken her drastic sensuality
elsewhcn·. There was no compromise (or comparison) between her and the n:st of the band and so
she did the most rational thing a-shooting-star·
of-a-young-girl-with -a-mohawk could do-she
split.
I didn't grin when all this came through the
CJA.\1 prcss-wirl'S and leaked onto my desk.
I cried and began settling into a rut 0°fjaded
metaphysics.

I would nor suggest you app ,,ac 1 me wnen
I am in this mood which :'eaturcs heavy armament
mixing easily with scholarly pessimism.

..

.- ...

• • •

Next column hopefuls: Lt·mmy of Motorhead
and Wendy 0. of the Plasmatit·s keep it all up!
Queen's Brian ~ta, heads a new band which
occaswnally includes Eddie Van! And ,1 full

RUGGERTOPS BY...
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Somelike it hot. Pour 1112 An old favourite.
ounces{moreor less to
taste) of Mr. Boston
~ppcnnint Schnapps
into a mug of steaming
hot chocolate.Top with
a g~ncrousdollop of
whippedcream.
Ma_k~s
a frothy,
dehc1ousafter-dinner
emertainmint for people
who like their hot
chocolatewith a touch
of cool.

- Canterbury of
New Zealand
- Gant
- Polo by
Ralph Lauren

~

Popularized by friendly
conversation and happy
occasions.
Pour a little Mr. Boston
Peppermint Schnapps on
a heaping mound of your
favourite ice cream.
Makes a mountain of
delight.

fil

.

'

~
I

L

~cp

:~
~

'

Some like it cool. The
simple classk. Mr. Boston
Peppermint Schnapps all
by itself. Or just add ice
and rum the casteof a cool
breeze into d blizzard.
Great after dinner. Aftl'r
work.

,

.\1r. Boston Peppermint

Schnapps is so versatile
and has such a clean.
fresh taste, you may
prefer it your own way.
No matter what anyone
says. Go ahead It's your
shot.

10°/o OFF
for all
students &
faculty

by Mark Sikich
(

Polling Stations
By-Elections

The problem here is to comment on an art show titled "No
Comment".
The opening of
John Simard's show at Artcite
itself was a good indicator of
Simard's idea that art should be
fun: he threw an opening night
reception party for his first one
person show.
At first glance, the lighthearted feeling that Simard tries
to convey isn't quite as noticeable, mainly because of the somber
greys and muted earth tones
which dominate the works. This
however is offset by the numerous things that the artist has
chosen to attach to the canvases
pushing them beyond painting
and almost into the realm of
sculpture.
These items include
mirrors, dials, billiard balls, and
fire alarms.
Although most of the pieces
are able to stand on their own
and have a unique identity, the
overall effect does not become
fragmented.
The colours and
use of fiberglass, which gives
many of the works their fine
sense of ambiguous space, tie
the whole show together.

One of the strongest pieces
would have to be "Cite" which
has a cloudy ambiguo us spa
·
d b)' glass lenses from a
pierce
an
old Toledo scale. The lenses
offer a small but sharp contrast
to the overall feeling. Other
strong pieces include ''Drop''
which has billiard balls falling
neatly into numbered slots, and
"Void" which has the thirteen
ball boxed off from the rest of
the balls which float free in a
cloudy space.
Another of the more interest·
ing objects was " In Case of Fire"
which has an arrangement of fire
alarms and stands on its own
base. The base becomes an integral part of the piece and does
not look as if it was just stuck
on.
This show is not for the over.
ly serious who are looking for
deep and significant social com.
ment; take it in the good humo
1
that it is presented.
After all,
how many artists scribble the
names of their works in pencil
on the wall? "No Comment'
is a show really worth com·
menting about. The show closes
this Sunday; Artcite is located
at 1233 University Avenue West
I
50 'lu"'- -rt+ltvK MH
S"'p posEh if>
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Students' Administrative Council
Full-time undergraduates only .

I

E/t?

October 31 , 1 983
469 Pelissier St.
258-7336

Ope n 9:00 a.m. - Clo se 4:30 µ.m.
Faculty of Educ at ion
Vanier Hall
Leddy Li brary
Fac ult y of Law
Math Building
Student Centre
Business Building
Human Kineti c s Building

~
IONA COLLEGE
tl 't • V t lltSITY

Of

W I N OSO

"

IONA
SUPPERS

Senat e and Student Services Committee
ele ct io ns will also take place .

EVERY1HURS.
$2 .00
All Welcome

/,..J<.,,,6t.,

,.,u,sr

i'

J

/
_,,-,,-/) /

".·'

_

bowl lanes

IONA FORUM
LUNCHEON

2482 DOUGALL ROAD,
WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA

Homemade
soup &
sandwich $2 .50
(call to reserve
same)

NSX 1T2

Late Night Bowling!
12:00 Midnight to?
Special Rates!

1,

1,

~

Worship every
Sunday 7 :30 pm
& Tuesdays
at 12 :00 noon

,,. ..,>c=)r

1
"

Halloween Weekend

C'....:J

Thurs. Oct. 28
12 :30
"Health Care
Administration"
Jean Echlin
Reg . N.

f1

~

(For groups of 40 or more, we
offer a Bus Service which witl
pick up and return)

Halloween Voodoo Bash

FREE RENTAL SHOES AFTER
MIDNIGHT . We also have good
day rates.

WEAR WHAT YOU DARE!

Book your group early
Phone 969-901 O
Wayne MacKay- General Manager

208 Sunset
Ave.,

2482 Dougall Ave.
Windsor, Ontario .

253-7257

-

Monday, October 31, 1983
SAC's Pub

Richard Janik
Tuesday, Nov. 1, 1983
8:00 p.m.
SAC's Pub

FREEADIVIISSION
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by Jim Cain

The University of Windsor
Lancers avoided a winless football season by coming from behind in the second half of their
final game, defeating
York
Yeomen 34-21. The victory
leaves the Lancers in a last
place tie with the same Yeomen, who also have a 1-6 record.
Running back Gino Castellan,
who was voted the OUAA athlete of the week, led the Lancers
to victory by rushing for 123
\'ards on 16 carries and scoring
~wo of the four Wmdsor touchdowns. Castellan added another
43 yards on six receptions for
an offensive total of 166 yards.
Defensive back Joe Brannagan scored another Windsor TD
when he ran back the only interception of the game fifteen
yards into the York end zone.
· The other Windsor major
was scored by quarterback John

by David Gagner

I

:I

I

ll~

Welcomehome!Lancerswin,34-21
Mistele who also completed 14
of 19 passes for 97 yards.
Place kicker accounted for
the balance of the Lancer scoring by going four-for-four on
extra point conversions, hitting
for three singles and one 48
yard field goal.
York's · 21 points came on
three converted
touchdowns.
Joe Pariselli rushed in for two,
George Ganas carried in another,
and Mike Boyd hit for three
extra points.
The Lancers, playing m a constant drivle, were either more
able or m.>rc willing to execute
their plays from scrimmage, and
occasionally got the big play.
Joe Brannagan ran back a York
punt 81 yards and Rob Dalley
hit ,\\att Lori with a 53 yard
pass for one-third of the Lancers
15 8 yards passing.
Still, it was the rushing game
that did the job for the Lancers.
The Lancers picked up 226
yards on the ground for a total
of 3 54 yards net offense.

In contrast, the two York
passers completed only 8 of
twenty attempts for 4 7 yards.
The Yeomen rushed for 168
yards for a net total of 215.
The Lancer defense shut out
York in the second half.
After
the
game,
Lancer
coach Gino Fracas was in a
reflective frame of mind and
summed up his feelings about
this past season.
"Our record may not show
it," he said, "but we have a
good football team. It took us
a while to find some important
answers to problems m certain
positions and we had two or
three losses on our record before we found ourselves."
The coach also had a pensive
attitude about his own position
with the team.
"It's been a long season but
I still love the game so much,"
said Fracas. "I intend to take
a long, hard month to determine
if I plan to continue (as head
coach).''

Bitterdefeatforhockey
Lancers
in homeopener

I

- - ----

The Lancer hockey
team
was bitterly defeated by the
Brock Badgers in their home
opener Saturday at Adie Knox
Arena.
Although the scoreboard read
7-3 for the visitors, it was not
a good reflection of the game.
The
much-improved
Lancer
team outshot Brock 49-24, more
than doubling their opponents.
"We had several good chances
to score but couldn't put the
!Puck in the net," said Lancer
coach Bob Corran.
The home ice fans witnessed
two Windsor shots hit the
crossbar and one deflect off
the post in the first period
alone.
NOT!Cf - A discu~sion by Aileen
King and Zophie Bartnicki of the
Bulimia / Anorexia Nervosa Associa
lion on • Understanding
Anorexia
Nervosa and Bui i mia '• ,,; II he hcl d
on Thursday, November 24. 1983
at 7:00 p.m. al the Windsnr Public
Library on 8SO Ouellette
Avenue.
All welcome.
ANNOUNCEMI- .N f:
There ,\ill he
a new ROYAL COMMISSION on
SA TIRJ- that will tra,el around
Canada searching
for the holy
truth about the status of satin:
in our society. As there have been
e~tensivc (and inten,ive)
claims
that satire is both the era,} glue
that holds this tirokcn egg of a
world toi:ether
and that satin:
is the corrosive
chemical
that
has fractured the minds of entire
generations.
The task is to find
the facts ahout the role of such
things as sarcasm. exaggeration,
understatement.
and highfalutintentionality in our world.
l h,·
Commission
\\ill he chaired by
the lu!(hly respected
l)QK I OR
BUNKUM who has hecome invisible according
to the lat.:,t
news reports
but still rl.'ma111,
a myskrious
force in th~s d.irk
u111verse.
Well, since I met you al a ~mall
inhmat.: social gatherin!?. I have
not heen able lo purge my dreams
of your pretty face. Well. maybe
"" could get together and shart:
our cosmological vibrations in a
ntore than transcendental
affiJi.
ation of ecstatic groans.

"We just dido 't seem intense
enough at the right times,"
said Corran.
"Our team has
improved but so have the other
teams in the league."
The Lancers did their best
offensively but seemed to get
caught up several times, giving
Brock two-on-one
breaks to
capitalize on.
Ron Seguin opened the scoring for the Lancers in the first
period while Jeff Parent and
Jerry Rioux added one each
in the second.
The Lancers take to the
road this weekend to play
Laurier and Waterloo. Hopefully they will be on a winning
streak when they return.
I

Lance
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York defenders just couldn't contain Windsor's Gino Castellan.

'Mixed'doublesresults
by Rohanna Alladin

The Lancerette tennis team
experience mixed results in the
doubl es final at Northfield Racquet Club in Waterloo this past
weekend.
Laneerettes Tracey Cann and
Margaret Hoffman won flight D
while Michele Hall and Janice
Herbert lost a disappointing final
in flight C.
The winners of the 1983
Doubles Title were Vicki Bassett
and Stacey Allister from the
University of Western Ontario."
Cann & Hoffman, ranked No.
1 in flight D had little difficulty
in knocking out their opponents. They obtained a bye m

round one and won round two
in straight sets 6-0. 6-4. "In
the first set we played well"
said Cann. 'but in the sccon<I
set we were o\'er confident.
We managed co get control
late in the second set and
win the match."
Hoffman & Cann won th·e
flight D final 6-2, 6-4, defeating
a Wilfred Laurier team.
Hall and Herbert (No. 2 in
flight C) won their first round
match against Lauzon/Muehlgassner of the Roval Militan Collegt·, 6-1, 6-3. R·ound two proved
to be more challenging because
they were paired against a strong
team from Western, Davenport
& Heatherington. llall displayed
outstanding ground strokes and

lobs while Hebert proved the
importance of flexibility at the
net. Hall & llcvert upset Davenport & Heatherington 6-4, 1-6,
7-4.
The final in flight C paired
Hall & Herbert aginst Debbie
Kirkwook & Norma Hatchwell
of York Universit}. Kirkwood
& llatchwell won the doubles
title two years ago and were
determined to repeat their success. Hall & Herbert lost a disappointing final 6- 3, 6-1.
Coach Stewart Loft was very
pleased with his team's results
and is looking forward to another good performance from
his singles players next weekend. The women's singles final
takes place in Waterloo, Oct.
29.

- ------------------------------

- -----
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SoccerLancersfinishfourth"
by Dan Mor iarty
The Lancer soccer team finished their first ever OUAA
season with a respectable 4-5-3
record.
The Lancers finished
fourth out of seven teams in
the west division behind Western, McMastcr, and Laurier.
The Lancers' playoff hopes
ended last Wednesday with a
3-0 loss to Western in London.
On Saturday
the Lancers
didn't
let the rain dampen
their homecoming party as they
demolished
the Brock Badgers
9-0. Marc Marchese scored four

Lance

photo/John

Slama

Lancer Kevin Borg (right) outruns a McMastcr oppo nent.

goals for Windsor in that game,
and 1t appears he will be the
league's top scorer with 13.
Other goals were scored by

achan crossed the ball f
rom
forty metres out to Mike Lovnc
.
who headed the ball into the
net.
The season ended on an
ugly note for the Lancers as
t~e play turned
rough and
dirty.
Both teams receivd
red cards (ejection of a plav:r)
and McMaster
received se,:era
.
1
ye IIow warning cards .
The Lancers are look ing for.
ward to next season and \\ill
probably lose only t wo plavers
Ian Parratt an? Chris Sapard'.
anio, from this year's squad.

Mike Lovnc, Tom Serafimovski,
and Ian Parratt. Van Niforos
earned the shutout.
In Sun<lay's game, Windsor
battled
McMaster
to a 1-1
tie. The Marauders
took an
early lead on a penalty shot
after a Windsor defender stopped the ball from going into
the net with his hand. Niforos
made a fantastic save on the
penalty shot but the rebound
came back out to the McMaster
forward who had an open net.
The Lancers tied it on a beautifully executed play. Dave Clan-

Runnerscollectfirsts
Wayne
Banick

McFarlane
and Chris
had times of 20:37
23:10 and 23:12, respcct1veh·:
Lancer Jeff Larson also 11~n
his age group in the four mile
run with a time of 23:47.
Meanwhile, other mcmbcrsot
the Lancer cross country squad
competed in the Launer inrn·
auonal
at Watt·rloo.
Arnie
Brakd,
who \\On the gold
medal in the 1500 meters at
the OUAA/OWIAA track anu
fidd champ1on~hips last week·
end, placed Clnenth
in the
much longer ten kilometre race.

We arc not sure what it
says about
the Lancers, but
they had some of the fastest
times in a cross countr:- event
called "The Great Police Chase"
held at Metro Beach, ,\1ou nt
Clemens, .\1ichigan.
Janet Root won the women's
two mile event with a time of
11 :49 while Jenn> Logan was
fastest in the four mile t'\ent
at 25·30.
The Lancers finished onetwo-rhrec
in the men's four
mile event as Andy Sw1dcrsk1,

"Coming Soon "

Halloween Costume Party
at
Faces on College
Oct. 29 , 1983 • Time : 8:00 pm - Come
Join the Fun Call • 256-5001
Prize s for Best
Cost ume &
Best Dre ss ed
Cou ple
1st Prize
valued at $10 0

Also , Miller Night
offering Discount
prices all
night

Tonight - Border City
902 CA LIFORNIA

A~T()~Ul~

I~A\1)
1f)

TA\V( 112N

5_.f, Ol EU .ETT1-: \\' I~.
\\ I:\ DSOH.O:\'I:
Thurs. O ct. 2 7
Fri. Oct 28
Joe Rispoli

Sat Oct 29
Halloween Party featuring
" No n-Fictio n"
Sun. Oct 3 0
fro m To ront o Nancy White&
Friends (Fol k M usic)

Tim Dowdell
for Senate
- B.A. Sc. Mechanical Eng ineerin g 1981
- presently studying Business Ad ministration
- Engineering Society V.P. (1980) and Treasurer (1981)
- former Engineering Faculty Representative
- delegate to provincial and national student conven tions
Let me present your ideas and wishes to the
University Senate

"Coming Soon"
"The feel-good movie of 1983:'
f.<1,h,ird C or11.R Tl'-\E "'\-\GAZIM

Howmuch love,sex, fun and
friendshipcan a person take?

6th ,Annual
Masquerade
Party

THE

BIGCHILL

In a coldworldyou needyour friends
Qt°iiit-i, 31to keep you warm.
,,

...

t H• • ~ (Jo •

FRIDAY OCTOBER 28
8:00 P.M.
Teutonia Club
Costumes Required
Tickets $5.00
Available at Centre Desk
Tim Dibe or Dino Marchiori

i

).)o,,l

I

_,.

dU

social science society
and Geography Club Present:

HAY RIDE
Country Style

Horse Drawn

Fri. Nov. 4, 1983
· Entertainment by Night Rider Dj
Hot Mea l provided after ri de
$ 5 .00 • Social Sc ien c e/ Geography Club
$7 .00 • others

SS Office - 253-6063

-

Cash Bar

• Bus transportation provided from Lot 'M' at 7:00 pm
• for first 45 people

PINE GROVE FARMS
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Compiled by Diane Bezaire
Men's Lobball
The re-scheduled games were played this week
and as usual exemplary ball was played. The
squads of MHPD and Tags came up winners to
conclude the regular season games. Playoffs begin
on Oct. 25th with MHPD playing the Tazmanian
Devils while the Tags will be coming up against
a tough squad known as the Brew Crew.
The umping has been nothing short of sensational and I would personally like to thank Kevin
Bracken, Rick Cleminson, John Zimany, Jim Harris, John Loewan and Randy Tait for contributing
their time to ensure that everyone had fun while
playing. Good luck in the playoffs!

:i'~~eA;~;:~b:~~;~ ·;~e Jetso ns are in soie
P?ssession of bt place with 14 points , Close behind are the Scuzbags with 12 points. Nameless,
Wreckers,. and Benchers are all tied for 3rd place.
. The Six Floor Sex Pots are hanging in there
with great dedication, no wins however. But girls
the season isn't over yet!
I look forward to everyone coming out for 2
hours of fun and competitive volleyball. See you
next week!

Coed Lobball

Playoffs which were originally scheduled for
Oct. 23, will be played on Sunday, Oct. 30, 1983.
Unfortunately, mother nature didn't coope,·ate.
Let's hope it doesn't rain (or snow) next Sunday!

===============

====
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NOTICE

Lesbian/Gay Students on CamRUS
Meetings for the Fall Semester .
When:

Nov. 4/83
Nov. 18/ 83
Dec. 2/83

8:00 p.m.
Iona Coll eg e
208 Sunset Ave.
For further info rmatio n co ntact
Time:
Place:

973-4951

Men's Flag Foo tball

Playoff results were not available at press time.
See next week's Lance.
Special Events
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Men's Volleyball

In the compet itive league this week, the Lampshades have taken sole possession of 1st place
with a 9-1 record leaving TNUC in second place at
7-3. Tied for third place are: Skywalkers and the
Unknowns with a 5-5 and 5-6 record respectively.
Aggravated Assault is holding steady with a 3-7
record and we finally had a win by Huron A's
leaving them with a 1-9 record (this only prove·s
guys, that it's never too late!)
In the recreation league the Rejects are still the
leaders ith ::.n 8-2 record. Even though they forfeited last week, the Brewers are still in 2nd place
with a 6-4 record. In third place are Morris' Misfi ts
with a 4-5 record, followed by Hur'bies at 3-6.
Last but not least, are the CJAM
team with a 2-6
record.

~-

During the month of November, Campus Recre~tion is hosting a Channel Swim. Interested parti·
c1pants can contact the office at 25 3-423 2, ext.
325 for more details.
Basketball Reterees

The last two clinics for intramural basketball
referees will be held Sunday, Nov. 6th and Sunday
Nov. 20th from 9:00 to 11:30 a.m. at Victoria
Public School on Victoria Street. Attendance is
mandatory at at least one of these clinics.

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y cphotography3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windso r. Ontario

Tae Kwon Do - Club Registration

Instructional Classes: Mon and Wed., 5-7 p.m.
Registration Date: Wed. Nov. 2, 1983
Time: 5 p.m.
Place: Multipurpose Room, St. Denis
Centre

969-6900

• ,______-Vanier Vittles

YUKON
JACK
ARACK#3.

For Oct 31 to Nov 6/83

SUPPER

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

4:30 - 6 :30

Monda y

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Ct,eese Omelet

Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cream of Tomato Soup
Spanish Macaroni
Corned Beef on Rye

Roast Beef
Pork Ohow Mem

Wednesda y

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom-Noodle Bake

Chicken Cacciatore
Breaded Grilled Perch

Thursday

Friday

Cream of Celery Soup
B B Q Beef on a Bun
Grilled Beef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Fish Chowder
Zedakos
Grilled Ham Steak

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30
Sa turda y

Formore YukonJack recipeswrite:MOREYUKONJACKRECIPES,
Box2710, PostalStation·u~Toronto, Ontano MSZ5P1.

Sunday

4 :30 - 6:30
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
& Meatless Sauce

Soup of the Day
Grilled Cheese
Chili
Soup of the Day
1/4 Pounders

The Deli is open 11:30 - 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday·

BACK TO SCHOOL
PAINT SPECIAL
GET YOUR CAR PAINTED FOR

s 349.so

(USING A CRYLIC ENAM EL PAINT)"

(2 - TONE, CHANGE OF COLOUR , BODY WORK

~-+----1---i-T

ECUM SEH
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--'---"--
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EXTRA)

THIS OFFER VALID UNTIL NOVE M BER 30. 1N3

Call or Visit
Us Now

SEM INOLE
WYAN DOTT E

Friday

AssumptionUniversityof Windsor
presents

"The Canadian Face of God:
A Discussion of Christian Values in
Contemporary Canadian Society ."
a
Christian Cultur e Lectur e

by

Rev. Jacques Monet, S.J.

SHOW A VALID STUDENT CARD
GET A 10 % DISCOUNT

~
,.if.'i>cOcfti'"" '

Roast Pork Dressing
Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppini

38005fom1nokS 1rttt
Win d tor. On t•io !'i8\ I PH

Phon,·
'),4,1

4hl.l

at
the Uni ve rsit y Centr e

a
,,,,,
··-·-

Sunday,
O ctober 30, 1983
8:00 p.m.

Adm ission at the door , $4.00 o r by Membership Pass
Stud e nts : $2.00

by Pam Banks

When I mention last weekend, what comes to mind?
(Besides the rain, of course.)
Well, to make things
simpler, I will let you in on a little known fact. Last
weekend, October 21 and 22, was Windsor's Homecoming. Okay, so a few people knew.
The kick off event-the Stroh 's Brewery tour-was
a definate, celebrated success. Participation was limited
to the first 56 people who could fight their way up
to the SAC office to get their names on the tour ltst.
But when the big yellow school bus pulled into Lot M
and Special Events Commissioner Neil Schectman
called out the names on his list, he found his group to
be twelve people short. So we sac in Lot M uncil Neil
could talk a few passersby into going on the tour. It
wasn't too hard to do when he added there would be
"free beer". When he jumped on the bus still a few
people short, he exclaimed gleefully, "That means
more beer for us!" (What a comed_y guy - Ed.)
The tour was brief but informative, and with terms
like "worts" and "hops" floating in our cerebellums,
we retired to the Strohaus to get down to business.
Strohs provided the group with free samples of their
brews-all you could drink for forty-five minutes.
The return trip was considerably more exuberant and
considerably higher for some reason. The trip ended

for half the group at Greek town.
it back?

Did everyone make

The Homecomi11g parade Saturday morning was
plagued by torrential rains. That didn't seem to dampen
spirits on the floats much though.
Five (count'um)
floats swam down University Avenue led by a police
cruiser.
Rumour has it that some entrants were up
until the wee hours of the morning and perhaps beyond
finishing off the floats.
There was no need to worry about finding a good
spot to sec the parade. To say that it was sparsely
attended would be generous.
In the final judging,
CARISA took first place and a $300 cheque donated
by the Alumni, for their float sporting a native Carribean
design, music and dancers. Delta Chi and Phi Sigma
Sigma took second with a float that resembled a takeoff adventure from Pac Man. The giant toothed video
carnivore was trying to munch a huge football. The
entry from Huron and Tecumseh residences copped
third prize.
Possibly the highlight of the Homecoming weekend
was the Lancers' football victory over York. The 34-21
win was their first of the season and hoisted them out of
the cellar of the OUAA-West. Only die-hard Lancer fans
braved the rains to catch the game, but were treated
afterward to a fifth-quarter gathering in the HK building
(can't these athletes add?)

TOP LEFT: A sad sack for York's Q.B. in the
Lancer Homecoming victory. BOTTOM LEFT:
The first place ASA Float. BOTTOM: Man
in chicken coop-purpose unknown. TOP: The
world's happiest person-drank 11,643 beers in
45 minutes.
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by Phil Rourke
After the May 13, 1983 Visa student demonstration
against differential fees, a Committee of Concerned Visa
Students was formed in Toronto. Presently the committee, with the support of Visa Students at Ontario universities (including Windsor), is ready to take appropriate
legal action against the Ministry of Colleges and Universities with respect to the higher tuition fees that
Visa Students arc paying compared to Canadian students.
The lawyer for the committee, Kenneth P. Swan,
1s tak10g the position char his clients,
"New Registrant Non-Exempt rorcign Students" at all provincialIr a,sisted univns1tics and other post-scc.mdary insritunons in the pn)\'incc of Onrano, ''<.:·,me to Canada
rn register in September, 1982 unde1 a m1srepresentat1on as to incn:ases contemplated in the J, ore1gn Student tuition frcs applicable co them, and were mduced
to rake up offers of registration,
in accordance \\ 1th
representations
about those fees, to their considerable decrimcnt . "
S\\an continued 10 h is letter to Universny of Windsor
Pfl'\idt·nt ,\1ervyn firanklin that, "from inqumc, made,
n appears that the uni\'ersit1es will not register any of
thcse students (in the Fall of 1983) to cont10uc :n their
programs unless the> pay the higher fre, nm, bemg
charged."
Ik v.rote this letter to Franklin to make sure that
he was aware of the fact that, "all students 10 the class
who register in circumstances which expose them to
higher fees, either in September 1983 or January 1984,
will do so under protest, and without prejudice to their
rights to seek redress 10 the courts and to reclaim the
amounts b) which tuition fees charged to them t:xcced
the fees charged for the last acdemic year plus 5%."
William Chang, SAC Commissioner for International
Students, explained that $5,000 is needed to initiate
the lawsuit against the Ministry. When all the money is
collected, three representatives
from each u01vcrsity
will be selected and Mr. Swan will represent them together and sue on their behalf.
"I would hope that
all the students,"
said Chang, "would support this
issue even though we may not directly benefit from
this (in the near future) ... but in the Jong term, our

The Lance's Chris McNamara snapped this picture of workmen working on Assumption University the other
day. The workmen are building a wall to replace the one torn down during the summer when St. Michael's
~ was levell_e_d_. ____________________________________
__,
fellow students will be benefitting."
ISO president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis feels that the
University of Windsor should give as much moral and
financial support to this committee as it can. Tstlfidis
explained that "considering the fact that Windsor has
the highest proportion of Visa Students of any Canadian university, an action like this 1s Jon!! overdue. Our
only regret is that due ·to time constraints "e could not

undertake this ac.:flon oursdves."
What is be111g done t,n campu:. 1s a Joint ISO-SAC
dforr to raise a~ much nl(lne,· as possible to contnbu re
to this fund. The first fund raising event will be a disco
on Friday, No\'ember -I-th, sponsored by SAC, the
Social Science Socit't~, and the Chinese Students'
Association.
There 1s also a proposed raffle for November, although a definite date has not as yet been St't.

''It'sJikeaiming
forthemoon"
by Linda Boufford
The University of Windsor
reported an operating surplus
of $213,000 for the 1982-83
fiscal year. with total expenditures listed at $58,033,000
and a total revenue of $58,
246,000.
What can
attributed to?

the

surplus

be

"It's
funny.
When you
overspend a budget, people say,
'Why did you spend so much
money?'
When you have a
surplus, people ask you, 'Why
do you have money left over?',"
said Dr. Paul Cassano, VicePresident-Acadcmics.
lie stated that the $213,000
revenue left over was not out of
line, and felt it was due to a
combination of factors.

"I think it may be due to
a rise in tuition fees, increased
enrollment, and partly due to
unanticipated underspending."
Isn't underspending
unusual
in these times?
"It's
like aiming for the
moon," said Cassano. "To the
average person, $200,000 is a
whopping sum, but when you're
dealing with a $62,000,000
budget, it's not unusual.
It 's
a case of the budget being
strictly adhered to, within the
guidelines set out by the Board
of Governors," he said.
Terrance Parkinson, Vice-President of Finance and Services
echoed the same views.
"There are lots of things
happening here," said Parkinson.
"For example, there were savings in expenditures
this year,
tuition fees were up, and we did
have a higher 1m•cstment income
than anticipated."

Student academic fees rose
33.4% over 1982, government
grants by 10.4% and investment
income was up by 8.6%. Expenditures
included
wages,
books,
utilities,
scholarships,

bursurics, and ancillaries.
When asked whether monies
received from international students played a significant part in
the surplus, Parkinson replied
that it did not affect the budget.

"That mone} goes back to
Ontario's budget for the benefit
of ,1// universities. The U01versity of Windsor docs not benefit
directly from those fees," he
stated.

SAC by-electionsfill positions
by Hillary Cunningham
On Monday, October 31st,
the SAC by-elections were held
for representatives
of various
faculties. At the ~even polling
stations posted throughout the
UniverSJtv. a total of 1109 students voted out of a possible
8100.
There were eleven different
positions
av.iilable,
four
of
which were acclaimed.
The
results of the elected positions
are as follows:
-Comminee

on Student

Ser-

vices (2 positions were available)
-Carl Bang (161 votes) and
Wendi Maroon (131 votes) out
of 500 votes.
-MacDonald/Laurier
-Bruce
Nighttngale
(76 out of 126
votes)
-Social Science -Tanya Mady
(36 out of 97 votes)
-Cody /E lee ta/Canterbury
-Carl Bang (54 out of 87 votes)
-Senate
-Mark Dalton (126
out of 298 votes)
The four acclaimed positions
were: Nursing-Joanne
Shaban;
School of Dramatic Arts-Adam

Furfaro; School of Visual Arts
-Mark
MacGuigan; Computer
Science-Steve
Ausrrin.
Two
other positions for Human Kinetics and the Tecumseh/Huron
representatives,
had no applicants.
Chief Electoral Officer Sherry
Thrasher said that 1t was basically a smooth election and the
only changes that she would
make for the next election
would be to insure that the
rules she had set forth for her
poll supervisers be strictly followed.
continued on page six
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Valid Sept 1, 1983 - May 1, 1984

brought to you by your
STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVECOUNCIL
S.A.C. Discount Card Handbook
..,

ESTABLISHMENT

DISCOUNT

PARTICULARS

Automotive
Motor City Rod & Custom
161 O University West
254·9918

15%

CAA Auto Club

12.5%

1215 Ouellette Ave.
255-1212

Legg's Florshe1m Shoes

10%

All "in-stock" merchandise, regular priced.

On parts.

Naturalizer Shoe Shop
2203 Wyandotte West
252-4744

1()'lb

All merchandise (not on
sale)

Each regular newmaster
membership purchased,
(regular price $40, dis·
count price $35)
On parts.

Serbu Tire (operated by
Wheel City Ltd )
1597 Howard Ave
258-7701

25%

Tires, Front-end and
Brake work (regular

Kramer Automotive
(Windsor) Limited
2060 Wyandotte West
252-5729

15%

Bruce Philip Florist
2229 Wyandotte West

10%

Flowers, corsages, cut
flowers (etc)

Bird Pro Hardware
2014 Wyandotte West
253·4812

10%20%

Selected regularlypnced
items

pnceo items)
List pnce auto parts(not
specials) 1nstock items
only
}
Total bill parts& labour .

Oil Gard
451 Tecumseh. 256-4488

10%

Oil Guard
treatment.

Banks Alignment

10%

Front End Ahgnments

10%

bowling on Saturday
10 a.m - 6 p.m.
food and beverages

anti-rust

Bowling

25%

Tiffany's Bridal Boutique Ltd 1O'lb
1712 Huron Church Rd
254-3311

excluding sale items

Bulk Food

New Eden Hair Designs
20<lo
2144 Wyandotte West , 252·4317
Mano & Vince's Mam Street 10%
Designers of Ha,r
1023 Ouellelte Ave
256-3015, 256-0875

Tuesday, Wednesday
staff .only

The Golden Razor
$1 O off
Unisex Ha,rsl ylists
$1 off
Un1vers1ty Mall. Tecumseh West
253-8534

perms(Mon, Tues, Wed)
haucuts(Mon.Tues.Wect

On hind & side upon
presentation of card

Car Rentals
Rent-A-Wreck
2460 Tecumseh West
252·5856

Student rate plus 30
free miles $14.95

Cleaners (clothlng)
10%

Dry Cleaning (cash &
can-,,Discount does not
apply on laundryorpickup/delivery service

Cleaning
10%

Carpet & upholstery
cleaning, auto washing,
pohsh,ng.steam cleaning
& rustproofing.

University Snacks
2424 University West
258-3777

Breakfast only between
hours of 8 a.m. to 11
a.m.

25%

Hi-Way Tavern
$1
2151 Walker Rd., 253·7865
Beanery Tavern
88 Pitt East, 256-2424

Free Admission, Free Snacks

Brothers Restaurant
Tecumseh Rd. at Central

$1

off selected entrees

Wongs Eatery Inc.
1457 University West
252-8814

10%

Moe's Pure & Simple
Specialty Food
2175 Wyandotte West
256-9276

10%

11 a.m. ·5 p.m., Monday
to Friday on food.
on food all day Monday
& Tuesday.
on regularly pnced items
and all sandwiches ,
salads, Juiees
off all vitamins and
supplements

Lucky Wong's Restaurant
327 Ouellette Ave.,
258-8787
Pit Martin's
7"55 Ouellette Ave.,
254-6242
Moussa's Panzerotti Palace
1725 Wyandotte West
256-2442

15%

all food(including buffet
special)

20%

all food ,terns

1O'lb
1O'lb

on items o>;ertwo dollars
(not available 11 a m. •
1 p.m.)

10%

25%

Studt0lime, P.A Rentals,
stereo repairs.

Long& McOuade Ltd
10%
1311 Tecumseh East, 252·3442

Any equipment rental
rate.

252-2222
4705 Wyandotte Eastia, P,11ette>
948-5533

Merrifield's Aud10-V1deo
15<lb
2552 Howard Ave . 966-3665

Any regularpnced item.

T.V. Rental

Records on Wheels
$1 of Regular priced LP's
552 Ouellette Ave. 256-1072
40%

shoe repair

Sports Shops

IO to 35%Jewellery, China Crysta~
Figurines. Gifts. etc.

Pillsworth
3353 Walker Road
253-9092
Nantais Sport Shop
2075 Wyandotte West
ABC Cycle & Sport Shop
400 Tecumseh West
254-1475
The Running Shoe
485 Peliss1el{Nextto YMCA)

Production House
108 McDougall, Suite 306
973-5485

off selected entrees

except repairs

City-Wide TV. Rental
& Sales Limited
125 Wyandotte West
254-4755

Opticians
The Optical Store.
• 25%
University M.all
2682 Tecumseh West 255-7020

10%

Any regular priced ski
equipment.or hiking gear

10·40%

on selected items

10%

Repairs. new bicycles,
perts & accessories (does

10%

not apply to sale items)
on all shoes, clothing,
and misc. merchandise
at regular price, discount
not honoured on sale
items.

10%

Rental &/or sale on televisions, videocassettes,
recoroers,
videocassette
movies.

5%

on any regular priced
merchandise

Theatrical Suppllea

Paint & Wallpaper
Barrettes Patnt & Wallpaper 10%
2135 Wyandotte West 252·9.411

Regular Priced Items

The Cedar Closet
4729 Wyandotte East
945-6181

10%

Maggie's Dress Shop
324 Ouellette
253-9374

10%

Arr'/regularmerchandise

Cosgrave Pharmacy Ltd.
1495 Un,vers,ty West
253-4659

10%

This 1s valid only on
regular
pnced
merchandise

Monfortons Mens Wear
10%
111 Ouellette Ave., 254-5882

Regular priced items

Mccance English Shop
10%
325 Ouellette Ave. , 253-6151

Regular
merchandise.

priced

Shanf1elds Fabrics
10%
246 Ouellette Ave • 258· 1090

Regular
merchandise

priced

Odel's Jeans Plus
101 Wyandotte East
253-5419

Regular priced items.
Guys ar.d Girls.

On over-the-counter
drugs and sundries at
our everyday regular
pnces (excluding tobaccos, prescription
drugs, and magazines.
Minimum purchase of
$1 required.

Pitta
Corbret's Pets
10%
University Mall
2732 Tecumseh West. 252·1919

Backstage Theatrical
Supplies
1515 Tecumseh East
252-7279

Typewriter
Bulmer Typewriter
2007 Wyandotte West
254-3276

10%
Supplies & Serviees
Student Rentals are at a lower
rate now.

Watch Repair
A.B. Watch Repair
20%
500 Ouellette Ave., Suite 109,
VG Trust Building, 254·2260

on regular priced merchandise and livestock.

Conditions

Photographic

The Monogram Shop
4665 Riverside East
945-2884

25%

Monogramming
on
sweaters, towels, linens.
shirts

Reade's Photographic
20%
Service
2133 Wyandotte West, 254·3734

Monty Formal Wear
89 R1vers1deEast
258-3522

10%

Tuxedo rentals and/or
sales.

Frank Wansbrough's
Camera Shop ltd.
123 Ouellette, 256·2383

40%

S 1 on regular admission
of S2.50 and $1 off
Midnights& Special ertgagements with the pur. chase of a $4 memberst,,pcard. Not applicable
on Wednesdays.

Regular pnce in plant
photofinishing

10 • 15% Depending on supplies
required and on ,terns
sold at regular price.
Not subject to ,temson
special.

Entertainment

'•

To all meals.

Neat Shoe Repair
10%
624 Campbel~at wyandotte Weso
256-1410

Jewellers

Shanf1elds Meyers
188 Ouellette,Ave .

PARTICULARS

Mi-Ki Restaurant
20%
3236 Sandwieh St., 255-7424

Pharmacies

Clothing

Palace Theatre
310 Ouellette Ave .
256-6363

DISCOUNT

Shoe Repair

Mus ic
$20 ·
$30

ESTABLISHMENT

Haircutting

The Gold Shop
10%
345 Ouellette Ave .. 253-8465

Brldal

Clean Sweep
3750 Walker Road

Florist

Hardware

Gary's Transmission Service 5%
1120 Crawford Ave.,
253-8974, 253-1411

Spotless Cleaners
1468 University Wesf
252-1103

PARTICULARS

In stock parts on regular
priced items.

MacDonald Muffler
15%
Howard Ave., 969-0267 (sth)
5878 Tecumseh E. 945-6381

Hunk 'n Chunk
1075 Crawford, 2!54·0891

DISCOUNT

Footwear
10%

MacDonald Brake Inc.
2410 Tecumseh West
258·9600

Bowlero Bowl
675 Tecumseh West

ESTABLISHMENT

Restauranta
Parthenon Greek Restaurant10%
124 Wyandotte East
252-3377
50%

Regular priced items;
also
Special dinner, 7 days
a week; and 5% on top
cl the50'lbspecialdinner.

• Th,scard remains the propertyofThe Students' Administrative
Council and must be returned on request.
- Cards are strictly non·transferrable and discounts will only be
available upon presentation of a valid signed card.
- Establishments may require additional.identification.
- The establishment reserves the right to refuse the discount.
- Discounts may not apply to certain items (ie. liquor, prescription
drugs, sale merchandise etc.)
- Cards will be replaced at a cost of $5.00 available at the S.A.C.
Office.
- Any questions, comments or problems should be directed to
the Discount Card contact, Rob Neposlan, Internal Affairs
Comm,ss,oner in the S.A.C Office 253-6423.

-;::------:::-----:::-:------:-
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External audit on the University

Surreye6citsattitudes,
conceptions,
contradictions
b) Stephanie Signorile
Tht · results of an external
audit
survcr,
organized and
conducted by M R. Haque, an
associate
professor
in
the
business adm1111strat1on faculty,
with the help of two students, is
now ready to be brought before
the public eye. The survey,
which was carried out over the
past year and a half, mvolves
five S(:Ctions of the general
public and is designed to elicit
their attitudes, concepuons and
knowledge of the Un1vers1ry of
Wmdsor.

Fwesections
The five sections were alumni,
executi\'es, parents of grade 12
and 13 students, teachers and
opinion leaders. It is not exactly
dear \\h\ chest· particular groups
were chosen except that the
researchcrs seem to believe::that
the, \\ould be best able to evaluate this insutuuon. It would,
perhaps, be interemng co hear
from other groups such as fac·
tor) workers on the line, media
personnel,
truck drivers, the
independent!} wealthy and so
torch
The survey material 1s quitc
extensive and obviouslv a great
deal of t ime and ene rgy went
into its assemblage. It contains,
however, a number of rather
confusing discrepancies and is
often quite inconclusive. The
rdcvancc of certain information
1s also quc::stionable in some
instances.

A number of potnts were
generall} agreed on . It seems
that although the general awan- nes\ of the Unt\'erstt}' is verr
high. awareness
of spct·ific
aspects such as admission requ m.:mencs and different academic programs is markedly low,
and, despite the fact that awareness of the part time studies
program is quite low, of those
qutsuoned fullv 80% would re·
commend this program to others.
For the most part respo ndents
were unaware of tht existence
of the liaison oft1cc and, of
thost' who were familiar with
it, the maJOrtt)' thought it to be
of lirrlc or no service . It was also
the consensus that the University of Wind~or has a probkm
with its image .

Alumni
Approximately halt the alumni rated Windsor as average in
comparison
to othc.r Ontario
universities, and over 80% mamtained that Wind sor graduat es
arc average in relation to graduates from other univers1ues.
30% felt that the University did
not prepare chem (overall and in
regard to special skills) and 60%
felt that they were prepared
some\\hat
satisfactorily.
With
regard to tht· placement office
70% felt that It was not at all
helpful, especiallr where women
were concerned (80% of the
women) Despite this, however,
90% of the alumni would recommend the Umversity of Windsor
to their friends.

Executives
l·xecut1ves in the survey were
compan). executive:, and officers
of local, federal and provincial
governments. At least half of
those surveyed mamtam that the
universit}' plays an important
role in Windsor's economy with
re~ard co emplo)' ment and pa}'·
roll. With regard co employee
efficiency, 60% believe a university education to be qu ice an
as~t, and 75% would prefer to
hire.: a university graduate over
anyone else. A slight discrepancy
appears in the assessment of
Windsor's graduates
and the
assessment of the mstitution it~clf. Fifty percent rated the
former as average (wrtting skills,
problem solving skills, performance etc .), yet 30% rated the
latter as good and 40% rared it
as very good.

Parents
The parents scored Windsor
on a scale of 1-5, as 3.55 agamst
Queen's with 4.57 (highest) and
Tre'lt with 2.68 (lowest) and
almost all (95%) feel the quality
0f Windsor's academic programs
is at or under par compared co
that of other uni\'ersities. Thirty-one percent believed it to be
lower. Just O\'Cr half (54%)
were mclmcd to believe JOb op·
portu nities for Windsor graduates were equal co those available for ~raduarcs from other

universities in Ontario.

Teachers
A break in the trend appears
m the teachers' assessment of
the University in relation to
quality. Half the teachers raced
it as only fair and those teachers
who attended universities other
than Windsor tended to rate it
lower. In the same vein, approx·
imately 70% maintain that the
quality of Univcrsit}' of Windsor
graduates is bclo,, a\'erage in
comparison to those of other
universities.
Yet, surprisingly
enough 66% maintain that the
quaht) of Wind~or's programs 1s
at par with that of other universities and 7 5% fed that Windsor
graduates have the same career
opportunities a~ graduates from
other Umvers1tics . 20% would
not recommend Windsor because
of its low acadcmic standards
and its lo\\ image, the remainder
\\Ould. On completion of the
survey the teachers were given
the opportunity to suggest im·
provements whil ·h were : higher
)tandards, more qualified professors, wider ~ummer school
offerings and increased financial
aid, among others.

Opinion
Leaders
Opinion leaders are kadc:rs of
coinmuntt) organi7.ations, clubs,
churches, professional societies.
members of boards of education,
and high school prmcipals . The:~·

rate Windsor as 3 .3 9 on a scale
of l ·5, and almost all rated its
reputation from good to excellent. It was noted, however, that
the higher the respondent's edu·
cation, the less likely he/she ~1as
to rate Windsor higher.
The two rather serious da)·
crepancies chat arc present in
this survey,has
to do with
assessment of graduates of Windsor with regard to training
and performance. It is reported
at one point that 50% of those
surve\ cd gave this aspect a rating
of either good or excellent. It
is then lacer stated that 9% of
the respondents rated this aspect
from good to excellent. The
second
discrepancy
im·olve~
recommendations . It 1s stated at
one point that 80% of the opt·
nion leaders would recommend
Windsor to ochers, yet it 1s
later seated that 33.3% would
not recommend Windsor because
of its rcputauon.
The final problem 1s one of
purpose, namely the appa rent
lack there of. In vie,, of the
mam contradictions, d1scrcpanc1es, and the overall inconclu·
s1veness of the survey, ic seems
unlikely that much of the information could be used con·
scructi\'cly for the university .
If the purpose, howe\'er, is to
exam me the attitudes of certain
secuons of society for the s.ike
of gaming a b~tter understanding
of their motives and responses
where umversity marrers .re
concc.'rned, th ·s su rvcv has m
fact bl·cn quite successful.

SETH ZUCKERMAN,
writer for Newsweekmagazine,
will give an informal talk on media
writing and how the processinfluences the product on Friday, Nov. 4th
at 1:00 pm in the Lance Office
Everyone is welcometo attend.

Para/lexMeasure.·
Deadline
November 2l.
"Real literature can be created only by madmen, hermits,
heretics, dreamers, rebels, and sceptics, not by diligent
and trustworthy
functionaries."
-Evgeny
Zamyatin.

The Parallax Measure offers any student a chance
for 11ft off into the c,eative universe. Many writers here
at this university have been brought into the light by
this obscure centerfold.
We do have critical standards
but it is also our purpose to encourage persons to try
their hand at writing.
A poem or story looks mighty
different
when it is printed for public consumption
than it does for creative writing class or Just for friends.
We are always looking for new writers and the geometric
principle of The Parallax Measure is to present a diversity
of vision that holds together because it represents the
people around you, the local cats and dogs that roam the
back alleys of this city.
All submissions are welcome
is our first principle, and discrete selection is our method .

"I likethe tasteofa coldbeeron a hot day,
but I certo,nlydon't thinkyouhme to get the gong
togetherwith a coupleof coses of beerJUst to Cf,!/ebrate
the fact you'vehod
a bit of exercise''
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On Wednesday, April 6th, J 983, the International
Students' Organizat ion ( ISO ) staged a I ally on campus
to inform all students dbout t'1e financial problems besetting V1sil students due to fee inc reases 1n Ontario
post-secondary
institutions.
S1m1lar rallies were held at
varwus univers1t1es m Ontario to promote prov1nce-w1de
awareness of the issue.

Secondly, and equally impo rt ant , since Visa st uden t s
rnake up such a larg e perce ntag e of Wind sor' s student population the Uni versity Adminis t rat io n , SA C and the rest
of t he student body have a d uty t o these fe ll ow students
to uph old th e st ude nt's rig ht t o fa ir tu iti o n cost s and fa ir
accessibility
to unive rsit y educ at ion fo r bot h Canad ian
and fo reig n st ude n ts.

Seein g th at conventional
avenues
ex hauste d co ncern ed st ude n ts set
prepare t~ take legal action against
effective,
t his lawsui t needs both

Lastly , although the issue may not be reso lved in the
first laws u it, i t may pro v id e bo th t he imp etus for future
legislation against the present Mi n istry 's policie s and a
more jus t tr eatment of future fellow st ud ent s.

by john liddle
are thost· \\ ho sa\ and the\ are fe\\ and far
that \\hen John Bario\\ left this campu, t\HI
f ),c,u, ag I t \\d\ because he \\ s far too sane
the colie~t1vc madness knm\ n as\\ mdsor.
No\\ 1 rcs1Jcm of To ronto, B.1rlo\\ spends the d.i\ s
brood mg and the 111ghts'>mokrng cigarettes anJ \\ rmng
poetn
" M\ I hought Cloud 1s i;ull of \ our Rel.wons and
Drippm!! !> m, latest poem ,' he told me O\er the phone
last Su nda v.
' Is that part of\ our nC\\ hook'"
"1 l Cl t l' ,mt~ \lo. "
"'\\ hat s a Ghost Plant?"
"It gnms m Ne\\ Bruns\\1ck, where I wa~ born
It gro\\, \\ here the trees arc so thick nothing else gro\\s
because n's so dark. rhc Ghost Plant h,cs off fungus,
it's s, mbiouc, 1t has to co exist "1th the fungus to get
nutrmon out of d>
mg trees, and that makes sense '
.. And \\hat of n' ihe book, that 1s."
"'I \\anted to \\nte the ulumate book to take up
all of 1983-84, but
amlnuon rotted, the wand died
Jown. and I shattered it into a m1ll1on different poems ••
" What arc >ou rea ding these da) s?"
'Right th rough high school and umvers1ty I had no
life. Ju st end less fantasies Now I can't believe anvthm_g
w riters say. I'm reading Kerouac now (60's Beat'poetJ.

m>

This 1s an issue worthy of such support primarily because this uni versi ty has t he hi ghest proport ion of V isa
students of ~my Canadian uni versity and, as such , should
set an example for othe r campuses to fo llow.

Smee th en, pet it ion ct1m paigns, h avin g coll ected rn ore
th an 300 0 sign at ures have been w aged again st t he M inistr y of Coll eges and Un 1vers it 1es' polici es o n V isa studen t
fee incre ases. But stude n t pr o test has no t been abl e to
sto p rising tu ,t, o n cos t s.

the raconteur
!'here
bct\\e,·n
nJ a h
to handk

cuµport; Th e L ance U1ges that the U n iversity of Windsor
student body provide strong support in both ways.

of dissent had been
up a commi t tee to
the Ministry. To >e
moral and financial

lie h.1d th1 self uluman
pcrrod : he wrote all these
poems m hlS JOUrn,il sc\ cn or l'tght \\ords per line and
mstanth burned them ,1ftcr \\ ntrng them •·
"\\ hat ,1b1ut I hore,w? You'd l1kl' ll.1/.le11 ·
lsn t th .it about rabbits' "
''No "

"l:hm .Kafka, Borges, 1.or,a, Onano
l'.i,: weird
nn ,uc.al mus c "
"\\hat ab, ut the Leaf~'"
"I lmc hockc:\.
:--:)koluk 1~ Jumh he: looks stupid
to hcgm "1th
Ben111ng1s good, he's m) protot\ pc
a long range rnd1cator on nl) success or failure
Just
the other night I was \\atehmg the game (ag.1.inst the
Ran~crs)
l'hn had a 4-1 kad, and I figured the) 'd
blm\ 1t mcrnp~oncall)
the same as ah\a\ s ,ind tnen
Benning gets a pu,k bct\\cen thl• C}cs and m~ \\rittng
deteriorated
The same th mg happened \1 hen m>
parents came do\\ n
Po<lubne} and lhnacek got mJurcd.
lnugmar} schemes.'' Pause. "Are } nu taking
notes'"
'\cs ..
"Cood.
I don't know 1f I'm \\alkmf do"n the
street and someone takes my picture, that s oka)
.\s
soon as they tell me that the} want to take m> picture,
m) face falls mto an ab} ss "
'"J'hcs rs for Tbr l a11ce,you know."
"'Yea. What do you \\rite about any\\a)s?"
"Human interest. Midd le of the road."
"You should wmc about poliucs analyze It to
death
Ltkc Reagan's speech analyze it as a poem;
use a lot of grotesque metaphors.''
" Poliuc1ans?"

"Yt·:t, \Hl!l' na,t) things ,1bout thnn . It', ltke the
top of their head rs caned out, their hram 1~taken out,
and a p1cct· of shit 1s put m. The) ha\ e no self-con'l "musnl ~s; th err face g.il s all papp) grc} like: Trudt.:a.u's."
..
"If Reagan \\as an amm.11, \\hat animal would he be'
'I don't know, he 's vt'r) trcc:-l1kc. Ile has a~ mncxcblc head , hkt· it's made out of rock . Hrs skull is predn·
mmant , 1t'~ not human at all "
"That's\\ h:it I should ,1.r1tc?"
" Ye ,1 Push the limit as much as} ou can. If you rnlk
about tnc gO\crnmcnr, De anu-g o\·crnmcnt . It keeps
) our th mkmg cla,1 s sharp ."
"rdcv1,ion• •.
'Phil Donahue fascinates me . I le acts like the cro\\
111the barn, staring at the cm1 ,, ~carmg the chicken,.
There's e\'cn barking dogs in the audience
llse lots
of animal metaphors
and gross medical metaphors ."
" Doctors?"
"I give them credit for kno,\ mg complex things.
I don 't kno\\ 1f I'd c,er trust one to \\Ork on me. It's
hke the government, the} c.1n p.1ve roads, keep pc:ople
from heating people up rn the streets, but the CBC ..
1 here 's this \\ oman who lt~es on R1vcrs1de Dnvc (1 oronto) in this huge mansmn and she's got l'nough monC}
to h\e to be 130, and the Canada Council is giving her
monc} to write her autobmgraph).
Herc I am, trying
to live in the future; the least they could do 1s give me
cigarette mone,."
"An> wap, how arc thmgs?"
"Conditions are desperate these days."

•

For the birds
by Kevin Rollason

Ir happened once again. There I was, walking underneath the Ambassador Bridge, when - thwoop! A load
of bird doo-doo hit my Jacket and began running down
my sleeve. I turned my face to the sky and thought to
myself, ''Self, why must I be subjected to the slings and
excretions of these miserable birds everytimc I walk to
the school?" Why indeed?
For more years than I have lived in Windsor, for more
years than I have lived anywhere for that matter, the
bridge and its birds have been a problem. As reported
several umcs m The Windsor Star, rh1s bridge has been
more than JUSt an International border crossing, more
than just the western boundary of the Univcrsit: of
Windsor, and more than JUSt a television signal scrambler. le is the world's largest bird house.
Untold thousands of srarlmgs live underneath the
bridge. During the day they usually cruise Ouellette
,\venue, go to work and go grocery shopping. In other
words, they do whatever birds do during their business
hours. Daytime is not a problem.
The problem docs occur in the morning and evening.
This is wht·n the birds fly in and around rhc bridge,
bombing unsuspecting people, as they rcrurn "home" to
roost.
Many suggestions have been made by the losing veterans (ie. bird bombecs) in this battle of the bridge conflict. A high pitch siren mounted on a truck worked for
a little while. Ir was felt that by doing this during their
macing rimes, it \\Uuld "di:.<.:ou,age" the birds from
producing offspring, therefore eliminating the bird problem in a couple of years. Unfortunate!}', birds arc made
of sterner stuff - the birds arc still here while the siren
isn't.
Another idea was bird genocide. The birds would be
eliminated by poisoning them. Many people objected to
this because of the problem of seeing birds instead of
excretion dropping around them. What would Hitchcock
say?

Actionneeded
Dear Editor:

•

I would like to comment on last week's article and
editorial regarding the S.A.C. Declaration of Inad equacy."
I would like to stress as I said in the article, that the
purpose of ;he Declaration is to constructively correct a
problem that exists between students in a class and a
professor. When 75% of the students in a class sign the
Declaration stating "in their opinion the Professor is
inadequate in his/~
teaching" the o~,n of the Facult}
and the Vice-President Academic will be notified of the
situation. The Declaration is a vehicle for students to
have a united voice in expressing their concern. At the
present, if only one or two students complain about a
problem, nothing is done. The S.A.C. Declaration will
be a mandate from the students to the Administration
and Faculty to address the issue and correct the situation.
If 75% of the students in a class say there is a problem, a problem exists. This problem should be dealt
with and not ignored. As students we pay high tuition
dc,llars for education and in a sense, we are consumers.
S.A.C. is here to protect the rights of students and as
S.A.C. President, that is what I am going to do. If the
S.A.C. Declaration "cramps the style" of those professors who are not doing their job, well that's tough
luck.
The Lance's idea of an Ombudsman is a good one and
is certainly worth considering by S.A.C. This, however,

(_

--

However, I have the solution! While I was tra\·cllmg
through Europe this summer I found char several cities,
towns and villages seemed to have the same problem
with birds that Windsor has. Over there it is the pigeon
population that is the problem.
And what is the solution? Chicken wire. And how
will it work? The entire underbody of the bridge up to
the Detroit River would be sealed up with this wire.
The end result would be no roosting birds, no bird
droppings, and no more angry people running to both

would be implemented, at the earliest, next September
(if everything goes well) due to financial constraints and
the process involved.
The best route would be to allow students acc(.Ss to
student evaluations on professors. This would allow students to make an informed choice as to which professor,
they would prefer to teach them. This issue {viii be decided by the University Senate in the near future.
Something 1s going to be done now. There has been
too much talk m the past on what S.A.C. should do to
protect the rights of students and not enough action.
David Laird
President - S.A.C.

A positivestep?
Dear Editor:

•

I would like to express my opinion on last week's
article dealing with the "S.A.C. Declaration of Inadequacy." In mr view the Declaration 1s not a negative,
but a positive step in the right direction for students.
How can something be negative if it corrects a problem?
When the Dean of the Faculty and the V.P. Academic
arc notified of a problem via the Declaration, they have
an obligation to do something about it. Thus, the possibility of correcting a problem.
I would like to give credit to S.A.C. and David
Laird, President, for doing their job and sticking up for
students.
Lisa Carpenter

-

The Windsor Star and City Council venting their frustrations and anger on them instead of the birds.
I m1 not really sure if this solution has ever been
discussed by City Council (ie. I didn't check) but if rhey
ha\'en'r, I respectfully submit my solution. All potential
accolades and publicity may be submitted in mr name at
The Lance office.
Only one problem now remains. Where would all the
homeless birds go? But that's for a future opinion piece.

Our mistake
Dear Editor:
It is refreshing to see a genuine effort being made
to cover events in\'olving many of th; clubs on campus .•
I make special reference to the recent homecoming
celebrations held on Sarurday, October -22nd, 1983.
Along with the article detailing these celebrations,
(Lance, October )7, page 16) was a somewhat truncated photograph of the impressive African Students'
float with an accompanying caption naming them t,!le
winners of the parade.
,\1any observers. agree that this and other floats were
highly creative and well designed. Howcv«, as mentioned in the body of the report, it is the Caribbean
Students' Association (CARISA), whose float was
awarded first prize.
Such inconsistencies on your part, frustrate our
attempts to view the Lance as a wholly credible newspaper. I can only request your increased vigilance in
the future.
•
Gregory Neil
(President, CARISA)

A letter to the Editor should be limited to 500 words
or less. They may be submitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at the Lance's mailbo x at the
SAC office on the second floor of the University Centte
during normal business hours. The Lance reserves the
right to edit all letters for libel and space. All letters
must be signed.
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There are lots of good
reasons to rent -a-car ...
- busi ness t rip
- emer ge ncy
- spec ial occas ion

- vaca ti on
- sp ort t eam s
- fie ld tr ip

WE HAVE LOTS
OF GOOD CARS
TO RENT!
For fast, frie ndly service at reasonab le
rates ca ll

948-7800

6333 Tecumseh Rd. E. (at Jefferso n)
For out of town reservations

1-800-268-3907

This is for the week of Nov. 7th· 13th

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursda y

LUNCH

SUPPER

11:00 - 1:30

4 :30 - 6:30

Vegetable Beef Soup
Fishwich
Meatloaf

Beef & Green Peppers
Pork Chops
Rice

French Onion Soup
Pancake Special
Hot turkey Sandwich

Breaded Cod Tails
Pot Roast

Canadian Cheese Soup
Salisbury Steak
Chili Frieto Dog

Roast Pork
Lasagna

Pepper Pot Soup

Hungarian Goulash

Hot Beef Sandwich

Scalloped Ham & Potatoes
Friday

Saturday
Sunday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Fish & Chips
Shepherd's Pie

by Kevin Rollason
Because a liquor inspector
"advised" them to, SAC's Pub
is now asking everybody who
wants to enter the Pub premises
for student identification.
Nancy
Bauer, SAC's Pub
Manager, said that a new Liquor
Control
Board
of Ontario
(LCBO) inspector had inspected
the Pub recently. Bauer said
that he had "advised" the Pub
to put a doorman at the door
to ensure that the patrons of
the Pub were only students.
Kent Collard, LCBO supervisor based in Toronto, verified
that there had indeed been an
inspector in the Pub recently.
lie said his report would be in
very soon to his office.
Bauer said that the Pub had
a club licence. This meant that
only people affiliated with the
University were allowed into the
Pub.

Bauer said she is, " ... not going to argue about" having to
put a doorman at the front door
to check for identification.
In
fact, she said, it helped the Pub
since they could now attempt to
stop the amount of glasses leaving the Pub 'surreptitiously'.
The Pub has been losing draft
glasses at a "phenomenal" rate
of 7 cases in just the first 2
weeks, she said. These cases cost
approximately
thirty
dollars
each . She reasoned that glasses
were stolen during the daytime,
since at night," ... the doormen
are excellent".
The Pub policy, which will
now be enforced more rigidly,
is to have everyone show student
identification
at the door, and
for gucsts of students to be
signed in by students.
Bauer said she was also trying
to get the Age of Majority people here so that Visa students
could have a form of age iden-

By-electionproblem

Vanier Vittles
Monda y

Pubrulestobeenforced

BBQ

Ribs

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Tenyaki Chicken

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30
Soup of the Day
Spiced Beef/Onion Bun

4 :30 - 6 :30
Veal Parmesan
Spanish Meatballs

Soup of the Day
Grilled Ham & Cheese

Sweet & Sour Pork
Roast Pork

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday - Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday· Friday

Leather
Pants
only $129.88

Leather
Bombers
fr om $195 .00
to $325.00

continued from page one
Thrasher said that she had
assumed that the poll organiz.ers would understand
all of
the procedures, but a numhcr
of them did not. Because of
this, a few errors were made,
but
she
added,
nothing
major. One of these errors was
student identification cards not
being marked on the back. She
said this could be checked by
going through the list of who
voted.
She also added that she
would like to oversee the improvement of cooperation from
the resident heads.
A letter had bee~ sent to
Dave McMurray, Director of
Residence and Food Services,
requesting help \\ ith a 11st of

residence students who could
vote. Thrasher said, ". . . he
never did one thing about it".
Instead, she said, she had to
come to the University the day
before the election and work on
the list herself, with the help of
David Laird, the SAC President.
Since this job took her approximately six hours, she would
have appreciated it if McMurray
could have told her earlier if he
could do it or not. "I'm still
trying to get hold of him."
Thrasher felt there had been
some problems
because residence students were voting for
a representative
for the first
time in a few years due to mistakes made by previou~ Chief
Electoral Officers. " I was doing
it cold".

tification. She sympathized with
Visa students who might not
wish to carry their passports to
enter the Pub, but the Age of
Majority is the only kind of
identification
the LCBO will
accept.
Business at the Pub this year,
Bauer felt, was, " ... quite well
on the whole". As far as any
music policy for this year, she
estimated
that 85% of the
student body wanted to hear
bands that
played Top 40
sty le music. Because of this, she
did not want to try an unknown
band who would only play original songs for more than one
night.
CJAM, the Student
Radio
Station, had been complaining
recently that with the band in
their new position in the Pub,
they would have problems with
noise when they went on the air.
Bauer said that CJAM had
said it would be "OK" to put
the band at that end of the
room. So the Pub went ahead
and spent around $700.00 ro
move the electrical equipment
over to that area of the Pub.
"I can see (CJAM's) point of
view."
She added that she
would help our in any way sh,e
could.
Russ Wolske, CJAM Station
Manager, said that the Pub
should move the stage away
from the wall six inches and
pad the wall. He said with the
stage right up against the wall,
. CJAM was getting a lot of vibration from bands. He also
me ntioned that he was looking
into getting a sound curtain.
Bauer said they moved the
bandstand because of the congestion it caused in front of the
bar. Mike Vorshuk, Assistant
Pub Manager, added that, " ...
only the bar could hear (the
bands)".

Our aerobicwear
is as good for
yourbody as
aerobics.

NOW IN
STOCK!!
* Rip Stop Nylon
Shorts
* Leg Warmers
* Body Suits
* Leotards
*Tights
WE STOCK

AerobtC dance 1sdesigned to
make you feel weat And New
Balance aerobic wear 1sdesigned
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Superpo
werssquare
offin Guelph
by Phil Rourke
Last week when the superpowers faced off, it ,~as not in
Furope but in a forum in Ontario. American, Soviet, and other
delegates from around the world
met at the University of Guelph
for the Conference on Strategies
for Peace and Securit}' in the
Nuclear Age.
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
opened the conference advocating to the 800 delegates, 1 new
role for Canada in a world more
and more threatened by nuclear
war. "It 1s my person:il purpose," said Trudeau, "to live up
to the undertaking made b} leaders at the Williamsburg Summit
last Mar, 'To devote our full
political resources to reducing
the threat of war.' "
Although the media focus of
the conference was Trudeau's
Kc:,-note Address, equally important were the sessions that gave
various points of vie,, through
panel discussion and workshops.
The
panel discussions
were
interesting because the\' freyucntly
pushed
conniccing
points of Vil'\\ and conflicting
ideologies m10 confrontation.
Such ,, as the case of a discussion entitled
"Deterrence:
l'hc Search for Parity" in ,d11ch
U.S. (;cncral George Sl·1gnious,
Oirt·etor
of the Prl·,idcnt's
General Ad\'1sory Commmee on
Arms Control .ind D1~armamcnt
and P r Pod Inn). Sccc1on I kad
of the U.S. ,tnd Canada Institute
in \1o:-,co,,, paired off.
C,enernl Sl•1gnious argued that
''no side ,, 111get nuclear superiorny for an cxtcnded pcnod of
ttml·." lie abo explained that
there arc four (as oppo~ed to
Reagan's one) windows to sec
the arms racc. These windows
an·: 1) of tirnl' (becauSt.' tl·ch-

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfa
c~y 'Photography
lance

Pierre Elliot Trudeau
nology is moving so rapidly);
2) of vulncrabiliry; 3) of political \\ ill ("a window that's
almost closed"); and 4) of
hope.
Podlesny. on the other hand,
stressed th1..•importance of and
need for future agreements, such
as SALT I, to achieve "a S}mmetrical parity of arms." He argued that both the East and
West have in common the threat
of nuclear war and should work
togcther to alleviate this threat.
I k did not hesitate, however,
to mention that ther1..• 1s an
"1llus1on Ill the West that we
(tht· Soviets) will senouslj
discuss ·1rms control afttr deployment of Cruise missiles."
Another 111t1..·restin speaker
was Y.A. lvanm·, St:n1or Scientific Researcher at the lJ.S. and
Canada lnstitut1..· m to<;(.·o,,.
Speaking on the "Cosb and
Conscquenn•s
of the Arms
Race," Ivanov cxplaincd that the
,eonomic eosh for the Sm•1ets
to keep their military strong
ha\ mdeed h mdcrcd the dcvclopnH·nt of thl' SO\'let's ci\'1lian
cnrnorny, but argued convincingly that "a country that suffered like Russia did in World
War II cannot help but prepare
only for its own dl'fcnsc."

l'hoto

b> DAVE WOOD

Sitting on a panel that was
set up to discuss arms control
and alternate modes of security, Dr. Wilham Epstein, Director of Disarmament Affairs
at the UN (1950-1973) argued
that "if the Russians are insecure, thev will think about
the poss1b1iit\ of war and if
the . Americans
arc insecure
thcv will think about waging
wa;. Deterrence is not ,·iable
because it breeds insecurity."
The drawback to the con·
fcrence,
however,
was the
fact that no resolutions wen:
passed and no appcab were
made
an indication that
the organi,crs of thl· confer·
cncc were more conccrn,d ,,·1th
ph1losoph11.ing than wnh direc•
action.
.\tany of the spe,1kers and
ddcgatcs, ,, h1lc agrn·mg with
Trudeau's opening statement<;,
were disappointed m his lack o
concrete proposals. \lany dcll'gatcs' attitu(ks were s11nil.1rto
those expressed
by Mireille
Coral, Prcstdl·nt of LI. of W.
Students for 'uckar Disarmament. "Wc should not hc mad.:
complacent hv the Prime .\1inist1..·r'slatest polic}," S3) s Coral.
" Canadians should ac,ept norh·
mg less than a refusal to rest
the Cruise .\1issik 111 Canada."
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in Toronto listed over 200 titles on CD. As of this printing, that list has expanded to over 500. There arc currently over 40 radio stations in Canada, doing on-air ,
broadcasts, directly from digitally encoded discs. Serious negotiations arc currently under way with a number of investors to install a CD mastering and pressing
facility in Canada.

by Chris Edwards

The cost of a CD player is somewhere around $10001500; these units employ a laser beam instead of the
conventional tone arm and stylus; discs sell for around
$20-25 each, not cheap. 1\Jo surface noise is picked
up by the laser, since the beam reads digitally encoded
binary sounds, not dust or grime that normatly accumulates on a record's surface. Since a laser touches the
disc with light, there 1s virtually no wear and tear.

Your record player is obsolete; digital sound, in the
form of 4.7 in. compact discs, called CD's, have arrived
on the audio scene. The first Canadian shipments of
laser record players were s~nt out last March by Sony,
the first manufacturers to make the systems available.
Since then, over a dozen major manufacturers have
announced that they will be releasing CD units in the
next few months. By 1985. virtuall y every maJOr manufacturer of record players m the world of HIFI equipment will enter the fray.

Digital records lack distortion normally heard on
LP's during loud passages, and near the end of a side
of a record, where the sound is unnaturally compres~cd.
the new players arc designed co plug into your home
stereo; all discs will play on all systems, due to a universal achie, ·ement agrecJ to by all manu facturcrs,
unlike home v1tko systems .
A definite advantage to the consumer may turn out
to be artistic, however. Due to the clarity of digital

I'm going to mck out my neck here and make a prediction: it is only a matter of time before the CD's
dominate all aspects of music storage in the world.
Several trends are apparent today that lend support to
this statement. By the end of May, 1983, a distributor

sound, every flaw, both in performance and pr~duction, is highly noticeable. Record producers will have
to be more careful with the use of studio effects, such
as overdubs. For the classical music lover, an even higher
premium will be placed on technical excellence.
How long before the CD replaces the mainstay LP
and 45 RPM? It has only been a little over 30 years
since the LP replaced the 78 RPM disc. Some skeptics
feel that the commotion over CK 's may be a bit premature . They say that consumers will be reluctant to
shell out so much money for players and discs, at least
initially.
Still it is interesting ro note that in Japan, where
the CD's were first introduced, all stock of the units
were sold out within _ two weeks. Initial industry forecasts and targets in Japan were aimed a selling 40,000
units in eight months. But by the half way point of the
marketing campaign, the initial target was reached.
Once the discs become marketed in North America,
they will be aggressively pushed by merchandisers eager
to rejuvenate an industry sadly affected by High-Tech
toys. For the listener with good ears, the difference
between digital and analogue, (the con.ventional system),
is as striking as the difference between mono and stereo.
So, ready or not, hear they come!
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etc.
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There are many theories regarding this particular
facet of the Labatt's Blue mystique. The one we favour
builds a beer head from the bottom. Start by
keeping the glass upright and pouring down the middle
until a head begins to form. Stop, let the foam
build, then tilt the glass to a forty-five degree angle
and continue to pour down the side. As the glass
fills, bring it back to the upright position leaving a head
about two fingers tall. The Labatt 's Blue pour
is always followed by the ever popular Labatt's Blue
"unpour': an exercise in which many of you are
already well-versed.
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Nin ICF - fhc International
Youth
S~rnphony,
V.m Bruce t urr}. Con
ductor will he in concert at Wind,
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Audi tori um.
Sun.
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fickt>ts for three
concert
,cri,·s
Adu I ts .. 7, students
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SJ and students
~ I. SO. Avail.1ble at Cleary
prior
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or from all} orche,tra
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NO I ICt
,\s w.: -enter the final
stages of our education,
th,• incvidahlc iob market comes closer and
doscr to becoming reality.
Yet to
i:raduate from a po,t-secondar}
JO·
,titution
and not find work is also
a realih.
We would like to congratulate
the Ontario Lih,"l'al Part} for their
new job plan to relieve the ><>uth
unemployment
problem.
Persons
between the ages of 18 and 24 will
t1uah fy. The provincial government
will pay their wae;l.'s. Typi ca l employers under the program would
be hospitals , parks , I ibraries,
day
care centres and schools.
It could
create 14,000 jobs for young peo·
pie I ike yourself. The pl an is simple
and effective. Let's hope the Dav, s
government
takes our advice.
lhe
University of Windsor Liberal Club.
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oppa
by Jennifer Kuta

On Saturday , October 29th, the Women's Incentive
Centre sponsored a conference on equal opportunity
for Women at the National Travellers Hotel. Mary
Cornish,
chairperson
Equal Pay coalition,
Lisa
Avedon, President-elect Canadian Congress of Learning Opportunities for Women (C.C.L.O.W.), and Joanne
Gracie, of the Ontario Women's Bureau, were key note
speakers.
Mary Cornish, who is also a lawyer with her own firm
based in Toronto, said that the present law of "equal
pay for equal work" does not eliminate job ghettos for
women.
Cornish, and members of the Equal Pay coalition for
Ontario, are trying to get "equal pay for work of equal
value" legislated. "Currently, this proposal is only passed
in principle in the House of Commons," she added.
Cornish explained that the present law uses a composite
test which has four criteria for comparing jobs: a) skill
b) effort c) responsibility d) working conditions. This
test is effective comparing similar jobs such as an
orderly and a nurse's aid, but docs not work for comparing diss1m1larjobs, such as a parking lot attendant and a
switchb oard operator.
"Equal pay for work of equal value is a concept
whereby compensation is determined through the comparison of dissimilar jobs within an organiz ation. The
value of a job is defined in terms of the value of the
work to the employer, rather than on the basis of labour
related conditions," Cornish said.
Joanne Gracie, responsible for the monitoring of the
affirmative action program at the Women's Bureau,
spoke next. She was representing the Honourable
Rohen Welch, who was unable to attend the conference.
Mr. Welch is the Provincial Minister responsible for the
Status of Women, and he acts as a negotiator in the
House of Commons. He was appointed to this position
in May, and he sent comments to be read at this conference. Welch recognizes that there is mll a persistant
wage gap and wage d1scnmination when it comes to
men's and women's salaries. He added that two-thirds of
working women arc still concentrated 111 clcncal and
sales Jobs. Ile also agreed to voice the concerns of the
Equa l Pay coalition to the Provincial M inistc rs.
Lisa Avcdon, President-elect of Canadian Congress

- ----

--

-------------

for women
coqference

of Learning Opportunities for Women (C.C.L.0.W.),
said that her congress is concerned with the education
of women. "We see education as a way of getting economic equality for women," she commented. The Board
of Directors is made up of representatives from all of
the provinces, and one national group focuses on education and learning. The National Training Act is one
area that the congress is interested in. "The C.C.L.O.W.
is the only women's group that is allowed to make a
presentation to the National Training act, and the funding for the training of women in the work force is
horrendous," Avedon said.
She also added that the National Training Act focuses
in on the fields in which there are shortages; such as
high technology. Avedon notes that most women available for this training need to get caught up in this area.
Four million dollars was just released from Queen's
Park last week for an upgrading program for these
women. However, th"e training for the high-tech jobs

by Cathy Peaker

Last Thursday evening. October 27th, was the first
meeting of The Women's Forum held at the Grad House.
The Women's Forum, organized by Linda Piper (Chairperson). Bonnie Macleod (Outreach Coordinator),
Sandra Simpson (Secretary-Treasurer),
and Lydia
Golubov (Publicity Coordinator),
was created to
provide a bi-weekly forum for the members of the
University community to discuss those issues concerning
women in the workplace. They hope to cover topics
that primarily concern women in the work force, but
men mav find the forum beneficial and interesting as
well. M~n are encouraged to become involved so that
they will: 1) know what issues concern women; and
2) perhaps gain insight to aid them in dealing with wo·
men 1s employees, co-workers, and employers.
The organizers stressed that The Women ·s Forum is
not a radica, feminist group. There were some men in
atte ndance at the first meet ing.
All faculties, graduate and undergradu,1te, men and
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will not begin until December. "Women cannot get caught ·up in six weeks, so it's a Catch-2 2 situatio n,"
Avedon said.
Avedon also notes that there are curre!1tly two
programs in Ontario to get women into skilled trades.
One is called "Into Program" which was established in
(1976) and the other is called "Women into trades and
technology", established in 1980. "The main problem
with these programs is that there is not enough funding," she added. Avedon feels that the ministers responsible for women can help this situation by educating
other government officials. She also realizes that women
must be educated to understand that they have a right
to equal pay, and that there is no such thing as "men"
and "women" jobs.
Pat Durnam, researcher for Affirmative Action programs here in Windsor, said that many employers regard
Affirmative Action as "reverse discrimination". She
added "in order for Affirmative Action to work, women
must have an interest in non-traditional roles".

Not a radical
feminist
group

••••••••
Engineering

There'sno life likeit.
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wom en, students and non-students are encouraged to
attend. Who attends decides what topics will be covered.
The Women's Forum hopes to have a speaker once a
month to cover such topics as legislative issues (inclu ding employment standards and rights). discrimination,
sexual harassment, or, as Ms. Piper puts it, " ... the
whole garnet ... ".
Other topics include career planning, women in
unions, politics and media, non-traditional jobs, health
and stress, dress for success, and networking. The goal is
that if potential situations are dealt with now. women
will be prepared when leaving the University environment.
A confirmed schedule has yet to be worked out and
depends on the response afforded to the Women's
foorum , thought the first speaker is planned to be Dr.
5mcdick of the English Department, who will discuss
"Women in the Universit}'°' dunng the second or third
week of "sovember. As it now stands, meetings of the
Women's Forum are to be held at 5 :00 p.m. Thursdays
upstairs at the Grad House .
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by Lorenzo Buj
I can barely bring myself to consciousness from the
after·school nap which took me through supper and past
8:00 p.m., and now the whok idea of moving my carcass from a warm bed to a house of three T.V.'s playing
to no one in particular and a couple of overgrown tomcats begging for food, doesn't make for a very high
rating.
Who can say; if I can snap our of this semi-retarded
state and wash away the armies of bacteria that have
gathered in my mouth, I may be in for an absolute treat
of a night.
Still, the sad fact of these sorry suburbs is that rhe
mass exodus out by those intending co "capitalize" on
those sacred few Friday and Saturday night hours of
self-amusement, begins just past 8,00 p.m. - an hour
much too early for those, like myself, who bemoan the
fact that social customs say all frstivitics arc to wind
up around I :00 a.m., either with a dri\·e home alone or
sharing someone else's bed.
I suppose Windsor's evocative landscape, drawing the
lemmings out for their weekly migration to bars and
roundhouses, is by night rransformcd into a wonderland
of sexual and alcoholic possibilities - and that's reason
enough for all the activity, no?
Aye, there's the nib: that's the trick; must be, this
time's not out of joint for noth1n'. I betrer get up.
I've been our on nights on the town time and time
before. ! see bored youth and pre-middle-age amnesia
cverywhere 1 Slick and combed and deodorized highschool studcms mingling with loutish University crowds,
beaten down auto-workers out for a night of strenuous
drinking; and all engag~d at one time or anorher rn
heavy cigarette-haze wit, grotesque groin games, or
them and their women dancing so uncontro!lably you'd
~wear their asses were weighed down by granite boulders.
I knew the bar can be as good a place to unwind as
any, and a good pub is worth its weight in zinc, but to
keep coming night after mght, weekend after weekend
with the only differencc being rhe varieties of bad
breath one encounters, makes the back of my mouth
rurn desert dry with thirst.
Tonight's probably going to be a case in point.
It's one of those windy fall nights, but it's nor too
cold, so aside from this evening's de rigeur leather and
studs, 1 have to wade through the reams of fashions I

left long back in high·school, until I find something
light and provocative en1;,ugh.
I haven't done this for at least a week. Aloof in my
infuriating threads, it's going to be pure joy sidling
past the legions of humans in the dreary outfits they
adorn their mutant bodies with.
No doubt as our crowd moves from bar to bar we'll
be drawing gallons of dumb smiles, and dumb laughs,
:ind idiotic threats from the ZomOoid wankers whose
sluggish lives rise and fall with the beer and pickup action we happen upon.
I'm not driving ronight; that means I'm on someone
f'lo;e's ~cherhil ... ~o I h,·rtcr jump into the shower and
then out again to towel away the water and the goosebumps, place my mohican back in a state of spikey repair, and be ready to move.
When Claudio finally pulls up, the gathering seems in
ready shape. A few more pickups on still-leafy side
streets and the crew - girls and boys - alights at Abars
Island View Tavern (7880 Riverside East).
Ir's early and Abars is relatively empty. We'rt: greeted
with open eyes as we saunter by the pool tables and
pack off to an empty table on the side which gives onto
the dance floor. The floor obviously needs refinishing.
While a couple of us mill around discussing whether
Western _E~~opc needs nuclear weapons to insure against
the possibility of Russia overrunning it by conventional
means, the waiter comes by and says "you have ro
drink to be in here." We know. By the rime our $1.65
beers are delivered and in hand, the band, somewhat
chubby .and lifeless, has proceeded to take the stage
and begins butchering 60's tunes. One of our gang,
probably Doomy, breaks a glass by accident, and scared
off by the resounding sound, we prepare ro move off.
We arc, without doubt, bored by the whole affair and
the place itself which smells vaguely like fish. Give the
Jukebox 3 our of 10, the band 2, and the Dancers L
Despite our grave air and our cliqueish arrogance
we're quite aware - rather ironically and self-critically that we come across like some woebegone manifestation
of the social misfit, the archetypal intruder. The Canada
Tavern (5929 Tecumseh h"ast) isn'r about co prove us
wrong.
The place looks horribly monstrously large and 1s
horribly monstrously crowded. We've come across a

better class of wankers here; most of the guys wear some.
variation of brown leather while the girls, dyed blond
-with whom I could exchange L 'Orea! hair -coloring
secrets with-are into black silk.
So what if the place has a big-screen T.V. and features
both a top-40 DJ and a band. Few are dancing, and none
are watching rhc T.V. Amidst the cheap stucco walls and
the Italianate types standing in line to pay to see the
band ("blind acceptance is a sign of stupid people who
stand in line" say the Sex Pisrols) the mating rituals
arc easing into synch. If August Strindberg were alive
and present, he may have thrown up.
The girls with jeans tight-enough to split them in
luscious if disgusting halves arc in the johns laying on
the make-up while much of the male conversation over·
heard can only stick in our collective throats. I guess
moder n love has never been better.
By the time we've downed our $1.65 beers and split,
the gap between humanity and non-humanity has afforded quite a spectacle. Judging by the looks and remarks left behind these people must be astoundingly
ignorant. Surely their vapid stares have something to do
with the vague frightening stories they've heard about
punks whose spikcy hair pokes out co-workers eyes over
in strange and distant England, or punks who gather
about like African tribesmen and engage in chaotic
death-dances
slamming each other into submission.
The urge to thrash through a packed house of yobboes
may have never been grearer.
But leaving behind the Canada's carpeting and frosted
lamps and whatever wasted ambiance it all may have
afforded, we disembark at the Embassy (299S Tecumseh
Easr)
The Embassy is a country bar. It's large, and in its
own way, as depressing as the Canada. But the older
crowd here does dances that actually have proper steps
to them and that, somehow, seems to grant character
(albeit uninspired and waning) and even eases the sense
of painful conformity we've encountered so far.
You can sit alongside old men in bowling shirts or
happy drunks who complain when the band plays
R'n'r because they "can't dance, it's too fast." The
Embassy is probably a good place to go to when ycr
lonely and alone ~ sit at the back taking in the plaintive
twangs and stare at your beer wondering why.

One of our gang leans over and tells me that this may
not be a safe place for a mohawk - the cowboys might
think there's an Indian in the place. This ain't nearly
as funny or as novel as one of the lines the band sings,
"You piss .me off/ Fucking jerk/ You get all the gi;:!s."
After the $1.70 beers, the band's version of "Roll
over Beethoven", and the Phillie-Oriole highlights on
the news, we decide to move on. The girls with us
provide horror stories of exposed washroom stalls that
do not even offer a minimum of privacy. A "Coming
Attractions" sign tells us what's happening October 3.
Not only is that some 12 days ago, it's the same band
that's on tonight.
Next stop on the trip is the Europa Tavern, a stripper
bar, a bastion of decorum within the bombed-out landscape of Drouillard Road. Age limit here is 50 or 19.
The girls on stage appear typically distant but it's
obvious we've drawn some attention. They saunter
over 12 various stages of undress and make a go at
"dancing" to stuff like "Abracadabra". Much boredom
here, very little abandonment.
This is not "tease",
it's just basic "strip". One girl laments that the jukebox
dot>sn't.have "Rock of Ages."
The degradation implicit in all this would be intolerable were it not for the fact that nobody seems to
care. But I guess that that in itself should be reason
enough. After all most of the guys in the place have
momentarily stopped staring vacantly at the naked flesh
on stage and are looking over at the freakincss afforded
by our crowd. T he whole thing stinks of disrespect and
ignorance on everybody's part. The women come off as
less than women but they aren't reducrd to mere
'cunts" either; there's sex there, but it's lost in the uncaring and defeated atmosphere. We pay for our $1.75
beers, take in the last of the quite attractive dancers and
the beery males who are crying to pat dollar bills into
places they have no business being, and leave.
As we walk into Hadley's (/073 Tecumseh East) the.
human reaction becomes oppressive. We've stumbled
upon another version of the Canada only here we recognize quite a few more faces from high-school and they
don't seem to be particularly pleased to see us. But for
a change we also encounter some downright friendliness
as a few courageous Joes approach and make interested
comment on our appearance. The world would truly

be a better place if some such cheekiness was more widespead. More of it could certainly have been used in
displacing the overwhelming aura of jockishncss pervading the usual packed house at Hadleys. I'm tempted to
ask the average guy in )lere how many women does he
think he can satisfy"'tn one night, but, of course, I don't.
This place is in many ways the moral equivalent of the
Europa; lower actually, because at least the Europa is
straightforward
and honest about what it offers. Anyways, it's a bad sign when the men's room has no grafitti at all.
Finishing up our rounds, we headed downtown on a
Saturday nighr.
The Radio Tavern on Ouellette isn't making it easy
for punks to get in these days so we start of in the National Traveller's (675 qoyeau)
Memories Lounge.
There's something conservative but also something
vaguely sleazy about this place. The aging baby-boomcrs
aren't embarassed to dance, because there's nobody
younger than them, and the out of town business-types
stumble down the stairs to look over the available
married women and various others. The band is trying
to warm over old 50s and 60s tunes as the singer
declares, "Remember
to get wasted - it's Saturday
Night." lie may as well follow his own advice: the
between sets PA music - from "Green Onions" to
Frank Sinatra - blows him away.
Walking over to Pit Martin's (f,77 Ouellerre} we're
prey to the cro-magnon whoops and yells of passing
motorists. Whatever cultural pull nighttime Windsor
can exert is soon blown to oblivion by the near fight
that breaks out in front of Pit's. Some beer-drenched
wanker has taken it upon himself to interpret a misunderstanding between us for an invitation to bareknuckle bul!c .. Cooler heads prevail and the guy's pulled
away by friends, his insults reverberating in the air:
"pinheads"
(good one!), "burr heads", "skinheads",
"assholes" - this astonishing range of invention is
music to our ears and the poetic justice of it all steers
us away from Pit's toward Lee's Imperial (567 Pellisier)
At Lee's we walk in to hear a silverhaired gut giving
a rendition of some English Music Hall favourite. Desmond thinks this sin-along-pub business is "bloody
marvellous."
It reminds him of the sweltering July

Lorenzo
andtheboys
tourWindsor
Lance Photos by SUE ST . DENIS
Negotiations in the Cleary Auditorium

Lobby avert a patential bloodbath .

Things start getting out of hand in front of Pit Martin 's.

afternoon in London when he popped into a Thamesside pub for a cider. It was full of characters straight out
of "Coronation Street." Some of 'em appear to be in
here tonight; an old lady's invited up because she knows
how to play piano and so she begins to kick out the
polkas with the guys. Bloody great, innit?
Weary and worn by this time of night we decided to
make a last stand at JP's. The potentials for irony in this
place arc bottomless. The song playing as we walked in
was " It's Raining Men." A scrawl on the washroom wall
reads "Joe loves Ted." One of the girls with us is approached by an older woman who asks her if she's "staying
long." As it turns out some of the girls don't have l.D.
and are turned out by the management which doesn't
like "underage straight girls hanging around."
And so our night of cultural tourism draws to a close.
We haven't the soul to imagine what all the bright young
things keep yelling at us as they zip past rhe Holiday
Inn. Alien glamour may be rno heavy a thing to bear
in a town and an age !ike this.
Neve r befo re has on e perso n ta ken so much glory
for th e wo rk o f so man y. Desmond McG rath to ok
fro m bar to bar; Cla udi o LaCivit a
drove and spe nt mo ney; Pat Petro

Cu lt ura l crossove r begins: alien glamour meets mid -life-crisis ch ic.

Difficultto dismiss
by Desmond McGrath
At the best of times it is hard to make John Mortimer's A Voyage Round My Father an effective play; even Lawrence Olivier
and Alan Bates on the BBC had only partial success, so it's small
wonder that the Hilberry Theatre's (corner of Cass and Hancock
in Detroit) offering seems somewhat flat.
The play derives most of its drama from what its characters
leave unsaid instead of from overt confrontations between them.
The father is blind but won't admit it and so his blindness is on the
family's (undoubtedly long) list of things not talked about. Morimcr
(best known for writing the screenplay for Brideshead Revisited) is
not shy of the farcical aspects of this and gets good comic effect
from the odd man's outbursts. However, it is not until the son's
wife Elizabeth with her distaste for games of decorum is around
that the tempo rises above a walk.
James Harbour gets to play the old gent, squinting around tr}"·
ing to avoid visitors and makrng sure everyone else's life is revol\'ing around him. His best scene allows us a look at the father's own
solitude as he recounts a talk to "the boy", not realizing until he has
finished that there is no one there anymore.
Playing the son, Jeff Dolan docs a lot of posing
between scenes,
as the narrator, and while silently watching himself as a boy in the
first act. As he helplessly falls into the father's ways Dolan has to
show a greater range of character than anyone else, and pulls it off.
Then, between scenes he comes up with all the right gestures, facial
expressions, even the nght S\\Cater to make an authoritative narrator, still managing to stay in character.
Someone must think .\1argaret Ingraham looks matron!), for as
she was rn last spring's The Seagull she is again cast as the mother.
This time, unfortunately, she has little to do but case her husband
around the garden and punctuate his stones with appropriate expressions of feigned outrage.
Tht' li\'eliest of the four main characters is Elizabeth, played b)
Angela Yannon. Through Yannon Elt1.abeth comt·s across as affectionate more than anything else, both .a\ont' with the son and \\ h1lc
politely eroding her new family's facades. Yet when ~he challenges
them to deal openh wnh the old boy's blmdncss neither she ne>r
Harbour has enough presence to infuse the scene with the sense of
a crisis reached and faced .
Though Wayne State's productton fails ro convince overall, some
of the blame lies with the play itself. Such insights as Il t•ffers an:
few and h\' no\\ unremarkable and therfore hud for even an experienced ca;t to convey. You might not fault the people over at the
Hilbcr1y· Theatre for bemg unwilling to take a chance and challenge
themselves with such material, but that doesn't mean you'll enjoy
watching them do it.

Above, John Mortimer.
His "Voyage Around
Father" plays at the Hilberry on November 5.

My

The University Players appearing in Alan Ackybourn's "Absurd Person Singular", from left to right:
Antoni Cimolino, K. Allison Brawley, Sandra MacMillan, Murray J. Hayes, and Laura F. Givens.

Oh whata 'dishy'timewe had
by Lorenzo Buj
Alan Ayckbourn's Absurd Person Singular
ts a gleeful British comedy whose strength is the
ver> animated, 1f pained, racket tt creates in
carving up married life and social interaction.
A big hit wtth American audiences smce 1974,
it has nO\\ been transported to Essex I !all Theatre
for the opening of the University Players' 25th
season.
Taking place on three successive Christmas
Eves in three different kitchens with a triad of
different couples, Ayckbourn shifts his characters
around with the hand of an omniscient master.
The human truths of this comedy arc served
with a touch light enough to be convrncing and
desperate enough to be delightful.
In Act One, Jane Hopcroft (Sandra MacMillan)
skitters about her kitchen keeping her obsessive
cleanliness fuelled by the anxiety of making
things ready for the supposedly well-off BrewsterWrights who are coming to visit. Her husband
Sydney (Mark Spickctt), a rising young scoreowncr, proves perfect company with the cheery
crispness of his personality and his suggestions.
By Act Two, things have grown somewhat
sombre. The action moves to the kitchen of
Geoffrey (Antoni Cimolino) and Eva Jackson
(K Allison Brawley). Geoffrey is an architect
and a playboy. Young and urban as he is, he
comes home to find his wife silent and suicidal,
and her home woefully unprepared for the fest·
ivities about to unfold. ·
Act Three shifts to the cold home of banker
Ronald (Murray H<1-yes)and Marion BrewsterWright (Laura Givens). Without giving too

much way, 1t can be said that the BrewsterWright's arc much tamed versions of Albee's
George and Martha from Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Ronald is boring, but refreshingly
candid about his inabiltty to make any sense of
women. This makes him a fine counterpart for
the heavy drinking and glazed grins of wife Marion.
The laughs littered so prominently across
Absurd Person Singular arc as uproarious as they
arc necessary. The Players get right the flavour
of the whole affair, but don't fully grasp the
calculated eccentric balance Ayckbourn has set up.
Antoni Cimolino tends to grow directionlcss
and sags as his fortunes run roughshod, and Laura
Givens is, aside from a truly "dishy" first act, too
mellowed in what should be an instinctive drunkenness.
These points, however, arc only uncovered
when one has looked very closely below the surface of laughter.
Director Batsheba Garnett has her troops
running about and playing up the irrepressible
madness whether it be the architect's wife repeat·
edly (and hilariously) thwarted in her suicide
attempts by the party swirling around her, or the
maddening quick Sydney Hopcroft making others
play silly Christmas games involving a spoon
about the mouth, an orange between the knees,
and an apple under the chin.
So, young as they are, the cast does pull this
all together. From the play's comic heartbeat
they draw laughs that, if not devastating, arc
nevertheless ecstatic.
Absurd Person Singular continues tonight
through Sunday at Essex Hall. Starting times
arc 8: 00 PM normally and 7: 30 PM on Sunday.

I daresay this is serious
by Elaine Weeks
caught the Paul Taylor
Dance Company at Detroit's
Music Hall last week and
couldn't help bcmg taken over
by the performance.
Paul Taylor had early dance
training in ballet and gradually
developed a style of modern
dance that retains its distinct
elements.
But his is ballet
with a difference: toes arc curled
up rather than pointed; arm
movement is economized; bodies
roll about on the floor or arc
flung at other bodies; and,
usually, his dancers perform
shoeless. Once seen, the free
and highly expressionistic rhythm of these movements is
unm istakablc.
In Esplanade, the opening

sequence of the dancers' performance in Detroit, the dancers
cavorted and leapfrogged to the
strains of Bach's violin Concerti
m E Major and D Minor. The
dancers appeared to be having
fun even though the sweat
which poured from their bodies
indicated that this was by no
means child's play.
The light, whimsical flavour
of this piece was dramatically
contrasted by the sombre and
more ominous nature of RunPs.
Staged under a "full" moon;
the dancers, m fur-trimmed
costumes,
wove an intricate
dance which · spoke of exotic
pnm1t1vc times.
The jarring
piano arrangement gave a jagged
edge to the animalistic feel
of this dance.
The images evoked by these

first two works appeared to be
combined in Sunset, the finale
of the program. At first, the
encounter in the park between
some soldiers on leave and a
group of girls was playful and
youthfully innocent.
With the
arrival of sunset however, which
marked the imminent departure
of the soldiers, the mood changed conspicuously. Also, instead
of being serenaded by violms,
the call of wild birds became the
dancers' only accompanymcnt.
Their dramatic interpretation of
this "music" allowed the audience to infer the soldiers'
impending doom.
Both for the range of moods
and scope of innovative gest·
urcs, this show presented any
onlooker with a spectacle of
fun, fancy, and energy.

Carolyn Adams {with Christopher
Taylor's "A irs ". Adams now teaches, stages ballets, serves as a dance
panelist and works on community projects.

the Misfits, Count Scary's messengers in hardcore
form, brought their show to Graystone Hall in
Dearborn.
X played an impressive, if not hypnotic, set,
much enhancing their reputation as the forerunner of the L.A. scene. Amazing true to form, the
incongruous
stage· presences of the four band
members added to X's appeal. Each appearing as
if he or she walked out of a different era, their
unique look and sounds fit together like a puzzle.
Billy Zoom, with slicked back blond hair, feet
miles apart in his legendary stance, uttered complete rhetorical novels on the topic of his own
magnificance, without ever opening his mouth.
The old-time rockabilly riffs didn't cease pouring
out of his glittering blue guitar, and the band was
merely a vehicle used by Billy to flirt with the
audience in his own vacant way. 8111)' Zoom was
divine.
John Doc, the not-so-anonymous
bassist and
vocalist, looked like a typical redneck who would
be standing outside the hall, criticizing the band's
"queer" name. Don't be put off - this man's lyrics
arc hot and he sang them with emotion.
DJ
Bonesbrake,
drummer
x-traordinairc,
seemed sane enough until he began beating his kit
with such intensity that one speculated his motivation.
Finally, there was Exene, dancing as if she wanted to escape from a self-imposed stra1ght-pckct.
Looking like a character out of the Munsters, her
haunting vocals made her every pica seem real
enough.
Trying to stay awa) from the ver} maddening
St. Andrcw·s crowds, I situated myself near an
alwa> s critical acquaintance, Shawn, who screamed in my car, "What is this disco/rockabilly shit?"
X produced
dance music which was cool
enough for even the Oi boys-gone-trendy-for-anight to thrash around to. But other than knowing
that you can snap your fingers to it, its not an
easy sound to pinpoint.
But whereas Friday's night treat was the band
and the trick, the obnoxious audience, the case
was reversed the following night.
The Misfits, hardcore's
original fright-boys,
decided to play their very last show in Detroit.
Don't worry folks, they sounded as bad as ever.

by Roberta Mock
The customs officer Jokingly asked, "Trick or
Treat?" while waving my car over the border on
Friday night. In retrospect, I realize that, regarding
last weekend's Halloween entertainment bonanza,
I could have replied, "Both".
Two distinctly ghoulish bands graced Detroit
srages in pre-pumpkin night preparation. X excited
the fashion plates at St. Andrew's Hall while,

--

Misfits' Glen

unshackled of all mortality.

- i.____~

The real trick of Hallowe'cn 1sto gather t0gether enthusiastic ghouls and shocked boys for a
harmonic treat.
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Thurs. Nov. 3 & Fri. Nov. 4
Reggae from Detroit
"Makah Rhythm Tribe"

TheWollBite.

Danzig keeps feeling fascination.

what song he was singing, including other Misfits.
The evening wa~ not without h1ghpoints. John
Brannon (of Negative Approach fame) sing-along,
"Can't Tdl No One", sounded like a national
anrhem echoing within Graysrone. Plus, there
wils plenty of nme to watch a fat hippy , his pants
falling do-.1n past his coin slot, who was pretending
his Miller can was a discus. Good, dean, family
entertainment ...
While I'm ar it, I might as well be the first person m wriring not to slag off the ne\~ sound of
the Necros, who opened for the Misfits. Granted,
hardcore-turncd-Motorhead
i!. not everybody's
bag, but the N ecros ha\ e a talented new bassist to
replace Corey, and arc as devoted and aggressive
as ther were previous!~·. Give the band a chance
before you slam them for progressing . . . even the
reputable DOS is learning an Iron Maiden cover.

Whoever produced the Misfit's vinyl, especially the slick LP Walk Among Us, was a genius.
The indecipherable murky wall of feedback witnessed in concert
sounded nothing like the
smooth, tight hardcore emitted from a turntable.
Visually, the band was a lot of fun, but although
one did not question
Glen Danzig's
sincerity when he asked "Momm} can I go out
and kill tonight?"
his weird emotions
were
usually stifled by the fact that nobody knew
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Thurs. & Sun. · no cover
Fri. & Sat.· $1.00

Sat. Nov. 5
Debut appearance "Killing
Time• R'n Bwith Elad D'Amour
Sun. Nov. 6
Folk Series featuring
"Doug MacArthur"
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Loss of controlon the edgeof a cliff

by Michae l Pano ntin

stance-be
it attitude, music
or lyrics. Richman obv10usly
JONA THAN RICHMAN and the
appreciates the similarities be·
Modern Lovers
tween the artist's window of
''Jo nathan Sings"
t!1e world and a child's naively
(Sire)
Surely there have been times
smccre questioning about his
when the frustrating growing , own tmy reality.
pains of youth have caused
But Richman's blend of doo
countless indignant expressions
wop/folk/r'n'b is not for kids ...
of resentment toward those
just for the child in all of us.
childhood events so nearly traThough his songs usually exumatic yet ever so requisite
plore such original topics as
to maturity.
love, love and even sometimes
R emember the oft-thought
love, they do so from the most
"If I were just two years older
complctcl) off-beat yet wholethen I could ... "?
heartedly uncontnvcd direction
From such childhood dilem·
one will probably ever come
mas as afternoon naps and
across in the entire history of
exclusions from adu lt convers·
popular song. Kmda like crossations to the vengeances of
.ing the Turtles with Napolean
puberty like acne or fumbling
X I V.
intc rsex relationships, there has
There's his occasionally corny
always been a sort of race to
poetry read at the lightning
reach some metaphorical finish
fast speed of an eight year
line of awaiting adult hood.
old frightfully
fronting
his
Why? What was the hurry?
classmates for the first time.
Or so J onathan Richman might
Or somber brokenhearted folk
ask.
with the most cra.ted and
For this perpetually ado!·
inanely hilarious rhymes.
Or
esccnt songwriter. childhood ser·
even <loo woppin' r'n'b complete
ves not only to satisfy his
with off-key sax solos and
fascination but also as the
cliched acappella singalongs in
vehicle for hi~ entire artistic
Richman's almost-contradicting
r------------::::.br:.::a:.:.:,\:..:.'ny
voice.

THE

But his is the sort of record
that gives you both a good
laugh and a good cry before

Jonath an Richman :
the realm of possibility.

the

m

needle leaves its grooves.
And speaking of grooves,
Bostonian Richman ''ain't so
square as to not have been
there''. Cool before it was cool
to be cool, the Modern Lovers'
early punkcd up demos were
discovered,
produced
and

released by John Cale in 1976.
It was this self-titled debut
that contains perhaps Richman's
only two publically familiar
numbers-the Greg Kihn covered
"Roadrunner" and the immort·
ally classic "Pablo Picasso" which Cale himself chose to remake
-and which bronzed Richman 's
name into the unofficial punk·
rock hall of fame.
Cale and Kihn still play
those songs live but R ichman
won't.
It has been a decade
since that anger soaked awareness surfaced-his
world has
changed and accordingly so has
his music.
His recent release, Jon athan
Sings, after a several year exile
that seemed like eons to R ichman fans, may very well be the
only wax available to the record
buying pub lic. You sec, like
numerous performers officially
deemed the status of classic
(and J onathan rightfully deserves this), his albums arc only
to be found in Sentry bargain
bins .. .if at all!
But if only one record is
to remain in print then Jon athan
Sings is as deserving as any.
The addition of bluesy key·
boards (an organ-pray tell, no
synth!) and soulfull female bac·
kup vocals mark perhaps Jona·
than 's most adventurous depart·
ure from his typicall) minimal
approach. In fact, by previous
Richman standards, this album
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PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Birtbri-·
Call ...
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1. THE "OFFENSIVELINE":
D comprises the front five players on
a football team
·
D is a remark that grosses everyoneout
D is th_equeue for people waiting to
get Into the showers following a
grueling workout
2. A DRAFT CHOICE:
D is a graduating college playerchosen
by a pro team
D means opening the window because
you want to
D means cold OV on tap
3. A POP FLY IS:
D a ball hit high into the outfield
D a fatherly insect
D a zipper that opens by surprise
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1s nearly maximalist (1t there
can be such a thing).
But take heart in the fact
that tbe method still survives
intact - that is, Jonathan hasn't
completely grown up.
Songs
like "Stop this Car (I'm getting
out)" about a paranoid teenager
trapped with a carload of
drug drenched dopes or "not
Yet Three" which exposes the
tribulations of a two year old
forced to take his nap when
he's not really tired (honest to
God!) bare Jonathai;1's ceaseless
juvenile preoccupations.
Where
else
bu t
from
the heart of a fourteen yea r
old could o ne find lines like
"If you didn't want me you
should n 't have been born ...
cause now you 're the one for
me." Bloody amazing!
Sometimes a prophet, sometimes a flake but always brilliant, this Richman cat.
For anyone daring enough to
be young (again), the pre-pub ·
esccnt gospel of Jon athan Sings
may just be the easv cure for
those too jaded or tdo afraid to
glance back at life "the way it
was". It's Fisher-Price rock at
its finest from the original
wingnut himself.
Sure, 1t s an acquired taste.
But if Jonathan Richman ain't
the happiest cat you've ever
heard then, man, then mavbe
you just am 't far enough g~ne
- that's all.

We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.
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600 Ouellette Ave. Windsor Ph. 252-4900
(Comer of Ouellette & Wyandotte Ave.)
Make your choice of our latest styles of
dresses, blouses , skirt-sets, shirts, haram pants,
scarves , sweaters , jackets
and MUCH MUCH MORE.

10% Special Discount Privilege
For students with I.D. on any purchase

New
Pub
Policy
Effective Immediately!
Student Cards must be shown
to gain admittance. All guests
must be signed in.
Management.

Forwardroll and
stayingdown
SalvatoreAla takes in hisfirst art show
When I consider what in art
leaves me deep in thought and
impression, it is usually the arts
whose creative energy has allowed the human condition to
surface and remain constant
no matter what method the
artist has chosen. In all forms
of creative endeavour
there
is a subtle difference between
that which exposes and that
which reveals.

\

This is probably why, of
all the art on exhibit in the ·
Faculty ShO\\-, I preferred the
work of Daniel Dingler.
His
fusion of the abstract and
the real captured, in a single
work, an intense orientation
to the human state as such.
His four works exhibited spheres
that gave each work a tension
that anticipated motion. They

PERSONAL
PLEA: My name is
Jack C. and I'm worrying about
my birthday on Fri. Nov. 4 I wi II be
19 for the first time in my life. I
have no friends, but am desirous of
obtaining
many gifts. Please hope
this works or I 'II become desperately
suicidal.
Phiase leave all !!ifts in my name
at the Lance office. Let's be friends.
P.S. Tacky
polyester
print shirts
would be appreciated.
HOUSING
Urgently
needed.
Roommate (male or female) fur 2
bedroom
upper duplex with ,unroom and full 3rd floor for sto rage.
Share "'ith female. Call anytime,
252 4674 or 252-3117.
NOTICE - Assumption
University
Chapel - 254-2512. Masses at 10:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sundays and
at JI: SO a. m. Monday to f'riday
(on Tuesday there is also a mass
at 5:00 p.m. followed by dinner
- $2.00). Sacrament of rrconciliation on request.
NO f!CE - "Ladies of Phi Sigma
Sigma. Thank you very much for
helping to clean up! - B.8. Sac
l·ilms."
·
HOUSING - Female wanted to share
2 bedroom
apt. Hent. max. $200
(negotiable)
Available immediatdy.
Call Arlene. 966- 2384.
NO I 1u : - Lesbian/Gay students on
campus meeting for the fall semester .
l•riday. Nov. 4 at 8:00 p.m. in Iona
College. 208 Sunset Ave. All interested parties welcome. More info
phone 97 J.495 I.
NOTICE The Department
of
Indian and Northern Affairs makes
available
funds to University SIU·
dents for research in all disciplines
conducted
in the Northwest Territories. the Yukon, or other parts
of Canada having environmental
or
social
conditions
similar to the
North , During 198.l, grants were
awarded to 10 University of Windsor
students, whc; earned out field studies at Churchill and l·robisher Bay
in the fields of Biology, physical
geography and geology.
The 1984 com petition is open
to graduate students and to undergraduates at the 3rd and 4th year
Honours level. Cana di an citi,enshi p
or permanent
resident status is required.
Applicants
must submit a
brief proposal
containing
the follo"i ng information:
an outline of the
proposed work and its significance.
the locale or area in which the work
is to be done. reference to any previous work by the candidate relevant to the proposal, and a pre Ii m111·
ary budget and schedule of work.
Applicants must also have the endorsement
of an advisor from the
Un iversity
Faculty who agrees to
oversee expendi lures and the progress
of their research.
Application
forms are available
from
members
of the Northern
Studies Grour. These should be completed and submitted no later than
December 1, 198.l to Or. J.D. Jacobs,
D"partmcnt of Geography, Chairman
of the Northern
Studies
Group.
IOR
!UNI:
Furnished
one
bedroom apartment, near U of \\
S27S.
Phone 25~5207
or 256
0SS8.

also depicted a structured universal state or spacial system
so that any human person
could be a potenual subject of
the work. The work "Dccumb·
cnt Fl itch" is the most revealing
example of this notion.
Dr.
Dingler is an accomplished artist
who impresses his unique style
on our minds and measures
the human condition with his
radiant Platonic formlikc image
squiggles.
The paintings of Adele Duck
and Brian
Brown were also
impressive but they lacked the
human measure found in Ding·
ler's flitches (this, by the way
is a creative way of speaking
about a hunk of pork).
In
their work, creative force was
submissive to technical skill
and the actual shading and
dimensional layering they relied upon obfuscated any dear
and deeper meaning.
Though
the painting "Crow" by Adele
Duck was boldly charming, it
WANTED - Tutor for 1st year
student in Calculus (62-020). Needed
Tuesday or Wednesday nights. Call
Yvonne anytime at 256 -9844.
Pl:.RSONAL - Thought for the day
for all you boys. Erikson's fifth stage
is intimacy vs. isolation. The need for
intimacy is great in adolescence. At
this point males face a dilemma. Just
when they most need to learn intimacy, they are pushed into striving
for autonomy and achievement. The
culture demands that males'' get to
work''.
As a result, many males
are intimacy starved. They learn to
physically survive through competi.
tion bu t lack skills t o become in t imately involve d . T hey look for intimacy by t rying to'' score". Because
they are taught to be task oriented,
they
seek
physical
satisfaction
(scoring) and call it intimacy. Many
of these males, however, are empty
inside. Signed, Anonymous.
The SOCIAL SCIFNCE SOCIETY
announces:
Applications
now
being accepted
for the Social
Science Scholarships.
Two $500
Scholarships
arc to be awarded.
Pick up applications
in the Social
Science Society office G 130 WHN.
LORNF: Happy Birthday.
Didn't
think I would remember did you?
Best wishes-Peg.
Single. sincere, white femah:. 20,
who's into tatoos, bananas, gargling
"index,
Barr)' Manilow inflatable
dolls, cactus, sl eep1ng with large
tomatoes and snake "Testling in
jello pudding.
No Freaks'!!
Call
me and I '11 bi, yours eternallv.

Lance Photo b>· CHRIS MCNAMARA

Detail from OeAngelis' ''Twelve Bars Stampede".
only seemed to pull a person
into the functional or living
force behind the abstract surface
work. Joe Deangelis' "Twelve
Bars Stampede" was a construct
of wood and ob1ccts of child·
hood adventure that appealed
to the viewer because it begs
for an ambience of nostalgia

and music through the use
of gaudy and playful colours
set in the frame for fun.
This exhibition is essential
for any student or Faculty who
wish to experience
the local
artistic virtuousity that roams
the Lebel Building. The works
are to be /,ved witb as ob1ects

IMAQIN\15

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS
Limited Edition Indian Art

OVER 800
DIFFERENT IMAGES

of actual experience and inter·
preted by dwelling in their
light.
Thank you, ye fathers
and mothers of the arts, for
taking a safari from that warm
huilding on Huron Church to
our cold hearts way over here.

EXHIBITION
AND SALE OF
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
AND ORIGINAL PRINTS

*NEW THIS YEAR*
100 Additional
Exhibition Posters

Nov. 9-11

DATE
TIME

Old Masters , Medieval , Oriental ,
Renaissance , Impression is t,
Group of Seven, Modern Art ,
Photography , Matted Print s

9-5

PLACE

Esse x Lounge
Student Centre

DISCOUNT POLIC
Esc her, Wyeth , O' Keefe, Morr isseau ,
Hiro shighe , Pic as so, Renoir, Pratt ,
Folon, Sec unda , Roc kwell , Hoku sai,
Peel, Thom son , Colville , Markgraf ,
Danby , Harve y Edward s, Van Gogh

Most Prices
Well Below Normal Retail!

Starting at $2.50

Monday Spaghetti Day
Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phon e 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Stree t
(co rn er Sa ndwich & Mill )

all you can eat + 1 trip to
salad ba r only $2. 99

Wed . Pizza Day
Sm
2 .99

Invites you to tak e a
break from your studi es

M
3.99

L
4.99

any 2 items

Daily Luncheon
Specials $3.99 - under
salad bar

11 :00 - 3 :00 daily
with something for everyone-fresh homemade soups
PIEROGIES • FISH • CHI CKEN

10% discount on all pick-ups
15%. discount on pizza
Hours· Mon . - Wed . 11 am - 1 am
Thurs . - Sat. 11 am - 2 am
Fully Licensed under LLBO

Sun . 12 Noon - 12 pm

Lancerettesexcelin Detroit

Lane<' Photo h} J"I.AINF

WI I KS

Windsor's Janet Root (~3) was the second woman out of 3,000 to finish the Emily Pooh and Detroit,
Too five mile run on Saturday. 8,000 runners participated in this race.

by John Slama
Members of the University
of Windsor cross countrr team
competed
in two races over
last weekend, at the OUAA/
OWIJ\A championships at Water ·
loo and at the Emily Pooh and
Detroit, Too road race in De·
troit. (Where do they get these
names')
The results for the
Lancers and Lancercttes were
as far apart as the two com·
petitions.
The Detroit race, a five
mile course starting at Cobo
llall and finishing at Tiger
Stadium, mvolvcd 8,000 runners, induding 3,000 women.
Windsor's Janet Root was the
second woman to cross rht:
finish line with a time of 30
m tnu tcs and l O seconds.
·1 he on!} woman to finish
ahead of Root was Ella Willis,
a U.S. 01) rnpian, and right be·
hind her was Lancc.:rc:ttc Jenny
Logan with a t11nc.:of 30: 12.
Annett Kosokowsky, fifth
with 31 · l l, made it thrc.:c U. of
W. women in the: top fi\'c:.
"It was a remarkable achic.:vcmc.:nt for Janet," said coach
Mike Salter, "She's a middle
distance spnnter, not a distance
ru nncr "
Root, who usually competes
111 races
rangmg from 400·
1500 metres, said, "It felt reallv

good, surprisingly enough" · to
run a longer race.
Root was also surprised with
her rime.
"I was shooting for around
35 minutes,"
she said. "I'm
wondering if maybe the course
was a little short."
The men did not fare as well
as the women, but George Kerr
did finish in the top hundred
with a time of 29 : 30. George
Dunwoody also had a good time
of32:17.
In Waterloo, meanwhile, the
Lancers suffered from "a com·
binarion of too good competition and the flu," according
to Coach Salter.
Our of 84 finishers of the
IO kilometre event, Windsor's
Andy Swiderski was 26th with a
rime of 32:55, Terry Schinkel
was 30th at 33:01, Anme BriJ.·
kd 38th at 33:28 and Jamie
Stratford was 52nd at 34:38.
Unfortu na tel}'
for
the
Lancers, five f101shers arc needed
for a team score and three
runners
were out with the
flu.
The Queen's men won the
OUAA championship while Wc.:stern took the OWIAA title.
Next up for the Windsor
runners 1s the Blue and Gold,
an indoor track and field meet
here in Windsor on Nov. 29.

FourLancersnamedOUAA all-stars
by John Slama
The Universit}' of Wmdsor
football Lancers, despite having
a dismal 1-6 record this season,
were impressive enough to place
three plarers on the OUAA
first all-star team and a fourth
on the second ream.
Running back Gino Castellan,
defensive back Joe Brannagan,
and offensive tackte John Latouf
were voted to the first team,
while defensive end Brian Fortune was voted to the second.
All four are products of Windsor
high schools.
Castellan, in his second year

Gino Castellan

out of Lowe, was fourth in the
OUAA m rushtng with 573
~·ards. He also led the Lancers
in touchdowns (four) and gained
160 yards as a receiver.
Brannagan, 10 his fourth year
out of Brennan, did double dut}'
for the Lancers, as a defensive
back and also running back
punts and kick-offs. Brannagan
was first in the league in kickoff returns, running back 16 for
3 95 yards. He also had the long·
est kick-off return in the league,
}.,01yards for a rouc'1down, and
the longest punt return, 81 yards
also for a touchdown.
On defense, Brannagan had
four interceptions, which he ran

back for 82 rards, one fumble
recovery, and he led the Lancers
with 71 tackles.
John Latouf, at 6-2 and 255
pounds, was a big part of the
Lancers offensive line, a lme that
proved to be one of the team\
maJor assets. Latouf, like Bran·
nagan was tn his fourth year our
of Brennan.
Brian Fortune, out of As·
sumptton, just fintshed his first
season at defense after four
as an offensive end (three of
tht·m playing for Western). He
was second behind Brannagan on
the Lancers in tackles, with 70,
and tied for the team lead in
sacks and in fumble recoveries.

Joe Brannagan

Although the Lancer all-stars
were honoured co be chosen,
they echoed Coach Gino Fracas'
feeling that the Lancers were a
better ream than their record
indicated.
"We should have been 3·4,"
said Brannagan. "Bur winning
the last game (I lomecoming)
after going 0-6 was really nice."
Larou f especially, expressed
surprise at being chosen.
"Offensive
linemen
don't
usually get noticed," tre said,
"especially on 1-6 teams. It
takes a winning team like Wes·
tern or Toronto ro dominate
the allsrars."
Coach Fracas said he was
both "pleased and proud" that

John Latouf

the four were chosen, ("espe·
cially with our record")
although he expected that Cas·
tellan and Brannagan would be
selected.
"I would be very surprised
if they were not included,"
he said. "Gino had four 100yards-plus games, nearly had
another, and that's missing the
Waterloo and Guelph games."
Fracas also said that Joe
Brannagan had a super year that
could not be overlooked, but
John Larouf's selection was a
"pleasant surprise.;'
He described Latouf as a
steady starter who was a leader
on the offensive line, "a holler
guy who kept people moving."

Lance Photo by MAL WEBSTER
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Hockey Lancershavea tough weekendon the road
by John Slama
The hockey Lancers arc sttll
wmlcss th rel' outings into the
season after losing a pair of road
games this past Wl'ekend.
W1mhor \\as bested 6-2 by
thl' powerhouse Laurier Golden
llawks on Saturday night ,lll<l
suffered a heartbreaking 3·2 loss
at the hands of the Waterloo
Wamers on Sunday.
L.rncer coach Bob Corran said
hl' expected
a rough game

agai .. s. L ..urkr, but "the loss to
Waterloo was a hard one to
S\\31low."
"Its
tough to coml' hack
wnhout
:inv points," he said.
''\\'c"\'e <lug oursd\·cs
into a
littk· bit of a holl'."
Laurier, last year's OUAA
champ1om an<l ranked number
one in the country \\ hen they
met the Lann:rs. took thl' ll'ad
in the first period on a goal by
Rob Holody.

The Hawks got three ruvre
the St'cond period, by Tony
Martindale,
l'im Glcncross, and
Ntkl· Ganola. Jcff Parent rcplied
for the Lann:rs.
The Lanl·cr:. got withm two
on Paul Fixter's
goal in the
th 1~d, but the llawks put the
game out of rt'aeh on Glen·
cross' second goal and another
late tally b) Blake Hull.
Corran said he expects the
rcsul ts to hc different
when
111

V-ball Lancerettes lose again in exhibition
by <ihar o n Lester
In

rnlle) ball
action,
the
partil:ipated in a tricournament at thc Univas11, of
l'okdo
last
l'hursda)
night
losing on1.·c ,tgain to thl· .strong
,\merican team,.
\Iler Tokdo ddcated
Ohio
',orthcrn in ll·aguc play, Windsor
lost to Ohio 7-15. Thc l..tncer·
cttl·s came back but not lJUitc
,trong
enough
and lost the
sl·,·ond game 14-16. Fifteen minu tt·s later Windsor startl'li to
pla) Toledo, losing 9-15 and
1·15
C:o.teh Prp1d1 s.11d th.I! "th<.·
tt-.1111
playt'd fine but rhcv larkcd
the n.tra spark \\ h1ch "as nenl·
t'd to \\tn."
She also said thac tlw "rl·am
st·1·m\ to ht· \at1,fied .11 thc
kn·I they ,lrl' playing but more
tmpru,t'mcnt
,tnd dn dop111cn1
of potenttal .ire nn·ded m order
I ancen:ne·s

International

to succeed this year ... Concentration is the kl'Y word."
The Lancerl·ttcs travelled to
I lam1lron on Tuesday to play
,\k.\\astcr
in their firs1 lca11:uc
)!:tmc. When intcrv1cv,cd hdorc
thl· game, Coad1 Prpich .,aid that
a lot of \\Ork and conn:ncrat1on
,~as nccded
"This year\ team is smaller
1han last rear's, making the hack
l'ou rt defense \\ eaker, nwstly
hceause of ph~ steal body posirions (higher) and the rookies
don't
kn<1\\ quire whl'rl' to
move , ct," shl' said,
Yet Prptl·h i, qune rnnft·
,km they e.111 pull ott .1 " n.
lll·,ults will ht· 111 ncxr week's
l.ance.
This \\ cckl'ml the rnlll') ball
tl',1111host cheir ,tnnu.11 C.tn·,\m
toll rnamcnt. Thnc
ar1.· .1 tntal
of 15 partit·1pants, 7 of \\'hieh
.1rc American tt·ams. I· ad1 tl'am
ts guarantel·d
fou-r, t\\o-game

matches and one best 2 out of
3 games.
Wmdsor pla)., at 6:00 p.m.
,s. Schoolcraft, 8:30p.m. \'S,
Brock on l•riday night and on
Saturday
morning
at
10:20
a.m. \'S. C.\' S.C. and at 12:50
p.m \'S. I..S.S.C:.
,\nyonc interl·sted Ill hdptng
out, cvcn if for onc hour, pkasc
l:ontact Coad1 Prptl·h or 11 team
mt·mber.
\'oluntt·ers
arc ho\\
thes_. rournanH·nt, \\ ork.

cnded up takmg the 3·2 loss.
"l'\'e nen·r been in a game
\\ here one team wa:. so hope·
kssly outplaycd and still won,"
said Corrao.
Warrior Stcve Crocker, who
scored all of Waterloo's goals,
and Lancer ·1 im Scam traded
goals in thl· first period. The
Lancers took a 2-1 lead off Jeff
Puent',; pm\ l'r play goal in the
sccond.
At th i\ point Windsor su ffe·
red a couplt· of ,;etback, \\hen
t\\o goals \\ere disallO\\ ed.
rhe first \\ as d i\allo\\ ed bel':tu se the rl'facc didn't sct· tht'
puck go in the Waterloo fll't,
Short(~ tht·rcafccr, the Lan·
ccrs had a t,, o-on-one break

when Dave Matthews was trip·
ped and ended up, along with
the puck and the Waterloo goalie·, 111 the Warrior's net. The ref·
erce ruled that the puck was
kicked into the net and again
disallowed a Windsor goal .
"Neither one w as justifiable,"
said Corrao. "We should have
been in the lead by 4-1 instead
of 2-1. They were still in the
game and all they needed was a
break."
Waterloo got the break early
in the third period when Crocker
got his second po w er play goal,
and he pur thc Warrior's ahead
for good \\ tth I 0: 3 3 left.
The Lancers \\ ill try to do
some catching up thi) Saturday
111ght with a home game against
Western. While the Lancer, will
be \\orkmg on tht·ir shooung
and play around the net this
\\ l·ek, Corrao isn't takmg any
chances.
"We're going to mnke )Ure
\\e !!O to chur~h on Sunda)."

Playball. (1;IN THEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You'r e Just minutes aw ay from W indsor's most
corweniently located racquetball and indoor
recr ea tional facility W e're an exciting new clu b that
offers member s fea tures such as • 6 Ball Wall
co urts • Un iversa l Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professiona l Instruction
• Aero bic cla sse s dail y
• Student Leagues
We've Go t It Alt'

Business Research

Student

Outstanding Opportunity

Memberships

For a student with expertise in using
the S. P. S.S. Computer Package for
Stati sti cal Analysis.
This Part-Time position offers substantial
financial rewards.

Call 253-3928
or252-6613
after 4 :00 p.m.

Windsor ha:. the home ie.. ,.dvantage later this season and he
\\as not unhappy with the way
his tcam played.
Sunda, 's loss to Waterloo,
however, · wa:, quite a different
storv. The Lancers outshot the
War~iors 62-18 overall, but still

$60 .00

·-------------------------------------------,
University of Windsor Student Discount
I

Cards will be honoured .
Group lassons available on request

~-------------------------------LETUS PR£1'AREYOU FOR THl
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Lancerettes readyfor O WIAAseason
by Sharon Lester
The women's basketball team
opened their season defeating
the St. Clair Saints 84-5 3 in exhibition play Wed. Oct. 26.
Theresa McGee, a 4th year
player racked up 26 pts. while
Mary Hrycay hooped in 21
points.
According· to Coach Swain,
the team had the 'first game
jitters' and the score was fairly
close until they gained more
confidence and started to out
shoot and out run the Saints.
Defensively, she commended the
rookies for adjusting to the
zone defense, considering they
never practiced as a ream.
This year with only four
returning vets, McGee, Hrycay
(4th year), Lill Craig (3rd
year) and Gail Matte (3rd year),
Coach Swain is confident they
will finish higher than last year's
second last in the league. Swain

is expecting improvement from
the rookies, especially Carol
Ferguson who should be unbeatable with her jumpball in
the future.
Coach Swain also commented
on Colleen Hogan, who is an
aggressive guard and, through
chattering on the court, will
help keep up moral in a game.
The rest of the lineup includes Gina Mancini, Annette
Bondy, Carolyn Rivest, Linda
Gage, Leith Saunders and Wendy
McKee.
These ladies begin their regular season Nov. 9 against
Western. It promises to be a
competitive game, so come out
and cheer them on. Also, the
Lanccrettes are looking for a
manager or statistician to help
out during the season. Here
is your chance ro become involved in basketball. For more
infromation contact Prof. Swain
at H.K. or anyone on the team.

Lance Photo by MAL WEBSTER

Fr?~t row, le~t to right: Carolyn Rivest, Mary Hrycay (cap.), Wendy McKee, Coleen Hogan, Gina
Manc1m, and Cati Matte. Back row: Sue Swain (coac h), Angie Tekone imi (assistant coach), Annette
Bondy, Theresa McGee (cap.), Carol Ferguson, Leith Saunders, Lillian Cragg, Linda Gage, Kerri Thomas
(assistant coach).

HKI
Grand Opening Sale
Gemini 10 x Printer
$419
Apple TM Compatible Disk Drive
Attractively Packaged
$299
ATI, FDD, 810 Slimline Disk Drive $339
Dysan Diskettes SS/DD
$32.90
Wabash Diskettes SS/SD
$30.90

1715 Wyandotte St. W.
253-7900

Attention Curlers

Tennisseasonover
by Rohanna Alladin
The Women's tennis team
participated in the finals of the
singles competition
this past
weekend. Results proved to be
hoth satisfying and disappoint·
ing for the players.
Jan ice Hebert, competing in
flight 8, lost a close first round
match to Stephanie Sheppard o{
Guelph 6-1, 3-6, 12-14.
"I was very disappointed with
the results," said· Hebert. "My
problem was that I choked during the tic-brea ker."
I k bcrt wc.:nt o n to win her
second match 6-4, 1-6, 7-3.
I lcr third match was a win over
Sandy I laus 6-1, 6-1 .
Patty Carol, competing in
flight D, lost her first and second
rounds 6-2, 6-1 and 6-3, 6-0,

The power of the press

Persons interested in playing
for The Lancer and Lancerette
Curling Teams
Please call Doug Bakes
before Nover11ber 10/ 83 at:
Res. 966- 7725
Bus . 945-1590

Diana Pizzeria
Oven Fresh Pizza
Submarines
Special ·Greek Dinners
Souvlaki
Gyros

Greek ·Salad
Shish-Kebab

10% Discount on Party Orders
FREE Delive for all students

252-2723
1794 University W.

respectively. Carol's third match
was a decisive 6-0, 6-1 loss.
Also losing her first match,
Jac.:kie Jamail downed her opponents in the second and third
matches 6-2, 6-1 and 3-6, 6-2,
7-5. Jamail won rhc consolation
round in flight E.
Anne Lamando and Pany
Arnncr borh <:ompctc.:d in flight
F. Lamando lost in round one
6·3, 6-4 and in round two her
opponent dcfau Ited. In round
three Lamando faced teammate
Ara flcr and won 6-4, 6-4. La·
ma ndo received the consolat ion
prize in flight F . Aran cr lost her
first round march 6-3, 7-6 but
won round two 6-1, 6-1.
Official team results will not
be available until next week.
The Lancerettc's arc hoping to
a<:complish a fine standing.

Arts Editor Lorenzo Buj know s abou t the power of depre ss. It
permeates his writing, his poetry and his life. It also allows him
to transform himself ocassionally , as in this rare cameo appearance as Guelph Gryphon running back John Godry .
Lorenzo didn't have it before he joined the Lance .
Staff meetings every Friday at noon.

-----------------------------~T~

CC@iliffi~M~ ~~cc
compiled by Diane Bezaire
Intr amural Basketball
This 1s a reminder that the
deadline for all team applicattons in both the "A" and
"B "divisions is Thursday, November 3rd . There is a captain's
m<'etmg on the same date in
th<' rcfrree's room (across from
the campus rec. office) at 6:00
p.m. in the Human Kinetics
Building, unless otherwise not1f1ed. Attendance is mandatory.
The second clinic for basket·
ball officials is this Sunday,
Nov '6th, 9:00 a.m. at Victoria
Public School on Victoria Street.
Attendance m at least one clinic
1s mandatory for all referees.
The first meeting will be held
Wed. 'Jov 9th at 6 00 p.m.
in the officials room of the H.K.
building. The convenor will notify all officials by phone prior
to this date.
Men's Flag Foo tball
·1 he
1983 Flag Football
l"hamps arl' the Delta Chi's.
,\fter a 1 9-8 \·ictor) o\'cr the
Blitz in st·mi•final accwn, Delta
Chi went on to play thL Sur\ in>rs, thl' Cinderella
t am m
the I "uc
The Survivors, coming off the
rl'gular Sl'ason with a 2 win,
4 loss rl'C<>rd, nH.'t thl' un<lcfcated La\\ men in tht·ir st·m1·
I inal game, \\ h1eh pro\'ed to he
one of rhe best gamt·s ot the
season . Tht· fmal score was
20-1 '4 for t 11<Sunivor, . In the
champ1on~h1p i;ame, tht Sur-

vivors 111cc tht· powt·rtul Delta
Chi. The ne.xl hour ,aw some of·
tht· best flag football to be
pla} t·d m recent years. In this
sec:·saw gamt
the 2 teams
wt·re tied with 5 minutes left
in the game, at 19-19
Delta Chi product"d a quick
T.D. to take a 6 point iead.
With 2 min, 30 sec rt·maining,
lht Survivors fought 10 put 6
mort' points on the board,
but in football, the clock knows
no forgiveness and tinw ran

-----

out. Final score was 25-19 for
the Mighty Delta Chi team.
The convenor would like to
rhank all the team captains for
their cooperation which makes
any convenors job a lot more
pleasurable. Special thanks to
the referees for the many
hours they put in, and to the
staff and workers at the cage
for their patience and co-operation.
Coe d Lobball
Sunday marked the completion of this years' Coed Lobball
league. In quarter-fmal action,
Jacque s' Jocks narrow!> defea·
ted R .A. M.L.'S by a score of
12 to 11. In othe action, Brew
Crew, edged out Cathy's Cookers 9 to 7.
The: semi•finals saw a maJor
upset. For the first nme Suds
were defrated ·n plavof: 1ction
h, Jacques' J o,:ks, \\ho met
Brew Crew m the final. At
the end of four complete inn111gs.the score was ncJ 12-12. In
l'Xtra-innmgs,
Brc,,
Cre\\
managed
to
send ,l runnt'r
homt·, w111ning 13-12. This
)"t'ar's championship tl·am con·
s1,ts of: Gary BW\\ n, Kevin
1 h1heault, Do\'c Bro\, nhm. 1•re<l
Fabbro,Chri,
Vertz,
Brenda
lkannt', Dt·h Dusik, Man Sferrazza. Jod) \1unro, Jant· \1orie,
Juhl· ,\kh~1k, Ruth- \t:n Abbott,
Da, enc llolmc\, Kc\111 Parsons,
Jim Stevl'nson, 5ut· Williams
.ind Chn, jl·nk1ns.
Special thanks goes to the
umps for thl r fanhful dcd·
1ratton, and especially to Craig
\\'arwick :ind Pat Kdh who,
although
the} took a Incle
abuse during tht' playoffs, did
a fme·Job.
It is unforrunatt that whil<:
some an: out for a good time
others
forgt·t che ohjt·cti\·es
of this lc.1gue. It is reneauonal,
and believe it or not, the sole
purpose is to have fun.
Thanks ro all who participated even Face s and Electa,
who although thcr <lid not

-------------------------
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make the playoffs, were an
important part of this league.
By the way, Robyn, I didn't
forget you, thanks for taking
pictures.
Intramural Soccer
Last week the intramural soccer program came to a close
with three very exciting games.
On Wednesday in the first semi·
final DRI D defeated MISSA on
penalty kicks after an even
gime had ended in a tic In
the other semi-final the Engineers, top team m the league
with 4 wins and a tie, were
2·2 with Law 1n the last three
mmut<'s. I.a" then scored a
dubious goal through a foul
the referee failed to set: and
looked set to win but the
Engineers equalized with a forty
yard shot in the last 30 sec·
onds. This game also went
to penalties and the Engineers
won a close contest
On Thursday rhe Fngineers
cruised smoothly
to
a 2-0
interval lead in the final. Then
a penalty kick in chi.' second
half re\'itali1l'd DRED and they
came back to tie the gaml'
2-2. Again P<'naltics decided tht·
1s~ue bctwn•n
the two top
ttams and the Engineas emt•rgt:d \\ orth) "mnt·r, m a \'Cf}
tii(ht contt'st.

ahead of the pack with a total
of 26 pomts. In second place
are INUC with a total of 20
points. Holding down the rest
• of the league are the Skywalders
and Un knowns with 12 points,
Aggravated Assault with 6 points
and the Hur on A's with 4 points.
Keep workmg guys, playoffs
are coming up!
In the rc:creauonal play the
Reject s arc leading with 20
points followed close!> by the
Brewers and Morris' Misfit s
with 16 points. At the bottom
of the league are Hur 'bics
with 8 poinrs and CJAM with
4 pomts
Keep up the good
work guys!

SPECIAL EVENTS

Early Bird Jog
Weekday mornings at 8 :00
a.m. Campus
Recreation
1s
"running" an Early Bird Jog,
open to all members of the
community and University of
Windsor students, staff, and faculty. Come on out for a refreshing and healthy way to start
your day!
There is no charge and the
runs will be supervised, but you
may choose vour own route
if rou wish. Selected days will
be devoted to jogging the new
fitness trails around the Windsor
Campus! R ISE A:-.1D SH IN E!

Join the
Lance
sports
staff

\\',>men's Volley ball
\\'(.' had a
more upsets
on f'uc..,da} mght, the \\ rcckers
.ire no,, t 1ed \\ ith Sameless
for 2nd pl.in· and the Bcnchcrs
and Engineering .ire lied for
third plat·e. The J ct,ons arc
,till in first place; hopl· to
st:t' somt·ont· there lll''-l week.
Gt·t out 1herl' and gel them
1?1rls. I kncl\\ midterm,
arc
i;pon us, hut at least get 3
people out there to represent
n1ur team.
We're gcttmg closer 10 pla) offs, so 11's 101 pon am w ,, in
as man) games as po~"ble to
reach tht· t111als. Only four
tl·ams will he in tht· finals,
'-'> hope to sec } ou part1e1pat1ng.

re,\

1'\cn's Volleyball
This wel·k marks tht· midpornt of this year's schedule.
In compcutiVt' pla~ the Lampshades art· continuing tl• pu'I

COME l"NAND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN
Tonight

"Stripes"
Next Two Weeks

"The Nelsons"
Parties interested in playing
House League Darts please
sign up at Faces.

902 c.atifomia
Wtndsor, Ont
25&-5001
"Memberships

Available"

Great Lunches at Great
Prices 11 :30 am. 11 :00 p.m.

DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR: 4-7

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

AT TI-IE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, we
have everything we need to make our whiskey
uncommonly smooch
We have daily ddivenes of the very
finest grain Ameri can fam1ers can
grow A stream of pure,
iron-free water (ideal
for whiskey -making)
~ J,; flowing dose b}' our
·
door. And a unique
\ ~ f
way of smo~thi~g out~
Ou, own ,ron "" .... ,.,
whiskey by filtenng
1cfor days through ten feet of finely
packed charcoal Thanks co all these
things-and some ochers too-we
predict a pleasurable moment when
you discover the srnooth-sippin'
rareness of Jack Daniel's Tcnnes-

I
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by Roberta Mock

Venturing inside the Lebel Building is supposedly
equivalent to buying a one·way ticket to Andy Warhol's New York Factory, never to emerge dull again.
From the images conjured up by uninformed individuals on campus, one expects to enter the university's
art building to be greeted by wandering bizarre artsies,
who arc only concerned with the latest colour pigments
an<l 11ewmodes for conveyin~ creativity.
Whoever began these unseeml~ rumours ohviously
had not taken the short trip up Huron Church Linc co
find out what life is really like in the Lebel Building.
I decided to make tC my mission to dispel myths
and spread truth and justice.
First impressiom of the facult~· prmt:d rntin:ly disillusioning. Drab green "alls welcomed b) cohorts and
me and rhe only visibk lifeform was a professor who
looked disapprovingly at my hot pink fishnet srockings
and trenchcoat and then disappeared into the satcr~
of his classroom.
Wait! I thought my attJn: would go unnoticed among
the fashionable
trendiness of typ1<.:al art studenrs.
After quickly suneyin!,! the pren11scs and dl\suading
Sue, rovmg Lance photographcr, from taking lwdcakc
piccurcs of a nude male modd. I ran aa,"s I.) nn, a
business student taking one dra\\ mg course.
Lynn almost sul>stantiatcd my orii;111al 1111sco11ccpcmns ahou t art students.
She informed me that the I .eht·l Build1111!\\.JS "an
cntirdy different \\nrld · <itudents here took time ,tritl
pride in their work but, unlikc other parts of c.1111pus,
at·ademic studic~ were nor taken ncarl~
Sl'rioush.
The building's atmosphere, ro I.~ nn, sct·mcd comfortabl ~ relaxed but she was quick to adm 1r th,1r the srndents were unden1ablr fashion-con-,c1ous.
limmm. I had no reason to dispute Lynn's op1111ons,
howt:\ er, I I ikc to re sen c all Judgements u nt ii witnessing them first hand.
·
To convince nwsdf that there was actual!) art being
produced in the ~rt bu iiding, a shorr romp was takcn
around a \\atercolour exhibit in the lobb~. Ir was then:
the idea stuck me char there were actualh talented,
serious artists roaming about Windsor's campus. If only

a,

I could find some ...
Just then there \\a,; a godsend- two "scrious" art
students, current Lance issue in hand, were found
la,.ing around one of the depressing corridors. Judy and
Jerry, both first ) car 1·111<.:
Arr student-s, were more
than willing to share the trials and cnbulations of becoming an artist.

Mosr of their discontent (of which there seemed to
be an overabundance) stemmed from people's attitudes
of artist not contributing to society and also the ignorance on campus of artistic activites.
Jerry's main thought about art was that in one's
youth, dreams arc the onl;· motivation. Talent, of any
sort, should not he discouraged and, although he realized
th<.: risks 111volvt·d in choosing art as a profession, he
was willing to take chances to achicvt' personal happi-ncss.

lk rclave<l his father\ views on the topic: "My son
wants to be an artist Where <lid I go wrong?"
"People's v1<.:wsmust he changtd," Jerry continued.
I le felt that there arc too f<.:w aesthcnc pleasures in
the world ancl an iq should be revered 111stcad of ridiculed
"So man} pcopk I1vc nine to fivt· existences. When
the~ turn fifty, the) find they have nothmg, including
the inabilit~ w communicate". Presumabl). Jerry finds
cnmmu11icat1011 a tngit·r for contentmcnt and he intends
to use his cvn~ resource to be happ)··
Jud) echoed Jcrr) 's anger with materialism.
"Science studenrs call happincss buying a farm."
Jud\ statt·<l. "'\llatcruls arc their onl) purpose."
Oh\iousl), she didn't share the~c views. Judy warned
chat material possessions arc nor real and that the only
thing tu v;Lluc 1s )Ourself 1f you don't want to come
Up empty-handed
Ill life.
At this point I w.1s confused about whether I was
inrcrv1cwing art students
or staunch anti-capitalist
commun1srs. I asked a fe-.\ questions about the uni·
vcsic~· to reassure myself.
Judy was dis1llus1oncd br the university (that came
as no surprise considering her ever-gloomy attitude),
especially b)' the lack of communication
and unity
among faculucs. This she blamed on the physical sctu p of the u mversity, part1cu larl) the isolation of the
art bu il<ling.
''I actually met a Biology student I.1st night, going
for his PhD. who didn't know where the Lebel Buil·
ding was," Judy exclaimed. She felt that more money
should be spent on campus informing the ignorant

t
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masses of art activites.
A distressed Judy explained that the university has
"an excellent art department with good facilities. As a
whole, Canadian artists are become prolific in all fields".
She wished that Windsor students would take advantage
of the fact that many future artists were working right
under their noses.
Maybe I received more than I bargained for in my
search for "serious" artist. Jerry and Judy were fascinating but incredibly depressing. Therefore, when
Tracey (Lance hangcr-on) informed me that there were
some "ammate<l" art students mere seconds away, I
jumped at the chance to meet them.
Dcbbie, Delores, Leslie and Scrgic were har<ll: the
trendoids I expected. In fact, Scrgie, wearing a blue
hockey sweater, looked more like an aspiring engineer
than a stereo-typical art student. What he lacked 111
appearance, he more than made up for in mind.
The spacious studio occupied hy the four students
was crammed with easels. paintings, lithograph) stones
and yes, pumpkins. /\.s Hallowe'en approached, these
fourth year students got into the spirit by car\'ing 1acko-lantcrns and menculousl} nammg each one. M) pnsonal favourite was St. Sebastian, appropriate!)' named
in regard to the spikes protruding from his head. So
much for fme art ...
But these students shared a comaradcry and lighhcart·
cdness which could onlr nval Jerry and Judy's selfnghtcous search for happiness.
rh1s was ereauvit:,,
tult1llmcnt and .... fun.
Debbie d 1dn 'r sccm overh concerned bv Lebel 's
isolation from campus. The p~ople who arc t;Ul) interested will make the mp. Besides, as Serg1e explained.
it prevents people from floating 111 and ripping thmgs
oft.
Visual /\res 1s an expensive facult} to be in; students
must buy most of their own supplu.:s. With the price
of one piece of paper at $4, 1t'~ no wonder that he overemphasized the fact that many student works arc available for sale.
The building'~ isolation also contributes, along with
smaller class sizes, to the family-like atmosphere among
arts1es. Each experi,·nce is more personal and with
twenty to thirty people m a class, the students get to
know each other. After four years in the program,
the artists contended that Lebel becomes "a second
home".
Many weekends and late nights are spent at their
work and, while the students admitted that the course
is not exactly academic, it requires as much devotion
as 111 any other department. Although options are taken
on campus, they said it's hard to keep on top of things
"up there".
Commenting on the accessibility of student's work
to other faculties on campus, Delores praised the ex·
hibits in the Universit) Srndent Centre and made mention of a piece currently displayed in the Leddy library.
"Dave's bed in the library is definitely a good idea.
If you have to be in that dull place, you might as well
be excited b} something".
. I•!n_ally, the arcist answered two of my most plaguing
mqu mes.
rrcmeml,er m:· shock when I noticed a lounging
nude body posing for a room full of absorbed students,
I felt compelled to know my new acquaintances' first
impression of the sight.
'You draw everywhere but there," Leslie replied.
And in response to my constant demand of knowmg
where all the Trendies were hiding. Debbie explained:
"Quite honestly, we only dress up when we go on
campus to fit our image. We change clothes so we can
have fun while we work."
Y ~s.., that seemed to be the basic requirement for
being a successful art studcnt. .. the ability to have fun.
I secretly hoped that Jerry and Judy would be able
to fall 111to this pattern.
Satisfied that I knew enough to inform the public
or erroneous attitudes toward students in the Lebel
building, I realized that I could depart. It ~-ure was a
more exciting place that the ominous Essex Hall.
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by Kevin Rollason, Peter Frecle and Stephanie
Signorile
An Ad Hoc Committee formed by the Universir y
Senate is currently looking at the question of Study
Week, whether to keep it the same or shorten it, as
part of their stud y of scmcsterization.
Dr. Symons , of the Geology Department, and
Chairperson of the co mmittee , wanted to stress to
srudents that the committee was only discussing
ideas now. "No recommendanons
have come out
yet".
Symons said that the fundamental problem was
there were, " . .. nor enough weeks in the rear".
lk expla ined th at after taking into account two
fifteen week terms as well as two seven week term s
in summer , for a to t al of 44 weeks, it only left 7
weeks to spli t between 4 break periods. During this
time, exams had to marked and submitted, the
Acadcmi<.: Standing Committee had to make recommendations, and registration had to be carried out.
He felt it was," ... not an easy problem".
Presentl y, t he committee felt Windsor had to
either live with che present prohlems or strea mline
me ~bamcs
ot tl)c: ~mestcnzcd
operauon It
reports tliat, "Streamhning will rcqutre adjustments
by all components of the University". Students, it
said, would have to, " .. , give up the study week in
the Winter semester and accep t a four -day weekend
unless we follow the lead of at least two other Ontario universities and drop from 13 co 12 instructional weeks".
Symons said that to people who support Study
Weck he asked them if they knew where else should
the university cut? Ile asked, "Why should we have
a study week in one (semester) and not the other?"
David Laird, Students' Administrarive Council
(SAC) President, said he is, "just totally against the
whole idea of shortening study week". Ile felt that

students showed how much students really wanted
study week back two years ago.
Laird realized that the committee currentlr was
JUSt discussing various ideas but, " ... just rhem
considering the idea makes me want to make sure
that we deal with 1t nm.~".
Ken Long, Dean of Students, supported study
week as well. Wher e the report said, "It 1s not obvious that there is academic ment in having a full
week break ... " , Long felt that there was. He said
that last year he had submirted a report supporting
the reinsratement of study week. It included a survey with the campus docror and people from Psychological Services dealing with "student burnout" .
Long agreed wirh his report because he , " rec ogn i7.ed very clearl y tha t a useful purpose is bemg served " .
Long said that he had not read the draft report,
but in a meeting with Symons .ind George .\kMa hon, Ass1stant-V ice-President Student SeT\ ices, he
gave support for Study week .
McMahon said that his views on study week remained the same as they were two years ago. He was
Chairperson of the committe e whi c h reco m men de d
the rcrntroducrion of study week.
Or .l'oster, of the J•aculty of Etfucauon, and
another metnb('r of the committee, said that she did
not have a set miPd about any of the proposals. She
said that everyone should consider that the report
was not finalized, it was still trying to get recommendations.
Foster said that since the committee was formed
in May of 1983, they had talked to each Dean as
well as several other people both in and outside the
campus. Because this committee was looking at
the whole issue of semesterization,
Study Week
since it was a part of the issue, became part of the
same issue. She stressed that it was, " ... still an
open issue".
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Two war veterans contemplate
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what they have seen ,u,d will see.

LestJIBforget

ProblemsscuttleCJAM's thirdattemptat FM
by Andre Picard

Students tuning in to CJAM
FM (91.5) for its third attempt
at inaugral programming, Novcm ber 7, were again met by
dead air.
Problems stem from having
to fulfill Department of Communications
(DOC)
requirements.
According to station
manager
Russ Wolske, "our
understanding
of what they
(the DOC) required was rather

weak."
''The equipment
is all m
place," he adds, and CJAM is,
technically at least, ready to
broadcast.
The station
has
cleared up the DOC's problem
with the broadcasting
tower,
tuilt its own monitoring equipment (at a saving of $S000)
and is now "waiting on a frequency counter," explains Wolske.
The station manager doesn't
feel that the three tentative
air dates which have passed
-October 22, October 31, and
November 7-were unrealistic.

"When you speak of potential on-air dates you have
to look at it in light of our
mandate,"
Wolske says . "CJAM was very idealistic,"
he
concedes,
"in light of the
fact that it took only five
months co develop, to make
real, the work and dreams
of thirteen years."
Delays haven 't hurt credibility, according to Russ Wolske,
because ··1 don't think CJAM
had any credibility to hurt."
Nor have delays bothered
advertisers, largely- due to rhe
fact that ad sales have not yet
begun . Wolske notes that the
market for student
radio in
Windsor 1s untried
but, mitially at least, unsponsored
shows will be credited to University of Windsor students, to
recogn11.c their contributionsand
otherwise-to
financial

ger Wolske. lie adds, however ,
that they have served to make
staffers all the more determined .
In the meantime, CJAM has
managed
to make gains on
other fronts.
The perennial
problem of noise from the pub
mterfering with broadcasts has
been all but resolved.
The pub stage will be moved
three inches from CJAM's back
wall, eliminating vibrations, and

a sound curtain will be installed.
God and the DOC willing,
CJAM will make its actual
inaugral
broadcast
sometime
during the day of November
14, but norhing special is planned to mark the achievement .
"The basic premise is that
student
radio is a learning
experience,"
says Wolske, and
thus whoever is in the studio
when CJAM flicks the switch

SACCo~ioner

resigns

by Kevin Rollason
Due to "time restraints",
Students' Administrative Council (SAC) Commissioner of External Affairs, Doug Newton,
informed SAC that he had to
resign his position.

CJAM.
Aborting air dates has not
caused staffing problems either.
"The only thing I was really
afraid of was the delays hurting morale," says station mana-

Doug Newton

will be the first person on the
air.
And Wolske feels that CjA.\1
will offer an alternative:
"we
want to bond Windsor and the
U of W together .... ".
"Primarily CJAMwill serve
as a link to campus,"
the station manager concludes, "when
students
aren't here, with a
linking to the radio they'll
know what's going on here."

Newton explained that since
his family was moving and with
the pressure of schoolwork he
would not be able ro do an adequate job with the position. He

· felt it was an unfortunate situation and he wished, " . . . I
could have finished rhe job".
SAC President David Laird
felt bad about Newton resigning. He admitted
that since
Newton would now have to
work at a job during rhe day,
" . . . his access to studenrs
would be limited". Because of
this, Laird felt it was in the
best interest of SAC for him to
resign. " It's unfortunate,
but
that's the way life is".

continued on pagetwo
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MonroeDoctrineis notapplicable
by Lance News Staff

"I am not here to praise or
to bury Ronald Reagan for the
invasion of Grenada, " stated
Histon· Prof. Ian Pemberton as
he aidressed a public lecture
last Thursday on the historical
aspects of America's latest application of gunboat diplomacy on
the Carribean island.
Speaking while the fighting
was going on in Grenada, Pcm-

berron denied the notion that
this invasion was an application of the much cited Monroe
Doctrine. ''When Monroe stated
his policy in 1823 of no Euro·
pean influence in the Western
Hemisphere,
Karl Marx was
five." I-le explained that Mon·
roe's interest lay in stopping
France and Spain from setting
up colonies and not in stopping
the spread of communist ideology.
Pemberton
explained
that

only in 1904, with additions
made to the Doctrine by Roosevelt, did America see itself
as the International Policy power and began invading its neighbours when she thought
it
necessary. lie stated that while
this
policy was abandoned
before the Second World War,
with the advent of the Cold
War in the 1950's the use of
invasion of neighbouring states
was again contemplated
as a
form of preserving American so·

ciety. He went on to say that
these actions are a return to the
Cold War and signal a deep
failure m American Foreign
Policy.
I le also noted that much
of what is known of the in·
vas1on of Grenada is tilted in
the United States' favour because of the news blackout
imposed by the Reagan Admin·
:~cration.

continued from page one

Laird said that applications
for the Commissioner position
were
being
accepted
until
Wednesday, November 9. SAC
would be looking for a person
who was a hard worker with
organizational skills.
This Commissioner posmon
acts as a liaison between other
universtties and the University
of Windsor. It is also responsible for the relationship between
the local community and SAC.

Typing Service
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papers, theses, reports,
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SACisnottheanswer?
by Phil Rourke
On 2 Februar> 1972, the
students in the Faculty of Law
voted to withdraw from SAC.
What is meant by this is that
the Students' Law Society (SLS)
requested it to be recognized
as the voice of Law students
at the University of Windsor;
that it be allowed to secede from
SAC; and that it be independently funded. In effect, the
SLS was rejecting the structure of student government on
campus and was proposing a
new type of student representation.
Student interests and concerns, which have been traditionally provided by student government, are essentially two-fold:
(1) those shared in common by
all students at the University and
which may be termed "ancillary" (tuition fees, food services, the student Media, parking facilities, use of the Library and the University Centre, orientation) and (2) those
peculiar to a pamcular Facult 1 ,
Society or Club ,, hich ma) be
termed "academic'' (cg. special
lecturL scnes).
The 1973 Committee on the
Future <>f Student Gm ernmcnt
argued that 1f a ma1ority of
students felt that SAC failed to
adapt to thl'lr changmg priorities, then the conclusions for
this arc "that those persons
in\'ol\'ed in student go\'crnmcnt
in recent ) ears h:I\ c not met
tht· tkmands of the existing
structure
so that the structure might operate efft·cmTI)
and efficirntl). or, the struetu re
as It 1s prt·scntl~· con st itu tcd is

ill-equ1ped to deal e\'enly and
thoroughly with the two ma1or
function of student government
- the provision of "ancillary"
services and the guarantee of a
just and adequate education."
ft was the conclusion of this
committee that the latter conclus1on was the most viable
description of SAC at the time.
Such was also the conclus10n reached by the Students'
Law Society in 1972. It argued
that Law students were a special group of University of
Windsor students because: (1)
almost all law students already
hold at least one university degree and subsequently
should
not be considered undergraduates; (2) the age of the average
Law student is higher
than
that of the average student
at the University of Windsor
and because of this his/her
needs and wants are different;
(3) the Law school is a professional school and its studcn ts needs are ued to the
legal communit) and not to the
u ni\'ersitv; and ( 4) their school
schedule· 1s different and, as
such, docs not conform to all
act1\'it1es (eg. orientation)
on
campu,.
lntrrsc within the SLS to
withdraw from SAC m 1972
wa, largd)' a rcsulc of S.\C\
financial problems
in
1 q71
Bccau~e of the deficit_ problen~:
the 197 2 council, according to
the SI.S President Frank l11ghlc, fo-ccd the Sl.S "to curtail
1ts acaJem1c and social programmes severe!) because of
lack of funds."
As a result
fo thr 1971 financial confu-

s10n, Highley argued that the
SLS "was placed in a position
of not being able to sponsor
any of (its planned) programmes
except on an ad hoc basis because we did not know, firstly,
1f we would get funds from
SAC, nor, secondly, when we
could
expect
them
to
arrive should they be forthcoming."
Highley argued that his plan
"would obviate on the one hand
any likelihood
of the SLS
programme
suffering through
SAC financial mismanagement,
and on the other allow (them)
to obtain more service per
dollar/head of grant from the
University which are related to
(their) felt needs as students
occupying a unique position.
The SLS held a referendum
on February 2, 1972 with an
80% turnout and a 91% vote
in favour of the resolution.
The SLS, however, was not
allowed to follo\1 through with
their mandate.
The committee, after weeks
of meetings, unanimously agreed
that the SLS should not receive
the grant mont·, · for that year
and that a comn11ttcc should
be set up to undertake a re\'iew
of the structure of studcnt
government "and take seeps ro
implement changt·s if the, .ire
ncukct.''
'\o drastic changes ha,·e >ct
hct n made JO regards to the
structurc
of student gO\ ern·
mcnt, but the SI.S has ,·01ccd
ns concern this ycar that such
ch:111gcs should ht• 111st1tutn.l.
Next ,, eek tht·sc recommcnda·
tions \\ 111be looked at.
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Giveusa break

Some issues The Lance editorializes about every year.
Issues lik e t eacher evalu ati o ns, h igh t u it ion rates, et c., are
omnipresent and discussed at least once every pu blishing
year. Oth er issues we hope to ed 1to:ia lize about only o nce.
Such is the case with st udy week.
A n ad hoc c..ommitt ee is currently looking at a wide
range o f proposa ls fo, stream lining semesteriza t ion. One o f
th e ideas t hat has been discussed is whet her to keep study
w eek a fu ll w eek o r w het her to cut it bac k to only 2
scho o l days .
Two yea rs ago a similar committee was ch arged wi th th e
task of loo k ing into semesterization . T hey came up wi t h
the proposa l to reintroduce study week. The Chairperson
of this committee , George Mc Maho n , still agrees with t he
rE:commend ations set forth by h is comm itt ee. And yet
two years lat er anoth er comm it tee h as bro ught up ano th er
p roposal t h at incl ud es cu tt ing do w n study wee k to two
day s.
All o f t he members o f th e committee that we were ab le
t o contac t made 1t c lear to us t hat th ese were only recom me ndations tha t were brought up during committee meetings They made clear to us that all proposals would be
discussed with some being dropped or added during this
committee stage.
It strikes us as interesting, even a little bit strange, that
a proposa that had been re-introduced by a Senate com -

the raconte ur

1'.13A. Im ook ng fo1\1,ml to \1.1tch1ng Ralph Sampson
g~·ttrng h1~ .i,s k,ckl"ll h1 the hkc~ of Jahbar. G1lmorc,
Mal ne and, 11ell l \Cn Latmbccr (hc might be a meat ·
hook bu1 ht·'s a ,:ood meat hook).
1 kno11, I kn01\,
Sampson 1s 8 feet rail and can dunk the moon o\'c r
Jupiter, but the gu1 "d cstmcd to pla\ for losmg tc.ims
and 1f you don't bd,e1c me. count thc number of NCAA
Champ1<msh1p nng~ he's got . Speak mg of losers, H ·,
al!-<1gomg to be fun 11ac.:h ng the likes ot the Boston
Cclm:s Jetting their cute butts bounced I ha\e d1ffieult} dec1d111g\\ h1ch I!> mort; re\•olttng: "Celtic Pride" or
''Tht: F 1ght1ng lnsh ot Notre Dame". Docs n matter'
Speak mg of the Celtics, I \\ as 01 erJo) c:d to d1sCO\'cr that Bill Russell's colour ctimmentar. contract on
CBS wasn't rcnc11td this )Cir We ,tll kno\\ Bill "Well.
} a sec Don, I\ hat the 13ucks gntta do to get b.11.:k111this
game 1s to get the ball ms1dc for easy la\ up, and play
better defence ... '' Yea, right budd).
Across the nvcr, the P1scon5 should be good
enough to beat out Atlanta for a pla} ,>ffspot, no matter
how many times Ktnt Benson dclibtr,Hd) tnJUrcs himself. As for the rcSt. L.A. is d) mg. San Antomo 1sdead,
and the Bucks have an outside chance Don't lose sleep
though, the spoils are going co Philly once more
0

by john lidd le

1

•

Boxing
1 on1ght's the night of the "fight of the cent·
ur\ . Hagler versus Duran Th s "fight of the centur)"
LS not to be confused with the Leonard Duran "fight
of the century" or an} of the Ali rrazicr "fights of
the century".
Despite the tact that Duran can punch
out a Lon horn steer, or that his torso 1s made of pure
granite, or that he's the pride and JO) of Pan.ima, \\atch
for Hagler to knock h,s block off m, oh, round eleven.
Hagler hasn t lost a fight smce the stgnmg of the Magna
Carta and Duran isn't about to change things. An\ one

who kn "s Hagler 1s gomg to beat Duran so bad that
h s h ad looks hke a thmy >e r old basketball 1s invited
t make
bet with p etry editor Salvatore Ala, who
has the gall t think Dur n 1sgomg to wm (I 'm already
down for a fwcr, I only bet on sure things. and this is
one of them.)

mittee two years ago and that had been passed and reinstated by a Senat e two years ago should once again be d iscussed by another Senate committee so soon. Students
argued then for the re instatement of St udy Week. Must
th ey be force d to again?
No recomm endati ons have been mad e yet by th is commi tt ee. H ow ever , t he idea o f keeping or shr inkin g study
week has already appea red in t he fi rst two dr afts of thei r
report.
In th e pre f ace o f the report , it state s tha t because of
mist akes mad e by the u n iversi t y such as erroneous co un selli ng and timeta b le mis t akes, 1t leads to "agg ravat ed and
frustra t ed st uden ts ". Th is ma kes them " negativ e amb assadors" fo r t he un iversity.
Let us suggest that any pote nti al tampering w it h stud y
wee k does no t ex actly help t he uni versit y t o make stude nts in t o posi t ive amb assadors. Many st ud ents of Wind sor, when questioned about the meri t s of going to t h is
uni versit y by po t ential stud ents would create quite an
impre ssion on t hem if they said , "But Wi ndsor has no
study week". Items such as this niake quite an impression on a student's mind, especially when it comes down
to choosing a university.
St udy week is a necessary part of the univers ity calendar. There should not even be any discussion directed towards it. Students need a break, literally.
"JI IL : If W,t\ nt· Grct1.k) doesn 't score 8,000 p,, mts chis
s1.:
a son , I'll be d1s;ippn111tcd. But if the Oilers \1in the
cup as I'm so brashh predicting then 1t II all be S\\ell.
Th<.: I slanders arc mil the best monc\ team 111 hOl ke) ,
m I might be leapmg to conclus1,,ns . So what? As for
the rest: \\ ,ttch the Leafs and Red Wmgs take Most
lmprm ed honours, and JOlll me in smirking and gloatmg OH·r the miser) kno\\ n as Les Canadicns

NFL : Pittsburgh.
Dallas 1\lll choke; the Redskins -ro
hcll with 'em I'm he<lgmg ,1 bit on this one, because I
th ink the Raiders ha\ e enough mgramed en, cit) and
vileness to \\ hump ,111}ont: . A~ far as the I.ions arc concerned, this 1s destmcd to be anotht·r "rebuilding" year.
Sorr} hut I e.m't put much enthusiasm mto an} game
th,H cakes 3'h hours to pla) and has a total of 15 minutes of ,1cuon.
Ping Pong. To beat Frt:ele, amid h1~forehand . To beat
Zaiac, move him around the table a\ 01d lobs. r o beat
Knudsen, be ,harp and on your tot·S, and avoid his headhunting hrushbaek smash. To beat Manarm, get a good
night's sleep, scuff beers do\\n his gullet, and pray To
beat Ala is lingu1mcally impossible to dcscnbc. The
outcome here is academic: the Red Devil and the Pmg
Pong Racquet are no contest for the fearsome Black
Beauty.

'

'

•
by Lorenzo Buj

Accosted a month or so ago by some Business students at a party, I was plainly told to give up th is "nih1l·
ism bullshit" (me?) and open my eyes, instead, to the
benefits of "rational selfishness".
Surprised as I was at the moment, I was more sur·
prised to see a finger pointed at me with an accompanr·
ing barrage uf beery rhetoric stating something to the
effect that, in the long run, weaklings like me would
either fall by the wayside or be summarily digested by
the vast power structure of today's civilized society.
After 30 minutes of confrontation
I walked off
almost wholeheartedly
crushed by repeated accents
on rational selfishness (Ayn Rand I presume) and the
inevitable triumph of rationality, realism, REASON!"
No"', reason, much like the words truth, freedom,
and peace, 1s a term used in a variety of instances and
for a variety of purposes-with
must of these purposes
being swamped amongst a tangled mass of self-perpet·
uating bollocks.
There is, sure enough, a certain concept of "reason"
widely held by people who believe themselves practical
and common·sensical;
who think rcalit}' is what it is
and who think ther see things as they arc. Often enough
such people believe their vision of reason holds for all
place and for all time, and that reason -as the function
of human sanity and "rightness"
can absorb the bleak·
ness uf a post-Beckett1an universe.
In short: reason is good because it is reason, because
it is the explicit gu a ra n tee of all human pu rpose and is
the fi nal reme<ly co che most alien realities of madness
and disorder.

*$&% yoo,Buj (1)
Dear Editor:
re: Why Parents Crr.
Well Lorenzo if I were your parent I would cry at
your insensit1vicy. Obviously you and your entourage
are
Puritanical "Wankers."
There are few enough
pleasures in life and one 1sgoing to bars.
While you were at 1t, Lorenzo, why didn't you ask
some of the strippers at the Europa what they were
doing there? (What's a nice girl....) You may have been
surprised to find that they strip to put food on the
table and stay off welfare.
Why did you go to J .P.'s when you knew your sense
of morality would be crushed. You attack this faction
of society because you are jealous that they have a
social establishment. Why don't you tell the readers why
punks are having a hard time getting into the Radio
Tavern? (I'll tell you I was astounded to receive my
drink in a plastic glass Friday night - a leftover rule
from when the punks hung out there.)
Instead of looking into their reasons people go to
bars, Lorenzo Buj savagely attacks the employees and
patrons of a few select establishments.
If you want
culture go to a movie or review a play, and if you want
tourism go to the Yukon Territories. (Please).
Pamela Etches

*$&% you,Buj(2)
Dear Editor:
I generally look forward to procuring and flipping
through new issues of the Lance
when they come
out on Thursday. As of late, however, and particularly
in the last issue [Nov. 3/83 J, I have noticed that various
writers for the Lance seem to have taken to shaking
their credibility
by adhering to extremist,
narrow·
minded and often self-righteous positions in their theses.
For instance, Mr. Buj almost flawed his hilarious
article entitled "Why Parents Cry" (and it was great!)
by putting on an air of sickly excessive and grossly
ironic self-righteousness. (By the way Lorenzo, if you 're
really serious about viewing "dreary outfits", wny don't
you check out the beggars in Hardwar?).

"Now Black Sabbath ... they were nihilists."
Whether they be scientists, Business students, secular
or "holy" men, they fl} their "reason" like a banner.
Reason is their value - an ultimate grounding that some·
how descibes an ultimate unity of Being whether it be
divine or not.

'

The troubles I have at this point are with the "pract·
ical " conclusions or necessary "realities" that often
accompany such a "reasonable" universe. I am willing
to argue that reason is neither good nor bad, an_d that
the dominance of reason is not so much manifested
bv the negative influences of science, or technology,
o~ even religion
or human history and human inter·
action bv the calculative mentality that makes the
world a ~ere stockpile of exploitable materials.
Because we are material creatures, we are saddled
with a certain degree of selfishness we will never be
free of.
rhe real danger of rational selfishness and
the reason-business in this day and age is, however,
the extent tu which the world is reduced to a brute
object and its objectinty deified.
R eason, "rationality" of this type becomes an infinite
warehouse of pride, wlwrc that self-righteous wisem:.in

If this was not enough, Ms. Mock in her article un
the Lebel Building would probably have not been able
to sleep peacefully without ending her article with the
line: "It sure was a more exciting place than the omi·
nous Essex Hall." Arn I missing a Joke? Am I to undersrnnd, Roberta, that the only things that excite you
are hot pink stockings and whatever else your trendy
haircut affords? Could it be that vou thrive on a selfrighteousness stemming from rour ~onvenient ignorance
on what goes on inside Essex Hall? And why do you
assume that everyone else shares your ignorance?
In any case, I suppose the only question which I
have left is, Have either of you listened to/ under·
stood Red Flag's "RISE ABOVE"? I suggest that if you
can take some time out of your blind cnt1c1sms, do take
a listen - you might learn something.
Disappointed & Disillusioned,
Alka Chandna

Dear Editor:
Golly, we have to have more of that. I was spellbound as I perused last weeks centre section "Why
Parents Cry." As I read I was overcome by the realization that this was 'In Depth Journalism'. I was moved
by Mr. Buj's shower, the number of T.V.'s in his house,
the extent of the alienation of his hair and the enor·
mous tasks he had set himself; going to bars, ridiculing
people and remembering the price of the beers. This
challenge called for more than an intellecutal lightweight and Mr. Buj brought his friends. Lucky for the
Lance one of them was trained in the use of a camera
or who would have believed all the zany gags and high·
jinxs they got up to?
Give us a break!
People don't go to bars looking for Mr. Buj's approval
so why is he looking for theirs. Usually people go to
bars to forget about their boring, tiring jobs and they
drink to dull the pain and maybe even find someone
to make it all worthwhile (The sexual aspects of bars
seems to trouble Mr. Buj greatly). Women (not girls,
Mr. Buj) strip to put food on the table and not as an
aesthetic expression to be reviewed in university newspapers. Gay bars are for homosexuals so they can be

and busy doer of all jobs onlr sees the world as a simple
cartoon of cause and effect.
Yet there seems to be so precisely little wisdom
in those whose goal-centered
material realism is based
on the apparent elevation of reason to the sanctified
status of ideological myth.
Twisted this way, reason
becomes just another misused weapon, another self·
guaranteeing
"vision" under which can march the
armies of humanism, fascism, or optimism.
To complete the ironr, the complexity of our times
becomes witness to reason battling reason:
one side
mobilizing in the name of progress, the other girding
themsdves in the name of salvation. Both plead causes
re11.w11ablcenough in context of the inextricable mess
that has become civilized society and civilized \'ision.
The shadow of reason becomes really the shadow of
m~ th : a myth utterlr and indescribably nihilistic at its
very core.
.
What happens Jt this point m histol} is that the
world actually t:cases existing as a \\'orld-1t becomes
a th ing. A thm ~ to b e o wned, operated, and ultimately
sa\led b\ wh o ever has the pou:er to do so.

secure in expressing their sexual preference and not an
aspt'Ct o f modern life that should bring gales of giggles.
As a bar renew the aruck was adolescent: as a
journey of alienated youth it was a little too cute and
vapid. \1aybe Mr. BuJ should revie\\ restaurants \\ hile
dressed as :1 lobster or just go to Detroit and review
some pla~ s.
Gerard O'Neill

l'm sorry, \1r. Gerard, f,r writinx such ,1 stupui, sballow. self-111d11lge11t
article. 1/owcver, I certain~y bope
you Jon'! 1111s1akefeaturt• writmg for "/11 Depth Jour11alism "C'111011 1n.ltc, /'111led to believe you know bet·
ter tbat that
Arts Editor

*$&% you,Mock
Dear Editor:
This letter concerns the article "Some Artsy Facts"
which appeared on the back page of the November 3
issue.
I am not the depressed communist of whom
Roberta Mock wrote of. The purpose of this letter is
to set a few things straight.
F1.rst of all "buying the
farm" refers to materialism, and not all peopl~volve<l
in the sciences are familiar with the phrase. Second,
the facilities at the Art building are an excellent opportunity for any creative person. Thirdly, Canadian
artists are prolific. Examples of this are writer Margaret
Laurence,
painter Robert Bateman, sculpture (sic)
Pin0 Verde and this list could be multiplied many times
over.
Finally-yes
Virginia there is a Santa Claus.

Judith Biro

A letter to the Editor should be limited to 500 words
or less. They may be submitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at the Lance's mailbox at the
SAC office on the second floor of the University Centre
during normal business hours. The Lance reserves the
right to edit all letters for libel and ~pace. All letters
must be signed.
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0 PIRG activistsseekthe answers
by Wendy Coomber
The weather was miserable;
the delegates certainly were not.
Almost a do1.en people met
over the past weekend at the
University of Ottawa: 1) co
discuss the problems of acid
rain while at that very moment
it poured outside; 2) to contemplate over dinner the 'haves
and have noes· and listen to the
words of a striker who told or·
the pre-Industrial
Revolution
hiring practices of a local restaurant, the .Vlill; and 3) dc:li·
berate the use of violent ver·
sus
non-violent
means
of
demonsteation while the fronc
of the Globe and Mail displayed
the latest of Israeli reprisals
against their fellow earth dwellers in Lebanon.
The (Ontario) Public Interest R esearch Groups don't believe issues will go away if you
ignore them. The PIR Gs, half
a dozen from Ontario and the

rest from across the country,
are usually based on a univer·
sity campus and arc encour ·
aged to research issues that
affect their geographical area.
Doug Yonson from the Ot·
tawa Citizen spoke to the
group about the new Access
of Information Act. The brochure put out by the Treasury
Board of Canada defines the
new Act as... "the law that
gives many Canadian citizens
and permanent residents of Canada the right to t:xamine or
obtain copies of a federal
government institution except in
lim ired and specific c1rcumstan·
ces.
Yonson then went on to
descnbc the many "limited and
specific circumstances" the gov·
ernment could use to deter the
curious-minded. Information de·
veloped for or by a Minister
is still classified . Yonson calls
this the 'Mac truck clause'

because it severely limits the
researcher since a substantial
amount of access to mformation involves working with mem·
bcrs of Parliament.
Information involving a third
party is also still taboo. I le
gave the example of the Calgary Herald who, under the
act, asked to see a list of substances the Health Department
considered carcinogenic but the
government
refused saymg 1t
might be detrimental to a third
party, namely the companies
producing them.
Cost 1s another factor. Be·
sides the initial five dollar ap·
plication fee, the governmenl
will also charge for copying the
reports. The Calgary Herald also
asked for the Department of
Defense's information on Third
World countries sponsoring left
wing groups in Canada. The
Department agreed co give the
information, but explained chat

there was a lot of mformation
and asked the newspaper to
send a deposit of $2000.
Even when you do get the
mformation,
savs Yonson, it
may surprise yo~ to see so much
white space where the government has 'severed' information,
which, inc1dentl)', you are still
paying for when you have the
report copied. Yonson says it
is much easier to get informa-

tion in the United States. He
says there is information to be
had here and It is helpful in
getting embarassing data and
other studies, but it is very
scattered.
lie ended by saying that
the Act will be reviewed in
three years and the government
may find it beneficial to make
it simpler co get information.

Lectureon Grenada
On Monday, November 14,
Canadian CUSO volunteer Bar·
hara Thomas will give a lecture
on her experiences on the island
when it was invaded by the U.S.
Thomas 1s very critical of
American involvement in Gre·
nada. She feels that life was returning ro normal on Grenada

two weeks ago after a military
coup and there was no need for
a li.S. invasion. "Our lives only
became endangered ...
when
marines began landing in Gre·
nada and when it became impossible co leave the island."
The lecture will be in the conference room at Assumptio n
University at 7:30 p.m.
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Aninsider's
JEW
ojNewsweek
by Phil Rourke
"There's a cynicism in the
magazine. On the other hand,
the politics are hazy. They
don't believe in idealists-people
who make things work."
Such was Seth 7uckerman's
summary of the philosophy of
the editors of Newsweek maga·
zine m his lecture last Friday
on media \\·riting and hO\\ the
process influences the product.
luckerman,
a reporter for
Newsweek, works at the magazine's regional bureau in De·
trnir f-lc explain,·d that \\hen
working on a story the repor·
ter has not much freedom to
editorialize. In fact, according
to Zuckerman, "the thesis (of
a stor: ) is set when the story
is concci\•ed in "=cw York."
Asked whether a reporter can
~uggcst sror~ topics, Zuckerman
said that it was possible to do
so but the problem with domg
this too often is that the report·
cr's name may lose credibility
in the eyes of the editors. On
the other hand, if the reporter
docs not suggest topics at all,
the writers and editors may
not remember that reporter's
name when he/she docs sub·
mit srories.
Talking about how reporters
are treated when they work
for such a large magazine,
Zuckerman referred to a joke
cold by many of the maga·
zine's reporters: When you write
a story, you send out two copies
- one to New York and one
to your mother so that you
know that somebody reads it."
On the subject of what co nstitutes news, he explained that
Newsweek plans out the stories
in advance for every magazine
issue, but these outlines are
frequently changed to accomo·
date up to date coverage of
news. Zuckerman also explained
that the magazine looks to
other
sources for guidance.
"When it appears on the front
page of the New York Times,
then it is a story."
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Seth Zuckerman, Newsweek reporter, sits in a yoga position while
co ntemp lating the eternal question, "Why am I doing thi s?"
He conceded that "trivia
sells newspapers" but added that
this is because people are taken
aback if there is too much news
in one issue. The emphasis of
the magazine,
according
to
Zukerman, is on reviewing the
past week's most pressing news
stories and adding "trivia" here
and there in order to "get off
the reader's back."

pondcnts posted outside of the
U.S. but has none in Canada.
Zuckerman,
who said he is
theoretically supposed to cover
Ontario from his regional desk,
commented that even though he
receives dailies from small towns
in Michigan, he has "to take
money out of (his) expense
account to buy a Globe and
Mail. "

Zuckerman
also conceded
that the priorities of the maga·
zinc emphasize "form over con·
tent" because of space restrictions due to the allotment
of advertising space. He explained that on the average
each issue contains the same
amount
of print but some
issues are larger than others
because of extra advertising.

When commenting on the
rewards of reporting for a na·
tional magazine ~1.1chas Newsweek , Zuckerman said that he
and his colleagues find themselves sometimes saying: "Why
am I doing this?" After saying
this he quickly looked over at
a reporter taking notes and
quickly said: "You 're not going
to put that in print, are you?"

It was interesting to learn
that Newsweek has 70 corres-

Sorry Mr. Zuckerman.
tempted me.

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y cphotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Wi'ndsor. Ontario
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Cancer. This six-letter word covers a variety of diseases and inspires fear in almost everyone. Windsor residents have a special reason t0 be concerned, as this city
has the dubious honour of having one of the highest
cancer rates in the country.
A recent Windsor Occupational Safetr and Health
Council (W.O.S.H.) conference, held at W.D. Lowe
Secondary School on October 15, addressed the problem
of cancer in the community. Particular emphasis was
placed on the presence of cancer-causing substances in
the workplace.
After a welcoming speech by Jim Brophy of W.O.S.H.,
an introductory lecture was given by Dr. Linda Murray,
a physician with a workers' clinic of the Manitoba Federation of Labour. Dr. Murray said that the workers
should not give up gains made in the area of safety and
health. She claimed that "when leadership calls for
tightening of the belts ... people die."
Dr. Murray discussed the long history of cancer in
the workplace. Over 200 years ago, chimney sweepers in
England were diagnosed as having high rates of cancers.
Certain lung cancers have been affecting coal miners for
over 100 years. "We have been dying from occupational
hazards and diseases for centuries." she said.
She cited industry as the major source of environmental pol!ution and the need for public action. "We must
come together in coalitions
. to make sure that pollutants are stopped at their source in the factories."
Dr. Murray went on to debunk certain myths about
cancer. She claimed that people have become apathetic
about the disease and tend to believe such misconceptions like the belief that "everything causes cancer."
Such ideas infuriated Dr. Murray. "We know that
certain chemicals and substances cause cancer. There is
no reason that we should not act on this knowledge. A
la,,:ge proportion of human cancer is preventable," she
said.

The story of asbestos was given as an example. Dr.
Murray stated that it was "well established medically
for decades" that asbestos causes a rare cancer in
humans. Insurance companies were aware of the threat,
as they stopped insuring asbestos workers. Companies
must have been aware of the threat as workers grew ill
and died. Dr. Murray concluded that there was "no reason that we had to wait 75 years to make these statements (that asbestos causes cancer.)"
Finally, Dr. Murray spoke about the need for access
to information about which chemicals are actually being
used in the workplace and for stronger nation-wide regulations against the use of dangerous substances.
"In my opinion," she finished, "chemicals have no
rights. Human beings are the ones that have rights. In
the final analysis, we are fighting for our lives."
Following the opening general address, the conference broke up into many workshops, each discussing
cancer-causing agents in various places of work. One
such workshop, run by Colin Lambert, a special assignment officer for the Canadian Union of Public Employ·
ees ( C.U.P.E.) and Jim McAllister, a teacher at Centennial Secondary School, concerned cancer in the schools.

Lambert, a former miner, spoke of his initial disbelief
that teachers and students faced hazards in the classroom. This, he claimed, was changed when he heard the
story of Clifton Grant, a carpenter for an Ontario school
board, who died at a very young age from a rare form of
cancer caused by asbestos. His only contact with the
substance had been in the school board system, where he
had had to drill holes in asbestos materials as part of
his construction work. The clincher, said Lambert, was
that Grant had only been employed by the school
board for twelve years, about rhe same length of time
that children attend school. With statistics such as these,
he claimed, students may die before they graduate from
high school.

Lambert went on to cite other dangerous materials
used in schools. Dangerous pesticides, such as DDT and
dioxin, though banned at the production level, are still
on the market due to the manufacturers' large back
supplies and the fact that there is no law against the
sale of such poisons. School boards throughout the
country have been known to buy thest: tuxins for use
as herbicides.
Teachers in the workshop had their own horror
stories to tell. One Windsor high school teacher told of
the time that PCB, an extremely toxic substance used
in flourescent lighting, actually dripped from the lighting
fixtures onto a student's desk.
Other school employees discussed their worries over
possible carcinogens in their school system. Secretaries
brought up the topic of photocopier fluids, some of
which have been proven to cause mutations. Radiation
from video display terminals, which has been linked to
high miscarriage rates among female computer workers,
is another issue of concern, especially since computer
use is increasing among young students in the schools.
Nick Kokic, a janitor with the University of Windsor
maintenance staff, expressed concern over the kinds of
chemicals used in cleaning products. He went on to explain that the contents of such products are rarely
mentioned.
Despite the concern of various segments of the population about cancer in their place of employment,
cancer is a problem which affects the community as a
whole. For this reason, one of the workshops dealt
with "Cancer in the Community."
Dr. Jamie Meuser, general practitioner in Toronto,
was the resource person for the Cancer in the Commun·
ity workshop. Dr. Meuser is a part-time instructor with
the centre for Labour Studies at Humber College, has
done some work with the Metro Toronto Labour Council, and also helped the Ontario Federation of Labour
with its l-lealth and Safety Course. Dr. Meuser said his
main goal for this workshop was to "provide the public
with tools for self-defence." He added that people must

be provided with a framework for understanding cancer
causing agents, and four main questions can be addressed: a) What actually determines our health, and
whether or not we get a particular disease? b) What is
Cancer? c) How do we know exposure to different types
of products will cause cancer? d) What tools do we have
at our di.sposal to combat cancer?
Science and medicine discoveries have already shown
how important treatment of diseases are, and how important people's nutrition and lifestyles are to their
health. The incidence of infectious diseases declined
between 1820 and 1950 because there were improvements in public health. In the last several years however,
there have been staff cutbacks in operating rooms
throughout Ontario. "The result is that operating rooms
are less sanitary and there has been an increase in the
number of people who get post-operate infections",
Meuser said.
One common fallacy about cancer is that each individual has control over cancer-causing agents, and by
changing his or her lifestyle, he or she can actually prevent cancer. Meuser calls this "victim blaming", and
admits that some cancers can be prevented by altering one's lifestyle, but most cannot. "People don't
have control over nutrition (because of food additives
and preservatives), nor do they have control over the
quality of water and air", he said. The ultimate control
of these things is in the hands of our government.
Meuser also said that there are several things that
determine the likelihood of whether or not you will get
a disease:
1) where you live
2) where you work
3) your social-economic status
4) what the society you live in considers to be important
Meuser specifically addressed the society in which we
Jive: "How is it that we have technology for space travel,
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and yet do not have cures for 10-25% of all deaths in
this society?" Research has proven that known cancercausing agents are still being used and actively promoted
in this society. "Although the cancers we are talking
about are medical, the ultimat e solutions are social and
political", Meuser said.
Ju urdcr to understand cancer, it is important to
know the physiology behind it. The two primary functions of cells are division (growth) and differentiation
(specialization)
The blueprint that determines both of
these functions is called DNA. In a cancer victim DNA is
disrupted, and there is malfunction with both division
and differentiation.
During cell division, cancer cells
never get the signal to "stop growing". They also lose
their specialization, but their energy is channelled into
"uncontrollable
growth". Cancer cells tend to be very
sticky, and they break off and spread throughout the
entire body. Meuser said that it is now known that
radiation distrupts DNA, and asbestos causes cancer of
the lining cells of the lungs. "Exactly why this is true,
we do not yet know. All we know is that certain substances have specific effects on DNA," he added.
Not
everyone
who
comes
m contact
with
cancer-causing substances will get cancer. Meuser feds
that this is a big problem because there is no way of
knowing who is, or is not immune to cancer. For example, Meuser states that one or two out of every one million women who go for a mammiograph (test for breast
cancer), will develop cancer from the x-ray exam.
Currently, various sorts of laboratory and animal tests
are being done for the detection of cancer. One such
type is called the "AME'S ASSAY" test, which takes a
particular bacteria known to produce mutations, and
grows them in a contaminated agent. The mutations are
then counted, and if there is a significant increase, it
means that there is a correlation. Another method is
called "epidemiology", which is the study of epidemics
and epidemic diseases. This examines a group of people
who have been exposed to the same thing.

Dr. Meuser said that there is no requirement for
workplaces to test agents before they use them. "Essentially we are the test groups, and nothing is tested until
a problem is apparent", he added.
The co nference ended with each workshop presenting
resolutions to the entire group. Although each group had
a different set of resolutions, some key points were repeated in each workshop. People felt that it is vital to
continue educating themselves about health hazards in
their workplace, to use the safety laws now available to
protect themselves, to work further for "the right to
know" about safety hazards, and to call politicians at
all levels of government to bring health and safety concerns t0 their attention.
Jean-Claude Parrot, CUPW, C.L.C .. closed the meeting by summing up the major ideas at the conference.
"I will address the old context of fighting for safety
and health in the workplace". He continued, "It will be
a struggle for workef"S to change the balance of power
in the workplace. Management sees improvement for
health and safety as a threat of their power and profits,
and this is why they don't want to do anything about
health and safety hazards". Parrot also said that management uses economic reasons such as threats of moving their companies and lay-offs, in order to discourage
workers from striving for health and safety in the workplace. "In good times and in bad, people can strive for
health and safety in the workplace by being we!l prepared m advance, and know what they are fighting
for".
Parrot also stressed the fact that office and plant
workers alike should have ways of communicating with
each other to learn more about new safety hazards. The
use of chemicals in a plant, exposure to loud noise,
dangerous dust, toxic chemicals, and extreme heat and
cold are just a few examples. Parrot concluded, "For too
long employers have been getting away with saying,
'It's the employee's fault', when it's the workplace to
b!am~".
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by Martin Deck

0 d,w}{bter of R,1by/011, wbo art
to be destroyed · I llappy sba/1
be be tbat rew,mfrtb thee, /
b thou h,1w s,•r.Jed us. I J{,1ppy
\/Jail b1 be th,1t taketb ,111d
d,1sbl'tb tbey l,tt/e ones I l}{.ii11st
tbc stone,.
( !37rb Psa/111)

This weekend. two of the
New Wave's hottest bands played in Detroit. I am using "New
Wave" in its archau.: sense here,
to denote
fresh, cncrgt't ic and
challenging music and the bands
I speak of .tre the Cramps and
the Circle Jerks.
The Cramps.
the ~elf-pro·
claimed "h<>ttest thing from the
\.o•th
to come out of the
South'' arc current!)
based in
Ne:\\ York and have released
three or four albums thus far
-the latest, a live album entitled
The Smell of Female.
The; sta reed around
197 6,
playing a perverse brand of
Rockabilly, the guitar distorted
beyond repair and the vocals
drowned
in echo.
On their
second album, they delved into
what
1s known
as "Sixties
punk roek"-garage
bands like
the Trashmen, Count Five, or
the Green Fuzz, etc.
They played St . Andrew's
Hall o n Fri d ay nig h t, a show
which I unfortunately
missed
because the admission fee was
an incredible Sl 1 U.S. (that's

Lance l'hoto by CHRIS MCNA"1ARA
Hallowe'en arrives 365 days a year for the satanically driven Cramps. Lux Interior swal lows a micro·
phone (left) and Ivy Rorsc h ach (r ight) hol d s her own notes in a scream of useless passion.
$14- in plar money).
I realize
that many people pay more than
that to sec Journey
at Cobo
Arena,
but I refuse to pay
that much to sec a bunch
of
dtrty punks in a dance hall.
The nrnncy I saved was spent
on four LaFayette Coney Island
dogs, three Cokes, a Miller,
and
a bottle
of Spumante
Bambino .
On Sa,u rda y night, I hea rd
a bootleg tape of the Cramps'
performance
and cursed
the
follv of ffi} economy.
I have

seen the Cramp!> twice (once in
1981 and again in '82) and
would probably be content ro
spend the rest of my days and
nights following them on their
tours.
Y cs, they are a very good
band-guitarist
Ivy Rorschach
and drummer Nick Knox offered
airs of utter indifference while
laying down some of the steadiest an d har d est R oc k ab illy thi s
side of Elvis' grave.
Lead
singer Lux Interior
is manic
in his vocal delivery, assuming

various
Iggy Pop mannerisms
and even (God forbid!) inventing some of his own. On a good
night they arc a truly mindshattering experience.
I managed to redeem my we·
ck end by seeing the Circle Jerks,
Chicago's Articles of Faith and
Detroit's
Fate
Unknown
on
Saturday at the Graystone Hall
in Detroit's West side . The adm1ss1on w as $6 U.S. bu r I was
spared that reasonable: f<.:i: th rough my connections
in the
midwest punk rock industry.

All three bands were in top
form. as were some of the
stage divers.
Fate Unknown
arc perhaps the best of the
current
crop of Detroit-area
punkos, certainly outdistancing
the dismal Displaced and the
probably defunct Allied.
Art·
1cles of Faith are, likewise,
one
of the
better
Chicago
punk rock groups I have heard,
and their lead singer has tremendous stage presence.
LA's Circle Jerks, who've JUSt
released a third album, Golden
Shower of Hits, started poor!}
with some turgid heavy metal
riff but saved themselves
by
playing the loud fast and reasonablr poppy hard core music
for which they arc known and
loved.
The) played all my farnurites (the first album) and played
them
wdl.
They
covered
Garland Jeffcrys' "Wild in the
Streets"
at break-neck
speed.
The audience was happy, the
band was happy, and I was
happy
(arc you not glad?).
The visual antics were quite
a pleasure to watch - vocalist
Keith Morris walking on the
heads
and shoulders
of the
front-rwo punkers. Stage divers
twirling
in the air with the
grace of prima ballerinas added
to this simply marvellous spec·
tacle.
When the urge t o dash th y self
against the Stones surges, 0 little
one, Circle Jerks are one of the
bands to see and hear.

AldousHuxley:look,listen,andsniff
b y Q. C. R ast ap opou los
Aldous Huxley was a mulufaceted
ind1v1dual whose literar)'
ach1cvemcnrs ancl notorious personal experiences. often vcr\' diverse
are an intriguing and fascinating example of a human life, with
which anyone with a jusnfied superiority complex ean sympathize.
As the product of a Victorian childhood, lluxlcy. 1n retrospect,
seemed ro rise above, nar, completely overcome the stifling atmos·
phere of his upbringing.
After a prospt'rous career ar Oxford, the man "rubbed shoulders" with l;eorgc Bcrn:trd ShJ\\, Bertrand Russell, D I I. Ln, rcnce
and rhe like. Betorc Brave New World, he published novels. essays,
play-. Jnd rra\ eloguc,. Point Counter Point was his first best-seller
so 1s 1r at all surprising that b> the arrival of 1932 and Brave NC\\
World his fame \\3S permanently established.

-------------------------------------------

After hanging out in USA with the likes of Chaplin, Garbo, and
.
Stravinsky, lluxley also began toying with mescaline; this resulted in
T he Doors of Percep t io n . lie also stressed the importance of "incrc·
ased food production, ecology and dialogue between East and West
and the dangers of overpopulation and nuclear weapons."
The life of Aldous I luxlcy will be examined,
apparently
in
derail. by CBC Radio's ID EAS \\htch, to commemorate
"his life
.ind \\ ork" on the 20th anniversary of his death, will air a fourparr series titles Aldous Huxley: Percept ions and Prop h ecies beginning on '\nvemher
13th ,It 9:05 pm. The programmes will run
on each comecume
Sunday.
The host is Lester Sinclair. who ,, as
de~crihcd by Pierre Berton as "the perfect Rennaissance man."
The series has been prepared by Ideas' biographer, Paul Kcnnedr.

Aldous H ux ley: the first head.

LET US PREPARE YOU FOIi THE
DEC. 3, 1983

Monday Spaghetti Day

lSAT

O R THE
JAN. 28, 1984 CMAT

Restaurant &
Dining Loung e
Phone 255 -1833
321 7 Sandwich Street

• Ea<h coursecon<»tsof 20 hour,ot1n>lruct>00
lor only S14 S or ) 2 hour, for only S2 l 5
• Cou"e'

arP I.Ix deduCltble

• Complete rfl'v,ew of ea.ch if'ct1on of each

test
• ElCten!1ve home study materials

• Your courses may be repe.ied
add•t•onal charge

(co rn er S a ndwich & Mill )

at no

Invites you to take a
break from your stud ies

CLASSES FOR TH E DEC. 3 l SAT

10-hour course

,n London Nov 11 13/83
,nTorontoNov 2~27/83

32 hour course

,n Toronto Nov 5. 6. 26.
27/8)

,n London Jan. 12, 14.
15/83
,n TorontoJan.20-22/83

)2 hour course

"' Toronto Jan 7. 8,
21, 22/83

To register. call or
GMAT/LSAT

Wfllf'

Wed. Pizza Day
Sm
2.99

M
3.99

L
4.99

any 2 items

Daily Luncheon
Specials $3.99- under

CLASSES FO R TH E IAN. 28 C MAT

20 hour course

all you can eat + 1 trip to
salad bar only $2 .99

salad bar

11 :00 - 3 :00 daily
with something for everyone-fresh homemade so ups
PIEROGIES • FISH • CHICKEN

PREPARATIONCOURSES
P 0. Bo• 597. Sution A
Toronto. OnL MSW 1G7
(416) 665·3377
To ull free from w,ndso,
d~I O and uk lor Zen,th 86720

10% discount on all pick-ups
15% discount on pizza
~ fours: Mon . - Wed . 11 am - 1 am
Thurs . - Sat. 11 am - 2 am
Fully Licensed under LLBO

Sun. 12 Noon - 12 pm
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HAIRCUT
SALE

Variations

QrJUnisexhair design

Perm $25.00

Cut & Style $5.00

Reg. S40

00

Prices in effect till Nov. 19, 1983
Hours 11 :00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday thru Saturday

910 Campbell Ave., 252-3878

Rose City Duplicate Bridge Club
at
St. Matth ew's Anglican Church
(on Norfolk at Glenwood )
Game s:

Michigan Opera Theatre presentS Rober t McFarland and Wilhelmenia Fernandez in Charles-Francois
Gou nod's Faust. This opera is an adaptat ion of Goethe's poem about man and his soul be ing demonized in conve n ants with Mep h istophe les. It runs from November 4-12 at 350 Madison Avenue in the
big city of Detroit.
For further info r mation phone 963-3717. Also be advised t h at it will be sung in
Frenc h on Nov. 4, 6, an d 12; and in English on November 5, 9, and 11.

Repulsion
sedudion
hy Kevin Atkinson

Fee: $3. 00 per player.
For further information call:
Rosemary Dragich 969-8294

ONE FREE PLAY WITH THIS A D

-- - -------------------

spread snickers from the audience.
V mcent Cole in the role of Faust sang well,
but his performance struck one as somewhat
bland, especially when compared with those of
John Cheek (as Meph!Stophclcs) and Wilhclmenia
Fernandez (as Marguerite) who was. incidentally,
the opera star in the film Diva. She was. indeed, ,
the best thing about the opera
Director Bernard U,an should consider less
anaehromstic operas for future performances of
the MO T if he inte nds to provide sat isfying entertainment. Ne\'erthdess, Wilhdmenia Fernande, 's
truly moving performJnee made an otherwise dull
and ou tda tcd or era worth st-cll1)!.
There will be a furrher French performance on
'\o\, 12 at the Detroit \,\us1e H.ill, and an English
performanc(· on the 11th featuring ;t different cast.

Last Frida) 's performance of Gounad's Faust
(after Goethe) by the Michigan Oper a Theatre was
t·haracrenzcd by generally excellent smging, but
often ludicrously mclodramat1c staging .
The choreographic overstatements were often
due not to an exaggerated portraval of the temp ·
estuous conflicts 111 the stor}. but rather to their
mcongruity with Gounod's usually insipid music.
Perhaps the only point at which the score was
any more th a n m ildl y ch ar min g \\ aS d ur ing t h e
churt•h '-t'cnc. Gounod's somber organ music had
a psychological depth that was sadly lackmg in
the rest of the opera. lJnforcunately. this scene too
\\ as m·erpla! ed. The emotional tntensiry was destroyed when the struggle between heaven and hell
\\,IS cn ,i.tcJ
as a sill) tug-o-war, eliciting \\ide-

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30
1:00
7:30
6:00

Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Fridays
Sundays

----

LAW SCHOOL

Gong
Show
- Saturday, Nov. 12th
Ambassador Aud.
- 8:00 pm-1:00 am
- $2.00 advance;
$3.00 at door
- CASH BAR

Vanier Vittles
I

ov~~~
~

I

n

Some like it hot. Pour 1112
ounces (more or ll'ss to
taste\ of ;\\r. Boston
PcpJ)C'rmintSchnapps
into a mug of steaming
hot chornlate. Top with
a g~·nerous dollop of
wh1ppt'd cream
.\takes a frothy,
delidous after dinner
entertainmint for people
who like their hot
diocolate with a iout h
of cool.

-. ....
l
,~
.

.~

--

C

This is for the week of Nov. 14-20/83

~o

,\n old favourite.
Popularized by friendly

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30
M onday

~

conwrsation and h,ippy
onasions.
Poltl .i linle \\r. Bo~ton
Peppermint Schnapps on
a heaping mound of) L1ur
favouritt' ile cream
\lakes ,1 nwum.tin of
delight.

Z5

Some lih· ii cool. The
simple dassic .\\ r. Boston
Peppermint Schnapps all
by itself. Or just add ice
and n1rnthe taste of a cool
breeze into a blizzard.
Great after dinner. Aflcr
work.

J

1/4 Breaded Chicken
Beef & Green Peppers

Chicken Gumbo Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Beef Pot Pie

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Thu rsday

Cream of Tomato
Reuben Sandwich
Grilled Beef Llver

Lasagne
Breaded Boneless Pork
Loin

Friday

Clam Chowder
Swedish Meatballs
Mushroom Omelet

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

\\r [k)ston l\·p1K·r111111t
Wed nesday

w;

sh~1t.

·

BRUNCH
Saturda y
Sunda y
flt.1Jfi><..c1'JOO
lJy

Pelc· M>Cll)"OS1<
1,\g

"IO<.'S

1l

Roast Turkey & Dressing
Breaded Cod Fillets

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Cheese Omelet
Chopped Sirloin

Tuesd ay

Sdmapps is so ,·ers,llik
and has smh .i dean.
fl t'Sh l<\Sll' , )\)ll 111,1)
prekr it :'l)UI l)\\'11 w,1y .
\L1111ane1
what anvorw
s.1vs Gt1,1head.
\'l)Ut

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Spanish Macaroni

SUPPER
4 :30 - 6 :30

11:45 - 1:30
Soup of the Day
Monte Cristo Sandwich
Soup of the Day
Tacos

SUPPER
4 :30 - 6 :30
Pennine & Sauce
Roast Pork
Beef Stroganoff
Chicken Cacciatore
Noodles

The Deli is open 11:30 - 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:3() • 11:30 Sunday· Friday
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onOctober 14, 1964,

BillyMillsstunned the wor1dby running the
most sensatlonalrace in Olympiehistory.

But it wasn't how he finished, it was
Wherehe started that made him a champion.

.
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by Pete r Deck
As I sit huddled in the Leddy
Library contemplating the shut·
~
c,c,::.,oG:
,_..,,.._.....,_...,..,..'""""-ic..,,c,,..m..,,,..;c,..mc..,...~ll«><cc tlecocks of my education I'm
often
totally
absorbed
by
dreams that divorce me from
our statistical world of facts and
figures.
It's a pity, however, that the
real merit of such solitudinous
moments is offset by the Leddy
ENGLA
NDER
PRODUCTIONS
InAssoc1at1on
WthIHl[RMIN[SKIN
BAND
Presents
ROBBY
8[NSON
'RUNNING
BRAV[
"
PAT
HINGLE
CLAUDIA
CRO
N J[ff McCRACKEN
MJs1c
byMlKlPOST
Written
byH[NRY
BEAN
andSHIRL
HENDRYX
Librar, as aesthetic experie nce.
Produced
byIRA
[NGLANO[R
Associate
Producer
MAURIC[
WOLllDirected
byO.S[VlR£11
oo-.-,sn
I say pity because I was reCGIO<trMedi!ICIOI
l1bou•
I t l•~~in P1,:a1t,· I 1&,P '
cently struck profoundly by the
I l9&3'~~\)lRPROOOll''
R•u;eilt,BIJlNHISlAOISlRBUJC,~CO
SU BJ ECT TO CLASSIFICATION
ne\\ art creation the library has
acquired.
NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU'
Confronted these days with a
Chec k yo ur loca l listi ngs fo r details.
metallic structure which for the
Iifc of 111cappears to be a bed

ROBBYBENSON
\MM,~

_______

RUNNING

~

01 0

•

or a number of beds moulded
together, all distinction between
art and life is thrown into question.
Now. I'm not one to ques·
tion the merits of the bed as a
very practical piece of furniture
for sleeping in. But I am taken
aback by the unwise decision
the library made in forgetting
to furnish their bed with a mattress.
I applaud their initiative,
their vision of art, but why
doesn't the Un i\'ersity consider increasing its budget so as to
supply complete beds on every
floor of the Library and perhaps
even in classrooms.
1- -

The
Ph1losop1>, Department \\Ill be con
tinu111, 11s " Dr ) Run " series.
A Orv Run Is a forum fo r e"ploring
and t es tin g ideas on an audience.
The first e, enl '"II b Dr . R ('
Pinto
, talk lh ,t 1s titled •• On
sa,111
Ih r S mdhm • Is so·~
Th1
rr sentatwn
"i..11 J c 11 \\llh
l111gu1s11 issues or 20th C'enturr
epi,temolo
}.
~II pcr~ons ar e
"clcome
to St>e a 11h1loso pl11c
pl'rformarrecb~ a piofessi mal
thinker.
Tlus rnlherrng "Ill take
place al Canterbun
l ollege on
Thursda1 , 'llovcmher 14th at 7 ·30
PM. There \\ill be othl'r announce
ments
made for further events
in this series.
FOR SALi · H1 h oclane anxiety
generator
comes complete
"1th
mctaphy ical hardware that allo\\s
you
to
radloacthel
)' pcnetr.1te
the masses at \\ill with messages
such a the world is going to blow
up and you can , do anything
about it
the world 1s going to
blow up and all you can do is
get off your beautiful
butt and
march against the madness.
the
world 1s going to blow up, ha ha.
ud even if you try to do some
thing about kid, you will fail,

it IS the destiny of mankind to
decay mto rotten radioactive e,c.
creme11t the wodd II going to
blow low blow up up up a11d
too 1oo too 9tuptd stupid

ueb

thaL

Howtotalk
about drinking &driving
to your teenagers

to your parents

\Ve a ll kno w goin g o ut is fun , and
no par e nt want s to tak e aw ay tho se good
tim es . But th ese day s, with tee nagers in
a nd o ut of car s so much, it's crucial that
th ey und e rstand th e danger s of drinking
a nd driving, and that they can avert
potential trouble by making the right
decisions.
First, set your son or daught e r
straight on this often,mi sunder stood fact:
beer , wine and spirit s - in excess, all thr ee
are ju st as d ang e ro us on the road.
A good way of avoiding trouble is to
plan ahead. Suggest that your teenagers
review their evening before going out. If
they see drinking involved, far better to
leave the car at home than to take chances
later behind the wheel.
Far better also to say no to a drink,
to refuse to drive, or to turn down a
lift with an impaired friend than to go
along with the crowd and maybe regret it.
You can support your teenagers and
give them confidence by letting them
know that if they ever need help you'll go
for them, pay their cab or do whatever is
necessary to get them home safely.
Most important, be a good example.
Never drive if you've had even one drink
too many. Better still, don't let it come
to that. Know your limit and stay within it.

If you 're n o t of legal dr ink in g age,
don 't tou ch a dro p . But if yo u are, and yo u
drive , th e n you 're old e n ou gh to d o yo ur
part in rea c hing an agr ee m e nt with your
par e nts on the subject.
Sur e they worry. Becau se eve n if yo u
don 't drink , others in yo ur group may.
Th e fri e nd driving you home one night
may hav e h ad to o much.
Show th at you 're equally concerned.
Get seriou s. For in stance , what have you
read lately about the dang e rs of drinking
and driving? Do you know how much
beer, wine or spirits your body can safely
handle before your judgment becomes
impaired? Do you know the law in your
province? And what happens if you break it?
Get the facts and discuss them calmly.
Then take the initiative and propose a few
family ground rules.
No driving if you've been drinking
beyond your limit. (We'll send you a
valuable free chart on responsible limits
if you write us.) No riding with a friend
who's been drinking. And convince your
parents if a situation ever turns dicey,
you won't hesitate to phone for help.
Finally, remind your parents you're
concerned for their safety, too, and that
the family rules on drinking and driving
apply to them, as well.

Stn{lrnm

We believe in moderation and
we've been saying so since 1934.
P O Box84 7 Sin H. Mon!,MI Ouebec. H3G?M8

by Dave Dorken
It's a tough egg to break.
After four Ontario University
Athletic
Association
hockey
games, Umversity
of Windsor
Lancers arc still looking for
their first win.
Saturday,
in
a close battle. Lancers dropped
a 7-5 game to Western.
"Once we break that gooseegg we'll be in every game."
said Lancer coach Bob Corran.
"Ever) game \\ ill be decided
by one or two goals-the
problem 1s that we have to crack
that egg."
The egg was close to bemg
broken
m the Western game.
Lancers were first on the board
in the opening
period, \\ere
tJed 2-2 in the second period,
came back in the next 20 minutes with a 3·2 lead, only to
lose 1t again. In the final period
Windsor possesscd a 5·-t lead,
but then the bottom fell out.
Western put two unanswered
goals behind rookie Matt Sckela
for the \\ in.
It wasn't a case of Lancers
being bcaten
by a superior
team said C:orran.

''The
team
played
well
enough
to win," said coach
Corran, "We'rc just not getting
anywhere
near our share of
breaks.
. .. I'm not making that
as an excuse, we've got to
make our own."
This season all the breaks
have been going against the
Windsor club.
Saturday,
the Lanccrs hit
the goal post twicc, and thc
puck deflected out of the net.
The team also had a goal in
the first period called back.
Whcnc\ er the Lancers make a
mistake,
it seems the other
team takes full advantage of at.
"Last year we needed a lot
of breaks to \\ m, this year
wc have the talent, but no
breaks," said the coach.
"Another disallowed goal, that's five
for the year.
I don't recall
any more than two last \·car.
"We've been making isol.ned
errors, glaring crrors ... costly mis·
takes I don't think the kids will
make again al year."
Still,
there were many hright spots
in the fast skatmg, hard hitung
match.

Seventeen-year-old
Sekcla
made some pretty saves 111the
Windsor goal, and the Lancers
racked up four power-pla) markers.
Centre
Chuck
Dungey
fired two goals and added an
assist, while Gerry Rioux also
picked up three points, on a
goal and two assists.
Jeff
Parent and .\1ike ,\1cKcgg \\ ere
the other Windsor scorers while
Parent, Paul Ftxlcr, Ra, Peka1
and Don Renaud all had helpers.
The coach and his staff do
ratings
on each player
and
Saturday the team a\'cragc \\aS
-t.-t, usually a team only needs
a rating of 2.5 to \\ m.
The
Lancers' lowest numbers so far
this season have been 3.8.
Lancers also out-shot Must·
angs 31 to 29. and had on!:,. 20
penalty
minutes
to \1 usrangs'
38.
But it wasn't enough.
"We're go111gto make a minor
adjustment
on our defensive
coverage, but \H' ha\'e no chang·
cs for nu r power play or forecheck mg. We need changes 111
the play 111our own end." ex·
plained Corran.

LJnce Photo by DAV t. DOR KEN

Lancer Chuck Dungey causes a turbulence
"We've JUSt got to work <>n
\\hat
\\c're
doing anJ makc
~ure rhe team Jocsn 't get dO\\ n
on themselves.
Knowing \\ e're
playing well is no consolatwn.
We need rang1blc c\'1dcncc that
sooner or later the hu bble 1s
going to burst."

around the Western ~oal.

Lanccrs should get the chance
rhis week.
Wednesday (after
press rime) rhcy pla:- St. Clair
111the Rost City Cup, Saturday
the\
face York and Sunday
pla), Guelph.
Both games arc
ar Adie Knox Arena.

Wuulsor
hostsCan-Am
by Sh aron Lester

-Lance 1'!1om h} JOHN SLAMA

Lancerette Elaine Daniel (9) tips it over Lake Superior blockers.

HO( KEY (,OALII NI I DID:
for
I rid,1) ,1fft.>rnoons from 2 J 30 PM.
At Adstoll Arcn3
No cost
l'hnn,:
945 8036. \sk for Sall h.
Al L l\11JSI IMS n lll NI S. lumaa
Prayer
•~ held everv
l-r1Ja\
11
1 ·30 l'M ,n the 1-Sscx 1>1111ng
H..iom,
V amer Hall
LOOKING
part} \\tlh

for

un

a~IIOII pad,t·<.I

life ltkc figures in JD'
Dn v,,u recall
thut cH•ning In
Septcmbl.'r
\lihcn
257 RJndolph
\\as the light at the <!n<l of y o"r
social lunncl? \\ell lifers, Randolph
2 the sequel, rears its he.ad Sal.,
Nov 12. Just \\hen you thought
It \\as
safe
lo d,,nce'
Not
Barrelhouse
(Another
I lltl' Ari
of l'arlt<'S 1'roduct1on)
I OR S i\LE.
Call 255 1647

Single

bed

~40.

WANTI D:
lop 40 Rock group
seek~ lead vocal 1st F xpert<'nce pre
!erred
Phone
John.
776 89.15,
~vcntngs please.
lhc Unl\ers1ty
LID! HAL Cl UB
will
hold a general mcet,ng on
Monda).
Nm.
14 at
4 PM in
room
I. 2 and J at the Univer
II)
Centre
( all 252 3036 for
more mformalton
FOR

SALE·

1974

Porsche 914.

l litre, S speed
36,000 original
Colle tor
special
$6800
Call
944 4311.

\\ ,IS a bus)
\\ ed.; or rhe
women\
nillcd>all
re,1m last
week. pla:- ing their first lc:ague
march
;.nd hc,st1ng the 8th
annual
Can-Am
Tournament.
On Tuesday. the ream travelled to I lam 1lton to play .\1c.\1asrn losing their first league
match.
McMaster
started
off
winning the first game 15-1 I
and the second 16-1-t. Windsor
came back and easily ddca1cd
chem 15-17 and 15-6. But m
the dec1dmg game Wmdsor st·emed to have Jost the spark that
\\ as needcd to win and lost 8-15.
The Can-Am proved tn be
exciung
for both rhe partic1-

pants ,ind the fans that 1:an1e to
\\ atch
In rou nd-roh1n
play
\\'111dsor fmrslied ,econc: m rhe1r
pcl<>I I\ 1th .1 rl'C<>rd of ~-3 to
(;r .1nJ \ ',illt'~ (C\'('C).
l•riday
'ltgh t
tht'
1.ancerctlt's
bc.1t
',choolc:raft
\11eh1gan
15-10,
15-8 :ind Bro,·k Unl\'l'T',lt\ 15-11
.and 15-13. The nexr d:;\ the\'
"ere defeated by G\TC 6-15
13-15 and "PIH \\Ith
Lake
Supa1or 15-12 and 13·15.
t \\ o top tt·,1ms from ea,·h
di\·1sion entered the cha111p1on,h 1p pool. W mdsor met \1c \I aster but lost onel' Jga1 n 8-15;
9- J 5. ,\\c \\aster lo'>t m the semis
to G\'CC. The final ":1, bet\\ ecn
two C\ enh m:1tchni tt·,1111,from

t11e L, .S Oakland
Uni\·crsity.
first tlmc part1npants, defeated
C\ ' <.C 15-13, I0-15 and 16-1-t,
,n an t",;,·1tm!! 3 game m,1trh.
In the consol:mon pool. \VJ·
terl<l<> defeated
Schoolcraft
111
the semi's and went on to defeat
Brock 15-5, 15-11 in the finals .
Both te:1ms in the final came
from Wmdsor's pool.
The Lancc.:rettcs \\ ould Iikc to
extend
their thanks
to Sue
S\, .1in, Cher~ I Sump,on and all
th<.: offinals and \'Oluntecrs who
m:1de th is a very successful
,1urnamt'nt.
'il·xt leal!ue game
Tues·
la\. '-m. 8 at Guelph and first
iwme league game
Saturda:-,
:'\t1\.
12 against Wilfrid J.aurier
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HKI
Grand Opening Sale
Gemini 10 x Printer
$419
Apple TM Compatible Disk Drive
Attractively Packaged
$299
ATI, FDD, 810 Slimline Disk Drive $339
Dysan Diskettes SS/DD
$32.90
Wabash Diskettes SS/SD
$30.90
1715 Wyandotte St. W.
253-7900

..
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Wrestlers looking good
by Craig Colby
The Lancer wrestling team
opens its season in Waterloo this
weekend,
and according
to
coach Dan Brannigan, the young
team will have some bright
spots.
The brightest of these is expected to be Dan Mooney, the
team's heavyweight. Brannigan
said that Mooney will be in the
"thick of things" all year, and is
a legitimate contender for the
national title.
Mooney, however, will not be
the only Lancer to watch this
year. Leon Bieszk, who finished
third in the O.U.A.A. last year
is expected to pick up whQre
he left off and again be in the
top few . Vince Matle has benefitted from summer work and
has improved "ten fold" ac·
cording to Coach Brannigan.
Newcomer Tony Ponte has also
looked good in practice.
The Lancers will have some
familiar faces from the past.
Rick Baggio returns fur his

sophomore campaign and will
be joined by Mike Beethem who
returns to the team after a coup·
le of years absence. John Dencau
will be making a comeback from
a shoulder problem that stopped
him two years ago. New to the
team is Angelo Fiorito.
The Lancers can look for a
boost after Christmas. Marty
Scarlett and Chris Pizziment
should be recovered from knee
problems by that time. They will
be joined in the second semester
by Frank Diper Domenico and
Tom Sawchuck who are both
practicing with the team but are
not yet attending the university.
Dave Sellars and Leo Obied,
two of last year's Grappling
Group of Seven will not be
returning to the team this year.
Coach Brannigan invites any·
one interested to try out for the
team as all weight classes are not
yet full. He is especially looking
for wrestlers in the 212 and 190
pound weight classes. He can be
contacted at the Human Kinetics
centre.

Two soccer all-stars
YUKON
JACK
ARACK#5.
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ovN Ke Fire 1n1 ounce
Yukon Jackto give the Walrus
,ts bite And you thought
Walruses didn't have teeth.
(tusk.tusk, tus.k) Inspired
1nthe wild. midst the dam
nably cold, this. the black
sheep of Canadian liquors.
1sYukon Jack
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Two Lancers were named to
the OUAA West Division All·
Star team.
Ian Parratt, the Lancer cap·
ta 111,\\ as one of l wo unanimou:,
choices made by the coaches.
Parratr, a mid-ficlda,
was an
important part of the Lancer
tc:1111 this year but will not
return next season.
M.1rc Mard1esc, the oth<:r
Windsor all-star, tied for most

wtth Riccardo Zane of Toronto
although
\1archcse played in
frwcr games.

J'ht' Lam:er and Lanccn:ttc
swimming teams participated in
the Guelph Invitational Relap
last Sunday. and showed some
promise for the coming season.
Lancer coach Bob Trimbec
sai,l the Relays wert' an introductory meet to let new S\\ im·
mers "test their free in the
w,ller)" and get ust'd to compe·
tition. All the races were rdars
to take pressure off 111div1duals
who might be competing for
the first tnnt·.
The mt'n placed 8th out of
30 in th<' 300 m mcdly, 9th out
of 28 m the 200m medley, and
9th out of 30 in the 400m
freestyle.

Thi.' women\
t<:ams placed
fourth out of 28 teams in the
300 metre buttcrfl),
fifth out
of 26 in the 300m backstroke
and they also placed fifth in
the 200m mnilcy.
''The recurnmg team rncm·
bers all bettered their times from
last year's first meet," Trimbee
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The BlackSheep of Canadian Liquors.
Concocted wllh fine Canadian Whisky.
Formore YukonJackrecipeswrite MOREYUKONJACKRECIPES,
Box2710,PostalStatton·u~Toronto,Ontario MBZ 5P1

Our aerobic wear

is asgood for
yourbody as
aerobics.

NOW IN
STOCK!!

-!A

* Rip Stop Nylon
Sh o rts
* Leg Warmer s
* Body Suits
* Leotards
*Tight s
WE STOCK
DANSKIN TOO!

Aerobic dance,., de ...1gncd to
m,1J..cyou ted peat And Nt'\o\Balance aerobic \/\ear,~ de.,1gned
to help With legw,1rmer" to keep
your rnu,;clc-. limber Shortc.and
leotard;,, that gt\C you frcC'dom
of movement And 1.icket...and
T Shirt-.to help you -.t,1vwarm
while you wtnd down All 111
color-. that II m,1kc you k)ok
a., good ,1-.you feel

~

Nylon & Gore tex
Rain Suits by
K-Way
New
Balance Brooks
Marathon from

Ml

$49.90

newbalance
AEROBIC WEAR

NFL
We Do
Floor
Shirts ...
Cresting Too!

Mastercard
Visa

5909·39

:\

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport Store

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORT
CENTRE
Wyandotte St. East

Mesh Shirts
Lions , Miami
Washington
Cincinnati

$42.95
MondayFriday 9-6 p. m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd.)

The
OUAA championship
\\ as won this \'car hv Laur<:nti,1n, \\ho dl'fc~ted ca"r11:ron 1-0
in the final. Both \\ cst<:rn d1\'l·
son tt·ams in the pl.1, offs,
\k.\1astcr
and \Vcstern, lost
their semi-fmal games, :\kMastt·r
los111g2-1 to Carleton and Wt·s·

said, "and the new members cut
their practice times by 30 to
,40 per cent."
The men's team, made up of
ten S\\ 1mmers, will nt'Xt compete
at the OU AA in\'itarional 111
Toronto
on '\iovembcr 25th.
The next day the women's team
will compete in the McMaster
Invitational in llamilton.

------------------

- ------

co mpiled by Diane Beza ire

Special Events
Don't
forget the channel
swim which is under way during
the month of November at the
H.K. pool. For more information contact the Campus Rec.
office.
Any students participating in
the university fitness challenge
du ring October, please return
the completed (yellow) activity
sheet to Campus Recreation i.s
soon as possible co receive your
award.
Men's Hockey

This year's season is off to
a flying start. The 'A' league
looks competitive as ever, as the
"original six" have made impro·
mencs ro their already impressive line-ups from last year.
This rear's turnout for the
'B' league was over\\'helming.
Two 10 team divisions will battle it out for a division and
league championship. There are
several new teams in the league,

- -----------

all of which are welcome additions. Along with the regulars,
the 'B' league should produce
some interesting hockey this
year.
Women's Volleyball

Tuesday night we had a few
extraordinary
games that you
don't usually see in volleyball.
It was an exciting evening with
close and competitive
play.
The Jestsons maintain sole
possession of first place with
24 points and a 6 point lead
over 2nd place Nameless. Tied
for 3rd are the Wreckers and the
Scuzbags with 16 points. Congratulations
to this team as
they were in 6th place last
week but with some close scores
they managed to jump to 3rd
position. The Benchers and
Engineering arc tied for fourth
with + points apiece. Slowly
moving up arc the Jolly Jammers
with 12 pts. and in 5th place,
while the Volley Brawlers' mainrain 6th place position with
8 prs. Last but not least, are rhc

---

Six Floor Sex Pots with 0
wins, but don't despair ladies,
eight teams will be in the semifinals so "Keep on Bumping"
and "Way to dive Gilligan".
Men's Basketba ll
This year's play begins Thurs.
Nov. 17th at 7 pm. Any player
additions (maximum of two)
must be submitted
to the
convenor in writing prior to the
first game. Team captains will
be notified by phone as to when
to pick up their schedules. Any
captains who did NOT make
the meeting are asked to pick

--------

up their copies of this year's
rule modifications at the Campus Rec. office. This year's

Brewers. The standings are as
follows:

Men's Vo lleyba ll

Lampshades
TN.U.C.
Skywalkers
Unknowns
Aggravated Assault
Huron A's

This week m the competitive league, we had a few upsets.
As 5th place Aggravated Assault
sneaked past the Skywalkers
13-11 and second place INUC
slaughtered
1st place Lampshades 24-10.
There were also a few upsets
in the recreational league. 5th
place CJAM slid past 3rd place
Morris Misfits 25-20 and 4th
place Hur'bies beat 2nd place

Cody Hall
Commerce 'A'
Engrneering 0.V.'s
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Pa rti es in te rest ed in pl ayi ng
H o use League Darts pl ease
sign up at Faces.

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" M ember ship s Ava ilabl e"

G reat Lu nc hes at Gr eat
Prices 11 :30 am . 11 :00 p.m.

DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR : 4-7
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Chevy Chase and his partners are arms dealers.
They sell second-rate weapons to third world nations.
But they're not out to stick it to anyone.

ar-e~...--For

You and Your Unborn Child

Ph.

9

"The Nelsons"

Ca//...

Give Life a chance and we ' ll help
you every step of the way .
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COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN

INTRAMU RAL HOCKEY STAND INGS
as of October 28

"A" League
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LSAT / GMAT / GRE / SAT
- Seminars Now Forming University Test Preparation
Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph , Suite 2501
Birmingham, Michigan 48010
(313) 540-5988

The Finest in Test Preparation Since 1977

CHEVYCHASE
SIGOURNEYWEAVER GREGORYHINES
A WILLIAMFRIEDKINFILM A STEVE TISCH-JON AVNETPRODl'CTION
IN ASSOCIATIONWITHBCD YORKINPRODUCTIONS "DEAL OF THE CENTllRY"
WALLACE SHAWN RICHARDLIBERTINI and VINCE EDWARDS
Musicby ARTHUR8. RUBINSTEIN
Executive ProducersJONAVNET,STEVETISCH, PAULBRICKMAN
ADULT
Producedby BUD YORKJN Written by PAULBRICKMAN
" • -ACCOMPANIMENT
Directed by WILLIAMFRJEDKIN
•• •"""'.;".~-'...~ '-:..:'~-

0

NOW PLAYING at a theatre near you.
Check your local listings for details.

The Lance, November 10 , 198 3, Page Sixteen . ___
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by KevinRollascm
The poppies still grow in the fields of Belgium, the
tombstones still stand in silent memorial to those who
fell in conflict, and the eternal flames still burn in coun·
tries all over the world.
Europe still remembers the horrors of the two world
wars that were waged across its lands, decimating their
people, culture, and way of life. All across Europe there
are the memorials and the place names that forever etch
battles and deaths into their consciousness. In a way, it
is a way of life. They will never forget.
Dachau is one of these. I visited this World War II memorial during the summer. It is locat<!d JUSt outside of
Munich, Germany in a small village permanently cursed
with its name. The Nazis called it an isolation camp to
keep prisoners of war contained during the war. The prisoners knew it as an extermination camp.
Tens of thousands of prisoners walked through the
gates never to walk out again. Today a museum to the
Holocaust is on the grounds. The foundations of the
prisoners' barracks arc also there, the Crematorium still
stands in perfect condition, and memorials erected to
the dead stand here. The people who visit here, moved
by the sight of where so many died, will never forget.
In every chuch and cathedral and in every town and
city across Europe there are memorials to the fallen.
Whole families were killed over the course of the war by
both Axis and Allied bombs. Bombs are very indiscriminatory as to who they hit. They hit good people, bad
people, old people, and young people. The people of
Europe walk or drive by memorials and monuments
cvcry single day of their lives. They do not need television shows to remind them of the horrors of these

_
North America is another question. Here for about
two weeks every year, little boxes are set up all over
the country asking for a donation while allowing you to
pm on your person a plastic poppy. These poppies are
made by the veterans of the wars. As well, around this
time of the year, flowers are put of local cenotaphs and
parades are run. But, for an evergrowing segment of
today's population, these actions have become relatively
superficial.
The events of the past were a long time ago. They
happened on continents on the other side of the ocean.
North Americans, because of these two factors have
pretty well lost a lot of the impact behind Remembrance
Day.
And what is the idea behind this day? To remember.
I must admit it 1s hard to remember something that
never happened to you. But it should be remembered.
The theme at the Dachau concentration camp, literally
engraved in stone, 1s "Never Again". These two words at
this site, say more than any poppy, any Remembrance
Day service, and any parade could ever say.
With recent events throughout the world there is an
evergrowmg segment of the population who should remember. Acts of violence m Lebanon, Grenada, Central
America, etc. show that there arc many people who
have forgot. To forget about the tragedies of war is to
be cursed to suffer through them once again. And with
this happening, can there ever be "peace in our time"?
Perhaps, this Friday, at the eleventh hour of the
eleventh day of the eleventh month, during this age of
the potential nuclear holocaust, people \&; ill again
remember. If not the events of the past then the events
of the future. There is nobody around who can have
any excuse
this November 11 there is plenty to think
about and remember. If we don't do it now, we may
never do it at all.

How much fun can you pack
into a VIA traintrip?
For a weekend or a day or two. you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA train trip
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions, our convenient schedules for
weekend trips and our terrific group fares
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take 11easy, take the train Call VIA Rail 01
your Travel Agent now

/~
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theairwav~
by Peter Freele

After 13 years, thousands of
dollars,
and
countless
man
hours,
CJAM-FM
(91.5)
is
officially on the FM dial. The
historic event occurred on Mon·
day, November 14th at 6,00
a.m. when Program Director
Chris Burston made a short
announcement
and put on the
first record. (Ghost Town by the
Specials for trivia fans)
The move to .FM effecrively
solves CJ AM 's lack of presence
on campus. (The station has
trad1tionall y sent out its signal
via earner current available only
to the residences). "We found
that earner currenr didn't work
here ...
we wercn 't taken ser·
Jou sly,"
said Burston,
"the
general frd1ngs about CJAM
were getting negative."
Music Director
Pat Petro
echoed
13urs ton\
comm en ts,
saying, "I t give~ you a lot of
ned1htltt) . . before \\l' were
JUSt a record pla) ing club,
now we're a radio station.''
"It's
a positiv e ste p for
the whole university,'' was how
SAC president David Laird char-

You
by Kevin Rollason

There arc n>ckroaches
in
Vanier Hall Cafeteria, as well
as the residence buildings, but as
J1m
Cummrngs.
Windsor
manager of PCO Wipp cxterm1~
nators said, ' ...
total elimination
1s virtually impossible".
Cummings at first said that
he had been instructed by Earl
Reynolds, Housekeeping Super·
1ntendent for the Univcrs1t), to
only say, "no comment",
but
he then discussed what PCO did
at the school. He had thought
that insinuations were going to
be made about the job his com·
pany did.
He felt there were no major
problems with roaches in Vanier.
He said his company sprays the
cafeteria once a month, or as
often as required, as a "preventative measure''.
When the company sprays the
university they spray kitchen
areas, storage rooms, bar areas,
tunnels, etc. Cummings felt the
university was not an isolated
case in Windsor. In fact, he said,
". . . all universities are the
same"
David Seto, Director of Saga
Food Services, when asked if
there was a roach problem in
Vanier, said it was not as large
as some students claimed. He
said instead that, " . . . it's an
ongoing problem".

acterized the event. And with its
new found accessibility,
the
station should provide a great
service to the university.
The station will offer four

hours a week of community
access programming
that
is
available to student groups, university sports coverage, a phone·
in talk show that \\'ill deal with

issues concerning student and
local news. As well, the station
will air announcements
publicizing events of student organizations.

Lon~~ Photo by CHRIS

It is, however, CJAJ\1's alter·
native music format that should
attract listeners. Pat Petro likens
the approach to the progressive
"underground"
FM stations of
the early seventies, like WABX,
who provided an alternative to
the stale. standardized playlists
of the more commercial stations.
1
" ..Veve got the reputation
of be·
mg a punk station, bur chat's
ridiculous," added Petro, "Just
listen, in an hour you 'II hear all
kind, n f music. '
Chris Burscon also disagreed
wnh this perception . " That's
the problem with labels, '' he
stated , adding that " +5 per cent"
of the station's
programming
\\'as Special Programming, that
1ndud e s, Blues, Jacz. ethnic music. Christian Rock, radio plays
and more.
17or now the station will be
concenrracmg
on polishing its
programming
and building its
listen ersh ip . "S tay ing. on and
rcm,un. ni:! consisten t 1, what 's
1mpurt,inc,'· said Bur..ton, "Now
the fricus is on gcnmg better."

MCN:\M-\RA

The 1983-84 staff of CJAM, survivors of 15 years of FM battles, coast rheir historic first week on the
air. CJAM can be heard on 91.5 FM. Tune in and hear what you're missing.

Seto said that as \\ di as
spravmg, PCO also comes in
even 60 to 90 days and fogs
the cafeteria . To fog the) lock
all the food a,, ay, cover e\'Cl').
thmg, and cngul f the cafeteria
with spray.
Seto said that the residences
also had quite a problem wHh
cockroaches,
especial])
Mac
Donald Hall. lie said that the,
are sprayed just like the caf~reria.
Because of the spraying and

.. thissittingdown

togging. Seto felt that it sho\\'ed
that the un1\·crs1ty \\':IS concern·
ed and proved, " . · \ic'n.> not
,JLting on <'Ur a,ses"
Frank Kennn ·, a srnJcnc on
the Food Servic.:es Committee ,
a group that deab \\'ith L·om·
plainrs about University food,
brought up the issue nf roaches
at the last meeting. He had seen
the roaches himself 111 Vanier.
"It 1s no rumour··.
Reynolds. ,, hen asked about
the roach problem ans\\'ercd,

~------------------------------..:...

ISO I~

" That's not a problem - chat's
a contract"
I le said th at the
L mversJt\
had rontraned
l'X ·
terminators for 15 \'Cars.
Roaches arc, ". · .. common
11 nh
every huildmg \\ ith a lor
of peopk,"
Reynolds said. In
fact, he added rhar 1f one
walked into any restaurant in
Windsor and looked in anv
kHc h en. one would find, ". . · .
20 times the amount of cock·
roaches." found here. He said
only -t roache~ had been found

at thl' hegrnning of the ,chool
year after spraying Vanier.
Rt'ynolds
added that thl'
PCO person would not talk to
The Lance since. "I'm
the
per\on respons1)'l l e for ·1t" . I le
felt it \\'as a univer~ity matter
onh' and didn't concern PCO.
Boe!, Revnolds
and Sero,
though they said the~· hated to
· fe It t h at t h c ruac h pro·
say 1c.
bkm was exacerbated by for·
c1gn students.
Reynolds
said
thac their bringing of food into
the residences caused problems,
while Seto said that the pro·
blem was in the crates they
brought from their homelands.
"That's what I was told," Seto
added.

___________
_

outonfunding

by Sukanya Pillay
The Internacional Students' Organization (ISO)
has not yet been allocated any money this semester from the Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) and that has caused much concern within
the organization.
"I realize and respect rhc financial position
SAC is in right now as I too am a member of
SAC," said Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, president of the
ISO, "but alleviating the deficit should not be
at the expense of the international
students."
The ISO is the second largest organization on
campus but, according to Tsilfidis, "when we
went to SAC to find out where our funds were,
we
found
out
that
there
wasn't
any."
The ISO is supposed to be allotted money
directly from SAC because of their peculiar
status on campus. It is not a club in chat its members do not pay membership fees, but it is not a
society either. and therefore cannot be funded
as such.

Tsilfidis pointed out that the ISO was on a
major campaign to form a society for more autonomy and this 'oversight' blatantly shows that
there is a need for strengthening of the voice of
international students on campus.
SAC Vice-President Carolyn Ozimek. the per·
son responsible for club funding, argued that she
"didn't include them (the ISO) because I didn't
know that they were to be included in the club
funding.'' She conceded that they have not yet
been funded but they will be soon.
Ozimek continued by saying that she had real·
ized that the ISO needed their money but because
whe is not involved in SAC finance, she could not
do anything without talking to Kean Wong, SAC
Minister of Finance. Wong has been on leavr, for
the past three weeks in Malaysia. In the meantime,
Ozimek said that the ISO will be able to secure a
loan from SAC. According to Ozimek, "l told
continued on page two

Sherry McMaster, a member
on the Food Services Committee
from Laurier Hall, said that she
had posted a sign on the main
floor of Laurier to allow people
to write comments about Vanier. "(Cockroaches) was one of
the complaints." She admitted,
though, that she had never seen
them herself.
Although
Brendan
Deane,
the Chairperson of the Food
Services
Committee
said,
"I'm not saying anything", he
did say that the university could
never get rid of the roaches,
. only contain them".
Or as Cummings said, " ...
the creatures live around us".

The Lance, November 17, 1983, page 2.

Remembrance
DayRally

To
by Georgina Kosanovic
Fifty students, led by the
University of Windsor Students
For
Nuclear
Disarmament,
braved last Friday's storm to
protest the imminent arrival of
the cruise missiles in Canada.
The Remembrance Day tradition of playing "Taps" was
observed, as Clara Deck and
Sarah Atkinson played a stirring
trumpet duet. This rendition was
followed by a moment of silence
to reflect on the sufferings of
past wars.
Entertainment was provided
by the infamous folk duo

isto endaDmus.'

Fierce Bad Rabbits (FBR). The
Rabbits, Martin Deck and Trevor
Malcolm, thrilled the crowd with
pro-disarmament lyrics such as:
"We're livin' in a world forlorn /
Makes you wish you were ne-ee-ver born."
Despite the snow, the spirits
of the ralliers were up and the
gathering developed into a peace
song-fest. Impromptu
performances by Matthew Romain and
Kevin Johnson rounded out the
rally with an anti-m1ssle version
of "Down by the Riverside"
and "You ain't nothin' but a
first strike, cruisin' all the
time ... "

Lance Photo by CHRIS MCNAMARA

Fierce Bad Rabbits played one last show for Remembrance Day
ceremony before they hibernated for the winter.

Fmdjng
continued from page one
them they would bet their
money, but I couldn't give it to
them without talking to Kean. "
Tsilfidis said that the budget ed amount for the ISO has already been exhausted this semester and "it 's only proper for
SAC to come up with the money
for us as they are supposedly
representing the interests of all
students."
Wong is back from leave now
and he explained that the ISO
will get $400 for this semester
by the end of the week. He
explained that "SAC has to
separately figure out funding
for the ISO (and that) $800
is fair for the year."

FOR SALE - Smith Corona Electric Typewriter. (Coronet 12). About
1 year old. Asking for $180 or best
offer. Please contact 255-9037.
SERVICES
OFFERED
- Typing
service for general typing of papers,
thesis,
reports,
etc. Please call
258-2595
after
5:00
anytime
Saturday or Sunday.
NOTICE - There will be a reunion
of the 1982-83 Seventh Floors of
Mac and Laurier. Party starts at
10 00 p.m. in Stagshead. B.Y.O.B.
See ya there! - Hooper.
NOTICE - A new di5covery has been
made by two u pseudo . auteur filmmakers" (cinemascope HA!HA!HA!)
We're not impressed yet! Too bad
you 're not Antoine or Rene (or better yet Godard!)
Then we'd be
impressed!
FOR SALE 255-1647.

Single bed, $40. Call

HOUSINGFurnished one bedroom
aprt. for rent. $275. near U . of W.
Available Dec . I. Call 258-5207
or 256 ,0558.
HOUS ING- Furnished one bedroom
apt. $2SO , near U of W Av:.ihihJ,.
Jan. I. Call 258 -5207 or 256-0SS8.
NOTICF. - ATTENTION! Anyone
interested
in appearing on AIR ·
WAY FS EXPRESSIONS to read his
or her own poetry should contact
the host of that program, CHRIS
G' VAILLANCOURT,
by leaving a
written message, with your phone
number on it, at the CENTRE OESK
or at CJAM.
NOTICE - Typing Service for
eral Typing of papers. theses
ports,
resumes,
etc. Please
Marlene 258-2595 after 5 :00
Mon.-Fri., anytime on Sat. and

Gen, recall
p.m.
Sun.

NOTICE - There will be a reunion
of the 1982-83 Seventh
l loors
from Mac and Laurier on Wednesday, November
23 in Stagshead
at IO :00 p.m. B. Y .O.B. See ya
there - Hooper.
HOUSING
Wanted
another
female to sublet a two-hedroom
apartment.
Lease
good
until
Ma} I , 1984. Apt.
JO minute
walk
from
U. Call 735-7223.
Lease can he extended.
1'.0TICE :The
United
Church
Cnmpu~ Ministr} at Iona College
208
Sunset
Avenue.
253-7257.
Office Hours 9:00 • 5:00. Worship,
mediation
and ~.ucharist Tuesdays
12 :00 . 12 :40. he! free to drop in
anytime
for
conversation
with
staff
or
other
students.
Iona
Suppers: Home cooked suppers every
fhursda} at 5:30 p.m. S2.00 Held
at Iona College, 208 Sunset. All
students are invited.
FOUND - Male puppy. Approximately
I month old. Black with
white markings. l ound in University
and Campbell
Ave. area.,
Thursday,
Nov. 9 at 8:30 p.m.
If you know who he belongs to,
please call: Holly at 255-9853.
NOTICE
A different
way to
spend Slack Week Feb. 25 - Mar. 4.
Focused Learning Tour of Revolu·
tionary Nicaragua for people interest ed in discovering 1st hand facts
about a revolutionary society. Cost
$900 - fund raising possibilities.
For more information,
come to a
meeting
Fri. Nov. 18 at 5:00
p. m. at the Speakers Pit University
Centre, or call 252- 1517.
WANTED - Desperate! Marketing
231 and Management 140 textbooks
Jost Wednesday. Exam next week!
If found, contact Dave Lesperance,
735-S6S4.

r---------------------,
PASSIONIST COMMUNITY
650SHEPPARD AVE. E.,
WILLOWDALE, ONT. M2K 1B7

Yes,I would like tO receive more information about the Passionist Community and the
opportunities you offer in the service of Christ. I don't know what direction my life will take,
but it's too important not to investigate the possibilities.

ADDRESS--CITY

-----

--------------_

_ PROV.

---POSTALCODE ___

_

L---------------------~
Where are you going?
Perhaps you've never really thought
about a religious vocation before.
But you know this much: you want
to fill the blanks in your life. The hunger
that won't be satisfied by another postgraduate degree, another car or another
executive title. Because the road you
take will be the road less travelled.
We can help. We are members of
the Passionist Community-a Catholic
community of Priests and Brothers
following the crucified Christ in the
world today. And we offer you more than
a job. We offer you a life. A life that's
who le. A healthy, balanced lif&of hard
work, leisure and challenge.
The rewards? A unique opportunity
to change your life and the lives of others
through spiritua l growth, community
service and creative lea dership. Plus the

fraternity and total support of a religious
community that shares the same passion
for life and social action.
Can you do it?
If you are called, you can do it.
How do you know if you are called?
Listen.
Where are you going?
Fill in the blanks.

Passionist
Community

@

----------------------------------

- -----------------T

US. ~or
by Dave Do rken
Paul H. Robinson, United
States Ambassador to Canada,
spoke to about 150 students
and professors in Moot Court in
the Law Building last Monday.
His speech was tame as he
touched on topics such as his
family ties with Canada, "improved" Canadian-American relations, the Foreign Investment
Review Agency (FIRA), the
National Energy Program (NEP),
the United States' picture of the
world, and the threat of the
Soviet menace.
It was a classic confront·
ation.
On the left of the hall were
the peace-niks, the boys in
suits and ties sat to the right,
and at the back stood a banner
touting bunch whose sign compared the Grenada invasion to
Afghanistan and Poland.
In the middle, in gun-fighter's stance, towered the generally outspoken R obinson, who,
with a gravelly voice, Reaganesque barbs, and his party line
prepared to fend off all.
Afte r the speech, Robinson
used the typical U.S. administration rhetoric to deflect all
but a few pointed shots at his
country's policies.
Confrontation between him and the aud ience during the question period
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ine

follows

was frequent, and varied widely
in intensity.
Questioned
about possible
parallels being drawn between
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and U.S. intervention in
Grenada, Robinson responded
that "In Afghanistan a larger
country invaded a smaller count·
ry. I think the way the Soviets
invaded
Afghanistan
was
wrong . . . After nine days our
troops started to withdraw. After
four years the Russian invaders
are still there."
Asked about the Sidney Jaffe
case (a Canadian kidnapped by
American bounty hunters), Robinson argued that "it did take a
long time and we were lucky
we got him back.
We can't
insure that it won't happen
again ...The bounty hunters acted
on their own and we hope the
situation has been rectified. The
only thing we could do is pass
a federal law on the prerogatives
of sovereign jurisdictions."
On the subject of the Cuban
Missile Crisis in 1962, Robinson
argued that the Dulles' policy
of brinkmanship resolved the
problem.
He added that "the
Soviets have bu ilt up (their
nuclear arsenal) since the Cuba n
Missile Crisis. They have increased their military expenditures and outnumber us two
or three ro one. There's no

limit to it.
That's why we
want arms reduction."
FIRA was another point of
contention during the question
period. Asked about American
views on FIRA and NEP, R obinson explained that the Americans have "never argued about
Canada's right to determine
what is significant to Canada.
The British, the French, and
ten of your provinces complained of the bureaucratic excesses. This difficulty was curtailing foreign investment in
Canada.
Canadiamzation and
the NEP? Nobody is arguing
about Canadian nationalization,
just the methods of certain elements in the program."
The subject that provoked
the most hostility amongst the
audience, however, was the American invasion of Grenada.
"Six democracies asked us to
intervene," explained Robinson,
"and we were concerned about
the welfare of our own people .
It was ana rchy in Grenada.
They murde red the Prime Mmister. We' ll take any action we
see necessary, and where we
think it is necessary.
(Under
circ u mstances similar to those
in Grenada) we'll do it again.
There was no duly constituted
authority (on Grenada) except
the Governor General, and he
asked us to intervene too."

Lance Pho to by CHRI S M CNAM ARA

Paul H. Robinson , U.S. Amba ssador to Canada , discu ssed Canadian
- U.S. relationship s at the Law Building on Monday. " It was a
classic confr ontation ."
The outlandish and provokmg
comments of the Paul Robinson
of earlier days, \\ h1ch catalyzed
into cool Can-Am relations, were
nowhere apparent on Monday.

Rather, what was heard was the
Reagan Administration's picture
of the world touted right dow n
the line.

NOTICE
General
Student Meeting
This is you r chance to speak ou t an d b e heard.
If yo u wouf d lik e to:
1. Vo ice yo u r o p in ion regarding t he Stud ents' A dmin istrative Co un cil,
Un ive rsit y Admi nist ration or any othe r matte r dea lin g with t he Un iversi ty;
2. Expre ss new ideas and suggestions t hat w il l b enefit t he stude nts;
3. Ask a que stion of yo ur S.A.C. or U niv ersit y Admini strati o n. and get an
answer ;
Thi s is your opportunity to give input and chang e things for the bett er at the
Univer sity of Wind sor. Your Student Council wants to know how you feel
and what your suggestions are, so they can work hard to give you what you
want
The first General Student Meeting will be held on Monday , De cember 5
1983 at 1 :00 in Assumption Lounge located in the University Centre. For
effi ciency , written submissions of ideas and topics of discussion s in advance
would be deeply appreciated. Please forward them to Robert Neposlan ,
Commissioner of Internal Affairs up to Dec. 2/83, at the S.A.C. Offi ce.
FORMAT OF THE M EETING
1. Writt en subm issions will be tak e n.

2. Som eo ne will meet you at the door if you have not alrea d y submitt e d a nything but wish to speak
you will be given a ca rd o n which you will ide ntify yourse lf and the to pic o n wh ich yo u wo uld like
to spe ak.
3. The re will be a panel o f SAC re pre se ntative a t th e front. along with rep rese ntativ es from the
adm inistration. They will be there to liste n to you and p ossibly an swe r any qu es tions yo u ma y
have.
4. The C hai rpe rso n will intro d uce you an d th e to pic of d iscussion fro m the car d you have filled out
or fro m a sub mission made in ad vanc e.
s. The re will be microphon es o n th e floor from whe re you will speak.
6. Writt e n sub missions will be read b y th e Cha irpe rson to th e studen ts for peo ple who d o not wish
to sp ea k at th e mee ting.
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AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, you
can r.astefor yourself why our whiskey is so
uncommon ly smooth.
As soon as you sip the water we
use, you can cell it's
something special.
That 's because it flows,
pure and iron-free,
/
from a limestone
t IIi / J
spring located deep ~
under the ground.
-

I
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AcJackDaniel

Distillery, we've used chis iron -free
water since our founder settled here
in 1866. Once you try our whiskey,
we believe, you'll know why we
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Cockroaches in the cafeteria. When vve first heard about the story,

we at The Lance were disgusted, as VYC>Uld
anyone when you think
of cockroaches, but we never thought of it as a major story. Wejust
felt it was
of those stories we had been told about, so it was our

Item 1: Lance reporter hears student say that he'd heard another
one
student say they'd seen cockroaches 1na salad at Vanier cafeteria. responsibility to check it out.
Reporter questions Saga tv'lanagerwhether he'd heard if there 'Nere
And that is exactly what we did. We covered the story. When
cockroaches in their salad. I-le said it was a rurn:>ur.We contact we finally had a chance to talk to everybody, everybody agreed
person on Food ServicesComrruttee'Nho says he told the Manager that there were cockroaches in the cafeteria, but everybody also
about the codkroaches and he is suooosed to be lookino into the said that 1t was not a problem that was out of hand. It was a probproblem. We re-contact Sagamanager and ask him if there are roaches
lem that could never be completely solved, largely due to the tenatn Vanier. He says yes, but 1tis not a problem.
city of cockroaches.
If there was no maJor problem, w,y then would three different
Item 2: Lance reporter calls Oiairperson of Food ServicesCommittee, the person who should be in the know where Food Services people, to varying degrees, try to say no comment, cover up the
is concerned. Reporter asks 1f there are roaches in cafeteria. "No problem, and even go so far as to tell other people not to say anycomment" he says at first. Finally says there are roaches but you thing on the matter? If a person wants to downplay the importance
of a story they should not say things like that. Nothing increases
can neverget nd of them.
a reporter's zeal like the smell of a ix,ssible cover-up. ( ie. CockItem 3: Lance reporter calls exterminator company. Sets up appoint- roachgate?)
ment to meet with him next day. Llte afternoon phone call from
Perhaps everybody should be more informed as to the way to
University l-:lousekeepingDirector informs reporter that he has handle the press. One of the major lessons is never to try suppresinstructed exterminator not to talk with reporter. Director reasons sing a story. Although 1tcould do damage in the short run it is rruch
that 1t 1sstrictly a university matter and his is the only one respon- better to get it over quickly rather than drag it along for who knov..s
sible for it. Reporter disagrees and goes to exterminator anyway. how long.
Exterminator says he has been instructed to say only "no comOr as a person in Public Relations once said, "Better a quick
ment'', but he reconsidersand talks to reporter.
hemorrhagethan a slow bleed".

the raconteur
by john liddle
News Item The: transplantmb of human org.ins h s been
made much easier smce the d1sc0\ cry of C) closporene, a
drug which prohibits the body from rejecting donor
organs. As of\ ct there ha~ been no m1htary application
of this process
Here comes old Sarge, steel-Jawed Sarge swaggering
down the aisle towards me, a cigarette dangling from
his hps If the Head Surgeon ~er sees Sarge he'll be m
shir smoking 1sn t allowed m Mtlital) Hospitals, chat 1s
1f you could call this a hospital The bop on the front
hne have their own \\Ords for It, four letter words. They
5a) that "hen the) send ) ou in here } ou come out a
different man I hat's the truth.
"Gibson!" he sa\s to me, "How're ,a dom', son?
How's the new leg and arm? Can you walk yet? I want
>ou up there "uh our bo) s, there's a v.hole lotta hell
gom on, an' I need C\el) bod> I can gee. Can) ou v.alk

~on; Can ro11 carr) a nflc'"
''I don 'r know, Sarge, it's onl> been a da} nO\\. J
lost a tatoo on m} right arm."
' I oo bad. And v. hat about Kowalski here, hov. \
he <loin'?'' Sarge glanced at my hed,1de partner, Ernie
KO\\alski. Ernie had ju~t had his chest, lungs, and lower
abdomen transplanted. I le \\ as unconscious.
"Not sure, sir," I sa1d,"the Head Surgeon "
"-that bastard!"
" -savs he mi)!ht not make it. The cydosporene
d1dn 't help There's C<.lmphcat1ons."
"Shit!" Sarge spat. "And what about McGregor?"
"He's JU5t about d()nc m, sir. They might have to
ship him to Spare Parts. I k's had four transplants in the
last three v.ceks. A man can only take so much."
"Sergeant Decker!" A \"Otceboomed from the c:nd of
the hall. It wa~ Head Surgeon Vernon Louis Parrington.
"I thought I told }'OU about smokmg, or perhaps you're
a bit on the stupid side?'
Ignoring his querv, Sarge: shor back: "I \\ ant to knO\\
v.hen m} bodies will be ready, Pamngton. and that's
all I need men that can carry arms "
"Bodies! llow can you l,111them that?"
'' 'Cause that's v.hat thC) are, doc. look at Kowalski

here. So doped up on cyclosporenc he doesn't know his
ass from a hole m the ground. And Earl McGregor over
there. he's got so many different bod) parts he might be
half commie for all I kno,\. l don't care what you call
'em, doc, thq 're soldiers first .. "
Mv mind drifted, pondering the chao of the Modern

WJ.y:' men marching mto machine gun fire, being
.:arted off after their hod1e~ were riddled with bullets,
taken to a factory \\ here doctors would rebuild them
\\ 1th an assembly line precision usmg the Raymond
Ta) tor method of recycl1f1cation or cellular transmod1f1cation, and the whole prncess contmuing into mfin•t} ...

"C'mon Gibson, we're going to \\ar!'' Sarge had me
on my feet, the leg felt fme.
J'hc next day, a few hours aftt•r l had heard that
McGregor had been shipped off to Spare Parts, I was out
\\Ith Sarge on patrol. We ~potted a smper atop a grassy
knoll, and Sarge sent me off to do him m. Sneakmg
behind him, I caught a glimpse of his ann . A bold tatoo
read· "Death before Dishonor." l fired with a deadly
accuracy.
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Ombudsman:
Parkingproblem?
by D.A. Macisaac
Why can'r there be a parking garage, or lot, to help the
parking problem at the University?-Margaret Hawkes.
Do you think the students are being given a fair shake
with the present method of parking permit allocation?
-James Soda.
In order to competently
address ourselves to Ms.
llawkes question, we should approach this issue from
two angles . First, does the present and expect de·
mand for parkmg facilittes suggest that construction of
new lots 1s warranted? Secondly, given that the university's resources are scarce, as opposed to unlimited, is
the construction of new parking facilities feasible? Due
to length limitations,
I will deal with construction
fcasabilit) in this article and with the crucial issues of
the fairness of the present permit allocation process and
demand for ne,, park mg lots in the next issue.
The authority for rhc construction of university parkmg facilities lies formally and ultimatel} with the
President of the University; however. it might safely be
said that the relevant Advisory Committee to the President is highly influential in the preliminary process
of deciding upon, among other things, the feasibility of
acting to construct new parking lots.
The members of this rnmm1ttee arc: David Laird,
SAC President, Mr. Parkinson, \'.P. of Finance, Mr. T.
Edwards. the Union representative to the Committee,
C.W. \1organ, Assistant V.P. of Operations, Dr. A.
Trcnthalc, (Geograph}' Department),
the faculty rep·
resentative and the Chairperson of the Committee.

Irrespective of demand, the committee assesses the
feasibility of new parking lot construction along two
dimensions: economic considerations and the availability of land suitable for use as a park mg lot.
First, in respect to economic consideratwns,
the
construction must be financially viable as defined by
the bounds of good sense. As interpreted b) the Com·
mittee, consider~tions of good sense necessarily pre·
elude the construction of overground and/or underground parking lot fac1lit1es Lots of this sore. according
to :\1organ, \1ould cost an amount ranging from $5,000
to $8,000 per car space, taking a rclat1\'ely conservative
estimate, therefore, of say $6,000/spacc, a nC\\ 100
space parking Int \\ ould eost about $600,000. This,
according to the Committee, 1s just not financiall y
acceptable from any c\·aluatn-c ..tandpoint be it, ret urn
on their investment or payback pcriod .
In order to m.1ke such an cndcavor f1nanc1all) acn·ptabk
the c.1rrcnt cost of perm1b 1,ould need to
he "raised from $60 / ) car to rough I) S2 SO/ year." This
fee increase, I'm -.urc. would also he unacccptahle to
the student l><HI) I lo\1 e\·cr. ,1ci:ording to ,\\org;in and
Si:hillcr. a ne,, I 00 space surf.ice park mg lot i:o~ung
approximate!)
$2500/space \\ ould not bt· .:ost prohibiti,·e. With all present parking lots no,\ full) paid for
and contributini: to profit (last ) car's profit was aboui
S 12,000) the initial inve~tmcnt for a lot ,1·1th I 00 spaces
\\'ould he taken from opcraung funds and amortized
over a probable pt·riod of ten year, - t \'en fa~tcr with
a marginal overall ini:rcase m pcrrrnt fees. Put quite
simpl}, ,, c're limited in any e\·cnt to h~\·mg surface
parking lots thc size of\\ h1ch would be detcrmined by

Freedomof expressionthreatened
Dear Editor:
After reading Lorenzo Buj's article, "Why Parents
Cr}'" in the Nov. 3 issue of the Lance, my first reaction
was: "What an arrogant, self-serving piece of crash!"
It seemed to me that the majority of the articles the
Lance was publishing were articles servmg exlusively
the New Music or punk rock segment of the campus
community.
However, several things were pointed out to me
that I had overlooked. First of all, the reason all of the
music reviews (albums, concerts, etc.) arc about new
music, is because nobody else has bothered to come
forward with anything different. It's fine to be able
to criticize our own paper, but criticism without action
1s meaningless. If a student doesn't like what is bemg
written in the Lance, then it is up to him or her to con·
tribute what he or she would like to read.
Secondly, I had to stop and ask myself why the punk
rockers draw such a violent reaction from the rest of
the community
(including myself). What arc we so
opposed to? What is the point of living in a society
which professes freedom of expression. when that very
society tries to repress such different attires? In chis
case, freedom of expresswn becomes little more than
a farce.
Granted, when punk rock began co hit the music
scene, I, along with many other "wankcrs" refused to
listen to the music and on more than one occassion,

ridiculed the haircuts and style of dress. But what ,,e
all conveniently
forgot, is that rock music started
exactly the same way. Both t} pes of music had to fis~ht
to becc~me accepted, because both \\ ere rebelling against
repressive "norms."
However, since rock music has become so w1deh·
accepted, people have once again become narro,\ minded, cspe~ially concerning '\le\\' \\usic. A Ith ough I still
do not hke the music, and I'm not about to sha\'c m,·
head, I have to accepi ,1 hat has been pointed out tom;,
,,·c may not agree with the punk rockers, but we have
to allow them their choice. Maybe since most of us
weren 'c around \\hen the controversv over rock music
erupted i_nt~e fifties. ,,e can't apprc~iate that che punkcrs are f1ghung for exactly the same principles. If ,,·e
don't. allow them their freedom of exprcss10n, then the
principle that allowed the development of music b\'
such ptoneers as Presley. Dylan llendrix. Joplin
c\·c·n
the Beatles becomes meaningless.
Perhaps \\ e shL>uldn't feel so threatened. After all,
music can't stand still; variation and diversit\' won't
kill rock music, but prohibiting experimentation
and
change will. This would tend to make one wonder about
our so-called "freedom"
of express10n in Western
societ}'.
Lisa De1Col

Alienglamourin a lunch-bucket
town
Dear Ed itor:
In defence of the La nce's forsaken arts editor, we
wish to comment on "Why Parents Cry" (3 Nov 83)
and the weak narrow-minded opposition to that feature.
(10 Nov 83). We feel "Why Parents Cry" is not only
an entertaining feature, but it is also an accurate assessment of Windsor's cultural void.
We are annoyed that three allegedly intelligent open·
minded university students could miss entirely the
whole thesis of "Why Parents Cry." Unlike the letters
to the editor, the feature is far from "ironic, narrowminded or self-righteous." It is however a realistic state·

mcnt of a pathetic and pervasive conventionalism that
has this cultural desert in its grip; a malaise that, obviously, permeates our campus.
We laud Mr. Buj's courageous attempt to expose the
fact that, culturally speaking, Windsor lives up to Jts
image of being the qumtesential lunch-bucket town. Yes
Mr. BuJ, alien glamour, not to mention creative impetus
is hard to bear in this difficu lt times. Wake up people
its 1983!
Mike Bickerstaff
Stan Malenk o vic

demand.
From my investigation, I have determined that there
are basically four potential land sites for construction
of surface parking lots. The first site is the land directly adjacent to Lot U. This land would be considered
ideal for a surface parking lot if it were not for a resident
whose house 1s situated on the south-west corner of the
land and who has consistently and steadfastly refused
ro sell her house to the uni\'crsity for anything les~ than
what I take to be an exorbant sum. Somewhat under·
standably, the uni\'ersity has been apprehensive of making a purchase of this nature for fear that its future
bargaining position in land and building acquisitions
would be undermined.
In addition, the choice of this
site would mean that the Grad House 1, ould be no longer. Thc costs therefore to both the uni, ersit, and the
students 111 choosing this site arc ob\'lous.
·
The second pott·ntial land Site 1s located m the
•eneral north-east area of the uni\·crslt).
Parkmg lot
constructJon here ,, ,lUld lamcntahh necessitate the demc,lition of u nn crs1t~·owned houses~
rhe third potential sire ts h)cated d1rcctl) m front of
the residence buildings fucing Wyandotte, construction
,1 ould entail sacr1t1nng scenic grassland for additional
parking. Hem big arc ,·ou on grass?
Ii seems quite reasonable, therefore, to assert that
neither economic considerations nor the scarce availab1lit~ of land \\ ould preclude surface park mg lot construction.
If significant dcmand for added parking
fucil1t1es can be shown to exist, the construction of a
new parking lot must then be considered to be feasible.
If you ha,·e a problem or question about the University,
send it ro the Ombud~n,an, c/o rbi• I ,111ce

Stop thesteam
Dear Editor:

I write this letter in the form of a pica. belie\'ing that
my request will ha\·e much support.
The issue, once agam, revokes arnund conditions I
f!nd ~,ysclf in at _least thr~e times a week in our respect1vc library. Dunng my first year as a student at this
Uni\'ersity, I ,,as fortunate enough to have had the use
of a studio in Assumption Uni\'ersit, but we all know
what happened to the South-West\\ i~g of that building.
Smee. th~t time: I ha\'e been forced to conduct my
studymg m the librarv . It has been mv intention for two
\·~ars now _ro write t·h1s lerre1 but ,;1th piles and piles
ot academic-type
work, my time has been valuable.
Aftt·r. chis morning's incident though, l can no longer
contam my disgust!
What I would like co kno,, 1s, why the engineers
employed b} this l.in1versitv sec fit to turn the librarv
into a ste_am bath when stu,dents are falling asleep ov:r
theof) without added aid from high temperatures. I
do ~ot know who has control over the heat register and
realize that come ,,inter ,,c'II need that heat, but ,\h}'
not heat in moderation?
If student comfort cannot be considered then maybe
consideration could be given to ever-increasing energy
costs. What-ever the reason, please someone, turn down
that heat!
Chris Den eau
Psych, Yr. lll

A letter to the t-ditor should be limited to 500 words
or less. They ma}· be sub mitted to t he Lance office
dircccly or d roppe d off at t he Lance's mailbox at the
SAC o ffice on th e seco nd floor of che Uni,c rsity Cen t re
d ur ing normal busi ness hours. Th e Lance rese rves t he
right to ed it all letters for liuel and ,pace. All lett ers
Ill use he sign ed .
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decideto optout

CFSchoDenged
while
TORONTO (CUP) - The same issues that have provoked sharp debate within the Canadian Federation of
Students dominated a Nov. 5-6 meeting held to discuss
the future of the federation.
The meeting, organized by the University of Toronto's student council, brought together student politicians
from both CFS and non-CFS campuses across the country.
Many of the issues they discussed - weighted voting,
the scope of the federation's action and lobbying methods - have been much debated within the federation
recently.
Students from large post secondary institutions, for
example, favour some form of weighted voting for CFS.
They believe schools with large student populations
should have more votes at CFS than small schools.
Barb Urwin, a University of British Columbia delegate co the Toronto conference, said UBC hasn't joined C rs because the voting system is unfair to large
,chools.
However, Peter Noel, a delegate from Newfound-

land's Memorial University, a relatively small institution,
said he favours the current one-school/one-vote system.
"A national organization has to look after smaller
institutions," he said.
Regarding the scope of debate within CFS, some
delegates said they thought the federation should avoid
caking positions on non-education issues.
Al Shpych, a Saskatchewan delegate, said he thought
non-education topics took time away from discussion
of education-related
issues. And Mike Ferrabee of
Waterloo University said CFS should not adopt positions that will "alienate" large numbers of students.
On the ocher hand, Cathy Laurier of che U of T
Graduate Students Union, said she thought students, as
members of society should express opinions on social
issues. She was joined by Peter Waite, a U of T SAC
representative, who said "student leaders have a responsibility to reflect student opinions."
Some delegates expressed concern that CFS is out of
touch with its student membership. UBC's Barb Urwin
said her school has never received more than a "news-

paper" from CFS She said the federation has been insensitive to local issues.
A number of delegates said they thought the federation should be used to exchange information and to lobby the federal government on education and funding
issues.
Nancy Taylor of Hamilton's McMaster University,
said CFS will be successful when "all involved participate fully." Her opinion was supported by Ian Nelmes,
chairperson ofC FS-Ontario.
Meanwhile, the federation is in danger oflosing three
of its most important members. At the University of
Alberta, which became the largest full member after
an Oct. 21 referendum, an appeal by the federation's
opponents to overturn the results is being considered
by a student government committee.
And in Halifax, the Dalhousie University student
council decided in lace October to hold a "reaffirmation" referendum for membership in the federation.
Another such referendum will take place at the University of Regina.
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~----repare yourself for success in
today's highly competitive world as
an RIA Management Accountant.
With your degree and the RIA designation you will have the professional
edge in the job market.
You will be entering a profession that
cannot supply RIAs fast enough to keep
up with the demand from business and
government. .. a need that is projected to
continue through this decade and beyond.
RIAs are in demand because of their
unique training in management as well as
accounting. They have expertise in strate-
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....

gic planning, budgeting, operations control and data analysis. RIAs move ahead
quickly on the management team.
Over 550/oof all RIAs hold senior positions in business, industry and government. Your job prospects will improve
the day you start the RIA program
because employers recognise the committment you have made to obtaining professional qualifications.
What's mo re, the RIA program is flexible. You can work toward your degree
and RIA designation at the same time. In
fact, you may already qualify for advanced
standing in the RIA program.

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
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Experience the International Flavour
Date : November 26 , 1983
Ti me: 8:00 p. m.
Place : Ambassador Aud itorium
Tickets : $3 .00 / $5 .00 for couples
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Stuckindeepwaters?
by Ste phanie Signorile
Two speakers on the subject
of Grenada were received at
Assumption University on Monday, November 14. They were
David Finkel, editor of Changes
magazine and a member of
CISPES living in Detroit. and
Carolyn Green, a Canadian physiotherapist involved in CUSO,
who was in Grenada before
and during the invasion. They
both spoke in opposition to
the invasion. As Green put it,
their position is "not merely
anti-American and anti-military,
but pro-peace and development."
Finkel commenced by dealing
with the question of why
American reporters were taken
out of Grenada.
In his eyes,
it was not out of concern for
their well being but because
"it serves the American government for the truth not to
come out immediately."
He
then analysed the American
desire and claim to attempt
to reinstate democracy in Grenada by examining the so-called
democracy that is being referred to, namely the pre-1979
pcnod when Eric Gairy and
his "mongoose gang" were in
power.
Gairy was one of the first
mass labor organizers but he
later "proved to be an egotistical, corrupt individual." His
"d1ctatorsh1p" could apparently
be compared to chat of Somoza
and his cohorts-repressive, corrupt and militaristic. Gairy
was, in fact, well known for his
"affiliation"
or "association "
with the milita r}' dictatorshi p in
Chile.
Finkel stat ed sarcastically that "this is fine democratic ruling in the eyes of the
United States."
Finkel suggests that what
the United States really seeks
to do is to restore"Gairyism
without Gairy," just as Carter
tr ied to establish "Somozaism
without Somoza."
Returning to the media and
events occuring in Grenada and
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Rose City Duplicate Bridge Club
at
St. Matthew's Anglican Church
(on Norfolk at Glenwood)
Game s:

7:30
1 :0 0
7:3 0
6:00

Tuesdays
We dn esdays
Fridays
Sundays

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Fee: $3.00 per player.
For fu rther information call:
Rosema ry D ragich 969-8294

ONE FREE PLAY WITH THIS AD

CUSO worker Carolyn Gree n spoke about Grenada on Monday.

its nearby countries, Finkel reported that more and more facts
are being presented each day.
What is being revealed is a
"concentration
camp-like" situation, including such atrocities
as "people being held and interrogated in packing crates".
In Barbados and the Dominican
Republic, there are "witch
hunts" and the editor of the
Caribbean Contact has been expelled.
Eugenia Charles, in
the Dominican Republic, has apparently instituted a high treason law.
Finkel rounded up
this scenario by saying these
places are becoming "American
police states-big concentration
camps."
Green reported that the connitio ns pre ced ing the invasion
were only positive.
In all
respects Grenada seemed to be a
country on its way to full recovery, its people "breaking out
of the vicious poverty cycle"
and their means of livelihood
Demg developed.
He added
that the irony is that October is
usualiy tourism month in Grenada.
Accord ing to Green, the
announcement that Maurice 8 1s-

hop was under house arrest
was the first shock as it seemed
that nothing preceded it. The
division of the party had been
concealed from the public.
The next shock was his assasination which occurred on his
way to the hospital the day of
his release. Because there were
so many people in the streets,
Green explained that it was
difficult to sort out the events
and there is some question as
to whether Bishop was killed
when the armoured cars barged
through the crowd or shortlv
thereafter. Green does not
'
believe that a coup had taken
place.
lie added that although the
invasion was "inevitable." the
people of Grenada had great
difficult y believing it and were
so terrified they wished for
something as devastating as a
hurricane to prevent it.
Finkel 's speculation for the
future of Grenada was less than
favourable as he suggested the
strong possibility that the Grenadian airport may become an
American military base. In this
event, there would be "no
chance of peaceful reform."

COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN
Tonight

"The Nelsons"

1 QO/ooiscount

Offered
upon presentation of
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1261 Grand Marais Rd. W.
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$1.50 Students
$2.00 others
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by Carling
O'Keefe
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FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR : 4-7
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The a11ra of a troubled tnind.
by J ohn Liddle
Goaded on by my colleagues, l attempt to define the
work "Kafkaesque."
Franz Kafka was born one hundred years ago. July
3, 1883. In literary circles, an event of this nature is
akin to a celebration - lirerature, as we all know, plods
along somewhat faster than history, but not much but it is also a time for a re-evaluation by us of Kafka.
As a writer, Kafka was a hopeless introvert. As a
citizen in the town of his birth, Prague, he worked as
an Insurance Adjustor by day, and wrote at night.
Kafka wrote for no one other than himself. felt thar
"hands" did his writing for him, and left strict orders
with his friend and biographer, Max Brod. to burn all
of his journals after his death. Fortunately, Brod
after a great deal of consternation and doubr - decided
to publish his deceased friend's work. Kafka was not
a prolific writer, he did 1,1,-riteexcessive journals, but
his literary output amounts to only a few stories, three
novels, and one well known letter. Kafka's novels have
no settings, the plots arc generally static, his character5
either act erratically or with a calculating logic, and the
tone is one of sobriety mingled with apprehension .
Why, then. do we celebrate Kafka?
J think it's to our benefit to examine Kafka from a
historical standpoint.
When Edvard Munch painted
"The Scream" in 1893 - a startling canvas depicting
a figure on a bridge, reeling m terror- it served as a
benchmark for the emire movement of German Expressionism-a
prevailing mood in German art rhat advocated the venting of one's state of emotional despair,
using the canvas (or page) as a foil or baffle between the

It seems so dreadful to stay
a bachelor, to become an old
man struggling to keep o ne 's
dignity whil e begging for an invit ation wh enever o ne wants to
sp e nd an evenin g in com pany,
to lie ill gazi ng for weeks int o an
emp ty roo m fro m th e co rne r
whe re one's bed is, always
havin g to say go od nigh t at th e
front doo r, never t o run up a
st airway be side on e's wife, to
hav e on ly side doors m o ne's
roo m lead ing into ot her people 's
living roo m s, h aving to carry
artist and viewer. Expressionism seemed a logical movement 1n contemporary thought. It embodied the French
concept of "fin de sicclc" (literally, "end of the century"), the depressing "philosophy"
that foresaw the
end of the world by the year 1900, as well as Anatole
France's dabbling in theories of solipsism (that is,

one's supper home m one's
hand , having to admire other
people 's ch ildren and not even
being allow ed to go on say ing,
"I have no ne m yse lf," m ode lling
onese lf in app earance and behavio r on o ne or two bache lo rs
rem em ber ed from one's yout h .
T hat 's how it will be, except
th at in reality, both today and
late r, o ne will sta nd th ere with a
p alp able b ody and a real head, a
real fo reh ead, that is, for sm iti ng
on with o ne 's h and.

all experience is subjective; one is only aware of one's
selO. All of Europe was engaged in a monstrous affair
oi inrrospection, of anguish, of numb isolation and
fear. In his journal. Kafka pondered whether or not
he should marry. lie wrote that he had the "Inability
to bear living alone, not any inability to live, quite the
contrary; it is even unlikely that I understand how to
live together with someone; but to bear the onslaught
of my own life, the onslaught of time and old age, the
vague pressur e of the itc h ro wri te, my skcpnessness
the near approach of madn ess - to be ar all this alone
I am unable. Perhaps I should fit in naturally. My connection wirh F. will lend my existence greater powers
of resistance."

So perhaps the best resource
is to meet everything passively ,
to make yourself an inert mass,
and, if you feel that you are
being carried away, not to let
yourself be lured. into taking a
single unnecessary step, to stare
at others with the eyes of an
animal, to feel no compunction,
in short, with your own hand to
throttle down whatever ghostly
life remains in you, that is, to
enlarge the final peace of the
graveyard and let nothing survive
save that.
A characteristic movement m
such a condition is to run your
little finger along your eyebrows.
It was a rebellious age, a striking back at the Old
Guard.
In his "Letter to My Father". Kafka wrote:
"Yo u pu t special crust in bringing u;i children by means
of irony, and this was most in keeping with your superiority over me . One was so to speak already punished
before one knew that one had done something bad" .

From 1904-9, the German writer Rainer Maria
Rilke was working on his Th e Notebo ok s of Mariti s
Lur ids Brigge, a novel whose setting was Paris - the slagheap Paris of l lenry Miller's Tro pic of Cancer: home of
denizens, whores, and the scum of the earth. ln Rilke's
work, a young Danish poet, our narrator, begins his
odyssey by noting: "So this is where people come to
live, I would have though it was a city to die in".
This was the general mood: oppressiveness, futility,
lack of love, inrroversion, machine age paranoia, smiling
bureaucracies, a listless intelligensia. And into it stepped
Kafka, an anomalie-an
expressionist without an audience. While it is true that he had a few stories published before his death (of tuberculosis) in 1924 (i.e.
"Meditations",
"The Verdict"), his three novels were
published posthumously (The Trial, The Castle, Amer ica). One problem Brod encountered with the publishing
of Kafka 's work was his odd style: in The Trial, for instance, Htod had w order the chapters in the book;
Kafka did not w~ite in any linear or chronological
sense, he wrote chapters at a time. left many of them
incomplete, and ge~cral!y spun his tale as a sequence of
scenarios .
And odd, odd scenarios they were indeed. In The
Trial, Joesph K. is arrested one morning for a crime
he hasn't committed - in fact, he doesn't know what
the charge is. yet he assiduously pursues Justice,
traipsing about the town conferring with those who have
an "influence" with the court. In The Castle, K. searches
for the town 's casde- it's omnipresent, on everyone's
lips, yet is an illusion The narcissim that Expressionism
!cnt itself to presupposed that "reality " - whatever that
might mean- is inauthentic, a sham, required that the
artist create their own world. Kafka , who once wr ote
that "Ev.crl}l:tbingthat is not connected with litera ture
1 hate " , reinvented the myth: for him it was "reality".
I should also mention that Kafka took a philosophic
approach to writing, in fact he called writing "creative
philosophy".
As Jorge Luis Borges, the brilliant
Argentine writer noted in his "Kafka and His Precursors" a radical-that is. "root"-rcading
of Kafka reveals
a reworking of Zeno's paradox of the tortise and the
hare. This was later echoed in the philosophy of William
James, brother of the American novelist Henry, who
posrulated that the re could be no such thing as fourteen
minutes. because. in order for there to be fourteen
minutes there must first be half of foun:een min utes,
half of seven minutes, ha!f of three and one half minutes, and so on ad infinitum. It is precisely this "logic"
that winds its way throughout the canon of Kafka's
work. The closer we get to our fourtee n minutes (or
in Joseph K.'s case, in The Trial , the closer he gets to
the High Court) the further we are away, frustrated in
a laby rinthine entrapment.
While we do tend to look upon Kafka as a curio
in the history of letters, he did share with many other
writers and thinkers the ideas and style that formed
the groundwork for Modernism. Dostoevsky, in his
"Notes From the Unde rground" wrote: "I am a sick

At first she even used to call
him to her, with words which
apparently
she took to be
friendly, such as, "Come along,
then, you old dung beetle!" or
"Look at the old dung beetle,
then!"
To such allocution s
Gregor made no answer, but
stayed motionless where he was,

Reading Aloud , dra wing of Kafka by Friedri ch Feig!
man ... l am a spit eful man. I am an unatt racti ve man ..
l want to tell yo u gentlemen ... why I could not even
become an insect". Kafka did become an insect , metaphorically spea kin g, in his The Metamorpho sis-the
saga of Gregor Samsa who "As he awoke one mo rning
from uneasy dreams ... found himself transformed
in
his bed into a gigantic insect". In what is perhaps the

as if the door had never been
opened. Instead of being allowed to disturb him so senselessly
whenever the whim took her,
she should rather have been
ordered to clean out his room
daily, that charwoman! (from
The Metamorphosis.)

most absurd of situations, Gregor's parents
put up with him, feed him rotten apples,
him from the neighbours. Gregor dies, not
vation, but from lack of love. ("Samsa" is
wo rd for "lonely".)

and sister
and hide
from starthe Czech

One could make a case that Gregor Samsa is Kafka's
perso nification of the grotesque, but his work con t ains
a smattering of biza rros, freaks, and oddlings. In " The
!lunger Artist", Kafka tells us of a character in a circus
sideshow whose "act" consists of his fasting for fo rty
days at a stretch as crowds mill around him ogling
his withered frame. The premise, of course is ridiculous,
yet in this work we can see much of Kafka: his existential brooding, his religious allegory, his manifesto for the
role of the artist and his or her relation to society.
Perhaps this rambling has not lead to a succinct
definition of the word "Kafkaesque". Perhaps this is
because Kafka does not lend himself to a parceled, tidy
analysis. What we're confronted with in Kafka is m ore of
a m ood or atmosphere than anything, the aura of a
tro ub led mind.

ll(O)
sound the band kicks in with, and Poison Girl's cabaret
of serious hearts and political salvoes comes on with a
gritty, irresistable charm.
Some of the songs have horns, synths, saxes, a choir ...
and the melodies have enough character to push neatly
along with the tears, queries, and even cynicism of
Subversa's hung-out laundry.
Inner strength and a sense of directed rebellion is
what it takes to make music and statements that range
so superbly over the ordeals and outrages of oral sex,
right to life, nuclear war, women's drinking, contracept·
ion, etc.
I can only marvel at the astuteness and the art of
Poison Girls approach - their record would virtually have
you emerge purged of all the pathetic psychological
hedonism you might mistake for sci fawareness.
"Soft Touch" is a most poised and telling example.
Its raucous chorus chant-:--soft touch- sets off the
song 's graceful treatment of oral sex and works right in
with Subversa 's mockery of the pressured patterns of
performance,
Poor little lovebirds out for a d rink !
botb of them we re scared wh at the other would think !
.. he hop ed she would be cute enough t o detonate his
armaments ! but he felt lik e a government th at couldn 't
get its rock ets up.
Subversa's not on the rag; she's a woman taking risks
and offering 'her example and her view. The band she is
in makes music for hearts and mmds.

RUDIMENTARY PENI

"Death Church"
(Corpus Christi Records)
Death Church is schizophrenic gutterpunk without
any pretension, any repentance, or any exhibitionism at
all. It is an almost demonic condemnation of human
hopes disappointed and destroyed, yet out of the LP's
dark light there derives a bitter clawhold on commitment.
With its stalking bass, its cutting guitars, and a beat
as aggressive and steady as the heart of Dostoevsky's
underground man, the mu~ic on Death Church is threat• ening, cold, pounding.
Singer Nick Blinko's voice runs ragged with screeches
of everything from rage to disgust to hate; but, the
whole thrust of such passion remin.ds one how much the
negative alarm sounded by punk was really a gut-level
love-affair with life: a love-affair registered in terms of
the rage and pain necessitated by the morbidity and
fetishism of our time.
Understand this and Rudimentary Peni's music
(comparable to a psycho-delic soundtrack for exorcism),
their vision of social conditioning and psychic collapse,
will gather about you with the urgency of a necessar)
blow.
Take, for example, the pumping musical onslaught of
"Cosmic Hearse" as it acct>mpanies Blinko 's rantings a
about the malign course of a planet on the edge of mate rial and spiritual extinction . Floating .1ruu11dtbe uni verse/ Fuckin1; i11 our cosmic hearse/ You know time
do11't ever end! C,m 't evade those de,11izen me11.
As if this weren't enough, we are as wretched in our
"pile of shit" brains as we are m our political divisions.
The Iron Lady, like Ronald Reagan, is as alienated from
her ttue humanity

OMEGA TRIBE

"No Love Lost"
(Corpus Christi Records)

It's never a pleasant task having to face up to the dy·
ing of the light.
Some do it by running off mto the night pretendi ng

as is the crowd that rails against her.

Juggling with our ;ugular~I Tbe Iron Lady cried! The
people came to see/ The rust blown down tbe street /
Morbid crowd .
Even the punks, so bloated with their accoutrements
of outward righteousness have built a "Vampire State
Building". That building now crumbles in the same way
Christian ideals find themselves shipwrecked and cor·
rupted in the age of tech nology: Stone the crows and
fuck the pigs/Pass the ammunition to Jesus/The holy
ghost in mohawk hair! Has crept in every fuck mg where/
Ten tons of the babe's foreskin! And Fifty-Thousand
skeletons of Jesus.
It is no wonder Rudimentary Peni kept apart from
the pop-status accorded to so man) in the punk "under·
ground".
They made music that galloped along in the
mid-tempo march of a descent into hell; they avoided
cameras; they came down hard on their audience; and
Death Chu rch features some of the most tortured and
inspired art-work I have seen on a sleeve in quite some
time.
If it is ironic that Death Churc h just last week fell
from number one on the British Punk charts, it should
not be. This is their first, last, and only album-and its
for everyone.
POISON GIRLS
"Where's The Pleasu re?"

(Xntrix Records)

Sex and romance. Often as synonymous as they are
inseparable, these two make for the bunches of trashy
articles that litter gloosy mags
like Cosmopo litan .

tht:i r souped-up

Album s reviewed by L. Buj
It would all seem a little ridiculous, even harmlessly
excessive, were it not for the ugliness and dearth of
feelings pervasive licentitiousness can breed.
P0ison Girls' Where's Th e Pleasure? Lp is a wonderful, witty, even savage dissection of much such loveysex numbness.
Vocalist Vi Subversa sings some of her "ugly woman's" songs, and abrasive political messages with the
fluidity and assurance that can only come with experience.
Yet her presence is anything but overbea ring. She's
not a bitch, she's not a slut, and she's certainly not a
castrating monster. She is, however, observant, emot·
ional, and composed.
Combine this with a sharp,

glittery

anti-everythin

g hairdo's

m ean

any thing at all. Ha! Others march around believing, for
all intents and purposes, that a blinding light of urgency
and understanding will one day raise humanity from its
2,000 year morass of insensitivity. Fat chance.
The job will get done when we learn to live with and
overcome our cynicism and despair so that it becomes
the very basis of real contact; when we make an attempt
at communication that isn't gilded by a short-sighted,
petulant "optimism."
The hippies did it with their escapist visions of civil
disobedience, only their momentum slowed and their
gods fell. The English band Omega Tribe now do it with
an anger swaddled in such tenderness that they refuse to
back off.
Though just as literal-minded in their sharp barbs at
Western culture and western man as any that have come
out of the Crass-punk fold, the Tribe dish out some of
the most accessible protest vinyl on sale today.
Bassist Daryl has of late been listening to Beatles and
Jam, and its the spirited musical vision of such forefathers that informs The Omega men's approach.
Transcending thrash noise, No Love Lost is a punk
album actually injected with tunes and tides of intensity
and actual mus ical ambiance. Upfront and not afraid to
draw strength out of vulnerability they cry out: Why
must we suffer to fulfill their positions of
power and greed/If you stand out
you are a start toward changes/say NO! No Love Lost
is really about the love remaining when all
other "love" is
flushed down
the toilet.

------------
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Para/lex Measure.·
Deadline
November 2l.
London School of Economics
and Political Science
A chance to study and live in London
Junior-year programs, Postgraduate
One-Year Master"s Degrees and
Opportun ities in the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subiects includes

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •
Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •
Econometrics • Economic History • European
Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial
Relations • International History • International
Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational
Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy •
Population Studies • Pohllcs • Regional and Urban
Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social
Adm1rnstrat1on • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social
Psychology • Stattstical and Mathematical Sctences •
Systems Anayls1s •

Pictured above is Robert Beaupre (as Peter Brink) moving in on Marie Chambers (w ho plays Rebecca
Dugre) the frustrated editor's wife in "Willing" by Simone Press. The play continues through to the
midd le of December at Detroit's Attic Theat re (523 E. Lafayette. Phone: 313-963-7784).

Apphcatton blanks from .
Admissions Registrar. LSE Houghton Street .
London WC2 2AE. England . stating whether
undergraduate or postgraduate

Willingbut wanting
by Jack Sullens

Attic Theatre playwright-inresidence Simone Press Willing
is best described as a look of
small-town
Americana
circa
1908.
The entire first act is dedicated to introducing us to the
town's folks and their problems,
mainly the need for the railroad,
and in addition, the sexual
frustration of some female inhabitants. This becomes clearer
when Peter Bnnk (Robert Beaupre), a dashing young Canuck
The play itself is based on
the actual unsolved
murder
case of a young Canadian
telegraph operator named Peter
Bnnk.
From the outset the
drama centers - rather unfulfillingly-around a small town named, of course, Willing.

(which we are reminded of
constantly
by every second
word of his being "eh?"),
proceeds to take the town at
will. Flirtations with the editor's wife begins, not surprisingly,
but he is blamed for impregnating the ediror's recently widow-

Mysteryandmelxlroma
insndtownAme.ml,
1908:w whateJr;eis new?
cd sister, Sarah F ield (Catherine
Reinheimer).
From this point
the play takes a turn for the
better, changing from what appeared to be a melodrama to a
somewhat mtriguing mystery.
The second act follows suit.
T he various seductions are discovered by Matthew Sayre (Bill
Clyne), the editor, and various

Diplomas,
Research

LSE

other town folk. Bang, bang,
and presto, there's no more
Canadian.
Then, zap, it is
twenty years later.
Sarah
Field's illegitimate sone T homas
Field (Robert Beaupre) returns
home from college looking just
like his dad.
Thomas returns
with many questions about his
past and so on. Thu$, Willing
certainly sketches out its priorities, but never really reaches the
necessary level of intensity.

UNIVERSllY OF WINDSOR
IN-COURSE BURSARIES
A limited number of awards is
available to fuU-time undergraduate
students , who obtained at least' B'
standin g last year. Appli cations are
available in the Student Awards
Office, first floor, Windsor Half North,
and must be submitted by November
30 , 1983 .

The play is directed by Rand all Fo rte who deserves cred it
for ho lding toget her a script
that is not coherent and seems
to DC like a roller coaster of high
and low points, leadmg to a
weak ending.
The cast, however, shone and all deserve a
great deal of recognition for
pulling together and performing
with what they had to work
with.

PLEASENOTE: to be eligible, students
must show evidence of financial
need, and must have made every
effort to obtain financial assistance
from government sources, e.g.0.5.A P.

Playball. ~l
INTHE
HEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR

It's going to be
a "Classic "

You 're j us t minu te s aw ay from Windsor's most
conven ient ly located racquet ball and indoor
rec reat iona l facil ity We 're an excitin g new club that
offers members fe atures such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We 've Got It Al l!

Let's Dance

Student
Memberships
$60.00

·-------------------------------------------1
I

University of Windsor Student Discount
Cards will be honoured.
Group lassons available on request

~--------------------------------~ -------'

When: Thurs. Nov. 24, 1983
Where: Grad House
552 Sunset
Time: 9:00 p.m.
Dress: Appropriate!

:
I

I
I
I

Baby I'm a Rocker!!

Flickof theswitch
by Peter Frecle

1QO/o off to all
students and
faculty

"Tim is the BBC's own
decision. It has been taken
after a good deal of tbougbt
and discussio11, but not as a
result of outside pressure of
any kind. Tbe effect of
the film bas been judged too
horrifying for tbe medium
of broadcast mg."
November 26, 1965

Vanier Vittles
This 1s for the week of Nov. 21-27

LUNC H

Monday

Tuesday

SUPPER

11:00 - 1:30

4:30 - 6:30

Navy Bean Soup
Meatloaf
Macaroni & Cheese

Veal Scaloppini
Baked Perch &
Newburg Sauce

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Pork Fried Rice
Zedakos

Roast Beef
Chicken Pot Pie

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spanish Meatballs

London Broil
Tacos

Wednesda y

Thursda y

Canadian Cheese Soup
Salisbury Steak
Spiced Beef/Onion Bun

Friday

Vegetable Soup
Grilled Cheese & Chili

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Bacon W/Cheese Sandwich
Soup of tht Day
Hot Beef Sandwich

Sunda y

..
The Deh 1sopen 11:30 · 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 630 · 11·30 Sunday.

Intercstingly.
the film ha~
been attacked for being both
left wing an ri-cru ise missle pro·
1aganda and a sanitizcd, disaster
movie version of nuclear war
that could trmalize the entire
issue of nuclear
deterrence.
ABC' meanwhile 1s riding the
controversy
all the way to
racings heaven. rhe movie is to
be shown during the ratings
·'sweep"
month and a huge
wdicnce will hclp gcneratc millons of dollars in future ad
revenues.
llowevcr,
despite the hype

Curried Beef & Rice
BBQ Ribs
Fish & Chips
1/4 Roast Chicken

SUPPER
4 :30 - 6:30
Baked Ham
Beef Stew
Spaghetti/Meatless
Meat Sauce
Veal Cordon Swiss

and the flaws the movie report
edly has, it 1s a landmark film
for commercial television.
It 1s the first ume such a
immediate,
po"·erful presentation of nuclear war has been
allowed on \mcrican tclcvis10n
and Jts impact should be 1111·
men'>e. While it ma}' not be the
equal of a brilliant film like
"Thc War Game · it is probably
as close as commcrical television
mil ever get. It is a movie that
should not be missed.
Note: The War Game 1s available at your local library.

Wouldn'twantto knockit
by Peter Freclc

Pizza
BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

With this statement,
the
BRC effecuvcly
banned Peter
Watkin's "The War Game"
the first film to show graph1·
cally the dfc:cts of a nuclcar
~trike on England - from the
British public .
The film pulled no punches
about the ultimate effects of
nuclear war and Watkin\ "on
the spot" ne\\srecl-likc presentation personalized l he effects
of a nuclear blast and S\\cpt
awa) the smug rauonaliz:rnons
of the opinion lcaders of thc
da). l nfortunatcly thc officials
of the British g<m:rnment ,ind
thc BBC \1t·re not amused ,111d
the film has ne,·er been shown
:tll} \\ here
on com mereial tcle·
,·1s10n. despite
its accuracr.
brilliance rnd foresight.
I Im, cver.
almost
t \H'llt~
ycars later the issue of nuclear
\\ .tr is C:\ en more urgcnt. On
'\on·mher
20th. AB< \,ill be
sho\\ing "The l)a) \fter",
a
contw, l'rsial ne,, movie about
thc ,1ftcrmath of nuclear war.
set 111 a <;amll town in Kansas.

must admit that I did not expect to like Th e
Big Ch ill that 1s cuurently showing at the Odcon.
After being subjected to months of a seemingly
endless flow of publicity, reviews and plot summanes of the "feel-good movie of 1983'', I was
sick of the film a month before it finally got to
Windsor.
However, when the movie started, and " I
I leard It Through The Grapevine" came pulsating
through the speakcrs, I was hooked.
In fact, Director Kasdan's use of sixties music
is one of the strongest elements of the film. The
music gives the characters an instant background .
It helps to explain their emotions and the roots
from which they gro\\'. In this way, the movie
plugs into the collective myth our culture has

about the l 960's.
qivcn this hcadstart, the ensemble of excellent
actors qu ickly flesh out their characters, making
the audience care about their lives.
Unfortunately,

this calibre of acting is needed

to save the few weak spots the movie possesses.

The film slows down, and almost dies, when the
characters sit down and pour out their innermost
feelings. The scenes, rather than being honest and
moving. come across as being contrived and expository. The movie works much better when the
characters are developed more subtlely in the
group scenes.
These scenes, however, arc the only major
weak points of the film. The Big Chill is a well
crafted, highly entertaining work that transcends
its few flaws. See the movie-buy the soundtrack

Friday

Typing Service
For gener al ty pi ng of
pape rs, these s, rep orts,
etc.

Please call 945· 7025

Daily Luncheon
Specials

Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833

UT US PREPARE YOU FOR THE
DEC. 3, 1983 LSAT
O R THE

3217 Sandwich Street

IA'I. 28. 1984 GM AT

$3. 99 - under

(c orn er Sa ndwich & Mill )

EJ:ch cour<,e <on.,,st\ of 20 hour, ol
• nstrucc,on for only'$ 14 Sor }2 hour\for
only S21 S

Invites you to take a
break from your studies

Coursp, dre tax df>ductiblP
Complete rev,ew of Pach ,;;eoion of
ea,h te,1

11 :00 - 3:00 daily

Extensive home \turly materidl\
Your cour~e may be repeated at no
add•toonal char',!e

Wednesday

CLASSESFO R THE DEC. 3 LSAT
20 hour course

,nToronto'io,

2S·27/83

02 hour course)
CLASSES FO R THE JAN. 28 GMAT
20 hour cour..e

,n London Jan 12. 14

lS/84
in

32 hour course

in

Monday Spaghetti
all you can eat
Only $2.99

Jart 20-22/84
Toronto J•rt 7, 8, 21.

Day

+ 1 trip to salad

bar.

Pizza Day
3.99
4.99
5.99

Small
Medium
Large
any 2 items

Toronto

10% discount on all pick-ups
15% Disco
15% discount on pizza

22/84
To regi ster, call or write

CMAT/LSAT
PREPARATIO N COURSES
P.O. Box S97. Station A
Toronto. Ont M SW 1C7

(41 6) 66S·3J77
To call free. fron, Windsor
d,aJ O and ask for Zen,th 86720

liour~

Mon-Thurs. 1 l am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am - 1:30 am Sun. 12 Noon - 11 pm
Fully•Licensed under LLBO

Goodweekforwomen'steams
Lancerettecagerswintwo
by Sharon Lester
The
Lancerette
basketball
team had a successful week defeating Western
and Wilfred
Laurier in league play but also
lost to a powerful
Central
Midigan
team m exhibition
play .
It was a close teeter-totter
game against Western. The final
score was 69-68 while at half
time the score was 32-30.
Windsor did not have the lead
at all times.
At the 4 minute
mark they were down by nine
points but sprang back to recover the lead.
Coach Swain said that it was
an exciting game all the way around. Top scorers were Thcr·
esa McGee with 23 points and
14 rebounds and Lill Craig with
1 7 points and 10 rebounds.
On Saturday night Windsor
soundly
dominated
I.aurier
throughout
the whole game.
The score was 83-39 with McGee contributing 25 points and
13 rebounds. Gail Matte added
12 points.
Every Lancerctte
figured in the scoring in the

Windsor was brought out of
the victory
ring by Central
Michigan who buried them 105·
47 on Tuesday night.
Both
McGee and Craig hooped in
10 points each in the losing
effort. Coach Swain comment·
ed that the game was not as bad
as the score indicated
and
everyone had the chance to
play.
Lance Photo by DAV F. OORKFN

T wo more of t h e 83 poi n ts the Lance rettes rac ked u p agai nst Lau rier
on Sa tu rday n igh t.

UNDERSTANDING
BULIMIA AND
ANOREXIA NERV OSA. A discussion by Aileen King and Sophie Bartnicki of the Bulimia Anorexia Ncrvosa Association. Thursday, November 24. 1983, 7 :00 p. m. Windsor
Public Library, 850 Ouellette Avenue
256-6762.
LOST - Woman's burgandy umbrella. Left in library, 2nd noor. If
found, please return to library main
desk. It would be appreciated.
NOTICE - The African Students
Association presents A Symposium
Super Power Intervention
in the
Third
World
Countries,
SocioPolitical
and
Legal Implications.
Speakers:
Dr.
J.C.
Pembercton
Head
Department
of
History,
Dr. E. Carasco, Faculty of Law.
Prof. B.E. Burton, Department
of
Political Science. Chairman, Prof P.
Alexander, Department of Electrical
Engineering. Friday, Nov. 18, 1983.
3:00 p.m. in Assumption Lounge.
NOTICE - Typing done by Judy.
Proper notice required. Near the
university. Call 254-5643.
APPREClA TION
Although,
Prof. Vandall
(" Poppa Van')
is
still in critical condition, he's aware
of your concern as ex pressed in
your cards and messages. It cheers
him to know that he is not forgotten by those he cares for so
much. Sincere thanks to you all.

'Jext game is at 8 PM, Saturday.
November
19 against
Guelph, right after the women's
volleyball team plavs Brock.

Lane~ Photo by DA\ (, DORKLN

Tracy McCall ( I 2) at the net in the Lanccrcttes

win over Laurie r .

Volle
ybaDerswintwo, too
by Sh aron Lester
After defeating both University of Guelph and Wilfred
Launer
Universitv
last week,
the women ·s vo.lleyball team
boosted their record to 2-1 in
league play.
Last Tuesday the Lanceret·
tcs easily defeated Guelph in
three straight games 15-6, 15-4,
and I 5-8.
The match was
completed in less than an hour.
On the weekend Windsor
hosted
Lauricr in their first
home league match.
The Laneerettes dominated the first two

games \\inning 15-11 and 15-7 .
They were down +-11 in the
third game, came back to 1514, but lost their magnificent
intensity and were defeated 1517. The last game \\ as an u nexciting \\'in for the Lancerettcs by the score of 15-11.
Tonight (Thursdar), Windsor
hosts t\\ o Amencan teams, Toledo and Wayne State, starting
at 7 P.\1.
Then on Saru rday
night, Brock Badgers arc coming
to play at 6 P,\1, fo lowed by
the Lancerctte basketball ream
playing Guelph.
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HockeyLancerslosetwo moreat home, now0-6
by John Slama

It's six games into the schedule, and the hockey Lancers
have yet to register a point in
OUAA play. The one bright
spot of the past week is that
they retained possession of the
Rose City Challenge Cup for
another year with a 7-6 victory
over the St. Clair Saints on
Tuesday night.
The weekend league games,
however, were a different story.
The Lancers were blown out
13-3 by the York Yeomen on
Saturday night and suffered a
6-3 loss against the Guelph
Gryphons on Sunday.
Saturday night the Yeomen
led after the first period and
Windsor's Tim Beam made it
2-1 just 2 7 seconds into the
second. York got that one back
just 30 seconds later but Stu
Prince again shot the Lancers
back within one at 5: 18.
From then on it was all
York, who ran up ten straight
goals before Ray Pekar got one
back for the Lancers late in the
game.
Bill Elison scored a hat trick
for the winners, while Mike McCauley and Ken Norseh added

two each. York outshot Windsor 50-21 an('
o power
play goals.
After
SatUraay s disaster,
Sunday's match-up with Guelph
proved to be a fairly even game,
except for the final score.
Once again the Lancers found
themselves fighting back from a
first period deficit as the Gryphons scored twice within one
minute at 11:14 and 12:10.
This prompted the Lancers to
pick up the pace and make their
own breaks, but they couldn't
put the puck in the Guelph net.
The Gryphons added another
goal late in the period for a
3-0 lead.
The Lancers got on the
scoreboard
at 0: 39 of the
second when Chuck Dungey
shovelled one in, but the Gryphons got two more for a 5-1
lead.
Both teams went to the dressing rooms early for the second
intermission after a fight broke
out between Windsor's Mike
McKegg and Guelph goalie John
Primac.
One of the linesmen
was injured breaking them up
and the final 2:47 of the period
was played after the inter-

mission.
Both McKegg and
Primac were disqualified.
The Lancers brought the
score to 5-3 on goals by Mark
Knutson and Chuck Dungey
but time was running out and
any hopes of a Lancer comeback
were squashed with another
Guelph goal at 18 :40
Despite the two losses, Lancer coach Bob Corran remains
optimistic, and says some good
came out of Sunday's game.
"There's a pretty good feeling in there (Lancer dressing
room) right now," he said
after the game.
"That's the
first third period we've won
this year."
Corran also pointed out that
netmindcr
Steve
Sapardanis
played well against the Gryp·
hons after losing his concentration against York.
Coming
back on Sunday "did a lot of
good for him."
Unfortunately,
the Lancers
still have some weak spots.
They failed to score a power
play goal in six opportunities
over the weekend while their
opposition scored four with
the same number of chances.
The Lancers also still tend
to give away the puck.

"We're not moving the puck
quick enough.
We pass up
that first good pass looking
for something better," said Corran.
"On (Guelph's)
first
three goals we gave away the
puck."

The Lancers will try to put
a complete game together and
travel to Toronto in search
of their first win this weekend,
playing at the University of
Toronto Friday night and at
Ryerson on Saturday.

Sports Summaries
Basketball- the men's basketball team will spend most of November
and December playing exhibition games against American schools.
After losing 110-64 at Missouri- Columbia and 108-5 5 at Mississippi,
the Lancers got within nine baskets of Alabama-Birmingham 94-76
on Monday. Alabama was the champion in their conference last
year. Hunt Hool scored 18 points for the Lancers, Rob Biasutto
had 17 and Mike Stockwell had 16. Scott Thomas had 12 assists.
The Lancers continue their American tour with games against
Southern Methodist today :1nd Oral Roberts Saturday. The Lancers
first home ~ame will be against Grand Valley State on Saturday
November 26.
Synchro-Swim-Windsor's
Lancerette
Synclironized
::,w1m
Team will host the OWIAA Regional Competition this Saturday.
Other competing universities are Guelph, McMaster, Western and
Waterloo. The Figures Competition will commence at 12:00 noon
with solo, duct and team routines to follow. The meet takes place
at the Human Kinetics pool.
Wrestl ing-The Lancers produced two medalists while at the novice
tournament at Waterloo last weekend.
John Deneau took the
silver medal in the 119 pound weight class while Jeff Phillips captured a silver medal in the 191 pound weight class.

ThePower
of the

Shorts
Arts editor Buj, captured during
an in timate mome nt by Photo
editor Glenn Warner, has been
in a state of constant sexual
frenzy since he joined The
Lance.
Like most Lance staffers, Loren zo likes loose women... and
loose shorts.
Get yours.
Join the Lance. Get an official
pair of Lance loose shorts.

Assumption University of Windsor
presents

"Beyond the Nuclear Freeze"
(I n Conne ction with t he AB C Drama
Th e Day After , to b e air ed Sunda y
Evening on Ch ann el 7 at 8:00 p. m.)
a Christian Culture Lecture

by

Reverend Robert F. Drinan, S.J.

BACK TO SCHOOL
PAINT SPECIAL
GET YOUR CAR PAINTED FOR
$ 349 .50
(USING ACRYLIC ENAMEL PAINT;

SHOW A VALID STUDENT CARD
GET A 10 % DISCOUNT

at the Universit y Centr e

a
,, 11'
··-··

(2 - TONE , CHANGE OF COLOUR , BODY WO RK

Sunda y,
Sunday , No v. 20 , 1983
3:00 p.m.

Admission at th e Doo r $4.00 or by Me mb e rship
Pass - Stud e nts: $2.00

EXTRA)

THIS OFFER VALID UNTll NOVEMBER 30. 1983

GE.ol'GE.
--+-----+---..TECU

--i-----,

Call or Visit

-.iE."'co-{'.cE."°~~"
MSEH

-

---1-

SEMINOlE

--+--{ --+---+-WYANDOTTE

feJ

Us Now

)800 St-minolc St rttt
Windsor Ontu1o ,8,

Phon(·

I PH

'~-U

U,,U
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compiled by Diane Bezaire

Club Sports

Instructors would like to remind students that
club sports are in full swing and students can still
register. Featured are instruction, demonstration
and in some cases limited competition or exhibitions. Membership fees are $15 per year for university students.
The following clubs are available: Tae Kwon
Do, Co-ed Badminton, Co-ed Judo, Co-ed Aikido
and Co-ed Karate. For information on meeting
dates, please contact the cCampus Rec Office
at 253-4232, ext. 325.

from fourth place to a third place tie with Scuzbags, each having 20 points. In fourth place are
the Wreckers with 16 points.
This team has
shown much consistency in their playing. Another
tie resulting from Tuesday night was for fifth
place where the J olly J ammers and Engineer ing
each have 14 points. Lest we forget, Sixth Floor
Sex pots have no wins, but I am glad to see you
out there girls, keep up your spirits, all is not
lost yet!
.
.
Special thanks to Gerry for helping out with
refereeing and also thanks to the regulars.

/aUnisexhair design

Perm $25 .00

Cut & Style $5.00

Reg. S40.00

Prices in effect till Nov. 19, 1983
Hours 11 :00 am. - 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday thru Saturday
91 O Campbell Ave., 252-3878

PREGNANT

Men's Hockey

B

AND NEED HELP?

Stan dings (as of Nov. 4/83)
"A" League
gp w I t

gf

ga

pts

2 2
1 I
1 0
2 0
1 0
1 0

12
6
2
4
2
4

6
2
2
9
6

4
2
1
1
0
0

Ca// •••

it6!~~-ar
Men's Volley ball

In the competitive league this week the Lamp·
shad es were able to control the number one spot
however Tnu c is getting ready to make a move by
by sneaking up within 2 points. The Sky walkers continue to hold down third place and we now
have a battle for fourth between the Unknown s
and Aggravated Assault . I knew it was only a
matter of time before you made your move guys!
Keep up the good work! Don't worry Huron .
I didn't forget you, we k now you 're still there
somewhere.
Just remember, someone has to
hold down the bottom of the pack, otherwise
where would everyone else be??!!
In recreationa l play, the Rejects remain in
first place even after tying one game. The Brew·
ers continue to breathe down their necks only 2
points behind. The Misfits hold down the third
spot, even though they forfeited this week and
the Hurbies and CJAM continue to fight for the
bottom position, with CJAM controlli ng it this
week .
Women 's Intramur al Volleyball
Tuesday marked a competitive night with ex·
citing action on the courts. We definitely have
girls with the potential to be good volleyball players, no doubt about it. They are not ready for the
Lancerettes yet , bu t give them time.
The Jetso ns are still in first place with 30
poi nts. Keep it up girls! Close behind are Nameless with 22 points. The Benc hers have moved

Cody Hall
Rockets
Engineering O.V.'s
Commerce "A"
Tecumseh
Law"A"

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0

7

....
e ....
For

You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a ch ance and we' ll help
you every step of the way.

Adie Knox Division
gp w I

t gf

2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
1

ga

20 2
3 7
3 I
4
3
7
3
6 6
0 5
2
10
1 13
0 0

pts

Our aerobicwear
is as goQdfor
yourboclyas
aerobics.
Aerobic dance 1sdesigned to
make you feel great. And New
Balance aerobic wear 1sdesigned
to help. With lei,.,>warmers.
to keep
your muscles limber Shorts and
leotards. that g1veJou freedom
of movement. An Jacket~and
T-Shirts.to help you stay warm
while you wind down. All 111
colors that II make you look
as good as you feel.

1B

_
252 3322

4

2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

l~All)
Jlf) TA\VEIR~
546 OUELLETIE A\'E.
\\ 'INOSOR. O~T.
Thurs. Nov. 17 & Fri. Nov. 18
"Nomads" with Faruk Z. Bey
Reggae from Det roit
Sat. Nov. 19
"Killing Time II" Rock- me

gp w I

t gf

ga

pts

2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 1
2 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
2
1

4
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2

16
12
5
4

11 8
6 7 2
3 4 0
1 4
0
12 0
l

3

21 0

NOW IN
STOCK!!
*Rip Stop Nylon
Shorts
*Leg Warmers
*Body Suits
*Leotards
*Tights
WE STOCK
DANSKIN TOO!

7:00

~

THE BIG
CHILL
COLUMBIA

PICTURES

&

9 :10

···~
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LSAT / GMAT / GAE / SAT
- Seminars Now Forming University Test Preparation
Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph , Suite 2501
Birmingham , Michigan 48010
(313) 540-5988

r--...__;)

Nylon & Gore tex
Rain Suits by
K-Way
New
Balance Brooks
Marathon from

Sun. Nov. 20
From Everywhe re;
QUINTESSENTIAL
FOLKCLYOE
LE/TERMAN(Guitar, Harp,
Melodeon, & more)

In a cold world
you need your
friends to keep
you warm .

St. Denis Division

Cody Sucks
King Dongs
Junglers
Mac Hall Stars
Raiders
Wailers
Hur on Hall Hawks
5th Floo r Bandit s
F-arts
Law "B"

Ph.

A~"f()~ll~

"B" League

Commerce "B"
H. K. Hacks
Gneiss Domes
Golden Beavers
Strange Brew
Engineering "B"
Cody Cardinals
UGG
Smitty's Bar & Grill
Windsor Choirsters

HAIRCUT
SALE

Variations

The Finest in Test Preparation Since 1977

$49.90

newbalance
AEROBIC WEAR

NFL
We Do
Floor
Shirts ...
Cresting Too!

Mastercard
Visa

5909·39

...,.
Windsor's Most
Complete Sport Store

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORT
CENTRE
Wyandotte St. East

Mesh Shirts
Lions , Miami
Washington
Cincinnati

$42.95

GRAD PHOTOS
John'Mac~y 'Photography

MondayFriday 9-6 p. m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
'Windsor; Ontario

945-3434

(Transit Windsor 2A or 28 Eastbound to Jefferson Blvd.)

969-6900
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Richard Farnsworth above as The Grey Fox: repent if you missed it. The Meaning of Life: life
to death in the third world - England.

Anthvny

Higgins in The Draughtsman's

Contract:

beH movie you'll

sec this

year.
The new Palace schedule offers a number of film classic\
not to be mis~cd.

who missed it to repent.
(;enies can't he wrong.

Seven

The Draugh csmans Con tract

Python's Meaning of Life

,\ mini budget ($500,000)
Rdormauon
Age murder 111) stery. this first film by Peter
Grcena\\'J) 1s a st\ listic \\onder ment B) far the most imaginative use of the medium in a long
time, tht· film seethes with muen do-laced dialogue in the mannn
the language \\'as meant to he
spoken .

I old 111 r he non·t·lass1c hodge pmlgt· st) le Meaning of Life 1s
load_cd ,, JI h the s:udon ic ,, JI
wl111.:h1s the troupe 's hallmark.
I ,, o \\ 'rnd,1>r Prem icrt·s not
r o ht: m1swd art· Rol>cn l)ll\ all's
An!(clo My Lme (h,, directorial
Jcliut l and I rit· Rohmcr's Pauline at the Beach. lkau r I fu I
g) p,1es .ind heauuful ,,omen

Grey Fox

\lon . Dn ·. 12 presenc, ,111
opportunll)
for all you sinners

by Dan Murphy
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Nevertoo
by Phil Rourke

Lance Photo by JOHN SLAMA

Lancerette Theresa McGee (14) was named OWIAA Athlete of the
Week for iast week. S'1e was the first Lancerette to ever win the
honor.

Tempestina teapot
by Kevin Rollason
A Lance story on cockroaches in Vanier Hall Cafeteria and
the residences created, as Ken
Long, Dean of Students said,
" ...
a tempest in a teapot".
The story entitled
"You
better take this sitting down"
appeared in the November 17,
1983 Lance. In the article it
mentioned that both Earl Reynolds, Housekeeping Superintendent for the University, and
David Seto, Director of Saga
Food Services, felt that, '' ...
the roach problem was exacerbated by foreign students".
Reynolds, when contacted
again, said that cockroaches
come into the residences because
of foreign students bringing in
food and the fast food brought
in by Canadian students. He said
that he was sure of both of these
sources and he added, "I'll
stand by what I said".
However, Reynolds felt that
it was only a very small handful
of foreign students who caused
the problem. He added that,
" ... it comes from all students".
Seto, when contacted again,
would only say, "no comment".
Richard Lanspeary, International Student Advisor, said,
" I don't think it was meant to

be a racial slur". He did not
want to comment further since
he had not had a chance to see
the students' residence rooms.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, International Students' Organization
(ISO) President, said that ISO
had registered a formal complaint with Dean Long's office,
asking for further investigation
of the issue. He said that several
international groups had written .
letters protesting the statements.
William Chang, Students'
Administrative Council (SAC)
Commissioner of International
Students, said, "I don't think
(International Students) like to
feed and maintain (cockroaches)". He felt that the problem
was because of all students and
not just the foreign students.
Chang thought that the statements made by Seto and Reynolds should be reconsidered
and clarified.
Long agreed that it was not
the foreign students' faults since
it was a problem caused by all
students. But, he agreed that
foreign students do exacerbate
the problem because of their
different cultural values. He said
it was not their fault; Canadian
hygienic patterns were different
from theirs.
continued on page 6

Tensions between SAC and
the Senate on the question of
student evaluations of profe ssors
are now at the point that SAC
President David Laird want s
SAC to conduct their own at
the end o f the semester. The
problem with this, however , is
that Laird is not supported on
this issue by the University
Administration,
the
Faculty
Association, SAC Vice-President
Carolyn Ozimek and student
senator John Ontko.
Laird is determined to con duct student evaluations of pro fessors this semester. He has a
prepared student opini on survey
of teaching read y, but. this survey has not been accepted by
Senate as a viable indi cation of
professor's teaching performances. Because of this, On tko feels
that conducting these evaluations at chis time "might hamper tuture negotiations" with
the Faculty Association because
"we ( he and Ozimek) don't
feel we have exhausted all avenues o f negotiation to get the
Faculty Association to negotia te. '
The situation is further com plicated by the fact that SAC
voted to support SAC-conducted
evaluations last week in the
Student Council meeting. Onkto
explained that when Council
voted,
it was ill-informed
because it objected to him giving

his opinion on the issue to Coun cil. "I wasn't .able to speak, " said
Onkto , "and because of this,
Co uncil did not know what they
vot ed on."
Onkt o explained that the
197 5 committ ee that prepared
thi s survey had " a lot of support
from the opinion leaders on the
committee " but did not get
passed in the Senate. "With this
rejection ," Onkto explained,
" the committee felt rejected
themselves and it 's been going
downhill ever since" to the point
that many of them feel that a
viable questionnaire for students
is not worth the effort.
Both Onkto and Ozimek sup port the idea of SAC conducting
thse
evaluations,
but
not
without the consent of the
Senate. They feel that the timing
is inappropriate
and would
"blo w long run strate gy."
Ozimek exp lained that there
a.re certain terms that the Facult} Association has not yet
agreed to and because of this,
progress on the issue has been
dampened. These terms have to
do with what will be done with
the statistics compounded from
these evaluations.
According to Ozimek, the
Faculty Association has agreed
to the terms of confidentiality
of "personal information of any
member under direct control of
the University." The Association,
however, has not agreed to section 27:04 of article 27 of the

collective
agreement:
that
" statistical information gathered
as a result of any collective
teacher evaluation made by students and approved by the
Senate (or other appropriate
University authority) shall not
be considered to be anonymous
material. "
She continued by explaining
that the renegotiation of the collective agreement between the
University and the Faculty Association will be coming up next
June. She argues that this will be
an excellent time to negotiate
for a "memorandum of understanding" for the terms that
the Faculty Association has
not yet accepted. "If we get an
accepted definition of (the areas
of conflict) then we could proceed with the evaluations."
Onkto feels that SAC could
not condu ct the evaluations as
cffect1\fely as th e Senate could .
I le said that this is the case because "the professors can refuse
admittance to people conducting
such evaluations in their classes"
and the University could stop
the survey altogether. He said
that it would also cause unnecessary conflicts between SAC
and the Faculty Association and
SAC and the University Administration.
The Senate will be meeting
today to discuss the issue. Meanwhile, Laird is organizing to conduct these evaluations next
week ..

Ashesto ashes...Lances
to garbage
Justa heapof trashnow

Lance Photo by GLENN WARNER

Monday morning The Lance staff was shocked and angered to find the University Centre desk devoid of
current Lances. After an investigation, The Lance discovered the missing papers on the basement floor ·
of the Delta Chi Fraten ity House. The men's fratenity said they had nothing to do with it, saying it was
a prank pulled on them by the Phi Sigma Sigma Women's fraternity. Anywhere up to 2000 Lances
were destroyed for this joke. "Some joke," said Lance Edito r Kevin Rollason.

t
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Ombudsman:

Is parkingpermit
allocation
fair?

by D.A. Macisaac

Do you think the stude nt s are being given a fair shake
with the present method of parking permit allocation?
- James Soda
The present process of allocating parking permits
goes something like this. If a member of faculty or
staff has reserved a parking spot in a given >car, that
member automatically and seemingly unconditwnally
has the right to utilize the same spot in all subsequent
years
Some facts and figures. in this regard, might be in·
strucnvc. The overall capacity of the parking lots on the
main campus 1s approximately 1100. Of that figure,
faculty accounts for 3 53 of the permits sold while staff
.1c:councsfor 424
Flementarv mathematics tell us therefore, that fac:·
ult r and staff utilize 71 % of the main campus parking
fac.11it1c,, while.: students. who number about 8800,
have a\'ailahlc to them a paltry 29%! Looked at differ·
ently. 90% of faeult:, and 92% of staff \\ ho havt· pur·
chased parking permits ha,·c spaces resen·cd in the
main campus facilities.
F.11r? Fmmincnllv ,o if you're faculty or '>taff or if
) ou ,ire of the opinion th,H these personnel rightly de·
,cn·c preferential treatment dut· LO their station in life.
I fem c,cr. if) ou h.1ppcn to be a "non·S) mpathetJc" StU·
dent concerned ,, ith considerations of equit \' in all
aspects of life. th; present process of allocating. parking
permits should be regarded ,,·1th suspicwn.
It i, chis writer\ consitkred opinion that the univer,it) would do irsdt a maJor ~cnice by restructuring the
proccs, of selling parking pcrmns so th,tt it conforms

more exacting!} to basic principles of fairness. further·
more, and perhaps somewhat naively, I would contend
that neither faculty or staff would be wholly opposed
to such a restructuring; most of us realize that we all
benefit, in the long-run, when things arc clone fairly.
In resp,e~ of the most crucila issue of demand,
W. ,\1organ, Ass1stant-\'1cc·Prcs1dcnt Operations
has stated, "I just don't think there's a complete sol·
utwn. There will ah\ays be a problem. Ir's JUSt a matter
of degree."
I must say that I am in agreement with Morgan in
the sense that, given the rclati,·e scan:1ty of a\'ailablc
land, the school will not likely be able to e,·ery com·
plctcly sansfy the demand for parking with its o\vn
lots. The real quesuon is. therefore, to ,, hat extent
docs the uni,·er-,ity deem Jt acceptable to inconvenience
students, v1s1tor, and neighboring citizens b) wJthhol<l·
111gorders for the build111g of nc,, park111g faciliucs?
Put d1fferentl~, to \\ hat extent must demand exceed
suppl) before the university \\'JII act?
Kt·t·p111gthis 111r111nd,.1llc>\\me re, make three pomts.
I ir,r. tht· c,>mmince has expressly stated that 1f the
dcm,md for parking ,, as such th~t a nc,\ park,ng lot
could be filkd \lithour mcrcl) subtracting from the
numhc.:rs in the lots hy the K111ctic, Buildmg (38 open
spaces there no\\) rhcn it would recommend eonsrruct1on. ~ccondly. the un1\Trsiry is not nm, in a positin
to assess \\'het her demand ha, exceeded supply to an
unacceptable degree primarily because of the fact that
the last sur\'cy t .1ken 111 this regard ,, as somewhere
between 3-5 )'tar, ,1go. l'hirdl\, the unn"Crsity 1s pre·
sumably not prepared l<l an:ept as ,alid or reliable .in~
C.

measure of demand which 1s not, shall we say. scicn·
tificall) based. C.onsequcncly, the fact that the \.\ indsor
Police Department has stated that they feel ne .... parking
lot construction is \\arranted in view of the inordinately
high number of complaints they've received from residents nearby the university is more or less inconse·
quential. Incidentally, due to the large number of
complaints the Police Department has found it necessary
to assign special patrols to the school who hand out
''an average of about 50 parking citations daily"!
So, m light of these facts how should we effectively
approach the issue of demand? Well, for starters, we
must dispense with the general criticism that "surveys
measure only the present, not future, demand" Mr.
G. Champ, the most gracious and accomodating Director
of lnformat10nal Analysis has stated that Ontario
Universit} enrollment 1s unlikely to increase due to
the government funding formula now in force. Without
going into spec1fics, suffice it to say chat Mr. Champ
has estimated that the 1988-1 989 total school population will decline slightly from the present 8200 k\'el
ro 8099. Smee \\e should be able to assume that the
demand for parking will remain at least as stable as the
forcasted univcrsit) population, it can be safely said that
a measure of present demand should be acceptable to
the Committee with respect co making a dec1\10n on the
parking issue . There arc two methods b) which the
present demand can be ascertained.
The first "ould be for the Advisory Committee to
tht' President co do their duty and conduct an appropriate survey. The second would be to call upon volunteers
from c,·cr) faculty to do the survey. I can be reached ar
The Lance to coordinate this.

A PaidEducation
anda Career

1

Get the facts about
the Canadian Forces
Regular Officer
Training Plan.

tion if your training
allows.

You have initiative, leadership
qualities and are determined to
succeed! This may be the plan
for you. Upon acceptance the
Canadian Forces will subsidize
your educa tion at a Canadian
military college or a mutually
selected Canadian university. We
offer you good pay, paid tuition,
books and supplies, dental and
health care and a month's vaca-

There's no life
like it
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A limited ,:,umber of awards is
available to f'Eill-time undergraduate
students, who obtained at least' B'
standing last year. Applications are
available in the Student Awards
Office, first floor, Windsor Hall North,
and must be submitted by November
30, 1983.
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PLEASENOTE: to be eligible, students
must show evidence of financial
need, and must have made every
effort to obtain financial assistance
from government sources,e.g.O.S.AP.
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For more information on plans ,
entry requirements and opportunities, visit the recruiting centre
nearest you or call collect-we're
in the yellow pages under Recruiting , or mail the coupon below.
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Super-powerdom
andacademia
by Peter Deck
A symposium entitled " Su·
per - Power lnterventio111n the
Third World" was held in Ass·
umption Lounge last Friday .
Sponsored by the Afican Students Association, this seminar
dealt with a wide variety of
issues ranging from the historical context of intervention
to the recent American-led intervention in Grenada.
Three professors from the
University - Dr. l.C. Pemberton
(History), Prof. B.E. Burton
(Political Science) and Dr. E.
Carasco (Law) gave their views
on the subject. Prof. P. Alexander (Electrical Engineering)
acted as chairperson and panelled the discussion.
Many interesting
remarks
were made by the panelists
with each of them drawing from
their particular discipline co explain the issues. Dr. Pemberton
started off by discussing the
history of large countries inter vening in smaller countries as a
phenomenon "as old as man
himse lf." He gave the audience
a "history of the world H. G.
Wells style" while emphasizing
the relatively minor role the
super powers (The U.S. and the
U.S.S R.) played in world affairs
until after World War Two.
He equated the current bipolar system with the system
that existed in Ancie nt Greece.
Pemberton made numerous references to Thucydides whose
works on the Peloponnesian
War, though somewhat dated,
illustr ate a good insight into
understanding
human actions
and

the

underl yi ng ca uses

of

interstate conflict.

Dr. Carasco changed the tone
of the seminar somewhat by
stat ing her int erpretat ion of the
recent U.S. intervention in Grenada . She emp hasized that, from

--------------

Lance Photo by SUE ST.DENIS

Last F riday's symposium on super-power interventio n.
a legal point of vi~w, the act
Prof. Burton captured the
was clearly mdefens1ble. She aressence of the term interven gued that Reagan's justification
tion by emphasizing its various
?n the g:ounds of humanitarfan
forms, causes and consequences.
mterven~10n and the protect1on
He argued that, ranging from
of American n~t1onals was clearclandestine political action to
ly .untenabl~ m terms of the
indirect and direct military interUnited Nations Charter. Such
vention such acts can be exintervention _could ~nly be legal
plained' in terms of ideological
under an mternauonal
force
economic and security concerns.
after extensive violations of
These will always have a negahuman rights were documented
tibe impact on smaller Third
and, even then, only sufficient
World states.
force to stop the violations
In attacking both "Ultra
would be acceptable.
Powers" policies of indis..:rimAccording to Carasco, Washinate intervention, he cautioned
ington's claim that their attack
chat their rivalries in the Third
was in response to a request
World
might precipitate the out by six Caribbean states is also
break of a Third World War
questionable since it has been
(and what will chat get anyshown that this request was
one).
initiated by the U.S., the request
The priMary reason for holdwas written up by Washington,
mg such a seminar according to
and only 400 Caribbean solJoel Collins Okafor, President
diers participated in the inva·
of the ASA, was to educate
sion.
students on these issues while
Cr. Carasco was careful to
drawing from the wealth of
avoid the term "super-powe r "
expertise on campus. He emphsaying that the term implied
sized the educat ional merits of
a superiority on their pare
the symposium while encouragwhich, in her estimation, is a
ing other organizations to pro far cry from the truth. She
mot e similar events.
prefe rs t h e t erm "Ult ra Po w er "
The event was clearly heraldbecause it indicates more their
ed
a success b}' thost· 111 att ensingle-mind ed belief in their o wn
dance, and one can only quessuperiority. "The strength of
tion "vhy a larger number of
Third World Power lies in their
politically-minded
people did
unity. Events of the l 970's
not participate.
prove this."

••••••••
ENCINEER
YOUROWN

FUTURE
INTHE
CANADIAN
ARMED
FORCES
The Canadian Forces has career opportunities in highly specialized fields
such as our Maritime or Communication and Electronics Engineering
classifications.

Universitygraduatesand undergraduates
may qualifytor:
• Free university tuition and salary
to graduation for qualified 2nd
and 3rd year Engineering and
Science students
• Opportunities for post-graduate
training while receiving a full
time salary
• Opportunity to become a
commissioned Officer and gain
practical experience and
meaningful employment in one
of five engineering fields
• competitive salary and annual
20-day paid holiday
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"I can support this initiative, and offer the assistance of
myself and my colleagues, should the International Students' Society become a reality."

Kenneth F. Long
Dean of Students
"I am convinced, after discussing the matter with Mr.
Tsilfidis (The ISO President) and Dean K. Long, that the
idea has considerable merit."

George McMahon
Assistant Vice-President
"I believe the society would show itself to be an invaluable asset to the international students and the University
community as a whole."

Richard Lansperry
International Student Advisor
The International Students' Organization (ISO) will be
holding a referendum on December 1st to see if visa students would like to see the organization acquire societal
status. The Lance fully endorses such status.
The ISO has approximately 2500 members and rightly
feels that it cannot function properly and effectively under
present funding conditions. It is asking for $3.50/semester
from every visa student (the lowest of societal fees on campus) and we feel that is a just amount for the benefits
societal status will provide for foreign students.
Under present arrangements, the funding available to
ISO is dictated by the level of funding SAC decides upon.
Societal status would divorce the organization financially
from SAC and would guarantee the necessary source of
funds for adequate representation of visa students on campus.
Visa students have special needs that are not being adequately met under the present representative system on

the raconteur
by john liddle
It would all have been so much easier three years
ago, Neville reflected, before Bette Stephenson ordered
the change In the course offerini,,s of Ontario universities' liberal arts faculties. He remembered the news rekase-"Due
to decreasing enrolment, a synthesis of all
fields of study is strongly recommended 1f today's institutions of higher learning arc to continue to receive
gon:nment fundmg"-but
It only made things worse his
essay was still due tomorrow, and the hadn't the vaguest
idea where to begin.
The course was English 333, The Literature of
Non•L1terary Works : a study of anything other than
"literature'' that is bound in book form, or anv senes of
non·bterary scribblings that could be analyse<i in terms
of content, theme, and symbolism. Ile had contemplated a :.tu<ly of the Wrndsor phone book: the form of its
pres~ntation (alphabcucal, suggesting the orderdness of
soccicy. stratification, etc.), but he discovered that someone had already done that, and a historical approach
would take } ears of cross-referencing.

campus. These needs are unique to visa students and their
representation on campus should reflect this.
First of all, because they come from different lands,
these students need to be treated differently on campus
because of the impact the culture shock frequently has on
them. This is the reason why visa students need an outlet
where they can go and get consultation when they need it.
Societal status would guarantee the funds for the establishment of an international student office which is currently
lacking on campus.
Secondly, sinee these students make up 27% of the
student population on campus and since the University
of Windsor has the highest proportion of visa students
of any Canadian university, the voice of foreign students
deserves to be exceptionally
strong in Windsor.
Only
through societal staus will this voice be strengthened
and its presence properly felt on Windsor's campus and
other Ontario campuses.
Thirdly, societal status will pave the way for increased
services for the visa students. Through speakers, events
and better organization, the foreign students will feel more
at home and be able to contribute more to the University
of Windsor.
Lastly, Canadian university students in Windsor are
lucky to have such a diverse spectrum of ethnic groups on
campus. Through a united effort, visa students will be able
to c<:>ntribute even m<:>reto the University's understanding
of different cultures in the world and thus contribute to
a better understandina of the world that we all live in.
For all these reasons, The Lance endorses societal status
for the ISO.
Vote Yes for the ISS on December 1st.

Scanning the Index of Dissertations, he was up·
set to discover that a dis~ertat1on on the Index of Dissertations had already been written, and he quickly dismissed the idea of doing his dissertation on the dissertation on the Index of Dissertations.
In his briefcase, he had a collection of notes his
mother had left for him, "Call Judy"; "Gone to bank,
home soon": "Lunch in fridge": and more of the same
ilk, but he felt he would be pressing himself to discern
;;ome pattern there.
Ile chided himself: "Why did I take this stupid
course, anyways? I should've takt:n the Philosophy of
the Literature of the Cinema, or Cinematographic Techniques in Drama".
Perhaps he could take an organic approach to
A Field Guide to the Birds of North America, or a svmbohc appraisal of the sequence of street signs on w;·andotte Avenue? A thematic approach to the first fi\'e
rnlumes of Chemical Abstracts? Greeting cards m the
context of melodrama' ,\ pragmatic approach to Judith
Child's "oeuvre" of cookbooks?
Perhaps he could compare and contrast Hoyles'
Rules for Card Games \\1th Robert's Rules of Order?
After all, there had to be s1milarmes standards for con·
ductmg a given acuvny ...

It was all no use. A study of accounting ledgers
would prove boring; an investigation into the conflict
theme in a Dictionary of Synonyms and Antonyms
would be obv10us.
He finally settled on an essay that dealt with
graffiti. He scoured the campus's washrooms and hallways, scribbling down the "bon mots'' that underground
luminaries had wntten.
His approach in cataloguing
them was strictly thematic, sexual preference/prowess;
political extremism; cultural commentary.
After eying
the whole effort into a celebration of bumper stickers,
billboards, and high school yearbook etchings, he
felt he had a decent paper.
It was, alas, a failure. He neglected to footnote
his sources, and with the janitorial staff's Great Whitewash, his C\'idcncc was destroyed. Aside from that, his
premise was faulty. "Graffiti." the instructor had written on his paper, "has traditwnally been associated with
epic poetry, a purely literary genre: F-". The instructor
also offered Neville the opportunity to pick a different
topic
That got him thinking· Has anyone done a study
of the comments Written by instructors at the bottom of
essays' lie was off again ...

Sexism?
by Roberta Mock and Sue St. Denis
An issue of the Lance \\Ould be incomplete ,,ithout
the cn·ry popular Buj nose and mane peering Sl·ducm·ely
at the viewer from within a Lance advertisement. Although Lorenzo ha!> appeared as a clown, football player and F1ft1es mclvincsquc type without comment, complaints from women on campus wen: raised in vie\\ of
last ,.,,eek 's parody.
Lorenzo was seen in a pair of ''loose shorts" fondling
sex. 1Iowever, the controversy
surrounded the printed word rather than the picture.

Jennifer Kuta ;.nd Cathy Cooke, representing The
Womens' Campus Committee
found the ad to be
demeaning to \\omen because of its sexist overtones.
They folt that the female Lance staff m particular should
he offended as they were labelled as "loose women".
We can't speak for all the women who frequent the
Lance office, but as t,, o of them \\ ho ha\'e been treated
equally by male members of the newspaper, the ad
was snnply a creative, humourous
alternative to the
average. boring advertisements.

,\ ~ignificant portion of the international
student
communny
of the Univcr,1t) takes offense to the un·
\\arrentcd
,tffront committed
by \\r l•arl He) nolds,
I lou~ekccping Supcnntenclent
for the Un1vers1t}, and
\\r . Da\l d S<:to, Director of Saga l•ood Services , in the
1\0\ernhcr
17th l'dition of thl' Lance In tht~ front
page ,1rt1cle, both men m Lie the acus uon th It " th
ro ch problem "
c::xacc::
rb tcd h)' orctgn tud nts
\\ 1thout posmng any proof to support this reckless
gcneralizatwn thl· image of 26% of our univcrs1t) pop·
ulauon has been sullied
!\1 yhc Mr. Re} nolds and .\1r. Seto arc pm" to kno\,
ledge th t \\ c, a~ foreign studcntS, arc not C 11 dun
custom regulations diet te that onl} t\\o d 1ys supph
,f food c n be brought 1Ph1 the count?) and e\Cn then
11} cont mmatcd or c;usp1 tou~-lookmg fo1,d t ms fl'
confiscated
If indeed tht· problem of ronches 1s cxa, rbated b)
food II the rcs1dcrH.'l'S, ( n d1an students should bear
cqu re pons1h1ht}
It Sl ems Ill vogue to frequently use the tntl·rn,n10nal
students
s scape goats when dungs o \\Ton \\ e frcl
that a puhhc apology b> oth men 1s due, because un
founded statcrrcnh
hkc th1~ do v1okncc to the notJon
of cross cultural uradcr,randmg.
It 1s statcmc nts hke
these th t render the drc 1111 < nmtu II} bcnctlll
to
lXIStcnct \Omrthm,
to b 1magm d but n \Cr ull
realized.
Sarah Crowell
Sec., lnt'I Students OrganiLation
Duane Coombs,
Sec. of A.S.A.
Lcria Archer
See. of CAl{ISSA

Liddle praise
Dear Editor,
In this year of German cultural anmversancs (Marx,
W,1gncr, Brahms, Luther) I w.is very pleased to read) our
apprecrntmn of I· ranL Kafka Ill the Lance of 17 Nm cm·
ber, parucularl} hc.:cause the other JUb1lanans of 1983
might ha\C been easier subjects. I thmk you have said
in so many words \\hat I tell my students· It is ~o 1romc
that Kafka's parables defy analysis, though most of us
ha,c shared Kafkaesque experiences m our hfet1mc
If you once ha\c read a talc of Kafka, ) ou \\ 111never
forget it.
1 he trouble with an apprcciauon of Kafka 1sthat 111s
works have hecn grotesquely ovcrintcrprctcd.
Inc1dcn·
tall}, tracmg the name Samsa the Czcl·h "sam" (\\ h1eh
means 'alone, \\lthout assistance' and not 'loncl} ', which
would be "osamcly") ~eems a bit fanciful to me As for
Kafka's quandary \\ hethcr or not he should get married,
let me suggest that he solved the problem promptly·

While the representative from The Women's Campus
Committee was accusing us of ostentatious
sexism in
the Lance ads and condemning both male and especially
female Lance staff for condoning it, we were probably
asserting our equality more than they were.
The ,, omen who \\ rite and \\ ork for the Lance do
more to achieve equal status by workmg in a mutual
arrangement
with their male counterparts
than those
who constantly dwell on man's insensitivity to women.
I•urthermore.
if there were any remotely blatant
signs of sexism at the Lance, \\C would be the first to
notire and attempt to remedy the situation.
We "loose \\Omen" have never been denied a story
or photo assignment due to our gender. We're not sent
out for coffee. We don't give our co-workers massages
attcr a hard day at the typc,\Titer. There is no sexual
frenzv at the Lance.
A~cl. as Pete frecle so aptly overstated approximately
one thousand times, the emphasis was on the loose
shorts not the loose women.

,\fter all. the Jocks \\ eren 't upset that a wank like
Lort·nw ,,as lksccrating the sacred football uniform.
~ or ,, l"rc Ringling Brothers
cl<rn n offended by the
fact that someone looked as funny as they without
make-up.
Bas1cally the issue originated from a scnsat10nahsuc
reporter \\ ho wanted to create nc,, s on CJA.\\ by capitalizing on a minor incident. Cooke admitted that she
did not notice an) thing offensi\e pertaining co the acl
until asked to inspect it more closely.

a mcmher of the opposite

Offensetaken

We're the second generation of the early '70's brawaving bitches who cried for ERA amendments.
But
unlike them, we believe that one action is worth a
thousand words.

In these post Gloria Stein.em
to imagine

d~ys, it i~ difficult

that the fight for feminism

sttll lives on

he \\as thncc engaged (t\\lCe to I•clicc Bauer and once
Julic \\ ohryzed), m between he had a pa~sionate
:iffair with the still married M1lcn,1 Jcsenska, may haw
had another hricf liaison with ~linze Eisner, and hvcd
with prctt} Dora Diamant before he died near Vienna.
I am not Vl'ry surprised
th It he did not rush into
am marriagt·, cons1dl'ring the record of cro"tic ''engagements'.
But this intcrcsung record docs not, m
my opm1on, d11nm1°'h the effcct1\encss of Angst, \\ h1ch
hl' so rnemorahly artin1htcd,
though tt mi ght qualify
the Jntcrpret 1uons of ~ome of the \..Ont 1cnt tor
h
farnou~ ct1' r t > his father w s b, the \\ \ , occ swn d
by the cnt i:;crncnt to Julie \\ohrz} e.;k, \\hum llerm.1nn
K.ifk.1 though c to be t111s111c.1hie.
A\.cept, thl, the smccrc compliments o ,
\ tT) truh yours,
I•.\\ icdcn
Professor of Gcnnanic Studic.s

Consequently.
I can support this iniuauve, and offer
th'e assurance of myself and my colleagues, should the
International Student Society become a rcahty.
Kenneth F. Long
Dean of Students

to

Lancefoolish
behalf

Dc,1r Ed itor
On beh If of the Chmcsc Student,'
\ssoc1at1on, I
\\ 11uld like to l.Xprcss our opm10ns rcgardtng the pro
posJI of forming the IntcrnatJonal Students
S0c1ct\
(I S S )
Prmc1p.1II) , ,, e embrace the idea of havmg a larger
org 1111zt1on, bu:ausc this ,~ould mean that our mtcr
ests , uld be \ Oiled and reprc c.:ntcd more.: c SIi}. nd
th t ,ur mt n: t could I l ,01ccd nd repr ented more
c ti) and that our cc Ill ctivc hargammg power 1.:ould
be mcreascd
"1e,crt'1cl 'is, 1f the present Intcmauonal
C:,tudents Or an11 uon 1s domg 1t JOb, for \\ hat reason
sh1•u d \\Ch
nc,\ org nuauon'
As the d v of the I.S S referendum 1s dra\, 1rag near,
intern uonal students should become more J\\Jrc of
thur p rt m the ~otes flow C\cr before , ou make nv
dcc1s1ons \\ c \\ ould hkt to urge } ou to take the follm\
mg qucsnons mto cons1dcrauon.
1) \\ hat 1s the d1ffcrcnc bc:rn ccn the I.S S and the
ISO'
l) I Im, docs the present I SO perform?
3) \\ h t 1s the 1mohcmcnt
of thl. lubs m the prt'Sent
I 'i O \\ ti th \ p ruc1p tc m •r nthus1 uc II} aft r
the I ~ S 1s om1ccl'
4) Did 11} bod} exp! m t ) >OU \\ h} t\\ 0 I s 0. CXCC.11
uve members r signed recently?
'i} II vc , u , ked nto the I ', <; consmu
on: D
1t protcl t } our tntt.rc~t' I 1r mst nee 1s the president

,c

Dear l ditor:
Womens' Campus C:omm1ttce,
I would 1ke to cxprc,s our dis
m,1, nd d1~ 1lc sure with \ our retent .idhrt1sement for
nC\\ l..mce st ff members. We of course .'.fl. not against
the u t of \ Ollll n or men m ad, rusmg ut this latest
stunt 1s m
ttl h d t stc nd 1s de ncl,ng I the,, on an
n tht p.nuR
ncl, women as
\\ hoil 111the Lance
(,\hct 1er the, realize It or notl I l11s .1lso h) tl'c \\JV
make the men
) on the Lance look f1 >hsh nd no
thin rn re th n a bunch of 1ttle hO\ s ,, ho need to
rokl 1bout '>ex because tht\
re not mature enough to
deal \\Ith the mtJmate subject If I ,renz, "hkc most
Lance staffers hkes loose \\Omen nd 101\c short
I
suggc<;t the} bet out of the husmess of pro1t-ct1ng student
,,c,,s as the) ha,c been trymg nd re\1gn thtmsches
On

ISS question

of the

L mvcr It} of \\ ndsnr

Kim Gutteridge
on behalf of the\\ omens' Campus Committee

to be elected hv UnJ\etsal :.uff r c or onlv b} the
elected cxecuu,e'
6) If the I S ', 1s formed, vou will be subJc ted to pa}
a fc,\ dollars more per semester, on top of thl· $22.SO
SA< fee I-Im, could you be so sure that the extra few
dollars ,~ill d1rcctl} benefit} ou'
Th<:rc 1s a Chmesc SJ) mg, "Look before you leap '
We are ready to leap \\1th you, hut befon: \\C do, \\c had
better look first
Rushed dcc1S1on 1s nc\er a good deos1on
The h.:ccutive Committee
of the Chinese Stu dents' Associat iun
Rick Yip, President

Societysupported
Dear hditor:
I \Hite to endorse the concept of, ,rnd the movement
toward, the creation of the International
Student
Soc1ct)
After much cons1derauon and discussion, I
bcl1e\e that this Society \\ ould be m the best mtcrcsts
of lntanauon ..l Stlldl'nts in general 1 h1, assumes, of
course, that the Society \\Ill be run \\Ith mtegnty and
\\ ith a clear understandmg of ns 0\\ n mandate and po
tenual.
W1th this y1 mind, I have examined the proposl'd
constitution and fmd it to be appropriate and dignified
I am convmcc also, that the proponents of this obJCC
tivc fully understand the nl'cessit)' of being acrnuntablc,
financially and otherwise.

A letter lO the 1-clitor should be limited to 500 uords
or less. The} trill) he submitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at the I...inl·e\ mailbox at rh e
SAC office on the ,cconcl floor of the Uni\ersity Centre
during norm.ti husine.ss hours. I he Lance rcscn.cs t he
ri!!llt to edit all letters for libel and ~pace. All letters
nw,t h e ,ig n cd.

Pamphlet
paperstorm

I

I

~n

I

ow

~n

{Jv~~~
some like it hot. Pour 1112
ounces (more or less to
t.aste)of Mr. Boston
Peppermint Schnapps
into a mug of steaming
hot chocolate. Top with
a g~nerous dollop of
whipped cream.
Makes a frothy,
delicious after-dinner
entert.ainmint for people
who like their hot
chocolate with a touch
of cool.

~

An old favourite.
Popularized by friendly
conversation and happy
occasions.
Pour a little Mr. Boston
Peppermint Schnapps on
a heaping mound of your
favourite ice cream.
Makes a mountain of
delight.

fil

< '

...

Mr. Boston Peppermint
Schnapps is so versatile
and has such a clean,
fresh taste. you may
prefer it your own way.
No matter what anyone
says. Go ahead. It's your
shot.

pS
,/
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Dear Editor:
I strenuously object to the paperstorm that pamphleteers are
proffering as "religious messages", which I found affixed to my
car in various ways - under the front and rear wipers, between
cracks of the doors - on the three occasions I went to my car in
the parking lot under the bridge today.
Thos proselytizing pamphlets, promulged by founders Tony and
Susan Alamo, entitled "Guilty by Association", are nothing more
that poorly packaged, histrionic, hyperbolic prognostications. The
grammatical errors contained in them alone discredit these profance
publications. I fail to understand their "Christian Message".
Consider this extracted statement, one of many: "European
International bankers (who run our Federal Reserve System in
America from their world headquarters) have placed specially
trained agents into the mass media, government, the judicial system,
liberal churches, unions and business, so that they (the international
bankers) can control everyone in the world and this is why communism's corruption in the U.S. is permitted to grow unrestricted,
unrestrained." Or this: "This Satanic one-world government now
has the audacity to say that we must allow our children to be
taught by homosexuals (perverts, those whom God despises), and
are saying it is now lawful to teach our children that homosexuality
is a third sexual choice. They want to make homosexuals of our
children and gain more revolutionists that our children and us may
be destroyed with them."
I could go on with the examples, but I think you see my point.
Regretting the 3 7 cents I must spend to do so, I will certainly
mail back all my pamphlets to Alma, Arkansas where they originated.
Rosemary Breschuk

some like it cool. The
simple classic. Mr. Boston
Peppermint Schnapps all
by itself. Or just add ice
and nirn the taste of a cool
breeze into a blizzard.
Great after dinner. After

Rcp,escnted by

WOfk.

Pe!erMiclzynslo Ageoc,es .tel

NOTICE

Kean Wong, SAC Vice-President-Finance,
felt that every·
time a problem arose, people
blamed foreign students. He felt
people were being very ignorant.
The cockroach problem could
be solved, Wong stated, " ...
if they keep the (residences and
cafeteria) clean and dry".
David McMurray, Director of
Food and Residence Services,
said, "I don't think it can be
defined to any particular group

or students ". He felt there
would always be a situation
where pests would be around.
McMurray said that everybody was to blame, including
students,
staff
and grocery
stores. He felt what Seto and
Reynolds said was only a personal opinion.
Long hoped that the issue
would be set aside soon. "We
don't want this to be blown out
of proportion".

- .-

~

General
Student Meeting

This is your chance to speak out and be heard.

LSAT / GMAT / GRE / SAT

- Seminars Now Forming University Test Preparation
Service, Inc.
30700 Telegraph, Suite 2501
Birmingham, Michigan 48010
(313) 540-5988

If you would like to:
1. Voice your opinion regarding the Students' Administrative
Council,
University Administration or any other matter dealing with the University;
2. Express new ideas and suggestions that will benefit the students;
3. Ask a question of your S.A.C. or University Administration, and get an
answer;
This is your opportunity to give input and change things for the better at the
University of Windsor. Your Stud~nt Council wants to know how you feel
and what your suggestions are, so they can work hard to give you what you
want
The first Ge,,eral Student Meeting will be held on Monday, December 5
1983 at 1 :00 in Assumption Lounge located in the University Centre. For
efficiency, written submissions of ideas and topics of discussions in advance
wouid be deeply appreciated. Please forward them to Robert Neposlan,
Commissioner of Internal Affairs up to Dec. 2/83, at the S.A.C. Office.

The Finest in Test Preparation Since 1977

Vanier Vittles
This is for Nov. 28 · Dec. 4
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Cheese Omelet

Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cream of Tomato Soup
Spanish Macaroni
Corned Beef on Rye

Lasagna
Pork Chow Mein

Wednesday

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Broiled Chicken
Breaded Grilled Perch

Cream of Celery
BBQ Beef on a Bun
Grilled Beef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Fish Chowder
Zedakos
Grilled Ham Steak

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

FORMAT OF THE MEETING
1. VI, rittcn submissions will be taken.
2. Someone will meet you at the door ,f you have not already submitted anything but wish to speak
you will be given a card on which you will identify yourself and the topic on which you would like
to speak.
3. There will be a panel of SAC representative at the front. along with representatives from the
administration. They will be there to listen to you and possibly answer any questions you may
have.
4. The Chairperson will introduce you and the topic of discussion from the card you have filled out
or from a submission made in advance.
5. There will be microphones on the floor from where you will speak.
6. Written submissions will be read by the Ch.;irperson to the students for people who do not wish
to speak at thP meeting.

Thursday

Friday

SAC

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

Soup of the Day
Grilled Cheese
Chili
Spaghetti & Meat
Sunday
& Meatless Sauce
Roast Pork/Dressing
The Deli is open 11:30 · 6: 15 Monday . Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11·30 Sunday ·
Saturday

Fri. Dec. 2, 1983, 11 am - 3 pm
Assumption Lounge

~

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Soup of the Day
1 /4 Pounders
Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppini
Friday

\
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FactsontheS.SS.
by Phi l Rourke

Q. What is tb e Social Science Society?
A. It is a society for social science students and the
people in the faculty of Social Science, and what
we do is basically what SAC does but on a smaller
level academically and socially.
Q What are tbe goals of the society on campus?

A. I hope that the society will become a society
that most people become involved in. As it stands
right now, we have the second largest faculty on
campus and we have, because of student apathy,
hardly any student involvement at all. What I'd
like is that the society be the voice of social
science students on SAC. Right now, the executive decides what events will be hosted because we
don't have enough student input. We don't have
any type of censorship, (on how money is allocated) except that done by departmental reps.

Q. Could students contribute to the decision-making process of the society?
A. Sure, and that's why wt: have a council. We
have five people who sit on the executive of our
council, we have one rep. from each social science
department and each social science club, and two
SAC reps. So, if people have any suggestions,
from, say the psychology department, they should
be giving these to the society through their reps.
But they're not.
Our problem is however, that we are not like
the business faculty where every business student
is in the business build ing. When we make decisions, we have to go to eight diffe rent buildmgs.
We re too segmented. That's our main problem.
I'd like this society to be the central point of com-

NOTICE - Assumption University
Chapel - 2 54-2 S 12. Masses at IO: 30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sundays and
at 11 :5- a.m. Monday - Friday (on
Tuesday there is al,o a Mass at
5 :00 p.m. followed by dinner $2.00). Sacrament of reconciliation
on request.
NOTICE - December 4! The best
Christmas fair vou ever saw! University Centre, U ·of W. Come anytime
between 1-6p.m. We will have puppeteers, jugglers, clowns, wandering
minstrels. Unique handcrafts:
puppets, ornaments, gingerbread houses,
juggling cubes and banners, baked
goods,
piua,
Christmas
goodies,
homemade
bread and gingerbread
houses. A good time to do your
X-mas shopping. Thb will be followed by a potluck
supper and
evening
of
fun at Assumption
Campus
Community.
Everyone
welcome. Call 2 54-2 S 12 for more
information.
NOTICE - Typing service for general typing of papers, thesis, reports,
etc.
Please call 258-2595
after
5:00
p.m.
Monday-Friday
and
anytime Sat. and Sun.
FOR SAU· - Full-face shoe motorcycle helmet. Series 27a, light grey
with blue stripe. Used less than one
summer. l·xccllent condition. Need
the cash, will sell for $SO. Call 256
97SO.
NOTICE - Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting (Gay and Lesbian fellowship) Monda> evenings, 7 :00 p.m.,
Jona College (basement). 208 Sunset, phone 256,2478 ,
FOUND - One brown umbrella
cover. Found on campus. Contact
The La nce office.

Antiques & used articles
at affordable prices .

municat1on for all eight departments in the faculty
of social science.

Lidia Pinazza is the President of the Socia l Science
Society on campus. What follows is her views on
the soc iety, SAC and the university and the changes she would like to sec in student government.

NOTICE - The World University
Services of Canada Caravan will be
returning to t h e University of Wind,
sor campus after an absence of 7
years. The caravan
will contain
crafts and other assorted iJrOducts
from around
the world.
Monies
raised by the caravan will be used
by WUSC to help refugee students
from Third World countries. The
caravan will be in Windsor Nov. 27
through 30. On Sunday, Nov. 27 it
wi II be on campus from 7 :00 10:00 p.m. and from Mon. Nov. 28
through Wed. Nov. 30, it ,~ill be
here from I I :00 a.m .. 8:00 p.m.

THE IT SHOP

We have w hat yo u
need.
Dressers, tables ,
lamp s, c hina

Q Is your society satisfied with its relations with
SAC?
/

A. We've only been around since January of 1980
and it's really hard when you have incoming and
outgoing executives every year. I think SAC d?cs
the best that it can under the way the corporation
is set up and under their existing by-laws. Personally, I feel that there needs to be restructuring
within their by-laws and in the way they do things.
As far as our relations with SAC, we arc not
complaining. As I said before, restructuring needs
to be done, but they cannot do it overnight. They
have to do it through by-law revision which I
think they are honestly trying to do.

Now: Cloth ing From
Victo rian to the Trendy
Bizarre, Rhinestone
Jewellery and
Access or ies.
Mon - Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

Q. What sort of restructuring would you like to see?

A. I would like to see better relations and hctter
input from societies in SAC. I would like co sec
SAC doing more things with societies, such as
sponsoring events. As a whole, I don't think
societies have enough input on SAC. Our three
votes don't carry enough weight. I am not sug·
gesting that we should have, say five votes.
What l 'm saying is that greater emphasis should
be put on the societies ' votes.

Also: New & collectable comics

~

A. Yes. I think there should he three levels. SAC,
societies and clubs, only because we are a society,
we need a referendum to have a society, and we
are not ratified, as clubs arc. every year.
I would not like to sec the $3 .50 per person fee
eliminated . As it stands right now we only get 7%
of our money. Of the money SAC collects from
the Univermy Administration, out of all the
money from student fees, only 7% goes back to
societies and clubs. To be fairer to more actin:
societies, keep the $3 .50 per person but, if you
want, have special funding for societies like you
have for clubs.

NOTICE - A tribute to Big Brothers
at the Palace. On Thursday evening,
Dec. 8, the Palace Theatre will open
its doors for a very special screening
of the movie •Tribute", starring Jack
Lemmon and Robbie Benson in their
unforgetablc roles as father and son.
Bring the family, bring a friend.
Admission is free. Don t miss the
opportunity
to find out about becoming a Big Brother to one of the
I 00 father-absent
boys who are still
waiting for a man to look up to.
Don't miss the remarkable
movie
"Tribute ", free at the Palace Theatre,
310 Ouellette Ave., on Thurs. Dec.
8, at 7 "00 p.m. for more information
call Big Brothers at 2S6-23 I J.
NOTICE - The Office of Student
Affairs is giving the University com,
m unity, students. faculty. staff and
even visitors the chance to S.A.S.S.
back on issues that concern them.
The Student Affairs Suggestion-Com ,
plaint Service (W.A.S.S.) has placed
a box and forms on the counter at
the University Centre Desk for your
commenh,
complaints,
ideas and
suggestions. Issues will be discussed
on CJAM radio every Sunday after,
noon from 2:45 to 3:00 p.m. !'or
more information,
contact
Marv
Lou Thibert at the University Centre.
NOTICE
The Third World Resource Centre is holding its third
annual
Internationa l SI LFHFLP
Christmas Craft Sale on Thurs, Fri .•
Sat., and Sun., Dec. 8, 9, 10 and l l
at St. Alphonsus Hall at 6S Park
Street East, Windsor. The hours arc
J0:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Thursday
and Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
on Saturday, and 9:30 a.m. to 6:30
p.m. on Sunday. I"he sale of these
moderately priced, beautifully made
crafts and decorations
from the
Third World help displaced, handicapped and disadvantaged artisans to
support themselves. For further information. call the Third World Resource Centre at 2 52-151 7.
FOR SALE - 4 poster solid pine
headboard
and
foot board.
I-its
queen or double box springs mattress. Will sell separately
($250)
or with queen \ize boxspring and
mattress ($32S). Latter sold separately for $1 00. Excellent condition
3 years old, call anytime. 2S2-4674
or 252-3117.

UNDE RSTAND ING BULIMIA AND
ANOREXIA NFRVOSA. A discussion by Aileen King and Sophie Bartnicki of the Bulimia Anorexia Ner,
vosa Association. Thursday, November 24, 1983, 7:00 p.m. Windsor
Public Library, 850 Ouellette Avenue
256-6762.
YOUR SEXUAL SELF : A group
for women. A ten week group is
noY. being
formed
for women
students.
faculty
and
staff
to
begin in Januarr.
1984. This group
is for women who are interested tn
. a growth -oriented approach to their
se:icuality - self-definition
of sexuality and sensuality
relationships
- sexual attitude,
and values sexual assertiveness. For more info.
contact: Cheryl l'holmann or Marcia
Gragg at the Psychological Services
Centre 253-4232 ext. 243.
HOUSING - For rent, fully fur,
nished apartment \\ith a sunporct
and ful I 3rd floor for storage. Close
lo the U. S 127 .so pl us uti lilies
252-4674
or
252-3117
anytime
(male or female accepkd).
P~ RSONAL - Dear Deadly Ncdly,
how do you like the lJ. so far·?
Wouldn l it be bt'!kr if you got
closer to a FFW girls once in a
\\hile? Let us know if we have to
make the first move.
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Q. A re you suggesting tbat societies should be 011
a different level tba11department reps and club_s?

N01 ICI· · Th e Wom en s Fo r um :
'Women in the University· Speaker:
Dr. Lois Smedick, Thurs. Dec. 1/83,
Keep your eyes open for posters or
contact the Grad House (5 52 Sunset
Ave. Ext. 727) for time and place.

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
12 a.m. - 5 p.m.

167 3 Wyandotte W.
256-0 308
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International Students' Society
To provide a stronger International
Students Voice , I.S.0. is changing to
the I.S.S.
Th e l.S.S. has be en endorse d by:

African Students' Assoc.
Black Students' Assoc
Caribbean Students' Assoc.
Greek Students' Club
Indian Cdn. Students' Org.
Lebanese Students' Assoc.
Ma laysian Students ' Assoc.
Org. of Arab Stud ents
Pakistan Students Assoc.
Students for Nuclear
Disarmament
Ukranian Students' Assoc.

Board of Directors of S.A.C.
Mr. David Laird
Pres., S A.C
Mr George McMahon
Ass. V. P. Student

second tloor, Umver"ty Centre

Services

Mr Ke n Lon g
Dean of Stu de nts
Mr. Richard Lanspeary
lnt'I Student Advisor

On Dec. 1, we ask for your
endorsement.

VOTE YES FOR I.S.S.

Attention

Students &
Faculty
Dr. D'Aloi sot M. D.
(Family Practitioner)
Wishes to Announ ce
The opening of his new offi ce
located at
17 48 Huron Church Rd.
Southbridge Plaza
(5 minutes from campu s)
For Appointments call:
Office 258-3093
Ans. Service 254-2811

for more 1nformat10n,

come to the lance photo offoce.

•

I.S.S.

YOYmust ~ a '>tudf'nl cummth, Jt1M\d1ng • C.41\41dan

un'""'s,1, to f'ntN {H~l,nf'
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Thank You
D. D' Aloisio
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Dialogue
andreflections
withthe Univer
sity Players
by S. E. Buzzel
SUE:

Twenty-five years ago, under the directorship of Daniel Kelly,
the University Players were born. From 1958 to the present, the
group has presented fine theatre to the Windsor community.
Time has, of course, brought change as well as a variety of plays.
As artistic directorship passed from Kelly to George Neilson to
William PinneU to the present Joan Hackett, audiences have seen
Twelfth Nigh t, The Crucible, MacBeth, Major Barbara, Equus,
Chicago and Blood Relat ions among many, many more.
The current producrion at Essex Hall Theatre, Ten Lost Years,
opens November 24th. The play is being guest directed by Terry
Tweed, a Canadian actress with numerous credits in television,
radio, theatre and film. She has also taught at the University of
Ottawa and directed at Rhode Island College. But enough talk,
as Terry might say, let's get on with the play.

SUE:
How were you invited to come here and direct this play?

TERRY,
I have no idea! I got that call out of the blue.
. They approached me, and I like directing very much. It's something I want to do
more of and I have been slowly developing that particular avenue
of theatre for myself, which is completely different from acting.
I also love to watch acrors work. Ir's a great joy to watch actors
work - like this cast.

A windy Friday afternuo11. It is cold and snowy as ibougb
winter must needs make up for its mildness last year. 3:40 PM
Lance Reporter SUE BUZZEL waits for the interviewee , TERRY
TWEED. Sbe arrives. as scbeduled, at 4 PM. They proceed to the
lounge, littl e more tb,m a sbort, wide corridur witb a coucb , four
tables and chairs. Tbey sit facing each otb er at u11eof tin tables .
MARK, a 4th y ear B.F.A . Acting student.joins tl;em.

TERRY:
They're one of the hardest -working groups of people I've come
across in a long time. Giving one hundred per cent all the time. What
we're accomplishing is good, very good .... I hope.

MARK returned with TERR Y 's Sprite and KIM, another 4th year
student joins the group. The conwrsation sbifted to Terry's description of The Farm Show, asan example ofa collective creation.
TERRY:
A group of actors wanted to do a play about fanners. But there
were none. So they set out, by living on a farm, to find one, to
create one. It was a process of making a play that told certain
stories. It was probably che best way to tell them - collectively.
And those stories weren 't written
down anyway, so the actors
had to write the plays.

SUE:
Do you enjoy -

SCENE ONE

Uhurn, just -

TERRY,
Very much! Very much indeed

.,.~·-

---

--- ....,

TERRY (TO MARK):
30 ... 40 ... 50 ... 60. That should do it. You wanna get me a Coke or
whatever looks good ... Ginger ale - if they have it.
MARK,
Sure

(exit).
SUE:

Describe some of the roles you've played .
TERRY:

had said the players only discuss the play when there are problems.
Unfortunately,
tonight is a bit difficult. and there is plenty of
discussion. It reinforces the concept of collective creation, however, as no one is exempt from contributing suggestions. All do,
to seemingly little avail. The talk continues.
The Scene involves a family's futile trek to Northern Alhena.
There seems to be just no time in the play to develop the frustration felt in the long journey. Each time the actors attempt the
scene , it is bogged down by a "lackadaisical realism" and, as a
result, is ton cluttered and generalized.
The ~cene is finally molded, still rough, but much improved.
A fitting end to an arduous rehearsal, it seems. But they start the
next scene, proceeding with the same energy that began the
evening. Frustration from the previous scene apparently supported
the anger of the following scenes. They forge ahead.

Upper right

They all were so different thal they demanded different things.
l wanted to do Blood Relations because I liked the play ..Things
like 1837 and The Farm Show arc important because they taught
me something abnur what the theatre was about, about what was
important to me. As individuals, they don't mean anything to me.
It's always the play Just having a good play.

Oiicago, 1981
Lek

Ten LostYears
, 1983
Far left

Macbeth
, 1968

SCENE THREE
It is a rough show but it works off the actor's energy as opposed
to a writer's idea, which is why it's hard to recreate it - without
going through some of the same process. Any time you're dealing
wich dialogue it's very stripped down because it comes out of the
actor's rising to a kind of peak of energy and finding the scene, and
then cutting it to just its essence to make a point.
MARK:
It's a skeleton script.
TERRY,
Now with Te n Lost Yea rs (based on Barry Broadfoot's book of
the same title) the actors were interested in the Depression and the
fact that these were real people. They started to improvise and work
with this material to devise a show that would describe, bring
alive - those years in Canada and the people who lived through
them. They felt these people had a right to be seen. They were
survivors and heroes in a way. A lot of the collectives in Canada are,
in a sense, an attempt to find our heroes. Now we're e:oin1eto recreate this collective. They're very good theatrical events - just hard
to find again.
KIM:
Yeah, I think in some ways it would be easier to go out and find
our own material on the Depression than to try and re-do this one.
MARK,
The pride that J think Terry was talking about is important.
These are stories from Canadians who lived through the Depression
and we, as Canadians, take pride in that. There are so many shows,
especially in Windsor, that are Americanized.

TERRY:
When we all started rehearsals everyone had the tendency to kind
of feel sorry for them and to play them from a pathetic angle. But
what has happened during the rehearsah as we go back to their point
of view we realilcd, they certainly aren't feeling that way. They're
angry and enduring and they don't give up. They had a tremendous
sense of humour - and of life. We're finding that out about them
which makes them far more vital and interesting.
MURRAY:
It's the way they went about things, getting food and rides or
whatever. They had a great sense of adventure, of excitement. They
were inventive.
MARK,
Terry said something interesting the first night of rehearsal, in
talking about the characters we are gorng to present or be. She
said we have a responsibility to them. We are realizing that more
and more Ill each rehearsal..
TERRY,
The stories were all taken from real people. They're not just
something actors made up and thought would be interesting.
SCENE TWO

Evening of tbe same day, still snowing. Reporter enters Essex
Hall Theatre and chooses a seat near tbe back. The set is non·
descript, wit/; a few raised platfonns, including a ramp, a piano,
and a virtually empty tbeatre.
The rehearsal is devoted

ro the scene described

earlier. They

Ir is 1be following Friday eveni11g, mild and still. A complete
rehearsal tunight. The set remains largely nondescript but is enhrmced by a grey, clouded sky on the cyc/orama.
The music starts. The play proper begins prompcly and continues
for over an hour until intermission. It progresses, moving through
ensemble scenes, monologues and flashbacks, reminiscent of the
Monty Python program as one scene is linked in an offbeat way to
the next.
Last week's rehearsal proved typical. An average of seven hours
a day, every day is invested in rehearsal. Each days seems to melt
into the rcsr for the cast.
As the second acr ends, I recall what Mark had said about the
purpose of their performance. They just want to show me, someone,
anyone who hadn't lived through the Depression, just what it was
like. And they do.

Dramatis Personae
K. Allison Brawley
Mark Spickett
Murray Hayes
Terry Tweed

1l(O)
AC/DC at Joe Louis...Dischargein a bar in Hamtramck

Thenight(y)theirheadsexploded
by Mike Lyster

we would have liked, and we
were still checking out the
rock 'n' roll nubilcs when the
first sweet strands of Fastway
wafted up from the arena floor.
We hurried back to our section,
but rather than brave the dangerous climb in the dark to our
appointed scats, we grabbed a
couple that appeared to be
empty and decided to take a
chance.
The one thing I d1dn 't expect Fastway to be was boring.
But, due to the fact that thrcequart~rs of the band seemed to
have had their shoes nailed to
the stage by some mischicvious
roadie, they were JUSt that.
Fast Eddie Clarke, late of
Motorhcad and founder of the
group, was content to shake his
head one or two times during
his uninspired solos. Doing his
best to stir up a somewhat lethargic
crowd,
lead singer

Forgive me. I did something
very uncool this past weekend.
Friday night, instead of doing
my readings, studying or even
nsking a night 10 front of the
tube,
I mustered
up what
courage I have left and ventured to the Joe Louis Arena,
transformed for the night into
a bastion of wankerdom by
1IM bands Fastway and AC/DC.
It was a clear, crisp fall
night and dumpmg off our
tickets
on some suspecting
soul and then wandering the
back alleys of Detroit seemed
like a very im·iting idea. But
the grey visage of the great
J LA beckoned and on we
pressed
Once 10sidc, we killed time
by circling the concourse area
and getting the "feel" of the
crowd.
This took up more time than

David King provided all of the
band's stage presence; he certainly deserves better backing for
that incredible voice.
Sensing an cmbarassing c\'iction, during the intermission my
cronic and I found our official
scats some ten ro,vs further
up. That was a mistake. I was
seated next to a 280 pound
1Icll 's Angel not in the best of
moods. The rest of the concert
proved somewhat uncomfortable. I kept m}' coat on for in
fear that in removing it, I might
nudge him .
Fortunately, the lights soon
dimmrd and the group ignored
by millions took the stage.
Keeping a straight face, AC/DC
churned out all of their pseudohits 10 a way only they could.
The night was saved, however, by the mind-boggling antics
of lead gyrationist Angus "Laffaminutc" Young, who presented

by Lorenzo

Buj

was afraid that chis would
happen.
That in one night the English
band Discharge would have co
own up to a long and subtle
Black Sabbath apprenticeship,
and that in the space of those
same few hours North America
would begin melodramatically
racionali/.ing iLsdf out of existence.
Sunday night in a nondescript bar in I lamtramck my
fears began to take on the
awful images of reality.
While most future victims
sat at home bemg threatened
by their television secs, a bunch
of weird types had packed off
to Paycheck's
Lounge to sec
Discharge.
The types. of course, weren't
escaping anrchmg because, on
this night of the Day After,
nuclear-holocausc-as-v1dco-gamc

Typing Service
For general typing of
papers, theses, reports,
etc.

Please call 9 4 5· 7025
between 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
LETlJS PREPARE YOU FOR THE
DEC. 3, 1983 LSAT
OR THE
JAN. 28. 1984

CMAT

Each couhc- con\1su, of 20 hour~ of
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20 hour course
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the ten thousand faithful with
his personal theory of perpetual
motion. What Angus lacked in
talent he more than made up
for in primal energy, from
beginning to end.

After a solid two-hour assault
the cannons sounded for the
last time and the house lights
drove the long-hairs back into
the night.

had most of the punks in the
club gather around the TV set
behind the bar.
So, with mohawks in silhouette against a screen flashing
mass death and destruction, the
crowd
recovered
from
the
evening's opening act: a skinhead band from Ann Arbor
called State.

They were almost rigid and
doctorinairc.
Recent addition
Pooch was less than formidable
with his undistorted (why?) guitar thinning rousing battlccries
like "Protest and Survive" and
"State Violence State Control."
The sound system was so
tame and crappy that one could
have almost sipped Ginger tea
in the front row and carry on
polite conversations above the
music . And except for a stupid
fight most of the audience just
stood around watching singer
Calvin
go10g
through
the
gyrations.
Even when some of the old
rockers burnt through balls up,
Cal's harsh voice could hardly
displace the evening's let down.
"Lied to threatened cheated
and deceived/Hear nothmg see
nothing ... the savage mutiliation of tbe human race is sat on
course/Protest and survive/Protest and survive ... "
Tonight those shrill, nasty
lyrics seemed to be just so much
muffled bitterness.

One

of my

friends

decided

not to attend the gig because he
knew much hardcore was "not
primal, not nihilistic, but just
abuse
like a delinquent five
year old shaking his fist." State
proved him right as an irrelevant
sec included a song ending on
the chant "USA! USA!"
After Kansas City blew up
Discharge showered us with their
heavy-punk-rock-metal.
The
guitar-metal sound of their latest
EP betrays the old Sturm und
Drang legacy, and live tonight
they left me a lttlc cold.

aiiiiiiiiiir=====:::iiiiiii;:;;;,iiiiii::;.iiiiiiiiii.•====:..;.---;-:---;-:--;::-;---;::---:-:;-----:-:---:-:=-:--,--:;;-;;-~--;;;;----The
himself "blessed" with precognitive
powers. Bizarre and beautiful things
befall poor John after he realizes
what he has.
The real meat of the story lies in
the unusual relationship building between Smith (Christopher Walken)
and an ambitious politician named
Greg Stillson (Martin Sheen).
Let's face it, visions of little kids
roasting in house fires and drowning
in icy lakes fall into relative medocrity in light of Smith's visions of a
President Stillson throwing the human
race into its nuclear destiny.
The
ultimate confrontation
which shows
Smith attempting to waste the maniac
politician to save humanity would
have made John Hinckley proud. But

Whenwe deadawake
by Michael Bickerstaff
David Cronenberg's adaption of the Stephen King novel
Dead Zone is an example of an unsuccessful translation
from novel to film. Dead Zone is a testimony to how time
limitations stiffen and lock themes that need the flexible
development of a careful and effetive novel.
The film is about a young teacher named Johnny Smith
who awakes from a 5....;...year coma __:.
(by car crash) to find

•nad
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by Martin Deck
Jorge Luis Borges has expressed the notion that literature
is a labyrinth from which the
reader can never escape, where
he is doomed to spend his life
entangling himself among the
threads
which connect
one
writer to another.
Robert DeMott, a critic/teacher at the University of Ohio,
provided some glimpses into
John Steinbeck's personal labyrinth in his talk in Assumption
Lounge last Thursday.
He presented evidence to
prove that Steinbeck, did not,
as popular opinion would have
war
out
write solely from first-hand experience. Steinbeck was not a
literary "babe in the wood",
missing is that knuckle whitening
but rather drew from all litertension that only comes when seem'ature - from the Bible and the
ingly unrelated events that draw two
Ancient Greeks to contemporcharacters to a frightening collision
ary fiction.
are allowed to develop fully.
With constant reference to
The screen play bogs down with an
Steinbeck's letters and novels,
over-emphasis on Smith's moral dilDeMott showed that Steinbeck
emma and the alleged profundity of
was a voracious reader, with
his realization that he can change the
interests in religion, philosophy,
future as well as accurately predict it.
psychology, sociology and hisVivid imagery and soundtrack make
tory as well as literature. He
Cronenberg's shock treatments potent.
also showed that Steinbeck was
The film is full of dark ironies and
somewhat of a liar
he claimed
brutal character manipulation
that
not to have read Ernest Hemingshould please disciples of the ma~way until 1940, wheras he had
abrc.
Walken plays the doomed
read him first in 1926, before
Smith with remarkable intensity and
his own literary career took off.
Sheen is positively chilling in his
At one point, Steinbeck claimed
portrayal of the ultra-right-wing Still"I just don't like fiction very
son. Dead Zone is currently playing
much" which, DeMott proved,
.:..__ is simply untrue.
at the Capital 3.

Then

Martin Sheen plays an ambitious but sometimes sinister
and stupid politician in the film "Dead Zone"-an adapt·
ation of a Stephen King novel.

JXTell
y y t II

broke in heaven'
-Revelation
12·7
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For a weekend or a day or two, you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA tram trip.
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions, our corivenient schedules for
weekend trips and our terrific group fares.
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take 1teasy, ta<e the train Call VIA Ra;I or
your Travel Agent now

John Steinbeck, circa 1961.

Steinbeck actually considered
reading as an indispensable part
of the creative process. He considered certain books as "more
real than reality". In preparation
for his Acts of King Arthur and
His Knights, he immersed himself in everything he could find
concerning the Arthur legend
and Sir Thomas Malory and was
finally overwhelmed by his reading to the extent that he could
not complete the book. At one
point,
he referred
to the
Oxford English Dictionary as
"the greatest book in the world"
- although his own literary
vocabulary was rather limited,
he loved words "for themselves ..
Steinbeck
once
wrote:
"Home is only that place where
the books are kept." I will leave
you with that, dear reader, and
return forthwith to my own
(unfortunately
compulsory)
reading.

,•
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by Brad Lombardo

Sun. Nov. 27
DaveHoward & TheDave Howard
Singers. (Toronto-Art-Hip-Rock)
1 man show

This week there is a lot happening at the

GRAD HOUSE
(licensed under L.C.8.0.)

The
'' DANCE PARTY''
Thursday Nov. 24, 1 983
9:00 p.m.
It's going to be a "Classic"

The "Grey Cup"
Bash
Sunday

Nov. 27, 1983

6:00 p.m.
Happy Hour 5-6 p.m.
Graduate Student Society
General Meeting
Tuesday Nov. 29, 1983, 5:30 p. m.
All at the Grad House, 552 Sunset Ave.
(Across from the Math Building)
Hours: 4 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Monday - Friday

He ranked among Canada's
greatest poets.
He was a reflection of contemporary
Canadian thought
and an image
of our times:
that of a writer
searching
for a true national
identity.
Yet when Alden Nowlan,
author
of
a dozen volumes
of poetry including such celebrated works as The Mysterious Naked Man and Bread
Wine and Salt, died in June
of this year at the age of fifty,
there was
only scarce media
coverage directed
toward the
achievements of his life.
The media exposure given to
the life, and death, of Alden
Nowlan
parallels
that
which
has been given to Canadian
poetry on a whole.
Despite
the courageous efforts of Nowlan, Canadian
poetry
today
remains an undeveloped
mystery; it grapples with recognition and fame in a battle
which is but a shadow of a
broader Canadian struggle for
a national
identity,
a search
for a uniform social consciousness.
Nowlan's poetry is descriptive, a marriage of clear, direct
language
and the ability
to
characterize
an object or an
isolated moment with uncompounded precision.
Yet he is
ever the dauntless poet, a man
not confined
to boundaries,
a brazen
writer who throws
caution to the wind by impenitently
allowing
his personal
fears
to surge, unconquered
and unchallenged, forward through his work . /\ short imag1st1c
poem like "Full Moon" can
only begin to skim the depths
of his work ·

Alden Nowlan:

1933-1983

A POEM ABOUT

Ml RACLES

Why don't records go blank
the instant the singer dies?
oh, I know t here are explanations,
but they don't convince me.
I 'm still surprised
when I hear the dead singing.
As for orchestras,
I expect the instruments
to fall silent one by one
as the musicians succumb
to cancer and heart disease
so that toward the end
I turn on a disc
labelled Gotterdammerung
and all that comes out
is the sound of one sick old man
scraping a shaky bow
across an out-of-tune fiddle.
from "The Mysterious
Naked Man".

dark woods on either side,
'a mile from
the
border
we drink the last
11merican beer,
throw t be can out
tbe car window
into tbe grain,
wbrre it y,li11ts
i11the 111oonligbt...
Besides being one nf Canada's most distinguished poets,
Nowlan was an accomplished
novelist,
short
story
\\ ritcr,

playwright, and journalist whose
articles have appeared in such
magazines as MacLean's, Toronto Life, and Reader's Digest .
He won the Governor General's
Award, known as Canada's Pulitzer Prize, and twice received
writing grants from the Canada Council.
Despite the fact that Nowlan
spent his latter years as a writerin-residenee at the University of
New Brunswick in Fredericton.
he was not one to attach great
significance
to academic
life.
One would say he was not the
academic man.
Perhaps it would be more
accurate to characterize Nowlan
as a truly Canadian poet, a man
who braved his fears in an
attempt
to describe things as
they are, to isolate the moments
we may all identify with. I only
wish for his legacy to be carried
on by aspiring, youthful poets
whose desires and dreams represent endeavours at capturing
the realism of a truly Canadian
moment.
While Nowlan was still alive
Rosalind Eve Conway (in the
book Profiles in Canadian Literature) wrote
"Alden Nowlan
hates smugness, the assurance of
modern man that there has been
progress. In his articles, he looks
at such diverse issues as incarceration,
abortion
and food
additives. He feels that we arc
neither worse nor better than
our predecessors.
We arc no
more
knowledgeable
but
simply know different
things.
The
questioning
attitude
of
the English writer C.K. Chesterton is one Nowlan admires.
Alen Ncm Ian speaks for sincerity, honest and humility, for facing issues squarely and unhypocritically. and suggests that 1t
might
be dangerous
to
do
othnwise."

Our aerobicwear
is as good for
yourbodyas
aerobics.
Arrnl:i,cdJnce ,._dec;1grwd to
mJke you teel great And Ne\,\;
BJIJnce .:ierotircwear ,-, de-,rgned

AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, you
can caste for yourself why our whiskey is so
uncornn1only smooch.
As soon as you sip the water we
use, you can tell it's
something special.
That's because it flows,
pure and iron-free,
from a limestone
spring located deep
under the ground.
Iron,,..,

from

•nun<1erRrOund >(Yong

AcJack Daniel

Distillery, we've used chis iron-free
water since our founder settled here
in 1866.Once you cry our whiskey,
we believe, you'll know why we

*
~-·~ ~

always will.

SI to,.us

1
··~:arm
1~3

l~;;s:,.\;ff "'°'lW'"

_

Soundslikethe truth

A~T()~[L~

Thurs. Nov. 24 & Fri. Nov. 25
"Blues Ways" with Joe Rispoli
Sat. Nov. 26
Hot! Hot! Hot! "Tempus Fugit"
1983 Battle of the Bands w/
vocals by Clayton Moore II

,....__________

to hl'lp. Wrth ll'gwarnwr-, , tc~keep
vour mu...de~ limber. Short~ .:ind
• lePt.ird.,.that g1\'r vou Ireedorn
of movement An,f JJckrb ,ind
I Shirt ....It) help you ...t,,v wJrm
while vou v1.111d
,kw"n i\ll 1n
wkirs 'thJt II mJke vou look
Jc. gotid J<; you fecf

IB

newbalance

Mastercard
Visa

5909·39

*Rip Stop Nylon
Shorts
*Leg Warmers
*Body Suits
*Leotards
*Tights
WE STOCK
DANSKINTOO!
c-....__;)

Nylon & Gore tex
Rain Suits by
K-Way
New
Balance Brooks
Marathon from

$49.90

AEROBIC WEAR

We Do
Floor
Shirts ...
Cresting Too!

NOW IN
STOCK!!

NFL
Mesh Shirts
Lions, Miami
Washington
Cincinnati

Windsor's Most
Complete Sport Store

Jehnsen

CYCLE& SPORT
CENTRE

$42.95
MondayFriday 9-6 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m.

Wyandotte St. East

945-3434

si,r 01 bceflen«
8ru$$ffS

19$(

(Transit Windsor 2A or 2 B Eastbound to Jefferson

Blvd.)

LancerettesknockoffGuelph
by Sharon Lester
rhe women's basketball team
knocked off Guelph on Saturday night, by a score of 69-61.
This elevates their record to 3 ·O.
Coach Swam was enthusiastic
aboul
this
victory
because
Guelph finished second 10 their
dl\tSion last year,
Swain said, " f'he girls were
not willing to give up anything
at an) time to the other tt·am
c\'en when the)' ,, ere tired ...
they hustled all the time."
The game was dost· and
the l.ancerettes lost the le.id

only in the last minute of the
first half, going down by one
34 .3 3,
Four of Windsor's girls scored
in double figures which exemplified even shooting and Sta·
hilit}
High scoring Theresa
McGee was double
teamed
chr.,ughout the game but contributed 1i points ,, ich 9 rebounds. Lill Craig counted 18
points and 7 rebounds and
Colleen Hogan and .\1al") I ll")·cay
chipped in 14 points each.
Craig ,,as taken out of the
game temporarily wJth sC\'ere
leg cramps and later fouled

out with 5 minutes of play
remaining. She still came out
Lancerette high scorer, quite an
accomplishment.
For Guelph
Cindy McMaster scored a game
high 28 points along with 15
boards.
Defensively the team was
sparkling. Coach Swain noted
fine play from two rookies
Wendy McKee and Carol Fer·
guson,
The
Lancerettes
continue
their league play in Waterloo
this Saturda} and will pla}'
host to the University of \tichigan
Dearborn on \1on<lay.

CagerstourAmerica
An unidentified Gue lph player snatches the ball as Lancerettes
Theresa McGee (far left) and Lill Craig ( 12) look on.

Windsor'sMcGee
athleteof the week
by Sharon Lester
Theresa McGee, high scoring
centre for the women's basketball team, was named OWIAA
athlete of the week, last week.
In two league games against
Western and Wilfred Laurier
Theresa tallied a total of 48
points and pulled down 27
rebounds.
Theresa , a 3rd year Human
Kinetics student, came to Windsor directly after grade 12
graduation from North Middle sex District School in Park
Hill, Ontario. She met Coach

Swain while playing for the
regional team and discussed her
future basketball and academic
plans at Windsor. She then
decided to reJect an American .
Scholarship to come to Windsor.
She was selected as a tiertwo 1st team all star in her
preliminary year and chosen 1st
team all star for the whole
province last year.
Coach Swain said, "she is
one of the best centres 10
Ontario ...if you tell her to do
something she will. .a very hard
worker."

by Pcce Frede
Don 't be fo1,k<l by the lop·
sidcd scores of the gaml'S on
the l.anccr's "American tour",
the l.anccrs arc going to be a
tough team to beat m the
OUA,\ \\'est this year.
While the Lancers have heen
beaten handily, lming six times
in six games, they were compet·
ing against 01\"ision One schools,
which arc in the strongcst
league in the U.S.
" I c gets to the po inc of
being demorali1.ing," said Coach
Paul Thomas, "but its srill a
big thrill." He added that the
high quality of play gets the
players used to stress .ind prepares them for conference play.
(This worked well for the Lancers last year; they decimated
their first three opponents) .
As well, the l, .S. tour is
an annual money maker for
the university's athletic depart·
ment Stating that "the money
helps our whole program,"
Thomas explained that the team
was guaranteed
$30,000
last
year for the American garnes.
(The Lancers must pay all
their expenses out of this
amount.) This money exceeds
the team's home revenues for
the entire season.

Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Street
(co rner Sandwich

·1homas
J.lso praised the
team's heha\Jour on the tour.
"Thl· guys haVt· been outst,tndmg ambassador~ for the school,"
he said, "the} have conducted
themselves m a high class manner hoth on .ind off the court.''
Windsor will benefit this
season from a strung nucleous
of returning players, a strong
crop of rookies, and the considerable heigh l and basketball
skills, of 6 8" transfer studrnt,
Rob Biasutto .
B1asutto who gave up a basketball scholarship at the Universitv of Detroit, is expected
to be a major plus for the
team m the coming years.
Already Biasutto has shown his
potential; he scored 29 pomcs
against a tough Southern Meth·
odist University team, despite
fouling out early. Rob 1s the
big man the Lancers need as
they were one of the smaller
teams in the league lase year.
While the l.ancers "111 miss
the deadly outside shooting of
All·Star Phil I lermanutz, I lunt
I loo! is back to fill the void.
"lie\ really taken over thc role
of the mature leader," said
Coach Thomas, "He is working
harder than l'w ever seen and
its paying off."

Daily Luncheon
Specials
$3. 99 - under

& Mill)

Invites you to take a
break from your studies

11 :00 - 3:00 daily

Wednesday Pizza Day
Monday Spaghetti Day
all you can eat
Only $2.99

+ 1 trip

to salad bar.

3.99
4.99
5.99

Small
Medium
Large
any 2 items

15% Disco

10% discount on all pick-ups
15% discount on pizza
Fri-Sat 11 am -1 :30 am Sun. 12 Noon· 11 pm
l·ull>L1cem,edunder LLBO

I fourc, Mon-Thurs. 11 am - 1 am

Also return mg is 6 'S" AllStar Jim Kenned), ,, ho 1s coming off a fine season in ,, hich
he a,·t·ragcd IR points a game.
\\ hilc Kenned) 1s still hampered
b) the aftereffects of off-season
knee surgery, ·1humas l'Xpects
him to be finl' hy the start of
the regular season .
When Andy Kiss returned
to Windsor last \ car, after givmg
up a basketball scholarship at
Central Michigan University, he
suffered from a lack of playing
time. He should be back into
his game this year and will be
a definite asset to the team.
Mike ScocJ..:y,ell will also be
back on the Lancer's behalf.
The rookie~ this year have
been a "very pleasant surprise,"
according to Thomas . "They
did pretty good against Division One ceams ... chey have not
looked out of place at all with
the good teams."
'J he Lancers play their first
home game this Saturday night
against Grand Valley State.
Note : The Lancers game will
start at 8 : 15 this Saturday
in the :,;rn St. Denis gym and
will by foll(m ed by a "Fifth
Quarter" hosted by the I luman
Kinl·Ucs Soc :ty.

NO rlC:£. "Pro Life Pro Choice"
Debate Wednesday November 30,
7:30 pm.
Unt\Cf"Stt) of Windsor
Ambossador Auditorium in the Student Centre. Spon~ored by the Women's
Campus
Committee
free
Adn111tance. Coffee & Donuts.
I OR SAUi: 20" RCA Color TV.
One year old! Bought nt <.~40
selling at S3SO or best offer. Excellent condition. I wo year Wnranty
rem tining. If tntcre,ted , please call
2S6,9151 (Gnrv).
NO rlCE
The Women\ lncenth·e
Centre Is sponsoring n Home Repairs
Workshop on Tues. Nov. 29, 1983. It
will be held 111 the Centre, 594
Church St., from 7:00 p.m. to t0:00
p.m. Carol Weepers will foctlitate
this workshop, offering helpful lips
on home repairs such as how to fix
a drippy faucet, chon~e o plug and
rcsd a breaker, Help offset exhorb11Hnt rates for small repairs on your
household fi"tures by becoming your
own Ms./Mr. l'IXlt .
PERSONAL - Dear Miss C.A Wow
what a funtastic Y.Cekend ! Account:
ing ts your life, but when in a rut ,
)'OU 've got the best solution.
Cun 't
wnlt for Randolph -3. Hope this
\\eekend is just as great \\ith "Strip
and co nokeds, • cold feet, strawberries and maybe u battery breakfost !
You ne\\ friend, cutie,
l'l RSONAL - Warning· whistling
• Rudolph,
the
Red Nosed Relndcer" to yourself over and over again
could be a sign of a deep emotional
instability. Call Dr. John right away,
I can help. My couch is always c,pen.

__

_
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Hockey-Lancerslose

._______

by Dave Dorken

YUKON
JACK
ABACK
1.
TheFrost
Bite.
W

armseveralsmallcubes
of frozenwaterwith
1ViouncesofYukonJack.
Tossina splashof sparkling
sodaand you'llhavethawed
the FrostBite.Inspiredin the
wild,midstthe damnably
cold,this,the blacksheep
of Canadianliquors.1s
YukonJack.

)ukon
Jack'
The BlackSheepof CanadianLiquors.
ConcoctedwithfineCanadianWhisky.
FormoreYukonJackrecipeswrite:MOREYUKON
JACKRECIPES,
Box2710. PostalStation·u; Toronto,OntarioMSZ5P1

BACK TO SCHOOL
PAINT SPECIAL
GET YOUR CAR PAINTED FOR

s 349 .so

(USING ACRYLIC ENAMEL PAINT;
SHOWA VALID STUDENT CARD
GET A 10 % DISCOUNT

(2 - TONE , CHANGE OF COLOUR , BODY W ORK

EXTRA)

THIS OFFER VALID UNTIL NOVEMBER 30. 1983

Call or Visit
~'----11-

TECUMSEH

--+---- 1---11---+--f

~

SEMINOLE

CJ

Us Now

PREC1SION
PAINflNG
AND eoorwons IIK.

WYANDOTTE

fa

J800 ~~mtnol<' ">1t<'t·I
\\ ind•mr Ont.arto '\ii\

Phnn.._
J l'X
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They have the talent, the
determination and the chances,
says the coach. The only things
Windsor's hockey Lancers seem
to be lacking are the wins.
After eight Ontario Univer ·
sity Athletic Association hockey
league matches, the Lancers are
- still - winless. Last weekend
the club dropped two matches,
10-6 against University of Toronto Blues and 7-4 against
Ryerson.
Friday night the Lancers had
a tough two periods in Toronto
against the Blues. At the end of
the second frame, the locals
were down 6·1. The final 20
minutes belonged to Lancers.
The club popped five goals
into U of T's net, and according
. to the coach, dominated the
play.
The next night, after their
strong showing against the undefeated Blues, Lancers were ready
for a win.
Like the third stanza against
the Blues, the Lancers dominated play. Lancers controlled the
-.uck for most of the game,
,>utshot Ryerson's Rams 76-22,
but still couldn't put the puck
in the net often enough.
"We had breakaways and
couldn't score, we missed re

Lancerettesdominate

by Sharon Lester
The
Lancerette
volleyball
team dominated Brock University in league play but was once"
again defeated
by American
teams in exhibition last week.
On Thursday night, Windsor

was the same against Wayne
State with scores of 11-15,
15-5 and 10-15.
On Saturday night , Windsor
started slowly in the first game
against Brock but won 15-11.
In the second game the Lancer·

played

ettcs

two best of three

mat·

ches against Toledo and Wayne
State. The Lanccrettes
took
both reams to three games,
although the Americans dictated
the pace of each game.
Windsor first bowed to Tole·
do 2-15, came back to revenge
their loss 15-12 but succumbed
in the third 6-15. The pattern

Tonight

"The Genes"
Next Week

"Steppin Out"
Parti es ~nterested in playin g
House League Darts pl ease
sign up at Faces.

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" M emb ership s Availabl e"

lost

all

their

awareness

and went down 2·15. After
waking up they crushed Brock
15-1 and 15·0 to win the match
and boost their OWIAA record
ro 3-1.
The Lancerettes' next league
game is at Western on Friday
night followed by the Guelph
Invitational the next day.

Wrestlersflex muscles
by Craig Colby

COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN

bounds and couldn't put the
puck up and over the goal·
tender
when he was lying
down," said Lancer Coach Bob
Corran.
"We're giving up too
many opportunities."
Gerry
Rioux and Chuck
Brimmer picked up a pair of
markers against the Blues, while
Chuck Dungey and Mike Mc·
Kegg has singles. Dungey, Brim·
mer, Tim Bean and Jeff Parent
scored against the Rams.
"It's more frustrating than
depressing," said Corran.
"I feel that when you get
into a situation like this the
only way to get out of the
slump is to work at it, and
not give the team time to get
depressed. The worst thing you
can do is think we're O and
eight ... once you do it's O and
12, 0 and 16."
Lancers will be spending a
lot of time on the ice this week,
working on keeping the puck
from their own goal crease,
and trying to put it in their
opponents'.
Hopefully, says the coach,
Friday night's rematch against
Rams will give the Lancers
opportunity to make up for this
week's loss, and the seven
before it.
Lancers play Ryerson Friday,
7: 30 at Adie Knox Arena.

The Lancer wrestling team
won seven and lost nine exhibition matches against Vienna
Heights College from Michigan
last Wednesday.
Lancer Dan Mooney utilized
a good four point throw to beat
his opponent by a pin in a heavyweight division match. Mike
Beetham, competing
at 135
pounds, also won by a pin.
Frank Dipier Dominico (158
pounds) won two matches on
points and Angelo Fiorito (168
pounds) pinned his opponent
in the first round.
The other Lancers in the
competition
were Tom Saw·
chuck, Tony Ponte, John Deneau, Rick Baggio, and Vince
Matte.
A trio from the Windsor
Wrestling Club came to the
Lancers' aid last week. Dave
Bcncteau
and Jeff
Phillips

attend
Sandwich
Secondary
School and both arc at the top
in their weight classes m
Southern
Ontario.
Beneteau
won two matches on points
on Wednesda)'.
Joining the
Sandwich students was Dennis
Weaver from Forester.
Lancer coach Dan Brannigan
said Vienna Heights had a
"pretty good" wrestling team
but technically they did some
"stupid things". He also said
that Vienna Heights woyld fare
well in the OUAA but the top
wrestlers
in Ontario
could
beat them freestyle.
The Lancers will travel to
Ryerson th is weekend where
they will take on the top wrest·
lers in Canada and poss ibly some
U.S. Olympic hopefuls. Some
wrestlers from overseas may also
be involved in the tournament.
Brannigan said that any Lancer
capturing a medal this weekend
will be a real accom lishment.

Great Lunches at Great
Prices 11 :30 am . 11 :00 p. m.

DAILY HAPPY HOUR : 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR: 4-7

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WI N DSOR SPORTS COMP LEX

Give Life a c hanc e and we'll he lp
you every step of the way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

Fencerslook good
by Mark Murray
The 1983-84 version of the
University
of Windsor Lancer
fencing team made its debut at
the Penn State Open this past
weekend.
This
tournament
featured
schools from across the United
States with 60 entries in each of
the three
fencing Cltcgorics.
Only five fencers represented
the Lancers at the competition
but they all turned in fine performances.
Scan Moriarty led
the team with an excellent fifth
place m the Sabre, followed by
Rod 7atyko
\\ ho placed 8th.
In the Epec, Windsor was
represented
by first year fenccrs Mike and Mark Fulmer.
Mike finished
28th.
Another
first year fencer, Steve Filbey,
made the mp co Penn State and

turned in an impressive performance in the Foil.
The Lancer fencers, however,
did not get any praise from
coach Eli Sukunda,
who said,
" ...
we could have fenced a
lot better. Our biggest problem
right now is that we arc a young
team and we need more competition experience."
Sukunda's
pessimistic
attitude came through when qucsttoncd about the team's chances
111 OUAA competition.
"We have got talent coming
out of our cars which might be
why we will lose this year," he
said. "Our team looks good but
we do not practice enough. We
arc too over-confident."
Let's hope this is not the
case next January when OU ,\A
competition begins.

-----'------'------

Three on Three Basketball
Again this year, the New Vultures have captured the
three on three basketball championship. The team consisted of: "Jimmy" Harris, Jeff Dyck, Gino Campigotto,
I ouic \\ackail,
\1ark Clccvc and Gus Kandilas. They
defeated the li K'ers 30 to 18 in the final game .. Special
thanks to tho~c ,, ho came out!
Men's Intramural Volleyball
lh1s ,s It guy\, one more ,,·eek until playoffs, remembt:r they ht:gm :"\o, 29. ,\II team," ill make the playoffs
wnh the top two teams m each league receiving a bye.
In the ..-ompcuti\·c league it looks like the Lamp,hades ,ind Tnuc \\ 111he the teams to beat as they
conunuc to hold down first and s<:cond place, rcspectil'd).

/

Women's Intramural Volleyball
We arc slowly coming to the end of an exciting season. Tuesday. 'lov. 22nd will mark the beginning of
semi-final actJOn. Playoffs will be on Dec. 6th. The
J ctsons have gone all season with sole pu~s<:ssion of
first place. I Im,-cvcr, very close hchmd arc the Scuzbags
Men's Hoc key
On a more sour note, it
Ree's attention
that certain

has come to Campus
teams arc using "illegal

Lance Photo hy JOHN Sl AMA

Synehro-Swim
The OWl,\A reg10nals were held at Windsor's HK pool last Sacurdar, but the Lancerettc team consisted of only one competitor, Barbara .\1illar , pictured above . .\1illar placed fifth in the intermediate figures. Coach Rosemary Bastien hopes to ha\'c a duct competing at the next meet in January and encourages anyone to try out for the Lancerettes.
She may be contacted at the HK building.
Track and Field
The Lancer and Lancerene track and field athletes will hold their "Blue and (;old ..
intersquad meet Tucsda), :\'ovember 29 starting at -i-:30 p.m. ,\II Lancer and Lanccrettc athletes arc
expected to pamcipate and those that are injun:d are asked to help officiate. Blue and gold team roster,
\I ill be posted at the track on Tuesday and entries \I ill be made at the time of the competition.
lmmceiatcly following the meet, the \\hole team 1,111adjourn to !·aces fro refreshments. Attcndan..-c ,s com
pul~o!J!!! .,---------

- --

players". An illegal player is any competitor who ,,asn't
on your team's list along with yours (Goalies arc exempt
from this).
In ocher words, if rou're not on a team
list. )'OU arc an illegal player. If rou arc playmg for two
teams, you arc an illegal player. Remember if your ream
is playing an illegal player. he will cost you a victor} m
the game m question plus anv prcv10us ~a mes "h1ch
you have \\Oil (any goals for and agamst arc also nullified). In additton, anr competitor
usmg an assumed
namt· will be barred from tht• k,1guc for the remainder
of the season, ( Sec 111tramural handbook).
If you suspc<.:L a team you're pla) ing h:1, an illegal
player in their line-up. mform the rcfrrc(·, th:n ) ou arc
playing the game under prott:~t Your nt·xt step 1, rn
get a letter of protest into the C.1mpus Rt·c. ofhn· w1th111
24 hours of the game 1n question
The rderecs h.1H'
het·n mstructcd as \\ell, to keep J ,,atchful <::
c out for
any eligibility infract1<>ns.
Srandings (as of Nm.

11/83) 'A' Lea1,.rt1c

Codv llall
Enginccrrng O.\'. 's
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POSITION AVAILABLE
Part- t im e Sec retar ial A ssistant
U nive rsit y Ce ntr e

j
I

Reporting to the Manager, University Centre, the
successful applicant will possess typing skills and have
some knowledge of general otfice routine. Duties will
include reception work, greeting and directing the
public, and answering questions. Ability to perform
and work without direct supervic.ion required.
The ideal candidate will be a part-t·me student able to
work assigned hours during the day. Rate of pay: $4.2 5
per hour.
Applications are available at the Centre Desk until
Tuesday, November 29, 1983.
Position to begin on or about December 5, 1983.

I

_ ____J

GRAD PHOTOS
"I t,kethe taste of a coldbeer on a hotday,
but I certainlydon't thmkyou hove to get the gong
togetherwith a coupleof casesof beerJust to celebrate
the fact you'vehod
a bit of exercise."

John GAfac~y ~hotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Winds or. Ontario

JOHN WOOD

t

Canada

I+

Heaith
an<lWe•tare
Canada

San1eet
B,en elre soc,a1
Canada

969-6900
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A retrospectivelook at the GriersonFilm Seminar
In the small, quiet town of N1agara-On· rhe-Lake,
the Royal George Theatre came to hfe once again For
five consecutive days, the dimlr ·lit basement of the
theatre turned into a smoke-filled battleground for
about sixty participants of the ninth annu ti Grierson
Fi m Semi, u .
rhe Seminar commemorates the father of documen ·
tary, John Grierson, who founded the National Film
Board of Canada in 1939 Since Can ada 1s one of rhe
forerunners of the document1.ry, the Ontario Film Asso·
ciation sponsors this gathering to provide filmmakers,
film scholars, and media users a deeper insight into the
art form . A selected number of filmmakers arc invited to
present their latest work and participate in a forum of
intellectual discussion and criticism.
The filmmakers ranged from vetcnn professionals to
novice independents Yet they also ranged from civilized
tradit1on ..l1Ststo arrogant militants.
The first docu •nentaf) screened was Allan King s
Who's in Charge?
itself perhaps a comment on the
prevailing atmosphere of the entire week of films
From the very bt-ginning, the filmmakers seemed to
be divided into two ill-defined factions with the rest 1n
neutral territory.
Joel Demott, Jeff Krcmes and \lorman Cohn ranted
about the constraints of working w1thm institutions likl'
the NFB and CBC, \\ hilc institutional figures likl' Grant
\.1unro and Allan King sat calmly through the attal·k.
Some of thl' neutrals like Les Rose for example, didn't
t~kc.. so kindly to the disrespect thl'SC upstarts had
t1l\\ard the l'Stabltshcd documentarists.
On various
occasions arguments flared, disrupting thl' forum . Thl'
whole concept of professionalism occasionally deter ·
iorated into a parade of egos \\hen it \\:I.S supposed to hl'
mature, human intl'raction.

Grant: You ha<l the audacny to attack ,\!Ian
King yesterday.
Joel and Jeff: (together ...really) : We've had
enough of Allan, King, he's not here
today.
Les: We've had enough of you.
Joel and Jeff: (still together) : We're guests
m your country.
Les: Your goddam right you are!
Jeff You douche-bag.
Les: (gets up, throws down newspaper on
table, walks cowards Jeff) : I don't have
to hear that.
Jeff : Oh no!
(Les punches Jeff in the face; the others
rush to restrain him.)
Jeff: (gets up): I'm leaving ... and this time
for good.

Yes, these are professional filmmakers, but a fe\\
eccentric don 't reflect the entire industry. The y only
make it interesting.
Although twenty-five films were screened , space
doesn 't warrant a discussion of each . However, these
are my overall, general impressions of the most memor·
able films and their makers.
1. Norman Cohn (one of the brash young filmmakers
who 'attacked' Allan Kmg), produced the least imores·
sive of the 25 documentaries.
In My End ls My Begin·
ning was a 3 hour controversial video extravaganza of
what most saw as immoral, but what I saw as bormg.
Everybod}' left
2. Despite their antaganost attitude, Joel Demott and
Jeff Kreines produced one of the most impressive films.
Seventeen is quite innovative in its treatment
of
American working class youth and their initiation into
adulthood .
3. Charles Konowal's Passing Shadows is an experi·
mental visual poem, that displayed the most stimulatmg
and beautiful images in its reflection of the heritage of
the Ukranian-Canadian gypsy.

Afrcr a gl'ncral const"nsu., of d1:.approval from the
other partidpants t<m ud the incident, a frw minutes
later Jeff wa, back in his chair .
On anothc:r occ a,111n.\\ lut started out to hl· a serious
Jiscussion ab"nt the tclev1son documentary,
Rape:

4. Allan King's Who's in Charge?, Grant ,\1unro':. See
You in the Funny PaiJers, and Cohn l.ow's Standing
Alone were among the CBC and NFB entries and dir
played the well-er•fted tl'chmqut
expected ot them.
5 After watching a number of seriou s docume ntaries,

Yes,these are
professionalfilm-makers,
but a few 8003ntricsdon't
reflectthe entireindustry.
They only make it interesting.
Face to Face, sounded a note of incongruous amusement. Danny Lyon, in cririquing the piece, recalled his
pt"rsonal experience at attempted rape . This is the same
guy who pasted his picture on his hotel room door to
b(' able to find his way back to his room.

The Life and Times of Ec!win Alonzo Boyd by Les
Rose nd Barr}' Pearson, providl'd relief throu~ ·cs
entertainmg treatment of docu-drama.
Thes e are onl y a fe\\ of the documentaries which
deserv e rccogn1t1on (except for Norman 's). Other
commendable works were Bob Connelly's First Contact , an Australian film about Ne\\ Guinea natives
m the 1930's;
Jacques Leduc's Albedo, a sharp
NFB expl'rimental documentary depicting the forgotten
community of Gr'ffntown
Quebec; and ,\far)' Jane
Comes and Emil Kolompar's Downside Adjustments
chronicling one family's problems in coping with
Windsor's unemployment crisis. The film will hopefully be screened in Windsor shortly since it is of local
interest.
Despite the few sorted and unnecessary disruptions,
this }'Car's Grierson Film-Seminar was an enlightening
experience. Participating in such a premg1ous tradition
with prominent filmmakers gives a much deeper in·
sight into the psyche of professionals. The grueling pace
of watchini; and critiqumg films 14 hours a day became
more exhaustive as the week wore on. As I boarded the
bus, my recollections of the week inspired me to bring
a documentary back with me one day, if only to be
attacked by the likes of Joel, Jeff and Norman. But
I'll make sure Les Rose is around co punch them in
rhe nose.

J acqucs Leduc sipping coffee in the dimly lit basement of the Royal George Theatre.

Storyand photos
by Liz Nagy
Seth Feldman,
zany sweater.

the co-ordinator

of the seminar in his

I
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GODTALK
I am
I am
I am
than
than

FROM EXILE

much more than love.
much more than seed.
much more
sound much more
light.

From here in dark space
great battles
will be remembered
by the energy of sleep.
l often wonder when
the people of my planet
will learn to fly
out of their bodies.
There is nothing that I
cannot touch.
No thread from star
to galaxy that was not
the purpose of my breath.
From here it is easy
to judge.
There is no greater distance
than found between
the people of the earth.
SALVATORE

ALA

This was a strapping old tree
that beckoned me,
its branches warbled endlessly
in the crackling wind,
its leaves shuddered violently
to the frozen chills
where love and warmth
once ran my fingers dry
I would come to this old, oak tree
when promises made
became opportunities lost
to the dismal rattle
of pebbles and cold stones
beneath my tired feet.
They cut this tree down
left it to burn its soul away
and I was left with nothing
but blank recollections
of happier days
spent immersed in a shadow
now lost to the wind
to the farmers in bluejean jackets
never to return
in the form that made it unique
from other loves of life.

I

I

I

,1

'I

BRAD LOMBARDO

I

My best[X)ems
don 'tget written,
because I'm stillscared.
Alden Nowlan

I

CHR !STOPHER McNAMARA

I
I

...

I
I
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IMMANUEL
by TONY COUTURE

BRAIN AND HELL
...And you are going to say
.. I am arriving in hell from the truth,"
and you will come
through the scarred walls of the tunnel
of tension, running
... In the pit, thinking to yourself,
and when the shells tighten, what then
burps brain out the ears blinks
back into this room
.. .When the shells tighten
and the walls zlitt zlotting silver streaks
up and down the sideboardsand trim
and you're sitting in the middle
of a grieved absence
... You will want to fly and then,
giving up, sinking in, surrounding yourself
hands
out from under the table and
shooting backwards through the keys
into the past
... You will arrive
NO HOUSE NO HOUSE NO HOUSE ! 11
as fast as you can sleep.
JOHN BARLOW

Granny Used To Make Gingerbread Cookies
But she died
in a nuclear holocaust

It would be impossible to say exactly where the idea really came
to him from. He had been slouched in an uncomfortable old easy
chair with springs that stabbed into his soft ass. The TV was blinking the message "God is with us!" in front of him, the radio was correcting his grammar behind him with its clamour of pointing out
"that thete" mistake, and the stupid street below the window was
humming along in its stinking indifference while everyone went
busily on their way to somewhere. Perhaps then it was the great
lack of sil nee, the hunger for silence that surged through the trivial
turbulencE!;of everyday life and into him like a jagged shock.
The origin of this idea or the origin of anything at all really didn't
matter to 1him. A person could either feel disinherited from origins
or just be(ieve whatever was said about them by wiseacres. The idea
was electr c and 1t woke him up.
The ill)PDrtant thing was that he was here in Toronto and this
idea was growing in him, and that was the place to start, with the
cold rigid facts. He was fifty-eight years old and wasn't really sure
whether
was retired or had been shoved out of his job politely
because
his increasingly opaque stares at the new method of
mechanic banking. He had been a clerk at the Whit Bank for thirty
years and hen it had been swallowed up by the monstrous Bank of
CommerCEf, he had been left in front of an open door with the
choice to eave or be thrown out.
Life as a clerk had not been bad. After all, there was the paradigm case f T.S. Eliot who had been a great critic and poet and yet
had also bten a bank clerk for most of his life. Immanuel thought of
Eliot as hi guardian angel and guide on his dismal tour through the
wasteland Most of the poems that Immanuel wrote were footnotes
to Eliot's lassy insights into the decadence of the technocivililation.
They had been published sporadically in the most obscure little
poetry jo1,1rnals and never had achieved circulation in the blood
stream of ~he poetry industry. It was even possible that no one had
ever read tny of his poems at all, that they had merely skipped by
them in tl-(eir glib glances through the books. His best poem was one
called "T~e Clerk's Lunch" in which he recounted the story of a
man who
rvived by digesting the numbers on his desk and avoided
going for I nch. Numbers were enough for some people, a/I forms of
life could be assigned a number, names could be replaced by numbers, in f~ct the foundation of civililation
was the number one
which rep~sented the ind1v1dual urnt itself.
The id
more of
screams f
ists. He
nothingn
th e sour
wrong,

a had no obvious connection with his own life. !twas
resentment to the pain he had felt in reading the lustful
r existence that were let loose in the modern existentialhought of Beckett and Sartre, of man face to face with
,
an kissing the poisoned lips of absurdity and loving
ste of her twisted rnouth. Tlie existentialists had got it all
idiotic Individual had been made sacred, the individual

--:-REVOR MALCOLM

had been idoliled and singled out by their relentless, hollow howls
for existence. They had made the individual into the axis of the
universe. This had caused much pain and loneliness in persons with
small lives as they could no longer feel linked to the greater whole.
After knowledge that each person was his own center of existence
had been populariled, a disease called relative subjectivity had in·
vaded human affairs and weakened the natural hierarchy of the
strong over the weak. We had become mere individuals and that
was the real problem.
And these thoughts opened the way to his idea. The pain of be·
ing individual could be cured by erasing individuality.
Was it J)(.IS·
sible, after being an individual for fifty.eight years, to go back over
the record of your lite and erase all traces of that individuai? Could
any individual be wiped off the slate of existence? He decided to
test his idea out by experimenting with his own life. He had nothing
better to do than retrace his steps through life and wipe away any
unique impressions or marks he had left on the way. He would
cleari and purge life of any of the dirt that he had thrown on it.
Perhaps his life was so much more simple and regular than any
one else's that he wouldn't be proving much if he could erase him·
self. But at least he would be able to show that it was possible for
an individual to become unknown to the rest of life. He was orp·
haned io the Second World War so he had no family that would
hinder his quest tor invisibility.
His childhood was devoid of any
lasting or significant relationship.
When he had immigrated to
Canada, he had probably been forgotten by those he had grown
up with, like many other passing faces of that displaced time.
He had taught himself in a library and qualified by correspondence
to be a clerk and found a job. He had worked for thirty years at
the same bank and now the Whit Bank had been gobbled up and his
colleagues were scattered, dead, or busy with a new job.
He calculated carefully how he would procede to erase himself.
The most important requirement was to be competent enough in
using computers to be able to invade the government computer
records. He read up on this subject for six months, watched the
public TV programs on computer basics, and, along with the little
he had reluctantly picked up in his last years as a clerk when his
bank had attempted to leap into the computer age, he gathered
together sufficient skills to make the decisive move.

tor

He paid a scummy janitor in the government offices
a key
and bought the passwords to the system from a frustrated bureaucrat on the black market. His first step when he was finally able to
sit down behind a government terminal to play god late one night
was to inform the computer of his death. He entered a counter.
feited copy of his death certificate.
When the computer had digested this fact, he fed the machine
._some clever bunkum.
He commanded the computer to erase his
entire tjle including birth, death, medical, income tax. immigratiOfl,
and suspicious activities records. He told the computer that hew
the central scrutinizer of the sy em and had discovered that many

years ago an individual had been born out of the union of an elect·
ronic malfunction and a sloppy programmer. The computer, think·
ing that this belonged to that infinite series of human errors that had
impeded the true evolution of master computers, complied with his
request. To make sure the task was done, he then asked the com·
puter for its file on him and was told that he did not exist.
The computer had been easy to fool. His problems were with
individuals that had known him. Most of his acquaintances, such as
his colleagues at the bank, had neither loved or hated him. They
lef:t him alone to do his job and didn't even make jokes about his
inability to relate to anything but numbers. He had been an insect
to them, but always a harmless beetle bug and never the kind of pest
you needed to get rid of in order to get on with your job. There was
little to worry about here. They couldn't remember him because
they had other over.riding concerns to remember like their own
families and hives of friends.
There was one !ink in his life that had been more constant than
any other. This had been Mad Meg. He had gone to see her regular·
ly for at least twenty years. She was an ancient Belgian madame
and he would have to go visit her again and try to convince her
that he did net exist anymore, that he had never existed, that he hacf"'
always been al) illusion, a transparency that had somehow been seen
whe~ it w'as ~u'pposed to be seen through. There were feelings that
got in the wiv here, It was easy to banish ideas as phantoms of the
mind, but feelings were the raw confrontation of life against life.
It could be said that feelings were the true friction of existence.
He knew every crooked footstep and all the cracks in the side.
walks that con11ected his third floor apartment with her dirty hotel
room.
He trudged slowly and methodically, head down, eyes
staring at the ground as if looking for a security in the inanimate
concrete that could not be found in the flash of a stranger's eyes.
He entered the hotel and climbed the fourteen aching steps to the
first floor. He ~nocked on her door and entered when she told him
to come in. Meg smiled her old smile at him and offered him a
drink. He refused because that would just trap them into re-enacting
their ritual and it was just that repetition that he wanted to disclaim.
"What's wrong, Immanuel? Why isn't the last and most loyal of
my lovers happy to see me?" Meg winked when she said this just
like she winked after most of what she said to caution the listener
that she was all for fun.
Immanuel looked down at the broken tiles that were supposed to
fit together into a floor. His mood was as worn out and broken up
as the floor itself. There were pieces to the puZlle that were missing,
there were puzzles irt the pieces that just lay there, and the voice to
pull together his thoughts hadn't walked through the door with him.
'Can't you say anything, lmmanueP You are the one who told
me that poetry was a disease that grew voices in your head, and now
.J(IY sweet poet does not 011erflow with words "
Immanu el began to blurt out the hurt and pain that had pushed
hirrl' into this room. "I don't exist, Meg, it is.a simple fact that I

HUCUL

He walked out on to the dark. enclosed balcony ¢lit for,ned a
cage below the restaurant. He was alone there and fell ' like an ant
on top of the mighty city of Being. He looked down at the cold
lights that did not fook back up--at him, that saw throu_gh him now.
and it didn't feel good or bad but just as empty as infintte indiff.
erence. He felt his mouth expelf'the giant words "! do not exist!"
and a voice was lost above the city. He screamed again and no one
heard him, it was a most Invisible scream, a scream older than
w.O[dS, a tumescent scream Jor. nothing. Heh-ad outplayed even the
existentialist game and he hacf erased the outlines of his existence
from the face of civililation.
He was free of life and he begar.
dancing_and twirling like a dervish and as he went round and round
inlhis drc!e the air began o shine and he exploded into a divine
diumen
tflat had 11u end, no middle, no beginning. T)ie wmd
swept through the cage. There was no dust left or rt to carry
away. There had been nothing in the ca~ to 1
or die at all.

WRITTEN

THE DEMONSTRATION

WAS IT GOOD FOR YOU TOO
the old men
are huddled and duq in
but wi>II removed
from everyday obsession
pedestri,m fJUrsu1ts
like sex
but still they make the earth move
yes
and sweaty handed
gather up whatever they can grab
the pinstripecl night
the stars
they make you see them
they m;ike you want
the things they love
to love
tht! thing~ they get dll cuddly for
lake saudi oil wells
and beach heads in the artic night
and hydraheaded missiles
like trench ticklers
and our boys
our adolescent patriots
all primed and greased
and ready for the headlong rush
their overeager glands
about to spew adrenaline
above tehran
tor something they were told about
the words the song the symbols
that can stimulate
that tingly b·grade
motion picture overnight sensation
snuggle down and wait for white old men
past having sex

have never played out the night in your arms and messed up your
bed. I am not a self at alt. I am the incarnation of nothingness.
I think every electron of every cell of my negative body spins in
a craly, nihilistic orbit. I am an eclipse, an illusion that you can't
touch. You have to understand this nothingness, it means everything to me."
"Immanuel!
God help me it I can't remember all those nights
you pushed my door open. You call that tumbling and tumbling
in the dark nothing? And the stains on my sheets, why did I have
to keep washing them out? Have you finally learned to hate me
enough to deny our relationship?"
"Meg, I am not attacking you at all but only erasing myself
from your lite. You must forget that I ever warmed your cold bed."
"But that hurts me. I loved you in my own small ways. Why
do you think I ever a!iked you to stop paying me? Would 1 have
done that for a nobody?"
Meg dissolved into a PQ..OIof sobs. Im·
manuel absorbed her into his clutch and rocked her.
He pulled tightec. and his hv.g_sur_rounded her and he squee_zed
harder and tougher until she was no longer in his arms because
the.r.e w.asJTie.re!y:a bo.dy in..hi.s hands, not a person anymore. He
left the warm tiody on the beet like he had many other mornings
butlhis 1ime as be left the room he left it for good and left no part
ef himself back there.
He-stepped on to a westbound street car and the TTCconductor
dido' '-i!Ven look at fiim as he dropp;ed his seventy-five sweaty cents
i[lro the container.
All the conductor did was look at the money.
'That was all he was responsible for on this job. Immanuel too~ the
street car down to the CN tower.
He climbed the stairs of tf,is
technotower very slowly.
It took him until nightfall to reach the
top.
This was a place where people could have thought about killing
themselves. But the architects had been careful to build an enclosed
tower that guarded against attempted suicides. And he did not el/en
think of killing himself. He had no need to kill himself as he di~ not
even exist anymore in the eyes of the world. Suicide was ari !fxist•
ential solution to an existential problem. He was not a part of any
existential universe.

A~sembled across the ghostly deserted
highway;
United along its linear perspective waiting

SLEEP POEM
I run
but my shoes
become boots
slower
I reach
but there is nothing
to hold onto
only air
thick and heavy
my blankets
are not the refuge
I wanted them
to be.

Then:
Blockading around Camp Concord division,
immobile;
Depiction·grotesque of ;,fter.destruction
carrions.
A contingent mounts the fence.
Scaling its ominous height:
A droplet of hope amidst
A desert of apathy.
'Trespassing!'

'Red Alert!'
'Call in the Guards!'
The stonefaced riot squad glides to the
scene,
A dumb silence follows~
The throng is thwartedIts run out of steamOne woman pulls a knife on a cop and slashes his solemn face.

The street cleaner's
high whistle
tills the night air
eating up leaves
trash
and dust
awakening us
we think
sluggishly
of our sins
swept in
out of sight

The papers said he died.

IN THE TENT

wake up !Wake UP there is
ssht i says. his pig grunt
sm,iffle.snuffle. rummage ..
the bear at our packs
plastic ralncover shred
cloth shred . metal on metal
bl d. o my god she says
ssh we can do nothing
i s s just hold still.
i e n see thru the vent
his black fur back
his breath can hear my
/ his breath his rustle
rustle
(rustle foot
steps

?isfe gone
no I says it is too q u i c t
: no chatter - no birds /
he watch tick.tick.
his shadow again on the tent
th
the vent i see black
hu ped back i see his paw
his claws.i close my eyes
stil hear his pig breath
pee smell ! !Slap tent
shi\lers hollow echoe echoe
st
ach pit. curl up i says
cu~ legs drawn under
?w(iere is my knife ?flares
outside in my pack outside
.we are.he is. ! ! !Slap
tent rips .. no .. no.
(nothing
sh~ffle foot
steps
away
o gpd she says
0
d
BETH EVEREST

IN THE LAUNDRAMAT

an acne.ridden fatman
bald and silvershirted
folding strip ped trousers
someone tinkers with a malcontent
its greased insides are spilling out
and seeking the linoleum
like vines
a woman in red cowboy boots
is pouring luscious globs of wisk
on everything she owns
well what about it lady
eh
J
what about those stains
some bachelor type
with polka-dotted baseball cap
keeps pounding in the quarters
punching down
and punishing
his chysler motors finery
3 more or less
well mannered negro children
and their mother with the orange lips
the man behind the sunglasses
green bandanna
salmon jacket
and the spiked blond hair
that goes
straight

op
CHRISTOPHER

CLAUDIO

McNAMARA

D'ANDREA
HUCUL

CHRISTOPHER

McNAMARA
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TONIGHT
Thursday,Nov. 24

.

SAC'SPub

·

Starring''Visitor"
(thru Saturday)

c-a.-~~SAC'STest Tube
Specials
C'mon out
and
Shake with "Shaker"

Nov. 30 - Dec. 3
"Hollywood"
Dec. 7 - Dec.10
"Casino"
Dec. 12 - Dec. 17
Join "RickJanik"at
SAC'SPub on Monday &
Tuesday Nights.
~

StudentID MUST be PresentedUpon Admission.
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New SAC
C,o~oner

Onthemove
by Kevin R ollason

by Georgina Kosano vich

tions. He felt they, " ... hold a
lot of potential for everyone to

After years of fighting for
benefit".
:
University
approved
teacher
Dr. Rumfeldt of the Chemevaluations, the Students' Adistr) Department,
said that it
ministrative Council (SAC) has
was ridiculous that the results of
finally decided to go ahead and
teacj:ler evaluations were kept
conduct their own.
secret~e
said they probably
Da\'id Laird, SAC President,
contained useful information. As
said that on .\tonday, the first
an example he said that 1f a proday of e\·aluations, 15 of 18 pro·
fessor learned they were inadefessors allowed the evaluattons
quate in certain areas thev could
to he conducted. He estimated
adjust their teaching methods in
50 to 60 courses would be e\'althat area.
uatcd .
Rumfeldt
added that
he
SAC\
teacher
evaluations
thought the SAC evaluation was j
would only evaluate professors
". . the right way of doing it".
who teach first year courses. As
Laird admitted that he had ·
well , onl y courses m which stu ·
modelled the evaluatton after
de nts had a choice of teachers
Carleton Un,versity's becaus, -,
wou ld be e\•aluate<l.
" . .. their's is done in a very
Some question had been raisprofessional matter" .
ed earlier as to wheth er SAC had
Nick Parker , Finance Comthe n ght to conduct teacher
m1ss1oner of
the
Ca rleton
evaluattons bec ause of a contract
Unive rsit y Student Associa t ion
signed bet ween th e University
(CU SA )
the ir equi valent of
an d the Faculty Associatio n. SAC , said their evalu ati o ns had,
Dr. Cassano, Vice- President ·
" ... got a strong and solid repAcademic said that because of
utation".
li e added they had
Ani le 27 in the contr act he
been co ndu cted for at least 4
thought course evaluations were
years.
probably confidential. He admitCarlton's entire teacher e\'alted th at evalu ations would pr o· uati on program costs appr oxim abablu; be allowed if eac h pro fcs- t e 1Y $16 ,000 . p ar k er a d mttte
· d
sor Ken
gave Lo
his/her
consent.
this was very expensive and that
ng, Dean
of Students,
was in favour of teache r evalua·
co ntinu ed on pa ge tw o

La nce Pho t o by C HRIS M cNA M ARA

Just wh en yo u th ought you r mark s were safe .. . Christma s Exams!
Th ese un assumin g desks and chairs await unsu specti ng stud ents in

Dave MacKell, a fourth year
international
relations st udent,
has been appointed
to the
position of Commissioner
of
External Affairs on SAC. MacKell will be replacing Doug
~ewton,
who resigned earlier
m 'fovembcr
due to "time
restraints"
MacKell, 22, has previous
experience as the External Affairs Commissioner for the Social Science Society . His job on
SAC entails acting as a liason
officer between Windsor and
other universities and between
this university and the local
community.
It is the latter role that
MacKell plans to emphasize in
his administrati<m.
In his
opin ion, "th e CFS /OFS issue has
been decided ", alth ough he
plans t o " keep abrea st " of developme nts at oth er uni versities .
He claims th at the basic ineffective ness of CFS is being
proven
as more
and more
schoob opt out of the or ganization_
On the issue of community
involvement m the university,
Mac Kell's mind is fraught with
ideas.
On e proJect that he is
continued on page eight

SACDisco,mtdiniisabusedby
by Pam Bank s
The SAC Discount Card program is run ning successfully, at
least according to Commissioner
of Internal Affairs Rob Nepostan. However on a closer look
there are problems even tho ugh
SAC is not aware of them.
The main problem is that
some sto res have or are consider·
ing opting out of the program.
One of the original businesses
that honoured the discount card
has decided
to discontinue
accepta nce of them.
University Snacks who previously offered a 25% discount
between 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. has
discontinued
use of the SAC
Discount Card because of misuse .
"They
abuse it (Discount
Card). For example, if four
people come up to pay at the
cash one person uses 1hc card ,
then they wrn around and
pass it to the people down the
hne, " said l lcnry
Chan of
Unwers1t) Snacks.
This is cas1I} done as there
are no iden11fy111g photos on
the card .
SAC President David Laird
says he feels that, " It's their (the
businesses) responsibility to ask
for student I.D. The businesses

were supposed to check themselves."
Indeed on the back of the
SAC Discount Card it states
that
additional
identification
may be requi red . But some users
refuse to do this or argue 10stead with the waitress . There is
a problem of the attitudes of
the card holders towards store
management.
"They are rude to the girls
- little respect - they treat
them like they are less than what
they are," said Chan. He said
these problems with card users
upset the employees and working with people in a bad mood
is difficult.
Laird satd he felt the University Snacks was discontinuing
card use for other reasons.
"University Snacks has one
of the best discounts for food on
the card and thev 'vc been over ·
\\'helmed by students. Thc\"'re
Just using 1t (card misuse) as
an excuse to get out of the pro ·
gram.·• said Laird.
In an agreement signed between SAC and the retailer, it
states that the retailer can discontinue use of the card at any
time, but SAC should be notified.
I Iowcvcr
Internal
Affairs
Commissioner
Rob Nepostan,

who is in charge of SAC Discount Card operations was not
notified and didn't even know
that
University
Snacks had
discontinued
use. In fact he
felt the program had "no major
problems" and "it takes care of
itself".
"The re are a few m ino r problems like people other than stu·
dents using the card but nothing
major," said Neposlan.
This "minor
problem"
as
Neposlan puts it seems to be a
bigger problem than antici pated.
University Snacks isn't the only
business that has had some problems with the card.
Manager Mrs. Fatima
of
Odcl's Jeans Plus has had some
problems , in that people other
than students have tried to use
the card.
"A lot of people come in at
ftrst ind try ( try on clothes) for
about an hour. Then they come
up to pa y and want to use the
card when they aren't e\'en stu·
dents. I've even had students
from St. Clair College try to
use it."
" If I refuse they don't buy
and its upsetting when
you
spend all that time on them and
you didn't help other customers
properly,"
said Fatima. Odets
has not discontinued
use of

the discount card but would
consider it if the problem escalated.

Laird said that Che rrie was
paid $3000 for appro x imately
14 weeks work.

Perhaps the biggest problem
with the SAC Discount Card is
that it is relatively easy fo r other
people to use it as there isn't a
photograph on it.

Cherrie
completed
the
program in August, then ret urned to Western and the progra m
was turned over to Neposlan to
run .

However, the Board of Directors wa nted to go with the card
form.

Neposlan described his job as
"com ing in when there are co nflicts". How ever, this is diffic u lt
to do whe n yo u don't know th e
prob lems. It would seem th at
some type of monitoring pr ocedure would help .

"The card gives the program
credibility for the students and
the retailers. It's good public
relations and people arc more
apt to use it, " said Laird. Laird
also pointed out that he felt the
card format has worked well at
Western .
Actually the Disco u nt Card
idea was intrnduced to Windsor
by a student from Western, Paul
Cherne who implemented it in
his own lJmversity. Cherne was
hired by the Board of Directors
to implement this program at
the
Un1vers1ty of Windsor.
Over the summer, Cherne put
together the list of over 60
retailers. Basically, the program
works on a win-win situation.
The retailer gets an increase in
sales due to free advertising and
the students
get a discount.

Laird said that all new pro·
grams have some kinks to get
out of their system.
"If this is the only problem
we're not doing too bad. We will
be looking into the problem of
University Snacks and negotiating them back into the program," said Laird.
SAC has no doubts as to the
success of the program even
though there are no real statistics .
"Sure it's successful, ask anyone that uses 1t. It's good for the
retailer - one guy sold 4 sets of
tires in the first week, " said
Laird.
continu ed on page eight
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'Itwl bea droulebefore
it really
becom~salient'

by Dave Dorken
·
, h
_e spies won t
ave to
come m from the cold because
of Canada's new constitution,"
said Professor Robert Krause.
In a small - six professors,
two spectators and one reporter -crowd at Iona College,
Krause explained how the constitution will provide the cloak
for the Canadian Security and
Intelligence Service (CSIS)
"I think (the CS IS agents)
will have 6reater rights than
chc police (because of the
act). " said Krause. "With tht·
intelligence agency the 4uc~tion is collecm·c rights \Trsu,
individual rights ."
!"he Charter of Rights gu arantees the "right to life. libcny
ant~ sccur1ty of the pcrsun "
"Th

and also guarantees freedom of
. .
,
rehg10n, • thought, belief, opinion and expression",
and "of
peaceful assembly," but these
· h ts an d f ree d oms
a JI r est on ng
"as can be demonstratably J.ustificd in a free and democratic
society."
"If you look at what is going
on in the intelligence community. and some of the terms used
in the Canadian Charter, I think
the net result will be a halfway house, that will make
nobody
happ)'
in spite of
what C\·erybody thinks, that
they \\ ill err on the side of
1.ollect1,·e rights," said the pm ·
fcs~or.
In the past, explained Krause
Canada's spies were "virtually
a l:l\\ unw thcmsch-es. " While

the
. 11.
1aws w1.11 a IIow th e mte
1gence agency to break certain
Jaws, he said he wc,uldn't
think "home would be burglaarized in the name of collective
. . ,.
security
Whi"Je the charter is written
into the constitution, Krause
sa1"d h e d"d
1 n 't think most people
actually understood just what
their rights were. "The Charter
of Rights is not an American
Charccr of Rights
despite
what rheconc the Prime Minister
was saying. Certainly the rights
arc not inalienable,·• he said .
The mam benefactors of the
new cho.rrcr will be groups.
such as native peoples and \Hlmen , he said. " It·, rare not
to have it rhat ,, ay."

--- - --- -- - - ---

---

- - -------------

According to Krause, "!t will
.
be a decade before 1t really
become salient. I think there
will be a lot of screwball cases
t h at w1·11 b e t h rown out ( o f
court) first," he said.
Krause explained that if anything good comes out of the
Charter, it is that Canadians will
probably become more aware

of their rights.

The second best thing t o
have occured because of the
Charter is that it made the lawyers of the land unhappy.
"When I saw the lawyers unhappy I knew something must
have been right with the charter" chuckled
the professor.

On Jf+£~If: mo1,n
J'~

continued from page one
Also Laird pointed out that
the card had a lot of potential.
If a student spent $1000 per
year and the average discount
was I 5%, that means a potential
saving of $150.
Cost of the ininal program
was $5,000
and there arc

added costs after that. So SAC
will be looking at a number of
possibilities to keep that cost
down in the future. Laird said
that he felt they may look mto
using stickers on the back of
the student ID card on the
Discount Card.

-----------
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HOUSI~(.
Mak <1part111cnt nult•
nt't'dt'd
for Jan uar,.
I 9S4. l'l.1,·,.
A,1-an lmn,r,
(S n1in ,,alk fro •11
..:ampu,). \\1th ,auna f:tcil1tic, Kent
'117 ~0/ 1•wnth . Cafl 255 9037.
HOl ~Ir-;(;
llousc to ,har,• (av,1il.1hlc De, •. 9. rent fn•e un!II Jan .)
!"inc \rts i:rad need, I or 2 pcr,on,
to ,hare a full) furnished 1 bcdroom
hou,e. located 5 m111ute, from < .im pu, (on l'artingconl.
Sccond, a\\a,
from Big V Orup. ! .0 Banis. \la, ,
Milk, ct.:. fhi, house ha, 1h o\\n
laumtri raciliti,•s (induoini: ., clothc,
dncr)
and a full hast'ment
for
storallc' . Rcnt for all thi, is a m,·ash
SI 10/month plus 1/J of all ut11it1c,.
and there is no lt'aS<' to hino , ou. Call
soon, or 111 have to givt' notict'. Call
Chm at 254-82 I 11.

NOTl<.T - ro boys of th,• Waikrs.
I her,· comes a time \\ht'n "lmpdi
tion hrini:, hoys ag:.,nst mcn. -\ timl.'
when a kst of ahilitii,s. strength and
all around·ddermination
"ill chc>0w
tht' dominant force.
Boy\ of the \\ailers. vour time
came and ha!> pas~ed. Passc d into the
ruins of ohsoh,scenc:e and anti4uit):
,n other \\Ord, into tht' junkpik of
10,cr, and other drell, of st1,iet>
We thank , ou, ho,, of thc Wail
er,. for cha llc~iiin!! ou~ team to com
pctc with onc itoal in mind: separa·
tion of the mt'n from the bo}S.
S1i:ncd, The Ml'n of Smill) \
Bar and Crill.
P .S Of rourw. we had other 1:oals
on OUr minds. hut Wt' put these in
1-rcdd, \ nd.
0

NOT !CT: - To the person "ho i,
curren tly in posst's\ion of my Mar
I.din it 2 JI and Manai:cment
140
ho<'ks.
fh:ink
} •>u very mu,h
for a
wonderful
week of e,;ims "ithout
mv tc, tbooks. II was ,o nite no!
ha\'in~ to lug them back and forth
lo sthool and not secini: th em duller up my desk at home.
Mi profs \\Ould also like to thank
vou for doing your hit in kecpini:
our clas.s averages low. It makes them
happy when they don l have to spend
a Jot of time helling down marks.
I was thinking that ma\'be vou
would like to engage in some n;ore
007 type activities (after the initial
larceny. vou mu,t he foaming at the
mouth for more action). Why don t
you sneak into the library with m)
hook,. carefully .:oncealed on vour
person. \ta,h the books somev.'.hcre
in the shelvinj?. then i:ivc me an
anonymous
phone call and tip me
off as to where the drop is.
Lei! try to do this this week in
plenty of time for Christmas exams.
We should iive the profs something
to do durinl? the holidays. I kno"
that helling down marks would make
my day. SO WOULD GFTTING
H1\CI< MY TE XT"BOOKS. Your com.
rade. Dave Lesperanc e. 7 JS-5654.
NO rIC~ - Photo 1.0. cards for stu.
dents with temporary
ca rd s will be
taken from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
an<.l al?ain from 6:00 t o 8:00 p.m. on
Tuesday. Occember 6, 1983 in conference rooms 4,S and 6.
NO r !Cl ·Assumption
Universih
Chapel 2!-4-25 t 2 presents The besl
Christmas
l·air )OU ever Saw! DeC·
cml>er Fourth
Uni vcrsi ty Centre
t'. of W. Come anytime between
1-6 p.m. We ,,ill have puppt'tcers.
jugglers. clm,ns. wandering min,trcls.
Unique
handcrafts:
puppets.
ornaments. ~i ngerbread hou,es, juggling
cubes and l>anners: baked goods:
piua. Christmas goodies. homemade
hrcad and gin{!crbr.:ad houses. A
j?OOJ
time lo do )"Our Christmas
Shopping.
This will be followed hy a
potlu.:k supper and evening of fun
at Assumption Campus Community.
l::wryone Welcome.

The choice is yours.
You can follow the crowded
highways of our time, clearly marked
with the landmarks of contemporary
success: executive titles, social position,
political office, personal fame.
Or you can tak e th e road less
travelled.
We can help. We are members of
the Passionist Community-a Catholic
community of Priests and Brothers
following the crucified Christ in the
world today. And we offer you mo re
than a job. We offer you a life. A life
that's whole. A healthy, balanced life of
hard work, leisure and challenge.
The rewards? A uniqu e oppo rtunity to change your life and the lives of

others through spiritual growth, community service and creative leaders hip.
Plus the fraternity and total suppo rt of
a religious community that shares the
same passion for life and social action .
W h ere are you going?
Th e ch oice is yours .
How do you know if you are called ?
Listen.

Passionist
Community

r---------------------,
II
II

PASSIONISTCOMMUNITY
650 SHEPPARDAVE. E.,

WILLOWDALE, ONT. M2K 1B7
Yes I would like to receive more information about the Pass1onist Community and the
opporrunities you offer in ~e se?V!ccof Christ. I ~<?~'t
know what direction my life will take,
but it's too important not to mvcsttgatc the poss1bihues.
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Workinwithironandheat•m~,
,.,..,...
by Ro~,ta

Mock

~Thm

g

the table bcfo,c me, I int<oduced mysdf to P,ul, K,v;n

trekked across Sunset Street to rhe Business Building a few weeks ago. It was the first time I'd ever found
cause to venture through its doors and in fact, I rather
dreaded attempting the experience. Besides, I had no
desire to be chased by a rabid briefcase.
My initial reaction to the building's warm, pseudomodern interior cased my fear slightly. The wide com-

and Randy. I came to the conclusion that business students travel in packs of three.
Paul, a fourth year student, told me that most stereotypes about people in the Business Building are true.
"Nobody here is outrageous," he relayed, "Most peopie are extremely
conservative. They're conformists
and boring ones too. Everybody wants to talk about

dors in conformist's earth tones were hardly offensive.
Classrooms were full of attentive, interested students.
I found that refreshing, if not slightly abnormal ... the
students were absorbed in a wall-si£e projection of an
income tax and legislature chart.
I headed out into rhe main lobby; my sole purpose
was to chat with a fc,\ business students. Instead I was

business."
Explaining why the students seemed absorbed in
their own little business-oriented
worlds, Kevin said
that it was only natural considering the amount of time
demanded
of them by professors. "I have five classes
and every prof wants twenty hours of work a week. It's
physically impossible, bur everybody seems to ha\'e ir

assaulted by a poster advertising the facult) 's annual
bowling tournament, complete with free beer an<l piz1..a.
A few students milled about, excited about the prospect
o f throwing a ball down an alley. I mean, they were really hyped up about che ordeal. I've always had a chcory
that people who graduated with business degrees were
the best bowlers on company teams. Now I know why.
I ducked into the building's lounge and hurled myself
on Steve, Jim and Terry, all fourth or fifth year business
students. Not onl} did they have plenty tO say about the
faculty and the university in general, they also looked
like pretty good bowlers.
When asked to describe the Business Building on an
average day, the adjectives thrown out were "crowded,
hectic and inadequate".
Jim felt that larger facilities
were needed to incorporate the increasing enrollment in
the faculty. He also said that a separate business library
was necessary but reasoned that it was financially impossible.
The students told me that, as old-umers in the faculty. they do see the situation there improving. The
department was sans Dean until this year which caused
a lack of direction and demoralization within the faculty.
As a whole, the univcrsit} was viewed by Terry as too
Corrlmunl.c}'-or1·cnted whereasJ;m"" took an opposite view.

done".
The fact that competition runs rampant· in the faculty ootes from every syllabic. "Everybody cries co get
ahead", Randy said, "but there are no tangible results
of their efforts."
Given a chance to voice their opinions, the srudents
took the opportunity to express a few criticisms. Their
ma1or complaints dealt with poor profs in the faculty.
Randv told me about how half of a first year class
failed b;cause a prof was trying to weed people out of
the faculty. Su rel>, things couldn't be roo bad if people
continued to stay at the school, I thought to myself.
Randy seemed to read my mind, "Things are changing.
The courses tend to be more case-oriented ... practical
instead of theoretical."
Talking about the university Kevin said, "the bureaucracy at this place 1s era,). School services must be improved and there 1s little connection between faculties."
But he also admitted that he spent little time on campus
besides trips tO the library for cheap photocopying.
I thanked my new busmess acquaintances and zipped
out of the building. Perhaps all this reporting about
different faculties is becoming coo overbearing for me. I
felt an urge co buy a briefcase and, gasp, drive past
Bmdero on m\'· \\3": hon1e ·

~
SAC
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1929
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Student weeps O\er Dow Jones dip
Alchough he maintained that the entire school suffered
from apathy, he also said that studencs tended to live in
a vacuum.
All in all, Steve was happy to be in the business departmcnt, confident that he's assured a job upon rcceiving a diploma. He admitted that in other departments he
could enhance his ability to write and do research but
he didn't think he could handle rhe fixations with slide
rules in engineering.
Yes, Steve was content to be studying within the
womb of the Business Building but suggested that the
marketing department
be abolished. I'll never understand corporate humour. . . .
The boys then left me alone m this Land of Lacoste.
Perhaps they were on their way to indulge m, in their
own words, "a little parrying". 1 sought refuge ac another table of busmess types.
N ot1cmg
· ·
an eSS3)' a b out Puce p oultry Ltd. laying on

NOTICE

Diana Pizzeria

General
Student Meeting

Oven Fresh Pizza
Submarines
Special Greek Dinners

This is your chance to speak out and be heard.
If you would like to:
1. Voice your opinion regarding the Students' Administrative
Council,
University Administration or any other matter dealing with the University;
2. Express new ideas and suggestions that will benefit the students;
3. Ask a question of your S.A.C. or University Administration, and get an
answer;
This is your opportunity to give input and change things for the better at the
University of Windsor. Your Student Council wants to know how you fpel
and what your suggestions are, so they can work hard to give you what you
want

Souvlaki
Gyros

Greek Salad
Shish- Kebab

10% Discount on Party Orders
FREE Delive for all students

252-2723
1 794 University W.

The first General Student Meeting will be held on Monday, December 5
1983 at 1 :00 in Assumption Lounge located in the University Centre. For
effic)ency, written submissions of ideas and topics of discussions in advance
would be deeply appreciated. Please forward them to Robert Neposlan,
Commissioner of Internal Affairs up to Dec. 2/83, at the S.A.C. Office.
FORMAT OF THE MEETING
1. 'v\.rittcn submissions will be taken.
2. Someone will meet you at the door if you have not already submitted anything but wish to speak
you will be given a card on which you will identify yourself and the topic on which you would likP
to speak.
3. There will be a panel of SAC representative at the front. along with rpprPsPntativP~ from thP
administration. They will be there to listen to you and possibly ,mswer any question" you may
have.
4. The Chairperson will introduce you and the topic of discussion from thP card you havP ftllecl out
or from a submission made in advance.
5. There will be microphones on the floor from where yo u will speak.
6. Written submissions will be read by thP Chairperson to thP students for peoplE' who do not w1.,h
to speak at the meetin~

SAC Entertainmen

~
t

Seminar
Fri. Dec. 2, 1983, 11 am - 3 pm
Assumption Lounge

THE TBOLLET
DID YOU KNOW ...
You Are Moments Away From
~

QlfpffTE8T

Cf/ftMBUR{;ER.:;

...People Literally Come Miles For Our
Specially Seasoned French Fries
...We Pay Current Exchange on U.S. Funds

Your Student I.D. Card Entitles You to

1 QO/oOff Any Purchase
Mon-Thurs.7:30 am-7:00 p.rn
Fri. 7:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat. 11 :00 am-9:00 p.m.

199 UniversityatVictoria
256-3221
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Abusethreatens
use
It probably seemed like a good idea at the time. And
in a lot of ways 1t was.
The idea of student discounts is a good one. It is nothing short than great for students to be able to go into
businesses in Windsor and receive discounts on goods
purchased.
But can they?
One business has dropped out of the program while
at least one other is seriously considering dropping out.
The question is: What are the other businesses thinking
of doing?
And what is the reason for it? Student abuse.
Students have realized how easy it is to give their
discount cards to other students or non-students. There
1s no identification
card at all. I ntead all there is, is a
disclaimer stating,"Establishments
offering discounts may
require additional identification".
Businesses have tried to do this and received verbal
abuse in return. More businesses will probably consider
dropping out as well if they receive this kind of reaction
from students.
A lot of money was spent towards the implementation
of this program. In fact, $5,000 was spent. A lot of money
for a program which could be crumbling.
There was a simple solution for the problem which
should have been seen from the beginning. Put a sticker
that said "Student Discount" on the back of our student
identification
cards. What could be simpler? There are
already several stickers back there. Why not one more?

the raconteur
by john liddle
The GooJ Hook has undcrgon~ a change.
A month and a half ago, a committee of the ~ational
Council of Churches ( l SA) took offence to the maleoriented language in the Bible. and \,ith a bit of tampering\\ 1th the text, came up with a non-sexist version.
Nu longl·r will the Bible be used as a tool for promoting male chauvinism. thank the Lord Go<l. Well, no,
not quite "the Lord God"
From now on, according
tu the commim:cc. it\ to be "Go<l the Sovereign One";
it's no longer "mankind", it's "humankind"; Jesus is
no longer the "Son of God", he er, it is now "the
Child of God", and to top it all off, all references to
"Cod" arc to be changed tu ''God My Father and
Mother".
If all of this seems somewhat confusing to you,
JOin the crowd. I'd always figured that if the Bible
has been good enough for 2,000 years, it ought to be
good for 2,000 more. But such is not the war of the
world.
This rt:working of the Bible seems to have

It seems strange that the people who implemented
this program would not have thought of this, or why
they did not do it. This was the reason beh ind getting
photo identification
cards for students in the first place .
Some students, like a lot of other people, wil l abuse
systems where they seem to be open for abuse.
The end result would have been two-fold. There would
have been a cheaper production cost for the program and
a much better system of monitoring abuse. Abuse would
be impossible- students' pictures would be on the other
side of the cards. And, closer to the students' hearts, SAC
would hc\ve saved student money. This should be done
if the program is repeated in the future.
Another
place money could have been saved was
through wages. The person received $3,000 for 14 weeks
work while setting up the program.
An argument could be raised that this person was qualified for the position because he worked on a similar
program at the University
of Western Ontario. Fair
enough.
An argument could also be raised that there are a fair
number of students on our campus that would have been
just as qualified for the position. The salary was tremendous when compared to what most students made during
summer jobs. It would have been nice to have some of that
student money that was spent on a student program to
be plugged back into the campus vis-a-vis a student.
The entire discount program was build with $5,000.
Students have literally blown away the foundations of
it. The question can only be whether or not the walls
of the progam stand or fall.

caused a minor hubbub in religious circles. This edited
text, along ,,·ith the Reader's Digest Condensed Version, has made the GooJ Book either maligned and
truncated, or more accessible.
In order to help myself make some sense of this
Jumbled mess, I contacted Reverend Canon Victo r
Blake <>fCanterbury College.
"The Ro) al Council of Churches would have brought
this to the attention of all if it was important, .. he
told rnc. "It's all a fad. The Bible records the issue
of male-female relationships; to go back and change
all the-.c things is hke changing history. Any one with
common sense would realise that if they're going to
change the 8ihle, thC) might as \\ ell go back and change
.\hi ton."
"The Readl·r'<: Digest Con<lcnseJ Version is not a
bad idea," he added, '·although ir does take some
flavour out of rhe Bible, the genealogy for instance.
An>· of the modern versions help the Bible to be understood, but for one training to be a member of the
clergy, it should be read in the original Hebrew."
Over in the Religious department, Dr. John Hoffman
echoed much of the same sentiments. "Most members
(of my departmen t ) would be concern ed and sensitive

to sexist language in religious documents, and would
be posmve to a rephrasing.
Tradition has had the
effect that there is something more god-like about
being male. But," he added, "there is not much immediate sympathy."

Dr. l loffman
When the Bible
'individual'.
To
not refer to men

felt it was a problem of semantics.
was written, "man could have mea nt
pretend that language at that time did
an<l women misses the point.''

"We should recognize those places in the Bible
where God is seen as very feminine, and ... there are
positive attitudes towards women in the Bible."
"To dc~ex the Bible misses the fact that it's a historical document; modern scholarship views the Bible
in its historical context ... lt was a parna rchal ~ocietv
that produced the book".
As for the Reader's Dige; t
version, Dr. I Ioff man felt 1t was "a synopsis of the
Bible, not the full Bible".
Judging from the comments of these two sages,
it's unlikely that the National Council of Churches'
edict will have much of an effect on anyone's hab its of
worship. The Good Book lives on, regardless of cos·
metic changes, thank God the Sovereign One.

(Q)IPilrmil~
Women
fighting
for eJJUO]ity
mustrespond
by Jennifer Kuta
and Cathy Cooke
In response to the issue of "Loren10 and the loose
shorts, loose women" ad\'crtisemenc, there arc a number
of important points to consider.
We think that most students on this campus would
agree that one of our aims as students should be to
create a societv based on equalit}', dignity, and respect
of all peopll· . · At the present timl', women are not in
equal position. It is a fact that 62.8% of all Can tdian
\\';>men in the labour force are concentrated into 1cm·
paying JOb ghettos, with little opportunity for a1hancement. .\)so, women arl' sull making appro,11natelv
two-thirds of men's salaries.

Although chis recent ad may seem trivial, it helps
perpetuate why these inequalities exist People have
become accustomed to seeing these types of ads and this
seems to be an acccptcd form of ~dveruscmcnt . What
people do not realize, unfortunately, arc the negati\'e
implication~ that these types of aJs reinforce . ,\\en are
portrayed in the "power" positions, and women arc
\'icwed as subservient. There is nothing wrong with
,exuality, a~ long as it's positi\'c in balance . .\kn and
women should be portrayed equallr respon\ible, and
\\omen should not be seen as "sex objects"
In the Lance , likl' most media, men arc in the decbion making positions l•or this reason, \\omen fighting
for cqualit) ha\'e to respond by \\ rmng lcttcp, and other

efforts By doing this women sometimes are branded
a, "feminist".
Although this ad may very wdl be an unintentional
slight on women, there does not seem co be a corres·
ponding number of positive portrayals of ,,omen as
intelligent people ,, ith a great deal to offer to )Ociery.
We admit that this 1s a minor incident, but when
,·ou take it collectivdv with the portrayal of women in
;1h in general, it pcrp~tuates a society in ,,hich \\Omen
arc ne,, cd ~ ''se:,: objects", and not given re,ponsible
position, in organizations and companies. I hb leads
to women continuing to be restricted to "traditional
roles" in society , and lo,\·pa) ing opporruniues.
Hopefully, this small incident ,dll be a learning op·
t11n1t\ for all and ,,omen on campus, to assure larger
prohicm, do not occur in the future .

Shared
concern
doesnotmeancoordinated
action
by Jim Cain
The follo,\ mg is intended to hrmg atrcntmn to the
dc\'elopment of a ne,, combination of condition, that
define the: l'nvironmcnr within which Un1\'erS1ty's oper·
acc.
The mmuce:. of rhe most recent (:-.:ovemba 24th) ,e:.,1on of the Univcrs1r) oi WmJsor Senate \\CH' domma·
tl'd b, thl· dchatc O\'l'r the two motions m,1dt· h\' the
As,Ol:iate Professor R 1rr) D. Addnh. The f1r~t motilrn
\\ as that the Senate "recommend to the Planning and
Pnorny <.omn11ttcc that priority be gl\ en to the acqu1sll 1<>nof an on-lmc l'lrculat1on '} ,tl·m for the I cdd)
L1hrar\', and that rhe Vicc·l'n:Slllcnt, Finanrl' .ind Serv1cc, r·cpon to the Sen,ltl' on the progress of said acqu1s·
111011ac St·nate\ Janu.tl') meeting" . l'hc second motion
"mm·cd th,1t Senate recommend to the Board of C,m ·
crnors the approval of additional sL1ff for the I.eddy
Library" gi\'en the trend towards incrca~i,ng enrolment
and decrl'asing (1brary std ff le, eb
The debate that follo,\ cd \\ as both intcrcsung and
l'nligh tening.
lmmed1att'I\ after Adams put forth the motion, the
hands of man, Senacor\ rose and the d1scuss1on that
followed kft ·ttle doubt that there \\ as a dear conscn·
,u, of opinmn \\1th rc,pcn to this matter. The libral),

~ction

expr~

Dear Editor
I am \\ riting to express my d1ssat1sfact10n \\ 1th
certain member, of the Students' \dmmistrative Council
(SAC) and in particular ,, ith one of our student senators, the same one who \\as quoted in laM \\Cd,'s
front
page amclc.
When ont· consider ... ohJcl"ti\'ely, the posiuon taken
b, these individuals, one should he alarmed. I he ~,\C
b. attcmpcing to execute thc1r <mn C\'aluations a, an aid
to student, when deciding which professors to choose
and these: people ha\'e opcnlr and hlatantly l'xpressed
their lack of support \\ irh such an mni 1tivc.
I he idea of having our m, n cv.tluauons \\ arrants
considerable merit as it \\ ould have: profound implications. Thi, idea, which would onl) benefit ~tudcnts,
ha., been rcJcctcd by the Faculty ,\,sociation and b)
the Admini,tration.
and now our O\\ n members are
reJccrmg it also. Why? !"he motion to ha\'c c,aluations
for this semcstcr had alre,id) bcen passcd by tht• S1\C,
,o I do not understand \\ hat thl·se people feel they
\\ ould accomplish by publicl} denouncing such an
idea.
,\s for uur ,tudcnt senator, ,\1r. John Ontko, I would
JUst like to rcspond to some of the l'ommcnts hl· made.
1·1rst of all, it should be noted chat ~\r. Ontko ,,as
allm\cd to speak on se,cral m·casions regarding this
issue. llm,c,·er, cvcr}timl' he spoke he \\as sa)ing the
same: things.
Consequently. his statements \\l're becoming redundant and it became increasing!) clc.1r
to Council membcl"\ \\ hat his position \\ as regarding
this matter.
Thus, ,, hen he asked for permhs1on co
speak once again, it was JUStlfiably denied.
Secondlv, when one\ viewpoints arc not shared by
a maJoricy· of people, one should not go around post·
ulatmg that pc.-ople are "ill-informed" and don't knO\\
what they vote on. It is my belief that most Council
members arc intelligent enough and do possess the

1t was pointed out rcpcatedly, is not providing adcquatt·
sen·1ces, and inneased funds should be allocated before
a bad s1tua11on become, ,,orsc.
Untold minutes of d1scuss1on of this sort had clapsed
whl·n \'1n··Prcsident
Academic Dr. Paul V . Cassano
pointed out that the L'n1\'<:rsicy·,.,budget \\as analagou,
to a balloon. m chat if It \\ as made to expand m one
direction 11 ,,ould Ill' necessary to ~ontracc II mothers
1n order to compens:1tl' for the cxp.111s1on.
Suddcnh the cone of the debate ,h1ftcd Senator,
rccogmzcd ·after Dr. CJsSdnO remarks began to cxprcs,
their conlt.:rn o\·cr the libr.1ry\ ,en1cc, in a more templ'red fasluon. rhey ,ontinucd to .1rknowlcdgc that the
ltbra11 ,, a, m need ot 111crc,1sedTundmg, but at the same
time the Senator, suggested that the, \\ould not agree to
decrease, m th ctr O\\ n al read) strained departmental
budgets to p,1)' tor 11npro\'111gthe library.
Finalh ,1 \'Ote ,,as held and the motion ,,as "lost"
I he , ot~ \\ as 8 members m fa, our of the motion, 8
opposed and J4 Senators chose to JbstJtn
It should he po1med out that none of thl' ind1\ 1dual
,1etors 111 the proceed 111gsdescribed 1bm e arted in a
f.ishion that did not sen·c the best interest of the "'interests" on campus \\ h1ch the) rcpre,ent In fact, 11 could
he argued that these "interests'',, crt· represented admir•,hly.

Despitt· all of th1,, the Umvcrsity is left \\ 1th a library
that qu11e dearly needs to he unprO\ed. ~o particular
facult) has more to gam from improving the quaht) of
st·n·iccs prm 1ded b) the l.edd) Library than an) of the
others. It is also true: that each faculty :.hares equally tht'
loss cau,ed by existing inadequacies.
There 1s a chance that the nccessa0 funds \\Ill be
made a\ a1lable b) the Planning and Pnont) Commmec.
On the other hJnd, c,en 1f the 'budgetary balloon' l'anno! be rcsh.1ped. there ,till exish thl· poss1b1ht} that the
:\O\cmbcr 24th libral') debate \\Ill ha,c some lastmg
,;1gnif1cancc That 1s, 1f the ~ep.iratc interests on the Sen·
uc. the I acult}. the students and t.'\cn the Admm1stra11on rcal11c that it 1s 111 thur be,t Interest to Join togeth·
er on occa,; ons such as this .ind eollecmeh ,·01ec chc1r
d1splea,ure at the Ontano Go, crnmt nr, \\ h1ch has sc
,ercl} r1.:,;tncted t.:nl\efSII) funding
The c\'cnt, of th.: 70\ h,ne me,1111that the 80', prl··
sent ne\\ problems for l nner,;n, · nd 1t ,,ould selm
thdt former opponents mm share common lOnec rn for
both the qualil) of l'dUlJUon and the qu.tllt\ ot senile,
prO\ 1ded on the l llllpus' of 1h1s provt11<.'l'.What the
C\t'nts
of :\o\l:mbcr 24th have po111ted out 1s that this
",h,1red" concern has not n.-sulted in eoordtnatcd al tion.
It may be tha1t this kmd of acuon 1s the onl} hope that
ihcre i:. for prcsening quality edurat1on on this cJmpus
,ind 111 the pronnce ot Ont.trio .

pcrspicuit} to .Jetcrmine if the) ha,·e been 11!-mformcd or not
Both side, uf thl· rgumcnt h 1d bC:l'n
prcscmcd and acl'ordingl) a dcl'1s1on \\ a, ,1rrn cd at h)
Coun1.:il.
In re,poll\l' to the lommenc of '"the, fed that the
timing ts mappropriatc and \\OU)d 'hlO\, long-run ,trat·
cg}· ", I \\ould Just ltke to mcntton that 1t 1s cm1c to
Dear J, di tor:
stop pl.I) tng petty politics ,111d l'Xpressing pohtil'a)
I h:n e lclt the lll'l'd to \Hill' th1' lettl-r tor ,oml'
,our grape, and tlml' lo start \\ork1ng together as a
tlllll' nm\. I feel It 1s about t1111cthat somcont found
unified student hod)
Our mandate as elected Council
something po,1m e to sa, about chc l.ance nd its
reprcscntatn cs 1s to sen c. as best \\ t' 1.:an, the mtcr·
staff instead of all tin, ncgam e ~ntrcNn 1, c bet n
csts of all ~tudcnt~
I ndl·cd, till' concern, l'Xprcs,l•d
hearing ,tnd reading 111 the Lann· mdf
hy these rndl\'iduals \\l'rc ncghg1l>lc if nor t<Jtall)' inI· 1r,t of all I commend the staff for domg ,uch
s1gnifil·ant \\ hen l'Olbl<lcring the hcnd1ts that student,
J good Joh \\ hen tht hulk ot the ,, ork hes on so fe\\
\\ould dcmc from such a proposal.
shoulders It people feel the Lance', \1C\\ points arc
,\s students at the l'ni,·ers1t,· of \\'indsor, \H' ha,c
one sided then the, should JOtn and g1,e their opin·
\\aitcd long enough fo1 cvaluaiion, to be made public.
10ns.
The U111\l'rsit) of \\ mdsor i, tht• only l Ill\ crs1t, m
~\\ ma111 concern 1s the amount of ermnsm that
Ontario that doe, not puhlici,e c,aluations.
If talk
Lorc~zo BUJ rcCl'l\C:S It IS not JllSUficd. lie IS simply
in the Senate of making evaluation, public 1s JU't thilt,
put in the ,pothght b} his peers m JCSt hecaust· rhc}'
talk (as it h,1, been thus far). it ,s timt· for us ts ,tudcnt,
knm\ hc lMl take the: prc"ure. Right Lorenzo?
to scek our O\\ n solutions to our O\\ n problem, r,1ther
Trul), I urcnzu doc, not feature hunself m the
than ha, c bureaucrats dictate soluuons to us
\, for
Lance to fee his ego (,,hat ego~) The other members
our Senator's comment that "SAC. could not conduct
her, of the Lance staff qmply cnJO) having a ,capethe e,a)u.111ons as effectively as the Senate nrnld,'' I
goat. In fal·t from nil the attcnt10n that Lorenzo is
would JUSt like to ask Mr . Onkto if he has l'H'r been
gl·rting from his appearance: 1n the Lance I \\ ould say
around to \\ itncs~ S \(. condut·t its o,, n t·,·aluatiom
1t 1s ha, mg a positive affect on thl· circulauon of the
bl'fore makmg comparisons, or if he thinks Senators
paper. After all, aren't you all "a1ting for the tssue
arc of a different breed of humans.
,,1th the "l orcnzo centerfold"?
Thcrl' 1, .in old Chinese saying, a, \\ as told to me.
J ustinc Black
that states, "look he fore ) ou leap".
If \\ C' \\ air to
satisf) the demand:. of th<.' Facult) Association and of
the Administration,
then scudem evaluattom would
\ letter to the hiitor 3,hould be limited to SOO ,,onls
ncvcr maccrialtze. \\ c have been looking lo~ enough
or less. 1 he} may he ,ubmitted to the Lance office
and not leaping I.ct us nor forget that as student re·
dircctlr or <lropped off at the Lanl·c·~ mailhox at the
prescntati\'cS, our mandate and first responsibility
S \C: of fie~: on the ,ccond floor of thl· Uni, crs ity Centre
1s to the ,tudcnts
and not to the Administration or
during normal busines\ hours. The Lan ce: rcscncs 1he
1-acult}' A~sociation. It 1s time for u~ to leap!!!
rii:ht to edit all letter~ for libel and ,pace. All lett ers
J on Carl os Tsilfidi s
must l>c sii:ned.
Me mber of the SAC

Lancecommended
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~y~~ ~~ IE@mt@~,
Dear Editor :
Two weeks ago, an ad was run in The Lance entitled
"The Power of the Shor~s". Soon after this, a s~ory
was run on CJAM claiming The Lance was sexist. So in
being curious to see wh} Mr. Marentette felt this way,
I had a rather one sided conversation with him. I very
quickly discovered that my worst fears had proved to
be true I was not concerned with the question about
whether or not the ad was sc:xist or not What shocked
and disgusted me was the fact that Mt Marentette was
not in the job of reporting news but in the job of creating news. Mr. Marentette was projecting his own feelings and views in creating this 'story'. He was, therefore,
editorializing and if he wished to express his viewpoints
he should make them as a commentary rather than as a
newstory, or better yet, as a Letter to the Edi tot
The airwaves belong to the public and therefore
should not be abused My feelings are that Mt Maren·
tette in his zealousness created a controversy about
sexism in the ad.

To D . Doughnut
Good I uck on al I
those tough finals! I know you can
do it (I think'?!) Im · your ka}.

ro

MY ROOM IF ANU HFR .• MAN ..

Good I u.:k on all the upcoming
Xmas exams. IJnn ~ worry ab o ut
them
just gel drunk and ma) h e
the) ·11 go a\\a) (\\c can hope'.) tuv
)Our

popcorn

loving

roomie.

Kar~n

Jo I' Burton - th<• I ,\. ro:ad
cssa)
in Suppos1tnr)
Writing
Churchill.
It was )!Ood. I he

I

our

~

nd .

ter by the end of the week". The headline in fact is
quite misleading as it contradicts the material within
the article.
I would like co clarify that the ISO was never at
any given time told that they would not receive their
club funding. Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, President of ISO,
had asked me if they could secure a loan against their
club funding; and this was guaranteed by myself. My
only concern with ISO's funding was that I was not
sure from which account the money could be taken.
I hesitated to take it out of Club Funding in fear that
it may mean less money to the clubs ( and God knows
that th.ose am~unts are low enough). Once Kean Wong,
SAC V1ce-Pres1dent Finance, returned home, I discussed
and solve the problem of ISO funding. To me, this matter of ISO funding was a problem but not a disaster,
that could not be solved with a little time and patience
say however, that I think this small matter did not
warrant enough concern to be placed on the front of
the Lance.
Carolyn A. Ozimek
Vice-President SAC

Lm~ ,o '" ~hi, ym h.a, p«fo,m.,d wdl ,nd ha,
been responsible m 1ts JOUrnahsm One !me about loose
women and loose shorts should not reflect negativelv
about a half year's work to date. Mr. Marentette's actions as well should not reflect upon the excellent programming of C }\M or upon its news department
However, such abuse should be controlled and
watched for because the airwaves belong to everyone.
Responsible journalism requires two sides to every
story and equal reply time was not granted to The
Lance when the story was originally run on the 12
o'clock news. Yellow journalism of this type turns
my stomach
Leo Ogata

Dear Editor:
The article, "ISO Loses Out on Funding" (November
17, 1983) clearly states to me that ISO did not, at the
time and would not in the future, receive their funding.
However, on the second page where the article concludes, it states "the ISO will get $400 for this semes-

John Liddle, John Liddle, John Lid.
die .. I spend my days and nights
repeating the music of your name
over and owr and over again , . .
Dear Lance Santa. You k110" what
,..,. want for Xmas, don't
you?
Sorr). P. R .. hut I can't dcsuibc m1
devotion
to rou and )our smili~g
Irish <')Cs . Just Id it he known that
m, Im-, for you knows no bounds
and "ill ,pri ng fon,ard. full -bloomed
on St . Patrick\ Da)?

on

.\dmit it , Roh-,rta?
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repare yourself for success in
today's highly competitive world as
an RIA Management Accountant.
With your degree and the RIA designation you will have the professional
edge in the job market.
You will be entering a profession that
cannot supply RIAs fast enough to keep
up \\ 1th the demand from business and
government... a need that is projected to
continue through this decade and beyond.

P

RlAs are in demand because of their
unique training in management as well as
accounting. They have expertise in strate-

....

~~

gic planning, budgeting, operations control and data analysis. RIAs move ahead
quickly on the management team.
Over 55% of all RIAs hold senior positions in business, industry and government. Your job prospects will improve
the day you start the RIA program
because employers recognise the committment you have made to obtaining professional qualifications.
What's more, the R IA program is flexible. You can work toward your degree
and RIA designation at the same time. In
fact, you may already qualify for advanced
standing in the RIA program.

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
Ottawa

Toronto

Hamilton

See the winning hand for yourself

The;.llacksheepof Canadianliquors.

Yu~on
Jack a·

Soft-spokl'n and smooth,
i~ northe_rl flavour
simmers iu,,t below the
surface, wai'ing to be
discovered. Straight, on the
~ocks,or mixed, Yukon Jack
1s a breed apart; unlike any
liqueur you've ever tasted.
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A ttend a special
in for mation session

Con1a~1:
4pm -7pm. De,cmber '-th
<.iaclI i,hcr. RI A
(.iuar<l Room
hg,: 945-0159
Ri..:hdicu Inn
-BOOudlcuc ,\,c .. \\ 111d,or

01

.1im l ham her,. RI·\
Da} ,: 966-1656

SoLict} cou1hcllor, ,, ill be on hand to dt,cu" thc challenge, of management accounting, career
orrortunttic, and the RIA rrogram. Thi, i, }Our oprortunity 10 ha,e all your que,1ton, an,wcrcd.

E9

-:::!!.!!...
........
!,.... _

Concocted ,·,ith fineCanadianWhisky.llillJ
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EngineeringSociety

In a cold world
you need your
fr iends to keep
you· warm .

Changing
theirimage
by Phil Rourke
Gino Tomaselli is the president of the Engineering Society on campus. The other day I asked him
various questions that pertain to his society. Here
are his comments.

A. We do basically the same thing as clubs do but
we have much more money to do things and we
have them done for all engineering students.
Events that we do sponsor include two semiformals, orientation-type
events for the first
year students in the first weeks of school and in
many other social activities.
We also have a newspaper-The Essex. In past
years it has caused a lot of controversy but it has
been getting better. We've changed the content
somewhat to improve the paper's credibility.

COLUMBIA

Q. What do you think about the ISO becoming a
society?
A. !t's true that they are not getting the money
that they deserve. Club funding is so unpredictable that societal status would be good in that it
would guarantee them money. It is, however,
the choice of the international students.

How are your society's relations with your
faculty?
A. We have a pretty good relationship with our
faculty. They are always willing to help out and
vice versa. We always send society rep~ to Engineering conferences, which we pay for, and chat
hcl ps the faculty.
fhcre is also a lot of other things that we do
donation-wise. We ha,·e a foster child donation,
Q.

---
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Q.

Q. Do you tbink there should be any changes in
the structure of societal funding?
A. This wouldn't help us very much because we
do get enough money but it would be better for
other societies if the changes guaranteed them
more money.
We could probably use a slight
increase in funding but we don't have any problems with it right now.

&

THE BIG
CHILL

Q. Wbat is tbe Engi11eeeringS0ciety?

flow are your society's relations with SAC?
A. This year I have to say that they have been
pretty good. We have Mark Belchuk, our SAC
rep, who has been a good liaison between us and
SAC. Basically we have good relations with SAC.

7:0 0
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from Angela's Beauty Salo n

Engineer ing Society President Gino Tomaselli
we had a bash from which we earned $1000 to
give to the Spirit of Windsor campaign (the train
at the bottom of Ouellette Ave. that is in need
of repair) the money to get it fixed up. It's
sort of a tradition in our faculty-the Spirit of
Windsor.
We wash it every now and then and
we intend to donate what we can to restore it.
Also, during Christmas, we always dress somebody up as Santa Claus and get them to give out
presents to children in hospitals.

2062 University Ave. W., Windso r

Low Prices for Men & Women
PERMS
Oodndioa cut and condition) ....

$ 18 .00

How is student response to your society?
A. Personally, I feel that we're doing a pretty
good job informing them. We have our year reps
who go to the classes so that people know what is
going on. We're always reminding the students
but there is not always the participation that we
would like. That's been a real downfall this year.
Participation.
Our mini-Olympics-last
year
we had 15 teams; this year we had six teams.
Sometimes it's bad timing. Other times we just
don't understand why they aren't particpating.
Q.

Q. What about the enl{ineerml{ stereotype?

A. We're trying to play it down this year. It
is kind of discouraging to lie classified as such.
We've tried to co-ordinate activities ,dth other
groups such as the Nursing Socict:. We're trying
to improve our image.
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Just clip out the coupons below and bring them into Harvey's by the date
shown. We'll give you a beautiful, charbroiled Harvey's hamburger, garnished just
the way you like it for just 99¢ with purchase of fries & medium drink.
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: ENJOY A 99¢ HARVEY'S HAMBURGER, WITH :
: THE PURCHASE OF FRIES & MEDIUM DRINK . :
I Bring in this coupon to H arvey's at 2380 Wyandotte West. We'll give you a Harvey's I
I hamburger; regularly priced at$ 1.35, for just 99¢ with the purchase offries & medium I
I
I
I drink plus tax. One coupon per customer visit
HA RV EY'S
I
l Offer valid until Dec. 31, 1983
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ENJOY A 99¢ HARVEY'S HAMBURGER, WITH :
THE PURCHASE OF FRIES & MEDIUM DRINK. 1I
I Bring in this coupon to H arvey's at 2380 Wyandotte West. We'll give you a Harvey's I
I hamburger, regularly priced at$l.35, for just 99¢ with the purchase of fries & medium
: drink plus tax. One coupon per customer visit
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Offer
valid
until
Dec.
31,
1983.
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HAIMY's
MAKES
IDURHAMBURGf.RA
BEAUI1RJL
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AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY, we
have everything we need co make our whiskey
uncommonly smooth
We have daily dehvenes of the very
finest grain American fanners can
grow. A scream of pure,
iron free water (ideal
. , for whiskey-n1akmg)
!- flowing dose by our
'"' door. And a unique
t ,\J J
way of smooching out~

!

Ourown,ron-lreewater

whiskey byfiltering

....._

it for days through ten feet of finely
packed charcoal Thanks co all these
things-and some others coo-we
predict a pleasurable moment w hen
you discover the smooch sippin'
rareness of Jack Daniel's
Tenncs-see

Whis key ~ 0
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II you Okea bookoetaboutJack Oa.,ers wn,,
,eywrrteusa leneohere,n Lyndlburg .Tennu.. e 37352.US A
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eloquence

THE NATIONAL PROGRAM
PREPARES YOU FOR THE
PRACTICE OF LAW
THROUGHOUT CANADA

M cGILL UNIVERSITY
Montreal
FACULTY OF LAW
THE FACULTY OF LAW OF McGILL UNIVERSITY offers
courses in both Civil and Common Law under its NATIONAL
PROGRAM OF LEGAL EDUCATION.
BACHELOR OF CIVIL LAW
(B.C.L.l
The holder of this degree qualifies for admission to the Bar
preparation course and examinations of the Bar of the Province
of Quebec and the Board of Notaries.
BACHELOR OF LAWS (LLB.I
The holder of this degree qualifies for admission to the Bars of
all other Canadian Provinces .
NATIONAL PROGRAM OF
LEGAL EDUCATION
Under the Faculty's NATIONAL PROGRAM, the holder of a
McGill B.C L. will be accepted for an additional year of study
leading to the award of the McGill LL.B. The holder of a McGill
LL.B. will similarly be accepted for an additional year of study
leading to the award of the McGill B.C.L. Those who avail
themselves of the Faculty's NATIONAL PROGRAM and obtain
both dgrees will have been trained in Canada's two legal
systems.
Further information concerning the character and purpose of
the Faculty's NATIONAL PROGRAM and the availability of
scholarships may be obtained from the Admissions Office.
Faculty of Law, Chancellor Day Hall, 3644 Peel Street, Montreal H3A 1W9, tel. 392-5104. Application forms are also
available from the Admissions Office. THE DEADLINE FOR
FILING COMPLETED APPLICATION FORMS IS FEBRUARY

by Peter Deck
Last Saturday, the lnterna
tional Students'
Organization
held their annual "cultural extra vaganza." The show was well
organized, fairly well attended
(about 250 people), with the
only drawback being that the
crowd was almost completely
international students .
All acts were very well
received by the enthusiastic
crowd, although a weak P.A.
system discredited the value of
some of the participants' talents.
'fotablc among the performers
was CARlSSA's music performance, which took first place,
the Lebanese Student Association's belly dance (2nd place)
and the Fashion Show put on
by the Pakistan Student Association.
· Particularly unnotable amongst the performers was an act entitled "Fierce Bad Rabbits,"
which served to demonstrate
"the best and the worst of North
American culture."
Although
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CARISSA comes in first place again.

the rest of the evening was cultural, this performance drew response only when people realized that these "rabbits" were
only up to silly tricks.
Richard Lansberry, lnterna·
tional Student Advisor, said that
the event was enjoyable but
that he wished that there had

Girdabuse

SAC~unt
conti nued from page one
in future CUSA would only publish 'fact sheets' which would be
available in the CUSA office
for students to examine and
photocopy.
Parker said there were 3 pro·
blems to their teacher evaluations. The first was the high cost
of producing them. The seco nd
was the editorializing in them,
in the form of students' com·
ments. The third was that pro·
fessors who consistently received bad reviews did not allow evaluators into the classroom anymore.
In Parker's opinion, this last
problem crippled the evaluation
since the professors who most
needed to be evaluated were
not.
Laird said there were would
be no student comments included in SAC's evaluation since he
was concerned about the possibility of libel.
Dr. Franklin, University President, felt that at face value SAC
was doing evaluations for purely
constructive reasons. He added
that it was up to the professors
to decide whether the>· wanted

LETUS PREPARE YOU FOR THE
DEC. 3. 1983 LSAT
OR THE
IAN. 28, 1984 CMAT

SAC to enter their classrooms
for evaluation purposes.
In a memorandum to faculty,
Donald Wallen the President of
the Faculty Association wrote
the following:
"if the Student (sic) Administration Council bas approached
you regarding student evaluations be advised that you are not
required to allow students into
your lecture room to evaluate

in,truc.t,on lor only S14 5 o, 32 hour,for
onlyS21S

Courses. arP lclll df'duc.ttblr,

continued from page one
presently involved with is attracting media attention to campus
acnvmes, which he regards as
important to the community
at large.
"I would like to subject the
(University) Senate to the normal media analysis ... for instance,
the ratio of students to other
representatives on the Senate
and departmental councils is
eroding.
lf this continues,
the students will lose the rights
they gained in the early '70 's."
Such situations, MacKell continued, would benefit from media

(co rner Sandwich

Complete

rE'VlP~ of eddt ~ect on of
each test
Extensive home study matrr1al,

attention
and he wants to
create a SAC press release
service to deal with this need.
This service, still in the preplanning stages, would also be
open to campus clubs and org·
anizations who need help in getting publicity for their activities.
In closing, MacKell stressed
the importance of a positive
attitude towards university/community relations.
"I don't
think Windsor appreciates its
university, ' he said.
"As a
small institution, and basically
an undergraduate one, it's one of
the best in the province."

Daily Luncheon
Specials
$3. 99 - under

& Mill )

Invites you to take a
break from your studies

Your courfi.(" may hf' r~pe.ated dC no
add,tmnal charge

your course."
"It is important to note that
if you do allow an evaluation to
take place, these results will be
made public. "
SAC plans to publish their
evaluations in time for J anuary
registration.
Laird said SAC would condense the results into booklet
size and distribute them free to
students.

New SAC OJmmissioner

Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
321 7 Sandwich Street

lath cou, ..P con,l ..ts of 20 houri ol

been more participation from
more student clubs. He congratulated the organizers of the
event and hoped to see its continuation.
George McMahon expressed
his appreciation to the ISO for
bringing culture to a campus that
might otherwise be a "cultural
desert."

11 :00 - 3:00 daily
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20 hour cour>I'
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Pizza Day

CLASSESFOR THE IAN 28 CMAT
20 hour cour,e

an London Jan 12, 14,

Monday Spaghetti

15/84
mTorontoJart 20-22/84
32 hour course

,n Toronto Jan. 7, 8, 21,
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all you can eat
Only $2.99

Day

+ 1 trip to salad

bar.
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Small
Medium
Large
any 2 items

CMAT/1.SAT
PREPARATION COURSES
P 0. Box S97, Stahon A
Toronto, Ont MSW 1C7
(416) 665 ·3377
To c.,11free from Windsor
dial O and a<k for Zenith 86720

10% discount on all pick-ups
15% discount on pizza
Hours: Mon-Thurs. 11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am -1 :30 am Sun. 12 Noon · 11 pm
Fully Licensed under LLBO
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Theydon'tloven.___
Ombudsman:
by D.A. Macisaac
Q. What are the pros and cons
of usmg number grading systems
ratber
than
letter
grading
systems?
A. Ah, yes, those highly - valued,
ever-elusive
and
much
sought-after little numbers that
arc intended to accurately reflect a student's academic ability.
Prior to 1968, a numerical
grading system was used at the
University of Windsor in which
each student received a numerical grade for his/her performance
m a given course.
Depending on the predetermined
range of numbers into which
that numerical grade fell, a student was thereby assigned a letter grade.
A student's
o\'crall average
was then calculated by addmg
together each numerical grade
he/she received and then that
number was di\'1ded by the sum
of the number of courses taken
The range of marks into \\ h1ch
that average numerical grade fell
determined the students' average
letter grade.

This all changed in 1968,
however, when a Sen,ne SuhCommittee
advised that the
numerical grad mg S) stem was
unfair to student\. This committee argued that since subjectivity
is involved in the assignment of
any mark, a letter sys tem should
be implemented. For example,
a faculty member cannot rightfully give one student a numerical grade of 77 and another stu·
dent a grade of 76.

Fine distinctions of this sort
were judged as being not possible and hence there should be
no divisions within the parameters defined by a particular letter
grade. So, it was concluded that
our of considerations of fairness,
students who receive identical
letter grades must be adjusted to
be equal in academic abilit} and
thus receive the same numerical
grade.

Sound reasonable? Perhaps.
But only in some cases and to
some degree. The fact is that it
is nonsense to attempt to make
fine 1 or 2 mark d1stmct1ons
between 2 students. 1lowever,
by the same token, 1t must be
admmcd that there is a very
small margin of error \\ h1ch corresponds to the numerical gra-

ding of students.
I would argue that using numerical grades instead of letter
grading means replacing a highly
accurate system with a highly
subjective system because the
accuracy of letter grading vanes
with each professor. Under the
letter grading system, there arc
as many
different
marking
schemes as there arc professors.

Indeed,
instead
of being
bolted tightly shur, the door is
left \\ ide open with the letter
grading S} stem for farnuntism
to come mto play in the ass1gnmenr of marks. In addition, consistency and u n iforn1 It)' arc no,\.
in all disciplines, increasingly
rare commClditics and unfair!\
so.

Alumni
Fundclose
to $90,000target
by Ray Potvin
ticipanon b:ise.
T'ht· 1983 Alumni \nnu:il
rhc funds \\Iii he usi:d u,
1-<und has ra1,cd .1hout t\H'- furthn the Alumni -.cholars"l1p
th 1rds ot its <s90,000
target and
.1rd program for under·
throug,1 its rq!ional -:~1n:as of graduate, :is \\ ell as programs
the l riin·rslt \' of \\ indsor Al- to attract graduatt s into the
u mm and friends.
active alumni fnld. ,\n 1mpt•r·
Jim Coughlin, Chairman t•f cant comm1tmenr of the '83
the fund, reported
that the fund is to help maintain and
C.of W. Alumni :ind support·
upj!radc the l'ni\'crsit) s recentcrs m business, industry. govern· !)' msLalkd computer
equipment and education combined
ment. This system ha\ aided
to generate the $5 5 .611 an- the Alumni ,\ssociation·,
record
nounced officially at the '\Jo\
keeping great!)
for both
ember 22nd mcctm_g. About day to da) activities and in
$10,000
of th is has been ear- co-ordination
of
tht· fundmarked by donors to the faculty raising campaign.
or department of their choice
The nnt phase of the effort
a ne,\ flexibility that Coughlin
the :--:ational Camp:iign
gets
credits with broadening the par- undcn\a)' next wi:ek.
~
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n four minutes, the world died.
As we watched ourselves tollectively perish, we
bit our lips, 5hook our heads, then dove back
under the warm blanket of ignorance to hide from
the chilling horror of nuclear war. It was over. Only four hours of prime time Sunday night i:elevision were needed to blow up the earth. Then it
w:i.s time to turn off the TV set and take a reassuring look outside. Pretend it never happened.

Despite the ubiquity of media hype promising mass hysteria
fn!lo,1ing the telecast of ABC's version of Armageddon, The Day
Afu-r, on November 2U, very linle has really changed. The cruise
will still he deployed in Germany next month. Bands of proscsrors
still march p:i.st deaf monuments.
1\nd our Prime Minister treks
:i.tross the globe to ~tir up peace. But most of us don·r really care.
Of course, none of the hype was really llC\\S anyway. Television
itself lacks the substance uf an important news event: any maior
significance must be created around it. So, we were bombarded
with front page items like "Movie t<N traumatic for kids, doctor
warns"', based on the a<lvicc uf a psychologist who hadn't even seen
rhe film. ABC added woo<l to the fire by airing a ninety-minute
"Viewpoinr" discussion panelled by heavyweights such as Secretary
uf Dcfcnce Robert McNamara, Sccretary of State Henry Kissinger
and scientist Carl Sagan. As expcued, the participants said little
that coul<l be considered new but the forum was enough of an
"event"' on its own.
Despite
stating the obviuus, the film entertained noble goals.
The theme of the film, the raw horror of nuclear devastation. un·
Joubrcd!y surprised very ft:w. 13ut it was one of rhe few attempts to
n·veal the horrors that could shatter our blissful lives at any instant.
And. a rarity for television, it offered no way out, no tidy solution
before the next station break. Television has tackled this subject
before. Last year's bril!ianr and very real Special Bulletin followed
a news tcam·s coverage of a terrorist with the Bomb, but it was as
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much about television journalism as a nuclear crisis. BBC commissioned Peter Watkins to produce The War Game in 1966, a film with
a similar theme and ucatmcnt, but of much greater craftsmanship
and impact.
lt was never aired, considered "too horrifying" to be
seen. But never has a film on nuclear annihilation with such a bud·
get ($9 million) been seen by so many as The Day After. One
hundred million is a lot of people to scare.
,\iluch uf the fear began before the fi!m was even shown. Family
forums were held. Warnings not to watch it alone or to let children
sec it were circulated.
Hot lines for the depressed to call were set
up. .\BC distributed viewing guides for those who weren't quite
sure how to watch it. A new political extrt·mist group was even
shaken out of the woodwork!
The National Democratic Policy
Cummittce picketed WXYZ's studios in Detroit before the program
began.
Expectation,

though, far exceeded the actual event.

When Roots was aired in 1977, the impact was immediate and
far-reaching. 250 colleges in the United States offered credit courses
related to the program. The National Archives in Washingron was
suddenly jammed with root-tracers.
And, most importantly,
it
caused a re-evaluation of racial attitudes in the country. While the
effects of the series may have faded since then, they sti11 may
prove to be less transient than those of The Day After, which alrc:idy appear to be dissipating.

This attitude, a willingness to postpone discussion of the issue or
a preference to delegate it to the back of our minds, is all too prevalent. The number of grade-schoolers toting a videocassette of the
film to class (one eighth grade teacher said he wa.~ given three
copies in one class) indicate parents would rather see the issue stay
at school. But a Windsor principal stated that the school did nothing
special for the broadcast, nor did he receive any instructions from
the school board. And so, the opportunity passes.
The Vice-President of the University of Windsor Students for
Nuclear Disarmament places the blame on the type of media used.
"The nature of the film and discussions were such that they just
·want you to think for one day. The hype's all gone now. Why start
something and then not bother to finish it?
"What makes an issue significant is that people think about it a
lot. But if you're only given one point of view - the status quo it's not going to change attitudes."
But then, that is the nature of television, a consumer of ideas in
search of the exciting-, the visceral, and the commercial. Concep_ts
don't come across as readily as pictures on TV and the more exciting the pictures, the bcner. Therein lies the greatest danger of the
program the trivialization of the greatest concern facing mankind.
There, in two hours of prime network rime generally reserved for
the likes of Ga'ry Colemen's witticisms, we've seen the end of the
world on a 2l·inch box. Small wonder we weren't jolted into
awareness.

The morning after the program was shown, two families from
Lawrence, Kansas, were interviewed on Good Morning America.
When asked if they could continue to discuss nuclear issues, one
mother replied: ''If questions come up with tbe kids about weapons
and strategics the United States and Russia arc using right now,
sure, we 'II discuss it. But as far as going into detail. not necessarily,
unless the kids have questions."
Lawrence was the site of the
fictional holocaust, and is the backyard to several missile silos.

The medium itself, though, is not solely to blame. Television can
be an effective communicator.
Dr. Stanley Cunningham, Professor
of Communication
Studies and Philosophy at the University of
Windsor, said: "Classic examples are public affairs programming
on PBS and CBC. as well as the BBC, which are capable of tremendous scuff. .. even commercial networks when they do their job.
A.BC News Nightline with Ted Koppel offers some fairly in-depth

analyses.
Unfortunately, The Day After was not tremendous stuff. Director
Nicholas Meyer even conceded the film ·'Jacks imagination" and was,
to him, little more than a "public service announcement".
Network
TV is still network TV, and though viewers were lured to the tube
in a morbid desire co sec mass death (The most common observation
after seecing the film was that it wasn"t as graphic as they had
thought-or hoped- it would be), American standards remained for
the most part intact. Granted. it was a little mort gruesome than
the standard installment of Gimme .\ Break, but it was a considerably tidied up holocaust, compared to the real thin~. or cYen co
Watkins· version. Meyer had to work under a bizarre death formula
devised by ABC (three inanimate objects to be destroyed per every
human death).
ABC, too, was in control of the final cut of the
film.
Despite the excuses, the film's plot and acting were very medi·
ocrc, reducing it to the level of a formula disaster flick. No doubt
this contributed ro the reception of the film. Routs, Holocaust and
Special Bulletin were all fine productions that offcre<l similar potent·
ial for consciousness-raising and society-sobering.
Any impact chcy
left was a result of the programs themselves. The only legacy of
The Day After will be its hype and its timeliness.
So what's next? Well now that nuclear war is ·•jn" as a form of
entertainment,
we can expect a slew of nuke movies Testament,
Radioactive Dreams, and a remake of I 9S9"s On the Beach are all
to be expected soon.
After all, 100 million Americans can't be
wrong. The Day After will likely rank sixth on the all-time ratings
list, after the last episode of MASI I, the ''who shut JR'' episode of
Dallas, and three Super Bowls. What company for the end of the
world.
The four minutes of destruction are over. Lawrence has rebuilt
itself; the film crews have left. They don't have ro think about
nuclear war anymore, if they don't want to. It's okay to plan a
career. It's okay to be pregnant. The cap still leaks.
It only takes four minutes .
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Death and de st ruction and carnage and total yuck .

This girl i&goH11iio;die soon. Look s scared, huh?

Increaseinfocus
by Mark Sikich

l'ony Oo..:tor's "Wharf'

Don'tworryaboutit
The closer one loob Jt Ton)
Doctor's 1.mdsupes (at the Lniversit~ Centre Callcrr~· to December 8) the e:i~ier it is to conclude that Doctor has little lo
do with the prcscnr stare of art.
This isn'r ncc:essanly a bad
thing, especially when onc considers ho" much the calming,
even lyncal atmospht·n: of these
can\'ases deri\·cs from a '>trong
technical base.
Add to this, light and ·iir
that is ahrnys brce1y, opcn,
bene\'olent. and it 1s prccisel)
this type of painterly
'opt1m ism" that saves his conrenrment with simple landscapes
from total inconsequencc.
But, at the same time, Doctor's easy style and fine draftsmanship provides us with concrolled canvases that arc as pleasing as they arc featureless.
"Beneath Coconut Palms" 1s

a mottled unit,· ,>f static gl1mpsc~. and his ''!sl;!nd lf1Jc;l\\:1y" 1s
JUSt ;i simple ,·.1r1Jtion on .1 ~c>rt
oi Gilligan\ hland retreat.
Thcsc. hm, c, t·r. arc at the
less thrillmg cnd ot' Doctor',
ouvrc, ,tnd 1f tht· landscapcs .m:
merely blocks of quaint d.1~·drcam or sunm
rccolkct10n
,,ith a dab or t,,o hcrc or there
indicating a figure. the~ al,o
admit hints of drama.
Thc Aatncss <>t the blue sea
tn "Landscape"
1s a two-dimensional abstract presence ind1cat1vc of the quiet creep of ,tb\tract clements in the \\'orks.
Thc~c clements become the
dramatic subtlctics of nature's
surface drama with the jutting
foreground
shadO\\
in "St.
Clair Beach" or the outward unsubmerged run of land m "High
Noon lligh Tide".
,\1orc overt and less fluent is

the striking clost·nt·ss of the gull
rhe , 1c\1-cr 1s obliquely thrust
u pun 1n "Dock''. In "Wharf" the
~.tmc general perspective is retained for the same general
scene \\'h ilc thc gull is replaced
b) a foreground railing and two
othcr gulls, formerly in the midd1st.1nce, no\\ heL<>mt·canopies.
This tells us something
of
Doctor', instincts· they are formal, ~clf-conse1ous. and even
.1caJcm1c...
Becausc ot tl11s, and because
of their modest), these landscapes have from the ou tsct
toregone an} sense of the evocative b~ , ircuc of their sheer
peacefulness.
In a sense, Doctor wants us
to look at our roadside, suburban, or vacationland nature as
thoughtful ambient patches of
privacy and charm.
by Lorenzo Buj

Upon walking into the Artcite Gallery to view the latest exhibit
works one is immediately put off guard by the emptiness of the
space. This eerie feeling is reinforced when the works themselves, a
retrospective of Noel Harding's video arr, are reviewed.
Harding, born in England and educated in Canada, 1s probably
better known for his work with installations bur this takes nothing
away from his video.
The tape is tn chronological order and starts with "Birth's Child",
dealing with a mother and a child together in their isolation. The
second is "Simplified Confusion" which deals with rhe struggle of a
man and woman to communicate. These two early videos in black
and white sho,\ Harding's use of rcpitit1on and each video contains a
central idea carried throughout.
"A Serene Composition Suggemvc of Pastoral Repose" and "Yellow" arc both long and somewhat slow paced examples of minimal
action which, devoid of a soundtrack, tends to make them boring ro
\\atch . This may come from their l,ackground in performance art
and the artist\ desire to rebel against the fast pace of television, and
commcrc..ial ndeos.
Thb 1s not the case however with the last three. "Out of Control"
is fa1rl) straight forward 1n dealing with po\\Cr and ~ex. The imagery
ranging from facial metamorpho~cs, to telephones and butterflies
in both "Houses Belong to Those Who Live ln Them·• and "Elephants'' is \\idc open to many interprctatiom.
These are, by far,
llarding's strongest works.
Thc artist has expressed a wish that only his latest work be featured hut ask to sec the whole tapt· so as to get an idea of his development. This \\ill also help the uninitiated viewer undcrstand the
nature of \'ldco ··art", which is quite unlike that of the "videos··
most people ,He accustomed to watching.
There arc also other tapes wh 1ch can be Viewed by asking the gallery staff. Harding's shcm runs through Dec. 11 at the Artcitc Gallen, 1233 Univcrsitv W.
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Theart of living
At a ttme wben ,1rt has ceased to "mean" just
a/>uut anytbing, it is necessary, if not downright
satisfying, to look back at some of the brighter
ligbts that shone amidst the turbulent landscape
of 20th century culture. Belgian artist Rene Magritte. wbo died m 1967, was one of the more
sophisticated and ,ntriguing surrealists that lived
and painted through times of abstraction, j,1t11Pss,
a11Jtension Undaunted, hard on bimself. his vision of ambiguity, of veiled dread, of dream and
w,ik i11greality, is now encountered ever so subtly
h1 television advertisements for car,, liquor billbo,mls, and soulless new wave video imagery
S,irab Atkinson reflects on the man and bis ideas
·1o say chat Rene Magritte was merely or even
pr;marily a surrealist is to be gravely inaccurate.
Indeed, to ident1f} him, even loosely, with an}
particular art mm·emcnt or movements i!>to overl<>okthe very essence of his work.
,\ grasp of .\1agritce·s art and an understanding
of his vision of "Truth" is something that demands
an effort from vie\\ er (this word "viewer''
becomes slightly less than adequate when we discuss the philosophical aspects of an artist's work
and the process that 1s much more than "viC\\ing"
that must take place - but what can one do to
right this inadequacy short of waging \\ar, and
purging language of its ineptitudes?
The process of articulating a simple and fundamental truth (or "idea", if you prefer to be less
presumptuous) is an often complicated one. ,\nd
sometimes the attempt to apprehend truth is
taxing. often enough to bring even the most har·
dcncd and overdramatic cynic (and or atheist) to
his knees praying for lucidity.

But worry not, fellow half-believer, Magritte
really is the patient sort. All tangential nonsense
(I lower my head to lick the ground) aside, I assert
emphatically that Magritte, although he is as hard
to read as Kant is well worth your time and mine.
Whether or not Magritte has studied the history
of philosophy, or was aware of issues of contemporary epistemology and ontonology (he did say
he read Heidegger, Hegel, and Plato - and liked
them) is actually beside the point that he was in
couch with the basic intriguing problems of knowledge. truth and reality. I think that Magritte
would agree with Kant and Plato that this business of knowing and knowledge is ultimately
restricted because language has its limitations
and (~oodness knows) human beings are so goshawful incompetent
at dealing with Being. But
these elements of the human condition are the
very things that yield the fascination that fuels
,\\agrittc (or perhaps more precisely. that keeps
his firc going).
lfe calls himself a rcali~t; he sets before us
images, of everyday objects, and asks us to really
sec them - to sc,· them for \~hat rhcy arc and all
they are, to sec hcyond our conditioned. mundane
\'icw and to recogni1c and re\'cl in the mystery of
that \\ hich 1s implied but nc\'er given.
The Idea, for example of a painting like Philosoph)' In the Budoir" is implicit and not by
nature revealed or apparent. The idea nses out
of the iamgc so that - with all its sado-masoch1stic
currentsthe object stands before us in all its
shining glory. For Magritte, the existance of
truth :ind myscer is in this material realm the neccessal) and sufficient condition for the process
of life and living.

by Stepha nie Signorile

Ca11ad1a11sbelow tbe age o/
50 are not to blame /or tbeir ignorance . For some reason a con spiracy o/ silence seems to have
tried to bide tbe Depression
/ro111Camuii,ws too young to reme111ber it, to sweep under tbe
rug tbosc ten lost years tb,u
were tbe most traumatic in our
nation 's history
Barry Broadfoot

Disturbed by the ignorance
and lack of concern he encountered when broaching the subject of the Depression with
those who were born after it,
Barry Broadfoot set out to captu re the essence of those 'ten
lost years' and to preserve it
lest it should be once again forgotten.
What resulted was the boo k
Ten Lost Years , a collection
of te stimo nials-t he memories of
th ose who lived thro ugh this
t ime . Their names are never
mentioned as it is not th e people but the ir stories that bear
the most significance.
Perhaps to bring thes e exp eriences to a broader sphere of
people (or perhaps to play with
fire) Jack Winter and Cedric
Smith chose to adapt Broadfoot's book to a play. Unfortunately they felt it necessary to
encorporate
music into the
script.
To clarify this, there are two
types of music in the University
Players mounting of Te n Lost
Y ears at Essex Hall: period
pieces, and songs of a rather
contrived nature. It is the latter
to which l am opposed, not only

Above : The Un iversity Players in a scene from "Ten Lost Years"
becau se o f my personal inclinat ions (wh ich steer me away fr om
musicals in general) bu t also because of the ir incongruit y with
the other aspects of the play .
These particular songs seem
to have been created and encorporated to provide some continuity. What they do in fact is
interrupt the natural flow of the
play. This may be due to the
playwrights' underestimation of
the effectiveness of the simple
yet very powerful dialogue.
The second act far outweighs
the first in terms of quality,

co ntinu ity and ho nesty . Th e
pace is slow er, the scenario s and
char acters mor e developed and
ther e is a stronger element of
seriousness, not unappropriat e
for such a subject. Still the
humour, iron ic as it may be, is
not Jost. lt is difficult co determine whether this improvement
should be accredited to the
development of the play itself
or to the actors as they settle
into it.
The lack of consistency and
focus in the first act, bouncing
erratically from scenario to
scenario, character to character,

as it does , is tedious, disconc erting, and the act as a whole seems
rather forced. It is possible that
the act was constructed in this
manner for effect.
Unquestionabl y K. Allison
Brawley and Ant oni Cimo lino
are to be commended for fine
performances. Inherent in each
of their characters was a fullness
and honesty quite satisfying and
refreshing. Each actor /actress
stood out in at least one scenario
or as one character, be it Lila
Cano's portrayal of a rebellious
young woman whose spirit is
not to be stifled by an apatheti c

relief officer or Murra y Hayes '
farcica l execution of a rather
serious radio broadcast.
Despite the perhaps 'technical ' problems and the perhaps
'd istasteful'
music, although
Denise Markham 's voice is quite
exceptional, the play is still
worth seeing, if not for anythi ng
than to ensure the success of
Barry Broadfoot's admirable attempt to save us from our past.
The play continues tonight
through Sunday at Essex Hall.
Check out the posters or call
the Drama building for further
information.

EXRTLETT
HAIRSTYLES

1 QO/ooiscount

Offered
upon presentation of
Student I. D.
1261 Grand Marais Rd. W.
969-1233
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Any way you like iton the rocks, with
orange juice or
your favourite mixSouthern Comfort is
the one and only!

Southern Comfort tastes downrightfriendly.
send tor a free Recipe Guide Southern Comfort Corporation . PO Box 775. Place Bonaventure . Montreal , Quebec HSA 1E1

Just anothernight
at Ambassador
by Peter Deck

Above : The Dave Howard Singers

Instinctin man
by Martin D eck

... at night the party of young fellows, robust
friendly singing with ope11 mouths their stro11g
melodious songs ...
-Whitman

Having lived in this town for 21 years, I believe
it is safe to say that there is nothing to do in Windsor on a Sunday night, except study or avoid studying via mindkss TV watching. Last Sunday, however, proved a welcome exception to this rule,
Toronto's Dave Howard Singers played the Radio
Tavern. through the graces of WARD.
The Dave Howard Singers arc, Dave Howard on
vocals, Dave lloward on keyboards and Dave
lloward on drum machine. The three form an
amazingly tight unit - leading some to refer to
them as simply Da\'c I Ioward.
Dave lloward is a consummate cnrertainer and
he dazzled the audience of twenty-five wnh his
S\ nthcsis of music, noise and comedy . llis songs
v·ar) wide!) in tempo and atmosphere, ranging
from a remarkably straight rendition of "Girl from
lpancma'' (which he performed as his encore) to
his o,,n "Wondrous Ways", punctuated by tonguerolling screams and barks .
llis lyrics display sharp wit and good rhyming
patterns
J w,,s a be,lt mk
Wbo was lot·esick
/•()r ,1 sp11t11ik ..
And in the back ofa Pontiac
I put my baby i11a potato s,1ck

Sbe died of a heart attack
Now she's living wltb a 11ecrophi/iac.
.
One song, 'Tm a Bunny" (which he could ~as1ly have written specifically for his Sunday night
audience) had Howard reading a children's book
about a bunny looking for a home. From this, he
slid into "!leaven" from the movie Eraserhead, a more faithful version could hardly have been
expected from a male performer.
I saw Dave Howard lasr month and was rhen
struck by his musical/noisical sense and his wit.
Last Sunday, I listened to his voice - which is
ver~ good by accepted standards. In some so.ngs,
particularly "Pleasure of Pain"(which he claims,
\\'111 top the M.0.R. charts ,, hen released) he
5ounds like a passable crooner.
But the majorit y of his songs are far mo re
abrasive and discordant - and LOUD. Volume is a
big thing with Dave Howard; he wants his audience
to kno\\ he's there. The best thmg about his Sundav night performance, however, was his aware nc~s of the audience . Between songs, there was a
great deal of conversation between the stage and
rhe listeners . At the end of the mght, Mr. IIO\\ ard
answered questions which the audience had written on a piece of paper. lie told us that his musical
scvle ,, as derived from watching World War Two
m·ovies while l1sccnmg to some classical composer
or other (I can't remember the name).
The Dave I toward Singers will be returning co
Windsor within the month and you, 0 hypothetical reader, should sec him.

What's with the students at
this University anyways?
You provide them with two
fine bands for a reasonable price
and the majority will still lie low
or subject themselves to yer sappy crappy top 40 Pub band.
If students are really so hesitant about educating themselves
musically I must call into question their genuine interest in educatmg
themselves generally .
The turnout at the Rockabilly
Cats' show in Ambassador on
Friday night was almost dismal.
Granted, the quiff (as in hair)
and quaff (as in beer) of the
young-boy
rockabilly
ethos
doesn't cut it across all barriers
of taste, but rockabilly is the
roots, maaaan, of modern rock
and glossy outfits like Straycats
are doing just fine capitalizing
on it.
If only to dance your brains
into your heels, why weren't
you there? The Rockabilly show
I'm raving about featured the
work of such traditional nota·
bles as Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Eddie Cochrane, and
Gene Vincent - and yet the
majority of people in Ambassador were the campus' hardcore
rockabilly segment.
Although
not numerically
strong, the energy and enthusi asm of this crowd could easily
blow away any bar crowd in
the city. They turned the dance

floor into a frenzied space of
kinetic human goodtime mania.
To backtrack a little.
Windsor's Killing Time opened the show. The strong vocals
of their illustrious singer "Karen"
were a testimony to the band's
rapid improvement.
They demonstrated a controlled post-post-punk versatility by
playing a wide selection of covers from Sonny and Cher's "The
Beat Goes On" to the Slits' version of " Heard It Through the
Grapevine."
The response to this allowed
the Rockabilly Cats to hit the
stage in front of a crowd that
avoided standing still as if it
was the plague. The Rockabilly
Cats were so damn hot that two
of the more memorable numbers, Bill Haley's "Shake, Rattle,
and Roll" and Johnny Burnetre's "Lonesome Train on a Lonesome Track" proved to be sheer
intoxication.
The Social Science Society
sponsors were quite pleased
with the way the night ended
banging rather than with a
whimper.
Even if the turnout was, in
the general scheme of things,
funereal, one fan was so excited
by it all that she expressed the
desire to have the band play at
her wedding.
Perhaps I'll be invited to this
historic event.
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500yearssinceMartinLuther
thmdered
intohNory

It's been a couple of weeks
over 500 years since the birth of
German
Martin
Luther-the
monk who, at 33, spurred the
Reformation by fighting back
against the corruption of the
Roman Catholic Church.
Appalled by the Church's
sale of indulgences-papally sanctioned dispensations that were
sold to the faithful on their
belief that their sins could
be bought off and that even
the souls in Purgat0ry could
gain freedom with purchases
made on earth-Luther
lashed
out.
A man of formidable intellect, with a sense of humour
and a tongue that was as sharp,
even, cruel as it was sympathetic, Luther could not stand by
and watch the Church conduct
its transactions and obscure the
fundamental
issues of man's
salvation.
Faith, not the Church, he
claimed, was the route to
salvation. Close attention to the

)es-broke
out, he responded
to its violence and irresponsibility by asking the Establishment to "smite, slay, and stab
the murderous
and thieving
hordes."
What Luther's revolution did
was t0 shake up the Catholic
hierarchy and provide the faithful with a Church of spiritual
equality.
But, abiding to the
vision of Fallen Man, he never
believed that man could ever
live on earth in an ideal state.
Despite the questionable, indeed condemnable nature of
Luther's anti-Semetism, in the
post-WWII period Luther has
been re-examined by Catholics
who have grown warmer to his
views.
by Lorenzo Buj

Holy Scriptures showed that only through God's grace, through
Christ, was man saved. It was
not sacrament, not dogma, but
man's personal relationship with
God that decided the destiny
of his soul.
Luther's manifestoes of 1520
gave the Reformation its great
kick. In addition to his central
theses, Luther made clear, among other things, that the
Pope was fallible and that
priests should have freedom of
choice in regard to marriage.
He was, of course, excommunicated-in
1521 but, by
then he had already begun to
hit fu 11 stride and eccleisiastical hist0ry since then has been
marked by the great split between Protestants and Catholics.
For all his wisdom, Luther
was ever provocative. He was
never supportive of anarchy,
pointless disorder, or war-like
insurrection, and in 1525 when
the Peasants War-supposedly
consistent with Luther's princip-
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The October, 1983, issue of
Natio nal Geographic has an
opulent feature on Luther and
his world.
CBC Radio's Ideas (1550
AM) presents a five-part series

One mght earlier this week
I was m London simultaneously
watching the A Team and reading Orwell when suddenly I set
out for Windsor on what I'm
certain was the stupidest of
\,hims
After arriving late .\1onda)
night and sleeping the cold
darkness away in a wretched
warehouse on the seamier side
of town, I hesitantly emerged
from my Arctic wondcrbag
and set out
for the sanctum
~ sanctorum of this town 's version
l:; of academe - the University
~ Centre.
C/l
I wasted most of the day
lil
~
mumbling to various long-lost
C/l
t· friends on the subject of the
~ course of legal Jurisprudence in
f London and even stopped by the
8 Lance for a short bit, all the
C
j
while keeping a sharp eye on
the clock to ensure that I had
Poet Trevor Malcol m da ncing his you th away at the ISO bash th is
vacated the premises before
past weeke nd.
the Tuesday night tempest of
brangling waghalters had gotten
into full swing.
Unfortunately (as fate would
have 1t) through a series of
of Ontario, stopped in long cnoLance affiliate David Viece/11 strange circumstances, I found
u~h to critique campus "poets".
c11rre11tlyhitchbik ing tbe byways

Wild beastsI haveknown

COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN

about him in the week before
Christmas.
It will be heard
December 18-22, at 9:05 PM.
The first program focuses on
the secular and religious climate
of his time. When he was born,
Germany was a cluster of little
dukedoms where plagues made
sudden death commonplace, and
a belief in devils prowling in
search of souls painted the
Day Of Judgement as a formidable threat.
In the 1530's Luther had
spoken prophencally of the war
that was to come after his death.
"The world had gone mad. In
brief, I am the boulder that
blocks God's path. When I die,
he will strike."
"I am sure that my dear God
will vouchsafe this to me: as
long as I live, Germany shall
neither have nor suffer distress
because of war. But when I am
dead, then you had better pray!
Then things will catch fire, for
the world is too evil."
myself back at The Lance
at the height of the fervour and
my worst fears were confirmed.
In no time I was set upon by
a rabid Arts editor desperate
to find any cop, to fill up the
space in the Arts section that
so plainly betrayed his complete (and utter) lack of any
semblance
of
competence.
This is how I came to find myself ra\'ing about the most
recent Parallax Measure, the
results of which are here presented for you perusal.
The cover photo b) Mr.
McNamara is a fine thing which
I love and fear equally but the
inside photo by the same gentleman is not good. It is bad.
r propose that ,\tr. Ala reconsider his photo editing so as to
keep boring and empty Montreal travel 'snapshots' out of his
publication.
Sal Ala's "Godtalk
from
Exile" is Sal Ala either at
his best or worst or something
else- I'm not really sure but
I figure I' LI never understand it
until I know \\ hat the breathing
pattern for its public perfor-

Martin Luther
mancc 1s.
Of course the most unusual
thing about this issue of The
Measure as a U of \\' poetry
publication is that it contains
the poetry of no other madman
than John Bario\\ (a former
student nov. down-and-out in
Toronto). I'm tempted to reprint "Brain and Hell" in its
entirety because he will surely
be vomited from the mouth of
Satan.
The best of The Measure
however is to be found in the
renowned
"Granny Used tO
Make Gingerbread Cookies" by
the famed poet/composer/beggar/nice boy /conductor/pianist/
percussionist/ware-house-dweller/
vocalist/dancer/stand -up
comic/murderer
Trevor Malcolm. Mr. Malcolm's (a homeless
vagabond \vho hangs out on
campus) talent has become widely recognized in all circles of
all societies (he performed at the
ISO bash the other night)
evervwhere over the past few
dcc;dcs and an\' dissenters are
most welcome ·to hit him real
hard-like.

Leather
Pants
onl y $129 .88

To night

"Steppin Out"
Parties in terested in playi ng
House League Darts please
sign up at Faces.

Leather
Bombers
from $195.00
to $325.00

10% off to all
students &
faculty

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" Memb e rship s Ava ilabl e"

Great Lun c hes at Great
Price s 11 :30 am. 11 :00 p.m .

DAILY HAPPY HOUR : 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR: 4-7

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

Lancersmakeit close,109-103
by Peter Freele
The University of Windsor
cagers went down fighting this
past weekend,
losing by six
points, 109-103, to the tough
Grand Valley State Lakers.
While losing to an American
NCAA Division II team like the
Lakcrs 1s no disgrace, Windsor
had come back from a 28 point
deficit and was shooting for the
win when tune ran out .
Windsor had sta:yed even with
the Lakers through much of the
first half and were down 45-40
with just under three minutes
left in the first half. Then the
Lancers forgot ho,\ to move
the ball.
" Bad Passes " was how Lancer centre Rob Biasutto summed
it up. saying that the.: team ,\as
not setting up enough .
"We didn't have our heads on
straight,"
was Lancer veteran
Jim Kennedy's appr,tisal. B:, the
time the hat f ended the Lake rs
had scorc:d twdH ,tra,ght point,
and \\.'indsor was down 57--l-<l.
Grand \'allc, came out hard
in the second half .ind in the
first three minutes had expanded
their lead to 28 points. 7 :!-44 .
Windsor fin.illy came w life and
the t\\ o teams traded baskets
through the third quarter, but
the Lancers couldn't pu1 .1 dent
in Grand \'alley's lead.
In the fourth qu.,rcer , the
Lancers took o\'er . Pa.:l·d by th,:
hot shooting of llunt llool and
the donunaung presence of Roh
Biasutto inside, the Lancers outscored Grand Valle) 43-22, thi:y
pulled ro within s,x pmnts before the final huzzer
rang.
Both I lool and Biasutro ha,T
been playing excellent ball in chi:
pre-season, and this game was nu
exception.
B1asutto scored 31
poinrs, going 15 to 10 from the

tree throw line, and played inspired ball under the nets, grabbing a host of offensive and defensive rebounds. "He's terrific,"
said the Grand Valley coach
Tom Villemure, "we could use
players like that."
Hool was close behind Biasutto, scoring 26 points in the
game. llool was particularly effective in the second half, when
he scored 20 points, most of
them in the Lancer's fourth
quarter drive.
Jim Kennedy added another
ten points to the cause but ,s
still not back to full form after
knee surgery. While refusing to
blame his knee for his plav,
Kennedy
said the knee was
"85
to
90% ".
"Plws,call 1 ,
there's
no pain,"
he stared.
"buc
ps:,chologicall:,
1t still
affects me "
The Lancers also got good
performances from their rookies.
,\fact St. Louis had a good game
sronng 15 points St Louis. the
Si:n1or ,\kn\
WSS,\ (Windsor
Secondarr
School A,soc1ation)
\1 \'I' lao;r :,t·ar, shcm cd some of
his potential against Grand \'al ley ,, ith a ,·aricr:, 1>f pretty basket\.

Srntt Thomas chipped in ninl'
points and played a large portion
of the g3111esi:tting up pl.1:,s .is
chi: team·, pornt guard .
L, nfortu n.1tt·ly
Saturday's
homecoming game ,,as not as
producti\'e tor rookit• Ross Sisco. Sisco \I as put in th,: game,
punched m the tacc by a Grand
Valley pla:, er, and <:Jet·tcd from
the game in the ensuing mclee.
i le sic out the rest of the contest \\ ith an ice pack on his face
Coach Paul Thomas \\'as up·
bear about the team despite the
loss. Praising the team\ charac-

Lance Photo b> DAV h DORKFN

Rob Biasutto slips by a fallen Grand VaJley State player.
ter he said, "Anytime you spot
like that 26 points and
then pull back .. . its pretty
darn good."

a team

The: Lancers start their regular season January 8th at home
in the New St. Dems Centre
again\t McMaster. With the Lan-

cers cutting their teeth against
tough NCAA teams this season,
\1.cMaster better come in ready
to play.

Lancerettessufferfirst loss
by Sharon Lester and Dave
Dorken
,\ tired "omen Lancers basketball team lost a close 65-58
~trugglc to Waterloo Athenas,
Saturday in Waterloo.
The loss dropped the Lancers to 3-1 in league play.
Coach Sue Swam cited a number
of "c.:oncentrat1on errors" as the
cause of the loss.
"I think the kids are tired,"
said the coach. "They're mentally fatigued and physically fatigued. The spark just wasn't
there. '

Lancers trailed Watcrloo b)
just a couple of baskets throughout the game, but the game was
lost at the foul line. Warriors
took advantage of 17 of 23 freechrows, Lancers scored s,x for
eight from the line.
Theresa McGee continued her
strong pla), leading the Lancerertes in the scoring department,
with 20 points and grabbing 15
rebounds.
Colleen Hogan and
Lill Craig chipped m 12 and 10
points respectively.
The Lancers also came up on
the short end of a 64· 58 exhibi-

uon match against Henry Ford.
\1.cGce scored 15 points and
Wendy McGee had 10 points.
The Lancers arc taking this
week fairly easy and will only
have a light practice before facing Macomb Community
College in an exhibition game Friday, and travelling tO Brock
Sundar
night, for their last
game of the year.
Coach Swain said the Lancers could
come back even
stronger after the break and a
much needed rest.

Volleyballteam rolls right along

Lance Photo by DAVE DOR KEN

Lance re tt e's The resa McGee goes up for a shot

by Sharon Lester and Dave
Dorken
The Lancerette's
volleyball
team had a successful week, as
they beat Western in league play,
and captured
the consolation
crown in the Guelph Imitational.
The
Lancerettes
improved
their league record to 4-1 with
easy 15-8, 15-6, 15-9 wms over
Western, Friday night at St.
Denis Centre.
In Guelph, the Lancerettes
were knocked into the consolation round after losing to Scarborough S.O.L. The Windsor

ream came on strong in their
next two marches,
defeating
Brock and Carleton.
"We're
playing
very well,
it's surprising. It wasn't what
I expected
because we have
eight rookie players on the
club," said coach Marg Prpich.
"In terms of team development
we have real potential and we
keep working at it."
The club is being led by
the
strong
play
of Elaine
Daniel. In the Guelph tourney,
Daniel was named to the allstar team for her outstanding
abilities.

"She's our spark, she makes
some great saves, dives that
you'd think she couldn't make,
she also has a great serve," said
Dr. Prpich. "She's a well-rounded player."
The Lancerettes
play their
last home game tonight against
Waterloo. If the team picks up a
win it would set them in a threeway tie (first place) with Waterloo (currently undefeated)
and
McMaster.
''I'm excited, not apprehensive about playing Waterloo,"
said the coach.
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HockeyLancers
breakthe
ice!-Wl11dsor
heats
Ryerson
forfirst win

Last Friday night's hockey
game between the Windsor Lancers and the Ryerson Rams was
supposed to be a head to head
confrontation. Instead, the 17 5
cheering Windsor fans were treated to a much different game
than they expected.
Ryerson was in trouble from
the opening face-off. Only three
minutes into the game, Chuck
Dungey opened the scoring for
the Lancers with a short-handed
goal, his first of two. Fiftyseven minutes later the Lancers
had easily recorded an impressive 10-0 win over the Rams,
their first win of the season.

" It was a real relief, " said
Lancer coach Bob Corran about
his team's first win after eight
losses.
"We didn't play that much
better ... It's not as if it was a
dramatic turnaround
in the
team. It's just little things that
we weren't doing previously."
The one big thing, said Corran was chat "we played for 60
minutes with no lapses."
As for the goaltending, Corran admitted that the Rams'
goalie did not play as well as
he did in Toronto the week before. Sapardanis, he said, while
not facing a lot of shots, "made
some big saves when we needed
them."

The Lancers added three
more goals in the first period by
Mike McKegg, Don Renaud, and
Gerry Rioux for a 4-0 lead.
In the 'second period, Chuck
Brimmer scored on a Windsor
power-play and Renaud got his
second before Ryerson decided
to switch goaltenders. It was to
no avail though, as Ron Seguin
clicked with a goal, McKegg
connected with his second on a
power-play, and Renaud completed his hat trick before the
period was over.
In the third period, the Lancers were playing to protect
their shutout but Dungey, who
opened the scoring, caF?ed it
on another Windsor power-play.
Goaltender Steve Sapardanis
blocked 25 shots for his shutout.

Asked about morale during
their Jong slump, Corran said
the Lancers "right from the
start believed they were a good
team and would win their share
of games . . . . The only negative attitude was frustration.
There was no depression." The
key now, he said, is to look
ahead one game at a time.
Looking ahead to Saturday's
game at McMaster, the Lancers
will be missing defenceman
Doug Matton who was ejected
from Friday's game. In the
OUAA a match penaity gets an
automatic two-game suspension.
Paul Fixter may also be out of
the line-up due to a charley
horse. The Marlins game is the
last one for the Lancers before
the Christmas break.

by Dave Gagner and John Slama

Lance Photo by DAVE GAGNER

Lancers swarming in on Ryerson goal

Swimteamimproves
by John Slama
After taking part in the
OUAA Invitational swim meet at
the University of Toronto last
Friday, the Lancer swim team
should have a better idea of how
they will fare in future competition. And the outlook isn't
bad at all.
Of the seven Lancer swimmers, "virtually everyone tied
their best time or bettered it,"
said coach Bob Trimbee.
Trimbee said the purpose of
the meet was for the swimmers
to see where they stand as far
as training goes. The meet featured a wide specturm of participants, from those who had
never raced before to national
champions.
Trimbee was pleased with
the showing of the rookies,
especially Frank Wilkie, who
never swam competitively before
this year but has "national calibre potential". Wilkie, in the

50 metre freestyle, dropped two
full seconds from his time at
Guelph two weeks earlier.
Don McLeod, who also never
swam before duplicated his best
times at Guelph m the 50 metre
and 100 metre front crawl, while
Paul Larocque improved his 100
metre breaststroke by a full
second .
Of the veterans, Alan Jones,
a second year swimmer, dropped
a coral of -42 seconds in two
swims from his best times last
year. He dropped 14 seconds
in the 100 metre breast-stroke
and 28 seconds in the 200 metre
breast-stroke. Martin Valve, another second year swimmer,
broke the one minute barrier in
the 100 metre freestyle for the
first time.
The Lancers can look forward
to a good sho"' ing at the OUAA
and CIAU championships next
semester, especially since Brian
McManis, who swims the 50m

and 1OOm freestyle, has already
qualified for the nationals. McManis was ranked second in the
national finals last year and is
presently ranked second or third
m the country.
The Lancerenes, who cancelled out of a tournament last
weekend, can also expect to do
well nexr year. Returning to the
team is J illiam Stevens, a former
coach and 100 metre butterfly
champ . Also returning is Wendy
Poppleton , the only Lancerette
to qualify for the Nationals last
year, will also be back.
The swim teams will have one
problem though, they will be
missing a coach. Trimbee, who is
abour ro graduate, will not be in
Windsor
next
semester.
Although arrangments are being
made ro hire a new full time
coach, and Trimbee will help
our on the big meets, the Lancers and Lancerettes will pretty
well he on their own.
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Stolen Legacy Reggae
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FULL 3 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
Hogan Swinger Racquet & Balls

$60.00
PLAYER EQUIPMENT PACKAGE
*Racquet *Eyeguards

*Balls

$45.00
• 6 concrete courts with viewing area • Men 's & Women 's
Hot-tubs & Saunas • Universal Weight Room • Mirrored
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Reasonable Membership Rates• Individual • Corporate•
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"Heart of Downtown Windsor"
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Wrestlersat Ryerson

Blue
and
Gold

Mooneyplaces2nd
by Craig Colby
Heavyweight Dan Moone}'
took second place to highlight
the Lancer wrestlers perfor mance last weekend at Ryer ·
son. Mooney wrestled well all
day but Jost a tight match
to Ward Stevens of McMastcr
to finish with the silver medal.
Leon Bicszk (150 pounds)
wrestled well and finished a
stron g sixth in "what could 've
been the toughest weight class
in the tournament"
according
to Coach Dan Brannigan. Bieszk
Jost by one point to the third
place finisher co push him out
of medal contention.
Angel
Fiorioto
also wrestled well,
winning one match but losing
two. The rest of the team was
eliminated in two matches despite a few heartbreakers.

The Lancer/ Lancerette track
and field team held their "Blue
and Gold" intra-squad competition Tuesday night. The two
teams competed in nine events,
including the long jump (right)
and the 60 metre sprint (below).
Oh yes, the Blue team won.

Coach Brannigan called this
tournament the toughest of the
year and said everyone wrestled
well considering this was the
first tournament for many of
the wrestlers. The Lancers were
competing with wrestlers from
the Australian Nationals, the

WINTERFEST
January 16-29.
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COMING!

NOTICE
Alcoholics
Anonymous
meeting
(Gay and lesbian fell ow .
sh i p) Monday eveninp:s. 7 .00 p.m.
Iona Col I egc (basement).
208 Sunset. phone 252 - 3842.
NOTICE
l·emale "anted
to sublet
a 2 bedroom apt. 20 minute \, al k
from the Uni ,er,i ty .Lease goo until
May. Ca ll 735 -722J or 258-1!025.
HI Rob!
Surprise it\ me! Yes, 1
mean
you,
"Gilbert
Rlyth.:."
Sec, ya! Ruby Gillis (l'M)
TUTORING
Crude 11 & 12 Math
Prefer Chine~e student
for 2 hrs.
weekly SS,00 per hr. Will provide
tran sportation.
Cal I Andy 966-4496.
f'.XCELLENT l>l-AL 1976 Custom
Beetle (new paint) (blue) 2 door.
fuel injected. standard. safticd. Call
966-4496 $2,300 firm.
NOTICECluh Toward
Arts &
Crafts Show and Sa le Next Week
(Oec 5-9) in the ~.ssex ~;xt. Lounge
University Centre. - Christmas gifts.
Christmas
crafts and other crafty
thin gs.

TYPING o f papers done.
J udv.
Near Unhersi ty

FOi{ SALF - 11.lM Model 735 Selectric
T:, pcwri !er / Printer. in dudes ,ervice
manuals. SJ00.00 -- IDS Paper l"iger
440 dot matrix printer, I 00 - I 98cps ..
tractor feed. 2k huffer with !):raphic,
option. Interfaces to Serial kS-232
or cenlronics parakll. Availablt! w ith
apple
interface
card and graph is
dump program. F.xcell,:nt cond iti on .
Co,t
Sl39S
,ell for SSOO. Call
969-8963 afkr 4 pm.

NOTICFAssumption
University
Chapel
254-25 12 Sunday Worship
s...rvice Masses at 10:30 ;,.m. &
4 30 p.m. on Sundays and at I I: 50
a.m. Monday - I· riday (on Tue~day.
December 6 there i, also a Ma~s
s 00 p. m. followed
hy a special
Chris tm as Oinner - SS.00- please
purchase your tickets in advance).
NOTICE - Ho Ho Ho Don't forget
the Willistead Christma~ Party. Dancing, dining,
good times.
Tickets
$7
and
$8.
Avai la ble
in the
Business Building Lobby.

ARE YOU:

t

RESPONSIBLE
PERSONABLE
-

MATURE
ORGANIZED

have a nice, pleasant outgoing personality?
able to work with minimum supervision?
able to follow instructions?
dependable - always early for work?
willing to work midnights and weekend shifts?

THEN

STUDENT PATROL SERVICES
IS FOR YOU!

If your personal work ethic coincides with the
above, please drop by the Student Patrol Services
Office, next to the T.V. Room, University Centre,
and complete an application. Interviews will be
conducted during December. POSITIONS ARE
OPEN.
L.A. Kelly
Director
Student Patrol Services
EXT. 451, 351.

The Lancers wrestle Thursday Nov. 30 at Sienna Heights
College in Adrian, Michigan
against Sienna Heights, the University of Western Ontario and
a small Ohio college. This
takedown tournament will be
the last tournament
for the
wrestlers until after Christmas.

Let's

run around
together.

c;j,

THE
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IIIZ

' (ii.

Please ~all
254-5643 .

NOTICI·.: l'C Campus Club Christmas
Partv Sat. Oec. 3. 1983. 7:30 Graci
House l-.\~ryone
Welcome. Tickets
$2.00 each call 735 -7360. ask for
Sherry.

LETS PARTY! The University of
Windsor
Progressive
Conservative
Campus
Association
is hosting its
Second Annual Ch ristmas Bash. Saturday , December 3rd at 7:30 p.m.
at the Grad Hou se (52S Sunset Ave)
Admis sion is $2 for cu rrent members
and SJ for new members, in cludin g
P.C. membership.
Food. entertainment and a cash bar will be provided.
New members
are welcome!
Any
questions
regarding ad can be answered at 252-3228.

\

NO flCF . Your reading of this ad
wi II effecti vo,I) kkk off tho, U. of
W's "1st Annual Christmas Prt·senl
Drive'" for the ne~d) Children in
Win di.or.Ver) ,hortl y there I\ i II he a
goamt Christmas
ho, out,idc
the
offices
of the Lance and SAC .
Stop h) .ind make yourself happy
by droppi 11!! in a gift . An) gift.
be it worth $2 or ~S or :510. This
appeal goe, oul to students. fa,ult)
and staff. DO IT' Christ mas day_
you 11 be happ) you ,lid.

New York Athletics Club, the
National Training Centre of
Canada, Manitoba, Nova Scotia
Saskatoon and Quebec.

~

~

1. THE "BLITZ" REFERSTO:
D an all-out rush on the quarterback
D something you do the night before
an exam
D something you order at the deli
2. THE LINEBACKERSARE:
D the football players positioned
behind the defensiveline
D the guys who substantiateyour story
to your girlfriend
D the people waiting to get into a
"Star Wars" sequel
3. THE YANKEESARE:
D a team in the American League
D a tug-of-war team
D littletiny yellow handkerchiefs

PREGNANT

Wome n 's Intramural Voll eyb all

The Semi-finals we re held on Nov. 22 and I
would like to thank all the girls for coming out.
A major upset occurred when the Jetso ns lost out
to Name less and ended up in 3rd place as a result.
The team consisted of Joan Zaleski (captain),
Anne Zaleski, Julie Gilligan, Cindy Sutton, Mary
Ann Miller "Chip", Mel Carlyle, Lil Cragg, Ther- 1
csa McGee and Cindy Reaume.
Even though
you went all season with only one loss, I guess
we all have a bad <la>. Unfortunately you had a
bad game at the wrong time. Congratulations
to Nameless who will meet the Scuzbags in the
finals on Nov. 30. Good luck girls.
The Benchers endcd up in fourth place, while
Jolly J ammers came in fifth . Wreckers were in
sixth, Engineering were seventh , and the Volleybrawle rs finished up in eighth . Any suggesnons
for next }Car would be appreciated.
Please cont act C. Reaume at 253·H32, ext . 325 .

compil ed by Diane Bezaire
Men 's In tramural Basketba ll

Both leagues are already well under way. Beginning with the week of November 17th, the
'A' league saw strong competition from Bridge
House when they defeated Car isa '84', despite
the strong play of J. Elliot. Tartan Alum ni, paced
by Dave Henderson and Steve Gavrilidis, defeated
the Universal J u veniles 41-32.
.In the 'B' league, Up to Snuff defeated the
Sprints 41-24, the Cellar Dwellers defeated the
Oilers 54-32, Your Embarassement slipped by the
Blue Demons 38-30, Delta Chi easily beat the
Miniators 40 -28. Despite a strung game by Pete
''The f<eet" Cobb, Sweetness defeated the Beirut
Bombers 46-40.
Again, in an exciting game,
the strong Faces team nudged by Mac Hall Stars
34-30.
On ,\\onda), Nov. 21, the Women Chasers defeated the Toiers 5 I -31, while the Mac Hall Stars
came back Lo heat the Beirut Bombers 38-27.
Tony's Bar and Grill overpowered the Miniators
\\ith a score of 54-22. Faces won 35-30 against
a strong Delta Chi team.
The Blue Demons
paced b:,. Kevin Parsons, and Gar) Bro\\ n easily
defeated the Sprints 44-34.
Up To Snuff with
the help of Bill Donnelly's dunk (?') \\On their
~eeond straight game against the Cellar Dwellers
32-21.
In 'A' league, T.K.D. took an easy victory
over the Bridge Bozos while last year's champions
The New Vultures defeated the Stallions (,\ho
were paced b) Tom Baker and Mike Plante)
\\ith a score of 53-33.

Men's Intramural Hockey
Standings(asofNo\.18,
'A' League
Cody Hall
l·.nginccring O.V.'s
La\\ 'A'
Rockets
Commerce ',\ ·
J ecumseh

Co mp e titi ve

w

Lampshades
TNUC
Skywalkers
Aggravated Assault
Unknowns
Huron A's

27
27
28
27
27
28

24
20
l3
11
8
5

L
3
7
18
16
19
23

PT S

48
40
26
22
16
10

GP

Rejec t s
Brewers
Misfits
Hur'bies
CJA M

25
26
26
23
24

w
21
19
9

7
4

L
4
7
17
16
20

T
1

1
0

0
0

PTS
43
39
18
14
8

We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a cha nce and we'll he lp
you every step of th e way.

_
252 3322

STUDY IN EUROPE
The University of Louva in (est. 1425)
Leuven, Belgi um
offers
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHIL:OSPPHY
FOR THE DEGREES OF B.A., M.A. AND Ph.D.
plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME
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Write To: Secretary English Pr?grammes
Kardinaal Merc1erple1n 2
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium
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The Grad House Executive & staff
would like to extend to all of its
patrons a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year!
The Grad House will be closing
Friday Dec. 9 and reopening
Monday Jan . 9.

Grad House
552 Sunset

SAC'S TYPING
SERVICE

ThecanadianForcesRegularOfficer
TrainingPlanoffersquallfled
2ndand3rd yearuniversity
Engineering
andSciencestudents:

m~m
..
~

• Guaranteed employment in one
of five exciting engineering
classifications at graduation

f:'

/

~~~

rumoN-FREE UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION,
CHALLENOINO
JOBOPPORTUNmES
ANDA LIFEOF
ACTIONANDADVENTURE
CANBEYOURS
IN THECANADIAN
ARMED
FORCES

• Opportunities for post-graduate
professional training

\

Lie. under LCBO

andsciencestudents

• Free tuition and a salary to
graduation

~

GRAD HOUSE
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4
4
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KU Leuven---~
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See Helen
10am-4pmin
the SAC Office
$1.25/page
$2.00 for rush
jobs.

258-NEWS

• competitive salary and annual
20-day paid holiday

SAC/GJAM In-

contact your focal Recru it ing Office todav. or
calf us coll ect- were in t he Yello w Pages und er
Recruitin g.

Gfa
·~

There's no life like it.

Ph.

/J

St. Denis Divisio n
GWL
Cody Suc k,;
3 3 0
King Dongs
2 2 ()
Jung lers
2 2 0
Wailers
3 2 l
Huron Hall Hawks 2 1 1
Mac Hall Stars
2 1 1
5t h Fluo r Ba ndits
3 1 2
Raide rs
3 1 2
Law '8'
3 0 3

Recreational

Call .••

All Courses Are In English
Tuition is 11,500 Belgium Franks ( $250)

1983)

'B' League
Adie Knox Dh ision
G W LT
Commerce 'B'
3 3 0 0
Golden Beavers
2 2 0 0
Gneiss Domes
2 2 0 0
Strange Brew
3 2 I 0
H.K. Hacks
3 2 J 0
Engineering • B'
3
2 0
Smitty's Bar & Grill 3 l 2 0
UGG
3 1 2 0
Windsor Choirstcrs
3 0 3 0
Cody Cardinals
3 0 3 0

Men's In tramural Volleyball

GP

GWL
3 3
2 I
2 I
2 I
2 ()
3 0

n~irtlJr_·~.
AND NEED HELP?

'~~~ THECANADIAN

:·ARMEDFORCES

J

Canada

formation Service.
Submit
statements
to
GJAM mailbox
in SAC Office 2
weeks prior to
event

HEADPINS
"Line of Fire"
(Solid Gold Records)
Darby mills, lead vocalist for the Headpins, would
lead you to believe her presence contributes personality
to this Canadian Metal outfit.
Problem is, the rarified
moments of kick and heavy shake-out-such
as "Just
One More Time" or "Feel It" - don't translate into the
necessary 40 minutes of earth-vomiting rivet-headed
mania. Thing is, Headpins aren't your straight-forward
heavy rock guerillas; they're occasionally too cautious
and even musically passive.
Lurking beneath their
reason for being (existing as such in and for itself)
is a sort of quasi-class act that's just too bland in its
sci f-consciou sness.
-L.B.

CHILLIWACK
"Segue"
(Solid Gold Records)
Chill1wack sometimes approx11nated heavy music,
but more often the\ traded awa\ combustibiht\' for a
consumatt: sense of· mid-tempo r~ick that was su pp<iscd
to impress you right down to your 'likes. But impress
me the\ did.
"Segue" is a pile of greatest hits reaching all the wa:
back to the possessive case of '69's ''Raino".
Unabashedly controlled 111 their range of expertise, Chilli\\ack
lured you with flair and nuance instead of trying to
ambush you with blowout axcwork.
Spaceman, backbone, and general god ofChiiliwack\
musical universe, Bill l lendcrson, has been behind the
produccion of such capuvating rock that you hate
to see the man's band go.
0

JOHN COUGAR
"Uh-Huh"
(Riva Records)

WENDY AND THE ROCKETS
''Dazed For Days"
(OZ Records)

Two comments on che liner notes of this album
probably best encapsulate the thought and feeling, to
say noching about the time, that went into the making
of this album.
The first:
"This album was written, arranged and
recorded during a sixteen day blow-out at THE
SHACK".
The second:
"To the Rolling Stones for never
takin' the livin' room off the records when we were
kids".
This album sounds more like the Rolling Stones
than the Rolling Stones currently do. More than once ,
I heard a specific guitar solo (known as "lick" in the
business) that I know I have heard in the past.
The characteristic Rolling Stone two guitars trymg
to sound hkc one pervades almost all of the songs.
All of them, except for "Jackie O", which is jusc
horrible, manifest this imicat1on.
In order to find the audience this stuff is targeted
for, drive down Oudlette Avenue on a Friday night.
Thre are cwo standout songs on this album. The
first is the MTV /s mgle hit "Crumblin' Down".
The
other is "Pink llou~cs".
Both of these songs. and the
rest of the album hone in on one major theme routhful n:bellion.
"Crumblin' Down " says: "Some peo11lc
~ay J 'm ob11ox1011s .ind l.izvl rb,ll J'm uneducated and
my opi11iu11 mea11s11ntbi11'/ But I know f 'm a rf'al good
,f.i11cerl Dn11 't need to look over my sboulder to see
what I'm ajter ".
When you 'vc read those \\'Ords you know you can
quit school, work, parents and anything else that smells
of establishment.

Cerebral disease is a serious thing. Disabling, marked
by hellish pain and even paralysis, often enough the
only thing that stands between it and death is a soul,
its struggle, and love from somebody nearb}. There are
cases, however, unquestionable
ones, when death is
preferable, merciful, and necessary.
-L.B.

THE ALARM
"The Alarm"

TOM WAITS
"Swordfish trombones"
(Island Records)

(IRS)

Tom Waits has been there. I le has lived his life on
the underbelly of the American dream. And when he
sings about the people who hvc there, 10 a voice that
is a cross between I (owling Wolf and Louis Armstrong,
you believe him.
He sings about life's losers, the outcasts, in a bluesdrenched voice, singing modern R & B. On previous
albums he has written about Chicano killers and hookers
from Minneapolis, and his new album is no cxcepcion.
On Swordfish trombones his subject matter remains
the same, but he has deepened and expanded his musical
approach.
In "Shore Leave", he growls about being
in "a Hong Kong drizzle in Cuban Heels" while a slinky
chinese styled slide guitar wails in the background.
In
"Town With No Cheer", the song starts with bagpipes.
"Rainbirds" is a beautiful jazzy piano piece with acoustic bass.
Waits is growmg as an artist and is moving towards
a more original, less derivative, R & B style. He has
always been great, he is now coming into his own as
an original artist of note.
- P.F.
Z'EV
''Z ev''
1

Records)

A band that indulges in musical masterbation
can
be likeable, depending on who )'OU are. l can sec liking
the Birthday Party and the Pop Group.
But I can'c
sec anyone liking this live recordmg, not even Z'e\
himself.
Why doesn't somebody give Trevor Malcolm
(local Windsor classical "punk" boy god) this guy's
contract, and let Trevor bring the pots and pans to
do some creative banging.
-P.P.

(left to right)
Peter ·'Been there" Frccle
Lorenzo "Hey, I'm no sexist" Buj
John "Checks" May
Pat "Pee Pee " Petro
Kevin "Scoop" RoUason

There's always been something about The Jam's
Paul Weller that kind of reminded me of Lionel Ritchie.
Maybe it was the haircut; I dunno, maybe it was just
me.
But 110\\ I know. It's ouc.
Paul Weller and Lionel Ritchie are the same person.
Listen to the new Style Council (Weller's band)
single, "Long Hot Summer".
Listen to the bass syn th.
It's ngbt out of ")''011 are tbe sun you are tbe rain '' or
whatever it's called.
No\, listen to "Speak Like a
Child" at the beginning. Those arc hams.
I rest my case.
So all along he was crooning with Diana Ross about
endless summers in order to finance The Jam. Neat,
eh?
But now Paul is busy making perfectly acceptable
pop music for people who like that sort of thing.
Yawn.
- J.M.

-K.R.

L.B .

(Subterranean

THE STYLE COUNCIL
"Introducing the Style Council"
(Polydor)

You know you arc getting old when you arc nostalgic
for the Clash BS (Before Stadiums). The Alarm do their
best to bring back the good-old-days with their Strummer hoarse vocals, their Mick Jones ooh-ooh-aahs and
non-stop beats.
The song titles are the general fistraising types ("\'\arching On", "The Stand". "Lie of
the Land", etc.) which can't miss. Clash-clones? Docs
not marter. Good stuff here which hits the heart.
-P.P.

ALICE COOPER
"Dada"
(Polygram)
Should be called "BLAH BLAH". No fooling, a truly
dull disc-and that is all chat should be said on this.

SAGA
"Heads or Tails"
(Polygram)
If people need reviews of records to find out whether
they should buy them, then listen up. Here, we have
another snoozcr.
The music is funny -in small doses.
I cannot believe the numbers of cliches in the song
structures.
Chop-suck
keyboards
with occasional
"power" (?) chords have been done before and, I guess'
will be done in the future ad mfinatum. The lyrics are
just as hopeless, but what makes these TorontO boys
worse is you get the feeling that Saga takes themselves
seriously. Don't ever buy chis record, not even from the
remainder bins or second hand discards.
Saga is a
target chat needs to be searched out and destroyed by
all self-respecting music critics. It is the pinball mentality swollen into epic proportions.

-P.P.
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by Georgina Kosanovich
The referendum
held on
December 1st to determine the
future of the International Students' Organization (ISO) resulted
in an overwhelming affirmation
on the part of voting Visa
students for the creation of an
International Students' Society

Vismhard
to renew
by Peter D eek
A change has been instituted
in the local immigratton authorities' n:quircments for ,:isa ~tudcnts attending this Umvcrs1ty.
In November, foreign students
renewing their tern porary visa
han· been told that they must
have next semester

tuition

and

fee~ paid, and prnvc that they
have sufficient money for living
expenses, before Immigration
will consider nsa renewal.
This has caused a great deal
of problems for those Visa
students who were unaware of
this requirement.
Richard Lansberry, International Student Advisor, indicated that this action is being ta·
ken by the Immigration authorities as the first step toward establishing full year visas for international students so as to
eliminate the need for visa renewals every three or four
months.
Presently. the length of a visa
extension has been up to the discretion of the immigration official on duty. The new policy
would therefore systematize the
process and alleviate th~ ag¥rav~tion of having to deal with 1mm1gration officials frequently dur·
ing the course of a year.
Although as many as twentythree students have run into serious difficulties because of the
new requirement, Mr. Lansberry
indicated that the government
officials have granted them an
extension penod to settle their
financial problems. It is unclear
how extensive this policy has
been implemented nationally,
but in Windsor it is official.
ISS President Jon Carlos
Tsilfid is called the new requirement unfair and indicated his
belief that it is a systematic
way
of
curtailing
foreign
students.
Next September, visa Stu·
dents will have to show immigration officials that the full
vear's tuition has been paid
~nd that they have sufficient
funds or proof of support to
carry them through the year.

(ISS). Over 83% of the voting
students agreed with the proposition.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, President
of the Society, is pleased with
the referendum results. "This
proves that Visa students have,
in the past, been misrepresented
and now want to be treated
fairly," he said. Restructuring
will begin to be implemented
next semester, with greater representation being allowed on
the ISS Council for the larger
groups.
_
A number of Visa students
were asked to give their opin·
ions on the new IS$. Sarah
Crowell, Secretary of the ISS,
felt that the new society con·
sticutes "a rejuvenated move·
ment to impron.· the fac.:ilitics
available to intcrnattonal students."
Leira Archer 1s a Visa student
and a Languages major
She
expressed a positive attitude
towards the new mo\·emcnr.
"I think it's a real positive
step for international students.
It creates a new type of unity
for us and as a society we'll
have more money ... wc'll be able
to produce more and give more
to the other students on campus."
I Ienry
Sarkodee-Adoo,
a
fourth-year busmcss student, felt
that the development of the
ISS would create "greater cohesion and co-ordination among
affiliated clubs. He was unsure
of how the new organizational
structure would work, but praised the autonomy that it would
give the international students'
group.
Visa students will be charged
$3.50 per semester to support
the new IS$, which in turn will
fund the constituent clubs of the
Society.

"Yes Glen n, there is a Santa Claus". Lance Arts Editor Lorenzo Buj, shown here moonlighting from
his job at The Lance, comforts a little kid , saddened when told he would not be able ro get a Cabbage
Patch doll th is Christmas.
_j

Pro-Choice/Life
debate
contin~
by Ray Potv in
One able representative of
both the Pro-Life and ProChoice movements came to Ambassador Aud. last Wednesday
evening to make their cases
for and against abortion on
demand in Canada. The result
was a successful first event
for the Women's Campus Committee, m terms of attendance
(about 100) and the interest
generated.

by Ste phanie Signorile
In reference to the women's movement, it becomes clear that progression is indeed questionable
and in, some instances digression may more accurately describe it.
On Thursday, December 1st, Lois S111edick,
professor of F.nglish here at Windsor, spoke to a
comfortably sized group of graduate and ~ndergraduate students on the subject of women tn the
academic world. The picture she drew was far less
than favourable but no less accurate.
We are all aware of the women's fight for equality and of various incidences of discrimination,.be
they subtle or obvious, but it is only when a wide
perspective is presented that one fully comprehends the plight of today's career woman.
.
It may come as a shock to those who believe
tht the women's movement gained ground over the
past 50 years, that there are proportionately few~r
women in PhD. programs today than there were in

Patricia
Hughes
from
the Canada Abortion Rights
Action League, outlined the current state of the law with respect
to abortion.
Currently, a woman must receive the approval
of a hospital's therapeutic abortion committee which is commissioned to grant this in cases
where "the life or health of the
mother 1s endangered." The speaker felt this was inadequate
because:

the 1930's. If you have even an inkling as to the
unlikelihood of a woman entering undergraduate
studies, much less graduate, in those days, you will
understand how scandalous this is.
Y ct, even when confronted with information
such as this many people are still able to conclude
that they are unaffected by such conditions. This
misconception is however, easily corrected when
an examination of the faculty of a university
(provided it is not a woman's college) is con~ucted. Lois Smedick conducted her own analysis of
the faculty of arts at this university and the results
speak for themselves.
There are on staff at present in the faculty of
arts 98 instructors. Eighty-six are men and twelve
are women. Each department consists of 10 to 15
professors. In only one instance, Drama, are there
more than two women and in two instances, Religious Studies and Philosophy, there are none at
all. Smedick maintains that as long as she has been
Continued on pg. B3.

-There is no guarantee of
availability.
Hospitals
may
choose not to perform the operation.
-The committee a group of
strangers has wide flexibility
to interpret the law and may
involve quotas and "price flcxibilitr'' at their discretion. The
latter further aggravates medical
discrimination on the basis of
socio-economic status.
- It is constitutionally questionable. Primarily it is being
attached to the Morgentaler case
as violation to the guarantees to
"life, liberty and security of the
person."
-Moreo\'er,
the pro-choice
lobby claims that abortion is not
a cr.iminal issue, bur a health
issue.
Ms. Hughes advocated a system of clinic-centered, universallv available, on-demand abortio~. In conclusion, she emphasized that her movement is not
pro-abortion per sc. "We are
for the availabi lity of choice
-using all information including
knowledge of medical techniques. We are for the wellinformed choice to say yes
or no."
Laura Mc Arthur, the prolife advocate also from Toronto,
agreed only on the inadequacy
of the existing system. "The criminal code, as long as it is, at
Continued on pg. 8 3,
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Merry Christmas!
The words say so little yet mean so much. Every year at
this time people walk a little faster, the lines in stores get
a little longer and the air gets a little brisker. lt is all a
sign that Christmas is once more upon us.
And what of it?
Well, for some of us it means going home to family and
friends for the holidays. For others it might mean staying
around the school with a few close friends. And for still
others it might mean going to exotic places for vacations.
Yet for many on the bottom of the economic ladder,
Christmas is nothing more than a cruel joke, as visions of
unattainable dreams parade across the TV screen.
For soldiers around the world , Christmas is nothing but
a brief respite from war. The most holy of seasons changes
nothing.
As Canadian university students we're doubly fortunate.

the raconteur
by john liddle
Every Christmas you read stories and hear stones
about how mom and dad stayed up all night putting
together gifts for Junior. One Christmas when I was five,
six, can't remember, I got a ,\\ecanno set. Ir was the
number nine Mccanno set which-if you know anything
,1bout Meccano sets-is the deluxe deluxe version.
·
My father was a millwright, and he bought it for
me. I guess he wanted me to be more interested in tools.
to learn ho\\ to build things, to learn how to create with
my hands. Now I do my work with words, or try to.
He worked at the de Haviland plant 111 Toronto;
whenever some big machine would break they'd send
him around to fix it. Ile would bring me home gigantic
ball bearings from the broken machines because he knew
I played marbles at school, and that ball bearings were
worth more than any aggie. I le used to bring those
home to me, wrap a large hand around m) head, a pat,
his hands roughand calloused, like tools themselves.

We have the economic means to educate ourselves and the
freedom to choose what we want to do with our lives. We
live in peace and we can express our opinions without fear
of repraisal. The opportunities we take for granted are l>ecoming increasingly rare around the world.
Often in the pressure-filled days at the end of the semester we forget how fortunate we really are. So let's forget
the petty organizational differences and the minor troubles
of the school year. Our basic humanity makes us closer to
each other than we're apart.
So relax and enjoy the holidays, replenish yourselves.
But try to do something for the less fortunate among us.
Give of your time, you money, and your love. After all,
there's a lot of compassion and good cheer around at this
time of year - try and spread it around to those who need
it the most. Like the season's namesake, give of yourself.

Anyways, back to Christmas morning, 1965, '66,
can't remember. Early morning. After making enough
noise in the hallways and bathrooms to awaken my
parcncs, the three of us went downstairs.
In front of the tree was a Ferris wheel made out
of ,\kcanno parts. It stood three feet high, had eight
perfectly constructed chairs, and revolved with the help
of a small electric motor. A switch stopped the wheel
for rhe loading and unloading of imaginary passengers.
It \\as a beautiful construct10n. finelv tuned.
Detailed. Precise. A scale model. All sorts of colours
whizzing around. Y1:t it was a practical toy as well; it
gave me small insights into morion, mechanics.
After New \' cars had come and gone, the Ferris
wheel, along with the Christmas tree, was taken apart,
diminished into a lifeless mess of nuts, bolts, and squares
of coloured sheet metal. My attcmpr to build a wheel of
even the smallest, simplest magnitude was, of course,
a complete failure. But my father was there: cajoling,
encouraging, loving.

Three or four years later, in the summer of
1968. my father was killed in an unspeakably absurd
111dusmal accident
when we lived in Prince Rupert,
British Columbia. On the job.
The agony and melancholy from that tragedy
has never fully disappeared; it has only ebbed, only
been tempered with time. But in instances, times like
this, the wheel comes back to me, larger than a room,
a work of art now, no, a blend of art and the rough,
man's world of tools and building, a kaleidoscope,
the epitome of anything anyone ever could make out
of a lousy ,'v\ccanno set. It all comes back to me at times
like this.
The memory is embellished, I know, It must be.
The past has an odd way of coming back to vou more
vivi<l, more bloody real than anything that ev~r h~ppened. I guess we call that nostalgia; I'm not sure.
And there might be some old family snapshot
kick mg around, a black and white pose of little John
playing with his home-made roy, dad in the background,
smiling. But 1f there is, I don't wane to sec it. I'll settle
for the magic in my memory.

Whatrighthaveyouto bedismal?
"Don't be cross, uncle," said the nephew.
"What else can I be" returned the uncle, "when I live
in such a world of fools as this? Merry Christmas! Out
upon merry Christmas! What's Christmas time to you
but a time for paying bills without money; a time for
finding yourself a year older, and not an hour richer; a
time for balancing your books and having every item in
'em through a round dozen of months presented dead
against you? If I could work my will," said Scrooge,
indignantly, "every idiot who goes about with 'Merry
Christmas' , on his lips, should be boiled with his own
pudding, and buried with a stake of holly through his
hearr. He should!"

The door of Scrooge's counting-house was open that
he might keep his eye upon his clerk, who in a dismal
little cell beyond, a sort of tank, was copying letters.
Scrooge had a very small fire, but the clerk's fire was
so very much smaller that it looked like one coal. Bur
he couldn't replenish it, for Scrooge kept the coal-box in
his own room; and so surely as the clerk came in with
the shovel, the master predicted that it would be necessary for them to part. Wherefore the clerk put on his
white comforter, and tried to warm himself at the
candle; in which effort, not being a man of strong imagination, he failed.
"A merry Christmas, uncle! God save you!" cried a
cheerful voice. It was the voice of Scrooge's nephe\\',
who came upon him so quickly that this was the first
intimation he had of his approach.
"Bah!" said Scrooge, "Humbug!"
He had so heated himself with rapid walking in the
fog and frost, this nephew of Scrooge's, that he was all
in a glow; his face was ruddy and handsome; his eyes
sparkled, and his breath smoked again.
"Christmas a humbug, uncle!" said Scrooge's nephew.
"You don't mean that, I am sure."
"I do," said Scrooge. "Merry Christmas! what right
have you to be merry? what reason have you to be merry? You're poor enough."
"Come, then," returned the nephew gaily. "What
right have you to be dismal? what reason have you robe
morose? You 're rich enough."
Scrooge having no better answer ready on the spur of
the moment, said, "Bah!" again; and follcwed it up with
"Humbug."

Gm youfeelit?
Dear Editor:
Well it's Christmas time again, you can almost feel it
in the air. As the new year approaches we are winding
down the first semester; with this comes exams. Exams
seem to be the last thing we want to think of during the
Christmas season, but now we must face reality.
This year take a positive attitude towards exams;
work hard and be in control of your exams. You have
worked hard all semester, so continue. Keep your spirits
high and remember you can do it.
Once exams are over, you can relax and enjoy the
Christmas holiday. Inside you '11have a feeling of satisfaction, because you will know you tried your best.
I wish you the very best for this Holiday Season and
I look forward to serving you in the New Year.
David Laird
President
Students' Administrative Council

P<Htive
thinking
To all students:
With exams about to begin, most of you may not be
quite ready to get excited about the festive season which
is rapidly approaching. But think positively about all the
pleasures that await you when your last test is over and
have a compassionate thought for your professors who

"Uncle!" pleaded the nephew.
"Nephev,d" returned the uncle, sternly, "keep Christmas in your own way, and let me keep it in mine."
"Keep it!" repeated Scrooge's nephew. "But you
don't keep it."
"Let me leave it alone, then," said Scrooge. "Much
good may it do you! Much good it has ever done you!"
"There are many things from which I might have
derived good, by which I have not profited, I dare say,"
returned the nephew: "Christmas among the rest. But
I am sure I have always thought of Christmas time, when
it has come round - apart from the veneration due to its

have to mark your papers while you are celebrating!
I wish each one of you success in exams, a Happy
Holiday Season and a prosperous and satisfying New
Year.
Very truly yours,
Mervyn Franklin
President

blush

Our~
Dear Editor/Lance

Staff:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
staff of the Lance for all the great coverage bestowed
upon us by your paper. From the beginning of the
school year, the Lance has helped CJAM in bringing news
of us and our prospective air dates to the student community. And of course once we made it on the air the
lovely front page story and the classic photo of some
zealous staff members.
Many kindhearted thanks and salutations must go out
to all involved in the inaugural issue of the "Selector",
our program guide. Without your guidance and dedication, the job would have been difficult for us, who are
all too used to the radio medium.
In the future I can see CJAM and the Lance working
together as a strong voice on campus and in the
community.
Many thanks again and the best of holiday wishes to
your staff and leaders.
Chris Burston
Director of Programming

sacred name and origin, if anything belonging to it can
be apart from that - as a good time: a kind. forgiving,
charitable, pleasant time: the only time l know of, in
the long calendar of the year, when men and women
seem by one consent to open their shut-up hearts freely,
and to think of people below them as if they really were
fellow-passengers to the grave, and not another race of
creatures bound on other journeys. And thereforr
cle, though it has never put a scrap of gold or Sit\,
my pocket, I believe that it has done me good, and w.
do me good; and I say, God bless it!"
The clerk in the tank involuntarily applauded: becoming immediately sensible of the impropriety, he
poked the fire, and extinguished the last frail spark for
ever.
"Let me hear another sound from .,,ou" said Scrooge,
"and rou 'ti keep your Christmas b} losing your situation. You're quite a powerful speaker, sir," he added,
turning to his nephew. "! wonder you don't go into
Parliament."
"Don't be angry, uncle. Come! Dine with us tomorrow. "
Scrooge said that he would see him - yes, indeed he
did. lie went the whole length of the expression, and
said that he would see him in that extremity first.
"Bur why?" cried Scrooge's nephew. "Why?"
"Wh) did you get married?" said Scrooge.
"Because I fell in lo\'e."
"Because you fell in Jovel" growled Scrooge, as if
that were the only one thing m the world more ridiculous th an a merry Christmas. "~ood afternoon!"
"Nay, uncle, but you ne\'er came to see me before
that happened. Why give it as a reason for not coming
now?"
"Good afternoon,' said Scrooge.
"I want nothing from rou; I ask nothing of you; why
cannot we be friends?"
"Good afternoon," said Scrooge.
"I am sorry, with all my heart, to find you so resolute. We have never had any quarrel, to which I have
been a party. But I have made the trial in homage to
Christmas, and I'll keep my Christmas humour to the
last. So A Merry Christmas, uncle!"
"Good afternoon!" said Scrooge.
"And A Happy New Year!"
"Good afternoon!" said Scrooge.
His nephew left the room without an angry word,
notwithstanding. lie stopped at the outer door to bestow the greetings of the season on the clerk, who,
cold as he was, was warmer than Scrooge; for he returned them cordially.

Shejustcan'twait
Dear Editor:
Yeah! Yeah! Yeah! Christmas is almost here. I can
feel the tension rising as a result of exams, and yet there
is a definite overtone of excitement for the holidays.
I know I can't wait for the festivities. I can smell the
turkey cooking in the oven right this very minute.
Mmmmm. I have promised myself that I will sleep in
every morning 'til noon, watch TV 'til dinner time, and
party every evening until at least 2 a.m. A break from
the monotony ...
All I want for Christmas ... (what a selfish phrase)
...
is a Christmas tree with a star on top and peace
across the world on Christmas Day. Is that too much to
ask for?
Merry Christmas to all!
Carolyn A. Ozimek
Vice-President
Students' Administrative Council
P.S. Don't forget to watch "The Gnnch who stole
Christmas."
A letter to the l·ditor should be limited to 500 \\Orlh
or less. They may be submitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at the Lance's mailbox at the
SAC office on the second tloor of rhc L'nivcr~ity Centre
during normal business hours. The Lance resencs the
right to edit all letters for libel and ,pace. All letter,
must he signed.
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"C'mon Dad, let's go home now".
You never really know what you have until you see somebody
else who docs not have it.
For me, Christmas means opening and giving presents in the
morning, visiting of relatives in afternoon, and eating dinner in
the evening. Jr is this stability of family tradition, which never
Jeans into boredom, that keeps you on an even keel until the
next year when the cycle begins again. It is a cycle you look for·
ward to.
But, one year I missed the entire day because I was working as
a bartender in a hotel. There was only one customer, an older man
in his early forties, or late sixties - it was hard to rell because of the
effect of rhe alcohol on him over the years. He was known in the
bar trade as a regular , somebody who came in every single day or
night to drink.
And hen: it was, Christmas, and he was in again, drinking drafrs,
and rye and cokes. A small boy of about six or seven walked up to
him and asked him if rhey could go home now. The man said no , he
was not ready to go. The boy's face pinched, like he was about to
cry. I wondered who would be the first to break down and accede
to the other person's wishes.
"Okay," the man said. I felt relief that the man was relenting.
This bo y might yet have Christmas a t hom e. "llere 's five dollar s.
Go get some quarters and play some video games for an hour " . The
boy ran off with a facial expression somewhere between happiness
and betrayal. "I 'I! have another draft".
"Merry Christmas", I said, handing him his beer.
by Kevin Rollason
lr"s difficult to write about Christmas without falling inro a number of alluring cliches.
You have the sentimental stories where you fondly remember the
Christmases you spent with your family as a child. Then there's the
maudlin type, where you bemoan the harsh world and your lost
innocence, and its close companion, the alone and lonely at Christ·
mas story. You can have a very flippant Christmas story or a sarcastic Yuletide if you wish. And of course there's the old favouritos:
the true religious meaning of Christmas srory and the annual rant
about the commercialism of Christmas. Occasionally you even get a
surrealist Christmas (you know, dead reindeer draped over a piano)
I do like Christmas. I like the comradery, the visiting with friends
and family. I like the Christmas feasts and the parties. But I don't
like writing about it.
by Peter Freele

The trouble with Christmas is thar it is completely out of whack
wirh the seasonal cycle which governs our psychological and emotional lives. The~ ~new what rhey were about when they placed
Easter at the begmnmg of spring, for the evenrs between Good Friday and Easter Sunday so well symbolize the death and rebirth of
of nature, and bring back sweet primordial memories of dying fertility gods ..
. Christmas_ is about birth too, so it has no business being in the
middle of wmter. Nobody knows for sure the actual date of Christ's
birthday so we may as well move the Festival to som etime after
Easter, where it belongs.
As for New Year's Day, it can easily be combined with Easter,
and once more attune the calendar to our spirirual needs.
Of course, one should never sacrifice a ritual under any circum·
stance. Christmas was deliberately
condemned
with Roman
Saturnalia festivals, which can now be revived and combined with
the winter solstice to preserve our midwinter pagan pleasures.
hy Desmond McGrath
Christmas should be abolished. I know the kids will cry because
Santa doesn't love them anymore, the doll merchants won't get
their bills paid for the month of December, and rhe Christmas
Tinsel Co. of Windsor Ontario will go out of business, but I have
to propose, for the sake of our generation, that, starting this year,
we abolish Christmas Day.
The whole idea of giving and being nice to people hecause it is
the Christmas season is absurd. I never really understood this until

the other day when I was buying a book as a gift for a friend and J
paused for a moment and thought: "Why am I giving this book to
her at this rime? It would make a great Christmas present." With
that thought, I quickly paid for it and delivered it to her before I
could think twice. The smile on her face was worrh it - a smile I'm
glad l didn't pur off until Christmas to see.
As long as we continue to use the Christmas season as only an
excuse for giving and being happy, I have no use for it.
by Phil Rourke
The music of children's laughter. Family gatherings - hearing
grandma's voice on the phone from so far away. Shaking the gifts
the night before until you 're positive what's inside - you think. The
smell of the turkey and stuffing, and the glow on Mom's face. These
are all favourite , but simple joys that -forever etch misty memories
of the most wonderful season of the year. I speak, of course, of
Boxing Day.
Exchanging boxing gifts, watching those magical Boxing specials
on TV, sitting around the Boxing tree singing Boxing carols. All
festivities lead up to that special day, December 26, when they bring
out the boxes.
The family will gather, all smiles andJaughter, and put things in
th e boxe s, and jus t as qu ickly take things out. Boxes, boxes, boxes.
Tossing boxes around. Taking bo~es apart. Sitting in boxes. Putting
boxes on our heads. Oh, the glorious joys of boxes. There's something about the Old World charm of the corrugated cardboard box
that all the greed and commercialism irrthe world just can't shatter.
The memories of the boxes.
I'm older now, and the sheer electric thrill of a cardboard box has
faded, but the memories still waft through my mind now and again
begging to be set free. In these tender moments I realize that once,
as a child, I felt somerhing I could never feel again. I wish I could,
but it's lost, that abstract feeling of joy mingled with despair. So
now I just go out and shoot a few birds.
by John May
... The scene is starved save for two conspicuously inconspicuous
characters. No mystical muted halo hovers around the streelights
(but then again there aren't any. Str~etlights that is). No mist rises
hauntingly from the sewage drains (but then again it never does).
No dark villain lurks menacingly round the corner (but then again
there are no villains, just misunderstood sado/masochists).
The angel dust tripping sporadically to the ground is snow, not
radioactive fa!lout (although this is 1983). (Figure that one out).
The characters are not Dickensian, Brechtian or even Freudian (and
no, they're not Kafkaesque either). (Of course it is after the p.m.
and before rhe a.m.)
?_he di~ogue, _ifanything, is rather bland porrigc (but then again
this is Chnstmas m North America).
ST AGRE, ... bibles lhat turned my feet blue. Bloody
eyes and ears mine. foamy with stale, bored beer - my
life. Makes me dream of Russia .
NE ISIN:
.. sentimental crap anyway. experiencing it
is more dream than reality
. of course incorrigible
silence. rather like a dog.
The scene is starved save for two conspicuously
characters.

inconspicuous

lf you 're wondering what this has to do with Christmas, so are we.

SS/kg
Every year my farher makes an iremized Christmas list with the
description and prices of each gift. At the end of every list he always
puts" ... and a little red sled with "Rosebud" on it".
During the toast at dinner, my brother always says, as a tribute to
Tiny Tim, "God bless us everyone." Then we break the Christmas
crackers, take out the tissue paper hats and get real silly.
Merry Christmas.
by Chris MacNamara

The physicist was sitting drinking rum and thinking .
One problem that had always posed serious difficulty for him was
that of rum and curved space or rum and Newtonian gravity. Christmas rum, most especially, had given him fits because he enjoyed his
private, isolated Christmas Eves most when drinking glass after glass
of Maguets submerged in rum.
Prostitution, among other things, had angered this physicist a
great deal , so to dispel the gloom of flesh bought and sold and carved and eaten, he read his favourite author - Mailer - and drank
his Bacardi. His first and foremost favourite friend was a girl of
about 19 who would bring cartons of toothpaste which they would
fill their bed with before going to sleep. This Christmas, however,
she did not come, being detained by a drunk young English fellow
who had managed - as the physicist would say chortling to himself - "to get in good with her."
Ilis every joint would swell whenever he thought of her out with
some bloke or other, but it was during these dark and dreary times
that he collected himself and passed off her inconstancy as an example of the functional theory of mind. He had learned the theory
from a philosopher-turned-biologist
friend of his and it went like
this:
1) Things are functional because they got functions to do
2) Men and women are functional
3) Women and men's bodies will funciton because their parts are
designed to do so.
Comforting himself with this and various other inguines into
the nature of truth, the physicist began feeling extraordinarily
light and went to the mirror to look ar himself. Not knowing
whether it was because of his intoxication or not, the physicist
noted that his mouth was a gaping orifice oflightless space through
which the magnets and the rum would disappear with fantastic
quickness. Neither his teeth nor his tongue were now visible. Not
worried in the least, the physicist began to sing hls favourite
song. He sang it to rhe tune of "Joy ro the World", and it went
like this,

"Eine Synkrisis Zwischen Keples und
Sbickard Verdemlich die Wesensverscbiedenheit der beiden Manner. "
Usually in a most indecent stare after he had finished singing this
the physicist dreaming of becoming a Martian Church. No Christmas
on Mars, no 1984, no Aaron Copland, or Boyles law, or up and
down (see Heraclitus Whispered the physicist's ego), just Matter.
by lorenw

Buj

I recall a Christmas past
How I wished the joy would last
We all must age
The world's a stage
Christmas hype is all the rage.
Christmas lights just make me blind
While memories absorb my mind.
That which is dear
Rem a ins sincere
What's the basis of your cheer?
by Peter Deck

Maybe I'm really different - but I love the Christmas season. To
me it represents a time when everyone is on their very best behaviour and everyone is trying their best to make others happy and
be happy themselves.
Christmas means white fluffy snow, sleigh bells ringing, chestnuts
roasting, children laughing, people bustling around shopping and the
star on the top of your Christmas tree.
Sure, Christmas has been commercialized. But really, so what? I
must admit - I just love giving (and receiving!) presents. It's the
only time of the year thar I actually enjoy being pushed around by
people in crowded stores while I'm shopping. It sort of puts me in
the holiday mood. Tis the season to be jolly!
However, I must admit that I liked Christmas much more when
Christmas did not equai writing final exan1s. I remember starting
to get in rhe Christmas mood right on December 1. Now with exams
to cram for and rhen to write, I find myself not in a Christmassy
mood until December 20. The woes of a university student I guess!
by Karen Rollason
It was !ate in the middle of a still winter's night. Trevor lay in his
bed anticipating the sounds of his ot~er brothers and sisrers which
would be the mark of another Christmas Eve with much mirth to
be had. The waiting was killing him. In his youthful eagerness his
cars started to play tricks on him. Was that my sister? Was that my
brother? Sti!l the penetrating silence persisted and time crawled ro
a standstill.
A definite noise! Father! Trevor's dad threw open the door to
the room shattering the darkness with bedroom lighr.
"What is it dad?"
"Merry Christmas, son," said Harold as he lowered his rifle in
drunken aim and murdered his son.
by Trevor Malcolm
Tackiness begins to run rampant when the giant inflatable turkey
floats above Woodward late in November, and ends with the dropping of a glittering ball on New Year's Eve.
Christmas time is a breeding period for gaudiness, which is why,
although I've never had the pleasure of celebrating the holiday, I've
always wanted to. It's not that I feel cheated in a spiritual sense. In
fact, it's the blatant commerciality which has altered the spiritual
meaning of the season combined with its overall tastelessness which
makes me envious.
I've never been able to order a porcelain nativity scene from my
Avon lady. I've never had the opportunity to hear Alvin, Simon and
Theodore Chipmunk butcher "Silent Night" on a K-Tel favourite
hits album. And I've never ever had a real Christmas tree complete
with blinking clashing lights and silver rinse!.
As a little ryke, the latter complaint upset me the most. I could
live without a manger scene, but not without an evergreen. For
several years, I felt such a loss that I actually decorated an artificial
rubber plant with ball point pens, ashtrays, doll booties and other
miscellaneous ludicrous objects. In more recent years, I've simply
taken ro wearmg tree ornaments as earrings. After all, 'tis the season
to be tacky.
Have a sarcastic Christmas and hang a fuzzy red stocking in your
living room for me! I'll be the one brooding in front of my television, warching the Heat Miser on Christmas Eve.
by Robena Mock
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Drive
by D .A. Maci saac
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COARSE LANGUAGE

I suppose that it is during the season of Christmas that one hears most often the wise and religiously-based adage, "It is better to give than to
receive". And naturally so in view of the fact that
it might be reasonably asserted that this adage,
more than any other, eloquently captures the essence of meaning of this very special time of the
year.
It is the stuff that dreams arc made of that
mankind, at least during the Christmas season,
would allow itself to be governed by these simple,
yet profound, words of love and wisdom. To our
despair and detriment, though, it is not really the
stuff that reality is made of. Life during Christmas
ages in prcrcy much the usual way; the struggle
between good and evil routinely and tirelessly
rages on.
This fact comes as no surprise and is not particularly unsettling to those who are ardent realists.
And those who live out their lives with unbridled
idealism arc probably concerned about manifestations of evil no more at Christmas than at other
times of the year.

CANADASOUARI "O RIVIRSIO!ORIV(WIS!
f(UPHO ,.E Ul 11.S

Jit.-01,. , 8t0f"l(i,0,, 10,,o

SEMINOLE
AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT SPECIALS
$25 .00 gas rebate (FREE) on any c ar sale .
We have a goo~ se lection of: Used
Full Size Cars • Sporty Cars • Classic Cars • Gas
Savers
All performance cars are or available for safety chec ks. Our
collision and mechanical service with Class "A Mechanics are
the best to be found in Ontario. We are a motor vehicle inspection
station.
We are the leading used car dealer qualification
(recommendation)
by the 8.8 .8 ..
Quality Used Ca rs • Expert Body Repairs & Painting •
Spor ts Car Specia lists
2739 Seminole Street, Windsor, Ontario - Phone 948 -5602

But I rh ink that the majority of us who stumble
along through life in between the two extremes
would somehow like to believe that maybe, just
maybe, Christmas really is a time when people
show a little more compassion and a little more
love for their fellow man.

&senceofa child's
mind
by David Haskins
"A Christmas Story" - Devonshire, PG

GRAD PHOTOS
John GMac~y GPhotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

This sentiment, this perhaps humanly-found
hope, underscores the motivation of those of us
at the Lance, C]AM-FM, and the SAC who have
banded together to organize and promote the 1st
Annual University of Windsor Christmas Drive for
the needy children in Windsor.
Quite simply, we are organizing this drive such
that any student or member of faculty or staff can
come up to the 2nd floor of the University Centre
and donate a present; any present, be it a doll or a
frisbee or a Nerf football. We have coordinated
this drive with the Windsor Salvation Army which
will assist us in the distribution of the presents to
Windsor's underprivileged children. It doesn't
necessarily matter whether or not the presents are
gift wrapped; if you do giftwrap your present
though, attach a tag to it indicating what type of
present it is. All presents should bear the name of
the donator; in this way, when we give to the Salvation Army our giant Christmas box, we can attach to it a giant Christmas card with the names of
all the donacors.
I r's a nice idea, isn't it? Those who participate
will have given when they did not have to give,
will have extended themselves when to do otherwise would have been much more convenient. And
best of all the participants in the drive might help
to make some child think that Christmas really is
a special time of the year. And all just because
they cared. In the words of Lennon, "Merry
Christmas, everybody. Everybody."

This is a very funny movie. Go see it. After all,
tis the season.
The film, directed bv Bob Clark and based on
the Jean Shephard novel "In God we Trust, All
Others Pay Cash", stars Peter Billingsley as Ralph,
an archetype of the dayd reami ng k id destined to
become a writer. Melinda Dillon and Darre n McGavin play his parents. llis mother is a soft-heart
(you have got to see how she gets Ralph's little
brother to cat) while his father swears constantly
at the &$*@ furnace that billows black smog into
the kitchen and the neighbour's dozen @%$ &
mutts who l'njoy his pantlcg and the Christmas
---

turkey.
With semi-autobiographical
narration, much
like an older John-Boy recounting the days on
Walton's Mountain, the story is about Ralph, who
wants the Christmas present to end all Christmas
presents, a Red Rider BB gun. But, alas, his mother and his teacher inform him that he'll shoot
his eye out, words that leave no hope for any plan B.
It's a movie that takes you back to your childhood. We'll recognize our own public school days
in the school scenes and the horror of sitting on
Santa 's knee is brought to vivid consciousness
from our memories.
Jcan Shephard has capt u red the essence of the
worki ngs of a child's mind at Christmas and it
makes for an enjoya ble night at the p icture show.

The Management & Staff
of Johnson Sport

969-6900

cordially invite you
to attend the
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Grand Opening Celebrations

Thurs. Dec. 8 & Fri. Dec. 9
Sample & Hold
Sun. Dec. 11 Linda Girard with
Paul Langen
Thurs. Dec. 15 & Fri. Dec. 16
Mechannix
Sat. Dec. 17 Willie D. Warr- Blues

of their new premises

Date: December 70, 7983
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 9.·00 p.m.
Place.·5909 Wyandotte St E

Sun. Dec. 18 Ian& Eleanor Benson
Wed. Dec. 21

Griot Galaxy

Thurs. Dec. 22 & Fri. Dec. 23

Border City
Thurs. Dec. 29 & Fri. Dec. 30
& "New Years Eve" Nomads

----

--

- - --

at Esdras Pl
Windsor, Ontario NBS 7}vi9
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Christmas is a time for tra dition s, an d as traitions go, we thought we'd preserve the trad ition
f the Lance Christmas quiz. So here it is, Lance
ans, the Fourth Annual Lance Christmas Quiz.
1)

q111z
9) Who was Tiny Tim?
(a) Last year's Lance managing editor
(b) a late 60's warbler
(c) Bob Cratchctt's son
(d) the guy everybody laughed at in the
locker room

Define Santa Claus.
(a) A section in the latest UAW contract.
(b) The things Santa has on the ends of his
fingers
(c) A grammatical term
(d) A city in Southern California

0

Ca// .••

irtf)ri~·

We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child

10) Complete this famous line. "Joy to the
(a) fishes in the deep blue seas
(b) rescue
(c) world
(d) division

) Complete this famous line. "Yes, Virginia,
there is a
"
(a) Cure
(b) Santa Claus
(c) Lorenzo
(d) cockroach in your salad
(e) Quantum physics exam today
3) Mistletoe is:
(a) What you get for parking your missile in
the wrong place
(b) Ronald Reagan's chronic foot problem
(c) Ugly peoples' one big chance
(d) The evergreens
(e) a silly concept

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Give Life a chance and we 'll help
you every step of the way.

11) The
(a)
(b)
(c)

Three Wise ,\1en were :
Larry. Curly and Moe
Groucho, Harpo and Karl
Alvin, Simon and Theodore
(d) Balthazaar, Melchior, and a third party
who prefers to remain anonymous

LSAT / GMAT / GRE / SAT
- Seminars Now Forming University Test Preparation
Service, Inc.

12) Silent night, holv ...
(a) cow
(b) season's greetings, Batman!
(c) night
(d) socks

30700 Telegraph, Suite 2501
Birmingham, Michigan 48010
(313) 540-5988

13) .\far: and Joseph rode to Bethlehem on a:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

4) Finish off this famous line. ''Bah

(a) Baa Black Sheep
(b) ba ba, ba barbara ann
(c) humbug
(d) Iggy, nigg), wiggy, poo.
5) A manger is ...
(a) the person who runs the baseball team
(b) the comparative of "mange"
(c) the French verb "to ear"
(d) occasionally used for a dehvery room
6) The Star of Bethlehem is
(a) Y cntl
(b) what the Three Wisc Men followed
(e) Bob Dylan
(d) Menachem Claus

camel
donkey
whim
wing and a prayer

The Finest in Test Preparat ion Since 1977

Who appeared to ,\\ar~ · and Joseph ar the stable?
(a) several came s and sheep
(b) the Avon Lad)
(c) Lorenzo
(d) the three wi~e men
15) What docs Jack Frost nip at?
(a) Screech
{b) Sanca 's heels
(c) your nose
(d) any exposed part of your body
H-)

16) Who's the first to see Santa Claus?
(a) Virginia
(b) The Who's down in Whoville
(c) Norad
(d) Nobody sees Santa Claus but Mrs. Claus

7) Santa has a big fat:
(a) wife
(b) Swiss bank account
(c) belly
(d) bag of toys

17) Who sang to the Shepherds?
(a) The Vienna Boys' Choir
(h) The Mormon Tabernacle Choir
(c) The National Enchoirer
(d) a choir of angels

8) What is the name of the horse in Jingle Bells?
(a) Billy Bob
(b) Bobbr Sue
{c) Bob Tail
(d) There is no horse in Jingle Bells
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ENJOY A 99C HARVEY'S HAMBURGER, WITH
THE PURCHASE OF FRIES & MEDIUM POP.

:
1

I This coupon good ONLY at 2380 Wyandotte West. We ' ll give you a Harvey 's 1
hamburger, regularly priced at $1.35, for just 99¢ with the purchase offries & medium I
I pop plus tax. One coupon per customer visit
c::"'.\ I

l
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: Offer valid until Dec. 31, 1983
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ENJOY A 99¢ HARVEY'S HAMBURGER, WITH
THE PURCHASE OF FRIES & ME·DIUM POP.
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I This coupon good ONLY at 2380 Wyandotte West We 'll give you a Harvey's 1
I hamburger, regularly priced at$1.35, for just 99¢ with the purchase offries & medium I
: pop plus tax. One coupon per customer visit
c::"'.\ I
I Offer valid until Dec. 31, 1983
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HAIMY's
MAKES
IDUR.IIAMBURGf.RA
BfAUl1RJL
1HING.~

to Students
& Faculty

Our Christmas
Gift List

-

Just clip out the coupons below and bring them into Harvey' s by the date
shown. We'll gjve you a beautiful, charbroiled Harvey's hamburger, garnished just
the way you like it for just 99¢ with purchase of fries & medium pop.

r- - - --

Ph. 252-3322

N Calvin Klein Jeans and Cords.
N Dress Shirts by Leo Chevalier,
Calvin Klein, Yves Saint Laurent
and Ralph Lauren.
N Polyester/cotton twill pants and
button-down shirts by Gant.
N Argyle Sweaters and sweater vests.
N Buttery Soft Leather Jackets and
Leather Pants.
N Double-breasted suits and
sportcats.
N Calvin Klein underwear and socks
N and much, much more.

OPEN SUNDAY 12 to 5 TILL
CHRISTMAS
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WEEK2
Mon. Jan. 23
8:00 p.m.

WEEK 1
Mon. Jan. 16
Tues.Jan.

17

Wed. Jan. 18
12:00 noon

8:00 p.m.

CI iff Erickson
Sac's Pub
Cliff Erickson
Sac's Pub
Phi Sigma Sigma
presents
Blind Action Sale
University Centre

7:00 p.m.

Wed. Jan. 25
8:00 p.m.

Comedy Night
Sac's Pub
Prizes donated by
Labatt's

Thurs. Jan. 19
Pasta Extravaganza
11 :30 a.m.
Round Table
-1:30p.m.
Las Vegas Night
8:00 p.m.
Ambassador Aud.
Prizes donated by
Labatt's
Fri. Jan. 20
2:00 p.m.

Tues. Jan. 24
7:00 p.m.

Pub Crawl
Sponsored by
Carling O'Keefe
Nursing Society
presents
"Summer in January''
Bash
Ambassador Aud.
Featuring "York
Road" and Night
Rider Danse music

CJAM Alternative
Music Night
Sac's Pub
Music & Videos &
Things
Talent Night
Sac's Pub
Featuring "Danny
Bonk & Da Boys"
Prizes donated by
Carling O'Keefe.
Sign up in SAC Office
ASAP

Thurs. Jan. 26
The Dating Game
12:00 noon
University Centre
7:30 p.m.

Fri. Jan. 27
12:00 noon
8:00 p.m.
Sat. Jan. 28
8:00 p.m.

Sat. Jan. 21
Engineering Bash
Ambassador Aud.
Featuring "One
Night Stand"

"Mike Mandel" with
Backward Bob &
Rick Janik
Sac's Pub
Students $2.00
Non-Students $3.00

Sun.Jan. 29
7:00 p. m. & 9:00 p.m.

Commerce Society
presents
Nitro's Nite
Sign up in Commerce
Society Office
Delta Chi Open
House
All Residence Bash
Vanier East & West
Social Science
Sleigh Ride
Pine Grove Farms
Purchase tickets at
S.S.S. G-130, WHN
Sac Film Night
1120 Math Building
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Campiagnolo,
Graytoe theLiberal
lineat MootCourt
by Dave Dorken
A crowd of about 80 people
converged on Moot Court Wednesday afternoon to hear a
"non-partisan" view of Canada
through the eyes of Liberals
Herb Gray and Iona Campagnolo.
Herb Gray, Treasury Board
President and MP from Windsor,
told the crowd that the Liberals
have just capped one of the most
monumental sessions of Parliament by winning three impressive victories.
The first victory, Gray said,
was the patriation of the Constitution which is "the important frame-work of our development as a nation."
The second is the National

Energy Program.
Gray said
"there was nothing more fundamental to the country.
Already we're making gains towards energy self-sufficiency."
The third victory, according
to Gray, was the passing of the
Crow's Nest Pass bill, which
r2 >ed the price farmers have
to pay to ship grain on the
railways.
"It is almost as important as the development of
the railway.
It will result in
improved modernization and expansion of the Western rail
system," he said.
Because of the bill, and the
increased charges to the farmers, a new set of tracks will be
able to be built. This, explained
Gray, will make it easier for
farmers to ship their grain to

the world market.
It will also
bring money into Ontario, the
supplier of steel and technology
for the new set of rails.
Ms. Campagnolo, President
of the Liberal Party of Canada,
and former MP (until being
defeated in her B.C. riding),
explained how the party of
the "philosophical
centre" is
changing to meet new challenges.
"We're 130 years old, and we
have to evolve. We take the
philosophy
of social reform.
It's a combination of the public
and private sectors working
together," she said.
Campagnolo explained that
the change will involve preparing
the country for the next century. "We are the last generation

of the Industrial Age, and the
first generation of the PostIndustrial Age.
Too many
people are prone to think
that (the Post-Industrial Age)
is too far off in the future.
As a political party, we have to
take the philosophy and bring
to bear a new age," she said.
A question period followed
the lectures.
On a question
about the proposal put forth
by former Conservative Leader
Joe Clark on reform of Parliament which would be designed
to give backbenchers freedom
from party loyalties during votings, Gray was quick with a
quip: "I guess he feels differently now that he's a backbencher,,.
Ms. Campagnolo was quick to

confirm that she will not be
running in a leadership race,
should Trudeau step down in the
near future. "No. I've said this
before. If there is a convention
I won't run in the convention.
I'll run the convention."
She added, however, that
should Trudeau hang on for
another term, the story might
be different.
The duo took the opportunity to blind-side their opposition
in the House, citing Brian·
Mulroney's
lack of concrete
policies and John Crosbie's comment that "if you want to find
out our policies, elect us."
The Liberals, she said, would
not deceive the electorate in
this manner.

WANTED: (desperately).
Room ate.
To share 3 bedroom
apartment
10-15 minute walk from school.
$145.00/month.
Phone 253-7523.
WANTED: January lst/84.
Female
to share lovely 2 bedroom apartment in quaint older 6-plex. Laundry
facilities in building. Very compromising roommate. $142.50 month.
Call 254.3536.
. FREE! There is such a thing as
a free lunch! Come to Assumption
Co1iege Friday, December 9 between
11 am. and I pm. for yummy dishes
served up by the University
of
Windsor Students for Nuclear Disarmament and Assumption College
Free!
Merry XMas to the PDB Will you
giggle if I squeeze you?
A ride to Toronto on
Dec. 20 or 21. I ·m willing to split
gas expenses. Call Jerry at 2 523020.

\o\o·\NTED:

DR. JOHN I think we need a second
opinionthe tune has changed to
"Auld Lang Syne ... Besides, the fees
for twenty.four
hour service must
be tremendous.
WANTED someone needed to share
a 2 bedroom house close to University, rent 140.00 + utilities. Call
Kim 15 2 54-1238 afternoons.
APARTMENT
FOR RENT:
2
bedroom, fridge. stove, air conditioning, Wellington & Erie West. Bus Stop
at door. $225.00/ month plus utilities. Call 734-7977 After 5.
LOST: Small grey female tabby
cat. Declawed with red collar. University Vista Place Are Call 2547298.
WANTED
A second hand sewing
machine in good condition.
Will
make deal.
Information
holders
call 258-4875, ask for Dawn.
NOTICE:
Assumption
Campus
Community . Holiday !..iturgy Schedule.
Christmas Eve- 11 :30 p.m.
(Carols followed by Mass at midnight). Christmas Day - 10:30 a.m.
New Years Day - 10:30 a.m., Jan uary 8 · 10:30 a.m.
No daily litur.
gies from December 24 to January
7.

Assumption
University,
masses at
10 :30 a.m. & 4:30 p.m. on Sundays
an d at JI :50 a.m. Monday. Friday.
Sacrament of Reconciliation on request.
NO 'fJCE- CARISA~ End of term
Chri~•mas Dinner- Friday Dec. 9th,
Be th ere!
No more obscene personals! This is
Christmas ya know!
Meatb oys of the world unite! You
have nothing to lose but your chains
+ studs.
Smooch} -poo & kissy-kissy to all
Lance staffers
for the Christmas
season! I n ·ed some excuse ...
The Lane Office is the true North
Pole where busy elves work under
the direction of the Lance Santa
(who
was that
bearded
man?)
pumping out ·opy for the Christmas
edition.
Lance Photo bv Chris McNamara
Sorry, but this photo credit should
have appeared urider the Editorial
on page A2. Merr} Christmas Chris.
SAC Long Tern Planning Committee:
Two applicants are required
to
fill
the
position.
Please submit your application to
Kean Wong, Vice-President
Finance before 4 PM, D~c. 16, 1983,
in the SAC office on the second
floor of the University Centre.
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PASSIONIST COMMUNITY
650SHEPPARDAVE.E.,
WILLOWDALE, ONT. M2K IB7

Yes,I would like to receive more information about the Passionist Community and the
opportunities you offer in the service of Christ. I don't know what direction my life will take
but it's too important not to investigate the possibilities.
'
~E

ADDRESS
CITY

PROV.

POSTAL CODE

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Where are you going?
Perhaps you've never really thought
about a religious vocation before.
But you know this much: you want
to fill the blanks in your life. The hunger
that won't be satisfied by another postgraduate degree, another car or another
executive title. Because the road you
take will be the road less travelled.
We can help. We are members of
the Passionist Community-a Catholic
community of Priests and Brothers
following the crucified Christ in the
world today. And we offer you more than
a job. We offer you a life. A life that's
whole. A healthy, balanced life of hard
work, leisure and challenge.
The rewards? A unique opportunity
to change your life and the lives of others
through spiritual growth, community
service and creative leadership. Plus the

fraternity and total support of a religious
community that shares the same passion
for life and social action.
Can you do it?
If you are called, you can do it.
How do you know if you are called?
Listen.
Where are you going?
Fill in the blanks.

Passionist
Community

Womenin aaidemia
Continued from pg . Bl.

on this campus there has never
been a full time female instructor in the philosophy department.
Smedick referred to women
as "one of the 'muted' groups"
in society, co-existing with
children, the poor, etc. She went
on to explain that there is a
tendency
amongst
'muted'
groups to adopt the model of
the dominant group, which is
generally male. Apparently what
one does is reconcile, as best one
can to that model and one's
own.
There 1s also, according to
Smedick, a tendency amongst
women who do manage to seek
out a place for themselves in an
academic institution (or elsewhere), to settle for the position
they have attained and to be

quite adverse to anyone 'rocking
the boat'.
She offered this as an explanation for the fact that when
comparing the ranks of male and
female instructors in the arts
faculty, the man-woman ratio
of full professors is 4 to 1 and
the ratio of associate professors
is 2 to 7.
Smedick seems to suggest
that the woman's movement has
progressed in the sense that in
the 1930's and 40's it was only
a daring young woman who ventured into academia; now it is
only a daring young woman who
does not.
Ironically, as Smedick points
out, a woman's rewards for pursuing what is now expected of
her is to exist in isolation as a
"peculiarity" in the eyes of the
academic community.

Pro-Choice/Life
debate
Contin ued fro m pg. Bl.
least recognizes that the rights
of the unborn child must at
least be considered. She advocated a ti_ghtening of the availability of abortion, which she
character ized as "cowardly", de·
ceptively simple way of solving
a comp lex social problem, a
solution which arbitrari ly pre·
empts a human life."
She stated that the issue is
not medical but social, paralleling unwanted pregnancy to
other problems like drug abuse
which "you don't solve by
killing people, but by helping
them and working with the
problem"
As to the availability , Mrs.
McArthur asserted that no doc tor has ever bee n accused of
performing abortions t o save the
physical life of the mother.

Meny
Pigmas

Her quarrel is with the trend
towards involving the "mental
health" criteria which account
for the vast majority of all
abortions.
Ironically, she continued by
saying that the abortion solution may cause more long- ,
run psychologica l problems than ,
it alleviates in the short run,
"Much worse than a miscarriage, for the woman always
knows she made the decision."
Dealing with a controversial
issue, the debate as expected,
generated some heat as well
as light. During the question
period, arguments came from
different starting points and focused on different facets of the
same issue. Cathy Cooke, president of th e Comm itte e is plan ning a follo w-u p meeti ng to discuss further the issues raised
at the debate.
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Opens Friday December 9th at a theatre near you . Che c k your
local listings for deta ils. Warning : Brutal Violen ce.
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1. THE BULLPEN IS:
D the stableof relief pitchers on a
baseballteam
D a bunch of guys comparing fishii .g
stories
D a good placeto stayout of at a rodeo
2. A COMMENTATORIS:
D the person providing detailed
analysison a sports broadcast
D the jerk behind you at a movie who
won't shut up
D an ordinary potato
3. THE BOBSLED IS:
D a winter Olympic event
D Robert Sled, to his friends
D Fred Sled's brother
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My.~~!rs ar~""~'!!l!~
m..,ou,
Joseph Conrad, Poland's greatest
English author, once related this line,
attributing it to Stein, the German
butterfly-col!ector of Lo rd J im: "But
man will never on his heap of mud
keep still". Note the groovy German
syntax. Die Wrieder, and mind the
cuteness of it.
This is part of the cuteness of
Trio, Germany's hottest export pop.
Take this line for example: "I wonder
who outside may be". OK. Enough.
On this their second album, the
three deliver more maximal minimalism along the lines of last year's hit
"Da Da Da I Don't Love You You
Don't Love Me." They've already
released a single off this album

Adventuresoffive hours
by Peter Deck

Cu m on praize HIM boyz.

Lance Photo by SUE ST. DENIS

I've got so many things to say
right now (but words cannot describe). Besides, if this is to be
the equivalent of previous journalistic endeavours, it may be just a
silly waste of time. For those who
say "Anything you can do, I can
do much better", I maintain that
they have yet to produce and
since the Lance's irreverent reviewer, Dave Viecelli's press credentials were not honoured, this
man must ta~e over.
So there you have it. The Militants Reggae Band at the Ambassador last Saturday was a surprisingly spectacular show, with its
only fault being that it couldn't
last all night !ong. The spirit was
high with people happily skanking
the night away, seemingly oblivious to their surroundings which
will within days convert itself into
an exam sweathouse. Caught up in

Cool, promoter for CJAM, said the move
was taken after W.A.R.D. backed out of
their co-sponsorship due to misgivings as
to the show's potential for success. Mr.
Cool indicated that the show had been a
financial success and retrospectively one
must doubt the legitimacy of any such
misgivings.

the driving rhythms of the Island,
one transcends such noxious contemplation and focusses directly
on the musical source.
The band, billed as Jamaican,
is actually composed of J amaican
born Rastas now residing in Guelph. Their resettlement has had no
detrimental impact on their music,
however, which could easily pass
for the hard driving reggae of the
island. They emphasize their roots
by playing a wide assortment of
covers and heavy dub instrumentals. Notable among their compositions was a medley of Bob Marley's "War" and "No More Trouble" and an instrumental version
of ''Armagideon Time."
CJAM radio, the sponsor of rhe
event were pleased with the events
success. Due to a misunderstanding of the W.A.R.D. centre, original!y co-sponsors of the event,
the back up band, Kiiling Time
was scuttled from the show.

KOCK MUSIC-

CRUCIFIX-

DIRECT ACTION

Ride out the Sunday night sorrows with San Francisco
front

l;

purveyors of thrash and Crash - at Water.
Live, 67 Riverside Dr. East on Dec. II at

Song and legend
by Sukan y a Pillay

If you have ever found yourself contemplating
rhe endless
incredible hori"Lons embraced in
that five-letter word A-C-T-0-R,
your cha nce to witness them
firsthand has arrived.
Lauren
Bacall, reknowned star both on
stage and on screen -an accomplishment shared by few otherswill be performing at the Fischer
Theatre starting December 23,
1983.
She plays the covered lead
in the Broadway smash Woman
of the Year. The musical will
be running two and a half weeks
at the Fischer.
At age 19, her intriguing
face on the cover of Harper's
Bazaar and her expanding acting

abilities made rhc opportunistic
J-10\\vwood
ta ke no u ce and
landed her the lead in the
Howard flanks production of
Hemingway's To Have and Have
Not.
She continued ma king
films, some as successful, oth ers
nor, for the next 20 years.
Then she began to focus her
concentration on her first lo\"e
-the theatre.
Presently, her brilliant stage
career holds numerous successful plays and musicals to credit
including
a Tony for best
performance by an actress in
a musical (Applause).
Do nor miss seeing Lauren
Bacall, famed thespian and sce_mj
ingly ardent consumer of High
Point coffee.
It may be your
only chance.

the Clash 's lyrix put together.
On this album, they mutilate
Little Richard's "Tutti Fruitti" into
a bizarre reggaefied slowed-down sha-

dow of itself. It's great. So is "Boom
Boom", which even (Heaven forbid)
contains a him of "social consciousncss".
Th<'satellite was out of sight,
radioactive tbougb
quite alright when it was high
but now it's very low
If you're fed up with the complexities of the modern world, cry Trio
for a dose of simplicity - it's almost
as effective as a frontal lobotomy.

8:00 p.m.

ips andreins
GIRL SCHOOL
" Play Dirt y"
(Sol id Gold Recor ds)
With stateside success these days denied to all but the most
relentless (not necessarily an indication of quality) British Heavy

Casino:in the Pub starting Monday
The top-40 band Casino is riding into the Pub next week on the
energy of vocalist/guitari~t' Steve 0 ronger's approach.

whkh ;,
both simply dazzling and dazzingly
simple. These overaged hobbledehoys
have returned to the good old days of
rock and rol!, when phrases like "Be
bopa lula", "Rama.lama ding dong"
and "sh-boom" meant more than all

TRIO
"Trio and Error"
(Mercury Records)

Four other members - drummer Mike Meraw, guitarist Keith Bowns, bassist Rob Bondy, and keyboard man
Nick Teti - join the youthful 21-year--old Pranger on
stage.
The band has been together for a couple of years
now . But with Pron ger recen t ly joining their forays into
the variou s sides o f roc k ha ve been pursu ed with increa sing fla ir.
Their talents serve to cover quite nicely bar dancefloor material like "White Wedding", "1999", and
"Hurts So Good."
In addition to this, the re' s the st uf f off t heir ow n single " Run Run Away" and " Tally Girl " . They played
these last two num bers on Channel 2's recen t " Stars o f
Tomorrow".
At this moment in their career Casino would like to
entertain the popularity and college credibility of a band
like York Road. York Road's obviously contrived image
married to true new-rock-wave starriness is scoring it big
with bar crowds across Ontario.
Their philosophy leans toward the stage-presence ethic which says something like this: no matter how good
you are, you'll bore the crowd if you just stand around
playing like a bunch of 16th Century zombies.
Casino, however, will probab ly only begin widening
their scope once they have conquered Windsor. Sac's
Pub could give them a start on this.
by Lore nzo Buj

Metal, it is nice to see Girlschool back.
With Play Dirty the girls, long-time Motorhead proteges weaving
a distinct aggressive sound of their own, should be able ro follow
tht: trail blazed by such shiny longhairs like Def Lcppard.
Leppard's American success is due partly to their youth, their
vitality, and the blatant teenism which helps carry them past overage hippy headballers singing underage adolescent repressions, and
right to the conservative core of American youth.
Except for the key fact that they are females in a male dominated
business, l would suspect that Girlschool should be able to approxinure such success.
·
Their first two albums were marked by a full frontal belligerance
transformed into songs like "Yeah, Right" and "Take it from Me".
But it was after their second LP, Scream ing Blue Mur de r, showcased the band's stylistic displays of talent and presence, that they
descended into mid-career doldrums. The rag as "Sisters of Motorhcad" was never quite fair and for some reason they themselves
veered awkwardly, though perhaps predictably, into the anonymity
of hard rock.
Now with Play Dirty they deal out acce~~ihle mnal that doesn't
sell them short.
Rescuin g t hemselv es from obli vio n and Roc k
Goddess runners- u p status, they have glamourized a bit (see the
cover) and laid do wn neat tracks like "I ligh and Dry" and "Going
Under".
The album echoes vocally with brief reminders of everything
from Benetar to Newton-John, and the music-including occasional
synths-is
rock -a-la-Ages, most especially on the intro to " Play
Dirty"
The de-liteful truth is that the whole thing is damn catchy, damn
brash, and damn fresh enough. The reworking of Bolan's "20th
Century Boy" is the Girlschool I know showcasi ng all the new
trimmings with the old kicks.
Produced by Slade's Noddy llo!der and Jim Lea, the album,
for al! its chorus hollering, is a ravishing dish of eff\ourescent zest.
lt moves along with the case of love sliding up a greased canal.
Their New Year's Eve concert in Detroit
Quiet Riot should be a show and a half.

with Rainbow and
by Lore nzo Huj

40 Tuscarora

258-9440
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Hogan Swinger Racquet & Balls

$60.00
PLAYEREQUIPMENTPACKAGE
*Racquet

*Eyeguards

*Balls

$45.00
• 6 concrete courts with viewing area.

Men ' s & Women's

Hot-tubs & Saunas , Universal Weight Room , Mirrored
Aerobic s Room & Classes 12 :00 noon and 5 :30 p. m. daily,
Reasonable Membership Rates, Individual,
Corporate,
Family

Conveniently located in the
"t-leart of Downtown Windsor"
Note to Member<

COME IN AND SEETHE
NEW FACES IN TOWN
Closed Wedne sday December14 / 83

lET US Pll [ PAIIE YOU fOR Hl[
DEC l. 1961 lSAT
OR HIE
IAN. 28. 1984 CMAT
heh cour,<' con"m
of lO hours
instruct>On lor onlv S14 5 or !1 hours
only u1s
Cours .. , a,e ta. df'ductihle
Complf'tP ,e.iew oi each ,action
e.ch test
£,tensive home ,1udv materials
You, rour;e may be ,epeale" l1
additional charg<'
Cl.ASSES fO R THE DEC l

10 hou, coutse
{Jl hour coursf')

Restaurant &
Dining Lounge
Phone 255-1833
3217 Sandwich Stre et

ol
for

Daily Luncheon
Specials

Frid ay, Dec. 23, 1983

$3. 99 - under

(c orn e r Sandw ic h & Mill )

ol

In vi tes yo u t o tak e a
bre a k fr o m your studi es

Ml

LSAT

11 :00 - 3:00 daily

10 ho<.><course

llhou<course

New Years Eve Party

DID YOU KNOW ...
You Are Moments Away From
~ (jl{p~
"fvl'MB~R..:,

Saturday , De c. 31 , 1983
$30/ couple

inlo«)nWNOV.25·17/63

Wednesday

.People Literally Come Mile s For Our
Special ty Seasoned Fre nch Fries

Pizza Day

Cl.ASSES FO R THE IAN. 28 CMAT

.)
'

Christmas Party

in london Jan. 12. 14
1 S/6'
in Toronto Jar\ 10-22/64
inTornntOJ3r\7,6,11,

U/84
To ,egister. c•II o, w<ite·
CMAT/LSAT
PRHARATION COURSES
P.O Bo, S97, St~tionA
Toronto, Onl MSW 1G7
(~ l{,) 6bS-H77
To c~II he<' f,om Windso,
d,al O ~nd as k lor Zen<th 66710

Monday Spaghetti Day
all you can eat
Only $2.99

+ 1 trip

to salad bar.

3.99
4.99
5.99

Small
Medium
Large
any 2 items

10% discount on all pick-ups
15% discount on pizza
Hours: Mon-Thurs. I l am - I am

Fri-Sat 11 am · l :30 am Sun. 12 Noon - 11 pm

Fully Licensed unde r LL BO

Dart Tourney Saturday , Dec.
10/83. For more info call 2565001.

.We Pay Current Exc hange o n U.S. Funds

Your Student

I.D . Card Entitles You to

1QO/oOff AnyPurchase
Mon-Thurs. 7:30am-7:00p.m .
Fri. 7 :30 a.m.-9 :00 p.m.
Sat. 11 :00 a.m-9:00 p. m.

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" Memberships

1 99 Univers ity at Victoria
256-3221

Available

"

DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 5-7
FRIDAY'S SUPER HAPPY
HOUR: 4-7

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX
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by Elaine Weeks
The indoor track and field season got off to an
impressive start Friday, December 2, when team
members competed in the season's opener held in
London, Ontario. A total of nine Ontario Universities competed in this event as well as the University of Detroit. The Lancers placed well in the
top five finishers.
Exceptional performances were turned in by
jumpers Steve Gibb and Elaine Weeks. Steve cap·
rured his specialty, the high jump event, clearing
the bar at 1.95m. and took second place in the
triple Jump with a leap of 13.49m. Elaine set a
new U. of W. record with her winning jump of
5.34m. in the women's long jump. Elaine also
turned in a second place finish in the women's
60 metres with a time of 8.19 seconds. The women's 4x200m relay team of Elaine, Jenny Yee,
Gina Panontin and Marianne Ofner completed their
passes in 1:49.81 seconds to snatch another silver
for the Lancers.
Janet Root, usuaJly a Jong distance runner,
ran the women's 300m. in a personal best time of
44.52 secs. which netted her third place. George
Kerr also had a personal best in the 300 with a
time of 37.39 secs. which gave him 3rd place as
did Tim Ryan's 1:24 sec finish in the men's 600.
Ritchie Couglin triple jumped 13. llm. for third
,
place and helped the mens 4x200m. relay team of

himself,
Michael Vigneault, Jeff Griffith and
Ritchie Holland to a bronze in a time of 1:37.20
secs.
Among the 4th place finishers were Warren
Young with his leap of 6.18M in the men's long,
Rob Schram with a toss of 12.91m in the shot and
George Dunwoody who ran the 300 in 38.80 secs.
The great number of personal bests on Friday
attests to the constant improvement of the Laneers. Besides those already mentioned, Jenny Yee,
with her 4th place finish of 8:49 secs. in the 60
earned one as did Jeff Griffith, also in the 60,
with his time of 7 .66 secs. Newcomers Sally Upfield
and Brian Clark aJso bettered their times: Sally
in the 300 with a 5th place finish of 46:21 secs.
and Brian with his best time of 1:30.1 secs in the
600. Andy Swiderski had one in the men's 1500
with his time of 4:05.8 secs. and Jamie Stratford,
as a last hurrah before graduating this December
scooped one in the 1500 in a time of 4:06.4 secs.
Terry Schinkel ran the 5000 in a time of 15:29.6
secs. for his PB. Allan Pyke heaved the shot 11.92M
to snatch his own PB in the Men's shot.
Head Coach Mike Salter was very pleased with
his team and confident of continued success in
January.
Corr ection: It was the Gold team, not the Blue
team as reported in the Lance, that won the intra·
squad contest last week by 292.5 points to 265.

'HOCkeJ;Loncers
111llke
it twoinarow,
blastMac 8-2
i:>yDave Dorken

Windsor's hockey Lancers re·
:eived their Christmas present
a.little early this year.
All season long Lancer's
coach Bob Corran knew he had
a strong, capable club, but the
boys just didn't seem able to
get the breaks they needed to
win games. Things have changed,
and changed quickly.
Last Saturday, at Adie Knox
Arena, Lancers dropped MacMaster Marlins in an 8-2 comeback blow out. The win, the
Lancers' second in a row,
made certain the club was far
past their eight game losing
slump.
"It was one of the best full
games we've played all season,"
said Corran. "We went a full
60 minutes."
"Now we're getting our fair
share of breaks. I think things

DEAR SANTA:
Since all of my little friends at
THE LANCE are busy writing nasty
things about Christmas, I think 1
should let you know what they all
want . Oh, I know we are not the
most angelic bunch, but we have
been as nice as possible for cynical
young students, and we have not
been naughty (except maybe for
Pete) . Anyways, here is my list:
Peter Freele wants a leather jacket
with nice sharp studs and a Harley
John May wants lots of really neat
shapes and colours, Phil Rourke wants
peace on earth and maybe some
cologne: Lorenzo could use a matching tie and handkerchief:
Glenn
Warner-Herzog wants Kim Bassinger
and a licence to kill ; Chris McNamara
has aiwavs v. anted a set of trains and
a toy cash register: John Liddle
already has everything: Sal Ala needs
a purpose in life: Tony Couture
want~ a handbook of grammar: Karen
Rollason and Aile~n King want to be
appreciated; Kevin Rollason wants a
lump of coal: And I just want passing
grades and a parking spot away from
the bridge
Sincerely
John Slama
Professors 2. Slama 0.
Merry Christmas to everybody
Earth and Lorenzo.
Who wanted
an yway?

a cabbage-patch

on
doll

came together very quickly,
but they didn't come that far.
I think if we had a few breaks
in the first half we'd be 8-2
now, instead of 2-8," he added.
Lancers took advantage of all
the breaks thrown their way
Saturday. Tim Beam put the
club on the board a minute
and a half after the opening
face-off. Late in the frame
McMaster evened things up, and
the first period ended in a 1-1
tie.
Just 49 seconds into the next
round McMaster went ahead,
Chuck Dungey took advantage
of a power play, to make the
score 2-2; Seconds later Mike
McKegg gave Lancers the lead,
a lead they wouldn't relinquish
for the rest of the game.
McKegg had two more goals,
Gerry Rioux, Don Renauld, and
Mike Zoretich had singles to
finish the scoring.

According to Corran, the win
was earned by the whole team.
"All parts of our game were
very good, the.: forwards had a
good game, the defence played
V<"C)' good and Steve Sapardanis
had a good game in net. He had
co make some tough saves and
he came up with good ones,"
said Corran.
Lancer's power play was
faultless, scoring on both oppor·
tunities. In the past two games
the club has been successful on
seven of eight power play
attempts.
The penalty killing team is
also perfect, stopping 16 consecutivc power plays.
"It was nice to see another
game where we had control
most of the time. I wasn't
expecting it against McMaster.
We've had a considerable difficulty with them over the years,
and this is the same team as they

on (December) 29th, and have
eight days to get ready for RMC.
We've just got to make sure
we pick up where we left off."
Lancers are down in the cellar
of the Ontario Universities Ath
Jette Association hockey standings, but the coach thinks they
still have time to pull it together
before
the
playoffs
come
around.

Mike McKegg...ha t tr ick vs. Mac.
had last year," said the coach.
Unfortunately for the Lan·
cers, they are starting to pick
up their game just before the
long Christmas break.
"Exams come first," said
Corran.
"We're coming back

"Everyone (in the league) is
playing .500 -we're only eight
points out of the playoffs.
After the RMC game we could
be just four points out," he
explained. "As long as we can
pick up where we left off I
think we're going to be a team
to be contended with."
"We just have to take each
game at a time, with that kind
of approach, and with the tale nt
we have, we'll be there in the
end."
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Lancer~ lackspark
by Sharon Lester
The crowd did not have much
to cheer about at last Thurdav
night's volleyball match. Th,e
Lancerettes lost to Waterloo,
concluding their pre-Christmas
season with a 4-2 record.
The match lasted 4 games,
with Windsor corning alive only
in the second game 15-2. They
Jost 10-15, 5-15, 8-15 the other
games. The league standings are
now Waterloo, 6-0, with sole
possession of first place, McMaster with 5-1 record in second, then Windsor claiming
third.

Technically the girls played
mediocre volleyball but Jacked
the spark that appeared briefly
in the second game. The Lancerettes play was definately not up
to the team standards they set
for themselves.
Coach Prpich said she was
very disappointed in this loss
but is confident that they will
be able to regain first place
next semester. Hard work is in
store for these women over
the Christmas holiday.
After
Christmas,
Windsor
goes to Waterloo for a league
game followed by their invitational tournament
in early
January.

BACK TO SCHOOL
PAINT SPECIAL
GET YOUR CAR PAINTED FOR

(2 - TONE, CHANGE OF COLOUR, BODY WORK
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MATURE
ORGANIZED

hav e a nice, pleasant outgoing personality?
able to work with minimum supervision?
able to follow instructions?
dependable - always early for work?
willing to work midnights and weekend shifts?

THEN
Men's Volleyball
This week marked the beginning of playoffs for both leagues.
In the recreational league we've already had an upset as 2nd
place Brewers beat 1st place Rejects but remember Rejects,
you can come back-it's not over yet!
In the competitive league, we had some excellent games - I know
you've all been saving up the great plays all season. The Lampshades
are still the team to beat but Aggravated Assault are looking stronger
than ever! Keep up the good work! By the way, a special notw to
the Unknowns, especially Chris & Kevin, thanks for realizing that
the main objective of this league is to have fun & that should always
come before winning!
For all those interested, there will be a Coed Volleyball League
starting in January. Watch for the posters!

Call or Vis//

ARE YOU:

Men's Basketball - After their next home game, an exhibition match
against Wayne State on Jan. 4, the Lancers will open their OUAA
season at home against McMaster on Jan. 8. They then travel to
Western to play the Mustangs, and return to host Laurier on Jan. 14.

Women's Basketball - The Lancerettes dropped their OWIAA record
to 3-2 after an 86-48 loss to the Brock Badgers. The Badgers, now
3-0 rook over first place from the Lancerettes. Theresa McGee was
'the high scorer for Windsor with 21 points while Lil Craig added
nine. Over the holidays, the Lancerettes will play several exhibition
games against American teams and host their Can-Am tournament
on Jan. 6 and 7. They return to league play with two home games,
a rematch with the Badgers on Jan. 14 and then against McMaster
on Jan. 18.

--+----.

EXTRA)

THIS OFFERVALIO UNTIL NOVEMBER 30. 1983

~cEc~.._
_,.Ecsco

Heights College in Michigan last Thursday, but also lost two wrestlers to injuries. Jeff Phillips (at 190 lbs.) won his first match but
went down with a knee injury in his second. He is expected to return in five or six weeks. John Deneau was leading his match on
points when he re-injured his shoulder and his return to competition is questionable.

349 .50

SHOW A VALID STUDENT CARD
GET A 10 % DISCOUNT

Sports shorts
Wrestling - The Lancers collected a few exhibition wins at Sierra

$

(USING ACRYLIC ENAMEL PAINT)'

STUDENT PATROL SERVICES
IS FOR YOU!

If your personal work ethic coincides with the
above, please drop by the Student Patrol Services
Office, next to the T.V. Room , University Centre,
and complete an application. Interv iews will be
conducted during December . POSITIONS ARE
OPEN .
L.A. Kelly
Director
Student Patrol Services
EXT. 451. 351.

Women 's Intramural Volleyball
This years' program has come to an end. Finals which were held
Nov. 29 saw the Scuzbags triumph over the Nameless. Congratulations to the winning team but it must be said that Nameless put
on a good performance in the losing effort. The team consisted of
Sue Morin (Captain), Lorri Stear, Christie Messenger, Adriana
Lebellato, Desi James, Julie Marshall, Becky Cowan, Ellen Sanduleal,
Linda Edds, Mary Scharader, Yvonne Slama and Janine Cardinal.
Thanks for Making the program Successful and hope to see you
next year.

451 TECUMSEH
256-4488

RD. W.

INSTRUCTION

Aquatics

Starting Date s

Days & T imes

Leaders/Bronze

Sun. Jan 22

Adult Learn to Swim
Swimnastics
Red Cross/Royal Life

Tues. Jan 24
Tues. Jan 24
Sun. Jan 22

Sundays 5:00-9:00pm
class 5-7, pool 7-9
Tuesdays 9:30-10:30pm
Tues/Thurs 11-12 Noon
Sundays 5-7pm rm 5-7

R(AAWH[(l

4AC"ES

OOORS

Fitness
Dance Fitness (01)
Dance Firncss(02)
Ladies Fitness
Weight Training for
Women
Coed Fitness

Mon. Jan 23
Tues. Jan 24
Mon. Jan 23
Tues. Jan 24
*Note: Weight
Mon. Jan 23

Mon/Wed 8:00-9:00pm
Tues/Thurs 7 :00-8,00pm
Mon/Wed 7·00-8:00pm
Tues/Thurs 8,00-9:00prn
Rm. closed 8-9prn.
Mondays 8:00-9:00pm.

• Completely Odorless and Acid Free. Professional
20 Minute Service While You Wait And Watch •
Created For Your Vehicle ... Any Vehicle. A Fraction
Of The Cost Of Conventional Methods. New &
Used Car Warranties Availabl~ At No Extra Cost*

Childre n 's Progi-ams

Movement for
Toddlers
Infant Swim

Tues. Jan 24
Tues. Jan 24

Super Saturdars
Children's Swim
Creative Movement

Sat. Jan 14
Sat. Jan 14
Sat. Jan 14

Tuesdar 9:30-10:30am
Multipurpose rm.
Tues/Thurs 10:30
11 :30am (pool)
Saturdays 9:00-12 Noon
Saturdays 9:00-11 :OOam
Saturdays 10:00-11 :OOam

Guaranteed Rust Protection
*Conditions do apply

From

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9-3
S.A.C. Discount Card

$29.95

•
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Poisoned
creampuff
by Lorenzo Buj
Misalliance, one of George
Bernard Shaw's typical, but
little known, conversational endgames, centers around what
happens when a plane crashes
into the house of a wealthy
underwear manufacturer and the

pilot and his mysterious passengers disrupt the middle-class
routines of the household.
What the Hilberry cast does
is make Misalliance, known for
:ts meandering rounds of high
wit and endless talk, a fairlypaced drama of crackling verbal
artifice.

Richard Klautsch and Melanie Metcalf in Shaw's "Misalliance" - at
t he Hilberry Theatre, Cass and Hancock in Detroit. Playing next on
Dci:.8 am! 10.

---------------------

James Harbour is the sprite
middle-aged underwear manufacturer who holds nothing in
reserve with a nimble knowledge of everything from the
Bible to Nietzsche.
The comic kink of his (and
everybody else's) secret amours
begins its course of Shavian
significance when the beautiful
Polish daredevil Lena (Cheryl
Williams) lands from the sky.
Her fieriness a little underplayed, Lena ends as a worldly
moralistic arbiter to the squabbles and intrigues that rage
around her.
She takes away Bentley Summerhays (Dennis North), a whining slab of infuriating jelly, and
disarms the indecisive gunner
(Mark Corkins) who has been
hiding in a Turkish bath and
revealing all sorts of things
about the duplicity of love
pursuits past and present.
Lena is the closest thing to
a center in a somewhat formless play and is preferable to
I lypatia (Melanie Metcalf), as
collected and boldly-sexed a
heroine as one expects from
Shaw.
Stylized and entertainingly
cynical as is Shaw's satire of
bourgeois/aristocratic
England
1909, we are meant to see in
it an outrageous "realism".
That much should be remembered, for Shaw called these
characters and their lives realistic and Margaret Spear's direction makes the vehemence of
it all amusing enough to be
bel1evahle.

IFnllmTu
Playingforkeeps
by Arthur Gosselin
First of all, a warning for
those looking for an academy
award winner, this is not your
movie. If, on the other hand,
you are just out to watch a
movie and enjoy yourself, then
this movie may be to your
liking.
Being a first year student,
I still remember my high school
days relatively clearly. Therefore, this high school situated
drama still has some relevance
to me. The movie is situated
in a one industry town called
Ampipe, outside Pittsburgh. It
is similar to our city except
that instead of building cars,
they manufacture steel.
The movie stars Risky Business' Tom Cruise as Stef, a kid
hoping to obtain a football
scholarship to allow him to go
to college to take engineering.
Like many of his friends, he
wants to avoid being trapped
in this town for life working in
the steel mills like his father
and brother.
Lea Thompson plays Lisa,
his girlfriend, who is also trapped, but willing to sacrifice all,
and I do mean all, for Stcf .
Craig Nelson plays a tough

football coach who also wants
out of town in the form of a
coaching job with a college or
university.
Inevitably, coach and player
are going to clash. Stef, like
many highschool students, especially those in the U.S., is
forced to watch as his version
of the great American dream,
in the form of a college education, is swept away like so
much dust in the wind.
His
temperament doesn't help his
cause much by only getting
him in deeper trouble.
The title of this movie has
little to do with Stef who
rarely makes the "right moves ".
I'll let you find out
whether or not Stef overcomes
the odds in the end.
All the Right Moves is a
reasonably enjoyable movie if
you are interested in the first
place.
It is believable, aside
from the fact that it would
be unlikely so many guys on
one highschool team would get
scholarships.
It even deals
with relevant highschool topics
such as drug dealing and teenage
prenancy, at least in a passing
manner, instead of ignoring
such problems entirely like most
movies aimed at teenage audiences.

Bl;ST WISHES OVER THE
4~
HOLIDAYS!

~

~

FROM YOUR STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

*

A Special Thanks
and Christmas
Greeting to the
Special Events
Committee
Marissa Aloisia
Marlena Aloisia
Walter Benzinger
John Elias
Wendy Long
John May
Cathe Ozimek
James Quennville
Peggy Taylor
Joe Vidican
Debbie Zawadski
Linda Tracey
Sandra Pizzolitto
Todd Fowler
Paul Eansor
Paul Clarke
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BigBrother is watching you! The University announced today that these surveillance cameras would soon
beiastalled in classrooms, lounges, rooms, residence rooms, and washroom stalls.

by Kevin Rollason
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Student perceptions of the
quality of food as well as other
concerns about the university
food plan were to be determined
through the results of a survey
run by the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) on Monday
night.
Carl Bang, SAC representative
for Cody and Canterbury residences, said that the survey was
meant, " ... as constructive criticism".

Bang explained that many
students had approached him to
complain about the food services
at the university. To get a general consensus of students he
and SAC, decided to do a survey.
Once Bang has tabulated the
results, he will then go through
the proper channels to ensure
that the results are examined.
David Laird, SAC President,
felt this survey would pinpoint
the major problems with food
services. Once these were discovered he said, ". . . action

will be taken".
The SAC student survey was
developed by a committee
formed by SAC at a meeting
held in November. The survey
questioned
students
about
whether they thought prices
were fair, food quality good,
etc ... Possible responses ranged
from Strongly Agree to Strongly
Disagree.
This survey was not a scientific survey because all food service users did not have a chance
Continued on page 2.

For the last three weeks,
VISA students Collins Okafor
and
Henry
Sarkodee-Adoo
have been wondering whether
they will be attending classes
this semester because they are
not able to pay tuition fees at
this time. As of today, the> have
been assured, except for a few
technicalities, the right to register. That is. if Sarko-dee-Adoo
can be found and Okafor decides to stay in the country.
As of last semester, Sarkodee-Adoo owed $7800 in tuition costs to the University
and Okafor owed $3 SOO. According to University President
Mervyn Franklin, they were permitted to register in the Fall
after the Vice-Presidents agreed
to grant an extension until
December 31. They were reminded of their obligations in writing both in September and
November.
Payment could not be arranged December 31 because both
students had had tr.cir money
flow froLen in their home
countries
(Sarkadee-Adoo
comes from Ghana and Okafor from Nigeria). According
to Franklin, Mr. George McMahon, Assistant Vice-President
Student Services, "has made numerous representations to the
High Commissions of the two
countries involved with the
only result that one student
received $300 in December."

Without enough money to
register for the Winter semester,
the University said on December 31 that both students could
not register. This in turn affected their status in Canada because their VISAS were made
out for "student status" but
that label no longer applied to
either of them as a result of this
decision by the University.
Furthermore,
immigration
policy demands that students
coming into the country show
chat they have enough money to
pay for living expenses for the
duration of their stay. Without
any money, both students therefore had even more immigration problems.
Negotiations then began between SAC and the University
Administration. SAC President
Laird organized a meeting on
January 10th for SAC Commissioner for International Students William Chang, President
Franklin, ISS President Jon
Carlos and himself. The outcome of the meeting was that
the University would allow Okafor and Sarkadee-Adoo to register for class. In a letter to Laird,
Franklin outlined the University
position of the issue:
"the students may register on
a probationary basis and take
courses on the strict understanding that this deferral will give
SAC time to explore sources of
financial assistance for these
students including approaching
Continued on page 3.

SACevaluation
bookletgradesfirstyearprofessors
by Philip Rourke
A student Opinion Survey of Teaching booklet ha~
now been published and, except for some organizational
complaints, has received only praise.
At the last SAC meeting, it was agreed that SAC
would go it alone and conduct its own student evaluations of professors, even though it did not have the total
support of the facultv association and the University Administration. What 'resulted was an evaluation of 30
professors who teach introductory first year courses.
Initially 42 professors were to be evaluated but the
evaluations were done on the consent of the professors.
According to SAC President David Laird, "out of the
10 professors who said 'No', 5 gave reasons and the
other 5 did not." Two additional professors decided that
they wanted to be omitted from the survey after the evaluations had been conducted in their classes.
Laird admits that there mav be some problems with
the present booklet but he wi·IIpropose that a Student
Evaluations Committee be set up at the next SAC
meeting. This committee would "re\iew the present
booklet and propose ways to improve it."
. He also hopes that this booklet will be a "continuing
thing" over su bsequent semesters.
As mentioned in the November 24 issue of The Lance,
Student Senator John Ontko and SAC Vice-President

Carolvn Ozimek were opposed to SAC's decision to
pubh~h such evaluations at this time but were not opposed to the principle of student evaluation of professor booklets for students.
Asked to comment on the booklet, Ontko explained
tJ1 it there are some flaws in the wording of some of the
questions and that it does not represent enough profess, ·rs, but that he was content with its publication. He
sa.d that he could not comment any further until he
h 1d heard the reaction of Faculty Association President
Dr. Donald Wallen to the boo~let. (Dr. Wallen was not
available for comment today).
Ozimek felt that the booklet "was put together in an
impartial manner" and that "it says something concrete
about the professors." She said that she does not understand why the University does not publish such evaluations.
She added that "even though I had objections (previously) to the timing of the publication of these evaluauons, that doesn't mean that I want it stopped. Council
did vote on 1t and it was passed."
Dean of Students Ken Long felt that the booklet
"h s potential" and that "a reasonable objective" for the
fi;t publicauon of such a booklet is the evaluation of
professors who teach first year courses.

The
Students'
Administrative
Council
Student Opinion
Survey of Teaching

The Lance, January 19, 1984, page 2.

Continued from page 1.
to fill out the survey. Only
students who passed through the
doors of Vanier Hall on Monday
from 4.15 to 6:30 p.m. were
given the survey. Also a scientific survey would have randomly
selected the possible respondents from everybody who used
the cafeteria. Because of this,
the SAC survey might not be
completely accurate, because of
sample error.
Bang felt that since it was
such a large sample, approximately 600 respondents,
this
would give fairly accurate results. He called this survey the
first step in a series of steps to
ensure proper food service at the
university.

This continued pressure on
food services Bang said would,
". . . put them on their toes".
David Seto , Director of Saga
Food Services , refused to comment on the survey until he saw
the results of it.
David McMurray, Director of
Residence and Food Services,
said that he was "very supportive" towards SAC's survey, a~
he knew it. He felt that any
comments
his office received
from anybody were very helpful.
McMurray said that food services worked closely with the
food services committee on a
regular basis. This committee,
made up of two representatives
from each residence building,
handle all complaints about food

services. He felt this committee
was very helpful in sorting out
major problems.
Saga Foods, as part of their
agreement with the university,
was required to do two surveys
a year, McMurray added.
As well, he said, in response
to some student
complaints
about the Scrip plan, " ... it is
definitely student oriented".
Moe White, Saga Canada District Manager, said that in Ontario Saga Foods serviced Brock
University, the University of
Toronto, Laurentian University,
Queens University, the University of Ottawa, Carlton Untversity, Kings College and Trinity
College.

White said that at each of
these institutions there were probably 9 or 10 different systems
of food plans. He said this was
because Saga tailored their food
plans to meet each Universitie~·
and students' needs.
The Lance contacted Brock,
the University of Ottawa, and
Laurentian University food services. Each of these had only 5
day a week food plans from
Monday to Friday with students
picking whether they wanted 10
or 19 meals per week.
George McMahon, Assistant
Vice-P resident of Student Services, said that the University
had traditionally lost money in
previous years on food services,
as much as $200,000 a few years

ago. In fact, this would b
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Immigration
moreflexiblewithVISArenewals
by Philip Rourke

Since the Universit y of Windsor has been on the semester
system, VISA students have had
to apply for VISA renewal eac?
semeSter. A ruling by the Immigration Office here in Windsor
Tuesday changed this so that
VISA students can now apply
for 12 month VISAs. In the
words of SAC President David
Laird, "we got everyt~ing we
wanted and were workmg for
and then some."
SAC was trying to get these
12 month VISAs for foreign
students last semester until the
matter was ·further complicated
by an Immigration ruling in
November. This ruling said that
if VISAs are to be given to foreign students next September,
the students would have to
prove that they have sufficient
funds for tuition and living expenses for the full year and also
pay tuition for both semesters.
This could have been potentially a grave problem for foreign students who would not be
able to raise sufficient funds for
the full year in September.
On Monday, January 16, SAC
President Laird, JSS President
Jon Carlos, SAC Commissioner
for International Students, William Chang, and International
Student Advisor Richard Lansperry met with Immigration Officer Art Kuderian to discuss
the matter. The matter was
r~olved for the better of for-

eign students in that they get
both the ability to get a 12
month
VISA (alleviating the
hassle of going back to the
Immigration
Office 3 or 4
times a year) and have to pay
tuition fees only every semester.

Chang argued that the November ru ling, if it had not been
changed, would have helped out
the University. " It would have
given the cashier's office extra
money that they could make
interest off of."

According to Carlos, when
VISA students go to the Immigration Office in September, "as
long as he can show that he's
got a good record, they will
give him a VISA for a whole
year and he will only have to
pay by semester.

He explained that the November policy had been "implemented just in Windsor." He
then said that the head office
for Immigration has reconsidered the November ruling because
it does not like the idea.
"What we have now for the

VISA students,"
said
"is the best we can ask
it shows more flexibility
part of the Immigration
to VISA students."

Chang,
for and
(on the
Office)

Lansperry was a Registered
Observer at the SAC- lmmigra
tion meeting on Monday and
said that the SAC representatives
"represented the students well."
He said that he wanted dual
payment for the foreign students and that is what resulted
from the meeting.
He explained,

however, that

if the meeting had not worked
out for the good of the VISA
students,
the four of them
would not have given up. "We
were geared for it," said Lansperry.
What was proposed if the
meeting had failed was a VISA
student rally, to show student
concern over changes regarding
fee payments in Immigration
policy. The rally had been set
for today but has been cancelled. No further action of this
sort is presently in the making.

TwoVISAstudentscannowregister
Continued from page 1.
the governments concerned. If
the fees have not been paid by
that time (the end of the semester) the students will be required to withdraw from the
University.
"You must appreciate that
while our decision to decline
registration for non-payment of
fees was taken reluctantly, it
was done in compliance with
University regulations as specified in the Calendar.
"Furthermore,
we have an
obligation to students who do
pay their fees to apply regulations in an even handed manner."
Although they were now able
to register, the two students
still had problems at the border

with immigration. Because their
student status was changed to
non-student status and then rechanged to student status again,
the immigration officials argued
that both students would have
to leave the country and then
reapply for a VISA.
This was possible for Sarkodee-Adoo, because he also had
an American VISA and could go
south of the border and then reapply. Oak for, on the other
hand, had no such VISA and
therefore could not get out of
the country easily.
As of today, except for some
technicalities that cannot be
made public at this time, Immigration has changed its mind
and has decided that both Stu·
dents are eligible for VISAs.

6oe,•' 'To "f~E 0\..0

Both students, however do
not have any money for living
expenses. Laird explained that
he will be approaching either a
Board Committee or the Board
of Governors itself for funds.
" If that doesn'• work out,"
said Laird, " I will approach
(Student)
Council
on this
question."
Laird further explained that
the situation of these students
"should be looked upon as a
special case" because of the
fact that their monies were
frozen
in
their
countries.
Furthermore,
he added that
his action and the action of the
University Administration
on
this issue is not establishing
precedent.
As a last comment,
Laird

DR.A WIN~

~OARO

Introducing Molson Bock.
A surprisingly refresl#ng taste.
At regular prices.

argued that "if you ship them
(Okafor and Sarkadee-Adoo) out
now, the University will not get
the money due to them by these
students."
Both students are not presently available for comment.
Sarkadee-Adoo left for Detroit
last Thursday, thinking that he
had to leave the country for
VISA renewal reasons. He has
not been heard from since.
Okafor is on campus but is
reluctant
to speak on the
subject publicly at this time.
Both students are concerned
that
if they get deported,
which looks unlikely right now,
then they may never be allowed
to come back into the country.
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It has finally been done. There is now a booklet to
which first year students can refer to to get an indication
of the ability of their professors. Except for some inadequacies in its format and its organization (which could
have been expected from the hasty manner in which the
survey was organized and conducted , and the fact that it
is the first of, hopefully, many survey booklets). SAC
President David Laird and his aides have come up with a
valuable evaluation instrument of the University of Windsor's professors.
While the Teacher Evaluation handbook could, at first,
aggr av ate fa culty- student relations, it is felt that over the
long term the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages.
The booklet is called the SAC's Student Opinion Survey
of Teaching. It makes sense that there should be such a
booklet in this institution.
Universities are unlike other
institutions in that it is not primarily the upper echelon
of the bureaucracy of the University that is directly responsible for the quality of the institution. Rather, it is
the faculty and the students they teach that produce the
results that are used as a basis of comparing one University
to another.
Since there is this distinct faculty -student relationship
in this institution, it is imperative th at this relationship be
improved whenever and however possible. Certainly the
ability of both students and fac ulty to evaluate each
other fairly, strengthens this relationship.
Furthermore, because of recent enrollment increases in
post-secondary institutions
such as the University of
Windsor without subsequent increases in the number of
professors hired , there is added pressure on both part ies:
professors now have more students in their classes and
students have to compete more for an adequate education
than in previous years . These pressures have a negative
effect on the faculty-student relationship. Because of this,
solidifying agents need to be introduced to help matters
before this relationship deteriorates further. A Student
Opinion Survey of Teaching booklet is a good example of
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As previously mentioned, there are, however, inadequa- tion
cies in this booklet. First of all, in the 10 questions asked ity

in the survey, the wording is not always consistent - some C\·er
of the questions are positively stated; others are not.
For example: Section A
1. The instructor is clear and audible.

3. Course material was disorganized and hindered under·
standing.

-

This makes it difficult for the student to interpret the
numbers (i.e. the mean and the standard deviation) that
are supposed to indicate the results of the survey. Under
the present format, the student cannot quickly look at
the sets of numbers for each professor and make a decision. Rather, each question has to be closely read in order
for a distinction to be made between the positively and
negatively worded questions.
0~'
Secondly, the mean and standard deviation for each
I
question is left in number form and thus is an inadequate ( '\\
way of illustrating the results of the survey. A graph, has
which is easily reproduced through the computer analysis Ph,
of the evaluations, would greatly facilitate interpretation.
I
Lastly , the evaluation is not all-encompassing even for Al\
first year introductory courses, and is inadequate, there· tor
fore, in its incompleteness. It is understandable that the app
first attempt at such a su rvey would not be totally com· yea
prehensive , but it is an inadequacy nevertheless.
wa<
Because of these inadequacies, the potential of a
Student Opinion Survey of Teaching booklet has not been
totally realized in the present edition. It is hoped that
through, closer cooperation between SAC, the Faculty
Association and the Universi t y Administration
during
this semester the booklet will improve substantially and
it will be put to use as a valuable evaluation of professo~s <E
for the purpose of improving the University's academic .ifo
qua I ity of its professors and the academic excellence of loo
was
its students.
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the raconteur
by john fiddle
L1ke any other self-respecting columnist, I'm constantly reading other columnists in the vam hope of
finding a good idea worthy of plagiarism, or a short
stor} or sketch \\ ith a twist in its tad that can be subtly
changed.
The trouble is that there really are not enough good
columnists around to warrant this sort of treatment.
I have sat through countless Art Buchwald efforts
those tired dramatic dialogues, those turgid family
operas, those sneering political jests-and not once
have I so much as laughed, grunted or farted with
emotion.
Perhaps it 1s something to do with the mistrust
I have for the phrase "syndicated columnist". Syndicated in over one hundred papers ... a syndicated columnist based in Washington ...my guest tonight 1s Gump
Lipshits, syndicated columnist for...
Who are these
guys and where do they come from, anyways? They
seem worse than the faceless squires wbo actually

edit newspapers, and they have the audacity to flaunt
themselves as "personalities": a one inch square mug
shot-pipe in mouth, pen at the ready, no less-atop
twelve column inches of post-Modern blabber.
If I am feeling part icularly cultured and one of
the Thinking Class, I will plod through a William F.
Buckley-anyone with the nerve to bandy such phrases
as "lucid and cogent", and to casually drop such words
as "tendentious" in a discussion with Carl Sagan and
Ted Koppel cannot be all bad. Alas, the efforts are a
smidge too lucid, a tad too cogent for my liking.
On the other hand, someone like Jack Ahderson,
the "I Cover the Waterfront" muckraker has potential,
but his web of informants and squealers, reliable sources
and confirmed rumour mongers boils itself down to
Truth lashing in short order.
Still worse are the fcuilletonists working the Globe
and Mail. Bill Mclvar's column I am actually terrified
to glance at: any one who spells "culture" with a
"k"-in the column's title, for God's sake-certainly
cannot have much of substance to share. At least in
Norman Snyder's "Trends", in the same pious publication, one can examine how Marshall McLuhan and
Jean-Paul Sartre have unalterably affected our socio·
political consciousnesses· the finely trimmed thesis,

ha,
ironed out, no doubt, in countless "journalism" courses fen.
at Carleton. Such a bore. And if this were not enough, f t •
Judith Finlayson's and Alan Stewart's "Between the sho
Sexes" is little more than the formers frumpy femirust It I.
frothings, and the latter's noble mediocrity.
bas
The others, the maligned, are relegated to working par,
the boroughs. Hence we arc presented with Alan Halberstadt 's daring "exposes" of the Essex County Separate School Board and nepotism in City Hall (such a
hullabaloo), Nicky McWhircer's manifestoes on how to
exist as a "mod" career gal while coping with the stress
of three wild kids and a five-hundred pound Irish Wolfhound, and George Cantor's Gary Laurens-style wish)·
washy "stare-I-am-in" pieces.
.
De
What, pray tell, are we left with? Alan Fotheri"f
C
ham's Liberal-blasting in MacLean's? Bob Talbert5 aga
mindless chatter? Erma Bombeck's bombast?
this
lt aJI came to a head-for me, anyways-over t~c We
holidays, when every fourth-rate scribe from the Barne ass
Examiner to the Cleveland Plain Dealer hopped on the
George Orwell 1984 et al bandwagon and, with Sidney
Harris rhetoric, pounded out enough busln»a to gag
even the most studious and forgiving of column read·
ers.
Madness such as this cannot go on much lonser,
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Ontario
Go
by James Cain
Members of The Board of Governors and The Senate
werewelcomed back from their Christma~ vacations, this
i~t week, by the usual assortment of mail.
p Included among the notices of meetings to be attended
and copies of proposed amendments to By-laws were an
excerpt from a statement made by Ontario Premier
w·Jliam Davis on December 12th of last year and the
te~t of a speech made to the Ontario legislature on December 15, 1983, by the Honourable Bette Stephenson,
Ministerof Colleges and Universities.
An accompanying covering letter, signed by University of Windsor President Mervyn Franklin, suggested
that the two items might be of interest to Board and
Senate members, "since they convey perceptions as well
as proposals." What follows are what I believe are the
more interesting and potentially controversial matters
discussedin these two texts.

:quasked
,ome
not.

The Honourable Mr. Davis' short and very general
comments include an assertion by the Premier that he
would not debate with the University community over
"either the sincerity of its concerns over the shortage
of funding or, in some cases, the validity". The problem
is. in Davis' opinion, that "reports on the post-secondary
areaarc never conclusive. Suggestions are made or solutions are acceptable to some members of the community and not acceptable to others." Anyone who has
everattended a Board or Senate meeting or any gather-

present

t's
ing of two or more Academics or Intellectuals will
understand what Mr. Davis is saying here.
?ne such solution was contained in the Fisher Report
which suggested that decreasing the number of post·
second~ry institutions might be an acceptable approach
~o solv10g the money shortage problem. The problem
1s that the Honourab te Mr. Davis doesn't find this
approach acceptable. (An he isn't even an Academic
or an ...
Instead he attributes the problem of the lack of
funding to "the tendency of some institutions to look
at the increase in the formula amount or the total
percentage 10crease to be allocated (to the universities
by the Ontario Government) and say if it is X percent
then that is the target or the objective for salary increases. It is for this reason that acquisitions for books
or lab equipment have suffered.
The Stephenson statement provides much more insight into the kinds of changes that Ontario's universities
could possibly undergo in the next 10 years, but is, in
the end, no more specific as to the ways which the
university community are going to be effected by her
office.

Ontario Governments policy has been to allow postsecondary education to develop in a diversity of institutions rather than a single institution, while avoiding involvement in the internal governance of institutions.
Looking
forward,
Stephenson
states
that,
"We shall have to face the future in ways that are
anticipatory - enhancing those things that ~e do well,
and selectively improving or eliminating other things.
Both government and the universities are agreed that
above all, excellence must remain the highest for our
Universities."
It 1s m the section of the policy statement entitled
"Blueprint for the Universities" that Ms. Stephenson
finally hints at what approaches our Provincial Government might possibly take to solving the problems presently impacting on the University community. Oddly
enough, nowhere does she mention anv measures directed towards alleviating the problem 'of salaries consuming a disproportionate
share of funding allotments.
(She must not be aware of or else she does not share
her boss' understanding of the problem).
Instead she states that, "the
relationship between government
for the government to exercise
short-term interyention in the
commission has been appointed
,·ention and to produce " a
plan" to change the universities.

The Honourable Ms. Stephenson begins by pointing
out that the past 25 years have seen the university community grow from five Universities serving 22,000 students to a point where 180,000 full-time and 100,000
part-time students are presently enrolled in Ontario's
universities. Throughout this period the basis of the

time has come in the
and the universities
leadership through a
planning process." ,\
to effect this interderaikd
operational
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Woman
philosopher

and
DearEditor:
In the December 8 edirion of The Lance 1t \\ ,is stated
1uate ( '\\omen m Academia") that " ... on this campus there
·aph, has never been a full time female instructor m the
1lysis Ph,losoph) Department."
tion.
I should like to point out that Doctor I Iden De, for Alvarez. who had pre\ iousl} done part-time teaching
here- for Assumption University, recei\'ed a full-time teaching
t the appointment on the same campus for the academic
com· \'ear 1962-1963, the first } ear the present Univcrnty
11asincorporated as The University of Windsor.

each

of a
been

Yours Sincerely,
Patrick Flood, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Philosophy
1961-1966

that
:ulty
uring

and
ssors

(Eduor's Note: Wbile it is true that 011 page 3 of the
emic Jforementro11edissue tbe above quote was written, ,1
;e of look at tbe first part of Lbis sentence reve.ils tint this

-

w.is 11ota,1 assertion made by The Lance. The entire
se11
te11ceread "Smedick maintains tbat as l<mJ!.as sbe
)Ursc5 hasbeen on tl11s campus there bas never been a full time
ougb. [t'male instructor in tbe Pbilosopby Department."
complaint may be a little
n the It appearstbat Dr. Smedick\
short-sighted
witb
regards
to
tbe
history of this school
niniSt
It has also been pointed out to us that ,\-fs. Kate Parr
)ricing has been an active instructor for tbe Pbilosopby De·
l Hal- parrmentfor a number of years.)
icplt'
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PhiSigmasorry
DearEditor:

Concernigh the allegations made by The Lance
:~inst the Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority, rhe \\Omen of
chapter, Delta E~
n, would like to comment.
:r tht y./5
~
could
first
like
to
eoucate
you on the Sority's aims
eam•asstated ·
. .
In our Const1tut1on:
,n the
,idnef

.bcrtS

gag
read-

0

meant to hlamc the J:r insicnt
tudcnt
for the problems
or \\ as 1t meant to be a racul ,lu r
hope that this cxplanJtion clarifies the s1tuat10n
and allc\ratcs an) discomfort that I ma~ ha,e i:aused.

"We rhe members of Phi Sigma Sigma fratern1t\,
believing In the furtherance of higher education,
10 the ad,ancement of \\OmJnhood through a dose
union of congenial friends of high character and
111tel11gencc, and 10 a mutualJt) of phil.1nthrop1c
purpose, do, for the encouragement of these qualities
m the Phi Sigma Sigma l<ratcrnity, ordam and establish this Consruuuon."
I•rom this \\e would 1ke to sa\ that the Chapter
Delta Epsilon of the Phi Sigma Sigma :Soront), \\ 111
not accept the rcsons1b1l t) for the alleged act, for the
aims and ideal of our soront) do not 10 am "a, condone acts containing an) l) pe of malicwus mtent.
Since women involved m this prank are aho members of the Soronty, \\e v.ould prefer that the) remain
nameless to protect the good standing of our Chapter,
Delta Epsilon. In the spirit of good fcllo,\ship. ho,\e\'er,
the women im oh ed \\ ish to offer an apology to The
Lance; no harm \\as meant to be done to this respected
organization.
As a result of the hardship The Lance has suffered,
the Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority offers to make amends
by offering to do the circulation rounds on campus for
a week. This gesture of goodwill 1s a result of the sorority's concern and respect for The Lance.
Sincerely,
Phi Sigma Sigma

Da,c Seto
Director - Saga l•oods

Bu~ in system...

Delta Epsilon Chapter

Cockroach
cleanup
Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:
I ,, ould like to respond to , our ,uncle regarding the
SAC Discount Card. I sincere!} feel tltat the .irticlc \\aS
blown out of proportion.
,\, \\e kncm, the SAC Discount Card 1s a brand nC\\ sen. ice brought to the students b) SAC. As with any nc\\ service, the "bugs have
to be worked out," such as m the case of University
Snacks Restaurant. In this case however, it is the fauit
of Universit} Snacks not being able to handle a very
small minority of students who might try to abuse the
system. It is not the fault of the program. !'he program
is based on the assumption that the students are responsible and 99% of the students are.
This new service has been successful throughout the
semester in allowing students to save money through
discounts.
It has the potential of growing and benefitting students m years to come. The Students' Administrative Council should be given credit for introducing
it.
ln conclusion, I would like to say I had hoped The
Lance would have been supportive of this new service in
September when 1t was introduced.
This might have
reduced the possibility of student abuse.

Paul Cherrie
I would like to take this opportunity to clear up a
statement that was made 10 the November 17 issue of
the Lance.
In that statement, I was accused of blaming the foreign students for the cockroaches in Vanier Hall. When I
originally made my information available to the La~ce,
that accusation was the furthest thought from my mind.
The information that was released to the Lance was
nothing more than facts and infom1at1on that was told
to us. It was by no means personal opinions or feelfngs
that these facts were based on. It was defm1tely not

SAC Discount Card
Program Director
,\ letter to the Fditor should he limircd to 500 \Hmls
or less. They may be submirted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at rhe Lance's mailhox at the
SAC office un the second floor of the l 'ni\'ersity Centre
during normal business hours. The Lance rescn es the
right w edit all letters for libel and space. All letters
must he signed.

to be takento task
TORONTO (CUP)- While students enjoyed the Christmas vacation, Ontario Minister for Colleges and Universities Bette Stephenson appointed a three man task
force to study ways of radically altering the province's
university system.
Stephenson appointed the commission to develop
"a plan of action to reshape the University system."
"I believe the University of tomorrow should have
more clearly defined, different and distinctive roles.
Each of them should assume a character and structure
that is consistent and compatible with that role,"
Stephenson told the Ontario Legislature.
The commission will be chaired by Edmund Bovey,
a retired chairman of Norsen Energy Resources Limited. Bovey sits on the boards of many Canadian corporations, including Canada Packers Inc., Abitibi-Price
Inc., and the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.
The ocher two commissioners are Ronald Watts,
Principal of Queen's University and Jay Frasier Mustard, formerly of McMaster University and now President of the Canadian Institute of Advanced Research.
The commission is expected to make its report by
this summer. In her announcement to the Legislature,
Stephenson indicated that she does not expect the
commission to hold public hearings. It may rely on
reports prepared over the past few years.
Stephenson said she does not believe it will be necessary to reduce the number of universities in Ontario,
but added "fund 4mental changes may be necessary to

------------------------''-

some or all of these institutions."

Specialization, she said, will "provide expertise
which could respond to provincial and national object·
ives as well as industrial initiatives while maintaining
a high level of research activity."
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Kafka. In fact, it would likely take

most pigs an hour or two to get
through this pamphlet. Generally,
though, the Lance isn't too choosy
when selecting its staff of writers,
photographers, layout artists and
what-have-you. The staff meets
every Friday at noon in the Lance
office, second floor, University
Centre. so come on up. But if
you' re a pig, forget it.

PREGNANT

ngirtbr•'AII....
AND NEED HELP?

Call ..•

We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child

Ph. 252·3322

Welcome to

AnQela' s Beautv Salon

2062'""·UniversityAve. W.,Windsor
. .........

& Conditioning ..............
(includes cut & style)
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Wash & Set .............
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The commission will also consider:
F
-ways to encourage on-going faculty renewal
1
replacement;
and
t
-the possible separation of research fundin f
· · ·
I funding,
·
g ran r
mst1tut1ona
so that the governm~~
.
direct funds to what it deems to be desirable researcJi
s
projects;
-the role of business in providing money fo
.
. h
r~
a
equipment mt e universities;
-tuition fee levels, to balance the need "for ac
ibility" with "equitable levels of student cont ·CbC!I.
,,
d
.
n Ut
ions, to e ucat1on.

Some programs may be eliminated.
"I am led to
wonder whether we truly need 10 faculties of education producing over 3000 graduates annually, at a time
when the potential for teacher employment remains
uncertain," she said.
She also expressed concern over the number of lawyers graduating from Ontario's six law schools each
vear.
· Stephenson said she knows it is difficult to forecast man-power requirements, but said she is nevertheless determined to "address the need for a process
whereb~'. adjustments can be regularly made to the

You can't operate electron microscopes, teach latin, study chemical
engineering (mechanical , maybe)
or participate in many water sports,
like polo, or the 4 x 100 metre
freesytle relay. Plus, it's the rare
pig that can really appreciate

Cut & Style ...............

.

r
\
Stephenson also wants to ensure that mone
ferred by the province to the universities is lutra111,
a
counted for. "There remains a need for the gove y it·
to satisfy itself that the universities are being l'lllne
well."
managed C

University programs should be made more responsive
to the needs of the labour market, Stephenson said.
"Career-related programs should be assessed in terms
of economic and societal needs," she said.,

Being a pig
istough

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

resources allocated to the professional programs SUcb
15
education, law, medicine, dentistry, etc ... "
'
The commission will also consider Ontario's 1
standing policy on broad access co university educ ~\
Currently all Grade 13 graduates with an avcr;<lli
60% or more are guaranteed a place in a pro\in~
university.
Stephenson said she wants to reconsider the Pol
of broad access; however her directives to the comicy
.
.
~
s1on are caut10us.
"I would postulate that our university system
adopt ~ polic~ of ~ccessi~ility consistent with :
appropriate to its various m1ss10ns as well as the ind.
idual mission of the institutions," she said.

"Each university cannot aspire to universality,"
she said.
By what she calls "a short term intervention" by
government in the post-secondary planning process,
Stephenson hopes to make universities more specialized.
''The government believes that the establishment of
highly specialized, designated-purpose institutes through
co-operative involvement of the universities and the
business sector would contribute significantly to our
economic recovery."

, ...........

Monday thru Saturday 9 a.m. · 6 p.m.

$6.00
. $20.00

$5.00
254-6611 ~
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1. A "NOSE TACKLE":
Dis the middle lineman in a three-man
defensivefront
D can be used to fight hay fever
D effectivelyended Jimmy Durante'sfootballcareer
2. A "THREE ON ONE":
D involvesone playerdefending againstthree
attackers
D can happen when playing musical chairs
D means a round of OV on you
3. ''NICKEL BACK":
D is a fifth defensivehalfback in football
D is what you get at a famous burger chain
D is what you get from working in a mine in Sudbury
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Ombudsman:

Yourcomplaints
welcome
by D .A. Mac Isaac

My first column for The Lance appeared a while
with little fanfare. Students at the University of
polin
::dsor,
perhaps unwillingly, found t~emselves enom11115,
. · g the services of a newly appointed student
JOYJO
h
.
d h
..
ombudsman. Time, thoug , w1tnesse t e w.ntmg
~mtat
d printing of subsequent columns, the topics of
th llll
anhich were timely, controvers1a,
· 1 an d certam
· 1y
I ind.
:levant to we, the students of the University of
Windsor.
Thereby, I think students here more acutely
ppreciated
the fact that there was some person up
Jllyac
rnm'11 aat The Lance whose efforts were to be exclusively
1anagcl devoted to assisting students in the resolution of
any problems of theirs pertaining to university
problems or personnel. Increasingly, students wrote
,aland to me at The Lance about their school related prot>Jems,others phoned in, while still others engaged
my services in person.
g fran
Student discontent was rampant and therefore
:nt Ctn
esearc subject to being constructively add:essed. The way
that it should be and has to be. With good reason,
a genuine enthusiasm developed on my part and
or net
I trail}

prompted my successfully applying to CJAM-FM
for a bi-weekly talk-back radio spot; a chance to
broaden my base of influence through the live
FM broadcasting of student concerns.
Here, once again, the response has been encouraging and exemplary. But, collectively speaking and
from the point of view of any student truly interested in bringing about significant constructive
change, not yet satisfactory.
I know I don't have to tell you people that
strength lies in numbers, that thoughtful action is
a precondition for improving ones lot in life, and
that contempt for fairness is fueled by apathy. You
already know that.
So, instead let me formally reaffirm the fact that
you now have a viable alternative to assist you in
the resolution of your academic disputes. I'm confident that the negative criticisms that will surely
come my way won't be in the form of an accusation
that I don't care. I will ardently fight on behalf of
you, with you, and hopefully in the best interests
of all. Give me a chance, and give me your complaints.

access1tribut,

-

Jan. 19 - Las Vegas Night - Ambassador Audi·
torium - 8: 00 p.m.
- Lancerette Volleyball - at home vs. University of Waterloo - 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 20 - Pub Crawl - leaving Parking Lot "M"
- 2:00 p.m.
-Summer in January Bash - Nursing Society Ambassador Auditorium - 7 :00 p.m. with
"York Road" and Nightrider DJ.
Jan. 21 - Windsor Symphony Orchestra in Concert - Cleary Auditorium - 7 :00 p.m.
-Engineering Bash - Ambassador Auditorium
with "One Night Stand"
- Lancer Basketball - St. Denis Centre - 8: 15
vs. Waterloo

-Lancer H_ockey - Adie Knox Arena - 7: 30
vs. Laurentian
Jan. 22 - Windso r Symphony Orchestra in Con·
cert - Cleary Auditorium - 7: 30 p.m.
-Lancer Hockey - Adie Knox Arena - 3: 30
vs. Laurentian
Jan. 23 - Mike Mandel and Backward Bob - Sac's
Pub
J an. 24 - C]AM Alternative Music Night - Kate
Bush and B.F.A. - Sac's Pub - 7 :00 p.m.
-" It's Your World" - Film/Workshop on Disarmament and Women's Issues - Windsor Library Main Branch - Register 255-6775
Jan. 25 - Talent Night - Sac's Pub - 8:00 p.m.

~er

•
5909 Wyandotte street East <2 Blocks west of Jefferson ! Tel. 945-3434

SPECIAL "2 FOR 1" SALE
... any combination

TWO/ONE
.• Sweaters • Shirts
• Generra Cords & Drawstrings

20°/o OFF

• Dress Pants • Dress Shirts
• Calvin Klein Jeans

200/o to 50°/o OFF
• Suits • Sportcoats
• Winter Jackets & Leathers

OL S~udent & Faculty
1
O 70 Discount
On Newly Arrived Polo & Generra
Summer Tops

368 Ouellette Ave.
254-7878

the first rays of a new sun began dispersing
the dawn mists and lay long across the land
and sea, there arose across the earth a great
rumb le.
Back from bloody Sabbaths and Priestly
slayings, armies of youthful warpigs and axetoting
adolescents clad in primeval fur
marched slowly toward the great plain
with the collossal rock in the middle.
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Others, either hooded, stripped, or in suits of mail, rode in
nobly telling tales of topographic oceans, black and white queens,
starships, bohemian rhapsodies, and houses of the ancient holy.
A strange and remote ship floated over the land and far off,
in the sun itself, his soft golden locks like that of the young Albercht Durer, the great god Robert Plant looked enigmatically on.
Distant relations of those under the mark of the Blue Oyster,
the bands of younger men who wore the sign of the Leppard, rode
brashly at the forefront , betraying a youth of brave new resilience.
It is written by some that these were people from heaven. Others
have said that they were from hell, and there are rare texts claiming
that they emerged from the occult forests of a civilization still
smouldering in another time. I do not know for certain.
I am a wretched, twisted figure who spends his days bending
over the historical records and sad relics trying to uncover the
mysterious truths of that age. I am also a young man. My nights
are filled with the secret pleasures of primitive cacophonies.
Unspeakable horror invades my spirit, and in the darkness of my
own chambers I am forever hearing the shrieks and debaucheries of
my ancestors .
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Now I see them on that day as the sun burned the dawn
away and the ageless rock sat gleaming and fiery in the
great light.
.
It was when, as if by an accident of fate, an ~chpse ~ell
over the land and a great clamour, like a birth bemg
vomited from the soul of a great beast, rose up.
Only the rock, in its burning outline, was left visible on
the massive plain.
A tremendous beat, like unearthly thunder, suddenly
split the heavens from East to West, and the sound-that
of a large bone brought down on one's skull-stretched
into a repetitive pattern.
. .
Joining it soon enough was an unearth~y whmmg, scraping noise that fuelled the fear and exulatton of the gath~ring. Hands rose toward the heavens and heads banged m
the booming air.

• • • • • • • • • • • • •
All this was long ago and in a time beyond. It was the great
Metal age of man when feeble humans, their minds drowned in
the scrapheaps of technomusic and their heads topped by prissy
coiffs, were hunted down and slaughtered, and their offspring
murdered at birth.
Remnants of the oral tradition speak of epic glories won on the
desolate battlefields of the generations gap when nomadic earthdogs left early the parental fold to join raucous females in unions
of crotch-smouldering.
Little else is left. In the rare-objects vaults of our state libraries
and the recesses of our great institutions are the garish sleevepackages containing the strange vinyl discs of that culture.
If in the precious little privacy of your own mind you somehow
conjure up the infernal noize that filled the air during the festivals
of that age, you may realize the illusory vision of gods, phallic
guitars in tow, roaming the earth and glittering mightily before
the pagans renewing by night their hopeless, pre-conscious vows
of instinct.
But alas, it is all a dream. The crude clawhold the primitives had
on the misunderstood divinities of that time has long since evolved
into this most efficient atheism of hindsight.
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earth has grown old. The seas ancl the
· plains have been soaking up centuries of
1blood. Our silent and mo le-like historians are
busy at work uncovering the art of the Metal
age and codifying its simple iconography.
Of the various solutions they would propose,
mine is the most simple, it was a record
sleeve devoid of aesthetic vision, but based,
instead, on a series of stock images that were plundered from even
more ancient sources and repeated with monotonous regularity.
But what dim, half-formed dreams they concealed!
Almost uniformly excellent stylistic execution aside, these
sleeves mean to be visuallr arresting and nothing more. The cosmos
ther depict was as unreal as it was necessary for the psychological
well-being of the adherents.
Historians roday don't find my theory disquieting 111 the ieast.
Their problems, like those of the majority of the n11:nof this age,
have nothing to do with unco,·cring ancient truths, but with hastening the passage of an existence apparently meaningful only in the
ordered and vacuous measure of its time.
No mystery will ever rap against their chamber door. These
contemporaries of mine are crippled by their rnm·enient resolutions
of chaos, but my head throbs with the persistent (some sa~ silly)
symbolism of the art of the ancient Metal records.
I think of Judas Priest abandoning \\ isdom for thi: solirudt· of
armor, fierceness, and the hardware of a brutal heroism. The imagery of ·'Hero Hero" and "The Best of Judas Priest" is mirrored
like a mad fantas~· in Nazareth's "No Mean City" and Moll~ llatchett.

Still, this is not warfare. The symbolism is sp,irse and simple and
the unagery is of collossal pretennon, but it is seduction that is being
attempted:
seduction by appeal to the fe,·ered burnings of adolescent minds. Ilow else will I explain the lithe nudity of pouting
inner-city women on the sleeves of RFO Speedwagon and Foreigner.
I turn this over in my head and the stinging call of orifice-ia l
instinct is suddenly replaced by the snarling v-:nc,m of devil worship
and assorted gruesomeness. Death. Hatred, dark, dreary, beautiful
death pays its grinning visit on "Some Enchanted Evening". Blinded
of all reason I would stagger obsessedly into the street, oblivious
of all state control, and seek out the androgynous half-skeletal
figure of Iron Maiden's "Killers".
I would pray that my brain
be split in two and the long lost voices of the dead I am to join
would consume me.
I must be mad! This was not art or music to act by. Its domain
was orgiastic fantasy most attractive for its impossibility. Let Yes
assume me into its landscapes of distant suns and undiscovered
seas. Let me J ourney finally and utterly out of this realm and into
the unbounded depths of infinity ...
The sky is leaden today. I am not a free man. I am a prisoner.
They will be arriving soon. I am theirs. I am the cursed dog who
dared to dream of Uriah Heep's "Abominog" and dared shout it
in my restless sleep. I'm certain I have been heard.
There is a restlessness that comes over as I imagine the legions
I am about to join. When I think of the functional human organisms
that teem today and the deformed politicos who are deforming our
planet I am drawn to the almost intolerable and empty consciousness of Metal worship.
It was a meaningless, rudimentary blasphemy they practiced. The
record sleeves are still emb lems of that age. Gothic Science Fiction.
They are imprinted on my brain. Alone and abandoned, I will never
forget them. Static, cartoon icons for a youth conditioned by a
long history of modern vulgarity, decayed Christ ianity, and plastic
values. No matter, death is imminent. They are coming soon.
If I begin to think that this is merely some private and heated
dream of mine, that it is an irrefutable disease plaguing tpe healthy
intellect, I know for certain I must be living in an evil time.
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Angela Yannon and Tom Whalen in Carlo Go ldo nis' "The Liar". It
plays next at Detroit's Bilberry Theatre (corner of Cass and Hancock) on January 21.

Manof mode
by Lorenzo Buj
It is evening. It is the summer
of 1770. The scene is a little
square near a canal in Venice.
There's Rosaura and Beatrice:
two marriageable young girls and
their balcony. There's Florindo,
a shy lover. And then there's the
liar and his servant Arlechinno.
The liar's name is Lelio. He's
spirited and he's spontaneous ,
and he begins taking credit for
Plorindo's anonymous wooing
of Rosaura. There'll be gifts,
and serenades and poetry, and
he'll take uproarious, hilarious
advantage of these as well.
lt'll take a while, but he'll
get it. The older generation will
turn up. The two fathers, Pantalone and Balanzoni will begin
sniffing
about
and running
parental circles around their off-

spring. In ~ few days eve,·ything
will be resolved. The liar's antics
only doom him in the end. But
what fun!
This is Carlo Goldini 's The
Liar. It's an ancient story; a
farce, and it's ridiculously appealing. Hilberry Theatre is currently mounting it with eagerness
and modernity.
What's this then? In the
spaces of their dialogue the actors occasionally jab about with
quick references to "Reaganomica," the Moral Majority, and
Hot Tubs. If you pay attention
you even catch lines like "Take
off, eh" or "Gag me with a
spoon."
Surely
some mistake.
thought this was 18th century
Venice? It is. Director Anthony
Schmitt is taking boisterous little liberties with Tune Yalman's
1971 translation.

The audience doesn't mind.
They're busy watching the cast
roll lustily through the twists
and knaveries
of Goldoni's
take-off on the commedia dell'
arte. There's even stage enter·
tainment between acts.
Tom Whalen makes a fine
liar. He's as graceful as he's
supposed to be scandalous. It's
simple - he knows how to make
the liar's false composure seem
sophisticated. Angela Yannon, as
Rosaura, does her irritating best
to resist him.
Paul Amadio is Arlechinno.
He's bouncy. One minute he's
loafing around like a cat and the
next he's doing the Curly Shuffle and making sound effects.
It all adds up. Colombina (Judi
Cooper), the servant girl he's
been pursuing comes out at one
point eating a banana. They
leave and return later smoking
cigarettes. Life's like that.
It's like that but different for
t!1e elders. Steven Anders as
:;alanzoni is confused by his
bad luck. He is talking to himself anJ says something along
the lines of "my moon is in
Uranus". The audience bellows.
Then there's ";'ho:nas Suda
a~ i_'antalone, the carping "fool"
of an olJ father. His beard is
fur,ny. But there's nothing halfrealized about it. It's pointy,
like a spade. We may contrast
it to the breasty fulness the
fashions of the day have called
forth from the young ladies.
In comedy everything has a
purpose.
Purpose? Here's an ancient
comic rule: if it works it's all
right. The gondola that surprises
us scooting off like a motorboat
works.
And, of course, another rule
of comedy: at the end, happy
days for everyone. Except for
the liar that is. He was born
with no clothes and with no
honesty. We've been waiting all
along for him to fall flat on his
rear.

Mike Bondy:
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$150 Cash Prize
VVednesday,Jan. 25, 1984
8:00 p.m. SAC's Pub
Sign up in SAC Office ASAP

Great Lunches at
Great Prices

Jazzercize Classes
every Tues. & Thurs .

Craven "A"
Tour '84

I Talent Contest

Direcor Yolande Odets taKes
this "classic" and, transforming
it into a production that seems
to get across the story of the
Berger family's struggle, manages
enough zeal to elucidate social
probles both past and present.

Wed . Spaghetti Dinners .99
with Happy Hour Prices
4-7 p.m .

What did one nik say to the other?

i ~

schieber (Sam Polleck).
However, we find out later
~hat Moe Axelrod (Danny Hicks)
1s the real father, who in turn
is" a boarder at the Berger rcsj.
dence. All this going on as Jacob
the grandfather, (Leo Mcgill)
watches, dignified in his frustra,
tion. For it seems that Jacob is
on the wait, for the younger
generation to implement the
Marxist principles that he believes in so strongly to be the
answer to all of America's
problems. The youngest member
of the Bergson clan Ralph (Fred
Parnes) seems to draw energy
from Jacobs talks on marxism
and sets his goals high,
It is sometimes difficult to
accept the focus of Odet's scanning, casually analytic eye, but
the cast gives more tha n surface
treatment to his unblin king little
perspectives on depre ssed America. They are able to clothe the
values of the play with essential sympathy.

Leo Mogill and Fred Parnes in Cliffo rd Odets' "Awake and Sing",
currently at Detr oit's Attic Th eatre (525 E. Lafayette).

Les lie & Har p o
P.S. Happ y Birthday

..

l

by Jack Sullens
It's been called "an American
Classic" for the longest time.
It's Clifford Odets' Awake and
Sing
and it's playing at the
Attic Theatre until February 17.
Set in the 1930's, its a story
of a Jewish family living in a
cramped Bronx environment during the depression. Although
staged in the depression, this
play is timeless. If one changes
the dates of the events used in
the dialogue and changes the
decor of the set, the play has
transcendental
qualities
that
address social problems which
will probably never be solved.
Odets displays a great deal of
social consciousness that is applicable to the 80's as well as
the era that it represents.
The play runs smoothly. The
characters you can either love or
hate. The famil:, is ran by a
tough minded mom, Bessie Ber·
ger -(Shirley Benyas) who obviously wears the pants and whose
life is dominated by a grasping
materialism. She
lives within
her own self-composed morality
system which is seen most clearly when she coerces her pregnant daughter, Hennie (Maureen
McDevitt), to marry the young
unknowing immigrant Sam Fein-

Note To All Members

(alias Billy Bad)
I'm not an "innocent man" I'm a sorry
women. Can I please ha ve a 2nd chance.
I love you

Deliverusfrom evil

9 am - 10 am
5 week program - $3 5.00
Classes Begin Feb. 7
Call Faces for more info.

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
"Me mb ersh ips Ava i.lab le''

Saturday Super Breakfast

$1.99
11:30am-1 :30pm
Eggs, Bacon, H omefries
& Toast
Parties int erested in playing
Hous e League Darts please
sign up at Faces.

ONE BLOCK EASTOF U. of WINDSOR SPORTSCOMPLEX
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The Anatomy of Power
by John enneth Galbraith
(Houghton Mifflin, 206 pp ., $15 ,95)

~ ----

course, Organiz_Mion.
It is not often that power and its sources
exist in isolation. Hitler and Gandhi (and even
Jesus Christ) were not the physically strong
Power scares people. Like money, it passes
specimens that often ruled primitive societies
through history shrouded in the imagery of
by condign means alone.
Their personalities
domination, corruption, and potence. It is true,
would have amounted to much less were it not
one does not easily forget the injustices of wealth
for the persuasion and conditioned power that
or the pleasures of having exercised one's will
made believers of the masses. So too, "attacking
successfully.
property as a source of power, Marx showed,
·Distinguished economist that he is, John
as no secular figure had before, how social conKenneth Galbraith knows this and sets out in
ditioning could be an instrument for exercising
The Anatomy of Power to analyze and unravel
power." Too often, however, Marxist conditionthe matter. ,
ing apppears to omit mention of the great organClose to Galbraith's conscience is something
izational bureaucracy necessary to run a large
akin to George Orwell's statement that the worst
socialist state.
and most reductive tyranny is the tyranny of
When conditioning and organization begin
public opinion. That 1s, the conditioning of the
walking hand in hand, as they do in the corporate
individual and the public in general through
and military establishments of today's West, then
things may rapidly become just as bureaucratically ghastly and alienating as in any massive socialist system.
Indeed, it is only as conditioning becomes
more established and refined (as in advertising,
for example), and as organization comes primarily
to replace property as a source of power, that
such a scenario as 1984 begins to make sense.
Things are not yet as bad as all that, but Galbraith is careful to point out how conditioning
and organization (who, he asks, can name the
head of Exxon, or Du Pont, or GM?) are usuallv
anonymous, in a sense, invisible, and yet unde~Llvlc,; 'f't
iably present:
such institutions as media, church, state, and
-The shareholder who believes he actually
even family, is something Galbraith desires us to
has input into a company's decisions is a
understand. This is the modern world, and novictim of one sorr of conditioning, he is foolthing less will do.
ing himself.
While conditioned power, submitting (with
- The individual who believes there actually
the fact of submission often going unrecognized)
exist competition in the market does not
to what is considered a correct and even natural
understand that the workings of large corporder of beliefs and things, is central "to the
orations are being conveniently shielded by
functions of the modern economy and polity,
his outdated vision of classical economics
in capitalist and socialist countries alike," it does
and market capitalism.
not stand alone.
-The media covering a Reagan Press conferIn the modern world conditioned power is
ence or a Presidential campaign is contributing
most essentially linked with organization-that
to the image of authority and respectability
source of power which guards and firmly binds
such individuals are rapidly scurrying after.
together such giants as the modern corporation,
The media, then, also grants to its own enterthe government, and the military.
prise an air of seeming authority and importBut Galbraith's book is called The Anatomy
ance.
of Power, and neither conditioned power or
- The -Military relies on keeping its members
organization can be completely
unde rstood
in line and in times of crisis rousing public
independent of power in the long history of
support by appealing to a patriotic commithuman culture.
ment against the enemy out there .
Galbraith never sets out to examine this history
Galbraith voices such concerns-especially urgin detail and the attention he lends to it is not
ent in regard to the military he thinks-simply
comprehensive enough to be satisfying, but
and clearly and manages to draw the conclusions
he does illuminate the anatomy of power in
that make his themes and expositions convincing.
relation to key historical examples:
religious
He does not set out to frighten or judge,
authority in the Middle Ages, the rise of capitalbut to educate and perhaps even imply. He
ism, the basis of the Marxist revolt, the dialectic
understands, for exam_ple, that power or powerof power, and the rise of Organization in the
plays of one kind are soon enough countered by
modern West.
a corresponding response. Then he asks us to
Throughout history, says Galbraith, power has
see and understand such a dialectic in terms
been wielded in three ways: through Condign (coof the conditioning that sustains it.
ercive) means, or the threat and exercise of punBeneath it all, his book suggests that power,
ishment; through Compensatory means or incentespecially conditioning coupled with organizives and rewards for jobs done and services rendation, must be carefully perceived lest its 'virered; and through Conditioning.
Symmetrical
tuous', 'civilizing', self-guaranteeing tendencies
with such exercises of power are its three basic
exploit our innocence with conformism, represssources: Property or wealth; Personality - includion, and possibly things worse.
ing such figures as Hjtler ....:a:.:n.::.d:....:G:::a::n:.::d:.:h.:.:i.:.;
...:a:..:n:..:d..:.,
_o::...
f:____________
_ __ ___ -_L
_o_r_e_n_zo
_ B_u_i___.

_ Nursing Society Presents

Summer in January
Featuring

''York Road''

ROOMMATE WANTED. SI69 per
month utilities included. 7th floor
apartment overlooking Detroit River.
Individual bedroom of two bedroom
apartment . Randolph and UniverSity
area. Call 2SS-9S94 before 10pm.
Ask for Barry.

FOR SALE .
Micron MasterS
Pro-Line Goalie Skates, Size 11,
brand new, SJ SO. Call 2S6-77 J8
or 2S6 -9844.
ED Ozimek. Thank you for being on
the
Special
Even ts Committee,
Happy New Year. Gloria & Neil.
WANTED: Someone to share my
home . Completely self contained.
Two blocks from the University.
Available immediately. Call Marlene
2S8-S263.
ROOM FOR RENT Kitchen facilities. Abstainers only Mo} off pf
Wyandotte Call 2S8-696S.

NOTICE
Alcoholics
Anonymous
meeting (Gay and lesbian fellowship) . Monday evening, &:00 pm
Iona College, 208 Sunset, basement,
phone 2S2-3842 (gen AA bynber)
for further information.
NOTICE - Looking for a roommate
to board in 2 bedroom apartment
on Riverside Dr. W. $22S/month
Utilities included. Bring own bed.
Call 2SS-93S7.
WANTED: Female ,;, sublt!t 2 bdrm.
apt. from Feb 1/84 to Sept/84.
-share with one female-largl!, spa
cious accomo<lation, huge bedroom,
fully carpeted-secured
entrance
,
freeparking
-Jaundrr
facilities
-balcony - unfurnished -walking distancl! to university.
Rent $180
monthly
(includes
all
utilities)
Contact:
Jody, Psychology Dept .
Office 2620 South Windsor Hall.

Diana Pizzeria
Oven Fresh Pizza
Submarines
Special Greek Dinners
Souvlaki
Gyros

Greek Salad
Shish-Kebab

10 % Discount on Party Orders
FREE Delivery for all students

1252 -2723 1
1 794 University W.

-L
111
..
GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfa
c~y <photography
3877 Do ugall Avenue
Countrysi de Sq uare
Winds or. Ontario

969-6900

LffTOVfH
TUHllfY
SHLf
WE ALL MAKE MISTAKES .
And...,..,. no d1fferen1than any~• e1s.e
Exceo1that we Ike to ca11a 1p.ad-e a
soeCMWe got ca med away w,11i,ome ot
our clothing item,. and made too many
We sold a SOtbur•• C,.drt
t wu the""a
And WfJ wooI be m.ak,ng them aoain

also

''Night Rider'' - D.J.
January 2 0, J 98 4 - Doors o pe.n at 7 :0 0
Nurses - $4 .00 - All other faculties · $5 .00
Amba ssad o r Audito rium - Tickets in advance
Student Center During Lunch

b

-----

469 Pelissier St. • 258- 7336

Looli, listen,antilearn
man to artist Until he does, the unfavourable compar·
isons will continue.
by Peter Freele

SIMON TOWNSHEND
"Sweet Sound"
(Polygram)
You have to feel a httle sorry for Simon Townshend.
Living in the shadow of his illustrious brother Pete
Townsh,•nd, Simon cannot afford to put out anything
below his brother's high standards. Anything less will
suffer from the inevitable comparisons (like this one).
Townshend needs to put out an album that will show
the critics, and the public, that he is an artist in his
O\\n right and is not just trying to cash in on his brother's success.
Unfortunately his latest album, Sweet Sound, is not
the album. It is not that the album is bad-it is not.
It is excellently produced by Pete Townshend, and
features first rate musicians playing a progressive top
40 style rock. The album just fails to engage the listener.
Simon is a good singer, although he sounds a lot like
his brother, but he does not have the power, or originality of expression in his voice.
The songs, all written by Simon, suffer the same
problem. They are mildly infectious rock tunes, but the
lyrics lack the cutting edge of his brother's work.
A few songs have the potential to become minor
hits, among them, "On the Scaffolding" and "Palace
in the Air", but the album has nothing special about it.
While Simon Townshend has proven himself a competent singer-song writer, he ultimately has nothing to say.
Though this has not stopped many musicians, the
music here is not strong, or original enough, to compensate.
Townshend has yet to make the leap from crafts-

ENGLISH BEAT
"What is Beat?"
(IRS Records)
The moment I laid eyes on this disc, an uncontrollable urge overcame me. The plastic shrink wrap was no
match for my eager hands. Impaling the record upon
the turntable, I was greeted with the "go feet go"
sweetness of English ska music.
"Mirror in the Bathroom", "Twist and Crawl",
and "Tears of a Clown" had me on fire before I even
reached side 2. The recent North American singles,
"What's Your Best thing?" and "Hit It", merely added
to the euphoria.
What is Beat? proves that rarely has a musical form
so conspired to leave the feet exhausted and the spirit
happy.
by Leo Ogata
Simon Townshend: Deputy Chairman of the Presidium
of the Supreme Council of the USSR.

UB40
"Labour of Love"
(DEP International)
Labour of Love, UB40's latest release, 1s just that.
In the works since the band was formed in 1978, it
cannot be anything but an expression of their roots.
Collected from reggae hits they grew up with, it represents the origins of all today's reggae.
The simple rhythms and melodies shine through
from the first. Infectious beats on Marley's "Keep
on Movin" get your feet shuffling. Eric Donaldson's
pure and sweet "Cherry Oh Baby" is full of mature

nuances. Sadness and saxophones abound on Winston
Groovey's wistful love piece, "Please Don't Make Mc
Cry."
The combination of vocals, keyboards, and horns
is definitive UB40. Take "Red Red Wine"-a fine,
sliding example of clean and current textures. If Labour
of Love does anything, it proves that reggae is not
necessarily about unemployment, racism, or Rastafarianism.
Its essence is the ability to groove you
and move you. This band's love is the music.
by L.O.

Orient

Let's
run around

together.

For Reservations
call 25 8-8100
Proper Attire
Required

188 Pitt StreetW.
(Riverside to Pitt
to Ferry)

APARTMENT
FORRENT
Open Co 1cept
Ground Level
Near University

1055 Fc>lixAvenue
$130.00 a month
Ut1htres all paid
Open for December

CALL 966-3412
OTSUMAMI (Appetizer)
lET US PREPARE YOU FOR THE
M"'ch 3, 1984 LSAT
OR THE
J•n. 28. 1984 GMAT
• Each course conststs of 20 hour, of ,n.uucuon for only S145 or 32 hours for
only S215
• Courses are
deduclibl<'
• ComplPtt' r~\/lewof each Sl"<tlOnot ..ach
test
• Exten.. ve home study materrals
• Your couroe may be repeatl'd at no
add1t1onal charg<'
CLASSESFOR THE MARCH3 LSAT
20 hour coum••n Toronto feb 24-26/84
in Toronto feb l 4. 5/84
!2 hour cour>t'tn Twonto Feb 11 l2 25.
2&/84
CLASSESFOR THE IAN. 28 GMAT

t••

Shake Kunsei:
Tsukemono:
Ebi:
Sashimi:
Sushi:

CMAT/LSAT
PREPARATIONCOURSES
P.O. Box 597. Station A
Toronto. OnL MSW 1C7
(41&) 61>53177
To cal free from Windsor
for
Zenth86720

d a O and

••k

20 hour coursetn Toronto Feb 24 26/64

5 .00
2.00
4.00
5.75
5.75

TEPPANYAKI LUNCH
Served with
Tamanegi Soup: Delicate Japanese style clear soup
Yasai Teppanyaki: Crisp onions, mushrooms, green peppers. zucchini and bean sprouts prepared on your
teppanyaki grill
Gohan: Steamed Japanese rice
Ocha: Japanese green tea

20 hour cour,e,n Toronto Jan 20·22/84
() 2 hour course)
T ~g,ster call or wnte:

Smoked Salmon .................................................................
Assorted Japanese Pickles .......................................................
Large Shrimps grilled and flambed ................................................
Tender Raw Seafood served with Wasabi Mustard .................................
Assorted Seafood on Fingers of delicately vinegared Rice garnished with sweet ginger ...

YOUR CHOICE OF
W akadori:
Teppan Yaki Chopped Steak:
Teppan Yaki Pork:
Teriyaki Beef:
Hibachi Sirloin:
Hibachi Shrimps:

Boneless Young Chicken ..................................................
Chopped Sirloin .........................................................
Pork Tenderloin .........................................................
Sliced Beef with Teriyake sauce ............................................
Tender Sirloin Steak grilled to perfection ................
... , ..................
Jumbo Shrimps grilled and flambed with brandy ........................
, ....

Orient Express Special: Combination of Boneless Chicken and Teriyake Beef .........................

n London Fe.IT.J 4 S/84

*Chinese food also available

· · . · · · 5 .50
· · ·. · · 5.50
· · · · · · 5.50
· .. · · 7.50
···· 7.95
· . . · · · 8.95
· · · · · · 6.95
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Lancerwinspropelteamintosecondplace
by Peter Freele

.The University of Windsor
Lancers beat the Laurier Golden
Hawks 91-68 Saturday night to
bring their record to 2-1 in regular season play.
The Cagers started out the
season at home with a 96-75
romp over the McMaster Marauders but slumped badly on the
road, and were beaten handily
by the Western Mustangs, 82-67.
It was a different story, however, when Laurier came into
town.
The Lancers jumped into an
early lead and lead the Golden
Hawks most of the first half.
But Laurier kept close and
with two minutes remaining in
the half led by three points,
29-26.
Then, the Lancers got their
running gaMe going and rattled
off eight straight points. When
the buzzer sounded Windsor was
ahead to stay, 34-29.
In the second half the Lancers were unstoppable.
With Laurier unable to slow
down their running game the
Lancers ran wild. The team shot
a phenomenal 80% from the
floor during the half and out-

scored
the
Hawks
57·39,
winning easily, 91-68.
Four year veteran, Hunt
~Iool, was Windsor's spark plug
m the second half. The taiented
guard dropped in seven b.iskets
in eight attempt~ and led the
team in overall scoring with 22
points.
Jim Kennedy was as hot in
the second half as he was cold
in the first. While Kennedy
could only connect for two
points in the first half, he connected for five of six baskets in
the second and ended the contest with twelve points.
Centre Rob Biasutto also
scored twelve points, low for
the big man, but he shone with
his defensive play. "I was concentrating on defense tonight,"
said Biasutto, "that's something
I didn't do at Western." Bio's
concentration paid off: the centre had a game high 15 rebounds
as well as six blocked shots.
Unlike the Western game,
the performance of the Lancer
bench was quite helpful. Rookie
center Brent Lister played his
best game of the year, scored
ten points in the second half,
and pulled down eight rebounds.
Matt St. Louis, also a rookie,

..

...

Lance Photo by JOHN SLAMA

Rob Biasutto fights a McMaster Marauder for the ball as Lancers Hunt Hool (far left) and Scott
Thomas look on.
"We nave to play with that
'!rloo Warriors.
dropped in ten points while
kind of intensity . . . when we
Paul Sobocan added eight.
In games held Wednesday niget going everyone in the conRookie point guard Scott
ght, The Lancers pulled away
ference will have a lot of trou·
Thomas had five points and
from the Guelph Gryphons to
ble
with us. When we don't, the
twelve assists along with a
win 84-79.
opposite can happen.
In
Lancerette
basketball,
strong defensive game.
The Lancers will need this inWindsor beat McMaster 69·60.
After the game, Lancer coach
Details of these games and
tensity for the next game SatPaul Thomas said he was pleased
, next weeks games will be reurday, January 21 when they
with the intensity of the team's
play the nationally ranked "Nat- ported in next weeks Lance.
play.

Lanceretteshavemixedresultsoverholidays
by John Slama

The women's basketball team
has already seen a lot cf action
in the new year, playing several
exhibition games and winning
the Can-Am tournament.
The Lancerettes returned to
action after a layoff of about
a month on January 4 against
Henry Ford Community College.
The Lancerettes trailed 33-30
at the half but could not keep
up with the Americans and
eventually lost 77-59.
Theresa McGee had 16 points
and ten rebounds in the losing
effort, while Leith Saunders
added ten points and Carol

LSAT/GMAT/GRE
Why Choose UTPS?
Professional Instruction
(2) LowCost - As little as $1 7 s
(3) Convenient Scheduling
(4) Up-To-Date Materials
(1)

January 20-22
GMAT IN TROY
JANUARY21, 28, 29
GREIN SOUTHFIELD
SIXadditional correct answers
can add up to 20 percentile
rankings.If yolf re serious about
your LSAT,GMATor GRE,don't
proceed without contacting
UTPS.
CALL US AT 540-5988

With our help, you can do itl!!

UNIVERSITYTEST
PREPARATION
SERVICE,INC.

Ferguson had five points and
13 rebounds.
On January 6 and 7, the
Lancerettes hosted the 9th Annual Can-Am Tournament which
they eventually won.
The
Windsor team got off to a
sluggish start, losing in the
first round to the York Raiders, 73-65.
They bounced
back in the second round,
edging the defending champion
Toronto Stealers 68-67. That
victory vaulted the Lancerettes
into the championship round
and a re-match with the Raiders.
This time the Lancerettes came
out on top 58-51 and became
the winners of the Can-Am for

the first time in nine years.
"We won because we finally decided to play our game,"
said Windsor coach Sue Osborne. "The girls played witha
great deal of poise and discipline
and did what we wanted to do,
Even under pressure the offense
was run in a very calm and
organised fashion. If we are to
be successful this is how we
must play. Hopefully, they've
found the key."
Theresa McGee led the Lancerettes in each game with 16,
25, and 19 points. Lil Cragg,
Colleen Hogan and Mary Hrycay
also had double digit games.

The women carried their
success over to January 9 and
a match against Michigan-Dearborn. The Lancerettes avenged
a loss to this S4me ceam earlier
in the season by winning 53-44.
Lillian Cragg and Theresa McGee
had 12 points each while Carol
Ferguson earned her coach's
praise by gathering in 13 rebounds and blocking six shots.
"Carol is finally beginning
to show her true potential
and is doing an excellent job,"
said Osborne. "She can jump
higher than any other female
basketball player in Ontario and
if she develops as quickly as she

has this fall she could someday
be an outstanding center."
The Lancerettes
returned
home on the 14th to host
Brock, who are ranked in the
top four in Canada. Windsor
lost that one 93-54.
Theresa
McGee again led the Lancerettes
with 18 points and Colleen
Hogan added 15.
The Lancerettes returned to
league play last night (after
press time) with a home game
against McMaster.
They will
play another exhibition game
this Friday at Siena Heights
and return on Wednesday, January 25, to face Shaw College.

-
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Free Memberships
over 1300 VHS and
BETA MOVIES.
Rent a VCR, the movie
of your choice and
receive free popcorn
all for only
a night
$9.95 Mon-Thurs.
1695 University Ave.
West (at Campbell)
258-4545

by Dave Dorken
The University ~f Windsor
Hockey Lancers face the almost
impossible task of winning all
their remaining games if they
are to make the playoffs.
The locals now sit on the
floor of the Ontario University
Athletic Association cellar, burdened with a dismal record of
three wins, a tie and ten losses.
While their record is the
in the league, coach Bob Corran
says the club is more talented
than Lancer teams of the past
seven or eight years.
The
club's problem, says the coach,
is that it cannot seem to keep all
its cylinders firing at the same
time.
This misfiring cost the Lancers
three of four games in the new
year. Lancers shattered Royal
Military College 12-5, became
over-confident and dropped a
rematch 5-3, tied Brock 7-7
and lost to York 8-2.
According to Corran, his
Lancers must be virtually faultless in the next ten games.
"We pretty well have to win
every game just to get a shot at
the playoffs. It is not impossible, but it's tough," he said.
Lancers proved less than
perfect in their first four efforts
in the new year.
The club lived up to Corran 's laudatory remarks in the
game of the season of '84,
with the 12-5 blow-out against
RMC. Lancers piled seven goals
into RMC's net in the first
period alone, allowing only two
against. Heading into the final
frame it was 11-3 for Windsor.
Jeff Parent had a Texas
hat-trick,
Gerry Rioux and
Chuck Brimmer each had two
goals, Chuck Dungey, Rob Serviss, Tim Beam and Don Ren·
aued added singles.

Llff@CCJk
The University of Windsor
track and field team took five
gold medals and fou;\. silver
at the Knights of Columbus
Invitational meet on Sunday.
Tim Ryan took first in the
800 metres with a time of
1:59.4 and was followed by
teammate Andy Swiderski who
crossed the line in 2:00.8.
Both of the 3000 metres
races were won by Windsor
runners; Lancerette Jenny Logan was the first woman to finish with a time of 11 :09.5
while Terry Schinkel took the
men's event with a new U. of
W. record, 8:48.5.

Lancers ttgurect that the next
game would add to their three
game undefeated streak, but
their slapdashedness cost them
the game.
Lancers trailed by 3-1 after
one, evened the score after the
second frame, but again became
victims.
All the scorers in
the ~inal chapter were wearing
RMC s colours, as they fired
another tally behind Lancer
goalkeep Matt Sekela, and then
finished things off with an em.
pty net goal.
Windsor had to make do
with a 7-7 tie against Brock.
Lancers were down 3-2 in the
opening period, trailed by 5-4
int he next frame, with each
team adding two goals.
Chuck Dungey had four red
lights, Mike McKegg, Rob Serviss and Jeff Parent slipped in
one goal a piece.
The next night proved to be
embarassing as the Lancers were
overwhelmed by the York Yeoman 8-2.
York hit the net with two
unanswered goals in the first
frame and never looked back.
The Lancer cannons just never
penetrated the enemy target
zone.
Lancers managed one
score to three from the Yeomen
in the next two periods.
Dungey and McKegg scored
for the Lancers in this slipshod
effort.
In an exhibition game against
the University of MichiganDearborn, Lancers again were
on the low end of the scoreboard in a 3-1 loss. Brimmer
fired in the lone Lancer goal.
Lancers have a busy week
ahead of them, playing satur·
day at 7 30 PM and Sunday
at 3: 30 against Laurentian at
home, then travelling to the
City of London to battle the
wild Mustangs of Western on
Wednesday night.

ul likethe tasteof a coldbeeron a hot day,
but I certainlydon'tthinkyouhave to getthe gang
togetherwitha coupleof casesof beerJust to celebrate
the fact you'vehad
a bit of exercise."
JOHNWOOD
O,'rMPlC Sil\ ERMEDALUST
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Windsor's
remammg gold
went to Janet Roat in the
1500m (4:53.0) and Roger Albu
in the long jump (6.05).
The silver medals were won
by Albu in the 60m (7.3),
Gino Castellanin m the shot
put (13.22m), Steve Gibb in
the high jump (1.96), and
Swiderski.
Nine Windsor ath·
letes recorded personal bests
at the meet.
The track team is scheduled
to compete in Michigan this
weekend but the big meet
coming up is the Can-Am
Track Classic on Jan. 28, which
will be hosted by Windsor.

W@Illl~~fu).~Illl
The Lancerettes resumed regular league play last week at
Waterloo and were defeated in
three straight games, 16-14, 1518, and 15-12. The loss drops
the Lancerette's record to 4.3
and their standing in the OWIAA
West to third.
The following two days, Friday and Saturday, the Lancerettes were one of 14 teams that
took part in the Waterloo Invitational tournament.
All matches consisted of two
games and the Lancerettes finished an even 3-3 on Friday,
splitting with Brock, taking two
from Laurier, and dropping two
to the eventual champs, York.
On Saturday the Lancerettes
took two games from McMaster
and then split with the Titans, a
club from Toronto. Their record

n

left the Windsor team in a tie
for fourth place with Brock,
but they were eliminated from
further play on the points difference.
Windsor coach Marge Prpich
said that :tlthough her team
lacked consistency, they would
not have been eliminated if they
hadn't "let up" in their first
match against Brock.
Prpich still has high hopes
for the Lancerettes this season
and said they would go "to the
semi-finals for sure." Their goal
now, she said, is to finish in
second place, which would
require winning all of their remaining games.
They will get a chance to
put one behind them tonight
at 7 :30 when they play host
to Western.
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mixed results.
.
f Irst
b
The sa re te am won .f h
lace overall for bth e . f 1 ht
P
straight year . The sa re IS t e
h La
strongest event for t e
ncers,
ho have been OUAA chamw·ons for the past six
· years.
Pl The team was Jed by veterans
Sean Moriarty, who was undefeated in the tournament, Dave
Marsh and Rod Zatyko. All

The other two teams, the
·
epee fim1shed
sixth out of 12
teams, and the foil, after defeating York S-0 in the first
d I
h ·
I
roun ' et t Cir sty e fall apart
and wound up tenth out of
fifteen. The foil team did show
some promise, however, especially rookie Colin Sharp.
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WANTED: Brides- to-be , Th ere wi ll
be a Welcome Wagon Bridal Pa rty o n
Sunday, Feb. 26, 1984 for an y
bride-to-be
planning her wedd ing
after May 26, 1984, at the Holiday
Inn, 480 Rivers ide Dr.W., Wind sor .
Phone 73S-4363 or 735 -8596. Admittance is free, but by invita tion
only.

II

6 tHlpm

h i!Op

fripk ,
".l,k\liJII

111

0993 or Cathy McKr ow at 2S3-4232
ext 333.

$50.00

8.,kc lbll
10
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NOTICE New hours fo r the Le arn ln11:Skills Career Guidance Office.
ivtontlay 10AM to 1:30 PM and
2 :30 PM to 6:00pm; Tuesday 8:0 0
AM to 12:00 PM and 1:00PM to
4:00PM . Wednesday 10:00 AM to
1 :30 PM and 2 :30PM to 6 :OOPM
Thursday
8 :00AM
to
12:00PM
and 1 :OOPM to 4 ·-OOPM Friday
8·.30AM to 12 ·.30PM ~
• •td 1 ·.30PM
to 4 30PM. All Tuesday mornings
d
Th
d
·
an some
urs ay mo rnings
wi·ll
be devoted to Career Counselling
exclusively. For more information
call Rosemary A. Breschuk at 2S3-

Student
Memberships

D .t.),-, & lmc ~
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INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
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-------------___.

You're j ust minute s away fro m Windsor's most
convenient ly loc ated racqu etb all and indoo r
rec reation al facili ty . We're an exertin g new c lub that
offer s members features such as : • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Uni versal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tub s
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruc tion
• Aerobic cl asses daily
• Stud ent Leagues
We've Got It All'

LIFEGUARD S - There will be a meeting for the lifeguards of the
Human Kinetics pool on Wednesda y , Januar y 25 , at 7 :00 p.m. in
Room 201 of the H.K . Building. New guards ue welcom e and are
asked to bring their swimmin~ qualifica tio ns.

>e
re

-

Playball. ~J'
)

Swimming - Just when things looked darkest for the Lancer/Lancerette swim team after the departure of coach Bob Trimbee , help
arrived in the form of Nancy Houde and Lori Scott Pinter who wi11
take over coach ing both the men's and women's teams. Practices
will be at 6:00 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays and at 4:00 p.m.
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the Human Kinetics pool.
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WANTED:The Grad House need•
.,
~
v_ornnteers to worlc t he t>ar. If you 're
t
m erested, contact Scott at the Grad
House , 5S2 Sunset or call 2S3-4232
E t 727
,
x ·
·
FURNITURE
FOR S ALE Queen
Size bed, with frame, sheets and
$
oo
pi 11ows I ; white s drav,,er dresser
$35; brown desk and chair (solid
wood) $80: call anytime 252 -3117 .

le o
oma cUSO liad a fin e
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s owing, winning four of six
bouts.
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' Cards will be honoured.
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Group lassons available on request
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GENERAL
ELECTION
,
STUDENTS
FULL-TIME
ONLY.

ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL
UNDERGRADUATE VOTERS

IU

,n

PENDING RATIFICATION BY COUNCIL
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THE GENERAL ELECTION FOR THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, 1984. NOMINATIONS WILL
BE OPEN 8:30 A.M. MONDAY , JANUARY 23 AND WILL CLOSE 4:3'0 P.M.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1984.

PRESIDENT - VICE-PRESIDENT ADMINISTRATION - 1 POSITION

n

h

COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
DRAMATIC ARTS
ENGINEERING
HUMAN KINETICS
LAW
MUSIC
NURSING
SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL WORK
VISUAL ARTS

CAMPUS POSITIONS
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

position
positions
position
position
position
position
position
position
position
positions
position
position

SENATE
3 positions
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE 3 positions
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 6 positions

RESIDENT POSITIONS
GODY/ ELECTNCANTERBURY
MACDONALD / LAURIER Rep
TECUMSEH / HURON Rep

Rep 1 position
1 position
1 position

ADVANCE POLL TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 21, 1984

A BY-ELECTION FOR UNFILLED SEATS AND RESIDENCE SEATS WILL
BE HELD IN SEPTEMBER OF NEXT SEMESTER.
NOMINATION FORMS AVAILABLE IN SAC OFFICE.
,.,

:
•
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a vigorous
tastefor reality

Celebrating one hundred years of James Joyce's
Ulysses in '82 involved, among other things, bouts of
weighty drunkenness in Dublin, and campaigns of scholarly retrospect in universities and educational institutions across the civilized world.
Being less a "people's" painter than Joyce was the
genius of Irishman's dream and gritiness, the centenary
of French artist Edward Manet in 1983 may not have
roused anyone to anything more than an intellectual tussle over tea or a private erotic re-enactment of a maskedball luncheon.
But, then, art i~ engaging in a way truly different
from literature, and Manet's big 100 had Art in America
dripping pages of critical push and pull in the November
1983 issue, Robert Hughes giving us lucid little educational commercials in the 3 inches that Time allows him,
and, of course, the (long since expired) exhibition at
New York's Metropolitan Museum.
Now, I'm not certain that Manet is "the last great
radical modern painter" as Andrew Gill of the discorock-and-rolt band Gang of Four would have him, but it
seems that he did manage to do a lot of trespassing - the
sort of "trespassing" on moral, social, and art-historical
territory that characterized the modernist avant-garde.
In a way it hardly seems to matter that Manet may
not have completed half his own works or that he deliberately "commercializes" various others (see Charles
Stuckey, Art in America, Nov. '83 ).
Like any great poet of modernist ambiguity, Manet's
work was about encounter and inner drama erupting
quietly but forcefully into the public rhythms of
bourgeois life. One may argue that Courbet, and not
Manet, was the first "real" modernist, bur that argument
is nothing more than a scholarly delay action fought in
the rear. Sitting squarely in the city and on the boulevard Manet is one of the strategic bridges from the dying
light of tradition to the brilliant morning of modernism.
That particular morning included the shining of such
suns as Cezanne, Eakins, Gaugin, and the impressionist
Claude Monet. But Manet was never really an impressionist. Less the discreet light worshipper and more the
robust social analyst, he would scandalise The French
Salon an establishment in 1863 with "The Luncheon
on the Grass." This painting, with its welt-located
Giorgione precedents, doesn't disturb us today. However, if we understand anything at all about life and art,
we see that_ its bourge_ois shock value Jay in hanging out
for open view the veiled pornographic values that pervade and corrupt middle-class attitudes to sex and the
maintenance of sex roles in public and private.
Nudity is the big thing in "The Luncheon" and it's
also the big thing in "Olympia" (1863).
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This is the greater part of Manet's genius. His figures have a strange sort of independence. They're
provocative and puzzling in the way that human beings and human bodies can be when we suddenly
come upon them in a certain way. Often this has little
"Olympia" is consistent and "art-historical" from
edge to edge, but its primalness is what arrests us first.
We come face up to a naked woman reclining in utter
immodesty. The candor of the courtesan's repose in
it seems so natural that it's practically un-sexual. The
more you look at her the more you ask yourself, "What
happens next, what am I going to do?" Manet has
triumphed. The nudity is irreducible. It has been
analyzed more coldly, more heatedly, more cannibalistically in the work of other artists, but nevertheless,
there it is, and it's up to you to make the next move.
ro do with clothes or physical eccentricities, but with
the psvchological challenge implicit in encountering
another 10 a brash perspectival relationship. One only
need examine "Lola de Valence" (1862), "Luncheon
in the Studio" (1868), or the complex "Bar at the
Folies-Bergere" (1881) to arrive .at the understanding
that even with the symmetries, the colour harmonies
and the painterly details used to tie up the canvas, it's
Manet's figures and our perspectives on them that com-

Top: Olympia (1863), brazen gaze and a pose
reaching back through Ingres and Titian.
Bottom: Luncheon in the Studio (1868), brash
perspective and sudden meeting.
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story by Lorenzo Buj
plete the affronting modernity of his paintings.
Manet was not terrible or subversive enough to be
completely revolutionary. But neither did he drown in
a culture that would eventually render artistic gestures
useless. His understanding of physical and psychological
presence was too great for this. One hundred years on
we still can't explain how he fixed so splendidly the
startling immediacy of temporality with the calm and
eternity of paint on canvas.
Attitude is all. This is what experience teaches us
and what Manet's work is telling us. But what do_e5
this mean? It means that when one comes down to tt,
one really doesn't have much to go on. As wit· h "The
.
Absinthe Drinker" (1872) or "Nana" (1877), one wes,
by turn, to suffer and seduce as graciously as one can.
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SACcandidates
to haveceffing?
by Norman DeBono

Lane.: Photo

hy CLfNN
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The Students' Administrative Council held a Las Vegas nigh t during its' Winterfest activities. SAC Commissioner of Special E"ents, Neil Schechtman, was last seen wearing only a barrel, while muttering, "It
was a stupid thing to do."

SAC surrey results

UniverMty
foodpriceswifair
.

by Kenn Rollason

Students felt that food prices
were unfair at the University of
Windsor and they thought that
Saga Foods or the university
were making a lot of money
from the present food plan.
At least those were the most
eye-catching results of a recent
survey on Food Services run by
the Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC).
The survey, headed by Carl
Bang, SAC representative for
Codv and Canterbury residences,
and David Laird, SAC President,
found that 88. 97% of students
polled disagreed that the price
of food was fair.
Some students cited small
portions costing exorbitant prices as a problem, while others
perceived higher prices for food
than they spent elsewhere.
Roughly 75% of students
surveyed felt Saga or the univer·
0

sity was profiteering with the
present meal plan. These students thought that the food plan
was in a monopoly situation.
The sample for the survey
consisted of 489 students who
were polled when they entered
the Vanier cafeteria on J anuary
16. Because it was not a randomly selected survey, the results
will not be as accurate as with a
scientific survey.

f It th t the survey was
8
. ang e
ab
h
fairly accurate ccause sue a
Iarge samp Ie was use d .
The survey, " ...
indicates
where student opinion lies",
Bang said. He added that it
would help him since he now
knew where to concentrate his
efforts.
David McMurray, Director of
Residence and Food Services,
felt it was great that everyone
was so concerned with food
services.
He
thoughr
anr

comments ,~ould be useful.
McMurray's impression was
that onlv, 5% of students were
very vocal in condemning the
food plan, while the other 95%
were either satisfied or did not
say much.
McMurray felt that there
were some good questions in the
SAC survey, as well as some that
did not make sense. He said all
of them could be taken further.
He also thought several questCont inue d on page 6.

Candidates in the February
electron for Students' Administrative Council's presidential
and vice-presidential positions
may not have to worry about
rising campaign costs.
According to SAC President
David Laird there is "a very real
possibility if we work on it
now" rhat a limn will be impo·
sed on campaign spending for all
candidates in the upcoming election.
Last year's Council considered placing a $500 limit on campaign spending bur according to
SAC Vice President Carolyn
Ozimek the idea came "too
late" because the campaign had
begun.
Of the six past and present
;,AC officials intcr\'ie\\ ed. all but
one supported placing a restriction on election expenses. The
suggestions of those that did
supporr a limit ranging from
$150- $800.
Sherry Thrasher, this year's
Chief E·lectoral Officer, is the
lone opponent to spending ltm·
its. She does not think limits an:
for anvone but poor students.
"Re.stricting costs ,, ould not
affect the poor student because
he has no money to begin with,"
she savs. "We would have tO
reach 'a medium (i.e. middle
ground) and it would be hard
for rhe poor student to reach
that medium anyway."
Thrasher sees the benefits of
a limit as rather one-sided.
"What a ceiling would do is
restrict the v,,ealthy student
from blowing out his competi·
tion with a flashy campaign

PRgestureby~
OTTAWA (CUP) - A confidential report presented to the federal cabinet last July says the newlycreated Ministry of Youth is largely a public relations gesture.
.
.
The report, prepared by influential Liberal
Senator Jaques Hebert, recommends establishing
a Ministry of Youth to "restore hope" to young
Canadians.
But Hebert admits "in spite of all its efforts the
Canadian government cannot solve the youth unemployment problem." He promotes the _creation
of the Ministry of Youth as "a simple and inexpensive way" of restoring hope to young Canadians.
The reports calls youth unemployment "a
serious social problem" but concentrates on the
political consequences of such a. large group. o_f
disaffected voters. A major function of the Ministry of Youth, Hebert writes, is to "make public
opinion aware of the problems of you th."
Minister of Youth Celine Hervieux-Payette,
named January 10, denied her ministry is an

exercise in public relations.
"These are Senator Hebert's views, my view is
that I have rhe portfolio," she said.
"If we were pessimistic enough to say we were
just created to appease youth, I'm not sure I
would have taken the job," she said. "I have a
leadership role to play."
"I intend to do something else than just PR,"
she said. She did not.elaborate on what new programs her ministry would be sponsoring.
"I don't think the Prime Minister would have
created a ministry just for the pleasure of having
one," she said.
The report said the primary function of the
ministry is to coordinate the "many generous and
often effective" job creation programs offered by
the federal government. No new job creation funding will be made available through the ministry.
"I will do more than just coordinate the effort
of the government," said Payette, although such
coordination was a good place to start in addresContinued on page 6.

but not really help the poor
student."
When asked if reduced spending ,, ould emphasize campaign
issues, Thrasher said that the
student body is nor concerned
with issues.
"A ceiling would have no effect. It is a question of the student becoming more involved
and learning the issues," she
said. "Ir is a question of raising money, if you come up
with the money more power to
you. Students who are not interested, they are isolated from
SAC. Council candidates do not
go out and learn about issues
because srudenrs do nor demand
it," said Thrasher.
Ozimek supports a spending
limit because "it gets expensive;
based on my campaign $260 is
reasonable." Ozimek also expres<.cd fear thar unlimited spending
has created a populamy contest
out of the SAC elecuon. "A lot
of people don't take campaigns
serwush. Students should be
paying ~trention to issues rather
than campaigns and this docs
not happen. When it comes to
politics and campaigning some
Continued on page 2.

OSAP favours

richstudents?
TORO\ITO (CllP) --Students
from Ontario's wealthier families
are receiving grants from the
province's $135 million student
aid program at a rate 30 times
greater than five year, ago, ac·
cording ro an unreleased government report.
The report also finds the
percentage of students from the
province's less affluent families has decreased over the same
five year period.
The 1982-83 OSAP report
shows that while families with
gross incomes of over $40,000
per year have increased grant
recipients from 113 in 1979 to
3772 in 1983, while grant recipients from families with incomes below Ontario's median
decreased from 85 per cent in
1981-82 to 78 per cent in 198283.
Raj Rajoyopal, a policy analyst for OSAP, said the increase
for richer students was not
"alarming" since the increase
was due to more than one member of the family applying for
grants.
NOP Leader Bob Rae said
the report shows there are problems with OSAP and university accessibility.

'the Lance, January 26, 1984, page 2.

~cei6ng?
Cont inued from page 1.
Jan. 26Detroit

U. of W. night at Nitros Night Club •

J an. 27Open House at Delta Chi Fraternity
12:00 ·;
- Open House at Third World Resource Centre· 125 Tecumseh Road West, 7:00 · 10:00
p.m. \\ith a Latin American theme
- All Residence Bash · DJ's in Vanier East and
West
- Games Day sponsored by C.S.A. · 2 :00 p.m.
in the games room

J an. 31-- Prof. John Holmes • Can. Author and
Diplomat speaking on "The UN - is it a withering dream?" 4:00 p.m. Assumption Lounge
Feb. 1- Dr.
discusses
children
series 11:

Nancy Murray
Teacher Consultant
the impact of technology on today's
- Assumption College Luncheon
15 a.m.

Feb. 2Lancerette volleyball at home against
McMaster at the St. Denis Centre 7 :30 p.m.

Jan. 28- Social Science Society Sleigh Ride · Pine
Grove rarms. Tickets · call 25 3-6063 or go to
Gl30 WH1\
- Akobcn and B.F.A. (Liv.e Reggae) at Ambas,ador Auditorium· tickers at door
- Parry at Delta Chi Fraternity House
- Can-Am Track cJa..,s1cat the St. Denis Centre
- Lant·ers Hocke: against Waterloo Warriors ,\die Knox 7:30 p.m.

Jan. 29
C.,,\C l·ilm Night - Room 1120 ,\.1ath
Bldg., "C.,trangc Brc\\., \\1th Doug and Bob
,\1ao.:Kcn1c 7·00 ,ind 9:00 p.m.

people will do almost anything
to win including spending lots
of money."
Laird, who said he spent
$400 on his campaign last year,
is not sure where the limit
should be.
"There should be a limit but
determining the limit is a problem," he said. When asked for a
ceiling
figure
Laird ~rated,
"there is a responsibility to
make the student aware; you
don't want to limit someone."
Laird considers the Uni\'ersity
of Western Ontario ceiling of
$800 adequate for a presidential
campaign.
Chris McMahon ran what he
bcl ieves was an effective presidential campaign last year on
$120. "I co\·ered the campus
and had po~ters everywhere.
There has got tu be a limit or
else the one that spends the
most money wins." When asked
for a ceiling figure McMahon
stated, ''there 1s no reason to
go over $150 if you do the

Feb. 3- "Under the Gun; A Disarming Review"
A play on theme of militarization and disarmament, Walken·ille Collegiate Auditorium 8:00
p.m.
C.S.A. Chinese New Year's Banquet· Ambassador Auditorium, 7 :00 p.m.
Feb. 4Windsor Open Wrestling Tournament
at St. Denis Centre, all day
Lancer Basketball vs. Western Mustangs, St.
Denis Centre 8: 15 p.m.
An: group interested in listing events, contact
Peter Deck c/o The Lance.

Vanier Vittles
For week of Jan. 30 · Feb. 5

Vegetable Beef Soup
Fishwich
Meatloaf

Tuesday

French Onion Soup
Quiche Lo rra ine
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Wednesday

Canada's Wonderland

Thursday

Satu rday, February 5; Sunday, February 6
Singers, Dancers & Specialty Acts:
Canterbury Theatre: 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Instrumental ists Only·
Scandinavian St udios 12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Nolt

1r,ii\ oere are spec.,j1 nter .. ,tw .Jiltt.:S ''..>r1e,cnn,c ans

esc.o,rs a· o JSr'le,·et1e!. P1easc ca1 41683283S6 to,

lutH,er

Conlact Attract,ons Oep1 Canacui's Wonderland.PO

Copy,1ght Canada s Wonderia.-.d 1983

- Notice

Friday

Box 624, Maple. On1ano LOJ 1EO

, .,. Trace marks ot Canada s Wonderland L1m11ed

Peppe r Pot Soup
H ot Beef Sandwich
Turkey A La King

H ungarian Goulash
B.BQ. Ribs
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Teriyaki Chicken

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11 :45 - 1:30

4:30 - 6 :30

Soup of the Day
Spiced Beef/Onion Bun

Sunda y

Soup of the Day
Grilled Ham & Cheese

"They chose $500 last year
because they saw what was happening (excessive spending) and
decided there should be a limit.
Pollock believes that $500 is roo
high but $200 would be ,1dequate.

BENTAX
PUTSMONEY
FORYOUR
TAX REFUND IN
YOUR POCKET.
FAST.

Mex ican Tacos
H ip O' Beef
Baked Ham
Beef Pot Pie

Saturday

Rick Pollock,
last year's
Chief Electoral Officer believes
the balloons, buttons, banners
and stickers that marked that
campaign detracted
from the
issues.

Beef & Green Peppers
Pork Chops
& Rice

Canadian Cheese Soup
Salisbury Steak
Chili Frieto Dog

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Ash & Chips
Shephe rd's Pie

na,,acters
,n10,,'l'at•on

Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists • Technic ians
Variety Performers • $180·$261/week

SU PPER

4 :30 - 6:30

Mond ay

University of Western Ontario
University Community Centre
Room251
Monday, February 7
1:00p.m.·4 p.m

LUNCH

11:00 - 1:30

work yourself and do nor have
it done professionally."
Neil Schechtman, who ran an
unsuccessful
Vice Presidential
campaign last year and is now
SAC Commissioner for Special
Events, supports a limit on campaign spending. He argues that,
otherwise, "you can pay people
to vote for you." The $75
Schechtman spent on his campaign is well below the $500
he believes the ceiling should be.
"It should be a ceiling above
what most people spend," he
said.

The Deh 1s.)pen 11.30 - 615 Monday· Friday
The Round Table 1sopen 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday·

Veal Parmesan
Spanish Meatballs
& Nood les
Sweet & Sour Pork
Roast Beef
Egg Roll
Friday

of Meeting -

There will be a General Meeting of
The Graduate Student Society
on Sunday , January 29, 1984.
Time: 5:30 p.m.

If you have a tax
refund coming this year,
you could wait months
whrle Revenue Canada
holds on to your money
Or you could come to
BenTax.
At a BenTax Discount
Centre - for a fee you'll get money for your
federal tax refund 1njust
a few days. And we'll
even prepare that return
at no extra charge.
Just phone, or stop in
at the BenTax Discount
Centre nearest you
BenTax puts your
money where 1tbelongs
. . 1nY.Ourpocket. Fast.

~ BenTax
TAX PREPA RATIO N
REFU ND BUY ING.

Place: The Grad House
(552 Sunset)

All Graduate Students are invited to
attend.

Free Pizza for all who attend.

WI NDSOR PARK-1 318 Wyandott e

Street East .

. (519) 258-8616

HEBERT
,1,,1,,c,,

1284 OTTAWA STREET· WINDSOR · (519) 258 5500

ALL REFUND PURCHASES
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL .
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Universiti~ onthechopping
block
by Philip Rourke
In a statement to the Ontario Legislature on December 15, 1983, Minister of Colleges and Universities Bette
Stephenson stated that she wants to structure universities into "highly-specialized designated-purpose institutions." It is no exaggeration co suggest that, because of
her "restructuring", faculty and students are now, in
the words of Bill Jones, President of the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Association, "involved
in a struggle co preserve the university itself."
This is Stephenson's model: society, in the near future, will have fewer and fewer blue collar manual
Jabour jobs as technology replaces workers, and more
technicians and professionals run the economy with
increasingly complex machinery.
It is her desire to change the university's structure
to meet changing societal needs. This makes sense in
that it is necessary that universities adapt co change.
Ironically, the problem is, however, that, by working
under the premise that "we have no choice but to
continue co exercise restraint", she will be developing a
university system that will be less and less adaptable to
societal change.
What she intends to do is link education directly to
the labour market needs of employers. This will "educate" an elite co perform certain specific tests in the
labour market making university graduates very inflexible to more than one type of job (much as a Ford
assembly line worker is presently caught in a couple of
hours his or her job for his/her next 25 years on the
company payroll).
It is difficult to understand how Stephenson can rationally come to the conclusion that consistent underfunding of universities, chrears to eliminate whole deparcmencs co "rationalize" the system, and fewer and
fewer professors will make students more flexible for
the job market. As Jones explains, the prospects are
grim for students that intend co get an adequate education that prepares them for the "real world" if Stephenson gees her way.

'The present structure with a broad common core
and differing specializations according to institution
has been able to respond to society's demands.
"In the last dozen years enrolment has increased
more than 60 per cent and the funding per student
has gone down by more than 26 per cent. The existing
system has been strong enough to tolerate these changes, though obviously the pressure is rapidly becoming
unbearable ... "
"To build a specialized system on the basis presumably of current job market forecast, is simply to build
in rigidity. Stephenson's system would rapidly become
less, not more, adaptable to social change."
By integrating the university directly into the economy, the university becomes more and more important
co the economy. As a result, there will be a growing need
for governments, both provincial and federal, to involve
themselves even more in the university system. This
will ensure that the universities become places for the
elite and that the university's auromony is eliminated
from the direct control of governments and corporations.
Probably the most O\'ert example of Stephenson's
vision for the universities is the ,,a}' in which she has
decided co make these changes.
The minister has set up a three person commirtee to
produce a detailed blueprint for the future. According
to Jones, "it is crucial ro realize that this is not rhree
wise men devising the best srructure for our universities, this is an implementation committee. The minister
has already taken the decision to cut back the system.
The committee will simply cell her how to do it."
It is imperari,·e that Stephenson's \'ision not be
realized. Already the go\'ernment and some university
administrators are trying co present Stephenson's speech
as relatively benign. These changes will perpetuate
elitism hy denying access to university to all citizens and
•Nill endanger greatly the university's future contributions to society.

GENERAL
ELECTION
,
STUDENTS
FULL-TIME
ONLY.

ADMINISTRATIVE
UNDERGRADUATE

COUNCIL
VOTERS

PENDING RATIFICATION BY COUNCIL
THE GENERAL ELECTION FOR THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, 1984. NOMINATIONS WILL
BE OPEN 8:30 A.M. MONDAY, JANUARY 23 AND WILL CLOSE 4:30 P.M.
.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1984.
.

PRESIDENT- VICE-PRESIDENT ADMINI .STRATION - 1 POSITION
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
DRAMATIC ARTS
ENGINEERING
HUMAN Kl NETICS
LAW
MUSIC
NURSING
SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL WORK
VISUAL ARTS

CAMPUS POSITIONS
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1

position
positions
position
position
position
position
position
position
position
positions
position
position

SENATE
3 positions
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE3 positions
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 6 positions
RESIDENT POSITIONS
CODY/ELECTA/CANTERBURY Rep 1 position
MACDONALD/LAURIER Rep
1 position
TECUMSEH / HURON Rep
1 position

ADVANCE POLL TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 21, 1984

A BY-ELECTION FOR UNFILLED SEATSWILL BE HELD IN SEPTEMBER
OF NEXT SEMESTER.
NOMINATION FORMS AVAILABLE IN SAC OFFICE.
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"A II cand;dates are created equal, but some are created
more equally than others."

- Lance Editorial Board
January, 1984.

For most trivial things, memories are relatively short.
But, in th is case, the maJority of the student body must
still remember the plethora of campaign materials that
were emblazoned over every square millimetre of available
space.
Posters, banners, buttons, stickers, pamphlets, business
cards, signs, and balloons were everywhere. At times it
almost seemed that even the Students' Administrative
Council's (SAC) budget could have been balanced with
all of the money spent on campaign materials.
All that money spent. And for what? The thrill of winning a ~ictory in the good old fashioned democratic way.
Righ •.
The problem with our student elections is the escalating
amounts of money "needed" to win the positions. This
year's SAC President David Laird admits he spent $400 on
his campaign last year. This year's SAC Vice-President
Carolyn Ozimek spent $260 on last year's campaign.
Whether we should be surprised or not, these two winners were also the high spenders for each of their respective positions. But are we saying that helped any? They
would probably have been elected anyway, given the final
results.
What can we look forward to in future elections unless
the trend to ever increasing campaign expenses is halted?
Skywrit'ng? SAC candidates advertising on television?

We think the point is clear. There should be a ceiling
placed on election expenditures. A sum of $200 should be
more than adequate for any candidate, based on expenses
of most candidates last year.
To say that a ceiling would, " ... restrict the wealthy candidate from blowing out his competition with a flashy
campaign" or " ... it should be a ceiling above what most
people spend" 1sboth ludicrous and simplistic.
Campaign expense limits should be put in place precisely to prevent one candidate from blowing out the rest.
Why should a student be penalized just because they do
not have a father who is President of a Multi-national
corporation, or who has just won the Lottario 6/49?
Without all the hype, the candidates must concentrate
more on issues than anything else. Voting students must
th:n concentrate and participate more by making a conscious effort to research the candidates both through
interviews published in The Lance or broadcast by CJAM.
Campaign expense ceilings would create an improved
over al I atmosphere for an election - both financially and
politically.
Receipts and observation
would be all that would be
ne.eded to mon.itor ~a~didates' spending, the main question
raised concerning l1m1ts. Anybody can tell just by walking
around the campus whether a candidate is spending a lot
of money on their campaign or not. Each candidate
would probably monitor each of the other candidates
themselves. So, the question is not really a question at
all.
It would be hoped that with a $200 figure, only the candidates who were serious about running would enter the
race, while the richer candidates would be restricted to
only spending a specified limit.
Besides... aren't we all just poor students?

Two guys who don't like each other," say~ Liddle).
Outside of London, Rollason g1\'es up the wheel No
one particularly feels like driving. After a great deal of
by john hddle
complaining. Slama takes over.
It was a dark and stormy night.
"I'm going to ger us all killed," ht· says
It ,, as the six of us - Rollason, Frecle, Liddle, Slama.
"You 're not serious, are you?" asks f<rede.
May and \fock
on our\\ a) hack from Toronto, s1tt1ng
"llow fast docs thts van go•" he replies.
Ill a sub-shop called "Ice Queen", munchmg on \'CC)
"It's funn) how no one C\'Cf calls this highwav the
stale bread, pn:panng oursehes for the sojourn home.
MacD0nald-Cart1er,"
says Rollason, atrc~pung
to
Ma\ spots Richard Janik on rhe tube. !le's compt·ting
change the subject.
on some CBC Talent Search. ''I know this gu) ," ~.\ay
'I alu·ays dol" says Ma}.
sap. J omed by Liddle and Frede, May obsen cs Jamk's
"Thi'> van shakes at one-hundred and rnenty," Slama
l
first ru oner-up award.
o b serves, sowing
dO\\ n to mncty.
On the wa: out, the oafish owner asks Frc:cle if,, c're
No one's really yuitc sure what happened next. Lidmembcrs of some band .
die noticed a pick-up truck swen·mg onto the side of rhc
"No sir,'' replies hcclc, ashen-faced and with a
road. Suddenly ... the v.m was spinning out of control:
choirboy innocence, "we're Journalists."
we'd htt an ice slick. It nas one of those slow, beautiful,
"You should\·e added that we're on a mission from
long f1sh-ta1I skids - first to this side, then to that - all
the while Slama furiously <pinning
the \"hP••I
God , " SIama S:l) s as we spee d d o\,n t h e h 1gh way.
'
• ,, to gi·\,e the
madness some ord~r.
The ta lk d nfted from how Gretzky could never cut
Eventually we ~found ourselves in the ditch. With five
1t in the ,old six ream league ("lk'd 1·ust be the "uood
he-men aheavm', and Mock flooring it like Shtrle}' MuiGretzk) .' says Rolla.son), to "those incredible Raiders"
·
downey, we were back on the road.
("They should freeze Marcus Allen's body," says Mock,
" T h at was a fiine piece
·
· ·
of d nvmg,
John," Lid d le said.
''and then in fiftv; )'ears thaw him out to show the world
"We were almo~t all killed!" ejaculated May.
that such a great man actuallv existed") to the benefits
, we were a lI d cad ," Rollason said, "who'd put out
'If
_o_f _n_am_e_
s_(_"_Im
_ a.:a.
g_m_e-'p'-r-o_m_o_ri_n:::.g_t_h_e_f~ig~h_t_o_f_c:...:h...:.e_c:...:e_n_ru:...I')~'
,__
The Lan._.,cc::ea...?
,_.__________________

the raconteur

·'Lorenzo," Liddle said. "f!e'd declare himself Editor
and then his friends would stage a coup and take ovc;
SAC - "

" and CJAM -"
" - they'd probably kill R\1SS ... "
But the fun was JUSt beginning. On the l'..C. Ro\\ Express\\ ay, a pale bespcckled man in a red Torino saw fit
to slide 'nto the back of our van. It cost him a nice
crease along the side of his car. lie was also rear ended
b) an Am>\\, which in turn had its pretty little um-body
squashed all to hell by a Mustang, who in turn was barrelcd into b) some beastly Ford.
"l'h ' .
, .•
1s ts g~cat · exclaimed May. ,, arching the inev,tahle destruction of cars to our rear. "Here comes anorhcr one!" The sound of cars colliding.
"Not a scratch," said Liddle, referring to the state of
the van.
"I guess we 're pretty indestmctable,"
satd Slama.
'We must be on a mission from God," someone
added.
" Trou ble comes in threes," said May. "Ma>·be your
h ouse WI·11b c on f',re w h en we get rhere ...
fireballs
sh ooting out of the sky ... "
"fh
· an d snow and dark of night ...
· roug h ram
"
started Frcele.
·' Yea, " said Slama, ''through ram and snow and
_:d:.:a:.:r:.::.k..:a::.n:.:d:...:s:.:t.:o.:.:rm::.:.!..y.:.n::i!:g:.:h:...t
.:..·
:...·
.:..·
-"-----------·

Eloquent ylanguage
statements from campaigners were so prosaic that one
felt that they couldn't even recite their own alreadyplanned answers and off-the-cuff remarks were rote
and frequendy filled with numbing statistics and gawky
phrases.
It would be an overstatement to suggest that student
\'Oters on Windsor's campus can and do resist most political blandishments because voter turnout at the ballot
box has been around 18% for years. But 1t would be
e~~ally overstated to suggest that a campaigner's credibility and competence can be judged by a political
campaign sans platform.

by Philip Rourke

There was a moment of awful suspense as the proces sion waited for che honourable Samuel Slumkey to step
into his carriage. Suddenly the crowd set up a great
cheering.
"I le has come out," said little Perk er, greatly excited;
the more so as their position did not enable them to see
what was going forward .
Another cheer, much louder .
"He has shaken hands with the men," cried the little
agent.
Another cheer, far more vehement .
"He has patted the babies on the bead," said Mr. Perk er, trembling with anxiety .
A roar of applause rent the air.
"He has kissed one of 'em!" exclaimed the delighted
little man.
A second roar.
"He has kissed another," gasped the excited manager.
A third roar.
"He's kissed 'em all!" screamed the enthusiastic little
gentlemen. And hailed by the deafening shouts of the
multitude, the procession moved on.
From The Pickwick Papers, by Charles Dickens
The SAC General Election is on February 22 and J
hope that students aspiring for council seats next year

do not go to the excesses of the advertising hype of last
year and focus more on a solid platform with concrete
ideas for a change.
Last year's popularity contest/political campaign was
disgrac<'ful. Those running for office populated the University Centre with more leaflets than there were students and there were countless other gimmicks such as
stickers, banners, buttons and helium-filled balloons. It
all reminded me of the present nuclear arms race overkill.
More work was put into shaking hands, applying
thick rouge to Reaganesque smiles and putting multicoloured ink to expensive paper than to their platforms
and their direction if they were elected. As a result,

The most effective electoral st rategy is one which
welds diverse groups of voters together by minimizing
their differences which divide them and accentuates the
similarities which unite them. That is, it is fine for example, to have VISA student rallies for the issues that concern them but it is equally important to rally on educational issues which direcrly affect all students.
I submit to those students who are thinking about
running for SAC positions next year that it is not important what you say; it is importanr what you do. I am not
conf1denr ;:hat action will \Vin out over rhetoric at the
voting box, but it would if all candidates focused more
on direct action on the issues rather than concern for
the issues.

Ombudsman:

Academic
exceOence
isput onhold

by D.A. Macisaac

If it had not been for the astute efforts of Jon Carlos,
President of International Students' Society, the Report
of the Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Excellence would not, in all probability, have been brought to
my attention.
That this report might nor have surfaced is lamenta·
ble as the subject matter of the report profoundly and
fundamentally affects virtually all those connected to
the University of Windsor.
The motion made by former SAC President Dave
Simmons on February 12, 1981, which prompted the
committee's report. reads as follows: "that the Senate
establish an Ad I loc Comm1nec of five individuals ...
co study and recommeml for implementation methods
of maintaining and improving academic excellence m

Fiftieth

•

Dear Editor.

With every coming new year, people somehow always
try to forget the bad points of the year that just passed.
Last year marked the 50th anniversary of a tragic and
unfort u nate event. The event I am referring to is the
Soviet planned famine in Ukraine.
The fami ne began slowly in the fall of 1932 and lasted approximately eighteen months . People began to
starve by J anuary of 1933. As a result, more than
6,000,000 Ukrainians died, although some estimates
put the death toll as high as 10,000,000. The tragedy
of the Ukrainian famine, is that it wasn't caused by some
natural cause, such as pestilence, drought, floods, or an
extremely poor harvest.
In 1932, Ukraine was especially selected by the
Kremlin leade rs to be punished for its aversion and op·
position to the enforced collectivization of agriculture
and the Soviet Russian national oppression and Russian
imperialism.
At a commemorative seminar in Montreal, Professor
Bohdan Krawchenko, of the University of Alberta, said
the famine was the direct result of Moscow's imposition
of "draconian" grain quotas in Ukraine. ln _1932, he

both teachi ng and research (for example, posr-te nure
review, awards for excellence in teaching and/or research, etc.)"
Also noteworthy in rhe motion is that the Committee
should make its initial recommendation to the Senate b,·
,1
\1ay 1981 - threemonthslatcr.
,
Apparently Lhis was not enough time for the Comm ii.tee as the reporr was not finished and received b\ the
Senate until January 1-1-,1982.
·
The Ad Hoc Committee made four competent recommendations
(1) "greater weight should be g1,en 1n
reaching performance in academic assessment; (2> ·'students should ha\'e a way of reporting alleged inadequacies in teaehing"; (3) "the program Ill TeJ.ching and
Learning should pro\'idc greater assistance to faculty,
and instrut·rors should be actively encouraged to participate;" and (-1-)"inadequate faculty performance should

he challenj!ed and contninted J.nd existing guidelines
should be 1aken \erioush·."
Prcsum.1bl~ 1ht· Comm1m:e 1ssuggesting in the fourth
reromm1:ncL1111111
that the present guideline~ for acddemir compc:1t·nct·. a, cnnunnJ.ted in Senate Byla,\ 25, are
no\\ hemµ regarded a~ a Jnkc. ,\\ ,,ell, it would appear
th.11 1hose rcsp11n'1ble for 1mplemcntmg the rcrommen·
d·n111m,of .he Committee .,re domg some \,1ughing tht"m·
,ch t'S. Jc,·ordmg to C1rlos there 1s a l'tlmplete "Jack of
cmph.1s1~ pl.ired on impronng ac.idemic rompctence."
This scnt1men1 1s echoed by Da,·id Lmd who describes
the siruatwn as a ''recurring prohlem, something that
definitely needs am:nt1on." It i!> Laird's mtentwn to
bnng up rhe issue in next week's council meeting.
Next \\'eek\ amdc \\'ill dwell further on this i~sue
and report rn students whether or not the Committee's
recommendations ii.regoing tn be taken seriously.

ofRussian
induced/amine
said, there was enuugh grain harvested to adequately
feed the population.
While the famine was raging in Ukraine, Prof. Krawchenko said, "Stalin was exporting grain to the West.
When international relief organizations offered to assist
the starving peasants, the offer was rejected by the
Soviet Government on the grounds that there was no
famine in Ukraine and hence no need ro aid its victims.
Thomas Walker, a noted journalist, traveller and student of Russian affairs who was touring Ukraine at the
time of the famine, gives many of his encounters. He
wrote about a family who were on the brink of starvation, and how the father had stolen a dog, killed it and
was apprehended by the G.P.U. while cooking it. He
was sentenced to three years imprisonment.
Walker also writes of the laws at them times, such as
"For eating seed wheat in the process of a spring planting on a collective farm, a peasant was tried and sentenced to five years hard labour on a forced labour farm."
Mr. Walker also came upon many peasants who had died
of starvation. In one case, he was told of one peasant
who had died of starvation - on a farm that produced
hundreds of thousands of bushels of wheat yearly! This
peasant had a rather grim sense of humour - his dying

wish was that he be permitted to join the Communist
party so that there would be one less Communist when
he died. His stories go on and on, and so do countless
others.
The point isn't whether 6,000,000 or 10,000,000
Ukrainians perished. The point is that the Ukrainian
famine was a deliberate act of genocide of roughly the
same order of magnitude as the J ewish Holocaust, both
in the number of victims and in the human suffering it
produced.
The only thing that most Ukrainian communities
want is to see that justice is rendered and that this
major historical fact, an unprecedented calamity in west
European history not be denied and that the records be
set straight.
M ark Lehk yj
A letter to the Editor should be limited to 500 wor ds
or less. They may be sub mitted to the Lance office
directly or dropped off at the Lance's mailbox at the
SAC office on the St'cond floor of the Uni,crs ity Centre
during normal bus iness hours. The Lance reserves the
right to edit all letters for libel and ,pace. All letters
must he signed.
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FoodServi~ willing
to makechang~
Continued from page 1.

Marketing Club Presents

BEACH BAS H
Fea turing

''The Nelsons ''
Friday, January 27
Ambassador Auditorium
Doors Open at 8:00 p. m.
$1.00 Marketing Members
plus 2 FREE Beers
$2.00 Non-Members
$3.00 Non-Students
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Free Admission with Summer Attire

tions were leading.
What
McMurray
thought
would be best now would be for
Food Services to circulate a list
to students whether prices were
too high for specific items. Then
Food Services could have a
closer look at these items.
The result would be if they
were making any money on the
specified items, " ... we can
cut (the price)."
Prices of food at the university are set once a year, with
agreed prices between the university and Saga. McMurray said
that Food Services, ". . . get
burned sometimes by price increases."
When questioned whether the
university should try and undercut restaurants off-campus, McMurray commented, " ... there
are not many we can undercut."
McMurray added, though,
that the University did not want
to anyway, " ...
because of
pressure from outside restaurants." I-le felt that in general,
the university's
prices were
comparable to average restaurant prices.
The University Food Services
operates on a break-even policy .
This year, they hope to make a
profit for the first rime though only to the tune of
$3,476. Previously, they had lost
as much as $227,660.
There were several reasons for
the reversal of this deficit trend.
Increases in the num ber of stu dents patro n izing the Rou nd
T ab le, the University's fast food
ou rlet helped, as well as several
other innovative additions to the
food plan structure. "The sale of
mu ffins has been phenomenal,"
McMurray stated.
McMurray estimated that out
of every dollar of scrip spent,
the paper moner primed for
purchase of food. only 40% was
in actual food costs. Another
.J.4% was in labour costs while

the rest was divided among
maintenance,
utilities, renovations, etc.
McMurray thought the scnp
plan was the fairest allotment
for a meal plan. With the Board
plan used at other schools, i.e.
with a meal card system, larger
people could eat more, meaning
that smaller people would pay
more than their fair share.
With the present scrip plan,
it was intended to be the students only· commitment to the
food plan. "You can buy more",
McMurray added .
The Univers ity and Saga felt
that in order to make the food
plan work, they had to get a
certain set amount of money up
front from stude nts.
The SAC mandated food survey results will be available soon
to srudenrs and anybody else
interested.

Job
creation

unlikely
Cont inu ed from page 1.

sing youth prob lems.
"I have the dollars in existing programs and I inte nd to
make the best use of the m ,"
she said.
Payette said more jo b creatio n by the Ministry of You th
was un lik ely because "if I enlarge the budget for job creation or youth unemployment,
I'm taking it from somebody
else's pocket."
She said the $170 million in
existing job programs unde r he r
jurisdiction is a "good start."
"The problem is huge," sh~
said, bur "I think we can do
something."

Th e Lanc e is currently looking for people to apply for
the positions of Circulation Manager and Typesetter.
This is your chance to work for a real newspaper.
Apply to The La nce office, 2nd floor, University
Centre.

Also, The Lance , 1n co -operation with Student Media
Corpora t ion (SMC) is looki ng for people to apply for
the pos itio n of Generatio n Editor. Peop le wi t h a back ground in En glis h are ur ged to apply to The Lance
office . Deadline is Febr uary 15, 1984 .

•
5909 Wyandotte Street East (2 Blocks we st of Jeffer son) Tel. 945-3434

IDnnpon
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~ pliry along

with )QI.

~TLETT

HAIRSTYLES

1 QO/ODiscount

Offered
upon presentation of
Student I. D.
1261 Grand Marais Rd. W.
969 -1233

- -::--~-=-c,---------------------,--------------------------

Th e Lance, J anu ary 26, 1984, page 7.

HOU~rNG Second floor apt.,
15 mmute walk, 3 bedrooms, front
room, dining room, kitchen, fridge,
stove,
air
conditioning,
heated,
couple only. 212 Cameron, 252-2042
$310/month.
JOBS - Students interested in earn ing a few extra dollars may apply at
the SAC office to work the General
Eltiction Wed. Feb. 22 from 8:30
a.m. - 10 p.m.

HOUSlNG - Room for rent. Kitchen
facilities. Abstainers only. Moy off
Wyandotte. Call 258-6965.
HOUS[NG - Furnished room on
second floor, semi-private entrance.
Three blocks from U. of W. Call
253-3375.
HOUS ING - New, live 6, luxurious
March I, $650 month rent, $62,000
sale . Call 252-6470.
RIDE
Ride required to Wayne
State University Saturday Jan. 28
to write GMAT. Phone 256-3018.

NOTrCE - So, you experienced as
much fun as is early possible at Randolph -2 but you can't remember
why? Don 'I despair! The Fine Art
of Parties Productions has granted
you the opporunity
to relive the
evening in technicolour. The world
will be brought to a screeching halt
on Sat., Jan. 28 in order for you to
step off and dance. The Randolph
Reenactment - it's not just a party,
it's an adventure!

YOU DON'T HA VE TO BE PERFECT TO BE

A PRIEST
by Gerard O'Neill
"Despite the brutal efforts
of a racist government, a small
spark is beginning to smoulder
in South Africa."
Tim Taylor, of the South
African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU), spoke to an
Iona College crowd on the
current fight of black workers
to organize trade unions, and the
subsequent
repression of the
government.
"Apartheid
as the official
government policy is a way of
maintaining one of the cheapest
labour forces in the world,"
said Taylor.
"By assuring
white control, the white minority state control over the black
majority," is fixed in the basic
labour relations.
SACTU was formed on three
major points:
(1) that it was
non-racial; (2) that all trade
union struggles for economic
change be also tied to political
change for the prime objective
of end mg apartheid; and (3)
that there is a need to unite all
workers in th,s fight.
Due to these principle~ and
the union's support for the
African
Nanonal
Congress
(ANC), SACTL, has been banned
in South Africa since 1964
and. because of this, has ro
operate underground.
Taylor explained that the

ANC 1s the leading force tightmg agarnst Apartheid and only
when South Africa has been
liberated would ir be possible
for \\ orkers to win decent
wages and working conditions.
''South Africa has told the
world that last year's referendum has improved the lives
of the black maJority, but in
fact it was a whitewash and an
attack on any gams that have
been made," said Taylor.
"Three million Indians and
so-called 'coloured' South Africans were given the right to vote,
electing a separate and power·
less Parliament, while the white
mmoriry maintained their past
powers."
Taylor feels more than 20
million blacks will be forever
disenfranchised
while Indians
and "coloured"
people will
become subject to military conscnpnon.
The strengthened
military would in turn suppress
change , and wage war on liberated south.:rn African count·
ries.
Taylor feels Canadians can
help the situation hy pressuring
the Canadian go\'ernment to cut
the half-billion dollars m trade
with South Africa.
"\\'1th your help the blue
haze o\'er the industrial cities
and towns of South Africa
will not oniy he from the slave
industries, but also from the
fires of resistance."

BUT WE ARE LOOKING FOR
GOOD CATHOLIC MEN.

The Missionaty Oblates are a commmunity of Priests and
Brothers who serve the church community especially in
areas of greatest need. By our work in the missions,
parishes, schools and among the poor, we reach for
those who are most in need of the Good News of Jesus
Christ.

English Province
17 Graham Ave.
OTT AWA, Ontario
K1S 086
(613) 235-7015

MISSIONARY OBLATES

OF
MARY IMMACULATE
CANADA'S LARGEST ROMAN CA THOUC
COMMUNITY OF MEN

Polish-Italian Prov ince
156 Roncesvalles Ave.
TORONTO, Ontario
M6R 2L4
(416) 532-2822

••••••••
ENCINEER
YOUROWN

FUTURE
INTHE
CANADIAN
ARMED
FORCES
The Canadian Forces has career opportunities in highly specialized fields
such as our Maritime or communication and Electronics Engineering
classifications.

University
graduatesandundergraduates
mayqualifyfer:
McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Business
McMaster 's M.B.A. Co-op Program combines
classroom learning with on-the-job training. By
experiencing a wide range of business areas prior
to graduation, students can improve the quality of
their career decisions. This combination of
academic studies and business experience is very
attractive to employers.
For further information on the Co-op Program or
McMaster's other options (full or part-time M.B.A.
programs) please write or call:
Co-ordinator, M.B.A. Co-op Program
Faculty of Business
McMaster University
1280 Main St. West, Hamilton, Ontario
L8S 4M4 (416) 525-9140, ext. 4611

CO-OP AT McMASTER

• Free university tuition and salary
to graduation for qualified 2nd
and 3rd year Engineering and
Science students
• Opportunities for post-graduate
training while receiving a full
time salary
• Opportunity to become a
Commissioned Officer and gain
practical experience and
meaningful employment in one
of five engineering fields
• Competitive salary and annual
20-day paid holiday

o--.---,~-"""4
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Contact your local Recruiting Office toda-y;or call
us collect- we·re In the Yellow Pages under
Recruiting

There'sno life likeit.

•

THECANADIAN
ARMEDFORCES

Canada

•

• •

Got a legal problem? Maybe you do and don't even know it. The following article examines some of the common
problem areas in which Community Legal Aid finds that Students seek representation and advice.
The article attempts to set out basic steps to follow should you run into certain legal difficulties. More importantly,
it illustrates some legal concepts that may help you catch problems before they begin.
Contributors

Editor

1.andlonl &
Tenant Law
This is an area of rhl· law in whu.:h rhcre is a general
lack of knowledge ,md misinformation.
While it affccrs
practic:illr all student~ 11ho are renting a pla<.:e of their
own (excluding those in residences) only a minority
realiLc 11hat their rights arc. and a large number of
landlords ukc adl'antagl' nf this lack of awan:ness.
It is probably best to cmphasi1.c chat what man~·
people pcn;eive as the law m landlord-tenant maners
is outdated.
In On1ano. wirh the Landlord and Tenant
Act the Residential Tenancies Act and the Human
Rights Code, 1981, tenants on:upy a position that
gives them methods of enforcing [heir rights against
their landlords.
No longer can J landlord be a "Simon
Lagr<'e" or other such ogre and get away with it. Of
course [his is assuming chat tenants know of and enforce
[heir rights. This .1rticlc can tell you what your rights
are; you have to make sure that you exercise them.
As a tcn,tnt, 1t i~ very 1n1ponam that you realize
that you cannot be evicted from your premises without
reason and e\·en then only a court can order a "writ
of possession" 11hich will force you to leave. This
mean~ that cherc mu~t be a hearing 1n County Court
-which rncludcs your right rn proper notice of and
representation at such a hearing. Don't be intimidated
by th rears from your landlord.
Since at this time (January) most students are well
settled in rheir rented premises the mosr needeJ advice
woulJ be in the area of termination of tenancies. 1f
you have a monthly tenancy with or without a lease,
you can nnly terminate that tenancy sixty days afrcr
written notice [() the landlord.
In a yearly rcnancy
the notice uf termination still has to be given sixty
days prior tu moving out bur this date cannoc be earlier
than twelve months afrer the tenancy began. If you
~re locked into ~uch a yearly lease rhat doesn't expire
until after school is over in May, and you no longer
want to keep rhe place, you have two alrernatives,
you can either subler your place for the remainder of
the tenancy or you can bargain with your landlord
to break the lease (in which case you both should
sign an agreement to terminate the tenancy-if
this
is done, the sixty day notice is no longer requirced.).
On the uther hand, if you have a place which you
wish tO keep for next year, your best course of action
is to do nothing but continue to pay rent. If you arc
on a month to month tenancy, this is obvious. Bur,
if you are on a yearly tenancy, the law provides for
you to become a monthly tenant after the lease expires.
You do not have to sign a new lease nor will you be
bound for another full year. Of course you can still
sublet for the summer months.
(C.L.A. can help you
draw up a sublerting agreement.)
If you plan on remaining in the place you are now in,
it is important to know rhe law regarding rent increases.
Jn all cases your landlord must give you ninety days
written norice of any rent increase.
If your rental
unit was built after 1976, there is no limit to the amount
or frequem:y of the increases (except for the ninety
day notice requirement, and if you have a yearly lease
rhe rent is ser for twelve months). If your rental unit
was built before 1976, there is a 6% limit on increases.
If the landlord wants more, he or she must apply to the
Rent Review Board which allows a rcnam to dispute
any increase above 6%. As well, the rent on the unit
itself can only be increased once in a twelve month

Anne lfarbcr, Tim Flannery,
Jim Renaud, Don Stevens.

Natalie Fraser

Coordinator:

Brian Im,

David Siksay

period.
There are :1 few other problems commonly dealt
with by the C.L.A Firstly, the duty owed by a bndlord
to his tenants is ru maintain the premises in a good
state of repair and fit for habitation, which includes
compliance with all health and safety standards. As a
tenant, you have a responsibility for ordinary cleanliness
and repair of Jamage caused bv you or your guests
Secondly, as a tenant you have a right to pnvacy mean·
ing that your landlord c:1n only enter your premises
after your permission, with 24 hours written notice.
or in an emergency when you are not at home. This
protection is enforceable by a rnaximulll $2000 fine
co ~' OM landlord if he or she violates your right ro
privacy. Thirdly, as to deposits, you cannot be required
to give any more than an amount equal to the last
month's rent as a security deposit and you must receive
6% interest per year on that deposit. Any other deposit
(for damages, keys, etc) is illegal and cannot be demanded. If you have already paid such a deposi;: we can
help in getting it returned.
There are many other parricu!ar · protections in the
law for you as a tenant and C.L.A. is more than willing
to let you know what they arc and rn help you enforce
them. We have the proper forms and documents, the
experience, and the people who are willing to help
you. All we ask of you is to approach us as soon as
possibk when you have a potential or existing landlord
tenant problem
Understandably,
we usually receive
notice of problems at a srage that calls for a solution
rather than prevention. This article will, hopefully, begin
to _change that.

'

The student's leu;alproblems: prevention and cure

Students like all other driv.:rs commit offences under
the Highway Traffic Act. Some of the types of offences
that C.L.A. deals with are speeding violations, failure
to hal'c insurance, driving without car registration,
failing to yield, failure ro obey swp signs and stop signals, ,rnd failure to \.\,-ear a scarbelt.
A more serious
offence is that of careless driving which appears to be
on the increase in Windsor.
The Highway Traffic Act is a provincial act. Therefore the trial is conducted in the Provincial Offences
Court which is in courrroom 4 in rhe Provincial Court
Building, in City ! [all Square. The defendant must pay
$3 .00 for court costs if unsuccessful.
Students are able to represent themselves as there
is no requirement for legal representation although in
some circumstances it is advisable. Should you decide
that you would like C.L.A. to represent you, for both
your benefit and that of your C.L.A. representatil'c,
we request that you come to our office well in advance.
of the trial date to allow for proper preparation.
U
you wish to represent yourself, you should anen.t ·
court beforehand to familiarize yourself with the court
procedure.
You should also obtain disclosure ftom the
Crown.
Disclosure is the method through which you
sec the Crown's file on your case - it will contain documents such as the police record and list who has been
subpoenaed
by the Crown to appear at your trial,
among other things. Disclosure can be arranged through
the Crown Attorney's office.
There arc two major factors to consider when determining whether to bring a case to court. The tirs.t is
whether anything would be gained by fighting the

charge.
Some benefits resulting from a successful
challenge of the charge are a reduction in demerit
points and fines, and lessening of che increase in insurance premiums.
For example, if you arc charged
with careless driving for rear ending another car, there
is a penalty of six demerit points and a $128.00 fine.
(After a total of nine demerit points, the driver must
attend an informal incerview to discuss his driving
record and give reasons why his licence shouldn't be
suspended.
With IS demerit points, licence suspension
for 30 days is mandatory and the driver must also
pass a road test.) Thus it is often worth while to try
to have the charge reduced to "following too closely",
for example, which carries only 3 demerit points and a
$28.00 fine.
The second major considerarion
when deciding
whether to bring a case to court involves the chances
of having rhc charge dismissed. This depends in part
on the nature of the charge (the burden of proof is
placed on the prosecutor in order to establish that
you are guilty of the particular offence).
There are
two types of offences. The first type, such as failure
t0 have insurance, is known as a 'strict liability' offence, and once the prosecutor esrablishes that there
was, for example, no insurance on the car, there is
no defence.
This is an extremely difficult type of
case to defend.
On the other hand, there are offences
such as careless driving in which the prosecutor must
not only establish that the manner m which rhe individual was driving was careless but also that the defendant lacked the intention to be careful. This type of
charge is obviously more likely to be successfulJy challenged.

~way

Another consideration as t0 whether the case will
be dismissed is whether you have a substantive defence.
Examples of substantive defences are where there has
been a mistake as to the identity of the car or the
driver.
However, if the only defence is that of the
individual's word against that of the officer, the odds
are in favour of the court believing the officer. There
are several reasons for this. The officer has nothing to
gain by lying and as a representative of the state he or
she is presumed to be truthful.
When one doesn't
have a substantive defence, fighting the charge will
most likely be a waste of both the defendant's and rhe
court's time.
Should you not wish tO challenge the charge, you
Under s. 60(2)
may apply to have che fine reduced.

~don
Student Problems
Student problems at the University of Windsor
revolve most often around financial aid, student misconduct, and academic evaluations.
The Awards office on campus processes the application of students to O.S.A.P. and forwards them to
rhe Ministry of Education. Students should always pay
particular attention
to the deadlines for application
and fully answer all questions correctly on the application to guarantee success. Mistakes have been made
by the Awards Office and the Ministry in the past.
If you believe you are entitled to a larger award, you
should notify the Awards Office and an appeal can be
prepared and sent to the Ministry. C.L.A. can be of
assistance here.
Within rhe University there are decision-making
bodies that often affect your rights and privileges as
a student.
The University was incorporated in 1962
under the Universiry of Wind sor Act, and a board of
governors oversees its operarion as any board of directors would in a limited company.
In addition to the
board of governors the other governing body within
the University is the Senate. This body more directly
affects your rights as a student as it has the "Ultimate
and final responsibility
for the academic well-being
of the Umversity."
In implementing its mandate che
Senate has the power to pass by-laws and create other
subordinate
bodies to resolve various disputes that
may arise on campus.
The Senate is comprised of
faculty members, student representatives, and administrative representatives.
The following information
concerning your rights appears in by-laws 31 and S 1.
Both of these by-laws were amended in 1983. You can
obtain copies of them from the University administration.
Under by-law 31, entitled "Student Affairs", you
can, upon written notice being given, obtain all your
academic, disciplinary, and financial aid award records.
The U~iversity is prohibited from keeping records
concernmg race, religion, political or social views, or
membership in any organization.

If you are living in residence, you are subject to
the regulations of that residence as well as to the general
rules of the University. Any breach of a residence regulation can be heard by the Judicial Board of that
particular residence and further appealed at the Judicial
Panel of the Committee on Student Affairs.
This
Judicial Panel is comprised of five members drawn
from a lot. It must have at least two student members
and two faculty members for a quorum to exist. Student misconduct and University discipline is the subject
matter of the J udicial Panel. Any academic or administrative official, member of the faculty, or student
can file a complaint with the Dean of Students concerning ~ student's misconduct (but the University has not
provided a forum for similar complaints against administrative personnel or members of the faculty!). After
a complaint is filed the Dean of Students conducts a
preliminary investigation to determine whether to lay
formal charges. At chis point, you may wish to contact C.L.A.
The misconduct alluded to in by-law 31 has not
been _fully d_dined and the University has provided ,
1
only 1llustrat1ons such as "cheating" or "plagiarism"
but has not yet defined the meanings of rhese ambiguous terms.
It would seem that the bottom line
in defining what misconduct is boils down to the stated
purposes and objectives of the University within the
Un iversity of Windso r Ac t which is the "advancement
of l~arning and the dissemination of knowledge; and
the intellectual, spiritual, moral, social, and physical
development
of its members and students, and the
betterment
of society."
This statement
obviously
gives the University a wide discretion in defining what
'student misconduct' is.
Sanctions thar the Judicial Panel can administer to
students are admonitions
(a notice of violation of
rules and a warning), censure (a written reprimand and
warning), disciplinary probation (from extracurriculars),
restitution,
suspension {exclusion from classes), and
expulsion.
A suspension or ~xpulsion could have grave

consequences for visa students as immigration authorities can use these particular sanctions as a basis to
revoke the student's visa.
An appeal route exists to an Executive Committee of
the Senate referred to as the Discipline Appeal Committee comprised of two faculty members and a student.
This level has both original and appellate jurisdiction.
Under by-laws SI and 31, appeals can be made
regarding academic evaluation to rhe department and
further to the appropriate Senate Committee.
The
'University has not defined what the powers of this
Senate Committee arc, nor of whom its membership
is to be comprised.
1--lopeful\y, this will soon be rectified.
When appealing a grade or a minimum average dictating your standing within a particular program, you
should refer to the general calendar. All appeals must
be made in writing to the appropriate faculty through
the office of the registrar. no later than three weeks
after the final mark has bern released by the Registrar.
The Dean of the faculty may extend rhis deadline in
extenuating
circumstances.
There is a $20.00 fee,
refundable if the appeal is successful.
Serious illness
or compassionate grounds should be as well documented as possible. Often medical evidence will have to be
submitted within one week of the scheduled examination.
Graduate student appeals must be made in
writing to the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research.
Remember, whether the course is a graduate or undergraduate one, the instructor must inform students by
the end of the second week of each course the basis
for determining rhe final grade and the dates of tests
and when essays are due.
Any deviation from this
requires the consent of the majority of the registered
class.
Smdents problems often are increased by the lack
of student awareness of procedures appearing in the
General Calendar. It is a good idea to read the applicable sect ions.
Should you have a student problem
C.L.A: has experience in the area and will be wLl!ing
to assist you.

Traffic Offenses

Law

of the Pro\'incial Offences At·t, the magistrate is pcm1it·
ted to uSc his or her disaetion to 1mpo~e a fine le,s
than the minimum or susprnd the sentence \I hne the
minimum fine would be undul~ opprc~,h·e or not in
the interests of justice.
This type of les~enmg ut ~l·ntence is only likely to sucn:eJ if the defendant ~upports
a family and has no financ1.il resourrc~.
The key to pre\·em1on of ll ighway Traffi(' A~·t
violarions is common sense. The more respectful you
are ro the police officer, the less likely ii bccc1mcs
that a further ti{·ket will be issuc<l. There appears to
be a direct correlation between n.ide bcha\'iour h' an
officer and the number of ticket~ issueJ! ln JdJltion.
due to greater concrrn aboui drinking ,ind dri\'1ng.
the police are more alert t<.J errati<: Jriving hehanour.

get al! of [he funds vou need when it is rime to renc\1
your visa, you can ger it rene\1·rd ,m~·way. provided 1·ou
have a letter from a bank or Oiher financial institulinn
at home authorizing payment of the funds to ~·ou on
a regular basis through the school year.
It mJy br
necessary to do this if there is a problem 11ith fund~ a1
home with respect to your familv's abilil\' to send the
funds, or the home go\'ernment;s willing~ess to JlJJ\1
the funds to be senr. Pro1·ided all other <lo,·unwnts
are in order this ietter will act as proof of funJs.
Under nu circumstances should you borrO\I OI' lt·nd
money for the renewal of visas. The disnepanrit·~
will show up in the passbook Jnd if discovered 1he
renewal of your visa could be denied and nanin:11
charges brought. If you make other large money nansacrions in and out of your bank account, nm ,;hould
be prepared tO justify them.
·
As a visa student, you may encounter rht·sr and
other problems with Immigration whik in Cinada.
To avoid serious problems it is important ui get the
proper advice as soon as possible.

This year C.L.A.'s involvement m Immigration
matters increased_ dramatically.
Cases include refugee
claims, student visas, sponsorship applications and repatriations {U.S.) to name a few. The increased casewor~ has _allo"."'ed C.LP:- to develop a positil'e working
relat1onsh1p wnh Canadian Immigration officials which
has been useful in solving the broad variety of problems
many visa students have encountered.
You as a visa student will receive your visa from the
Canad.ian government official in your home country,
have It approved upon entry into Canada, renew it
again as required and leave when you finish your studies. When things don't go according to plan, however,
Immigration is swift to react. The result is usually a
great deal of confusion, doubt, and fear, because of the
treatment afforded you by Immigration. The situation
is usually made worse because of the fears of authority
~ou may have as a result of rumours or experiences
m your home country, the lack of information forthcoming from Immigration
officials, and the belief
that it is better to submit than to fight. This attitude
leaves many unaware of their right~. If left without
representation
the result could be removal exclusion
or deportation,
when a simple explanation 'or defense
could have solved the problem.
One solution available to all is to study Immigration
law and act on your own behalf. That not being a very
practical solution, it is _best to find someone with experience and knowledge 1n the area who can advise you
and act as your agent if need be. There arc numerous
individuals and agencies willing to help, one of which
is C.L.A. (Others include private lawyers, foreign student
Community Legal Aid provides free legal services
organizations, and Legal Assistance of Windsor).
to those who cannot afford a lawyer (an enquiry as t0
Some of the m?st common problems experienced
your financial status ls made ro determine whether you
occur when you wish to renew your visa. To do so,
qualify). Operated by law students and funded by
you require a valid passport, acceptance into the educatS.A.C. and 0.L.A.P. tOntario Legal Assistance Plan),
ional institution and proof of funds. The amount of
C.L.A. is located on campus at the Faculty of Law,
funds required varies but it seems to be between six
Room Gi05.
Office hours are Monday to Thursday,
and nine thousand dollars for an academic year. This
1-5 PM. No appointment is necessary. To phone, cal!
must be in a current bank account and you are normally
253-4232 (ext. 160), 253-7150, or 253-3228.
required to show your bank passbook to prove that
you have the funds.
If for some reason you can't
Rcvie"'.cd by C.L.A.'s staff lawyer, John P1stor.

•••

TeDmemore

morable at all. They're not anything but a bit of half-baked
soma administered
LO all the
Johnny/Jeannie
come-latelys
to
the
new music scene. New
Music? New music ain't new
when bands like York Road
play it; it becomes Old Music.
How can we expect York Road
to do a truly soaring, soul-engaging verston of Clash 's "Working For The Clampdown"?
We
can 'r. York Road, Nc11 Music;
I don't kno11, somethtng about
that just makes me chuckle.
+ • * ••
Funnily
enough, the CJAM
party (the one featuring the ne\1
Kare Rush video and live music
by Bf·A) at The Pub just this
past Tuesday
had droves of
wa\ers out. And it was something to see. Even John Dempster and Dr. Cassano were out
mingling
in the crowd.
The
whole
thing was an endearing
\tght: long coats, short back 'n'
sides, point) shoes. "Ah, youth"
wrote Joseph Conrad.

• *• • *
should be interesting

Time to go skii ng wit h York Road

by Lorenw Buj
V ork
Windsor',

Road
ver-;ion

I\

U nivcrsit~· ol
of

Du ran

Du-

ran. / mean, rhat 1~.
the~ 're
rhc next best thing. ,\ren'r the~?
I lundq,:ds Jammed ,\mha,,.1dor
,\ud1tonum
la~l l•nda~ ntght co
\ee thi, Toronto band churn out
tht• nt'\\ \\ ,I\T J.ird.
,\nd \1h,11 ,t ,pect.1clc. The\
didn't me,, .iround for .1 minute.
Tht re 11,1, :1 doud
of gre<:n
,moke. ,tnd cmer!:(ing from that
smoke l,oud \\.IS a pronnei:il

ro.:k 'n' roll band dolled up in
the hHest \\ ave trends .. \ml what
congruity
Jong hair, makt:-up
bcard~. anJ .1 song list rhat
grabs top-40 by its fla.:cid horns.
·1he) played ,1 cli They dtd
"I Will 1:0Jlm1 ", "Tears of a
Clown ", and stuff like that.
The~ pulled .tll sorts of pmcy
l11tlc stage .:apers, hut no energ)' wasted here
rhc truth 1, th,1t 1\hen York
Road is out of ,1ght they're .11,o
ou1 of mind.
~l'hcy'rt·

not

J1J

There
things happening in Vanier East
on the night of Saturday, February 11. The Vancouver
rock
band with short hair, D.O.A.,
ts playing. so Attend! Attend!
Attend!
• • • * *
So funk-a-ronic is the sort of
thing
America's
now quickly
taking in stride.
And the importance
of it?
Not much,
especially
when } ou consider
how dull the funk jewel has
become with its aching!) mim.1less patter. Neverrhcless, tonight
through
Saturday.
SAC's Pub
is featuring a band called Ilea\'·
cnn.
Their
publicity
photo
would gire them awa) as another happy family of disco misers,
but matbe that's JUSt my own
stupid
stereotyping.
Try 1t
yourself, because you do knc>11:
the final bloodbath 's coming,

rr 1c~la__r_h;...•
_m_c-__ i_r_·s_ju_s_t_a_r_o1_i
_nd_th_e_co
_r_n_e_r.
_____

Famed pianist Ramsey Lewis performs in conce r t January 27 at
Detroit's
Music Hall Center.
For more information
ca ll (313)
963-7622. For tickets, (313) 963-7680.

No doubtinmymind
by Peter Frcele
When he comes to Detroit January 27th, Ramsey Lewis will be
hnng1ng over 25 years of diverse pzz stylmgs to the Music Hall.
Throughout
his career the g1tted keyboardist has never been content to stand -;rill mus1-:ally . I .t·\1 is started out in the mid -fifties
pla) ing rhythm it piano pu dcrn·t:d trom the funk), hard bop styl ings of llora~c Silver and Bud Powell, becoming world renowned
by the early sixties. Not ~·ontmt ro coast on his reputation,
Lewis
later began to expernnent
with JM L-rock fusion. Dunng this period
Lewis opened new horilOn in the jau-rock
with spacey, ethereal synthesizer pieces.
Lewis has since moved into the Jazz-pop field, record mg with the
likes of .\1aunce White and Ste1-1e Wonder.
In his Detroit concert Lewis is sure to bnng his consumate mus1cianship, progressive concepts and a long li~t of Jazz hits forth to
entertain
his audience. Whatc\'er your particular
interest in jazz,
Ramsey Lewis ts sure to plcast:. The Music llall is located at 3 50
r..._1
a_d_i_so_n_A_v_en_u_c_·
._D_c_·r_n_,._t
._t-._1_ic_h....:ig::...a_n_.
------------

SMALL BUSINESS
CENTRE
In conjun ction with:

VICTORT~CHNOLOGIES CANADA INC.
D.W. JOLLY (1975) LTD.
Will be having a show on:

The Navigators
Present

FEBRUARY 1, 1984
In the: ASSUMPTION LOUNGE
10:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Showing softw a re in:

The Hiding Place 7 :00 pm
Gospel Road 9:30 pm
Jan. 27, 28

in 1120 Math Bldg.
Admission $1/movie

ENGINEERING
SCIENTIFIC WORD
PROCESSING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
DESIGN CAD CAM
GRAPHICS
DATA BASE
VT 100
NETWORKING
AND MORE
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATIEND!

-

VAN HALEN

Bang bang bang with Kevin Dubrow

Demure David Lee putting himself back together again

''1984"
Lp
(Warner Brothers)
I saw a video of Van Halc:n's "Jump" the other
night. The boys on scr~n obviously knew this was
a piss-take throw-away shot at the electro-new-mu zak dregs the charts are currently awash with.
Roth didn 't even work up a sweat. He and Fddie
Van couldn't keep from smiling at each other.
But then how can I get excited about the rest
of this album? Van Halen's never been as bard as
they could have been. Roth has been known to
say that rock's never been nuthin' more than folk
music. Thar's fine and I take 1t to mean that it
accounts for the better songs here. "Top Jimmy"
1s one. But it's not nearly as memorable as "Hot
For Teacher". Promising title this latter one. I
almost expected something along the Imes of
Elton John's "Teacher I Need You." No dice. It
has, mstead, a wild little intro that sounds as if
the record is skipping, and then there's an amusing
takeoff classroom adolescence. "Girl Gone Bad" is
the type of song Roth delivers with a grin. Doesn't
he just know everything? Ah, but the rest of it
is not the stuff joy is made of. It's typical Van Halen. Slo\\, single, rhythmic, elegant guitar stuff.
The screw and brew philosophy you might say.

HANOI ROCKS
"Malibu Beach Nightmare" Ep
(Quality Records)
Lead singer Michael Monroe's beautiful face
glistens. The band he's in, Hanoi Rocks, is nearly
as \\ onderful as he is. This man, Monroe, blows
a\\ ay Motley Crue's Vince Neil, and he can slug it
out with the daddy-o of the butt-bearing blond
Adonises - David Lee his-self. Monroe is only 20,
and what he doesn't make up in being a virtually
unknown in this half of the world, he makes up in
being Finnish. So, to tell you the truth, I can't
figure out why this band isn't pillaging their way
across these desolate American lands. The public-

ity machine better get in gear.
Hanoi Rocks is a feverish combination of glam,
sham, and (even) slam. They'll put to shame any
current version of the Clash or the Stones prancing
about. This EP's "Malibu Beach Nightmare" is a
clean, extroverted little package of mauling sound.
The rest of it kicks my head and hips around like
they haven't been in months. This is the direction
that pre-Sex Pistols 70s rock never really took.
Much better late than never.
QUIET RIOT

''Bang Your Head/Ba ng Your Head", Live
(Ep ic)
Oh how generic. Oh how predictable. Oh how
conservative.
Bue I'm confounded. And the wankers love it.
And I love it. And everybod> else loves n. No
wonder Kevin Dubrow is happy. No wonder drummer Frankie Banali has enough freedom to pull
out his pecker at the darndest rimes. No wonder,
no wonder. The poet Canadian bill b1sset once
wrote "th law makes us/sin." What a perfect
line! On "Bang Your Head" Dubro\\ sings "I
gotta mouth like an alligator." '\Jo wonder.
OZZY OSBOURNE
"Bark at the Moon/Spider"
(Epic)
"lie must be gettmg by on image alone" a
friend of mine told me.
What image? A three-tiered gut, rhe posthippy mane of swear-soaked sea,\ ecd, the \\ ouldbe Jagger lips reduced to the sub-human mfamv
of bat-biting? And where's the attraction kids·?
The guy sings like a mirching little-piglet bemg
massaged by a flock of pigeons. "Bark at the
Moon"? Ha! He should hear me bark in my
bathroom. "Spider"? Ha! Ha! He should watch
me shag flies in the outfield.
Reviews by Loren.-o Buj

Mr. Monroe , true hop e of womankind

Ozzy doing his "homely " look

---

For a weekend or a day or two, you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA train tnp.
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions. our convenient schedules for
weekend trips and our terrific group fares.
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take it easy, take the train. Call VIA Ra,I or
your Travel Agent now.

---

-

-~
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PREGNANT

a

Whyte/Ime?

AND NEED HELP?

Maybe it's time

you;umped
into someth ing
more demand ing
than a car pool .

Call •••
ft~~~·

NICOLE ON CAMPUS
by Morgan St. Michael
(Charter Books, 199 pp., $2.95)

a ...
re~For

You and Your Unborn Chi ld
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

3, 1984 LSAT
OR THE

~,ch

17, 1984 GMAT

CLASSES FOR THE MARCH 3 LSAT

J

., 1 Are you sick Worried?

• Each course consist5 of 20 hours of instruction for only S145 or 32 hours for
only S21S
• Courses are LlX deductrble
• Complete review of each section of each
test
• Extensive home study matenals
• Your course may be repeated at no
additional charge
20 hour coursemTO<ontoFeb.24-26/84
in London Feb.3.4.S/84
32 hou, course in Toronto Feb. 11, 12.
25, 26/84

_
252 3322

M6NAL.1sA
JI

LET US PREPARE YOU FOR THE

~,ch

Ph.

Palm & Card
Reader
Psychic

._.;Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
yo u can love and trust?
Are you having t roubles
with
your
job
or
business?

·
1

Phone 966 -3012
For Info.

CLASSES FOR THE MARCH 17 GMAT

20 hour courseinTorontoM.lrch9-11/64
32 hour cours.. 1nToronto March 3, 4,
10, 11/84
To register, call or write:
GMAT/LSAT
PREPARATION COURSES

P.O. Sox 597, Sl.lhon A
Toronto. Onl MSW 1G7
(416) 665-3377
To call free from Windsor
dial o and ask lo,
Zenith 86720
20 hour coursein Toronto Feb. 24-26/84
,n London Feb. 3, 4, S/84

~
IONA
COLLEGE
IIHIY(
lltSITY
Of WINOS
Oft

Iona Suppers
$2.00
All Welcome

935 Talbot Rd .
Windsor
.

·- ~-

· ---

Open 9 AM · 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.
--

- .- -

~ . ·----

- . - ·--.

laCLASSES WKLY .
FOR4WEEKS ...
=

...~10.00

VALID FOR FOLLOW ING CLASSES ONLY:
MON .-WED.: 9:30 A.M., 7:30 (A DVANC ED)
TUES.-THURS.: 1:30, 7:30 P.M.
TUES .-THURS .: 6:30 (ADVANCED) 8:15 (REG.)

IONA
FORUM
LUNCHEON

ALSO:PRENATALANoPOSTNATAL

Fri. Jan. 27
12:30
"Great Lakes
Focus: Tales of
the Tugboat &
Other Historic
Information."
Al Plant
Thurs . Feb. 9
11:30
"1984: Vision
and Reality"
Joe Quinn
**********

Worship every
Tuesday at
12:00 noon .

208 Sunset
Ave.,

253-7257

.
_j

AEROBICS

**********

Homemade
soup &
sandwich
$2.50 (must
call 2 days in
advance to
I reserve same .)

"Nicole is the big thrill on
campus" - from the back cover
of Nicole on Campus
Nicole is our fun loving, saucy, bi-sexual heroine in paper'"
back form (Hardcover editions
would be difficult to hold up
with one hand). This modernday Joan of Arc cavorts from
one frustrated campus to another, liberating students and faculties from the bondage of sexual repression.
A character sketch of the
saintly Nicole would be a tedious accomplishment. Monsieur
St. Michel obviously believes
that actions speak louder than
words. Nicole, although narrator
of th is well-precedented novel,
never delves into her deep, personal philosophies or her possible motivations according to
Freudian theory. In fact, her
dialogues with the other wellrounded characters in the book
do not often extend beyond
two or three spontaneous sentences, usually containing the
words "harder", "deeper", or
"faster".
Yet, a few facts about NCole's mysterious life can be
found by a trained reader. First,
she is Viennese (although she
has a remarkable grasp of
American slang). Secondly, she
has incredible financial resources (probably accumulated by
premeditated stock investments).
Thirdly, she enjoys sexual activities of any kind.
Granted, it is not commonly
accepted behaviour to transform
pornography
into a popular
form of entertainment. In justification, Nicole is simply blatant
fantasy and nothing overly deviant from the sexual norm at
that. Perhaps the most offensive

CLASSES
BEGIN
JAN. 30TH
PHONE
252-1060
STUDIO
ODELLETTE

SPECIAL "2 FOR 1 "SALE
... any combination

TWO/ONE
• Sweaters • Shirts
• Generra Cords & Drawstrinos

20°/o
OFF
• Dress Pants • Dress Shirts
• Calvin Klein Jeans

20°/o to 50°/o OFF
• Suits • Sportcoats
• Winter Jackets & Leathers

QLOS~udent & Faculty
1
O
71 Discount
On Newly Arrived Polo & Generra
Summer Tops

368 Ouellette Ave.
254-7878

aspect of the book is that
condones
the perm1ss1veness
which is frowned upon by the
Moral Majority and not practised by the average man/woman
on the street.
The book must be judged on
its merits as a form of campy
humour. Literary devices are
not used abundantly by St. Michel (with exception to the occasional horribly delicious bad
pun). This is light reading at
its best. The entire 199 page
volume can be consumed in a
few short hours, including the
time spent coming up for air
between chapters.
As a party game, Nicole on
Campus has also gained distinction. Forget "Pin The Tail on
the Donkey". Have guests sit in
a circle and each read a paragraph from the page of their
choice. There are no losers;
Nicole has fun on every page.
I would say Nicole on Campus should be, perhaps, the
most obvious reader's choice for
any trendy university set. However, M. St. Michel has thoughtfully provided an entire series
of Nicole books for those who
cannot get enough. I bought
Nicole Down Under th is morning. Now what do you think
this title means?

by Roberta Mock

Measurefor measure
On The Radio - Night Owls, insomniacs, party goers and early
risers can now enjoy all-night entertainment on CBC Stereo, beginning just after midnight on Monday, Feb. 6. All night stereo will
broadcast seven nights a week from midnight to 6:00 a.m. From
Monday through Friday, Brave New Waves will come from Montreal
with host Augusta LaPaix. Night Lines, the weekend shows will
broadcast out of Winnipeg with host Ron Robinson. Both Brave
New Waves and Night Lines will have a decidedly different feel
and flavour than any other all-night programs on the air.
Brave New Waves devotes the first hour to alternative music,
tunes that do not make the Billboard or Top 40 charts. Producer
Alan Cooter says that he will actively seek out Canadian bands
that fit this genre. There will also be a release feature, with LaPaix
discussing new album releases of more established artists.
Slipping into the studio in the wee hours of the morning are
guests from all walks of hfe. One night may see a taxi cab driver
chatting with an urban planner and the next night could be an
artist and some dancers. It's an intimate feel with conversation that
only a late night city like Montreal offers.
Brave New Waves will also present encore programs from CBC
Archives, the BBC and the USA. A lot of attention will be placed
on sci-fi and special programs during this hour. Closing out the show
is minimalist and surrealistic music by such performers as Phihp
Glass and Brian Eno, as well as discussions about the alternative
press and gallery openings.
Night Lines on the weekend with host Ron Robinson, will have
a party atmosphere. The first few hours will feature music by
such groups as Duran Duran, Culture Club and more new music
from the UK, the US and Canada. The music will be softer than
rock and roll but still vital melodic. In the wee hours of the morning, comedy recordings arc featured. The BBC's Fawlty Towers,
starring J ohn Cleese as well as The Fireside Theatre's The Further
Adventures of Nick Danger are just two comedy series offered.
Producer Ross Porter says, "CBC Radio has long had a fine reputation for recording concerts in studio sessions as well as at
folk festivals, small clubs and concert stages across the country."
Early risers have a chance to hear performers such as Don McLean,
Burton Cummings and Leo Kottke, with the best seats in the house.
As 5 AM approaches, adult-contemporary music with stars such as
Lionel Ritchie and George Benson ease listeners into the morning.

Lancers
surprise
Laurentian
withtwowins
Oiuck D,mgey namedCIA U

Athleteof the Week
hy Dave Dorken
"Pre~sure makes diam o nds ...
When the going gets rough, the
tough get going ... If you can't
stand the heat, get out of the
kitchen ... "
It's been the same old story
for Windsor's hockey Lancers
all season. They have loads of
talent, but can't seem to do
anything with It.
Except
when the pressure
1s on.
And it's on. But so arc the
Lancers .
Formerly the lowly
basement dwellars of the OvAA 's hockey league, with a sun ·
ably dismal record, Lancers are
on the move.
Last weekend, the Lancers
picked up a pair of wins, 9·5
and
9·6, over fourth
place
Laurentian Voyageurs.
Cinderella would be proud.
She'd also be proud of Lancer's left winger Chuck Dungey
The London native picked up
eight points 1n the two matches, induding
a pair of goals.
He also picked up the coveted
CIAU Athlete
of the Weck
award.
"He's been playing well all
season, and very well the past
week," said coach Bob Corran.
" T he w h ole line has bee n p laying well."
The three >ear veteran is the
first Lancer hockey player to
win the accolade, and 1s the
second U of W athlete to ever
capture the title.
According
to coach
Bob
Cor ran, Laurentian
came into
Windsor looking for the Lance rs that the standings
were
showing ,
last place, three
wi n s, a tie and ten losses. Instea d , they me t up w ith the
tale n ted club Corran has known
hes buried under those awful
stat s.

(IJ Prof,ssionlllInstruction
.
seminars
taughtbyattorneys.
business
professionals
and
experienced
educators
.

(2/ low Cost· prices rangefrom
$175. to $225. - 1 low-cost
investmentin yourMure.

(3/ Conv,ni,ntSch,duling•
seminarsmeet on weekends and
eveningsat manyconvenien
t

locations.
SIX Mlditional
corr,ct 1111sw1
rs
Cllfl lfld up to 10 p,rclffli/1
r1111kin,s.
If rou'r, s,rious about
yourlSAT. GMATor GR£.don't
p,oc,ld Mt/toutcont,cting
UTPS.
CALLUS AT
Withourh1/p.youcando it!!!

540-5988

•1 114_..,
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Th e wins bo oste d the Lan ·
cers ' record, but H may he
to o late t o boo st tht · te am\
playoff chan ces .
"It may not be su,·h a b .1d
position for this team to be in
- we <;ccm to be in a better
position as the underdogs," said
the coach.
"Our biggest fear
s th.,t we 've left II too late .
1 think that if this team gets
into the playoffs, it will surprise some people. The trouble
is going to be getting into the
playoffs."
Lancers
started
Saturda)
night's game even with Lauren·
tian, going scoreless until the
second frame . Then the big guns
started
to fire , and Lancers
moved to a 6-2 lead.
Lancers tallied three unanswered goals in the last period.
Rob Serviss, replacing the
retired Gerry Rioux on the
po.,..crful
Chuck
Dungey-Jeff
Parent
hne, had a hat-tnck
in the game. J cff Parent notched a single, as did Mike Zoretich,
Paul Kos1anc1c, Chuck Brimmer,
Mike Mc Kcgg, and Stu Prince.
In the next da.,. 's match,
Lancers started off s)O\\ ly. \' o yageu rs slammed
home
three
goals· two 1n the fir~t four
minutes of the game - to a p air
fr om Winds o r. Wind sor even ed
things at 6 by t he end of the
second set, then outscored Laur·
cnt1an 4-1 in the final leg.
McKegg and Dungey had a
pair of markers, P rince, Ser·
v1ss, Kos1ancic, Brimmer and
Parent all copped singles .
This upcoming week co u ld
make-or shatter-Lancer's
postseason aspirations .
La n cer's
met up with the tough fifth
place
Mustangs
of Western
Wednesday
night (after p ress
ume), and face Waterloo at
Adie Knox Saturday
at 7:30
PM.

Lan, ·.: l'holo hy OAV F l>ORKFN

Voyagc11r~· Mik e Hick ey snaps a shot p ast Lance r\ Matt Sck cla in the opening minutes of Su n d ay's
m atc h . La nce rs cam e back strong in th e 9-6 \\.in.

TwoLancersmake nationals
b y Ela in e W eek s

Two members of the llnivers1ty of Windsors track and t ,eld
team will be travelling ro Sherhrooke, Quebec this March to
n>mpoc 1n the l\o:111onalTrack
and held Champ1onsh1ps.
Stc1 c Gibb ,ind R{1b Schram
quao1t1cd tor tht" :....1t1<1n.11s
Jt the
Yo rk ln nr.1t1o n al, a meet that
included
I 4 or her u n 1vcrnt ies
from C.mada and the l 'nnt·d
States . and wn~n other tr.tt·k
clubs.
Gibb qualified for the ;,,:ationals with a fifth place effort
of 13.85 metres in the triple
jump. a nc,\ school record, and
with a third place lc:1p of 2 03
metres 1n the high jump. Schram
qualif.ed w1th a personal best
thro\\ of 13.44 m 1n the shot
pu t, \\.h ich earned him third
place ,H York.
Athletes may qualify for the
nath)nals at any meet by rea,·h-

.ng a quJhfying ~tandard, and
Judging by the other Lancers'
results last weekend Gibb and
Schram may not be going to
Quebec
alone.
The women s 4 x 200m
relar team of Lisa Nagy, Debbie
Remckie , Jenny Yee and Elaine
Weeks were only one second
aw ar from qualifying "ith their
rh1rd plan.· fin ish of I :4 R.7,
a new school record. In rht· w omen ·s long Jump, Week's fouth
pla,e Jump of 5.33 metres
"as just
I I centimetre~
off
rhc qualifying mark, and 1n the
women's 60 metre dash both
Weeks and Nagy rurned in rimes
of 8.2 I <;econds, Just m1~smg
the quahf, mg time of eight
seconds.
Tim R, ans second place finish of 1 :22 .5 in the men', 600
metres, a personal best, placed
him w1thi,1 one second of qual1f} mg. J anet Root
set a ne,,
school record of 2: 58.0 for a

silver medal in the 100 metres
that was JUSt 3. 5 seconds off
the mark, while Gino Castcllan's
fourth place toss of 13.10 in
the shot put was only 25 ce nt imetres short of the standard.
Other medalists for Windsor
,,ere the men's 4 x 400m relay
ream of Georte Kerr, Donavon
She p he rd, A rnie Bra,·kcl and
J eff Griffith (2nd, 3:33 .7 secs.),
the men's 4 x 200m relay te am
of Mit·hcl \'iynrault,
.\taso n
Hoppe, Jeff Gnffirh, and R itchie Coughlin (3rd, 1:37.2 secs.)
.ind the women 's 4 x 800m
relay team of Root, Jan J ull,
\ nnerre Kosoko\\.sky and Tina
Beaton (3rd, ne,\ s,hool record,
JO 07.4).
The next event for the Lan·
cers 1s th 1s S.iru rday ,, hen they
will host
ten Can.1di,tn :ind
t\\ elve t S schools at tht· CanAm Tr.vk Classic at the ne ,\
St. Denis Centre.
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Lancers
fallin overtime
by Peter Freele
Two consecutive loses have
dropped the University of Windsor Lancers to third place in
the OUAA-West basketball conference.
On Saturday, the cagers fell
to the Waterloo Warriors, ranked
third in the nation,
98-83.
Monday evening, Windsor lost a
heartbreaker to the Brock Badgers, losing 106-98 in overtime.
The Lancers are now 3-3
in regular season play. The
Brock Badgers now stand 2-2.
The Lancers had led the
Badgers by two points with
22 seconds remaining in regulation time courtesy of llunt
Hoot's long Jumper- until Brock
tied the score 94-94 with a controversial last ~econd jumper.

In overtime, foul trouble finally caught up with Windsor.
Rob Biasutto had fouled out
with five minutes remaining in
the game, leaving the Lancers
with only one experienced big
man- Jim Kennedy.
When Kennedy fouled out
with just under three minutes
remaining in overtime and the
score tied, the Lancer's lack
of height became critical.
Faced with a small Windsor
line-up, the Badgers quickly
jumped into the lead. The Lancers fought nil the end, but
as the buzzer sounded, Brock
was ahead 106-98.
The Lancers did not play
nearly
as w<"II against the
Waterloo Warriors as they had
against Brock - although the
results \\-ere the same.

Facing the nationally ranked
Warriors, Windsor came into the
game ice cold. During the first
eight minutes of the game the
Lancers could only manage eight
points, six of them by Hunt
Hool.
The Lancers
quickly
found themselves down 31-10
and on the wrong end of a blowou c.
Then Windsor woke up and
began to play basketball.
In the second quarter the
Lancers looked invincible. They
shut down Waterloo's offense,
OUAA BASKETBALL (WES1)

WL F
Waterloo
McMascer
Windsor
Western
Brock
Laurier
Guelph

BasketballLancerettes
hang on to beat Mac
by John Slama
The
l.ancercrtc
haskcthall
team boosted their record in the
OWIAA to 4-3 \1-ith 69-60 win
over McMasrer last Wednesday
night.
Theresa McGee, as usual, led
the L,inccrettes \\1th 22 points.
Colleen Hogan had 17, Lil
Cragg 14, and Mary I Ir} cay added 12 for the winners. It was a
"nice spread'' as described b}
l.anccrcttc coach Sue o~borne.
"Whene\'cr those four are in
double digits, "'c play much better," she said.
The L.rncerettcs

were up 23-8

early in the game, and at rhar
point neither team could get
anythini going for several min·
u tcs. At the half, McMastcr had
recovered somewhat and pulled
within twelve, U-20.
The Lincerettes continued to
Ice up in the second h,1lf. then
suddenly came back \1 ith a full
court ,:one press. Thcr<..sa .\1cGce
scorEd seven points m the la.st

I~

three minutes to help put the
game av.·ar.
On Friday. the Lancercttcs
ruok to the road for an exhihition match agamsr Siena I !eights
Community College m Michigan.
It \\,as a game in which Osborne
said she pla) ed the bench and
the team as a \\,hole was "slO\\
getting started."
The Lancerct res staged a comeback in the
last nme mmutes. but came up
shore, 58-57.
Colleen llogan \I- as a stand·
out for the Windsor ream.
"She was JUSt \uper," ~aid
Osborne. "She can really control
th<..other team\ press."
1logan led the Lancercttcs
with 16 point, and also \tole
rhe hall ar the end of the game
co pull her team within one.
Theresa McGee had eleven
points in the exhibition match
and Lil Cragg added 10.
The Lanccrettes
return to
OWIAA play Friday ar Laurier
and Satufday at Guelph. Their
next home game 1s Ft'bruary 10
against Waterloo.

Volunteer for the Windsor
Association for the Mentally
Retarded
By giving a few hours a week to an adult or child
who is mentally handicapped YOU can LEARN ,
GROW, ENJOY and bring meaning to both your
lives. There are many different areas where you
can help .
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299 338
154 207
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got their running game going,
and finally found their shooting
eye.
Outshouting Waterloo 3 l to
11, Windsor tied the game with
three minutes remaining in the
half. The two team~ went to the
dressing room deadlocked, 47-47.
The teams played very evenly
during the first ten minutes
of the second half. When the
fourth quarter began Windsor
\\as down by one, 67-66.
Then the Lancer game began
co unravel. Waterloo began to
.dominate the boards, while Windsor forgot how co shoot. As
a result Windsor was outscored
29 to 16 in the fourt h quarter
and lost the game 98-83.
Despite the loss, Thomas is
still confident.
"We're playing
fine, it would have been nice
ro have the wins ... by the end of
the season we'll be a really
good team."
The Lancers are on the road
this weekend to play McMascer
and come home to the St.
Denis Centre Saturday, Feb.
4th to play Western.

Lance Photo by JOHN SLAMA

Lancer Rob Biasu tto (52) attempts to block a Warr ior shot.

V-ballerstake Western
by Sharon Pyke
The
Lancerette
volleyball
team got off to a slow stare in
their match against Western but
quickly came to li•e co defeat
them in four games. The win
bnngs their
record to 5-3 .
The first game seemed to be
1ust a warm up for the Windsor
women. They played sluggishly,
as 1f they were still tired from
their weekend tournament. Despite demands from fans to "start
playing volleyball",
they lost
13-15.
The ocher games proved co he
a little more exciting with scores
of 15-1 1, 15-4 and 16-14. The
Lancerettes showed some spark
in the second and third games,

but it was lost in the fourth and
final game. These girls muse develop much more concentrat10n
m their play to go all the way
this year.
Coach Prpich pointed out
that her players certa inly have
the ability and potential co go
far chis year and in the future.
What they are lacking is experience (with a total of 6 first year
players out of a possible ten)
and continuous concentration.
If the Lancerettes win the
rest of their games, they will
have second place wrapped up
and earn a good seating in the
semi-finals .
Next ·game is at Laurie r tonight.

Note To All Members

Wllldsor
Wa.tocb
Presents

Great Lunches at
Great Prices

Wed. Spaghetti Dinners .99
with Happy Hour Prices
4-7 p.m.

For '.urther mformation please call Michele O'Neil at 252-6571

Jazzercize Classes
every Tues. & Thurs.
9 am - 10 am
5 week program - $35.00
Classes Begin Feb. 7
Call Faces for more info.

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y cphotography
3877Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
"Memberships

Available"

Saturday Super Breakfast
$1.99
11:30am-1:30 pm
Eggs, Bacon, H omefries
& Toast

Parties interested in playing
House League Darts please
sign up at Faces.

ONE BLOCK EASTOF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

- - ---------

---

-------

- ----------

Sports shorts

Fencing

--

NOTI CE- The following people have
wallets to claim at our office:
Peter Apeadu, JD no. 8201 S 5
Lisa H.D. Lim JD No . 817772
Ling Na Lee ID No 805509
Christopher Huggings ID No 848891
Shun -Ling S. Chow ID No. 786881
Hong
Bao
10
No.
347276
Lai Sang Chan SIN No 902196864
Man K. Tsang , ID No. 796269
Lam Chi-Wo Simon ID No. 81 1395
Thank You Cathy McKrow Secretary
Office of Student Affairs
ROOMMATE WANTED. $169 per
month utilities included. 7th floor
apartment overlooking Detroit River.
Individual bedroom of two bedroom
apartment. Randolph and University
area. Call 255 -9594 before 10pm.
Ask for Barry.

Swimmingand diving
Gillian Stevens, of the University of Windsor women's swim
team, took the bronze medal in the 100 metre butterfly at the
Waterloo Invitational last weekend. Jenny Agnew placed sixth in
the 200 metre backstroke while Wendy Poppleton placed fifth in
both the 200 metre and 100 metre backstroke. The three swimmers
teamed up with diver Joan Walker for the medley relay and placed
third in the consolation. Walker placed second m both the one
metre and three metre diving events.

The University of Windsor Lancerette Synchronized Swim Team
travels to Montreal this weekend to compete in a ranking meet at
McGill University. Barbara Miller, a Faculty of Education student,
and Kelly Godson (4th year Nursing) will compete in the duet and
figures events.

$50.00

·s' League

lncramural Basketball
·A' League

3t. Denis Division
G

w

L F

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4

]

4

4
3
2

1

0
l 0
1 1
2 ()
3 0
4 0
4 0
4 0

In case of a tic at the end of
regular season play, a 'points
scored against' formula will be
used to determine order of finish and playoff positioning.

andI stilldon'tknow
if I am a falcon,

Women Chasers
Blue Demons
Your Embarassmcnt
Up to Snuff
lOlers
Cellar Dwellers
Sprints

GW

L F

7 7
6 4

0 0
2 0
2 0
4 0
4 0
5 0

6
6
5
6

4
2
2

l
4 0

4

Faces
Delta Chi Blues
Mac Hall Stars
Sweetness
Tony's Bar & Grill
Beirut Bombers
Minators

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

4
4
4
2
2
0

4 0
4 1
6 0
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RESALE
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SHOPPE

.
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Discount
with Presentation of
this ad.

Deadlne

1432 Wy,,ndotte Street East
12 5 Monday · Saturday

February
6, 1984

111211

0

0
0

;.)
[)EJAIIIIJ
¥

Men'sShirts&Suits
Women's Coats,
Skirts, Dresses &
Sweaters

The ParallaxM~e

0

2
2
2
2

4

1/2 Price
Sale

Rilke

·-------------------------------------------,
: University of Windsor Student Discount

254-0989

j

NOTICE
RE: Unsold Books
SAC's Used Book Sale

All unsold books not picked up by6:45 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 31, 1984 will be abandoned
on the book shelves without further responsibility by SAC.

;
•I

' Cards will be honoured.

Vanier Division

.· ,

or a ~nn,
or a greatsong.

ESTO

These awards began in the Fall
semester of 1983 when only three
people applied for and received
awards. This means OPUS will be
carrying over the remaining five
awards to the Winter semester, so
why not apply!
The awards are not available during
Intersession
and Summer School
although the OPUS office will b;
available during each of these semesters for the regular p osted hours.

Student
Memberships

CC@mJPJM~
~~

II.

NOTICE - The United Church Campus Ministry Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, 253-7257 . Office hours
9:00 . 5:00. Worship and Eucharist
Tuesdays,
12 :00 12 :40.
Feel free to drop in anytime for
conversation
with staff or other
students .
Iona Suppers '-' Home -cooked Sup pers every Thursday at 5 :30 pm.
$2.00 Held at Iona College, 208
Sunset. All students
are invited .

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR

Frank Dominico finished sixth out of 26 entrants in his division
to highlight the Lancers werestling team performance at Guelph
last weekend. Coach Dan Brannigan said this may have been the
toughest tour all year along with the Canadian Senior Nationals.
At Guelph, the Lancers were wrestling against the same wrestlers
that will be participat ing in the Canadian Senior Nationals. The
Canadian National champions were there, along with U.S. Olympic
hopefuls from the New York Athletic Club , and the major Canadian
Univers ities with a wrestling te am .

~
SAC

NOTICE- The Organization of Par tTime Students is pleased to offer
eight Part-time
Student
Awards,
valued at $ l 2S.00 each, in both the
Fall and Winter semesters, for a
total of 16 (NON-REPAY ABLE)
Awards.
Application forms and further information are available at the Student
Awards office and also at the OPUS
Offic e in the University Centre .

You're just minutes away from Windsor 's most
convenient ly located racquetball and indoor
recreationa l facility . We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
c ourt s • Un iversal Gym n • Sau nas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Sho p • Pro fe ss ional Instructio n
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All!

Wrestling

.....__
____

NOTICEThe Windsor Women ~
Incentive Centre is presenting several
series of worshops in its Spring
84 Worshop Series . Included are
seminars entitled , In Search of
Self, Communication Skills ,Assertive ness Training (Beginners and Advanced), Self Defense , Creating a Positive Image and Career Planning.
For more information and meeting
times call the Women~ Incentive
Centre at 594 Church Street or at
253 -1117.

Playball. Ql-

Synchro-swimming

/

he Lance, Janu ary 26, 1984 , pa ge 15.

I ccn~<mil
~~

All three of the Windsor fencing teams, the foil, epee, and sabre,
have qualified for the West Section competition to be held at Western this weekend. Eight Lancers also qualified as individuals. Steve
Filbey, Brian Filbey, and Colin Sharpe have qualified in the foil,
while Mike Fulmer and Bob Oxford will compete in the epee. Sean
Moriarty, David Marsh and Rob Zatyko will represent Windsor in
the sabre. Of the four teams and twelve individuals that compete
in each event, two teams and six individual s will advance to the
OUAA finals to be held at Windsor on Feb. 3.

New Vultures
Bridge I louse
T.K.D.
Tartan Alumni
The Stallions
Carisa '84'
Universa l Juveniles
Bridge Bozos

- ---------------T
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Group lassons available on request

---------------------------------~
ONE HOUR PHOTO
FINISHING SERVICE IS
HERE!!!

I

.

-

-

-

-

-

WE CAN OFFER YOU:
1. ONE HOUR SERVICE* On Your Colour Prints(110, 126 ,
135, and Disc film)
2. A QUALITY PRINT.** We Will Not Sacrifice Quality for
Speed of Service. The Prints That You Receive Will Be
the Best Possible!
3. ENLARGEMENTS(Upto5" x7") With Same Day or Next
Day Service .
4. PERSONAL ATTENTION! You Will Have Personal Contact
With the Technician Who has Developed and Printed
Your Film . If You have Questions, We Will Be Happy To
Tray and Answer Them To Your Satisfaction.
5. Your Film is Processed Right At Our Store . You Won't
have to Worry About Lost or Misplaced Negatives or
Prints.
* Machine time
** We use KODAK paper
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~
2521 Dougall (at Eugenie)

969·3633

20°/o Discount upon Presenation of
Student I. D.
Remember e "COMMAND MEANS QUALITY'
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casualness

Painter Joan Miro, one of the greatest artists of the
20th century Spain and a leading figure of the surrealist
movement died on Decem ber 25, 1983, at the age of
ninety. An art ist whose influences were arguably as profound and widespread as those of fellow Spaniard Pablo
Picasso, Miro became internationally recognized in the
earlier part of this century for workds which curious ly
combined mixed emotions of joy and sorrow while allowing his objects to attain a unique life on the canvas.
His death was not only a loss for modern art, but also
a source of sorrow for many, particula rly those of his
birthp lace in the province of Catalonia in northeast
Spain, where he was born in 1893.
Even though Miro continued to exercise his influence
on modernism from his island home of Majorca for decades after the end of the Spanish Civil War, he had
never lost the taste of love for his home province of
Catalonia. He had asked to be buried in the province's
capital, Barcelona, the city which, earlier in the year,
had arranged an international commemoration of Miro's
90th birthday, preceding an exhibition of his paintings
and sculptures in Madrid.
The son of a Barcelona goldsmith, Joan Miro was a
bold and daring city youth with an incisive perception of
the natural country atmosphere provided by the mountains and olive trees which surrounded the hill towns of
Catalonia.
After studying art in Barcelona, a young Miro left
Spain for Paris in 1919, where he soon became involved
with a surrealist group in need of an artist,c leader to
complement the movement's emerging poets. Miro and
other artists, including fellow Catalonian Salvador Dali,
joined the surrealist poets in support of French poet
Andre Breton's 1924 Surrealist Manifesto, a proclama·
tion of the need to combine dreams and reality in order
to gain "an absolute reality, a surreality ."
Among Miro's more celebrated paintings is The Hunter (Catalan Landscape) (1923- 24), which not only reflected a vivid dream illustration, bu t also revealed the painter 's abi lity t o inter f use my thical and com ical emot ion s.

~
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Another Miro work, The Reaper, was painted at
about the same t ime that Picasso was painting Guemica,
and, accordingly, dealt with the same cause; that of
Republican Spain during the civil war. The painting
helped to revitalize Miro's love for his native Catalonia,
and provided the imaginative atmosphere of some vast,
unrestra ined landscape that is found only in dreams.
"Three forms," Miro once commented, "which have
become obsessions w ith me represent the impress of
Urgel1 (one of his firs t instr uctors): a red cir cl e, the
moon and a star." Darkness found its way into the
paintings of Miro, and the night soon became one of the
more dominant themes of his art.
The darkness offered the artist the comfort of calm,
silent sleep and the visions of vagabond dreams. But
this same darkness also 'stirred in Miro the thoughts of
death, solitude and nightmares that preoccupy all humans. Nocturne, painted in 1938, had the ambience of
a night that struggles with glimmering demons. It curiously allowed the darkness to convey a silent terror
that is characteristic of our dreamworlds.
Miro was an artist who rejected clear-cut distinctions
between poetry and painting. He frequently professed
an emotional attachment to poets, never hesitating to
include words or phrases on his canvas. The Hunter
exemplified his skill at inventing his own language of
signs and symbols that carry literal implications.
It would be unfair to classify Joan Miro as a pure
surrealist, since this would be ignoring the unique character of his art that he so often sought to reassert. After
all, Miro would be heard to acclaim, "Yo soy yo. I am
me. Joan Miro is Joan Miro."
Upon hearing of Miro's death, Spanish poet Rafael
Alberti, 81, a close friend also with connections in the
surrealist movement, called the painter's death ,,a great
loss to art and culture, and described him as "a hero
of twentieth-{;entury painting."
The death of Miro leaves fellow Catalonian Dali,
79, as one of the last important surv ivors of t he surrealist gro up fo rmed in Paris. Spain 's in valuable gift

Miro in his studio at Montriog, 1952.
to 20th century modernism has now been returned to
the silent, swarthy night and the bare, rugged terrain of
the Catalonian landscape. The cracked, wh ite-washed
walls of the farmhouses scattered along the countryside
of northern Spain still stand as a reminder of the energetic imagination that Catalonian Joan Miro brought to
modern art, Jnd of the wandering, dreamlike movements
that characterized his paintings.

by Brad Lombardo

NOTICE
General
Student Meeting

This is your chance to speak out and be heard .
If you would like to:
1. Voice your opinion regarding the Students ' Administrative Council , University Administration or any other matter dealing with the University ;
2. Express new ipeas and suggestions that wi II benefit the students;
3.Ask a question of your S.A.C. or University Administration , and get an answer;
This is your opportunity to give input and change things for the better at the University of
Windsor . Your Student Council wants to know how you feel and what your suggestions
are, so they can work hard to give you what you want
The first General Student Meeting will be held on Wednesday, February 2, 1984 at 1 :00
pm in Assumption Lounge ldcated in the University Centre . For efficiency , written
submissions of ideas and topics of discussions in advance would be deeply appreciated .
Please forward them to Robert Neposlan, Commissioner of Internal Affairs up to Tues .
Feb. 1/84 , at the S.A.C. Office.
FORMAT OF THE MEETING
1. Written submissions will be taken.
2. Someone will meet you at the door if you have not already submitted anything but wish to speak you
will be given a card on which you will identify yourself and the topic on which you would like to speak.
3. There will be a panel of SAC representatives at the front , along with representatives from the
administration. They will be there to listen to you and possibly answer any questions you may have.
4. The Chairperson will introduce you and the topic of discussion from the card you have filled out or from
a submission made in advance.
5. There will be microphones on the floor from where you will speak.
6. Written submissions will be read by the Chairperson to the students for people who do not wish to
speak at the meeting.

Feb. 2

1 :00 p.m.

Assumption Lounge

University of Windsor
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co,efrontation
by Kevin Rollason
Dr. Spellman, a professor in
the Department of Classical and
Modern Languages, has vowed
that he will continue to teach
a second section of his course,
even though the University has
declared that the students will
receive no marks for it. The
course concerned is Asian Foods
and Cooking.
Spellman said that he would
continue to offer the course
until all of the students had
left the course. This is the final
semester the course is being
offered since the University is
phasing 1t out.
Spellman told his students

that the reason the administration was not going to allow an
extra section of the course, was
because of the running battle
they had had with Spellman.
"The Administration takes it out
on (the student)."
Dr. Bird, Head of the Department of Classical and Modern
Languages, said that the reason
for the phasing out was two
fold. One reason was because
he did not see where a course
called Asian Foods and Cooking
fit into his department.
The other reason was the
expense mvolved in maintainine
an entire house, for, as Bird
said,
·' ... this
one
optional

Generation

course."
The house will be turned
over to the Student Awards
office sometime in Spring.
During an interview on CBC
Radio in May of 1983, Spellman
described the course as having
a poor title, since it consisted
of Geography, Religion, and
1listory
as they related to
food. He felt the course enabled
students co relate to Asian
students
better
by working
closely with them. Also, for
Asian srudencs, it allowed many
of them to learn cooking for
the first time.
Dean Brown, the Dean of
Arts, said Spellman ,us, " ... perfectly free to teach whomever he
wanted, "as long as he under
stood he would get no renumeration and his students understood they would get no credit
whatsoever.

Re -Generation?
by Stephanie Signorile
Generation,

the Univcrsit)" of

Windsor's annual literary publication, 1s 111 the midst of management changes.
Although trad1t1onally it was
produced solely by the English
Department, for the past six or
seven years SAC has assumed the
responsibilit} for budgeting the
production and, through the
Student
Media Corporation,
(SMC), designating a director
and editor.
This year SMC voted out the
directorial position and passed
the responsibility for production
ro the Student .\1edia Services
(SMS). Denise Parent, head of
S,\1S, said of the whole affair,
"I do not 1,1,antro be involved."
Meanwhile
the
English
Department caughc wind of the
commotion and offered to resume responsibility.
During the time SAC has
controlled Generation the budget for it has ranged from ap-

proximately $300 to $1200 .
This year they budgeted $450
for it. and according to David
Liird. it "should go to Generanon"
as it was "ngh tfu II)
budgeted" for it .
I le went on to say he certainly wants to see 1t published
Continued

on page 7

Brown

also said tha t no
was allowed to make
another sectwn m their courses
without the approval of the
university.
professor

Dr. Bird, acted on the Dean's
behalf and read a letter from
the Dean's office, to the sru
Continued

on page 2

I an<·e Photo by JOHN MAY

Dr. Spellman, a Professor in the Department of Modern Languages,
tells his class their options after a representative of the Dean of
Arts has just told them that the cl ass was iilegal.

11,e Vanier
sagacontinues

Former Generation Editor, Tony
Couture: "A lot of Canadian
writers who are 'making it' today were first published in Generation."

by Kevin Rollason
Twice in the past week the Students' Administrative Council's (SAC) Vanier 1-ood Committee
has met with people in charge of the universities'
food services. Because of these meetings, a little
more light has been shed upon the entire question
of food ser\'iccs.
Last Friday, th rec of the mem bcrs of the committee, including SAC President David Laird,
SAC members Carl Bang and Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, and The Lance, mterviewed Moe White,
District Manager for Saga Foods Canada at Saga's
Canadian headquarters m Burlington.
White agreed that the system of scrip was VCI)
costly from an administrative point of view,

unlike the board plan \\'here a student was g1\'en
a meal ticket and the university did not see the
student until the next semester.
When questioned whether a board plan would
be feasible m Windsor, White's response was,
" ... a board plan is feasible any\\here." lie said
that Saga tailored their food plam to meet the
request of the university.
"It doesn't make any difference to me \\hether
it is a scrip roast beef or a board roast beef."
When quemoned whether Saga would do anythmg at their end to lower food prices, White
said, "I k 110\\ Saga purchases food at a lower
Continued

on page 9

University
ru6ngputsFnthQuarters
in6mbo
by Pet er Freele

University of Windsor Assistant Vice-President of
Student Services George McMahon has ruled that all
sales of alcohol after Varsity basketball games must be
handled by Saga Foods and not by Students' Administ rative Council (SAC) Liquor Services.
McMahon's ruling effectively squashes a plan by SAC,
the Human Kmecics Society (HKS) and members of the
Human Kinetics Faculty to sponsor these events, called
'Fifth Quarters , as a way of raising funds for the Human
Kmecics intramural sports program.
If Saga Foods provides the liquor services for an event
. the profits go to the University. However, if the event is
run through a society, and liquor is provided by SAC
Liquor Services, 30% of the profits go to the society involved. In this instance, the H.K.S. was to tu rn over the
profits to Human Kinetics ·to help intram ur al sportS.
The ruling results from a 'Fifth Quarter' which was
held by the H.K.S. after an exhibition game November
26th.

While the event made a small profit, Sports Information
Director Fred Blowes said the events are good potential
money makers. According co Blowes, similar events held
after football games, and run by Saga, had "apparently
made about $400 each."
In making the ruling, McMahon said that Saga Foods
provides alcohol for University functions and that the
SAC Liquor Services provides alcohol for student events.
McMahon felt that the 'Fifth Quarters' were :'clearly a
University function."
David McMurray. Director of Residence and Food
Services, echoed McMahon's comments, saying that the
game is open to the public with admission bemg charged,
and since all expenses related to the varsity sports programs are paid by the University, and not through Stu·
dent fees, he viewed the Fifth Quarter "as a University
function."
Fred Blowes disagreed with the ruling, saying that
since the athl etes are all university students, as is "85
to 90% of the crowd, the event should be classified as

a student function. As well, Blowes felt that since the
1luman Kinetics Faculty generates the crowds, a percentage of the profits should go towards helping its sports
programs.
SAC President David Laird is in agreement with
Blowes. I'm disappointed with the ruling," he said,
''What Dick Moriarty (Human Kinetics director) is
trying to do is put money from bar sales back into student programs at Human Kinetics."
Both Laird and Blowes feel that an agreement should
be worked out with the University in which Saga Foods
would handle the bar sales with a percentage of the profits going co Human Kinetics intramural sports programs.
However, as the issue stands neither side benefits.
George McMahon stated that his decision that Saga
Foods run the 'Fifth Quarter' "is not debatable",
while Dick Moriarty told David Laird that as lo ng as
that decision holds, there will be no 'Fifth Quarters'.

The Lance, February 2, 1984, Page 2.

'Alion'sden'
were afraid that if they said
anything the University might
dents assembled for the class.
refuse to sign a letter they have
He said he had received his to take to immigration.
instructions only moments be
Spellman offered to pay for
fore he arrived at the class from
the entire course out of his
Dean Brown.
pocket, saying that the adminBird, when he entered the
istration could only stand to
house, felt like he had entered , gain money, because of the
" ... a lion 's den." He said that
tuition. He said that the admin
one of the most vociferous
istration was pretty confident
students was not even enrolled
they could run roughshod over
in the course. This makes sense , students. "They 're doing it every
since nobody in this second
day on campus."
section of the course could get
Spellman also said, " ... there
registered becwse of the ex· ought to be a study on racism
cess number of students in it. on th is campus."
The students involved in the
Dr. Cassano, Vice-President Asian Studies. When the depart·
Academic, said that any state·
way they felt they had been
ment that the university was
treated.
racist was, '' ... absolutely, cate Maria Facca, a 4th year gorically, definitively false."
Psychology major said, "Stu·
Spellman was formerly the
dents always get shafted one Dean of the Department of
way or another." She added th at Asian Studies. When the depart·
the way the university got back ment was phased out a few
at Spellman was to shaft the years ago, some courses were
students.
incorporated in other depart·
Other students, particularly
ments. It was phased out a few
Visa students, when prompted,
years ago unanimously by two
said that they felt scared to committees
- the Faculty of
speak up about anything that Arts Academic Planning Comaffected them because of their mittee and a Senate Committee.
Visa status. They said they
Continued from page 1

Feb. 2 - Lancerette Volleyball
St. Denis Centre 7 :30 p.m.

vs. \1cMaster

Feb. 3 - "Under The Gun'' - A Disarming Revue
-Walkerville Collegiate 8 :00 p.m.
- C.S.A. Chinese New Year's Banquet· Ambassador Auditorium, 7:00 p.m.
- "Seven Samurai" playing at Detroit Film
Theatre (DIA) 7 00 p.m. (Feb. 4 and 5 too)
Feb. 4 - Windsor Open Wrestling Tournament
St. Dents Centre 8:00 a.m. and all day
- Lancer Basketball vs. Western Mustangs
St. Denis Centre 8: 15 p.m.
Feb. 5 - SAC Film Series presents "The Outsiders" 7 :00 and 9:00 p.m. Rm. 1120 Math Build inf.
-"The Draughtsman's Contract" - playing a1
Palace Theatre 9 .30 p.m.
Feb. 6 - "Bread and Chocolate" playing at Palact
Theatre 7:30 p.m .
Feb. 7 - Spirit of Windsor Concert Band Winte1
Concert · Free admission! Cleary Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
- "Fanny and Alexander" playing at Palace
Theatre 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 8 - Windsor S} mphony Orchestra · Children's Concert 11 :00 a.m. · Cleary Auditorium
- U. of W. Students tor Nuclear Disarmament
presents a lecture by Dr. Signorile (S0c10logy)

entitled " Slouch to Armaggedon " 12 noon at
Assumption Lounge
Feb. 9 - "Macbeth" playing at Palace Theatre
7:30 p.m. · ·'Clockwork Orange" at 9:30 p.m.
Feb.
· vs.
7 30

10
Final Lancerette home game of season
U. of Waterloo · St. Denis Centre 7 :30 p.m.
"Eraserhead" playing at the Palace Theatre
p.m., "Diva" at 9:30 p.m.

Feb. 11 - Final Lancer Basketball home game of
season vs. Guelph · St. Denis Centre 8: 15 p.m.
- Lancerette Volleyball vs. Guelph · St. Denis
Centre 5 30 p.m.
- Windsor Symphony Orchestra· Music of Mozart, Telemann, Schubert, at Cleary Auditorium
8:30 p.m.
- Live from Vancouver· D.0.A. (all ages show)
-8,30p.m. Vanier Hall
- Valentine's Formal, at the Calabria Club
$44.00, All you can eat and drink! Tickets limited,
available at Cody Hall front desk.

Feb. 12 - The Ontario Ballet Theatre performs at
St. Denis Centre 7 30 p.m.
- Windsor Symphony Orchestra in concert .
Cleary Auditorium 7:30 p.m.

Any group interested in having events listed,
leave information ac the Lance office or contact
Peter Deck.

Submissions for the Parallax Measure (The Lance's literary sup·
plement) are now being taken. Deadline is February 6th.
The Lance still re~uires a typesetter and a Circulation Manager.
Have fun and get paid too! Apply at The Lance Office, 2nd floor
University Centre.

For a weekend or a d<fYor two, you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA train trip .
Ask about our 1 d~y, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions, our convenient schedules for
weekend trips and our terrific group fares.
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take it easy, take the train . Call VIA Rail or
your Travel Agent now .

------------------------------------------:----:-------The

Central
Americans
find refugein Wmdsor

··
by Ph1hp Rourke
"The people, the White Hand as they are called, came
at night to our house with names. They knocked at the
door and asked does this person live here and the one
who answered the door was my husband and he said yes
so they took him out of the house and shot him in front
of the house. My grandfather was there and he said
"don't rio that" and tried to help my husband so they
killed him too. They told me I would be next ."
Testimony from Sonia Maria Carlos of El Salvador on
seeking refugee status in Canada

refugees (Canadian definition) - ref-yu- 'jez,n., : people
who are outside of the country of their nationality and
who are afraid to return to their country because they
fear persecution for reasons of their race, religion, nationality, membership in a social group, or political
opinions. They must be able to prove to Canadian immigration officials that they fit this definition.
Since its conception in June 1983, the Windsor
Central American Refugee Sponsorship Network has
brought three Central American refugees into Canada.
Through the help of the network, the federal government of Canada, and local sponsors, these men are now
able to live, free of the fear of persecution that hung
over their heads in their homeland.
The refugees are Salvadorans and Guatemalans who
are seeking a new life in Canada. Some of the refugees
make their way up through the United States illegally
to Canada; others, "displaced persons" in Mexico, are
aided by Canadian officials to get to Canada.
The network has been set up to put hopeful sponsors

of refugees together with the refugees and to help set up
individual programs for these refugees so that they can
adapt to their new environment. The network co-ordinates its services with those provided by the federal
overnment and the sponsors in order to help these
gre fugees.
The sponsors, groups of concerned citizens or individual persons, are asked to provide funds, material assistance, health care, and general orientation and moral
support.
At least $1200 1s needed for sponsorship. This cost
varies according to the amount of material assistance the
sponsor provides and the number of people the sponsor
decides to help.
Material assistance includes furnished accommodation, household effects, food, clothing, and incidental
expenses which are provided by the sponsor for one
year. Welfare support cannot be given to sponsored
refugees for their first year in Canada.
Coverage under OHIP is available to refugees as
soon as they arrive in Canada, but it is up to the sponsor to register the recipient.
Probably the most important of the services that are
demanded of the sponsors is general orientation and moral support. Dave McNorgden, organizer for the network,
explained that "once the refugees make contacts, they
can still have many psychological problems (that they
might have had previously to their immigration ro Canada). They are alone, have experienced a drastic culture
shock, and have frequently witnessed deaths in their
own family."
The federal government is, according to McNorgan,
sympathetic and provides essential services ro these
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refugees.
.
Interest-free !?ans are provided by the government
to refugees. coming to C~nada from abroad to defr~y
tra~sportat10n costs. This loan ne~d not be repaid
until the refugee becomes self-supporting.
.
The . Canadad Employment Centre
does
provide
.
h
l
couns~lhng an P1acement services ~o t ese peop e.
Full-time courses .to upgrade JOb skills and language
courses are also available.
. .
The network, on top of co-ordinanng all this
activity, meets any further needs of the refugees. It helps
in legal and support service matters which sponsors may
encounter when dealing with government agencies,
schools and hospitals. It also unites refugees with Spanish-speaking people m the city to help the refugees
with psychological adJuStment to their ne\\ world.
It has been estimated that there are at least one
million displaced homeless people in Central America
and another half a million who have fled to the U.S.
and are now living there illegally because they cannot
be admitted as refugees.
McNorgan explained that "because of American
foreign policy in regards to Central America, it's better in Canada for these refugees." He said that refugees
are constantly threatened with possible deportation in
the U.S. There is a great deal of persecution in El Salvador which can even be worse for refugees who are forced
by the American government to return there.
The legal procedures to bring refugees into Canada
can take about a year, but rh rough the pressure from
this network and other interested parties, it is hoped
that these people will find it easier to get into Canada
in the coming months. The network, bur more importantly the refugees, need your help.

Poweristherootoftheirse!f-detennination
by Mireille Coral
"The cry of this people is
a cry which no one or nothing
can stop," said Oscar Romero,
Archbishop of El Salvador, before his assassination March 24,
1981.
The civil war in El Salvador
did not end when the Archbishop was killed, says Cecilia
Deck, chairperson of the Windsor Central American Support
Group (WCASC). The media,
Deck says, distort Central American issues by tending to report
sensational events like the Romero murder and the assassination of four churchwomen.
Liberation struggles continue,
not only in El Salvador, but
throughout the region.
Based on documentation of
government repression and human rights violations throughout
the region, WCASG sees revolut~~-as-t-AM.YY,-RFC!!--from

presentative of the will of the
people.
"With the exception of Nicaragua," says Deck, "political
and economic self-determination
for the people of Central America is best represented by the
popular opposition to those
governments."
She cites millions of dollars in US military
aid as an indication that those
governments do not enjoy popular support.
According to Deck, political
unrest in Central America comes
out of socio-economic problems
which include a history of
poverty, unemployment, economic exploitation and government terror to check opposition,
often disguised as communisthunting.
The situation as it
exists in Central America, however, dates back to before the
Bolshevik revolution and today
there is no proof that revolutionaries are receiving military aid
the So.iet Union, Qcn

U.S. president Ronald Reagan
refrains from making that accusation anymore.
As WCASG sees it, the reason
the United States µrops up
military regimes in Central America is to protect American
economic interests there in the
form of multinational corporations and cheap labor.
Revolutionary governments, like
the Sandinista government in
Nicaragua, are a threat to that
system and the United States
seeks to break them down
through an economic blockade and military aid to counterrevolutionaries in bordering Honduras.
Ten Days for World Development, a development-educauon agency made up of five
Christian churches (Roman Catholic, Anglican, United, Lutheran and Presbyterian), has cited
Nicaragua as "a model for
world development".
An af-rniateof
I en Days, WCASG

and members of Parliament,
points to literacy and health
often in cooperation with other
crusades, a drop in infant
support groups like Ten Days,
mortality and abolition of the
Canadian
Catholic Organization
death penalty as some of the
for
Development
and Peace
gains made since the revol(CCODP)
and
Canadian
Action
ution.
There is censorship
for Nicaragua (CAN).
of the media, but the opposThere have been successes.
ition press is published and
the Canadian government has
circulated freely unlike any
other country in Central A- given a $13 billion line of credit
to Nicaragua. There were no
merica.
official
Canadian observers in
The Central American Supthe fraudulent Salvadorean natport Group is an agency of the
ional election m 1982 and
Third World Resource Centre
"probably won't this year,"
and operates from that base.
says
Deck. As well, refugees
It is a non-denominational orgfrom El Salvador are now
aniiation providing educational
accepted into Canada.
alternatives to popular media
To Deck and the WCASG,
such as films, speakers who are
their
work is essential to stop
from or have been to Central
repression in Central America
America, and publications from
in solidarity with the Central
support groups like the MichAmerican people. "Internationigan Inter-Church Committee
al solidarity is important," says
for Central American Human
Deck. "Because of U.S. aggresRights, as well as the Nicarsion, it's important to have
agua newspaper.
international support for the
The group participates in letopposition movements and what _...
tC!'-Wrtring-eampaign,
to cdttors-iTt"osemovements represent ...
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Once again Generation has been shuffled around.
Such an ignominous
happening for the grand-daddy
poetry publication on campus-it
is now going into its
25th year.
It has had quite an illustrious history over the years.
Starting off as a yearly English publication,
it finally
grew to the point where the Students' Ad min istrati~e
Council (SAC) was donating so much ~oney toward .s 1t,
SAC figured they might as well take 1t over. Espe~1al~y
since the Student Media Corporation (SMC) was still in
a launch stage.
And it was here in SMC that a somewhat radical change
overtook the basic premise of Generation. From a publication that relied almost entirely on donations from SAC,
colleges, faculties, departments, and individuals, it changed
to a perception that Generation had to make money or
at least break even through sales.
What was overlooked by SMC was that SAC had always
donated the money spent on Generation regardless of
whether it was a SMC pub I,cation or an English department publication
That idea was also forgotten by the
two SAC members who sit on the SMC .
When the English Department foresaw a possible demise
of the publication, or at the very least, a radical change
in structure, they stepped in and took it back. And as SAC
President David Laird says, SAC will give the money to
the English Department that they had budgeted for the
publication anyway.
The Lance back ,n November forecasted which way
SMC was moving towards. We took an active role and
began petitioning
for letters of support and/or financial
support to ensure the continued publication of the literary publication. We have always supported the continuation of a literary publication on campus, and in some
ways, have attempted to emulate it through our bimonthly poetry pages.
We received several letters of support, an actual cheque
from the Faculty of Arts, and financial commitments

the raconteur
by john liddle
I didn't know it at the time, but retrospect. of
course, sharpens the images, makes it all the more
objective.
ft was tht· "oman with whom I developed
a meaningful hate relationship.
Never~ before had I trnly been regarded as a hate
object.
Sure, there were a couple of near-misses. but
they were all short term and never added up lo much.
Oh it happens, I know, meeting people: m bars and then
if vou 're lucky you 'II stumble on to someone-but
it's.Just for one night, and in the morning they're gone.
And you're left there crying out for pam and suffering.
Or else they'll tell you they'll ca.II and ne..-er do. Go<l
God it makes me mad, mad-it makes me mad at the
\\ hole world. Some people have all the luck, develop mg
meaningful hate relationships with ease . . .
.
.
It started brewing at one of those bolshy, big parties.
In a worn m kttchen, awash \\,1th !imc.,ke, the regular
crew and thelf boisterous play
"I've been to parties like this before," she says.
"But now I'm older; I've done this ~cene before."
A
sixties' throwback.
"That tells you how old I am,"

from supportive people, like Walter Romanow, Dean of
Social Science. We presented these to the SMC, to show
that it could break even, with less money from SAC.
What happened? SMC voted to remove Generation
as a seperate entity from the roster of SMC. The vote
was not unanimous
The Lance voted to keep Generation on the membership list. We then attempted to
assume responsibility for it, since we had supported it
vigorously in the past. Instead, it was transferred to Student Media Services (SMS), the department that puts
together the Survival Guide and Line-up.
Because there would be no sales of advertising space
in the literary publication, this was an interesting department for Generation to be given to, since, their idea 1s to
break even or try to make money on everything they do.
And as Denise Parent, SMS Director said, she doesn't
want any part of Generation.
The reason it was given a separate membership on SMC
in the past was because it was an independent entity.
It
was a publication
that was not really geared to make
money. What other department other than itself could
take that responsibility? When SMC voted the membership
of the literary publication off of SMC, The Lance figured
we could produce it and break even since we had received
financial contritut1ons supporting Generation.
In the end, who had lost? The English Department
didn't lose. The publication will continue under their
guidance. SAC didn't lose. They will still allocate the
money they had already budgeted for it. The students of
the university didn't lose. They will still be able to contribute to Generation, or at least buy it. The Lance didn't
lose. We will continue to support the pub I ication th rough
the donation of our office space for production.
The only ones that really lost are the members of SMC,
who show accurately what happens when a commercial
way of thinking overtakes a non-commercial entity. We
(SMC) are one fewer because of it.

she says, dropptng another foornote to her maturity.
"And I do hope that I'm not sounding condescending,"
she adds, when of cour~c.: all that she does sound like
1s someone who is condescendmg.
"Beers thrown all
over-look at that!"
I gl:lnce O\er her shoulder . ,\ fe\\. buddies of mine
arc playfighcing.
"Do the~ look as 1f they anually
like each other?
I can set" a beer flying over here an)
minute now." I explain that rhc) 're just fool mg around,
but ~he \\ on 'c bu)' it. "Two thousand years of c1vil1zat10n boils elm\ n to this .. "
She's a well-rounded woman, not in the physical
sense, but in the just-plam-everythmg
seme. She was
probably the sort of girl who got straight A's through
grade school, won the spelling bee, was a regional
finalist m public speakrng, never had any cavtties,
captained all the girls teams, organized dances, Val·
entines' <la}' card exchanges, and trips to the publi<.:
swimming pool. And m high school and university the
pattern was repeated:
Dean's lists, school government.
the "busy girl". It wasn't real, it couldn't bt" real.
She also haJ the habit of contmually askmg me
what 1 \\as thmkmg. To me, this is something slightly
more aggravating than being asked "Why?'' r<-peatedly.
Anyways. it was <luring our third or fourth boring
dinn,,r l,lati.; ~-at iJ;tall cami=.:to a iboil. The dreaded

question
arose. It was innocuous,
but nonetheless
it \\ as dreaded, and it was also the stage direction for
the formation of the meaningful hate relationship.
"You asked me what I am thinking of," I said,
"and usually I tell you 'oh, nothing', but this time I
will te'l } ou what I am thinking of. The thoughts
that go through my mmd at times like this are generally
ugly thoughts
I'm sorry, l apologize
and they have
their base in the worst of stereotypes.
"I see this \\ hole thing from above. looking down,
a slow pan or a zoom or some small movement, the
two of us under the light and it's all recorded somewhere
by me, the \\ hole scenario spelled out and dictated
and directed by me - all the rotten props and scene[) .
the lowered lamp above our heads. rhe soft light on the
wooden joke of my 0\\ n construct, a Joke on both of
us hut worse on you.
This is the rotten thought I
think of when you ask me \\hat I'm thinking, when I
JUSt shrug and i.ay 'nothinj('."
That more or less put an end to everything. Like all
characters mvolvetl m meaningful hate relationships,
we don't see each other at all. She Jivcs in another cil)
now, and though our meaningful hate rdationshtp
has
waned, what was there was truth, and what 1s truthful
is beautiful.
)J
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~fumfl@:fuWillwecontinue
to saynothing?
by Gerard O' Neill

Last Friday night a plane lifted off from Pearson
International
Airport (formerly known as Toronta)
and the University of Windsor was one srudent less.
He did not really want to go, but he just could not
pay his tuition. ' He could not guarantee the administration all their money within four months, so he
had to return to a country in the midst of military coup.
He has gone home to an uncertain future, just short
of a degree, because in this institution of higher learning
money is more important than either education or ideals.
The administration could not show any compassion,
for fear of setting precedent; VISA students are already
wrung out financially, paying more than four times what
a Canadian student pays right now. But, a wuick call to
the Immigration Department
and their deportation
leaves room for the next. unsuspecting soul.
Between the three school years 1979-1982, this university has collected $4,278,424 in differential fees
from VISA students, while across the province the
amount totaled $37,266,374. This money is being taken
from the people in the world who can least afford to
pay while Canada still owes a huge debt to international
education. It was only in the l 970's that the number of
students from abroad exceeded the number of Canadian
students studying in foreign countries. Up until then,
Canada was a net importer of education.
The attitude of the administration towards VISA

Thrasher
apologiz~
Dear Editor
At the risk of sounding wishy washy, I would like to
clarify a number of my statements recorded in The
Lance of January 26.
It has come to my attention that I am out of couch
with the issues concerning many of our members on
Student Council. The reasons for not supporting an
election expenses ceiling was not because I oppose it in
principle, but rather because I did not feel it was an
important issue, or an issue of concern at the time. It
does however seem somewhat unfair to restrict or
penalize those who come up with the finances to run an
effective campaign. Nevertheless, it is more important
that we create an atmosphere of equal opportunity on
campus. If indeed the ceiling 1s effective, the quality
of our newly elected Council would probably improve
somewhat, not to say that it is of ill quality at this
point and time.
I agree with the editorial statement which suggests
that "we are all poor students"-when
I suggested that
a wealthier candidate could blow out his/her competition with a flashy campaign, never did I approve or agree
with the concept but rather, I was merely pointing
out a fact.
Finally, I would like to conclude by apologizing to all
those who I have offended with my irrational statements.
Sherry Thrasher
Chief Electoral Officer
SAC

Off withherhead
Dear Editor
I would like to write regarding the comments of
Chief Electoral Officer Sherry Thrasher on possible
limits on campaign spending (The Lance , January 26,
1984).
I simply cannot understand how anyone in such a
position of responsibility can make such insensitive and
baseless remarks. Her comments are steeped in frivolity
and are reminiscent of Queen Marie Antoinette.
Cost ceilings would give each candidate an equal
opportunity of being elected into the position which
he/she is seeking. Without the unfair wealth advantages,
each candidate would have to rely more upon his/her
own intelligence, merit and qualifications.
Did Miss
Thrasher ever stop to think that "a poor student" may
be best qualified for a position, but would be unable
to get the position because a rival may be wealthier?

_j

-~~-students is not divorced from their amtude toward
non-VISA students. In the past decade of unemployment and inflation, VISA students were made scapegoats of the university's economic ills and through differential fees made to bear a huge financial burden.
The universit\ claimed this was fair and the majoritv
said nothing. In Nazi Germany, differential fees emerged

In such an instance, it would be the students of this
university who would lose in the end. With cost ceilings,
we would be electing a person, not an image.
Also, r am extremely disturbed by Miss Thrasher's
comment on the student body. Congratulations, fellow
students, we are not concerned with issues, we are not
interested, we are isolated from SAC, and council
candidates do not go out and learn about issues because
we (the students) do not demand it. Such comments,
which only reflect Miss Thrasher's haughty contempt
for the student body, are highly unappreciated, and I
believe it best that Miss Thrasher keep them to herself.
However, I would like to commend the other SAC
officials for their sensibility and for trying to introduce greater fairness into SAC elections.
Yours tru ly,
Ali Parla

amidst a similar background
The majority said nothing.

and were applied to Jews.

Someone once said thar the largest journey begins
with a single step, to which may be added that the
greatest crimes begin with small injustices. Last
Friday. we loM one of our fello\\ students - will we
Sa) nothing?

social service agency. Cheques should be made payable
to "El Salvador Edu canon Project" and mailed tO the:
Hamilton El Salvador Solidarity Committee, 293 Emerson Street, Hamilton, ONT. L8S 2Y8, who will issue
tax receipts. (This letter has been adapted from a HESSC leaflet.)
Barry D. Adam
Vito Signori le
Max Hedley
(Sociology &
Anthropology)

Lancelacking
Dear Editor
Last week I submitted a notice to your staff and I
was counting on the notice, which contained notice of
elections for the Navigators, running in last week's
Lance . I fulfilled every requirement that you have
for classified notices. That is, the notice was typed and
submitted to your mailbox prior to the deadline, and my
srudent number and name also appeared on the submission. Upon checking The Lance I find that the notice
did not run in the required edition. So naturally, I
enquired as to the reason why my notice did not appear,
expecting to be told that I had failed to comply to one
of the rules for handing classified notices in.
The reason that was given to me was quite different,
I was told that there was no room in the paper for my
notice. So I a~ked why there was so little room in
The Lance for classified notices. The ans,, er that I
received completely astounded me I was told that
The Lance had decided to cut the classified section
of the paper from a full page to a few notices ( 13 this
week) because this would serve the student body better.
r would be exremely grateful if you would explain how
reducing the classified section is serving us better,
because I for one really did use the classified notices
and now find that The Lance 1s really lacking in this
area.
Yours truly,

Educateandliberate
Dear Editor
We would like to bring to your attention the New
Life Educational Project currently underway in El
Salvador and appeal to you for assistance in making it
successful.
El Salvador suffers from a 50% illiteracy rate and an
annual per capita rural income of less than $280. At
the same time, the government continues to divert
educational funds toward the military while military
and para-military organizations abduct and murder
teachers sometimes in front of school children in their
classrooms. As of July, 1982, 297 teachers had been
assassinated.
On July 26, 1980, the National Army
occupied the National University of El Salvador where
26 students were murdered. Students have been attacked and killed in other educational institutions around
the country.
The forces of opposition to the military, which
include organizations of peasants, farmworkers, educators, students, urban workers, professionals, and
Christians have set up liberated zones in some 25-40%
of the country where literacy campaigns are underway.
The Hamilton El Salvador Solidarity Committee in
cooperation with the FDR-FMLN coalition (Democratic Revolutionary Front/Farabundo
Marti National
Liberation Front) has adopted the New Life Educational
Project to offer basic educational matenal for some
200 children and 100 adults. lt has a project goal of
$23,450 to provide for: blackboards, worktables, a
mimeograph, five teachers, school supplies, learning
materials, paper, tables and chairs, and daily snacks.
Contributions are tax·deductible and are channelled
through the Canadian Catholic Organization of Development and Peace to CIAS, a Salvadorean Catholic

John Buchanan

(Editor's N,;te - By cutting down space for classifieds,
which up until last year covered the entire back page,
The Lance has been able to include more written copy
articles, news, and features, which we feel make a
more valuable use of the space
However, The Lance does try to publish all classi.
fieds received. We regret that your "notice" was omitted.)
A letter to the 1.dito r ,hould he limited to 500 words
or le\\. They may he ~ubmitted to th e Lance office
directly or dropped off at the Lance\ mailbox at the
SAC office on the ,econd floor of the University Centre
during normal hu~inP.~~hour~. l h,· Lance re~ene~ the
right to edit all letter, for libel and ,pace , i\11 letter,
nw,t he ,iLrned.
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APPEARING AT
SAC'S PUB
Mon. February 13, 1984
Tickets available in
SAC Office
Students $5.00
Non-Students $6.00
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United
-Nationsis vitalfor Canada
by Ray Potvin

Vanier Vittles
For Week of Feb. 6-12/84

"The best things done by the
manv service bodies of the Umted •Nations arc done so well
that they are hardly noticed."
John Holmes, a distinguished
Canadian diplomat, author, and
scholar, focused on these "best
things" in his .1ddress to a capa·
city audience
at Assumption
Lounge Tuesday .
I le unabashedly dcl1vc.-rcd his
'pep' talk for the U.N. "ro <.'ounter a developing cynis1sm. most
notabh from south of the border. i1olmes emphasized
that
the vital yet undramatic job of
rnamtaining
international
infra·
structure alone could justif) its
existence.
For example,
such inst1tu·
t10ns as World Weather Watch
and International
Civil A\'l.1tion
arc indispensable
to the work
ings of the world-wide transportation and postal network.
Furthermore,
the foundauon
for the complex system of rules
and regulations \\ h1ch make up
internanonal
la,, is the fruit of
tedious, detail-laden L.N. work.
Tht· speaker
underlined
that
Canada has pla) CL
m jor role
an the La,, of t <. Se· Confcrcnt'e ,, htt'h recent ~ culminated
an an agreement that all but the
U.S. rould s11pport .
Ach1c, mg a consensus from a

LUNCH
11.00 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Monday

B<'ef Barley Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Spanish Macarom

Roast Turkey & Dressmg
Breaded Cod Fillets

Tuesda~

Cream of Mushroom
Pizza
Chopped S,rlotn

1/4 Breaded Chicken
Beef & Green Peppers

Chicken Gumbo Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Beef Pot Pie

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Cream of T oma10
Rueben Sandwich
Gnlled Beef Liver

Lasagne
Breaded Bouneless
Pork Lom

Oam Chowder
Swedish Meatball~
Philadelphia Steak Sandwtch

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin

Wednesday

Thursday
l.1ncc Photo

b) GI I',~

\\Al{:'111 R

Canadian diplomat and scholar John Holmes
large

number
of nanonstates
someho\\ focus their com·
mon interest
into a workable
set of regulations"
is the \\ ork
of the U.N.
I lo mes continually
empha·
s11cd the means that the U.:--.
pnmdcs to non·m ii itary powers
such as Canada to "do something. to have some \oicc· in
world ,iruations. '
The effective pattern for Canada, hc said, has been to take a
lc,1dcrship rok m forging co,1lition, 111th like-minded cou ntncs
w dpp ~ le,·er.1ge through the
U.!\. Such a strategy, spe.irhl·aded ,, Paul Mart in m the 1950\,
brok·c a US/l,SSR stalemate that
thrl'atcned
to para!) \e tht' (,en"to

eral ,\ssembl).
tn attendance).

(.\\r.

frida1,

\tart in \\ as

In this re!'ard, the speaker
assured those present that Canada's "tear thH \\e are regarded
·1, mere satellite of the llnned
St.Hes 1s cunouslv hdd by Can·
ad1ans
them,eh:es."
Canada's
positions arc pen:e1veJ ,1s their
m, n on the ,1 orld scene, ,trl•ng·
rhening Canad.a\ pocenual effcct1\encss m the U.:--.
Professor I lolmes condudcd
h) stating th11t rhe L '\ op<.·rates
,, 1th adapcab1ht} I • • ccs, of
"contentiou,
experiment uwn"
of Its effort, to promote order,
n,mmunicatwn
and c.:onsl·n,us
m J c·omplcx ,1 orld.

Satu rday

Sunday

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

SU PPER
4 :30 - 6:30

Soup of the Day
Mon1.i Cm,to Sandwich

Pemne & Sauce
Roast Pork

Soup of the Day
Tacos

Beef Stroganoff
Oucken C~cc1atore

The Deli ts open 11 30 • 6 15 Monday· Fnday
The Round Table is open 6 30 · 11 30 Sunday • Friday

Generation
willbe published
Continued

from page 1

as It 1s "good for pubiil' rd,1·
11011,. l.1teracurc 1s class (and 11
\\Ill) help to build up Wmd, or's
1mage." "If the English l>ep,1rt·
mcnt 1s \\tiling co take 1t over",
s.11d Laird, "that's
good ." lie
also stated that Denise Parent
had 'u kayc:d ' the change of
hand,.
So, w1th $450 frm" SAC
and, .1ccording 10 John Liddle,
English
Department
l'ounc1l
ml·mber.
$200
from J<:rume
Brn,, n, Dean of ,\rt,, and a possihlt: $100 from other ,ou rec,,
Gt·nc·rauon \\ ill go into production over the next fe\\ month,.

Although It ma) no: be as
d,1hor.1tc .1, It 11 .1s an other
~<.·ar, und thl'TC 111..1y he fr,1er
cop1e, in print, 1t, ex1stent·e 1,
a,surcJ.
I· or ar least 2 4 year,. at·cor·
ding to Eugene McNamara, an
English profe<,,or, there ~ a, been
an annual hterar)
publication
here at Wmdsor. fh ongmal
t1tle \\ as Kal,•1.lc.\Cope ,ind It
,, a, produced and pub) ished by
the students
in the l~nghsh
Department
\\ ho ''scrounged"
for funding.
\ though
It has
Jh1 ,1p been open to all students,
litenn
contributions
h.ive generall) been from those

stud) mg English
J om Couture, a fom1cr ed1t<>r
Genl'r,t11un, frels th.It
"!hl· SAC people \\ho han.· licc.-n
m control of Generation do not
realize the hbtol) bchtnd 1t. A
lot of Canadian \\ nters \\ ho .ire
'making
11' today
,,ere
first
publi~hed an C, cneration ''
Some problems that Couture
fed, ha\'e had an ad,·erse ftea
on the publication
are that
"there has ah\a~,
been some
confusion ,1bout who should be
editor and ,, ho should a,s1gn
thc.- position" ,ind that "the circulation (of Generation) has nor
hc.-cn organiZt·d as ,, ell a, it
could ha,·e been."

or'

Note To All Members

WindsorWarlocks
Presents

Great Lunches at
Great Prices
W ed . Spaghett i Dinners .99
with Happ y Hour Prices
4-7 p.m.

Tonight: Miller Night
featuring "Steppin ' Out"

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" M embe rshi ps Availab le"

HEBERT
, ,,

1:>84 OTTAWA STREET· WINDSOR· I 519) :?58 5500

ContikiSJ:u~
Funandexcitementfortlte
If you 're 18-35 and looking for action ,
adventure and fun in Europe . Let
Contiki show you around.
With the combination of
CONTIKl'S exclusive
special stopovers and
loads of FREE included
extras - you've only one
choice - CONTIKI
Just for the 18 to 35's .

Thursday Night: Chili Dogs
$1 .50 second one for 25¢

Parti es int e re sted in pla ying
Hous e Leagu e Darts pleas e
sign u p at Faces.

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of W IN DSOR SPORTS CO M PLEX

Whit lock Travel
Service
University of Windsor
Bookstore
258-3802
PICK UP YOUR FREE BRO CHURE TODAY .
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Maybe it's time
you jumped

THE FITNESS CENTRE
992 Wyandotte E.

into som ething
more dem anding
than a car pool.

AEROBICS
r- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - :

1

--- ~...~-·--

'

1

BRING A FRIEND
Regular Price 2 persons/$39.95

I

LET US PREPAREYOU FOR THE
M.\rch J, 1984 LSAT
OR THE
Much 17, 1984 GMAT

$4.00 OFF with this coupon.
(One month unlimited classes).
Offer expires March 30, 1984.

1

'
~---

- - -----

- --------

;

--

WALK-IN CLASSES
Regu lar Price $4 .00/hour/pe rson

• Each cour>e consists of 20 hours of ,nstruct,on for only S14 S or 32 hours for
onlyS21S
' Courses are ta• deduchble
• Complete review of each secuon of each
test
' Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at no
add,uonal charge

Now $3.00 with this coupon .

,

CLASSESFOR THE MARCH J LSAT
20 hour courseinTorontoFeb.24-26/84
in London Feb.3,4,S/84
32 hour course onToronto Feb. 11, 12 .
2S, 26/84

Offer expires March 30. 1984.

L ____

-------

---

r

__________

J

CLASSESFOR THE MARCH 17 GMAT
20 hour course1nTorontoMwch9-11/84
32 hour course in Toronto March 3. 4 ,
10, 11/84

Hours: Mon - Sat. 10 am - 8 pm
for more information call 253-5300

To register, call or write,
CMAT/LSAT
PREPARATION COURSES
P.0 Bo• S97, Station A
Toronto. Ont MSW 1G7
(416) 66S-3377
To coll free from Windsor
dial O and osk for
Zenith 86720

OBLATE BROTHERS AND

PRIESTS

20 hour courseon Toronto Feb. 24-26/84
,n London Feb. 3, 4, 5/84

~

IN CANADA ARE:

IONA
COLL
EG E
lllrrltV(,_SITV
Of
WINOSOR

Teachers
Doctors
Pastors
Writers
Social Workers
Psychologists
Counsellors
Accountants
Bush-Pilots
Carpenters
Youth Ministers
Chaplains

IONA
SUPPERS
$2.00
All Welcome
***********

IONA
FORUM
LUNCHEON
Homemade
soup &
sandwich
$3.00 (must
call 2 days in
advance to
reserve
same.)
Thursday,
Feb. 9 11 :30
"1984: Vision
and Reality''
Joe Quinn
Friday,
Feb. 24 12:30
"Crime and
Computers"
Eric Channen

... BUT MOST OF ALL WE ARE

MISSIONARIES
Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate
English Province
17 Graham Ave.
OTI AWA, Ontario

* ******* *** *****

Worship
every Tuesday
at 12:00 noon

KlS 086
(613) 235-7015
Polish-Italian Province
156 Roncesvalles Ave.
TORONTO , Ontario
M6R 2L4
(416) 532-2822
CANA DA'S LARGEST R.C. COM MUN ITY OF MEN

i

208 Sunset
Avenue
253-7257

---

Thejo~ areoutthere
by Norman DeBono

The good news from a 1982 employment survey is that University graduates can once again be optimistic about finding a job
after leaving school.
Conducted by the Ontario Ministry of Universities and Colleges,
the survey reported the unemployment rare for 1982 graduates at
11 per cent, compared to an unemployment rate of 19 per cent
among Ontarians aged 20 ro 24. This means that 89 per cent of
Ontario graduates found either full or part time work only one year
after graduation.
Of those employed, 79 per cent indicated they were satisfied
with their jobs and 87 per cent felt their jobs were related to their
degree.
The subjects of the survey were 1982 spring graduates from all
15 Ontario Universities, the Ontano College of Art and Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute. Visa students were not included.
Of a total 33,425 survey questionnaires mailed our, 58 per cent
drew a response.
Also according to the survey, while equal numbers of men and
women graduated from University, the unemployment rate in 1983
was 13 per cent for men and 9 per cent for women. Male graduates had both higher starting and higher current full rime salaries
than female graduates.
This can be explained in part by the fact that men graduated into
the higher paying fields of business, engineering, math and the sciences. Women, on the other hand, graduated into the relatively lowpaying fields of education, recreation, leisure, arts, humanities,
social sciences and health professions.
The salary variations in jobs ranged from a low of $15,740 for
fine and applied arts to a high of $25,236 for health professions.
Above average salaries were generally found in engineering,
applied sciences, physical sciences, health professions, math, education, rccreatton, leisure and business. The survey also found the
higher the degree, the higher the income.
The four most common occupations were accountants, auditors,
and other financial officers at 8 per cent, elementary and kindergarten teachers at 6 per cent, computer programmers at 5 per
cent and lawyers at 4 per cent.
One year Bachelor of Education, first professional, masters and
PhD. degrees are more likely to be in the labour force and employed
full rime than other degrees, the study concluded.
Graduates in the health professions, engineering and sciences ap·
peared to be able to translate their educational qualifications into
jobs in their field more than arts, humanities and social sciences.
The study was intended as an informatio n source for use by
seco ndary-school officials and policy makers in University administrations.
The survey information 1s used by Universities, other mmist ries,
Statistics Canada and researchers. The findings are also useful to
those involved in career counselling and graduate placement.
Other highlights of the survey include:
- Ar the time of the survey, 21 per cent of 1982 spring graduates
were enrolle d as full time students.
- Those who hold a one year Bachelor of Educatio n deg ree are
more likely to be employed part time (26 per cent).
- Graduates em ployed several diffe rent strategies in searchi ng for a
job; ranging from registration with private employment agencies and
answering media advertisements to walk-in contacts with prosp ective
employers.
- J ob search strategies varied in effectiveness in te rms of gen erating
job offers. Assistance from co-operative or internship employers or
former employe rs was the most successful strategy. Seeki ng assistance from off campus Canada Employment Centres and private employment
agencies were
the
least
successful strategies.
- One year Bachelor of Education and first professional degrees
stood out among those whose qualifications relate closely to their
jobs. Those who held three year bachelor degrees ranked low in this
regard.

$650,000 grant
by Cathy Peake r

The new computer centre in Old St. Denis Hall may now be
completed due to a $650,000 grant from the Ontario governm ent.
The grant was given by BILD (Board of Industrial Leadership
and Development) in addition to the initial $1 million grant that
began the construction in August of last year. The construction
on the gymnasium itself has created employment for the building
trade.
The university's computers, now located in Essex Hall, will be
installed on the ma in floor of St. Denis Hall. The 100 new terminals,
the main frame compute r and computer centre offices will be located on the main and new second floors.
Meetings, examinations and recreational events will still be held in
the North end of St. Denis Hall.

Submissions are now being accepted for Generation '84,
the University of Windsor literary revue. The deadline
for submissions is March 1. Send manuscripts of poetry
and fiction to The Editor, c/o the English Department,
or to The Lance office , c/o Generation Editor.

-----------------

- ----------
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-------
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LouFmlay,
high-tech,
andtheCBC
by Dave Dorken
Mary Lou Finlar, co-anchor
to CBC's J oumal, knows the
problems of high-tech journalism.
So does this reporter.
Just
into her introduction,
the batteries of my formerly
trustworthy tape recorder died. The
following is a transcript (albeit
a scribbled transcript)
of her
talk to a roomful of journalism
hopefuls,
in the University's
Math Building, on Tuesday morning.
On The Joumal's "live" interviews:
"Whether an item is
edited
(before broadcast)
depends on the time we have
available.
Sometimes
we're
forced to do it live-but
the
editors prefer to have it edited-it makes for a slicker look."
"Politicians aren't worth their
salt if they don't have 20 minu tcs to say the single thing
they want to say. You 'II never
get a follow-up unless you 're
constantly
interrupting.
The
audience
hates
it and
will
consider you rude if you interrupt," she said.
Also, says Finlay, Tbe Joumal doesn't have the lavish budget
of shows like N,ghtlinc.
As
a result, she says, the CBC is
forced to send a crew out on
location to ask the questions,
on the spot.
The questions
that the anchors ask arc taped
separately and matched with the
crew's answers.
The anchors end up "staring
at a blank wall, pretending
you 're interviewing .... talk about
lies and deception-technical
de-

ccption."
On
60 Minutes' srvle of
"confrontation
jou rn~lism ":
" .... they ask (tough) questions,
but never unless they know
( their prey) is guilty. We don't
consciously
go out to nail
somebody,
but we'll ask the
obvious question
1f we need
to. If somebody agrees to an
interview,
they
know
(they
might face some tough quest;ons)".

On the need for a journalism degree.
"When I joined
the CBC there weren't
that
many
journalism
graduates
it was possible to w~k in off the
streets.
Today, a journalism
graduate will probably get preference in jobs, since it's such
a tight market."
"It's important
when looking
for a job in the media to get
your foot in the door," she

added.
"We re taking on journalism grads as runners, taking
tapes around.
It's a tough job,
16 hours a day with low pay,
but (the journalism school grads)
came in knowing that when
a job came open (on Tbe ]ourna/) it would be their's."
On the government owning
the CBC:
"We're allowed
more time (in our coverage)
than American
television net·
•

The Vaniersagaconttm,es
Continued from page 1

On the stereotype of "hardnosed"
television
reporters:
"There are all kinds of reporters, as there are all kinds of
everything
else.
Some are
pushy, insensitive people.
The
people I've worked with have
not been, for the most part.
Ir's counter-productive
to what
we're trying to do, which is
draw
out
information
from
people.
But you can't be a
pushover."
On the makings of a good
reporter:
"Being naturally nosy
is a ver) good quality to have.
The reporters I know struggle
to be fair. Television has such
power, it's frightening-it's
important
to have honesty and
integrity."

works.
They would kill to
have that kind of time, to
cover longer stories."
On the censorship of media
during the Grenada invasion:
"I'm very depressed about that.
People like my mother
say
(the censorship)
is surprising,
considering the things the media
get away with.
I believe in
a free press. that you can't
run a democracy
without
a
free media."

price than anybody in Canada.
During the interview, it was brought up by the
Vanier Committee
that students
were paymg
$5 .00 each towards
food services. McMu rray
said these fees had been in effect since at least
1977. He said they had been passed by the Student Services Comm1rtee and not by a referendum
of students.
When the contract was discussed, it was pointed
out that the university could bring in other people
to manage areas not m the present Saga contract.
This meant that SAC could share in a proposed
mini-mart scheme with the University.
McMurray said SAC would have to wrice a
letter of intention to the university about the
mini-mare. I-le said he would be hesitant from an
expertise point of view since Saga had operated
3 mini-marts elsewhere, bu:, " ... if It is financially favourable to the uni,·ersity," the university would accept any proposal.
The Varner Commim.:e asked :\kMurra} about
lowering food prices, since in the SAC food
survey, which was run. three weeks ago, the ma·
jority ofsnidents felt food pri,e, were high.
"If there 1s a blatant example of overpricing,''
.\1cMurray said, "they would lower those individual pnces."
It was pointed out that on the Food Sen ices
budget for I 983-84 there was no line item for interesc accrued. McMurray said he does not account
for interest since he doesn't gee it back mto his

department.
Tsilfidis pointed out that it should be calculated as revenue because, " .. .if it isn't, what
we've learned for 4 years is trash."
The Vanier Committee and its related task
force will contmue to look into the entire question of Food Services at the University in the
coming weeks.
He admitted that if the University phoned up
and said to drop food prices 5%, Saga would do
it. He said even though the contract said prices
would be a mutual agreement between Saga and
the Uni\·ersity. " ... in 99% of the cases we do what
we're told." He said that Saga would tell the
university what the implications of such a move
would be.
White said Saga was started in 1948. Today it
sen•ices 51 Canadian education facilities. In the
United States, Saga runs 388 restaurants,
299
corporate food services, 3 54 educ anon facilities,
and 161 health care cafecerias.
Da\e McMurray, Director of Residence and
Food Services for the University, was \'isired by
the Vanier Commnree
on Tuesdar
morning.
I I is maJOr recommendation
was to ha\'e a task
force set up to explore both long and short term
goals.
Both McMurra} and the Vanier Committee
felc the long term goals should be choosing between the scrip plan or the board plan, while
the short term goal should be the e\·enrual lowering of prices.

GENERAL
ELECTION
,
STUDENTS
FULL-TIME
ONLY.

ADMINISTRATIVE
UNDERGRADUATE

COUNCIL
VOTERS

PENDING RATIFICATION BY COUNCIL
THE GENERAL ELECTION FOR THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, 1984. NOMINATIONS WILL
BE OPEN 8:30 A.M. MONDAY, JANUARY 23 AND WILL CLOSE 4:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1984.

PRESIDENT - VICE-PRESIDENT ADMINISTRATION - 1 POSITION
CAMPUS POSITIONS

COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
DRAMATIC ARTS
ENGINEERING
HUMAN KINETICS
LAW
NURSING
SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL WORK
VISUAL ARTS

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

posit ion
positions
pos ition
position
position
position
position
position
positions
position
position

SENATE
3 positions
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE3 positions
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 3 positions
RESIDENT POSITIONS
CODY/ ELECTNCANTERBURY Rep 1 position
MACDONALD / LAURIER Rep
1 position
TECUMSEH / HURON Rep
1 position

ADVANCE POLL TUESDAY ,
FEBRUARY 21, 1984

A BY-ELECTIONFOR UNFILLED SEATSWILL BE HELD IN SEPTEMBER
OF NEXT SEMESTER.
NOMINATION FORMS AVAILABLE IN SAC OFFICE.

-

KeVlh
Ro/Jason's
guide
to Europeand the good life.

BUTTHOLE SURFERS
"Buttholc Surfers"
(Alternative Tentacles)

How absolutely glorious a gem I've stumbled on.
This debut Ep from San Antonio's Butthole Surfers
is a rioting, looney, hair-rising testimony to the intelligence and creativity that can come from the dustbin of
kid-core America.
I refuse to name this record metal, funk, punk, or
adult easy-listening. I refuse to behave properly when
listening to it. I've played tt a hundred times and
each time l transcend the greasy coma of this mortal
coil and come away snorting like an apocalyptic anteater.
What a deranged, devastating aural feast these guys
have come up with. It's sheer soul from end to end.
"The Shah sleeps in I.cc Harvey's Grave" is a choking
chaos, a stricken stomp in tune with the rhythms of life.
"Bar-8-Q Pope" 1s an euphoric metal blood-curdler
guaranteed to send the cat straight for the goldfish
bowl.
"I fey" is a wonderful display of easy-going
dexterity.
"Suicide" is the pulsing punk tango to end
all tangos. I could go for miles about the rest of this
record. Perhaps I know something I shouldn't.

YOUTH BRIGADE

·'Sound & Fury"
(Better Youth Records)
I got to breathe a sigh of relief when I finally heard
this Lp from I.A ' s Youth Brigade . At a time when the
primrose path of punk rock has turned largely ro slush,
these guys come storming in like arttculace animated
hardcore minstrels ready to take on any musical form be it much medic, al balladccring, rap, hard rock, or
pop-core -and knock us baek with 1) neat salvoes that
include such pearl-drops as "Duke of Earl" and a mutilation

of a passage

from Tennyson's

"The Lotus-Eaters.

•·

They can even take the Dead Kenned} s "California
Ube·r Alles" and counterpoint it with a soaring epic
of their own, "Sink With Calfornia."
Indeed, after
starting with this, the rest of the album is as remarkably
Big (as in the Country thcr'vc travelled) and bellowing
as its title. It gains full flight and full purpose as it
follows the musical and trrical poi!>eof "Men in Blue''
with the substannal soundings of exhilaration and
honesty that are the true punk legend. There's nothing
quite like it.
HUSKER DU

"Metal Circus"
(SST Records)
I wager that when the rancid monotonous garbage
that passes for Todaypunk finally dies amidst its own
mindless din, Minneapolis' Husker Du will emerge
smelling like a rose.
The rocketing, seismic proportions of this band's
assault will send
neighbourhood hippopotamus

into the terminal stasis of anorexia nervosa. They've
always been fast and heavy, but on this Metal Circus
Ep they've taken the taxing rampage of hardcore and
fearlessly improved it with ever-winding webs of guitar,
more fluent rhythms, and even a longer, slower song
or two. Of course, that's become all the rage these
days, especially for the vacuous midwest bands who
never had an original thought to start with anyway.
Busker Du, however, is something quite apart.
We're told on "First of the Last Calls" how, sadly
enough, the bottle will win the battle again. On "Deadly
Skies" your made-for-TV local nuclear-march is sliced
up: "/ niade a sign to carry to sbow tbat I realty care/
J 've beard tt dues some good 1[ the television people
are there " And on "Diane" we slide along with the
demented love sentiments of a darker American carcul cure hobby pick up cruising and subsequent murder.
No more fun and games Mum and Dad, the youth knows
the age they've inherited.
CRUCIFIX

"Dehumanization''
(Corpus Christi Records)
San Francisco's Crucifix is treading the same ground
that hardcore bands like MDC and Discharge have already burned up
Yet the urgency and appeal remains; Sothira's garbled
vocal delivery rides like a load of bricks along the speedy
metallo-punk thrash . Under the distorted guitar text·
ures, the excess of tempo coming thick and fast, there's
the pounding punk legacy of social commitment:
prejudice means torture, violence, and hate; hate means
lies. greed, and war; war means blood, hunger, and agony. nuclear war means annihilation - the cremation
of bodv and mmd.
Sur~ it's heen said before b} every wimpy folky/
hippy and d(m n and out punk intellectual. but Crucifix
manages it with more than the stereotyped ,hurt-haired
n:i,tmes, . They know that after all's said and done,
after all the hair's spiked, rhe equipment's set up and
the ritual gig played, there's much much more to do.

"Rising From The Ashes"
(Scum Records)
The Apostles are too sane to sing about giving up all
hope, and they're also too committed to indulge in rhe
watery passive-ism that's bound to be steamrolled by
the forces of darkness.
The sleeve from this second Ep tells it all. How
bitterly and how uncompromisingly they take aim.
Smash the class system and thrash the police, kick
in the walls of government and blow up the corporations. Violence isn't macho mystique, The Apostles
merely find it has its uses in select cases.
They lash out against the Marxist intellectuals preaching the trendy religion of dialectics and history. Class
war, as far as The Apostles are concerned, means nothing
less than anarchy. This isn't the same thing as chaos
for chaos' sake, and certainly not the kind of anarchy
that involves historical bumblasting with Bakunin.
Anarchy means taking the housing that belongs co
everyone, getting by any means the money and food
away from the computer programmers and the big pig
corporations and into the hands of those who need it
to live. Sabotage where necessary they say. And be on
guard Jest in your personal lives you arc exploited by
the pity and prejudice and morality that alienates
friends and lovers of all sexes and races.
As for the music?
It's surprisingly moody and
surprisingly strong. With the vocal mix ~ litt!c subpar
their songs still reel off with a gathering intensity.
Though The Apostles are a garage band, they never
collapse to the level of mere thrash. They exhibit a
personality and a level of self-aware?ess that all_owsthem
to pursue their irascible anarchy with a maturing musical expression.

SERIOUS DRINKING

"The Revolution Starts at Closing Time"
(Upright Records)
The spmt of '76 didn't mean bicentennial baby
burgers or the exhumation of George Washington's
remains. It meant an amazing musical movement that
really had little to do with politics and so much more
with plarmg rock like it hadn't been pla> ed for ages.
And now, halfway out of that tradition, Serious Drinking has washed over. They take their ska, Oi, and boi
influences and cock themselves with the thrash glory
of punkr party. The album 1s a beeery rambunctuous
flow. Ah yes, the l AM revolution indeed. Founded
on pure pop harmonies and opt1miSt1c paens to the
spirit and the senses, this is music as it could have been,
was, maybe one day again.

t
t

This story reprinted from the Soviet Press: Ten years ago you
could have said discos were all the rage among teenagers.
The informality had its appeal. And the D.J. kept things gomg
with dance contests and games.
At that time discos in the USSR were run solely by amateurs.
All that was needed was a space to dance, a stereo, flashing lights,
and "top of the pops" favourites.
Standards were not very high. No one expected any "artistic revelations. '
The novelty, of course, gradually wore off. Young people got
bored. There were more rewardmg avenues of entertainment, and
they began to drift.
So while there are still a lot of amateur discos, there are many
more that have been transformed into professionally-run entertainment centres, backed by the material support of the trade unions
and other voluntary organizations and of the local councils.
Latvia, which from the start took the lead in the disco movement,
was the first to start this transformation. The republic now has 300
professionally run discos, while Moscow has 187.
The most popular discos are those that have introduced a sensible
ratio of intellectual interest by interspersing the music with discussion - sometimes heated! - on such related themes as "pop", rock
opera, trad jazz, films, literature, theatre and art. Public attitudes to
discos vary widely. While there are those who believe discos are
merely a passing fad, others contend they will eventually break away
from the confines of the dance floor and devlop into a new arr form
- a synthesis of music, literature, theatre and film.

Theconstant~nemy

Beat the drum slowly.

by Tracey Thomas
ca me to the university on
Sat u rday night wearing a Boy
George hat. I cam e for Reg-

(1) Professional
lnst11Jction
seminars
taughtbyattorneys,
busin1SS
professionals
and
experienced
educators.

(2) Low Cost - pricesrangefrom
$175. to $225. - a low-cost
investment
in yourfuture.
(3) Co,wsnisntSchswlingseminars
meeton weekendsand
evenings
at manyconvenient

locations.
SIX additional
correctansw,rs
canadd up to 20 p1rc1ntil
s
rankings.If you'rs s,rious about
yourLSAT,GMATor GRE,don't
proc11dwithoutcontacting
UTPS.
CALLUS AT

540-5988

With ourh8'p, you can do it!!!

u.,.,..,TNt P,.......
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Serw:1.l.c.

gae; to see Akoben, but I was
early so I spent an hour in the
cafeteria wondering what people do during the hours befo re

arriving fashionably late.
I waited, expecting a real
happening event to unfold m
Ambassador Auditorium. I got
by Peter Deck
what I expected, but there were
only about sixty people there to
This reviewer's first exposure
wicness "the war horns" - Akoto Detroit's underground artists'
ben.
community took place Sunday,
Akoben is a concept held
January 22 at the Willis Art
by the Adrinka people of
Gallery off the infamous Cass
Ghana to denote a war cry
Corridor.
The theme of this
calling the people to arm themart
experience
was violence, a
selves not so much physically
phenomenon
reoccuring
every
as spiritually.
second in some far off distant
Akoben tried to move its
place.
audience from apathy to awareIf visual imagery is not blaness. They succeeded with lyrics
tantly
thrust upon us by our
that addressed the racial issues
primary-cultural
medium, telein South Africa and the child
vision,
we
are
for
the most part
slayings last year in Atlanta
willing
to
lie
back
in quiet ac("Atlanta, Ga." is the title of
quiescence and allow the exploithe song).
tation, torture and murder of
The strength of their m usical
the innoc ent ro go on unchalle natrack is the ban d 's com bined
ged.
percussive backbone. There was,
"Artist's Call", the group of
for example, a percussion specartists sponsoring the Willis Galialist, the lead singer and his
lery show, have dedicated themconga-toti ng 4-year-old son who
selves to promoting awareness,
danced and managed to kick a
by shocking the audience into
whole lot of butt too.
considering human atroc1t1es.
The evening's only disapThe art that cluttered the
pointing aspect was the poor
walls of this small, rundown
turnout especially considering
gallery was, for the most part
the amount of support the Milunins pired combinations of colitant s received when they played •
ours and forms with such shockin December, oddly enough even
ing titles as "Scared Soldiers",
the Caribbean students didn't
"Killed Women", "Naked But
show at Akoben. What hapNot Dead" (a creation of Detpened?
roit's own Mitch Ryder) and

"Guns, Butter or Bread?"
Ken McGlowski, editor of the
Alternative Press of Ann Arbour,
captured the theme of the show
in his piece "Why were we m
El Salvadore?", dedicated to
Henry Kissinger:
Because there ,1re nuns to deflower,/Minerals to desire, profits
to deposit/ Coffee to decaffeinate, Bodies to decompose/
Rights to deny, Despots to deify! People to defac£', jungles
to defoliate/Bombs to detonate,
children to devastate/desist, desist, desist.
Others also spoke on the violence in Central America, the
main thrust of the evening. Zcdeke Mahame d, a D.J . from
W.D.E.T., delivered some ji ve
talk about a situation that just
don't jive (ex. "We don't kill
Columbians - cause they sell us
cheaper grass.") Fernando Castellano, a teacher at Wayne Stat e
who fled for his life from the
CJ .A. - backed military co up
in Chile, mused " I will wait - for
it will come - that day - that
hour - I wait."
It was enco ura ging to see
this group of activists com e together for this event and reach
out to those of Central America
who are in so desperate need of
our understanding.
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Juoilant Fiends of progressive classicism

by Sarah Atkinson
The Windsor Symphony has
its Great Composers Series, and
no one ever really gets sick of
hearing Beethoven's N1nrh, bur
it's hard for me to suppress JO}'
at witnessing
a program
of
chamber music made up entire·
ly of twentieth century \\Orks.
Bravo to the party responsible
for choosing the repertoire for
Sunday
e\ening\
concert
at
Moot Court. Short of calling ir
pcrvasin:'I)
progrcss1n:. n \\ as
certain!} refreshing.
The program opened wJth an
early opus h) Bcnpmin Brittl'l1,
his Phanras\'
Quarter
( 1932)
was perfornicd
b:,, Arlene Jan·
ten
(violin).
lknn
Jan1.cn
(\ 1ola), Zoltan RoLsn; a1 (cello),
and Gcr.1lyn Gio\'annclCI (oboe).
Abo performed \\as a Trn, for
piano, oboe and bassoon b\
Francis
Poulenc
(well-know~
for his ballet Les B1chesJ. Pianist

Philip Adamson and bassoonist
John Husser joined Giovannetti
in the trio. The)' all proceeded
to have a lot of fun. Vibrant and
attencive playing combined with
Moot Court's fine acoustics pro·
duced results as stimulating and
rich as good strong coffee ( non·
instant of cour,e).
Sand\11ched hem een the Brit·
ten and the Pou lcnc was a solo
(or \\as it duo?) performance b}
com poser-performer
Jeromc
Summers entitled
"Extensions
for clarinet and tape'' ( 1971 ).
The piece has t\\ o parts, one for
li\'c clarinet
and the other.
s?mul rancously
plaj ed.
for
tlped, clectronicallj-altcrcd
clarinet. I ntcresttng from a mu,;u.:al
and C\·olutionar) standpoint,
it
broughr before m) mtnd \'1sions
of scowb which it must ha\'c
produn:d
on the faces of the
mus1cally-comt1pated
and narrow-m mded. And what more

THE IT -SHOP

could I ask?
Appropriately,
"Extensions''
was completed and premiered m
Vancouver
(fatherland
of
0.0.A.),
hiatus for much experimental and progressive music.
Sunda} 's concert ended with
a "cute", "nice·· (but don't get
me \\ rong) enjoyable work by
contemporary
American compo·
ser Luigi Zaninclli. "The Steadfast Tm Soldier",
written tn
J 983, follows the same mus1calnarrat1ve policy as Prokofiev's
"Perer and rhe Wolf". Wrrrerm-residcnce W.O. Mitchell narratt:d \\hibt my punk rock budd) pretended not to be charmed.
The next Moot Court concert
10 the series \I 111 bear 8: I 5 p.m.
Frid.l), February 3. lr'll be a
rno concerr - \·iolin, \·iola, and
cello
performance of Bcetho\cn, Piston. and D0hnany•1i. Call
the Music Building for informa•ion

Monster
pianos
On Tuesday
February
7th
at 8 :00 PM, Detroit's Orchestra
Hall will host "Detroit's
1st
Modernday Monster Piano Concert", as Bernie Katz, producer
of "Eight Pianos are Better Than
One" calls it.
In fact, more than 30 performers, under the direction of
conductor
Barrett Kallelis, are
scheduled
to appear on stage.
The program includes works
fro Chopin to Gottschalk, with
unusual combinations
that range
from a solo piano to arrange
men ts of 8 pianos -all bv Bernie
Katz. Some of the arrangements
incl~de the use of soprano, percussion, and other instruments
and ... a very big surpriser Among,
the pieces featured are "Andante
Spianato and Grand Polonaise"
Op. 22 by F. Chopin; "Concert~
in E Flat Major" for 2 pianos

K 365 (arranged for 3 pianos)
by Mozart;" Slt u rday Afternoon
at the Co n servatory" " S>u ven ir
de Porto Rico-Marche de Gibaros" (arranged for 7 pianos
an<l percussion and soprano) by
L.M. Gottschalk and ·'Butterfly
Finale" (arranged for 8 pianos).
Bernie's conception
of th 1s
unique event doesn't end with
th~ unusual
mus1eal arrangements, his creative mind decid-ed
it was time for musicians from
all walks of life to participate
and express hcr/h imself art is
ttcally. The cas is unusual, also
from the world rcknown Pianist1'mcritus
\.1ischa Kottler
to
Sheldon Sandweiss, a successful
Birmingham lawyer.
Tickets are available at Or· ·
chestra Hall (tel 833-3700) and
all Ticket World/CTC Outlers.

I

Antiques & Used Articles at Affordable
Prices
We Have What You NEED-dressers ,
tables, lamps , china

10°/o

Student Discount
Mon-Fri 1O am-5 pm
Sat 11 am-5 pm
Sun 1 2 am-5 pm

•
5909 Wyandotte Street East <2 Blocks west of Jefferson l Tel. 945.3434

IDnnpon

Sll.Dft"S8
Ke play alongwith )QI.

Joystickcity
Over five billion dollars are
spent each year on pornography in North America. Violence
is featured increasingly in porn
magazines, and the number of
live sex shows is on the rise.
TVOntario's ~eaking Out investigates the impact of pornography on society
tonight
at
9 00 p.m. EST in the program
"Pornography:
Does It Lead
to Violent Crime?"
Al Goldstein, publisher of
Screw magazine, will defend
his belief that sexuality in all
forms, including pornography,

is healthy and does not lead
to criminal activities. The former
head of the Ontario Status
of Women Council, Laura Sabia,
and philosophy professor Kathleen Okruhlik will oppose Goldstein s position. To them, pornography
is a degrading and
destructive influence on society.
Sabia, a Toronto Sun columnist, feels, however, that pornography is like any other form
of hate literature," and consequently,
the law should be
used to establish guidelines and
to censor.
Goldstein's
publication,
Screw, is considered hard porn
and is frequently
cited for
violence to women. Although
the publication is not legally
available in Canada, copies in
plain brown wrappers are often
mailed successfully to subscribers, despite the efforts of
Canadian customs.
As the federal comm1ss1on
on prostitution and pornography
continues
its public hearings,
ntario residents will have the
opportunity to voice their
opinions on pornography
hrough
.1kmg Out. lo
be h, l on air,viewers
shout , mil (416) 4825600.
A telephone
vote on this issue will
be conducted dunng
the show, with results
the commis-

Susan Gold's "Primordial Earth No. 1 ".

Thecourseof hersearch
There's a single-mindedness about Sue Gold's
"Primordial
Landscapes" show at the Centre
Gallery (until Feb. 21) that's not hard to miss.
It's concerned with the shapes and surfaces of
landscape and, most essentially, with 1ts sexual
contours where cracks and rock formations are
realized as orifices, canals, and ou tcroppin~.
Gold's images, her motifs, her colours are taken from her summer trip to Iceland where
the ancient volcanic legacy of fissures. geysers,
an<l erupt mg earth seem to ha\·e ~\1akened in her
a sense of the awe-ful. Bur compared to the
photographs from her tnp, the \1ork, tn this
show (nearly all pastel) are all t<,rmall1 minimal
enough to turn their silence and .1bstraction into
an expressiveness of sorts.
In Gold's keland we rarely encouncer hori1ons
and distances, and \\ hen \IC do
as in the e\·ocattvdy ,trong and simple "Fog L1!ttng: (;;1rdsadr''
they remind us of the quierist 011st} I) ril·1sm
of her past work.
What Gold docs 1'> make the torus of her
pastels minimal enough so that ,In) possible referenees to the sublinrny of landS(:ape 1s brought
in line with the lurking sexual class1c1sm ot \ md
and solid. This "sexualit) ". stripped of intimal·),
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psychology, and eroticism, is redefined in terms of
impersonal forms. We have "Primal Form '-o 3"
and "Pnmal Form No. 2" as absolute examples.
The latter is, indeed, primal and Icelandic enough
to remind one of Daniel Dingler's (a Lebel colle1-rueof Gold's) Cl) pro-phallic imagery.
Gold 1s not being Freudian \\ hen she does
this, she 1s not sa> mg that landscape 1s really
vagina or penis, she is weeding out the metaphorical and physical links bemeen landscape and body
and making them explicit - perhaps ron explicit,
for this sho\\ has its repetiti\'c dead-spots
places
\\ here n lacks the energy to support Its sin1-,rular
fascination.
Still, Gold sucn:cds wnh the larger "Pnmordial
l·arth" \\Orks \1herc scale and more ambiguous
sp,Ke \\ ould exceed the local experiences of lands.:ape Jnd reach Ill\\ ard the 1nn,rporeal. and her
darker rq1rest•n1.n1ons ot mounds \\here pnmitn·e
m\ ,ier) reign,.
This 111) ster), hmH·\·er, lus not been rcaltzt·d in
its full pum) .111dGold is 111tdligt·nt and sensill\c
enough not to name her shm\ a \ 1s1on, but,
appropriate)~ enough. a search.

by Loren10 Buj
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lntroduci:Jig Molson Bock.
A surprisingly refreshing taste.
At regular prices.

Trackmeeta
by Lance Sports

Staff

For the third year running,
the University of Windsor hosted
the Can-Am Track Classic, the
largest such meet m the nation.
Teams from nine Canadian and
thirteen American universities
rook part in the tourney last
Saturday in the new St. Denis
sports complex.
Two Windsor athletes took
gold medals at the meet,
Steve Gibb m the triple Jump
and Elaine Weeks in the long
jump. Gibb also placed second
in the high Jump, the event he

--
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Janet Root 2.59 and a bronze
medal in 1000 metres.

won last year, and Janet Root
took a bronze in the 1000 metre run.
While these were the only
medal winners, several other
Lancers tu med in outstanding
performances.
Tim Ryan 's time of l :21.4 in
the 600 metres earned him sixth
place, and, more 1mportantly,
qualified him for the CIAU
championships. Trna Beaton also
hit a personal best time of 4:49.
6 in the 1500 metres, which only placed her fifteenth 10 the
meet but should rank her in the
top ten nationally.
Although the level of competition was not the best in some
events, 1t was particularly keen
in the middle distances, according to Dr. Mike Salter, Windsor's head coach. This makes
Beaton 's and Root's achievements all the more remarkable.
Beaton and Root teamed up
with Janet Juli and Jenn) Logan
to set a new Universit) of
Windsor record of 9 55.2 in
the 4 x 800 relay, wh 1ch earned
them fifth place although they
will be ranked fourth in the
country.
The men's 4 x 800 relay team
also set a school record with a
time of 8:07.9. Gibb's winning
distance of 13.93 metres in the
triple Jump was a new school
record and Weeks' 5.34 metres
in the long Jump equalled the
old record.
Rob Schram, who will be
1orn1ng Ryan and Gibb at the
nationals, placed eighth in the
shot with a toss of 13.85 metres
a Windsor record. Schram has
increased his distance by one
metre in the last two weeks but
feels there 1s still room for improvement.

Gibb said he was pleased
with both of his perfonnances
and hopes to crack 14 metres
in the triple jump before the
n:irionals.
Only four meet records fell
on Saturday, compared to 22
last year. The University of Michigan women's team in the 4 x
800 relay set a new standard of
9:00.7 as did Michigan State's
Vivian Fisher in che shot with
a toss of 15.73 metres . The powerful men's team from Saginaw
Valley State, who have won the
NAIA championship for the last
two years, set meet records in
the 4 x 800 relay with a time of
7 :46.00 and in the pole vault
when Charles Suey cleared the
bar at 4. 76 metres.
Although the meet was dominated by the American teams,
Windsor might have fared better were it not for JnJuries.
According to Dr. SaJter, seven
Windsor athletes are suffering
hamstring inJuncs and in all
only two-thirds of his team
actually competed.
Some of the more important Lancers who sat out were
Lisa Nagy, who runs the sixty
metre dash, Roger Albu, who
would have been a contender
m the long Jump, Richie Coughlin who 1s nationally ranked in
the triple jump, and Rich Holland who would have been an
addition to the relay team.
Salter also said he preferred
to save some of the athletes who
might have competed for the
OUAA/OWIAA championships
in March. There are still several
meets left in which some of the
Lancers who are closing m on
CIAU standards can qualify for
the nationals, starting with two
meets this weekend in Michigan.

Steve Gibb (above) took the gold medal in the triple jump with
13.93 metres and Tim Ryan (No. 201, below) qualified for the
nationals in the 600 metres.

Volleyballers
win
at
Laurier
Lancerettessplit
by Shar o n Pike

by J o h n Slama

The basketball Lancerettes
split a pair of road games last
weekend, leaving them with a
6-4 record in the OWIAA and
in a tough fight for a playoff
spot.
The Lancerettes romped over
Laurier 93-33 last Friday but
were stopped by the tough
Guelph Gryphons 68-55 on
Saturday.
Theresa McGee led the Lancerettes against Laurier with 24
points and 17 rebounds.
Lill
Cragg had 18 points and 10
rebounds
while Linda Gage
and Leith Saunders also reached
double digits adding 12 points
each.
"When we play against Laurier, it is the best game of the
year for us," said Windsor
coach Sue Osborne. "The kids
can go in and relax."
Osborne was able to play
the bench against the hapless
Golden Hawks, and to try some
new things in preparation for
Guelph.
The Lancerettes went into
the Guelph game with a match
up defence, which Osborne
describes as a mixture of press
and zone. ThC'y were able to
steal the ball and went up

12-0 rn the first ten minutes
before Guelph started picking
away. "Basically we just lost
our cool," said Osborne.
In the Guelph game, Theresa
McGee again led the Lancerettes
wnh 24 points and 13 rebounds.
Lill Cragg had 16 points.
The Lancerettes now have
just three games remaimng on
their schedule and two of them.
against McMaster and Waterloo,
are on the road where they have
been having some trouble. They
will finish the season at home
against Waterloo on February
10.
"We're lucky to have Waterloo at home," said Osborne.
"We've played the others before
and beat them. If we can take
Waterloo and Mac we'll be in
a good position to take fourth
spot."
The key for the Lancerettes,
according to Osborne, is to
stick to their game and not
adjust to the other team. They
will be in good shape "if we can
just play our game, run the
offense that we're comfortable
with and get the ball to Theresa
when we have to," she says.
The next game for the
Lancerettes is on Saturday night
at McMaster.

In volleyball action this week,
the Lancerettes boosted their
OWIAA record to 6-3 at the
expense of the Laurier Golden
Hawks.
The Windsor ceam travelled
to Laurier last Thursday and defeated the home team in four
games.
ln the first game, Laurier
proved that it was going to be a
tough match but the Lancercttes
prevailed 15-11. Laurier came

back in the second game and
beat the Lancerettes 1S· 13. In
the next two games, Windsor
had to struggle for the wins,
both by a score of 17-15.
As Windsor coach Marge Pr·
p1ch put it, "We did not play
that poorly, although our blockers were not up to par. Laurier
refused to let us take the lead
very much. They played a good
match."
Unfortunately for the Lancerettes, McMaster beat Waterloo in

other league action, leaving them
both with 6-1 records and making it impossible for Windsor to
finish in second place. Hopefully
Windsor will be able to win the
rest of their league games and
build up confidence for the
semi-finals.
Over the past three years,
Windsor has not had the pleasure
of putting McMaster m the
losers' circle. Tonight they meet
at the St. Denis Centre at 7: 30
p.m.

Swimmerscompeteat Adrian
by Craig Colby

Despite a change in coaches
and a dwindling roster the
Lancer swimming team managed
a good showing in the two team
meet last weekend at Adrian.
Lori Scott-Pinter and Nancy
Houde began their coaching
tenure after Christmas with a
slightly smaller team than their
predecessor and were pleased
with the showing of their tiny
seven member
team.
Both
coaches, fonner swimmers at
the University' of Windsor,
agreed that the team needed
the experience of a meet sitMost of the team's

second in the 100 metre
backstroke and second in the
50 metre freestyle. Teammate
Wendy Poppleton ran the circuit, finishing first in the 100
metre backstroke, second in the
100 metre freestyle and third
in the 50 metre freestyle. The
third member of the woman's
team, Gillian Stevens, practices
with the Windsor Aquatic Club
but she should be joining the
team for competitions.
For the men, only Martin
VaJlve managed a first place
finish. That came in the 100
metre freestyle. That, combined
with his second place finish in
the 100 metre fly and his
fourth place finish in the 100
metre freestyle, gave him a
tly,

strong showing. Frank Wilkie
aJso swam well finishing second
in both the 100 metre backstroke and the 100 metre breaststroke and finishing fourth place
in the 500 metre freestyle. Don
McLeod finished second in the
500 metre freestyle as well
as third in the 100 metre freestyle.
The women swim again in
the Ontario Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Association meet
February 10th at Western.
In diving competition this
weekend, Joan Walker finished
second and Ken Soulliere finished first for the women and men
respectively. The diving also
took place at Adrian in Michigan.
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Anotherheartbreaker
by Peter Freele

Successive losses to the Mc\faster Marauders and the Brock
Badgers have extended the Lancer's losing streak to four games,
and have dropped the cagers into fifth place in the OUAA
standings.
After suffering a 99-81 rout
at McMaster, the Lancers appeared headed towards a victory over
Rrock.
Instead, Windsor was handed
a heartbreaking
9 3-91 loss,
which was decided on the last
play of the game when an Andy
Kiss jumper refused to drop.
The defeat was Windsor's second
two point loss at the hands of
the Badgers this season.
The Lancers had jumped to
an early lead and with less than
five minutes remaining in the
half were up 39-27.
Then Windsor let Brock back
in the game.
" I thought we had them,"
said Lancer coach Paul Thomas,
"then we went out of our offense." When the half ended, the
Lancers held a slim four point
lead, 47-43.
The two teams played evenly
in the second half, with each
team su rging ahead and falling
behind, until Brock ope ned up
a seven po int lead with less than
two mi nu tes remain ing in the
game.

--------

Rob Biasutto once again proved to be the dominant Lancer
pla} er, scoring 28 points, scooping 18 rebounds. and blocking
five shots. The centre is currently third in OUAA scoring with a
17 .6 point average and second in
rebounding with a 11.2 average
per game. As well, Biasutto has
blocked 30 shots in the regular
season thus far.
Jim Kennedy added another
21 points and five rebounds,
while Hunt Hool chipped in 14.
Paul Sobocan, coming in from
the
bench,
contributed
12
while Scott Thomas had six
points and 13 assists.
Brock's guards contributed the
bulk of their scoring with Guard
Doug Fast tallying 28 points and
guard J im Zareski added 18.
Western, ranked 8th in Canada, visit the St. Denis Centre this
weekend. Windsor was beaten
badly at Western, losing 82-67,
so the Lancers will have to be
very though to beat the Mustangs.
The game should prove to be
a contes t for supremacy of the
boards with Rob Biasutro matched up against the OUAA leading rebounder, Ross Hurd. Game
time for what should be a very
exciting game is 8:15 p.m. Saturday.

Windsor fought back desperately, and managed ro pull
back to within two points. When
Brock missed a free throw on an
intentional
Windsor foul the
Lancers had the ball in their own
end with four seconds remaining.
Then the Lancers got unlucky.
A short jumper by Andy Kiss
that seemed destined to drop in,
bounced straight up off the rim.
"If it would have come down
in front, I would have had the
tip in," said Lancer centre Rob
Biasutto.
Unfortunately
for
Windsor the ball hooked to the
side and the game was over.
"We're snake bit," said Coach
Thomas, " ... there's no way
Andy's shot should not have
gone in the basket."
"We had no business losing
that game," said Lancer Jim
Kennedy. "We had a ten point
lead in the first half. Anytime
you can stop our running game
you stop us from winning."
The Lancers were plagued by
foul troubles that might have
cost them the game. Windsor
went to the free throw line only
14 times. While they made good
on 11 of their shots, it was no
match for Brock's tally. ·• ,1e
Badgers went to the line 39
times, 25 times more than Windsor, hitting for 27 points.

Sabre,epeeteamsadvancetofinals

The Lancer fenc mg team competed at the OUAA West Sectionals at Western last Saturday
and came away ·,. ith fine showint-~ in the Sabre and Epee eve. , ,. The sectional tournament
determined which teams and indiv idua ls .rn uld go o n to the
OUAA finals.

•
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Lancer Rob Biasutto (52) fi rst Canadian in space.

In the Sabre team event, Windsor plcaed first, McMaster second, and Western and Brock

-
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were eliminated
from further
competition. In the Epee event,
the Lancers placed second behind McMaster, while Western
and Brock again were eliminat·
ed. The Windsor foil team was
also eliminated.
In individual
competition,
Windsor qualified t\\ o fencers
who were medalists last year
m the sabre. Third : car veteran
Rod Zatyko was the sabre in-

div1dual OUAA champion last
season, while Sean Moriarty was
the bronze medalist.
Two newcomers to the epee
team also qualified as individuals
for the finals, Mark Fulmer and
Mike l·ulmcr. No members of
the Windso r foil tea m qual ifie d.
The OUAA championships
will be held here in Windsor on
Saturday, February 11, starting
at 9.00 a.m.
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EKRTLETT
HAIRSTYLES

FUTURE
INTHE
1
QO/ODiscount Offered
CANADIAN
ARMED
FORCES upon presentation of
The Canadian Forces has career opportunities in highly specialized fields
such as our Maritime or communication and Electronics Engineering
classifications .

Universitygraduatesand undergraduates
mayqualifyfOr:
• Freeuniversitytuition and salary
to graduation for qualified 2nd <.-~-~
and 3rd year Engineeringand
Sciencestudents
• Opportunitiesfor post-graduate
training while receiving a full
time salary
• Opportunity to become a
CommissionedOfficer and gain
practical experience and
meaningful employment in one
of five engineeringfields
• competitive salaryand annual
20-daypaid holiday
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1261 Grand Marais Rd. W.
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contact your local Recruiting Office today or call
us collect-were in the Yellow Pages under
Recruiting

There'sno life likeit.
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Countryside Square
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Lancerhockeyteam
outgunned
at Westem,
beatWaterlooat home
by John Slama
The hockey Lancers have
won three of their last four
starts in the OUAA, but their
effom might still be too little,
too late, to salvage a playoff
berth.
After sweeping two games
from Laurentian last weekend,
the Lancers went into their
game against the Western Mustangs last Wednesday looking to
extend their streak. lt proved
to be a close match that was
tied at 3-3 in the third period
before
Western 's power-play
went into effect.
The final
score was 7-4 for the Mustangs.
Mike McKegg had two goals
in the losing cause and Chuck
Brimmer and Jeff Parent added
one each.
The Lancers were on the
winning end of a 7-4 score on
Saturday night when the Water-

loo Warriors came to town.
After a slow start which saw the
Lancers behind 2-1 after one,
the home team rallied and started to pull away on goals by
Brimmer, Don Renaud, Parent,
and Pau I r ixter. The score was
4-2 Lancers at the end of the
second period and then Flavio
Severin fired in three goals in
the third, two of them on the
power-play.
It was not an easy win
though, and the Warriors had
pulled to within one goal in
the third period, before Severin
went to work.
"We got real sloppy at times,"
said Lancer coach Bob Corran.
"We had a bad first period, a
better second, but in the third
we let them get back into the
~ame...We started trying to make
:utc plays at centre ice."
"It was a 5-4 game before

Photo by DAVE DOR KEN

Lancer's Chuck Brimmer tries to deke around sprawling Warrior goaltender Peter Crouse.

we put a spurt on. You can
~et away with that sometimes,
but not with the teams we have
:oming up."
As Corran hinted, the games
that the Lancers have coming
up won't be easy, and although
they are still mathematically

have to face the Laurier Golden
Hawks and the Toronto Blues,
who are ranked number ten and
number one in the country
respectively.
This week the Lancers will
travel to McMaster Friday night
and Guelph on Saturday.

alive, thetr playoff hopes look
grim. They have only six games
left on the schedule in which to
jump five positions into a playoff berth, and four of those
games are on the road.
Although the Lancers' last two
games are at home, they will

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

0irtf)ri~·
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We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child

Ph.

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.
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Palm & Card
Reader
Psychic

., , Are you sick Worried?
·..~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with
your
job
or
business?

935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

Phone 966-301 2
For Info.
Open 9 AM - 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.
-
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1. A "WIDE RECEIVER":
D is a passcatcher who lines up close to
the sideline
D is a stereo that won't fit on your bookshelf
Di s an overweightgift-recipient
2. A "SHOTGUNFORMATION" IS:
D a short-punt alignment with the quarterback
taking the long snap
D what you don't want at your wedding
D a fastcan of OV
3. "GIVING 110PERCENT" REFERSTO:
D making an extraeffort in sports
D payingback your student loan
D apologizingto your girlfriend

- - - - - - - ._,....--, ....,. - - ....- - - - ...- ..- - ...........
- - - - .....- ....- -~
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Synchro-swimming
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H.K. students
attend conference

l'hoto hy ROSEMARY BAST!£ N

Kelly Godson and Barbara Millar placed fifth m the duct event in the B category
at a ranking meet this past weekend m Montreal. In the Intermediate figures event
Barbara Millar placed 6th.
'
The duet rravels to Ohio State University this weekend for the 4th Annual Canadian-American lntcrcollcgiate meet.
They will compete in category B in the OWIAA finals at McMastcr on l•ebruary
17-18.

Daveandm
sillyteeth~Y,
"JointheLance."

by Robyn Whitfield
This past weekend the Student Council from the Faculty of Human Kinetics
attended the 2nd Annual SA H.P.E.R.
(Student Association for He1lth, Physical Education and Recreation) conference at Mc~aster University .
The conference began Friday night
at the Univcrsitv with a Kevnote address br C.A.H ..P.E.R. (Can;dian Association for Health, Physical Edicarion
and Recreation) president Wendy Dahlgren which emphasized the need for
soon·to-be
physical educators
to be
aware of what the future holds for
them Sarurday morning and ' afternoon
were filled Y.ith semmars and Y.orkshops
with varied mtersts from Legal Liability
to Native C.ame\ of Canada. Each seminar attended gave the delegates further
insight into career choices and career
moves. Sunday morning marked more
seminars and a wrap up which resulted
m the University of Wind~or volunteering to be the liai~on between rhe
vanous
Universities
involved
with
S.AH.P.F.R,
thereby ma.l<ing Windsor
a very important link Y.ith its fello\\
uni\.ersiues
All in a.I the conference "·1s a tremendous sucl·ess \\ ith a great deal of
ideas brough back to the univer!>it,
which will help to pur the l,niversity
of Windsor's Human Kmetin Societv
at the top with other campus societie;.

Co-edvolleybaII
This \H'Ck marked opening play in
the coed-\olle} ball league
·\ record
turnout of 25 teams should make this
league an interesting one. (,ood Luck
to All team~!!

NO TICE - London's Madrigal Clas
sical Record Shop 1~pleased to intro
duce a new service for out of town
customers. You can receive our quorterly newsletter free of charge and
order any irvailable record or tape
b> mail. To add your name to our
mailing list, write to us at: The
Madrigal, 620 Richmond St London
Ontario, N6A )JS.
'

NOTJCI - CJAM.f'M presents Van.
couver ·~ DOA hw at Van ier Hall
S;iturda}' I-eh, I I, "ith DOS and
Before I ood, Show starts at 8 :30
r.m. Tickets are SS at Records on
Wheels or from R.J at CJAM.
NOTICE - Next Tuesday on Switchboard "Mol·k the Knife" Doue MacIssac the student ombudsman hosts
a teft:phone call m sho\\ with Gino
1-raca~. Discussion will centre on the
direction of th<' U. of Windsor Foot.
ball proJr Jm. Call 2 s4. J sos on
CJAM-1 M Cl I !i .l:JO p.m.

\\ ,\NTl'U
NU I It J:- I he R,•,<'an·h Chlt:f of lh..Bank of Canada. Mr. Bill White. is
tentJtl\ l'I) ,,heJuleJ
to sp,•od on tht
'Role of the Bank of C.tnada and
Monetary
Poli,cy · on Wednesday,
I ehruar)
11th at I t 'JO.'\M in thl'
Busmess Building ,11 tht' l nt\·er, ty
of Windsor. Mr. Wh 1tl.' " a f'J,t
,raduate of the Unin-rsih of Wind,
sor. l'veryo,,e tS \\l'kom~ to attl'nd
tho.'. pr~senta t io!'· arrangl.'d by thl'
Umvers1ty of Wmd<or chapter of the
Finandla.l Mana,c!ment ,\~,odation
Honour Sondy.
A finali,ed
time
will ho.' announctd
ot a Inter duh!.

Playball. ;l INTHE
HEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're Just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and ndoor
recreational facility We're an exc1t1ngnew club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
co urt s • Universa l Gym n • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Profess ional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All'

h,it).

10 lill'I

I ourth

-

I di lion.

lil'nt'rnl

In branl'h two of the rent·ational
lt.·a~rut· the WADDS are rnrrenrlv ht
\\ 1th 6 point, however PSEU00,\10~ \SSFS
and JACQUES' JOCKS are
110 ...mg up \\ ith -t point~ each
Sr: I
m the running though are the UP
CHUCKS and rhc BEER CHASERS
\\ 1th 2 points each followed bv Channel 9, srill Y.aiting for a\.\ m
·
B} the ""\. l'.ICE SPIKE CINDY!
MARCEL could never h,wc done half
3'> ,,ell
Besides at least we know ho"
to return scr.es. (Sorn Marcel!)
(il"o-

Adol,•s.·t.'nh

2nd edition, one.I Lak Adulthood:
l' ..r.pecthl' on Human Dnl'lorm(nt.
l'honl' Mon .• Wl.'d,.. I ri. an\ ·hme.
Ask for Kl.'ith at <l69,J4 ~ll.
Stand oul 111 :1 aim d.
<.'ome jo,n lhl' proud;
We'd
likl'
for you
to share,
Our grou1,. fur "hich nont' ran ,·om.
ran~:
We would lik.- for you to hi.',
A part of our Sororit} !
l'hi Sip;m.i Sif?ma Sorority invite~ you
to find nut more ahoul u\.
Mon , Jan .10th
1 ue,. Jan .\ l\t
Thur . I eb. 2nd
In th<' Conf, r<'n,·l' rooms l ,2,& 3,
upstair, of th, Uni,as11v <.'l.'ntre
or ,·onluct Dawn of s,c.phanie ai
2~3-5107 nr Carolyn JI 253 642.l.
I OR SAl I - A,..,0.-1:att'd r/C 12£
(I : 12 "'ale), I ut.1ho radio C(lntroller
5 amr
hatkn
l·harp;l.'r, associated
m-cd I 11st l'har~cr. ,ome ,pare rarts.
~J00.00 Call 254 -.1043 .
Nl·l'DFD: Roommate mat<' or female
(plalonk).
2 hl'droom
furmsh.-d
,err modern ~I IS pl'r month ulililll''
includl'd . IO minu tc, fr<>rn ll.
of\\. ,alt Frank 2S6-344S

NOil<"!-On Fehruary
10th and
I Ith 1984 lht' firs! cv-,r ('AN-AM
l'ontcr.:m·l' on C'onscrvali,m "'ill h,..
hl'ld in Wind,or. Your .ittendancl'

'"II

ei\e
continued
support
to
01'<.'( ·\ 's pcr,uunce toward\ a more
ludd
and de•<'lored
con~n alive
1deol<>1111:al
franlt'\\ork.
Your atlc!n,
l·anr<' is ar,o IH'<'l'~\ary for our con ·
linut'd and dirl.'4'11.'d emphasis on
,·onst'n ativl.' h-,lief, and policie, in
the lon11 term,
HOUSING - Rl'al d1eap. One h<.'d,
room hou~
almost furni,hl'd,
JO
nun. \\Jlk from rhe llnn· .. near to
jlro,·,·r) ston•, laundromat,
Mac°'·
hus. 1>.111k. rost offkt.
l'<'ler Sr.
No l<'J'-', l'r,,Jte entranl·e . $ J ClO/
month ~ h} dro and l':11a~.. \vailabll'
1.-h. <>,Call 2!-t>-1221,
NOTll 1-- S1udl'nh ""hine to jo111
the lt>l·al charl<'r of the 1-tnanc1al
Manag,.·mt'nt As,ocialion Honour Soci,•t) arl' aJv1sed that they must
~ubmlt 1he1r name, to thl' m<!mbtrs
of till' Nnmmation, t'ommitll'c
Th"
can b,• don~ by ,,gnmg ur on the
Shl'l'I on th,• Hnan,•e hulletln board
on lh,• Jrd tloor of the Businesi.
Buildmg. or hy contacting one <>1
th<' follow;ng Comm1tll't m,·mbers
Lorn<' Campbell 2!,4.5590
Kichard Hop;an B4.J9bt>
l'etcr Sm1lh 2Sb,6837

Special Greek Dinners
Souvlaki
Gyros

i-------------------------------------------1
, University of Windsor Student Discount
: Cards will be honoured.

---------------------------------~

In the rerreational
league KAMF
has taken sole posession ,. 1st place in
their branch with 8 points. Not too far
behind
are the \ ollerbr, w c s and
the Deformable Bodies 6 and -t points
respettively . Down m the honom we
have the Map Maniac~ and Tecumseh
I l.111 tied for last place with O points
cal'h But t least )Ou'rl' ha\:ing fun,
right Karen!

Oven Fresh Pizza
Submar ines

$50.00

I

In the second compeuuve
league
PHI SJ.AMMA SPIKA is tied with SAC'S
PUB at 4-0. AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
1s clme behind at 2-2 with the NONAM.ES and the LEFTOVERS edging
up at 1-2. I st hut not least we have
the OREO'S and SAC'S PUB ALI .
STARS with 0·3 records.

Diana Pizzeria

Student
Memberships

Group lassons available on request

In the compet uvc eaguc, SAC's
PUB and the LAMPSHADES jumped
into first place of their respective leagues
with 4-0 records. Following closely be·
hind arc the Ballers at 3-1, the Schmuckcrs at 2·1 and Human Kinetics at 2-2.
Directly behind them are the ED BANGERS and holding dO\\ rhc cellar spot are
SAC'S PUB NO STARS and TEC:U'ASEH
HALL, both with 0- 3 records.

:
•I
I

------J

Greek Salad
Shish-Kebab

10 % Discount on Party Orders
FREE Delivery for all students

1252-2723

I

1794 University W.

York's Noel McIntyre
in the pole vault (top) and Windsor's Gino Costellan in
the shot (above) - photos by Sue St. Denis. Tina Beaton (left) by Dave Dorken
and men's 60 metre dash (below) by John Slama
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CUight
in
by Norman DeBono
The University of Windsor
radio station is looking for a new
home but station manager Russ
Wolske believes CJAM is caught
in a Catch-22 situation that may
prevent its moving.

Wolske found what he considers an ideal location and made
a proposal to the University
Space Priorities Committee (SPC)
in April 1983, but the SPC will
not give the station the area it
wants until the station has adequate funding.
The catch is that Wolske

believes he can get the $150,000
required for renovations with a
NEED (New Employment Expansion and Development Program) grant from the federal
government. Ottawa, however,
will not give the station the
grant unless it has an area allocated.

-22sittiati
on
Simply put, CJAM cannot get
the space without the grant and
it cannot get the grant wirhou t
the space.
The radio station is now
housed in the basement of the
Universiry Centre and Wolske
has chosen the abandoned locker room in the basemenr of old

I.an,·-, Photo h> JOIIN ~1 \)

What if there was a General Student Meeting and nobody came ... A few concerned students expressed their concerns to the people on
campus who could best help rectify the situation last Thursday. Where were you?
___
_

St. Denis I !all as an alternate
area.
The locker room is larger,
(Wolske estimates by up to 600
square feet), than the present
area. More important, however,
is that rhe locker room is away
from the pub nmse that interferes \\ 1th CJ AM broadcasts
\\'hich Wolske says, "is uncontrollable."
Bill Morgan, chairman of
the Space Priorn1es Commirree
and Assistant
\' 1ce-Pn:s1dent
Operations.
has nor rejected
CJ A,\1 \ proposal but he hel 1eves
1hc committee needs more information. "There arc many unans,, ere<l questions," he said.
,\\organ feels the proposal put
forrh by Wolske docs not reflect
the need for a ne,, area. "I le
(Wolske) has to ,1u,rit\ the addinon.il space. I IJs pre\cntation
\\aS difficul( IO :lSSCSS. It was
all suhJt'l'rn c.:, there was no
ohJecll\ e material.' ' he said.
In Jcfrnn:' nf his propoql,
Wolskc.: statc.:d. "ll assc,ses 1he
f:1ct that sp.i<'e 1, nen:ssan
is essc.:nt1al really. Ii rakes us
J\\J~
from the puh sound
prohlems .ind \I c need more
studios. We :ire the laughingstock of the Oniano Campus
R ..dio Organizauon. Wt· ha\'c
the \\ orst fociliucs of am FM
station in Ontario.'' he said.
Continued on page 6

Whensocialconditions
arecorrupt.• •
by Stephanie Signorile

Candice Mazer and Jan Scalzo, both involved in the Rape
Crisis Centre, gave a workshop
entitled, Violence Against Wo·
men.at the Women in Economic
Crisis Conference Saturday.

Jan Scalzo
The talk was not only about
rape, but about the society
which produced rapists. "'Males
in our society are brought up in
a way that makes them not
think of violent sex (appropriately). They don't notice it."
According to Candice, a survey was taken recently to attempt to discover what men's
attitudes about sexual violence
were. Sixty-six percent of the
men questioned felt that they

could partake in violent sex.
Scalzo and Mazer both felt
that one of the major problems
in this issue of rape is the attitude of women. Candice elaborated on this. "Women condone
and accept this violence (out of
a need) to make sense of our
world." This has been labelled
"The Just World Hypothesis" by
many psychologists.
She listed some things which
women do in this process and
what they result in:
1. Many sexual offenders are
labelled 'sick'. This exempts
them from responsibility.
2. Many rapists are viewed
as people who were sexually abused them selves. Th is also alleviates responsibility and more
importantly removes the emphasis from the victim and places it
on the perpotrator.
3. Many women will point
out that the offender was 'under the influence'. This excuses
his actions.
4. The rape is seen as being
'out of character'. This also excuses the incident.
5. Often a rapist's actions are
dismissed because he is 'under
stress'.
What she proposed women do

is stop forgiving men \\'ho
partake in this kind of conduct
and force them to take responsibility for their actions.
Mazer then discussed what
she perceived to be the roots of
the problem. It begins with congratulatory cards for newborn
babies which define clearly the
roles of men and women. Cards
for baby girls are 'pink and frilly' and generally say things
like "Her presence will give you
great Joy. ' Cards for baby boys
are blue, have pictures of cars,

trucks and building blocks and
general!> Sa) things like, "He
\\ ill bring you happiness and
joy."
Fairy tales, according to Mazer, continue to delineate roles.
She found two female roles: the
mother, who is beautiful. but
evil as she uses her beaut}' to
acquire power, and "the beauteous lump of absolute good" a passive victim like Cinderella.
The two male roles she found
were: the father, who 1s the
·'real father" and intrinsically

good, and the prince \\ ho is
the "rea1 brother" who "is not
too bngh t and falls in love with
corpses."
In modern day Looks the
trend continue~. Men are acrive;
women are passive.
The media, Mazer continued,
picks up where literature stops.
Television, film and especially
musical videos are full of violence and stereotyped male and
female roles.
Mazer pointed out that in the
Continued on page 3

Registration
technicality
helpsstudents
by Kevin Rollason

A professor cannot open
another section of the1r course,
but they can sign as many students into a course as they want.
This technicality allowed Dr.
Spellman from the Department
of Classical and Modern Languages to incorporate his extra
students into his Asian Foods
and Cooking course.
Spellman said the university,
". . . managed to scare off a

certain number of (students)."
But, he was able to sign the
rest of the students in to his
regular course. He said he figured he signed in 10 or 12
students.
Jerome Brown, the Dean of
Arts, said his final list of people
registered m the course showed
only 28 students. This, he said,
was three over the course limit
of 25.
Brown said that this was normal with most courses. Professors are allowed to sign in as
many students as they want.

Professors cannot start another
section of a course.
The Registrar, Frank Smith,
said that his office was, " ...
responsible for administering the
initial enrollment", m a course.
After that, the instructor has
control on class size.
Smith said that this was consistent with all courses across
the campus.
Spellman admitted that his
class, " ... will be a bit crowded,"
but at least more students would
be allowed to cake the course.
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CC©illfuil~UJJ~
Feb. 9 - Paintings and Drawings by Greg Ludlow at
Artcite, 1233 Univ. West
Feb. 10 - "Nicaragua - Past, Present and Future" Dr. R.
Stark speaks on his experiences there. Assumption
University, 12:30 p.m.
- Lancerette Basketball vs. Waterloo, St. Denis Centre
- ISS Valentine Party - Vanier East, 8 00 p.m.

Feb. 11 - Lancer Basketball vs. Guelph, St. Denis
Centre, 8:15 p.m.
- Lancerette Volleyball vs. Guelph, 5:30 p.m.,
St. Denis Centre
- CJAM presents D.O.A. and D.O.S. live. Vanier
East., 8:00 p.m.

Feb. 14 - Students for Nuclear Disarmament present
"St. Valentine's Day Massacre" - 12 noon between
Memorial and Dillon Halls.
Feb. 16 - Amnesty International Group - monthly
meeting. Third World Resource Center, 125 Tecumseh W. 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 12 - Ontario's Ballet Theatre performs at St.
. Denis Centre, 7. 30 p.m.
- Windsor Symphony Orchestra in concert - 3 p.m.
Cleary Auditorium

Any group interested in having events listed, leave
information at the Lance office or contact Peter Deck.

LET US PREPARE YOU FOR THE
M.lrct. 3, 1984 LSAT
OR THE
Much 17, 1984 GMAT

• Each course consists of 20 hours of ,,..
struct,on for only SH5 or 32 hours for
only S215
' Courses are tax deductible
• Complete review of each section of each
test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at no
additional charge
CLASSES FOR THE MARCH 3 LSAT
20 hour course in Tot0nto Feb.24-26/84
in London Feb 3.4,5/84
32 hourcourse in Toronto Feb. 11 12.
25, 26/84
CLASSES FOR THE MARCH 17 GMAT

20 hour coursewiTorontoMarch~ll/84
32 hour course in Toronto March 3. 4 ,
10, 11/84
To register, call or write:
CMAT/LSAT
PREPARATIONCOURSES
P.O. Box 597, Stauon A
Toronto. Onl MSW 1C7
(416) 665-3377
To call free from Windsor
dial O and ask for
Zenith 8&720
20 hour cou«e,n Toronto Feb. 24. 2 6/84
in London Feb. l, 4 , 5/84

BENTAX
PUTSMONEY
FORYOUR
TAX REFUND IN
YOUR POCKET.
FAST.

"If nobody wants to give me a job because

"Howwilll
know if my skills
will still be in
~~ demand when
I graduate?"

I've got no experience, how am I supposed
to get started?"

"Everyone keeps , asking for a
resume, how
~,._;::,,,do I write
one?"
---~
I ,..
~
'>(

i=9

If you have a tax
refund coming this year,
you could wait months
while Revenue Canada
holds on to your money .
Or you could come to
BenTax.
At a BenTax Discount
Centre - for a fee you'll get money for your
federal tax refund in just
a few days. And we'll
even prepare that return
at no extra charge .
Just phone. or stop 1n
at the BenTax Discount
Centre nearest you .
BenTax puts your
money where 1tbelongs
. 1ny:our pocket Fast.

a BenTax
TAX PREPARATION
REFUND BUYING .

WINDSOR PARK-1318 Wyandotte
Street East
. (519) 258-8816
CHATHAM-30 Fifth Street
..............
(519) 352-0714

ALL REFUND PURCHASES
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL.

~--1

~

1/

ff~/· /',(_"

-~,J~

J~~~
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"I'm looking for a summer job that will
help me prepare for a career. Where
can I find one?"

"I hear the goverrunent has some new
training and employment programs,
where can I find out if any of them
Now, there's a new book which answers
are for me?"
these questions, and more. It's called
"Opening Doors to Jobs" and it contains
information on all the programs and
services for youth, available at your local
Canada Employment
Centre, or Canada
Employment Centre
on Campus.
Get a copy, and
let us help open
some doors for
you.

I+

Employment and
Immigration Canada
John Roberts. Minister

Emploi et
Immigration Canada
John Roberts, Ministre

Canada

--

--

---------------------------------------------

-
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Women
inthe.Economic
CmisC.Onferenc
by Stephanie Signorile

"Currently, 56% of women
participate in the workforce, and
almost 43% of all workers are
women."
Madeline Parent's opening
remarks began the "Women in
the Economic Crisis" conference
held on Saturday at the UAW
Hall.
Parent is a pioneer in the
Labour Union movement, as she
first began organizing textile
workers in Quebec in the early
l 940's.
After Parent's address, several
workshops were offered in the
morning as well as the afternoon. Pornography, sexual harassment, stress and survival, and
violence against women, were a
few of the workshop topics.
Dierdre Gallagher of the Ont·
ario Federation of labour, gave
a final speech in which she focused on Affirmative Action.
Gallagher feels that "Women
workers are bringing a new spirit
and a new energy to labour."
She feels that women are organizing now as never before to
"b reak down the segregated barriers and ghettoization of women
in the work force" and to demand equal pay for equal work.

•
Anna McIntyre, Rose Voyvodic and Mary Kirley, from the
Coalition Against Pornography,
gave a workshop entitled "Pornography - Fighting Back."

McIntyre explained that the
coalition is "working to control,
relegate and possibly eradicate
pornography." She stated that
the coalition believes that the
real danger is that people don't
realize that pornography, implicit or blatant, surrounds them
and they do not understand the
extent to which it influences
them.
"People's views of women arc

being reinforced in negative
ways," McIntyre added.
She explained that some people maintain that to control or
prevent pornography is a violation of their rights. She count ered this attitude by pointing out
that "the violation of the women
involved in pornography and of
women in general because of
pornography, is much greater."
A slide presentation, Pornography is Violence Against Wo-

men, was then shown. Many of
the slides were of advertisements
in fashion magazines, showing
how pornography and violence
against women "is becoming
more and more socially acceptable."
It was the script which accompanied the slides, the confusion of many people between
erotica and pornography was
discussed. "Erotica is about sex.
Pornography is about power."

Sexual
harassment
by J ennifer Kuta
Anne Carrick, Human Rights Officer at the
Windsor Human Rights Commission, discussed
the problems of sexual harassment, and its effects on women. Over half of the people who
file complaints at the Office arc women. and
eighty percent of these involve sexual harrassment.
Over the last four years the complaints have
almost doubled. "Women are starting to complain
more about sexual harassment, and they are trying to do something about it", Carrick said.
Carrick defined harrassment as "any physical
or verbal comment or conduct that is annoring
or offensive, causing one discomfort because of
one's sex". She added that the person is definitely not welcoming these actions, and that the emphasis is on "personal discomfort."
Carrick explained that physical harassment
borders on assault, and verbal or non-verbal ininnuendo is another form of harassment. It is hard
to prove sexual harassment occured, becuase the
harasser and victim are usually the only ones
involved.
Carrick also added that many cases arc nor reported because women have been conditioned to

F~J>.13

either "put up, shut up, or move on to another
job". "In the workplace, women must realize that
they are workers first, and females second",
Carrick said.
The first question asked in a sexual harrassment
case is "Has the victim made it clear that they
want this type of behaviour stopped?" Carrick
explained that sometimes when a victim says "no"
to her harasser, he takes it JO rhe vein as her being
coy, or not serious. "Women must be assertive
because the major hurdle in these cases is letting
the person know."
Women must also complain within the framework of the work situation. "If there is no internal
mechanism to solve harassmenr problems, this is
where the Human Rights Commission comes in",
Carrick said.
The Commission attempts to award women
compensatton for any demeaning actions that ha\'e
been brought against them. Carrick said chat legislation is relatively untried, bur the highest
amount a woman has ever been a\\arded JO court 1s
$4000 in Ontario . "When employers begin to
realize this is costly behaviour, the) will rectify
chc situation", she said.
She stressed that women must be \\'1lling to
speak up and rake action. "\' ou have to get involved and stick your neck out."

MacLean

It was also stat ed that "pornography is a way of keeping women in their place, (and much of
it) is a backlash to the wom en's
movement."
What the Coalition and the
producers of the slide presentation apparently want to do is
"sensitize people".
McIntyre, Voyvodic and Kirley all stressed that what people
(both men and women) must do
is not ignore it.

Violence
Continued from page 1
media the bottom line is that
"violence is rewarded and viewed as a successful way in which
to achieve what you want."
A slide presentation was
shown and then Jan Scalzo picked up the discussion. She gave
some statistics: over 50% of rapists are known to the victim,
over 50% of all rapes occur in
the home between 8 p.m. and
2 a.m. on weekends, 1/4 of all
rape victims are under 12 and
the largest group of rapists/
sexual offenders is between 15
and 19 ) ears old.
Another problem m rhe issue
of rape and violence against \\O·
men, Jan pointed out, is that
women are still influenced by
the ITT) th that their worth 1s
rooted in their sexualit). "What
women need to understand,"
she contmued, "1s that, this is
: our bod) and ) ou should ha\'e
control over 1t' " .
The floor ,, as then opened
for discussion .

& MacLean

Tickets available at SAC Office
Students $5.00
Guests $6.00

SOLD OUT!

Rick Janik
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Feb. 15-18 Steve King & The Dittlies
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Oioppingfor
thebottomline
A crisic; is at hand.
Listen to some of the various comments that have been
floating around the Province of Ontario over the last
month.
"We have no choice but to continue to exercise restraint."
"We shall have to face the future in ways that are ;;inticipatory - enhancing those things that do well, and selectively improving or eliminating other things."
"The time has come in the relationship between government a·nd the universities for the government to exercise
leadersh 1p through a short-term intervention in the planning process."
"Each university cannot aspire to universality."
"Career-related programs should be assessed in terms of
economic and societal needs."
These are just a few of the many statements that
Minister of Colleges and Universities Bette Stephenson has
said recently.
The bottom line is, she wants to restructure universities
in such a way that universities would become simple "job
factories".
But, is that what the people of Ontario really want?
Yeah, probably.
The greatest thing about universities is their diversity.
In the past, individual universities were able to choose
whatever courses and faculties they wanted. This was when
all universities relied solely on funding through individuals,
organizations, and other funding methods.
However, as universities expanded, both in size and

the raconteur
by joh n liddle
(Kevin: At pre,ent, I'm disheveled. Vl/ouldyou ,iccept
these fragments in lieu of ,i respectahle column? Sincerely, }.I,) (John· So, K.R)
Interesting thought hit me the other day. Which
book, in the calendar year 1983. was the most "talked
about"?
It wasn't Updike's Hugging the Shore, or
The Price of Power, the expose of Henry Kissinger's
megalomania. Jane Fonda's Workout Book, nor was
it any of the offerings of Atwood, Callahan, Kinsella
and the rest of the CanLit crew. The book m question
was the subject of blaring, 72 point headlines in most
dailies, cover stories in Newsweek, bulletins on neywork
news. You bet, the Hitler diaries, a book that is nor a
book. This warrants thought.

•

The other night I was watching Ted Koppel interview
William Safire (NY Times columnist/reporter) on the
effects of the media on politics, i.e., how television
and print exposure can make or break a candidate.

number. they needed a guaranteed source of funding. Gov ernments said they would take over this responsibility.
Now the government wants to limit the diversity of fac ulties in universities and limit the funding. This will serve
to deny access to students for certain courses in the future,
for the simple reason that the less courses available. the
fewer openings for potential students.
Students at the University of Windsor can certainly empathize with little space available in classes. Just ask the
Business students how easy it is to get in their courses.
And this is with plenty of business faculties in Ontario.
According to survey information released by Stephenson's ministry, 89% of 1982 graduates found full or parttime work only one year after graduation. Of these, 87%
felt their Jobs were related to their degree.
These are excellent figures. They show that there is a
demand for university graduates. They show that employers do want employees that have university degrees.
The Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Association condemns Stephenson's model for the restructuring of Ontario universities. The Canadian Federation
of Students condemns her model. T he Lance condemns
her model.
There is an old story about a graduate who went to an
employer applying for a job. The employer asked him
what his university education taught him. His answer
was. "To think."
He was hired on the spot.
Let us hope that there will still be students in the
future who can say the same thing.

Reporters under fire. Yellow Journalism. The First
Amendment, and so on After a while iLbecame apparent that what I was \\atchmg was not "Nightline",
but a gross remake of the movie "Network".
I was
flabbergasted.
Dr. llclen Caldicott ("If You Love Th is Planet")
was on the Larry King show the other night (WXYZ,
midnights) talking about epicentres, frizzled retinas,
radioactive storms - all in the wake of a nuclear explosion. Her vision of apocalypse was almost as good
as Yeats', but not half as good as Carl Sagan's nuclear
winter - now that's creative apocalypse.

•

I'll bet you are all JUSt biting your nails to the bone
and tossing in bed through sleepless nights as you rack
your mind for the answer to the all-impressing question:
Who will be the next president of this university? Franklin's contract wasn't renewed, and at present the Senate
is going through their regular mumbo-jumbo before issuing their Olympian decree; in the meantime, put
your money on V.P. Academic Paul Cassano.
, Every now and then when I'm bored out of my skull,
1 ll read a volume or two of Encyclopedia Britannica. I
know, I'm weird. 1 also read dictionaries. Don't bug me.
Anyhow, a quick survey of last names revealed the fol·

lowing Henry George Liddel (1811-98) co-edited A
Greek-English I ex,con, and has <laughter was the Alice
of whom Lewis Caroll wrote in Alice in Wonderland: a
Charles Dudley Warner ( 1829-1900) wrote ten travel
hooks and knew Mark Twain; a ThomasCouture(181579) was a French academic historical and genre painter
noted for his works "Romans in the Decadence of the
Empire" and "Love of Money"; a Scot pioneer named
Macgregor Laird legitimized commerce on the Ntger
River, circa 1830. As for the rest, my trusty tomes contain no famous Rollasons, Freeles, Mays (unless l include
the May Fly). Slamas, Rourkes, McNamaras (this is a
1963 edition), Ozimeks, Wolskes, alas or Bujs. The editors are undoubtedly waiting for this latter bunch to
make their mark.

•

The three great grammatical errors of the Modern
Age: ~eil Armstrong's "That's one small step for man,
one giant leap for mankind - it should be "That's one
small step for a man" since "man" in the former sense
means 'mankind"; "Winston tastes good like a cigarette
should" - 1t should be "as a cigarette should"; and, in
grocery store check-out lines: "8 items or less" - it
should be "8 items or fewer". "Less" refers to an ab·
stract degree, "fewer" to a number. What the heck, you
learn something every day.

Keeptheheatinthesauna!
by Karen Rollason

Sometimes you just can't win.
Once again, just when I got used to wearing thick
woolen sweaters and long underwear underneath my
blue jeans to class, the University decided to do something about the freezing temperatures in its classrooms.
And once again, for my third year in a row, the University turned on its furnaces.
However, I don't think anyone has informed the University that there's an energy crisis going on in Canada.
Even if they don't believe that, they should realize that
heat is expensive.
After suffering through two "heated" years of residence life in winter and having to open the windows
wide (because of the heat), I was looking forward to

finally being in my own apartment; able at last to
control my own thermostat (and pay for it, of course).
Unfortunately, I forgot to reckon with the fact that
I still have to attend classes and still have to go to the
famed Leddy Library. And the "heated" situation gets
worse the higher you have to go in any of these buildings.
Now mind you, I like being comfortable in the places
I have to do my studying in, and until the heat was
turned on this last semester it was pretty darn uncomfortably cold some days in class. But at least on those
days I don't remember ever feeling like I was about to
fall asleep or faint dead away. Being extremely warm
seems to have a certain lulling effect on the mind and
the brain JUSt doesn't seem to want to work the way it
usually does.
Personally, I think the award for the worst place
for the heat has to be the Third Floor in the Wesr

Library. Even as you walk up the stairs, you can feel
the heat start to get to you. It's not even an exaggeration
that it's actually difficult to breathe there - though l
wish it were. The air atmosphere here can only be compared to really one thing - a sauna. You know that
musky, warm, pungent air in a sauna? Well - exactly.
Surely, this has got to be the simplest problem that
the University has heard of all semester (or at least it
seems to me to be). The solution will end up saving
the Umversity money (unlike other problems which
usually cost more money) and involves only a flick
of the wrist.
Simply, turn down the thermostat! This will help
the efficiency of the students, relieve the uncomfortable,
stiflmg clas~rooms and \\ill end up saving srudents'
tuition dollars.

Pornographyviolence
thatCOilnolongerbeignored
by Catherine Peaker

f can see you thi11k its im10crn1!They're bealthy
boys/Just like to bave a ltttle fzm/And it may seem just
fi1;e to you/ But its full of b<1teand b,1rmfull Yes, to
everyone I Su tell tbe stores to dump it all, Get rul of
it, clean up the shelves! Protect us all,! We all want
love, but there mrel A int 110 /uve m porn at a// 1
from Porn - Something Stupid

This song indicates the major objections to pornography. It is full of hate. Pornography is a degrading
and dehumanizing portrayal of women and children.
But this only happens m the hard core stuff, right?
Wrong. Pl<1yboy, that harmless little magazine filled
with cure bunnies perpetuates the <lc:humaniulion of
women and makes light of violent, vicious crimes
agamst women.
As stated in Take Back Tbe lvil(hl by Laura Lederer
m an interview with Judith Bat-Arla, its "cartoons about
fairy tales can be useci to disarm the reader. Common
themes in Playboy-genre fairy tales are the wolf molesting Little Red Riding Hood, the Seven Dwarfs
raping Snow White, Goldilocks sleeping with Baby
Bear, etc.

TheMacleans
maybe offensive
Dear Edito r:
I am glad co see that SAC is bringing MacLean & Mac Lean
to the Univers ity of Windsor. I am also happy to see
that SAC is attempting to obtain some well-known and
established entertainment acts to our campus. I am quite
familiar with MacLean & MacLean's form of humour
and have heard a fair bit of their material from some of
their albums.
The reason that I am writing this letter is because
when I heard that MacLean & MacLean were going to
be playing here, I remembered an incident that happened a couple of years ago. One of the foreign student
groups had a movie night at which they showed, "Emmanuelle in Hong Kong." This soft-porn movie didn't
go well with a large number of peop le in the audience
who didn't know what the film was supposed to be
about in advance. They didn't expect that type of movie
and were quite shocked at what they saw on the screen.
The next week saw an entire page of letters in the Lance
attacking the administration of the club for showing
that movie. I am writing this letter to avoid a similar
occurance in this occasion.
MacLean & Mac Lean are one of Canada's most popular comedy acts. The language that they use in their
show is like that of Richard Pryor, Eddie Murphy and
George Carlin combined. The material and language
used in their routine is quite crude and vulgar and may
be considered offensive to some people. Most people

"Fairy tales are exploited by pornographers in order
ro block out objections to rape, molestation, and \'iolence by defining the imagery as 'fantasy ' . Many men,
if confronted directly with a violenr sexual image" ould
reJect it - and the magazine! The idea is to put these
vicious crimes into a context which infers that ir 1s
'just a joke' or 'all in good fun' ".
"After all, who can object ro that - except a woman
without a sense of humour?"
Women in literature have often been punished for
being coo independent. War back in Elizahethan rime~.
Webster wrote Tbe Ducbess of H,1lfi in\\ hich the Duchess was brutallr murdered for being too ndependent
and aspiring ro the rights and freedoms of rhe male. The
murder verged on the pornographic ar rhe hands of her
would-be incestuous brother.
Th 1s occurred in a time when women's righ cs and
freedoms were greater than what they had been pre
v1ously. (lnteresnnglv enough, these riehts were later
reduced). All this is pointed out to parallel the relation·ship between women's rights and pornography.
It is a fact that Pl,1yboy began publicanon e1ghr years
after World War II when \\ omen began entering rhe "ork
force in greater numbers. fn 1964, after publication of
The Fem111i11e\lys11que by Berry Friedan, (one of the
first books reflecting fem mist values), Pl,1yboy became a
major publication.

who will be going to rhis performance are well acquainted with their act and will know what to expecr. This
letter is to let the rest of you know that there will be
strong and offensive language and material in the acc. If
this stuff bothers you, then don't bother coming. Smee
this type of material doesn't offend me, I plan to go and
have a good time. People can now say that :-hey have at
least been warned. Next week's letter page can be used
for more important issues.
The question that arises is why does SAC hire this
type of act to play at our school? The answer is very
simple: As crude as MacLean & MacLean can be, they
are successful and very popular comedians. They have
made a number of comedy albums and are fairly good
at what they do. We'll sec by the attendance on Mondav
night whether or not this is what the students want t~
see!
Tim Glutek
4th yr. Sociology

I'moutof town

Pornograph}' has become more prevalent and more
violenr as ,,omen as a power in their own right have become stronger. In 1976, thirteen years after P!.,ybov
began publicanon, a South .\merican film called 51111/f
,, hich \\ as ad\'cnised as hemg "rhe bloodiest thing that
ever happened in fronr ot a camera." hit the U.S . market.
Smee then, snuff film,; llJ\'e become the nc\\ genre
m rhc pornogr,1ph 1c.: film indu~tr 1 . Women arc no longer
porrrayed as ju~t glossed o\"er playthings; no\\ you can
acruall) see a women being torrurcd, murdered and d1sernbo\\clled right before~ our e~ es. ,\s ,\1.irgaret ,\rnood
put it. "The really tough stuff is d1smembem1ent. And
if you \\ant to thnH\ up, or not like ::,our lunch a \\'hole
lot af tern ards, th ,lf 's the rh ing to see. But th is 1s the
"ave of the future in the 111ult1-hilhon dollar pornography marker." That's really something to look forn ar<l
to.

Worn<.:nsuc.:11&s .\la1) Kuk} and Rnsc \'oyvodi~· of
the Windsor Coalition Aga1mt Pornography emphasize
the fact rhat women can't ignore rhis \'iolence an~ longer. There is no lo\'c in\'ol\'ed in pornography. Subtle or
graphic, 1t is hare literature to a spe..:ific group of people
.ind accordingly legislauon should pre\'ent rhis negarirc
atutude toward \\'omen. R.ipc is no longer t"onsidcred a
sexual cnme but a violent n1me and the s.ime should he
said of pornography. It i, not women :is sex oh_jeus but
women as ohJecrs of \'iolence thar is the issue here.

benefit. Consequently, I am arranging a schedule of
repayments with SAC so that the,· may be repaid in

full.
David Mackell

Morecheerleaders
Dear Editor:
We ha\'e attended every Lancer basketball game this
season. There is no doubt in our minds that we got our
'money's worth'. The ream 1splaying inspired basketball
and the new Lancer cheerleaders are a welcome addition
to the Sr. Denis Centre. It is unfortunate that the Lance
has had no coverage at all relating co this spirited group
of individuals. We watched them build pyramids, run up
and down the stands, etc. and the crowd responded. We
feel that this effort helped the Lancers squeak out their
two point victory over Western on Saturdav. In the
'.urure. why not put a photo of one of their.pyramids
m your paper for a change of pace from "Biasuto
flying through the air" week after week.

Dear Editor:
Due to problems of a personal nature, I am now residing out of town. As such, I must resign my position
as SAC External Affairs Commissioner. At the time of
my appointment neither David Laird, nor Carolyn Ozimek, nor any members of SAC, nor even myself, could
foresee such an unfortunate development.
During the third week of December, I received the
first installment of the honorarium awarded to SAC
commissioners. Since I only occupied the SAC office
for a short time, I am in no way deserving of such a

Leslie Manning
Rick Midland
Julie Ferguson
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JOBS - Wanted immediately. Nude
models for drawing and painting
classes. School of Visual Arts, University of Windsor. Pays $6 an hour .
Call 253-4232. ext 359 .
FOUND - Money found in the
girl ll washroom in the Math Building. Must identify wallet and amount
in wallet. Call 735-5999.
FOUND - A watch was found in
Rm. 1101 Bus. Bldg. on Dec. 17 ,
1983. To reclaim, call 252-2935.

L- - --
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HOUS ING - House for summer sublease. California Ave. Two bedrooms ,
full basement, 2 porches, living and
dining rooms , fully f\lmished. Only
$27S / month.
Clean, neat tenants
mandatory.
Available May 1 till
Sept. 1/ 84. If interested in seeing
the place , please call: Janice or Jane
2S3 -6045.
NOTICE - Sunday Worship sche dule. Assumption University . 2542512. Masses at 10:30 a.m. and
4 :30 p.m. on Sundays and at I 1 :50
a.m. Monday . Friday . (on Tuesday
there is also a Mass at 5 :00 p.m. fol lowed by dinner - $2.00). Sacrament
of reconciliation on request.

HOUSING - Non -smoking student
to share 2-bedroom house on Central .
Responsible and financially stable
please. $125 + \!,utilities. Call Jim at
944 -2592 or 944-2709 .
NOTICE - Philosophy Department :
Ory Run Series. Dr. S.B. Cunningham
of the Department of Communication Studies will give a paper entitled:
"A Look at Media Distortion: Basal
Incoherence in Some Media Criticism•: Thursday. Feb. 16, 7 :30 p.m.
at Canterbury College. All interested
persons are most welcome .

- ----------------

1984 LANCER
BLUE & GOLD
SQUAD
TRY-OUTS
• Ori.entation 1984 Ambassadors!
• Attend all Lancer Football Games!
(Home and Away)
• Possible tour of Southern U.S. in November!
• Participate in the 1984 Grey Cup Parade!

When? Mar. 21-22
Keep reading the Lance for further info.
And see the 1984 Basketball Squad in Action Sat. Feb. 11 or
Tues. Feb. 21 at the St. Denis Centre

NOW,
AN EXCITINGNEWWAY
TO PUTLEAD
IN YOURPENCIL.
Berol introduces Cassette.

- --

- ------

CJAMholtie
Continued from page 1
When asked if the University administration would inter ·
vcnc on behalf of CJAM, Wolske
replied, "the University administration has no interest othe r
than patting us on the back.
They do not realize we have
a community function. Our
news is 40 -60% campus material."
When Wolske voiced his frustration to University President
Mervyn Franklin, the president
suggested he should appeal and
added the administration would
not intervene because the Space

Priorities Committee is too well
established .
Wolske also believes the SPC
is independent of the University
administration and that "they
arc skeptical of students doing
anything with the campus ."
Andrew Hcllcnbart, the Project Planning Manager of the
physical plant, believes Wolskc's
proposal "wasn't bad, I've seen
worse," but concluded that "unless you have the money up
front, we're not going to look at
it." As to the station's money
problems, Hcllenbart said, "maybe if they won a lottery or
something."

Black
VANCOUVER (CUP) - For University of B.C. students, another
funeral was the appropriate end for a week of devastating news.
While they mouned the death of wisdom outside the university's
administration building Jan. 19, the Board of Governors finalized
its decision to double tuition fees over a three year period. It will
start with a B per cent increase next September .
The Board also decided to introduce differential fees for inter·
national students in two years.
The previous evening, the university's senate set a ceiling of 3,250
on first year students - down 400 from this year's total enrolment.
And throughout the week, UBC students and their counterparts
throughout the province heard more rumours of Social Credit plans
to kill the grant portion of student aid packages.
So students marked the bleak events with a funeral for wisdom.
The ceremony emulated a similar event two years ago, when UBC
students mourned the passing of "what used to be a great university."
"We did not expect more deaths," campus chaplain George Hermanson told 250 mourners. Dressed in black ceremonial robes, he
threw dirt on a coffin that had earlier marched around campus.
For UBC, the drastic measures mean an $18 million shortfall
next year. Enrolment limits and increased fees will account for
$12.S million of the deficit.
A UBC administrator called the enrolment restrictions pragmatic. "We know there's a dam bursting ahead, we know the water
is coming," he said. Enrolment jumped 13 .S this year.
"UBC will be look at as a precedent for what's going to happen
(at other institutions)," says Stephen Learey, chair of the Canadian
federation of Students ' Pacific region. He says the federation will
coordinate province-wide protests at its upcoming general meetings.
l)espite the massive fee increases, most of UBC's 27,000 stude~ts
ignored the funeral for wisdom organized by Students Against the
Budget - an adhoc group which functions outside the student
government.
Thursday's Board decisi0n became one more black day for students here, in a year which may, before it's over, be labelled one of
the blackest ever for B.C. students.
CORRECTIO'JS: Last week's story entitled "University ruling puts
Fifth Quarters in Limbo" inadvertantly identified Dick Moriarty as
Human Kinetics director. His correct title is Director of Men's
Sports.
As well, Fifth Quarter profits would go to inter-collegiate sports,
not intramural sports as was reported.

An exciting break throug h in mec ha nica l
penci l techno logy . Now, refilling is as
easy as putt ing a cassette into a tape deck.

Concert Theatre & Lounge

COMFORTABLE.
Cushioned point
writes smoothly ,
minimizes
breakage.

CLEAN. Fingers
never touch leads.

CONVENIENT.
15
ultra-strong black
leads - load less
often.

QUICK. Hold
pencil pointing
upwards.
Remove old
cartridge and
insert new one .

Berol~
CASSETTE
®
Available everywhere, but only from Berol.

J{arpos would like to thank the Univers ity of Winds or
S tudents for their patronag e.

14238 Harper Detroit, Mi. 48213
(313) 823-6400
at the 1-94-Chalmers Exit;
Open at 8 pm Thurs. thru Sat.
CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR EVERY
NIGHT
Ladies Free Admission before 9 pm
Fri & Sat Night
Boomba Night every Thursday - 32 oz.
beer for only $1
Coming attractions The Look Feb. 9 & 11
Joe Perry Project Feb. 10
Talas Feb. 24.
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Ombudsman:

Where~the excellence?

by Doug Macisaac

In my last article, I indicated that the Senate
Ad Hoc Committee's report on academic excellence was presented to the Senate on January 14,
1982.
Essentially, the Committee indicated that it was
the responsibility of faculty, specific administrative officials, and students to work toward improving the quality of teaching.
Regretfully, I must report that: 1) there is no
consensus in the Senate as to the validity of the
Committee's recommendations; 2) several of the
Committee's recommendations have not yet been
satisfactorily implemented; 3) more than one key
member of the Senate failed to recall the existence
of the Committee's rep~rt; and 4) the Senate ultiimately approved a watered down version of
the Committee's report.
First of all, the recommendation that "greater
weight should be given to teaching performance in
academic assessment," was changed by the Senate
to read "substantial weight be given to teaching
performance." Th is I find confusing.
The deletion of the adjective "greater" suggests
that ample weight is now being given to teaching
performance in academic assessment. The inclusion of the adjective "substantial", however, suggests that "unsubstantial"
weight is presently
being given to teaching performance in academic
assessment.
Where exactly does the Senate stand on this
issue? And with such a vague recommendation,
how is the University Commircee on Academic
Promotion and Tenure supposed to have a concrete policy in this regard?
One is left only to guess, but I strongly suspect that the "University ethos which recognizes
and rewards published research far more than
quality teaching in the re-appointment, promotion
and tenure process . .. " is adherred to now as it
has been in the past.
The second recommendation, that "students
shou ld have a way of reporting alleged inadeq uacies in teaching," the Senate has suggested that
the Office of Student Services "review its policy

. . . and bring specific recommendations to the
Senate."
Basically, the policy of this Office is as follows an initial attempt will be made to resolve
any student-teacher dispute informally; if this
fails, a formal appeal may be sent to the Dean,
the Department I lead and the professor in question, the V.P. Academic and the President of the
Facult) Association. Thereupon, a special committee may be appointed to review the matter.
With some reservation, I would adjudge this
to be a fair policy. I would suggest, however,
that this appeal procedure be promulgated withour
further delay.
With respect to the unenthusiastic participation
of faculty members in the Program in Teaching
and Learning, both the Committee and the Senate
has recommended that "Deans, Directors and Department Heads take an active role in . . .
encouraging such activities to faculty."
Here again I am somewhat confused. The Senate is presumably advocating greatl} increased participation m the Program while apparently placing
little regard to Dr. Brown-John's statement that,
as co-ordinator of the Program, he "can't cope
with that resolution. We don't have the capacity to
handle it."
Brown-John is referring here not only to the
fact that the program's budget has been cut by a
third, but also thar he, having other duties as well,
is limited in his capacity to devote ume to the Program.
Finally there is the recommendation that Department Heads, Directors and Deans "confront
and challenge those faculty members who do not
competent ly fulfill their duries."
Most faculty members are highly responsible
in their teaching du1ies. Of the small minority of
professors who are nor responsible, those withou r
tenure can be dealt with efficaciously. Of those
with tenure, only blatently irre~ponsibl·e professors
may be ousted under the provisions of the Collective Agreement.
As Dr. Romano,, ·, Dean of Social Science, said,
we're "getting to the point where you can't dismiss anyone with cause ... Due ro academic freedom, this is a cost rou have to hear."

\~qa11tpprtraits...

HEBERT
1111111'-.

1;>84 OTTAWA STREET · WIN DSOR - ( 519) 258 5500

Attention VI SA
Students!
Dr. Gree n of t he ECONOM ICS
Dept is in t he process of conducting
a survey of all VISA students. Th e
qu estionnair es will be avai lab le at
the following designat ed areas:

•
5909 Wyandotte Street east <2 Blocks west of Jefferson ! Tel. 945-3434

I6f1r,pon

Sfl.DfLSfll
~ play

aJongWith )QI.

i2EF

Student Centre
Leddy Library
Business Bldg .
Essex Hall
This particular survey is designed to
determine the impact that foreign(VI SA)
students have on the Canadian economy.
Your participation is essential and would
be greatly appreciated. Thanking you
in advance for your time and co-operation.
Sincerely,
Dr. R. Green,
Rick Federico, and
Jon Carlos

The N.F.B., the C.B.C., and other fun ini t ials in Montreal.
by Patti Pallisco and Liz Nagy

Inside the NFB ...

•

The National Film Board of Canada will be the eyes
of Canada. Jt will, through a national use of cinema, see
Canada and see it whole
it's people and it's purpose.
- John Grierson

The National Film Board was founded in 1939 by
an act of Parliament "to initiate and promote the production and distribution of films in the national interest and in particular .
to interpret Canada to Canadians and other countries." It began with founding father John Grierson and his staff of three in its first production studio, a converted saw mill in Ottawa,the staff has
since grown to almost I 000 people: working in Canada
and abroad, filling the large production and distribution
complex situated
in Monrreal. Looking back into its
44 years of operation, since the very first productions of
the Canada Carries On and World in Action series, the
Board has produced over 4,000 original films and now
averages more than 100 new titles annually in both official languages.
The quality of the NFB's work is world renowned
and has rr.adc numerous contributions to technological and artistic advances, particularly within the
realm of the documentary. Since its inception the NFB
has maintained a high profile at international film festivals and has won almost 2,000 awards. In 1983, the
NFB participated in all major film festivals and brought
home 90 awards. Two films, After the Axe and If You
Love This Planet were nominated for Oscars by the
Academy of Motion Pictures, Arts and Sciences. The latter won the Academy's prestigious award in the best
documentary short film category.

Behind Sesame ...
At 40 years old, the man is still a kid at heart. He has
all the qualifications of the ideal executive producer,
optimistic, energetic, witty, humourous, demanding,
and smart. His name is Michel Lavoie; his job is to
steer the ship for the entire Sesame Street productions
across Canada - a task somewhat more difficult than
it sounds.
However elementary Sesame Street may appear on
the screen, Lavoie cites the difficulties of targetting
these segments to an especially young audience.
"The producers are getting old ... there is always the
danger of making it (the show) at a higher level. That's
why we have child experts, psychologists, and advisors
to make sure they keep it geared to a 3-4 age group.
Each year we work with the advisors to prepare guidelines for the writers"
The rulebook is by no means a skimpy pamphlet, but
a full rwo inch binder of rules, regulations and formats.
Each one minute segment that is produced consumes
about $5000.00 of the budget. Needless to say, mistakes
arc costly.
"We spend money on what is 'distinctively Canadian'.
Lavoie adament!y defines his Sesame Street productions
to "reflect Canada." He notes the differences of the
American version made next door: "Ours is based on the
theme of diverse multiculturalism in Canada.
All we
take from the American productions arc the episodes
with Big Bird and the cast."

Circled around a large conference table he explained Y
"the real world" of television production: "It's a crazy &:.
business
the writers are crazy, the animators are
crazy
they're not straight people at all
. humour
has to come out of sick minds!'' Lavoie pointed out the
need for individuality and imagination for anyone planning to venture into this field. He stresses ideas as the
key to opening doors.
"There is no limit to ideas; you have to renew yourself, be creative .
take a new look at old ways. There
are too many graduates with nothing to say. In this line
of work, questions come fast and they're furious when
they come."
Lavoie argues a wide background co be the bes t preparation for the communications student, "You need a
taste of everything .
it's people with extensive backgro u nds that will have the most to say, they'll get the
jobs."
Lavoie does not see Sesame Street coming to a dead
end for quite some time. However, he does have his
doubts about the video-tape trend replacing film on
his productions. "We have a tradition of film; animation
is one of our four main vehicles." Unfortunately, this
video invasion has put film on the spot. The cutbacks
of film from the CBC budget has already affected production. In Lavoic's eyes, it's a matter of "fighting for
the medium."
Lavoie left us with no grand illusions about employment at the CBC. His talk gave a clear indication of what
it rakes to fulfi!l the responsibilities he holds by his title.
His operation, embedded in a network of the 23 story
CB~ complex, is just a drop in the bucket for the organization.
But this executive producer knows exacrly where
he stands. Michel Lavoie is nor intimidated by rhe pompous b"atrleground surrounding the actual production of
Sesame Street. I le chuckles confidently as he tells us his
show "is the only one in the CBC where you can use
your brains."

Liz plays with a dolly.

But to a filmmaker, the awards are only a momenr
of glory when compared to the time and collective
effort needed for the production of a quality film. A
brief tour of the Film Board certainly demonstrates
the importance of a unified structure. The various departments each exist as separate entities, but nevertheless, operate in unison.
With its protruding smoke stacks and bleak factory
structure, it's hard to believe such artistry and talent
could exist within the National Film Board's large complex in Montreal. As we walked the long corridors inside
this cavernous institution, visiting the photo-processing
labs, editing rooms, animation studios and the like, we
soon became aware of the high level of proficiency inhcrem in the NFB's assembly-line production process.
High-tech machines and state of the art equipment are
manifested within the NFB's conventional system, contributing rather than hindering their trademark of artistic expression. This became apparent after screening
Journey Through Time, a ten-minute animated short,
and meeting with its director George Greerston.
The animation unit at the NFB is one of the most
highly-reputed in all of North America. Their innovative, and highly advanced productions reflect an experimental attitude. As we toured the department, Ishu
Patel (Afterlife, 1978) demonstrated and explained a
new technique of creating animation using perforated
filters of light. His acute attention to every deta il is an
attitude which seems to be shared by all who work
there.

Aft erlife (1978 ), directed by Jshu Patel.
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by Jack Sullens

One leaves Tb e Slab Boys
with the certainty chat the job
around which the play unfolds mixing colour for paint on huge
slabs of stone - is the type of
job most of us never hope co
have. Indeed, tt's che sort of
job usually occupied by what
Marx termed the lunpemprolatariat.
Still, John Byrne's English
comedy casts its economics in
terms of such vulgar yet honest
individuality, that the slab boys
- George 'Spanky' Farrell (played by Fred Diehl), Phil McCann
(Robert C. Williams), and the
youngest of the three, Hector

McKenzie (Tom Johnson) come off as slovenly as they
are endearing.
The play is set in a Scotland
slab room in the SO's. In reacting
to their dismal Job, the slab
boys' take up the usual workers
routine: avoiding work, having
fun, and at the same time trying to convinnce their super·
visor, Willie Curry (David Drobot) chat something productive
is being done.
The objective, of course, is
typical, but when the horizons
of possibility are obstructed by
a small pamc-splattered room
where colour is mixed and kept
in large cardboard drums, and is
then heaped onro marble slalbs

and worked still further, one
cannot have the luxury of lookmg too far beyond.
All of chis has not been lost
on either rhe playwright or on
the Studio Theatre's production.
W1th its fast-paced single-day
span Slab Boys condenses its
psychological ups and downs
with highspots of laughter.
But laughter isn't the focal
point. There are forces at work
that will pluck sympathy from
even the funniest of situations.
A degree of equilibrium is the
key and the cast is able to achieve it. As a result, the slab boys'
wackiness translates, convincing·
1), enough, into humanity
We are able to understand,

"The Slab Bo "
Cass and Ha ys Continues
informati

ncock) Feb.

at Detroit's Hilb
9 10
'
, 11 and
erry Thea
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tre (corner
57 7-2972 f
each boy's
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readily enough,
dream and hope for success
in the industry, a chance for a
desk and a job as a designer.
Everyone but Phil that is. This
"quasi-autobiographical"
hero
leaves the slab room (not by
choice) to face an uncerrain

future, perhaps, like the author,
to go into graphic arts, painting,
and eventually playwriting.
If a weak spot remains after
all, it is the memory of the inconsistent Scottish accents that
hang on the dialogue .
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by Desmond McGrath
Around here, like it or not, academia is serious business, and
1s, theoretically, our reason for still attending school at such an
advanced age. But not many are seriously willing to question the
importance of academia in the "scheme" of things. Simon Gray's
play, Sutley, recently produced by the Michigan Ensemble Thea·
tre in Ann Arbor, portrays an academic who loses faith in the
academic value system a5 his life declines.
Ben Sutley hates his work - an English professor who shudders at the notion of Wordsworth, despises his students, his
colleagues. and their dedication to university life. He hates 1t so
cunvmcingly that one suspects he is disenchanted only because
he knows his job too well. But Sutley himself is a hero to disillusioned undergraduates, a role model, and a warnmg to professors, while Rutley the play is one that any student should
want to see and every English maJor needs tO see (or at least
read).
The play sho\\S Butle) on the afternoon when he learns that
his prorege (more like a spouse) Joey is deserting him to complete
his own obscure book m the company of a duller, stabler man,
while Burley's estranged wife is contemplating marriage to "the
most boring man m London," a man \\ho 1s, naturally, an academic success. l\aturally, this is comic material.
As those nearest to him abdicate their traditional roles m
Bucky's life, he resorts to comedy and provocation to keep from
caring. He keeps spending bolts and sparks of bright Wildean
epigram and repartee as he burns out.

Botl,y pl,ys on g"mm"
wound while
behind him.

(1) Prof,ssion,1lnstrot:flon.
seminars
taughtbyattorneys.
businessprofessionalsand
experiencededucatol'$.
(2) Low Cost • prices rangefrom
$175. to $225. - a low-cost
investmentin yourfuture.
(3) Com,ni,nt Sch,duling.

seminarsmeet on weekendsand
eveningsat manyconvenient
locations.
SIX additionalcorr,ctansw,rs
can add up to 20 p,rc,ntil•

rankings.If you'" SBrHNJS
about
yourLSAT.GMATor GR£ don't
proc11dwithoutco,rtacting
UTPS.
CALLUSAT

540-5988

Withourhelp,you can do it!!!
·111o1u-r .. ,, __

, __

,nd p«ys on <rnyon<'s so,;,1

ttmidity, as when he foists Scotch on Joey's
. ne\\' man. "I don't
think I ought to" is the response. "You are lucky" says envious

Sutley, "then you'll really enjoy it." Here and everywhere
Btruotulebyle,ss.
self-pity can only derive fun from another person's

1111••
ll1i·

Simon Gray's script can drip with bitter sarcasm, but
Nicholas Pennel's Ann Arbor Butky portrayed more of a condescending than a vengeful sarcasm. Pennell (a Stratford man)
plays Sutley as someone too jaded to be entirely maliscious, but
too detached from the world to survive by anything but role- playing and flippancy. However, when Joey accuses him of mere·
ly "spreading futility" Pennell's Butler is hit too close and his
•.'tS.hut Up. That's rehearsed" has a surprising emotional edge to
1
Alan Bates, the world's first Burley, was more restrained, with
a subclet}' rarely hardening into open nastiness, a softness that
made his scenes with Joey more affectionate where Pennell tends
d
k
tO\;~~y~~hce e;r~y's only other major role, was played in Ann
Arbor by Dennis Hall. Its not an enviable role, sometimes little
h
f d
B I
1·
R
d G'ld
2
t~a:~et~~i~~g Gu~l~:~st~~;\~~ R°:t.e~:rraa~\
/~e 1s ~i~~~~;;;,
spineless, and \\ould in point of fact be harmless but that Burley
depends on ~1m to indulge his indulgences.
Bucky 1s more clever than any of his colleagues but has long
since st?pped spending hi~ in~~lligence on s~udy. l\o,, ~e belittles
students essays and Joey s diligence, mocking them wtth Beatrix
Potter rhymes. In demonstrating the sarcasm of his promise to
Joey, "Don't, worry. Y~u'II get your Ie~tureship. Then >"?u'II be
safe forever,' Burley 1s a more convmcmg (and far tunnier)
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by Stephanie Signorile

"You still have a voice ...
don't just speak,
shout!"
So sounded the opening cry at Walkerville High
School's Auditorium last weekend when a Vancouver's Headlines Theatre Company mounted
Under The Gun: A Disarming R evue .
Disarming and affirmative, it managed both at
once. The plot dealt with three aspects of the High
Tech industry: a Canadian based plant manufacturing guidance systems for Cruise missiles, free
trade zones in the Phillipines, and anti-armament
protestation.
The protestors attempt to make the workers in
the Canadian plant understand the implications of
their work, which, of course, creates conflict within certain individuals and between others. Meanwhile, a security expert working for High Tech
takes a trip to the Phillipines where he is introduced to free trade zones. He is confronted with
the prospect of relocating the company in Bataan
where workers can be hired for 70 cents Canadian
a day.
Intermittently
there were vignettes: testimon-

ials of immigrants and foreigners, Nagasaki remembered, satires of eminent political figures and the
like.
Although Under The Gun could not be called
professional, it was an enjoyable, informative production and a significant step for the peace movement. It is likely that because many areas of the
arts - music, theatre, literature etc. - are taking
an active interest in the arms struggle, a wider
spectrum of people will be made more aware and
perhaps more concerned with this world crisis.
Interestingly, the play did not confine itself
to the issue of nuclear disarmament, but dealt
with the more vital issue of militarism. As one of
the characters states, "It 's not just the weapons
that we have to deal with, but the reasons for
them."
Possible solutions and alternatives were offered
in face of the problems posed and the play continued on an upward note. Near the end one character relates to the audience his struggle to remain in
the peace movement in the face of such despair
and his decision to suppress his terror and be optimistic. His final words are, "My hope carries me
so much further than my fear."

There

is a price for silence.

Lan~~ l'hoto hy SU~ ST. D FN IS

appyhouris nowenforcedbylaw
like Ronny Milsap, and Lord knows Ronny's a funky dude
... ) Janik has been supporting this initial single with a short
promotional tour of Ontario radio srations; as a resulc the
song has been picked up for regular airplay on seven stations,
including CIIFJ-FM in Toronto and CFCO Chatham. No mean
feat in a tough market.
The reason Janik has forgone the old knocking-on-recordcompany-door~-in-blind-ambition
rourine of aspiring artists is
to establish some credibil iry with in rh e industry. Getting airplay around here is the first step cowards national radio attention and eventually the interest of established record companies. His records are, as he says, "\'inyl business cards".
In the meantime, we'll likely see plent) m{lre of R1l·hard
and his new band around t0\1 n. You tn a} ha\e caught him
on CBC's "L ook Out World, llere The) Come" where he
came in second place ltp-synching to " Dinosaur". lle'll be on
the tube again on Channel 2's "Stat, of Tomorrow" 1-ebruary 18.
In addition, he and his hand II tll open tor ,\.tacLean and
MacLean this Monday in rhe Pub and pla) b~ rhemsdn·s rhe
next night (nor ro mention the old reliable llolid.i~ Inn gigs).
To hear his records, gi\'C CJ.\ ,\\ ,1 call. The! might .1rgue a
bit with you, bur insisr. Rirk'll lm ·c you tor it.

by John May

(seated)

is Mommy's

little

Ah, sweet inspiration. Ir comes at the oddest times. ·For
when Richard Janik was lurching down the highway late one
night in his sickly green Barracuda, thinking about giant rep tiles and the puzzles of extinction, a brigh r little melody popped inro his head. Now, four years later, Janik's new single,
"Dinosaur", has been released.
Janik, a Communication Studies major here at the University, has been a familiar face of late. Besides innumerable Pub
and common hour appearances, Janik has been playing every
weekend at the Holiday Inn lounge. His music is the scuff
that hard-core middle-of-the-road
(MOR for those in the
know) fans crave - lots of America and Neil Young covers
to help down their Margueritas and Blood y Caesars.
But Janik's main concern is his own individual sound,
particularly his recording career. Between classes and local
appearances he has been trekking to Toronro's lnceptton
Sound to record the better part of a debut album.
To date, two singles have been realeased on Janik's own
privately funded label, A-Frame Records. His first, released
in January, is "Awaiting Your Return"
a romantic, lilting
ditty with a polished west-coast flavour. (To me. it sounds

ONE HOUR PHOTO
FINISHING SERVICE IS
HERE!!!
WE CAN OFFER YOU:
1. ONE HOUR SERVICE* On Your Colour Prints (110 , 126 ,
135 , and Disc film)
2'. A QUALITY PRINT.** We Will Not Sacrifice Quality for
Speed of Service. The Prints That You Receive Will Be
the Best Possible!
3. ENLARGEMENTS (Up to 5" x 7") With Same Day or Next
Day Service.
4. PERSONAL ATTENTION! You Will Have Personal Contact
With the Technician Who has Developed and Printed
Your Film . If You have Questions, We Will Be Happy To
Try and Answer Them To Your Satisfaction.
5. Your Film is Processed Right At Our Store . You Won't
have to Worry About Lost or Misplaced Negatives or
Prints.
·
* Machine time
** We use KODAK paper
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Announcing the Grand Opening of
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._, Are you sick Worried?
·/ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
,,,.,,,
Are you having troubles
. ...;:.,.,.
with
you r job
or
business?
Palm & Card
Reader
Phone 966-3012
Psyc hic
For Info.

·-

935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor
---·--··
---
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Open 9 AM · 9 PM
Mon. thfu Sat.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Appli cations ar~ invited from student s
who will complete a B.A. degree for a
1 2 month Post B.A.
Program leading to the
Honours Bachelor of Social Work Degree
Program starts with Intersession 1984

For information and application forms ,
~ c~mt!.!~,n~E~e~i~tQ96~l<?!e
call the School of Social Work , Ext 453

20°/o Discount upon Presenation of
Student I. D.
Remember e "COMMAND MEANS QUALITY'

Deadline for Applications: MARCH 1, 1984
(Upon completion of the B.S.W. degree
one would be eligible to apply to enter
the one year Master of Social Work
degree program.)
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Fo(u)rseveralyears
by Laurel Brandt

evening was enjoyable enough.
There was Kay Starr opening
procedures and belting out old
and contemporary numbers in
her inimitable throaty voice. She
was followed by Helen O'Connell of "Tangerine" fame. With
her voice greatly diminished
O'Connell still had the largely
middle-aged audience responding
enthusiastically to her reminisces
about her big band era days with
Jimmy Dorsey. Rose Marie
(working on a new Norman Lear
TV pilot), good ole' Sally on
the Dick Van Dyke Show and a
familiar face on Hollywood
Squares, fashioned a segment
about this half of her career.
Clooney, not in her best voice
and sounding as if she was fighting off a cold, wrapped things
up. That her 'goodbye' dragged

Rosemary Clooney has experienced both the highs and lows
of show business. She achieved
great success in the 40's, but
then, consumed by a barbituate
habit, she had it all slip away.
She has been on the comeback
trail m recent years, and as respected a singer as she is, fans
couldn't be happier.
But now, with nearly 7 years
as a member of Four Girls Four,
- the four-female song/comedy
group that started out in an
anonymous little LA theatre behind her, Clooney has decided
to leave and pursue a more jazz.
oriented career.
The Four Girls Four show at
Detroit's Music Hall last weekend was Clooney's last. The
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NOTIC'F
V cnezuelan Students Attention.
Sciences of Engineering.
Your government seeks your assistance in compiling information.
See
Richard l.anspeary in the International Student Centre.
NOTICl"
Alcoholic,
Anonymous
meeting (ga} and lesbian fello"ship).
Monda} evening. 7 :00 p.m. Iona
College,
208
Sunsc I. basemen I,
phone 2S2-3842 (general A.A. num
ber) for further information.
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Kay Starr shines so hard.
Kay Starr smiling real hard.

on a bit too long with a lengthy
medley of Ira Gershwin songs
could hardly matter.
Upcoming at the Music Hall
(3 SO Madison Avenue) is Bella.
Lewitzky Dance Co., Feb. 8-11,
and the magician Blackstone
Feb. 17-19.

Rabidlooneybeasts
The University Dance Series
continues Sunday, February 12
at 7:30 p.m. in the St. Denis
Hall multi-purpose room with a
performance by the Ontario
Ballet Theatre.
The troupe and its artistic
director Sarah Lockett have received rave reviews for their
contemporary dance performan-

Kinetics.
For more information, call
Prof. M. Kimmerle at 253-4232,
ext. 772.

ces.Ontario Ballet Theatre is dedicated to bringing ballet to the
community. They will be performing five pieces in their performance at the University of
Windsor, two will be receiving
their premiere performance.
The University Dance Series
features four performances during the winter months. Tickets
are $6 and available at the door.
The dance series is co-sponsored by the Faculty of Human

Vancouver rockers,
D.0.A., are leaving for a U.K.
tour soon, but before departure they're visiting Vanier East
for a local Windsor blowout.
The show will be on Saturday
Feb. 11, in the evening. Tickets
are cheap, $5, and if you desire
more information, you are encouraged
to contact CJAM.
Support acts include glam-rock
outfit D.O.S, and underground
thespians B4 Food.

WANTED - Brides to be. There will
be a ~clcome wagon Bridal party on
Sun. l·eb. 26, 1984 for any bride-lo=
be planning her wedding after May
26, 1984 at the Holiday Inn, 480
Riverside
Dr. W. Windsor. Phone
735-4363
or
73S-8596.
Admittance is free, but by in\'ilation onl>.
NO f'ICI·
Malaysian students ..
if you are sh} and cxtrcmel} introverted,
don ·1 bother reading !hi~.
othen,bc
call us. Put vour name in
} our
1983 .84 yearb~ok?
Con tact
Wong 256-7S97 or Tang 2S2-9066.
NOl ICI
The Research Chief of
the Bank of Canada, Mr. Bill White,
will speak on "Mone tar} Policy
since 1970" on Wednesda}, l·ebruari
8 al 11 :30 a.m. an Rm. 1101 of the
Business Building. Mr. White is a
past graduate of lhc Universil> of
Windsor, Fveryone is "elcomc.

FOR SALi
Stereo
IV, yean
old. Aika Amplifier (AM.V 02), ('as.
setlc
Deck
(CS-M02),
l urnlable
(AP-QSO) ,~1th slanlon
cartridge
Nikko
runl'r
(NT-SOO). Aika 2
speakers, $6SO. Also Bose Speakers
(I H. old) I pair modeJ:301.S280
Call 254-2416.
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AND NEED HELP?

Call...

we Care For
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY

Somet ime s student s
e nd up be ing the
be st tea cher s.
MICHAELCAINE
JULIE WALTERS
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repare yourse lf for success in
today's highly competitive world as
an RIA Management Accountant.
With your degree and the RIA designation you will have the professional
edge in the job market.

P

gic planning, budgeting, operations control and data analysis. RIAs move ahead
quickly on the management team.
Over 550Joof all RIAs hold senior positions in business, indust ry and government. Your job prospects will improve
the day you start the RIA program
because employers recognise the committment you have made to obtaining professional qualifications.
What's more, the RIA program is flexible. You can work toward your degree
and RIA designation at the same time. In
fact, you may already qualify for advanced
standing in the RIA program.

You will be entering a profession that
cannot supply RIAs fast enough to keep
up with the demand from business and
government. .. a need that is projected to
continue through this decade and beyond.
RIAs are in demand because of their
unique training in management as well as
accounting. They have expertise in Strate-

A COLUMBIA
PICTURES RELEASE
I HI~
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Ill IHI HllllDAY 11'111

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
Ham ilton

Toronto

Ottawa

154 Main Street East
M.PO. Box 2150
Hamilton. Ontario L8N 4AS
Telephone (416)525·4100

20 Victoria Street, Suite 910
Toronto, Ontario
MSC 2N8
Telephone: (416) 363-8191

609-410 Laurier Avenue West
Ottawa, Ontario
K1R 7T3
Telephone: (613) 238-8405

--------------------------------------------- ------

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y <;photography

Name _______________
City _____

3877 D ougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

_______

___

_

Province ______________

_

Postal Code ______________________________

Telephone (416)525-4100

The Society of Management Accountants

_

Yes, I'm interested in the RIA program.
D Please send me more information

154Main Street East
,-, PO Bo,2150

Ham,lton OntarcoL8N4AS

969-6900

Address ______________

of Ontario
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Please evaluate the attached transcripts
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by Peter Freele

The Lancers are a hard team to
figure out this year.
This past Saturday at the New St.
Denis Centre, the cagers beat the Western Mustangs, who have been ranked
as high as eighth in Canada, 84-82.
Considering Windsor had lost four
straight games, and had been badly
maulc:d at Western earlier in the season 82-67, the win was a pleasant
surprise.
Cut to Wednesday's game at Wilfred
Laurier University. The Lancers had
badly beaten the Golden Hawks, who
have won only twice this season, in
their first encounter by a 91-68 score.
The result of this game? Windsor fell
apart, and lost to Laurier 85-78.
For some reason Windsor has been
unable to play consistently from game
to game, or for that matter, from quarter to quarter.
This inconsistancy almost cost the

Lancers their win over Western.
The teams played evenly in the
first half, and the buzzer went with
Windsor down by one, 51-SO. In the
second half, Windsor shot ahead and
led 81-73 with five minutes remaining.
They looked like they were on their
way to an easy win.
Then the Lancers couldn't buy a
basket. The Mustangs reeled off nine
straight points,and the Lancers were
down by one, 82-81, with just under a
minute remaining.
It took a· free throw and a tipped
Western pass, both by Rob Biasutto,
to give Windsor the last shot of the
game. When Matt St. Louis took a
mid -air inbound pass from Hunt Hool
and put it through the hoop, Windsor
had a shaky two point victory - the
winning shot was the only one the
Lancers scored in the last five minutes.
High scorers for the Lancers were
Hool with 20 points, St. Louis with 18,
Biasutto with 16 points and 16 rebounds, Jim Kennedy with 13 points,

and Scott Thomas with 13 points and
eight assists.
Against Laurier, Windsor had the
same problem with consistancy. "We
played a great first quarter," said Lancer coach Paul Thomas, "then we fell
flat from then on."
Lancer high scorers were Hool with
18, Kennedy with 17, St. Louis with
14, and Biasutto with 13 points and
12 rebounds.
T he game was, unfortunately, an
important one for Windsor, "Ir's going
to be a pivotal game," said Thomas before the game, "It will show what we
can do on the road after a big game."
The loss leaves Windsor mired in
fifth place. Although all seven teams
make the playoffs, the loss reduces
the Lancers' chances of getting a
home game during the first round.
However, how the ream will respond after the disheartening loss is
unknown. "I'm really down about this
game," said Thomas, "more than any
other game th is year."

Lance Photo by DAV I- DOR Kl N

Lancer Jim Kenney blocking a Western attack

Hockeylil/1C£TS
wintwo,keepplayoffhopesolive
by Dave Dorken

Most hockey teams are satisfied with a few beers after a
game. It seems the only thing
Windsor Lancers want to taste
is champagne.
Though Coach Bob Corran
isn't about to order a case of
bubbly quite yet, the thought
must have crossed his mind as
Lancers picked up two big
wins on the weekend.
Friday night, the Lancers
dr opped the McMaster Marlins
3-2.
The next night Lancers

beat Guelph's Gryphons 7-5.
Lancers did things the hard
way both nigh ts.
In Hamilto n, Lancers were
down 1-0 heading into the
final frame. Ron Seguin, Mike
McKegg and Chuck Brimmer
found the opening to give
Lancers the win.
It was the same story, only
worse, in Guelph.
The Gryphons had Lancers down 5-1
early on in the game. Lancers
poked another tally in the net
late m the second period,
then came alive in the final
outing.
Just 22 seconds after

the puck dropped Lancers had
another goal, then came the
flood.
Chuck Dungey and Mike
McKegg were good for a hattrick a piece, Don Renaud
fired a single.
Defenccman
Flavio Severin had three helpers
in the game.
"We've overcome the losing
attitude that's been so traditional on this team," Corran said.
"It used to be that we couldn't
wait to get the game over with
so we could lick our wounds.
Now we're JUSt looking forward
to the next game."

According to the statistics,
and the coach, Lancers' only
hope to win a spot in the playoffs is to be unbeatable. Only
six of the 13 clubs get into the
post-season, and the Lancers are
in a struggle for the last berth.
To be successful rhev have
to get past York, Quee~'s and
Waterloo. This 1s marhemaricall) possible, if Lancers can win
their four final games and hope
their challengers drop a couple.
"We\·e got to win them all,
bur the ~,ar \\ e 'vc been going,
and with the attitude on the
team, we're not going ro lose.

Somebod} 's going to have to
beat us," he said.
Lancers drive to Kingston
this weekend for two important
matches.
If the past is any
indication, it could be a tough
weekend.
In Lancers' hockey
h 1story, rhey ha\·e never gotten
past Queen's.
Forrunarel~, the Lancers this
~cason are unlike the Lancers of
~ ears past.
This is a hungry
Lancers club.
"We feel good, we're looking
forn ard to getting at Queen's,"
said Conan.
"ll 's nut on:r 'til It's over."

NOTICE
Lesbian/Gay Students on Campus

Graduate
scholarships
inhousing
CMHC Scholarships are for graduate studies in architecture, business
and public administration, economics, engineering, law, environmental
studies and behavioural sciences. Personal stipend of $9,348 plus travel
allowance, tuition fees and $1,494 for each dependant.
If you intend to apply for a graduate scholarship in the field of housing,
submit your application through the university by March 16, 1984.
Application forms may be obtained from the office of Graduate Studies
at the university, regional offices of CMHC and also by writing to the
Administrator , Scholarship Program, National Office, CMHC m Ottawa.
Apply now, as applications with supporting documents must be sent
to CMHC by the university not later than April 6.

CMHC

Canada Mortgage
and HousingCorporation

When:

Fri. Feb. 10/84
Wed. Mar. 7 /84
Fri. Mar. 16/84

Time:
Place:
For further

8:00
Iona
208
information

p.m.
College
Sunset Ave.
contact

973-4951

THE GRAD HOUSE
(Licensed under LC .B.O.)

The G.S.S. & The Women 's Forum
invite all students to our
Valentine 's Day Party.

"For the Love of Women"
Tues. Feb. 14, 9:00 p. m.
Grad House

Canada's Housing Agency

I+

Meetings for the Winter Semester.

Societecanadienne
d'hypothequeset de logement

Honourable Romeo LeBlanc
Minister

Canada

Special Features This Term
Tuesday - Movie Night
Payday Splurge - All drinks 2 for 1
on the Friday following payday.

__
,, ._____
_ Roughweekfor women'steams
YUKON
JACK
ABACK
1.
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by lance Sports Staff

TheFrost
Bite.
W

arm severalsmallcubes
of frozenwater with
11hounces of YukonJack.
Tossin a splashofsparkling
soda and you'llhave thawed '='
the Frost Bite.Inspiredin the wild,midstthe damnably
cold,this, the blacksheep
ofCanadianliquors,,s
YukonJack
~

The Lancerette basketball team lost a couple of road games this
past week and put their playoff chances in jeopardy.
The Windsor team was defeated 75-64 by McMaster last Saturday
night and then blown out 75-44 at Western on Wednesday.
Theresa McGee and Colleen Hogan both hooped in 16 points for
the Lancerettes against McMaster. McGee was the leading scorer
against Western with 16 points, while Hogan had 14 and Lill Cragg
added 10.
The battle for a playoff berth will come right down to the Lancerette's last game of the season tonight against Waterloo. The Lanccrettes and the Athenas are presently tied for the fourth and final
playoff spot in the OWlAA West although the Athenas beat Windsor
by seven points last November. The Lancerettes must win by eight
points tonight at St. Denis to make the playoffs.
** ***
The women's volleyball te :lrn lost a pair of OWIAA matches last
week. On Thursday, they were barely defeated by McMaster and
then suffered a humiliating loss to Brock on Saturday.
Thursday's match was an exciting one that had Windsor take McMaster to five games before bowing out. The Lancerettes easily won
the first game 15-11 but let the next two slip away from them 12-15
and 13-15. They took the fourth 15-11 but could not quite take
the deciding game and lost 13-15.
The Lancerettes seemed to let the travel time affect their game.
At Brock they were defeated 9-15, 14-6 and 2-15 by the lower
ranked Badgers.
Windsor's record in the OWIAA is now 6-5 with one game left.
Coach Prpich said she does not know yet if the Lanccrettes will
make the semi-finals, due to a tic with Wilfred Laurier. She said
that the Guelph game this Saturday night at 5: 3 0 p.m. will be
crucial in terms of the league standings and the team's morale.

\ukon
~
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·
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-......
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Th e BlackSheep of Canadian Liquors.
Co ncocted with fine Can adianWhi sky.
Formore YukonJackrecipeswrite: MOREYUKON
JACKRECIPES,
Box2710,Postal Station·u; Toronto.OntarioM8Z5P1.

ContikiS
Eurooe

Funandexcitementforthettks.
If you're 18-35 and looking for action,
adventure and fun in Europe. Let
Contiki show you around.

((~()N'l'IKI)

With the· combination of
CONTIKl'S exclusive
special stopovers and
loads of FREE included
extras - you 've only one
choice - CONTIKI
JU6t for the 18 to 35's.

University
of Windsor

Bookstore
258-3802

PICK UP YOUR FREE BROCHURE TODA Y.

Whitlock Travel
Service

Lan ce Photo by KEV IN ROLLASON

lancerette

Fran Armaly (4) fends off a Mac attack at the net.

Note To All Members

W11dsor
Warlocks

Tonite "Steppin Out"
Chili Dogs2/$1 .75 4-7 pm

Presents

Mon. "Mike 0 ' Mara"
on Guitar

•

Tues. St Valentines Sock Hop
& Dinner
Roast Beef Dinner $3.75
$5.00 W/Sweetheart
featuring" Steppin Out''

902 California
Windsor, Ont
256-5001

Wed . "Killing Time"
Spaghetti .99¢
Parties interested in playing
House League Darts please
sign up at Faces.

Final Days of 2 for 1 Pants,
Shirts, Sweaters .
Including Select Calvin Klein, Ralph
Lauren , Generra , Yves St Laurent ,
Gant and others .

See New Sprin
Arrivals
10% Discount
off
all Regularly Priced Items to
Students and Faculty

" Memberships Available "
Great Lunches at
Great . Prices

368 Ouellette Avenue
254-7878

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

the best in young men's fashions

I

I
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MEN'S INTRAMURAL

CC@m&Jp)M~
~®CC

Elaine Weeks

The University of Windsor's Elaine Weeks took
three gold medals and had a share in another at the
Monarch Invitational Track and Field meet last
Saturday.
Weeks also qualified for the National Track and
Field Championships in the long jump with a
new school record of 5.46 metres. She will be joining teammates Rob Schram, Steve Gibb and Tim
Ryan, who have already qualified.
Weeks' other golds came in the high jump, the
SS metre sprint, and as a member of the women's
4 x 440 yards relay team along with Lisa Nagy,
Jackie McVittie and Janet Root. Other gold medalists for Windsor were Marianne Ofner in the SS
metre hurdles, Rob Schram in the triple jump,
Donovan Sheperd in the 600 yards, and the
team of George Kerr, Donovan Sheperd, Andy
Swiderski and Tim Ryan in the men's 4 x 400
yards relay.
The Windsor team also captured four silver
and four bronze i;nedals at the meet.
Aside from Week's achievement in the long
jump, four other University of Windsor records
were broken. Tim Ryan set a new record in the
440 yards (50.8 secs.) as did Janet Root in the
880 yards (2 21.2). Records were also set by
Terry Schinkel in the three miles (14 30.9) and
the team of Swiderski, Ryan, Kerr and Schinkel
in the distance medley (10:49.9).

MEN'S INTRAMURAL
(As of Feb. 6, 1984)
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Delta Chi
Mac Hall Stars
Sweetness
Faces
fony 's Bar & Grill
Beirut Bombers
Miniators

L T

ADIE KNOX DIVISION
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'B'LEAGUE
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8
8
8
9
8
9
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'B'LEAGUE

Note: Only six games remaining before
playoffs. Only 4 top teams will be eligible.

Women Chasers
Your Embarassment
101 ers
Blue Demons
Up To Snuff
Sprints
Cellar Dwellers

HOCKEY

'A 'LEAGUE

BASKETBALL

Tartan Alumni
New Vultures
Bridge House
Stallions
T.K.D.
Bridge Bozos
Universal Juveniles

VANIER
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"10T!Cl - Photograph) Cluh'' \\ on,
de ring v. hat\ bt.>com,• of tho, \\ hol<'
thing°! t.:, too! Sign up al th<' S.\('
offke
for darkroom
U'<', St.>t.>)a!
I OR SAi I' - T\' :-40. (;reat shape
Alsoele,·tric ,to\'C '.-75. Call ~.56,llOSl
NOTICE - "Children a11d the La,,:
Does an)onc represent the he,t interests of the Child'!' 'Ada) of e,cnb
including films in tlw af1crnnon and a
panel discussion at 8;00 p.m. in 1he
Mool Court Room al the I acul11 of
La\\, !·eh. 13. Come liskn. 4uc,tion
and dhcu~s with the .:,perts.

HI

NOTICIl'cderal Comniission on
Prostitution and Pornography \\ill b<l
holdin1t hearings in Windsor on Feb.
10th at the New Hilton International
Uo1el. Plea,,.. r...a,c 11011cc of i11te11t
lo ,uhmit with Womt.>n & The La,,,
l a,·ull) of Law, phone 253.4232,
ext. 882.

YO
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IF YOU'REA STUDENT
15OR OVER, AND WANT TO STARr YOUR OWN
SUMMERBUSINESS
,YOU MAY QUALIFYFOR AN
INTEREST-FREE
LOAN UP TO $2,000 IN THE STUDENT
VENTURECAPITALPROGRAM.GETAN APPLICATION
AT
YOURHIGHSCHOOL,COLLEGEOR UNNERSITY
_____
.,.
PLACEMENTCENTREOR WRITE TO THE
ONTARIOYOUTHSECRETARIAT,
700 BAYSTREET,
2ND FLOOR,TORONTOMSG 1Z6.
----
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NOTIC~
The llnhwsit}
of Windsor Progressive Conservath c Campus
Association
is pleased to announce
that it is the host club for the fir;t
e,er OPCC AC AN-AM Conference on
Consl.'f\ at ism, to he held Feb. IO and
1 I al the Windsor Hol1d.1y Inn. lnvikd speakers and pandists include
Ohio Stak Senator Donald I' Lu,•ens
{R); Dr. Russ,.,11 Kirk; Members of
Parliament Sinl'lair Stewns and David
Crom hie: Barbara Amie I: Dr. Rod
Preece: Prof. Tom Ho,:kin; and Mi,·h1gan R<'pub!in,n Ron Gui,k. All interested parties are wekome to attend. Cost is S40 (Cdn.) or $35
(U.S.) per person and in dude~ all
poliq sessions, receptions, and three
meals. Dun 't miss a rare opporumty
to participate
in one of conbervatism 's mo~I important \'vents in the
Windsor area! For further information. please call 2 5 2-3238.

-

,..

'IOTJCF - Afrka w...
,.k '84. Opennjl ,·eremony
J 2 noon Monday.
\llarch
5. Artefads
display
and
;peech with slide show. We'd. Mar.
7. Educational
Seminar "lmra,·t
of
\llilitary Coups on the l'olitkal and
E,·onomic Development of Africa."
'IOTICE - Afrkan Stuclents' Asso•iation presents
Africa Week '84.
Friday, Mar. 9 food Nile. 7:00 p.m.
/anier fast. Snt. Mar. 10. Cultural
'lite, 7:30 p.m. Ambassador Audiorium.

"IOTICF - Students wishing to join
the local chapter of the Financial
Mana!?enwnt
Association
Honour
Society ar<' advised that the)' must
submit their names to the m<'mher•
of the
Nominations
Committee.
This can be done by signing up on
the sheet on the Finance bu! Ietin
board on the 3rd floor of the
Business Building, or by con tactini
one of the follo.,.,ing Committee
members: Lorne Campbell, 2.54,5 S90
Richard
Hogan
254-3966;
Pder
Smith 256-6837.
JOBS
Summer
Employment.
Earn high income. No experience
needed. To promote speed reading
course by home study ....ith cassettes
Referral network only. Limited number 1equired. Write to E. Cameron,
9520 127 St. J02B Surrey, B.C.
V JV SH9
NOTICE - South African Students
Attention.
Your embassy in Washington has employment
leads for
you ftom prospective employers m
South Africa. See Richard Lanspeary
in the International
Stud~nt Centre.

·1
I

I

I
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by Roberta Mock

Georges Braque once said,
"Cubism is not what you see but
what you know is there."
In 1907, along with Cezanne
and Chagall, Braque was one of
the Cubists who displayed with
Picasso in Paris. Their styles
were simple. Objects were reduced to geometric shapes; several
views of the object were combined and superimposed in order
to express a theme rather than
reality.
Picasso, in particular, experimented with this technique
during his periods of Analytical
(1909-12) and Synthetic Cubism
(1912-19). This reductive experimentation carried on through
his later works until his death
in April 1973.
And Picasso has been criti·
cized for his inventiveness, albeit not usually by critics. "My
six year old daughter could do
better," is a frequent complaint
by
non-appreciators.
That's
probably true. Children are unafraid to show emotions and
can portray them quite accurately i11 their artwork. Unfortunately, they cannot do this
consistently, as does Picasso.
Nor do they have the choice
of producing a fine piece of
re:ili>l-tf if they choose to.
t'icasso
had the ability
to create a technically perfect
replica of an object or a person.
He proved this during his Blue
Period, when such works as Le

Repas
Frugal
(The
Frugal
1904) were completed. This
etching of a poverty-stricken
couple features no noses protruding from foreheads or eyes
being used as earlobes. Their
plight is obvious. But, I suppose,
Picasso felt that was the reason
cameras were invented.
Pica~so the Printmaker : Graphics from the Marina Picasso
Collection is a display being featured at the Detroit Institute of
Arts through Sunday, March 25.
263 prints, selected from works
in Picasso's granddaughter's personal collection, represent the
full span of his 93 year career.
By starting at the beginning of
the display, non-believers can
trace Picasso's steps, proving to
themselves that Picasso had become an accomplished artist before delving into the abstraction
of Cubism.
Picasso's prints are hardly as
well known as his paintings,
sculptures and works in cera·
mies. Actually, this is the first
exhibition in recent years to focus entirely with Picasso as a
printmaker. It includes "The
Frugal Repast", proofs of his
Cubist prmrs. prints from his
Minotaur series, and prints inspired by the countless women in
his ltfe. Many works are recognizable as he later transformed
them into paintings.
The display is whimsical,
both in its technique and sub-

ject matter, but also poignant.
First, let's deal with whimsical.
Most prints from his Minotaur
series are blatant charicatatures
of the Greek Classics. He even
went so far as to rip off Ingres'
"The Bather". A series of his
prints from December 5, 1945
to January 17, 1946 depicted
"Le Taureau" (The Bull) in
fourteen different states. They
began with a nasty looking hecow full of details and ended up
with a stick figure. I spent a
great deal of time trying to figure out how he managed to ·
erase lines from his plate. Maybe
somebody can fill me in.
Now, on to poignant ...
Picasso passionatley supported
the Republican side of the Spa·
nish Civil War when it broke out
in 1936. His "Dream and Lie of
General Franco", two etched
diatribes, seem like a lighthearted political satire but in
reality were statements against
the bombing of Guernica. Even
some of his linocuts, considered
the lowman of printing techniques, reveal hostility in their
violence of colour.
Picasso tbe Printmaker features prints in aquatints, linocuts, lithography, copperplates,
and even Erwinography (I'm not
exactly sure how it's done.
Judge for yourself.) It's recommended viewing for any Picassoskepric, lover of melodrama, or
person who's JUSt plain curious.

Picasso
1at the.OJA

The Frugal Repast (1904). Etching on zinc.

GENERAL
ELECTION
,
STUDENTS
FULL-TIME
ONLY.

ADMINISTRATIVE
UNDERGRADUATE

COUNCIL
VOTERS

PENDING RATIFICATION BY COUNCIL
THE GENERAL ELECTION FOR THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, 1984. NOMINATIONS WILL
BE OPEN 8:30 A.M. MONDAY , JANUARY 23 AND WILL CLOSE 4:3'0 P.M.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1984.

PRESIDENT- VICE-PRESIDENT ADMINISTRATION - 1 POSITION
CAMPUS POSITIONS

COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
ARTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
DRAMATIC ARTS
ENGINEERING
HUMAN KINETICS
LAW
NURSING
SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL WORK
VISUAL ARTS

position
positions
position
position
position
position
position
position
positions
1 position
1 position

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

SENATE
3 positions
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE3 positions
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 1 positions

ADVANCE POLL TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 21, 1984

A BY-ELECTION FOR UNFILLED SEATS AND RESIDENCE SEATS WILL
BE HELD IN SEPTEMBER OF NEXT SEMESTER.
NOMINATION FORMS AVAILABLE IN SAC OFFICE.
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paignceilings
arenowineffect
by Norman Debono
Students running for Presidential and
Vice-Presidential
seats in the February 22, SAC
elections, will have to limit
their campaign spending to $3 50
according to a committee report
adopted by the Student Council.
An appointed Campaign Committee of Lidia Pinazza, Carl
Bang, Rob McTcaguc and Steve
Austrin also recommended
that
SAC make available, through
Student Media Services (SMS ),
a $50 per candidate
rebate
provided the candidate receives
15% of the vote and purchases
the campaign material
from
SMS.
A Monitor ing Committee
of
Lidia Pinazza, Carl Bang, Rob
McTcaguc, George Dietrich and
Sherry Thrasher has been appointed to enforce the $3 50
ceiling. The penalty for those
who exceed the limit is disqualification.
Student Council Vice-President Carolyn Ozimek is pleased
with the decision but expressed
some doubt~
"I think it is
great that there is a lim,c, but
I would like to sec it become
fairly strict, even a no-poster
campaign," she said.
Ozimek added, "You can still
run a high media campaign.
It will be hard to monitor the

campaign (spending) but there
is still some control."
SAC President David Laird
also expressed approval of the
limit. "I think it is a fair number, it (campaigning)
gets to
become a war," he said.
Laird
credited
an earlier
Lance article with influencing
the decision.
·'It ( Lance coverage) was a definite factor in
creating a ceiling.
I think it
was tbe factor.
It made SAC
aware of the need for it,"
he said.
Lidia Pinazza, the Chairperson for the Campaign Committee, said there is no future for
the campaign cost ceiling. "This
is not a by-law, it is a committee
decision that dies after elections.
The decision of this committee
is binding only for this year."
she said.
Pinazza said she would like
to see a by-la,.,,· to appoint a
Monitoring Committee every election but SAC did not think
it was a "critical issue".
Pinazza added she would like
to see a ceiling on future SAC
election spending, as it stands
now, the council is not obligated to restrict campaign spending next year.
"I definitely sec a need for
a by-law. We can make a submission this year," Pinazza said.
Ozimek agrees with Pinazza

I .inn • l'holo

SAC Presidential hopeful, Carolyn Ozimek, surrounded
money on a sure thing - the cigarette machine.
but rewmmended
a by-law
"that
:s flexible"
she said.
Ozimek suggested a by-law to
appoint a Monitoring Committee
every election
in order
to
"accomodace yearly needs".
When asked how the Monitormg Comm,rtee can enforce
the limit, Pinazza said, "we arc
relying on the integrity of the
candidates, (but) there are al-

by David La rrd posters,

\\ays of genmg around the
S)Stcm."
\\J)'S

When Pinazza ,, as asked ho,\
strict rhe disqualification pcnal t, · 1s for candidates over the
$350 limit, she replied, "there
is a lor of discrNion. Candidates
can come to the Monitoring
Comrmuee and then the C.ommittec will decide ."

t" t I IIUS Mt r,.;\M

\I{,\

decides to put her

Pinana
sa id the CJrnpaign
Cornm11tce set a lunrt that
reflected
the average of last
year's spend mg.
The rharrpcrslln hel ieves the
arnou nt is fair. "an .1verage
student
n)Uld m facr spend
$300 on a campaign easil),"
Pinazz.; said .

Andthenthereweretwo. • •
by Kevin Rollason

Because of rhe withdrawal of candida tcs m both the
presidential and vice-presidential elections, Jon C.1rlo~
Tsilfidis has been acclaimed as the nc,, Students' Admm1srrative Council (SAC) vice-president.
Onlv rwo candidates remain for President.
1\eii Schechtman , this year's SAC C1,mmissioner of
Special Events, withdre,,
from th e \ 1ce-l'resident1 ,1l
race, while David Pyke II ithdre\\ from the Presidcnua l
race .
Schechtman said It, " . . \\<IS a major dcl·1s10n.'' fie
frlt it\\ as a question of pr iormes .
lie said, "I wasn't interested m doing a fourth yea r. "

Neil Schechtman

Smee he ,,as t·urrentl) about tP gr.1du.1te, he \\Ould he
takrng a fourrh year sunpl) for S \C .
Schechtman did \\ ish there h.id heen somchoch else
ninning hccause then his res ign au on ,, ou ld not ha,·c had
such an impact.
Tsilfid is said, ·· . .. It feels gt,od," ll> he at·cl.1imcd. I le
h .1d hcen prep .ired fo r ,, rigorous campaign , but, " .. . I
am pleased I ,, as acd.11meJ." (For a lrst of background
and platforms, rnrn to page IO).
Sherr) Thrasher , S,\C Chief I lectoral Officer, said
that she rcccl\'ed both lcrters of 1es1gn.1t1on on \londa\ .
She ,.11d that there ,, ould n<>tbe a ba llot for '."1cc-Pres1dent srncc thcrc was only one l nd1d,1te.
S,\C elecrrons take pl ace on \\ cdncsd a,, f c hruJI\ 22,
,, ith an advance poll on Tuesd ,t\. I ebru a~\ 21 .
·

Pricesactually
lowerat othertmiversity
cafeterias?
by Kevin Rollason

--- -----

-----------

Other univers1t}' meal plans cost more per day but
At
least, this appears to be the case at two Saga-run cafeterias in Ontario.
At the Umvcrsity of Windsor, the full meal plan of
scrip cost $995 in 1982-83. Since the cafeteria was open
224 operating days, this made the cost per day $4.44.
Therefore, using this year's prices, a dinner of roast
beef, mashed potatoes, 7 oz. milk, and jcllo would cost
$4.15. leaving $.29 for breakfast and lunch, from the
figure of $4.44 last year.
. Brock Umvcrsity's 19 meal board plan cost $1320.
With 209 operating days this cost $6,32 per day. This
almost allowed students to cat 3 meals per day for all

you appear to rccei\'c more food for your money.

sc1·en d.t) s of the week.
If a non-meal plan student \\Cnt to their cafeteria,
they would have to pay $5.20 for a dinner and $4.20
for lunch.
The Brock Saga Foods manager, .\fr. Lee, said that
each of these meals were all you could eat
except during special nights when an item like steak was used.
Because of this, Lee said that the board meal plan
was, •. . probablr the best you can have," since it was
the best value for a student's money.
Jamie Flemming, Director of Residences at Brock
said this Board Plan was, " ... a reasonable deal if you
eat a lot." He said there was more quantity and quality
with their board plan.
At Carleton University, they have a meal card system
for their board plan. Their plan costs approximately

$1,435 for a 14 meal plan or $6 .24 per da) . Their meal
plan is similar to Brock m that the) ha, e all you can
eat food consisting of 3 entrees, salad, beverage and dessert.
If a non-meal plan student went co Carleton's cafeteria, they would have to pay $5.99 for an all you can eat
dinner or $4.25 for lunch.
Moc White, Saga Canada District Manager, worked
out a quick estimate of what a meal plan would cost
Windsor students. He said a 10 meal plan would cost
$1375 - $1450, a 14 meal plan would cost SlSOO $1550 and a 19 meal plan would cost $1650 - $1700.
At a February 7 meeting of the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) Vanier Food Committee, Carl
Bang, SAC representative
for Cody and Canterbury
said that students at other universities, ••... would have
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Feb. 22 - The students for Nuclear Disarmarncn
1
sponsoring a lecture by Dr. D. Reynolds (Psych ar,
1
Dept.) entitled "Aggression - the brain basis of
sion in animals and man" at 12 noon in Assurn 'Lounge
Ption

;flf!

Feb. 16 - "Revolution in Grenada and US Invasion Don Rojas (Former Press Secretary to Maurice
Bishop) 7 00 p.m. Room G133 Windsor Hall North.
- Amnesty International Group 22 Monthly Meeting
Third World Resource Centre - 125 Tecumseh W.
7 30 p.m.

- "Vive La Canadienne" - aspects of traditioal
culture and folk music - Prof. Mark Gagne of the Un
versite Laval - Room 139 Music Building 3 30 pn;
•Ill

Feb. 17 - B.F.A. - King Wah Restaurant - Ouellette Ave.
- Lancer Hockey against Laurier University - Adie
Knox Arena 7 30 p.m.
- Windsor Indoor Games for the Physically Disabled
today through Sunday at St. Denis Centre and Adie
Knox Pool
Feb. 18 - Lancer hockey (last regular home game) Adie Knox Arena against Univ. of Toronto 7:30 p.m.
- Samaritans - Reggae at St. Andrew's Hall.

Feb. 23 - Social Science Society "Rhythm and Booi
Band" with the ''Detroit Blues Band" - Happy h().i'
8 00 - 10 00 p.m., door prizes.
r

Feb. 19 - All french recital - Jeannette Nagger, soprano;
Philip Adamson, piano - 8: 15 p.m. Moot Court, Faculty
of Law

Any group interested in having events listed, leavein.
formation at The Lance office or contact Peter Deck.

ELECT

CAROLYN OZIMEK
FOR

SAC PRESIDENT
Students' Administrative Council Experience
SAC Vice-President 1983-84
SAC Assistant Special Events 1982-83
Active member of the SAC Special Events Committee 1981-82

MajorAccomplishments as SAC Vice-President 1983-84
Development of "SAC Switchboard,.
An hour spent every week reviewing SAC issues and services
provided on campus that might broaden a students knowledge.
Established the Budg~t Committee as a Part of SAC
This committee acts as a "watchdog" constantly reviewing the
finances of the corporation and reporting them to Council.

ACADEMICS
Encourage the communication of student representatives such
as Vice-President Academic, student Senators and student reps.
Sitting on faculty, school or departmental councils to have a
unified student voice when dealing with issues such as Student
Evaluations, Student Grievance Procedures and the elimination
of Study Week.

Food Plan

Established the Academic Affairs Committee as a Part
of SAC

Through effective representation on the Board of Governors,
encourage a more suitable food plan to meet the students needs.

The composition of this committee includes the Internal Affairs
Commissioners, Student Senators and students that sit on
departmental school or faculty council. The students, as a result
of this committee, may more effectively communicate causing
their efforts on issues, such as Student Evaluations, student
grievance procedures and the elimination of Study Week, to be
more unified, and therefore, much stronger.

Student Evaluations

Established

an Objective Club Funding Formula

The formula's structure eliminated the possibility of biased allocation of funds. As a result more funcling was allocated on an
equivalent level giving more clubs more money.

Proposed to Council Re: Written SAC By-Laws
There was a definite need for the SAC By-Laws to be re-written
so that all students may clearly understand each by-law and that
each section be clearly identified. Proposed changes include the
formation of a new position titled Vice-President Academic to
handle all academic issues within SAC, and the Social Affairs
Committee to unite most social directors of the societies, major
clubs, SAC and the residences in order to encourage a more
organized schedule of social functions across campus.

Designed a Process for the Hiring of the Student Media
Services Director and SAC' s Pub Manager
The process consisted of three interviews. each one eliminating
more applicants, and responsible for the development of the
qualifications and the questions used.
ORIENTATION AND WINTERFEST
Active participant in the organization of a successful Orientation
'83 and Winterf est.

SALARY CONCESSIONS
Along with other members of the SAC Executive. voluntarily
accepted a 5% cut in pay and refused COL.Aincrease for the year.

As President of SAC 1984-85 ·
SAC Financial Spending
Encourage conservative spending without jeopardizing the
services SAC provides to the students in order to put SAC safely
in the black.

Work to elimir,ate or change the clause of confidentiality in the
Facu1ty Association agreement in order to see the Student
Evaluations published. This agreement now protects the professors
from releasing Studrnt Evaluation information and as SAC
President I would encourage this change during the negotiatons
period of Faculty contracts.

Tw~Way Communication between SAC and the Students
Two-way communication is important in order that SAC may
most effectively\WOrk
for student needs. This can be accomplished
through the Academic Affairs Committees, the Social Affairs
Committee, Student Council itself, a cross-campus survey, a
suggestion box in the Student Centre, SAC Switchboard phone-in
radio program on CJAM, and an "Action Form" outlining the
students' problem or concern and proposing a suggested solution.
These suggested ideas will allow for more direct student input
which is greatly needed in SAC.

Professor Awards
Establish a professor awards program to recognizf s,21,~cted
professors for their teaching excellence. It is important to recognize
professors that are concerned and to encourage the continuation
of quality teaching. It would be a nice gesture on 1Jehalf of the
students to say "Thanks" to a deserving professor.
The Vice-President is an integral link in administrative co-operation
and the office of the President is even moreso. I can. with your
support, successfullyserve as an effective and hard-wo·:<ing!iaison
in your student government

We must remember that our functions are not so much political
but ADMINISTRATIVE!
We are here to servf.:.~\...i.

.........

by Philip Rourke
IOna]

l'II}
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The can-Am Conference on Conservatism was held last Saturday
t Windsor's Holiday Inn. Themes included conservative economics,
:deology and foreign policy. The f o/lowi11g is an analysis of the
foreign policy lectures.
Canadian conservative view of American foreign policy is one in
which Canada has ·'both an integrated and an independent foreign
policy."
Arguing that 'A Canadian would rather live in the United States
han anywhere else in the world," Dr. McKercher, from the Univerut_t}'of Western Ontario, feels that
. Canada should become more and
ore integrated into the American economy. In the same breath,
:e argued that Canada can also pursue an independent foreign policy in which Canada is a "principal power" in the world's powerrelationship arena.
"Reagan has suggested that we should have a continental economy," he said. "We already have this," he added, and "a branch economy (an economy in which the owners are largely American, and the
profits go to Americans, but the work is done in Canada because
Canada has the natural resources at its disposal) is better than no
economy.''
McKercher then argued that, with a branch economy, Canada can
also be a principle power. The principle power philosophy for Canada is an argument that has been popularized recently in a book
published in 1983 entitled Canada as a Principal Power by David
Dewitt and John Kirton.
In the book, it is argued that Canada is a principal power because it possesses "surplus capability - a margin of strength in a
broad array of sectors well beyond that required to meet the basic
requisites of statehood and the minimal performance expected of
modern states."
Because of this capability, Canada is able to act autonomously
"on the basis of internal choices, on a global stage. Such choices are
derived not from an exclusive or predominant concern with security
but from a multiplicity of values in which priority is given to those
political interests that integrate, a~~ign weights t?, and .provide coherence to specific concerns of military, economic, social, and culrural spheres."
McKercher did not explain this concept of principal powerism;
he merely used an example to illustrate it. He argued that British
Prime Minister Thatcher was showing that her country was a principal power when she condemned the American invasion of Grenada. "That (the condemnation) was an example of an independent
foreign policy 9f a principal power rather than an anti-American
continued on page 7
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Use the cruise on whom? What about the US World Tour? Who's guilty of one-sidedness?

~~

Jellybeansupporters
only

Gerard O'Neill
You know you are in for a good time when
you 're spending Saturday with people who advocate nuclear war. I quickly found that one cannot
afford to be liberal at a "P .C." conference.
With a progressive mix of young Tories, Reagan
republicans, and even an odd (no pun intended)
U. of W. faculty member, the Holiday Inn was a
think tank on world problems.
The tone of the conference was dramatically
shown by the lobby. "Use the Cruise" T-shirts
were doing a brisk business along with "Fuck
Russia" buttons.
"Wanted Dead or Alive" posters of the late Un Andropov were not selling
well. In the "idea" business timing is everything.

0

--- -~·
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\

Jntroduci!ig Molson Bock.

A surprisingly refreshing taste.
At regula.r prices.

Reagan jelly beans were the current rage.
In the u..>11fer.:111.cr..:>vmsthe movd was more
sober. Our western democracy, free enterprise,
Christian values, and the Queen are all under at·
tack from atheistic communistic agents of the
dark empire. (Why were there no light-sabers being sold in the lobby?) Relief was as near as a
nuclear war .
Back in rhe lobby the talk turned to wondering
wistfully why Ron had not launched a firsr strike.
There was agreement that "our" Brian \\ ould
not back down.
Looking at these young men in their three piece
suits, my eyes filled with tears. A meeting like
this could never happen in Moscow ... Why did it
have to happen in Windsor?

---
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Lackofsubstance
Straight out we would like to say that The Lance is
not endorsing any candidates this year.
We debated for a long time on the issue. It became obvious that there was a very good reason for not endorsing a
candidate. The Lance feels neither of the candidates has
shown enough substance yet to support either candidate.
For this reascn, we would not be confident in any decision that we would m;ike,
The Lance does reserve the right to endorse a candidate
in the future. But not this year.
What we would like to see is a greater concentr;ition on
the issues than has been shown to date.
There should be more debates and speeches planned.
Visual presentations do nothing at all except to allow a
person's name to be ingrained in a student's consciousness.
When a student votes for a candidate, they should be voting for a person and not Just for a poster.
These speeches should be held every noon hour from
the beginning of the campaign to the end. This would allow more students to have actual contact with the candidates, as well as allowing candidates to receive more feedback from students.
Poster campaigns should be abolished. Who really cares

----------

the raconteur
by john liddle
It ,,as approximately four or five months ago
when it all came crashing down on me-it wok many
sleepless nights and many, many beers to get over it it
was a stark realizatton on my behalf that a liberal arts
education was totally useless.
I'm not qu ne sure hO\\ tt all came about. There
might've been something to do wtth the mtll of horror
stories that have tradittonall) hovered over liberal ans
graduates no jobs, Ph.D. 's in philosophy working at
Chrysl«'s, creative \Hittng grads working as cop} editors
at out of-the-,, ay newspapers, MFA actors prosututmg
their talents in pre-pubescent sex comedies. These examples have a ,,a} of addmg up, of forming a beach
head an ones consciousness. and ulttmately of fostering
feehn of frustration and listlessness
But I snapped out of it. And, in the denouement
to m
ul-scarching, l postulated a few ideas on ho,, to
mpr e s umverslt} 's rberal arts pr gramme
Ft t all the departments are too sectanan. If a
ilmm ker m Communication Studies wants co work on

if students see candidates faces in every colour of the rainbow. What students want, or what students should want,
is to see issues discussed.
The problem with issues is not even the candidates are
well acquainted with them. Candidates and students are
uninformed on the issues. While parking and pre-registration are issues, they are certainly not as important to students as the Ontario governments proposed changes to
universities, the OSAP funding structure, foreign student
differential fees, or rising tuition. These are things which
really affect students.
Students should also remember that the Executive positions have a large part in controlling over a quarter of a
million dollar budget. This is money which must be controlled responsibly. Last year there was a $60,000 deficit.
Students must vote responsible people who will look af.
ter their money and ultimately their best interests.
What we are trying to say are that the positions of SAC
President and Vice-President is getting more and more tied
into the future of Ontario universities. They are very important jobs. We need somebody we can support with this
responsibility.
Or maybe we should just reopen nominations.

--- --------------------------but this may be too little

a period piece, the costumes in the Drama School art' off
limits. If this same student has a passing interest in the
maJor mo\'cments of the fint' arts of the Modern Era
(as he should have), he would discover that he'd need
three or four courses in Art History before he could get
to the ,\\oderns - those arusts \\ ho'd have a compatible
relat10nship to what he's studying. Certainly a knowledge of forms of architecture , de,·elopments in sculpture, etc. should be part of anyone's intellectual portfolio, but its relat10nsh1p to the filmmaker's m,s, en
sct'nt• is negligible. As well, the c.tudcnt in Communication Studies ha'.>a narrow selection of fields of study
one can become e.xpenenced tn film, tele\.'1sion, or
radio, but not all three why?
I·nglis'l course~ don't fare much better . Thespians
benefit from the drama offermgs there, but a budding
play \Hight or for that matter, a aspmng screcnpla)'
wnter won't find a home ma creative writing class.
The philosophers (God love 'em), have taken some
posmve steps, and though the reason may be monetary
attendance in philosophy has traditionally been IO\~
courses such as Philosophy of Literature and Philosophy
of Art have a unique appeal. English and Fane Art have
reached a common ground in the graduate seminar Victorian Art nnd Literature, and the Lnerature of the
Cinema course draws close to 80 students per semester,

too late.
With Bette Stephenson's latest tirade against the
liberal arts-universittes should be job factories and nothing else -the fate of the liberal arts may be as black as
it ever was.
I propose that the departments within the Faculty
of Arts (Engltsh, Languages, Fine Art, Drama, and Philosophy) and Communication Studies, take a long, hard
look at the ,, a} s m which each department can be
strengthened by mfluences from otber fields of study
As it stands, the sectarian nature of the schools
\\ ithm the Faculty of Art'> is producing narrow-minded
artists the Renaissance Man (or Woman) ideal that
the liberal arts are supposed to produce is a gross myth;
in fact, at thi, campus, the attempt is not m de.
So it goes on . The philosophers spurn the Fme
Amsts; they, m turn, consider the philosophers cerebral
introverts. The English maJors look upon the Communi·
cation's students as illiterates; the sneer 1sreturned: English maJors are out of touch with mass media. Everyone
thinks Drama students arc mad, anJ the Languages. the
fielJ v. ith perhaps the most to offer in terms of crosscultural references, 1slargly ignored.
It's this myopic attitude on behalf of both the
adnunistranon and the students that fosters bad art,
and if 1t doesn't stop soon then the liberal arts will
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by John Liddle

Justthefacts

Last week, one of The Lance's staff writers, Cathy
Peaker, wrote an interesting article ("Pornography-violence that can no longer be ignored.') that appeared in
this space. Her argument, if I can take the liberty of
paring it down, expressed the notion that violence in
pornography has been on the upswing since Playboy
began publishing.
This sort of style of argument seems, to me at
least, to be indicative of the gung-ho attitude many
feminists have regarding pornography.
For instance,
Peaker cites Webster's The Duchess of Malfi, an Elizabethan play, as an example of literature that advocated
che suppressing of women's independence and rights.
Fine, but if the example isn't an extreme one (when one
considers the staggering volume of literature our societies have produced), it's most certainly anachronistic.
This loose logic manifests itself once more in her
next paragraph, where she parallels social condit ions and
che rise of Playboy as a popular magazine. We are told,
for instance, that Playboy began publishing eight years
after World War II, at a time when women began entering the \vork force in greater numbers.
I can see her
point, but this strikes me as the creation of a false fact
which is essentially true. ln other words, by corollary,
one could make the assertion that Playboy came into
vogue in the McCarthy era, and hence contains strong

$?&!you, -1aird
Dear Editor:
As SAC Vice-President Finance, I administer a budget which consists of all undergraduate students' SAC
fees, SAC's Pub, and Student Media Corporation
(Lance, Student Media Services, and CJAM-FM). Our
total budget exceeds $1,000,000 per year.
Over the past year I've encountered many problems
that I feel need to be addressed. The main item regards
the careless and irresponsible directives given to me by
the President - bordering on Executive negligence.
This maybe seems a bit too remote for man} students
to understand but let me cite a few examples to illustrate what I mean. The following conversauon took
place between myself and the President, David Laird in
June of 1983:
Myself "Dave, may I see you for a moment?"
David: 'Y cs, what's up?"
Myself "Listen Dave, we have a major problem
there is a $60,000 deficit."
David: "Oh yeah?" he responded, and walked out of
the office - oblivious to what I had told him. During the
course of this year his concern has not been manifested
to any extent beyond that conversation.
Another item concerns Pub Entertainment expenses.
Against my expressed objections, the President repeat·
edly signed numerous entertainment contracts over the
$1,400.00 per week that I had recommended. As the
result SAC accrued $39,000.00 excess pub entertainment expense. I put my job on the line and threatened
to bring the issue to Council. Fearing this, the President
refrained from signing any further contracts except one
that has to be! signed for the continuum of Pub enter·
tainment.
These examples are by no means exhaustive. Let me
cite a recent example that clearly illustrates the attitude
toward spending
Without consulting the Executives and asking if there
Were sufficient funds in the travel budget, the President
travelled to Burlington, Ontario regardless. When I was
approached by Mr. Jon Carlos, current candidate for
SAC Vice-President, for reimbursement of gasoline expenses, I told Mr. Carlos that I will not approve this expenditure. David Laird, the President, turned to Mr.
Carlos and declared: "Don't worry, Jon, I will take care
of it."
I am leaving at the end of April this year. The only
concerns I have as far as SAC is concerned, are for the
students.
The solution is clear: Greater Executives financial
accountability to the students. These are our monies!
The current by-law amendments drafted by the Vice-

anti-communist overtones.
Peaker goes on to state that "thirteen years after
Playboy began publication, a ... film called Snuff hit the
U.S. market." I think I'm right here in saying the connection is tenuous. Peaker goes on to add that ''since
then, snuff films have become the new genre in the
pornographic film industry." What I would like to know
is. Where does this ,nformation come from? Variety?
Cinema Canada? T. V. Guide? If Peaker knows, I wish
that she would tell us. To top that off, Peaker adds a
quote from Margaret Atwood, who contends that snuff
movies are "the wave of the future in the multi-billion
dollar pornography market." The only ground chat I
can see for this statement is that whatever Margaret
Atwood says must be true.
I could go on. The Laura Lederer notion, that
Playboy's cartoons are pools of violent sexual images,
smacks of the worst form of subjectivity, the lopsided,
Bruno Bettelheim approach to fantastic literature wherein all caves are vaginas, all sceptres penises. I don't know
enough about psychology to elaborate on this, but that
fact didn't stop Laura Lederer, whoever she might be
(Peaker's article doesn't tell us).
It upsets me to read articles of this nature, because
I agree wholeheartedly with Peaker's passion, but cannot
agree at all with her reason. It also makes me chagrined
to know that someone who is unsympathetic
to the

President's Advisory Committee on By-La\, revision
headed by Carolyn Ozimek consmu re a step in the
right direction.
The maJor amendment ('alls for the \' .P. Finance
to come under the financial direction and scrutiny of the
Budget Committee and the Council rather than the President. Hopefully, this will eliminate Presidenttal abuses
and allow for improved accountability \'iS a \'iS the
$32.50 that each full-time undergraduate student contributes annually.
Finally, I hope every student comes up ro vote on
this election, and let's have the dc<licarcd, responsible
and effective administrator than 'politician'' at Srudents' Administrative Council next 1 ear.
Kean Wong
SAC Vice-President Finance

$?&! you~Wong
Dear Editor:
A large pan of being SAC pres1<lent is raking flak
and at election time things can really become thick.
To clear the air let's look at some issues.
Before I took office student government was buried
by a massi\·e deficit brought on by srag111gevents that
lost thousands of dollars. A part of my job was to \\ork
on this which I have done.
In regards to Mr. Wong's statements of my concerns
of SAC finances, I would like to say that the dialogue
between Mr. Wong and myself is rather distorted.
I am very concerned with SAC finances and I have done
many things to help improve the situation. For examp·
le, I took a 5% cut in my pay as SAC President. How
can he say that I am not concerned when l am giving
money out of my own pocket tu lower the SAC deficit.
As for entertainment,
all
of this year's events,
Orientation,
Winterfest, Jim Carrey, Mike Mandel,
and MacLean and \i\acLean have not lost money and
at the end of this year, will see SAC in a much improved
economic siruation. A president has to do more than
talk about problems; the job is also to solve chem.
As for the trip to Burlington, I spent a Friday after·
noon driving to Burlington to speak to Saga Food Management co voice student complaints in regards to the
quality and price of food served in Vanier.
Some
aspects of the problems were solved and others are
being worked on.
The total cost was $33.00 in
gasoline and I think that the improvements will be
worth the expenditure.
I appointed Kean Wong as Vice-President Finance
and even though we have our differences, I felt that
we were both working for the benefit of the students.
It strikes me as suspect that a week before elections
and at the end of his term, Mr. Wong suddenly realizes

women's rights mo\·emenr could glance rhrough Peaker's
article anJ J,~mi:,:. it a~ ,i pine of feminist propoganda.
Peakcr's run and gun style doesn't encourage anyone ro
put stock JO her argument, JO the future, let's have the
facts, ma'am.

that his position is wirhou t \\ orth and rhat changes arc
needed. Over the past year, Mr. Wong has sar at Council
meetings and said nothing on the issues he has mentioned and has never even sent me a memo. l lis concerns
are new founded and politically motivated. This aimless
mud-slinging only clouds the issues of an election
campaign and does nothing to bring our real issues,
such as pre-registration, parking and student evaluations.
I feel that Kean Wong is wrong in thinking that students
are this easily misled by partisan political positions. The
flak is getring hea\ ~, but it goes with the job.
David laird, President,
Students' Administrative Council

No more bowels
Dear Editor.
l noticed on your masthead that Tony Cou1ure "orks
as a typesetter of yours. This isn'1 so bad, hut ·when I
noticed his picture in Lance '\Ju. 16, my bowels :ilmns.t
disgorged. The guy's a hippy! His appearance alone rells
me he should ha,·e been buried in the '60's! This 1s the
nc" era, get with 1t Lance!

Rob Lieberman
4th year Accounting

/De,rr Rob Tb,• b1ppy11e~s is a disguise. \/so I do !ii:!'
111198-+ like you. so ple,1sc do11't purposive~)' relc[(,1te
my ex1ste11cc to a by-go111•er,1. You need to fi·e,· )'our
111111d
/1·0111tbe 111~<!,C
to cl,1s~ ei•eryom• into ,1 c,1tegmy
tbat 1s. ,it most, a mperct!ious
,md sh,,l!ow i11terprct,1t1011of 111y being Get v.:ith it Rob, ,1ttu11eyourself
to tbe [(i'C,1t order o/ Be111g,md let go your cramped
accounting
for ,1ppe,m111ccs.
Your v:1secr,1cks don't
evi:11 rauk as .7okes ,is tbey ,u·c tme 11011se11se. TC.)

C.Opulative
emotions
Dear Editor:
At the outset, 1 would agree with all concerned that
che unfortunate result of high VISA fees - a student
Continued on page 6.
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PERSONAL - To the
with a terrific smile:
3 :30 Christmas exam
quiet West Building .
,imple SHHHHH will
Signed, Curly ,

4th year nurse
studying for
is easier in a
These days a
do the trick .

FOR SALE - Pioneer SK21 Porta ,
ble cassette player with AM/ FM.
In good condition. Price $200. Cal
258-2376 after 5.
ROOMMATF. NEEDED :
female
to share very large house on Lincoln St. with two other women.
$160 per month.
Call 254-6578
and ask for Lori or Janis.
FOUND : A watch was found in
Rm. 11 OI Bus. Bldg. on Dec. 17.
1983. To reclaim , call 252-2935.
FOR SALE
One double-pedestal
wooden desk and chair.
Asking
.$55. Also a two-drawer desk with
\\OOden gram top and metal con struction.
Just like new. S50.
Call Max at 253-8617.
BOYS'
ICE SKATES
FOR
SALE
Si,e, ! 1/1, CCM Tacks.
SS0.00,
s,,e 6 Bauer Goalie ,
:>65.00, excellent condition.
Call
anytime. 252 -31 I 7.

NOTICE - Photo I.D. cards for all
students
will be taken in Essex
Lounge West of the University Centre on Monday, February 20 from
9 30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and again on
Tuesday, February
21 from 9:30
a.m. to 7 30 p.m. All students with
temporary cards should have them
replaced at this time . Photo I.D. '5
will not be taken again until Sept.
J 984 registration.
HOUSING
Have rooms for rent.
Kitchen facilities. Abstainers only.
Moy off Wyandotte. Call 258-6965

r

wantel.l. KJUt. lU .l'LURIUA '
Willin8 to -ShaTe all expenses.
Call anytime, ask for Keith, 969 3458.
SKIS : Fischer 195 '5, Tyrolia
bindings, $80, call 735 -7340.

STEREO for sale : Akai amp
(AM-Y02), Akai cassette deck (CS m02), Akai Turntable (AP-Q50) ,
Nikko Tuner (NT-500), and two
Akai speakers- S650.
Also Bose
speakers (30 I), i year old for
$280. Call 2 S4-24 l 6.
FOR SALE
Viola, bow and
hard shell case.
asking $325,
and 12 string guitar (EKO), asking
$18S, call Rob at 252 -6820.
FOR SALE:
Radio Control
car 'associated'
R/ C 12 E, 1: 12
Scale , 5 amp battery
charger,
'associated·
Ni-Cd Fast Charger,
Futaba Radio controller and spare
parts S300 only.
Call 254-3012.
The Honourable ROBFRT KA PLAN, Solicitor General of Canada,
requests a meeting with University
Liberals on Fri., Feb . I 7 in Rooms
I, 2, and 3 of the University
and all are welcome.
Coming
up!
SAC FILMS :
Saturday,
Feb . 18 at Midnight,
'The Ro c ky Horror Picture Show ".
Rm. 1120 Math Building. Students
S2, Non -students SJ.

HOUSING - Female roommate to
live with 2 other open minded, intel ligent fun loving women in a large
house on Lincoln St. between Wyan dotte and Riverside. Rent $160 /
month. Phone 254-6578 . Ask for
Lori or Janh.
FOR RENT
One private bed
room, shared kitchen, one + half
bath , available anytime, furnished
for use, swimming pool, sauna,
central air, on Sunset. 3 min . awa)
from Math Bldg., 2 min . away from
HK bldg., parking available. Rent
SI 65 everything included. Contact
969-8728.
ROOM l·OR RENT : Kit chen
Facilities. Abstainers only .
Moy
258-6965.

tl:7mit~rr~it~ itill\~JEcdliiu:(\)
Continued from page 5.

being sent home for lack of funds - is grossly unfortunate, and is a
situation to be addressed.
I submit, however, that the overly emotional, somewhat politically naive comments brought to us by way of Mr. O'Neill do not d
much for the credibility of such an issue. As harsh and impersonal a:
such policies seem - I don't like it more than anyone else _ Mr
O'Neill must realize that the subjective, compassionate approach h~
advocates is not in keeping with the realities of public administration. Whether one likes a certain policy or not, the concern for precedent setting for allowance of exceptions to a general policy is
valid. In a policy regime such as here, where the base is economic
one must be objective and cite a possible propensity for abuse:
However, as I've conceded, I don't care for such a reality. But it
is there. What concerned me in Mr. O'Neill's comments was his onedimensional statement that the university cares more about rnonev
that about education or ideals. Like it or not, one must accept th·e
premise that a university is to an extent a business
accountable
albeit indirectly, to every taxpayer in th 1s province. There ar~
those who would tell you that if the government does not enforce
these policies - and let them slip, then education itself - the loyalty
to which Mr. O'Neill appeals, would itself suffer given the financial
constraints in which it operates.
What totally ired me was Mr. O'Neill's dive for the emotional
jugular he analogizes between the issue of differential fees and
policy discriminations by the Nazis against the Jews. Such paranoid
illusions of racism and of adm1mstrat1ve conspiracy are not only
unfounded, but convolute a valid issue to be addressed, that being
economic hardship on fellow students. For the sake ot credib11itv.
let's be responsible in the way we set out to address this...
·
Gordon Hearn

An elephant
kickedme
Dear Editor:

\
/

P

repare yourself for success in
today's highly competitive world as
an RIA Management Accountant.

With your degree and the RIA designation you will have the professional
edge in the job market.
You \\'.illbe entering a profession that
cannot supply RIAs fast enough to keep
up with the demand from business and
government. .. a need that is projected to
continue through this decade and beyond.

RlAs are in demand because of their
unique training in management as well as
accounting. They have expertise in strate-

gic planning, budgeting, operations control and data analysis. RIAs move ahead
quickly on the management team.
Over 55010of all RIAs hold senior positions in business, industry and government. Your job prospects will improve
the day you start the RIA program
because employers recognise the committment you ha"e made to obtaining professional qualifications.
What's more. the RIA program is flexible. You can work toward your degree
and RIA designation at the same time. In
fact, you may already qualify for advanced
standing in the RIA program.
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Your "Classical Confrontation " arucle was worchy front page
news. I cannot believe how the t;'niversity of Windsor policies con·
tinuously leave the student holding the shitty end of the snck. If
this is che last semester for the course in question, then why the
hell can't there be two sections to satisfy the final demand for the
course? What's the big deal? There seems to be no problems when
a psychology course needs added sections. I'm sure it's not the first
time students have not been able to get a course (section) because
the university deems it too expensive or appropriate for the curri·
cul um (Then wh, ,, as it there in the hrsc place?) With course scicc·
tions as poor as c·he~ are at this university, how can any department
even consider reducing the number of courses it offers. I could bring
up that the University of Windsor managed to make a profit last
year - at the expense of its students, I'm sure - but I ,, on 't.
I'm sure there are many other university policies that manage to
''shaft'' the students as Maria Facca so a.:curately put It in your
article. So, where do the students of the Univcrstt) of Windsor
stand? ,\re we JUst a neutral factor in university policy making?
Doesn 't the human factor count anymore? Maybe the student~
shou ld be more :I\\ arc of university policies. \taybe student gm·
ernmcnt should be more aware of uni,ersity policies!
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Greg Hinton
3rd Year Social Science

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

I)

Call...

otrtt,ri----We Care Fo r
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Toronto

Ottawa

154 Mam Street East
M P.O.Box 2150
Ham~ton, Ontario L8N4A5
Telephone (416)525-4100

20 Victoria Street , Suite 910
Toronto. Ontario
MSC 2N8
Telephone (416) 363-8191

609 - 410 Launer Avenue West
Ottawa, Ontario
K1R 7T3
Telephone (613) 238-8405

.,,--_. TheWalrus
Bite.
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Namc_ _______________
City _ ___

_
252 3322

-L-----YUION
JACIARACl#5.

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
Hamilton

Ph.

_ ____

__

Postal Code ____________

_____

Addre~~----

- --

- - - ----

Province _ ___

___

_ __

_ ________

1!>0Main $tr-East
II P.O 8oo<2150
Ham,llon On1anoLSN4A5
T•leph<>ne(416)525-4100

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario

_ _________

- -

_____

_
_ _

Yes, I'm interested in the RIA program.

0 Please send me more information
0 Please evaluate the attached transcripts

•, • . • ·
~. ·•
..-

Je mperY2ou~e Tequil_a
withorange1uiceover Ke.
Fire in 1 ounce Yukonjack
to givethe Walrusits bite.
And youthought
Walruses didn't haveteeth,
(tusk,tusk, tusk). Inspired
in the wild, midst the dam~
ablycold,this, the black
sheepof Canadian liquors,is lf.!"ll!!:ili!I~•
YukonJack.

~

)hkonJack
·
Theblack
sheepd Canadian
liquors.
C-oococted
withfineCanadian
Whisky.
For more Yukonjack recipeswrite: MOREYUKONJACKRECIPES,
Box2710,Posa!Station
Toronto,Onwio M8ZSP1.
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Noexam~

creditgiven

ONTO (CUP) A class of
TO~logy students that boysocio
ced its Christmas exam, recot
1
.h h
cencly won its batt e wit t e
·versitv
of Toronto
ScarborI
• •
•
U01
ough College admm1strat1on to
pass the course.

The students' action reflect<'J their course content, concentrating on the oppression and
powerlessness of the students
and the unchallenged authority
of the school system in what
should be a democratic society.

The students refused to wr!te
the exam as a matter of p~t~.
to challenge the adm1mc1p1e,
. d
scration's control over their e ucacion.

The teacher, John Lee, said
the boycott was the greatest
compliment students could give
him.

A committee on academic
seandings granted the students
..
full credit, without requmng
they write the exam. .The only
hitch is their marks will not be
calculated in their grade average.
The students celebrated
victory party.

at a

"To be honest, I didn't think
they would decide in our favour," one student said. Others
called it a victory against the
system.

But the administration didn't
look kindly on brok en regulations. The first administrative
committee to rule on the affair
upheld the U of T regulation
that students who miss an exam
without just cause receive a
"zero" grade. The class appealed the decision.
Some stu dents expressed concern that the incident would
leave a "black mark" on their
record that would haunt them
later.
The celebration was topped
off with two cakes, inscribed

with "Question"
ity" respectively.

Vanier Vittles

11

This is For the Week of Feb. 20-26/84

"Author-

Vanier

4:30- 6:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Cheese Omelet

Breaded Pork
Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cr. of Tomato Soup
Spanish macaroni
Corned Beef on Rye

Continued from page 1.
had to miss over 100 meals,"
in order to match Windsor's
prices for cost per day, when
comparing the scrip plan with
other board plans.
Dave McMurray, Director of
Residence and Food Services felt
that it was comparing apples
with oranges. He felt the scrip
meal plan was the best becaus e
it was student oriented
allowing students to buy whatever
they wanted.
Windsor is not the only university with a troubled food
plan. Currently the University
of Western Ontario has a petition circulating to allow students
to voice their dissatisfaction
over their food plan.

Wedne sda y

Thursda y

Friday

foreign policy."
He did not give any examples
of where Canada should take
principal power steps in its
foreign policy, but he frequently
emphasized the United States'
importance
in
Canadian
domestic affairs.
Dr.
George
Bell,
past
President of
the
Strategic
Studies Institute
in Toronto,
focused his t2lk on "security,
arms, control,
disarmament,
and a common strategy."
lie began by emphasizing
the differences between Eastern
and Western nations' semantics.
He argued that "dete1,te, a
Western concept, does not mean
peaceful
co-existence
(an
Eastern
concept)
because

peaceful
co-existence
means
military
superiority
(for the
Eastern side)."
He argued that the West
needs a comprehensive military
strategy
and that
it is in
Canada s interests to play an
important role in this strategy.

StarWars
As an example, he usea
Reagan's Star Wars theory of
lasers m space that would
destroy
inter-continental
ballistic missiles (ICBMs). "If we
don't partake in the Star Wars
theory, our defence policy will
become irrelevant,'' he said. lie
also said that the same applies
for the nuclear issue in that
Canada should be more integrated into the nuclear race.

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Lasagna
Sweet'n Sour Pork
Honey Chicken
Breaded Grilled Perch

Cream of Celery Soup
BBQ. Beef on a Bun
Grilled Beef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Fish Chowder
Beef in a Pita
Grilled Ham

Battered Fish 'n Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

BRUNCH

SUPPER

4 :30 - 6:30
11:45 - 1:30
Spaghetti
& Meat Sauce
Soup of the Day
Saturda y
& Meatless
Grilled Cheese
Roast Pork/Dressing
Chili
Sund ay
Soup of the Day
Roast Beef
1/4 Pounders
Veal Scaloppini
The Deli is open 11 ·30 - 6: 15 Monday - Friday
.__ The kound Table is open 6:30 - 11:30 Sunday· Friday

Can-Am
OJnservative
OJnference
continuedfrom page 3

SUPPER

LUNCH
11:00- 1:30

Polling Stations General Election

These two speakers both
agreed that the U.S. must continue to flex its muscles in EastWest relations. They feel rhat
tensions between the two ideologies are ine\'itabk and that a
"peace through strength" policy of military buildup is necessary to prolong this inevitability.

Students ' Administrative Council
Full-time undergraduates only

Wednesday, February 22, 1984
Open 9:00 am - Close 4:30 pm
Fac ulty of Educ ation
Vanier Hall
Ledd y Librar y
Facult y of Law
Assumpti o n Lo unge
Busines s Buil ding
Human Kineti cs Buildin g
Math Bu ild ing

Both Dewitt and Kirton regard this perspective of international relations as bemg nut of
date. They argue that this perspecti\'e's central rheme 1s that
"h istor) of inrerna t ional relations is a cyclical pattern in
which the short-term stabilit\
produced by a balance of power
is followed by a breakd<•\\ n of
this equ1libnum, leading ro \\ar
and the creation ot a ne,, transltOr) baLrnce."

Students Must Have I. D. to Vote
Advance Poll will be held
Tues. February 21, 1984.
in Assumptio n Lounge

Playball. (:l\

Spring '84

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wa ll
cour ts • Uni versal Gymn • Sa unas • Hot Tub s
• Pro Shop • Profes siona l Inst ruct ion
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leag ues
We've Got It All!

Student
Memberships
$50.00

----------------------------,

i-U~i~~-r;ity-~tWindsor Student Discount
Cards will be honoured.
• Group lassons available on req~est

:

~--------------------------------~ ------..1

10% discount for
Stud ents an d Faculty

368 Ouellette Avenue
254-7878

the best in young men's fashions

]

...Andblood--------=.-w
-a-s 1-R'll----:;-t-;--0-w----.ri;-:--te-o-n--.w-.-~
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by Ray Potvin

T~e 1980 promise of genera)
elecuons for President v·
·
•
ICCPres1dcnt, and constituent
embly, he felt, were not
ducted
properly.
"General e1ect.
.
'.ons require order. If the world
1s concerned
about our demo.
crauc process,
they would not
.
b ed.fostennfg outside aggression,"
a 1rect re erence to the Honduran-based, U.S. supported cont
ra~~
ra

c:

"Nicaragua presents a new
model for development ... a model that flies in the face of accusation that it is a communist
threat in Central America."
Father Robert Stark, a young
American-born miss1onan· who
has been involved in • parish
and community work over the
last two years, addressed a group
at Assumption Universitv last
Friday.
It was the kickoff
for the Ten Days for World
Development Group's "Focus
on Central America".

Father Stark gave first hand
account
of these attacks . pan.
1cularly targeted for violenc
h
'd
e,
e sat • are those active in his
church and in its cooperativ
f
.
e
armmg enterprises.
He had
lost 90% of his parish to the
contra terrorism over the last
two years.
In one instance
three of the parish's leade~
were slain and "their blood
was used to write In the Name
of God and Against Communism
on the walls."

Stark focused his lecture
on three points in order to
dispute the ''communist threat"
characterization
frequently
made about Nicarab>1.1a. First
of all, rather than being suppressed, he explained that private enterprise is both encouraged
and flourishing in Nicaragua.
Over 60% of the largely agricultural economy is in the private
sector; a figure higher than ·
Peru's.

access co credit (replacing the
loan sharking he claimed was
prevalent under Somoza).

The "idle land to working
hands" program has not, however, arbitrarily wrestled land
from the large landowners, who
continue to operate their businesses profitably.
He further
add ed that both farmer and
small businessmen now have

Secondly, cultural, artistic
and religious expression are also
not repressed in the country.
He noted that poetry is a national pastime and that several
of the country's top positions
are held by both the artistic
and the religious.

Ref erring to Fernando Cardenale, a Jesuit priest and Nobel
Peace Prize nominee who heads
the important Youth Council
Stark stated that "if the goai
for the communist state were
to indoctrinate th e young into
the ideology of the stat e, it
would not appoint a priest."
Thirdly, he cited that the
political system exhibits a high

degree of pluralism and democracy at every level. The Council of State, the active legislative
body, comprises representatives
from 51 sectors including the
11 political parties and such
groups as the National Students'
Organization and the National
Women's Organization. Any Jaw
affecting a sector must come
from a committee headed by a
member of that secror.

On a related issue, the recent
Kissinger report was criticized
by the speak er as a "smokescreen to provide a facade of
bipartisan consensus of Reagan's
policy.
Lip service is paid to
socia l, economic and human
rights' elements, but the clear
goal is more military aid (an
extra $179 million this year
and $400 million for each of
the next two years)."
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For a weekend or a day or two, you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA train trip.
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions, ou r convenient schedules for
weekend trips and our terrific group fares.
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take it easy, take the train Call VIA Rail or
your Travel Agent now.

¥
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1fonlywe~ notso i:onditioned...
conditio n ed to think that on e 's
work is more important
than
one's beliefs.

by Michael Temelini

On Wednesday, Feb.8, about
fore\' people attended a lecture
bv 'or. Vito Signorile on the
'ciological nature of current
so
lk
.
world censions. The ta , entitled "Slouching T~wa~ds Armageddon, "was the first m a series
of Wednesday afternoon lectures
organized by the U. of W. Studencs for Nuclear Disarmament.
In his sociological appraisal
f international
relations, Dr.
.
Signorile began b) suggesting
chat the perpetuation
of warmonger attitudes during times
of peace 1s a result of the fact
chat people are conditioned
coo well to do their
Job
properl) and obediently.
0

In ocher words, the job of
che Pentagon. the Secrecary of
Defense, NA TO generals and
the Sonec military establishment
war and to pre1s to promote
\'ail 10 it in wamme. Like corporations, theJT jobs depend on
their successfu I promot10n of
their product. In fact, the U.S.
Secretary of Defense, Caspar
Weinberger stated that if he did
not execuce his job properly
{i.e. cultivate the cold war) he
would not be domg his job and
he would subsequently lose his
)Ob.

The facr that people have a
deep fear of losing their jobs
has perpetuated the acceptance
of wrongs m our society. We are

To further develop his theme,
Signorile gave examples of what
he calls "nuclear backsliding."
One such example is Dwight D.
Eis enhower who, afte r retiring
from th e presidency of the United States, expressed his fear of
the "grearer danger of nuclear
war", yet it was under his
administration
that che doctrine
of "massi\'e retahanon"
began.
This pattern of rejecting the
very system one once promoted
is quite prevalent m soc1et) An
example of this 1s the rise of
groups such as Generals for ;-.;u
clear Disarmament.

I

,llllt'

l'holo

by CIIHIS M,:s; \\1 \RA

Modern day version of The Seventh Seal on Valentine's Day at 12 noon on campus .

Surveying
theforeignexchange

According to Signorile, \\ arfare is not the ans,\er smce 11
\\"\mid lead to the destru1.:t1on
of the human race. Pacifism, on
the other hand, 1s seen as naive.
The soc10log1st argues that peace
must be waged as "ar, It has to
be organized,
systematic
and
aggre~sive.

by David Fine
Dr. Reuben Green, of the
Department of l·conomu:s, has
launched a suf\e) w measure
the unp.icr of VISA students
un Windsor\ cconom).
J\~cnrdmg to Green, there
is an underlying feeling throughout Canada that VISA students
take up spaces 10 educational
mstiru tions which could be filled
by Canadians.
The surve),
aside from its research ,u nc11on,
is intended to "meet the challenge from variou~ quarters that
\' ISA students are a detriment
to our society."

Ultimate!},
however,
Ur.
Signorile feels that peace \\ ill
come \\ ith the reorganitation of
our value system. We are all
brought up to cake our place in
the system. Even if It means
pr e ssing the "nuclear button",
our job is promptly and obediently done with the excuse
that we are only agents of
authority. When such values are
alt e red, perhaps peace can be
achi eved.

Accordmg to Gerard O'Ne1ll,
v1ce-pres1dcnt of the lnrernarional Students'
Sonety
OSS),

Ontario's \\m1qr: ot I:duca11on
feds chat \'ISA students are a
"dr,1m on the econom) ". o·~c.11 questions this assertion,
c1tmg rhc fact char sr costs a
\ ISA student
th rec times ,is
mud, .is a Canadian to stud)
engmeecnng:.
For the three years from
1979 to 1982, \'ISA students
at the Universit)
of Windsor
paid almost $5 million more
m fees than Canadi.in students.
The pro\'i nee-\\ ide figure \\ as
$37 million.
1-ar from bei ng
a "drain",
the VISA srudents
are, m fact, "a maJor industry
no\\", said O" \ eill.
Jon Carlos, 15S president,
also

dismisses

the

i\lm1stn 's

claim,.
Carlos SJ) s t!i 1l higher
education payments .ind person:il expenditures
b~ \ ISA stuJcnts "morC' than mah· up for
the 11Komc ta~:cs the, don't
pa) ...
Dr. Gr,cn ha~ rect"1n:d fund
111gfrom ISS and SAC co condu cl his sur\'C')'. l ie say~ approxunatel)
ren per cent of
l'nivcr'>it~
of Win1hor
\ ' JS.\
student:, h,nc .tlread) returned
their :.un·e) quest1onna1res.
lie
sa) s a ten per cent sample 1s
"magnificent".
In fal·t, he 1s
expecrmg a return of forty to
fif1y per n~nt.
The re\ults of such .1 re turn,
Green <,ay'>, "ould
be "statisrically unassailable".

MONA LISA

''THE
BEST PICTURE
OF THEYEAR!'
GeneSiskel & RogerEbert,"AtTheMovies"

"ONEOFTHE YEAR'S 10BEST"
Pat Colluis, CBS 'E\\-S
O.IIUIAtun1, 'liE\\-S\\-EE"
YiMnit C.... y, !'.E\\-YORKTl\1ES

PEOPLE \1AGAZl!',E
K.,hltt,, Cam,//, 'liE\\-YORKDAIL\ !',[\\ S
!'.ATIO"iAlBOARDOF RE\ 1£\\
Jllilitlt Crist, \\-OR-T\
Guy Anwlll, \\-ASHl',GTO"iPO!>"T
S1,;i/a&tuOII, LOSA'liGFLESTJMES
Ridwtl Frtttl,,,.,. , 'Ii£\\- HOl SE !'.EWSPAPER
S
&ntard Drrw,GA'I!'. ETI"
St~plwn~IIMJ,r , lS!1.1AGAZINE
Pltilip Wutclt, DALLAS\10R'lil'G 'E~ S
Jolu, Stuk, SA'li FRA!'.CISCOEXA\11'LR

THE

BIGHT
STUFF
*

ROBERTCHARTOFF-IRWIN WINKU ,R p.,.1.,.,.'""'/\ PHILIP KAUfM AN hlni
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STARTS FRIDAY, FEB. 17th, at a theatre
near you. Check your local listings for details.

.,.1 Are you sick Worried?
....
~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with
your job
or
business?
Palm & Card
Reader
Phone 966-3012
Psychic
For Info.
935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

Open 9 AM· 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.

Pr£Sdent
Carolyn
Ozimek
Carolyn Ozimek has been Vice-President-Secretary
during 1983-84. She served as SAC Assistant Special
Events in 1982-83. As well, she was an active member
of the SAC Special Events Committee in 1981-82.
Major accomplishments over the past year have been
as follows. The establishment of a Budget Committee
and Academic Affairs Committee. She developed a
club formula for funding. She has proposed new SAC
bylaws to council. And, she was responsible for the
management of the corporate affairs of SAC.

Question:

What do you want to accomplish next year?

too early to make a decision. She would like to see what
they are proposing before she formulated ideas.

c.o.
-continue conservative spending by SAC
-stop services students don't use
-survey students to find out what the issues are
-professor awards to recognize quality teaching

Question: Do you think a University education is the
right of everybody?

Question: What do you think is the major concern of
students at the university?

C.O. Ozimek felt it was, for those people who could
maintain their grades. She didn't think finances should
be a major factor. She thought a student should make
an effort to contribute tuition along with their OSAP.

C.O. Ozimek hoped that students were concerned with
their academics. As she pointed out, "that's why they
are here."

Question

Question: What do you think of Bette Stephenson's
oroposed changes to universities?
Ozimek said she was upset when she heard auouc

the proposed plans for Windsor (possibly shutting down
the Law and Education faculties) but she felt it was

dog?

C.0. Fido
Question:

C .O.

What was the name of Einstein's

Who's your

favourite

band

or singer?

Dav
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Question:

What do you want to accomplish nextye,would•

D.L.:
-improvement of job placement for students
-aJlow student to pre-register
-solve the parking problem
-continue Teacher Evaluations

Questi1
rightof

D.L.L
policya
Question: What do you think is the major concernHefelt
students at the university?
studen

D.L. Laird felt the major concern was students
want good professors and good teaching. As he Ouesti
students, " ... don't want to feel they've been ripped
when they pay their tuition.
D.L.Pl
Question:
What do you think of Bette Stephe
Ouesti
proposed changes to universities?

C.O. David Bowie.

D.L. Laird was very concerned. He felt he hadI D.L. B
since it could affect the University of Windsor.

Referendmn:
Areyou willingto contnbute
an additional
$2.50
-

couldb,

(Russ Wolske, 1983-84 CJAM Station Manager was invited to discuss the upcoming CJAM referendum for a $2.50 per semester increase in funding by students.)
Wolske felt CJAM needed the extra money because they had only
received slightly over $30,000 in student fees this year while their
budget was in excess of $100,000.
Of this $100,000, $60,000 was for equipment purchases while
$40,000 was for operating expenses. Wolske said this was, " ...
extreme austerity on our part."
Wolske wanted to see enough funding available to CJAM. so that
they could survive the next ten years.
CJAM now has to broadcast 365 days a year, Wolske said. Because of this, they also needed enough funding for their summer
budget.
Sports broadcasts were expensive, so with extra money CJAM
could do more of them.
CJA.\.1 also needs a full-time Station Manager, in future, Wolske
said. This was to give the station a sense of continuity and give it
stability and direction.
Wolske said the concerts CJAM had held this year were run on a
shoestring budget. With more money, CJA.\1 could bnng in better
entertainment.
Wolske added that with the extra $5 .00 per student, CJAM
would be close to breaking even. Hopefully, he said, sponsors
would make up the rest.
In the past, the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) has
given CJAM the extra money it has needed.
Wolske wanted to continue to make changes to the structure
of CJAM, !-ince it was the same structure as when ther were a carrier current station.
Any surplus money would be reinvested into new facilities for
the future.
Wolske said that because of government regulations, sponsorships for the radio station were rather limited. He thought it was
about $20,000.
Historically speaking, before the last CJAM referendum, the station did not really exist, Wolske said. They received only $3,000
from SAC each year. Wolske said the money received allowed CJAM
to get their FM license.
If the referendum fails, Wolske said they would reapproach the
issue, educate the students, and try again.
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While there are problems with the t
CJAM referendum we feel it should I:<
Admittedly CJAM should have given car of
the upcoming referendum and made ai to
educate the student population about L~I t
the fact remains: CJAM will need a stea~
revenue base over the upcoming years
survival.
Now that CJAM has an FM licence thC)
ponsiblities and costs. They have to broa
a year to fulfill CRTC requirements "
operational costs. As well, the station h
certain amount yearly to upgrade and m
equipment, and funds will be needed 10 1r
operations to more appropriate quarters.
On the surface it appears that the fiw
increase asked for in the referendum •
CJAM's budget to $10 a student, or
dollars a year. However, since CJAM is n t
by on their present five dollar fee, SACha!
to made up the difference.
This year<to
give CJAM $30,000 above their referendum t
effect of the referendum would be to lifr
burden from an already indebted student
CJAM would then have a guaranteed
They could decide how to spend the fu
would also have to live within the const
budget-without turning to SAC for additi
However, we feel that if CJAM can not
money allocated to them by the ref~
either fold or let the students decide their
another referendum. The additional fees 1•
ren t refe rendum will give them allow
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VICe-pnsdent
JonCarlos

David
laird
'd Laird has been President during 1983-84. He
oav1
.
servedas Vice-Pr~sident m. 1982-83. He was also Commissionerof Special Events m 1981-82.
Major accomplishments over the pa~t year have been
Discount Card. He
f nows. He introduced · a SAC
aso
· pro f essors.
duced student evaluations o fu· nivers1ty
~: established a Senate Committee to look into stud- .
ents, appealment of grades,. And he has
. helped to open
debateover the question of Food Services.

ttye, wouldalso continue to fight and oppose anything that
couldbe to the detriment of the university.

Question: Do you think a University education is the
rightof everybody?
o.L. Laird said definitely. He said this used to be the
policyand now Bette Stephenson was trying to change.
1cernHe felt there should be no discrimination-whether
a
srudcntpaid for their education or not.
:nts

he Question:What was the name of Einstein's dog?

>Cd

1en

D.L.Pluto
Question: Who's your

favourite

band or singer?

1ad
t D.L.Beatles

Jon Carlos Tsilfidis has been the President of the
International Students' Society on campus. He has
also been on the Board of Directors for SAC in I 98384, a member of the bylaw review committee, a member
of the Vanier Committee, and a member of the Student
Evaluations Committee.
His major accomplishment
for this year was the
establishment of the International Students' Society,
which was pre\'lously the International Students' Organization.

Question:

What do you want to accomplish next year?

J.C.
-solve the parking problem
-improve university services (i.e. library,
Centre)
-allow pre-registration for students
-improved funding for clubs and societies
-ensure academic competence of professors

University

Question: What do you think is the major concern of
students at the university?

J.C. Although Tsilfidis felt that each segment of the student population had different concerns, he thought
the main one was that since students pay good money
for their education they should receive better services.
He used the library as an example of a service that
l:Ould be improved.
Question: What do you think of Bette Stephenson's
proposed changes to universities?

J.C. Tsilfidis felt they were unfust proposals. lie felt
it was a ca~e where dollars were dictating education policy. As for closing down some faculties, he said that
this was \\1ong s;n~.:: nvt all sr...Jenrs could afford to
go out of town for their education.
Question: Do you think a University education is the
right of everybody?

J.C. Tsilfidis felt that accessibility was important. He
said it should be a right and not a privilege. He could
not express or overemphasize (his own words) ho\,
much he believed in that.
Question:

What was the name of Einstein's dog?

J.C. MC squared
Question: Who's your favourite band or singer?

J.C. Camel

sor

r to be paidto the StudentMediaCorp.to be usedentirely
forCJAM-FM?
chance to prove their viability;SAC should not be obligated to bail them out.
There are several drawbacks to the current method of
funding. First, CJAM would have to continue to go to
council yearly, and would be dependent on the vagaries
of a student council with its own financial priorities.
Their budget could be cut by an unfriendly council precisely when they need a steady revenue base for their
year round operation, capital expenditures, and long
term planning.
There are also drawbacks to the alternative co a referendum inc~ease: a revenue contract guaranteeing CJAM
a certain amount of SAC's funds each }'ear. The most
obvious is the precarious financial condition of SAC.
Council ended last year $60,000 in debt, and we have
no concrete assurances that the situation will be
appreciably better this year. With the need to reduce
the deficit, and increasing pressure on SAC by other
groups, such as societies, to increase their funding, it
is unlikely that SAC would agree to be Jocked into
such a plan. Even if a compromise funding figure \\aS
worked out both sides could Jose. The students could
end up with a 'financially weak SAC and a weak, ineffectual radio station.
As to CJAM's financial responsibility, climate control
of CJAM's finances would still reside with the Student Media Corporation (The corporation is made up of
CJAM's station manager, the Lance Editor, SAC President, SAC Vice-President, SAC VP of Finance, and one
alumni representative.)
It remains implicit in our support of CJAM's referendum bid that CJAM's executive resist the temptations
to gamble funds away on such things as concerts that
could prove disastrous.
With the additional funding that would be coming
~cir way, CJAM is strongly advised to follow a more
rigorous internal course of managing expenditure. With
the additional funds comes the added responsibility of
ensuring that students radio is a viable entity on campus for years to come.

NO
CJAM needs more moner in order to functi<m as a
viable FM station. What needs to be discussed is the
approach ther have taken to this referendum anJ the
optional courses of funding.
Just a little over a week ago CJA.\1 fir~t made public
their intention of having a referendum m order to receive more funding. CJAM, as the new medium on campus is a very exciting prospec~. Indeed, th!s is an opp~rtune time to ask for money, JUSt when things are beginning to roll and the future looks bright.
Riding on this momentum, CJA.\1 quickly inserted
this referendum onto next Wednesday's ballot. Basking
in their new-found popularity and contagious excitement, CJAM is quickly asking for more student funds.
The time is right.
But 1s it the only way CJAM could have acquired
money? Other sources were obviously not thoroughly
explored due to the suddeness of the referendum.
Simply, CJAM is asking for a doubling of their funds
and their budget. Ten dollars a year from 8,000 students Deans a new income of $80,000 a year. There is
also the potential for up to $20,000 in advertising sponsorships. This puts their potential budget at $100,000
per year. Such a vast increase in income is an open invitation for financial mismanagement.
An alternative area for funding would be SAC. SAC
was able to "free up" $30,000 for CJAM's budget
this year-why could they not be able to do this in the
near future? There are areas in the SAC budget which

could be shifted around to the benefit of CjA.\1. Srudents should nor be asked ro spend more nl()ne) for
something that is student oriented \\ hen there rnuld
be existing money which could be used.
CJAM romplained about operating this year on a
"shoe-string" budger. lf the) were not operating on a
tight budget.then the) would probahl} be rnsnng students roo much mone} and ~tudents l ould start to
question the need for such a ser\'1ce, .1s the) ha\·e done
recently at ,\1cMaster.
As a fledgling station, CJ ,\.\1 must allo\\ itsdf time to
grow. By 3umping headfirst mto the 'big time', the)
invite financial disaster. Income cannot replace experience.
The reasons CJA.\1 says the) neeJ this money are as
follows: 1) ne\\ equipment and renovation costs (the
new equipment 1s all paid for anJ they won't need renovations till they move to a different location.)
2)ir is now a year long operation, with their summer operations included (but e\'en if they win the referendum
no money will be received until September, hence SAC
will have to subsidize them anyway.)
3) a full time Station Manager
4) to provide better concerts/entertainment
for the
students (but is that CJAM's role as a carnpw, radio
station? They should establish themselves as a solid
radio station first and then go into the promotion
business.
Student moner should be used for CJAM
itself, and not for superfluous, risky ventures.)
A referendum should only be used as a last resort for
money, and not just as the first and easiest method.
CJAM should have explored more fully ways to save
students' money rather than just grabbing it .

by Jack Sullens

The Elephant Man continues at Essex Hall Theatre tonight through Sunday.

Theprincipleof moments
by Norman Debono
Sarah Lockett wants to create
a dance audience she believes
does not exist yet in Canad:i.
"If you go co I:urope 90~o of
the dance audience is young
people in blue Jeans,'' said the
Artistic Director for Ontario
Ballet Theatre.
Lockett took a step toward
creating that audience as her
10 member ballet-theatre ensemble treated the largest turnout for a University Dance
Series Concert to two premiere
performances and an evening of
ballet, on Sunday, Feb. 12.
Lockett
believes Canadian
audiences can become educated
to understand the themes and
symbols of dance. To achieve
th is, she believes ballet-theatre
is the most effective medium.
"In some modern pieces
only the choreographer understands the abstractions.
Audiences are turning away from

modern dance, we have come
full circle back ro ballet,"
Lockett said.
As an example of the effective story-telling
cap:icity of
theatre-ballet Lockett refers to
Dream Changes, a piece in her
repertoire that cells of rclatwnsh1ps.
"It is simple and understandable,"
she said.
"One
relationship is bad, another is
Jove-hate, and the final one 1s
good."
It is true that Dream Changes
conveys its message with simple
clarity.
Music by Ricki Lee
Jones, Joni Mitchell and Bette
Midler combine with bright
costuming for an entertaining
and romantic piece.
Ted Marshall's choreography
often covered shaky technique,
but lack of pointe work detracted from the grace of the
women, making them appear
awkward with their partners.
Partners, another piece, was
also simple and entertaining in

its mix of two couples. Helen
Price's choreography was good
m the allegro but weak in the
adagio.
Angela Borgeest and
John Kent shone in this piece
set to a Paganini score, as they
do throughout the ballet.
Elizabethan Songs, one of the
premiere pieces, is a celebration
of life in an Elizabethan village.
Set to contemporary music and
Renaissance poetry, the theme
of a spring festival is obscured
bv awkward choreography that
t~nds to drag. Marshall could
work this piece to be smoother
and cleaner and Jeanine Kroon's
costuming often detracts from
the dancer's line.
John Kent, however, succeeded for the most part in
holding Elizabethan Songs together despite its lack of focus.
Sakura, an oriental piece set
to music by Jean Pierre Rampa!,
was the high point of the evening. Angela Borgeest was unquestionably strong as the woman who laments the death of
a man who loved her.
Marshall's choreography was
both clean and focused, and
his costumes were beautiful.
Tango Tango is the second
premiere piece and achieves the
high spirit the final piece on a
program aims for.
Set to the music of Angel
Villoldo, it was well executed
and Marshall's choreography
managed both the satirical and
the entertaining.
There is no doubt that the
performance of Ontario Ballet
Theatre achieved the theatricality Lockett aims for. The pieces were challenging, Marshall's
choreography was solid depite
early technical lapses by the
dancers in a performance that
improved throughout the evening.
Ontario Ballet Theatre is a
young company (established in
1979) with great potential.
Their performance was a credit
to the University Dance Series
and we hope to see more of this
company in the future.
m
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Bernard Pomerance's play Tbe Elephant :Han is the story of John
Merrick, the disfigured victim of neurofibromatosis. The University
Players are now mounting this ex-broadway hit at Essex Hall
where it will continue tonight through Sunday. With a countenance
deformed by the huge slabs of burgeoning flesh that mark the disease, Merrick was one of Victorian England's genuine freaks.
His story, however, 1s much more than this.
Merrick 's younger years were filled with torment and despair.
Later, explo1ted by his "manager" Ross and endm2 up as a freak
show exhibit, Merrick was abandoned by Ross and subsequently
attacked and ostracized by crowds. Rescued by Dr. Fredrick Treves,
home for Merrick then became a London hospital where he was
subject of scientific curiousity and was supported by the charity of
a public intrigued by him. Most intrigued by him was the demenc
actress Mrs. Kendal (Wendy Krekeler) who took a special interest
in Merrick but was later barred from him by Treves for what he suspected co be "obscene acts."
It is at this point that the play's focus widens and, along with
Merrick's disfigured body, comes to encompass Treves the spirituall}
inept man of science. Indeed, Treves is impoverished when 1t comes
to answer some of Merrick's most soulful queries and :ill he can re·
play with is "I am sorry, it's just the way things arc."
Paul Huschilt displays enough genuine gestures so that his Elephant Man is more than merely a magnet for guilt and emotional
inadequacy. While Philippe Ayoub may be admirable as the foundering Treves and Scott McCulloch makes it gritty with his workings of
Ross, Huschilt's foregoing of makeup combined with well·executcd
contortions of the body allow the truer aspects of Merrick's misfortune to prevail. We are able, furthermore, to gain insight into the
sort of rampant unconscious injustices that would alienate Merrick
and Mrs. Kendal.
The problem that is at the heart of the Elephant Man is, of
course, the one concerning how we view what is ugly and what is
not. Any answer to it will, by necessity, shed light on the fact that
there is still something missing in our culture and how we treat
each other.
"If there is any science man really needs it is ... how ro learn
... what one must be in order to be a man," writes Immanuel Kant.
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Tonight at 8.00 pm PBS
Channel 56 will broadcast the
"America's Enemy (1954-1967)"
segment of its Vietnam.
A
Television llistory
This history
of the Vietnam war is one of the
most striking and important
treatments of the subject ever
broadcast. While its status as a
probing documentary vision of
the irrevocable hooror and stupidity that was Vietnam is unquestioned, the claims it makes on
the part of attentive viewers
is significant. Vietnam is, and
must remain a very current rea-

-

Dave

lity.
Friday at 9 ·00 pm TV Ontario's Chanel 32 will continue
with its sixth installment of
Robert Hughes' series on Modern art-The Shock of the New .
Hughes' hour-long explication is,
this week, entitled "Culture
As Nature" and makes its way
through the slick disposable
modern culture that was the property of "pop"
artists like
Lichtenstein, Warhol, and assorted other wranglers. Hughes,
in an understandably brave style
of his own, will not fail to point
out how pop is a 60's continuation of the pre-H1tler modernist
shake-up labelled DADA.
Spores Illustrated's
annual
swimsuit issue is out this week,
and for a bouncr little newstand
price of $1.95 one gets to ogle
at the lustre of Kelly Emberg,
and the benefits of Kim Alexis
(among others). We can expect
the ·'cance l my subscription"
letters from repressed Iowan librarians and the "I've been fondling your magazines" ones from
snowbound srul'lents in Ore1mn
11111111.11
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Roy Lichtenstein's "Ice Cream
Soda", 1962. Oil on canvas.
to pour in and get printed in the
upcoming weeks. But, lest we
forget, the issue is about the
rather opulent and expensive
suits that decorate the opulent
and very natural bodies of the
women themselves, and that's a
cause for happiness. If anybody
is prepared to shout "degrading"
from the tops of the belfries,
then go right ahead. You arc
wrong, after all, because these
women are treated like people.
Cover girl Paulina Porizkova is,
for example, a myopic little
Czech beauty whose "cosmopolitanism" seemed refreshing
and candid enough to suit the
editors ,nd photographers just
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Thevilebrothers
by John Sla!'Jla

Lance Photo bv SUE ST. DENIS

HeYman, this isn't the D.O.S I grew up with.

Sick,
crazy,m~emed
by Martin Deck

Lance Photo by CHRIS McNAMARA

Dave Gregg: wretched inmate of D.O.A. drama.

Hardcore rock punk made its belated appearance on Campus on Saturday night when Vancouver's D.O.A. and Windsor's D.0.S wowed a crowd
of punkers, poseurs and voyeurs at Vanier.
Before Food, the opening act, was only able
to play four numbers, unfortunately,
due to
time restrictions.
The new D.O.S , featuring Doug Breault and
Brad Godin of the Flesh Columns on rhythm guitar and bass respectively, are fine representatives
of the new metal-punk fusion. Lead singer Lorenzo gave incredible renditions of traditional metal
and punk posturings, strutting, stomping, and
even singing some of the songs. The Image was
impeccable, although the sound was Jess than
perfect - guitar hero Dean Carson was far from
loud enough (Wb,1t do you expect without ,1
,01111dc/.
1eck? li d.). There were several mistakes,
but these could only be recognized by D.O.S.
afficionados/despisors (The terms here are strictly
synonymous).
·
D.0.A. making their third appearance in Windsor, were quite good, making up for their last
Coronation Tavern performance, which wasn't
so hot. The crowd seemed to enjoy them immensely, slam-dancing and stage-diving away, to the
terror of the sound man and various other figures
of authority. They played all their hits, from first
album to latest single, and, as someone who has
seen them in various incarnations some five times,
l can say that they were up to par. Complaints
are that some of their songs are monotonous and
cliched and that stage presence has declined (Whi1t
do you expect without deodorant? Fd.) since the
dep.arture of Randy Rampage and Chuck Biscuits,
the blind idojs who once thrilled audiences.

What are two grown men doing making a living with fart hum0ur?
Well, judging by the enthusiastic, standing room only crowd at
SAC's Pub last Monda\ night, MacLean and MacLean are showing a
lot of people a good time. After eleven years of touring back and
forth across Canada, it was only M & M's first stop in Windsor, as
Gary says, ':-.Jobody ever asked us before."
For those unfamiliar with this brother act from Winnipeg, they
mix up some very dirty ifunny srories with some very dirty/funny
songs and plenty of one-liners co poke fun at the CBC, Air Canada,
Margaret Trudeau, etc., right down to our own pub manager. ln one
song, "Long Distance Daddy'', they manage to get a lick in at every
stop from St. John's to Vancouver.
Unfortunately, I can 't repeat much of their act here, not that
The Lance won't print it, but my mother may read this.
Their material, says Blair, "changes as the \\ eather changes."
They will include old material from their fa e albums, ne\\ material,
even something about the new, of that particular <la}.
The routine will always include a jab at Sault Ste. \\arie, \,·here
an obscenity charge against them Jed tu foe years of litigations. At
the end of last year, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld a lower
court decision that found them nor guilty, although the entire affair eventually cosr them a total of $50,000.
"Fifty grand is a lot of hash," sa~·s Blair.
And that wasn't the onl} time that the brothers have had their
troubles with the law. They were arrested in Winnipeg for "participating in an immoral performance" at the Playhouse fheatre. Charges
were dropped when someone realized that the city of Winnipeg
owned the Playhouse and would have to sue irself.
Along the \\'ay the MacLeans got into their first year la,, text·
books, learned a ]or of legal rerms, and Blair observed that "the
only one to get to say 'Fuck' in Canada 1s Pierre Trudeau."
Not all of their setbacks ha, e beer. of .: legal nature. Blair had
by-pass surgery last January and it \\as four monrhs before the duo
was back on the road. Since none of their four-letter words are actually written down, they rook three weeks to remember their show.
Usually MacLean & MacLean spend about seven months of the
year touring and put out an album every two years, but they have
other interests as well. Both paint and Blair has a \\OTk hanging,
oddly enough, in Moscow.
Their latest album, on the Attic label, is enntled "c;o ro Hell"
and, as Blair says, 'is very up front about its Saranic messages, .
you don't have to play it backwards."

Lant·l' l'hoto hy JOHN MAY

Da guyz who gave the Pub a rize.

NOT ICI· - Sat. rt!b. 18 at Rost!
Bowl lane,.
2482
l),,ugall ,\ve.
• Bln, I for Big Brothers" c,,lehrity
Da} from J:00 p.m .•
9:00 p.m.
Challl'ntte Cup Tca111 Compc:tition.
Ueal the Champ, - hnwlintt 11rcat~
lik,• \\'a\ nc l\kKa)
and his friendi
chalhmg,• all teams! Cl'lebrit\ , isit .
Honorar\ Chairman Fddio Mio \\ill
join us ( S: 30 p.m .) with some of hii
Detroit Kc.'d Win!! teammati,s! For
more info .:ontnl't Brian Jamieson.
Director of Puhlk Relations and
Rt!auitment at 2S6-231 I.

WOMEN'S INCENTIVF CENTRL: Womt!n artists. photograph.
ers, craftswomen
and non.profit
women's organilations
are im ited
to take 1>artin display, information.
or sales tables at the Fair follo\\ing
the march celebrating International
Women ·s Day, Saturday, March IO.
Th.: Fair will be held at 12 noon.
at St. Alphonsus
Church
Hall
(corner
of Park and Goycau).
Interested groups and individuals
may contact the centre at 253-1117.
NOTICE - The Sholem Aleichem In
stitute is having their 21~t Annual
Art Show & Sale. We "'ill be holdin@
a gala preview & sale on Thurs. March
1st at 8 00 p.m. Admission to the
preview & sale is SS per person. Thi~
year\, art show & sale will take place
March 2,3 and 4 at the Shenandoah
Country Club, S600 Walnut Lake
Road in West Bloomfield.
Door
Prizes on Sat. at 8:00 p.m. Donation
is $1. Refreshments are free.

1ne

Lance, t-ebruary 16, 1984, page 14. ------------r------------beginning of life" and • Issues relating to the end of life.''
Send registration and fee of SI O to
Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue,
Windsor, b; Fel,it..u, 1 ~v.
ivl
more inforation or to receive a brocchure, call 2S3-72Sr or write to
Ruth Ryan, Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, Windsor, N9B 3A 7
NOTICE - Delta Chi presents the
first annual bowling tournament at
Rose Bowl Lanes on Friday, 1:eb. 1 'I
(Than
tomorrow!) at 2:30 p.m.
Everyone is welcome . $3.50 for 3
games, transportation and shoe rental. Prizes donated by Labatts. Sign
up outside SAC office.

NOTICE - The Christian Communi,·ation Council of Metropolitan Detroit, The Windsor Ministerial Association and Iona College are presenting
a seminar on:
Biomedical Ethics . Tues. Feb. 28,
1984. 9:30 a.m .. 3 :00 p.m. held in
the Auditorium of Iona College, 208
Sunset Avenue, Windsor.
Or. Dietmar Lage, Professor in Reli,;ious Studies at the University of
Windsor, will lecture and lead a dist•1ssion on • Issues relating to the

MUSLIM Student Association is
sponsoring a seminar on the subject
of ' Divinity of Christ".
The
guest speaker is Mr. Steven John.
s,ua,
,m .,....;c:,uii iro,n !Hino1~.
USA. Time.; 7.l'M, Mon. Feb. 13,
place:
Assumption Lounge in
the University Centre.

7

---------------:-:;~P.D'J~~
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NOTICE - Sunday Worship schedule.
Assumption University . 254-2S 12.
Masses at 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
on Sundays and at 11 :SO a.m. MonFri (on Tuesday there is also a Mass
at S :00 p.m. followed by dinner .
$2). Sacrament of reconciliation on
request.

Note To All Members

WindsorWarlocb
Presents

Tonite "Killing Time"
Chili Dogs 2/$1.75 4-7 pm

SC

,,~

(\,

Sat Super Brunch
Join our Poets Club

br1
fie
fc\

Lo

Mon. & Tues. on Guitar
Mike O'Mara
Wed. "Killing Time "
Spaghetti .99¢

902 California
\\'indsor, Ont.
256-5001
"Memberships

Daily Happy Hours

5-7 pm

Available"
Great Lunches at
Great Prices

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX
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JOY DIVISiON
"Love Will Tear Us Apart"
(Factory Records)

.• , COCTEAU TWINS
"Head Over Heels"
(4 A.D. Records)

Ian Curtis, lead singer of England's Joy Division, killed himself in May '80. In the three
years preceding that act, the
band released two albums haunting and original enough to assure
them near-mythical status. But
with Curtis gone the Joy Division "experience"
attained its
final and necessary end.
PolyGrany is now distributing
Joy Divisiqn·s "Love Will Tear
Us Apart" and "These Days" domestically in Canada. One listens
to this Ep and marmoreal imitators like The Cure could only
begin to fade from memory.
There is a great melodic interplay that elevates "Love ... "
Curtis' voice spans calm, low
tones while the music proceeds
with tts rich interior currents.
Since it's about the great suffering brought on by deepest human experience, it marks one of
the highpoints in the band's
fixation with defeat. As transcendentlr depressive as can be,
the song's a classic in ever} sense
of the word.

Cocteau Twins are a ::icottish
girl and boy team. They're exceedingly
closed about their
lives and aspirations. They fear
the reductive superficiality that
comes with a successful pop
music image, and so they leave
us nothing but the songs to go
on.
Introspective sweeping spam
of sound leave this LP just the
right side of precious. Eliza·
beth's vocals release the lyric1
into wonderful areas of unccr·
tainty. And yet there's blessed
little "enigma" here . The effect
of the album 1s more like a
speaking
of mortal dreams.
"Multifoiled" comes on \\'ith a
calm, almost unearthly porenC)
"When Mama was Moth" is a
beat of the inexhaustible. All of
it brittle and fleshy release of
trembling little lucidities. Like
"Glass Candle Grenades". And
thank God no slurpy flights of
mysticism. None. Just valleys of
desire through memory through
doubt. Vocals and music bo1h
like that.
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ITALT. TORONTO

Uniquetravel·studycoursesoffered for full
university credit in Rome and Florence , Italy, on
The Art and Architecture of Italy. ·
On campusIn Toronto:studio and theory courses in
the day-time and evenings, May-August, in Dance,
Film/Video, Interdisciplinary Arts, Music, and
Visual Arts.
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OPENS THIS FRIDAY, FEB. 17th, at a
theatre near you. Check your local listings
for detai Is.
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Master of Fine Arts degree in Dance, Film/Video,
Music, Theatre, or Visual Arts.
Included are: Studio art programsin design, painting,
sculpture, photography,printmaking, drawing, multi·
disciplinary art; Theatreensembletrainingprogramin
acting, directing, design/production, criticism/
dramaturgy/ playwriting.
For information on Fall undergraduate and graduate
programs. and Summer courses. contact:
Roorn 206BB. Faculty of Fine Arts. York University.
4700 Keele Street. Downsv1ew ,Toronto!. Ontario.
Cd'lclda M3J 1P3
Teiept1one14161667-3237
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But who's foolin' who here?
Adult rock fans won't stand for
this, and the music will never
ever even come close to being
the thigh-wetting fodder for all
the littlegirls sitting in their
backseats and screaming their
stuff as they roar up and down
the avenues of the world.

ABC
"Beauty Stab"
(Vertigo Records ·

SOFT CELL
"Soul Inside"
(Vertigo Records)
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Soft Cell, the duo that helped
break electro-wave to the petrefied American music market of a
few years ago with "Tainted
Love", are split up. While they
make the rounds of farewell
tours over in England, America gets to wallow in the parring
hvscerics of "Soul Inside". The
S~do-Gommorrahtic legacy of
fresh fruitful pop finds its delicious legacy in this mm1-album
chat's all ears, eyes, smells, and
smarts in all the right places.
"Hendrix Medley" proceeds on
irresistable bouts of forwardness with ,l\1arc Almond's glistening veils of wail. "Soul Inside"
rides the hard ground of innerweather disco, and the heavv
slices of parading panache will
tell me "You Only Live Twice."
Non-stop hypnotic lubrication
from end to end.

ABC's new album, "Beauty
Stab," shows the band trying to
rough up their pretty boy images.
The tuxedos are gone and the
boys are working harder, fitting
more politically oriented songs
into their silken sm .,orh repertoire.
But nor completely, "Unzip,"
"If I Ever Thought You'd be
Lonely," and "SOS", especially

showcases the crystal clear, cascading harmonies, and the lovesong lyrics that made the bands
reputation.
ABC has problems with the
political songs though.
The
lyrics are weak, even laughable
in spots, while the band apes
many of hard rock's most obvious cliches. Fortunately these
songs, beware "That was Then
But This is Now," are a minority.
However whJ!e parts of the
album are weak and unfocused
there is enough inventiveness
and talent in evidence to ensure
the band's continued success.
While "Beauty Stab" is not
entirely satisfying, the album
shows that the band is working
towards deepening and enriching
its sound and points towards
greater successes in the future.
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The Rhythm & Booze Bash
featuring

All reviews by

Lorenzo Bui,
except ABC by Peter Freele.

1

"The Detroit Blues Band"
Thursday Feb. 23 8:00 p.m.
Ambassador Auditorium
Happy Hour 8-10 pm
Door Prizes
Two $50 Prizes Awarded to SSS
Card Holders
$1.00 SSS Students with Card
$1.25 Students
$2.00 Others

go
CCI

social science society

THECOUP
'Coup de Grace"
!A&M)
In other words, the Coup
can't cur it. So what 1f keyboardist Barry Goldberg goes
as far back as the Newport Folk
Festival of '65, and singer/bassist Gregg Sutton ,,as once musical director for comediar Andy
Kaufman - it JUSt goes to sho,~
how tired and mixed up the recent past has become.
;,,early every track on this LP
pron:s chat inventiveness and
11111mph'
are complete foreigners
to the 10th-level coat-tailers on
the nC\\ muzak scene. The pubhmy notes ,, ould ha\'e )'Ou believe that the Coup feature an
"ultramodern
drum
sound".
wa\'es of "minimalism",
and
some good old American R&B .
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Soft Cell's Almond: in fear of the men and women above.

Concert Theatre
(313) 823-6400
at the 1-94-Chalmers Exit;

profasiaaals
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(1) l• Cat - prices, ... from
S175.to $225. - I low-cost
iwtstment
in YIMfuture.
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Fri. Feb. 24 Talas
Sat. Feb. 25 Harpo 's 4th Anniv. Party

loellions.
SIX~

CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR EVERY
NIGHT

...

Fri. March 9 Jump'n the Saddle
"The Curly Shuffle"
Fri. March 16 Foghat
Sat. March 17 St. Patrick's Day
featuring "The Outlaws"
Ladies Free Admission Before 9 pm Fri. & Sat Night

Wakadori:
Teppan Yaki Chopped Steak:
Teppan Yak1 Pork:
Teriyaki Beef:
Hibachi Sirloin:

Boneless Young Chicken
Chopped Sirloin
Pork Tenderloin
Sliced Beef with Teriyaki sauce
Tender Sirloin Steak grilled to perfection

Orient Express Special: Combination of Boneless Chicken and Teriyaki Beef

258-8100
188 Pitt Street

1 Block from The Hilton
Reservations

1
by Peter Freele

Lance Photo hv D'\V I· DORKl,N

Lancer's Paul Sobocan loses a rebound to a Guelph defender.

The Lancers finished off their regular season
this week by playing the best and the worst in the
OUAA-West basketball league.
Saturday night Windsor hosted the last place
Guelph Gryphons at St. Denis and coasted to a
dull 93-69 victory.
Wednesday night the tables were turned as
Windsor travelled to Waterloo to play the league
leading Warriors. Once there, the Lancers couldn't
contain the Warriors and lost 71-54.
The end of the season leaves the Lancers in
fifth place with a 5-7 record. Their fifth place
finish means that the Lancers will have to beat
the Western Mustangs at Western this coming
·Tuesday night to make it to rhe semifinals.
In the OUAA West all seven teams make the
playoffs. The first place team, in this case Water·
loo, gets a bye to the semi-finals, while the 2nd
place team (Brock) hosts the seventh place tearn
(Guelph), the 3rd place team (McMaster) hosts
the 6th place team (Laurier), and the 4th place
team (Western) hosts the fifth place team (\\ i11d·
sor).
Playing against Guelph. the Lancers jumped into
an earl)' lead and never looked back. By the half,
Windsor \\as up 54-34.
The Gryphons tried to make a game of it in the
second half and fought back to within four points,
60-56, with ten minutes remammg. Then Windsor
took control of the game. In the next five minutes
the Lancers built up an insurmountable 14 point

Gesweep
by Dave Dorken
"Tbt! opera's not over 'ti/ tbe fat lady sings."
old sports ada!:l'

Somewhere in Kingston a fat lady must ha\'e
been straining her vocal cords.
Windsor's hockey Lancers travelled ro the
King Cit)' last weekend \\ ith visions of finally
bettering the Queen's Golden Gaels, a feat no
Lancer hockey club has c:ver accomplished. The,
n.:eded to heat rhe club in both of rhe weekend
games to keep any playoff hopes alive.
1-leither event occurred.
Saturday, Lancers hit the ice flat, and were
taken apart in a 5-2 loss. Sunda}'. according to
coach Bob Corran, Lancers' play was up to par,
but the refereeing wasn't. It cost them the match
in an 8-1 thrashing.
"I think things just caught up with us," said
the coach. "Queen's wanted very much (to win)
both games ... we JUSt weren 'r that hungry.''
Saturday, Queen's held a 2-1 lead gomg into
the second frame, and werc: bettering Lancers
4-2 going into the final hour. Corran pulled the
netminder with minutes left in the game, and
Queen's sealed things up with an empry net goal.
Ron Segum capped both of The Lancers'
markers.
"We just didn't play very well," said Corran.
"For whatever reason, we just weren't playing
with the same intensity."

The next dar it was a case ot the Lancers
versus The Zebras. According to Corram, Lancers'
play was fine. when they weren't in the penalty
box. The referees hauled Lancers into the box for
every v10lation imaginable, and Queen's made
the most of it.
Six of The Gaels' eight tallies came when the
Lancers were shorthanded.
"It's an old standby. but I think everyone in
che building thought the refereeing was atrocious.
It was the worst I've seen in my life,'' said Corran.
"It JUSt took us out c>fthe game."
"We played better hockey Sunday. If they
(the referees) would have given us a chance to play
it could have been a different outcome."
Derrick Thomas had Lancer's lone score.
In terms of the playoffs, the game meant
nothing to Windsor. The loss the night before
was enough to seal their coffin.
Still the club wasn't about to roll over.
·'We had a team meetmg and talked about
some things. One was that we've never beaten
Queen's before. I think thev went on the ice
with a much better approach· (than in the previous game)."
Corran said the same attitude should be noticeable this weekend, as Lancers wrap up the season
with two tough games. Friday night they host
second place Laurier, Saturday they battle league
leading Universi~ of Toronto Blues.
'We'd like to finish the season on a winning
note.
They're tough teams, but we've played
cough teams before and beaten them," noted
Corran. 'We're going to work hard this week and
try and get ready for the weekend. There's not
much time left and we've got to make the most
of it."
As expected, the two losses were a big disappointment to the club. After their nightmarish
bcginning-0
wins, 8 losses-the
club finally
showed its potential.
"That's the one thing that kept the coaches
going. I hope it keeps the players going. Every
year we've been making significant progress in
the (hockey) program - the calibre of players,
the style of play. It points to a bright future,"
said Corran. "But we still have things to do
this week."
Lancers play Laurier Friday night at 7. 30
p.m. and U. of T. Saturday at 7 30 p.m. Both
games are at Adie Knox Arena.

McGeeanal-star
Lancerette's Theresa McGee was named to the
OWIAA's first all-star basketball team.
The six-foot centre led the league in the scoring
and rebound divisions, averaging 21.6 and 11.9
respectively. She hooped 239 points this season.
McGee, a fourth year veteran of the club, was
the league's first choice in the nominations, a first
for the Lancerette team.
"It's pretty exc iting, she's a nice kid and a hard
worker," said coach Sue Osborne. "It's nice to
see people like that get their dues."
It's the third year McGee has been named to the
select squad. Fortunately for the Lancerettes,
she11 be back on the club next year.

lead. When the final buzzer went, Windsor ball
won, pulling away, 93-69.
Unfortunately
for the Lancers their ganie
against Waterloo followed the same pattern .
time with Windsor on the losing end.
Waterloo jumped to an early seven point lad
before Windsor started to get their shoot'ng K'in gear. The Lancers fell behind by as man~ asl
points before they began to come back s,
end of the first half, Windsor had surged back
within five, 35-30.
The cagers came out fast in the second h
could not cut the \\arriors' lead to less th.in th
Then, when Waterloo began to pull a,\ay the L
cers couldn't hold them. The Warnors \\ere
ahead, 71-54, when the game ended.
The big difference in the game seemed o be
Waterloo's balanced offense.
The Warriors had at least three players in doub
figures: Peter Savich with 29, Ste\'e Atkin \\1• 18
and Randy Norris wtth 10 points.
Howe\'er, the Lancer's offense was an) thing u
balanced. Biasu tto \\ as the big scorer \\ 1t l4
points. The next highest scorer was M.itt S1 Lo
with eight, Hunt llool with six, Scott Tho:na1s,, t
fo•e. and Jim Kenned} with only tv. o pom•~
Windsor will now ha\'e to regroup f0r their 1rs1
playoff game Tuesday against Western L nm
coach Paul Thomas has stated all season that the
Lancers will be rough to beat in the plJvoffs, 1 d
Wmdsor beat the .\\ustangs m their ~t mee 1
so the game should be a battle. The game
be broadcast lt\·e on CJAM.
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The women's volleyball team is now preparing for the semi-finals
newsch
in Ottawa after their win over the Guelph Gryphons Saturday night.
thefast
After problems in the last game, the Lancerttes bounced back to
thisyea
end their regular seasons in high style. They ruthlessly beat Guelph
Debbie
15-4, 15-9 and 15-1to claim the match. Their record stands 7-5.
Coach Prpich, looking pleased after the match, applauded the
Week
team's performance.
"They played their style throughout the
ongJur
regardless of the score."
metred,
She added that strength from the bench will certainlv aid them
!Ccond
this weekend. During Guelph's game, they played weil. " It got
A thi1
to the point where J hated to take people out to play everyone.
tho doc
It was exciting ro watch them."

In Ottawa this weekend, the Lancerettes have their work cut out
for them. Out of the four teams participating, two advance to the
finals. As it stands now, Queen's Ottawa, Windsor and either
Waterloo or McMater are in (Waterloo and McMaster have to play off
Tuesday Feb. 14 since both have the same record.)
This week, the Lancerettes are gomg to be working hard to earn
that right to the finals. Work on creating movement from their
offence is crucial since the other team's block will be strong.

Fencers
sparkle
inrum
..
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1 HOUR PHOTO SERVICE

FOTOMATION
360 Victoria Ave. (Victoria Pk. Place)

February Special
1.00 off 1 2 Exp.
2.00 off - Disc
3.00 off 24 Exp.
4.00 off 3 6 Exp.
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Colour Corrections/Video Movies
Photo Copies/Supplies
Special on 24 Hr. Service Only
Phone 252-2400
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Discounts on 24 hr. Processing Only

Foto111ation
1 Hour Photo
U of T's Frank Christinck

(left) battles Queen's Paul Beatty in the Epee class

byMark Murray

The University of Windsor Lancer fencing team
becamethe first Windsor team this year to capture
OUAAcrowns.
rst
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At the OUAA championships held at St. Denis
last Saturday, the Lancers won the sabre team title
for the seventh consecutive year. Rod Zatyko successfullydefended his sabre individual crown with
SeanMoriarty placing third. The other members of
the sabre team were Dave Marsh and Rob Tonia!.
The epee team won the team title for the
first time this year. Team members included Rod

Zatyko, Mike and Mark Fulmer, Ted Caron, and
Bob Oxford.
The combined effort added up to a second
place overall, just seven points behind the University of Toronto.
According to senior team member Sean Moriarty, it was a great finish for a rookie-laden team and
he credited Windsor's coach, Sukunda.
"Eli did a good job with all our beginning fencers," he said. "They have had no previous experience beforl" coming here, as opposed to Toronto.
While a lot of the Toronto fencers have been involved in the sport for a few years, Eli has developed the team entirely on his own. A lot of credit
for the team's success goes to him."

Re.cords
fol at weekend
meets
byJohn Slama

Second-Language
MonitorProgram
September1984 - April1985
Perfect your second-language skills, travel (and earn
up to $3.0001) by helping other students learn French
or English.
As a second-language monitor, you will be a fulltime post-secondary student (usually ,n another
province) and will work between six and eight hours
per week under the supervision of a second-language
teacher.
For eight months· participation in the program, you
will receive up to $3,000 and one return trip between
your home and the host province.
This program is financed by the Secretary of State
and administered in Ontario by the Ministry of Education. in cooperation with the Council of Ministersof
Education. Canada.
To receive a brochure and an application form, contact
your provincial coordinator as soon as possible:
Roy E. Schatz
Special Proiects Branch
Ministry of Education
14th floor, Mowat Block. Queens Park
Toronto, Ontario M7 A 1L2
(416) 965-5996

The University of V.'indsor's track and field
teamtook part in two meets this past weekend,
withsome very pleasing and somewhat surprising
results.
At the Greater Windsor All-Comers, a club meet
hddhere at St. Denis on Sunday, Windsor athletes
rookfive gold medals.
Jan Root's time of l: 36.6 in the 600 metres
andTime Ryan's time of 2: 31.2 in the IOOOmetres
'llm both less than 1.5 seconds off the qualifying
tllllcsfor the National Track and Field Champion!hipswhile Tina Beaton's time of 4:44. 7 in the
1500metres was only one second off Linda
Staudt'sschool record. The other gold medals
~erewon by Terry Schinkel who clocked 4:04.2
:nthe 1500 metres and Steve Gibb who is ranked
st1·cnch
in the nation in the high jump after clear10g
2.04 metres.
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Windsorathletes also collected four silver and
twobronze medals at the meet. The real surprises,
tokl'Vcr.came the dav before at the Wolverine1 e Invitational at the University of Michigan
llherethe c
· ·
ompettt1on was much stiffer.
Thewomen's.4x200 metre relay team claimed a
~c11 school record with a 1:47.35 which was also
:he fastest time recorded by a Canadian team
:hisyear. The team consisted of Elaine Weeks,
DebbieRemekie, Marianne Ofner, and Lisa Nagy .
Weeks,who qualified

for the nationals in the

ongJump one week before , qualified in the 60
n
,t

metredash on Satu rdav with a school record 7 ..+I
!Cconds.
·
A third school record was broken by Jan Root,
•hoclocked 2 40.40 in the IOOOrards.
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Several other Lancer athletes are also coming
toseto qualifying for the nationals. The women's
1
X400and 4x800 are also closing in on the qualifying
standards.
Windsortrack coach Dr. Mike Salter said there
an excellent chance for more athletes to qualify
asthere are two meets left before the Ontario fi.
•'
: are held here in Windsor next month, an<l the
cersquad is injury-free right now.

--------

Requests for application forms will be accepted until
March 15, 1984. Completed application forms will be
accepted until March 30, 1984

f

Councll of Mlnl1ter1
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Debbie Remekie warms up.

Swimming
finals
The Lancerette swimming an<l d1vmg team competed at the OWIAA championships held at Western this past weekend.
Windsor had one diver, Joan Walker, who placed seventh overall in the one metre board compe ·
tition.
Swtmmer Wendy Poppleton placed fifth in the
50 metre backstroke , second in the 200 metre
backstroke consolation, and fifth in the 100 metre backstroke consolation.
Jennifer Agne\\ pli1ced fourth m the consolation ,md second in the 50 metre backstroke consolation.
Svnchro-swim - The University of Wmdsllr
Lancerette Synchronized Swim Team travels to
Mc.\\aster University in Hamilton this weekend to
compete m the OWIAA champ1onsh1p!i. Kelly
Godson and Barbara Millar \\ ill compete in the
figures and duel events.

HEBERT
1284 OTTAWA STREET· WINDSOR · (5191258 5500
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DURING T HE WEEK BEFORE THE
COMMENCEMENT OF THE eou.
~RSE.
Any course having less than
S attendees may be cancelled. Anyone interested In attending a coune
may register with the Secretary in
NOTICE - The Computer Centre
Room 250A Essex Hall or on telewi II be offering the courses listed
phone extension 479.
below during the Winter of 1984.
These are non-credit courses and
there is no fee for attending any
1) Introduction
to WYLBUR : Raj
of them. All courses will be held in
Patil, Feb. 20,22. Repeat Mar. 20,22.
Room 1102 Math Building between
2) Electronic Mail through WYLBUR I
12 noon and 1 p.m. The enrollment
Raj Patil, Feb. 21
will be limited to 15 persons each
3) Introduction to Statistical Packin the courses and the REGISTRAages : Khalid Chaudhary, Feb. 23,28,
TION WILL BE ACCEPTED ONLY
Mar. I

CC~

4) How to use SPSS X: Tish 1 oneatti

7

----------------------

(

Mar. 5

s) How to use SAS: Khalid Chaud -

hary, Mar. 6,8
6) Text Formatting through WYLBUR : Ruth Meyer, Mar. 12, 14
7) How to use SAS/GRAPH: Khalid
Chaudhary, Mar. 13
8) How to use SAS/ETS: Khalid
Chaudhary, Mar. 1 S
9) Programming in PASCAL: Tish
Toneatti, Mar. 19, 21
10) WYLBUR Command Procedures :
Ruth Meyer, Mar. 26,28
11) Text Formatting through SYS.
PUB/SCRIPT:
Khalid Chaudhary,
Mar. 27, 29.
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The Accounting Area and the Faculty of Business Administration
Professors and the St ude nts take great pleasure in inviting you
to attend the 1984
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One of the Top Management
Accountants in the World

Cc

Lance Pho to by GLENN WARNER

Lancerett e's Coleen Hogan drives past a Wat erloo defender.

Date: Tuesday, February 21, 1984
Ti01e: 9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Plac~ Room 1101 BusinessBuilding

Topic: Thoughts about
Management Accounting

Free Memberships
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The Windsor Lancerette team lost their 1983-84 basketball sea·
son with a disappointing record of 5-7 after two losses last week.
In London, Western creamed Windsor 75-44 on Wednesday night.
Theresa McGee led the Lancerettes with 15 points closely followed
by Colleen Hogan with 14. Lill Craig hooped in 10 points.
One team member commented that they did not play as badly
as the score indicated. She said "Our shots were just not there"
As the statistics showed, the Lancerettes clicked in only 20 out of
a possible 74 attempts while Western scored 3 3 baskets out of 70
attempts.
In order for the Lancerettes to participate in the semi-finals, they
had to beat Waterloo by at least 8 points, since their records were
tied. Unfortu nately they were defeated 56-61, destroying their
playoff chance.
Theresa McGee pulled down 16 rebounds and contributed 2i
points for the loss cause. Theresa led the league in both , rebounds
and points this year.
This game was plagued by costly turnovers. Windsor had 21 while
Waterloo ran a close second with 20 turnovers.
For a young team, Windsor did well, but hopefully next year they
will do much better.
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over 1300 VHS and
BETA MOVIES.
Rent a VCR, the movie
of your choice and
receive free popcorn
all for only
a night
$9.95 Mon-Thurs .
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SATURDAY,FEBRUARY18
at ROSE BOWL LANES, 2842 Dougall
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NON-LEAGUE
BOWLERS
Bowl a game for Big Brothers
BEAT THE CHAMPS
Wayne McKay and friends
CELEBRITY VISIT
Eddie Mio and some of his teammates
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Information and pledge sheets available
at participating Bowling Houses or from

C

Pl
P.
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1695 University Ave.
West (at Campbell)
258-4545

BIG BROTHERS OF
WINDSOR-ESSEX · COUNTY
1767 Walker Rd.

258-23-11
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as of Feb. 10, 1984 (NB)

SAM

'A ' League

WOMEN'S INTRAM URAL BASKETBALL
The Slammers outpla yed the Lakers Monday
·ght 43-22. High scorer s were Kim with 12 points
n1
.
.
.
and Angie with 14 poin ts (Lakers). The Basketcases beat the Benchers by a narrow margin of 30
ro 27. Cindy Reaume put in 12 points for the
Basketc;ises wh ile Marie Armstrong h1t 10 in the
iosing effort. Later the Spasmoids won by default over the Dunkers. Let 's not see this happen
roo often girls!
Thursday action saw the Benchers oust the
6th Floor Sex Pots with a score of 23 to 10.
\\a(}' Hanson and Joan Zaleski contributed
six
points each.
Ellen Sandukac led the Sex Pots with 4 points.
The old saying "it's never over till it's over" was
true when the Lakers beat the Spasmoids 22 to 18. ·
Anne Marie Gordon hit 14 points for the Lakers
while Sandra Philpom added 8 for the Spasmoids.
Finallv, the Benchers defeated the Dunkers in
an ex.citing game. Marlene Tellier had a "career
high" of 21 points while Diardra Fleming sunk
10 for the Dunkers.
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Phi Slammer Spika
Sac's Pub
Leftovers
Oreos
All-Stars
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Ball hockey got under way last \\ eek with some
heated competition. The Woofers, a team consisting of mostly Lancer hockey players outscored
their opposition 3 3-9 in two games.
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LET US PREPARE YOU FOR THE
~rc,h 3, 1984 LSAT
OR THE
~rm 17, 1984 GMAT
' Each course consists of 20 hours of ir>struction for only SH 5 or 32 hours for
only S21S
' Courses are tax deductible
' Complete review of each section of each
test
' Extensive home study materials
' Your course may be ,epeated at no
additional charge
CLASSESFOR THE MARCH 3 LSAT
20 hour cour~inTorootoFeb.24-26/84
in London Feb.3.4,5/84
32 hour cour~in To<0nto Feb. 11, 12,
25, 26/84

GRAD PHOTOS

CLASSESFOR THE MARCH 17 GMAT
20 hour course inTorontoMarch~ 11/84
32 hour course in Toronto March 3, 4,
10, 11/84
To registe,, call or write:
GMAT/LSAT
PREPARATIONCOURSES
P.O. Box 597. Sution A
Toronto. Ont MSW 1C7
(416) 66S·3377
To call free from Windsor
dial O and ask for
Zenith 86720
20 hour coursein Toronto Feb. 24-26/84
in London Feb. 3, 4. S/84

Keep Reading The Lance for further
info.

John GAfac~y cphotography
3877Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

featuring
Steve King & The Dittlies

Saturday, Feb. 18th
Door Prizes for everyone
born in February
No Cover Charge
whose Birthday
same day as
February

to anyone
is on the
ours 18

The Curse of Lono
by Hunter S. Thompson
(Bantam Books, 160 pp., $9.95)

'
I

You've got to envy Hunter S. Thompson.
He's achieved such fame and notoriety with his
"Gonzo"-stylc journalism that he can ship off almost
anything and people will buy it.
His latest book, "The Curse of Lono", illustrated by
Ralph Steadman and released by Bantam Books, is a
case in point.
Thompson evidently had little reason to write the
book- as he so cheerfully admits - and it shows. In
Thompson 's words:
..
"We are into a very nasty decade. a brutal Darwinian
cruncb that will not be a happy tm1e for free-lancers."
"Indeed, tbe time bas come to write books - or
movies, for tbose that can keep a straigbt face . Because
there is money in tbese things: and tbere is no money
in journalism."
The book is ostcnsibl}" about Thompson's adventures
covering the Honolulu Marathon for Running ~agazine.
While in the past Thompson has managed to fmd good
stories out of less promising beginnings, here he fails
miserably.
And this lack of a meaty topic is the main problem.
Without a topic worthy of his acerbic. incisive reporting.
Thompson flounders in self-excess. He winds up pulling
out all his cried-and-true tricks m an attempt to save the
book - and fails.
Everything in this book has been done before by
Thompson. You have Thompson playing his usual drugcrazed madman role, complete with mammoth drug
taking. wild, high speed car rides, and numerous
scrapes with the law. Bad cr,1::.111<•ss
abounds.
It's all so predictable and trite that Hunter S. lo~ks
as if he is parodying himself - let's hope he's domg
it consciously.
Thompson has always done his best work when he's
got a worthwhile topic. His book. 'Hell's ~ngel" ~as a
masterwork

:i.bout the undcrbellr

of American

suc1cty,

the press· inflated, sensationalistic coverage of the Hell's
Angels, and the resulting public hysteria. In "Fear a~d
Loathing on the Campaign Trail" he had a great topic,
Nixon and the presidential race, and he wrote a great
book. ''The Curse of Lono" has a mediocre topic and
is a mediocre book.
Lono is not, however, totally without merit. The
book is light and easy to rea~. Th?mpson_ is too good of
a writer not to be at least mildly mteresung, and he can
still turn a phrase with the best of them. For instance,
his descriptions of runners as "body Nazis" is perfect.
The book is profusely illustrated by Thompson's
long time collaborator Ralph Steadman. Stcadma~'s
violent. expressionistic work has become hnkcd with
'fhompson's prose over the years, and in this book he
is finally given equal prominence. An added plus is rhat
for the firM time in a Thompson book, Stcadman's
work is done in colour, adding tremendously to its impact.
Still the problem remains, once you have tasted of
Thompson's past efforts, you can't setrlc for less.
by Peter Freele
What's the Good Word
by William Satire
(Avon, $5.95)
''There·~ !(Lory for you'··
··1 don't k11ow what you
mean by 'glory· ," A lid said "/ me,mt, 'tbere \ a
nice knock down argument for you 1 • " "But 'glory'
doesn't mean ·a nice k 110(-k dow11 argument'," A lie£'
objected
"Wben I use a word." Jlumpty Dum11cy
si,1d i11a r,llber scomful tone, "1t me,ms JllSt wbat I
cboose It to mean neitber more nor less. "-from
Through the Looking-Glass by l.ewis Carroll.
Ha! We all know what happened to Humpty Dump·
ty! Justice, no doubt, meted out for crimes against
words.
William Safirc, in his What's the Good Word, doesn't
go quite so far as recommending Death to those who
take language lightly, but he's not above tossing a
barb ar those language defilers-the
Kissingers, the
Haigs, the Reagans, the advertisers, the multi-national
corporations-who
arc responsible for perpetuating the
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grammatical mess known as modern communication.
But Safirc's book 1s chiefly an interesting amalgam
of word origins.' obscure phrases, slanguage, colloquiali~ms. and black english-not to mention the latest developments in legalese, journalese, campusesc, and New
York-ese, among other ne,\ "genres·· of language.
It's a book of tidbits. One can discover in it that the
"pie" m "pizza pie" is redundant, that "shedding".
"speeding", "heavy booking", and "mega-booking"
arc current synonyms for "cramming".
This is a book which will explain the phrase "A
couple of kangaroo tickets will lead to a big clothespin
vote."
It also explains why mattress manufacturers
avoid the use of the words "hard" and "soft" m their
advertising, and opt instead for firm, deluxe extra
firm. super firm, and ultra firm.
The bulk of What's the Good Word is trivial, but
then again most modern language books are. As in
his earlier On Language, Safirc culls his NY Times
essays on language, and supplements them with letters
from readers, most of whom offer interesting insights.
Its limited appeal-the irony lurking in such phrases
as "assault rifle", "battle tank", and "armored fighting vehicle" isn't something that tickles everyone's
toes-is ro be expected.
For ,he trulv adventurous, I'd recommend both of
Safire's books, ~s well as, Maxwell Nurnberg's I Always
Look Up the Word Egregious (Prentice-Hall) and Susan
Sperling 's Poplollies and Bellibonies (Penguin), both of
which arc casual dictionairies of obscure words and
phrases. John Simon's Paradigms Lost (Penguin) sneers
at Barbara Walters, Rex Reed et al.. bur boils down to
a harangue over the chaim1an/chuirwoman/chairperson/
chair argument, if you know what I'm talking of .
But ii you don't buy, don't worry. Just remember
what happened to Humpty Dumpty.
by John Liddle

The Tao of Pooh
by Benjamin Hoff
(Penguin, 158 pp., $4.95)
To c\'eryone's surprise. literary unknown Benjamin
Hoff (he thinks his degree was in Asian Art but he's not
quite sure) has found the reflection of his own Ta?ist
philosophr in che Winnie-the-Pooh books of A.A. Milne
and The Tao of Pooh is the child of this insight.
According to Hoff, Pooh ct al demonstrate each in
his own wa\' the viability of the Way of the Tao in cop·
ing with th~ wonderful world that is here today . Taoism
is an Eastern philosophy with its roots in the time of
K'ung Fu-tsc (Confucius). Its first major expression is
in the Tao Te Ching written by Lao Tzu (now generally
recognized as not one author but as t~e ~ruit o~ vario~s
writers' wisdom). Where the Confuc1a01sts believed m

KSB

/~

man's disharmony with the universe and emphasized
rituals and reverence for ciders, the Taoists felt chat any,
one could encounter the cximng harmony in nature.
For them, the earth is but a reflection of heaven and
therefore is governed by the same fundamental laws.
On the simplest philosophical level, the world is a
teacher, nor something to JOtn battle with, and the mort
humans force things, meddling with the natural order,
the more clusi,·e harmony becomes. It is precisely this
harmon}', this order. this natural law that is the unappraisablc Tao. The characteristic mark of one who is
in touch with the Tao is a sercnit}' of disposition, you
might even say happiness such as }'OU find in, of all
bears, simple unassuming Pooh.
Pooh personifies the Taoist concept of P'u (coinci·
dencc?) which translates to something like the Uncarvcd
Block and helps to define a crucial distinction bctwcca
knowledge and wisdom. As Lao Tzu wrote: "The wise
are not learned; the learned arc nor wise." This is because Brain (as Pooh calls it) can be fooled but Inner
Nature (the Tao again) cannot. Substitute Inner Na·
cure for Cottlcston Pie in the following verse from
Winnie-the-Pooh and you '11 begin to understand.
Cottlesto11. Cottleston, Cottleson Piel A /~V ran't
bird but a lmd c,m fly.I Ask me a question and I reply.I
·cottlcston, C ottleston, Cott lest on l'ie '.
Pooh recognizes his limitations and knows where he
docs and doesn't belong and that's his secret - the secret
of Wu Wei. To use Hoff's analogy, Pooh is a stream
which instead of defying natural laws by flowing in a
straight line, meanders around obstacles taking the path
of least resistance and thereby falling in with nature's
rhvthm. .\'o stress, 110 struggle. Egotistical Desire
(E~vore) tnes to force tbc round peg imo tbe squ.irt
bol~ ,md tbe squ,ire peg into tbe round bole . Cleverness
(Rabbit> triPs to devise craftier ways of makin}!. p<'gsfit
wbne they don '1 belonp,. J<.'11owtedxe
(Owl) tries to figure out why round pegs fit round boles, but not <.quare
boles Wu Wei doe.,·11'1try . It doe~11't tbillk about 11
It 111st dot's it. And wben 11 does, it doesn't appear 10
do much of ,mythinx Bw Tbings get Done.'' The Un·
carved Block has its power in its simplicity and chat is
why Pooh enjoys the quiet natural things. lie is not
stupid as near-sighted Knowledge would have you
believe but instead listens to his Cottleston Pie and
thereby understands and respect!>himself.
The value of The Tao of Pooh lies not only in the
,refreshing appeal of the Taoist philosophy but also in
Hoff's honest and amusing dialogue with Milne's char·
actcrs. His writing style and the attitude that it projects
illustrate effectively both his commitment to and his
thorough understanding of the principles of the Tao.
It is through this method of philosophy/humour (as
Penguin has catalogued his book) that Hoff is able to
engender in the reader the respect and sympathy that
his beliefs merit.
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There is still no clear winner
in the 1984 SAC presidential
election.
After twelve hours of increasing tension and accusations as
the ballots were counted, David
Laird was declared the unofficial
winner, pending a recount, with
50.8 per cent of the vote. The
already extremely tight race was
then thrown into an uproar
when a partially filled ballot box
was found-uncounted.
In what was likely the closest
presidential election ever, Laird,
won unofficially by only 27
votes, out of 1611.
The election was not expected
to be this close. Laird looked
very strong in the early results,
winning the advance poll and the
Vanier poll by a combined total
of 114 votes, 286 to 172. Ozimek's support then began to
show, as she won the next six
polls: University Centre, Leddy
Library, SAC office, Law Building, Math Building, and Business.
(Only eight votes were cast in
the SAC office poll.)
With only one poll remaining
to be counted, Human Kinetics,

The all important

ballots make their way to the Security offices on campus .

David Laird led by only five
votes: 777 to 772. Laird won
the poll by 22 votes, giving him
a lead of 27 overall, 819 to 792.
As the race was so close, a
petition calling for a recount was
immediately circulated by the
Ozimek camp. Tensions that had
been brew ing all week finally er-

upted due to the tight race and
late hour - over the proper
method of dealing with the recount.
Distrust was evident. "When it
comes down to twenty-seven
votes, they'll do anything," said
Laird, who repeatedly expressed
concern over falsification of

ballots by Ozimek supporters ·Sherry Thrasher. Chief Electoral
Officer, refuted such possibilities
saying the doors to the room in
which the ballots were counted
was securely guarded by a Student Patrol Officer.
Both candidates
requested
Continued on page 3.
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Full-time University of Windsor students are paying for
a drug plan they are not using.
According to SAC Secretary,
Nancy Champagne,
of
the
$19,000 paid in the first semester
to Seaboard Life Insurance
Company, only $78 00 was reimbursed to the 192 students who
made a total of 214 claims
on the student drug plan.
Approximately
$40,000
is
being paid into the drug plan
by 7800 students paying $2.50
per semester.
The plan is effective for an
eight month period from September to April and refunds 80%
of the claim. The student must
have a minimum $30 claim.
Bob Horner, Trial Branch
Manager of Seaboard Life Insurance Company, said the company is willing to renegotiate the
premiums of the coverage but it
would have to be a mutual
decision between SAC and the
insurance company.
We're receptive to negotiations provided there is justification," Horner said. "If we
had a reason to believe th is (low
reimbursements) is a continuing
trend, we could negotiate. We're

not greedy people, we want our
customers to be happy," he
added.
Carolyn Ozimek, SAC VicePresident, doubts Seaboard's willingness to negotiate lower premiums on the basis that "Seaboard asked for an increase
last year," she said.
According to Ozimek, the insurance company raised the minimum claim from $10 last year
to $30 this year.
Jay Trothen, the broker for
the drug plan, believes that first

semester figures are always low
while there is a significant
increase in drug plan claims
in the second semester, "of the
amount reimbursed, 30% is from
the first semester and 70% is
from the second semester,"
he explained.
Trothen believes this is true
because the claims take six
weeks to process and are often
delayed until the second semester and it takes time to accumulate $30 worth of medication.
Also, Trothen added, " It's the
cold season."

Loopholes
on~
by Norman DeBono

The SAC Committee that monitors election
spending has moved to plug loopholes in a previous Campaign Committee decision to limit candidates' spending.
According to guidelines issued by the Monitoring Committee, each candidate must submit a final
record of expenses, including all the money
spent on campaign materials and personal donations to the candidate.
This also includes expenses for entertainment

According to Trothen, last
year
approximately
$24,000
(64% of the drug plan's monies)
was reimbu rsed.
Kean Wong, the SAC VicePresident of Finance, had slightly different figures for last year
totall ing 60% for a reimbursement of $20-22,000.
The Graduate Student Society
has the same drug plan, the same
broker, the same company and
the same problems as SAC.
According to Bob Narasimhan,
the Vice-President of the Graduate Society, 600 full tim<; Grad

plugged
and social functions given by the candidate.
In a case where the candidate cannot produce
a receipt, the committee will determine the market
value of the item in question.
Sherry Thrasher, the Chairperson of the Monitoring Committee, said if a candidate should exceed the $400 limit, the disqualification of that
candidate will depend on a Monitoring Committee
decision.
Thrasher added that at the next SAC meeting
she will raise the idea of passing a by-law to establish a Monitoring Committee every year.
Candidates must submit a final record of their
expenses before 4:30 p.m. February 22.

In other election votmg,
CJAM-FM's referendum asking
for an additional $2.50 per semester was defe ated by an 885 to
699 count.
The referendum did well in
the advance poll, winning 114 to
79, and fared well in the University poll, losing 181 ro 183, but
was beat badly in other polls.
Particularly damaging to the
11: ft:1c11Ju111:.'
(.hanc.:s
were
strong negative voters in the
business polls, where voters
turned down the referendum by
better then a 2 to 1 margin, 114
to 51, the Library Poll, where
the referendum was defeated
196 to 12 7, and the Vanier Poll.
where 1t lsor 148 to 111.
Russ Wolske, Director of
Student Radio, said that, "Essentially it was a Station referendum
and the station put
their heart into it. So I can't
speak for the station until we
sift through and see what we
have to do."

Look to page 2 for winners of
other SAC election positions.

ts
students paid $8,000 to Seaboard and claimed only $2,000
in reimbursements from Sept·
ember to April of last year.
Narasimhan added it is getting
so expensive that "we are contemplating having health and disability excluded next year and
having only a d~g plan," he
said.
Jim Cain, the Senate representative for the Grad Society,
believes the drug plan has
become ridiculous. "It doesn't
make sense. The drug plan is
a bigger drain than it should
be," he said.
Scott Raisbeck, the Grad Society President, believes the students are paying a steep price
for such a complete drug plan.
''I'm not sure students need
a package that comprehensive,"
he said. "Grad students are not
that mobile and there is not
much chance of injury," Raisbeck said. The Grad Society
President also expressed regret
because not enough students are
using the drug plan.
Ozimek expressed similar disappointment on behalf of SAC.
"SAC and the executive have
been trying to increase use of
services," she said. "It is very
beneficial and we encourage all
students to use it, "Ozimek added.
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Senate(3)
- Office of Part-time
University Students
(OPUS) General meeting ar.d election. 2:00 p.m.
University Centre to be followed by a wine and
cheese party.

Feb. 23 - Social Science Society "Rhythm and
Booze Bash" with the Detroit Blues Band and Jive
CJAM D.J. - Ambassador Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
- Ms. B. Wallace reads selections of her poetry
3 :00 p.m. Assumption Lounge, Univ. Centre

of the
- John Parsons from Zambia speaks on his ex- ' Feb. 29 - Ester Ramirez, representative
Women's Association of El Salvador, will speak on
periences there. Iona College 7 :00 p.m
the topic of: "Women in El Salvador: Women's
struggles in the midst of a revolution"
Iona
Feb. 24 - Iona College Luncheon speaker - Eric
College, 208 Sunset at 7:30 p.m.
Channer on Crime on Computers,
208 Sunset,
12 noon.
Mar. 5 - African Students' Association presents
Africa Week '84. Opening ceremony at 12 noon,
Assumption
Lounge. Also a speech and slide
show at 3 p.m.
- African artifacts display from Mar. 5-10.

New York Animals of aggravated rock-disco,
Beastie Boyz, play at St. Andrew's (431 E. Congress in Detroit).
- The Best of Gilbert and Sullivan at Orchestra I fall. Woodward at Parsons - Detroit - 8 :00 p.m.

Mar. 7 - Africa educational

Mark Dalton
Sam Difilippo
Cynthia Papic
StudentAffairsCommittee(1)
Kevin Johnson
Arts representative
(1)
Georgina Kosanovic
Social Sciencerepresentative
(2)
Walter Benzinger
Kevin Williams
It is very likely that these people will retain their posirtions, regardless of any recounting of the votes made after todar.

seminar.

Con
tha1

Feb. 25 ~ Windsor Symphon} Orchestra - featu ring Steve Toth - cartoonist . Clear) Auditorium.
11:00 a.m.
- Sacred Cows - an audio-visual performance
at Artc:ite.

March 7 - Dr. 8. Rourke will give a lecture
entitled
"belief is Dangerous," at 12 noon in
Assumption Lounge. This is part of the U of W
Students
for Nuclear Disarmament's
"Nuclear
Noon" series.

Feb. 26 - Christian Culture Series presents Sister
Mary Jo Leddy, co-editor of Catholic Ne\\ Times
-discussing "the Liberation of the Mi<ldle Class"
8:00 p.m. Assumption Lounie

lis-1

Any group interes.ted in having their events
ted here, leave information at the Lance office or
contact Peter Deck.

imr

She
In last week's Lance, it was incorrectly stated in the article
"Surveying the foreign exchange" that Gerard O'Neill is the VicePresident
of the International
Students' Society (ISS). The ISS
has more than one Vice-President, Mr. 0 'Neill being the Vice-President Publications,
and the society's principal Vice-President is
Mike Kadri \\ho is in charge of Administration.
The Lance apologizes for any inconvenience this may have caused.
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UNIVERSITYOFOTTAWA

GRADUATE
STUDIES
IN ADMINISTRATION
M.B.A.
Master's in
Business Administration

M.H.A.
Master's in
Health Administration

SYSTEMS
SCIENCE
Master's in
Systems Science

- Three excellent Graduate Programmes in a dynamic milieu
- Basic training for the Private and the Public sector
Offered in English and French in the unique environment of the
Nation's Capital
Challenging, competitive, and in high demand

- Bachelor's degree with B average required (plus the GMAT for
the M.B.A.l

For Information, contact:
Graduate Programmes, Faculty of Administration
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario K1 N 985
Telephone: (613) 231-7004

social science society

The Social Science Society announces
that nominations are now open for the
following positions of:
A) President of Social Science Society
Vice-President of Social Science Society
B) President of Public Administration Club
Vice-President of Public Administration
Club
C) President of Geography Club
Vice-President of Geography Club
D) President of Psychology Club
Vice-President of Psychology Club
Treasurer of Psychology Club

Nominations open 9:00 a.m.
Mon. Feb. 20/84
close 4:30 p.m. Fri. March 9/84
Nominations can be picked up in G130
WHN or call 253-6063
Contact
Alan Jones-Chief Electoral Officer
Lidia Pinazza-SSS President
Steve Peters-Public Admin. Club President
Bob Ebinghaus-Geography Club President
Cheryl Dowhan-Psychology Club President

ELECTION: Tues. March 20/84

(shne'i.ng), n l. An enjoyable activity that combines apres skiexcitement
with the coolminty flavour of Hi1:amWalkerSdmapp&For schniers,
the taste is a cool blast of~
that reels
like they never left the slopes!

HIRAM WALKERSCHNAPPS.
WHAT A DIFFERENCEA NAME MAKES.

i ftchY=
·nerv~tenhourshift,stillnOVefdiC
·
3

·

Continued from page 1.
that the ballots be recounted
immediately. Thrasher disagreed.
She said , "We all need sleep"
after counting ballots for ten
straighthours.
After heated debate, comp·
romise was reached; the ballot
containers were sealed and held
in trust by security to be re·
counted this afternoon. Only
Ozimek, Laird, and Thrasher, to·
gether, will be able to have the
ballots released.

Dissatisfaction with the pro·
cedures of the election had been
expressed by both candidates.
Ozimek had several points of
contention; there were no polls
in the Lebel Building, (as there
had been in past years)
and
that no education students could
vote as they were supply teaching for two weeks.

Upon return to the room in
which the ballots were counted,
however, it was discovered, with
dismay, that 5 5 ballots from the

As well, Ozimek said that, "
At the very beginning there were
a lot of discrepencies" and gave
the example of ballot counters

business poll were still uncount·
ed. The recount, including the
additional 5 5 votes, will take
place late this afternoon.

"saying (Da\'id) Laird when they
meant "Keith" ( who ran for the
Senate position). As a result,
Ozimek contended that rntcs
meant for Keith Laird were counted as being for David Laird.
Laird also had his complaints
citing inadequate monitors of
the counting
procedure
of
the counting procedure and possible bias in the ballot counting.
Final results should be available later today, and will be
broadcast on CJAM-FM.

-----------------------------------------------,
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For a weekend or a day or two, you can pack a lot of fun into a low priced VIA train trip
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions, our convenient schedules for
weekend trips and our ternf1c group fares
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take 1teasy, take the train. Call VIA Rail or
your Travel Agent now.
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Elect ions do not bring out the best m people.
They tend to strip away the veneer of cordiality and
compromise, leaving exposed the ugly face of political ambition. The current SAC Presidential race has been no exception.
The last three weeks have witnessed a growing tension, a
divisiveness, between the political camps of the two candidates. We have witnessed public yelling matches in the
SAC off ice and pr ivately have heard the candidate's top
supporters denigrating the opposition.
It must be added that the candid ates themselves have
generally stayed above this type of behavior. But the fact
remains: top people acting on the behalf of their candidates have not conducted themselves with necessary restraint.
On Election night this unfortunate state of affairs continued to deteriorate. Perhaps it was the lateness of the
hour and the tightness of the vote, but tempers flared,

the raconteur
by john liddle
"We are immortal, I know It sounds like a joke."
from "A Yellow Flower"
When a man of letters dies, the obligator} spate of
eulogies invariably crops up. This is one of those.
Julio Cortazar died last week at the age of 69, of natural causes, at his home in Paris.
Mention the tide ·'Blow-Up", and Michaelangelo
Antonioni's 1966 epic "Wave" film comes immediately
to mind, but, lest we forget, the 'meat'' of the tale is
found in Cortazar's 1963 short storv.
'·Blow-Up" packs such a wallop into so few pages
it's generally regarded as Cortazar's "staple" piece.
The anguish of the writer, of words, of language,the
fruitlessness of memory--how 1t turns us into grotesques, cancatures--and the angst of rhe mtellectualare a few of the nebulous elements Michel, our narrator, comes to grips with.
Briefly "Blow-Up" deals with a photographer's
obsession with "reading into" a photo, with "ttansla-

bitter accusations were hurled and it even appeared that
fists might fly.
This certainly makes a mockery out of the concept of
"public service" in the best interests of the students. Here,
it seemed winning, especially beating the opposition, was
everything.
What's unfortunate, is that there is still a couple of
n,onths left for the current government. We hope that
the rancor and bitterness of the elections will not continue
to poison the SAC office. It is important to remember that
SAC is here to serve the student, not to serve as a vehicle
for political power plays and self aggrandizement.
Its too easy to get wrapped up in the single minded pur·
suit of having your candidate in - at any cost. Lets put this
election behind us and try to live up to the high minded
toneof the election promises.
NOTE: The Lance feels the CJAM-FM staff should be
com~ended ,or the excellent job they did reporting the
breaking developments of a very tight race. Well done.
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Dear
ring" images into words, with "reconstructing things
in their true stupidity". I'm agog to describe aptly the
mechanics of Cortazar's writing, suffice it to say that
he blends realism and surrealism, poetry and prose,
the whole effort underpinned with Jamesian whirligig of changing psychological perspectives, and a rare,
ebullient lucidity.
Working within a rich tradition, Cortazar pushed the
style and form that Poe, Bierce, and Hawthorne introduced to the world's literary coffers to its theoretical
limit. (The aforementioned, if a pedestrian analogy
will do here, are passably similar to Rod Serling in their
creative direction.) While in Cortazar's canon we can
pluck overtones of "The iell-Tale Heart" or "The Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge", his method was distinctly Modern.
In his "Axolotl", our narrator experiences a transmigration of his ''soul" into an axolotl (an axolotl is
a small, ~lamander-like creature.) "There was a time
when I thought a great deal about the axolotls", Cortazar writes, "I went to see them in the aquarium at
the Jardin des Plantes and stayed for hours watching
them, observing their immobility, their faint move·
ments. Now I am an axolotl". An assertion of this

nature begs for comparison to Kafka's Gregor Samsa.
but Cortazar comes from a less existential background:
whether existence precedes essence doesn't matter, the
stick in the mud is the sorting out of the bombardment levelled at one from Out There, finding order
in an absurd world; simply put, coming to grips with
the image.
I hope that the reader will not infer that Cortazar's
tales are. warehouses of disorder. In something under·
stated as his "Continuity of Parks"-a short prose pi~e
that describes a man reading a book; the book, in
turn, de~ribes the same man reading a book who is
about to be murdered-has the "trick in the tail'
ending that marks good prose.
In "The Pursuer", Cortazar's story of the fate of
Johnny Carter, jazz saxophonist-who we're to takeas
Charly 'Bird" Parker or Jesus Christ, or both-our musician breaks down in the middle of a recording session
with Miles Davis: "I already played this tomorrow,
it's horrible, Miles," says Carter, "I already played this
tomorrow" .
It's a peculiar and striking statement, yet is emblematic of the quiet frustration that underlies artiStlC
genius, the genius that Cortazar left behind.
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by LorenzoBuj

Nowlet us be seated and see what is the case.
Last week's Lance came out streaming behind it its
usuallyfine layout and graphic work, but was, as usual,
horrendouslysuspect with its little mistakes. Example:
misspelling"blond" as "blind" and thus adding a dash
of necessaryelan to Martin Deck's otherwise scurvy and
outrageouslyunobjeccive review of Vanier's D.O.A. rock
show.
There was also the last minute frenzy of adding
''Opinion" to Mr. Gerard O'Neill's piece in which we are
ledto believe that a significant portion of the Conservativesin this area (with most of them being as dangerous
as the tradition they've unquestionably accepted) gatheredat the Holiday Inn one happy weekend to celebrate
a nucleardream which, if not ending in the utter destructionof the "enemy" in the East, would at least achieve
its end by bringing tears ro Mr. O'Neill's eyes. This is
unfortunate. Andy Rooney would have never thought
of writing such an article for Pravda, so why did it
appearin The Lance.
Then there is CJAM's great uproar over The Lance's
desireto print both pro and con angles on the Station
referendum. Station Manager Russel Wolske inevitably
escalated the unnecessary and adolescent CJAM vs.
Lance"competition" (a competition that's more one
sidedthan would appear) by issuing a flyer that instead
of clarifying any possible Lance obscurities merely
stained an already controversial Lance image. I respect

Getoffthe fence
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We would like to congratulate the Lance for the controversial stand you took with regard to the Can-Am
conference. It is refreshing to read in our paper an opposingopinion to a news story. In the past the Lance seems
to have neglected the other side of these types of conferences. The article written by Philip Rourke did not tell
us that the Conservatives and Republicans are advocating
"using the cruise". Mr. O'Neill's piece shows us the
true mentality behind this conference that Mr. Rourke
failedto mention.
We think that the Lance would be much more effective as a newspaper if you would get off the fence and
takestands on issues that affect students. Let's see more
of this type of journalism.
Darren Dole
KevinJohnson
Pamela Etches
TanyaCassidy
Toni Lauriston
SusanForrest
Mireille Coral
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This is in response to Gerard O'Neill's article, "Jelly
bean supporters only" in which he depicts the P.C.'s and
Republicans as people "who advocate nuclear war". Obviously,not the case.
Question: Why would he imply this then?·
Answer: Since he previously ran as a member of the
Communist Party in the last Provincial election, it serves
his own purpose best to discredit the Conservative movement. This is a fact. Such a credible source he is! 1 hope
it is becoming clearer as to why he so flagrantly misrepresented the CAN-AM Conference on Conservatism. The
two main topics formally discussed were "Social and
Economic Conservatism" and "Consc;rvatism on the
International Scene", hardly the terrible topics that he
wouldhave you believe.
In his article he misses the purpose of the T-shirts;
they were to bring to the attention the fact that Russia
has an aggressive foreign policy and that we, as a group,
favour the preservation of a free Western Europe. My
c~ncern is that Mr. O'Neill deliberately abuse~ his position as a member of the press to promote his own views;
he knows that what he writes, the public will have to
accept. My purpose is to set the record straight-we as
Conservatives are not considered a radical movement as
Mr.O'Neill infers.

(l

the progress Wolske has made thus far with his Station's
austere budget, but in all fairness Russ, the fingerpointing was unnecessary.
Of course, there was John Liddle's weekly headrant in his Raconteur column. Vestiges of former Editorship glory still haunt Liddle's most intimate moments
and for some reason he thinks it inevitable that readers
take interest in the career angst that shines through his
writing as he flits between hit-and-run satire and languid
desperation over the tragic (in every Promethean sense
of the word) fate of the liberal arts (though this is not
to say that Nancy Morrison thought it a waste to respond this week to Liddle's unclear "feminism.").

Misinformation 1s a policy used in Russia to sway its
people. I hope that he realizes he abused the "fn:edom
of the press" policy we so carefully adorn; he would not
be able to enjoy this very freedom in the system that he
promotes.
I suggest that Mr. O'Neil!, since he is so fond of
Russia's peaceful intentions, go live there and leave us
truly responsible peace people to remain and preserve
our precious freedom, instead of eroding the base which
democracy rests on.
Steve Mayo
President
University of Windsor P.C. Campus Assoc.

Footballa joke
Dear Editor:
This letter concerns Gino Fracas' comments on
CJAM on Tuesday, February 7, 1984. Winning does
not appear to be the primary goal of Gino Fracas. The
time is now for him to change his attitude or resign as
head coach.
·
Like it or not, the football team's purpose is not
solely to build character in young men. It represents
this university and builds a reputation on the sports
field which is equated with the academic standards of
the University of Windsor and the success of its graduates.
Schools with a winning tradition attract the better
football players. Because Windsor doesn't have a winning
tradition, an all out recruiting policy is necessary, which
includes recruiting outside of the Windsor area. Due to
other responsibilities and time constraints, Coach Fracas has deemed this impossible. As long as this continues, the Windsor football program will remain a joke.
Other schools in the Ontario Universities Athletic
Association, including Guelph and Toronto, have
appointed full-time head coaches in recent years. Contrary to what Gino believes, Darwin Semotiuk, former
head-coach of the University of Western Ontario football
team, stated in the February 8th edition of the Windsor
Star, "We have to realize the climate out there has changed", noting that there are ever-increasing obligations
in player recruiting, scouting and related responsibilities.
If the administration is unwilling to support the building of a winning team, let's get out of the league. It's
a rather expensive baby sitting service for 40 odd students. The construction of additional recreational facil·
ities, such as squash courts, etc. would be a much better
way to spend funds to the benefit of the entire student
body and facelty.
It's time to establish a winning tradition!
Graham Lamb
Steve Oliver
Bert Miklosi

As far as our occasional contributors are concerned
we have the collective mass of self-important belly aches
that parades under the name David Viecelli. In addition
to a scandalous cheap-shot at former Lance Literary
Editor Sal Ala in the Dec. 1 Lance, he proceeded last
week to review a bnnk ritlrcl "The Tao of Pooh" (uncredited due to an unfortunate oversight) and proved
once more that he doesn't know philosophy from a
tumour in his colon.
So this is The Lance, a bastion of taste and sobriety.
The Lance. Out every week, greasing the wheels of progress, and on your newstands now.

Gunrun style
Dear Editor;
John Liddle's 'critique' ("Just the facts," Feb. 16) of
Cathy l:'eaker's article of the previous week (Pornography - violence that can no longer be ignored) appears
rather gun and run in style itself. While asking Peaker for
the facts, Liddle takes the liberty of re-incerpreting her
argument. The point Peaker makes is not that ". . .
violence in pornography has been on the upswing since
Playboy began publishing," as Liddle states in his introductory paragraph, but that pornography in its worst
forms is perpetuated by the widespread acceptability
and availability of its more subtle forms. Nowhere in her
article does Peaker state that the advent of Playboy initiated the escalation. It is used merely as an illus.trative
example; it is not alone on the guillotine.
With thinly veined condescension and quite venemous
contempt, Liddle dismisses J>eaker's notion of a directlv
proportionate relationship of increase between violenc~
in pornography and women's rights by substituting an
arbitrary corollary. Strategic manoeuvring, perhaps, but
Liddle over-compensates and trips. If this " ... false fact
which is essentially true" is not a directly causal relationship, as Peaker's article implies, Liddle creates a truism
by the very nature of his response. He is hissing passionately at Peaker's journalistic integrity while assuming a
patronizing air. Surely, this smacks of a subjectivity of
the "worst kind." If he is attempting stylistic irony for
the sake of emphasis, l wish he'd tell us.
In quoting the Laura Lederer interview with Judith
Batada, Peaker indicates the source of her quote as Take
Back The Night. (Peaker's article tells us more than you
acknowledge, Mr. Liddle).
If Peaker's approach is not wholly professional, her
objections to pornographic proliferation are valid and
wholly reasonable. Though "Snuff" films will never enjoy the voluminous distribution of Playboy, their mere
existence calls for strident opposition.
Nancy Morrison
Grad. Studies

Onllieotliersideof(the)Sunset
by Philip Rourke
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The Commerce Society is tbe organization
on campus that represents all the undergraduate
business students. The following is an interview
with their president, Kevin McCann.

Q. What are the goals of the Commerce Society?
A.

The goals are both social and academic:
promote
our business school throughout
the province; 2) to help and assist the students
in finding placement; and 3) programming social
events such as beer bashes, formals, ski trips,
and things like that.
We try to get a balance
between the two.
l)to.

Q. 1/uw art' your suciety's relations with SAC?
A. Traditionally,
SAC and the Commerce Soc·
iety have always competed against one another
and there has been animosity.
But, this year,
relations between the two have never been better.

I

Concert Theatre

(313) 823-6400
at the 1-94 -Chalmers Exit;
CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR EVERY
NIGHT
Sat. Feb. 25 Harpo's 4th Anniv. Party
Fetau ring "Heaven & Riot"
Fri. March 2 - "Firefall"
Fri. March 9 Jump'n the Saddle
"The Curly Shuffle"
Sat. March 19 - ''Girlschool"
Fri. March 16 -"Foghat"
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Kevin McCann

Q. /fow ,ire your Society's relations with tbe
Adminsistration?
A. Basically, the general consensus with business

Q. How does the University of Windsor business

students no\\ is that there are too many of us
and \\ e'd like to see less business students entering the programs in the near future.
We'd like
to see the grade average for students enterini the
business school to rise from the present 65%
level to about 70%.
We would also like to see increased participation with the faculty and student placement to
improve Careers' Night.
In the past, the Commerce Society has taken the burden (of organizing
it).
We're trying to get a Capital Works Program
through the government for the summer so that
a business student can work full time in corporate
relations to get the University of Windsor's business school's name in their vocabulary.
The
biggest problem we have is the geographic location
of the University. We are away from the Canadian
commercial
centers so we have to work that
much harder in getting our name m the minds of
Canadian business.

A. I'd put our business school up against anv
other business school in the province. I'm confaJ.
ent of the graduates coming out of it.

Q How was tbe last Careers' S1gbt?
A. We had to cancel it due to lack of company
pamciparion.
It's the first time in twelve ),ears.
It's probably
a blessing in disguise and \\e'll
now have to work that much harder for it to be
successful.

Q. Does the business faculty feel ,1p,mfrom tbe
rest of tbe U111vers1ty?
A. In the past there has been a sort of isolationisttype attitude but we've co-sponsored seven events
\\ith other organizations
so far and what we've
tried to do is to get more into the stream of the
University as opposed to staying on the other side
of Sunset (A,enue).

school rate with
scbools?
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And if you purchase 1t he/ore April.
it costs only $117 -and you haue 12
months m which to use it!
If you're under 26, you can go
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wherever you like, whenever you
like, for 7 days. All through
England, Scotland and Wales. All
for only $117.
You can go on clean, comfortable
BritRail trains to over 2,000
stations on 14,000 trains a dav.
'Irains that go up to 125 m.p.h.
Your Eco nom y Cla ss Youth
Pass is your best way to travel
.._ long distances; and it's your
best way to take day trips
from London to
places like Bath,
Cambridge
and York.

Call toll free 1-800-268-9044
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Q By limiting enrolment 1t migbt get even better?
A. Yes. That's the trend of the future. We have

a

currently
1400 students and Western and York
have under 250 students. I feel that with a smaller
school there will be more of a spirit to solve the
problems and make the school better. Right now,
it's so impersonal because it's such a large faculty.
For example, in the special B. Comms, some
people say there are too many students in the
program.
Frequently,
students from other Univ·
ersities finish their B.A. 's and then come here
for the concentrated
2 year B. Comm.
These
students frequently speak down at the bu siness
school here (having comt'ared it to other schools)
and this bothers us.
We have to have a positive attitude and we
can't have one if we have these p eople coming
down and insulting our business school. If they
don't have a positive attitude,
they shouldn't
be here.

p
a·
a:

Q. J{ow will the VISA students in your faculty
be affected by possible
in the future?

decreased

enrolment

A. Approximately
35% of our faculty is VISA
students.
We'll have to draw the line somewhere
and realize that when enrolment
standards are
higher, there will be some Canadian students as
well as \' ISA students who will not be able to
get in. We'll have to set criteria and then go by
them accordingly and try not to pick out any one
section.

Th e BritRail Youth Pass
beats thumbing it
hands down

Ladies Free Admission Before 9 pm Fri & Sat Night

011tano business
It

Sat. March 17 - "The Outlaws"
Fri. March 23 - 'John Kay & Steppenwolf"

g
ti

Passes for 14-day, 21-day or l
month Youth passes are available
for only $181, $229 or $269. Prices
are valid through March 31, 1984,
for travel anytime in the next 12
months. (Prices higher aft~r March
31).
You must purchase your
BritRa il Pass before you leave
Canada. It is not sold in Britain.
Call your TRAVELCUTS office today
for more information.
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notalways
ouffined
bygovernment
by Lydia Golubov

On February 14, the Woen's Forum sponsored a semimar on "Employment R.1gh ts. "
n
.
Guest speakers were Laurie J.
Davis, an Affirmative Action
Consultant for the Ontario Ministry of Labour, and Anne Carrick, an Ontario Human Rights
commissioner.
According to Laurie Davis,
women in the workforce face
cwo principal problems: Occupational segre~ation; and a wage
gap between women and men in
the same job. Presently, Affirmative Action or Equal Employment Opportunity and Equal
Pay are remedies to these pro·
blems.
Affirmative Action programs
arc voluntary and are designed
co "examine the policies and
procedures which on the surface
are nondiscriminatory, but have ·
an adverse impact on women.':
Equal Pay Legislation ensures
chat employers pay women for
"substant ially the same job."
Today, however, even the
most progressive remedy st.itl
falls short of solving the problem of Occupational Segregation.
According to Anne Carrick,
women must also examine certain elements in the workplace
in order to redirect the "percep -

tion of women." Some of the
elements include the extent of
a woman's involvement in the
organization (for example, women have low participation rates
in Unions and Accounting so-

cieties); women's lack of direction (often their career comes
secondary to that of their husband's or boyfriend's); and women must "look at what's going
on in the work situation", (i.e.

who's delegated for what).
Anne Carrick states that "a
lot
of
constructive,
more
productive kinds of results could
be accomplished if women exa-

mine their own behaviour in
the workplace, since sometimes,
too much is expected from one
segment alone, such as, government."

BUYiness
studentsneedjlexibility,profsays
by Steve Roberts
To advance one's needs "a
· well balanced
portfolio
of
skills is needed and that takes
a continuous effort," said Dr.
Charles Horngren of the Stanford Graduate Business School
last Tuesday.

CFSpro~

Before a group of 300 business students and professors,
the distinguished management
accountant stated that many
upward-bound executives have
"handicapped themselves" because they lack this balanced
portfolio to fall back on.
When questioned afterwards

on how students may prevent
this from happening to them,
Horngren said that a University education can give you this
base~ust have an open mind
and consider taking courses not
directly related to your field of
study.
"The job is the place one

on the Hill againstf~

OTTAWA (CUP) Canadian student leaders are
sending telegrams to the House of Commons
finance committee to protest government plans
to cut between $200 and $400 million from post
secondary education funding.
The committee is currently reviewing a proposed amendment to the Established Programs Fin·
ancing Act that would limit federal transfers for
education to th<s six and five restraint program.
"Students realize this kind of cut is simply
unacceptable, and are reacting quickly to tight
the amendment," says Graham Dowdell, chair of
the Canadian Federation of Students.
The federation sent letters to campuses across
the country Feb. 6 urging student leaders to telegram protest messages immediately.
By Feb. 9 the office of Jim Peterson, chair of
the finance committee, confirmed it had received
several telegrams and was expecting more.
CFS also plans to present its objections to

amendments when it meets with the committee
this week. "Basically, we'll tell them that tying
transfer payments to six and five is unacceptable, ' Dowdell says.
The federation will also ask the government to
insert a clause to earmark federal funds for education.
The Liberals introduced the bill for second reading Jan. 27. It is up to the finance committee to
decide when to bring the bill back to the house for
third and final reading.
The bill would be retroactive to April, 1983.
The federal government, through an order in
council, has already cut more than $150 million
from EPF for the 83·84 budget by tying it to six
and five. At least that much will be cut again for
84-85 if the amendment passes.
According to Dowdell, if the amendment does
not reat·h the House of Commons before transfer
payments are made for 84-85, he will again use an
order in council to commit the cuts.
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Jntroduci!'g Molson Bock.

A surprisingly refreshing taste.
At regular prices.

learns the technical type of skills
but it's University where one
will learn to think logically,"
said Horngren. It is with this
skill that one will be better apt
to make the right decisions,
Horngren explained.
Skills and the right decisions
was the essence of Horngren 's
lecture topic 'Thoughts on Managerial Accounting."
lie reasons that a good decision does
not necessarily mean a good outcome, although he believes "the
best protection against a bad
outcome is a good decision."
The importance of budgeting
in corporate planning is not only
to define corporate goals and
objectives, but also to effectively
measure the company's performance.
According to Horngren, it is
this measurement which is the
information needed to make
good planning decisions.
Without planning, says Horngren, a company goes from one
nisis to another. Their major
preoccupation then becomes one
of putting out fires rather than
preventing them.

The Poetry of Spanish Amen
by Brad Lo

•
•

•••

•

It should not seem so unusual that Spanish American literature
has produced such a variety of politically-motivated poets and writers, especially in light of the historically volatile political situation
in Latin America. During the past century, Latin America has presented to the world some of the most passionate and exciting poets, from Nicaraguan Ruben Dario to Mexico's Octavio Paz and
Chile's Pablo Neruda.
An atmosphere characterized by repressive dictatorships and a
historic strength of the military was the setting for the emergence of
South American poets that dwelt not only on the picturesque landscapes of such countries as Argentina and Chile, but also on the social and political mJustices that the Spanish American people have
been subjected to. Several Latin American writers profess a love for
both nature and country, and Neruda himself was one of the writers
who brought this unique theme to the frontier of international poetry .
One of the more dominant themes of South American poetry has
been patriotism, as exemplified in the works of Cuba's Jose Marti,
a first generation modernist. Marti, 1853-1895, was heroically devoted to the cause of Cuban independence, and he likens this devotion to his love for darkness and the night in his poem, "Dos Patrias."
The title of one of Marti's selections, 'Los pmos nuevos'. became the
name of a revolutionary group of Cuban patriots organized in New
York during the 1890's.
This is not to say, however, that all Spanish American literature
is a reflection of a political ideal or cause. Much of the poetry from
the heart of the South American pueblo has characterized the obscure passion of the individual soul, as well as reflected a native obsession with the beauty of nature and an. Spanish American poetry
is like the coastline that never ends, like the silent, shallow tidewater
that sings its own song, and has its own stories and dreams to share
with the rest of the world.
An emphasis on the individuality of man is found in the poetry
of some of South America's lesser known poets. Cuba's Julian <lei
Casal, 1863-1893, led a life of pain and sickness manifested by the
abstract , imaginary wanderings of his secluded poetic world. Chile's
Gabriela Mistral, 1889-195 7, wrote beautiful, feminine poetry that
longed for a strong spiritual and intellectual love affair that she never
had experienced.
This selection on Spanish American poetry deals with three of
the more influential writers in Latin American history. Nicaraguan
poet Ruben Dario is an internationally ..cclaimed writer who led an
emerging modernist movement during the early part of the 20th
century. By the time of his death in 1916, Dario had become one of
Latin America's most representative literary voices. Octavio Paz,
who was born in 1914 and still lives today, has been recognized as
one of Mexico's greatest poets, as well as being a leader of the existential movement . ...:hile's Pablo Neruda, 1904-1973, is an internationally reknowned poet whose political career is as accomplished
as his literary achievements.
These three men have brought forth the themes of Latin American society for the world to ponder; their themes and lessons on humanity and civilization have touched universal dimensions. Influenced by international events such as the Spanish Civil War, Neruda
and Paz sought to convey the thoughts of a!I people caught in political struggles for liberation. Dario himself also travelled extensively,
and brought his concepts of humanity to the Nicaraguan people.
These men are the voices of poetry,

Ruben Dario
Poet Ruben Dario was born in Met~pa, a village in Nicaragua,
in the year 186 7. Dario's ability to bring a cosmopolitan flavour to
his writing helped to establish the movement outside the restraining
boundaries of Spa,nish American provincialism.
At an early age, Dario was already intent on travelling. fn 1886,
he decided to embark on his first journey, to Chile. There, he continued to write some of his very first manifestoes, and to imitate the
works of famous Spanish Romantics. In 1888, his first collection of
poems and stories was published in an edition titled 'P.zel' (Blue).
This volume was revolutionary and prophetic, and is historically
viewed upon as the official birth of Modernism.

The international influences inherent in the works of Darioreflect the fact that the writer had spent his years living in several
countries, and that he had travelled to many corners of the world
In the 1890's, he lived in Buenos Aires for three years, wherehe
worked as a correspondent for the city newspaper 'La Nacion'. He
later travelled to Europe, then returned to his homeland of N'.
aragua, where he died in 1914.
ic
Dario led a wandering life, and spent many years in Paris and
Mallorca. He was influenced profoundly by the French writers of
the Parnesse contemporain, a review edited by Catulle Mendes and
Xavier de Ricard. Like several modernist poets, Dario had studied
the French schools of thought and had been bound to an unrelent·
ing love for nature and beauty.
Modernism, with its emphasis on a dream-like world where noth·
ing lasts and where nothing is real, did provide Dario with an csca(l(
from reality in his early years. One of his earlier poems, 'El Cisne'
(The Swan), came from his second great work, 'Prosas profanas',
published in Buenos Aires in 1896. This poem dealt with the grace
and beauty of the swan, the modernist symbol, and also touched
upon the traditional symbol of the dawn of day as a fresh start in
life.
Despite the contributions that Ruben Dario made to modernism.
his work was not confined to the movement's boundaries. His last
volumes were more of a "post-modernist" nature, with an empha,
sis on a return to reality and the substance of the earth. Individual·
ism was stressed in the final poems, and it represented his attempt
to seriously ponder the peculiarities of hie.
The post-modernist tendencies of Dario's work in his final year;
reveals more of a change in theme rather than in technique. His col·
lection of poems from "El canto errante", published in Madridin
1907, firmly established the universal expression of his thought.
One of Dario's last and greatest works, 'Poem of Autumn,' has
the poet defying the creeping shadow of death, reasserting not
his own hfe, but that of the universe. The poem, published in the
year 1910 , seems to be telling us that the salt of the sea runs thick
in his blood; a walk down the shore of a deserted beach indicat~
that the earth and the sun are really one. For Dario, life seemed
too brief. He must have known that the moment had to be seized
because it would never be there again.

(
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Pablo Neruda

C

The internationally acclaimed Pablo Neruda was born in Parral,
Chile in 1904. At the age of 16, Neruda travelled to Santiago, where
he produced two collections of poems, 'La cancion de la fiesta'
(1921), and 'Crepsculario' (1923) that brought him immediate
recognition.
Neruda carried a strong patriotic love for the countryside atmos·
phere of the villages of Chile. The damp, densely forested areasof
his region provided him with several images in his poetry. His fo•
series of literature concerned traditional Spanish American themes,
and involved clearly defined poems that embodied his personal ptr·
ceptions of the individual and society.
The Nerudian version of the creation of tbe world and American
man is touched upon in 'Canto General', a collection of his poell)
published in 1950. This is a series of poems that are epic in nature,
they praise the history of the Latin American frontier and the mag·
nificence of the motherland.
The events of the 1936-39 Spanish civil war changed Neruda's
perception of humanity profoundly. He saw the Spanish people as
helpless pawns caught in a political struggle of dimensions that ex·
ceeded the boundaries of the country. His poetry no longer concern·
ed the pursuit of an indivdual's desires; rather, it became a voice for
human solidarity. The writer's preoccupation with social justi«
made it difficult for him to separate his politics from his poetry
Particularly vivid among Neruda's recollections of his life washis
stay in Spam during the civil war. His book, 'Spain in my heart,
described his various encounters with other poets such as Federico
Garcia Lorca, Octavio Paz, Cesar Vallejo, Rafael Alberti, and Juai:
Ramon Jimenez. Wrote Neruda, "The blood spilled in Spain wasa
magnet that sent shudders th~ough the poetry of a great penod."
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Neruda's political career was quite prolific. He continued to
write constantly from 1927 to 1945, while he served as Chilean
consul in Rangoon, Java and Barcelona.
A conflict between
the Communists and ~he Chilean government resulted in the declaration of the ~ommu~1st _party as illegal in 1949, and Neruda, accordingly, went mto exile
m. Mexico. He later travelled to Italy an d
.
France, to t h e Sov1et Union and Communist China, and back again
to Europe. In 1953, he returned to Chile, where he was awarded the
Stalin prize for peace.
Neruda served as Salvador Allende's Chilean Ambassador to Paris
from 1970-7~, and was e~en a candidate for the Chilean presidency.
In.1971, his hfe-long p~et~c accomplishments brought him the Nobel
Prize for Poetry. He died m 1973, only months after a military coup
had ousted the late President Allende from power in Chile.
The po~try of _Pablo Neruda was not only a voice that spoke for
the collecuve maJOrtty, but also a voice that reached deep into the
essence of the soul in celebration of the common life.
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Octavio Paz
Born in 1914 in Mexico, Octavio Paz today remains a vibrant
force in Latin American literature as well as a leading proponent of
the existential movement. His work with the movement, and his
attempts at bringing his country's past and future into contact with
the modern world, represent much of his literacy struggle.
Paz showed signs of promise at an early age. His first poems were
traditional and under the influence of those poets such as Quevado,
Gongora and de la Cruz. In 1937 he visited the Republican zone in
Spain; the impact of the Spanish Civil War was profound on young
writers like Paz, and it was under these conditions that his poetry
matured. He returned to Mexico to found a literary review, 'Taller',
which gathered together the young Mexican and Spanish writers
of the era.
After living in the United States from 1943 to 1945, Paz returned
to Mexico where he joined the diplomatic service. He spent several
years overseas at diplomatic posts, with this experience subjecting
him to an assortment of cultural influences. Among the friendships
he established in Paris was one with poet Andre Breton.

Paz's ideas and images are revealed in the essays of 'El laberinto
de la soledad' (1950), a perceptive collection of works written by a
nationalist in search of the "secret roots" of the essential Mexican
spirit. This collection today has been translated into almost every
European language.
Like Neruda, Paz's politics were greatly influenced by events in
the Spanish Civil War. A socialist with communist tendencies, he remains strong in his belief that all men should be equal. The symbols
of his work reflect the solitude and silence that imprisons man: a
wall, a frontier or a border,a mirror. In his poem "Espejo" (Mirror),
Paz deals with the other face of our existence that is disguised by
the mask that we see when we look in a mirror.
As an existentialist, Octavio Paz writes poetry that often reflects
on humanity, and seeks an answer to the question, "Why are we
here?" Like the star on the tree, Paz assures us, man's existence has
grown from a soul that is an eternal light and of essence. This soul is
said to precede mere existence; it is unique because man may become complete once he is united with such a spirit.
Paz persists with his belief that there are three ways in which
man could come into contact with his essence. One is the mystic experience, that extreme feeling of being united with God. A second
way is through the sexual, physical experience. A third way is the
poetic experience, the feeling of creating life and energy from a
lifeless sheet of paper.
~
In 1962, Paz was appointed Ambassador to India. During his
stay in India, he became involved in the studies of Oriental art arHi
philosophy. A collection of poetry published in 1969, 'Ladera este',
describes his Eastern experiences.
The poetry of Octavio Paz has brought the struggles of the Mexican, and the people of Spanish America, to the forefront of international literature. His obsession with history seems to be directed
at finding the roots of his Mexican existence. Writes Paz, "Every
poem is an attempt to reconcile history and poetry for the benefit
of poetry." Whereas man is a slave and a victim that fulfills the needs
of history, he adds, so history and all its products and facts are manipulated by the forces of poetry. Octavio Paz is a living testament to
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And tbe voyage to a dim orient in half-seen ships,
the seeks of prayer that flowered in blasphemies
the bewilderment of a swan among the puddles, '
the false nocturnal blue of a sick Bohemia.

There in Rangoon I realized that the gods
were enemies, just like God,
of the poor human being.
is alabaster extended
like white whales,
gods gilded like spikes,
serpent gods entwining
the crime of being born,
naked and elegant buddhas
smiling at the cocktail party
of empty eternity
like Christ on his horrible cross
all of them capable of anything,
of imposing on us their heaven,
all with torture or pistol
to purchase piety or burn our blood,
fierce gods made by men
to conceal their cowardice
and there it was all like th~t
the whole earth reeking of heaven,
and heavenly merchandise.

Far-off harpsichord, silent and forgotten,
that never gave my dreams the sublime sonata;
orphan skiff, heraldic tree, dark nest
which the night made lovely with its silver light Hope still aromatic with fresh herbs; the trill
of the nightingale in the morning in the spring;
the white lily cut down by a fatal destiny;
the search for happiness, and evil's persecutions And the dismal amphora with its divine poison
that causes the inner torments of this life;
the fearful knowledge of our human mire;
and the horror of knowing that we are transitory,

15'
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I want to express my anguish in verses that speak
of my vanished youth, a time of dreams and roses,
and the bitter deflorat ion of my life
by many small cares and one vast aching sorrow.
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the horror of walking blindly, among alarms,
toward the unknowable, toward the inevitable,
and the brute nightmares that rack our weeping sleep,
from which no one but She can wake us up!
Ruben Dario,
from 'Cantos de vida y esperanza' (1905),
translated by Lysander Kemp.

-

Pablo Neruda,
\ from 'Memorial de Isla Negra' (1964)
translated by Alastair Reid.
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Spacegrace
by Peter Freele

If the response The Right Stuff has been getting

Richard Klautsch plays Hamlet at the Hilsberry Theatre in Detroit.

For tickets and information

call (313) 577-2972.

Prettygirlsmakegraves

by Lorenzo Buj

Hamlet the death play shrouded in incestuous sheets and
afflicted by the paranoia of a troubled youth. Hamlet the
stage where player Hamlet,
noble nushell that he is, may
count himself a king of infinite space. This both is and is not
"llamlet." And yet what is Hamlet but a mindful pleasure,
a fearful meeting-place where, with Colridgean sentiment,we
may coincide with the great sad Prince himself.
But consider;there's more to it than just his. Hamlet has
in his court a Polonius, a nosey babbling "fishmonger."
Hilberry's Polonius is James Harbour and he's so near!¥ lov-.
able that when Richard Klautsch's skipping Hamlet dispatches
h im through

the arras, our collect ive comic heart cries out .

Still. Polonius goes and we're left with Klautsch, black and
white both in robe and role, to deliberate his way to the end.
Of the current I lilberry cast, Klautsch is probably the only
one th.at really niuld play Hamlet--certainly someone like C.
Anthony Jackson would tax us with his occasions of billowmg ,
mannered elocution (and here settles for a humble Horatio)but can Klautsch in his three hours be llamlet?
The answers are yes, maybe, and finally, no. Not at this
point in his career. His antic scenes with Polonius, Ophelia,
Rosencrantz and Guildcnstcrn, and the gravedigger, are brief
candles of a vitality that becomes weighed down by the
ordinariness of the rest of the production.
fhen too: because the portrayal isn't consistently set
forth with the requisite amount of rigour, we are unable to
come to terms with thi s Hamlet. What a piece of work Hamlet
is, and yet how baffled and how pregnant the actor who can't
coincide with the Prince's a-logical quintessence.
The pale cast of thought, of something, keeps Klautsch
from getting free. While so closely reali1ing his Hotspur in
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last year's 1 Henry IV, the tragedy of Hamlet proves not quite
in reach, and Klautsch grasps and utters but fails to place the
complete shape before us.
Of course, there's much controversy whethe r Shakespeare,
with his revisions of the play, also failed in putting the shape
before us. Nevertheless, Hilberry's Hamlet slows itself with a
too too stiff and too too careful hand.
Th is Claudius, for example, is hardly the triumphant and
carousrng King. Gene Jundt is mumbly and business-like in
the role, and it's hard to believe he could actually pour poison
in anybody's ear.
And neither does his queen get turned on her head.

in the United States is any indication, you better
go see this excellent film right away - it might not
be around very long.
When first released months ago in the U.S.it
went nowhere. Perhaps people were bored with
the goody-goody image of the space program or
felt it would be a political advertisement for
the presidential campaign of John Glenn. For
whatever reason, people stayed away in droves.
Now with a spate of Academy Award nominations in hand the movie is trying again to win pop·
ular acclaim.
And it really deserves it. Based on the book of
the same name by Tom Wolfe, the movie breathes
new excitement into the world of the test pilots
who were the first astronauts.
It rips away the
public image created by the government to sell the
space program, "no bucks-no Buck Rogers" sa1•s
one of the characters, managing to show the ast;<>"
nauts as vital, slightly crazy, individuals.
The Right Stuff crackles with excitement, but
it's touch more than a hardware-filled, special
effects movie. The acting is uniformly excellent.
Sam Shepard is great as the best test pilot of
them all, Chuck Yaeger. Ed Harris is perfect as
John Glenn. And Dennis Quad is worth the price
of admission as the hot shot pilot with nerves of
steel, Gordon Cooper.
Even if the early days of NASA weren't like
they should have been. The movie is
currently at the Vanity Theatre.
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et Ingraham 's Gertrude, only intermittently distinguished in
her "immunity" to guilt, is only the most proper of counter·
pans co Cheryl Williams' Ophelia.
Williams gives the fair Ophelia a touch of aware virginity
and then lovely madness as she first warns brother I .aertes
(Mark Corkins) about taking on the tongue of an ungracious
pastor and later spitefully tosses her green pickings at a be·
w1ldered Claudius.
The one thing known for certain is that you rarely keep
a good play down. Hilberry's production doesn't so much
fail as an effort, but merely fails to arouse us. The piercing,
otherwordly sound that accompanies the Ghost's (Clifford
Reed) early appearances manages a momentary hold on the
play's real meat.
But, otherwise, the atmosphere is slightly on the wrong side
of bare. Not all the crimson in the set-designer's cabinet can
dress up this static spectacle. While stage-craft asserts itself
in firm and simple visuals, the quality of the performance
that goes with it is merely plain and unadventurous.

an•

Shepard

(left)

and

Yaeger think

it straight.
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THEBUKOWSKI/PURDY LETTERS
Editedby Seamus Cooney
(PagetPress, 117 PP, $10,00 paper)
Hard to say just what the private corespondance of writers Charles Bukowski
:nd Al Purdy can mean in such fine
print and careful layout when the original
letters themselves, like the straining
sensibilities behind them were choruses
of undaunted irreverence.
Seamus Cooney's editing allows the
mixture of mood, intensity, and spirit, to
stay put in the hard-knock .blues these
maturing poets are thrashing _ throu~h

~

while the 60's swirl around them. With
as little footnoting as possible and wirh a
few reproductions appropriately placed,
we get to see the writers amidst their
respective fates: Bukowski's (married) in
steamy LA and sleazy New Orleans, and
Purdy (married) in u_fl!TiappedCanada.
In the ten years (1964-74) covered by
ibis book both Bukowski the American

(actually he was born in Germany) and
Purdy the Candian were still the rawest
freaks of the North American poetry
asylum.
In the space of what's published here
we sense their careers spiralling uncertainly, but inevitably, upward. That in itself wouldn't be too much to get excited about should we fail to comprehend how much booze, women, and poetry (not necessarily in that order) proved
to be filtering ritual for lives wryly grabbed from disorder.
The letters read like misadventures
through distorted and occasionally con1taminated seas of experience. Bukowski
develops such "a minor smooth" that he
can easily float by the Hollywood whores
hollering at him from their love parlors.
Purdy finds himself up in the A::ctic and
ends up feeding his excrement to the dog
he thinks deserves it most.
Both drink and both write. Bukowski
works long hours at a Post Office. Purdy
marvels at the "pearly pessimism" of poet
E.A. Robinson.
Some of Bukowski's
letters degenerate into torrents of boozy
rhythm. Purdy discovers Neruda, Vallejo,
and Newlove while fretting that his "fat
belly" and "soft muscles" may not be
able to survive his stay in the Arctic.
Bukowski's words ride along with a
sort of helplessness and low-minded brilliance. We hear him in late January '65:
"I make mistakes too. Like working to
stay alive." Not fooled by the glamour
or heart break of fame he writes
to Purdy that when the Universities and
little magazines come running for them
they'll give it to them right in the eye
"not because we are vicious but because
they are dead." .
Purdy is more cool-handed with his
sentiments. He's loose enough to do the
reading circuit but the message with him
is that he's hard: casual with the voice
and sharp with the eye. "Can't say I'm

always indifferent to praise, but I have a
sort of negative personality anyway-People get tired of me pretty quickly," he
writes in February '65. Then later in the
same letter he's telling Bukowski
that "I'll get a job at a univ. despite lack
of education and die indistinguishable
from other upright pieces of chalk."
The futility's survival strategy for both of
them-neither takes it too seriously and
their mutual admiration is maintained.
No deus ex macbina to save the century, the Laytons, the Ginsbergs, or the
hundred of bad poets who keep
petitioning them, just the contradictions
of wine and women, and the hard
slaps of good writing.
That's the appeal and energy of this
volume and, as with some of the best
poetry they've written, the whole thing
brims with an upward abandon.
by Lorenzo Buj

Both Charles Bukowski (above) and
Al Purdy (left) met
in print. Both writers w~re equally impressed with each
other's work-a dialogue was begun
which ran intensively for ten years
and is documented
in the "Bukowski/
Purdy Letters." For
more information
write to The Paget
Press, P.O. Box 488,
Sutton West, Ont.
LOE 1 RO.

Dear University of Windsor
(I) P,,,,._,.

lnstnlction-

seminars
taughti,, attorneys.
businm profmiaallsand

Have You Tried Brothers Restaurant?
Our emphasis is on fresh high quality foods that are
both contemporary, yet basic and traditional. ..
A menu ranging from hearty juicy baby back
spareribs to 9 nutritional shrimp and cashew stirfry.·All desserts, soups, dressings and sauces are
made from scratch. We also bake our own croissant!
In short, the food is great; the atmosphere friendly
and casual. Come and enjoy lunch, dinner or a late
-nite coffee an.cl dessert. It is well worth the trip.
Rob & Dan Katzman

uperiacttl 1duc1tors.

(2) LIIW
Cm· pricesrangefrom
$175.to $225. - I low-cost
inv1S1ment
in yourfuture.
(3) Co,wMi#flSeit,..,

·

SlffliursmN1onw,tbnck 111d
evlllingsIt manyconvenient
locations.
SIX Mlditionw
comet MtSWm
CMI Midllfl to 20 ,.rcffld1
rankings.
II you·,. sariousMIOllt

yo,,, LSAT.GMATor GR£.don't
proc•ld withoutcont1ctin1
UTPS.
CALLUS AT
Withourhelp.youcando it!!!

540-5988

c1914u_

r .. ,, __

s....... 1,,c.

LETUS PREPAREYOU FOR THE
Much 3, 1984 LSAT
OR THE
M~rch 17, 1984 GMAT
• Each course consists of 20 hours of inmuction for only S14 S or 3 2 hours for
onlyS215
• Courses are tax deductible
• Complete rev,,.w of each section ot each
test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be r~peated at no
additional charge

CLASSESFOR THE MARCHl LSAT
20 hour course,n To,onto Feb.24-26/84
In London Feb.3.4,S/84
32 hour course ,n Toronto Feb. 11, 12
25, 2&/84
CLASSESFORTHEMARCH17 GMAT
20 hour course ,nTorontoMarch9-11/84
32 hour course in Toronto March 3, 4.
10, 11/84
To register, call or write:
CMAT/LSAT

M-W 11 am-1 am
Th-S 11 am-2am
Sunday 10 am-10 pm

PREPARATIONCOURSES
P.0. Box 59 7. Statton A
Toronto, Ont MSW 1C7
(416) 665-3377
To call free from Windsor
dial O and ask for
Zenith 8&720

20 hour coursein Toronto Feb. 24-26/84
in London Feb. 3, 4, 5/84
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSirv=
of WINDSOR
is proud to present

•

Sister Mary Jo Leddy, Ph.D.
•
•
•
•
•

Well-known lecturer to groups in U S.A and Canada
Member of several human nghts and peace groups, including
Amnesty lntemattonal and the Holocaust Remembrance Committee
Contnbutor to TORONTO ST AR and other Journals
Recipient of academic and Journalistic awards. including Canada
Doctoral Fellowships and Canadian Church Press Award
Named one of Outstanding Young Women of 1978 by the Canadian
University Presidents' Association

•

SISTER MARY JO LEDDY. Ph D Provincial. Sisters of Sion Co-Editor.
Catholic New Times

a.....
,,,,~

UNIVERSITY CENTREAssumption Lounge
Sunday .
February 26. 1984 8:00 p.m.

Topic:

"The Liberation of the Middle
Class"
Admission at the door $4.00 or Membership Pass
Students. $2.00

Christian Culture Series

Vanier Vittles
This is For the Week of Feb. 27 /84
BRUNCH

SUPPER

10:3()..1:0 0

4:30-6:00

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Cheese Omelet

Breaded Pork
Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

C1 of Tomato Soup
Spanish macaroni
Corned Beef on Rye

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Navy Be~n Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Fish Chowder
Beef in a Pita
Gnlled Ham

Battered Fish ·n Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

11:45 - 1:30

Sunday

Honey Chicken
B•eaded Grilled Perch

Cream of Celery Soup
B B.Q Beef on a Bun
Gnlled 8eef Liver

BRUNCH
Saturday

Lasagna
Sweet'n Sour Pork

Soup of the Day
Gnlled Cheese
Chili
Soup of the Day
1/4 Pounders

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30
Spaghet11& MeatSauce
& Meatless
Roast Pork/Dressing
Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppin1

Normal Hours will resume Mar. 5

BACK BY
POPULAR
DEMAND

THRU
SATURDAY
March 5-9
Barrel house

FLESH COLUMNS
'Schweigew Vor Dem Sturm"
(Touch and Go)
This is the first and last reease by the now-defu net Flesh
Columns, one of rhe best bands
Windsor has ever produced.
Unfortunately,
the \Hality of
their live performances has not
been captured on this Touch and
Go vinyl.
Doug Breault's
slashing guitar has fallen victim
to high-end distortion in the
pressing process and dominates
the songs in a bad sort of way.
Brad Godin's bass and Sue
St. Denis' machine-gun drums
are virtually non-existent in the

the deal even at twice the
price. I live for it-you know
it.
For more information about
Tesco, the Columns, and others,
write Touch and Go Records,
P.O. Box 716, Maumee, Ohio,
43537.
by D.V.

mix.

The choice of material is not
che best but as it stands, "Where
Did They Go?" appears to be
the best both musically and
lyrically. Still, despite its flaws,
"Schweigew Vor Dem Sturm"
is worth buying if only as a
memento of one of the finest
raw power dance bands ever to
be seen in these parts.
By the way, rumour has it
chat drummer Sue St. Denis
is about to break loose with a
new as yet un-named outfit
currently in heavy rehearsal.
by Dave Viecelli

TESCO VEE
"Dutch Hercules"
(Touch and Go)
Former
Meatmen
vocalist
Tesco Vee's preoccupation with
offensive explo1ration of sexual
activity remains as distasteful as
ever, but this record's humour
completely
overwhelms
any
beefs you may have. You laugh
even though you know you
shouldn't.
"Lesbian Death Dirge
an attack on anti-male
leasbian attitudes, and the rude
criticism of TV evangelists in
"God's bullies" are both effect·
ive and musically powerful.
The best of Tesco's stuff
however, are three parodies,
"Crapper's Delight'' is a brilliant (if overly long) satire on
Ne\\ York-style sex rap (note
the extended
beatbox go-go
dance mix) and his rocking
version of "Dance to the Music'' has one of rhe all-time
vocal moments in history. Perhaps the best track, "Wine,
Wenches, and Wheels" is a
hilarious headbanger comprised
of every heavy
metal cliche.
This record would be half

BEASTIE BOYS
"Cookie Puss"
( Ratcage Records)
If you haven't heard this yet,
where have you been? The most
requested song on CJAM-FM is
now being played on WLBS in its censored version of course.
What can be said about this
song. Any song whose first intelligable words are "Shit wit
dis bitch" must be good. But
that ain't all: two phone calls,
scratching and a hell of a bassline, and Steve Martin thrown in
for no apparent reason.
You also get "Bonus Batter"
the extension of "Cooky Puss"
and "Beastie
Revolution"
a
funny,
if somewhat tedious
parody .of reggae in general, and
the Musical Youth in particular .
I have to go no\\. These pussy
crumbs
is makin' me itch.
Ahhhh....
B.E.A.S.T.I.E.
GO!
by Martin Deck

ANNABEL LAMB
"Once Bitten"
(A&M)
Annabel Lamb doesn't remind me, vocally or in any other
way, of Eurythmics' intoxicating, seductive, fe-maleish Annie
Lennox. Annabel Lamb is barely
a minor spectacle.
Annabel
lacks soul, and what's more, she
lacks heart. And what's more ..
this album plainly lacks. A
lousy little dtrty-doo revision of
Morrison's
"Riders
On The
Storm," tells me there are forces at work on this LP that reek

of frigid, limp "new music" re·
visionism. Typical, typical.
by Lorenzo Buj

F
THE BEST OF LOUIE LOUIE
(Rhino Records)

Somewhere
near the end
of the last Stooges performance,
recorded for immortality on the
Metallic K.0. album, Iggy Pop
asked
the
adoring/despising
crowd if they would prefer
another Stooges original or a
"S S minute Louie Louie". Not
surprisingly, the crowd clamored
for the Louie Louie option. As
the band broke into the opening
bars of the song (the only bars
of the song) Iggy moaned "I
never thought it'd come to this."
Just one of the million anecdotes I have at my fingertips
about this "song", which, as
the liner hype to this fine album
claims, has become a lifestyle. It
is called the "no.1 all-time favo·
rite rock song" but there are
many who claim it is the only
rock song •· all others being rip·
offs or, to borrow a theological
term, "types": all previous rock
songs merely looked forward
to "Louie Louie" all later ones
merely look back.
This album contains 9 ver·
sions of "Louie Louie" and one
cut
called
the
"Hallelouie
Chorus" which, you may have
guessed, is a translouiefied ver·
sion of Handel's "Hallelujah
Chorus". All the cuts here are
classic ·· some of them aren 'c
bad either.
Richard
Berry's
original
(which is obscenely hard to find)
appears here, as does the Kings·
men's hit. So do the Sonics'
s1xt1es "psychedelic"
garage
punk version, Black Flag's hard·
core anti-love paean, The Sand·
pipers' latin-muzak version (they
also did "Guatanamera" remem·
ber?).
There are also some hilarious
ones - the Rice University
Marching Band's drum corps ver·
sion, the Last from San Fran·
cisco doing a ridiculous Doors·
ish rendition and Lez Dantz
(geddit?) performing a per verse
David Bowie send-up.
The list of Louie Louie ver·
sions which are not on this al·
bum is endless. There are some
400 in existence, including the
Bunny Game's "Psycho Louie"
and D.O.S 's "Skin Louie" and
an upcoming version by the in·
famous other D.O.S.
by M.D.
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by Peter Freele
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The University of Windsor
Lancer basketball team's playoff
hopes were dashed Tuesday
night in Hamilton when they
were narrowly defeated 71-70
by the McMaster Marauders.
In other OUAA-West playoff
games, Brock beat Guelph 89-52
while Western beat Laurier 9377.
Both Windsor and McMaster
played poorly in the first half
and went to their locker rooms
tied, 33-33.
In the second half, Mc\1aster quickly surged ahead to
a ten point lead. The Lancers
fought back to within six
points, but couldn't crack McMaster's lead until the last
minute of play.
Then, with five seconds remaining, the Lancers were down
by three points with the ball in
their possession. Jim Kennedy
drove for the hoop, made the
basket, and appeared to have
drawn a McMastcr foul.
When the referees saw it
differently and called Kennedy
for an offensive foul, the pressure was on McMaster's Rosenkranz. Rosenkranz went to the
line-and threw up a brick. Kennedy grabbed the rebound, called a time out with three seconds
left ,and Windsor's destiny was in
their own hands.

The Lancers inbounded the
ball past half court and called
another time out. Windsor now
had the ball past half court
with two seconds left and appeared ready to take the win
away from McMaster.
Unfortunately it wasn't to be.
Kennedy inbounded the pass
behind Hunt Hool who had to
fight to get a handle on it.
Hool threw up a desperation
shot, which almost went m, and
the Lancers' season was over.
Lancer coach Paul Thomas
was philosophical about the loss
and the season.
While saying
he was "disappointed, I can't
remember
the last time we
went out this early," he added
that "it was a heck of a season."
''We're a young team," he
continued, "with a lot of potential." Thomas stated that he
has been saying all season that
the team is inexperienced, that
everyone is eligible to play next
year, and that they should be
very tough next season.
Windsor did have some good
news this week. Lancer centre
Rob Biasutto, playing in his
first year in the OUAA, was
named to the OUAA first Allstar team.
Biasutto led the
OUAA in rebounding with a
12.8 average and was second in
the OUAA-West scoring with an
18.2 average.
As well, Hunt
Hool was named to the OUAA
second All-star team.

Lane~ Photo by DAVF DORKF.N

L~ncer goalie Steve Sapardanis stopped 47 Toronto shots on Saturday
him.
by John Slama
Windsor coach Dr. Bob Corran said before the game that
The I lockey Lancers ended a
the Lancers would have to
cough season in a tough way
keep the score down to 2-1 or
last weekend, playing the two
3-2 ro have a chance to win
top teams in the OUAA.
against the Laurier club.
It
Friday night the Laurier
might have worked if the LanGolden Hawks secured second
cers had not let the game get
place and a bye in the playoffs
away from them early on.
by beating Windsor 5-2. On
Laurier scored three goals in
Saturday
nigh.t the Toronto
the first period and two in the
Blues beat Windsor 6-3 in a
s~cond befor<> the lancer defgame that was really meaningless
ence settled down and stopped
since Toronto had already lockgiving up the puck in their
ed up first place and Windsor
own end.
was eliminated from the playArchie Serafinouski and Jeff
offs two weeks ago.
Parent scored the Windsor goals

Presen
ts

and Matt Sekela was very hot
between the pipes.
If Sekela was hot against the
Hawks on Friday, Steve Sapardanis was on fire against the
Blues on Saturda}.
He faced
fifty-three shots from the most
potent offence in the country
and, like Sekela the night before,
prevented the final score from
being as high as it could have
been.
Windsor kept pace with the
Blues through two periods, and
in fact took the lead first when
Parent scored his seventeenth
continued on page 15

.MONA LISA

Note To All Members

WndsorWarlocb

night, but let this one get behind

.,,1 Are you sick Worried?

Tonite
University of
Windsor
Appreciation
Night

Palm & Card
Reader
Psychic

935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

..-' Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with your job
or
business?

Phone 966-301 2
For Info.
i..
Open 9 AM - 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.

featuring
" KILLING TIME1'

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" M emb e rship s Available''

Student Specials
All Night

Happy Hour 5-7 pm

ONE BLOCK EASTOF U. of WI N DSO R SPORTSCOMP LEX

CREATION AND ITS CRITICS
A.n.s~ers to comm on qu estions and
cnt,crsms on th e creation movement
by
Henry M. Morris
D r. M o rr!s' latest publicati on3 1 pages-write for a free copy
Creation Science Association
of Canada
P.O. Box 34006
Vancouve r, B.C. V6J 4M1
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L~Vto hosttrackfin~ s

by John Slama

Nightly
7:00 p.m .
9:10 p.m.

AFRICANARTIFACTSDISPLAY
Student lounge . Mon. 5-Wed . 7,
10 am-4 pm
LECTUREON AFRICANART
by Prof. M. Farrell
A,sumption loungE>,Mon. s. 3 00 pm
SYMPOSIUM
coup, ,n Africa
Effects on Dev . of Africa
Assumption lounge , Wed. 7, 4:30 pm
AFRICAN FOOD NIGHT
Vanier Hall East Fri. 9, 7:00 pm. fee: SS
AFRICANCULTURAL SHOW
Drama : "The plight of an African King",
Ambassador Auditorium, Sat 10, 7:30
pm fee· S4 advance. SS at the door

march5·10

INFO: P•trick 2Sl-21f,3
lH ...Muie 2S8·6019

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y<;photography
3877 Dougall Avenu e
Countrys ide Squ are
Wi ndsor. Ontario

969-6900

WANTED

The University of Windsor track and field team
is busy gearing up for the OUAA/OWIAA Championsh ips which they will host March 2 and 3.
At the Huron Open last Saturday in Ypsilanti,
Michigan, the Lancerettes faced Heavy American
competition, but still had some pleasing results.
Tina Beaton 's time of 4.40.6 in the 1500
metres was good enough for fourth place and
broke Linda Staudt's old school record by two
seconds.
Another University of Windsor record was set
by the 4x400 metre relar team of Elaine Weeks,
Lisa Nagy, Maxine Walkes and Janet Root. Their
t-ime of 4 07.33 took sixth place.
There are still two meets before the Ontario
championships, which will be the last chance
for any Lancers to cmalify for the Nationals. The
men's team are at East:r 1 Michigan University today and the Monarch Open takes place this Saturday at Macomb Commun 'ty College.
Teams from sixL:en universities will compete
at rhe Ontario finals, including the powerful York

Greg Joy, the silver medalist in the high jump
at the Montreal Olympics, will also compete for
the University of Toronto.
Windsor head coach Dr. Mike Salter said several
Windsor athletes aso have good chances for me?als. Elaine Week~ can win the gold in the long
Jump and Steve Gibb has a shot at the silver in
high jump behind Joy, and an outside shot at the
bronze in the triple jump.
The women's 4x200 relay team of Weeks, Nagy,
Debbie Remekie and Mariane Ofner, currently
ranked numl>cr one in the country, could finish
anywhere from first to fourth, because the top
teams arc that close.
Tim Ryan 111 the 1000 metres and Jan Root in
the 1000 metres also have good chances for a
medal.
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by Sharon Pyke

The Lancerette volleyball team ran into top
Canadian competition at the OWIAA semi-finals
last weekend. Despite their efforts, they succumbed to the nationall} ranked Ottawa Gee Gees,
the McMaster Maurauders, and the Queen's Golden
Gaels.
In their first match against the Gee Gees, who
are ranked seventh in the CIAU, a combination of
power hitting and blockmg proved too much for
the Lancerettes. They lost in three straight games,
15-7, 15-5 and 15-13.
Some hours later, Windsor was defeated by the
McMaster team, but not without a fight. Scores
were 15-10, 15-13, 9-15 and 15-5. These two de-

feats on Friday left the Lancerettes with no hope
of going to the finals.
On Saturday, they played the Golden Gaels
and lost three straight to the more powerful ream.
Queen's constantly used their middle hitter,
which was sometimes too much for the Windsor blocks. The scores were 15-4, 15-8, and 1512.
Queen's and Ottawa will advance to the finals
this weekend, along with York and Waterloo.
the division champions who received a bye.
Lancerette coach Marge Prpich said she is not
disappointed in the team 's season and is anxiously
looking forward to next year's team. The Lancerettes will lose two senior players who will be
sorely missed. Fran Armaly and Elaine Daniel
are graduating out of Communication Studies and
Human Kinetics, respectively.
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WOMEN'S
l>A Y
Saturday, March I 0, 1984
A ' Coilehration March" from Jack ,on Park to St. Alphonws Church,
64 Park St. I- . ,tarting at IO JO
Phone 2S4-4192 with name of
group and number of participants.
\ • Wi>m~n 's l· air \\ i II follow from
noon to 4:JO pm . Phone 253-1 l l 7
"WINDSOR
WOMFN 01
!Hf
YI ,\R"
DINNl •H. l'hurs. March
1!, 1984 at 6:00 pm ,
I ick.:h arc 5 l 2 po,r po,rson. purchased
1n
advance
at
l..:sa <,allerie,. St. Clair College
Wonu•n 's Ct"ntre, Women ·s lncen
tin: Centre and South Shon: Books
Oistress
Line
VOLUNTEERS
NFEOEU.
A challenging exper
ience which offer~ opportunit)
for
self.growth
as well as helping
others.
Training on March 16,
17, JI, and April 7. Phone Marilyn at 2SJ-6JS I.
VOLUNTEERS needed at \\ indsor
& Area Labour Retirees Centre
(Ottawa St.) for craft program,
office
work,
fund raising and
wood working.
Call Cathy at

_

___,

Windsor Coalition
for Develop.
ment needs VOLUNTEERS for a
ne\\ program.
Phone Mare at
2S8 ,4S0l.
Office work experience is an asset.
John HO\\ard Society of Windsor &
Es~cx Count>
needs VOLUNT EI · RS who are mature and responsible for driving trips to take
famil> members to federal pene.
tentaries and provincial correctional
institutions
All expenses paid.
Phone Michelle at 252-3461.
Greater Windsor Senior CitiLens
need V OLUNTFFRS
to visit elderly
citilens.
Phone
Jean
2541108.
NOTICE: • Temptation of Power"
is a film giving background
to
modern Iran through an examina .
tion of the failure of 1he revolution
begun in 1962 pinpoints the persons in society most adversely
affected
by the former Shah's
policies.
It will have a public
showing on March 12 at 7 PM
at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.
This event is sponsored by the
Political Science Department
and
Iona College.

__ _

WANTFD:
Two female students
or a couple (with or without a
child)

to

sublet

a

large,

clean
May I,

2 bedroom apt. as of
1984.
Located near the University and maJor hus lines. Call
2S3-4661 or 258-2635.
[OR SALE:
1976 VW Beetle.
Fuel injected,
mags, very good
bod) (neY- blue paint). Safetied .
$1,950. Phone 966-4496.
WANTED BOARDED:
lor t\\O
bedroom
apt. on Riverside Dr.
at 2161 between
Rankin and
R:indolph.
Private entrance, furnished except for bedroom suite,
Excellent location with beautiful
view.
$200 including utilitie,.
Many extras, laundry and parking.
Phone 2SS-9JS7 after 2 PM.
NO T ICE: AFRICAN
STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION presents Africa Week
'84. Opening Ceremony
Monday
March S. Artifacts display March 5Wed. March 7. Speech with slide
show, Mon. March S at 3:00 p.m
Education Seminar
Wed. March 7,
4:30 p.m .-6 00 p.m. at Assumpt ion
Loune.
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YUKON
JACK
ATTACK#1.

OR.

Seo
Woe

Mar

10 am - 4 pm
Ambassador Auditorium
Please come-Someone
needs your help
Sponsored by the
Nursing Society

bV

VoUeyboD
Lancerettes
eliminated

253-3559

large number of people
to give blood
on
March 6th, 1984
from

team which has several Olympic hopefuls. Desai
Williams, the 60 metre record holder, Mark McKoy, the Canadian record holder in the 1500 metres, and Molly Killenbeck in the 600 metres will
all represent Canada at the Los Angeles games.

FormoreYukon
jackrecipeswrite: MOREYUKON JACK RECIPES
,
Box2710,PostalStation M
u; Toronto, Ontario M8Z5P1.

You have seen the poster.
You know what it means.
Generat ion, the Uni versity
of Windsor literary revue, is
accepting submissions of
poetry , prose, photography
and artwork.
·The deadline is March 1.
Send submissions to J.
Liddle, c/o the Departme nt
of English, or The Lance.
Do it now.
Rig ht now.
O r suf f er t he wr ath of Mary
Worth.
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When the going get s fast, Windsor Lancers swim
cearngets faster.
The Lancers missed out on the medals in the
oUAA Swimming championships,
held at Laurier
last weekend, but in terms of personal performances, they were the best ever.
Brian McManus' time of 24: 35 seconds in the 50
metre freestyle was good for fourth place, and a
measely four one hundredths of a second off the
silvermedalist's performance .
The Lancer showed his best stuff in the consolacion finals of the 100m fly with a winning time of
1 00.12.

McManus is a definite medal contestant
CIAU 's March 1-3.

r-;:=======::;-====;::;:=::;:::;;---i

by CraigColby

The entire Lancer wrestling team went down
with injuries at the OUAA championships last
weekend at Western.
Vince Matte, Leon Bieszk, Angelo Fiorito,
Rick Baggio, and Mike Beecham all were hurt
during the meet which dashed all medal hopes
for the team. Angelo Fiorito fared best by finishing fourth. He was beating the second seeded
wrestler with two minutes left in the match
when he hurt his ankle and ended up losing by
only three points. He then lost ro the first place
finisher.
Mike Beetham finished sixth despite reinjuring
his knee in a match with the first seeded wrestler.
Leon Bieszk also finished sixth despite having
cendonitis in both his knees. He got the tendon1cistwo days before the meet.

0 Men's

h~

in the

•v & Women's
DifferentWear

The club also amassed a string of personal bests
at the meet.
Frank Wilkie was his fastest ever in both the 50m
freestyle and the 100m backstroke. Al Jones recorded his PB in the 100 and 200m breaststroke.
The foursome of Wilkie, McManus, Martin Vallve
and Steve Fall had outstanding personal times in the
400m medley relay.
Because of the upcoming 1984 Olympic Games,
the heats were very quick. Competitors like Alex
Bauman, the world record holder in the 200m Individual Medley, were gearing up for the games.
Rookie diver Ken Soulliere made a strong showing at the competition, placing sixth on the onemetre board and seveth on the three-metre board.

Wrestlers
succumbto u,iuries

((\)ti,

1O'M, Dlacou11t for

Student•
75 University Avenue W
Windsor . Ontario
N9A 2Y5
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AND NEED HELP?

Call...

We Care For
You and Your Unborn Child

Vince Matte suffered a separated shoulder
ten seconds into his first match after he was
thrown.
Rick Baggio aggravated a neck problem warming up before the meet.

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

Wrestling coach Dan Brannigan said that his
team wrestled well all year and that the team will
have a good nucleus next year with all five participants in the OUAA championships returning.
He also said that the team will be strengthened
by some good talent coming out of the high
schools.
This year 's team was hurt by injuries and
academic problems with only five of the original
thirteen members with the team at the end of
the season. Without the injuries the team would
have finished in the medals, Brannigan said.

HockeyLancers
loseat home
and the Lancers were unexpectedly tied with the Blues after
two periods.
Third period goals by Ken
Duggan, Hidi, and Mike Todd
put the game away for the
Blues.
Altogether
it was not a
bad weekend for the Lancers
who had ro play over several
injuries. Rob Serviss and Tim
Beam were still out, while Mike
McKegg missed Friday's game
and played Saturday with a
bad knee.
Several other Lancers played with assorted bumps
and bruises.

continuedfrom page 13
goal just 56 seconds into the
game.
Toronto's Phil Drouillard got
that one back for the Blues but
the Lancers took the lead again
courtesy of Ray Pekar. Andre
Hidi, the league's leading scorer,
connected on a power play for
a 2·2 tie at the end of the
first period.
The teams exchanged goals
in the second period as well,
Flavio Severin scoring for the
Lancers, Darren Boyko replying
43 seconds later for the Blues,

Look for a wrap-up o( the
season and a look ahead at
next year in a future edition of
The Lance.

Synchro-swimming
Barbara Millar and Kelly
Godson took sixth place in the
OWIAA championships at McMaster University February 17
and 18. They competed against
twins Penny and Vicky Vil·
lagos of .\1ontreal, who may
represent Canada in the duet
event at the Los Angeles Olympics.

OPPORTUNITIES
FORGRADUATE
STUDIES
IN
BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY
OFALBERTA

WOMEN~INTRAMURALBASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Playoffs start this week therefore
Good luck to all teams.

no statistics

1are available.

MEN'S BALL HOCKEY
ORR DIVISION
Scorpians
Woofers
Marawders
Nighthawks
Blackcats
Grenadians
Headbutss

GP
4
3

3
4
2

3
4

w
3

L
1

3
3
2

0
0

1
1
1

1
2

w

L
0
1
0
1
1

2

3

T
0
0
0

PTS
6
6
6

0
0
0
0

4
2
2
2

T
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
1

PTS

GRETZKY DIVISION

\faple Buds
Essex
Delta Chi
Slashers
Slimes
Data fl
Trouble
In-Laws
Gators

GP
4

3
2
3
2

3
4
2

3

4
2

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

2
2

1
2

8

A number of exciting and competitive games
were played Monday night. Since the Sex Pots had a
limited number of players, they couldn't overcome
the Dunkers who won by a score of 32-20. Diardra
Fleming had 20 points for the Dunkers while Julie
Marshall added 8 points for the Sexpots.
The Slammers defeated the Spasmoids 40-34
with Julie Gilligan, Lorri Stewart and Linda Edds
contributing 8 points a piece for the Slammers while
Era Freisinger had 14 points for the Spasmoids.
Finally, the Benchers were victorious over th<;
Lakers by a score of 28-8. Marie Armstrong led the
scoring with 10 points while Angie and Anne had 4
points each for the Lakers.
Thursday night saw the Basketcases defeat the
Dunkers 35-12 with Mary Hanson contributing 18
points. Also the Slammers ousted the Benchers 24
to 16. Kim had 10 points in the winning effort.
The Lakers overcame the Sexpots in a game full of
action as well as fouls. Hang in there Sexpots!
Mike and Rich, you're doing a great job!

Standings as of Feb.17 /84

4

3
3
2

2
2

1
1

I,

The Department of Biochemistry of the University
of Alberta (23 academic staff members) is recruiting
suitable candidates interested in research in the
following fields: biochemical virology and vira l
oncology; membrane biology; the structure and
function of proteins including enzymes; x-ray
crystal lograph y and NMR spectroscopy; DNA
structure, replication, and interaction with proteins;
DNA mediated gene transfer; biochemistry and
molecular genetics of immune responses; metabolic
control mechanisms; and molecular biology of
bacterial surface structures. Stipends for graduate
students may be available through a major granting
agency such as the Alberta Heritage Foundation for
Medical Research ($11,400. + $2,500. research allowance per annum.

Basketcases
Slammers
Benchers
Spasmoids
Lakers
Dunkers
Sixth Floor Sex Pots

GP
4
4
5
4
5
5
5

w

L

4
4
3

0

2
2

2

1

4

0

5

0
2

3

PTS
8
8
6
4
4
2
0

Interested applicants should contact:
Dr. John S. Colter, Chairman
Department of Biochemistry
Medical Sciences Building
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H7
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Important Notice to All
Graduate Students
From the Graduate Student
Society Executive

--

Scholarship
The Graduate Student Society Executive
is offering one scholarship for $1,000. The
scholarship is available to full-time Graduate
Students only. Applications will be available
at the Grad House, Monday to Friday, March
5th through to March 23rd.
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Election
Nomination forms will be available at the
Grad House from March 5th to March 16th.
The Election will be held on
Friday, March 23rd.
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Positions

President
Vice-President-Internal
Vice-President-External
Two Senators
Treasurer/Secretary
Social/Publicity Director
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Nominations close at 8 p.m.,
Friday, March 16th
The Grad House Bar is open from 7 p.rh.-1
a.m., Monday-Friday
552 Sunset (Across the street from the Math
Buiding.)
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by Kevin Rollason

Whether there are grounds for
a reelection has been the subject
of controversy in the days since
the election results were announced.
The controversy started when
a petition asking for a reelection
was circulated around the campus. It stated that since there
were two procedural errors during the Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) election on February 22, there should be a reelection.
The petition said that one of
the procedural errors was the
students of the Faculty of Education were unable to vote
since they had been assigned to
schools as practice teachers.
The other error was the delay
in counting the 5 3 ballots from
the School of Business, which
had been neglected during the
election counting.
(Security
guarded these ballots, along with
the counted ballots, overnight
until the recount of ballots.)
Carolyn Ozimek, SAC VicePresident and one of th'! candidates for the SAC Presidential
election, would only say that
"group of people" were behind
it. While she would not officially
endorse the group she would not
disapprove of their actions either.

a

by Philip Rourke

On Thursday, February 16,
two Malaysian VISA students
were expelled from the University of Windsor for cheating.
Expelled are William Yong
and Tick-Lim Ching, both 4th
year students. The students
were found guilty of violating
Article I of By-law 31- Yong
for having let Ching write his

David Laird, SAC President,
felt that the people who circulated the petition had "looked
at minor things to try to overturn the election."
Laird said that if he had to,
he could start a petition refusing to have another election.
Chief
Electoral
Officer,
Sherry Thrasher, said the election had been held during,
the most convenient time
for everybody, including the
Faculty of Education."
As far as Thrasher was concerned, "David won fair and
square."
Rob Steidl, the Faculty of
Education President, felt that
while there was a valid argument for having another election, he said the Faculty did
not really care if there was another election or not.
Steidl was very disappointed
with the lack of attention his
faculty received during the SAC
election. He said thar neither
candidate put up posters or
made speeches there.
His feeling, Steidl said, was
the candidates felt the faculty
did not exist. They were only
noticed now that they could
be used as an excuse for a

there to be a reelection there
had, " ... to be substantial irregularity and violation."

voted in 1984, which was 2.4%
of the entire student vote,
while in 1983, 68 students
voted, which was 2.75% of the
entire student vote.
Because of these figures,
Laird felt it refuted the statement made in the petition that
education students were not able
to vote.
Laird said that in order for

,

•

,

•

Thrasher said if there were
valid grounds for a reelection,
she would have called for one.
But, she said, "I believe 100%
that the election was held fairly
for the en tire student bodv."
The SAC lawyer, Doug Phil-

•

lips, reiterated this feeling. He
stated, in a memo to Laird,
that he was satisfied there was
no technical irregularity in the
election. He concluded that,
" ...
a new election is therefore unnecessary."
Only SAC can decide whether
there are grounds for a reelection. The next SAC meeting is
March 14.

Lance Photo by GLENN WARNER

Its Africa Week 84 at the Un 1vers1ty. Art, culture and food will be presented until Saturday.

final calculus examination on
April 27, 1983, and Ching for
having written it.
Cheating penalties according
to Article 1 of Bylaw 31 range
from a failing grade on a paper
or an exam to expulsion. Ken
Long, Dean of Students, felt
that "cheating jeopardizes the
very integrity of the institution"
and that expulsion, in the case
of both Yong and Ching, was
the only viable sanction.

The Senate Judicial Panel,
made up of three professors and
two students, casted four affirmative votes for expulsion. Eighty per cent agreement was needed from the Panel for a verdict.
Jon Carlos, President of the
International Students' Society,
feels that this sanction is "unnecessarily harsh" and that "precedent has been broken."
Both students were charged
under the following examples of

misconduct in the Proscription
stated by Article 1 of Bylaw ·31
a) "Dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly
furnishing false information to
the University."
b) "Forgery, alteration, or
use of University documents, records or instruments of identification with intent to defraud."
c) "Intentional obstruction
or disruption of teaching, research, administration, disciplinary proceedings, or other University activities, including public
service functions, and other authorized activities on University
premises."

Yorkwantsmorefunding,
enrolment
other areas risk "instant obsoiescence·:,.
SCARBOROUGH, Ont. (CUP) - Despite provinMacDonald cited shifts in computer programcial government plans to further cut back Ontarming techniques which have made it difficult for
io's university system, York University president
those trained in the field several years ago to find
Ian MacDonald insists there should be increased
jobs now.
enrolment and funding for post secondary educaGeneral degrees give students the flexibility to
tion.
adapt to change. Adaptability is important because
In a recent address to faculty and students at
"rapid technological change makes it almost
the University of Toronto's Scarborough College,
impossible
to predict where the jobs of the future
MacDonald said the provincial government should
will be," he said.
commit itself to a "flexible education system" in
MacDonald, a former deputy treasurer ·of Onwhich the humanities and sciences are stressed.
tario, said the government's current retraining
Without the humanities and social sciences,
programs are a short term solution to long term
&:aduates will lack insight into the ethi;al questions surrounding the application of new technol- _ youth unemployment. He said he thinks the government should worry less about its budget defiogies, he said.
cit and more about stimulating growth in the
Students who specialize in marketable fields
economy.
of study like computer science to the exclusion of

There are ten examples of
misconduct in Article 1 of Bylaw 31, these being the first
three. Sanctions for violating
any of these examples of misconduct in the Proscriptions
stated of Article 1 of Bylaw 31
are outlined in the following
order of harshness: admonition,
censure, disciplinary probation,
restitution,
suspension
and
finally, expulsion.
The Article also notes that
under section 362 of the Criminal Code of Canada, impersonation at an examination is an

offense.
Ching, before appearing in
front of the Senate Judicial
Panel, was tried in Provincial
Court under section 362 of the
Criminal Code. He was found
not guilty of the charge.
Bylaw 31 was amended on
September 8, 1983. David Siksay, Resource Director for Community Legal Aid, argued in a
letter to the editor of The Lance
:hat "the problem with the old
Bylaw (in Article 1, Proscriptions Stated) was that the individual misconduct
categories
were not defined."
"On occasion, the Judicial
Panel was asked what terms
such as 'cheating' meant. They
were unable to answer this, yet
were expected to decide cases
wherein such misconduct was
complained of."
"The new Bylaw retams these
same misconduct categories lacking in definition and makes them
mere illustrations. Not only are
members of the student body
open to charges of misconduct
within these categories, but they
may also be open to charges of
misconduct in areas that the
continued on page 2
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~ Students
expelled
definite period. The cond' .
, .
.
ltJ0111
o f rea d mission, 1f any is Penn
tefd, shall. be stated in the or~
o expulsion."
Currently the MalaysianS
dents' Association (MSA)· tu.
.
ISCf.
cu 1atmg a petition prot
the verdict. The petition
that those who have signed
"feel that a cheating cased~
not warrant an expulsion. In,
stead we feel that a suspens·
.
I~
or pro b at1on would be fair
Carlos felt that there
"
lie
.too many unanswered qucs,
tions and uncertainties that aJ.
Jude to the fact that this m
not be only a disciplin~
action."
"The •method of cheatingD
not as important as the filll!
verdict," he said.
SAC President David Laird
said t~at "by looking at Pill
cases, 1t appears that this sane,
tion is out of line for stud(nts
expelled for the: first time cbca.
ting."
Mr. Long is not prC1Ct11h
available for comment. He is00
vacation.
Or. Cassano, Vicc-Presidcm
Academic, felt that he couldnot
comment because the case iscur,
rently under appeal and that any
comments he made may jeop11·
dize the proceedings.
A Senate appeal committecn
presently being set up and u
appeal will be made:.

continued from page 1

March 8

-Iona College Series, Dr. Mary Lou
Dcitz-"Thc
Causes of Homocidc".
At 208 Sunset, 12 Noon.

opposition in New Zealand will speak
at the Moot Court in the Law Building
at 5:00 PM.

-International Woman's Day Awards March 14
Dinner at the Chicken Court, 6:30 PM.

-Carribcan Students Association Cultural Exhibit from 10:00+oo
PM.
At the Extension Lounge, University
Centre.

March 9

-African Food Night at Vanier Hall
East, 7:00 PM. This is part of U of
W's "African Week '84".

March 10

-African Cultural Show, Music, Dancing, Poetry and Drama. Ambassador
Auditorium at 7:30 PM.

March 15

-Editor
of America Magazine, the:
Rev. Joseph O'Hare: will be a speaker
for the Christian Culture Series.
Topic:
"Religious Faith and Public
Policy"-Assur;nption Lounge:, 8 PM.

March 12

April 5 -

-Lisa Matheson will speak of her
experience in Lesotho, Africa with
Canadian Crossroads International last
summer. Hear about the opportunity
to be an overseas volunteer at Iona
College, 208 Sunset, 7:00 PM.

Detective Scrcptuk of the
Windsor
Police
Department
testified that he could identify
Teik-Lim Ching's fingerprints on
Yong's examination paper.
Maria Papp, Yong's calculus
professor, could not say under
oath that she was sure that
Ching wrote Yong's exam on
April 27, 1983, but did identify Ching as the man who "looks
like" the person who wrote
Yong's exam.

Live from Toronto U-know award
winner Blue Peter, Ambassador Auditorium.

Any group interested in having events
listed in this place should leave the:
appropriate: information at the Lance
Office in care: of Peter Deck.

-"Ar c Civil Courts Irrelevant?".
Geofrey Palmer, the leader of the

Under the terms of Bylaw 31,
expulsion is defined as "termination of student status for an in-

WE'RE LOOKING FORA FEW
NOTICE:
Alcoholics Anonymous
mwting {Gay and Letbian fel•
lowltlip).
Monday wening, 7:30
PM at Iona College, 208 Sunwt,
bal9fflent, phone 252.3842 for
further
infonnation.
Also on
Thurldays llt 7 30 PM at 336
Sunaat.
SUBLET:

HouM,

1 block

from

UniYenity, 2 bedroom, fully fumithfid 8-nent,
2 porchet.. $275
per month (nee.I. Availabla from
May 1 to Sept, 1. Call 253-6045
and uk for Jane or Janice.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Multiple Sder0li1 Society for -im
program at the V Fridays 2:30 to
4:15. Mala preferred. Call Wendy
735..2132.
Alao, volunt-.
for
Carnation Day week of Mothen
Day, phone Lori at 969-3427.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
RiYerview Hoapital for day recreational and crafts.
They are
also in need of a French speaking
voluntear to ,..i
and do rea"eat,
ional actiYitie9.
Phone Paulette
at 254,6426.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Cape Program to assist or teach
wood working, time is flexible,
the•
people are really in need.
Phone Deana, 266-6800 or 255.
7440.
FOUND:
A pair of aviator eye
glaon the cornllf' of University
and California, Pidc them up at
the Front Delk of the Student
Centre.
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED
by
Childs Place for clerical, prefer .
ably typing, office work and re' ceptlonist. Phone Shirley
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
WindlOr and Aru Labour Retiree
Centre
(Ottawa Street)
for a
craft program, office work, fund
raising.
Call Cathy, 253-3559.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
John Howard Society of Wind10r
& Essex County. Should be mature
and responsible for driving trips
to take family members to federal
penitentiaries and provincial correctional institutions. All expen,es
paid. Phone Michelle at 252,3461.
HOUSE FOR RENT :
From
May 5 to Sept. 5, 2 bedroom,
2 floor hou•
with driv-ay,
2 minute walk from campus,
fully furnished, full kitchen, full
bathroom with lhower, large ba•·
ment for storage with extra fridge,
$212 per month plus utilities..
Located at 2149 Univenity Ave.

WIit. P..._
at 268-7484.
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Goon RECRUITS.

pOLICEACADEMY
OFFICIALENTRANCEEXAM

UP...
YOU HAVE A
CHANCE TO WIN
WITH POLICE
ACADEMY

:i:

William Yong admits that
"Teik-Lim Ching did sit in the
exam for me." According to
the statement of the Judicial
Panel, .\ir. Ching denied that he
had "any knowledge of the
examination and gave no explanations to why the examination
paper bore his fingerprints."

-Gunther
Handl "Extra territorial
Jurisdiction;
Canada at odds with
the US", at the Moot Court in the
Law Building, 4:00 PM.

- John Tank and Keith Blackie:}',
Jazz lmprovisors at Artcite, 1233
University Ave. West, 8:00 PM.

March 11

"How is the Judicial Panel to
administer justice under th~se
circumstances? If there arc no
concrete definitions of miscon·
duct, are differently composed
Judicial Panels free to adopt
their own, differing definitions?"

- Jan Robes, Canada's most versatile
performers will play in Room 139 of
the Music Building at 3:30 PM.

- lntcrnat10nal Woman's Day March
and Fair. March at 11:00 AM to
St. Alphonsus Church Hall, 65 Park
Street East, Fair until 4: 30 PM.

_,

Senate has. found impossible to
even categorize, let alone define.

c

I • arresting people

IJ#'t'*'II 1111111'
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ii:

Seeing"POLICE PCADEM'f agalll.

~ whie seer,g

·POLICEPCAOEMY"

STOP.
Thisis III endatIII emn.

POLICE ACADEMY
Contest,
184 laird Drive
Toronto, Ontario
M4G3V7
Deadlines for entries: March 30, 1984
Contest Draw to take place: April 2, 1984
Total Value of all prizes approx . $2125.00.
Winners will be chosen randomly from all
entrants.
Prizes must be claimed as represented.
Contest Expires Apnl 2/84.
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by Georgina Kosanovic

A lecture on life "behind
the plastic curtain" packed Assumption Lounge in the University Centre on February 26.
Ushering in the 1984 season
of the Christian Culture Series,
the evening's speaker was Sister
Mary Jo Leddy, Ph.D., human
rights activist and co-editor of
the Catholic New Times. The
topic of discussion was "The
Liberation of the Middle Class."
Sr. Leddy spoke of the need
for Canadians to recognize the
fact that we are in a state of
captivity, tied as we are to the
consumer culture.
Only by
breaking free of this imprisonment, she claimed, could we
extend truly able assistance to
those in the Third World who
are captives of starvation, sickness, ignorance and oppression.
Citing the estimated 70%
"middle-class" population of the
Canadian Roman Catholic Church as an example, Sr. Leddy
described the middle-class mentality as being one with which a
majority of Canadians can identify. Therefore, any "consciousness-raising" that must be done
should begin at this level of
society.

i an
--,

However, she claimed that
the major obstacle to such
change lies in the ignorance of
the middle class of its problem.
"It (rhe middl e-class)
cannot be liberated until it
realizes that it lives in captivity,"

Sr. Leddy said. "We are bound
by the invisible chains of the
consumer culture."
She went on to describe how
the average consumer is bombarded with advertising images
that indicate that things have
become more important than

persons. Ads that claim that
"Coke is the real thing" or
that "Datsun saves and sets
you free" give personalities to
objects and pervert our thinking.
"These ads tell us that
marketability is our most important goal. We live human

relationships according to the
laws of the marketplace," Sr.
Leddy said. She added that
the values of the advertising
world clearly conflict with the
values of Christianity.
Sr. Leddy pointed to the
development of co-op housing
as an example of a small blow

against the: rampant consumer
society. She also suggested that
families get together and discuss the effects of consumerism
on their lifestyles.
In conclusion, she stated,
"Many people feel that if th ey
can't do everything, they should
do nothing. They're wrong."

Newscience,
newjuffiprudence
by Philip Rourke

"Scientists cannot be the
only custodians of science," said
Dr. C. Weeramantry, the speaker
for the 1984 George M. Duck
lecture, which took place in the
Law Bu_ildingon Monday.

D

may have to review the
whole fabric of the law to deal
with the future dominance of
science over us."
Since the human race has not
been able to move toward the
concept of internationalism, he
argues, there has not yet been
"a common collective effort to
guide us into the future where
science is taking us."
'We

Weeramantry is suspicious of
the ~ys in which science may
be a source of denigration of
the human race. He stressed
that what he was saying was in
no way a denial of scientific
work and progress but that
"there is a possibility that scientific technology may undermine
our rights."

which is typical in Third World
countries. These countries are
frequently without enough food
fer their people and seek out
advances in agricultural science
to find ways of increasing their
agricultural output.
What happens is that a company develops a superior strain
of wheat or rice, the state buys
the seeds from the company and
later finds out that their agricultural base is totally dependent
on these seeds. Thus, in order
for their agriculture to survive,
they have to continue to be the
company's client.
The question is that of the
proprietor's rights because the
holders of scientific knowledge
"can have a vindictive power
over the individual."
Lan,e l'hoto by GL~NN

WAl{NER

Dr. C. Weeramantry, speaker for George M. Du ck lecture

Knowledge is power and can
be used for the good of mankind.
However, "knowledge,
once created, can also put wea-

pons in the hands of people
who want to undermine the
rights of people."
He drew from an example

"Science is moving so rapidly
that before we have comprehended one movement of science, another movement has
come along," said Weeramantry.
"We need a new jurisprudence
for science to deal with this."
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Commerce Society___

Faculty of Business
Administration

___

___

Possible Survey _ __

How far from the university do you live?
How do you get to school? _ Car _ Bus _ Walle _ Oth er
If other, what?
If you drive to school, please complete sections B and D . If you do not drive to school, please
complete sections C and D .
1)
2)

3)
4)

Students:

The Commerce Society is conducting
a survey to help estimate the demand
for additional parking spaces for students
at the University of Windsor. We ask
you to fill out this short survey, whether
you currently drive yourself to the
University or not Your completed survey
will be accepted at the Commerce
Society office, lower level of the Business
building, during normal operating hours.
We understand that this may present
some inconvenience to students from
Mathematics, Engineering, and Human
Kinetics facuities. We do urge you,
however, to take the time to complete
the survey and hand it in at your
earliest convenience.

_

sEcTION A

SECTION B

SURVEY

____

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Do you think there is a parking problem at the U. of Windsor?
_ Yes _ No
Have you ever complained to anyone about a parking problem?
_ Yes _ No
Do you currently pay for a parking space?
_ Yes _ No
If No, would you pay for a parking space if one became available?
_ Yes _ No
Do you think students should:
_ Pay For Parking _ Receive Free Parking
Could you take the bus to school?
_ Yes _ No
If Yes, why don't you take the bus to school?

SECTION C
10) Do you own, or have access, to a car, locally?
_ Yes _ No
11) If Yes, why don't you drive to school?

SECTIOND
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Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the
cafeteria again, there's the possibility of another SAC
election.
At least that is what a petition currently being circulated
around the university would like . It says that because
there were problems and omissions with the election
there should be a reelection.
A question one could ask is who are the originators of
this petition?
The petition is unsigned. According to Carolyn Ozimek,
the candidate who lost the SAC Presidential election, a
"group of people" are behind it. She neither endorses nor
opposes this group who are pet,troning for the reelectron .
Another question that cou Id be asked is whether there
are grounds for a reelection?
The reasons as stated are rather slim. Even though the
education students wereignored by both of the candidates
they are now being used as a possible "lever'' to force
another reelection. The President of the Faculty of Education
does feel this would be a valid reason to have a reelection
but he admits that the faculty does not really care whether
there is another election or not
As well , 41 Education students managed to vote this
year compared to 68 the previous year. Given the margin
of victory this was a bad mistake - but we do not feel it
warrents another election.
Another reason for calling a reelection was the 55
ballots that were not counted on election night. This is not
a very good reason sjnce a security guard was outside
the room where the ballots were discovered at all times.
Nobody .had a chance to get ,nside the room to do any
'doctoring' of ballots anyway. They were counted the next
1 day during the recount - this is not a valid reason for
I calling a reelection.

A reelection could be a very large, costly and time
consuming thing. If an election was unfair to the Presidential
candidates, one would have to say that it was unfair to all
candidates. All of the candidates would have to run
again.
This also opens up the question of new election
procedures. Would you have to open up nominations
again? Would you have to have a whofe new campaign
again? These and other questions would have to be
asked by SAC before there would be another election.
The Students' Council will not be meeting until March
14th to decide this issue. Nominations & campaign
periods could conceivably push the election into thef1rst
week of April- one of the busiest times of the school yea,:
This could lower an already low voter turnout
Before a reelection would be called, SAC must look at
whether it is in the best interests of the student to have a
reelection. Would the "group of people" behind the
petition be so concerned about the results of the election
if 'their' candidate had won?
We would be the first to champion the cause of a
candidate for a reelection attempt if there were valid
reasons for a reelection. In this case, however, there are
no valid reasons - at least not enough to merit an entire
reelection.
The Lance feels that the problems affected each candidate
equally. The mistakes point towards a rethinking and fine
tuning of the election process - not another election this
year.
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Other reasons stated are there were no polling stations
in either Essex Hall or the Lebel Building. ThesearegOOd
reasons, but are they good enough to merit a reelection?
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mately 75 years ahead of the rest of the world in the
formation of a multi-national state and I happen to
believe that the hope of mankind lies in multinationalism ." - 1965
On the Canadian Constitution:
- "Our Canadian Constitution gives provinces the widest
possible jurisdiction in matters of social security. This
permits the government of each province to apply whatever social philosophy is best suited to its own population. The resulting diversity can create a healthy rivalry
between provinces on matters relating to taxation and to
the benefits to be derived for the various taxpayers. In
the Canadian federal system, therefore, a citizen has a
multiple choice, and this increa~es his democratic freedom: within the Canadian econom} as a whole, man·
power and capital will tend to move toward whatever
balance of fiscal changes and social services suit them
best." - 1965

February 29, Prime Minister Trudeau resigned.
0
, :papers across the country had their "The Trudeau
~e~s" pages written and laid out way before that date
~ne;they were only waiting for Trudeau's 0.K. to pubhshthem.
The Globe and Mail had a six_ page Trudeau insert
highlightinghis career's. l?~ and_ high pomts. The'.e w~s
tion of his eccentncmes, his charm and his mtelhmene but the hard facts that economic· pro bl ems d'd
1
genC ,
.
ot always interest him were the pnme focus.
" Tbe Windsor Star on the other hand, didn't live down
'ts reputation of star gazing and highlighted his off-beat
I
character,
devoted a full page colour photo essay to h'1m
and his public life, and documented his political years
not with words, but pictures, from his "flower power"
hippie hairdo in 1971 to his statesman's grin in 1983.
There was discussion in both newspapers as to
whether Trudeau went "the full circle" and did everything he had planned to do when he first became Prime
\linister, or whether he hadn't done the 360 degree turn
(pirouettes beside the Queen do not count) but did not
want to go down in defeat because Trudeau prides himselfon never being outdone.
The fact is that Trudeau outlined his ideals and plans
for Canada in the 1950's and 1960's and those ideals nel'Crchanged. A good reference book to illustrate this is
"Federalism and the French Canadians." Trudeau's
longtime friend Gerard Pelletier describes this colle~rion of essays as Trudeau's "political theory", and 1t
showsthat Trudeau accomplished everything he wanted
to in his public life last February 29. The following are
excerpts from the essays in this book that illustrate this
point clearlr.
On economics:
- "A sound economic policy must never be based on the
assumption, for example, that workers would be ready
to accept a drastic lo\fering of standards of living for the
mere pleasure of seeing a national middle class replacing
a foreign one at the helm of various enterprises." - 196 5
- "As producers and consumers, the working classes in
Quebec (and the rest of Canada) must strive for an economy based on world-wide markets and as competitive
as possible. That is the only way for Quebec (and the
rest of Canada) to become richer in the long run; and
that is why we must reject constitutional reforms that
not only give no indication of increasing economic effi.
ciency, but seen to imply protectionist and is·olationist
politices the benefit of which will be measured in terms
of increased prestige and dividends for propertied classes."- 1965
On nationalism:
- "Nationalists ... are politically reactionary because,
in attaching such importance to the idea of nation, they
are surelr led to a definition of the co!11mon good as

On federal-provincial relations·
- "Caught between centripetal and centrifugal for.:es,
Canada's future, like its past, may continue to oscillate
between times of federal and times of provincial
predominance, depending upon the immediate needs of
the people and the temper of their various polmcians."
1961
- "Firstly l would not in:.ult Queheckcn, l>v maintainmg that ~heir province needs preferential t;eatment in
order to prosper ,, ithin Confederation; and second, I
believe that in the long run this status can onl) tend to
weaken values protected in this way against competition
... In our Canadian federal system, French Canadians
cultural values have a good balance of competition and
protection from aa fairly string state."
1965

a function of an ethnic group, rather than all the people,
regardless of characteristics. !'his is why a nationalistic
government is by nature intolerant, discriminatory, and,
when all is said and done, totalitarian. A truly democratic government cannot be 'nationalist', because it must
pursue the good of all its citizens, without preJudice to
ethnic origin. The democratic government, then. stands
for and encourages good citizenship, never nationalism."
1962
- "I am against any policr based on race or nauonalism
... I always have been although part of that may be just
that I wanted to throw snowballs at authority ... By a
historical accident, Canada has found itself approxi-

On world peace:
"What worries me about the fact that five million Canadians of french origm cannot manage to share their national sovereignty with seven million Canadians of British ongin, besides whom they live and who the}' know,
in general, have no fleas, 1s that this leaves me precious
liu:le hope that several thousand million Americans,
Russians, and Chinese who have never met and none of
whom arc sure the others are not flca-nddcn, win ever
agree to abdicate a piece of their sovereignty in the
realm of nuclear arms."
196 5
- "It would seem a matter of considerable urgenc) for
world peace and the success of the new states that the
form of good go\'ernmcnt known as democratic federalism should be perfected and promoted, in the hope of
solving to some extent the world-wide problems of
ethnic pluralism." - 196 2
On his arrogance:
- "I have never claimed to speak 'on behalf' of anyone;
if the Party docs not agree with my opinions, it can repudiate me; if mv consmuents do not, they can elect
someone else." - 1967
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I'llbuyyoultmch
DearEditor:
I would like to extend an open invitation to President
Franklin; Director of Residence and Food Services, Da·
vid .\tcMurra\' and David Sero of Saga Foods to a day
of "fine" di~ing. I am offering each gentleman $5.00
of my own scrip to "enJoy'' a delicious, nutritious
breakfast, lunch and dinner with me. Perhaps members
from the Lance might be interested in attending this affair. I am willing to "treat" you gentlemen at your
convenience.
Graham McLutash
915 MacDonald Hall
P.S. I would like to thank the Lance for shedding some
lighton the food situation here.

I wantto do it
Dear Editor:
I cast my ballot this afternoon in the math building.
Going through what l considered to be routine procedure, I had my I.D. card stamped and was handed the

· ballot cards. But after I had them filled out, the younger
gentleman to my left asked me to put the sheets beside
the box, informing me that he would place them in the
box h1mself.
"Why?" l asked myself, couldn't I put them in the
box m}'self, isn't this a closed ballot vote? I refused and
was told again that I had to leave it on the side of the
box and that he would put It m himself later, because
that's the way it ,~as done. Again I refused. Finally he
allowed me to put the ballot m the box, telling me that
he had to watch me to make sure that indeed I did put
it in the box (Where else would 1 put it?)
The possibilities are obvious. Ile could be victim to a
faulty \'Oting system or my ballot could have been
thro,, n away, only to be replaced by 'll more favourable
ballot in his eyes. If it's the system, S.A.C. should know
better. if not, I probably wasn't the onl} one. What do
}OU thtnk?
Lorenz Plourde

lmustr~nd
Dar Sir
I must respond to the recent article in the Lance
Feb. 16/84 entitled "Prices Actually Lower at Other
University Cafeterias?"
'I he figures utilized within
the article are presented in a manipulative and presump·
tuous manner which does not accurately display a true
means for comparison. Please note the following:

(1)

The University of Windsor scrip committment of
1982-83 was evaluated using 1983-84 individual
prices and then compared to a 1982-83 plan at
Brock and a 1983-1984 plan at Carleton. This analysis was then, strange!)' enough, coupled with a
1984 85 board plan cost projection for Windsor.
From a purely mathematical sense, the analysis is
invalid, unreliable and unrepresentative of both
the respective plans.
(2) The operating da> s used in the Brock Un1\'ersity
"board" plan comparison, cover periods when the
student is not actually on campus. (ie. selected
weekends at home, some holidays, academic placements off-campus, sporting event paJnc1pat1on etc.)
The premise that for $6.32 per day, Brock students
were alloweq. " ... to car 3 meals per day for all seven
days of the week ... " is totally ab~rd.
( 3) The price comparisons do not take mto effect the
conti nued on page 6
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continued from page 5

following restrictions on the "board" plan which directly affect th
.
e
plan pnce.
(a) Missed .\ieal Factor
Students characteristically miss fifteen t
twenty percent of the meals assigned on a traditional "board~
plan because personal academic timetables, social and recrca.
tional commitments . These missed meals however, have been
previously paid for by the student. The student has then actua).
ly paid for a number of meals he never receives.
(b) The lighter eater pays the same for the board plan than the hea.
vier eater pays, but consumes far less food. This factor usualh
discriminates against women students.
·
(c) "Board" cafeterias are only open during a restricted number of
meal time hours each day. This provides no oottons to the student and results in missed .meals .
(d) "Board" meals are offered in only one location. Decentralized
locations become "cash only" outlets (ie. Roundtable, Univer·
sity Centre, Faculty of Education.)
(e) "Board" entrees arc very restrictive offering very little or no
choice. (ie. three main entrees provided. Special programs like
pizza
delivery,
and
beer
sales
are
not
available).
(f) "Board" plans are non transferrable. The sale of one's plan or
portion of it is not possible.
(g) Contrary to what was printed, unlimited seconds on the board
plan at Brock and Carleton are not offered on the main entree
item (ie . beef, chicken, pork, turkey, fish, etc.) Seconds are
available however on the secondary items, (ie. potatoes, vegetables). This service is, of course, added to the cost of the plan.

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
wrNDSOR
You're Just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility . We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as · • 6 Ball Wall
court s • Uni versal Gymn • Saun as • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Prof essio nal Instru c tion
• Aero bic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All'

Student
Memberships
$50.00

--------------------------------------------,
University of Windsor Student Discount

(4)

Cards will be honoured.
Group lassons available on request
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Geographical variances in labour rates and the cost of product
were not incorporated in the comparison. To only present part of
the picture is unrepresentative of the needs and the concerns of
residence students. It is vital residents become aware of all of
the factors effecting their food services. I applaud the efforts of
the SAC Vanier Committee and the Res idence Food Committee.
Countless hours have been expended b} these committee members towards the best possible program for 1984·85. At this
time the Residence Food Committee is publishing a full compa rative brochure of existing plans as well as a very new approach to
food services which would eliminate the expense and frustration
time variables of the scrip plan but would continue to offe r the
widest range of flexibility and reduced committment
to the
student. Residents should also know that because of the attained
break·e\'en budgetarr point in which the food services depart·
ment is presently operating, prices on most food items will be
frozen for 19 84-8 5.

SPIRTSIIIZ

. (ii.
~
(Q)

1. THE "LINE OF SCRIMMAGE" IS THE LINE:
D where a football play begins
D which divided the North and the South
D uttered by Ronald Reagan in "Knute RockneAll American"
2. A "HAT TRICK":
D is three goals scored by one playerin a hockey
game
[J can be used to conceal a white rabbit
D can be used to conceal baldness
3. "FIRST DOWN" IS:
D the beginning play in a football series
D the start of a row of ducks
D your first OV

The Residence Food Committee representatives will be presenting
all of the material to the resident srudents of their respective build·
ings in the very near future. I urge all residence students to attend
these meetmgc; and hear the facts. Voice your concerns and ger your
questions answered.
Get the whole story!
J . David McMurra y
Director of Residence and Food Services
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Bea bigshot
A pp lica t io ns fo r the po sitio n s of Edi tor and Manag·ing Edit o r of The Lan ce wi ll
b e accepted until Fri day,
March 22n d .
Elections fo r th ese posit ion s wi ll b e held March 26
an d 27th .
Applicants should app ly
at The Lance, 2n d floor ,
Uni vers ity Centre .

The
Commerce Society
present s their

Final Bash of the Year
Come Dance to the 60's Music of

Steve King
and

The Dittlies
Friday, March 9
Ambassador Auditorium
Doors open at 8:00 p. m.
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byPeter Burton
"We are concerned about
. · al issues but we are not
poI1t1C
b
h
always concerned a out t e
qualityof life."
On Wednesday, February 8,
M. Macinnes of Iona ColRev.
. 1d
ave a lecture entit e
1ege g
. ,, . h
"Madnessand Mora 1ity m t .e
Assumption Lounge.
In his
ture
he
focused
on
the
1ec
h . .
three positions that C nst1ans
have traditionally take°: when
faced with the question of
war.
Macinnes said that the first
f
these positions, pacifism, is
0
enerally associated with a per ~n 's complete withdrawal from
to .deal
society. By refusing
.
with a warmongermg society.
pacifists frequently a~andon
those they are attemptmg to
help. As a result, they render
themselves irrelevant in the
politicalculture.
A crusade, a second Christian
position, has in past history
been a movement where "the
victims are only targets for
dispatch." According to Macinnes, the decision leading to
a Crusade is made by an elite
as a result of the invasion of
their holy property and is
justified on the grounds that
"the moral excellence of the
Church deserves that it should
have domination
over the
wholeworld."
A third position, a JUSt war,
is a war that is fought for "a
just order in the wodd." The
costs have to be proportional
to both sides and war has to
be declared by a constitutional
authority.
However,as Macinnes pointed
out, justice has many definitions. For example, Aristotle
felt that it was just to keep
slaves since they were given a
choice between slavery and

h~
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Dr. Reynolds explaining where violence lies in the brain.

death.
Macinnes continued by saying
that "these are all responsible
choices but they must be qualified."
He felt that to justify
any war, the good coming out
of it must outweigh the evil
caused by it. Defining "good"
he felt that the wider the definition is, the better it is for all
ofus.
In concluding, he felt that
the suffering caused by absolute
war was disproportionate with
any good that might come
out of it.

•
On Wednesday, February 22,
Dr. David Reynolds of the
Psychology Department gave a
talk entitled "Violence in the
Brain."
In his talk, Dr. Reynolds
explained
violent
behaviour
through a scientific approach.
He detailed the various information centers in the brain and
how these different centers,
create aggression.
"People experience pleasure
when their interest is peaked.
Thus when the event is n9t
pleasurable but the effect is,

we can understand a little more
the reasons for violent behaviour."
He explained that there are
mechanisms in the brain "which
respond to arousal in a sometimes illogical fashion."
This
is a result of the fact that
"humans enjoy a certain amount
of violence."
This sort of violence he
termed "sweet violence because
it doesn't go p!_lsta certain time,
a certain area and a certain
intensity."
Dr. Reynolds further explained that, due to reflex emotions
within the brain, "violent acts
may take place without great
emotional tone."
His conclusions were threefold: 1) that it is not inevitable
for us to destroy ourselves;
2) that we have a good opportunity to control aggression; and
3) that problems we have are
largely created by our brain
processes.

The seminars were part of the
U. of W. Students for Nuclear

Disarmament weekly
series "Nuclear Noon."

semmar

1QO/ooiscount

Offered
upon presentation of
Student I. D.
1261 Grand Marais Rd. W.
969-1233

Concert Theatre

(313) 823-6400
at the 1-94-Chalmers Exit;
CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR EVERY
NIGHT
Fri. March 9 Jump'n the Saddle
"The Curly Shuffle"
Sat. March 10 - "Girlschool"
Fri. March 16 • "Foghat"
Sat. March .17 - "The Outlaws"
Fri. March 23 - "John Kay & Steppenwolf'
Wed. March 28 · "Accept"
Sat. March 31 - "The Revival"
A Tribute to Creedence Clearwater
Ladies Free Admission Before 9 pm Fri. & Sat Night

BAGGIES ....
Available in
Black, Slate,
Airforce Blue.

10% discount
for Students
& Faculty
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. Windsor Star, ~eb~~ar~ 29: one of
1s quoted as saymg This is survival
minds." This refers to the owners'
strip joint. There is no question tha•
that people can be and arc reduced"
bought and sold in the market placeltff.
Most people do not give a secondc
financial gain. It is perhaps porn
itself, which has paved the way for thi1
Unquestionably much confusion
graphy. Almost every individual adh
tion of the word. Three basic bchtfs
libertarian's, and the feminist's.
Moralists believe pornography is
standards, sex outside traditional main the\!a
ed to it. Civ!l Li.bertarians also bchcic ~ de~s
but they maintain that people hal'ctht fon
they desire; therefore they seek to pr rrolof
inists believe that pornography deals They
that sex is used as a vehicle for th!$ thatpor
portrays and promotes _violenceagainserefor
vehemently opposed to 1t.

wr

Arguments both supporting and diS( ossibl
ative effects on people who arc cxpoScd
p phvh
raised. Some critics have gone so faras aph}
larger advertising industry, stating that s of y,
advertising, particularly in visual disp~
ic. It is quite possible that the dcpictioosilladve
more influential than pornography itsc:
and overall social acceptance.
Few people, however, have arrived1
motives behind pornography and its0
for this is the neglect of most peopleto
exploitation as part of a larger whole.
For sense to be made of this, one
capitalist system is and how it fun
ism,s
divided into basically two groups: thoicthefactc
control big business, and those who labou
in order to make a living.
To find the economic base in porn
of the sexes, it is necessary to look back
In the aftermath of World War II
treat to their domestic roles in the
linked this phenomenon with the buu
that men, in their hatred and/or fear
them back in their places", through po
be true of some men, to conclude that
root of the oppression of women is sun
persists not because it is functional to sc it
ional to the 'owning' or capitalist class.

usingsex to se//_sig:-;;jJ:-an

During the war it was functional m Ill cla.~
women in the work force. ProductIO!:
stopsic
cause 'the boys' were off at war. II roded,t
and America attempted to restabiluc scnlert
upheaval, the war veterans had to bcgi1
So, with 'the boys' back on the
longer functional to employ women.
After giving women a taste of the
limited independence, how was the
going
vmce them to return to domesticil)i , of cou
quite simple: create an image of '11 should
sell it to all women in the working clw.
And so it began.
Advertisements showed women f
waxing floors and playing wife and
television we watched the same sec
off to their jobs and women stayed h
and cleaner of house.
With the birth of Playboy we sa11
objects, commodities for men. The
at every rurn this new image of he
exhibitionist, and sometimes whore.
The product sold, and soon womc
selves to this image of the 'ideal woman
'bliss'.
The sixties came and it appeared
traditional roles would take hold.
protest of the government and revoltcJ
and other social norms. At least on
as if women had achieved equality. If
that period, however, no change, excef(
is reflected.

The sixties melted into the seven
supporters of individuality and equal
suits and ties, married, had children
'euphoria'. This, of course, the media
The seventies concluded in the I
wide economic crisis, the beginning of
ly the capitalist class could not affoN
to escape its oppressive clutches. So began
against the oppression their mothd! d unc
began to move steadily, with some theprof
world of the owning class, shedding th n,the
class faced another economic crisis.
It is at this point that we began to
of v10lent pornograph}' and implicit
This is not, of course, the only mcaJII
'fought back' and is fighting back snll
depiction of women in all media rod
reality of the changing role of \\0111
croachment of women into traditional!
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Marxists argue that sexual inequality develops concurrently with
the development of private property and the state. They explain
that the inferior position of women has been maintained through
all forms of society: slave, feudal, capitalist, and that in each stage,
sexism takes on a different form appropriate to the particular mode
of production and needs of the' owning class.
Direct profit for the 'owning' class is not the only function of
maintained sexism. Inadvertently a financial gain is made by the
owning class because women in a domestic role take care of much
socially needed labour, free of charge. Women in this role can also
serve as an outlet for men to vent ·the anger or frustration thicy may
feel due to their powerlessness within this system, thus lessening
much social tension.
In a larger sense, sexism a5· ideology serves to control or manipulate society, or more specifically the working class, for not only
does it divide the working class people, therefore weakening their
unity, it also reinforces the notion of a social system based on
structural inequality.
Radical Feminists oppose Classical Marxist ideology, claiming
that sex, rather than economics is at the root of sexual oppression
of one gender. They claim that, through sexual division of labor,
men have always exploited and oppressed women.
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It is true that men as a whole do benefit from the subordinate
position of women, at least when women do domestic labor, but
one cannot ignore the reality that men also are shortchanged in
capitalism, at least those of the working class. Not only do these
men lose financially, because the low wages of women lower all
wages (a higher paid worker is always potentially threatened with
replacement by a lower paid worker), but they may also experience
oppression within the home, as there is much pressure on them to
succeed and to provide. In this way the male role expoctations
within the capitalist system are oppressive to men.
Thus it is both men and women of the working class wh,:, suffer
in the most real and direct ways from the inferior position of women
within capitalism. '
Socialist Feminists combine Classical .1\1.arxistideology with the
views of Radical Feminists and argue that both sex and economics
or class division are at the root of sexual oppression and exploitation. They explain that patriarchy and capitalism interact in such a
way as to reinforce each other. However, they ultimately conclude
that sex is at the root.

lybeganto refeministshave
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M~rxists will agree that all women do share some forms of oppression but that sex cannot be the root, as sexual oppression is
part of the ploy of the owning class to make financial gain. They
explain ~!so that the ~adical and Socmlist Feminists' pitting of
men against women ult1mately plays into the hands of those who
serve to benefit most from women's exploitation and oppressionthe owning class.
Socialist Feminists cnt1c1ze Marxism for being too simplistic
and reductionistic, delineating as 1t does, all social phenomena
to economics. Both these claims are faulty. Marxism is not simplistic but simple. The more dependent a theory is, the fewer number of independent elements it will contain; such is the case with
Marxism. Marxists do, of course, believe that, in capitalism, economics is the 'primary variable', but they do not name it as the
only one.

classto have
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Socialist Feminists claim to 'expand' the Marxist framework
under the pretext that it is too limiting and deterministic. However, their 'expansion' is in fact a drastic change in which the essential and scientific nature of the framework is lost. The fact
that they draw on only certain elements of the Marxist framework
(those which suit their theory) shows, as Joanne Naiman puts it,
"their overall lack of understanding of the essence of Marxism."
She goes on to explain that "Marxism is both a coherent theoretical
framework and a mode of analysis."
Socialist Feminists admit that capitalism is a major contributing factor, but refuse to acknowledge it as the primary factor,
focussing instead on the family and subjective experience. However,
"to strc-ss the primacy of personal experience and the 'unspoken
sisterhood' is", as Naiman states, "to move out of the realm of
science into that of metaphysics."
Nevertheless, sexist ideology, culture and personal relationships
are at the base of the Socialist Feminists' proposals for change,
although none of the proposals are ever clear or complete. Naiman
claims that this is "clearly an indication of the weakness inherent
in this (their) framework."
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Engels explains that according to the theory he and Marx developed, "the economic situation is the basis, but the various elements
of the supcrstructure ...also exercise their influences upon the course
of the historical struggles and in many cases determine their form
in particular." Thus, with economics at the root, it is the interaction of all these elements that produces the oppression of women
and of the working class en masse.
Marxists elaborate on this when countering the Socialist Feminists' argument that Marxism as ideology cannot deal with the heans
and minds of women suffering sexual oppression. Marxists do
recognize the importance of thought and feeling. They argue
that these things do not "drop out of the sky" but rather arc reflections of real historical ahd economic conditions.
It may appear as if we, as a people, are progressing. With all
our technological advancements and world wide communication
one might think that we are becoming more civilized and predict
that soon we will be able to solve our economic crisis, 'liberate'
third world countries and put an end to starvation.
Perhaps pornography and the defamation and dehumanization
of women in the media can be Stopped, provided people become
sensitive to their effects and take action, boycotting sexist products.
However, until capitalism, because it functions only by means of
exploitation, cease::,to e~ist, oppression and exploitation of working
class people will prevail.
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BIil Clyne and Lavinia Moyer In "Sea Marks," at Detroit's Attic Theatre
through March 31.

As romantic thrillers go,
Against All Odds scales the high·
er reaches of the genre and it
isn't at all a bad remake of the
194 7 original, Out of the Past.
This is 1984, or thereabouts,
and we get two lovers caught in
a powerplay where the prize is
love, but the game is murder.
The familiar story of man
meets woman, man seduces wo·
man, and man loses woman,
takes on · a new form as the
struggle for power, wealth and
love (waged between Jeff Bridges and co-star James Woods)
culminates in the showdown for
the attentions of Jessie Wyler
(played by Rachel Ward of
TV's Thornbirds fame).
Against All Odds contains all
the murder, sex, blackmail, political intrigue, drugs and more
sex you'd expect from an action
movie. And all of it under the •
hot Mexican sun.

Youandmeboth
by Desmond McGrath

Sea Marks, at the Attic Theatre is light material that is pleasant

enough as a diversion but useless if you're expecting the play to go
anywhere. It's a matter of where you want to place the emphasis:
yes, Gardner McKay's play is too obviously contrived and lacking
in substance, but the appeal of its characters and their quirky twists
of dialogue makes watching it an enjoyable experience.
All of the play's two characters, Colm Primrose (Billy Clyne) and
Timothea Styles (Lavinia Moyer) begin an unlikely romance-by-mail
that leads Colm from his west-of-Ireland fishing boats to an
extended stay at Timothea's Liverpool flat.
From here it's a series of contrasts. Colm 's social life consists of
cards with the lads at the village pub and so he is as unfamiliar to
love as he is to the city. Timothea's ebullience doesn't so much
erode Colm's bashfulness as rip it away in chunks, yet Colm is a
man too long alone to let himself completely go. An old complaint
asserts itself in the end: you can't marry both a woman and the sea,
and the sea ultimtately reclaims him.
Until it does there's plenty of drama and delight watching Timothea's direct manner clash with Colm's direct west-of-Ireland idiom.
In his letters Colm's language approaches poetry; in his rural Irish
Clyne is often musical, so good that it's almost worth going to the
play for that and Moyer's Welsh rhythms.
The light moments between the two arc the most engaging and
spontaneous, here Clyne and Moyers seem as intimate as the theatre itself. The serious moments generally don't fare as well, though
Cline's best moment, and perhaps the play's, comes toward the
end. Timothea, a publisher's assistant, has Colm's letters published
as poems, and in his reading of them before a ladies' club he is most
himself - simple, natural, exiled, looked to the sea.

An accumulated cye-ful char·
acterizes the Mexico locations,
and somehow it proves enough
to strengthen the movie's gut·
grinding appeal.
Bridges turns in a rewarding
performance as Terry Brogan,
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Bridges and Ward In "Against All Odds," currently at Glade Place I.

a lone man on a quest for a
missing woman. Ward is that
woman - independent, crusading, yet vulnerable. The story·
line, however, eventually leaves
the steamy tropics of Mexico
and focuses on the action in
Los Angeles.
Against All Odds, directed by
An Officer And A Gentleman's
Taylor Hackford, offers few surprises, and occasionally even
fails in its attempts to provide
the audience with the requisite

B

amount of "excitement." The
action in Mexico is impressive,
but resembles more a travelogue
than an action-romance-murder·
mystery-political-intrigue-thril·
ler.
The film provides a lot of the
elements movie-goers have come
to expect from Hollywood sex, sex, sex, and a dash of plot.
On an unintellectual level, it
provides pure escapism, which is
exactly what many movie-goers
desire.
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Sweetdream, of Me,opotamia
by Lorenzo Buj
While the true libertines of the world carry on
privately in their cathedrals of erotic misery, Helen
Gurley Brown publishes Cosmopolitan.
That this lavish oversexed forbearer of sensual
slush is an institutionalized classic of our time is
indisputable; that it offers anything new since
"sacred prostitution" was a part of the worship
of ancient Mcsopotamia'slnanna-lshtaris, however,
in question.
Still, as the song goes-Romeo Void: "I might
like you better if we slept togethcr"-and as the
senses soar, Cosmo keeps going to press.
Lord knows I want to hate everything it stands
for. And yet a crate of pills and a loin-limbering:;._

libido is all it takes to keep me coming back
again and again.
The March issue quells with revelations both
consoling and outrageous. The mag's woefully
low on the arch black humour needed to jazz up
an article on failed cheerleaders (Did you know
that neither Loni Anderson nor Victoria Principal
made the porn porn circuit at school?!).
But then there's the provocative sub-title to
an article on penis size that would make it either
"a sexual or political issue." The topic is delicate,
at best, and coupled with wholesale verbal mass·
acres of the male race carried out in bedrooms
and psyches as the female of the species crogen·
ously outdistances its counterpart, I'm left with
nothing to say.
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Termsof Endea_rment

Debra Winger dies.

Call••.

Unfaithfully Yours

114

Dudley Moore's plot to kill his wife's
osed lover fails. His wife, Nastassja Kinski,
~:~ever, wasn't really fooling around on him.
They reconcile. Lenses and Panaflex cameras
by Panavision.
Silkwood
Karen Silkwood leaves to reveal the inside
secretsto a New York Times reporter, but gets
killed in a car accident. Mike Nichols has never
made a bad movie. Tom Stovall is brilliant as
third Los Alamos Doctor while Bill Cobbs was
Jesssuccessful as Man in Lunchroom.

.

You and Your Unborn Child
Caine to Johnson: make mine the real thing.

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

The daughter, Michelle Johnson, attempts
suicide but lives. Everyone returns to their
own mate-happy
ever after. Plenty topless
beach scenes.
Caine good; movie not so.
Watch for Maria Helena Velasco as Macumba
Lady Number 2-astonishmg as is Thomas
Lee Mahon as Lorenzo .

Blame It On Rio

After Michael Caine has an affair with his
best friend's daughter, he learns that his best
friend in turn had an affair with his wife.

Citizen Kane

Rosebud is the sled.
by Glenn Warner and John May

~~ JustplusI admire
him
Willie:A Romance
by Heather Robertson
(James
Lorimer, 359 pp)
S19.95cloth

Before reading this book,
I knew three things about William Lyon McKenzie King: 1)
that he holds the record for the
longestreign of a Prime Minister
in Canada; 2) that he was a
dc1•outadmirer of Hitler and
reluctantly took Hitler's picture
offhis mantle when Germany invaded Poland in 19 3 9; and
3) that King frequently communicatedwith his dead m0ther
throughseances.

Heather
Robertson

81.t this book is a romance,
and its sweep brings in its
"journalistic" wake an engaging
fictional vista. In th is, the first
of her semi-fictional series of a
proposed trilogy, we have the
character Lily Coolican through
whom one gets a clear understanding of what life in the
chaotic World War One decade
meant for millions of Canadians
as well as for Willie (King)
himself.
Lily grows up in the Ottawa
Valley countryside, totally unaware of the backstabbings of
Canadian politics and the destitution of city life. By chance
is given a job with the Duke of
Connaught's
entourage
and,
through this connection, meets
the two men who become her
lovers-Talbot
Papineau (great
grandson of the rebel Louis
Joseph Papineau) and Willie
(William Lyon Mackenzie).
In a clear, detailed and often
witty diary format, the book
superbly
illustrates romance/
hatred, and reality/illusion a la
mode Canadienne.
Lily is an interesting character in that she can observe and
interpret the aristocratic showmanship that she is ir.volved
in while not letting events mold
her out of her agrarian base.
Papineau and King are almost
complete opposites in both
personality and character but
Lily's diaries are splendid in

their explanations of why she
loves them both. At the end
of this first book, Papineau is
dead and buried under the
poppies in France and King
begins to lead his country into,
as former Prime Minister Wilfred
Laurier (whom he replaced) put
it, "the century for Canada."

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y Photogr~phy
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

Robertson uses a fictional
view of history as a backdrop
for a love story so as to add
comic relief to her sublime
statement on Canada in the
l 980's. An illustration of this
is Lily's description of Ottawa
upon her arrival there from the
Valley: "I had never been to
Ottawa, even though it was
only two hours br train. There
was no reason to go there. Ev·
eryone said it was a terrible
place. It seemed wonderfully
wicked to me, a den of thieves
and grafters, murderers, adulterers and white slaves who
pursued decent girls with pins
on the streetcars, a Babylon of
vice where wild men bit off
each other's ears and the streets
ran with blood on Saturday
nights."
I have only been to Ottawa
once, but I keep abreast with all
the political and social goings-on
there and I can assure you that
Ottawa in 1984 could never be
illustrated quite so eloquently.
by Phil Rourke

SUNDAY
WORSHIP at ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
Masses at
1030 AM & 4 30 PM on Sundays
andat 11 50 AM Monday-Friday.
On Tuesday there is also a Mass
It 5 00 PM followed

by dinner
for $2.
During Lent there is
Playerat 11.30 AM, Monday to
Friday, Coming Up: March 13,
Assumption
University Chapel, Liturgyand Penance Service, 5 PM
~1owec1 by dinner at 6 PM for

"'· Allare welcome.
NOTICE. Meeting of the Windsor
branch of PARENT . FINDERS
INc· on Monday, March 19,
It 7:30 PM.
Place:
Windsor
Main Library,
850 Ouellette.
Furtherinformation can be obtainldbvcalling 326-3345.
BS - School expenses straining
r budget? Rose City Entertaint guide needs part-time help. Call
id 948-4511.

Do You

NEED HELP FOR
VOURWRITING? English teacher .
Willing
to proof-read, edit, correct,
-.if/or type your essay, paper,
lhtsis,or report.
Call 254-7029

liter4 30 PM.
SUBLET: Large unfurnished 2
bedroom
apartment in modern low
'111,available May 1. Fully carpettd, balcony, secured entrance and
IUndry facilities.
Free parking
lot more than one car. Within
llilking distance of the University.
Only $360 a month (including

llilitiesl. Call 256-8337.

social science society
,

1--------

The Social Science Society announces
h
·
·
t at nommat1ons
are now Open for the
following positions of:
S
A) President of Social Science ociety
Vice-President of Social Science Society
B) President of Public Administration Club
Vice-President of Public Administration
Cl b
U

C) President of Geography Club
Vice-President of Geography Club
I
Cl b
D) President of Psycho ogy
U
Vice-President of Psychology Club
Cl b
Treasurer of Psychology
u
Contacl
Alan Jones-Chief Electoral Officer
Lidia Pinazza-SSS President
Steve Peters-Public Admin. Club President
Bob Ebinghaus-Geography Club President
Cheryl Dowhan-PsychologyClub President

ELECTION: Tues. March 20/84

Nominations

can be picked up in G130

WHN or call 253-6063
Nominations close 4:30 p.m. Fri. March 9/84

socla sctence society

NITRO'S NITE
Tuesday,
March 13
Canadian Money at Par
2 for 1 Specials
FREE
Admission for Ladies
Bus leaves "M" Lot
at 8:00 pm SHARP
C.75 with membership card
$1.50 for members
Proper Attire & ID (21 yrs) Required
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MONA LISA
,.,1 Are you sick Worried?

.., Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with your job or
business?

Palm & Card
Reader
Psychic

Phone 966-301 2
For Info.

935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

Open 9 AM · 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.

social science society

3rd Annual Semi-Formal
March 23, 1984 at

The Other Place
Featuring: The Genes and
"The Pleasure Victims" DJ Service

Time· 6:30

$1 7 .50 Single
$35.00 per couple
All you can eat and drink
Tickets on sale March 7 - 16
in the University Centre
Call 253-6063 or G130 WHN

Diana Pizzeria
Oven Fresh Pizza

vereatenfaith
THE ALARM
"Declaration"
(IRS)

The Alarm have a fond flair
for titles such as "The Stand"
and "Declaration"
and they
are good indicators of the
attitude their music projects.
At the center of their motivation is a highly emotional
socio-political awareness which
translates into strong, heartfelt
(perhaps overly optimistic) battle cries. They've been compared to the Clash (a comparison
they do not sbun) and do have
elements of pre-1981 Clash
in their music including Mike
Peters' Strummer-like vocals.
But oh that the Clash would
still be writing stuff like this!
Declaration is not as instantly attractive as their pre·
vious five-song North American
release but that's because it
shows us new sides of the
Alarm.
Peters says:
"We tried to
make a varied record that
showed all the personalities
and talents of the band members." This is perhaps best demonstrated by the new version of
"Marching On" with its more
complex acoustic approach. The
song most similar to previously
released
Alarm materjal
is
"Where Were You Hiding When
the Storm Broke?", a stirring
anti-apathy anthem that you
can't help singing along to.
The rest of the album ranges
from the folksy balladeering
of "Tell Me" to more traditional
electric
guitar
arrangements
slightly reminiscent of the Roi-

ling Stones such as "Third
Light" which uses the "Three
on a match" superstition in
its original wartime context.
Alan Shacklock's production
throughout is well-suited to both
the tone and energy of the
Alarm.
Pervading all of the Alarm 's
songs is their honest, desperate
desire for change. Perhaps what
gives their imagery its power is
that instead of addressing (im·
portant but) cold specific issues,
the Alarm work at a more
fundamental
s~itual
level.
Maybe it's naivete, maybe not.
I don't know about you but
I need this stuff sometimes.
by David Viecelli
THE THE
"Soul Mining"
(Epic Record)

Soul Mining is one truly fine
album. If you trust me, you 're
on your way to buy it. If you
don't trust me, read on.
Here we have poetry for the
common man, with catchy melodies and moments of solid energy to go along with the constant
outpouring of a soul. The lyrics
are solitude, and so is the music.
The The's mainbrain Matt Johnson uses visual imagery throughout to express his deepest, most
innermost confessions of his
mining efforts.
"You're cutting chunks from
your heartland rubbing the meat
into your eyes"
"All my childhood dreams/
are bursting at the seams/ and
dangling around my knees"
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4 Alarm Crunch

Line for line, Soul Mining
offers some of the most painful
soul searching since Ian Curtis
was doing his thing. But whereas Joy Division (and its lame
imitators) used pain and despair in order to romantisize
death, Johnson uses pain and
despair to relay the romance
of life. I'm sorry to be unfashionable, but I prefer the latter.
The thin line of optimism
underlying Soul Mining is there,
and is more noticeable when
hearing the record. The sweeping motions of the melodies and
the simplicity of the vocals help
made great, very hummable pop
songs (see The The's first Canadian single "Perfect" - not included on this elpee).
The album is summed up in
one line on the back cover:
"With every kick in the
face and every hurdle you pass,
the rewards get greater".
No sap here, just pure
emotion and fine music.
·
Now, on your way to the
record store.
by Pat Petro

Submarines
Special Greek Dinners
Souvlaki
Gyros
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FREE Delive for all students
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Greek Salad
Shish-Kebab

HEBERT
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Canada
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Health
and Welfare
Canada

Santee!
B,en-etre social
Canada
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I ancers
takeEight~
by Dave Viecelli

and
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Two University of Windsor
track and field athletes struck
old in the OWIAA/OUAA
hampionships held at the St.
Denis Centre March 2 and 3.
Tim Ryan continued Wind·
sor's domination of the 600
metres with a new school record of 1:20.06, while Elaine
Weeks picked up a gold medal
in the 60 metre sprint with a
time of 7.91 seconds.
.
The number of Windsor ath·
letes that qualified for the Na·
tional Track and Field Cham·
pionships jumped to 24, the
largest team yet for the univer·

sity. The championships will
'take place this weekend at Sher ·
brooke, Quebec, and will be the
last meet for the Lancers this
year.
On his way to the gold medal, Ryan overtook Toronto's
.Paul Osland on the last lap. It
was the first time Ryan had
ever beaten Osland and bronze
medalist Dave Russell. Ryan
also picked up a bronze medal as
a member of the men's 4 x 800
relay team along with Andy
Swiderski, Rick Desjardins and
Arnie Brake! who combined for
a time of 7:45.90, also a school
record.
The Women's 60 metre sprint
is another event thtt seems to
belong to Windsor.
Behind

Weeks' gold, Lisa Nagy took the
silver in 8.05 , while Debbie
Remekie placed fourth with a
personal best time of 8 .16.
York's Sharon Mason took the
bronze medal.
Weeks, Nagy, Remekie and
Marianne Ofner teamed up for
a bronze medal in the 4 x 200
and set a new school record of
1 :46.44. Before the Ontario
championships, this team had
possessed the best time in Can·
ada this year for the 4 x 200
'and might have taken the event
if not for a bad baton pass.
Weeks picked up a third
medal, a silver, in the long jump
with a new school record of 5.85
metres.
In the men's long jump, Steve
Gibb had no hope of beating
Toronto's Greg Joy, the silver
medalist at the Montreal Olym·
pies. He did, however, take the
· silver medal and set a new school
record of 2.10 metres. The long
finish meant that Gibb had to
rush into the triple jump compe·
tition, an event in which he was
ranked second nationally and
had a good shot at the gold. He
had to settle for bronze with
14.25 metres.
The last Windsor medal belonged to Tina Beaton who was
third across the line in the 1500
metres in 4:44.32.
Several other records were
surpassed this weekend, one of
them by Olympic and CFL
hopeful Desai Williams of York
University. He established a new
OUAA mark of 33.88 seconds in
the first of two timed finals in
the men's 300 metre on Friday.
Williams also won Friday's 60
metre semi-final but was unable
to compete in Saturday's final
because he and Molly Killingbeck travelled back to Toronto
Saturday morning for a sports
banquet. In the second 300
metre heat, Eric Paisley of Tor·
onto finished at 3 5 .07 seconds,
leaving the gold for Williams.
Western's Jeff Moores was third
with a time of 35.45.
With Williams absent, fellow
York runner Mark McKov rab-

in

nm in M,cJ,igan
by Elaine Weeks

Prior to competing in the
!Ontario Championships,
the
!Lancers track and field team saw
plenty of action in Michigan
meets.
On February 23, the men's
team competed against n;ne Mi1chiganteams at the Eastern Michigan University Open in Ypsilanti and took home two silver
medals. The 4 x 400 metre re·
,lay team of George Kerr, Dan
Boots, Donovan Shepherd and
Tim Ryan set a new University

of Windsor record (with a time
of 3:23.9) to earn their silver.
Their time also qualified them
for thr National Championships.
Ste\.
"'!ibb captured
the
other silve,
·he Lancers with
a leap of 1.98. etres in the high
.jump.
Another University of WindI sor record
was set by Andy
!Swiderski who ran the 1500
;metres in 3 5 9 .4 for a fifth
place finish.
On Saturday, February 25,
the entire team travelled to the
Monarch Open in Warren to
compete against six Michigan

teams. The Lancers picked up
nine medals including six gold,
two silver and one bronze,
while setting four school records along the- "Y·
Earning ':Jlds for the Lancers
were Janet Root in the 600
yards with a personal best time
of 1 28.3, Tina Beaton in the
two mile run in 11:17.4, Elaine
Weeks with a new school record of 5.68 metres in the long
jump, Roger Albu with 6.63 metres in the long jump, Steve Gibb
with a school record of 14.32
metres in the triple jump, and
the men's 4 x 880 yard relay
team of Rick Desjardins, Andy
Swiderski, Arnie Brake!, and '
Tim Ryan who combined for a
time of 7:59.9 to set a new
school record and qualify for the
Nationals.
Debbie Remekie ran the 60
yard dash in a personal best time
of 7.2 seconds to earn a silver
and Ritchie Coughlin placed second in the triple jump with
13.49 metres despite injuring his
heel on his first and only jump.
The men's 4 x 220 yard relay
team recorded a time of 1 38.2
to pick up Windsor's only
bronze medal.
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by SUF ST. DENIS

Photo

Lancer Steve Gibb took a silver medal In the long jump with a leap of 2.10
meters.

bed the gold in the 60 metre
finals, breakwg the tape at 6.86
seconds. McKoy took his second
gold in the 60 m hurdles, finishing in 7. 7, breaking his own
1983 record of 7.83.
In the women's 60 m hurdles,
Karen Nelson won her first of
two golds, finishing at 8 .34 sec·
onds and breakings Jill RossGiffen 's record of 8.6 seconds.
Nelson won her second gold by
beating Elaine Weeks with a
record 6.83 m trip later Satur·
day afternoon in the long jump.
Before going back to Toronto, York's Molly Killingbeck
managed to win the first heat of
the 300 m timed finals in a
record 38.14 seconds. Like Williams' first heat victory, Killing·
beck's mark held up for the gold.
McMaster runner Muffy Mc·
Leod joined ,\kKoy and Nelson
as the only athletes to take two
gold medals in the champion·

ships by winning the 1500 m
in 4:39.66 and the 3000 m in
9:43.33 . McLeod picked up her
third medal, a silver, by running
behind Linda Orr of Western in
the 1000 m.

McManuY
winsbronze
Every member of the Lancer
swim team that competed at the
CIAU championships in Toronto
this year came home with a
medal.
Brian McManus, the only
Windsor swimmer to qualify for
the Nationals, won a bronze medal in the 50 metre freestyle
with a personal best time of 23.6
seconds. The third year swimmer
also placed sixth overall in the
100 metre freestyle with a time
of 52.5.
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Women's Intramural Hockey

WlldsorWartocb
Presents

Tonite
Rick Janik
& Band
2nd Annual

ST. PATTY'SDAY
PARTY
Sat March 17
• green beer
• Irish Day Stew
• corn beef & cabbage

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
25&-5001
"Memberships

Monday & Tuesday Rick Janik on guitar
music to sing along to.

Available"

The Women's Intramural hockey league started play just be(
Slack Week. If the first four games arc any indication of the garnort
to come, the league should prove very exciting.
cs
In the first game played on Feb. 20th, the Huron Hawksedged
win over Laurier Hall, 2-1. Pat Fisher and Glenda Lavender pick~
up a goal each for the Hawks, while Julie Marshall scored for Launer
On Tuesday, Feb. 21st, Basketball triumphed over the Lawt~
in a 4-1 game.
On Feb. 23rd, a closely fought match resulted in a win for Lau
icr Hall who squeaked by Basketball with a 6-5 victory. Jean Br~
was the hero for Laurier, putting three shots past goalie Jan Eld
for Basketball. Julie Marshall picked up two goals and Ch~
House scored one. Goal scorers for the Basketball team were
Caroline Ball with 2 and Sue Osborne, Wendy McKee, and Karen
Meihle each with one.
-The final game of the week was a shut out for the Law teamwho
beat the Huron Hawks 6-0. Lori Mark stole th~ show, bangingID
five goals. The other Law goal was scored by Jennifer Barret.
The teams are back at it again this week with each of the f~r
teams trying to break the 4-way tie for first place that resulted from
the first week of play.
MEN'S INTRAMURAL

Orr Division

Gretzky Division

Happy Hour 5-7 pm

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

BALL HOCKEY

G W L

4
4
5
4
4
5

Woofers
Scorpions
Nighthawks
Marauders
Grenadians
Headbutts

Maple Buds
Essex
Delta Chi
In-Laws
Trouble
Slashers
Data II
Slimes
Gators

T p

4 0 0
3 1 0
2 3 0
3 1 0
2 2 0
1 4 0

8

6
6
6
4
2

4
5
4
5

4
3
3
2
5 1
4 1
5 1
4 1
4 0

0
1
1
2
2
2

0
1
0
1
2
1
3 1

8
7
7
5
4
3
3

3 0 2
3 1 1

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
of WINDSOR

Q

is proud to present

Joseph A. O'Hare, S.J., Ph.D .

..,

• Editor-in-Chief of America President of America
Press, Inc.
• Author of several prize-winning columns and editorials.
• Chairman of Board of Tru stees, Le Mayne College,
1976-1980. Ha s also served on the Boards of Boston
College, Xavier University of Cincinnati, Georgetown
University, College of New Ro~helle , and Council
on Religion and International Affairs.
• Past Professor of Humanities , Philosophy and Christian
Ethics at the Ateneo de Manila, and lecturer on
Contemporary Thought and Christianity, EastAsian
Pastoral Institute in Manila
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Topic-

"Religious Faith and Public Policy:
An Agenda for the 1980's"

-•••••
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University Centre Assumption Lounge
Sunday,Marchll, 1984
8:00 P.M.

,~

Admission at the door $4.00 or
Membership Pass - Students: $2.00

Christian Culture Series

Convenient Photo Services
All C-41 Color Film Developed & Printed

FOTOMATION
1 Hour Service
360 Victoria Ave.
(Just South of University Ave.)
252-2400

March Special
$2.00 OFF on film processing

(,.
I,
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(Not on 1 Hour Service)
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Other Services:
Camera Supplies
Video-Movie Rentals & Blank Tapes
Photocopy Services up to 1 2" x 18"

Fotornation
1 H1iur
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a bye into the second round; 3rd plays 6th, 4th
plays 5th in each division. The 'B' League championship is between the two division champions. In
the event of a tie the following criteria shall be used.
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Men's Intramural Basketball

5

Playoffs begin Wed. March 7 and Thurs. March 8,
with finals being played Mon. March 12 at 8:00
'p.m. The following are the teams which are playoff
bound.

4

3
3
2
1

TartanAlumni
BridgeHouse
TheStallions
NewVultures
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14
14
14
14

11
10
10

3
4
4

10

4

Your Embarassment

12
12
12
12

11

1

8
8
7

4

36.8
42.5
47.1

42.6
44.1

4
5

Vanier Division
Delta Chi
Mae Hall Stars
Faces
Sweetness

12
12
12
12

9
8
7
7

3
4
5
5

40.0
42.0

ln

rn

INNER TUBE WATER POLO

Doug Oxfords'

Chem. Engineering
Test tubes
Delta Chi
SpanishFlyers
Dewey's
Geology
Tecumseh

1

1) win-Joss record between the teams in question
2) if still tied: difference between goals for/against
based on the season total
3) if still tied: the teams with the most goals for
wins the tie.

'A' LEAGUE

G W L T

F

A

P

Engineering O.V.'s
Rockets
Cody Hall
Law 'A'
Commerce 'A'
Tecumseh

10 5 2

9
9
9
8

37
36
42

25
29
28

13
12
12

36

32

10

21

29

5

25

57

2

'8' LEAGUE

G W L T

F

A

P

9

6
5
5
2

3

3
3
2

1
1
1
0
0

12-18

BRUNCH
10:30-1:0 0

SUPPER
4:30-6:00

Monday

Navy Bean Soup
Meatloaf
Macaroni & Chees e (lndiv)

Veal Scaloppini
Baked Sole

Tuesday

Cream of Mushroo mSoup
Cheesy Beef/Oni on Bun
Pork Fried RIce

Roast Beef
Chicken Pot Pie

Wednesday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey San dWich
Spanish Meatballs

Thursday

Canadian Chees e Soup
Salisbury St eak
Quiche Lorra ine

Friday

Saturday

London Broil
Tacos
Curried Beef & Rice
BBQ . Ribs
Fish & Chips
Roast Chicken

Vegetable Soup
Grilled Cheese &Chili
Individual Pi zza

1/4

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Soup of the Day
Bacon 'n Cheese Burger

Baked Ham
Beef Stew

Soup of the Day
Hot Beef San dwich

Spaghetti/Meatless
Meat Sauce
Veal Cordon Swiss

The Oeh lo open 11 30 • 6 15 Monday· Fnday
The Round Table •• open 6 30 • 11 30 Sunday · Fnday

.....

--- ·----------------------

TEACHING AWARDS

3
2
4
5

0
2
0
1
1 8' 0

PROGRAM

Adie Knox Division
Commerce '8'
Golden Beavers
Gneiss Domes
H.K. Hacks
Smitty's 8 & G
Windsor Choirsters
Strange Brew
U.G.G.
Engineering '8'
Cody Cardinals

9 9 0 0

75

9

51
34
53

21
24
38
39

33

33

30

6 2

1

9 6 2 1
8 5 3 0
8 5 3 0
8 4 4 0

18
13
13
10
10

8

3 5 0

12
41

8

29

9

2

6

1

27

66

9

1 7

1

32

5
3

19

38
83

60
60

28

9 0 9 0

6
0

St. Denis Division

w

This is for the week of March

APSA

St. Denis Division

-.01ers

vn

w

'B' LEAGUE

WomenChasers
Blue Demons

)n

G

Vanier Vittles

Sunday

Team captains will be notified A.S.A.P. as to
play-off game rimes.

'A' LEAGUE
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Since there was a misunderstanding in the game
The Intramural Badminton Tournament will be
between the Basketcases and the Lakers, the game held March 26-29. Deadline for entries is March 23.
will be replayed. In other action, the Slammers oust- You can sign up in the Campus Rec Office. For fured the Sexpots 36-18. High scorer was Robyn Whit- ther in~ormation call the office at Ext. 2456 or by
field with 8 points while Julie Marshall contributed
contacting Robyn Whitfield at 255-9090 :
6. in the losing effort. In the last game, Monday ,1
night, the Benchers outplayed the Spasmoids 37
to 22. Leading scorer for the Benchers was Marlene Men's Intramural Hockey
Kellier with 14 points while Caroline Ball added 10
Attention all 'A' League Play-off Contenders:
for the Spasmoids.
Remember
the 4 top teams make the playoffs
Thursday night, the Basketcases forfeited to the
1st
plays
4th,
2nd plays 3rd. In the event of a tie,
Slammers. It was unfortunate since both teams
following
criteria
shall
be
used:
were tied for first place. The Dunkers lost a close the
1)
won-loss
record
between
the
teams
in
question
game to the Lakers 19 to 18. Diardra Fleming had
14 of the 18 points for the Dunkers while Anne Ma- 2) if still tied: difference between goals for/against
rie Gordon added 11 points for the victors. The between the teams in question
Spasmoids clearly outplayed the Sexpots by a score 3) if still tied: difference between goals for/against
based on the season total
of 42 to 16. High scorer was Caroline Ball with 12
points while Julie Marshall had 10 for the Sexpots. All 'B' League Playoff Contenders: Remember the
By the way Caroline, how are your bruises?
top 6 teams make the playoffs, 1st and 2nd receive

fore

iI
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0
0
1
2
2
2
3
3

p
6
6
4
2
2
2
0
0

Huron Hall Hawks
King Dongs
Mac Hall
Cody Sucks
Wailers
Junglers
Raiders
F-Arts
5th Floor Bandits
Law'B'

9
9
9

8
6
8

1 0
2 1
3 0

18

16
13

36
48

31

9 5 2 2

22

12
12

8 5 2 1
8 4 3 1

51
24

25
17

11
9

28

30

6

13
18
13

60
30
77

4
3
0

9 3 6 0
8 2 6 0
8

1

6

1

9 0 9 0

1984 Lancer
Blue & Gold Squad
Try-Outs
• Orientation 1984
Ambassadors!
• Attend all Lancer
Football Games!
• Possible tours of Southern
U.S. in Novemberl

Each year the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty AsoCJations
recognizes outstanding teachers in Ontario universities through
awards based on activities in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching j!mbraces all levels of instruction - graduate and undergraduate teaching. continuing education and <acuity development.
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom, the
laboratory or the faculty member's office. Activities such as course
design; curriculum development. organization of teaching programs,
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of these
are eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards.

NOMINATIONS
Are invited from individuals, informal groups of students,
student councils. departments, alumni. etc.

local

A guideline to assist in organizing a nomination should be consulted
by prospective nominators and is available on request from the
Office of Teaching & Learning 2100 Math Building (ext. 3090
mornings).

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF NOMINATIONS
APRIL 15, 1984

BY OCUFA IS

ContikiS

Funandexdtementforthe
·~~
If you're 18-35 and looking for action,
adventure and fun in Europe. Let
Contiki show you around.
With the combination of
CONTIKl'S exclusive
special stopovers and
loads of FREE included
extras - you've only one
choice - CONTIKI
Just for the 18 to 35's .

• Participate in 1984 Grey
Cup Parade!

(f~ONTIKI)

Mandatory Introductory Meeting
Monday March 19, 1 O am and/or 4:30 pm
2nd Floor University Centre
Conference Rooms 4, 5 & 6

Whit lock Travel
Service
University of Windsor
Bookstore
258-3802

PICK UP YOUR FREE BROCHURETODAY.

, .....
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Things teacher never told you
by Jackie Kaiser
Reprinted from The Cord Weekly
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PETERS PROJECTION
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Take a good look at the map on the wall.
Chances are, it's a Mercator map - the more or less
"standard" world projection that has been used in
homes, classrooms, and offices since its creation some
400 years ago.
This very familiar global view, developed by Flemishborn German cartographer Gerhard Kremer Mercier
(better known by his latinized name Geradus Mercator)
was designed for navigation of the high seas. Indeed, the
Mercator map - the first to show compass courses as
straight lines - remains an ideal tool for use by sailors.
Mercator never intended his navigational map to be
used as a world map, notes geography professor Dr. C.
Grant Head. Unfortunately, largely because of ignorance, the Mercator projection ended up on classroom
walls, says I lead.
The problem with the Mercator map is that it presents us with a very distorted world view. As was the
custom of the time, Mercator designed his map with his
homeland - and consequently all of Western Europe at its centre point. In reality, Germany is situated m
the northernmost quarter of the globe. It is this Europecentred nature of the Mercator projection and the resulting huge distortion of land masses that have moved
German historian and philosopher Dr. Arno Peters to
develop a new world projection that shows land masses
in their correct proportions, if not shapes.
Looking at the Mercator map, we find that:
- Greenland appears to be twice as large as Ch;na, although China is in reality four times as large as Greenland.
- The half of the world's surface that lies north of the
equator covers two-thirds of the Mercator map, while
the southern hemisphere is compressed to one-third of
the map.
- While Africa is in fact almost 50 per cent larger than
the Soviet Union, the Mercator map depicts the USSR as
more
than
twice
the
size
of
Africa.
- Europe is shown on the Mercator map to be larger
than South America, while it is really 50 per cent
smaller.
- While Scandinavia appears larger than India on the
Mercator map, India is actually about three times larger.

Consequently, land shapes are distorted, although mini·
mally. And in spite of the shape distortion of the Peters
map, 1t remains more appropriate as a general usage map
than the Mercator map, which Head notes is neither
shape nor size correct. The Mercator map's real ment
ends at its usefulness to navigators.

Generally, on the Mercator map, high latitude areas
are tremendously expanded in surface area, and low altitude areas - those near the equator, and generally
Third World countries - seem small and insignificant by
comparison. As it turns out, this distortion favours the
industrialized north, to the detriment of developing
countries. This is precisely what the area-factual Peters
projection endeavours to correct.

In addition to the Peters projection's chief imprm·ement over the Mercator's area distortion, the Peters map
makes a number of other important advances.
Also known as the orthogonal map of the world, the
Peters map displays the entire earth, including the polar
regions. The seas cover 70 per cent of the Peters map,
whereas the Mercator projection shows an inaccurate 5().
50 land to sea ratio. And on the Peters map, the equator
is situated logically at the middle of the map instead of
two-thirds of the way towards the bottom. Europe is
hence transferred from the centre of the map to the northernmost quadrant, where it actually lies.

It is important to recognize that any world map will
have some inherent bias or inaccuracy. The mathematical impossibility of transferring the surface of a sphere
to a two-dimensional plane ensures that every world map
will be distorted in one way or another. Cartography, to
a great extent, depends on the art of compromise.

Has the Mercator map given the world a false impression of itself? Dr. Peters thinks so.
Peters is convinced that his map is necessary for a
correct view of the world. Concerned with the political
implications of Mercator's visual overemphasis of northern industrialized countries and the diminished importance of Third World and developing countries, Peters
devoted ten years to working on a map that would give
the world an accurate impression of itself.
"It's time we Europeans realized we occupy no more
than a small corner of the northern quarter of the globe.
My map makes that clear by showing all countries in
their proper size relation to one another," says Peters.
In order to present an area-factual picture of the
world, however, Peters had to make compromises. Some
angles are distorted, although in a way different from
the angle distortions of Mercator. Distances arc distorted, although generally less so on the Peters than the
Mercator projection. Accuracy of direction is off as well,
with the exception of the principal compass points of
north, south, east and west. In terms of shape distortion,
the land areas close to the equator on the Peters map
may appear elongated while the areas near the pole
seem compressed.
Accuracy in terms of shape and area are mutually exclusive ends in map-making, Dr. Head is quick to point
out. The Peters projection is completely area-accurate.

Will the Peters map replace the Mercator as the stan·
dard world map? Peters himself is convinced of the demand for the map. Over eight million copies were distri·
bu ted in Europe within a few years. As well, the Peters
map is in use in over 20,000 German schools, in the
government of the Federal Republic of Germany,and
in the Vatican, and is the official map of UNICEF,
the World Health Organization, the American National
Academy of Science, OXFAM and Christian Aid.
"World relations are very much coloured by the map
that was on your school room wall," maintains Dr.
Grant Head. He would "love to see both (the Peters and
the Mercator) used together" in the classroom, in part
because of the questions about cartography it would
raise in students' minds. "Any flat map is distorted.
Flat maps just don't tell the whole truth," says Head,
who believes globes should be consulted much more
often in the classroom.
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The Peters world map is being distributed in North
America by Friendship Press, the publishing arm of the
New York based National Council of Churches. Copies
of the map are available through bookstores or directly
from Friendship Press.
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by Kevin Rollason
With an emotional speech
during the Students' Administrative Council's (SAC) meeting
last night, SAC Vice-President
Carolyn Ozimek, and SAC Presidential contender, asked council
not to consider having another
election for SAC President.
Ozimek's supporters had circulated a petition stating that
there should be another election
because of "procedural errors".
During her speech, Ozimek
stated that another election,
" ...would not be beneficial to
the students or to the integrity
of our system of student government. '
Because of this,
she asked that council "recognize the vote on this motion
as a vote of confidence for
David Laird as President-elect."
Ozimek stressed that the
council should "give serious
consideration before ratifying
election dates and procedures,
so that the problems of this
year do not occur again."
David Laird, this year's SAC
President, and SAC Presidentelect, said that this action
was "very noble ·of (Ozimek)."
He added that "she made an
ugly situation better."
He
admitted, though, that he was
surprised at her decision.

Earlier in the week, The
Lance had questioned Sherry
Thrasher, the SAC Electoral
Officer, about the 40 votes
placed by Education students
at the University Centre poll.
When Thrasher checked the
poll's computer printsouts, she
discovered that none of the
names on the education students' voting sheet had been
crossed out - meaning that
nobody from education had
voted at the polling station.
She stated, at the time, "I
don't understand how it happened."
When Thrasher looked at
the results closer she said that
what must have happened was
that the Deputy Returning Officers at the poll must have filled
out their poll reports inaccurately. She pointed out that both
education and arts students
tallieti 40 votes at the poll, so
this was probably where the
mistake occured.
B~th Thersa Huschilt and
Dawn Pretty, the Depu ty Returning Officers for the University Centre poll, ap~logized in a
letter to SAC for their inaccurate reports.
Since there were no education votes at the University
Centre, only one education
student voted during the SAC

elections and this was at another
poll.
Thrasher said the mix-up with
the 40 education students would
not change her decision not to
have a re-election. "I had decided before I saw 40 students had
voted (from education)."
She
said this was because she felt
the education students had not
been denied their chance to
vote.
Having an election that was
convenient for all students was
impossible, Thrasher said.
The Faculty of Education.
President Rob Steidl did not
think that this was grounds for
a re-election. He said that he
still stood by his CO!l}mentsin
last week's Lance, stating that
he was very disappointed with
the lack of attention his faculty
received during the election.
He said no students had voiced
their complaints to him in the
past week expressing their dissatisfaction over not being able
to vote because of teaching
assignments.
Doug Phillips, the SAC lawyer, still said there were no
legal irregularities that would
cause a re-election. He did say
that the SAC election rules
need improvement. He said the
rules were wide open as they
stood presently.

His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada's meticulously crafted diorama. Story on Motown's Hare Krishnas on page 7.
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Expulsion
doesnotbreak
precedent,
DeanLongsaJW
by Norman DeBono

An Ontario Supreme Court
justice has ruled he will not intervene in the expulsion of Tiek
Lim Ching from the University
of Windsor, according to George
King, a lawyer for the University.
Ching requested in court that
a Judicial Panel decision to expel
him for cheating be stayed until
his appeal had been heard.
Ching was expelled along
with William (J oon) Yong for
impersonating Yong during the
writing of a calculus exam.
King defended the expulsion
decision believing it will "act as
a deterrent" and uphold the integrity of the system, he said.
"Impersonation is a criminal offence and the most serious form
of cheating," King added. "The
only appropriate punishment is
expulsion."
Tom Seow, President of the
Malaysian Students' Association
believes the expulsion is not
warranted. "By expelling students do you think other students won't do it? The problem
is there is no consistency," he
said.
Jon Carlos, President of the
International Students' Society

agrees with Seow. "Out of the
last 75 cases of cheating there
was only one expulsion," Carlos
said. "The method of cheating
is irrelevant, you can be expelled for photocopying someone
else's notes." Carlos also repeated his belief that there is no
precedent for the expulsion of
the two students.

Ken Long, Dean of Students,
believes there is a precedent for
the expulsion decision and added that Carlos' statement is
false. " I think Carlos' statement
does not reflect in any accurate
way what transpired," Long said.
Robert Rumfeldt, President
'of the Judicial Panel that expelled Yong and Ching, believes

VISA~dents~
by Dave Dorken
Whether it's on food, clothing, accommodation,
or entertainment, there's a lot of money to be
made from University of Windsor students, and
VISA students in particular.
A survey of spending habits by the University's
VISA students revealed the extent of the spending.
According to the survey's conductor, Dr. Reuben
Green, an associate professor of economics, VISA
students drop $17 million into Windsor's economy.
The VISA students spend $8 million on
campus, in the form of tuition · - a hefty $_..4,000a
year for new students - and books. Another $9
million leaves their pockets and enters inco the
Windsor business community, to pay for food,
clothes, accomodation and travel.
The average student in the survey spent
$11,000 a year. On average $480 on books, $2000
for off campus meals, $1700 for off-campus
accommodation, $900 for travel around the

there is "ample precedent" for
the expulsion. Rumfeldt added
that impersonation is the most
serious fonn of cheating and
therefore warranted "serious
sanctions," he said.
Rumfeldt also reacted to
Carlos' remarks on there being
no precedents for the decision.
"Carlos doesn't know what he

is talking about," he said. Rumfeldt added that he knows of
other cases involving expulsion
for
impersonation.
"Carlos'
statements were made in ignorance," he said.
Rumfeldt
also said that
impersonation is an offence under the criminal code and the
hearings would have been conducted in privacy but neither
student requested it.
RumfeMt concluded that an
expulsion decision ultimately depends on the judging. "Different
people could cnrrie to different
conclusions," he said.
George McMahon, Assistant
Vice-President Student Services,
said the expulsion will be of considerable financial cost to the
University. "When you consider
a lawyer of Kavanaugh 's status,
well, you can figure it out,'' he
said.
Da\'id Laird, SAC President,
·believes it is g?od to protect
the integrity of the University,
'but the decision has "screwed:up" the lives of the two students. "They can't go anywhere
·to finish their degree, four years
are totally wasted, they have
1
nothing,'' Laird said. "You don't
!expel people first time they
cheat."

to Win(R)r
province and $500 a man and $660 a woman on
clothing.
Using these statistics, the VISA students
account for just under one percent of Windsor's
retail sales total of $979,800,000.
"I can see it creating better than 200 fuUtime
jobs outside the university, and that would be a
pretty modest estimate," said Dr. Green. "Th is is
the big adventure of their lives, so they spend."
Tom Seow, a fourth year marketing major, and
president of the Malaysian Students Association
knows the spending patterns of VISA students.
"I think that figure is pretty conservative,
pretty low," he said.
Dr. Green's survey also showed that the VISA
students generally are bankrolled by their families.
While he hasn't done any studies on the spending
of Canadian students, he says there are rich and
not so rich VISA students.
"I've taken the trouble to talk closely to a
continued on page 8
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March 15 - Amnesty International Group's General Meeting 7: 30 p.m., Third World Resource
Center,
135
Tecumseh
Rd.
West.
- "How about an opportunity to be an overseas
volunteer with Canadian Crossroads International?" -Iona College, 7:00 p.m.

U.F.O.'s - Michael Bert, a professional UFC.
investigator, speaks on the phenomena · St.
Clair College, 8 00 p.m.
March 21 - Films on Nicaragua (same as on March
20th) - at Windsor Public Library - basement
- Dr. L. Smedick from the English Department
speaks on the "Ethos of the Warrior" - in
Assumption Lounge at 12 noon

March 16 - Acme Talent Night - Iona College,
208 Sunset, 7 :30 p.m. Coffee and goodies.
All talent welcome.

March 22 - Dr. Hugh Kenner · Prof. of Literature
at John Hopkins - addresses Christian Culture
Series - 8 00 p.m. · Assumption Lounge

March 17 - BACANAL '84 - Caribbean Students
Assoc1ationsAnnual Culture Show. Ambassador ·
Auditonum, 8:00 p.m.

-Common Hour: Heavy Metal by D.O.S, and
punk rock by big fish!!!

March 18 School of Music artists series - featuring the J. Angen Quartet -.\1oot Court 8: 15 p.m.
- The Rev. F.F. Nock · "U1versity in Humour",
Assumption Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

March 23 - Ron Wagenberg discusses his political
career · Iona College - 208 Sunset Ave, 12 noon
- 4th Annual Social Science Society Semi-Formal
at the Other Place · with "The Genes" and
"Pleasure Victim" DJ service - 6:30 p.m.

March 19 - 1984-85 Blue and Gold Squad Tryouts/ Mandatory informal meeting at 10:00
a.m. and/or 4 30 p.m., Umversit) Centre, 2nd
floor, Conference rooms 4,5 and 6.
March 20
Films on Central America· 7 :30 p.m.
"adelante Nicaragua" 8:00 p.m. 'Dream of
Sandino" in the speaker's pit in the University
Centre

March 25 - Dr. W.O. Mitchell - writer-in-residence,
University of Windsor - "Humour is a Serious
Matter" - Assumption Lounge, 7 30 p.m.
Lance
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by SAM MARKIEWICZ

Any group interested in having events listed in
this place should leave the appropriate information
at The Lance office c/o Peter Deck.
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by Kevin Rollason

n'sreportwiDbeineffective
.

resources into doing research,
". . . the creation of knowledge."

To ensure that the Bovey
commisions 's report is ineffective is the ultimate aim of the
Ontario Confederation ofs University
Faculty
Association's
(OCUF A) media campaign.
This was what Dr. Bill Jones,
President of OCUFA, told University of Windsor professors in
a meeting in mid February.
OCUFA
represents
around
10,000 faculty members across
Ontario.
Jones said that on December
15, Bette Stephenson, the Minister of Colleges and Universities
made a major policy announcement in the provincial legislature, the day before the government broke for the Christmas break. Because the house
was empty of media, Jones concluded that Stephenson had,
" ...
not intended to get any
publicity."
Stephenson
unveiled
the
Bovey Commission, a three man
commission with the responsibility co propose an operational
plan for modifying the structure
of Ontario universities.
Jones said the committee will
propose, ·•...
a highly specialized university", basing the new
system on job market predictions. He disagreed with this
since it would cut down the accessibility of universities to potential students. It is this change
of liberal access to universities,
Jones said, that Stephenson and
her policies are trying to change.
Jones felt that th is feeling
that a smaller university system
was a more excellent system was
bad, since an inaccessibl system
would be," ... a system that the
public would not support."
A misconception of the role
of universities also came into discussion. Jones said universities
devote a great deal of time and

The best way to combat the
Bovey Commission, Jones said,
was, " ... to engage and inform
the public about what is happening." To do this OCUFA would
have to spend money on a media
campaign before the commission
made their report on November
15.
Jones concluded that even a
majority government had to be
responsible to public opinion,
so this was the reason behind
their upcoming media campaign.
Jones was asked if any other
organizations had been approached by OCUFA for support. He
answered that they had talked
to the Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS), alumni associations, the service employees
union, and colleges.
Jones added that locally, the
university professor was the best
person to promote the university. He said professors should
publicize their research, promote
the university and lobby local
politicians.
Jones hoped that the public
would not think that the only
reason the professors were doing
this work was to protect their
jobs. ·•1 don't think we can be
accused of acting selfishly,"
since they have accepted a 30%
loss of income over the past few
years.
The idea that universities

do

not tra in people to work in the
economy was a fallacy, Jones
said. He pointed out that university graduates could handle a
number of jobs, not just one.

0

Jones said that the faculty
should pressure the Board of
Governors to take a public stand
on the issue, since that was what
they were primarily there for.

lose with Stephenson's proposals
too, Jones added. He reasoned
that if you cut back on the number of students who could go to

universities, you would have to
cut back proportionately more
with foreign students.
Jones is a professor of

psychology at Carleton University in Ottawa. He has been President of OCUFA since July 1,

1983.

AfricaWeekStriumphant
jinaJe
by Kevin Johnson

The African Cultural Show
held Saturday night (March 10),
was a triumphant finale to
Africa Week '84.
An enthusiastic audience filled Ambassador Auditorium to
watch members of the African
Students Association
display
their pride in their heritage. The

program consisted of singing, . The poetry which was recited
dancing, poetry, and a special drew from Western sources,
dramatic presentation entitled
from "We Shall Overcome" to
The Making of an African King. "Ozymandias", as well as originPains were taken to remind
al works.
One of the highlights of the
Westerners that Africa is a conevening was a fashion show,
tinent rich in variety rather than
featuring clothes from many
a
cultural
monolith.
The
different countries.
The predances incorporated
different
sentation was one of the most
styles, and some songs were
sung in more than one language. · professional I've ever seen, with
more articles than are normally
exhibited at such events. The
comments were also very interesting, and gave one some idea
of ordinary life in Africa.
The main attraction, however,
was the play.
Kofi Mjumbe
(Andrew Kamara) is a student
in residence here at Windsor.
When his grandfather dies, he is
elected king and must return
to i1is home. Generall}, the pla}
was kept light, but unfortunately, many of the jokes were lost
due to technical difficulties with
the sound system. The cast of
non-professionals strove to overcome· these problems to put on
a fine performance.
After a few references to local
issues (tuition tee hikes for
visa students, the residence cockroa..:h population), the dialogue
dealt bnefly with the concerns
of Knfi. who fears he mar have
become a "stranger
in his own
land".
After the naming and
installauon
ceremomes,
Kofi
gravely undertakes to preserve
his native culture.
This was the point of the
week-long activities: a celebration of African culture, and a
sharing with those of us less
familiar with it.
Those who
missed this opportunity
will
hopefully catch it next year.

Foreign students had a lot to

~ Sheridan
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College:A

s1ep Ahead

Will YOU BE LOST IN
TOMORROW'S WORK
PLACE?
Combine busi ness , word processing
and compu1er sk1lls.lor a career m
oll1ce adrrnnis1ra11onthrough

INTEGRATED OFFICE
SYSTEMS
Oakv,lle and Brampton Campuses
un1Quo.one-year . post-diploma
Te1ecommun1ca1tons.computer
graphics. olhce systems design and
analysis . hardware/soltware evalua1ton. integrated office systeros
word processing. olhce
adm1n1strat,on , components of
business , are studied

APPLY NOW FOR
FALL '84
Contact: Marg Samuel, Sheridan
Collage, School of Business,
Trafalgar Road, Oakvllla, Ontario
L6H 2L1 (416) 845-9430, ext. 180
University
degree,
College
diploma, or 6 years' admlnlstra ve
buslnHa 811:perlencerequired
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Few people would disagree with the University's
need to protect its intellectual integrity.
However. the facts, and unanswered questions,
surrounding the latest cheating case suggest that the
incident has served the University better as a public
relations tool than a genuine deterrent.
For instance, why were the students tried first in
criminal court? Was the University hoping to have students jailed. or fined, as well as expelled? While Ken Long
stated that the University did no1 instigate legal proceedings against the students, they did bring the matter to
the attention of the police-which
resulted in criminal
charges being laid.
It appears to The Lance that the case was brought
to court to involve the mainstream press in the story.
Even if this was not the University's intention, it was
certainly the result. The public has been able to see the
University administration actively fighting, and detering,
cheating on campus.
But has anything really changed?
Beyond this public display the University appears
to have done little of real substance to change the conditions which make cheating prevalent. Photo identification
is still rarely asked for before exams. Students still write
exams in huge amphitheatres and halls. There are still
fewer proctors monitoring exams than are needed. The
list goes on.
If the University is truly serious about stamping out
cheating it should follow up on its tough public stance
with more concrete measures to ensure that the most
obvious areas for abuse are closed.
By-Law 31, which deals with cheating and misconduct, should be changed to spell out more specific pen-

the raconteur
by john ~ddle
Every basketball team I have played for has lost,
and lost consistently.
This year, my team, "The
Sprints" made it to the finals of the Intramural 'B'
league; actually, that's the "Bozo" finals, as the Grand
Commissioner of the league rather callously put it.
We were up against the notorious "Beirut Bombers":
a battle of last place teams.
Not every team I've played on has lost miserably.
True enough, my grade eight team was once oblitcr·
ated 94-10 (and two of our ten points were scored at
the final buzzer. What was particularly embarrassing
about the massacre was not so much the lopsided taUy,
but that we had to share the dressing room with the
victors and their lamenting that they didn't break 100).
My freshman team in highschool once made it to the
finals of some nondescript tournament.
After our
gawkish center hit a running left handed hook shot
from the top of the key to send the game into overtime,
an opposing player saw it fit to mouth off to the ref,
and was awarded a technical for his invective. Yours
trUly was sent to the line to win it all-of course l
missed, very narrowly mind you, and we were thumped
in glorious fashion in the overtime.

holering

alties for specific examples of misconduct.
While The Lance realizes it would be difficult to
define all. examples of cheating, the effort should be
made. As the By-Law stands now students are subject to
the interpretations of the Judicial committee as to the
seriousness of the offence and the character of the student
Speaking about the case, a University official stated
that the expulsion decision depends on who judges,
"different people could come to different conclusions."
Even the decision that impersonation is the most
serious form of cheating can be seen as a judgement call.
Although Dean Long and other members of the University
have made that decision, it is not stated in By-Law 31.
In practice, the punishment of students has not been
consistent. Of the last 75 cases only one case resulted in
an expulsion, and that was for a repeat offense.
The University's explanatiOQi. is that none of the
other cases were for impersonation, and that impersonation, since it is a criminal offence, is the worst form of
cheating.
However, when two other students were caught for
computer fraud, also a criminal offence, they were not
charged in court.
In that case, both were suspended
rather than expelled.
Furthermore, cheating penalties
are not an effective deterent when many students feel
they are being used in an inconsistent, arbitrary manner.
Students lose respect for proceedings when those pro. ceedings appear to be guided by :considerations other than
those being publically espoused.
This type of perception, whether true or not, can
only poison student-University
relations, and will only
serve to hurt the University's avowed aim of stamping
out cheating.

In highscbool, nothing much of note happened.
I sat on the bench in grade eleven. A year later, I was
granted my "big chance". The guy who was guarding
me stoic the ball off me a good six or eight times, all
for uncontested layups. My coach, in the single display
of compassion he ever had for me (undoubtedly he was
fearing for my spiritual well-being), took me out. I
later discovered that "the guy" made all-Ontario.
C 'est la vie.
Grade thirteen-0 glory of the senior year! 0 cheerleaders! 0 big man on campus!-was memorable for
three instances. After shooting a horrid 2-17 from the
floor against Riverside on a Friday night, my picture
appeared in The Windsor Star the next day. It's an
unusual photo; I'm dribbling the ball with my left hand,
my head is up, and a beffudled defender is behind me. I
could rarely accomplish these three feats simultaneously.
Because the other coaches in the league felt sorry for
me, I made it to the All Star game-0 great glory!and contributed a respectable two points. When a
friend and I were at the U.S. Customs on our way
to a Pistons' game, the Officer asked us if we knew
Mike Brkovich (then a guard for Michigan State.)
''Sure," I said, "he dunked over me." Brilliant.
Off to intramural B leagues, to observe the decay

of my meagre skills. This is frustrating. You know,
if you've got the ball. that if you deke this guy this way
and this other guy that way, that you'll earn yourself
a four foot two foot one inch shot. You do such, and
the ball ends up careening off the backboard with a
veloc1ty you didn't think you were capable of. This is
not fun.
You say: "Hey, is this guy stupid, or a glutton for
punishment?" I'm not concerned.
I've developed a
great respect for losers. I know how to lose. I enjoy
losing. I have to, the last four teams I've played on
have a collective record of 10-70 or so, with at least
six wins by forfeit.
And what, pray tell, was the fate of The Sprints?
0 glorious Sprints? In the championship game? I
will explain.
With 22 seconds left, the score was knotted at 31
(this was one helluva shootout), and (in fine Sprints
fashion) the Bombers had the ball. They worked it
around for a while, and then launched a thirty foot
jumper (obviously a set play), which missed.
The Grand Commissioner decreed that the game
would remain a tie. Both teams were so poor neither
could beat the other.
A tie! A tie! A rotten stinking tie! I'd rather lose
than settle for a tie!

squeamishnes

,gto
by Georgina Kosanovic

Flipping through a Maclean's magazine the other day,
I saw an advertisement that provoked both shock and
disbelief. Is this, I wondered, what the human race is
coming to?
The ad that hurled me into this state of despair was
for an "emergency resuscitator", a device designed to
provide oxygen to a person who has stopped breathing.
This device, claim the advertisers, "delivers more oxygen
than mouth-to-mouth (resuscitation)!" Sounds good so
far, right? Yet something about this ad bothered my oldfashioned, Red Cross-trained · notions. I failed to see the
alleged superiority of this manufactured product over
the accepted, tested, more human method of artificial
respiration (AR). The advertisement claimed that it was
"instantly at the ready." It adds that the device is of
help "when seconds count." Somehow it overlooks the
fact that the scurry to get the machine in an emergency
wastes these precious moments. The AR method is always available.
There had to be another reason to purchase this
product, I thought. I was right. Further down the page
was the real reason to buy the resuscitator. According to
the advertisers, " It does away with direct oral contact
with the victim . It eliminates a non:hygen.ic messy
distasteful, tiring procedure."
'
'
The ad was appealing to human squeamishness, as so
many in our society do. Our paranoia about dandruff,
body odours and other horrors too terrible to mention
seems to reflect ·a general distaste for human bodies,
especially those of others. Looking at our counterparts
is bad enough. God forbid we should have to smell
them!
Now I have nothing against personal hygiene, but I

Ironicpr~tation
Dear Editor:
I would like to congratulate Stephanie Signorile on a
well written and researched article in the March 8
edition of the Lance, especially on such a "sensitive
subject".
The article in mention is titled, of course,
"Show Me Some Skin:
Using Sex to Sell". After
reading it 1 was compelled to comment on it, regarding
its means of presentation. It is rather ironic that the
pictures included in this article are exactly the type
which are described in the article itself. I realize that
it would have been difficult to describe precisely these
pictures in words, in spite of the old saying "Every picture is worth 1000 words".The headline itself was
enough to attract attention to the article, let alone the
rather "interesting" photographs.
Being of the male
gender myself, l must say that these photographs would
tend to attract quite a high readership of his article.
But, some parts of the article would probably be open
to some debate.
I would safely speculate that this
article was one of the, if not H;e,most highly read or
noticed article in the entire edition as a result of these
keen layout techniques.
Again congratulations on a
job well done and keep it up!
Paul Prsa

N~praised
Dear Editor,
On February 26 fifteen-year-old Ron Lawrence received third-degree burns over 95 percent of his body in a
tragic house fire. Since that time he has needed at least
seven blood transfusions. The citizens of Windsor have
responded to a plea for donations. A special note of
thanks to the University of Windsor. Nursing Society.
The Nursing Society posted a notice outside the Ambassador Auditorium during the campus blood drive on
Tuesday, March 6th. The post er indicated Ron's special
need, and that donations would be accepted in his name.

do think this mania about attractiveness and refinement
is related to this ad. After all, giving someone AR is a
"messy procedure"! You wouldn't want to muss up
your clothes, would you? Not even to save someone's
life? If these devices are selling, I suppose the answer is
"no.,,

When our fear of experiencing a little discomfort

This resulted in 33 units of blood being donated on
behalf of this courageous young man. Ron has a Jong
battle ahead of him, but with the support of dedicated
Individuals such as the members of theNursing Society,
it will hopefully be made a little easier.
On behalf of Ron, and his grandfather, a retired university employee, the members of C.U.P.E.
1001
express their gratirude to the Nursing Society and the
individuals who donated blood in Ron's name.
In closing I would like to add that anr further donatio~s of blood to the Red Cross on Ron;s behalf would
be greatly appreciated.

Eric Dobbs
Sec· Treasurer
Canadian Union of Public
Employees Local 1001

Bettehas·to go
Dear Editor:
My colleagues and I are concerned with the bleak
future that is in store for Ontario universities and students. Especially Windsor students! Bette Stephenson,
Educations Minister, appointed a three-man committeeThe Bovey Commission-In December 1983, that will
consider "the designation of specific universities as
centres of specialization ... "
The Minister has firmly decided to continue financial restraint in Ontario Universities. She also instructed the Bovey Commission to consider:
-Closing down some faculties so as to respond to the
_changing labour market (ie. Law, Education, Medicine,
Dentistry, etc.)
-Raising the minimum admission requirements beyond
60%. With more general and specific entrance examinations so as to limit level of enrollment
-Increasing the student financial contributions toward
their own education
-'Raising tuition fees that reflect the cost of a university education.
We student must not stand for this kind of behavior
towards students and universities.
Universities have

overcomes our desire to help our fellow man, I think
it's time to worry. Sure, my Red Cross class of eleven
year olds was squeamish when it came to practising AR.
But practise it we did, knowing that our knowledge
could make us life-savers one day. Then, administering
help to a needy victim, whether friend or stranger,
would hardly be "distasteful." It would be an honour.

been open to all citizens of the country and liminiting
university education means more students will be
included as unemployment figures.
Sam De Filippo

No exceptioffi!
Dear Editor:
I wish ro reply to last week's Lance - specifically,
the article 'Two Windsor Malaysian Students Expelled".
For many years we have been taught how dishonest
and sinful it was to cheat on our tests and examsespecially at the university level. Apparent!}, this has
not been absorbed by some people.
The issue that I dislike the most, 1s the fact that the
Malaysian Students A~sociation have begun to circulate a petition, perhaps feeling that we are discriminating against them, objecting to their friends ' suspension.
If they, along with Mr. Jon Carlos, think that the
penalty is too stiff, I think they should have weighed
the potential consequences.
I feel sorry for Mr. Yong and Mr. Ching, as 198 3
was their graduating year and that thousands of hours
of hard work along with thousands of dollars have
been wasted, but "out there in the real world", there
are no second chances.
Why should there be any exceptions this time?
Is it, perhaps, this time that a foreign student was involved? If they broke the Jaw, they broke the law!
If an exception is made for one, an exception must
be made for all!

Tom Hartai

-

iouih key to l::iberal
electio
n
1 O'lb Dl• cou11tfor
Student•
75 Un,vers,ty Avenue W
Windsor. Ontario
N9A 2Y5

Phone (S19)2 5&-t114

OTTAWA (CUP) - A secret Liberal party film
shown to party faithfuls in Halifax reveals that
youth will be key targets in the upcoming federal
election.
According to Southham News, the Liberals
will use tax-payers' money to woo several major
electoral groups-youth,
women, urban middle
class and ethnic voters.
But David Graham, an official with the newly
created Youth Ministry, says he knows of no plans
to woo the youth vote.
His statements contradict recent Liberal party
moves. The federal throne speech in December
introduced a new Youth Ministry, and according
to influential Liberal senator Jacques Hebert,
the ministry was a "simple and inexpensive" way

to appease young people and gain their support.
Gordon Ashworth, a spokesperson for the
Prime Minister's office, which produced the film
confirmed the youth ministry will sponsor ads i~
student newspapers and inform student journalists
of issues concerning their readers.
A January meeting between employment ane1
immigration minister John Roberts and 3 5 student
journalists from across the country, flown to
Toronto at tax-payers' expense, was not an example of Liberal campaigning for the youth vote
Ashworth said.
'
Roberts, a potential Liberal leadership candidate, said at the time the meeting was intended
to publicize established programs dealing with
youth unemployment.
·

GRAD PHOTOS Students
maystrike
in Quebec
John GAfa
c~ y 'Phot ography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside S quare
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

MONTREAL (CUP) - Quebec faces a general
student strike if the Parti Quebecois government
does not respond to student concerns.
The strike plan is a last ditch effort for Quebec's largest student association, which so far has
nothing to show for its intense protest and lobby
campaign to cancel proposals for sweeping reforms
to the college system.
The Association Nationale des Etudiants du
Quebec (ANEQ) has staged one-day rotating
strikes for a month and gathered signatures on a
petition, but so far the Quebec government has
not responded.
ANEQ's demands include abolition of sweeping college reforms and a new law
that strictly regulates student associations. They
also want higher welfare payments for youth,
and better student aid.
But not all 21 campuses in ANEQ are happy
with the decision to go for a general strike.

Concert Theatre

(3 13) 823-6400
at the 1-94-Chalmers Exit;
CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR EVERY
NIGHT
Fri. March 16 • "Foghat"
Sat. Mar ch 17 - "The Outlaws"
Thu rs. March 22 - "The Look"
Fri. March 23 · "John Kay & Steppenwolf'
Wed . March 28 · "Accept"
Sat. March 31 - "The Revival"
A Tribute to Creedence Clearwater
Wed. April 4 · "Johnny Winter"
Sat. April 14 · "Frank Marino &
Mahogany Rush"
Ladies Free Admission Before 9 pm Fri. & Sat Night

At the Feb. 25-26 ANEQ conference, the
strike was supported by a slim majority. Plans for
a strategy including information sessions with
students and further attempts to speak with
government officials were all but ignored.
Two members of the ANEQ central council,
Peter Wheeland and Diane Messier, resigned after
the vote to strike, partially to protest the lack of
ANEQ strategy.
Alternatives to the general strike included
demonstrations, research and information blitzes.
ANEQ now plans to use money originally slated
for research to cover any legal costs after the
general strike.
A member of the Concordia University Student
Association, Benevieve Morin, called this budget
change "pure shit ."

"We took a very Strong Stana against the
strike," says Morin. "We feel a strike is political
suicide because the local associations are not
ready for it."
The other anglophone member of ANEQ. the
McGill Student Society, has been unhappy with
ANEQ strategy all year.
The McGill society
has refused to pay its $20,000 membership fee,
although Wheeland hoped the Society would
agree to cover the costs of ANEQ research into
education issues.
Despite a referendum last year where McGill
students voted to join ANEQ. the student society
is now asking students to join the Regroupment
des Associations Etudjants Universitaires.
Patrick Gagnon, Student Society external
affairs vice president, says that the RAEU achieves
more by lobbying education department officials
than any of ANEQ's strikes.
ANEQ members, on the other hand, say RAEU
has the government's ear only because it supports
the Parti Quebecois.
RAEU did the rough draft of Law 32 regulating
student associations. Since its inception in May
1983, several university and college administrations have used the law to harass their student
associations.

on

"Applying Southern Law in the True
North: Cultural and Environmental
Adjustments

ALL WELCOME!
(Funded by the Min ister of State through the
Associ ation for C anadian Studies)
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Mr. Justice David Marshall

Place: ~fo ot Co urt Room, Fa culty of Law
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RAEU executives will be glad of that. Tn the
past two years, RAEU membership has dropped to
four student associations, three of these located on
the Universite de Montreal campuses.

Beapig shot

Applications for the positions of Editor and Manag-ing Editor of The Lance will
be accepted until Friday,
March 22nd.
Elections for these pos-
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Time: 8:00 p.m.

b

With money allotted for research going to
strike support, ANEQ has handed the McGill
Students Society the ammunition it needs to
encourage McGill students to vote for RAEU
membership.

The Faculty of Law
&
Windsor Project North

Date: W ed. M arch 21

(

itions will be held March 26
and 27th.
Applicants should apply
at The Lance, 2nd floor,
University Centre.
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bYPhilip Rourke

·'Hare Krishna is where it's at. "- Joh n L ennon ,

111

theMontreal Star , June 1969.

And so we went to experience Hare Krishna at the
Braktivedanta Cultural Center at 383 Lenox Ave. on the
Detroit waterfront.
The Center is an architecrural wonder and I recommend it to anyone interested in architecrure, art history,
visualarts, and landscaping. The outside is created in a
classic California stucco with a Spanish influence.
The inside is vintage 1920 Hollywood chic complimented with Italian murals and marble pillars, genuine
Tiffany chandeliers, a "Swiss Chalet" living room,
wallpaper made of gold leaf and the finest cowhides in
the world, and enough Art Deco for anyone's whims.
The mansion once belonged to Lawrence Fisher,
past president of now defunct Cadillac Motors. It was
bought by Albert Ford (a.k.a. Ambarisa dasa), great
grandson of Henry Ford I, and Elizabeth Reuter (a.k.a.
Lekhasravanti), daughter of the late labour leader
Walter Reuter.
They donated it to the Society of
KrishnaConsciousness.
After a guided tour of the mansion by a Bob Barker
sound-alike, we proceeded to the Temple (formerly
Fisher's ballroom) to partake in the ceremony.
In
front of us were the various gods that they worship and
around us was Indian music that was quite catchy
and even danceable. My friend nudged my elbow to
whisperingly suggest that the music had a "seductive
lilt" to it. I agreed.
After the ceremony, we were treated to a play entitled "Frank at the Bank," the moral of which was that
·'we're working for our bodies but we should be working
for our souls ... Our eternal constitutional position is
that we are eternally servants of God." Somehow I
didn't get that from the play. Let me explain.
The play began with the song "Money" by Pink
Floyd in the background and a WASPy banker, Frank
Lee Rich, in the foreground with his calculator in hand
and a door screen in front of him as a prop (get it?).
Filber Peabrains comes into the First Interstate Bank
wanting to deposit money. He has hopes of becoming
the Attorney General of the U.S.A.
Peabrain leaves, content. He comes back years later
to tell Mr. Rich that he's engaged to Piggy Sue (Pigbrain" for short) and that he needs to deposit more
money into his account ("Money" sung by the Beatles,
is now heard).
During his third time at the bank, we learn that
Peabrain has a kid named Luke Skywalker who wants
to be a Hare Krishna follower. Peabrain is now 64
years old and cannot handle this. (Naturally, "When
I'm 64" can be heard from the back of the room.)
We also learn that Mr. Rich has been "dismissed"
for embezzlement (he stole Peabrain's money from the
bank) and has been replaced by android Replicant 666
(get it?-Lucifer, the Anti-Christ) Peabrain exclaims:

Lance Photo by DAV E FINE

Krishna and blind date.

"You can't trust anyone anymore," the android answers "Affirmative," and Peabrain dies.
It all ends with Frank Sinatra's classic voice singing
. "My Way." Somehow I failed to make the connection
between being an eternal servant of God and doing
things my way.
A lecture followed. Our preacher, the only one
sitting on a cushion in the yoga position (I failed miserably at getting in that position) explained to us that
your only goal in life is to love God, and "if you love
God, automatically the world is satisfied."

The BritRail Youth Pass
beats thumbing it
hands down
And if you purchase it before April,
it costs only $117 -and you have 12
months in which to use it!
If you're under 26, you can go
wherever you like, whenever you
like, for 7 days. All through
England, Scotland and Wales. All
for only $117.
You can go on clean, comfortable
BritRail trains to over 2,000
stations on 14,000 trains a day.
Trains that go up to 125 m.p.h.
Your Economy Class Youth
Pass is your best way to travel
long distances; and it's your
best way to take day trips
from London to
places like Bath,
Cambridge
and York.

Call toll free: 1-800·268-9044

IP.1RAVEL
YourWay!..,,. ans
Going

The travel company of CFS

TRAVEL
CUTSTORONTO
U of l 44 St George St

416 979-2406

According to their beliefs, we were created solely to
· worship God and that a philanthropist's life is irrelevant
because philanthropy is a material concept and not
a spirirual one. Furthermore, the only reason that
there is disease in the world is that there is sinfulness
in the world-"herpes is God's way of saymg : Don't
be promiscuous.' "
According to their version of history, people 200
years ago were healthier because "they lived such
righteous lives...This is why there weren't as many
hospitals before as there is now." (No reference to
the vast life expectancy increases over the last two
·centuries):
He then tried to insult our intelligence by saying that
cancer is an "internal leprosy and is another disease
for sinful activities." This follows from the preacher's
blatant condescending attitude toward scientists,
and other pursuers of knowledge-an irony that can only
be truly appreciated when one is surrounded by the
Center's excesses.
The only question asked of the speaker was "What
if you don't believe in Qod?" The preacher was insulted
for having been asked that question and replied that the
questioner obviously had a brain that was made "of
mush."
Included in the $1.50 price of admission was dinner
which was made up of various vegetarian dishes, and
beverages 'which contain no alcohol but will still get
you drunk." I ate the food but decided that I wasn't
that thirsty after all.
Probably the most outlandish audio-visual display
since the last rock concert at Cobo Hall was our treat
after dinner. Hundreds of spotlights, coloured and
black lights, strobes, various film projectors and countless meticulously crafted "dioramas" (sculptures)
highlighted the exhibit. With the use of all this hightech, Lord Krishna's story was told. Krishna was depicted as a good-looking caucasian male although "when he
was born, in her ecstasy his mother could not tell if
Krishna was a boy or a girl."
Steve Allen is quoted in their literature as saying that
this exhibit is a "highly professional and impressive
display, much like the sort of thing one sees at the better
museums or Disneyland. The combination of computerized light, sound, and statuary was remarkably effective.
Every classic book should have a museum like this."
And if a museum can't be built, a film would do.
After the exhibir we discussed reincarnation for a
while, picked up the free literature at the door, asked
about where we could buy incense and tried to work out
a smile from some of the women who worked there.
Leaving, I could hear llare /(rsna Jlare Krsna Krsna Hare
I/are Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare
Hare in the background. Greg Harrison, reminiscing on

his ma~tra days, once said: "hike six hours we sang,
because you couldn't stop once you got going. You
just couldn't stop. It was like, as soon as you stop,
it was like the lights went out." Worship starts every
morning at 4:30.

Final Notice
1984-85 Blue and Gold
Squad Tryouts

Passes for 14-day, 21-day or 1
month Youth passes are available
for only $181, $229 or $269. Prices
are valid through March 31, 1984,
for travel anytime in the next 12
months. (Prices higher after March
31).

You must purchase your

BritRail Pass before you leave
Canada. It is not sold in Britain.
Call your TRAVELCUTSoffice today
for more information.

• Florida/Alabama Tour in November.1984
Grey Cup Parade • Lancer Ball Games •
Orientation Week '84. Everyone Welcome
Mandatory Introductory Meeting; Monday,
March 19, 1984. 10 am and/or 4:30 pm,
2nd Floor University Centre, Conference
Rooms 4, 5, 6.

Any questions? Russ 258-6125,
Brenda 966-1342

- ....
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VISA studenbi'co11t,i/Jutiom
to W111tkor
Continued from page 1.

talk closely to a number of stu·
dents I know well, and they indeed spend a fair amount of
money, but not all of them.
Some spend very little, they
11W1agc on astonishingly little
• money," he said.
By giving a number of lectures on his findings and by interviews in the media, Dr. Green
hopes the blue-suits at Queen's
Park will take notice. If his
dreams were to come turc, they
might even drop their plans for
hiking VISA student's fees to
cover all educational costs.
A Canadian student's tuition
covers a small fraction of actual
education costs. The VISA Stu·

FOUND:

One fur piece.

buildings," he said.
Not to worry though.
"Its not time to push the panic button yet,". said Information Service's Gary Champ. "I
think we'll pick up Canadian
students to fill the loss of VISA
students, until the end of the
decade without compromising
our standards. What's going to
happen then will depend a great
deal on our Ontario government s new legislation."

dents who began studying at the
U of W before this year pay a
flat rate of $1149 carjl semester
in tuition, about SO% of the cost
of the education. A first-year
VISA student spends anywhere
from $2079 to $3388 per semester in tuition, or about 66% of
the cost.
The fees have nowhere to go
but up.
According to Finance Director Joe Schiller, it would be
tough to determine what effect
a massive VISA student with-

A phenomena he calls the
'Sputnik effect' is makingmore
high school grads aware of the
awesome amount of new technology in the world. Champ
feels these people will feel their
only way of getting a good job
will be by getting an education.

drawal would have on the University's bank account.
'If we had 1SOO fewer stu·
dents, we'd have to have proportionately less professors and

If Dr. Bette Stephenson, Ontario Minister of Education, and
the voters who pull her strings,
have their way, schools like
Ontario may not have to worry
about finding students anyway.
'.'(Dr. Stephenson) has said
she's going to change the operating plan, tha* the basis by
which we're financed, ' he said.
'She says she wants higher
standards, that access to universities is no longer assured - that
means the open door policy disappears - there's a harder time
getting into the institutions."
"Certain
institutions
like
York may have to decide to cut
the number of students they
have and not enter as many into
first year," said Champ.

Any students above the l11lnl,
ber allowed by the government
under the operating plan would
end up costing the university
financially. If the government
said they would allow 10 politj.
cal science students and the institute had 20, they would only
receive full funds for the first10
students. The other 10 would
bring the institution a fraction
of this amount, making it uneconomical to run the school
In short, the University of
Windsor will probably not have
any problems in the future as
far as attracting enough qualified students. The government
will probably assure that. Only
the
students,
especially the
already heavily hit VISA stu·
dents, will suffer.

Call

~toclaim.

FOR RENT-

A fumilhed one
N..
U of
w. $260 per months. Available
May 1. Call 258-5207 or 2660568,

bedroom apartment.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE from
May 1 to August 31. Modern 2
bedtoom apartment to IMl'I with a

female greduartaltUdent. Mall/
Female .. weim-.
All utilltlN
uncluded, Laundry facllitlN, 15
minutal from main ClfflPUI, fumilhed,
Rant $175 monthly or
negotlabll.
Phone 252-8933 and
-* for Barb or Kath.
FOR RENT. Large one bedroom
apartment.
Located at 3170
Donnelly (corner of Mill), aero•
from Vanier, 5 minute walk from
IChool.
Clan, carpeted, quiet.
Living room, dining room and
kitchen + one bedroom.
Call
Christine after 5 PM It 253-7788.
Apt. is avallabJe June 1, and allo
for the 1984-86 IChool y_..

SUBLET : Houle for the summer.
Why not apend your holiday in
our spac:iou1, fumllhed and truly
comfortable 3 bedroom houae on
vee-lined Partington Avenue? Seconds -av from both the main
campus and convenience storn, this
hou• hat a full blMment with a
.-,nd fridgl and laundry facili11N,
a snened porch, and a front .ct
l,IICk yard with real graa. We are
wllling to negotitiate on the rental
price which will be no more than
$330 a month.
Call 264,8219.
ATTENTION:
"'-t
and Patt
LANCER FOOTBALL PLAYERS.
&anqu.r, March 24, 0 6:30 PM.
Vanier Hall, U of W. P ..... contact
ID in advanc:11 Joe Brannapn at
848-3915 or Rob Dalley 969-4743.

The choice is yours.
Youcan followthe crowded
highwaysof our time, clearlymarked
with the landmarks of contemporary
success:executivetitles,socialposition,
politicaloffice,personalfame.
Or you can take the road less
travelled.
We can help.We are members of
the PassionistCommunity-a Catholic
community of Priestsand Brothers
followingthe crucified Christ in the
world today.And we offer you more
than a job.We offer you a life. A life
that's whole. A healthY,balanced life of
hard work, leisure and challenge.
The rewards?A unique opportunity to change your life and the lives of

others through spiritual growth, community service and creative leadership.
Plus the fraternity and total support of
a religiouscommunity that shares the
same passion for life and socialaction.
Where are you going?
The choice fo yours.
How do you know if you are called?
Listen.

Passionist
Commurity

Anyone lntereated in playing in a
non-contact
SUMMER
BALL '
HOCKEY ....... tam?
Call 9458038 and -* far Satch.
Tha ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB will
pr.ant
a flint:
"Early Stone
Tool1" and a llctul"I bot lllnka
T.,....lntlcl Ranlrowlc on "'Mault·
•larl Archlllogy of Y....,.._la"
on Thut'ldly, Ma-ch 22 It 4 PM
In EDining Room, Vanier
Hall.

St. Patrick', Day BAKE SALE:
Celebrate the apirit of .,..,. with
the llltan of Phi 1'9ma S'9ma,

In the Uniwnity

c.ntr..

ASSUMPTION CAMPUS COM't'IUNITY.
at 10.30 AM a
4 .30 PM on Sundlyt and at 11:IIO
AM Monday-Friday.
On TUNday
tfw,. ii .a. a Mia at I PM follow.
ed by a 12 d..._.
During Lant
1her9 ii prayer at 11:30, Mon-Fri.
April 7-12 Noon-I PM- Day of
Retnat far ~ People. For more
Information call 294-812.

FOR SALE .

Single D,_..

fill

tllbinlt modulel that ...
and
lnwtoak, S15.00 each on 3 for
t40.00. Alto Stove, Couch, Many
....._
ty,.....1 .... and TV. Call
IOM .... '-"a .........
GOLF LEAGUE: Anyone inter·
__.
...,.

in forming a unlMnlty golf
would you P'oontact
Cbudc Church at the Un!Nnity

c.ntN

o..k

.,

PASSIONISTCOMMUNITY
6SOSHEPPARDAVE.E.,
WILLOWDALE,ONT. M2K 1B7

Ya, I would like to receivemore information about the Passionist Community and the
opportunitiesyou offer in the service of Christ. I don't know what directionmy life will take,
but it's too important not to investigate the possibilities.

JIL\NIE

ADDRESS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L---------------------~
CITY

PROV.

POSTALCODE

II

Friday from

10 30 to 4 30 or lla¥e your name
and t1llphol• numblr at the dalk.
NolaW ... March20.
INVITATION: Dan to Danoa
the Lat Tanao It Randolph.
.... rday, March 24th.
Anodw
Art

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Extenlion 3231-

MondaY,WedMedlf,
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Big 'Mac'willbea hit
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by Rob Brown

Of the many recent changes in the computer industry
-and there have been a lot lately-the introduction of
the Apple Macintosh last month could be rhe most
important.
The latest brainchild of Stephen Job (28-year-old
'farher' of the home computer) is designed to compete
against corporate giant IBM, which has been chipping
away at the market that Job's Apple Corp. used to
have on its own. At $2500 American it's supposed to
appeal to small businessmen and students. Presumably
students with generous parents.
The Mac' doesn't look imposing. It's only 20 inches
high, weighs 23 pounds, and has a monitor smaller than
any other I've seen. But what makes the difference is
a little box attached to the computer by a cord, like a
joystick attached to a videogame.
This box, called a 'mouse', sits in front of the computer terminal. When you move the mouse towards you,
the cursor moves down. Anyone who's ever used a
videogame joystick will get the hang of using a mouse in
about two seconds. It has all sorts of uses in graphics.
The mouse is also good for computer commands.
If you want to do something, like getting a printout of
what you've done, just point the mouse at the ·printout'
command. All the commands you need are at the side
or the bottom of the screen. That way you don't have
to type them out, and risk making mistakes.
What the mouse really does is make the more useful
computer applications-like word processing and graphics- much easier to use. To help out, Macintosh's
designers have made the commands into self-explanatory
symbols. One is a pencil-you move the mouse towards
it when you want to draw graphics. Another is a trash
can. The people as Apple claim that the Mac can be
mastered in hours- as opposed to weeks and months
of intense and frustrating effort.
Jf true, it would make Mac a true innovation. You
have probably seen the Commodore ad about the kid
who flunks out of college because he hasn't learned
computers. Well, so far most home computers are used
for nothing but videogames. Proud of joining the computer age, Mr. Joe Average spends two days learning
simple BASIC programs. then gives up and plays Pac

Man. But if his marvel of high tech can be used successfully in a short time, Joe will become interestedwhich is the first step to expertise.
Mac has orher advantages. With 128K of memory,
(processing around 128,000 bits of information a
c;econd) it can do most rhings you would ever want to
do on a small computer. This compares to 64K for the
basic IBM PC, which is the toy the three piece suit
boys tove to play wirh. In another year or so, Apple
will be able to quadruple Mac's memory to over SOOK.
Finally, it has the capacity to interface (connect) to
IBM mainframes. WYLBUR addicts, take note.
Now to rhe big question-how will the Mac affect
students? According to a recent article in the Globe,
Macs have been selling like hotcakes. But I suspect

that not too many of rhe buyers were students. For
our income, this computer is sort of pricey. Seekers of
knowledge on a restricted budget may prefer a Colleco
Adam, at $1100 (assuming he can find one rhat works)
or an Apple II clone.
However, in a couple of years things may start to
roll. And if the Mac is wildly successful, other compan'ies would imitate its mouse and 'user-friendly' programs.
The price will eventually go down, and/or Macintosh
clones will make their appearance. So eventually even
we will be able to afford one. With computers easier
to use, a lot of people will start using them for more
than Donkey Kong Junior. One way or another, the
.Macintosh will make things interesting for the next
couple of years.

Intemational
Women's
DayMarch

.-
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Various speakers addressed The Women's Day and Peace March. Here, Mireille Coral speaks on the links
between the arms race and women's rights issues.
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(R,ce Table)

INDONESIAN

FOOD . . . our specialty

•lso CHINESE.&
CANADIAN FOOD

COMFORTABLE· AIR CONDITIONED
DINING ROOM
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
MON· THURS 11 AM· 12 MID
FRI · 11 AM • 2 AM
SATl2AM·2AM
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS 12 AM· 12 PM

St. Patricks Day Bash
Green Drink Specials All Night

RIVER
DETROIT

126 Ouellette

FAST FREE DELIVERY
(on min. order)

TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM

featuring

Dynamite D.J. Service
Friday, March 16
Ambassador Auditorium
Doors Open at 8:00

Eachyear the Ontario Confederation of UniversityFacultyAsociations
recognizes outstanding teachers in Ontario universities through
awards based on activities in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all levels of instruction - graduate and undergraduate teaching. continuing education and faculty development.
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom, the
laboratory or the faculty member's office. Activities such as course
design; curriculum development, organization of teaching programs,
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of these
are eligible for OCUFATeaching Awards.

NOMINATIONS
Are invited from individuals, informal groups of students, local
student councils, departments, alumni, etc.

1 Free beer for
members
FREE pizza for all

1.00 members
2.00 non-members

A guideline to assist in organizing a nomination should be consulted
by prospective nominators and is available on request from the
Office of Teaching & learning 2100 Math Building (ext 3090
mornings).

DEADLINEFOR RECEIPTOF NOMINATIONSBYOCUFA IS
APRIL15, 1984

"-

The annual Oscar ceremony in Hollywood is P-tObably the
most famous celebration of movies in the world, simply because of
the international popularity of American cinema. What is relatively
unknown, however, is that most other nations host their own awards
ceremonies. Though the films may be less well known it does not
necessarily mean they are any less outstanding.
Canada began its own quiet celebration of quality films in 1949
with the first annual Canadian Film Awards. But after thirty years
of rewarding film-makers with the coveted Etrog, many Canadian
producers decided that such a ceremony needed a much higher media profile in order to promote Canadian films.
In 1979 representatives of the nation's film industry banded together to create the Academy of Canadian Cinema. Using the for-

mats established by other international'film academics, the Canadian
body has formed a new movement ensuring that quality film-makers
in Canada get the recognition they deserve. That same year, they
changed the name of the Etrog (after . rul, who would want ~o win
an Etrog?), and hosted the first annual Genie Awards. (The word
"genie" evokes a sense of magic, a sense of artistic genius, but most
importantly for the academy, it is bilingual).
This year the 600 members of the academy have again gone
through the selective process of choosing nominees in each category,
some of which have been reviewed in the following article. On Wednesday, March 21st, the seals on the envelopes will be broken in the
Royal Alexandra Theatre, Toronto. CBC. televises this ceremony,
starting at 8 00 p.m.
,

The TerryFoxStory
...

His marathon ended short of his goal, but this young Canadian
legend will ever be remembered and revered in the history books
of this nation. "Hell of a guy!" (Patti P.) First-time actor and
Genie nominee Eric Fryer portrays young Terry in this poignant
record of his dreams. Yet the film also humanizes this boy-god
perhaps making him even more memorable, more tangible than
the way we remember him stutter-stepping his way along the wet
pavement. Cancer directed by Ralph Thomas will never be the
same again. (I'm sorry, that doesn't make any sense).
1984 Genie Award Nominations:
Best Motion Picture-Robert Cooper, producer
Best Actor-Eric Fryer
Best Supporting Actor-Michael Zelniker
Best Supporting Actress-Elva Mai Hoover
Best Cinematographer - Richard Ciupka, CSC.
Best Film Editing - Ron Wiseman, cfe.
Best Sound-Bruce Carwardine, Joe Grimaldi, Glen Gauthier, Austin
Grimaldi
Best Sound Editing- Jim Hopkins

A 01/istmasStory
Bob Clark, the director of Porky's and its sequel, presents this
comic portrayal of a typical American family at Christmas. As the
big day approaches, little Ralphie Parker (Peter Billingsley) is not
too quiet about the fact that all he wants in the world is a Red Ryder-Carbine-action, Two-Hundred-Shot Model Range Air Rifle. Although his teacher and the department store Santa warn him that
he'll shoot his eye out, his parents seem less concerned.
Clark, who plays to American audiences, has nt:vcr actually made
a Canadian film in terms of content, but a new rule by the Academy
this year allows American-produced films made by Candian crews to
be eligible for nomination. This has also allowed Strange Brew to be
eligible. Both were produced by MGM.
1984 Genie Award Nominations
Best Motion Picture - Rene Dupont, Bob Clark, producers.
Best Supporting Actress - Tedde Moore
Best Cinematography - Reginald H. Morris, CSC
Best Costum~ Design - Mary E. McLeod
Best Director - Bob Clark
Best Film Editing - Stan Cole
Best Screenplay - Bob Clark
Best Sound - David Appleby, Dino Pigat, Ken Heeley-Ray
Best Sound Editing - Wayne Griffin, David Evans, Steven Cole, Ken
Heeley-Ray

A psycho-socio-political
Curzi) is the working man's
the city s power politics. H~
law and he has to be rescu
respected lawyer Jacques M
belong to the political hiera
inevitable clash becomes an
itely by director Carriere.
1984 Genie Award Nominano
Best Motion Picture - R
Best Actor - Pierre Curzi
Best Actress - Marie Tifo
Best Art Direction - GillesA
Best Costume Design - Mich
Best Director - Bruno Carri

The Wars

Former Stratford director
to work on his first film, ada
the same title. As Phillips
none better than he. Others
The story follows a wealthy
who enlists for the big WWI, tra1m
shipped to Europe. Over~
involved (Heaven forbid!) wb
logical war. (Hence the plur
1984 Genie Award Nominatio

Best Motion Picture - Richard uc
Best Actress-Martha Henry
Best Supportmg Actress-Jackt s
Best Film Editing-Tony Lower
Best Screenplay-Timothy Fin
Best Sound-Hans Peter Strobl
Best Sound Editing-Bernar& , Br
Lackie

)

Hopefully the three nominations this year can duplicate the
success of last year's Canadian Oscar winners. If you recall , Loui s
Malle's Quest f or Fire, a FrancO"Canadian co-production feature won
for best make-up. (In Paris, it also won the Cesar for best picture.
The Cesar is the French equivalent to the Genie and the Oscar) . Just
Anoth er Missing Kid , made for CBC's "The Fifth Estate" won an
Oscar for best feature documentary, beating out another Canadian
nomination - the NFB's After the Axe . And perhaps the mos t
memorable film from last year was that U.S. labelled "political
propaganda " from the NFB called If You Love This Planet. When
diector Terri Nash accepted the Academy Awar<l for best documen tary short subject, she smiled and said, "Well, you really know how
to show a foreign agent a good time."
This year's three Canadian nominations have all been shown on
the CBC in the last season. Fortunately, each of them is in a different category, so they do not have to compete against each other .

The other NF B prod uction nom inate d was Flamenco at 5.15 for
best docu m entary
short subje ct. Filmed at the N ati onal Ballet
School in Toronto, it sho ws a class being directed by Spanish ballet
teacher Susann a Bledo, who visits once a year. Don 't hold your
breath hoping it will win , since it is up again st some heavy competition, lik e Sewi ng Woman.

r

Marie Chapdelaine
Directed by Gilles Carle, Maria Chapdelaine is based on the Cana dian classic written by Louis Hemon. Carle is one of Canada's most
critically acclaimed directors, having had at least six films participate in the Cannes Festival. Quebec actress Carole Laure, who plays
where her popularity exceeds her sex appeal. The team of Carle
and Laure is brought together once again in this romantic adventure
set in turn of the century Quebec. Voluptuous Maria must choose
the best of three potential hubands who can take her away from the
hardships of the Lac St. Jean wilderness.

1984 Genie Award Nominations:

Montreal.Brouillard (Pierre

coattack social injustices of
;, His often sets him against the
:scud by his longtime friend and
'SM mineau, however. wants to
hie Brouillardloat h es, so th eir
cter study handled exquis-

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

Motion Picture - Murray Shostak , Robert Baylis, producers
Actor - Nick Mancuso
Actress-Carole Laure
Supporting Actor-Pierre Curzi
Supporting Actress - Amulette Garneau
Art Direction-Jocelyn Joly
Cinematography - Pierre Mignot
Costume Design - Michele Hamel
Music Score-Lewis Furey
Sound .,-Patrick Rou sseau , J oe Grimal di , Aus tin Grimaldi,
Dino Pigat
Best Sound Editing-Claude
Langlois, Patrick Dodd,
Jean-Guy
Montpetit
lh:a· 1'\lht· l1>t "' Cht m,11,,, nuinrn..'I:, r.. r thi.: (,t'nk
nn ( H(

, Marc Daigle, Producers
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BestActressNominee-CBserters
Barbara March was Barbara
Maczka when she graduated
from the University of Windsor
in 1976 with a degree of Dramatic Art. She consequently moved
to Stratford to join the Shakespearian festival cast. Although
her first two seasons included
relatively minor roles and understudying, she gained more experience and exposure by her third
year with memorable performances in Othello , Love's Labour's Lost, and The Dev{/s.
Since she left Stratford, she
has managed a burgeoning acting
career on stage. TV and in film,
most
notably
Jack Darcus'
Deserters, for which she has received a nomination as best
actress.
Deserters recalls the Vietnam
War from a Canadian perspective. Sgt. Ulysses Hawley (Alan
Scarfe - Best Actor nominee)
a U.S. army drill instructor and
three-tour veteran of the war,

crosses the border in search of
two trainees who have opted for
Canada instead of Vietnam. He
finds one of them, Peter, under
the auspices of a liberal-minded
immigration officer Noel and his
wife Val (Barbara
March).
Though she may nor agree with
her husband's cause of sheltering
U.S. army deserters, she enjoys
seeking intimacy with the young
men he brings home.
Their living room becomes a
small-scale version of the war the woman vs. the liberal vs. the
soldier vs. the youth vs. the woman. Yet even these apparently
solid platforms start to d1smtegrate as values change hands and
masks give way to masks. The
ensuing imbroglio epitomizes the
chaos of the war itself .
Besides the two acting nominees, Deserters has also been
nominated
for best director
Oack Darcus), best editing, and
best music score.

by Glenn Warner
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Fwe&tud tenyou
by John Liddle

In 1942, a young private in the U.S. Army named
Buddy Glass travels to New York to witness the marriage
of his brother, Seymour. Buddy is suffering from pleurisy. He is the only member of the Glass family present.
The Glass children are child prodigies, panelists in their
youth on a radio program titled "It's A Wise Child".
Seymour is the oldest. He is a genius. They arc all
geniuses.

The wedding goes off miserably. Seymour docs not
show up. Buddy finds himself in a cab with five other
people. There's going to be a reception regardless. One
of the persons is the Matron of Honour. She explains
to Buddy that Seymour told the bride the night before
that he was too happy to get married. The Matron of
Honour finds out who Buddy is. She chews him out. The
cab is stopped by a parade. The five guests get out and
walk to Buddy s apartment for cold drinks. Buddy finds
Seymour's diary, and reads it in the bathroom. He returns to the kitchen and downs four fingers of whiskey.
The Matron of Honour is yapping away. Buddy tells us:

My mouth was dry, and my groin felt damp . I said
I didn't give a good Goddamn what Mrs. Fedder had to
say on the subject of Seymour. Or, for that matter,
what any professional delettante or amate.ur bitch had
to say. I said that from the time Seymour was ten years
old, every summa-cum-laude Thinker and intellectual
men's room attendant in the country bad been baving
a go at him ... I said that not one Goddamn person, of
all the patronizing, fourth-rate critics and column writers, bad ever seen him for what be really was. A poet,
for God's sake. and I meant a poet. If he had never
wrote a line of poetry, he could still flash what he had
at you with the back of bis ear if he wanted~o.
The author;is J.D. Salinger. The story is "Raise High
the Roof Beam, Carpenters". It is required reading in
any age.

by Roberta Mock

"A book everybody should read" said Lorenzo.
Everybody should read •.• Everybody should read ...
Unfortunately, the material I read usually falls under
one of two categories either everybody won't read it or
everybody shouldn't read it.
My tastes range from that which should be read instead of performed (Shaw's Man & Superman) to that
which should be performed instead of read (like Nicole
on Campus but I've alr~dy praised its merits..in a previous Lance).
In any case, this isn't an expose on my personal literary preferences. My mission is to recommend one invaluable book and that I shall do. It's Evdyn Waugh's
The LovedOne.
Yes, everybody should read one good satire in1his or
her lifetime. Nasty, cy~ical, often self-righteous ... what

redeeming characteristics. Waugh succeeds with all of
them.
Yet while criticizing almost everything loathable in
California - pet cemeteries, health food, advice columns, dominating mothers, the movie empi,es, the entire money-hungry funderal business - Waugh still
manages not to appear malicious. Of course, that's a
front.
Wonderful images abound in this novel. The chief embalmer Mr. J oyboy is a fantastic replica of Liberace in
plastic gloves. Or how about the dead cat in the fridge
next to the tuna sandwiches?
Granted, everybody may not like Waugh's .sardonic
commentary. If your stomach turns at the mere thought
of ridiculing death, I'd have to suggest Orwell's Animal
Farm. It's a little political but at least you'd be reading
something satiric.
Oh, I've heard that The Loved One was also made into a movie. I've never seen it.

by Kevin McCann

In Search of Excellence written by Thomas J. Peters
and Robert H. Waterman, Jr., attempts to discover what
makes organizations effective. They succeed through
presenting many useful lessons that, if implemented by
American and Canadian managers, will establish their
corporations as market leaders. The key points in the
book are respect for the individual (both the customers
and employees), allowing entrepeneurship, decentralization and developing the art of management itself. These
organizations studied are mostly industry leaders with
both impressive and consistent profit records.
The reader is surprised to find that all these organi_zations possess common traits and have cultures or per·sonalitics of their own. This in turn transforms its thousands of employees to contribute to the overall success
of the organization. IBM, Boeing, GM and Proctor and
Gamble are just a few examples of these companies
which manage to install a feeling of success in each person who works for them.
The first few chapters of the book are dull because
they are reserved for the author's methodology and criteria for excellent organizations. It is not until actual examples are used wjth explanations of these various organizations that it becomes thought provoking and a
most enjoyable book to read.
It is evident throughout that great trouble and care
was taken to research this topic and then present it in
a simple and straightforward style. Not only is the story
of these organizations told in a most entertaining fashion, but ideas are provided on how to manage success,
fully in these turbulent times.

Aubrey Beardaley

toread
Vonnegut in general. I am somewhat convinced that just
about everybody has a shot at appreciating his unique
brand of humanitarian approach to modern society.
Although Vonnegut is often classified as a science
fiction writer, especially by people in that field, it is
in fact a grave error to do so. He merely uses science
fiction in many of his works as an "enabling form",
a vehicle to express his views to the reader and because of tl1is, The Sirens of Titan is simultaneously
his most visibly SF novel and perhapshis mOStmisunderstood. It is an outrageous farce complete with Manians,
chronosynclastic infundibula and the Church of God the
Utterly Indifferent. Some critics have referred to it as
surrealist but this too is a mistake. Vonnegut scholars
recognise it as a sort of metaphysical shaggy dog story
that is a masterwork of satire wherein the subtle humour
operates on several different levels. It is not the black
humour that is his trademark and can be experienced
most clearly in Cat's Cradle and Breakfast of Champions.
Vonnegut uses the space opera to distance his readers
from his characters, preventing identification with them
and thereby allowing him to "poison their minds with
truth". - and if Vonnegut can't poison the masses, I
don't know who the hell can.

by Desmond McGrath

Alice in Wonderland and, at least as importantly,
Through the Looking Glass are not only books that
everyone should read and re-read but ones that you
should take to heart. Why? Because Lewis Carroll never
lost his childlike sense of wonder and you don't want to
lose yours; unless you already have, in which case you
might as well be a squirrel.
Carroll knew all about logical loopholes in our every·
day existence and went at them with a child's directness.
So the two stories, as even my language prof knew, say
more than several theses worth on language, truth and
logic. Like Alice's conversation with the Gnat about
insects
I'm rather afraid of them - at least the Largekinds.
But I can tell you the names of some of them."
"Of course, they answer to their names?" the Gnat
remarked carelessly.
"I never.knew them do it."
"What's the use of their having names," the Gnat
said, "if they won't answer to them?"
"No use to them," said Alice; "but it's useful to the
people that name them, I suppose. If not, why do things
have names at all?"
"I can't say," the Gnat replied.
Also, the books prefigure Kafka, Beckett, Joyce, Ionesco Surrealism, punk rock, Freud and Einstein's
physics (there are several insights into our misconceptions of the space-time continuum), among other things.

by David Viecelli

It 's not that everyone should necessarily read The
Sirem of Titan in panicular but rather,any and all Kun

NOTE: CJAM Music Director Pat Petro, tied as he is
to the ephemcrality of audio, can't think of any books
anybody should read.
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Bigso~
bYDesmond McGrath
The walls over at the Art
Gallery of Windsor can't believe
that they're actually displaying
the like of Lichtenstein, Warhol,
Auston, Twombly, and Stella
these days, so you'd better see
them before they shatter or the
paintings remember their stature
and leave. In itself the American
Accents exhibit is nothing to
scream about-after all, Pop art
isn't new and I'm not even sure
that it's popular anymore-but
it's heady stuff for Windsor and
it's like will not soon be here
again.The exhibit does not try to
present a theme, it simply offers
a look at some recent work by
established artists: none of it
startling, some of it quite juicy.
There are pleasant surprises from
the lesser known names, in
particular the thick canvases of
a man named Jess. He piles his
paint on until it no longer looks
like paint to create almost tangible images especially ef.fective in
"Figure I-A? year's Darling of a
pig my size" (1968). The picture is a rear view of an enigmatic child at a stream, made
'almost 3-dimensional by the

technique and clever colour and
far more convincing than the
adjacent overworked realism of
Maxwell Hendler.
There is much fun to be got
out of Frank Stella's serpentine
composition "lllN)la Five II"
(1983), full of the reds and
yellows typical of him, thank
God he has retained some chaim
after all these years.
So has Roy Lichtehstein,
even if he never changes his
sytle. It's almost true that if
you've seens one Lichtenstein
you've seen them all.
His
"Glass and Lemon Before a
Mirror" (1974) doesn't alter
that idea. Assin the glory days
of the sixties, his style is still
straight from the comic books.
But by now he has changed his
subject matter and, in this case,
to still life. More radical for
him is the painting/sculpture
"Brush Stroke"-art about art.
Less appealing are the contrived atmospheres of Philip Auston's dusty canvases, even if you
do admire the simplicity of his
style.
Even simpler are Cy Twombly's three works here, all variations of crayon crawls. While

Above "Figure. I-A? 'year's Darling of a pig my size''' -1968 Oil on canvas, by Jess. The "American
Accents" exhibition continues through March 25 at the Art Gallery of Windsor (445 Riverside Drive W.).
the idea behind this may be
worth exploring the paintings
themselves are pointless to look
at.
If you've every wondered
(and who has?) how it would be
to own dinnerware by De
Chirico then see Ken Price's
ceramics, "Town Unit No. 2".

Returnof thebug

The images look like memoirs
of a De Chirico trip to Mexico
ibut the work is only as interest·
'ing as your interest in ceramic
art.
Elsewhere, there's a little
totemism, a bit of colour field,
boring stuff from Jasper Johns
and possibly some political art,

art

by Roberta Mock &
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if that's still possible. As I said,
there's no theme to this, the
works are as disconnected as the
separate developments in con·temporary American art. All of
th.::m arc lightweight, which may
make you wonder what art has
to say anymore, nobody here
seems to know.

Reviewing ans undergrad art
show is nearly impossible withou t stepping on some vulnerable
toes. Ours is not to judge too
harshly-after all, the artists do
not claim to be professionals.
An undergraduate student
show is being presented in the
University Centre Gallery from
March 6 to March 21. If nothing
else, a trip to the show would be
worthwhile to support student
acttvmes. Obviously, a lot of
time and effort was put into
some of these projects making
them successful pieces. We wish
we could say the same for the
others.
Mark Sikich's Contra.dance" is
a styal1zed, maybe overly slick,
attempt at motion. Nice vibrant
colours. A little more subtle-

__________________________________________
Detail of "Arsenic and Old Lace."

Bob Schmidt's "'The World In
Itself."
ty could have been achieved
using earth tones.
'The World in Itself" is a
mood-inducing oil by Bob
Schmidt. The contrast _is effective as is its try at pseudo-

impressionism. The staging of
the figure (Trevor Malcolm, model extraordinaire) keeps your
eyes synchroni-zed with the motion of the piece.
Retty Kassen 's "Seated" is urgent and demanding.
You
don't want to lock at her Rubenesque model, but intriguing
curves and well-planned composition beg for your attention.
Technique and style was evidently learned by these artists.
It's a shame some of these rules
were sacrificed in an incessant
grasp for originality. For God's
sake, there's even a Don Quixote
not to mention "Let's be modern" untitled acrylic paint rubes.
Our advice to the artists is
to use their talent andsskills in
a more bold, emotional, and
consequently,
effective way.
Sorry, kids, most of the exhibit is contrived in a rather university-esque mode.
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LETUS PREPAREYOU FOR THE
June 18, 1984 LSAT

pecializing in the latest in Spring Dresses and Sportswear- just
, 1n time for your annual spring dances!
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With this coupon
merchandise.

Save 10%

on all regular priced

I
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I
I
I
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Bring in SAC Discount Card and receive additional 10%.
Valid until March 31 st inclusive.

Limit - One Coupon Per Person

OR THE

JuM 16, 1984 CMAT
• Each course consists or 20 hours or ir>struction ror only S14S or 32 hours ror
only S21S
• Coutlles are tax deductible
• Complete review of each section of each
test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at no
additional charge
ClASSES FOR THE JUNE 18 LSAT

20 hour course in TO<onto June 8-10/84
32 hour course in Toronto May 19, 20,
June 9. 10/84
ClASSfS FOR THE JUN£ 16 <tMAT
20 hour course in Toronto June 1·3/84
32 hourcourse on Toronto May 12, n
June 2. 3/84
To register. call or wnte ·

GMAT/LSAT
PREPARATIONCOURSES
P.O. Box 597, Station A
Toronto, Ont MSW 1G7
(416) 665-3377

324 Ouellette Ave., Windsor, Ontario 253-9374
M-Th 9:30 am - 5:45 pm, Fri 9:30am -9:00 pm, Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm :

·--------------------------------

-----------.J

To call free lrom Wond,or
dial O and ask ror
Zenith 867 20
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QUEEN

"The Works"
(EMI/Capitol)
Editor's Note:
I'm driven to
lunacy by Freddie Mercury's
outlandish burden of bisexuality. The man used to be my
idol I Tie that mother down I

1)
They still use "baby" in
their songs (long after all other
bands tossed the word out with
the bathwater and the cat,
Fluffy.)
2) Their lyrics arc obvious to
the point of physical pain. (Hey,
didja know "Mushroom Cloud"
is a symbol for atom bombs?
Keen!) Oh, how I long for the
days of Queen II, when their
lyrics didn't make a bit of sense.
3)
Brian May still plays the
most moving, singing guitar parts
on the planet. I
4) The band is a rip-off master .
(On this album alone they steal
from rockabilly ,technopop, metal pop, R and 8, and themselvcs-insterting phrases of the
layered harmonics that were
their trademark for their first
five albums.)
But who can blame them for
being diverse? At least its a
step up from the bands that
release essentially the same album with generic songs over and

over and over and over and
5)
Drummer Roger Taylor
never combs his hair. And never
has.
6) Bassist John Deacon writes
the sappiest, wimpiest songs ever
recorded.
But, God, how I
love them. "I Want to Break
Free'' on this album grows on
you like a thick fungus that
finally usurps your mind and
controls your very being. Embar-ass-ing!
7) Queen don't have a thing to
say- which is okay, despite the
fashionability of social relevance. But they don't say it
with style.
8) They are now recording for
a new label EMI/Capitol. Who
cares?
9) The Album, really, doesn't
have a lot going for it. Sure,
there's some nice bits here and
there, but the only reason they
arc nice is because they are reminiscent of the old stuff. So
nick co the first five albums.
And if these four boys decide
to keep putting out records, donot _pay no never mind. It's
their job.
By the way
Brian May's
last endeavour, the Star Fleet
Project, is an inspired showcase
for the nimble fingers of Bri and
Eddie Van. Impromptu tradeoffs of old Eric Clapton licks in
tandem with their own trademarks in the blues jams are, well,
you just have to be there.
by John May

One Week of
Daily Specials

"Milk and Honey"
(Polydor)
There are, unfortunately, very
few surprises on John Lennon's
last album Milk and Honey.
The album is pleasant enough.
But Lennon plays it very safe.
His music is conservative and his
lyrics lack the incisiveness of his
earlier efforts. "Nobody Told
Me", the single from the album,
has a good hook and features the
patented Lennon sound, but it
ultima tely suffers from a lack of
emotion. "I'm Stepping Out" is
a complete throwaway about a
"house husband" going out on
the town.
There are exceptions.
"I
Don't Want to Face It" fearures
some good guitar work and is
more interesting, both musically
and lyrically, while "Borrowed
Time" finds Lennon playing
with a reggae beat.
But even these songs lack the
spark that made Lennon's early
solo work so vital.
There
arc no songs like "Working
Class Hero," with its scathing
social commentary, or "I Found
Out," which rails against the
phony brotherhood of the 'hip'
generation.
As Lennon says,
"Don't give me that brother,
brother, brother."
Lennon's
current songs arc less pointed
and, ultimately less important.
The highlights of the album
are the love songs that Lennon
and Ono wrote for each other.
Lennon's song, "Grow Old With

Me," based on a poem by
Robert Browning, is a simple,
heartfelt love song that works
very well. According to Ono's
liner notes, all other versions of
the song were stolen leaving
this version that was recorded
by Lennon and Ono in their
bedroom. It is the last recording that Lennon made.
Ono's companion piece, "Let
Me Count The Ways," based in
turn on a poem by Elizabeth
Barret Browning, is excellent,
a poignant testimony to love
and life. In fact, Ono's contribution to the album is surprisingly strong.
I must admit that
Ono's songs have always left me
cold, but the songs here arc
very good. She sings, for once,
in a melodic voice with a pure,
fragile air that is quite appealing.
Songs like "O Sanity," deal
with the heartbreak and struggles of her life after Lennon.
In the liner notes Ono describes
the period after John's death
"as though Scan and I were
standing in a snowfield surrounded by human wolves,"
and the emotional tone of
the songs bring across this
feeling of loneliness and despair.
As it represents the last
work of John Lennon, the
album is worthwhile.
However, if Lennon h~d lived it
would be considered a minor,
transitional album, an album
which points the way towards

I,

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

BROKEN BONES
"Decapitated"
(Fallout Records)
Once upon a time there was
a
band
named
Dischar~c
(which is not to say that tliey'vc
folded). And Heavens! What a
sound! They were loud, intense,
fast, and intelligent. In short,
they had meat.
Then, in keeping with the
notion that nothing good ever
lasts, their guitarist, a boy named Bones, left for greener
pastures.
Since his departure, Discharge
has settled into a rut of flimsy,
mediocre HM. But something
good has come of it all.
Bones' own band hu aaued
this very fresh and very appealing debut single. They exhibit
a keen ear for both restraint
and crescendo. "Problems" is
the soundest cut of all three
but that ain't a negative criticism in the least. And if you
should pick up the disc be sure
to read the etching on it, it's
curious if anything.
by Chris McNamara

Note To All Members

WindsorWaitocb
Presents

March 19-23
20010 and more
off of assorted
merchandise

Lennon's resurgence as a major ·
artist. It's a good album but
nowhere near Lennon's best
work. Unforrunatcly, thanks to
Mark David Chapman, it's all
we have left.
by Peter Freele

2nd Annual
All Day

ST. PAITY'SDAY
PARTY
Sat March 17
• gree n bee r
• Ir ish Day Stew
• corn beef & cabbage

902 California
'indsor, Ont
256-5001
" M embe rships Avai labl e"

Monday & Tuesday Rick Janik on guitar
music to sing along to.
Happy Hour 5-7 pm

ONE BLOCK EASTO F U. of WI N DSOR SPORTS COMPLEX
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by Lorenzo Buj

It's no easy task, I'm told, to get more mileage
out of the great poonk-rok romance, When "No
Future!" and all that stuff counts only at a historical hailing distance, then the necessary doses of
escapism come in broadsides of big balls-brained
bangadeering.
In brief Hevy Metal's the woid and "No Furure!" (a la long ayre, mate) has never looked
better.
No chuckling, please. I'd been smirking myself
before stumbling, quite consciously, into Harpo's
last Saturday ready to witness the all-sexes sexism
of trouser-tied HM and uncover, beneath its indigestable raunch, the new wave fashion rules for
the spandex-wave metal gurls.
You know wod I mean: gift-wrapped bumtwat-and-titties in all the leather, denim, and fishnet drag that cuts right through to mightly male
swellings as hard rock smacks its skull to, the latest in brain drainology.
Philosophies of life aside, it was the elusive
Girlschool - blistering Brit exporters of grungy
girl rock - I was seeking out.
Premature discharges out of vogue, and romance (sort of) in, Seduce layed their heavy hands
to work.
With the alcohol flowing and Harpo's rapidly
edging toward its status as a typically packed body
barn, this Seduce, this 3-man backup outfit, were
shredding the air with layers of uncompromising
goth-howls. Absorbing little pleasantries littered
a set that included - shock of shocks - the Sex
Pistols' "Bodies". Fine and furious they were for

Girlschools' Kelly shows how to appreciate the new Head and
Shoulders.

Alien sex crux-and they qrind too!
by Sue St. Denis
Ah yes, the Batcave, that post
gothic punk parlor where eccentric yobs with painted faces
and macabre outfits perform
pagan rituals to make the hip
young ghouls dance like mad
men beneath the cobwebs. Alice

Cooper should be proud.
Alien Sex Fiend are the
third such group of Batcave
Bandits who will have invaded
the Detroit area in recent
months.
Sex Gang Children
and Specimen both played previously at Paycheck's in Ham-

tramck, which is again the
stomping ground for Friday's
date with London's fiendish
charmers.
Musically. these fiends combine for a bizarre, almost spastic
sound characterizing
most
of the arrangements on their
first album entitled Who's been
sleeping in my Brain (Anagram
records). They're a bit of glam,
a touch of burlesque, and some
shallow
indulgence.
The
Critics hate 'em, the kids love
'em-what else is new? They
do, however, redeem themselves
on their separatelr
released
singles (check out "Lips Can't
Go"-it moves) .
As far at the stage show,
I'll be seeing them Friday but
you can bet it'll be more tacky
than Roberta Mock on her
best day. What more do you
want? How about a quote from
vocalist Mr. Nik Fiend: "I'm
certain some people cum when
we're playing."
Need I say
more?
(Tickets available at
all Ticketworld outlets.)

the most part, and even as the racket wore on the
guitarist's tumbling tresses of genuine hirsute
heaven proved enough of an uplifting eyeful.
How grubby the crowds can be, I pondered. but
how clean the feeling and how ambitious the scale.
So while I waited for more to chew on the darkness gathered, "The Sound of Music" tape gave
way, and our up-front girls bounded forth.
And they just wanna have fun, right? Actually,
their hobbies are more along the lines of "Screaming Blue Murder" which was an apt kickoff to a
galloping set. With a sound as tight and taut as
their -American reputation, they pressed forth into the shenanigans of "Play Dirty" and the confessional strut of "You Got Me."
Accesibility's the key to the new Girlschool,
and it's not to be toyed with. Blond Kelly Johnson
hangs out the yams in red leather trousers and
beastie guitar to match. She also managed a feminine gasp when an excitable audience yobbo ripped away a microphone she had so graciously extended. Ah, but all's well and the beef-brained
bouncers get right on top of things.
All this and more as the girls rumbled cockily
through "'Tush", "Rock Me Shock Me" and Kim
McAuliffe held centre stage
with her accented-English exhortations expended on the slowwitted American crowd. There was a vague spark
as she addressed the final encore to all "you
sweaty males m the audience" and the lasses
kicked in with "20th Century Boy."
After such knowledge you could imagine how
sorry I was to be kept from the sacred backstage
precincts by a fat-faced twat intent on leaving the
press High and Dry.

Overheremicromind
by Dave Tyler

For
those
unfortunate
enough co have missed the 2nd
Annual Detroit Comedy Jam
this past weekend at the Royal
Oak Music Theatre, don't dismay. You really had to be there,
as it were, to have appreciated
how hard it was to squeeze $16
(Cdn.) worth of guffaws, even
out of two hours of standup
comedv.
Four established comics (two
from the Detrcit area) provided
an assault of ethnic, phallic,
and lowly ·'fart" humour.
Paul Rodriguez (D.C. Cab),
(a.k.a. Pablo) repetoire of Spanish/Mexican jokes just didn't
seem to hit the mark for the
(mostly) Detroit audience,
After last year's successful
first Comedy Jam, the promoters decided to cash in on the
popularity of live comedy. And

indeed chey did. Organized by
Mike Binder, a comic h1msdf,
who can be seen on CBS'
"Diner". The concert was performed before two sell our
crowds Saturday night. Ilailed
as "The Monterey Jazz Festival
of Corned)' ' by Binder, the
sho,1 also srarrcd Dave Couher
("Nice
Dreams",
"Saturday
Night Li,·c_') and llowic ,\landel
from NBC's "St. Elsewhere".
Mandel provided a bevy of belly
laughs with his rnostly visual
gags he drew from his everpresent 'haRd"-bag.
If you 're really into good live
comedy, you may have enjoyed
the show, but before you srart
saving your pennies for next
year's Jam, I would advise you
to check out Windsor's own
Komedy Korner on Riverside
Dr. In my opinion, you'll get
more than your money's worth
in belly-laughs.
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If you're 18-35 and looking for action,
adventure and fun -in Europe. Let
Contiki show you around.
With the combination of
CONTIKl'S exclusive
special stopovers and
loads of FREE included
extras - you've only one
choice - CONTIKI
Just for the 18 to 35's .
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AND NEED HELP?

Call...

ir6!~~are

For
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every ste p of t he way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

MONA LISA
., 1 Are you sick Worried?

University
of Windsor
Bookstore

258-3802

PICK UP YOUR FREEBROCHURETODAY.

••••

'1l'1l'!f

Whitlock Travel
Service ...,

Palm & Card
Reader
Psychic

...
~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust'?
Are you having troubles
with your job or
business?

935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

Phone 966·3012
For Info .
Open 9 AM · 9 PM
Mon . thru Sat.
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Wndsoreighth
attrackandfieldnatiollU
by John Slama

Despite raking a flu bug with
them, the team that represented
the University of Windsor at the
National Track and Field Championships wound up ranked
eighth out of 31 schools from
across the country.
The York University team,
which includes nearly ah of the
sprinters that Canada will be
sending to the Olympics, won
both the men's and women's
titles and the overall title. York's
men's team finished four points
ahead of the University of Toronto, while their women's team
edged Saskatchewan
by 2~
points.
As for the Lancers, the 24
'athletes that qualified was the
largest team that Windsor had
ever sent to the Nationals, held
this year at Sherbrooke, Quebec,
yet they came away with only
one medal.
That
medal belonged to
Elaine Weeks who jumped 5.71
metres in ~he long jump. Karen
Nielson of York won the gold
with 5.95 and Tracey Smith of
UBC took the silver at 5.81
metres.
Weeks also finished eighth in
the 50 metre sprints, a "tremendous achievement" according to
Lancer track coach Dr. Mike
Salter, and her fastest sprint this
year. Molly Killingbeck of York
won the gold in that event while
Nielson took the silver.
Steve Gibb, competing in
both the high jump and the triple jump, had hopes for a medal,
but finished fifth in both events.

He cleared two metres in the
high jump and hopped skipped
and jumped
13.86 metres.
.Gibb's best chance for a medal
was in the triple, an event in
which he was recently ranked
second in the country. Unfortunately, both events started
at the same time, and Gibb was
bothered by a touch of the flu.
Tim Ryan was als(' suffering
from the flu and had to be replaced on the 4 x 800 metre
relay team after he ran the 600
metres. Terry Schnkel filled in
,for Ryan and combined with
Rick Desjardins, Andy Swiderski
and Arnie Brakcl for a time of
8 00. 71 and fourth place. The
4 x 800 was won by the McMaster team, who set a new CIAU
record of 7 36.6.

The other Lancer relay teams
also placed well. The women's
4 x 200 team of Weeks, Debbie
Remekie, Marianne Ofner, and
Lisa Nagy turned in a time of
1:46.89 to place sixth. The
men's 4 x 200 team of Michel
Vigneault, George Kerr, Ritchie
Coughlin and Mason Dunwoody
also placed sixth, with a time of
1 :32.66, a faster time than they
had turned in at the Ontario
finals last week at Windsor. Dr.
Salter said the times were the
best that could be expected on
what he described as a "horren·
dous track." York won both
relays.
The men's 4 x 400 team of
Ryan, Kerr, Dan Boots, and
Donavan Shepherd finished in
3 :27. 74 for ninth place in a
race that~ saw another new re-
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Lance Photo

by TINA

BEATON

Start of the 50 metre sprint with Windsor's Lisa Nagy third from right, and Elaine Weeks second from
right.
cord, 3 :17.38, set by the University of Alberta .
The
Windsor
contingent
might have fared even better if
some of their top athletes hadn't
had the flu. Besides Ryan (who
"shouldn't have run") and Gibb,
Debbie Remekie "coughed all
the way through her races",
Tina Beaton didn't compete and
Janet Root didn't even make the
trip.
"We took a flu bug with us
ands we were disadvantaged in
that respect," said Salter. "Some
of the other teams that were at
Windsor also had it."
Salter also pointed out that
the standards at the Nationals
were very high and compared

them to the NCAA finals which
were held at the same time in
Syracuse, New York.
"The fellow who won the
1500 at the NCAAs would have
placed fourth (at Sherbrooke),"
he said, "and the winner of
the 1000 metres would have
come in third."
Salter said he was disappointed with his team's results at the
Nationals, especially after their
fine results in the Ontario fin als.
He does think, however, that
Windsor proved they arc one of
the most improved teams in the
country."
Their success should carry
over into next year, as the Lancers may only lose three athle-

tes. Both Arnie Brakel and J anet
Root may or may not be back
and T ina Beaton will graduate
next Christmas, which means she
will compete for at least the outdoor season.
Salter also said there is a
chance that the Nationals will be
held here in Windsor next year.
Most coaches would like to
come to Windsor, he said, because of the facilities, the organ·
izatio n, and the ce ntral location
of Windsor.
There will be no more compe·
titions for the Lancers this year,
but they will host the Lancer
Relays on April 14, a competi.tion of about thirty high schools
from the tri-county area.
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ThreeWmdsorcagersmakeaO-stor
teams
by Janisse Browning-Leveque

Although Windsor's 1983/84
Lancer and Lanccrctte basketball teams did not fare as well as
was hoped this season, a lot of
hard work proved r~warding for
three athletes in parncular.
Centre Rob Biasutto and
guard l lunt Hool were chosen
for the mens ' first and second
OUAA all-star teams respectively, while Lanccrette
centre
Theresa McGee was unanimously
chosen to plac<.>on the ladies'
first all-star team.
Theresa McGee, a fourth year
veteran (she played in her preliminary year), lead the western
division of the OWIAA with an
average 11.9 rebounds per game.
With an average 21.2 points per
game, and an impressive 254
total points this season, its no
wonder she was the league's top
vote receiver.

Lancers co-capitain Hunt Hool (in white) shown heres in action
against Brock, was voted to the OUAA West Second All-star team.

Lancerette
coach Sue Osborne described McGee as "a
well-respected and hard-working
individual who has achieved the
status of being one of the best
centres in Ontario."
Since her points per game
and rebounds have improved,
McGee was satisfied with her
performance this season, and
was pleased to have been chosen

Theresa McGee
for the .Lil-stars. Fortunately,
.\kGec should be returning next
vear to continue improving her
game as she has successfully
done in the past.
Even though faced with the
difficult task of adjusting to a
complicated new system, Rob
Biasutto had an outstanding first
season with the Lancers this
year. Biasutto, a third year Human Kinetics student who recently transferred here from the
University of Detroit, had 453
total points and an average 18.9
points and 9.5 rebounds per
game.
Coach Paul Thomas described
the second ranked player in the
western division as "an outstanding player in the OUAA western
conference, as well as a fine person, with a promis ing future.''

Rob Biasutto
Lancer co-captain Hunt Hool
a fourth year veteran, was cho·
sen to place on the OUAA second all-star team. Hool, at
guard, averaged 15 points and
4 rebounds
per game, and
totalled 360 points this season.
Coach Thomas described
the
fourth year Human Kineucs
student as 'an important mem·
ber of the team who set the
tempo and played exceptionally
well with all the tough guard
competition
throughout
the
league."
Both Biasutto and Hool were
pleased with being chosen for
the all-stars, and maintain that
however disappointing this sea·
son's record was for the Lancers,
the future docs look bright for
the young team with many returning players.
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,Vnlsorhostsgamesfor-disohied
Athlefetto be honoured
Student athletes at the University of Windsor will be rewarded
for their efforts of the past year at this year 's Sports Awards Reception on Thursday, March 22, starting at 6·30 PM.
Athletes, their coaches, and invited guests will attend the recept ion, which has been moved to Vanier Hall due to a fire in Electa
Hall.
Among the awards to be presented is the DeMarcos Trophy,
which is given to the Lancer and Lancerette who best combine
academic and athletic achievement during their University years.
The Olympic and Banner Shields will be a,,arded for the top male
and female achievement of the year.
Other awards include the "A" Awards, given to students, friends,
and Alumni of the University who have made continued and diversified contributions to the· sports program, and the Dave West Memorial Student Administrators Award to the top male and female
student administrators.
"W" plaques will be presented to coaches
and team members who have achieved honours at the provincial
oi national championship level. Lancer awards will be presented
to students who have made outstanding contributions to Universiry of Windsor sports.
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Lance Photo by SUE ST. DENIS

The winner of the junior 200 metre WC, Windsor's Danny Mancini, is joined by the winner of the
400 metres, Andrew Ducette, left, and Jeff Allen, right.

by SueSt. Denis and Tracey Thomas
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The 1984 Windsor Indoor Classic Games for
the Physically Disabled were held on February 17,
18 and 19. The weekend event was hosted by the
St. Denis Centre and the Adie Knox Herman Pool
where the 1984 Special Olympics time trials in
swimming took place. Events included track and
field, swimming, shooting, weightlifting, wheelchair rugby, soccer and baccia ball.
Last year over 200 athletes participated and
this year an additional 75 people competed including athletes from 7 provinces and 9 states. Windsor's own team, the Windsor Bulldogs, lead by
team captain Carol Dobson was composed of 35
to 40 athletes from Windsor and the surrounding
area.
The athletes had trained year round as a group,
individually, or in various workshops designed for
their event. As well, many of the Windsor contingent travelled around both Canada and the United
States competing in other games for the disabled.
The events were categorized according to 4 gen-

eral handicaps - Cerebral Palsy, Amputees, Blind
and those confined to wheelchairs and then were
divided into age groups.
The Bulldogs proved impressive in many of the
events and while not always winning they were rewarded with many personal bests. Carol Dobson
was particularly pleased with her performance in
the 200 m track WC (wheelchair) category where
she raced against athletes several years her junior.
High showings for the Bulldogs included a
number of seconds and thirds, plus firsts in shotput, the 60 m, 200 m and long 1ump for Laura
Robidoux, Jeff Tiessen, Daniel Mancini and Brian
Arthur respectively.
The financial drain was also a factor to contend with for many of the athletes as the cost of
.transportation, accomodations and specially designed racing chairs had to be met. The most
striking aspect of the games was the high level of
competitiveness as well as the preparation many
of the competitors endured. All participants displayed a remarkable amount of spirit and stamina
which came not only from themselves but from
the support of their families and friends.

BosketbaO
championships
to be decidedthisweek
Although the season for the Lancers has been over since
their first playoff game, university basketball isn't over yet.
The University of Western Ontario Mustangs, in a dramatic
triple overtime game, became the OUAA West Division champi?ns
for the first time since 1968 as they defeated the Waterloo Warriors
93-88. Ross hurd scored 22 points for the Mustangs and added
14 rebounds.
The York University Yeomeu 1:appc:da perfec.:t seasvn iil the
OUAA East by defeating the Mustangs 92-76 for the overall title.
It was the fifth OUAA Basketball Championship for the Yeoman in .
sven years.
Guard Enzo Spagnuolo, who scored 23 points to pace the
York attack, was named the game's outstanding player and awarded
the Kitch McPherson Trophy.
The Yeomen had all five starters
score in double figures, while the Mustangs relied on a 23 point
effort from forward Blair Shier.
The Waterloo Warriors redeemed themselves at the CIAU
Mid West Regionals, which they hosted last weekend. The Warriors
first beat McGill 83-55 last Thursday and then defeated the University of Prince Edward Island to win the Regionals on Sunday.
The Warriors' Peter Savitch, who scored 29 points against UPEI,
was named the MVP of the tournament.

The Warriors advanced to the CIAU finals, which begin today
at Halifax. Waterloo will meet the Ease Champions, Lethbridge,
while Brandon, who beat out York and Ottawa in the Mid East,
will have to face the Victoria Vikings, the Western Champions and
the number one ranked team in the country.

''THESE ARE SOME · OF THE MEN''···
. A tribute to some of our active Big Brothers who attend U of W ·
Announcing the Big Brothers - University _ofWindso~ Recruitment Blitz
- complete screening now to become a 819 Brother ,n September
or - join us now as a "Summer f?ig Brot~er" (~ay-September)
A special Big Brothers information ~ess,on will be ~eld at .
Assumption Lounge on Tuesday Apnl 3rd. For more information Call 256-23-11
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NOTICE - Manin Deck lost his bet/
And was going to pay the cost/ With
joy. I was giddy .I Treated Manin
with pity/ And left him alone /
though he lost.
•

HOUSING - Wanted to a,blet or
rent.
Apt. in west end from May
to Sept, Call 256.a589 end leave
name and number.
Citizens Advocacy needs volunteers
to work with the mildly retarded
young people. Phone Sister Made-

Huron Lodge looking for volunteers
to work with the pet ,.. ~....... , .. . . ~Ing with pets end residence. Phone
Pat 255-6291
Rivervi- Hoapital needs volunteers
for day recreational and crafts. Also
French speaking volunteers to work
with residence in recreation and
reeding. Phone Paulette 254-6426

Greg Novini, despite vicious rumours, and interesting advertisements, we know you're not really
the stud you are being portrayed as.
Lovingly, your Harem, C.D.S. & M.

--

U OF M student 1881<1
MANDARIN
DIALECT TUTOR .
Please call
(313) 274-4878 and esk for Jan.
Part -time WAITER or WAITRESS
required 11 30-2 00 PM daily plus
weekends.
Possible full time in
summer.
Must be well dreSNd,

friendly, articulate and intelligent.
Apply in penon 3-4 PM, Mon-Sat
at 481 Ouellette Ave.
Distress Line last appeal for March
16th training program. If you are 1
good listener and care about people,
we need you.
Phone Marilyn at
253-6351 for personal intervi-.

COED VOLLEYBALL

This week the action in coed volleyball was nighly competitive in
both leagues - must be everyone trying to clinch those top 3 spots
in order to make playoffs. Good luck everyone!
In the recreational league, WADDS, Kamf and Jacques' Jocks
have the top 3 spots sewn up but the next three are open to anyone.
However, if Hooper keeps missing those hits, I don't know!
In the competitive league its really tight for the top spots - next
week's games will decide it. A special note to the Pub teams - espcc.
ially the No Stars. I'm not sure if anyone explained this to you or
not but in order to make the playoffs you are supposed to be in
the TOP three not the BOTTOM three. Oh well. That's what you get
for having Mike Vorshuk on your team (Just kidding Mike!)
Also a special mention to the two awesome servers on the H.K.
team - Andrew Hermiston and Chuck Mooney who single-handedly
psyched out the opponents with their power serves. Now if the rest
of the team could follow!

COMPETITIVE 1
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No Nemes
Leftovers
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Tecumseh Hall
HK
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26
15
13
8
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12
13

When looking for tomorrow's Managers, the search can be a long
difficult one. Trying to find those individuals with the proven skills to
eventually manage a growing organization with over $1 Billion in
revenues and $1.3 Billion in assets,requires a lot of interviewing. Only
the best will get through. This very selective approach has left us with a
few vancancies for both Engineers and Business Graduates. For
Engineering, we have positions which would include both Operations,
and Natural Gas Utilization. For Business Grads, there are opportunities
to apply both Accounting and General Management Skills.
The selection process is extremely critical. The
jobs are challenging and demanding. If you feel
you have the proven talent tq meet the demands
of a management career in a technical or
business environment, then contact your Student
Placement Office for details on Union Gas, and
our current vacancies. or write to:

N7M 5M1

de
;h

ha

Union Gas is not in the habit of merely filling vacancies with new grads.
Rather. we are staffing the organization with people we feel will provide
the leadership required to steer the Company into the 21st Century.

Co-ordinator, Supervisory Recruitment
Union Gas Umlted
50 Kell Drive North
CHATHAM, Ontario

1

2

Lampshades
Schmuckers

The Demand For A
Few Good Grads!!!

w

18
18
17
15
17

SAC'sPub
All Stars
Ored's
COMPETITIVE

GP

10% Discount
for Students & Faculty
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MEN'S INTRAMURAt: HOCKEY

ASSUMPTION .UNIVERSITY
of WINDSOR

Final League Standings
INNERTUBE WATER POLO
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'A' LEAGUE
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Rockets

8
6

Engineering O .V .'s
Cody Hall
Law 'A'
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Tecumseh

2
2
2
0
0
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3
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37
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29
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5
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3 2 45
4 0 41
7 1 21
8 0 26

33

14
13
12
12

• Professor of English, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland,

5
4

•

0
3

35
31
57

Dr. W. Hugh Kenner, Ph.D.
19731950-73

• Assoc(ate Professor of English, Assumption College , Windsor ,
Ontario , 1946-48
• Member Royal Society of literature (fellow)
• American Council of Learned Societies (fellow)
• Author and Critic· . Seventeen Books. Numerous Artic les.

'B' LEAGUE
'let
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Adie Knox Division

r
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Commerce 'B.'
Go Iden Beavers
Gneiss Domes
H.K. Hacks
Smitty's B & G
Windsor Choirsters
Strange Brew
UGG
Engineering 'B'
Cody Cardinals
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Thursday, March 22, 1984 8:00 p.m.
Assumption Lounge, University Centre

5

38

3
0

83

I

"The Mechanization of the Word"

a......
,,,,,

Admission at the door $4.00
or Membership Pass
Students: $2.00

St. Denis Division

8

8

Huron Hall Hawks
King Dongs
Mac Hall
Cody Sucks
Wailers
Junglers
Raiders
5th Floor Bandits
F-Arts
Law'B'

9
9

1

9
9

6
6
5
5

2 1
3 0
2 2
2 2
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4 3

9
9
9
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3 6 0 28
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2 6
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1 23
0 17

0 9
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2

28

13
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28
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22
29
21

16
13
12
12
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10

Christian Culture Series

6
5
4
0

Vanier Vittles

Basketball

It is certain that srudy week took its toll on the
ioasketball court.
Monday night, the Dunkers
1orfeited to the Slammers while the Basketcases
:ousted the Spasmoids 3 5-21. High scorers were
iDenise Malo with 11, and Janine Casa Grande added 8 in the losing effort. The Benchers are quickly
moving up the ladder since they are now tied for
2nd place .

I

In other action, the Benchers defeated the
·Spasmoids by a score of 32-12. Marie Armstrong
and Marlene Kellier had 10 each, while Julie
~arshall led the Sexpots with 6 points. Finally ,
the Basketcases and the Benchers met head on.
'Because of good defensive play, the Benchers

LUNCH

'A' League Semi-finals :

11:00 PM
St. Denis Div. final
12:00 (Midnight)
Adie Knox Div. final

League Championship
Thursday, March 22.

4:30- 6:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Cheese Omelet

Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cream of Tomato Soup
Spanish Macaroni
Corned Beef on Rye

Lasagna
Sweet'n Sour Pork

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Honey Chicken
Breaded Grilled Perch

Cream of Celery
BBQ Beef on a Bun
Grilled Beef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Fish Chowder
Beef in a Pita
Grilled Ham Steak

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

Wednesday

'B' League Semi-finals:
Wednesda y , March 21.

SUPPER

11:00 - 1:30
11:00 PM
Law vs. Rockets
12:00 (Midnight)
Cody
Hall versus
Engineering 0.V.'s

1

won with a score of 30-19. Marlene Kellier had
10 points in the win, while Mary Ann Miller had
$ for the Basketcases.
The Spasmoids defeated
:the Dunkers 54-26 with Maria, Eva, and even
:caroline as high scorers in the victory.
In the
jfinal game, the Slammers, who are in first place,
!defeated the Lakers 42-29.
Kim Hartford led
idie scoring with 16 points, while Paula Bishop
)had..tQ_for the Lakers.
i

This is for the week March 19-25/84

UPCOMING PLAYOFF ACTION

Monday, March 19.

.

Topic:

9
7

66

Professor of English, University of California, (Santa Barbara).

Friday

Finals

BRUNCH

7:00 PM
Women's Intramural
8:00 PM
Men's 'B' final
9:00 PM
Men's 'A' final

Saturday

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30
Soup of the Day
Grilled Cheese
Chili

4:30-6:30
Spaghetti & Meat &
Meatless Sauce
Roast Pork/Dressing

Sunday

Soup of the Day
Roast Beef
1/4 Pounders
Veal Scaloppini
The Deli is open 11 :30 · 6:15 Monday· Friday
·-........
The Round Table is dpen 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday· Friday

Playball. t}

Graduate Assistants:
CUEW is conducting research into the salaries and working
conditions of non-unionised graduate, teaching, and research
assistants; demonstrators; and markers in Canada. We need to
contact such persons on the University of Windsor campus. If you
would consent to provide us with some information, please call

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR

collect (416) 921-0337 person-to-person to Brian Robinson, or
write us at

You're just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility. We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as: • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All!

Canadian Union of Educational Workers
252 Bloor Street West, 11-108
Toronto MSS 1V6

_

____,

__ _

YUKON
JACK
ABACK#2.

Student
Memberships

DiaWall1111.

$50.00

·-------------------------------------------1
: University of Windsor Student Discount
:
' Cards will be honoured.
Group lassons availabte on request

l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,.- - - - - - - - - - - - ~

:__________________________
l

-------1
I

FormoreYukon
jackrecipeswrite:MOREYUKONJACK
RECIPES,
Rnv '7'10 PostalStltlon"U~Toronto, Ontario M8ZSP1.

__u

-by Maureen Med
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He who bangs the door this day

Ort

April 1, 1983 (Good Friday)

ing
t.11

for

He who bangs the door
who bangs the door this day,
He bangs and bangs Is he truly trying to open it?
. ._ ... .
open it?
./;.\. ·· !-1ewho bangs the door
·''~ Is usually trying to close it.
'l·"-'·· A(l9 often as not
.. "'··":..,§}?{Alittle angel will, come by, and say
\ .: .'<}~j}Nj::'.U,\(.f~~t9. ,i.ng there .
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the ears:
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complete, the
Typewdte't, hear, see,
I can see a way out of everything / womb / world
I sit by my lucky window.
'
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·-r.~:tttf;,..
. n ~ '.
·:·
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so this is April begun, and Friday begun.
I know oniy two time spheres,
9~wn, clnd pre-dawn; it is now pre-dawn,
··· Aii_d April begun, and Spring! Spring!
Spring is pain! 0 Spring is pain!
Reminder of all which cani;i<fit·grow!which cannot live!
Of all which is stampecf:auitfireY:Lightl •.
Spring when the rift irj;~h~)iii;,
\..:··. ·>,:
·
'th' IQ
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Spring! when the tigh{tJ¥f&H$fi ':w~es.
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is wh.ere ·1saw h hi~{··,.....
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,:;.;-~ ·
Onto it he jumped
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flat'l~.d summer
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she sat there eating spiders
lamely off the wall of
inner tensions pushing s.Jiding
pulling taut and hang·
.
ing
gliding through air
crunchy SP.iders
having nothing else to do
when the weecis.
grow high aroung ,the porch
and the wind fli~iffo ,·
from the old road :AA1:ling
at the house
· ~·j. 'E. ,
solidly still solidly sti'if~~
elemental walls they
·'\.(\ .., .
are outside and in they
still and hot
they can be · . '\{
cool and dim
cool and dim
and the echoes of the silence

as if life were carefree,
without one moment's notii:e,
and took his destined course·
due north
cold
where only darkness dwells.

..
~

Vanished
into the night.
Another ship
lost to the sea.

c;tt·Hti..
t,~:,:
·

running soft and low within

·.:·.t\
..,.

her empty head
crowded head
eyes of fullness.
she sat there eating tense spiders
lamely off the wall.
she sat there eating lame spiders,
dreaming of the
fall, and other
mountains.

Joanne Arnott
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.. that he would sleep like the baby,
and that the baby would sleep like him,

He's gone,
shall never return.
The grief that holds me
seems to burn
with a cold pain
that pouring rain,
on a frigid evening,
brings to the very sick.

Brad Lombardo
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the transient times I ltve in
I have become another face in the mob
that clutters the crowded city streets.
I push my way through the fast lane
past the stores and hot-dog stands
toward the front line
where the mutilated corpses
of political rebels
weight heav,• on my conscience.
I eat my canned stew, bite my fingernails
open my mail, clean the soles of my boots
and dance daringly
- to the music of the hour
while sodden unfortunates
hunt like· dejected zombies
through the chaff
that piles high
upon the dark backstreets
of the city at night.
I have taken three steps into darkness
without having ever closed my eyes.

Brad Lombardo

On the edge
of the field
there is a car
white
and red where
the rust shows through.
The black vinyl
seats are torn
and strips of it
hang from springs
like flesh
from a mass
murderer's rampage.
perhaps this was
the murderer's car
painted three times
then
abandoned
radios everywhere
. ht have squawked reports.
mig
"Police are loo k"ing f or . . oloU
an early model chevy • white inc
No-more likely
al SJl\an
it belonged to an insurance s e
who sold it to a farmer
for parts.
This town ain't got no romance.
bV Christopher McNamara
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Looks That Kill
A shimmering shade
approaches i~ _the distance.
A frightful v1s1on
of the duck-meat women
swimming in tandem,
Gaunt, hoary,
. seemingly random.
their motions erratic
t'on

I try to relax despite desper~~ d~ck-meat women
for there is no escape from
of my
theirpants
quacks
The airs gasps at t he sound
·n on
.
t'ce a new stat
I fail to no '
. so sweat-laden
Without control, I dnp
duck-meat maidens.
the gruesome effects of these
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.
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. ,
thanks to the prov1d:sh~ as they came a' swimmm ,
Who would have tho g
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of despair
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the chance
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this morning with the end of the world long away

e.

O Time/ Turning and Returning. 0. 0.
I can Remember wandering the solitary grasslands
in the Desert mist of the Night,

running Wild through mad rivets in the Universe,
climbing trees by Imagining climbing tees,
Seeing into the tangle I would become.
0. 0. I can Remember.
Time beyond, beyond the Original solitary flooring

of Birth, long before
long before Sleep,

0, 0.

roaming with the Animals, sr.eakers on
sweating pavement, trickling through the sculptured
cities, hanging the Dead and laughing at them.

lava

O. 0. am I such an Inhibited animal?
have I not Digested and Excreted hateful Christianity?

O. 0. Nichomachean ethics not al/ gone?

O where a,e the wonderful Animals of Youth where?
Where where are the many species sitting
in hallucinated circles, knowing, knowing, through and beyond the tripesome lidded world of this time.
O Time/ 0 Time!

a red
1eyes
e night
hts
. e
· the P1P
sm
.
sed bliss
that shows
black or
red

where had I been not to stop You from stealing from me
the Animals of my cherished dreams in life?
what has become of·life?

1 find

and How - with a raging Painful screaming fight? - might
I restore at feast! my Memory of the Kingdom?
O O Time/ 0 0 0 Time/
this Morning with the end of the World long away
I Remember Yet another world i have lost
has been taking from the Universe.
O Time I Time! Time I

still

you greedy, vacuumous, infinitely filching Shadow!
one Day take me altogether.

I Fear you may
o.o.o.o.

John Barlow

Important Notice to All
Graduate Students
From the Graduate Student
Society Executive
Scholarship
The Graduate Student Society Executive
is offering one scholarship for $1,000. The
scholarship is available to full-time Graduate
Students only. Applications will be available
at the Grad House, Monday to Friday, March
5th through to March 23rd.

Election
The Election will be held on
Friday, March 23rd.
Please Note: Ballot Box in University
Cen.tre Only 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Positions

President
Vice-President-Internal
Vice-President-External
Two Senators
Treasurer/S~cretary
Social/Publicity Director

Nominations close at 8 p.m.,
Friday, March 16th
St. Patrick's Day Party-Thursday, March 15
at the Grad House
Pay Cheque Party - Friday March 16 All Drinks 2 for 1
·
The Grad House Bar is open from 7 p.m.-1 a.m., Monday-Friday
552 Sunset (Across the street from the Math Building.)
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SACmee- cannot
getquonnn
by Kevin Rollason

The Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) is having a problem getting enough members
out to their meetings to keep
quorum.
In fact, it has even got to the
point where at last Wednesday's
SAC meeting there was an agenda item to discuss ways of gaining and keeping quorum at SAC
meetings
but SAC lost
quorum before they could dis.
cuss it.
Carolyn Ozimek, SAC VicePresident, said, "I find it frustrating ... these people have been
elected to do their jobs."
David Laird, SAC President,
said that the main problem with
SAC meetings is discussion has
to be more to the point. He felt
~at this bored members and
as a result, even though SAC
had quorum at the beginning
of their meetings, they lost it
before the end.
Mike Forcier, Law School
Representative,
felt that it
might be a lack of knowledge
about what the job entails.
"Some people don't realize
the work and the responsibility they take on."
Forceir wondered why, if
members were not going to be
at the SAC meetings, they
couldn't at least leave their
proxies with somebody. He
guessed that the average absenteeism rate was around 35-45%
There are several possible
solutions to the problem.
Lidia Pinazza, President of
the Social Science Society,
thought that some type of formal letter to the faculty involved about their member's absenteeism would be one idea.

Laird said that a motion
that had been passed in past
years was that if you missed
3 council meetings in a row,
you would be off council.

phoned all SAC members to remind them to pick up their
meeting packages and come to
the meeting. She thought maybe
she should start that again.

Ozimek said that in the first
. semester she had personally

Requesting class schedules
was done both semesters as well.

Ozimek said, however, only onethird of the members had sent
them back this semester. Since
by Kevin Rollason
she did not know members'
class schedules for scheduling ,
meetings, " . . . all I can do is
Students across Ontario are
take a chance and hope they
organizing this week during a
show up."
Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS-0/0FS)
called Week of
Action.
The week has been organized to raise awareness of the
provincial government's plan to
restructure and scale down Ontario Univer5itiec:.
Forums and rallies are taking
place this week at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, University of
Toronto, Ontario College of Art,
Atkinson College, York University, University of Guelph, University of Western Ontario,
Queen's University, and Carleton
University.
Nothing has been planned at
the University of Windsor for
this week. University of Windsor
students voted the school out of
CFS last year during a referendum.
Sam Di Filippo, Student
Senator-elect, said that a committee would be formed on Friday of representatives from the
students. This committee would
plan ways for Windsor to combat the policies of the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities.
Di Filippo said he would
approach the other Student Senators, the Internal Affairs Commissioner, The Lance, and societies on campus for members of
this committee.

Lance Photo by CHRIS McNAMARA

on Saturday night, March 17th, the Caribbean Students' Association had their annual cultural show.

He added that David Laird,
SAC President would find people from SAC and elsewhere for
the committee. Di Filippo said
10 to 15 people would be a
good working size.

Mqjorchanges
inCIAMca
by Dave Dorken
"I went to a fight and a meeting
broke out." -DJ Henny Youngman.
After much bantering, a slew of
votes, point, clarification and all those
other beloved Roberts Rules, CJAM
has a new constitution.
And as of April 9, they'll have a
Student Media Corporation hired station
manager.
The constitution is an effort to "try
to get rid of (the) redundancies" of the
old constitution, said Louise Renault.
The earlier constitution, filled with
what station manager Russ Wolske called
"incredible uses and abuses of vocabulary," listed 10 positions the station
must have, ranging from Station Manager to Traffic Director.
The new constitution has one post
-that of Director of Campus Radio, and
three wings-administrative, programming
a.,d engineering.
According to Wolske, this will make

things easier for new station managers
to set up the wings to ~it their own
management styles.
He said a manager adept at the administrative end of radio could take
more of those tasks, while bartering
out the engineering and programming
tasks.
If his replacement was more
capable in the programming end, he
could take more of that task and hire
administrative and engineering help.
At Monday night's general meetmg, a
majority of the 40 members present, out
of the station's 137 staff members, passed
the constitution.
Many of the people in attendance
questioned the looseness of the wording,
protesting that a prospective traffic
manager, for instance, , wouldn't know
from one year to the next if the position
would be available under the three wings
concept.
A change in station managers would
conceivably force a change in station
hierarchy, and the elimination, or addition of jobs availableat CJAM.

In addition to the constitution,
initiated by Wolske, and amended by a
volunteer committee from CJAM, a 14th
article was added, allowing amendments
to the constitution, providing the proposed amendment is passed by a 2/3 majority at a meeting of over 50% of station
staff.
Unfortunately, it is seldom that the
station ever sees over half its staff in one
room on a given occasion.
The bantering increased when Wolske
enlarged on the new policy to hire a
station manager.
"This is a bunch of trash," was one
complaint.
Another was that "there
could be a new director of campus
radio every year." And of course, "that
the four people (on SMC's hiring board)
have nothing to do with radio, they have
nothing to do with the workings of
CJAM and they don't even know what a
station manager's qualifications should be
like."
Wrong . sai'd wolske.

According to the station manager,
co-author of the plan to hire a· full-time
manager, a hired station manager is
exactly what CJAM needs.
"It's a question of stability, the hiring
will be based on qualification, the personality (of the candidates) will come later,"
said Wolske.
In years past , the station manager
applicants were narrowed down to two
by SMC, then staff members voted in
what some called a "beauty contest".
This year, thanks to Wolske's idea,
the manager will be hired directly by the
SMC, with applicants being narrowed
down by a hiring committee of The
Lance's Kevin Rollason, Student Media
Services' Denise Parent, SAC's Kean
Wong and a member of the CJAM staff.
The radio types of CJAM felt they
should have a bigger choice in the matter,
and. elected three members to represent
CJAM.
continued on page 9
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--------·-·March 22 - Dr. Hugh Kenner, Professor of Literature at
John Hopkins Univ., addresses the Christian Culture
Series at 8 p.m., Assumption on the topic: "The Mechanization of the Word."
- Film, ·'Early Stone Tools" and lecture at 4 p.m .,
Essex Dining Room, Vanier Hall.
- Common Hour (12 noon): D.0.S. punches out
Heavy Metal and punk rock by big fish!! at the Cafeteria in the Student Centre.
March 23 - Ron Wagenburg discusses his political caeer - Iona College, 208 Sunset, 12 noon.
- 4th Annual Social Science Formal (The Other
Place with the Greens and Pleasure Victims, D.J.
Service, 6 30 p.m.).

-

-W.O. Mitchell will be the featured speaker for
Essex Region Conservation Foundation, 7: 30 p.m.
at the Sicilia Club.
- Golden Age of Burgundy"; Music of the 15th Century by the St. Caecalia Society. Music Director Dr.
Edward Kovariks at the Church of the Ascension,
138S University W. at 8 p.m. Student admission $3.
For
further
information,
call
254-S406.
March 24 - "Golden Age of Burgundy" (same asMar.23).

- An ecumenical celebration for Archbishop Oscar
Romero at 1 p.m. at the Central United Church, 660
Ouellette Ave.
March 25 - School of Music Ensemble Series Spring
Choral Concert featuring the University Singers,
Chamber Choir, Windsor Classic Chorale. Richard
Householder, conductor. Assumption Church,
8 15 p.m.
- W.O. Mitchell, the writer in residence at the University of Windsor, will speak on the theme "Humour
is a Serious Matter" at Assumption Lounge,7: 30 p.m.
March 27 - Windsor premiere of "Letter from Morazan", a film documenting the civil war in rural El
Salvador. At 7 30 p.m. in the Speaker's Pit in the
Cafeteria at the University Centre.
- Sexual As:.au!l ~risis Cc:nter Seminar at 7:30 p.m.
in Huron Hall, front lounge. Film "This Film is
About Rape"/discussion.
March 28 - "Letter from Morazan" (sec Mar. 27) at the
Windsor Public Library, 7 30 p.m.

- The Jarvis Benoit Quartet Fiddlers at Ambassador
Auditorium.
-Don Rojas Debunking Myths About Grenada. A
recording of a recent speech on CJAM91.S FM at
6p.m.
March 29 - Robert P. Cameron speaks to Windsor
Branch of the Canadian Institute of International Affairs on East-West Relations, at 4 p.m. in Ambassador
Lounge.
- "Working Women: Health and Stress". There will
be three speakers on this subject at 7 p.m. in Dillon
Hall, Rm. 367.
April 5 - Blue Peter Concert in the Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets are $5 for students and $6 for nonstudents. Available at the SAC office.

Any group interested in having events listed in this place
should leave the appropriate information at the Lance
Office, care of Peter Deck.

rThese are Some of the Men ...

,

Top row left to right - Jeff Rawlins, Craig Aris, Gerry Pfaff , Jeff Kennedy
Middle row - Farrel Shadlyn , Peter Mudrack. Tim Brown. lam Benson
Front row - Mike Stipic, Andrew Kamara. Peter Couloufis, James Nemeth

Who are Big Brothers!
Eac h week, each of these men share a few hours with a father-absent boy, doing
th ings they like to do - as a Big Brother volunteer . Although a Big Brother can
never replace a boy's father , he does compensate a great deal in a boy's life, by
providing a positive adult male image. These men pictured above are good men,
and they enj oy what th ey do. 100 Little Brothers have been waiting as much as a
year for Big Brothers like them. You can help us end that wait. ..you can become a
Big Brother too !

WE NEED YOU NOW!
You can help in two ways · Become a Summer Big Brother now (program runs from May-September)
- Complete screening now to become a Big Brother in September.
Three special Big Brothers information sessions will be held at Assumption
Lounge on Tuesday April 3rd (11 :00 am, 3 :00 pm and 6:00 pm)
We extend our thanks to many University of Windsor Societies who supported
us in this years Bowl for Big Brothers campaign.

by Philip Rourke

''It is necessary for most of us these
days to have some insight into the motives and responses of the true believer.
For though ours is a godless age, it is the
very opposite of irreligious. The true believer is everywhere on the march and
both by converting and antagonizing he
is shaping the world in his own image.
And whether we are to line up with him
or against him, it is well that we should
know all we can concerning his nature
and potentialities."
- Eric Hoffer, 1951
Eric Hoffer, as outlined ln his book,
The True Believer, was very concerned
about the peculiarities common to all
mass movements. As the title suggests,
the book dissects the mind of the true
believer.
Hoffer argues that the chief differences among men are not to be found
in the doctrinal pattern of their beliefs
but in the way they hold their beliefs.
According to Sidney Hook, a philosophy
professor and student of and writer on
public affairs, Hoffer feels that "the
deepest abyss which divides men is not
their ideas of salvation but their temper
of mind. Some hug their beliefs to themselves with the dogmatic certitude of absolutists seeking to compel reality to
become the witness of their truth. Others
act on their beliefs experimentally, in a
tentative, empirical fashion, seeking evidence in reality to test their truth. . .
The true believer is the believer in total
solution, impatient with the experimentalist whom he condemns as a trimmer or
opportunist or fainthea rt appalled at the
costs of radical social change.''
According to Dr. Byron Rourke of
the Psychology Department in his lecture

The. drastic change in the U. S. governmental framework and philosophy from
Carter's years to Reagan's is sociologically very dangerous.
in the Nuclear Noon seminar series on
Hoffer thinks that people opt for exWednesday, March 7, extreme faith is
treme faith in a leader who is a true belvery important to the true believer.
iever when radical change occurs in the
Rourke defined faith as meaning "the
framework of an individual or a comact or state of wholeheartedly and steadplete society. (e.g. adolescence, drastic
fastly 'believing in' or adhering to the
economic hardship, threats "from without"). Rourke used Hitler's Gernmany,
truth of a tenet, position or being."
Khomeni's Iran, and the radical shift in
Faith usually involves attribution of
th United States' governmental framepower (if the belief is in regards to a
work and philosophy from the Carter's
god, a state or a leader), loyalty, felt
years to Reagan's as examples.
assurance of providential care, unquesHoffer sees the true believer as a pertioning acceptance of dogma and all
son who prepares the masses for the adthat flows from it, and denigration for
vent of a new faith (e.g. a "Supreme
if not hatred of contrary beliefs.
Breed", an all-righteous religion or state).
Extreme faith, according to Hoffer,
This true believer is a man of words rathis a substitute for self-confidence. "Faith,
er than action who has always had more
enthusiasm, and passionate intensity are
vanity than ambi tion within himself or
substitutes for the self-confidence born of
herself. This person creates chaos but
experience and the possession of skill.
shies away from leading a movement that
Where there is the necessary skill to move
is thriving on this chaos. And this person
mountains there is no need for the faith
lacks the courage and will to dirty his/her
that moves mountains."
In effect, faith can become a psychhands in the very movement his/her
ological defense mechanism.
words have created.

According to Hoffer, the movement is
sooner or later captured by the man or
men of "practical affairs" or action, the
very kind that ran the society before the
man of words precipitated cataclysm. The
task of the man of practical affairs and
action is to consolidate the true believer's
victories and save the movement from
self-destruction. In saving it he usually
also takes away its soul. His philosophy is
eclectic, his programs pragmatic. He attracts and directs not true believers but
dull career men who make society dull
and efficient. It is easy to see why this
man always emerges to halt the active
phase of a revolution, why he rules so
well for so· long, and why eventually a
new generation of unappreciated men of
words come to hate him as a symbol of
an unappreciative society and turn the
masses against him, thus giving birth to
still another mass movement and its
revolution.
Hoffer's solution to this unending
circle is to build a society in which changes grow and endure because they are
"sheltered by a strong framework of
continuity."
He finds the United States not recep·
tive to change because its societal framework lacks continuity. Writing in 1971
(although his thoughts are still very rele·
vant today) he argued that "things have
been changing so rapidly during the
1950's that the present has almost ceased to exist. The vanishing of the present
is having peculiar consequences. When the
present is almost nonexistant, future and
past too become blurred. The future is
so immediate that one no longer waits for
it. Hope turns into desire. At the same
time, rapid change impairs memory yesterday seems beyond recall. It is a
state of affairs ideally suited to the inclinations of the adolescent. He concontinued on page 7

Tickets Available at the SAC office,
RECORDS ON WHEEIS , or fr om any
one of the HARDY BOYS.
Tickets - $5 .00 STUDENTS, $6.00
NON-STUDENTS
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Showupandget downto business
In national and provincial politics if enough members of
a party were to do it the party could be voted out of office
because they might have less votes than the opposition.
In the regular work force you could be fired, if you
did not have a good excuse.
In public school you would be sent home for either
a note from your mother or doctor.
In the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) it just
means no work is done and a lot of members become
unhappy.
Absenteeism is what we are talking about, and this is
the disease that has plagued SAC meetings since the
beginning of teh school year.
There has not been a SAC meeting in recent memory
that has made it through its entire agenda of business
before it loses quorum. With 29 members of SAC and only 15 members needed for quorum, this is a pretty sad
state of affairs for our elected representatives.
Affairs reached a new low at the last SAC meeting. In
an effort to combat their quorum problem, SAC put a
quorum item on their agenda in order to discuss their
problem and a possible solution.
What happened? They lost quorum before they got to
the agenda item. A sad state of affairs.
SAC is a million dollar corporation.
All of the elected
members of SAC are members of this corporation.
They
have been elected to represent their various constituents
on this corporation.
A certain amount of trust is involved
in this. The voters "trust" that this person will do what
they promised to do-to
represent them.
If not, the
representative is derelict in his or her duty.
Students probably ask themselves, "What exactly is
involved when you are a SAC member?" Not too much.
The bare minimum of effort is to show up at the meetings
and stay for the entire agenda. Meetings usually last 2 to
3 hours and are only once a month. This works out to
around 20-25 hours for an entire year. Volunteers at
The Lance and CJ AM- FM spend many more hours than
this doing their work. Why can't our elected representatives do the same?
Though the term of office of the 1983-84 council is
rapidly reaching its conclusion, there is still time for the
work that needs to be done.
SAC still needs to examine their by-laws and see about

the raconteur
by iohn liddle
When Jim Steele was fourteen years old, he almost
lost his life. He was driving his father's Maserati at high
speeds on slick, mountain roads. The car hurtled off the
side of a cliff and burst into flames. Jim Steele survived,
but the prostitute he was with was killed instantly.
The Sf!nator was not amused; his son had publicly
disgraced him. So the Senator sent Jim Steele to a private school in Europe, where Jim Steele could learn the
rudiments of polo, golf, economic theory, world philosophy, advanced psychology. He also took a few "noncredit" courses in intimidation, effective lying, manipuJating statistics, and power mongering.
Upon Jim Steele's graduation, the Senator was close
to retirement; he wanted his only son back home. Jim
Steele was sent to the local university to enter the Graduate Swdies program. His impact was chilling.
Jim Steele proved to be a master of politics, all politics big le.ape, backroom politics; infighting and one

the possibility of improving them. A proposal is now on
the table for these changes. Hours of work have gone into
th is proposal-hours of work by representatives who really
do want to represent their constituents.
What right do
these members who do not show up have to spoil the effort of concerned representatives?
As a service to the students, The Lance has decided to
revive a service we used to have. We are going to publish
the attendance records of SAC members from now on.
Hopefully, by putting members in our spotlight, as well
as their constituents', it will encourage greater attendance
by the members. The students will be better represented,
and, in turn, more work will be done.
If not, maybe SAC will have to request notes from
home.
Artendence records of SAC meetings from September 29, 1983 to
February 14, 1984 (7 meeiin~s).
Number of Actendence
meeting~
Average
Atccnded
1.000
7
President
David Laird
1.000
7
Vice-President
Carolyn O;i.imek
l.000
7
Vice-President Finance
Kean Wong
.700
5
Kcvm ,\\.:Cann
President, Commerce Socierv
.600
4
Business Rep
·
Kathie Pdka
.600
4
Paul Hdsby
Business Rep
.600
4
\" eronica Swe.:r
President, SoC1alWork Society
.400
3
Robert Rivard
Social Work Rep
.900
6
Mike Forcier
Prcsalent, Student Law Society
.700
5
Chris Kynsakas
Law Rep
1.000
7
President,
Nursing
Society
Lv. Cousineau
1.000
7
J oannc Shaban
Nursing Rep
.400
3
President. Faculty of Ed Society
Robert Steidl
.400
3
Jackie Ayer
Educ:mon Rep
.700
5
Gino Tomaselli
President, Engineering Society
.900
6
Mark Bekhuk
Engineering Rep
.900
6
Lidia Pinazza
President Social Science Society
.900
6
Social Science Rep
Rob McTeague
.700
5
Social
Science
Rep
Tanya Mady
.000
President. Human Kinetics Society 0
Andrew flcm1iston
.400
3
Greg Armstrong-Morris President, Dramatic Arts- Society
.900
Dramatic
Arrs
Rep
6
Adam Furfaro
.600
Arts Rep
4
Martin Deck
.900
George Dietrich
.'v\ath & Science Rep
6
.700
5
Mark .\l\acGuigan
Visual Arts Rep
1.000
7
Steve Auscrin
Computer Science Rep
1.000
7
Cody/Elccta/Canterbury Rep
Carl Bang
1.000
7
Bruce Nightingale
Macdonald/Laurier Rep
1.000
7
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
President, l.S.O.

upmanship. Jim Steele was the embodiment of savvy,
intelligence, ruthlessness. After winning a landslide election for Student Union president, the last democratic
election in the university's history, Jim Steele set his
well-oiled political machine in motion. He fired the
hangers-on of the office staff and sapped the fat cats for
everything they knew before giving them the boot. He
hired a battery of lawyers in their stead. Under his painstaking overseeing, a wholesale rewrite of the Constitudon-including a staggering 3,000 amendations-was
rammed through the last General Council meeting.
These amendments established Jim Steele as oligarch of
the student body.
There was a minor uprise. A handful of protestors
marched around the Union headquarters, but they were
forced to leave with the arrival of the riot police ·and
their teargas.
Eight months into office, Jim Steele was working on
larger things. He began diverting thousands of dollars of
capital into private business ventures, ventures that the
school's Council of Governors directly oversaw. After
buying enough votes to become Council chairman, it was
inevitable that he would eliminate the Council al·- together, along with every.!t~nding committee that exis-

ted. Steele invested his entire fortune in blue chip
stocks two days before the Dow shot up two hundred
points. He made a killing, bought off the school Presi·
dent, and controlled every conceivable position of power
and finance in the university's hierarchy.
Fearing for his own safety, Steele revamped the university's security system. He implemented an elaborate
system of locks and bars t0 encircle his despot's palace.
A week later the Senator died. Steele took the news
hard. With the mone_yfrom the inheritance, he went on
a drunken rampage in Las Vegas-a leering, bacchanalian
gambling debauch that stormed for a sleepless week.
When he returned, he was a defeated man. Investments had backfired. Rumours abounded regarding a
possible coup. The Justice Department was calling on an
hourly basis.
Steele retired to his office, locking all doors and barring all windows. It was there they found his body two
weeks later-the investigators recalled the sickly ste)lch
of his rotten decayed corpse, a stench that hung in the
air for months after Jim Steele was buried. It appeared
as though he had trapped himself in his own office; it became a prison for him, a prison that suffocated not only
Steele, but his ambition as well.

*

by Michael Temelini and Philip

Rourke

when Queen Elizabeth arrives in Windsor on July 20,
Ontario will be in the midst of province-wide festivities
organized to celebrate this province's bicentennial.
The provincial government has taken many steps,
includings the provision of millions of dollars in grant
money to almost all the communities in Ontario, to
ensure that the jollity of the bicentennial reaches every
corner of the province.
While the idea of holding a celebration to commemorate our province's anniversary is a good one, the
fact is that 1984 does not mark the formation, founding,
or establishment of the province of Ontario. Rather,
what we are really celebrating this year is the 200th
anniversary of the settlement of the United Empire
Loyalists in Ontario.
Beginning in April, 1784, the Loyalists came to
Canada from the U.S. because: l)they were loyal to
Britain; 2)many of them were American Tories and were
hostile to many of the freedoms in the U.S.; 3) there
was not much future for them after the American
Revolution in the U.S. because they were seen as traitors; and 4)there were incentives for them to come here
-each Loyalist was given a grant of land in Canada,
the sizes of these grants depending upon the importance
of the individual. This last reason was the least important of the four.
Of course the Loyalists were not the first settlers of
Ontario. While the first Eurasian people came to North
America over 25,000 years ago, their presence was not
recorded until the 17th century when French explorers
Samuel de Champlain and Etienne Brule visited the well
organized native societies in Ontario. The first French
settlement in Ontario was the Mission of Ste. Marie in
Midland in 1639. This was more than thirty years
before the establishment of Fort Frontenac in Kingston
and the British and French fur trading posts throughout
the province. The Windsor area had its settling farmers
before 1750.
In light of these facts, why has the Davis government
chosen this year to celebrate Ontario's birthday? In a
bicentennial pamphlet, Premier Davis writes " ... 1984
marks the 200th anniversary of the first major settle-

We needquorum
Dear Editor:
As the current President of the Social Science Society,
and a voting member of the Student Administrative
Council (S.A.C.), but· most of all a student of the University, I would like to express my deepest concerns relating to the last two business meetings of S.A.C.
Personally, I am appalled by the total lack of responsibility on the part of certain S.A.C. elected Council
members who consistantly do not attend S.A.C. meetings. As witnessed by the last two meetings not only did
we have to wait to gain quorum, which is half of the
voting members (15), but we subsequently lost it due to
members who leave during the course of the meetings.
(A proxy does not count for quorum).
Under these circumstances, the business of a million
dollar corporation is halted which affects S.A.C. as a
whole, but more importantly the students of this University. This is a grave and serious situation.
I sincerely question the motives of certain Council
members when they accept the responsibility to serve
their student constituents and consistantly do not attend meetings. Clearly, not all members have valid rea·
sons or explanations for non-attendance. When you
choose to serve students on SAC Council, you accept
the full responsibility of this position and that means
attending monthly meetings. I would sincerely hope
that your motive to serve on SAC has more meaning
for you than a nice addition to a resume.
More importantly, if you feel threatened or agitated by this letter, then it probably means that you
are among the fifty per cent of Council that this letter is addressed to.
On a final note, I would like to praise those members
of the SAC Executive and Council who consistantly

men ts in this province ... ". Another newsletter explains
that with the advent of the Loyalists, "orderly settlement" began. The Loyalists were the men and women
who "laid ·many of the foundations for the society we
call Ontario."
This ·nanner of thinking parallels the archaic Loyalist
myth that those who are loyal to the Crown are those
chosen to govern society. This myth was created by the
Loyalists in order to secure themselves an upper niche
in society. They wanted to be seen as the well-educated,
the well-cultured and those with the social standing to
rule Ontario and develop it along lines compliant with
the British view of democracy.
The Ontario government, in effect, is perpetuating
the Loyalist myth by saying that this vear is Ontario's
bicentennial and that it was only when the Loyalists came
that "orderly" settlement occured in Ontario.
Margaret Birch, Provincial Secretary for Social
Development and Chairman of the Cabinet Committee
on the Bicentennial, said in her statement to the Legislature on June 23, 1983 " ... we are really commemorating what are recognizably the social beginnings of our

serve their student constituents faithfully and responsibly.
Lidia Pinazza

Givemepoems
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed the poetry section (The Seed at Zero) in
the March 15th issue of the Lance. The poems Early
Model Chevy by Chris McNamara and Amsterdam by
Nancy Morrison were excellent.
There was also a poem titled Flame by Brad Lombardo but J didn't understand a section of it that read,
"You are the passing darkness that becomes the coean."
What's a coean?
was that a typing error? If so, I think I spotted
another. That is, Brad Lombardo. I read all of his poems.
I think his name is spelt Bad Lombardo.
I hope Chris and Nancy read this and send in more of
their poems.
Robin Toby

We areallbrothers
Dear Editor:
Imagine how you would feel if your younger brother
said that he didn't like having you in the family and told
you to move out. Now think back to Commerce So.ciety
President Kevin McCann's comments on the Special B.
Comms (On the Other side of the Sunset - Lance,
Feb. 23).
McCann suggests that there are too many Special B.
Comms admitted to the programme. There are only 163
full time special B. Comms out of 1400 Business students or 12% ~ccording to my T.L Student Business
Analyst.

She was quick to assure Ontarians that the
government would emphasize the "important contributions of our native people, Franco-Ontarians, and some
who \\'ere here before the Loyalists ... ".
In another newsletter, emphasis is given to the
Loyalists' "experience of living on the frontier", and
explains how they brought with them "an appreciation
for law and order."
Such statements have serious undertones and innuendo. There is an implication that before the English
arrived in Canada, settlement was disorderly and previous settlers were uncivilized, backward, and relatively
insignificant. In choosing a date for a bicentennial, the
Davis government could have considered 1791. At this
time, the Constitutional Act was passed dividing Quebec
into Upper and Lower Canada. Upper Canada (i.e.,
Ontario) held its first legislative assembly in Niagara
in 1797. This was the true origin of the founding of
Ontario and is the most logical date to celebrate. The
Davis government, most likely to gain electoral support
in this year's provincial election, would have us believe
otherwise.

We are intrigued that the younger members of our
own faculty don't like our attitude. Like the M.B.A.
students, we already have one degree, most of us completing it elsewhere. We bring a diversity of backgrounds
to the business school - from degrees in Journalism,
Urban Planning and Economics to Politics and Law. The
thought of going back to school for just 16 months and
leaving with a Bachelor of Commerce degree was very
appealing. But things started badly.
The registration process was hell and most of us had
to make a special 4 hour trip down here to pick up
registration material that was not sent to us and that
was not available until two weeks before classes began.
Only one of our classes was specifically designed for
Special B. Comms. There was far more input in that
class than in others, where we elders were bunched in
with young sprouts fresh out of high school.
In short, we are pariahs. We have as much knowledge
as the M.B.A. 's yet we are here for different reasons and
are isolated from them. The B. Comms don't like us and
we are lumped in with them. We have no Special B. parties, no Special B. Society and no Special B. awards.
Brother Kevin, how could you be so nasty??
E. Heather Scott
President Special B. Comm Society
Paul Miller
Executive Vice-President Special B. Comm Society
A. Montekio
Executive Vice President Special B. Comm Society
Doug Moxoa
Director of Subversive Activities
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Dear Editor:
After reading the story of the expulsion of the Visa students in
last week's Lance we were shocked at the attitudes expressed by the
administration. Robert Rumfeldt, President of the Judicial Panel
claims there is ample precedent for the expulsion of these students:
We would like to ask where he sees this precedent?
These students were arrested, questioned by police and charged
in Provincial Court. Lawyers had to be obtained, trial was held
and a verdict of not guilty was handed down. Next they were
brought before Mr. Rumfeldt's Panel and charged again. This time
the Universitv received the verdict it wanted. In being expelled,
these students lose their immigration status and face deportation
In lawyers' fees alone they have paid over $20,000.
Has this happened before, Mr. Rumfeldt?
Mr. George King, a lawyer for the University, claims that by
impersonation these students committed "the most serious fonn of
cheating" and "the only appropriate punishment is expulsion."
Three years ago three students broke into the University computer
"wylbur" and gained access to all confidential files. Whether or not
the students changed marks stored in the computer could not be
verified. The Director of the School of Computer Science called
for their expulsion but instead they were fined and suspended.
Obviously this is not a serious form of cheating. What about breaking into offices and stealing the exams? It is obvious from Mr.
King's statement that somewhere there is a hierarchy of offences
that should be made known.
Will harsh punishment deter cheating? We do not think so.
If the administration is interested in stopping these practices they
should make it harder to cheat. The penalties of the past have not
slowed dishonesty. If capital punishment does not deter murder
can expulsion stop cheating?
In times of cut back and restraint it seems odd that the Administration would spend students' tuition money on punitive measures
rather than an education. The thousands of dollars spent on this
case should have been put to the more positive job of enriching
the University rather than on vengeance against students of poor
judgement.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis,
Tom Seow,
President, ISS
President, MSA

Elitism
is better

Dear Editor
Re "Bette has to go". Sam Di Filippo's mindless banter about
the Bovey Commission cannot go without response. His opinions
are relics from a more prosperous era when money flowed unhindered from the Provincial Treasury. In the difficult economic conditions of today, however, there is a pressing need for the fiscal
responsibility which the Hon. Bette Stephenson advocates.
Because of poor supervision and a lack of planning by the Ministry over the last two decades, we now have a cumbersome and
expensive university system which no longer meets the standards
we demand. For this reason, the Commission must seriously look
at disbanding redundant faculties which drain the treasury; they •
must designate centres of specialization instead of continuing the
haphazard mediocrity with which we are presently burdened.
As a new conservatism sweeps the country and as we question
the desirability of universality in fields such as health care and
family allowances, we must also question the worthiness of universality in higher education. Our universities are not day care centres.
Under-achievers should not be permitted to drift along year after
year squandering the universities' financial and manpower resources.
People who cannot perform should not act as dead-weights on an
already overloaded system. The jetsam which clogs the academic
ocean must be swept ashore; the universities must insist on quality
in the students' achievement.
The constant Bette-bashing which The Lance enjoys so much
must stop so that we can objectively assess our future goals. The
shallow liberalism of Mr. Di Filippo cannot be allowed to erode
our university system any longer.
John Foots

The Women's
"Working

Forum:

Women:

Health and Stress"
SPEAKERS:

(shne'ing), n I. An enJoyableactivitythat combines apres ski excitement
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WHAT A DIFFERENCEA NAME MAKES.

Dr. W. Mitchenson
- Dept. of History
M. L. Monaghan
- Nursing
W. Norton
-Canadian Mental
H ea Ith Assoc.

DATE: Thursday, March 29 - 7:00 PM
PLACE: Dillon Hall - Room 367
ALL WELCOME
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This year four University of
Windsor students will be work·ng in various Third World coun~ies through Canadian Crossroads International (CCI) and
World University Service of Can ada (WUSC).
The students and the countries they will be working voluntarily in are: Kevin Bunt - The
Gambia; Peter Deck - Indonesia
Larry Swatuk - Lesotho; and
Ray Potvin - Haiti. The first
three are involved in CCI whereas Potvin is in the WUSC
program.
.
.
CCI is a pnvate, non-profit
organization of volunteers in
Canada seeking to educate the
public on Canadian and Third
world development issues. The
volunteers are invited to the
developing countries both for
the skills they can offer and for
the indirect benefits to these
countries that flow from increased understanding between
people of different cultures.
The volunteers, depending
on their skills and interests,
reach in village schools, assist in
farming, provide nursing care,
conduct
research
programs,
work in child care centres and
do a wide variety of other jobs.
Each volunteer going overseas
is responsible for raising $1400
towards the approximate $5600
cost of their involvement in the
program. The remainder of the
$5600 is donated by numerous
businesses, groups and individuals. Several levels of government, including the Canadian
International

Development

Agency (CIDA) also support CCI
with matching grants. So far,

the Windsor Committee has received generous donations from
Assumption College, the Social
Science Society, and Hiram
Walker's. The Committee has
already raised half of its $4200
goal ($1500 per candidate).
WUSC sends thirty Canadian
students and three faculty members to a developing country
for six weeks to pursue developmental studies each year for
an international seminar. This
year the seminar will be in
Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
The organization is a respected development and relief agency which was founded during
the Second World War to help
refugee students. Since then it
has grown in scope to include a
wide range of economic development, academic improvement,
and disaster relief programs.
The seminars are designed to
foster international understanding and

have been a valuable

learning experience to many including Prime Minister Trudeau

sor PresidentJ.F. Leddy.
Potvin is a grad student in
Economics. His area of interest
is International and Developmental Economics and his research topic during his stay in
Haiti will be "Domestic Production of Raw Materials."
Potvin is interested in the
extent to which Haiti has tried to
process coffee, its most abundant raw material since most
Less
Developed
Countries
(LDCs) are principally raw
material exporters and those
countries which import coffee
reap the largest share of the
economic profits.
"From all I've heard and
read, Haiti is the closest thing
there is to the archetypical
Marxist model where a local
elite, on behalf of Western
based multinationals, allows its
own people and resources to be
exploited," said Potvin. "This
aside, I'll be looking for some
positive signs of real development and I hope my preconceptions of this country are proven
to be wrong."

Hoferand~ movements
continued from page 3

temptously dismisses the fact that he has no past
since the past is irrelevant. Nor can he see any
sense in wasting his time preparing himself for the
future. Tomorrow is now."
This is a result of the fact that "we are up
against the paradox that the post-industrial, supermodern age is becoming primitive and backward.
You wonder what learned people mean when so
many of them repeat the cliche that we have to
modernize our institutions if they are to cope with
a bewildering changing, modem society. The
assumption behind this cliche are so much taken
for granted that they are never spelled out. It is
assumed that in a whirling society nothing must remain stationary; that continuity is a drag that generates friction and heat. It is also assumed that the
present brand of modernity is the opposite of the
primitive. Actually, the trouble with our institu-

tions is that they are, on the whole, too enlightened and civilized to hold their own in a social environment that is becoming increasingly primitive
and savage."
What Hoffer proposes is that, for real lasting
change to occur, people must have faith, but this
faith, unlike that of the true believer, must be accompanied by reason. People must realize th.at
moral integrity is not a monopoly of true believers. Hoffer's position is that those who love life
must be prepared to risk life on behalf ofs the
values which make life worth living and loving.
Those who desire peace with freedom rather
than the peace of slavery must always be pr 7
pared to resist aggression at the cost of their
lives. Otherwise, there will be no alternative to
the warring absolutims of true believers until
oblivion descends upon the race of man.
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This new one-year (3-term) multi-disciplinary program is
applied and policy oriented; an excellent preparation for a
variety of professional careers.
Admission Requirements B.A. (Honours) or equivalent
with upper second class standing and at least a basic
economics course. Students from all academic fields are
invited to apply.
Information/Applications available from
School of Industrial Relations
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L3N6
Telephone (613) 547-5870
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BACANAL
'84-a FtSlmding
su~

by Michael Temelini

-

each other with claims of self.
righteousness.
Deborah Niel
provided an impressive display
of bong drumming during this
song.

The University was the scene
of boisterous merry-making Saturday night, as a fervent crowd
filled Ambassador Auditorium
to celebrate "BACANAL '84",
the Caribbean Students ' Association (CARISA) Annual cultural
show. It was the finale to a
week long celebration ' of West
Indian culture, which included
a cultural exhibit in the Students' Centre.
As cultural awareness was the
primary purpose for BACANAL
'84, Gabrielle Beaubrun, coordinator of the West Indian
exhibit emphasized the importance of members of our society

Some of the dances included
the always popular "Limbo" and
an interesting number to a reggae song called "zungquzunqquguzunqquzenq ". Among the
dramatic presentations was a
satirical look at the invasion of
Grenada in which a black
Ronald Reagan, clad with a suit
and running shoes, was confronted by the president of
Dominica and contemplates invasion.

to realize that the islands in the

West Indies are not culturally
monolithic as most perceive.
"Other students must realize ·
that our culture is a unique
Dances like ·'Limbo" gave the show an exquisite cultural flair.
combination of many cultures,
monly used in Trinidad and
which has become a culture in
The singing thrq_ughout the
itself."
Tobago. Although the evening
evening was excellent.
BFA,
was not chaotic or confusing
Windsor's popular reggae band,
The theme of this year's
in any way, it was very exciting,
celebration
was compressed
got things going as they, along
in a colloquial spe1lingsof the
as the program consisted of a
with three members of CARISA,
word "Bacchanal" meaning excolourful display of traditional
did a lively performance of
citement, chaos, confusion and
and modern dances, songs, and
three songs, including a hit by
Bob Marley.
drunken revelry, a word comhilarious dramatic presentations.
Famous ol the House·
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Japanese
Student Scholarships
Peat, Marwick (Canada) announces a scholarship
program to enhance opportunities for Japanese students
to study in Canada.

Graduate
to
an
• •
exciting career
Get the facts about
opportunities as a Direct
Entry Officer with the
Canadian Forces.
A wide variety of career choices await you
in the Canadian Forces army, navy or air
force. Whether your degree is in Medicine,
Science, Engineering or Business, to name
but a few, a career as an Officer offers
challenge and excitement unlike any other.
Good salaries, challenging work, travel
and great comradeship. These plus the
opportunity to develop confidence and leadership skills make your career in the Canadian
Forces a long way from just another job.
For more information visit your nearest
recruiting centre or mail this coupon.
You can also call collect - we're in the

The scholarships are open to any Japanese citizen who
is admitted to a course of full time study in Business
or Economics at a Canadian university, at either the
undergraduate or graduate level.

Scholarship Provisions
Cash amounts may be awarded annually to an individual
or individuals, to an aggregate total of $2,500.
The scholarships are tenable for one full academic year.
Individuals may re-apply in subsequent years, whether or
not they have previously been awarded a scholarship.

Selection
A selection committee to be named by Peat, Marwick
(Canada) will review applications and decide the number
of scholarships to be awarded in any year and their
amount.

The Consul General of Japan, in Toronto, will act as
advisor to the committee.

Applications
Requestsfor applicationforms should be addressedto:
Mr. R. Michael Howard, B.A., C.A., Peat Marwick,
P.O. Box31",CommerceCourt Postal Station, Toronto,
Ontario MSL IB2.
Completed applications will be received until April 15 of

On the whole, it was an
amusing and entertaining evening. CARISA is to be commended on its fine work, as all of the
Lance Photo by CHRIS McNAMARA
selections were written and
· choreographed by the students
themselves. Most importantly,
Other · songs, this time without BFA, also drew enthusiastic · however, BACANAL '84 provided an excellent opportunity for
responses from the audience.
those of us who are not from the
One in particular, entitled, "I am
West Indies to get at least a
a betta woman than you,"
taste of what that culture has
depicted an animated situation
to offer. In that sense, it was a
in a street market where two
resounding success.
women are trying to outdo
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THECANADIAN
ARMEDFORCES

Canada

THE CAREER WITH A DIFFERENCE.
Director of Recruiting & Selection

each year, applicable to the subsequent academic year at
the Canadian university which the applicant will attend.

National Defence Headquarters
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OK2
I am interested in the Canadian Forces Direct Entry Officer Plan.
Name

r.ilPEAT

Address

l·~MARWICK

Town

Tel. No.

Prov.

Postal Code

Degree held

THERE'S NO LIFE LIKE IT.

Stiidenls
occupyMPP!soffice
VANCOUVER (CUP) - The 20 students who occupied B.C. Universities minister Pat McGeer's
con.stitutency office claim success in their protest
against the government's education policies.
Bill Coller, University of B.C. law student, says
the students wanted to publicize the issue of educational underfunding and encourage other students to protest.
"We didn't think this action itself would change
the government. It served as a warning to the government that students aren't just subservient flaccid particles."
'
~ublic reaction to the four day occupation, organized by students against the budget , was gener~ly f~vourable, Coller said. About 100 people,
mcludmg students from U.B.C., Simon Fraser
University and Vancouver high schools joi~ed
the occupation and helped set up a "Free University" in McGeer's Pt. Grey office, March 6 to 9.
But Rosalind Morris, Students Against The Budget member, says although the occupation raised
public awareness of the problems facing post secondary institutions, McGeer failed to take it
seriously.
"McGeer's reaction . is trivializing and callous.

It's become apparent that Social Credit government doesn't give a damn about protest and letters," she said. "They haven't responded to the
usual methods."
·'(The material) would broaden their outlook
o~ economy and society. Then maybe they'll
wish to buy membership in the Social Credit
party," she said.
During the occupation, the protesters upset
McGeer's office staff because they draped posters
and newspaper clippings about the Socreds on the
office's walls, and littered the area with food and
paper cups. The staff later disconnected the office's two phone lines.
Constituency secretary David Jacobs said he
~ould h~ve c~lled the police to evict the protestors
1f ~ maJor disturbance occured. He promised to
deliver a letter to McGeer if the students wrote
. and signed it.
.
"They would get a response and they won't
like it," he warned.
.
Coller says Students Against The Budget plan to
stage more protests and civil obedience to prompt
government action on the issues.

Quebec
tuition
increases
by33%
MONTREAL (CUP) - Tuition
fees in Quebec are going up for
foreign students, and that in
eludes English-speaking students
from other provinces.
The education department
has confirmed that it will cost
international students 33 per
cent more for Quebec university
education next fall. Students already enrolled will continue to
pay $4,350 while all others
pay $5,800.
For now Canadian students
pay an average of $450 in tuition, but by 1985 anyone from
outside Quebec may be charged
$1,000;
Currently, no university in
Canada makes students from
other provinces pay more. Now,
Deputy education minister Michele Fortin says Quebec wants
'reciprocity ' from English outof-province students.
Quebec, where tuition fees
have not been increased for 10
years, has the cheapest university education in Canada.
'The students should pay
what they pay in their own province," said Fortin.
"Discrimination is not a factor. It would mean that an
Ontario student who came here
would pay what he pays in Ontario. It's not a big difference."

But university administrators,
teachers and students, already
angry over differential fees for
international
students,
are
furious.
Edward Stansbury, a viceprincipal of McGill University,
said "it strikes me ... an agreement of that kind would be
discriminatory."
"It would be a complicated
thing to administer and work
out."
Stansbury doubted other provinces would want to be involved in such a reciprocal
agreement.
Victor Sim, an offjE.ialfor tht:
Canadian Xssociation of University Teachers, said his organization would not likely support
such differential fees.
He said limiting differential
tuition fees to English students
"is more reprehensible" than the
fee itself.
Students, already upset over
charging international students
80 per cent more for university
education than Canadians, say
this particular proposal is just
another step towards raising
tuition fees for all university
students.
The Parti Quebecois government has a platform for free education, and has not touched

tuition fees since it was elected
in 1976.
But the recent cabinet shuffle, which brought former Treasury Board minister Yves Berube
to the education portfolio, indicates to many that the provincial government intends to tighten the education budget.
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Part-time Faculty:
CUEW is conductingresearch into the salaries and workingconditions
of non-unionisedpart-time faculty in Canada. We need to contact such
persons who teach at the University of Windsor. If you would consent
to provide us with some information. please call collect (416) 9210337 person-to-person to Brian Robinson. or write us at

Canadian Union of Educational Workers
252 Bloor Street West, No. 11-108
Toronto MSS IV6

. social science society

would like to congratulate the following:
Social Science Society President
Robert Burge
Social Science Society Vice-President
Alan Rush
Geography Club President
Christine Herold
Geography Club Vice-President
Linda Tracey
Public Administration President
Debbie Kokovai
Public Administration Vice-President
Judy Dadd

1983 - 84 Executive &
Council of Social Science Society

continued from page 1

The SMC has placed two advertisements in the Globe and
Mail and have sent notices to 83
. campu1 atjons across Canada,
hoping..M>entice a bevy of candidates.l" i
"Even the president of the
CBC is welcome to apply," said
Wolske.
Because of the new constitution, CJAMers have only two
democratic courses of action in
the running of the station. A
vote will be held to approve the
positions and the candidates of
the execotive wings during the
first general meeting of the year.
They also have the power ro
impeach the station manager,
provided they get 50% of the
staff out, and . have a 2/3
majority.

ATTENTION!
Applications are now being taken for the following
Students' Administrative Council positions;
Internal Affairs Conunissioner
External Affairs Conunissioner
Ancillary Services Conunissioner
International Students' Conunissioner
Orientation Co-Ordinator 1984
Chief Electoral Officer
Vice President Finance
Chairman of Student Council Meetings
SAC Film Series Co-Ordinator

President Elect
John Carlos Tsilfidis
Vice President Elect

)UU

getanyFrank\etere'spizzaforhalf·price.
Imagine,
an entireFrankVetere·s
deep
dishpizza.4 bigslices- fromonl}$1.90
.
Or 12bigdeepdishslicesof theWorks
...
mushrooms,
bacon,pepperoni.
greenpeppers
anddoublecheeseforonlv$6.50.'tbusave
$6.49.That'sFrank\'etere's
deepdishpi1.za
forle$ than55~a slice.
At thesehalf-prices,
howcanvounot
affordto bringFrank\etere'shometo mother,
or thewholefumilyhometo fr.inkVetere's?

Applicants should have experience in their field.
Applications are to be submitted to the SAC Office.
Deadline March 29/84.
David Laird

or a limitedtime, cantakeFrank
Vetere's
hometo motherforhalf-price.
F
Betteryet,bringmotherto FrankVetere's
and

~
SAC
Ill
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Ever since 1961 when he started painting in the hard representational manner that has culminated in his easily recognizable, sharply realized studio nudes, American born Philip Pearlstein has been
at the centre of modern realism.
The current Pearlstein retrospective, at the Toledo (Ohio) Museum of Art through April 29, reaches all the way back to his early,
gestural visions of shattered, fractured landscapes and takes us up to
current work in nudes, portraiture, and watercolours.

What the show does more than anything else, is allow one to scan
the whole context of Pc::arlstt:in'sliteral realism and, Post-modernist/
Modernist haggling in suspension, marvel at the deceptive but unwavering objectivity of it all.
As static and classical as his naked bodies and as world-in-itself
studio settings may be, the works are forever flying in the face of
conventionality.

A nude is a nude, but Pear!
thing else. Usually shut, som ·
will, for example, speak reams
works in general.
Even if Pearlstein's long and
(one of his typically large scale
has forced his models into ap
is, nevertheless, charged with a
a forwardness that sparks a vague
potentially erotic images into start

BY
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always
a nude and some' just a model's eyes,
· yetcharged air of the
Already in an early work like "Male and Femal Models Sitting on
Floor" ( 1964) we find the bodies in a small space where perspective
starts racing away as we come upon them from above. Already the
3 lights of the studio gives their flesh a pale, waxy, almost bloodless
quality, and, sure enough, the canvas edge crops uncompromisingly
where it will. Moreover, with everything anatomically correct, the
hands still appear elongated and the feet somehow large and bulky.
Much of this can be attributed to the transference of 3D reality
to 20 flat surface, once made but such an observation is meaningless. Looked at long enough, and stared at in a certain way, actual
hands do become grotesquely lengthened, and people's feet are
quite often large, bulky, veiny and fleshv.
·
Therefore, once the emotional content of vision is displaced or
rendered inaccessible, then objects in space may become, as they do
in Pearlstein's world, so precise and concentrated as to be illusory
as they are "pure". What all this means is that even hardcore realism
cannot but lie about its subjects and, indeed, about its own enterprise.
Pearlstein handles this by saying that ' 'we are conditioned by the
idea that photography doesn't lie, but that's not true at all" and so
his own paintings cannot but try to approximate, as rigorously as

possible, the radical immediacy of focus.
But this radical immediacy is never exhausted by technique
(which is a primal fascination for Pearlstein the realist) alone. He
gets "a kick out of using vision" and so the still-life nudes, as real as
any straight-forward photo, come to us with all die built-in mystery
of bodies in space.
A beautiful work like "Two Models, One on Floor in Kimono"
(1980) works its illusive charm as we're suspended over the rich
sprawl of fabric, as our eyes run along the quirky parquet-floor
patterns, as we stare at the hand becoming monstrous thing-in-itself
when our eye fixes on it, and the halluciantory upward dive of
floors setting off the great lighted volume of flesh and contour of
body.
What, one asks, does all this add up to? What is the meaning?
The meaning is many things: the "use" of vi$ion is one explicit
meaning. The fact that "people really do look like that" as Pearlstein says - that when naked they are often as unattractive and
crudely self-displayed as his models - is another.
Any meaning, and any such logic of meaning must, therefore,
remain splintered.
And though Pearlstein 's images are by no means splintered or
splayed, the visual and psychological compass of his ca_nvas often
is. One good look at recent works such as "Two Models m Bamboo
Chairs with Mirror". (1981) and "Two Models with Mirror and
Painting" (1982) is enough co reveal chis. The fabrics and furniture
Pearlstein has dragged in from junk) an.!s nearby his Manhattcn studio are handled with the rhythm and elegance necessary to tie nudes
and objects into a muscular all-over canvas.
With the emphasis on formalism and technique stronger today
currently stronger than ever, the anti-psychological non-commitalness of his nudes translates into a weird sort of "psychology" of
confrontation.
It is not confrontation in the social or public sense, but in the private psychological sense; and the confrontation always derives from
the viewer's frustration at being unable to retrieve anything from
such an aggressive presentation.
The argument that there is nothing really there to "retrieve" in
the first place is an argument misled. Unlike the gigantic absorptiveness of Chuck Close's portraits, the jokiness of Mel Ramos, or the
unblemished sexuality of John Kacere's perspectives on female anatomy, an abstract vacant energy takes hold in Pearlstein 's paintings.
The fabulous arid lethargy of his unsensuous nudes in uncluttered
space reveals the inner and "accidental" animation ("The starting
point is always accidental" says Pearlstein) that informs the perfect
scrutiny of his absolute ·realism.
The greater the doses of genitalia and nose, fingers and thi~h
one is faced with, the greater Pearlstein's value-defying aesthenc
looks.
With models posed and layed out as if their whole psychology,
their whole mental life was slave to their bodies, Pearlstein manages
to thrash all values whether they be sexual, puritanical, classic or
romantic. And yet, none of these are banished outright, they
remain subtly, but aggressively present.
So a surfeit tugs at our undone sensibilities. Som~thing as undramatic as "Two Female Models on Eames Chair and Stool" (1976) is
explicit in everything except what we hope to find. Unable to define
what it is we "hope" to find, the paintings themselves even refuse to
guide us.
Few can pull this off as cooly and convincingly as Pearlstein does.
With nearly 15 0 works on display, the travelling retrospective now in
Toledo shows the equilibrium and dignity of an art that, neither
takes from nor adds to the werld, but authorit1tively lets it be.

Facep
by Laurie Bellows

..

Lupe Velez

The striking randomness and multiplicity of heads,
and more specifically, faces, belongs to the chaos of
being in a world with others.
But my face, my head, my image in the mirror is
also the image of my own mortality, the icon of my
personal hopelessness. My face is my light. It can also
be my grief. It can be anything.
Without head or face the body may be a sexual vale,
but with head and face it becomes a different sort of
world. For the face, focus of all roamticism, seat of
personality,
home of darkness and daylight, is
exploitable, functional and absurd.
A chopped mutilated battlefield corpse or a pantrystuffed body is the underbelly of hedonistic disgust,
horror, revulsion, fear. But the body with head and
face - with eyes closed in death or crazed-open in shock
of final vision-is all of history public and private, cultural and personal.
The grim visage of the dead Josef Goebbels, his
charred hard skull-head like the carping claw that was
his public personality, is a picture of instinct upturned.
The murderer, huddled and hurried to his court
appointment, instinctively hides his face. The youthful
actor/actress needs no intention, needs only let the lips,
hair, and eyes unhinge the very core of our red helplessness.
The face, then, is a camera, is its own sterotypc, its
own myth, but it also grows old. It is its own sex and
its own age. Some faces conjure up perverse images
of unattainable
cannibalism-psychic
and physical.
H.G. Wells' "Island of Doctor Moreau" bespeaks the animal presence in each of our visage.
Fetish or anti-fetish the face may be both victim and
victimizer. The face with eyes closed is different than
the face with eyes open. (A look can be an emblem,
a piece in a game, and the face merely anchor like
rock.)
One looks at another to gain attention, to penetrate,
to undo, to overcome, to lose. In a single moment a
man's stare can do violence to a woman's whole life and
way of being. A woman's scornful, judgemental look
can reduce a man to the heapy jelly slabs of his own
limp hell.
While face will be botH fact and faction its physical
reality is time and space.
American artist Nancy Burson has been doing some
striking things with faces. She has used a computer
to put images of a face on a screen and then overlay
images to create multiple portraits. These are composites where masculine features individually dominate
the visual text but femininity composes the whole.
In a June 1983 Omni magazine article, Douglas
Stein writes: "Burson is engaged in a kind of intimate
geometry, a Cartesian cartography of the face." But the
great spark of aesthetic dabbling may make an even
more exciting cross-over. Stein again:
"During the past few years, Burson has been exploring the commercial applications of her patent.
The strongest market is the burgeoning plastic and
reconstructive-surgery industry.
Burson and her
collaborators have incorporated increasingly com·
plex technology into overall programming of the
composite process to enable people to see what
they would look like after surgery. One might
walk into a plastic surgeon's office and request to
see oneself with a slightly trimmer nose, a more
pronounced chin, and so on. Since all manner of
body parts are now being reconstructed, one can
imagine this technique expanded far beyond
facial composites."
For all this there are faces that must never be tamper·
ed with. What, for example, is the above portrait of
Samuel Beckett: man or woman or something named
Beckett? ls it bird, eagle, beggar, god? Or does Beck·
ett's image belong to us as no man or woman ever can?
Has Beckett's life grown into his face like an art? Or
does his face hide the sepulcharal ironies of his artistic
memory-speak? One may look at a face and immediately burst out laughing, and perhaps Beckett's face is the
face of laughter sagely and bleakly ingrown.
And what of Lupe Velez's tantrums of nail-grating
madness?
Her 1920s, 3Os screen-star face of smok\'
dazzle and day-night agonies rolled into the inevitable
malignity of suicide wrenched from betrayal. It's as if
the bated edge ofpain, smoothed out of publicity shots,
sits there like a freaky death sentence.
Then, chop, chop. The end.
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Franz Kafka's ears:
May: Franz's lobes look a little like the satellite dish on
the Bridge House. If he were alive today, his
head would be constantly tuned in to ESPN.
That's depressing. Thumbs up.
Warner. I'd be prostrate too if I wore ears from a Mr.
Potatohead set, or looked like Max Schreck without make-up. Thumbs up if I was F.W. Murnau.

Picasso's knuckles
May: With the intellectual elegance of his analytic cubist masterpieces and the
emotion of his
tender blue or rose period works, Picasso's knuckles reflect the discipline of a skilled draughtsman
and the experimental exuberance of an innovator.
His knuckles' influence imbibe his work, as in
the bony mantis woman figure of 1930's "Seated
Bather". Thumbs up.
Warner: Picasso's knuckles make him look like a whiny
little schoolyard wimp. Definitely the knuckles of
a raving cubist. Don't let your pets anywhere near
this man. Thumb,s down.

Karl Marx's beard:
May, Terrific two-tone effect. Karls beard is the opium
of the lower half of his face. Thumbs up.
Warner: He probably meant opiate. Thumbs down.

Werner Herzog s lower lip
May: Herzog's lip makes him look like a pouty little
boy. Definitely the lip of a raving lunatic. Don't
let your kids anywhere near this man. Thumbs
down.
Warner: Herzog's obsessive stoicism is manifest in the
rigid protruberance of his lower lip. It is this
same characteristic mentality which has made
him the single most creative cinematic genius of
the modern era. This is the same lip that whispers, 'Kinski thinks this jungle is erotic ... l think it
is pornographic," Thumbs up.
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Knute Rockne's tuft of hair in the middle of his head:
May: You're not fooling anyone, Knute-give up trying·
to hide the ol' Notre Dome.
Shave it off.
Thumbs down.
Warner: Shouldn't you be wearing that on your chin?
Or at least on the side of your head? Down.
Charlie Chaplin's ankles
May: Only the finest ankles could support the weight
of this critically lauded cinematic genius. Charlie's ankles did the job, and did it well. Thumbs up.
Warner: I'm rather partial to Bella Abzug's ankles my·
self. Almost as dainty as her mouth. Charles
does have nice calves though, I must admit. Up.
Neville Chamberlain's backbone:
May: Haven't seen it.
Warner: Seems to be missing.

George Bernard Shaw's eyebrows:
May: Shaw's brows did much more than shield his eyes
from dirt and wind, they were bastions of poignant expression. A perfect match with the beard
and 'stache, as well. Well done, George. Thumbs
up.
Warner: Looks like Oscar Wilde threw a blancmange
in his fad. Medium rare, George. Thumbs down.
Eleanor Roosevelt's gums:
May: Pink, wet, and mildly erotic, Eleanor's gums
exhibit her sparkling, oddly spaced teeth with
elegance and bravura. Thumbs up.
Warner: Not a pleasant topic. Reminds me of laugha-minute Solzhenitsyn.

Ernest Hemingway's cheeks.
May: "and Ernie Hemingway as the Beaver." Good
thing you could write better than Jerry Mathers,
Em. Thumbs down.
Warner: His cheeks are the size of Mariel's breasts after
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she had them lifted. Thumbs up (to his cheeks,
not her breasts.)
Jean-Luc Godard's eyes
May: Who do you think you are Jean-Luc, a blues
brother? I don't see any reason for the sunglasses,
except as a shoddy excuse to make those "darkly
obsessive" films. Take them off and see the light.
On second thought, don't-you probably look like
Marty Feldman underneath. Down.
Warner: J.L. has always looked at the world through
coloured glasses. They've probably made him the
biggest, most pretentious self-obsessed, dogmatic,
myopic, self-professed "artist" no-talent alive
today. He probably doesn't real1y have eyes, but
we'll never know since he never takes his glasses
off. Double thumbs down.
Bette Stephenson's brain:
May: Haven't seen it.
Warner: Seems to be missing.
Bette Davis' eyes:
May: They should have been gouged out at birth so we
could have avoided that horrid Kim Carnes song.
Down, down, down.
Warner: Luckily she was born female, or she would
have been hassled in boy's school with a name
like Bette.

Jackson Pollock's ears
May: Despite ''Jack the Dripper's" notoriety as one of
abstract expressionism's first 'action' painters, his
ears are really dull. Thumbs down.
Warner: Indescribably dull, unlike the more abstractly
expressionistic ears of Kandinsky. Down.
Sean Connery's close shave:
M'ay, Definitely uses a disposable blade.
Warner: More likely needs a double edged razor with a
swivel head.
May< Oh, come on. A double edge doesn't make a bit
of difference. A swivel head, maybe, but still,
Sean's an economical guy. Disposable for sure,
probably Bic.
Warner: Since when do you shave twice a day, May?
How could Sean possibly register the cleft of his
chin without a double blade?
May: OK, Warner, let's be reasonable. Sean's a busy
man, right? And have you ever seen James Bond
with any luggage? He doesn't exactly hop around,
getting into car chases and what not, with a razor
handle poking out of his back pocket. Get real.
Warner: Oh yeah? What about in "From Russia With
Love" when he fights Robert Shaw in the train?
You can definitely see a twin-edged Remington razor protruding from his hip pocket. Or in "Thunderball", when he's makingfove to Lucianna Paluzzi.
Didn't you see his razor hidden underneath his
pillow next to his Walther PPK?
May: Oh yeah. I guess you're right. sorry. But I bet
he uses Gillette Foamy menthol shaving cream.
Warner: Are you kidding? Sean wouldn't stop at anything less than lemon-lime.
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With this coupon
merchandise.

Save 10%

• Each cou"e consists of 20 hours of instruction for only S145 or 32 hours for
only S215
• Courses are tax deductible
• Complett, review of each section of each
test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at no
~dditional charge

on all regula r priced

CLASSES FO R THE JUNE 18 LSAT

20 hour course in Toronto June 8-10/84
32 hour course in Toronto May 19. 20,
June 9, 10/84
CLASSES FOR THE JUNE 1 6 GMAT
20 hour course in Toronto June i:3/84
32 hour course in Toronto May 12. 13,
June 2. 3/8-4

Bring in SAC Discount Card and receive additional 10%.
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Valid until March 31 st inclusive.

Limit - One Coupon Per Person

PREPARATION COURSES
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To register, call or write:
GMAT/LSAT

324 Ouellette Ave., Windsor, Ontario 253-9374

:
I

M-Th 9:30 am - 5:45 pm, Fri 9:30am -9:00 pm, Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm :
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P.O. 8ox 597, Station A
Toronto, Ont MSW 1G7
(.416) 665·3377

To call lree from Windsor
dial O and ask for
Zenith 86720
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by Sarah Atkinson

we Care For
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the ·way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

MONA LISA
., 1 Are you sick Worried?

Palm & Card

..~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with your job or
business?

Reader
Psychic
935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

That's Ii ing alright

Weli, what can one say about
the Royal Winnepeg Ballet that
hasn't already been said? They
arc good. They're real good.
Their Monday night performance at Windsor's Cleary Audito·
, rium impressed the pants off
the (albeit easily-impressed) culturally hungry audience-to the
extent that enough voracious
boors clapped at the wrong
times.
When will this eagerfor-beau ty·and-tru th elite learn
to read their program notes in
advance? Oh well.
Most outstanding on the fourpart program, from several angles, was Translucent Tones,
choreographed

Phone 966-301 2
For Info.
Open 9 AM · 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.

TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM
Each year the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Asociations
recognizes outstanding teachers in Ontario universities through
awards based on activities in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all levels of instruction • graduate and undergraduate teaching, continuing education and faculty development.
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom, the
laboratory or the faculty member's office. Activities such as course
design; curriculum development. organization of teaching programs,
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of these
are eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards.

NOMINATIONS
Are invited from individuals, informal groups of students, local
student councils, departments. alumni, etc.
A guideline to assist in organizing a nomination should be consulted
by prospective nominators and is available on request from the
Office of Teaching & Learning 2100 Math Building (ext. 3090
mornings).

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPTOF NOMINATIONS
APRIL 15, 1984

BY OCUFA IS

You're One-Of-A-Kind
So's your Balfour Class
Ring! Order yours on:

Date: March 28, 10-4 pm & 29, 1Ck)pm
Place: Bookstore
Deposit: $26.75

1

and

co-staged

(with Anncgien Sneep) by the
Dutch Nils Christe. It was unfortunate that the music for
this piece had to be pre-recorded, but nonetheless Bartok,
whose Third Piano Concerto
comprised the accompaniment,
would have been proud. The
dancers exhibited a pervasive
robustness and an Olympian
sensuality which, combined with
Christe's fugal harmonies and
precise body geometrics, produce an ordered and exciting
whale. The lyricism of the second movement blew me away
as it would any artistically sensitive bum off the street.
Another masterpiece was a pas
de deux Lanto a Tempo e
Appassionato, danced by Andre

Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet's Andre Lewis and Sarah Slipper.

Lewis and the company's prmc1·
pal dancer Evelyn Hart. A sincere and convincing intimacy.
often lacking in classical dance,
was achieved. The piece housed
harmony, with the aid of a sole
piano accompaniment written

by Alexander Scriabin and played on-stage by Earl Stafford.
An upbeat Variations on
Strike Up the Band ended the
program ahd proved that even
ballerinas have a (corny) sense
of humour.

These staff members are eligible to vote during the Lance elections to be held Monday, March 26 and
Tuesday, March 27: '

Kevin R ollason
Peter Freele
Phil Rourke
Lorenzo Buj
John Slama
John May
Glenn Warner
Chris McNamara

Peter Deck
Karen Rollason
Tony Couture
John Liddle
D.A. Macisaac
Sarah Atkinson
Jim Cain

Michael Temelini
Patty Pu llisco
Elaine Weeks
Dave Dorken
Stesha Burlock
Wendy Coomber
Sue St. Denis
Dave Viecelli

Janisse Browning-Leveque

Mireille Coral
Roberta Mock
Sukanya Pillay
Ray Potvin
Stephanie Signorile
Jack Sullens
Norman Debono
Tracey Thomas
Gerard O'Neill

Craig Colby
Martin Deck
David Fine
Dave Gagner
Georgina Konnovic
Sharon Pyke
Brad Lombardo
Desmond McGrath
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What's new
man? Lots.
What's old about having a
brain? Minds.
Mystics used to have their
weird byways pretty much to
themselves, while the rest of the
world hit the fast lane. But now
scientists are exploring those
dim, mysterious paths too, and
consciousness research, brainmind studies, and trans-personal
psychology are enlarging our
view of what it is to be human.
We're learning that our waking state is not just what we
thought it was, and that there
are different states of awareness,
including 'higher' states, which
can be attained by training.
In a four-part series called
Changing our Minds, CBC Radio's Ideas will explore some of
the latest developments in human consciousness research, and
how they affect both scientists
and scientific discourse. The programs will be heard Thursday
nights at 9:05, beginning April 5.
The first program, on April 5,
focuses on "What We May Be."
Knowledge about human capabilities and potentials is enlarging our perspective on how
grand we may be. Powerful human capacities that we once attributed to inherited genius turn
out to be the common properties of us all, such as great sports
performance, magnificent artistry, unusual kinds of intelligence

... even sainthood and spiritual
mastery. All it takes fov Joe
Dull to really nip along these delightful paths and become Mr.
Special is a kind of mind-training new to Western culture.
The April 12 program looks
at the fact that "Mind Is. More
Than Brain" ... and more than
matter, too. Scientific research
on the mind/brain connection
joins the new physics in overthrowing the materialistic world
view that smothered science for
a century. Nobel Prize-winner·
Sir John Eccles, author of many
books on brain and mind, the
latest of which is "The Wonder
of Being Human", describes how
mind cannot be reduced to
brain. And physicists link with
psychologists to show that even
telepathy, the paranormal and
mysticism can be part of our
new world view. Not surprisingly, many scientists are going
through major conflicts as they
change their minds about mind.

"Beyond Ego: Transpersonal
Psychology", on April 19, explores a fascinating new era of
psychology that has developed
for people not content to be
merely normal. More and more
North Americans are experiencing profound ... even disrurbing ... new states of consciousness of a spirirual kind. Perhaps
they're the healthiest of us all,
because they move beyond
everyday ego.
The April 26 program looks
at the fact that "Changing Our
Minds Changes Our World."
Changing our minds is not merely a personal issue. It's also a
drastic shift in our perception
of ourselves as a whole culture.
A great culrural transformation
is brewing, with the far-reaching
clout of the industrial revolution. It's based on new psychotechnologies, changing spiritual
values, and on a striking convergence of science and mysticism.

...andfullarethe.waters

Who, in the modern~world, knows more about
the disgusting and hilarious condition of the human body than Samuel Beckett. Ask. any educated
degenerate. The sum of his work is an epic in honour of human decrepitude.

Little bodr little block hean ash gre)' only upn ghr. Little body ash grey locked rigid heart beat·
ing face to endlessness. Little body lmlc blo,·k
genitals ovcrru n arsc a single block grey crack over-

John GAf
ac~y P hotography
3877Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

Vanier Vittles
This is for the week of Mar. 26-Apr . 1

from the manipulation of the ladders or the thud
of bodies striking against one another or of one
against itself as when in sudden fury 1t beats its
breast. Thus flesh and bone subsist.

4:30 - 6:30

Monday

Vegetable Beef Soup
Fishw ich
Meatloaf

Be ef & Green Pepper s
Po rk Ch o ps

Tuesday

Fren ch On ion Soup
Quiche Lorraine
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Mexic an Tacos
Hip ·o Bed

Wed nesday

Canadian Cheese Soup
Salisbury Steak
Ch il, Friet o Oog

Baked Ham
Beef Pot Pie
Oieese& Vegetable Cas.wrole

Thursday

Pepper Pot Soup
Beef Sandwich
Turke y A La King/Shell

Hungarian Goulash
BBQ Ribs
No odle s

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Chips
Shepherd 's Pie

Spaghetti & Meat Sau ce
Tenyaki Ch icken/Sauc e

l-!01

Friday

Pick up any Beckett when you start to imagine
your mental or physical self disintegrating and you
won't be sorry.

Mike Stipic
...is 24 years old and in his final
year of Law at the University of
Windsor, as well as being a Big
Brother for several years Mike
is on our Board of Directors.
He and Little Brother Duane
enjoy catching a movieor sporting
event, and racing soap boxes
in the Annual Big Brothers Soap
Box Grand Prix.

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4:30 - 6:30

Saturday

Soup o f the Day
Spiced Be ef/ Onion Bun

Ve a l Parme, an
Spanish Meatbd lb

Sunday

Soup of the Oay
Gri lled Ham & Ch ee se

Sweet 'N So ur Pork
Roas t Be l'f

The De li is open 11 :30 · 615 Mo nday · Frida y
The Round Table is open 6 .30 · 11 ·30 Sun d a y · Friday

I

Become a Summer Big Brother
.

-Complete screening now to become a Big Brother

in

September

:

§

''"M011t

S

MENS HAIRCUT ...............
WOMENS HAIRCUT ............
COMPUTERIZED SCALP &
HAIR CONDITIONER ...........

,.,

$12
$18
$12

20% Discount For
University Students
on
TUESDAY & THURSDAY 9:30-8
WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY 9:30-5
SPECIALIZING IN PERMS
AND HIGHLIGHT COLOURING

I
4 Aicr;~;.;~~
510 Pelissier Avenue

~

ENTS

Tricia's Services Included

973.4977

Join Us for 3 special Big Brothers Information Sessions. Tuesday April 3rd
,"•'' ~"'"", ~.
(11 :00 a.m ., 3 ;00 p.m., 6:00 p.m.) in Assumption Lounge .
••

•'

RS

COME IN AND SEE TRICIA AT
SALON 510

II<

C

(program runs May-September)

UN

~

I

Be a Big Brother like Mike

SUPPER

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

run.

Or how about this

,\ few seconds and all begins again. Consequences

of this climate for [he skm. It shrivels. The: bodies
brush together with a rustic of dry leaves. The
mucous membrane is i[sdf affected . A kiss makes
an indescribable sound. Those with stomach still
to copulate strive in vain. But they will not give
in...The only sounds worthy of rhc name: result

GRAD PHOTOS

..
Eleven
Windsor
athle~makeall-Ontari

b

g

r•
d

C

Two weeks ago, at the National Track and Field Championships,
Elaine Weeks won a bronze medal in the long jump. This was the
first medal ever won by a University of Windsor athlete at the
Nationals. Elaine's winning of the medal was reported in The
Lance, but I was not aware of how rare an achievement it really was.
J.S.

ti

C
\'

by John Slama
Eleven members of the University of Windsor track and field
team have been named to the All Ontario team.
Elaine Weeks qualified for the team in four events, including the
long jump, where she is ranked third nationally. She also qualified
in the 60 metre sprint where she won the gold medal in the Ontario
championships, the 100 metres, and as a member of the 4 X 200
metre relay team.
The rest of the 4 X 200 metre relay team, which is ranked eighth
nationally, is made up of Marianne Ofner, Debbie Remekic and
Lisa Nagy. Nagy was also named for her achievement in the 60m,
where she won a silver at the Ontanos.
On the men's side, three athletes were named to the team for
more than one event.
Steve Gibb was named in both the triple jump , where he was a
bronze medalist and ranked third nationally, and m the high jump,
in which he won a gold medal outdoors, a silver indoors, and is
ranked fourth nationally.
Tim Ryan qualified for the Ontario team in three events, the
800m, the 600m and as a member of the 4 X 800m relay team
which is ranked fifth in the country.
Other members of that relay team were Andy Swiderski, Rick
Desjardins, and Amie Brake!. Brake! also was named for the 1500
metres.
The other two All-Ontario athletes were Tina Beaton in the 1500
metres, and Rob Schram in the shotput.

Elaine Weeks

-

...

Annie Brakel

t

-

Steve Gibb

Tim Ryan

Lisa Nagy

Tina Beaton

EdS/obikowski,
theaDby Dave Darken
"I want to play (pro ball)
for a few years, then settle down
into something that's going to
have a little more securityjust be the all-Canadian boy."
A new Camara sits in the
parking lot, his summer and
fall spent touring the finer
cities of the country,
and
playing pro football in front of
thousands of spectators.
But in the winter and spring,
it's back to the books-and the
U of W-where he's trying to
pick up the credits for his
degree in Human Kinetics.
Cliche or not, Ed Slabikowski does indeed seem to be
an all-Canadian boy.
After three seasons of college
ball, two with Windsor's Lancers
and one "-'1th the Gryphons of
Guelph, Slabikowski made the
bigs-as a draft choice of the

'

Montreal Concordes.
''I always dreamed of play-

ing professionally, I think every
kid goes through it,·• he explained.
"l think I set my goals
realistically, playing high school
ball, then college.''
Lancers' football coach Gino
Fracas might be getting some
heat from many Windsor students, but from Ed Slabikowski,
it's nothing but praise.
'I think Gino helped me a lot
in developing my skills. He's
a hell of a person and a hell of
a coach."
Slabikowski knew the key to
making the pro ranks was to
be recognized for playing good
football. The next step might
be considered as even a tougher
task-to
make it in training
c&.mp.

Lance File Photo

Interception. Ed Slabikowski picks off the ball from a U of T receiver in a 1982 game. This season he's
catch in:; ;>assesfor the Montreal Concorde.
"I got drafted as a defensive
back (a position he played with
the Lancers) and I had no idea
what (the Con·cordes) wanted
me to do. I got to camp and
they put me at tight end, I
thought I was gone," said
Slabikowski.
Training camp is a tough
experience for rookies as well
as the seasoned veterans. For
Slabikowski, it wasn't a thing
dreams arc made of.
"It's a lot different than
playing college ball. The skill
level is higher, and there's a lot
of stress-it's the hardest thing
to get used to.
You know
everybody there is good. And,

you never get hit soft, everybody there is out to hit hard,"
he said.
On top of· the pressure, the
better calibre of play, two
pracrices a day and a team
meeting, Slabikowski also had to
learn a new position.
"Trying to learn the pass
routes, trying to learn to read
zones, it's a real learning experience, ' he said.
For Slabikowski, it was the
best of both worlds when he
found out he made the Concordes.
"I always wanted to play
offence. I like hitting, and if
you want to hit somebody

you go to special teams," he
said.
Slabikowski played in 12
regular season and one exhibition game, mostly on the special
team squads.
He also was
back-up for the tight•end, defensive back and running back.
Besides paychecks, there is
another perk to playing professional sports-the crowds.
"I always liked playing in
front of big crowds.
It's a
different feeling when you can't
hear yourself think. But there's
pressure too. If you do something wrong then 40,000 people
have seen you making a mistake.
But then when you do some-

thing good there's 40,000 people
cheering you on. It's a rush."
Overall, Slabikowski thinks
he had a pretty good season.
·'For a rookie I think I
contributed pretty well, mostly
on special teams, and a little
action on offense," he said.
As for pressure: "Somebody
once told me that you 're only
as good as your last gamethat stuck in my mind. You
never know what's in the coach's
mind. There's always pressure
for you to perform, all you
have to do is take a look over
your shoulder," he said.
This year the pressure should
ease off a bit. Now he knows
what to expect from the camp,
knows and loves Montreal, and
knows from reading the sports
sections that Concordcs have
only picked up one wide receiver
in the Canadian draft. Hopefully, that means less people to
see over the old shoulder.
Ed Slabikowski is feeling
confident.
Like all students, he's also
feeling the crunch of professors,
term papers and assignments.
"It's really hard to come
back here and take a full course
load.
Getting back into the
books is kind of hard, but if
you put m the time and go to
classes you get back into it,"
he said.
•
Eventually, after completing
his degree, and playing a few
years of ball, Slabikowski wants
to get into sports administration.
That's the future.
Right now the all-Canadian
boy is working on his assignments, both for school and the
Concordes. He knows you have
to work hard to make dreams
come true .
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bVJohn Liddle
It's been a so-so season .

At least fifty complete

pines.and ~ppearanc.es in two d~zen m~r~.
I am talking of an mner, clawing add1ct1on: a burning
relentlessdesire to watch basketball games on television
dayi!' and day out.
Yes. I'm a bona fide, first rate, top of the class,
certified, A-one romping basketball-on-television fanatic.
Spare me the psychological probe, the behaviour
d,eory,the Freudian interpretation into my complex
complex-the Toledo Mudhens are in a battle tonight
withthe South Dakota Pointers. It'll be hell .

•
My television is not a television. It is a joke, a·miscr-

ablefascimile of a joke foisted upon me by a greater
sasketball Being. So bad it is, that between pages of
Coleridge and the two halves of a tussle between Northwesternand Ohio State, its picture takes on a bizarre
configuration-something like little tiny dots of black
and white and shades of grey, the players become
automatons, skirting up and down the court from one
shadeof grey to the other, little waterbugs, faceless
waterbugs skeeting back and forth, two points here,
swapping baskets, what's the score?
I watch and watch some more; everything is blur·
ry, fuzzy, unfocussed . The sound is garbled. The vertic·
a) hold is nonexistent. There is no contrast: everything
is grey in a shaded sea of grey waves of .grey. And I
watch on. Countless games involving countless, anonymous players, generic all-stars, crew-cut all-Americans
in search of an author. It's all there: the outstanding
frosh,the maturing sophomore, the experienced senior,
che team leader. Take it all in and see nothing, bad
pointillism, poorly staged theatre, canned excitement,
artificialemotion.
Of course I was well prepared to take this hiatus
from reality, well prepared to enter the mythic void, the
fictitious continuum of game after game of meaningless
basketball. I was prepared to pick out the archetypes,
analyse the themes, make note of the psychological
quirks.I nuances, the satire and tragedy, the Herculean
quest, motifs cropping up everywhere, undercurrents of
comedy, overtones of existential terror-there's
no
tomorrow for one of these two teams. I sit in judge·
ment.
And no, no, this overbur~oninJ habit vice what
have you, is not the sick }ro~ct of an ~nat
m f
It is a game within a game, a game of knowing the idea
behind the sport when it's thrust at you in the form of a
bliziard of half-tones and shadows. That is what the
gameis all about . any diddler can watch a game if it's
in focus; only a true philosopher of the sport can comp·
rehend it when it is not.
And now, with the great glory of the NCAA Champ·
ionship Tournament at hand, and with my thesis behind
me, I will tdl you what is going to happen:
In the East North Carolina will slaughter Indiana,
not so much because the Tar Heels are the better team,
but because Indiana has Uwc Blab on their team, and
watching them play 1slike watching paint dry.
Syracuse will beat Virginia. I don't have any cmpiri·
cal evidence to support this, other than that I know I
know, which may be an argumentum in circulo, but I
challenge you to deny it.

In the Midwest the Kentucky-Louisville matchup

will be a real barn-burner, but Louisville Just doesn't
have the team this year. Take the Wildcats. As for the
Maryland-Illinois match: Who cares?
In the Midwest: Okay, okay, Ray Meyer is every:>ne's surrogate father/coach/mentor,
but the Blue
Demons arc going to blow it against Houston after their
victories against Wake Forest and Memphis State, respectively. See ya later, Keith Lee.
,In the West the Georgetown-Las Vegas matchup
take on theatrical proportions.
The Monster Ewmg
battles Uncle Fester Jerry Tarkenien. Take Georgetown

,by a dozen, and ignore the Washington-Dayton skirmish
.at all costs.
When it comes down to the nitty-gritty, North
Carolina will win the F:ut· Kentucky the Mideast;
Houston (sorry Ray) the Midwest; Georgetown the
West. In the Final Four, Georgetown will beat Ken·
cucky; North Carolina (sorry Akeem) will beat Houston.
And take North Carolina to veni vidi vici. It's a damn
shame, I know, but what can you do?

•
These next few weeks will be busy ones. Hopefully,
my basketball watching won ' t interfere with my life.

Umversny uf Wind:sor Dancers will conclude a series
~1cll

On March 2S, the 1983/84 Unwers1ty Dance Scncs
should conclude on a high note with a performance by
our own University of Windsor Dancers. Under the
direction of Human Kinetics professor Marhese Kimmerle, the group wil be performing dances with tech·
niques ranging from modern to tap & jazz.
Part of the Human Kmetics Campus Recreation
program, the dance group has already achieved a very
high level of performance since appearingat area schools
to give workshops on dance .
This group was first formed in 1970, and has since
then become a permanent fixture in the local arts and
culture scene. In 1982, the first Unwersity Dance Series
was established when two profesSJonal companies joined
the University of Windsor Dancers program.
This program has since developed, with the 1983
series comprising four performances. This year, the

1flcl~ormam:es

t,

l'he-Toronte Denoe-

Theatre, Formolo and Urban Dance Company, and the
Ontario Ballet Theatre.
The 1983/84 Windsor dance group consists of eight
women and t\\ omen - the majority of whom are university students.
Professor Kimmerle and guest choreographc:: J anis Spencer (a former U. of W. dance performer\ have kept the group members dancing twice a week
smce September. The co-operation and dedication of
these people have combined with the creative choreography and individual talents of the group members to
make a few ideas evolve into performance-level dances.
Their program consists of various dance styles, as well as
some dance themes which are closely related.
The last performance of this season's UnivCl"Slty
Dance Series may be seen on March 2S at 7 30 PM in
the St Dems Centre. Tickets arc priced at $3, and arc
available at the door only.

The few.
The proud.
The pip.
I"""' golf ads

DOWavailable

bearing1be

daincdveI ae
PoloAg

$18 at the

office,secondftoor
Unittnky Came.

Ordernow.
Or never.
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Student Groups

Men's Intramural Basketball Wrap Up

Campus Room Bookings For 1984-85
Any student group wanting to reserve space for
liquor functions in the Academic year for 1984-85
may do so at the Essex Dining Room in Vanier
Hall, Friday March 30 at 9 am Deposits (Check
payable to STIJDENTS'
AD:MlNISI'RATIVEOOUNCIL)
must be received for each function booked A
deposit of $50.00 is required for functions with
attendance over 150 people and a deposit of
$25.00 for attendance under 150 people. For
further information contact Conference Services
Office at ext 3276.

~
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prese nts

1

Monday March 12th marked the dramatic climax of 2 weeks of
playoffs. In final action, in the Vanier (B) Division, the Delta Chi
Blues, led by Jerry Monczka defeated a tough Faces squad 43-40,
Credit for a good game must be given to the Martinello connection
and Alex Lolua of the Faces team. In final action in the St. Denis
division of the B league, the Women Chasers, aided by a strong of.
fensive game by Mark Deroia (26 points) defeatedsa sporatic lOlers
team, led by Rob Hreljack with a score of 45 to 29.
In semi-final action in the 'A' league, the Bridge House defeated
the Stallions (football team) in double overtime by a score of 45-43.
Despite the efforts of Joe Brannagan and Gino Castellan, the Bridge
House capitalized on the bonus situation in the late moments of the
game. In the other A' league $emi-final, a last second shot at the
buzzer by Dave Thorman propelled the Tartan Alumni to a 56-54
victory over last years' champions, the New Vultures, who saw a
good games played by veterans, . Jimmy Harris, Jeff Pyck, Louie
Mikail and newcomers Mark Schoal and Al Cumyp.
In the final league action, the Bozo championship (last place
Vanier Division vs. last place St. Denis) fittingly saw a tie between
the Sprints and the contraversial Beirut Bombers.
The 'B' league champions, the Women Chasers (Engineers) pitted against the Vanier Division champions, the Delta Chi Blues.
In a fast paced, defensive game, the Women Chasers, behind the
outside shooting of Mark Deroia and coaching of Steve Koutsonicolas, came out on top by a score of 30-26. Congratulations to both
teams for coming out on top of their divisions, and reaching the
'B' league finals.
The A' league final saw Tartan Alumni pitted against the Bridge
House Tavern. Tartan Alumni held the lead from the beginning of
the game but a strong Bridge Tavern team didn't let up at all, but
still came up short, losing to Tartan Alumni 44-40. Strong games
were played by Steve Gavrilidis, Dave Thorman, and Du Dimovski of
the Alumni and Kilby Murdock, Chris Kolenos, and Chris Wydrzynski of the Bridge House Tavern. At this point I would just like to
congratulate the winning teams and thank all those teams, and ref·
erees who participated in this years' Intramural Basketball League.
In addition, special thanks goes to Gus Kandilas for providing a
very well organized league. Good job Gus!!
Women's Intramur al Hockey

RH FACTOR
Ma rch 28-31

After the first week of play, the league has proved to be very exciting, with three out of the four teams fighting91ard for first place.
At the end of the second week of play the four-way tie was shattered with B-ball stepping into first place, Law and Laurier tied for
second, and Huron in fourth place. Game results showed B-ball defeated Hawks and Law 5-1 and 5-4 respectively. The other scores
were Law over Laurier 4-3 and Laurier over Huron in a shut-out
match of 5-0.
The final week of play really turned tbe situation around. Laurier jumped to a first place tie defeating B-ball 5-4 and Law 4-0. The
Hawks had tough breaks, losing to Law 4-0 and B-ball 4-0.
Going into the semi-finals, Laurier was on top with 8 points. B·
ball, although tied with 8 points, started playoffs in second place
after losing both games against Laurier during league play. Law star·
ted in third place and Huron in fourth.

CARUSO BROTHERS
Ap ril 4-7

DENNISENSTARS
Apri l 11-14

For Your

Peter Mudrack
...is 27 years old and is a Sessions
Instruct or in the Faculty of Business Admi nistratio n at th e
University of Windsor. He and
his Litt le Brother Darcy have
been toget her for 8 months and
particularly enjoy going to hockey
and baseball games. They also
share some t ime playing tab~e
hockey.

INCOME TAX
Preparation

Go to Palazzi Bookkeeping &
I
Income Tax
ll

•

SPECIAL RATES
FOR STUDENTS
" Don't do your Income Tax, you and/ or
your family may do the government a
favour (gift) unless you know for sure!"

Be a Big Brother like Peter
Become a Summer Big Brother

For FREE tips & info call Elio Palazzi
252-0132
836 Erie St. E.
(open Saturdays 9 am-5 pm)

(program runs May-September)

-Com plete scree ning now to beco me a Big Brother in September
•,~····~...,,~.,_
Join Us for 3 special Big Brothe rs Information Sessions. Tuesday April 3rd
\
(11 :00 a.m., 3:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m.) in Assumpt ion Lounge.
•
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Choirsters6
Smilt'/sBarand Grill 3
Choirsters
5
Golden
Beaver, 7
St.DenisDivision

GneissDomes 3
H-K. Hacks 2
Commerce 'B' 1
Smitty's B & G 1

"'" HallStars 3
codv
Sucks 6

Junglers 2
Wailers 3
MacHall St;irs 2
Cody Sucks 2

Huron
HallHawks 4
KingDongs10

onight'sGames
7:00p.m.
Women's Intramural Final

9 00 p.m.

'B' League Final
Winner of King Dongs ana Huron vs. winner
of Choirsters and Golden Beavers
'A' League Final
Winner of Rockets and Law vs. winner of
Engineering -0.V. ·s and Cody Hall.

Co~d Volleyball
In the recreational league, the six teams that will
be battling for the championships are: WADDS, JACQUES JOCKS, Pscudomonasses, KAMF, DEFORMABLE BODIES and VOLLEYBRAWLERS. The playoff
schedule is posted in the fieldhouse at the St. Denis
Centre.
In the competitive league it was close right up until
the end but these six teams will continue to play in
search of a win: Phi Slamma Spika, Aggravated Assault,
Leftovers, Lampshades, Schmuckers, and Ballers.
Women's Intramural Basketball (week ending Mar.16/84)
Monday niglat, the Basketcases defeated the Lakers
by a score of 31 to 5. Denise Malo led the scoring with
12 points, while Anne Marie Gordon had all the points
for the Lakers. The Spasmoids ousted the Sexpots 3O to
18 with Caroline Ball contributing 10 points, while
Julie Marshall had 10 in the losing effort. The last game
resulted in a forfeit by the Dunkers therefore the Benchers are in second place.
Thursday night, the Benchers won again by forfeit.
This is bad enough but the Lakers failed to notify their
convenor! There was also an upset when the Spasmoids
currently in 4th place , defeated the Slammers who were
in 1st place by a score of 42 to 35. Eva Freisinger had
16 points for the win while Kim Hartford had 20 for the
Slammers. Finally, the Dunkers ousted the Spasmoidss34
to 24. Diardra Fleming led with 18 points for the Dunkers and Julie Marshall had 8 for the Sexpots.
The semi-finals will be held Wed. and Thurs. with the
final match on Mon. night at 7 :00 p.m. Good luck girls!
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'Special Events
Intramural Badminton Tournament
The Intramural Badminton Tournament will be held
next week, Monday March 26 -Friday March 30.
Entries will be accepted in the Campus Rec office until
the day before each event. They are as follows:
Monday, March 26, 5 pm-7 pm -Men's singles
Tuesday, March 27, 5pm-7pm-Women's singles,,
Wednesday, March 28, S pm-7 pm -Mixed doubies
Thursday, March 29, 5pm-7 pm-Women's doubles
Friday March 30, 5pm-7pm-Men's doubles
Entries will be taken in person at the Campus Rec
office or by phone 253-4232 EX"' 2456.
Intramural Racquetball Tournament
Campus Rec will be holding its' annual Racquetball
tournament on April 6 and 7 at Central Racquetball
Club. (behind "Peachey's" on Ouellette Ave.) The
tournament is open to anyone and the visions are
men's A,B and C, and women's Band C. Awards will be
,given to 1st and 2nd place finishers as well as consolation 1st.
Entry forms are available in the Campus Rec Office
in St. Denis Centre. Deadline is Thursday, March 29. For
furt:Qer information, contact Campus Rec. at 253-4232,
ext. 2456 or Linda Micelli at 969-7480. (New office
hours Mon. - Thurs 12 to 1 p.m.; Mon., Wed.', Thurs. ,
6 • 9 p.m.).
Appreciation Night
Monday, April 2, Campus Rec is hosting its' annual
"Intramural Appreciation Night." Its' purpose is to honour those who have contributed to making this year's
programme a successful one. Those invited include:
convenors , referees, instructors, etc. However, only
people who have received an invitation may attend.
Remember, the location is Faces (on College) and the
evening begins at 7 00 p.m. Cost is $1 and $4 for an
escort. Come out and make this evening an enjoyable one.
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DICKIE DEE is looking for bike
salesmen, all profits will go to
•the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Student body receives
. 20% commission of total sales.
Friday and Saturday. Top salesman
wins 10 speed. Call Doug McNish
at 252-3721, 40 riders needed.
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Imagine the career
you want.
In the country
youlove.

e
I·
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Then do morethan imagine.Experienceit. With Motorola's
SemiconductorProductsSector-the internationalleaderin the
researchdevelopmentand manufactureof microelectronic
components
and syst~ms.Our technologyhas earnedus a reputationof
uncompromising
quality.In the UnitedStates.And around the world.
If you wouldliketo havea solidcareerwaitingfor you at home,
considerMotorola.We are seekingindividualswho are citizensof and
who desireto work in: • Tokyo.Japan• Geneva,Switzerland• Hong
Kong• Malaysia• Guadalajara,M_~ro and ~~ch, W. Germany.
The followingfull-timepositionsexistm thesed1sc1phnes
for graduates
with the requireddegree.
DesignEngineers• Assembly,Manufacturing• FinalTest Engineers
• QualityControlEngineers• PlasticEngineers • Production
Supervisor
• FacilitiesEngineerPositionsrequireBS/MS
Electrical/Mechanical
Engineering
MIS Programmer/Analyst
Positionrequires13.5
ComputerScience.
Math or Business
Safety Engineer
• ~ Engineff Positionsrequire13.5
Chemical
Engineering
.
Materials,TrafllcPositionrequires13.5
Mat~nalsMana~ent
Financial
AnalystPositionrequiresMBAFmance/Accountmg
Shipping/ReceMng
Administration
PositionrequiresBS/BA
We also haveseveralsummerinternshippositionsavailablein
Malaysia.This programis for BS/MSElectric.alEngineeringstu~ts
who are at least in their sophomoreyear and who want to work m
Malaysi~the last two summersprior to ~uation.
What could be...is. At Motorola'sScmJ<X>nductor
ProductsSector.
The careeryou want. In the countryyou lo~e.For immediate .
consideration,writeto: Fred Miles, lntemauonalWorldMar~eung
Group, MotorolaSemiconductor
ProductsSector,1.140S. PriesJDr.,
Tempe,AZ 85281.Motorolais an EqualOpporturuty/Affinnattve

®
MOTOROLA

INC.

Semiconductor Products Sector

What couldbe...is.

ActionEmployer:

•

WHERE'S THE BEAT!? Ambassador Auditorium, Thursday, April
5. SAC Special Events and Hardy
Boy Productionsin associationwith
CJAM-FMpresent BLUE PETER.
A limited number of tickets are
available at the SAC office, Records On Wheels, or from any
one of the Hardy Boys. Stay
tuned to CJAM-FM, 91.5 FM,
for more details.
WANTED: Two tickets to the
, Social Science semi-formal. Call
253-6217.
APARTMENTAVAILABLEfrom
May 1 to August 31. Modern 2
bedroom apartment to share with
a female graduate student. Male/
Female are welcome. All utilities
included, laundry facilities, 15
, minutes from main campus, furnished.
Rent $175 monthly or
negotiable. Phone 252-8933 and
I ask for Barb or Kath.
WANTED: The Principles of
Public Finance, 2nd edition by
· D.A. Auld and F.C. Miller (for
course 41-2841. Will pay full
' original price. Call 254-9489.
. WANTED: Station Manager for
Student Radio, CJAM 91.5 FM.
2 years experience or knowledge
' of Radio media required. Administrative and communicative skills
a must. Please send resume to:
Student Media Corp., Universityof
Wlndtor, 401 Sunset, 2nd Floor,
l University Centre, Windsor, Ont.
N9B 3P4, Attention:
Deniae
! Parent.
(ApplicationIDeadline.
IApril 5, 1984.I
C.P. CROWLEYSCHOLARSHIPS:·
· These awards provide tuition fees
olus a $3.000 stiDend fnr each
twelve months of graduate study
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSORTU. ITION SCHOLARSHIPS: the•
1werds provide tuition fees. Both
of the above scholarships are
· offered annuelly tor full-time post.
graduate study in any field It
· the University of WindlOr. The
scholarships are competitive, and
, are open to university graduates
with high standing. The tuition
portion of th-rds
coven
full tuition, but not incidental
fen.. Either of tha-rds may
be held concumtntly with a Graduate Assistantship and/or R-ch
, Assistantship. Applications ar.
available from the Offica of Grad1 uate Studies and R-ch,
Univ' enlty of Windtor (3rd floor in
:Wind10r Tower). Closing dates:
February 1 and April 1.
NOTICE:
To all Psychology
Majors There will be 1n important
Insight Psychology Club meeting
on Wed., March 28 at 1:30 PM
in room 265 WHS.

-
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Dodge Chargerand Plymouth Turismo
are two spirited road cars that handle
and perform as well as they look. And
when you choosethe special option
packageyou'll get automatic or
5-speedtransmissionat no extra cost.

AUTOMATICTRANSMISSION
AT NO EXTRACOSTWffH THIS
SPECIALOPTIONPACKAGE:
2.2 litre engine,automatic transmission,power steering,rallye wheels,
AM /FM stereo radio, console,centre
armrest, dual outside remote control
mirrors.

5-SPEEDTRANSMISSION
AND 2.2 LITREENGINE
AT NO EXTRACOSTWITH THIS
SPECIALOPTIONPACKAGE:
2.2 litre engine,5-speedtransmission,
rallye wheels,AM/FM stereo radio,

....
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console,centre armrest, dual outside
remote control mirrors.

Only Chrysler backs you

for 5 years or 80,000 km

Checkthe advantagesof leasing
Chargeror Turismo.Ask about Chrysler

PlAYITSAFEli!IBUCKLEUP

I

ChryslerCanada Ltd.
2450 ChryslerCentre
Windsor,Ontario N9A 4H6
Attention: Mr. Brad Arthur

I
I

Pleasesend sales literature on

O Plymouth Turismo

O English

0 Dodge Charger

O French

I
I~
I 1~
;('6\J\µ

1. Engine and Powertrain
2. Outer Panel Anti-Corrosion
See dealer for details.

LeaseAbility.

I

For a descriptivebrochurefill in coupon and
return to:

NAME
ADDRESS________

PROVINCE

•\

1

~~~1'

_

POSTAL.COD£__

~-

1
I

I
I
l
_

I

..::=.=:i=tw':!",

~ model yearsfor cars designedand built m North America.
Someitems illustrated or mentioned are optional at extra cost
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Government
sayslittleabout
education...
TORONTO (CUP) - The March
20th Ontario Throne Speech had
little to say about post-secondary education.
However, the speech did indicate the government plans to
press ahead with plans for increased university specialization.
"As indicated in previou.
statements, the development of
new and expanded facilities in
higher education will henceforth
be selective and related to
those programs that best serve
the interests of the province and
nation as a whole," the government said.
The Throne Speech is a statement of government intentions
for the new session of the legislature.
Liberal education critic Sean
Conway said he was not surprised the government had little to
say about the universities.
He said he thinks the provincial Conservatives will make
very few statements about university education until they receive the Bovey Commission
report.
The Bovey Commission was
established earlier this year to
develop a "detailed operational
plan" for reshaping the proprovince's university system.
"I think what they plan is
pretty drastic, so they won't
say much about it until the
day of arrival," Conway said.
He said the government
plans a "drastic reorganization"
of the university system. He said
he expects government tactics to
resemble a "smash and grab."
Conway, however, noted the
renewed emphasis on specialization in the speech.
In the area of high school
education, the government said
it planned to bring back province-wide departmental examinations.

The province-wide exams will
be designed to "maintain the
high quality of our education
system," the government said.
Conway said he does not
think province-wide exams are
necessarily a bad thing. In light
of the fact that some univer-

. sities have instituted their own
systems of evaluating high
schools, there could be standardized exams to ensure fairness,
he said.
A spokesman for the Council
of Ontario Universities (COU),
which represents university ad,minis~rations, said COU has been

in favour of departmental exams
'in English, French and Math,
for some time.
Will Sayers said he does not
think deparonental exams will
lead to narrowness in high
school education as teachers prepare students for specific graduating exams.

Sayers said departmental
exam results might be "folded
into" regular high school marks,
so that the universities never
see the exam results. This
would prevent too great an
emphasis being placed on departmcntals in the university admissions process.

Lance Photo b~ DAVF

DORKEN

Windsor MP Mark MacGuigan, a card-carrying member of the Liberal party, in Torontc. on Saturday.

_ whileWmdsor
students
preparefor a rally
by Kevin Rollason
A committee formed to plan ways that University of Windsor
students could combat the policies of the Ontario Ministry of
Colleges and Universities had its first meeting last Friday.
The committee was organized by Sam Di Filippo, Student
Senator-elect, and SAC's president David Laird.
The committee includes, besides Di Filippo and Laird, SAC
Commissioner of International Students, William Chang, and several
other interested students. There are a total of 17 members on
this committee.
Tentatively scheduled for April 11 is a public meeting and

1

student fally in the Universit}' Centre. A march has also been
proposed, in conjunction with the rally, down Wyandotte Street
to Ouellette Avenue. Di Filippo said the committee would trv to
arrange some buses for students.
·
Di Filippo also said other sub-committees of the committee
would notify students with letters and cards. The cards would
include space for a response by students or facuity. When collected,
these cards would be mailed in a bulk mailing to the Provincial
Legislature.
Another sub-committee will be approaching local politicians
at all three levels of government and high schools for support.

A denofiniquity
promised
fornextyear

LANCE Editor-elect Peter Freele

Unless they decide to look
for better jobs, or regain their
senses, Peter Freele and J ohn
May will be the two guiding
lights at The Lance next year.
Peter Freele, who was biting
his nails frantically during the
counting of the ballots, commented afterwards:
"I was
hoping for this.
After all,
I've been there. Now if I could
only get out of here."
Freele, a third year Communication
Studies/English
major, who is currently slaving
away for low pay and long
hours in the position of Managing Editor of The Lance,
feels that he is the person who
can set The Lance on a new
course through 1984-85. "Next

year, I want to see a big paper,
with lots of pages.
Lots of
words too, can't forget about
those words.
And stories,
whoooo!
Lots of stories,
and ... ".
Current Lance editor, Kevin
Rollason, shook his head when
he heard Freele speaking. He
was heard to mutter, "And he's
the literate guy on The Lance,
too."
He told this reporter,
over a few beers, that before
Freele wrestled control from
him on May 1, that he wou ld do
some thing "to make (Freele's)
life miserable for the next 12
months ... even more than just
a normal Editor."
Graphics slash Features Editor, John May, was acclaimed

last week to fill the position
of Managing Editor.
It was
a bitterly contested battle-even
though he was the only candidate silly enough to run for the
position. The staff tried everything they could from asking
for a yes/no vote, to votes of
confidence, and even went as
far as asking for a recount.
Nothing could stop May
though. He said he felt pretty
good that everyone seemed so
emotional over him getting the
position.
But, as he put it,
"Once I threatened them with
no Editorial cartoons and no
feature this week, everyone
shut up pretty fast."
May is giggling a little more
continued on page 10

Editor-elect
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March 29 - Robert P. Cameron speaks to Windsor
Branch of Canadian Institute of International Affairs
on East/West Relations, 4:00 p.m. Assumption Lounge,
University Centre

April 2 - Dale Zieroth reads from his collection of poetry clearing and poems from a joourney 3:00 p.m.
Assumption Lounge

April 5 - Blue Peter and Sample and Hold - Ambassado
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. Tickets at SAC office
r

March 30 - Canada/U.S.A. Bash • Ambassador Auditorium -Sound by "Pleasure Victims" D.J. Serv~ 9:00p.m.

April 3 - Iona College's Living Longer and Better Series
presents Dr. Ann McCabe discussing the !onliness problems oL,eniors · Iona College 208 Sunset 1:30 p.m.

April 8 - Robert Ramfrisch Designer of Stained Glass
church windows talks about his craft - part of the Christian culture series, 8:00 p.m. Assumption Lounge.

- Third World solidarity day - everyone invited to a
rich/poor meal at Most Precious Blood Church from 2 to
4 p.m. Contact Sister Mary Lyons 253-7616.

April l - April Fool's Day

April 4 - "Robots and how they affect change in the
Industrial System" lecture by Bernard Shallot - part of
Assumption Luncheon Enrichment Series - 11: 15,
Assumption Conference Room

- "Humour and Self Development" A Lecture by the
Rev. Canon Victor K. Blake. Assumption Lounge,
7 30 p.m.

- Karen Wiliken · independent curator and art critic
lectures at Windsor Public Art Gallery - discusses the
work of Joseph Drapell, 7: 30 p.m.

Any group interested in having events listed in this place
should leave the appropriate information at The Lance
Office, care of Peter Deck.

- School of Music Series presents X 1040Y Ensemble
with Jens Hanson, conductor, 8: 15 p.m. - Moot Court,
Law Building
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lET US PREPAREYOU FOR THE

lune 18, 1984 lSAT
ORTH£
lune H,, 1984 GMAT
• Each course consists of 20 hours of instruction for only S145 or 32 hours for
o,,ly S21 s
• Courses are tax deductible
' Complete review of each section of each
test
• Extensive home study materials
' Your course may be repeated at no
additional charge

CLASSESFOR THE IUNE 18 LSAT

20 hour course in Toronto June $-10/84
32 hour course in Toronto May 19. 20.
June 9, 10/84

CLASSESFOR THE IUNE 16 (iMAT
20 hour course in Toronto June 1~3/84
32 hour course in Toronto May 12. 13. '
•
June 2. 3/64

The choice is yours.
You can follow the crowded
highways of our time, clearly marked
with the landmarks of contemporary
success: executive titles, social position,
political office, personal fame.
Or you can take the road .less
travelled.
"
We can help. We are members of
the Passionist Community-a Catholic
community of Priests and Brothers
following the crucified Christ in the
world today. And we offer you more
than a job. We offer you a life. A life
that's whole. A healthy, balanced life of
hard work, leisure and challenge.
The rewards? A unique opportunity to change your life and the lives of

others through spiritual growth, community service and creative leadership.
Plus the fraternity and total support of
a religious community that shares the
same passion for life and social action.
Where are you going?
The choice is yours.
How do you know if you are called?
Listen.

Passionist
Community

To register. call or write:
. CMAT/lSAT

PREPARATIONCOURSES
P.O. Box S97, Station A
Toronto, Ont MSW 1C7
1416) 66S·3377
To call free from Windsor
dial O and ask for
Zenith 86720

GRADUATE STUDIES
IN HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
A career In Human Resources
Managementas a specialist In
Personneland Labour Relations
ls less than a year away.
A one year graduate will be of·
fered by Seneca College in 1984.
It is a unique adult program designed to serve the career needs
of those graduates who want a
Career in Human Resources
Management, starting September, 1984 until May, 1985.
Consisting of 1O professional
subjects, the program prepares
the graduate to practically imple·
ment the conceptual principles
of sound Human Resources
Management on a cost effective
basis.
Orientation session:
May 15, 1984.
Call or write now for full details
and brochure:
The Registrar's Office
(416) 491-5050, ext. 366

I ~~g-~p~~~~
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PASSIONISTCOMMUNITY
650 SHEPPARD AVE. E.,

WILLOWDALE, ONT. M2K 1B7

Yes I would like to receive more information about the Passionist Community and the
opportunities you offer in the service of Christ. I don't know what direction lny life will take,
but it's too important not to investigate the possibilities.
NAME

ADDRESS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L---------------------~
CITY

PROV.

II

POSTAL CODE

II
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leadership
marathon ·
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by Davf. Dorken

TORONTO - The starting gun fired,
and the contestants - some sprinting,
some stumbling - broke out of the starting blocks.
The Liberal Leadership marathon began here, at the Harbour Hilton Castle
Hotel, as a sideline to the dry Ontario
Liberal wings's annual meeting. The six
declared candidates for the Grit crown
squared off in speeches, a question and
answer session and with informal chats
co potential delegates to the June 14-17
convention in Ottawa.
John "the Front Runner" Turner
played the event low-key. His tactic was
co dispel any negative reaction to his
stand on the Manitoba language question.
The Bay Street lawyer's immortal
image, built up in recent weeks by the
media, seemed just that, an image.
Energy Minister Jean Chretien blasted
out of the starting blocks, and used his
hearty calls for nationalism and his abundant sense of humour to catch the attention of most of the Liberals in attendance.
The battle for third place, though extremely close and interesting, probably
won't matter much at all, unless miracles
happen in Ottawa.
In this heat, it seems the former U
of W Dean of Law, Mark MacGuigan, is
closing in on the lead.
MacGuigan made a strong speech,
mostly dealing with the nitty-gritty of the
campaign. His challengers, unilingual
John Munro, and Montreal tax-lawyer
Don Johnston came off on the flat side.
Another Toronto boy, John Roberts,
did grab some attention and could cause
MacGuigan some problems.
But this race is just - in all likelihood
- the consolation heat. The real fight
will be between the Bay Street lawyer,
John Turner, and the small town lawyer
from Shawinigan, John Chretien.
The only Quebecker in the race, Chretien's speech was a spicy one.
"Canada is the land of freedom and
opportunity by excellence, it must ever
remain so. Such is the challenge of the
Liberal Party. Such is the challenge I
want to meet," said Chretien.
He was proud of "the Liberal record
in government" and of his chance to
"serve two great leaders ...
Lester B.
Pearson and Pierre Elliot Trudeau."
In an obvious shot at the front runner,
Chretien said he has "held the senior
economic portfolio in government ...
held them when times were good and
when times were less good ... "

He also stated his strong belief in universal social programs, the need for eliminating the large numbers of unemployed
young Canadians, and the continuance
of P.E.T. 's peace initiative.
The Windsor .'v\P began his speech
strongly, saying that the $1.6 million
campaign spending limit was not an example of liberalism. He said he felt the
Grits shouldn 'r follow the example set
by the Tories' spend-thrift campaign.
"Look what they goc," chuckled
MacGuigan.
As his speech went on however, there
were less high points. His philosophy
seemed to come from the blue side of
Liberal ideology.
He said the party should offer "practical economic solutions", and should
develop a new "incentive society", run
by private, not government imt.iariYJ!i
"Profit will not be a dirty word,"
he said. "We've got to gee the government
out of the boardrooms of our nation."
A strong private enterprise, he feels,
will allow the country the financial means
co address the social issues of the l 980's.

The crowd was not overly impressed
and at times MacGuigan realized this.
His confident opening was replaced by a
shaky voice as he shared his philosophies
on the economv.
As he went· on to explain that, unlike
the Conservative private enterprise line,
his version will allow the general level of
wealth across the country to enlarge,
he seemed to get a little steadier. The
crowd coo, was more receptive.
The only contestant in the third place
battle seemed to be John Roberts, the
other Toronto candidate, and only nonlawyer in the running.
Looking a decade or two younger
than his fifty years, Roberts delivery,
in French and English, was smooth. He
seemed to be pressed from the standard
mould of politicians, on the outside
anyway.
He used his turn at the podium co tell
the tale of his mother, who single-handedly raised his family on $11 a week during
the Grear Depression. He also delved inco
his concept of "New Liberalism", and his
platform
for
social
services and
education.

His lines were ac times pleasant sounding, but offered little substance - merely
jello for the mind.
"The real challenge for us Liberals is
to become the first relevant party of the
20th century ... "
Munro, the only unilingual candidate,
seemed intent nor on getting elected, but
on keeping his party's defence "of the
Liberal tradition" strong.
"To be a Liberal in the l 980's is no
easy task," said Munro. "The philosophy
that we as Liberals, and our proud tradition of Liberalism ... have been under
sustained ... attack."
Economic Minister Don Johnston
came off the flattest of the six. His con·
cerns consisted of tax reforms, and
touched on his belief the country's educational system should be revamped.
It was less than well received.

M,xed reactions
to
by Dave Dorken

Whiles Chretien's lines earn eds him a
number of ovations, Turner's display was
less warmly received.
His speech was, for the most part, a
"clarification" of his stand onsthe Manitoba language question.
He said he believed "Canadians have
the right to communicate with their federal government in the language of their
own choice, "but that the extension of
those services is a provincial matter."
The constitutional
rights, he said
"under section 23 of the Manitoba Act
and the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms is a matter not only of provincial concern, but of a federal commitment to unity."
"I made this statement ... in announcing my candidacy, that I had no magic
wand or instant solutions, bur by June
16th you in our party will know where
I stand, you now know where I stand
on one of the major issues of today."
When he was finished this, he turned
his speech towards his goals for the Prime
Minister's office.
The brunt of this speech was to attack
the PMO, an office Prime Minister Trudeau lias made large and powerful. Turner said his policy positions "will nor
emerge from a closed system at the top,"
but instead be formed by consoltation
with the party.

"The real challenge facing the Liberal
Party is not just choosing a new leader,
it's co decide what sort of party it is to be
for the nexts 15 or 20 years in termssof
policy, and choo~e a leader to carry out
those policies."

Lance Photos by DAVE DORKEN

prom talking ro supporters
and delegates at the Liberal
campaign kick-off, it seems John
Turner and Jcan Chretien are
both fighting for the ball.
"(Mark MacGuigan) was pretty good, it's just that Jean Chretien did a better job," said Helena Borges, a third year U of W
International Relations student,
and a member of the 30 strong
U of W students in a-ttendance
at the debate.
"Mark knew what he was
talking about. I was son of
shocked with Turner, I expected
more from him," she said.
According to a small sampling
of delegates and spectators at
the event, Jean Chretien did
seem to have control of the proceedings.
He joked, told stories to anyone willing to listen, and generally seemed to be enjoying
himself.
The big losers it . seemed,
were Turner, the dry Don
Johnston and John Munro.
''I'm wearing a Johns Chretien button," said former Ontario Liberal leader Robert Nixon.
"I know' the others candidates
quite well, they're good and
capable," but still Chretien is
his man.
Even Chretien himself was

pleaseds w1ch the way the dar
went.
"(The speech) was not my
best, but it was not a l>ad one
he told The Lance. "I went with
the script for seven minutes,
then I gave them two minutes of
rhe old J can Chretien."
As far as the question of alteration between French and
English Liberal leaders, Chretien
said this wasn't an issue, just a
myth.
"It's a sophisticated country
and rher just want the best
(leader)." he said.
As Windsor's Daniel Law
says, 'Don't underestimate Jean
Chretien."
Mark MacGuigan said he too
was happy witi1 his talk to the
Liberal gathering.
"l was the only one with a
policy, the others just offered
appraises. I think the press was
interested in that," he said.
When asked how he thought
he was faring so far, "I think
John Turner is in first place,
then Chretien, then MacGuigan,
then Roberts, then ... "and he
smiled.
Despite what was regarded all
around asa poor showing by
John Turner, the Grey Fox
himself wasn 't.Jisappointed.
He wrinkled~ up his nose,
grinned, and said "I. think I'm
surviving."
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The sleeping giant is beginning to stir.
The student body of the University of Windsor is beginning
to organize themselves for their first battle in a war that has
been going on for a few years, and which will probably go on
for years to come.
During the tenure of Bette Stephenson, the Minister of
Colleges and Universities, university students have had to
pay ever-1scalating tuition fees while being packed into
overcrowded classrooms. Now she has created the Bovey
Commission to look into ways of restructuring and scaling
down Ontario Universities.
It seems strange that the Progressive Conservative
government of William Davis should seem so concerned
about restructuring a university system which they personally
expanded ten years ago.
The University of Windsor voted itself out of the Canadian
Federation of Students (CPS) last year. Because of this, it
takes quite a lot to finally get students worked up enough to
organize and protest. Last week several universities and
colleges protested during a CFS-called week of action.
Now it's our turn.
On April 11, students at the University will be organizing
a rally; followed by a march. Last year's student protest over
differential fees for Visa students was a great success. The
University Centre was overflowing with interested students
listening to the speakers assembled, and then a considerable
number of these students marched downtown. Another
march, held to protest the strike at the university, also
generated substantial interest on the part of the student
body.

the raconteur
by john liddle
Far be 1t for me to have the gall to go around blabbering philosophic theories left, right, centre, but a
few months back I came up with a wholly original
philosophic theory, and m the space of this column
111state it, elaborate 1t, and defend it. So there.
MY.thesis 1s: the_ bes~ humour is self-deprecanng.
Philosophers and linguists both would, if they had
their druthers, hang me from the yard arm for usmg
such an abstract absolute as "best humour". What do
I meanby best humour?
As far as I see tt, the "best humour" is not necessaril)I a joke or comedy g~ that sends you reeling m peels
of laughter. The best tiumour 1sa kmd of inside Joke,
the sort of Joke that only you get an internal sort
of th~
(Subjectivism begins to rear its mighty head.)
~bY1ously, there are different types of humour.
A pie an the face ts funny to one person but not to
another. Some people never "get" Jokes they have to
be explamed and thjJ of course takes out whatever
humour was once in the joke. Some people sunply
have no humour, they arc afraid to laugh, afraid to
burst out m a squack of laughter. I'm sure we all know
someone such as this-a professor, perhaps, or maybe
even an accountant.

Both these rallies and marches proved students will
organize when they feel there is a need for it.
This rally will be different then the other ones, though. It
will be much more of a dual effort between students and
members of the faculty. With this combined effort the voice
of Windsor should be heard even as far away as Toronto.
Along with this rally, the committee set up by Student
Senator-elect Sam DiFilippo and Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) President David Laird , is planning to hand out
flyers to inform students on why they are rallying and when.
Letters are also going to be prepared by the committee.
These will allow both students and faculty members to write
their responses to Stephenson's proposals and address
them directly. Once the committee has collected all of these
letters they plan to bulk mail them to Toronto.
The committee also plans to send out people to try and
enlist the high school's support. This is a great idea. These
are the students who will be coming here in just a few short
years, and in many cases, just a few months. These students
and their parents are very interested members of the public.
They would like to be more informed about what could
happen to universities. If they deemed it worthwhile, they
would probably welcome the chance to help the universities.
The main thing that students at the University of Windsor
should do is plan to show up for the rally on April 11.
Students should rallyforthings that they think are important.
If the university itself is not seen as important enough to
rally for, what is important to students?

Another point to consider is that what a certain
group of people think is funny another group does not.
Obviously French humour has different qualities than
English humour. No one understands Italian humour,
and American humour seems, to me at least, to be a
vicious melting pot. Okay, now that I have established
the first critical tenet of my sweeping theory a tenet
that states. roughly, all people are different, and all
societies are not the same (heavy sruff)-1 should like
to elaborate on whv the best humour is self-deprccatmg.
(SubJectivism is now given a backbone by appealing
to cultural relativism.I
By "self-deprecating" I .do not mean a quality that I
a person possesses ttiat pves them license to crawl
around continually criticizing .themself -i.e. one who
continually calls themself a musty boiling fowl isn't
funny, just sick. And sick humour is not ¥,Oodhumour.
So, what do I mean by "self-deprecating.'? And why
am I U!iingso many rhetorical questions?
I am talking of knocking yourself down a notch or
two. We hve m a fairly egotistical world; each rerson
sees himself at the centre of the universe, and al other
people are mere appendages to the individual's construct
of the world. (Getting heavy here.) (Subjectivism has
been let out of its cage, now it's time for a clever romp.)
In order to escape from this self-centered continuum,
it is necessary that we: a) realize that we are msisnificant, and b) learn how to laugh at ourselves. Essentially,
that's what "self-de_precating" humour i$, learning to
laugh at yourself. (So it means a kind of self-destroying
subJectivlty.) When you commit a crune against com-

mon sense, such as putting the milk m the shelf and the
coffee in the fridg~. it is necessary that you laugh at
yourself. You have JUStdone something incredibly stup!d, ~d the b~t way. for you t? rationalize your stup1d1ty ts by laughmi at 1t. You will then recognize yourself
as lt "regular guy' who "screws up every now and then"
and this, of course, is healthy.
'
People who cannot laugh at themselves have one of
two choices they can laugh at objects, which is a rather
ludicrous o~ wasteful thing to do, or they can laugh at
others. This latter son of humour is entirely negative
the sort of _humour by annihilation that 2ave Do~
Rickles a sm1dge of notoriety in the early 70's and
s~nce becarn~his kiss of death. People genuinely lo not
like to be msulted. Joan Rivers, on the other hand
mixes both attacks and self-deprecation in her routine:
~he has balance you could say. Fmally, a comedian
lik~ Rodney . Dangerfield who takes self-deprecation
to its theoretical extreme, is beginning to enJoy a new
level of success, and this 1sgood.
None of us is perfect, no shit. To cope with
our various tlaws I suggest we learn to develop our
skills of self-deprecation, subtly, mind you. Take a
g_ood look at your silly self, and learn to laugh heartily
at it. (How does a cure for egoism get to become a
measure of the value of humour. But best means the
healthiest.
Self-deprecation is only a cure for those
who have great ego problems to begin with. -Self-deprecating, snide remarks by Tony Couture.)

~fumft@lliWho~ therightto know?
by Peter Burton and Georgina Kosanovic
For some time now, there has been a nation-wide
debate over the question of access to government
information.
A similar issue is now arising on this
campus. While attempting to write a Lance article
on university research, we encountered resistance in
our attempts to develop a complete picture of campus
research. Unfortunately, we were disappointed to find
that information was released selectively. Certain key
elements were conspicuously absent.
For instance, while the Rese~rch and Development
Bulletin published by Supply and Services Canada
was able to tell us that Dr. K.G. Rutherford (University
of Windsor Dept. of Chemistry), through the Industrial
Research Institute (IRI), had signed a contract with the
department of Nat ional Defence, the IRI's own bulletin
did not even mention its connection with that depart·
ment. Also, unlike the IRI bulletin, the government
publication informed us of the type of work being
pursued and the amount of money involved. We came
to the conclusion that the IRI was not fully disclosing
its activities to the general public. Even the institute's
vice-president and campus spokesman, Dr. D.A. Cotter,
described the IRI's publication as "an accountant's
report."
As well as being Vice President of the IRI, Dr. Cotter
is director of the Office of Research Services (ORS).
For this reason we directed a further question to him:
Why is there no master list of all research on campus?
He referred to a publication of the University of Windsor
known as Research and Scholarly Activity. However,
this report was last published four years ago and contains only information released voluntarily by faculty
members. Although currently being updated, the list
of research will still be far from comprehensive.
When further pressed, Cotter claimed that the con-

Questioning the ethics of such a policy, we talked
with Dr. Lewis of the Dept. of Philosophy and head of
the Senate Human Ethics Committee.
"Academic
freedom doesn't mean the freedom to carry on your
research in private," he said. "Our right to pursue our
academic studies carries with it a responsibility to the
community." Curiously, Dr. Cotter seems to agree with
this point of view as he said that "The spirit of the
tract
between
facuJw
and administration
allowed
i~ commuruc!H'ol).,,
U
.:, I I
, 1 '(!:II,
1,
-.., university
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also ask~~th
.. if, barring contractual .Jimitfaculty to withold information from the cata ogue .
1rtions, such a list could be compiled. He said it would
This clause exists. he said, to protect professors and
be possible but very time consuming. He blamed the
their undergraduate students who fear the plagarisation
university's computer system, which he said is primarily
of their work by fellow academics.

designed for retrieving financial information.
His
secretary, Dorothy Falkner, added that our question
was unrealistic. ",\ comprehensive list of research of
that nature would be so general, it would be of no use
to anyone. Much of that information is meaningless,
even to us."
We feel differenrly. The knowledge of research <lone
on campus is meanmgful. It is the students' right to
have easy access to a complete list of all research done
on campus. In our opinion, an annual report detailing
the past year's research 1s not only meaningful, but
necessary for a healthy universit) environment . We
are left to wonder what the university is hiding .

of the "traditional" family, to name just a portion.
I Iowever, despite the tireless efforts of these censorship ringmasters, some questionable textbooks still
manage to seep into the public educational system. Ms.
Stephenson has found a way to eliminate this horrifying
threat. Eliminate the post-secondary public educational
system. This plan ensures that irregardless of what students learn in secondary schools, it will be of no value to
them because there will be no post-secondary public
schools, merely an elitist educai:ional sxstem.
Ah yes, Ms. Stephenson certainly has a firm grip on
the bull.
Greg Armstrong-Morris

Implicit in your letter, Mr. Foots, is the mistaken
assumption that there arc many in our educational
system who are guilty of being academically inadequate ;
that they have no right to be in the system and therefore
should be "swept ashore". This thinking may have
been acceptable in less enlightened times but is clearly
repugnant to modern society.
Universal access to things ~uch as education, health
care, and justice are not flimisical (sic) political gimmicks subject to the whims of fickle radicals or short
sighted trends. They are fundamental principles which
help form the fabric of modern society. The economy
mav have its dips and turns with the decades and this
wili naturally manifest irself at the pace at which we
strive ro implement these principles. This is far differ. ent, however, from allowing economic setbacks to
force us ro abandon our goals in society.
The same economic pressures on our educational
system arc also presenr with respect to our legal system .
By analogy, the difference between rour view and mine
is that while l would strive to find a more efficient
method of giving everyone their day in court, you would
presume many to be guilty and therefore not even
give them the benefit of a trial. After all, why should
we permit people to "drift along and squander" the
courts "financial and manpower resources" when they
are obviously social "underachievers"?
If the latter
approach strikes you as irrational nonsense, I am glad
because it is exactly that type of "mindless banter"
that you are propounding.

Wi

Capitalizing
capitalists
Dear Editor:
I have read many articles in The Lance this year
dealing with various problems encountered by what I
had thought were students who arc here on a visa.
However, since The Lance insists on capitalizing the
word visa, I have had to conclude that these articles are
about students who are paying for their education by
credit car<I..
The word visa is not an abbreviation or an acronym,
but a common English word that has been appropriated
for commercial use by a group of large financial insiruations. Please stop giving them free advertising by
capitalizing the word visa.
Mark Buckner

Fnm gripon thebull
Dear Editor:
We must applaud the ambitious intentions of Bette
Stephenson. Thissis a woman who takes the bull by the
horns.
It has lon11 ht>Pn the intent of leading censors (Rev.
Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority, Phyllis Schlafly, Paul
Weyrich, Rev. Tim Latlaye and the dynamic censo·rsh1p
duo Mel and Norma Gasler) to restrict the use of high
school textbooks to include only those that give facts,
eliminating those that ask the srudent to think for himself and discover his own conclusions. Therefore the
damned books include history texts that deal with objectionable aspects of American history (ie. the civil
rights ·movement, Vietnam and Watergate); science
texts that deal with evolution without reference to Biblical creationism; health textbooks used for sex education; and material that depicts women in roles outside

Doublejeopardyracism
Dear Editor:
·Re: expelled students. The Law of Canada states
you can only be med for a crime once. The law of
Canada found these students not guilty in criminal
court. Then, after that verdict, the university found
them guilty.
Re: Expulsion. Breaking into Wylbur did not get
students expelled, why these two? If the University
has a reason, it owes it to us, the students, to explain.
The obvious answer is the university is being racist.
And that is against the law and the constitution.
University of Windsor explain-why were these two
students expelled?
Margaret Hawkes
(DPHN) Nursing

Therightto learn
Dear Edito r :
A fund;µnental principle of civilized societies across
the globe is that a person is innocent until proven guilty.

Sam Di Filippo
Student Senator-elect
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aJeff R~ulins
1

...is 3Ll years o and is in
his 4th year of Chemical
Engineering at the University
of Windsor. Jeff has been
a Big Brother for 7 years
and in that time has had 3
Little Brothers. Jeff also
works as a part-time Technology Instructor at St.
Clair College and still finds
time to serve on the Big
Brothers Board of Directors.
His present Little Brother,
Terry loves outdoor activities
and especially enjoys getting
together with Jeff to go
swimming or rollerskating.

Be a Big Brother like Jeff.

Become a Summer Big Brother
(program runs May-September)

-Complete screening now to become a Big Brother in September
Join Usfor3 special Big Brothers Information
Sessions, Tuesday April 3rd (11 :00 a.m., 3:00
p.m., 6:00 p.m.) in Assumption Lounge.
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Pennitme to clarify
Dear Editor,
In the February 16 issue of The Lance, in which my talk on the
threat of nuclear war was written up, I am cited as saying, "peace
must be waged as war; it has to be organized, systematic and aggressive". The reporting is accurate, and I could hope that the intended
iron}' comes through. But, on seeing the statement lying there in
print so starkly, I'm concerned that it might also be misinterpreted.
Please permit me to clarify what I mean, and what I think the antinuclear movement means by "waging peace".
On the face of it, to argue that peace must be waged as war could
be taken as a call for militant, violent confrontation as the way to
achieve peace, a kind of terrorism against nuclear terror.That is not
what I meant, and I'm sure, it is not the dominant opinion of the
peace movement. On this matter-of doing violence in the name of
an ultimate state of nonviolence-I am reminded of a passave from
19lM, in which Winston declares his moral superiority to O'Brien,
and to he Party he represents as one of its "Inner" functionaries. In
response, O'Brien confronts him wirh a tape recording of a conversa
tion carried on in an earlier, clandestine occasion, in Winston hears
himself vowing that he was prepared to execute any manner of heinous crime in order to help topple the Party. Needless to say, thi~
took the sails out of Windston 's wind.
Clearly, violence-especially organized, disciplined violence-can
offer no long-term solution. And a very long term solution is what
is needed. If we are to achieve hthis goal, it is absolutely necearry
that we identify the underlying rationale which drives any war. For
it is not the violence of personal antagonism that makes war
but the calculated violence that draws its justification from patriotic
motives. We can no longer unthinkingly cloak ourselves with those
layers of duty and commitment, rationalizations, which had always
made the organized violence of war possible, in fact, desirable. The
sentiment expressed in the phrase, Dulce et.I ec <rum est pro pa tria
m lf'i, must. become as alien and remote as the Latin that states it.
Every nation that inflicts violence on others is, insthe end, held
hostage to the very cool, rational violence it cultivates. The old
ways are surely bankrupt; the solution is no longer more of the
same. Now that the instruments of ultimate war are ready to hand,
we need more than ever to take a lot more courage than the easy
machismo of violence.
And this is what "waging peace" means. It means having the same
organized, active, loyal, creative commitment to peaceful ways of
settling disputes that war extracts from us when it is decided that
violence is the way of settling them. It means becoming aggressive
without descending into ag~ession.
Vito Signorile

(
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Goodnewsforjobs?
OTTAWA (CUP) - The federal
government has good news for
job-seeking students - employment programs this summer will
be at least as effective as last
summer. That means srudents
can look forward to more than
20 per cent unemployment.
Bob Borgess, the optimistic
information officer for the Employment and Immigration Ministry, says federal government
funding will likely provide jobs
for more than one per cent of

(shne'ing), n 1.An enjoyableactivity thatcombinesapresskiexcitement
withthecoolminty tlavourofHiiarnw.JkerSchnapps.
Forschniers,
thetaste is a coolblastof frahnessthat feelsliketheyneverleftthe slopes!

IDRAMWALKERSCHNAPPS.
WHATA DIFFERENCEA NAMEMAKES.

aJl youths - not just students who would otherwise be unemployed this summer.
"The programs are effective
every year, and we can only
believe it will be the same this
year," Burgess said in a Feb. 21
interview.
He said government
including job boards
Employment Centres,
a half million young
jobs "one way or

programs,
at Canada
will place
people in
another".

_------------------------
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refugein Wmdsor

by Philip Rourke

Douglas Serrano, a Salvadoran, has been living in
Windsor since last December. Although his Te
. "N.k ,.
k
.
.
xas twang,
h is I e snea ers, and his "Fighting Irish" T-shirt may
seem as out of place. on a 25 year old as th e scar on h.1s
forehead and the tiredness in his eyes, he has finally
found a home where he is free from constant
tion.
persecuSerrano, with monetary help from his mother, was
able to escape to the United States. It was easier for him
than most Salvadorans to leave his country because his
mother has familial ties with some influential people
Influence. and
. ties, however, do not mean freedom fro m·
persecution ma country fighting a civil war.
A member of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN), a group fighting against the present
established governmental power, Serrano fled his homeland because "our country and our people have been
mistreated. I am not even protected as a student because
the government tries to kill the students. In fact, it tries
to kill anyone who doesn't have the same ideas as it has."
He worked for a while in Texas, where he learned
some English, and then, fearing American Immigration
officials would deport him because he was an ille_gal immigrant, he went northward to Canada.
He also entered Canada illegally ("I started walking
acros~ the ~bassador
Bridge and nobody stopped me,"
he sa~d) b~t 1s presently classified as a refugee here and
can hve without the fear of deportation. In fact, he i~
currently awaiting immigration clearance and wants to
become a Canadian citizen.
Under Canadian law, refugee's are people who are
afraid to return to their country because they fear persecution for reasons of their race, religion, nationaliry,
membership in a social group, or political opinions. Serrano fits this category and has been helped out here by
the Central American Refugee Sponsorship Network and
St. Anne's Church in Tecumseh.
Pacifism as a means of achieving his organization's
ends in El Salvador is no longer an alternative. After petitions, rallies and civil disobedience were tried, without
substantial gain, arms struggle was the next step.
It is difficult for Canadians to understand Serrano's
guiltless tone of voice when he says that he has shot
members of the Salvadoran police force. But then Canadians are more used to deifying violence and feeding
their egos with it than having to deal with its realiry.
Take the violence of the oppressed in the slummy
remains of our society's abandoned inner-cities, multiply it many times, cramp it into a jail-cell size terrain
and what do you get? - El Salvador. Violence affects
everyone there and its effect flow from the people's
mouths as easily and as eloquently as prose from the
best of Marquez's works.
Serrano believes that the role of the United States
in his country is detrimental to its development. He sees
the Americans as the ones who are supporting the military which is being trained to keep order - which means
killing off people who do not agree with the policies
of the government in power. According to Serrano the
Americans "should be able to realize that the m~ney

.
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Hugh MacCullum (right) remembers Archbishop Oscar Romero as the "Voice of the Voiceless."
by Peter Burton

the rights of the poor."
On the subject of Salvadoran elections MacCullum
exclaimed: "These elections are a fraud!" He explained that the opposition FDR and FMLN groups could not
participate in the elections because their safety would
not be guaranteed by the army. He also added that the
election's voters list are seven years out of date.
He continued by describing the testimonials of Robert
White, ex-US ambassador to El Salvador. Under oath to
a US Senate sub-committee on Central America, White
stated that the Reagan administration had evidence that
Roberto d'Aubuisson, a leading Salvadoran presidential
candidate, was involved in the Romero assassination.
The service was followed by a march down Ouellette
Ave. by 132 demonstrators to Dieppe Park. Flowers
were thrown into the river as a final commemoration of
the Salvadoran dead.

This past Saturday an ecumenical celebration was
held in memory of Archbishop Oscar Romero and the
other thousands of.Salvadoran dead, victims of the rightwing death squads. Romero himself was assassinated
while celebrating mass in his cathedral on March 24th,
1980.
The service, held at Central United Church, included
participation from clergy members of the Anglican,
United, Lutheran, Presbyterian and Roman Catholic
churches. Included in the congregation were a number
of Salvadoran refugees. A homily was given by Hugh
MacCullum, editor pf the United Church Observer and
Yeteran of four trips!to El Salvador since 1980.
He described Romero "as the voice of the voiceless",
and continued to say "he was killed not because he defended the rights of the church but because he defended
they are giving out (to El Salvador) is not going to the
people - it's being divided between the richest families
in the country to protect their interests instead of the
interests of the majority of the Salvadoran people."
Asked to comment on the point of view that some
people take that resisting groups like the FMLN are
Cubans in disguise and who don't represent the interests
~f ~he S~vadoran people, Serrano had this to say:
We re bemg helped by the Cubans but it's not just their
help that we are getting. We're being helped by different
countries such as France, Australia, Brazil, Argentina
and Chile. These countries are giving us food and medi. cine and whatever else they can."

RYDER
RENTS TRUCKS
Take A·dvantage Now of a
Limited Time Offer

1 QO/oStudent Discount

"Nicaragua is giving us training. They are training
our people because they have already won their war and
lhey have lot of people with experience. We're using
their experience to win our war."
"Now, you have to understand that even though we
are getting help from the Cubans and the Russians, we
arc not fighting their war - we arc fighting our war. If
we win, which I know we will, it's going to be so that
we can set up a government that will rule fairly and will
respect everyone's human rights. I think it isn't asking
· too much to have somebody in the government that will
. treat everybody equally."

Canada - U.S.A.

'' All University Bash''
Friday, March 30
Ambassador Auditorium
9:00 pm - 1:00 am
Entertainment by

The Pleasure Victims
(D.J. Service)

Call for Reservations:

969-4841
944-1227
252-0303

An ASME Event
Admission $2.00
,
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WordY
canbeco~pavlovion
~tlmlL .
by Philip Rourke

Similarly, Smedick argued in her lecture that "words can be re-interpreted
in new contexts over time." She feels that
the governing or central spirit of a movement, its ethos, constructs its own value
system which can lay claims to the words
the movement uses in defining its
purposes.
In discussing the "Song of Roland," a
12th century poem, she pointed out that
it was first seen by <the critics as an epic
"celebrating self-sacrifice m an honourable or religious cause," but was later interpreted as a poem about "brutal and
bigotted barbarians."

George Orwell was very concerned
about the power of words and put as
much care and hard thinking into studying the English language and its possible
developments than in any other subject.
Although she did not specifically refer
to Orwell in her lecture "The Warrior
Ethos" on Wednesday, March 21, Dr.
Lois Smedick of the English Department
showed an equal concern about how the
values society places on words say somet hing about that society.
Orwell's intense interest and desire
to analyze the English language is most
apparent in his book 1984 although in
his first book, Down and Out in Paris and
London. his intt'resr m language can be
seen from his Jcvotion of an enrirc chap·
ter to the vocabulary of tramps.
Chief among Orwell's conclusions
about language is that careful manipula·
tion of words is of immense propaganda
value to people who want their philosophies to dommate people's thinking.
One of the themes in 1984 is that
language can become a tyrant's major
weapon because language, stripped of its
subtleties, can become a pa\'lovian sti·
mu lus for the unreasoning individual.
Probably Orwell's worst enemies were
cliches, sloppiness, vagueness, and meaningless. He was appalled at the lack of
p recision in the modern English language
and the near impossibility of writers and
orators to be understood in an age in

Scene from the movie " 1984 ".
which each specialized profession has
its own perversions of a language.
Prete n tious diction also irked Orwell
because he felt it was largely used to dress
up simple statements and give an air of

__::.~-- - ----

scientific impartiality to biased Judgements. He saw adjectives such as
'epoch-making',
'unforgettable',
and
'inevitable' as words "used to dignify the
sordid processes of mternational politics. ·

- ..,--·-_;__---------------------::-:-::---------,
WANTED - Students looking for a 3
or 4 bedroom lodging for September ,
1984 . Please call 252 -5155 or 252 3269 .
LOST - Calculator Tl 55. Name on
bac k. Reward off ered, Co ntact 2524053 .
#

CALIFORNIA SALE Large mah ,
ogany desk with gla~s top and
swivel, high back chair ; I~
Sal·
ectric typewr iter ; bar refrigerator ;
lamp ; shelves; and a congo drum.
Contact Marc Schumacher, room
2206 Business Faculty, ext. 3103 .
HOUSING
tment for
from the
apartment
Yvonne at

Large two bedroom aparrent. Two minutes away
University. In a modern
building. Phone Karen or
256 -9844.

This later interpretation was a result of
a re-evaluation of the words in the poem.
This was the most interesting part of the
lecture because it paralled what Orwell
was saying m the 1940's: that the
manipulation of words for the sake of
craftiness and even pretentiousness can
expose a writer's work to interpretations
that he/she may never have intended
For example, the noun 'right' can be
defined as something that is given to everybody through natural law (as in a Bill
of Rights) but can also be seen as something given by God to the favoured side
(as in the 'right' of the British colonial ists to "civilize'' the people that they
conquered). Vary mg interpretatio ns of
a word depend on the value judgement
placed on it.
Smedick concluded that there has
been a "case of creep ing warriot' eth os"
m our society over the last few years and,
for it to be understood, our value system
for words should be re-examined .
•

KID - Happy Birthda y , yo u mad e
my last year th e very b est. Wazy.
HOUSING - To sublet - near Univer sity at California and College, wall-to ·
wall carpet , fr idge, stove , laundry and
parking available on May 1st . Phone
256-6928 or 254 -7613 . $355 /month .
HOUSING - Apartment to sublet.
At Askin Towers (corner of University and Ask in), 1 bedroo m. From
May to Sep tember. $340 /month .
Call 973-5417.
HOUSING - Apartment to share :
from May 1 to August 31 . One bed room to share with female . $160 /
month. 5 min . from the University .
Utilities paid , furnished . Phone 2536479 .
FOR SALE - 1982 TC3 Horizon ,
2 door hatch back, 4 speed, 33,000
km, AM/FM stereo. Call 258-5994
after 5 :00 p.m ., ask for Todd.

HOUSING - 1 bedroom apartment
to sublet. May 1 • August 31 , furnished , close to university , $210 /
month. Call 252-6243 ,
NOTICE - Prelude to Education
Week on " Evening with Marilyn
Ferguson" , Wednesday , April 25,
7 :30 p.m . Cleary Auditorium . Tickets $5 in advance , $8 at the door .
Tickets available at University Cen tre Desk , Assumpt ion University,
Lobbies of the School Boards, St.
Clair College.
LOST - One antique band ring.
Band is gold with platinum on top.
There are small star impressions on
the platinum. I~ is of great sentimental value. Lost Friday, March 16 in
ladies washroom in Student Centre.
Reward offered . Contact Sandy at
969 -7734 after 5 p.m.

WANTED: Used 650 -750cc Motorcyle. Call Keith anytime 969 -3458.
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James Nemeth
...is 21 years old and is a
Psychology major at the
University of Windsor.
James -and his friend
Bruce have both just recently
become
Big
Brothers. With 100 fatherabsent boys on our waiting
list for a man to look up
to, we welcome James
into the Big Brqther program. He and Little Brother
Scott are just getting to
know each other, but by
this time next year they'll
be great friends.

or a limitedtime,youcantnke Frank
\i?tereshometo mothertor h;1lf-price.
F
Beueryet,bringmother Frank\eteresand
to

getanyFrank\etere'sp1723 furhalf-price.
Imagine,an emireFrank\etcre'sdeep
dish pizza.'I bigslice;- fromonlySl.90.
Or 12b,g deepdishslicesof the\\i:>rk.s
mushrooms.
bacon,pepperoni,
greenpeppers
anddoublecheeseforonly$6.~o.'!busave
$6.49.That's Frank \etere'sdeep dishpizza
tor les.\than55~a slice.
Atthesehalf-priceshowcan )OOnot
affordto bringFrank\etere'shometo.mot!ier.
or thewhole familyhometo Frank\eteres?

•

Be a Big Brother like James
•

Become a Summer Big Brother
(program runs May-September)

-Complete screening now to become a Big Brother in September
Join Us for3 special Big Brothers Information
Sessions, Tuesday April 3rd (11 :00 a. m., 3:00
p.m., 6:00 p.m.) in Assumption Lounge.

•

•

by Philip Rourke

BAGGIES....

The following is an interview with Mike Forcier, President of the Student Law Society (SLS)

a. IM1atare the goals of

the SLS?

Available in
Black, Slate,
AirforceBlue.

A, Our goals are to serve our constiruents who are
the 396 students presently enrolled at the Universitysof Windsor and _iilsosto co-ordinate activities
between faculty and the students on an academic
and social basis.

a. How are your

society's relations with SAC?

A. We try to put a good input into SAC. Presently,
we are trying to get a revamping of society funding
so that more funding is going back to the societies.
I have put a bylaw before the SAC Council just
last weeksbut unfortunately we lost quorum before it could be dealt with. We're going to try it
again this week sbut it is annoying when you can't
get quorum tosdeal with issues before SAC. But,
basically, our relations with SAC are fairly good.
Q. Could you elaborate on your revamping ideas

for society funding?

A. It's a change in the bylaws concerning the funding of the societies. At present, societies are funded at a 20% per capita. Now, that is across the
whole campus. My new bylaw is asking for 30%
of the $32.50 student fee to be allocated to the
societies.
What we want to do is take the additional 10%
of the SAC fee and we will allocate it to the societies that need it, especially to the smaller societies
that do offer a lot of functions but because of the
mere fact that they do not have that great a number of students, their allocation from SAC is not
that substantial.
At present, every student at the University of
Windsor gives their society $6.50 per year through
SAC. This change in the bylaw would take it up
to approximately $9.50 per student allocated back
to the societies. However, the $6.50 would be on
the basis of per capita ' and the proposed increase
would then be allocated by all of SAC to the var ious societies as needed.
Now we are really dealing with a conflict of
interest here because every society wanes more so
in my bylaw I would like it proposed that allocation be dealt with by all of SAC council - it's about
$25,000 more this increase in society funding.
I see this as a good thing because it is getting
SAC more involved into the budget and into the
running of the student government. At present,
I'm a bit appalled how budgets are passed - there
are very few questions about them - and they are
sort of put before council al\d they pass it without
much thought. With this increase in funding for
the societies, I feel that SAC will have to vote and
work and scrutinize the societies much closer as
to what they do with the money. Also I believe
that the societies can use the money much more
efficiently than SAC. As I have been saying since

1QO/odiscount
for Students
& Faculty

Student Law Society President Mike Forcier.
September I would like to see more of the money
back to the grassroots so that it is almost in the
students' hands. So that the students can get what
they really want and need.

Furthermore, this increase, I think, would limit
a bit the bureaucracy in SAC and give moresinput
to the students.
Q. Do you have a lot of support for this from
other society presidents?

1:'·Yes, there

is quite a bit of support. It varies but
it does seem to be getting a good response. I know
some of the other society presidents are having
similar problems.
I don't think it is unreasonable to increase society funding from 20 to 30%. I know it has been an
ongoing thing m our society talking about this but
we want to change society funding not jut for us
but for all students.
Q. How does the Law school at the U1iversity of

Windsor compare with the otherslaw schools in
Ontario?

A. We like to think that we'r.e ~ pretty good law
school. We' re constantly .,.a~t~~ because we are
the newest law school in the province of Ontario
but I know from personal experience and from
mosts of my friends' experiences last~ year that
when we areson our interview we did not have to
explain that we were from Windsor.
Windsor has asreputation amongst the Ontario
law school of having one of the hardest marking
standards in the province. I know we have a real
rivalry going with Osgoode Hall in Toronto and
the attitude that you have co be in Toronto to be
good, but I have no doubt that here at the U niversity of Windsor we don't believe that.
We have a very extensive admissions' policy
which looks at more than just marks and LSAT.
They look at what you have achieved, what are
your goals, and it is the most time-intensive
admission program in the country.

HEBERT
1?84 OTTAWA STREET· WI NDSOR· ( 519) 258 5500

Hugedecrease
inVM applirnnts Vanier .Vittles
by Kevin Rolla son

There has been a huge decrease in the number of VISA
students in high school applying to the University of Windsor this year.
Statis tics released by the
Ontario Universities Appliction Centre (OUAC) show that
applications declined sharply
to 558 in 1984, from 1949 in
1983 .
Also m 1983, there were
412 V ISA students who made
Windsor the ir first choice for
university this yearsthere were
only 110.
Bill Wrye, M.P.P. for Windsor-West, said these statistics
show that Ontario is "beginning to price (itself) out of
the market," for VISA student enrollment. He said that
because of the high differential
fees VISA students had to pay,
Ontario students would only
see the "real elite" of each
foreign cou ntry, since the

would be the only ones who
could afford it.
Wrye said that this would
hurt university students in general since we are " ... goings to
pay the price of not having the
cultural diversity," atsth e university that we had in the past.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, International Students' Society President, stated:
" think what's
hap pening is the inevitable."
He said it showed that the Ontario government's policy of
differential fees was taking effect.

T silfidis said it showed that
if VISA students were going
to pay more for this education,
they " ... might as well study at
a more reputable university,'
or go to the United States or
Britain. He felt that this trend
would continue.
SAC President David Laird
expressed surprise over the stausucs. Ho-:vever, he was not
surprised about the decrease in

enrollment, but was "surprised
it was such a large decrease."
Dr. Reuben Green of the E·
conomics Deparonent, the professor who was working on a
study on how much money
VISA students contrib u te to
Windsor's economy, felt it
showed the enormous difference differential fees were going t0 make. "There is no other explanation," he said.
Richard Lansperry, the International Students' Advisor,
did not know whether those
declining applications were a
trend or a new development
because it is the first year that
there is such a decrease. He
did say that highschool was the
way most VISA students came
to university since it allowed
them to receive their first indoctrination into our culture.

Total applications for the University of Windsor for 1984 are
down to 4666 from 5047 m
1983.

This is for the week of April 2-8/84
LUNCH

SUPPER

11:00 1- 1:30

4 :30 - 6:30

Monday

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Spanish Macaroni

Roast Turkey/Dressing
Breaded Cod Fillets

Tuesda y

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Pizza
Chopped Sirloin

1/4 Breaded Chicken
Beef Green Peppers

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sa turday
Su nday

Chicken Gumbo Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Grilled Beef Liver

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Cream of Tomato Soup
Rueben Sandwich '
Beef Pot Pie
Clam Chowder
Swedish Meatballs
PhiladelphiaSteak Sandwich

Lasagne
Breaded Boneless
Pork Loin
Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11 :4 5 - 1:30

4:30 - 6:30

Soup of the Day
Monte Cristo Sandwich
Soup of the Day
Tacos

Pennine & Sauce
Roast Pork
Beef Stroganoff
BBQChicken& Nooodles

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday - Friday
·.__~T_h_e_R_o_u_n_d_T_a_b_le_i_s_o.:.p_en~6-:3_0_·~11_
:_3_0...:S...:u...:n...:d.:;ay::__·..:..F.;.:ri.:.da:.:y:._..
~~ ~ ~......J
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532. (I do philosophy now
like an old woman who is always
mislaying something and having to
look for it again: now her spectacles, now her keys.) -L.W.
APARTMENT TO SUBLET. Available from May through August.
2 bedroom, furnished, with laundry
facility and very clo1e to the
University and H.K. $300/month
(utilities included). Cati Max at
253-8617.

end, Friday May 25th and Saturday
May 26th, 1984. Please contact
June Skaggs at the school for more
information, 389-8932.
Day of RETREAT FOR BUSY
PEOPLE-Saturday,
April 7, 12
noon to 8 PM. Facilitator-Fr.
Ken Bondy.
Them-"Who
Do
You Say I Am?".
The Retreat
will be at Assumption University.
Cati 254-2512 to register or for
• more information.

BLUE PETER?
As one noted
Canaa1an music co1umnist put 1t,
"they have that ..,.rk, thet tense
of stvle that seu them apart from
the morass of dance band duds."
Don't miss one of Canada's most
promising groups, Thursday, April
5th, at Ambassador Auditorium.
Tickets available at the SAC office,
Records on Wheels, or from any
one of the Hardy Boys.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartmant, May-August.
One minute
walk from the University, $230
per month.
(69.0487 after six
o'clock.

Gerry Pfaff
...is 23 years old and is
studying Human Kinetics
at University of Windsor.
He joined our"Summer''
Big Brother program 2
years ago and liked being
a Big Brother enough to
stay with us. His Little
Brother Eddie is glad
Gerry did. Whether going
for a swim, or a walk
along the beach at Point
Pelee or shooting hoops,
they enjoy doing things
together.

Be a Big Brother like Gerry

Become a Summer Big Brother
(program runs May-September)

-Complete screening now to become a Big Brother in September
Join Us for3 special Big Brothers Information
Sessions, Tuesday April 3rd (11 :00 a. m.; 3:00
p.m., 6:00 p.m.) in Assumption Lounge.

•
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MORNING

WATCH

ListenWindsor!

This is your world...
with Costa Maragos
Hear What's New For...
your finances ... your health ... your home ...
your children ... your job ... your leisure hours ...
your cit~ ... your government ... your environment:
Interviews ... Analysis ... Commentary!

News... Sports... Weather.. :TravelReports

.-..6-9 a.m. Monday- Friday

·!i§ii:CBC
RADIO 1550AM
~~·

JVcei.·~ht /iftm.•
,gfer the
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NOTICE - To all graduates of Bavridge Sacondary School, Kingston.
Bayridge S.S. is proud to announce
a 10th Anniversary Reunion Week-

t

Defi

r'OflflO

~·~

OTTAWA (CUP) - Women involved in painful weight training experiments at the University of Ottawa's kinanthropology department
staged an angty demonstration last week because they were not told
the research was for the Department of National Defense.
"People weren't told (about the experiment's purpose)," said
Kathy McOuat, a participant in the weight training program who
joined the small demonstration.
"I'm sure if people had been told this (the demonstration would
have happened on the first day," shessaid.
She:.continued, saying that some women had been hurt in the
experiment "The machines we were doing wrist curls on is not
the proper machinery. l was told by the people testing me that the
improper machinery was being used because it is the type that will
be found in boats in the navy. I developed tendonitis because of
that equipment and other women also developed sore and tender
wrists."
A man saying he was the director of the School of Human Kinetics, Charles Cotton, came out to talk to the protestors. Since the
doctor in charge of the experiments, Maurice Jette, was not there,
Cotton did not comment.
"I refuse to discuss the details. I won't discuss it unless the person responsible is here. I need to have both views," said Cotton.
Pam Fitzgerald, another demonstrator, felt that Cotton was
ignoring the problem when he talked to demonstrators.
"I thinkshe was justsevadingsthesquestion. He wasn't willing to
hear our side. He claimed that he didn't know anything about the
experiments. He came out not to hear our side, but to ask us to
leave," she said.
Complaints about the experiment and the military involvement
will be continued through letters to Jette, as well as action from the
disarmament committee on campus.

A Lancecorrection
Contrary to last week's article
concerning CJAM-F~'s constituion, station members have five
courses ofa democratic action,
three as listed in the story.
CJAMcrs, as the story stated,
have the power to impeach the
station mamager, can ratify the
positions and appointees to the
station's executive:, wings, and
can amend the new constitution.
To impeach the station mana·
ger, or amend the new constitution, a meeting must be held
with a quorum set at 50% of
CJAM-FM's nominal staff, providing there is a 2/3 vote in the
affirmative. A ratification vote
on the station's positions and
appointees must be held annually, with the quorum of 1/3
of those listed on CJAM-FM's
nominal roll, and passed by a
simple majority.
In addition to this, the station staff elects two members
to the CJAM-FM Editorial
Board. As well to these elected
members, the Board consists of
the Director of Campus Radio,
two executives of the Program·
ming Wing and one executive
from the Administrative Wing.
The station staff also selects
three members to the five,person
Music Board.
Two executive
members ofs the Programming
Wing also sit on the board.
Also in last week's CJAMFM story, the quote attributed
to Louise Kenault was actually
said by Janet Burnett.
Finally, last year Student Media Corporation narrowed down

the applicants for station mana·
ger to two contestants, who
were voted for by the CJ AM-FM
staff. The policy of SMC m
past years was to eliminate all
but the qualified station manager candidates, then let the
staff decide which applicant
they wanted, through an election.
With the new constitution
SMC will hire the st~ion manager, with the recommendations
of a hiring board, consisting of
two SMC members and three
elected members from CJAMFM.

The Lance regrets any inconvenience these errors might have
caused.

Dire*"3its
continuer! from page 1
than usual today.
Someone
just told him what his salary
will be and how many hours
he would have to work.
Stiff competition was given
to Freele by Lorenzo Buj, the
Arts Editor and critic-at-large
of The Lance for the last two
eternmes.
Buj wished Freele
the best of luck for next year.
He pointed out that "anyone
that can turn me upside down'
and score touchdowns in football against me can certainly run
a newspaper into the ground."
Asked to comment about John
May getting the Managing Editor's job, Buj quipped, "John
who?"

PIRG jJrce4intorestraint
ViCTORIA (CUP) - Despite losing a third of its funding to student
refunds, the B.C. Public Interest Research Group will continue to
operate at the University of Victoria.
But the organization has been forced to re-work its budgetsaccording to admimstratorsRorie Daniel.
"We are trying not to take money out of student research, and
so that means drastic cuts in other areas," said Daniel.
One casualty ofsPIRG's reduced budget was a proposed legislative intern position, which was to be filled by a student, said Daniel.
Other budget cuts are yet to be determined, she added.
U\'ic students voted in a referendum to Join PIRG last spring.
The referendum contained a clause stating students unhappy with
the organization could get their five dollar fee refunded, and last
term about 2,000 took advantage of the deal.
"The problem weshad was the people who organized the campaign against PIRG weren't questioning what the organization was
about," said Lloyd Rushton, PIRG research organizer.

---------------------------------------------
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ISS

nightv

by Kevin Rollason
Boasting a turnout of close to
500 people, the International
Students' Society's (ISS) Annual
Food and Cultural Night was a
great success.
It was such a success that
even ISS President Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis was surprised.
He
said it was " ... more of a success than we were anticipating." He added that so many
people wanted to come that
JSS had to turn away over
one hundred people at the
door.
Tsilfidis said there were prob-

!ems with the amount of food
at the Night because ISS was
not anticipating that many
people.
Dishes from all over the
world were available for tasting. Foods as diverse as Mattas Paneer (Indian Vegetables)
from the India Canada Students' Organization, to Jalabee
(Dessert) from the Pakistan
Students' Association.
The cultural performances
included a native dance by the
African Students' Association,
a Calypso Festival Performance
by the Caribbean Students' Ass-

ociation, and a performance by
the Students for Nuclear Disf.armament 12 piece band.
1

The winner of the fifty
dollar prize for best performance
,was the Windsor Ukranian Students' Association for their traditional dance while dressed in
full costume.
David Laird, Students' Administrative Council President,
felt the ISS should be proud
of themselves. He said it showed
" ...the support International
students have for the ISS."
The ISS is made up of 14
affiliated clubs on campus.

Lance P otos by GLENN WARNER

m1ne11t
ofCanada
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asslslance.
education
Canwehelpyou?

The Government of Canada provides support to post
secondarv education in a number of important v.:ays.
Here are some recent examples showing how the level
of th is support has been increasing:
.

Student Assistance

In March, 1983the Government Of Canada added $60
million tO itSStudent assistance programs for loans to
full and part-time students
and interest relief for borrowers who are disabled or
on Unemployment Insurance.
For 1982-83,the Governd
ment of Canada guarantee
$300 million in loans to
184,000students.

Canada

Funding for the Post Secondary System

In 1984-85the Government of Canada's financial support
for post secondary education. provided through transfer
payments to the Provinces will total over $4.2 billion.
This amount, which represents
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
an increase of about $240 milGet in on it.
lion over 1983-84,equals.
• Return this coupon to· Publications Canada, P.O. Box 1986.Station B. •
$167.60for every person tn
• Ottawa. Ontario K1P 6G6
Canada.
• Please send me the publication(s) entitled:
•
To learn more about the role
o Full-Time Students
•
of the Goz·ernment of Canada
a o Part-Time Students
in post secondary, education,
• o Interest Relief Plan
•
complete and mail the coupon.
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subject matter of fictitious headlines (es,
with aspirin). Of all the extras thrown lllfl
exceptional, however, possibly the most
sing) one is the donning of "thinking
show.
And exceptional Brain Strain is. In
sent to Toronto where ariy CBC affiliateca
Brain Strainwas shown in Vancouver, M
St. John's. So far, it has been picked up
impressive feat since the show won't
Windsor until April 29th. The show was
vious accomplishments only.
A few modifications were made to
Exchange. Instead of referring to the t
each is given a team name. For exam
School team is referred to as the Griffllll.
here's a television personality lurking in the shad- watch kids answer questions," says Mac
ows of the University of Windsor. But Jeff Hewitt matter where they're from."
has no need to remain incognito, hiding behind
There's been relatively little feedback
dark sunglasses like Jean-Luc Goddard.
Most Windsor or elsewhere. MacDonald claims
students here, unless he T.A.'s one of their film all. Ratings, although. inconsequential, h
classes, are no more aware of Jeff than they are the show has never been aired during the
of the other students on campus. Most have even four times yearly. Not that Brain Strain
Jess knowledge of his affiliation with Elementary
ive showing anyway. The first season, the
Brain Strain.
and Mindy on Thursday nights. Such c
It's a modest little quiz show for grade school students , and ing.
But as long as the viewing audience, u
the ratings are even more modest. Yet it serves a purpose; the
show develops local talent by encouraging the work of Jeff and his participants and their families and friendl,
partner Dave Dixon. It provides an outlet for the more intellectual fied, Jeff is happy. "The only public--"'
grade school kids, and also provides them first hand television ex- he says, "Then again, you can't expect n
perience. Not bad for a low budget production.
There's an Elementary Brain Strain fan
Six years ago, Jeff and Dave were fifteen year old students at Mich. which sent a representative to a
Massey Secondary School. There, they represented the school in ire far more appreciative of quality p
Reach for the Top, a quiz show for highschool students. Jeff half- :hemselves except on public television.
jokingly suggested to Dave the prospect of running a similarly for- of Education is quite impressed by the
matted show for grade.schools. Its not a new idea: Toronto has had ching it encounges learning.
Because the show is at a grade St:Vatl
"Quiz Kids" for years. But Dave took Jeff's suggestion very seriously.
(the same level that the Windsor Star is
They sent a two page letter to Terry MacDonald at CBET outlin- can answer questions. Even Reach for
ing their ideas and the research they had done. They had looked demically for most viewers.
Oave and Jeff have no input regardins
into possible participants and subject matter and detailed the numThe Windsor 3oard of Education chooses
ber of shows.
MacDonald was impressed by the thoroughness and ambition of to respond to MacDonald after that. E
the boys far more than the show's concept. But, as a similar idea pants on an individual basis, usually based
had been kicking around at CBET for some time, he called them in experience with Brain Strain participan
for several interviews. He presented problems to them and what-ifs. winning team two seasons ago.
Jeff and Dave always had well-prepared answers. They were given.--------------,--,--1-1
the opporunity to do a pilot.
A pilot is not much of a risk to a television station. For a quiz
show of this sort, expense is low. The pilot, though, was a crucial
stepping stone for the future of the show.
"It was awful," says Jeff of the pilot. MacDonald's opinion
differs. "It was cute ...The first time people see themselves on television they 're always shocked."
It couldn't have been too horrible. After all, the show was offered a mini-run of six shows. Since then, its been renewed for three
seasons of twdve shows a year. From the time the idea Nas -:on' ceived six years ago, over a year was spent planning, a year was
spent on the pilot and mini-run, three years were regular seasons
and one year was cancelled because of a strike.
As with any other quiz show the most important element is the
questions themselves. For a season of twelve shows, Jeff and Dave
must create a total of three thousand questions, compiled and
divided into question packs for each show. Each quesrion pack is
between 3 7 .and 40 pages long, each page with four to fifteen questions per category.
Jeff estimates that two-thirds of the questions are within participants knowledge and one-third are "challenging". To choose them
the first year, they went to different public schools and spoke to
teachers about texts. Now, the Board of Education sends them the
grade eight program for consideration. Participants usually answer
eighty percent of .all questions.
Even with the i-ecent trivia trend, Jeff and Dave try to keep
"entertainment" questions to a minimum (ten to twenty percent),
adding them primarily for variety and interest. Earlier seasons
featured questions on local topics but that has since been phased
out. Jeff explains that they simply "ran out of topics of interest
to this age group." Also, with the regional exchange program (a
fonn of syndication), local questions would be irrdevant in other
parts of Canada.
Jcff and ~ave arc especially proud of the quality and creativity
involved with the questions. Visual and aural aids are used to
give each one individuality. MacDonald chooses the music and
props such as playing the "1812 Ovenurc" during questions about
the war of 1812.
A popularRIV feaqare on Brain Strain has been tbe Music Video
Arcade. in which pu.ticipants name different pop .stars after watching short Yidco clip,: (Ob, they IWt JO young...) Another ado~
creative idea is H1'toricll ~ Stud~
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of the game show hosts.
Facts" deals
·nto make it
(andembaras·
start of the

to Regional
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alwayslike to
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iods three or
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tricans often
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· dsor Board
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Each team consists of four students and eight teams participate.
MacDonald says that there is no difficulty working with students.
After all, they aren't acting, simply being themselves. They're told
before taping that it doesn't matter which team wins. The most important thing is that they try their best and get some experience in
the television process.
There haven't been many Cindy Brady casualties on Brain Strain.
That is, few participants let their egos engulf .them and even fewer
are frozen into paralysis by camera fright. One boy dropped out
because he couldn't handle being on television but basically, there is
a lack of inhibitions due to age.
.
In my brother's case, the experience neither influenced the course
of his life dramatically nor scarred him forever. It's just something
he once did, although he is kind of embarassed watching himself on
the VCR. MacDonald is quite pleased by this sort of reaction. As
long as the memories are good, his job was successful.
Besides being the hosts, or actor members, Jeff and Dave are involved only in pre-production. That is, during tapint they have nothing to do with sets or cameras. Even excluding the show's direction (that's MacDonald's department), a phenomenal amount of
work is put in on their part. The show is renewed in May. Before
October, the questions and packs must be compiled and typed and
audioivisual material must be found. As Dave is in a Science program at the University of Toronto, a lot of work is done over the
phone.
Fifteen promos are taped at Christmas time but the actual shows
are taped between mid-January and February. A session consists
of three days with ten hours of work put in each day. This includes
warm-ups, more promos and the twelve half-hour shows.
This year, grade eight students throughout the city (about a hundred of them) were recruited for the audience. Again, the educational process is stressed. The taping was preceeded by a tour of
the Channel Nine studios. Besides, the audience was then comprised
of strangers and peers as opposed to just thirty friends and relatives.
Jeff was enthusiastic about the results.,
It all seems so easy doesn't it? Invent a TV show, write a letter
and a year and a half later, tape a pilot. Unfortunately, things
don't always work out in such a fairy-tale mode for two fifteen year
old boys, or even for Comm Studies majors, for that matter. Along
with being prepared, committed, aggressive and enthusiastic, Jeff
and Dave happened to be at the right place at the right time.
"The right place" is stressed. No, television shows do not have to
be developed in Toronto or New York. Because Windsor is a border
city, many American shows cannot be carried on this CBC affiliate

as they are in Toronto. This creates gaps in local programming which can only be filled by
local shows such as Brain Strain.
The idea also wouldn't be well-received in the States where finding advertisers to sponsor
the show would be nearly impossible. In Canada, the government funds the show. Besides,
since Brain Strain is classified as a children's program, no commercial can be aired.
And so, Brain Strain will be aired Sunday mornings at 11:30 starting April 29. It's a creative
and thought-provoking show even if the concept is not unique.
"It's all in the packaging," says Jeff Hewitt.

j
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For the best sound on the block,
coffleinto
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No matter what
Pioneer receiver you
select, you can be assured of
leadership technology and product
integrity engineered to keep you happy
for many years to come.
Sample just some of the following highlights:

SX-60 NON-SWITCHINGQUARTZ-PLL
SYNTHESIZERRECEIVER- It offers continuous
average power output of 80 watts per channel ,
min. at 8 ohms. from 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz
with no more than an incredibly low 0.005% total
harmonic distortion. Power transistors are always
on thanks to the bias-tracking Vari-Bias circuitthe single most important factor for this clear,
smooth, silky sound.
It also offers Quartz-PLL digital tuning , 10 FM
and 10 AM station presets, digital readout,
microcomputer controlled circuitry, video input

for stereo sound
from your video player or
disc and much more.
SX-50Features 50 watts per channel
continuous power with no more than 0.007%
total harmonic distortion. Now consider
Non-Switching Power Amplifier , Quartz-PLL
synthesizer tuning, Presets for 8 FM and 8 AM
stations, Computer control, Video ready, and
Simulated stereo sound all around and you've
got a great Pioneer receiver.
SX-400fferscontinuous average power output
of 38 watts per channel with no more than 0.02%
total harmonic distortion. It too, features QuartzPLL synthesizer tuning, Presets for 8 FM and 8 AM

stations,
Computer control,
Video ready, Simulated
stereo and much more.
SX-303 This modestly-priced receiver
features continuous average power output of
45 watts per channel, min. at 8 ohms, from
40 hertz to 20,000 hertz with no more than 0.3%
total harmonic distortion.
For higher sensitivity and selectivity there is
the FET FM front end, PLL stereo demodulator
in IC form and much, much more.
Toappreciatefully why the best sound on the
block is Pioneer, visityour nearest Pioneer dealer

soon and test listen these outstanding recelvets.
You've never heard It so goodl

Sole Canadian Distributor

IHP

S.H. l=IARKER CD.

67 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2T8 • 575 Lepine Avenue , Dorval. Quebec H9P 2R2 • 101/ 104-3860 Jacombs Road, Richmond, British Columbia V6V 1Y6

Wa/kingthrough
fire
Editor's Note Raucous English
sick boys, G.8.H., have issued
their latest slice of rock vinyl,
"CitY Baby's Revenge" (on RelativitY Records) and are:in Detroit for a show tomorrow night.
Drooling with anticipation, The
Lance'sRoberta Mock .gives the
LPthe following review.

City Baby's Revenge annoys
me.
"Sexist Pigs", the screech
givesup as one lays eyes on GBH
lyrics. But this album's cut
,;Womb With A View" with its
anti-feminist ramblings ("Burn
rour bra then whine support/
independence is a thing that
can't be taught") doesn't offend
me, and, indeed, how could it?
Alright, GBH reduces women
to "bitch queens".
So what?
Don't I reduce them in the same
way? All that leather ... spikey
hair... tatoos. My lust for Colin
and the boys far surpasses my
Jove for their music.
This new album proves that.
The sequel to the now-ancient
City Baby Attacked by Rats
should have been entitled "City
Baby Attacked by Drugs." Criticism about excessive drug references has to be expected from
me, one who was weaned on the

Minor Threat straight-edge philosophy.
Even after listening to the album, I haven't quite figured out
which stand GBH takes on
drugs, pro or con. Ambiguity
runs rampant.
"See the Man
Run" is definitely an attack
on pushers.
"Drug Party in
526" is an autobiographical little
ditty about an attempted drug
bust on a train in Holland. With
a bit of pride, Colin screams,
"the flick knives were all they
found."
Speaking with him
before the Paycheck's show last
August he seemed quite smug
about the whole ordeal. (Ooh,
that was a nice bit of name
dropping. The truth is, l couldn't manage to utter a word to
his excellency, being too busy
drooling.)
To get back on topic, it
matters not how GBII feels
about drugs.
It's a recurring
theme throughout the LP and if
I really wanted to hear about the
subject, I'd buy myself an AC/
DC record or some other headbanging rock 'n roll rampage.
Perhaps this delve into rockdom is precisely what puts me
off City Baby's Revenge. GBH
is supposedly
in the upper
echelon of the post-punk heirarchy.
I just can't appreciate

their new-found sex-drugs-fast
cars -loose women heavy-metal
attitude.
They made a slight attempt at
political consciousness with "Vietnamese Blues". Cute harmonica intro but it tries too hard
and lacks the impact of their
earlier "Generals".
Some may
argue that "High Octane Fuel"
is anti-nuke.
I think the line
" ... a nuclear warhead to fry
you all" was put in to avoid an
entirely Springsteen-esque fast
car cliche.
The sound on this LP lacks
the heated emotion of even
their compilation Leather, Bristles, No Survivors and Sick Boys
which sent parents pouting inro
solitude.
Now, Jocko's guitar
isn't quite so driving.
Wilf's
beat is twice as slow. And, shit,
you can even make out what
Colin is singing.
I'm hoping this is all the
result of a slick production job
and a new American distributor.
I suppose we'll all find out soon
enough.
GBH is playing at
Todd's on March 30th. The prospect of seeing Colin strutting
around the stage is enough
reason to risk the chance of a
heavy-metal revival night.
This bra-wavi~g bitch is excited already.

•
G.B.H's Colin: ready to wreak "revenge" at Todds (8319 E. 7 Mile
in Detroit) on March 30.
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Editor's Note: mien he heard
that Johnny Winter would be at
Harpos (14238 Harper, in Detroit) on April 5, Lance Waghalter and Editor-to-be Peter Freele,
collected his faculties and sat
down to spew his heartfelt appreciation for the man, the music,
and his tatoo.
While Johnny Winter is most
widely known for his red-hot
guitar work, the Texas legend
has al ways steeped himself in the
blues.
He became a professional musician at the age of fourteen
when he formed a band called
Johnny and the Jammers with
his borther Edgar in his hometown of Beaumont, Texas.
His first single, "Schoolday
Blues", was released when Winter was fifteen.
From then on Winter was a
regular in the recording studios
of Beaumont and Houston, Texas, where he cut dozens of
tracks as both a leader and a

sideman. As well, Johnny began
to earn a reputation "as that
white boy who can really play"
by backing up such notables as
B.B. King and Bobby 'Blue'
Band.
His first major album, ''The
Progressive Blues Experiment'',
catapulted Winter into stardom
with its high energy re-working
of Texas R & B."
Winter would go on ro ·record a series of classic albums
which firmly established his reputation as the premier hard rock
guitarist of the early Seventies.
Winter would reach his peak
as a rock and roll artist with the
critically
acclaimed
album
"Johnny Winter and Live" in
1971. The album, with its redhot renditions
of songs like
Jumping Jack Flash and Johnny B. Goode, was his biggest
seller and is still considered a
must in any Johnny Winter
fan's collection.
Despite his success as a rock
and roll musician Winter stayed
close to his blues root and con-

sistently included blues tunes on
his albums.
The Blues would come to
dominate his musical life. In
1977 he fulfilled a lifelong '
dream by producing and playing on a comeback
album
for blues legend Muddy Waters .
The album, called "Hard Again",
recaptured for a new generation
of fans the classic Chicago
blues style of Muddy's early
days, won a Grammy for Muddy, and re-established Waters as
a major artist.
"Working with Muddy made
me feel people were finally realizing that I'm not faking, and
can really play the blues," said
Winter, "I felt like I'd established myself."
Johnny's last three albums,
"Nothing
But
the
Blues ,'
"White Hot and Blue," and
"Raisin' Cain," have all been in
the blues vein and Winter is
currently touring with a band of
crack Chicago blues musicians to
promote his new album "Guitar
Slinger."
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FAST FREE DELIVE RY
(On min. orOer)

MONA LISA
., 1 Are you sick Worr ied?

..~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find some one
yo u c an love and tru st?
Are you having tro ubles
w ith your job or
busi ness?

Palm & Card
Reader
Psyc hic

Phone 966·301 2
For Info .

935 Talbot Rd.
Wi ndsor

Open 9 AM · 9 PM
Mon . thru Sat.

social science society

Attention Social Science Students

Any students interes ted in
ho lding positions on the
1984 -85 SSS Executive
please contact:
Robert Burge , president

SSS Office
253 -6036
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"The Hotel New Hamphire" is currently playing at the Capitol.

b

It takesa whileto get it on
Dreams and nightmares. Incest and homosexuality. Airplane crashes and terrorist explosions.
Rapes and interracial relationships. Dwarfism and
bears. Flatulence and Sorrow. Freud and friends.
The Hotel New Hampshire and the Berry Family.
To the unsuspecting (or to those expecting
"Animal House Goes to Martha's Vineyard"), the
combination of the above in Tony Richardson's
cir.ematic adaptation of John Irving's The Hotel
New Hampshire will appear weird, and consequently, stupid. For those expecting a thought provoking film that is well made, this combination is
intriguing. Unfortunately, the majority of a recent Friday night audience had placed their
cerebrums in neutral for the weekend, and in
doing so missed an intellectually stimulating movie.
The story follows the life of the Berry family:
Win (Beau Bridges) meets tis wife, Mary (Lisa
Banes) at a hotel called the Hotel New Hampshire. After they marry and have started raising a
family, the Berrys start their own hotel called you guessed it. Their eldest son Frank (Paul
McCrane) is a homosexual. Their next son, John
(Rob Lowe, also the film's narrator), loves his
sister (in a manner far different from the way you
or I love our sisters), as well as a resident in their
hotel. The sister, Franny (Jodie Foster) who is
raped by members of the local football team,
loves her brother equally as well; but she also
loves one of her rapists. The younger sister,
Lilly (Jennie Dundas), has stopped growing and
remains trapped in the body of a little girl, and the
youngest son, Egg (Seth Green), tags along with
their dog, Sorrow (sorry, I don't know who played
the dog), which has a chronic case of flatulence.
Sorrow must be put to sleep because of his
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'illness' and Frank thinks the dog would make .a
nice stuffed Christmas present for Franny - explain that to dear old Grandpa, Frank.
The family gets called to Vienna by a bearJoving, blind, old friend named Sigmund Freud
(Wallace Shawn), no relation. One-quarter of
the family makes it to Vienna; the others, well
... let's just say that we find out Sorrow floats.
Back at the hotel, Win decides on a new name
for the place - you guessed it again! - and it's
business as usual. Freud's bear turns out to be
Nastassja Kinski in fur; and Franny seems to be
attracted to her (no, not static cling). However,
Frannysis also attracted to one of the revolutionaries who live in the hotel; revolutionaries who
plan to blow up the opera house.
The Berrys intervene, Dad is blinded, the
family is honoured by the Viennese, Lilly writes
a best-selling book, success comes to the family,
and with success comes tragedy.
Now if this sounds like I've revealed most of
the plot, I haven't - there is far more to this
film that what is described here. However, if this
sounds confusing, it is. It takes some work and
thinking to follow Richardson's film. His direction
is above average, although some scenes, such as
the fast-motion segments reminiscent of A Clockwork Orange, are silly and not worthy of the film.
And after one accepts Bridges in his role as the
patriarch of all this, the acting is first rate - especially that of J ennifer Dundas in the role of Lilly.
Take your time with The Hot el New Hampsh ire
and you will appreciate the meaning and intelligence in Irving's work. And by the way, you don't
need reservations.
by Jeff Hewitt
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With this coupon
merchandise.

Save 10%

on all regular priced

Bring in SAC Discount Card and receive additional 10%.
Valid until March 31st inclusive.
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Voyageof the Iceberg
bYRichard Brown
.
(JamesLorimer, 152 pp. illustrated, $16.95 cloth)
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Perhaps its true that no amount of heart, soul,
or heroism alter the great wastes of time and
history.
Author Richard Brown traces the voyage of the
iceberg that sank the Titanic down through the
centuries of snowfall that marked its conception,
to its "birth" in 1911, and finally to the fatal
April 14, 1912 night when the 60,000 ton Titanic
raninto the iceberg's million-ton mass.
While the literary style here contains no small
sense of drama and imagination ("Most of this
book is true" Brown writes in the Postscript),
it manages a wonderful fluency. So fluent and
tvrical indeed, that Brown becomes remarkably
;ngaging when he unlocks for us the unending
cycles of the North.
His command of details
servesthe imagination well. As the iceberg's ancient prehistoric "body" floats down the great
Northern waterway toward Labrador we're told
chat "the sound of the bubbles bursting out of
·the ice is no longer a faint crackle, but a deafening
roar."
Brown draws on a multiplicity of phenomena human and natural-at hand to provide us with a
sweeping,if quick, evocation of the Arctic.
But compared to the impenetrability of the
Arctic, the momentous and even exhilerating confidence that preceeded the Titanic's latlnching
servesas a tragic irony.
This irony, however, isn't Brown's sole focus
point. The book doesn't really set itself down to
centre on any one anecdote, any one natural won-

der, any one historical event. It moves along
revealing, here and there reflecting upon, the great
dangers of whale hunting; the customs of the Inuit, the briefly-drawn psychologies of ships captains going about their business in a kind of vague
homesick solitude, and the zeal of explorers bound
to the dreams of their North Pole expeditions.
Brown has some, like Knud Rasmussen, happily settling into Inuit ways, while others, like the
Scot Osbert Forsyth-Grant is 011the wrong end of
an aborted piracy and eventually runs his ship, the
"Seduisante," aground as he chases walrus into a
channel.
The Forsyth-Grant story becomes a
small scale version of something like Werner Herzog's tale of Aguirre. Tired, short on food, and
with no help in sight, Forsyth-Grant "with his
usual mixture of Scots obscenties and aristocratic arrogance" can't keep his men down. As his
Inuit crew members go off into the distance searching for help, drunken singing and gunshots arc
heard, the tide rises and slams the ship into the
large rocks, and "by daybreak Seduisante is nothing more than a jumble of drifting ropes and timbers ...Forsyth-Grant and all his crew are dead."
In the end, the book come s back co its dramatic
centre. Too short on lifeboats and perhaps too
Jong on vanity, the Titanic collides with the iceberg. The gentlemanly Edwardian panorama of
lives is in these critical moments rendered with all
the sober romance of high tragedy .
As water, cold and death begin swallowing up
the products of human ingenuity, Brown's book
reaches its prefigured end. As a new version of a
much told talc, Voyage of the Iceberg also twists
and turns with all the necessary flair to make the
Arctic as teeming as it is vast.
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"Inside every Canadian hides
a Hoser waiting to get out and
switch on the hockey game."
- Sorely Calabash, "That Summer in Paris, Ont."
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The Complete Hoser's Handbook
by Hugh Brewster and John
Forbes
(Prentice -Hall/Madison, 132 pp.,
$8.95)

1e

The sport of log wrest! ingshas a reverent following among hosers.

Or. Richard Brown, a marine biologist with the Canadian Wildlife
Service in Halifax, is a man who is hooked on what he calls "the
dangerous drug" of the arctic.

Well, like eh, there's this
book that I had to read and review for' The Lance, and like, it
was kind of beauty in spots, but
not totally as a whole.
But, what can you expect
when a book about hosers
·comes out as year after the

' movie "Strange Brew", 3 years
after "The Great White North"
album, and 3 years after the
Second City Television show
made Bob and Doug MacKenzie
household names. This book was
written to cash in on the latest
fad, as so many of these type of
books do, and make some big
bucks for the authors. Unfortunately, they were a little late.
This book does have its fun!1ny moments, but after you have
read about 20 pages you feel
read enough. The
1 like you've
1
book is based on one joke:
Canadians a la Bob and Doug
MacKenzie. But where Bob and
Doug were fairly laughable
during their 2-3 minute skits,
a book that takes a few hours to
skim seems more tedious than

anything else.
The book contains a 5 part
Hoscr Quiz (to find out if you
are a hoser or not - something
everyone wants to know), a Canadian Tired Catalogue, a tour of
historic Hoserton, and a How to
Talk lloser guide. With joke possibilities like this, it is not too
hard to remain sitting in -your
chair.
But, I suppose there will be
some people who will read this ·
book, while opening their brews
(a.k.a. bedrs) with their church
keys (a.k.a. bottle openers) from
their two-fours (even I don't
have to explain this one). Personally, I'd rather read the beer
labels.
by Kevin Rollason
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U~ anddOWffi ofdance
by Norman DeBono

The University Dance series came to a close Sunday
March 25th on what has been a very good season. Th~
series has been a great credit to the University, bringing
together Toronto Dance Theatre, Formolo .and Urban,
and Ontario Ballet Theatre all at an affordable price.
The series has provided a much needed boost to Windsor's culture and Marliese Kimmerle deserves praise
as the series coordinator. I can only hope the series
continues to grow and thrive for years to come.
But it was unfortunate that such a professional
dance series should end with such a poor performance
by the University of Windsor Dancers.
There are many things that bothered me about this
concert. For one thing, few of the dancers could dance
and that left a big space in proceedings. They showed
little

technique

Cll~
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House for Rent
May 5 to Sept. 5

2

nie/

either natural or acquired. Basically it

boiled down to students who dress up and go through
the motions in order to play artist. The only exception
to this ineptitude was Sarah Crowell, a young woman
who oozes potential and has good stage presence.
The choreography ranged from bad to ridiculous.
Two pieces choreographed by Kimmerle, "Landscape
and Seascape", in which the dancers react to animal
noises (and I mean react, there was no sign of dancing),
will long be etched on my memory as the most stupid
things I have seen on any stage.
Still, in all fairness, Kimmerle and the dancers deserve credit for their efforts and the audience did seem
to enjoy many of the pieces. It is true that the group has
no pretence of professionalism, but they also charged
three dollars admission for little more than a disco-dance
show. Also, the U. of W. Dancers have received substantial press coverage by the Windsor Star, the St. Clair
College newspaper, and even The Lance, has extolled
their virtues. All !..can say is those stories must have been
written by people who . issed their performance and
read_the press release.
To showcase this group in a professional dance series,
charge admission and issue press releases thereby making
them fair game for criticism, is simply insane. Kimmerle
must realize the humility of her <;lancers,why does she
attempt to package and sell them like professionals?
The University Dance Series is on its way to
becoming an established cultural event that will benefit
the university and the community. Let us hope future
performances by the U. of W. Dancers do not retard
the pro~ress.
• • • • • ** *
___!f_you were fortunate enough to have been at the

Bedroom
Floor
minute walk from
campus

Fully furnished, Full Kitchen,
bathroom & shower, large
basement with extra fridge.

$21 2/month

plus utilities

2949 University Ave. W.
call Steve or Rob
256-7464
WANTED: 2 bedroom. furnished
apartment within walking distance
to the campus. Please call 2569449.

sweeping energy moderated in tone by ?rief lapses ~
into adagio that demonstrates the partnering strength
of the dancers.
"Terrain" is a light, uplifting dance. The movernen
is loose and would become sloppy under a compant
with less bravado than Works; but Muller's choreograp/
does not allow the looseness to muddle the lines.
exists a soft clarity. not sharp or defined but very enter~
taining. Her design is symmetrical but complex and fills
the stage with colour and energy.
Patricia McGourty's costumes are cut wide, designed
to give the impression of flight.
The lighting design of Nicholas Cavallero was bright
and sharp throughout the evening. His use of a solid
black .backdrop contrastin.g a gloss ~hit~ stage was very
effective when coupled with subtle, mtncate light chan.
ges in all the pieces.
The second number, "Souls" offers a significant con.
trast to "Terrain." The energy and flow is in full force
but is tempered with a clarity and control to the opening
number's loose flight.
The original score by Jim McNeely is bright and
breezy jazz that paces the dancers with a cool crispness.
Susan Hilferty's costumes are warm pastel blurs of bur·
,gundy, deep blue and beige.
This piece stands out from the others in the way
Muller works her choreography on a theme of relationships. Three couples create a dramatic and intense emotional contrast and Muller develops the couple's conflica
as the focus of the piece.
The set consists of four chairs that move in a contras,
ting design of balance and imbalance, mirroring the or·
der and disorder of the relationships.
The last piece, "Kite", ends the show on a high note.
The brightness of the costumes and the swift flow of
the choreography lifts the spirits. It's obvious the dan,
cers have fun with the number and their energy achieves
an emotional high.
Muller's choreography, set to an original score by by
Michael Starobin and Henry Aronson, is again a complex
movement from symmetry to assymmetry and the speed
Tbl
is a grueling test the dancers handle with ease.
Despite the uniqueness of this company, Muller leaves Va
few tangibles with which to describe her. The style is
explorative, undefined yet deliberate and strong. She ma
cannot be pinned down to specifics, she is simply and
Jennifer Muller and that is enough.
Stu
* • • * *• *• * •
Upcoming at Detroit's Music Hall (350 Madison Ave· Pan
nue) are The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre of I
(April 3-8), B.B. King (April 14) and The Cosaan African
Dance Company (April 17-19).

lboisdown

to studentswhodressup
andgo throughthe modons
in orderto play artist
Music Hall March 21st, you witnessed the brilliance
and innovation of modern dance at its best.
Jennifer Muller and the Works were in Detroit four
nights, from the 21st to the 24th and their opening
night performance consisted of three pieces that showcased the energy and strength that has become the
trademark of this spectacular, inventive company.
The
"Terrain", exhibits broad

l

WHERE'S THE BEAT?. Ambassador Auditorium. Thursday, April
5th when SAC Special Events and
Hardy Boy Productions proudly
present,
from Toronto,
BLUE
PETER.
Tickets on sale now at
the SAC office,
Records on
Wheels, or from any one of the
Hardy Boys.
Sunday WORSHIP schedule for
Assumption University (254·25121.
Masses at 10:30 AM & 4:30 PM
on Sundays and at 11 :50 AM
Monday.Friday (on Tuesday there
is also a Mass at 5 PM followed
by dinner-$2).
Sacrament of
reconciliation on request.
WANTED: Student with a truck
interested in a business venture
with fellow student.
Call John
at 969.7633.
The University of Windsor LIBERAL CLUB is holding its meeting
to elect delegates to the federal
leadership convention and to elect
officers for next year on April
5th at 8 PM in the Assumption
Lounge of the University Centre.
PERSONAL - Thank you for bringing "Aggressiveness" back to town.
Signed G.!.N. and the pulipals.

STUDY IN EUROPE
The University of Louvain (est. 1425)
Leuven, Belgium
offers
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHIL:OSOPHY
FOR THE DEGREES OF B.A., M.A. AND Ph.D.
plus A JU~IOR YEAR ABRO~D PROGRAMME
All Courses Are In English
Tuition is 11,500 Belgium Franks( $250)
Write To: Secretary English Programmes
Kardinaal Mercierplein 2
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

KULeuven __
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by CraigColby and Lance Staff

The University of Windsor honoured its athletes last
:rhursday night with an awards reception in Madame
:vanier Lounge.
lVCS
; The evening was capped with the presentation ohhe
le is
1major awards, the Olympic Shield, the Banner Shield
She
landthe Demarco trophies.
lply
I
The Olympic Shield, awarded annually to the out/standingmale athlete of the year, was presented to I~
'Parratt,who was earlier named the most valuable player
of the soccer team. Parratt was captain of the soccer
(team and was a unanimous choice for the OUAA first
1All-starteam and a mewber of the All Canadian team.
Hiscoach, Dr. Harry Bird, said Parratt was a "constant
sourceof inspiration to the team on and off the field
andeven when injured travelled to Brock and McMaster
togivemoral support to his teammates."
Parratt, who will be returning next year, said he had
Ino idea he might win the award and thought it would
o to a more traditional sport. This is the first year that
Windsorhas ever had a soccer team in the OUAA al·
thoughit had existed as a club sport and seven or eight
of the players had played together over the summer.
The Banner Shield, presented to the outstanding
femaleathlete of the year, was won by Elaine Weeks,
who was also the female MVP for the track and field
team. Weeks holds the University's records in the
SO metre dash, the 55m dash, the 60m dash, the
women'slong jump, and shares records of four different
,relay teams. She captured 22 medals in eight different
!eventsthis year including a gold, a silver and a bronze
;at the Ontario championships. She also won a bronze
!medalin the long jump at the National championships,
the first medal ever won there by a University of Windsorathlete.
Weeks, one of the top female track and field athletes
in Ontario, said that she owes a lot to her coaches,
Warren Young and Dr. Mike Salter. "1 keep thinking
one day I'll wake up and be a dud," she said. She'll
?aveall next year to assure herself. that she isn't dreamI

ling.
· Steve Gibb and Mary Hrycay were the winners of
the DeMarco trophy, which is awarded to the top male
and female athletes who best combine scholastic and
athletic excellence in undergraduate university work.
Gibb, a visual arts student, has maintained an Average and has captured a gold, three silver, and three
ronze medals at the Ontario championships in his
ree years at the University. This year he was ranked
second in the triple jump and fifth in the high jump
nd qualified for the national championships in both
f his jumping specialities.
Mary Hrycay, a member of the Lancerette basketball
camfor the last four years, is called "one of the most
cdicated and skilled athletes at the University." Her
oach, Sue Osborne, called her a "vibrant and giving
ember of the team" who strives "to develop the
hole person."
She was the team captain the last
o years and her coach added that she is a "dedicated
d committed athlete" who takes a "keen interest io

her education" and can "easily take her intellect into
the game." She has also maintained an A- average in
the Honours Human Kinetics program.
Jan ice Elder, the manager of the women's basketball
team, and Chuck !viooney, the football team's manager,
were the recipients of the Dave West Memorial Award,
which is presented to the outstanding student administrators in the areas of men's and women's sports.
Elder, winning the award for the second year in a row,
has managed the team for the last two years following
two years of playing. She has been involved in organizing both basketball and volleyball cournaments at the
University. She plans on pursuing a career in sports
medicine.
Gino Fracas, the Lancer football coach, praised
Mooney for his "unselfish approach" and added that
Mooney is similar to Dave West himself in his "dedication and desire". Chuck has managed the football
team for the last four years.
Dan Brannigan, Dave Bechard, Bill Mitchell and
Dr. Harry Bird were "A" award recipients. This award
goes to persons who contribute the most in planning,
organization, and calibre of sports at the University.
Brannigan, a former wrestler and football player
here, has been the wrestling coach and football assistant
coach for the last two years. He was described by
Fracas as an "able and willing'' athlete as well as a
"fine young man". Brannigan will be the Technical
Director of Football Canada at the National Sports
Centre in Ottawa.
Bechard, active in many of Windsor's sports programs, was described by Fracas as a "super volunteer"
who is "one of the best recruiters for football in the
Chatham area". Bechard has been a statistician for the
.football and basketball team, timer and scorer for the
basketball and hockey teams, and the manager for this
year's basketball team, who gave him a standing ovation
at the presentation of the award.
Mitchell is another recipient who helps in all the
sports. He has been the head trainer for the University
for the last eighteen years. He is also the Dean and
Honourary Member of the Canadian Athletic Therapists
Association.
Dr. Bird, in 1981 and 1982, coached an extramural
soccer team to victories over the University of Michigan
:and Wayne State University as well as other prominent
American university teams. This year he convinced the
University to implement a soccer team that would
compete against other Canadian universities in league
play. He coached the team to a fourth place finish and
narrowly missed the playoffs. Bird is also the founder
and past president of the Essex Minor Soccer Association.
Doug Matton, Hunt Hool, Joe Brannigan, Brian
McManus, Tina Beaton, Janet Root, Rod Zatyko and
Todd Haskell were presented the Lancer and Lancerette
awards. These awards are given to outstanding athletes
in their graduating year.
'
Matton capped off his fourth year of hockey for the
Lancets by being named captain. He recently won the
·Engineering Research Award.

Hool was elected to the OUAA West second All·
star team this year in basketball. Coach Doc Thomas
called Hool an "extremely valuable player" and added
that he held his own against the division l teams on
this year's U.S. tour.
McManus, 3.lso a co-MVP on the swimming team .
was called "probably the most outstanding swimmer onl'
the team" by coach Nancy Houde. His bronze medal in
the CIAU championship was the first swimming medal
ever won ·by a University of Windsor swimmer at thi~'
level.
Brannagan was also the MVP for the football team
and was described by Coach Fracas as epitomizing
the axiom "pursuit of excellence." As "one of the best
defensive halfbacks in the OUAA" according to Fracas.
he grabbed four interceptions and was third in tht:
league in that department. He was the top tackler on
the team in 1981 and 1982 and was tops in the league i
kickoff returns in 1983, including one of 101 yard.
for a touchdown.
His league leading 81 yard punt
return in 1981 was described by Fracas as "like a clinic".
Brannagan was voted 1st team OUAA All-star an
should be All Canadian according to Fracas. Bran
nagan was also a co-captain for the Lancer football
team this year.
Haskell, a tight end for the football team, has been a
co-captain for the last two years. He has been with the
team for five years.
Zatyko, a member of the fencing team, captured a
gold medal at the OUAA finals in the Individual Sabre 1
and the gold medal with the Epee team. He has a total
of six gold medals in his last three years of competition. 1
Root, a co-recipient for the track and field team·~:
MVP award last year, is the top female middle distancc 1
runner that the Track team has ever had. She holds the !
University's 800 metre outdoor record, three indoor 1
individual records, and shares three relay records.
Beaton is also a member of the track and field team.;
This year she broke the University's 1500m record and
won a bronze medal at the OWIAA Championships !
held at the St. Denis Centre here at the University.
She has been the University's top female distance
runner for the past two years.
Several "W" plaques, awarded to Ontario gold medalists, were presented. The winners were Rod Zatyko,
Mike Fulmer, and Mark Fulmer, from the fencing Epee
team; Sean Moriarty, Dave Marsh, and T "Bear" Tonial,
for the fencing Sabre team; and Tim Ryan, Elaine
Weeks, Steve Gibb, and Arnie Brake!, for the track and
field team.
Theresa McGee was called "the best female basketball
player that's ever been at the University of Windsor"
by coach Sue Osborne as McGee won the women's
basketball MVP award. She was first team west division
all-star and was nominated to the All Canadian team.
McGee led the league in scoring and rebounding and
was praised by her coach as being the best center in
Ontario.
Rob BiaS\1to was the men's basketball MVP in his
rookie year. He was second in voting in the conference
continued on page 20
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•v&women 's
OtfferentWear
1O'lb D11cou11ttor
Student,

75 Un1vers1tyAvenue W
Windsor. Ontario
N9A 2Y5
Phone (5111)258,411'

Graduate Assistants:
CUEW is conducting research into the salaries and working
conditions of non-unionised graduate, teaching, and research
assistants: demonstrators: and markers in Canada. We need to
contact such persons on the University of Windsor campus. If you
would consent to provide us with some information. please call
collect (416) 921-0337 person-to-person to Brian Robinson, or
write us at
Canadian Union of Educational Workers
252 Bloor Street West, 11-108
Toronto M5S 1V6

GRAD PHOTOS
JohnCAfac~y Photography
38T,:Jougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario
'

969-6900
NORTHLAND

FAMILY PLANNING
CLINIC

20755 Greenfield
Suite 1104
Southfield, Michigan

48075

(313) 559-0590
.Free Pregnancy Testing - immediate
results
.Abortions to 24 Weeks
.completely Confidential
• Board Certified Gynecologists
.All InsuranceAccepted - upon verification
.ultra Sound Done in Clinic
.v.o. Testing

NORTHLAND
FAMILYPLANNING CLINICS 1:--.c.

(313) 559-0590
- Detroit & Suburban Areas

___

. .. Athleteshonoured

continued from page 19

alT stars anJ snould be All Canadian according to his
coach Doc Thomas. Thomas pointed out that Windsor
played no Canadian teams outside its conference so
people in other parts of the country and province did
not get to see Biasutto play. Thomas also pointed out
that players who received less votes than Biasutto for
the conference All-star team made the All Canadian.
The fencing MVP went to the team's master at
arms, Ted Karem.
Chuck Dungey and Jeff Parent shared the hockey
MVP. Coach Bob Corrao stressed their equal value by
pointing out that even with the hockey team's 25
votes there was still a tie for MVP. The pair have been
linemates for the last three years and help their team
on the power play, penalty killing and also double shift.
Jennifer Agnew, Wendy Poppleton and Brian McManus were the winners of the swimming team's MVP
award. Coach Nancy Houde called Agnew "probably
one of the most dedicated swimmers I've ever seen"
and Poppleton an "amazing talent".
Barbara Miller was the MVP for synchronised swimming. Coach Rosemary Bastien praised her for putting
out "100 per cent effort every time she ca1111:out ro
the pool".
•
Tim Ryan shared the track and field MVP with
Elaine Weeks. Ryan won 14 medals this year, the
highlight of which was his gold medal in the 600 metres .
in the OUAA finals. He was also a CIAU participant
and member of the all-Ontario track and field teams.
Seniors Elaine Daniel and Fran Armaly shared the
volleyball MVP. Coach Marge Prpich noted a few of
the things these two have in common. Among them
were their abilities as power hitters, good workers
and their extreme motivation.
Mike Bcetham was cheered by his boisterous teammates as he accepted the award as the wrestling MVP.
Coach Dan Brannigan complimented Beetham on his
fine year as he competed not only with opponents but
with nagging injuries as well.
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Lance Photo by MAL WEBSTER

Male athlete of the year Ian Parrat receiving his
soccer MVP award.

Tophockeycoachmayresign
MONTREAL (CUP) - Canada's
best university hockey coach is
threatening to leave Concordia
University, where he's been
teaching for 20 years, because
his team is underfunded.
Paul Arsenault led. the Concordia St111gcrs men's hockey
ream to hi~ 500th coaching
victory earlier this month. Only
three other North American college hockey coaches ha\ chit the
500 mark.
But he may quit his job at
the school any day now, if some
of his demands for restructuring
fundmg to va;sity hockey at
Concordia arc not met. Varsity
teams are currently funded with
student services mone), which
Arsenault says is not enough.
I le said varsity sports bnng
the universtty prestige and publicity, and should be funded by
the administration and not by
srudent services.
"If the university \\'ants the
huge amount of publicity varsitr
sports bring they should pay for
it, not the students," Arsenault
said.
Arsenault also wants to pull
his team out of the Quebec Athletics association and go indep-

cndcnt, so it can play against
stiffer competition.
But the hockey coach has
been frustrated by the athletics
department and university bureaucracy. "Everybody's waiting
for the other person to take the
first step," he said.
Arsenault is not the only one
dissatisfied with the athletics department
at Concordia.
Its
director, Ed Enos, has come
under repeated fire m the Concordia student newspaper, the

Link, for discriminating against
women's. ~ports, falsifymg his
own resume, using departmental
funds to send his son to the
Soviet Union, and using athletics funds to illegally pay university players.
Earlier this year Enos obtained an injunction against the
Lmk preventing it from writing
about his activities. A hearing in
Quebec Superior Court on the
injunction has been repeated!)
postponed.

Canadian
duelistsseventh
by Janisse Browning-Leveque

Last weekend, Lancer fencing
coach Eli Sukunaa travelled to
New York with Canada's National fencing team to compete in a
'Class A' World Cup tournament.
Sukunda, who is training for
the 1984 Olympics, achieved a
personal best after competing
against world class fencers fr-0m
Hungary, Britain, Cuba, Germany, France and the United
Stat~s. Although Sukunda was
eliminated after the third round,
he placed a very .respectable

3 7th out of 198 competitors.
So far, the Canadian team is
ranked 7th in a circuit where
placing in the top eight is con·
sidered admirable.
Although the top-ranked Rus·
sian team did not attend this
tournament, the Canadian team
will have the opportunity to
compete against them in the
next two tournaments scheduled
~before the Olympics. Hopefully,
Sukunda will continue fencing
well in the World Cup Circuit,
and will compete successfully
in the '84 Olympics.

.._____
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Coed Volleyball

TIieB11r111e.

Formore YukonjackrecipesWl'ite:MOREYUKONJACKRECIPES,

Box2710,PostalStation•u; Toronto,Ontario M8ZSP1.

The Coed Volleyball League wrapped up
this week with the finals being played m both
divisions.
In the recreational league quarter-finals the
Volleybrawlers narrowly beat the Deformable
• Bodies by a score of 20-18 while Jacques Jocks
easily edged out Pseudomonasses 30-12 (Maybe
you should stick to working in the lab, ch guys?
Just kidding! Hey - thanks for keeping score,
you did a great Job!!) In semi-final play
K.A.M.F. beat out the Volleybrawlers 30·11
while in a very intense game Jacques Jocks
overpowered WADDS 23-11.
The finals found K.A.M.F. pitted against
Jacques Jocks. In one of the best intramural
games I've ever seen, K.A.M.F. narrowly edged
out Jacques Jocks 29-22. I would like to per·

sonally congratulate both teams on their fine
sportsmanship and tbc fact tht although both
teams were playing to win they were also playing to have fun. Congratulations!
In the competitive league the first quarterfinal game had the Schmuckers oust the Ballers
27-12 while Aggravated Assault killed the Leftovers 25-8. In semifinal play the Lampshades
overpowered the Schmuckers 30-19 and Phi
Slamma Spika defeated Aggravated Assault
3 0-13. The competitive final was a closely
matched game between Phi Slamma Spika and
the Leftovers with the Phil Slamma Spika team
coming out on top 23-19.
Congratulations to all playoff teams and
good luck again next year.
I would like to extend a special thanks to
my refs throughout the season: Claudia Green,
continued on a e 21
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'
Rob Gerofsky. Chris Vertz, Chris Larsh, Lisa
Hornick, Carolyn Carter, Lorri Stewart, Sue
Morin and Mary Schrader. Also an extra special thanks to those people who helped me out
when J was stuck for refs - I couldn't have
done it without you!!
A special note to Jacques Jocks: Hooper,
Chris, Dave, Cindy, Lil, Theresa, Cheryl, Kathy,
Marilyn and ofs course Marcel. I had a great
tune playing with your team this year - thanks
a lot!! If any team demonstrates the true meaning of Jntramurals it's this team (even if you do
pick on me a lot!!)
- Robyn Whitfield

A TownataTune.

Men's Intramural Hockey
Last week's play off results
A League Semi-Finals

Cody Hall 3
Law
8

Engineering O.V.'s 6
Rockets
1
(However, Law forfeited
tained protest).
B League Semi-Finals
Choirsters
7
Huron Hall 2
'ER

on Rocket's

sus-

Golden Beavers
King Dongs

2
1

Championship Finals: B League
Choirsters 4
Huron Hall

3

Ihis
1st Period
Huton - Foran(Vanvalkenberg) 3:35
Huron - Ludiciani (McLeod, O'Grady) 7:39
Penalties: none
Scoring
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2Rd Period
Choirsters - Filbey (Campbell, De·
nomme) 3:49
Penalties Huron - Chadwick (Interference)
6:03
Huron - McLeod (Tripping) 12: 15

Scoring

Scoring

3rd Period
Choirsters - Filbey (Basset, Cesca)
1:38
Choirsters - Campbell (Cesca) 3:32
Huron - McDonald (Bolton) 5 :49
Ch oirsters - Campbell (Basset) 12: 28
Choirsters - r.ampbell 14:53

Penalties: Huron - McKelvic (too many men)
10:29
Huron - Bolton (game misconduct)
13 00
Huron - Balik (unsportsmanlike conduct) 13:00
Huron - Bernhart (slashing) 13:48
A League

am

to
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ly,
ing
lit,

Rockets

Scormg:

Ur

3

Engmeering 0. V .'s

1st Period
Rocketss- Mann 12:07
Rocketss - Poiriers (tripping) 2:00
Rockets - Dunwoody (interference)
4:02
2nd Period

Scoring: none
Penalties: Rockets - Poirier (slashing)..2:45
3rd Period
Scoring:

Rockets - Guerriero 9:49
Engineering - Faucher (Lane) 14:05
Rockets - Paling 14:55

Penalties: Engineering
Lane (tripping) 3: 18
Engineering - Januszewski (hooking)
8:28
Engineering- White (roughing) 13 :00
Rockets - Dunwoody (roughing)
13:00
Engineering - Mathews (match, kicking, and roughing) 13 :59
Rockets - Mann (Double Minor)
13:59
Engineering - Copf (Double Minor
Game Miscon<luct) 13 :59
Rockets
Nielson (Double Minor,
Game Misconduct) 13:59

F

Invest in the experience of a lifetime.
or just S325, you can
Check out tht' Youth CANRAILPASSat your local
take the tra in to Canada.
VIA Ticket Office or your travel agent, today!
All of it! VIA Rail's Youth
CANRAILPASSgives you
30 days of limitless travel
to Kettle Rapids. Nonsuch,
Togo and Bick; Stew iacke,
Wetask.iwin, Sioux Lookout
and Hectanooga -a nd
anywhere else the train goes.
If you 're 12 to 22. this is
your chance to discove r
Canada - a town at a time!
If you 're on a tight budget, or would like
to conce nt ratt' on a particular part of Canada,
shorter tenn, lower cost regiona l C'ANRAJLPASSES
are available as well. You can enjoy 8 days of
• Applicab le fromJune l through September 30, 1984. Trips
unlimited travel in the Quebec City/Windsor
may start or finis h during this period. Other trips applicaCorridor for just S85!
ble during re mainder of year until December 15, with the
VIA's Youth CANRAILPASSlets you see tht'
except ion of th e Thursday before Easter to Easter Monday.
country as it wa.,
meant to be seen - hy train'
A Youth ( \:>.RAll.l'A~'>l'nlitil.., llw hokkr IO tra,d 10 rq;ul:or
l'.oac·h<..,l>a,nit<T. ('(uh or ,1c,:q)ll1):l~,r acTomm,><lation a., \\<:II
Travel straight through, from coast to coa.'it.
·" rnl·al, maih,: pt1rcha:,c:<lh) pa, inf: the: appli,ahk ,uppkmc:ntal
Or, when you see something you like, stop and
char1:c:,
explore. When you feel like moving on, hop the
A tkkc:t for l·ac:h 1oumc:\ mu'-1 Ix- scn1rnl Imm :o\'IA s;1Jl..,ollin·
train to the next town. The next experience.
On t:<:rtain train,. a<l\arnx -...-atrc:scrvatmn, .irl· ru1uirc:<l ;'lio
And no experience packs more living into
funlwr p:1\111<:0t
"rcqu,rc:<l. aftc:r thl· VIA Rail Youth
CA'-RAIIJ'AS,<;ha., Ix-en ptirt·ha.sc<l
30 days as inexpensively as the 30 day Youth
CANRAJLPASS.

I+

Transport Canada
Lloyd Axworthy, Minister

Transports Canada
Lloyd Axworthy, Ministre

2~
1 withthenewViaRail
Sa ~lo YouthCANRAILPASS!
11,o
,9 '-'
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WHAT DO David Bowie, Bryan
Ferry of Roxy Music, Tony Hadley
of Spandau Ballet and Paul Humphrey of Blue Peter have in common? T he ab ility to awoon and
croon fema les Into a screa ming
frenzy . BLUE PETER, T hursday,
April 5th, one show only.
A
limited number of tickets on sale
now.
94.
But I did not get my
picture of the world by satisfying
myse lf of its correctness; nor do
I have it because I am satisfied of
its correct ness.
No:
it is the
Inherited background against which
I distinguish between true and
false. -Wittgenstein.

10 5. A ll test ing, all confirmat ion an d dlscon4:r~.:::: .. - ~ _
hypo t hesis takes p lace alread y
within a system, And this system
is not a more or ,_ arbitrary
and doubtful point of departure
for all our argume nts:
no, it
belongs to the essence of what we ·
call an argument.
The system is
not so much the point of departure,
as the element in which arguments
have their life. -L.W.

144. The child learns to be ,;~uv u :.,.,..l..,:,:,;..»•· I.e. it '"°'ns
to aa -,dM'l!J to th • • beliefs.
Bit by bit there forms a system of
what is believed, and in that system
some things stand unsha keably
fast eand some ar e more or less
liable to shift. What stands fast ·
does so, not because it is intrinsica lly obvious or convincing; it
Is rather he ld fast by what lies
arou nd it. - L.W.

467. I am sitting with a philosopher in the garden; he says
again and again "I know that
that's
tree", pointing to a tree
t hat is near us.
Someo ne else
arr ives and hea rs this, and I tell
him:
"This fe llow isn't insane.
We are only doing philosophy."
-Ludwig Wittgenstein.

475.
I want to regard man
here as an animal; as a primitive
being to which one grants instinct
but not ratiocination, As a creature
in a primitive state.
Any logic
good enough for a primitive means
of communication needs no apology from us. Language did not
emerge from some kind of ratiocination. -L.W.

a
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Note To All Members

WandsorW~
Presents

902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256,.5001

Thursday
March 29
Miller Nite
with
MikeO'Mara
Wednesday Nite
99¢ Spaghetti N ite
Lance Photo by GLENN WA R NER

" M emb ership s Avai labl e"

Happy Hour 5-7 pm

Kim Hartford of.the Slammers in play-off action.
Women's Intramural Basket ball

ONE BLOCK EAST OF U. of WI N DSOR SPORTS COMPLEX

Special to Students:

DSO Concert Tickets

Students are invited to attend this Season's remaining
performances of The Detroit Symphony Orchestra . at
the special student price of $5 per concert .
Tickets for each concert willbe sold on an availability
basis only. Student tickets will go on !lie at the Ford
Auditor ium Box Office. one hour prior to the start of
each concert. Please show a valid Student I.D.at the
Box Office. when purchasing tickets.
Check Detroit Sunday newspapers for up-coming
concert events. And. for information on whether
student tickets are available. call the Symphony Box
Office on the day of the concert.

Call567-1400
nJf.

a

As we are nearing the end of an exciting women's intramural basketball season , I must say I'll be happy to sec the end. I would like
to thank all the players for coming out and participat ing.
Monday night saw the end of regular season play. The Sexpots
and the Dunkers both forfeited to the Lakers and the Basketcases.
The Benchers met the Slammers head on with the Benchcrs emerging
victorious by a score of 26 to 8. Elaine Reaume, Marie Armstrong
and Marlene Kellier each had 6 points in the winning effort while
Kim Hartford had 8 for the Slammers.
Quarter finals were held on Wednesday night with the H.K. Spasmoids mccnng the Lakers. The Spasmoids ad\'anced to the semifinals winning 40 to 11. Eva f rcismger was high scort•r with 10
points, Anne Marie Gordon had 6 points. Also Caroline Ball played
a great defensive game . The Baskctcases defeated the Dunkcrs 31 to
14. Denise Malo was high ,,ith 7 points \\hilc Mary Han,;on, Joan
Zaleski and .'vtary Ann .\1.iller added 6. The Fleming sisters, Anne
Marie and Diardra had all the points for the Dunkers. Congrarula·
tions Anne Marie, you finally showed up your little sister .
Semi-final action took place on Thursday night ,, ith the Spas·
moids defeating the Slammers m O\'ertime. Both teams put out a
great effort. In other action, the Basketcases were matched up with
the Benchers. It was also a very exciting game but the Basketcases
could not penetrate the Benchers' defence. Though it was a close
game throughout, the final score was 31 to 24. Denise Malo played
a well balanced game both defensively and offensively. In general,
the entire Bencher team's defense was superb.
The final game was held Monday, March 26 with the Benchers
matched against the Slammers. Look for results in next week's
Lance.

NOTICE

S.AC. Annual General
Meeting
Friday April 6
at 2:30
509 Windsor Hall Tower

--

,---------------------------------
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LastsummerCECforstudents
madeavailable

Iryou're a student
looking for summer
work, you owe it
to yourself to visit your
nearest Canada
Employment Centre or
Canada Employment
Centre for Students.
(In Alberta, see your Hire-A-Student Office.)
Through "Summer Canada 1984",in co-operation with
the private sector, opportunities are available in a variety of
fields for varying lengths of time.

Thisis your opportunityto acquire ''previousexperience'?
Summer work is the ideal place to get real on-the-job
experience. And in a few years when a
prospective employer asks about previous
work experience, you'll have it. It's also a good
way of defining your future career goals, and at the very
least, it sure helps to fatten up your resume.
Looking at it in the short term, the money earned from a
summer job can go a long way to furthering your
education.

~ER
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With 333,000placements, one could
be rightfor you.
·

With this many placements, there is obviously a large
variety of jobs. There may be some in your area, in your
specific field of interest. We urge you to register soon while
the selection is the greatest.
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Findout more by contactingyour nearestCanadaEmploymentCentre
or CanadaEmploymentCentrefor Students.
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Employment and
Immigration Canada

Emploi et
Immigration Canada

John Roberts, Minister

John Roberts, Mlnlstre

Canada

MODERN ENGLISH
"Ricochet Days"
(4 A.D./Vertigo)
This.perhaps. is Modern English's best release to date.
Ricochet Days manages to successfully combine Richard
Brown's solid dance-beat drumming with some creative
arrangements of tablas, oboe and cello to come up with
something on the unique side. It's not distinctive,
challenging music but it certainly is pleasant.
RolJIJic:Grey's lilting vocals effect a delicate emotional balance between quiet reflection and solid hope.
It's a bit like some of Jonathan Richman's occasional
nostalgic vision mixed up with the uncommon frankness
of New Order's better material; this trait is most apparent in "Spinning Mc Round", the album's most accessible and perhaps best track. "Hands Across the Sea"
("There IS still a chance if we JUSt close our eyes.") is
catchy as hell if a bit cliched.
The s~ring prelude to "Hearts in llim" manages .ro
heighten your receptivity to rhe lyrics to come:
And though he"s staring at the wall again
He knows that it's not over
Heart in him-he'll feel it
Heart in him-he'll need it
He'll find the words to say
when love comes 'round again.

All told, Ricochet Days proves Modern English masters
of vocal hook-impregnated sensich·e pop .

• • • • • •

Included in the initial pressing run of Ricochet
Days is a i" sampler of tour bands on 4 A.O. and
Beggar\ Banque t. The Cocteau Twins have two songs
here: ''Sugar Hiccup" is both unohJccuonable and uninteresting; "In the Gold Dust Rush·• has the memor able gro,\ ·On-vou quahc) of some of the songs from the
previous and superior LP Garland~.
Alsn here 1s a song called "Bruises (hide love)" by
Gene l.(')ves Jezebel which 1s the kmd of song that just
might help you on the dance floor between Shriekback
songs hut it's wv typical to keep me there. The Death
Cult's "God's Zoo (these times)" is like a hvbrid of
Killing Jokes "'l·ollow the Leaders" and Ge~e Loves
J czebcl. It rate:, better than the latter but ntm here
near the former.
The big news on this sampler is the Liverpool band
The Icicle Works. Named after a Frederik Pohl short
story, they have some similarities to the Cocteau Twins
in atmosphere creation. "Lover's Day", a song about
the spiritual \'alue of love, is good but "Reap the Richest Harvest" is fantastic and can now be heard on
CJAM-FM along wnh their new single "Whisper to a
Scream (birds fly)". The Icicle Works' slow crooning
backed with an insistent driving backbcat has prompted
Rolling Stone to name them as one of 1984 's ten most
promising new bands. Now that's got to mean something.
by Dave Viecelli

THE CRAMPS
"Bad Music for Bad ?eople"
(IRS)
From the back alleys of America's bad-taste s-ubconscious come creeping the cagey Cramps. I've never seen
badder people or badder bands, rarer talents or rarer
rants. These New York ghouls will o'er match any mortal boy and English dare fling at us.
It's the jaundiced heart of pop culture that fuels the
Cramps' depraved brand of rock-o-hilbilly. When your
tastes run to the fairer side of teen-o-morbid, offerings
like "Garbageman" and "Drug Train" make more sense
than Lenin's beard on french toast.
So I love this record for its cheap thrills, for its barfbait put-ups, for its squalls of skulking rock guitar.
"Save It," "New Kind of Kick," and "Human Fly"
drag you joyfully through the psycho-(il)logical l~ndscapes of nightmare party romp.
These brain-detained junk meisters, cackling their
throaty talcs of terrible truth, are doing ''back-to-basics"
music certifjed to electrify your most delightful darkness. Buy and buy more I tell you.
by Lorenzo Buj

Bad music for bad people

CULTURE CLUB
"Miss Me Blind"

12" single
(Virgin)
Boy George better watch out for his back-up singer
Helen Terry.
Midway through the extended re-mix EP of "Miss
Me Blind" Terry gets a short, really short, solo that .is so
soulful that she puts Bo, Georges' vocals to shame.
When Terry starts to do the soul shout, with the
horns hitting back in response, she makes you realize
how hot soul music used to be.
Unfortunately the moment doesn't last, Bor George
quickly takes charge, and the record softens perceptibly.
Maybe I'm expecting too much.
Culrure Club's songs are well-crafted, and they do
capture. partia'ly, that "Motown sound." Their records
also bring in a diverse range of musical influences and arc
really soul-influenced pop, not soul.
But the records whet my appetite for hard edged
soul. The type of stuff where you know they're working
up a sweat.
Perhaps Culture Club wtll start to feature Helen
Terry more ...
by Peter Freele
NEGATIVE APPROACH
"Tied Down"
(Touch and Go)
I must confess I've never really liked N.A. which
1robably has something to do with my disenchantment
with the American hardcore scene of which they are
prominent representatives.
I'm constantly amazed
by the fanaticism the British press displays for some of
the Midwest bands and it almost didn't surprise me that
NME called Tied Down one of the best 'punk' albums
of the year. It's strange though, seeing as how I find it
to be a rather ordinary record albeit a much better one
than their previous Touch and Go release.
John Brannon's vocals have improved (a strange
phenomenon when you consider what singing hardcore

for several years must do to your throat), becoming
a raspy yell rather than the heavier hollering of past
days. They coalesce well with the solid sound producer
Corey Rusk has given N.A. on Tied Down. The problem
as I see it, is the content of the lyrics as the band pursues
an attitude that lives up to their name. Brannon orates
on worthy themes like freedom, hypocrisy and the
near-nihilism that comes naturally to today's thinking
youth but there's more that isn't so laudable. There
are songs like "Said and Done" which reinforces an
'us vs. them' fascist mentality and "I'll Survive", an
exercise in carelessness. There arc ideas that occur to
some people fairly often but N.A. doesn't use them to
any end and their hostility doesn't give way to anything
more constructive.
Musically. Tied Down is pretty typical. The only
song that stands out stylistically is "Evaluate" but it's
an uninteresting sort of. slow metal with the vocals
pushed too far. Tied Down kicks but the only basis
on which I could possibly recommend the acquisition
of this LP is "Deadstop" which outshines not only
the rest of the record but also the majority of American
hardcore.
Drummer OP Moore has come up with a
classic here, combining a solid bass line with some
heavy drumming that breaks the harckore mold. Brannon is at his best here as well, with lyrics that not onl}'
sound good but actually say something still worth saying.
by Dave Viecelli

CROWN OF THORNS
"Pictures" 12" single
(IRS)
How much longer will these music
types, each with their peripheral case
tinue to feed us this bloodless stew
muzak.
This English outfit is, with
t~o tiring.

business talentof herpes, conof synth-funkthis issue, too
by Lorenzo Buj
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When students react like this, Big Bette's Bovey Commission will
be brought to its knees. See page 11 for story on GBH co ncert.

-

William Yong's appeal of his
expulsion from the University of
Windsor has resulted in his right
to apply for readmission to the
university in January of 1986.
The
University
Discipline
Appeal Committee
met on
March 28th to hear Yong's appeal of an earlier Judicial Panel
decision expelling him from the
university for cheating. He was
found guilty of letting Tick-Lim
Ching write his Calculus exam
last April.
The Appeal Committee determined that Yong's expulsion "be
upheld, but (that it be) varied by
the imposition of conditions of
readmission."
Yong has to petition an Ad
Hoc Committee of the University Senate Executive to be readmitted. In order to petition,
Yong must provide at least two
letters atte<;tin~ to !ti.; goo..1chu
acter and integrity and he: must
demonstrate his "honesty and
committment to the pursuit of
higher education."
The deci5ion also specified
that the Dean of Students, presently Ken Long, be recognized
as part of the Ad Hoc Committee.

The Committee was unanimous in believing that Yong's violation constitutes a serious offence but also noted that there
was no evidence of prior misconduct as a student.
They added that the offence
warrants expulsion, but to not
allow a chance for readmission
is unduly harsh because it definitely terminates his status on
a student and does not allow
Yong to complete his education.
During the appeal Patrick
Ducharme, Yong's lawyer, said
:he expulsion decision of the
Judicial Panel was the most extreme punishment because, "no
other student has suffered this
ultimate penalty for circumstances such as this." Ducharme asked the Committee to 'impose a
penalty short of ending this
young man's career."
Ducharme suggested suspension as an alternate punishment
claiming that if Yong is expelled
from the university he may be
deported
from the country.
Leonard Kavanaugh, the lawyer for the university, said the

expulsion verdict should stand
as a deterrent and warned that
anything less than expulsion
would leave "the process in disarray."

RlSdents
petitionagainstdiscipline
by Kevin Rollason

The question of residence disciplinary actions and their consequences was brought into question recently by a petition that had
been circulated in the residences.
Peter Lugli, a resident in Cody Hall, had collected over 150 signatures from residents concerned with the relationship between Resident Assistants (RA's)/Head Residents and student residents.
At a Residence Services Committee (RSC) meeting held·on April 2, Lugli said a recent bonding of him by the Cody Head Resident
Bob Hancock had been, ·' ... the straw that broke the camel's
back". He felt that Head Residents and RA's had the potential to
abuse their positions since they could impose fines or bonds on residence students for acts deemed by them to be "unbecoming a

resident".
Lugh was also concerned about the process where RA's were
picked in the first place and he thought the residence contract
was too one-sided in the university's,favour.
Lugli said he did not want to ·advocate there not being some system of residence discipline, but he did feel that residence students
should cetreated with more respect than they have been.
David McMurray, Director of Residence and Food Services,
felt the university's rules and regulations m residence were the best
of all Ontario universities. He cited a January conference where
twenty-two Windsor RA's, in conversations with RA's from other
universities, were convinced, " ...
our system was superior for
maintaining a healthy learning atmosphere."
John Batchelor, the Head Resident for MacDonald Hall, and the
continued on page 6

Securitywantsto be caOed'Campus
Police'
by Kevin Rollason
University security is attempting to get their name changed to
Campus Police - a name that security hopes will help them carry
out their duties.
Reinhardt Lutz, Unit Director for University of Windsor security,
said one reason security! wanted the name change was to help
prevent their people from getting hurt by people from off-campus.
The other reason was to help people realize that university security
does have the power to arrest people.
Lutz said university security were sworn in by Windso~ judges
as Special Constables. This meant they have the power to arrest
people, and they are called police officers when testifying in a court
of law.
As long as security was on campus, Lutz said, they had the same
powers as police in Windsor. When questioned, Lutz admitted they
could also carry guns, but he hoped that conditions would never
warrant their carrying them.
Lutz, who was also security's union representative on campus,
said that security had asked their union for support to get security's

name changed.
Lut:z wanted to emphasize that security's powers would be no
different than before, only their name would be changed.
David Laird, Students' Administrative Council (SAC) President,
said he had been approached by a representative of university security about the possible name change. Laird said what security wanted
was a letter of support from SAC saying students would not mind
seeing the name change.
Laird said a representative from security would be at Friday's
SAC meeting to speak with council.
Dr. David Reynolds, the Head of the Psychology Department,
said there had been a great deal of research done on labelling. This
research suggests that when you change names, it not only changes
the name, but also the authority too, since it takes on stereotypes.
"Obviously the name will have quite a psychological impact ... "
on students, he said.
Reynolds felt careful consideration should be taken as to whether
securicy wanted to take on those stereotypes. He felt it could increase rather than decrease resistance by off-campus people.

Ken Long, Dean of Students
at the University, defended the
decision to cxpell Yong as "appropriate" because "impersonation is the most serious form of
cheating. It is premeditated and
blatant, unusual and uncommon," he said.
Long claims there are precedents for the expulsion verdict
but when Ducharme mentioned
impersonation
offences
that
have resulted in suspension and
have even gone unpenalized,
Lo11g"could not recall."
Long said he believe Yon g's
case is more serious than other
offences. "You have to do your
duty, that is what I'm doing,"
Long said.
Ducharme pointed out that
previous impersonation offences
have not resulted in criminal
charges bemg laid as was the case
continued on page 6

Comerally
on April11
by Georgina Kosanovic

Students'
rights are being
threatened by Ontario Education Minister Bette Stephenson's
established Bovey Commission
which plans to drastically revamp post-secondary
institutions. Because of this, a committee called the Students Concerned about the Bovey Commission ($CBC) has been formed
on campus by concerned srudJents to organize protest against
r>tephenson 's and her Commis~ion's plans.
Stephenson's
recommendations for the Commission's study
include the specialization of uni1ers1t1es, less accessibility to
higher education, and adjustment of tuition fees. Far from
improving the quality of higher
education in the province, these
recommendations are a threat to
he integrity of our university
These are the outrages the
$CBC is attempting to prevent.
Students interested in joining
the protest are encouraged to
ttend a public meeting to be
eld in the University Centre on
ednesdar,
April
1l
at
peakers will include Dave
aird, Dr. Wallen of the Faculty
ssociation and Dean of Studnts Ken Long. Buses will then
transport students downtown to
f\iemorial Square for a demonjstration.
Come and stand up for your
rights!

I
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April 5

- University Players' production
of the "Robber Rridegroom" at
Essex Hall Theatre, 8 PM (tonight
and all weekend).

a panel discussion on the Victims
of Crime.
At the Moot Court,
Law Building, at 7 PM.

- Eugene McNamara reads poetry
from his new book "Call It a Day"
at Artcite (1233 University Ave.
West) at 8 PM.

April 10

-Tonight at The Palace:
Casablanca at 7 PM, Hitchcock's Rebecca at 9: 15 PM.

- Anthropology Club presents a
lecture by Dr. John Jacobs called
"Environmental change and Prehistory in Southern Baffin Island".
4 PM in rms. 4,5,& 6, Univ. Centre.
-"No Strings Attached"-A Banru
African folktale.
Presented by
puppeteers Margaret Allison and
Matt Romain at Iona Coller
208 Sunset, 1:30 PM.

-Blue Peter with special guests
Sample and Hold will dematerialize
the walls of Ambassador Auditorium at 8 PM.
April 7

April 8

- Assumption Campus Community
will hold a "Day of Retreat for
Busy People" from 12 noon-8 PM.
-"La Balance" at The Palace at
7 and 9:30 PM.

April 11

-Kathleen Peer opens her exhibit
"Here we are ...where are we" at
Artcite.
1233 University Ave. W.
-Dr. Ed Kojarish of the U of W
School of Music speaks at the
Art Gallery of Windsor at 7: 30 PM.

April 13

-Gina Lori Riley Dance Company
perform tonight and tomorrow at
the Education Faculty Auditorium.
8PM.

University Wind Ensemble perform at Moot Court in the Law
Building at 8: 15 PM.
- Last night for the "Robber
Bridegroom" at Essex Hall Theatre
at7:30PM.

-

Robert Rambusch, designer of
stained glass church windows will
talk about his craft in the Assumption Lounge at 8 PM.
-Third
eryone
meal
church

World Solidarity Day: Evis invited to a rich/poor
at Mont Precious Blood
from 2 to 4 PM.

- Reception and seminar coinciding with the introduction of
two publications by U of W Faculty in Pol. Science and Comm.
Studies. 4 PM, Alumni Lounge.

Photo by GLENN WARNER

- SAC Films present National
Lampoon's "Animal House" in
room 1120 Math Building.
April 9

Anyone who wishes to have an event included
in this column is requested to leave the appropriate information (in writing, not by phone) with
Peter Deck at the Lance Office (2nd Floor University Centre).

-Community Law Programme of
the University of Windsor presents

EasterSeal

WALKATHON

The

E.aster Seal

310 OUELLETTE
AVE. WINDSOR
, ONT. 256-6363

~i~ty
.'>l•/"/'/11(/ ( )11/11riu: ..

An American director, Bob Swaim, took
the French film industry by storm with his
number one box office hit "LA BALANCE"
which won Best Picture, Best Actor, and Best
Actress in the coveted 1983 Cesar Awards .
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Sat., April14,
10 a.m.

Note To All Members

W11dsor
Warlocks
Presents

Thursday April 5
Ladies Nite
with

Rick Janik
Next Week
"The Avengers"
902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
"Memberships

Limited Engagement Only
April 6, 7, 8, 9 - Showtimes 7 & 9:30

Available"

Wednesday Spaghetti
Nite's Back
.99¢ Spaghetti Dinner
Happy Hour 5-7 pm

ONE BLOCK EASTOF U. of WINDSOR SPORTS COMPLEX
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re,earch
invades
ourcampuses
for Canadian University Press
by Patti Flather and Jacquie Charlton

In Bill Emery's new office at the
University of B.C., photos of loved ones
and a child's artwork are displayed on the
wall. Surrounded by these pictures, the
boyish oceanography professor appears as
friendly as an UBC professor as he casually sits down to talk about his latest research projects.
But his projects are different than
most - they are funded by the Canadian
national defence department and the U.S.
Navy .
One of a handful of UBC professors
engaged in military related research,
Emery has no qualms about using military money.
"We're doing basic research that I
can see military applications for, but applications aren't my business," he says.
Emery studies temperature structures
in the ocean. Using Canadian and American military ships to collect data, he creates an overall picrure of upper ocean
structure, information that is useful in
the detection of submarines.
The professor says temperature structures affect the vibration of sound waves
in the ocean.
"The propagation of sound has to do
with the detection
of submarines,
depending on whether you are looking
for them or trying to hide them," he explains.
He claims the military benefits him
more than he helps it. "If I can contribute to understanding the ocean, that's
fine," he adds.
Emery's project is one of 12 at UBC
funded by the Canadian Department of
National Defense to a total of $650,000.
Further grant money comes from the
United States Navy.
The Canadian government's defense
department puts more than $5 million
into research activities, most of them at
universities. Srudents at several Canadian
campuses this year are opposing the chan-

'Wh en you have a military-industrial complex,
the militaryaffects everything.Whenuniversitie
s
become part of the military-industrial complex,
then the universities are destroyed.'
elling of scientific expertise into military
applications, but the professors involved
aren't too concerned.
A UBC srudem referendum calling for
a ban on military research during the last
week in January passed by S 8 per cent,
but failed to receive the necessary 10 per
cent voter turnout for quorum. The ballot also endorsed the creation of an
ethics committee to screen research applications.
Emery heard little about the vote, and
took the whole issue lightly. " I think it's
pretty silly," he said.
Others professors at UBC conducting
defense research say the benefits of their
work far outweigh any possible destructive uses the Canadian or American defense establishments may have for them.
Civil engi neering professor Mervyn Olson commented on his work de signing
naval ships that can withsta nd bomb
blasts.
"No, I do n 't see this research as helping the arms race. It is imp roving Canadian expertise in structu rals dynamics."
At Concordia University in Montreal,
a student group is leading a campaign to
get a similar referend u m qu estion to
UBC's on a ballot. Quebec Public Interest Research Group member John Kinloch claims the civilian benefits of such
research are "totally, academically, intellectually dishonest."
Concordia professor Fred Knelman
concurred, pointing to the larger implica-

tions of accepting work for the defense
establishment.
"The very fact is that it's funded by
the military and we cannot control its
use and abuse," said the science and human affairs professor. Seemingly innocent
research put in the wrong hands can have
more sinister applications, Knelman said.
He refers to a skin cream absorption experiment 10 years ago at McGill University that turned out to be part of a srudy
on nerve gases commissioned by the
Pentagon.
" When you have a military industrial
complex, the military affects everything.
When universities become part of the military industrial complex, then the universities are destroyed."
Military funded projects at Canadian
universities range from improving heat retention of sleeping bags at H amilton's
McMaster University to others with a
more direct application co military hardware. The University of Toronto's aerospace studies program receives a large
proportion of Canadian defense department grants. One project is the design
and developmen t of a low cost rocket
boost glide target.
While professo rs emphasize the acquisition of knowledge made possible by
military grants, they have no knowledge
of its ultimate use. Much of Canadian research and development, both in the public and private sector, goes toward America n m ilitary indust rial p rojects, according
to a bilateral sharing agreement between
the two countries.

A Concordia administrator countered
the anti-military arguments saying universities should accept all funds directed into
military research as a matter of principle.
"If an elected government ... is contracting out (military) research through
one of its agencies ... I don't thmk we
would refuse it," said John Daniel, Concordia's vice rector academic.
Daniel would "be delighted"
to
accept research from Paramex, a Montreal finn that in a few months rime
will develop electronic weapons systems in ships.
Philip Auerbach, the president of
Paramex, has already voiced hopes that
his firm will develop an excellent rap·
port with Montreal universities.
UBC's research services director Richard Spratley isn't sure how useful
certain research is to the military anyhow. Spratley says UBC's policy of
only allowing publishable research already lessens its potential military application.
"Let's face it, anything publishable
is not going to be interesting to the military," Spratley said. He did agree with
the concept of a screening committee
to consider the ethics of accepting certain kinds of research.
But George Spiegelmann, B.C. 's president of Science for Peace, says he mistrusts some of the Justifications offered
by researchers for taking the Pentagon's
money.
"If you 're taking the military's money
that's because the}· wane to fund you.
They're not dumb."
The federal and U.S. government
should use military funds for peace research and should prohibit directly applicable military research on campuses,
he said.

"The university is a place where we
should solve human problems," he says.
"I don't think the military can do
that."
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Campus security should re-think the proposal to change
their name to Campus Police.
While their rationale is that the change would give
them the added respect they need to deal with unruly
off-campus visitors the plan has a problem.
This is the negative connotations
the term Campus
Police brings to many young people could hurt relations
between students and security. To many, University security sounds like the force is there to help people while
Campus Police sounds like they are there to control the
student population.
It would be a shame if the force was painted with this
type of negative image when they have managed to do
their job in a restrained responsible manner.

the raconteur
by john liddle
It may very well be that the history
ence is a perpetual morion machine.

of Sci-

Last weekend, J picked up a couple of interesting
books. The first, written in 1841 by Charles Mackay
has the odd title Memoirs of Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds;the second, written
in 1942 by Daniel Hering, is titled Foibles and Fallacies
of Science, An Account of Celebrated Scientific Vagaries.
Both books are fascinating troves of dementia and
misguided thought; both deal with the evolution of mod·
ern Science, in light of those "theories" that were considered true, and were eventually disproven. There's
a good deal of off-the-wall stuff here as well.
"Men, it has been said, think in herds," writes
Mackay in his Foreword, "it will be seen that they go

Reinhardt Lutz, Unit Director for University of Windsor
security,
said that the problem lies with visitors not
students.
Sur~ly it's not worth risking the good will of
the majority of the university population to deal with
what must be a small percentage of campus visitors.
Security should explore other means of addressing the
problem.
Perhaps signs should be posted in the areas most
used by visitors explaining rules of behaviour and security's powers. This would work equally well without the
negative aspects of the name change.
The head of the Psychology Department
has stated
that the name will "have quite psychological impact on
students."
University Security should th ink carefully if
this is the type of impact they want to have.

mad in herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, one by one." Mackay's book is an account of various
scientific "mania": chapters are devoted to: "The Alchy·
mists", "Fortune Tellers", "The Magnetisers", "Relics"
and "The Influence of Politics and Religion on the Hair
and Beard". "In the reading of the history of nations,"
Mackay notes, "we find that whole communities fix
their minds upon one object, and go mad in pursuit."
Hering's book, on the other hand, has chapters dealing
with: "The Transmutation of Metals", "ThesPerpetual
Motion", "Hoaxes", "Prophecies", "Charlatanism"(with
a subsection of "Quacks and Quackery"), and "Other
Ancient Chimeras".
What, the readervnight rightfully and unashamedly
ask, am I doing with these books? To read up on phrenology (the study of skull configurations), rain makers,
diviners, the fountain of. youth, the universal solvent?
Of course! This stuff has an inherent lure to it. Where
else could one learn that, in 1818, the American Captain
John Cleve Symmes declared the world to be hollow,
that he lectured extensively in the hope of acquiring
converts, and that he published a treatise titled "Theory
of Concentric Spheres, Polar Voids, and Open Poles".

It wasn't until ninety years later that Symmes was proven unequivocally wrong, when Cook reached the North
Pole.
I think that most of us can take a smug satisfaction
from observing how Science has gone awry. There's
something myste~iously calming in the knowledge that it
can all change overnight, that we aren't as smartsas we
think we are, that at times we're downright stupid. DaVinci thought a man could fly; Suidas, a writer living
in the eleventh century, dubbed "Chemistry, the artificaly preparation of gold and silver". Of course, I need
barely mention the monstrous hornswoggles generated
by medieval alchemists, charlatans, soothsayers, and
astronomers.
Is this the way Science works? If we don't know
something, we guess, we become certain we're correct,
and set about to prove ourselves to our peers. We invent only enough to dupe the masses, and then the mas·
ses move on to another quack once the fraud is revealed.
And so on it goes, like the perpetual motion machine,
through history.

by Krista Grevstad

The game is called "People Pong" and it's hailed as
"the game that grabs you where you live . . . by the
throat!!!"
According to the game's explanatory text, "Indulge
once more in blood and gore, with pain and certain
death in store! Up and down your woman must go, or be
impaled upon the stakes below! And you can hear the
grunt as she is skewered, and watch and listen with grisly delight as her crumpled body bleeds to death."
··
And all you need, according to the game's designer
Gregory Carbonara, is an Apple 11 computer.
Yeah, right Greg. This game of yours certainly is as
educational as other Apple II discs. For my money, what
you really need is a strong stomach and a total Jack of
regard for humankind, never mind just women, to play
such trash. But who am I to judge the 'macho' guy's
rationale for playing a game whose object "is to keep
your woman alive in a deadly torturing chamber (by
posiuomng) your floating spring plattorm directly below
her to keep her form being impaled, and bleeding to
death on the spikes below" And I thought we'd seen it
all when Julie Andrews bared her breasts in "S.O.B."
According to Rose Voyvodic who teaches "Women in
Law" here at the university, this isn't the first sadistic
cake-home video game that has tried to make its way
across the border. Last year a similar program was produced entitled "Custer's Last Stand", obviously a product aimed at the 'history buff' market. In it, an Indian
squaw is trapped and tied in a corner. If you are really
slick, you catch up with the lass and rape her.
Thanks to a lohby le<l hy the Canadian Coalition
Against Media Pornography in Ottawa, the game's distributer, Atari, bowed out of the deal because Canadian
customs refused to allow this garbage into the country.
Voyvodic, who is also a member of the local Coalition Against Pornography (CAP), said that the difficulty
in trying to stop games like "People Pong" (choose your
paddles folks) from entering Canada lies not so much
in proving that it is obscene, but in establishing that it
is "undue exploitation of sex. ' Certainly the game is
violent but the Criminal Code's ambiguities are such that
until it can be proven that "People Pong" falls under the

"Pleez.

Can I play People Pong just one more time7"

Code's definition of obscenity (i.e. "the undue exploitation of sex and/or sex and one of the following: crime,
cruelty, or violence ... ") no legal action can be taken.
In keeping with the Code's legal standards, Carbonara's game doesn't include blatant sex (i.e., nudity, sexual behaviour, full penetration). One loophole in the
Code which can be used to prosecute Unique Software
Inc., the game's producer, or the possible Canadian producers according to Lidia Giles, Spokesperson for the
Manitoba Advisory Council on the Status of Women
(MACSW), is "community standards" which are deemed
relevant by the code. For this reason it is imperative
that not only women's groups but everyone become

We needsomething
ediblepl~

made from processed white flour and a heaping helping
of white sugar, cheesies, licorice (more sugar), peanuts
doused in salt, gum, or Hall cough drops.
Obviously there is a demand for these items or Versa
Foods would have been out of business long ago, but I
am not suggesting that these foods be completely eliminated. What I am asking is that for those of us who care
Dear Editor:
about what we put in our bodies, there be a choice. For
example; they could put soda water, mineral water, or
Last year l wrote a letter to the editor complaining
about the junk food in the vending machines in the lib- purified water in the pop machine, unsweetened fruit
juice and/or 2% skim milk in the cold drink machine,
rary basement. This letter accomplished nothing except
perhaps to vent a bit of steam for myself.
For and perhaps a new refrigerated machine with apples,
whole grain sandwiches, plain yogurt and tomato juice.
the third year in a row now I find myself breaking up
A healthy mind and body can make the difference
study sessions to walk to a nearby restaurant to purchase
between a top performance and a mediocre perforsomething edible.
This year I am spending a great deal of time in the mance. This state of health can simply not be achieved
Human Kinetics building. Two days a week I have a with a diet that is largely composed ot processed white
short period of time between classes during which I have flour and sugar, saturated fats and highly salted foods.
mv dinner. l was totally apalled the first time I walked It's shocking to me that an institute of higher education
does not recognize this simple fact.
in~o the cafeteria there. This is supposed to be a building
I would like to see a dollar changer in this cafeteria
for the promotion of health and fitness, but the vending
as well. There is no place in the building that you can
machines do not contain one item that is what I consider
obtain change, so often you "go without" - nor so
health promoting.
good if you have a 2 hour game ahead of you.
Beverages include a choice bet\\een pop or fruit
If there 1s anyone else who feels the way I do about
drinks, (not juices), which are almost completely sugar
and water, coffee with lots of caffeine or chemicals 1f this problem, I '"ould like to hear from you. Also, I
you prefer decaffeinated, chicken soup that should more would like to summon our ombudsman to suggest who I
might contact at the University to have this situation
appropriately be called "salt soup", hot or cold chocoremedied. I can be reached at P.O. Box 884, Belle River,
late milk, again with huge amounts of added sugar or
Ontario, NOR lAO. I can't do it alone!
homogenized milk with 3.5% butter fat.
If you·re hungry after a hard work out you have a
choice of four brands of chocolate bars, three types of
Tammy Morrell
potato chips, four or five types of cookies or pastries

aware of the disc and its availability and demand that
the police confiscate the game under the Criminal Code
of Canada. With pressure like this, "People Pong" will
meet with the same fate as "Custer's Last Stand" and
not be allowed past the U.S. border.
Mary Ellen MaeGuigan, co-founder of CAP in Windsor, feels that based on the promotional description, the
game both "expresses and promotes hostility against
women and aims towards entertaining people with the
suffering of women ... Because it is a video game, it
objectifies and thus trivializes the whole su ffcring."
In this sense this video game directly promotes violence against women and should be banned immediately.

Sensitive
skin
Dear Editor:
[ must respond to your feature article in The Lance,
March 8, titled "Show Mc Some Skin."
We can discuss the issue of pornography like intelligent adults, "sensitive tO their effects and take action."
Perhaps Ms. Signorile 1s capable of doing so. But I suggest that rhe inclusion of the \'arious "popular" pornographic advertisements ,ms both trresponsible and unnecessary.
Did Ms. Signorile feel rhe presentation of such advertisements was a tribute to her article? And is she guilty
of continuing the senseless promorion of pornography?
I found one advertisement particularly offensive and
detrimental to the image of young women today. We do
not need these mistakes repeated in our campus newspaper.
Julie Steveman
Editor's .Note: The p1ctu res were chosen as heing
reprcsentanve of sexist ad\'crtiscmenb.
The layout
and choice of pictures were the responsibilit) of our
Features hlit0r, not .\\s. Signorile
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CA R FOR SA LE
1976 2 door Mustang. Standard 4speed .
Good co ndition and will
safety. Asking $2800 or best offer
Call 258-4669

-------------,--A
---:-man
-----,-l-r--n
d~=-his
-:=--=
.:--1~00
-=--=--------=:--=;-----WANT ED Carre r oriented stu d ents
fo r marketi ng of an innovative line of
life, pension, and acc:umulation plans.
Will train to acq uire p rovincial lie.
en ce; and field rtain in marketing
techniques. Remuneration: Commi ssion and bu nus stttJcture.
For more information call Dale
Schultz 253- 1593 between 12..Spm
The U of w Liberal club vs. the u of
W PC's in volleyball at St. Dennis
5 pm April 5 ·

SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICE Assu mption
University-254-2512.
Masses at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm on
Sundays and at 11:50 am Monday .
Friday (on Tuesday there is also
a mass at % pm followed by dinner $2.) Sacrament of reconciliation on
req uest.

3 bedroom house to sublet
Available May 1st to Aug 30t h
-2 min walk from unltersity
-central air conditioning
-fully carpeted
- 3 large bedrooms
338 Randolph St. $425./month (neg.
otiable). Call 252-4505 or 256-7507.

DAY OF RETREAT FOR BUSY
PEOP LE Sat. April 7, 12 noon-8pm.
Faciliato r-Fr. Ken Bondy. Theme "Who Do You Say I Am7". The
Retreat will be at Assumption University. Call 254-2512 to register or
for mo re inform ation.

~TLETT

HAIRSTYLES

1 QO/ooiscount

Offered
upon presentation of
Student I. D.
1261 Grand Marais Rd. W .
969-1233
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
1sproud to present

WINNER OF THE 1984 CHRISTIAN
CULTURE AWARD - GOLD MEDAL

ROBERT E. RAMBUSCH
Wnt er and lecturer . Desig ner a nd Stained Glass C rafts man Consultan t on
desig n a nd artwo rk fo r man y N o rth A menccln Cat hed rals. Church<a>sCha pel,
•
•
•
•
·

Graduat e. S1 M,chael's Coll ege. Un1vers11
y o f T oro nto
Graduate Stu di es. le Centre de L' Art Sacre. Pans. France
Fo undi ng Member . N o rth Ameri can Ac adem y on L 11urgy
Execu11ve Co mmntee Member N Y Ar chd ioces an Co m mass,on
Board Member. Liturgical Conference lnterfauh Forum on Relig ion . Architecture
and lhe Am
• Member . Program Co mm 111ee fo r lo ur lntern at1<>1
1i1I Cony resses on Rdt<J"'" ,rnd
Ar chite cture

.....
,,,,,
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UNIVERSITY CENTRE.
Assumption Lounge

SUNDAY. APRIL 8. 1984
8·00 p.m.

TOPIC

"FORM AND RE-FORM: A VISUAL
STATEMENT OF A FAITH-COMMUNITYS
UNDERSTANDING OF ECCLESIOLOGY,
THEOLOGY AND LITURGY."
ADMISSION: At the door -$4.00 or Membership Pass.
$2 .00 · Students

Christian Culture Series

GRADUATE
STUDIES IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The School of Business Admtnistrat1on welcomes applications
for its one year Graduate
Diploma Program . from persons
holding any Non-Business .
Bachelor's Degree
The Diploma 1s a recognized
management quahftcat1on by
itself. or leads to advanced standing in many M B A programs
Lakehead University offers small
class sizes. varied tnstructtonal
methods . and high academic
standards .
A limited number of scholarships will be available to excep·
tional applicants
Applicants are required to submit a GMAT (Graduate Management Admission Test) score
This test 1s held at Lakehead
Un1vers1tyand many other centres at regular intervals
For further information contact:
School of BusinessAdministration

Lakehead University
Thunder Bay , Ontar io

Lance Photo by CHRIS McNAMARA

"The Tigers are going to win the pennant this year," is George Aculovski's prediction for the upcoming
Major League baseball season.
Aculovski, originally from Macedonia, is a former tool and die maker who had to give up his job due
to an iniury. His disability pension is not enough to support him and his family so he took up the
street vendor life to make ends meet. He enjoys the Windsor campus but wishes students didn't work
so hard so that they could appreciate a little more all the sweetness of life.

Regdents
petition
dR,;ptine
continued from page 1
Chair of the RSC, said the sys·
tern of bonds and fines had so
many checks and balances it
made it hard for any abuses to
occur . He said the system was
not perfect, howl!ver, but he
thought it was, " ... one of the
best systems for resident life."
McMurray said that all residence students were different in
each of the residences and the
rules that work for graduate stu·
dents were not th e same for
freshmen. He said this was why
MacDonald and Laurier Halls
had such extensive rules as com·
pared to the other residences.
Cody Hall did not have a
judicial committee like MacDonald and Laurier Halls, McMurray
said. He added that next year
when Batchelor was Head Resident of Cody Hall he was going
to initiate one. Cody Hall did
not have one previously since
in other years it had been " ... very rare that bonds and fines were
implemented."
Lugli and several students had
large letters in their residence
room windows spelling "Eat
me". Because he did not take
down the letter in his room ,
Lugli was bonded ten dollars
and fined ten dollars.
A bond will be returned to
LET US PREPARE YOU FOR THE

June 18. 1984

LSAT

OR THE

June 16, 1984

CMAT

• Each course consists of 20 hours of 1ns1ruction for only Sl45 or 32 hours for
onlyS215
• Coursesare tax deduclible
• Co11pleterev,ewof each sec tion of each
test
• Ex1ens,vehome study materials
• Your course may be repeated at no
additional charge
·
CLASSES FOR TH E JU N E 18 LSAT
20 hour course ,n Toronto June 8-10/84
J 2 hour course on Toronto May 1 9 20 ,

June 9, 10/84
CLASSES FOR THE JUNE 16 (:~T
20 hour course 1nT oron10 Jun(' 1• J/84

32 hourcour,e

in Toronto May 12, 13 ,
)Un(' 2. )/84

To register, call or write
GMAT/LSAT

PREPARATIONCOURSES
PO Box 597, Stmon A
Toronto. Onl MSW 1G7
(416) b6S · ll77

To call free from Windsor
dial C and ask for
Zen,lh 86720

you if you do not commit ano·
ther offense. A fine is non-returnable.
Because Lugli had still not
paid off his fine, it had now escalated to a thirty dollar fine
and a ten dollar bond. He said he
had , " ... no intention of paying
it."
At the Universities of Guelph
and Ottawa, they have different
methods of disciplinary control.
Rob Goepfrich , the North
Area Director of Resid enc es at
the University of Guelph, said
they do not fine students on the
spot. They prefer a method of
sending documentation
of the
offense to the University Judicial System where, if warranted,
bonds or fines would then be
laid. ·'We feel quite comfortable
with (this system)."
Goepfrich said it gave them
consistancy , since they have a
residence population of 4000
beds.
Ms. Seguin, Administrator of
Residences at the University of
Ottawa, said Ottawa did not
have a system of bonds or fines.
Instead, if damage was caused,
the resident would have to pay
for it.
Seguin said if the resident
did not pay for it they were informed in writing three times,
GRADUATE STUDIES
IN HUMAN RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
A career In Human Resources
Management as a specialist in
Personn el and Labour Relation s
is less than a year awa y.

A one year graduate will be of.

fered by Seneca College tn 1984.
It is a unique adult program de·
signed to serve the career needs
of those graduates who want a
Career in Human Resources
Management . starting Septem·
ber. 1984 until May, 1985.
Consisting of 1O professional
subjects. the program prepares
the graduate to practically imple·
ment the conceptual principles
of sound Human Resources
Management on a cost effective
basis
Orientation session ;
May 15. 1984.
Call or write now for full details
and brochure:
The Registrar's Office
(416) 491-5050, ext. 366

I ~~;,~~~P~~;~~

and then they would have their
marks or diplomas withheld. She
said the university had not had a
problem in three years - and
then it was because a guy had
walked on the roof of one of
the residences.

Student
can
reapply

continued from page 1
with Yong and Ching. He added
the university should send a mes·
sage to students, "not ofspunish·
iment but of reform, not to
lknock them down and say don't
~et up again."
Kavanaugh said he thinks the
tuniversity should send a different message to students. "Aren't
students entitled to know they
pay fees at an institution
that
cares for their credibility?" he
asked.
Both Ching and Yong have
continued to study at the unirversity while their appeals are
heard. Ching has to appeal to the
Ontario
Supreme
Court's
Divisional Court in London. The
~udicial Panel'ssdec1sion on his
expulsion from the university. It
will be heard on April 9th.
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HuronHallincoldwater·
by Dave Dorken

"If you can't stand the cold water, get out of
the residence."
The alarm clock buzzes, the scribe curses, then
staggers to the shower. "Friggg $%+• mornings,"
he mutters. All his mind visions is hot coffee and
hot showers. The shower 1s turned on and he
steps insides the curtains, "$%&@ coldwater! !"
For the past year-and according to students
who have lived in Huron Hall longer, the past
two years-residents have had to look forward to
just hot coffee in the mornings. Unless on wants
to wake up at seven, or eight o'clock at the latest,
there won't be any of the hot stuff when they step
into the tub.
Now the residents feel it's time to put the University administration in hot water and have launched a series of lawsuits against the U of W, for
breech of contract.
With help from Community Legal Aid's Tim
Flannery and his colleagues, the residents are
going to take the University to small claims court,
in an effort to get $1000 of their $1,160 room
fees back.
"What we want is a full abatement of fees and
immediate fixing of the hot water heater," said
Flannery.
According to one of the initiators of the complaints, Lisa Chafe, the water is its hottest at
12:45 am, when it reaches between 60 and 63
degrees Celcius. At seven in the morning it
down to 55 or 60 degrees C, then plummets to
between 34 and 37 degrees C at nine o'clock.
By 11: 3 0 it has picked up some heat, raising to
about 44 degrees C, then remains between 44
and 47 degrees at 1:30 pm.
Chafe has talked directly to David MacMurray,
Director of Residence and Food Services about
the problem on three occasions. She has also
spoken with his assistant, Brian Renwick about the
problem.
"One thing that caught me when talking to
Brian was that he told me hot water (or the lack of
it) is a part of normal residence life. When I
brought this up with Dave he said it was part of
residence life at peak hours ... ! don't think noon is
a peak hour," she said.
According to MacMurray, there is a problem
with the hot water heater for the whole semester.
He said a study is being done on the hot water
heater by members of the University s Physical
Plant Department, and that if it is determined a
new heater is needed, it will be replaced "immediately", after the spring session.
According to Chafe, the residents have heard
that line once before.
" I was complaining about it last year and nothing was done," she said.
This year she, and about nine other residents,
went to MacMurray about the problem
She felt that the people she's talked to about
the problem are just passing it off with comments
such as "It was maintenance's
problem," or
"we've got to wait until the new budget", or
"maintenance was supposed to fix it," or "it's
the higher ups."
If this was an apartment building, Chafe said
---------------------------

CalvinKleinJeans
CalvinKleinJeans

the problem would have been fixed a lot sooner.
"If we lived in an apartment we could just withhold the rent until it was fixed," she said.
Unfortunately, the money is already in the University's coffers. Flannery says the only way to
get action is to hit them in the money belt, that's
why the lawsuit is being started.
"I used to live here, and (I know) they don't
deal with you honestly they're typical administrators . The only way to deal with these people
is to assert yourself legally," he explained.
As of Tuesday night fifty students have filled
out file folders to initiate cases. Flannery says only one of them has to win the suit, to be held at
Small Claims Court probably in the fall.
In addition to this, 147 of the residents 218
people-all who were asked to signed a petition,
which was given to Flannery.
"It's an inconvenience to students and it's a
business (running residences). We can't be running
everywhere for hot water when we've paid to have
it," said resident Pat McSweeney.

CalvinKleinJeans
CalvinKleinJeans
CalvinKleinJeans
ColvinKleinJeans
CalvinKleinJeans
ColvinKleinJeans
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Still the rumours and double-talk fly.
First it was that the residence is being torn
down in a few years, which Flannery heard when
he was living here years ago. Then it was going to
be fixed, or replaced. Then it was during Slack
Week, then during the summer.
If they could only turn hot air into hot water.

Colvn KleinJeans
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SAC attendanceat
March28 meeting
David Laird
Carolyn Ozimek
Kean Wong
Kevin Mccann - absent
Kathie Pelka
Paul Helsby
Vernoica Sweet - proxy
Robert Rivard - absent
Mike Forcier
Chris Kyrtsakas
Liz Cousineau
Joanne Shaban
Robert Steidl - absent
Jackie Ayer - absent
Gino Tomaselli
Mark Belchuk
Lidia Pinazza
Rob McTeague
Tanya Mady - absent
Andrew Hermiston - absent
Greg Armstrong-Morris - absent
Adam Furfaro
Martin Deck - absent
George Dietrich
Mark MacGuigan - absent
Steve Austrin
Carl Bang
Bruce Nightingale
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis - proxy
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Applicationsnow beingaccepted
for 1984-85Lance staff:
SportsEditor
FeaturesEditor
Arts Editor
News Editor
PhotographyEditor
Assoc. PhotographyEditor
CirculationManager
Deadlinefor applicationsis May 1st
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,BAD SUBWAY POEM

Jn the dark, swift bowels of the city
The lives of old men tum from war
To the neon dusty glare
~ prehumous funeral, a posthumous
death

·-

Rattle of machine, rattle of memory
The wind races through the tunnels
·o.fthe mind. Emaciated beggars croon
oblivious to the racing iron
wonns
And in the haJf.Jight an upward dagger gleams
like lightning frozen into an axe
Pity his posture, the stumbling metaph9r
Why are there no bums on
buses?
J have seen the eternal footman hold my hat,

and laugh out loud.
And, in short, I was a 'fraidy cat.
-Traditional

ll(O)
at Essex Hall Theatre

•

•

Univemty
Players
dst outquicbtepandsidekick

by Michael Temelin and Kevin Akinson

Srraight from the pages of "Li'I Abner", the University Players'
musical production The Robber Bridegroom is, as one member of
the audience put it, pure entertainment. What else 1s new?
The characters are supposed to be colourful and witty with the
style and personality that distinguishes that region of the Mississippi
where the plot transpires. On stage however, this can make for any
number of traps.
With his singing a little too exuberant for Essex Hall,
Antoni Cimolino swaggered devilishly through the role of Jamie
Lockhart, the swashbuckling robber who seduces the sweet Rosamund Musgrove in his forest hideaway, not knowing that she is actually the daughter of a wealthy planter, Clement Musgrove. Ron
Stephens does a fine performance as the feeble-minded Musgrove
who is easily fooled by the robber's schemes.
Perhaps the most praiseworthy performance is by Laura Givens
as Salome Musgrove, the jealous conniving wife who unsuccessfully
plots her step-daughter's demise. Givens adapts naturally to her role,
a character which brings to mind Oz's Wicked Witch of the West,
only this time she's from the South.
Special mention also goes to Scott McCulloch's, "Goat", a character which brings new meaning to the term "village idiot", and Heather Lee Mills as the captivating callipygian crow.
Considering the dancing was choreographed by a student, it was
well presented, never bogging down the overall performance. Still,
with dances like the square dance, the students should pat themselves on the back for effort, but not necessarily for artistic accomplishment.
The singing deserves praise as the performers even handled the
occasional irregular rhythms with professionalism and flair. The four
piece band was consistent and approached the bluegrass music with
footstomping exuberance and displayed remarkable
rhythmic
finesse.
However, the performers also seemed limited at times, by the
small confines of the stage. In order to depict a scene in which one
character walks in the woods, for example, the cast must resort to
moving large planks around.
Then with songs like "Love Stolen from a Cookie Jar", at times
the dialogue was hokey and the contrived Southern comedy never
really hit home. Southern Texas may have somehow appreciated it,
but here the humour was like a child badly testing its rickety feet.
The Robber Bridgegroom continues tonight through Sunday at
Essex Hall Theatre.

Question
of;)\choice
by Martin Deck
Once upon a time there was
a king in Britain named Leir
(or Lear). Leir lived to a very
old age and was, by all accounts,
a fairly good king. As he grew
old, however, he grew foolish, ,
and decided, rather unwisaly, to
divide his kingdom between his
daughters while he was still
alive.
The king had three daughters
and no sons. Because he was a
very foolish king, he grew angry with his youngest daughter,
Cordelia, who had previously
been his favourite.
He then
gave half his kingdom to his
eldest daughter Regan and the
other half to her sister Goneril.
These nvo women, though
they claimed to love their
father, turned against him in his
old age, and mistreated '1im very
Lear? ·
badly. Eventually, he was forced to flee Britain, and go to
William Shakespeare, a playFrance, where his loving daughwright living in England in the
ter Cordelia had shacked up with
troubled times of the early sevethe king of that country. With
nteenth centul), took this nice
the help of his daughter and sonstory and turned it into a nasty
in-law, Leir returned to England,
tragedy.
Centuries later, a
defeated his evil daughters and
maker named Peter Brooks turnregained the kingdom.
After
ed Shakepeare's play into a mohis death, his daughter Cordelia
tion picture. I have never seen
reigned for many years.
this adaption of Kin gLear, but
Now that's a nice story, isn't
it should be good.
It stars
it? Good conquers evil, the foolPaul Scofield, who played Sir
ish old king returns to his senses,
Thomas More in A Man fer All
the good daughter's loyalty is
Seas ens and it's playing at Winrewarded and they all live hapdsor's Palace Theatre on Sunday.
pily ever after.

Jennifer Griffin, as Rosamund Mugrove, towers over the rest in the University Players' production
of ·'The Robber Bridegroom"-an adaptation of the novella by Eudora Welty.

Ohofmindandmush
by Jack Sullens

The current offering at the
Detroit
Repertory
Theatre
(13103 Woodrow Wilson) is the
first American production of Istvan Orkeny's The Keysearchers,
A Hungarian, Orkeny is an
ironic humanist and his play is
most definitely in the absurdist
mode. Th ose familiar with the
writings of Kafka will easily
pick up the parallels in style.
Orkeny-who died in June 1979
- himself had stated that
Kafka was his strongest literary
influence. This is a dangerous
and possibly even embarassing
thing to say even when true, but
Orkeny's playwrighting talents
certainly don't let him down.
What may be in the more unintentional absurd vein is that
we now have a play written in
Hungary by a neo-Kafkanian
being presented in a fine theatre
in a not-so-fine American neighbourhood.
The play itself
opens up
slowly with Nellie (Dee Andrus)
plotting, in a most naturally confused plot, to leave her pilot
husband (James Griffin) who
always misses the runway and
occasionally the right airport.
But in plotting Nellie loses her
apartment key and the necessary
fictions of the ridiculous break
forth.
Nellie is soon plagued by
numerous interruptions such as
two undertakers who have lost a
body, a handyman (Mark Palmer) who breaks everything he
fixes, etc. There is also a "wanderer" (William Boswell) who
sneaks in and out of apartments
and in the end turns out to be
some type of clandestine psychologist with a unique perspective.

Lost bodies and keys with Nellie (Dee Andrus) and the undertakers
(Mark Murri, Jim Sterner) in "The Keysearchers" currently playing
at the Detroit Repertory Theatre.

This wanderer with his insights molds and transforms this
group and with everyone under
the influence of champagne their
lives of failure and error are
turned into a glorious rationale
for success - unhampered, of
-course, by logic.

Absurdism may be Chekhov's
discovery, but Orkeny and the
DRT carries it off well. With a
spirited production and with the
DRT's
colour-blind
casting
policy there are some hefty
slices of humour to be had.

by Lorenzo Buj.
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Billy Idol?
I below .)

Ha ! I could eat him for breakfast.

(Hair continued

Lance Photo by GREG LFWIS

Ross: "Go on Cohn, tell him about the revolution in pacemakers."

While Motorhead sounds as if their songs were
written while the band was cruisini down the
highway engaging in one hit-and-run crack-up after
another, fellow English rockers G.8 .H. produce
music that pounds along · at a pummeling punk
pace .
The thrash similarities arc evident, but bassist
Ross and singer Cohn claim that G.8.11. would
never think of intentionally swinging its arse in the
direction of the Metal mush machine .
Last rriday in an East Detroit club named
Todd's, a slightly haggard Colin and a game but
sensible Russ said we "hate it" - metal that is.
But with G.B.H. as cutting edge leaders of the pro to - Metal spikeys \\Orldwide have been following
in recent years, how can they make such an honourable claim?
Well, according to Colin hea\ )" metal is
"cliched, ' it's "music by numbers," and "you can
tell when a chord change or a solo is coming up."
I'm not convinced What's the difference berwe·en
metal pred1ctab1hty and punk predictability a-la
Discharge? Discharge is "exciting" Colin drawls
forth from all the idol glam of his thin frame.
So where G.B.tl 1s concerned metal and punk
are on!} the most unintentional of bedfellO\\S,
And I guess that makes sense because in a certain
essential sense punk is much more pure, much
more liberating. It's no "ay surprising. then, to
learn that Ross and Cohn are themselves R & B
men and that Iggy, MC5, and Lords of the New
Church (!} are among their requisite private fare
Even as drummer Wilf takes pleasure in the
Motorhead comparisons and guitarist J ock ain't
beyond the likes of Hanoi Rocks, these guys are
much more in the vem of unadulterated rock 'n'
roll than popular misconception would have us
believe.
The Friday show at Todd's is its own sort of
boomer. One look across the club and 1t·s obvious
that spectaculars of the scalp are m or those
content to spend the two hours in the John with a
1ar of hair-gel.
Onstage Colin leads the bouncy charge even
"hie the system isn't as loud as it should be.
"Give Mc r ire" 1s lame; they do almost all of the
new album and cut (unfortunately) the resoundinl!"
call of "Generals" and the sheer synchronic1ty
of "r-rcak".
Still, the re's hand fuls of actio n. The cro, , d
piling sragefront 1s like a pack of dru~-dnven
penguins. Black leather and bare skin, white under
the lights.as body after bod} takes stage flight mto
the jostling mass. It all adds up to kick-ass punk at
the hilt while Colin smiles, struts, and hands the
mike O\'er for choruses on "Slut", ''Cit} Bab) 's
Revenge" and the glorious "Big Women". And the
more the kids launch themselves into headlong
slam-dance pyrotechnics the sooner docs G.B.11.
scale the metal mountam and leave it behind.
It's encouraging to see this band on the rise and
for all the bad criticism they receive they seem to
enJoy stayingi,as populist as possible. As for issues
like sexism ands the image of macho1sm it's all
dispelled by two things: news that Cohn isn't at all
be} ond domg some of the cookmg t -home, and
chat this North \ merican tour kicked off in
Cleveland. Cleveland!

Who sez the Pub aint
a kicking place. The
management there had
taste enough to play
WLBS Tuesday evening
last when the Lance
staff was finishing off
tts "eekly P1ua gorgefest, and precisely at
7: 14 Generation
X's
"Ready, Steady, Go"
burst . through the speakers
Now in those heady
davs of 1976 when
rock music started mat - Billy Idol
tering again, Generation X -headed by a young
wholesome Billy Idol - put out the first of their
three LP's. le was entitled "33'' and I ha\'en't
heard a more Jump}. youthful slice of rockisc
pop smce then. So when I sat in the Pub on
Tuesday, the blood coursed through m} veins,
the mmd expanded, the spirit shot on, and e\ery
thing took off.

• • • • • • • • •

•

•

A CJA.."'1radio shov.. called "Academic Studies"
hosted by Richard Lanspeary and airing Sundays
last week labelled the Common ll our ,\ 1arch 22
show by ribaldous insurgents of punk pomp,
0.0 S., as "left wing'' and "alcohol induced".
Moreover, with Centre Manager Mary Lou Thibert
along they condemned D O.S. nd Big Fish as
purveyors of agitated pre-apocal> ptic ,oise.
It was noted that the D.0.S. policy of harder,
faster, and higher had to be stopped because the
demonic self-destrucuve intensity of the band
and its long-haired crooner couldn't be kept up.
Rubbish! Unsinn! What actually happened was
that a bunch of cretinous Engineers (ccrcamly
an odd species, but not necessarily "cretinous"
always and for all time) had taken to throwing
snowballs upon which time guitarist Dean Carso n
invited them stagewise for a little face-bashm1,
Thankfull), no violence ensued . After all,
D.O S. ain't the sort of l,an<l lhac goes about
chopping your grannie up as a part of some
M ,rx st practical Joke; but they arc metaph}S1cally
tied to R imbaud and the general decline of Western Civ* • and so aren't about to foresake their
frantic fantasies of (definitely!) non-political
fiasco .
Add to this that they're one hell of a pretentious "Metal" Outfit, and you wonder why they
didn't set out to burn the whole place dO\rn. Add
to this that Big Fish played first and sent the souls
of students into hell, and that John Liddle (English student extraordinaire) introduced the whole
thing by calling the crowd 'Pigs", "Fools", etc.,
and you ha\'e the sorr of unforgettable historically
irresponsible fandango that should be repeated in
the same place (recall Nietzsche's Great Law of
the hternal Recurrence o All Things) in March
of e\'ery year.

by Lorenzo Buj

soctal science society

Tiger
Baseball
Opening Day
Game
Tues. April 10
2:00 p.m.
$10 S.S.member
$12 non-member
Bus leaves " M" Lot
at 1:00 p.m .
Free
Refreshments
for more information
call 253-6063, or
G-130, Windsor Hall
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Attention U of W Students!

Mark MacGuigan
Leadership Rally
Sun. April 8
3:00 p.m.
St. Vladimir 's
Tecumseh Rd. at K ildar e
( across from Metropoli tan
Ho spital)

"Get Involved with a Winner"
Graduate Assistants:
CUE W is conducting research into the salaries and working
conditions of non-unionised graduate, teaching, and research
assistants; demonstrators; and markers in Canada. We need to
contact such persons on the University of W indsor campus. If you
would consent to provide us with some information, please call
collect(416) 921 -0337 person-to-person to Brian Robin son, or
write us at
Canadian U nion of Educational Workers
252 Bloor Street West, 11-108
Toronto MSS 1V6

CYND I LAUPER
"She's So Unusual"
(CBS)
By now almost everyone has
heard Cyndi Lauper's infectious
hit, "Girls Just Want to Have
Fun". In fact, the song is coming dangerously close to the overkill level.
But the good news is that
the rest of the album is pretty
good.
"Time After Time", in particular, is an excellent song, a
beautiful, haunting love song
which shows a very different
side of Cyndi's character. ..:>efinitely "hit bound".
The rest of the albu·ll is not
a~ bright as these twu songs but
it's still a solid offering. (Watch
for "Yeah Yeah" with that classic refrain, "Sushi, I want sushi,"
"Shi Bop, and I'll Kiss You.")
How can you not like a girl
who comes off like a new wave
cross between Betty Boop and
Bo Bo Brazil?
by Peter Freele

Famous of 1he House·
RIJSTIAFEL 1R,ce Table)

RESTAURANT

INDONESIAN FOOD . .. our specialty

• Ito CHI NESE &
C AHA OIAH FOOO

CO M FORTA B LE· AIR CO N DITIO N ED
DI N I N G ROOM
DAILY LU N C HEON SPE CI A LS
MON

THURS 11 AM 12 MID
FRI • 11 AM 2 AM
SAT12AM
2AM
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS 12 AM 12 PM
RIVER
DETROIT

126 Ouellette

FAST FREE DELIVERY
\on mm order)

GRAD PHOTOS

SIMPLE MINDS
"Sparkle in the Rain"
(Virgin)
Try to forget that this album
is titled Sparkle in the Rain.
Try to forget its cover is so
bad it makes one almost ap·
preciate Peter Saville.
This
is easily the best Simple Minds
LP up to date.
This record contains real
energy (approaching raw sometimes), with the foggy, muddled
production of their previous
releases out the window . Maybe
it's Steve Lillyw hi te's pro duction methods, but the drums are
crisp, up-front and straightforward . The guitar is highlighte d on ma ny of the tracks
-it was barely au dible on their
previous efforts.

Sweet Cyndi bites the Broo klyn beat.
This guitar-thang has had a
resurgence lately via bands such
as Big Country and U2 (two
of Lillywhite's other projects)
and probably is welcomed as
long as the solos are left out.
A smart move regarding packaging-no lyric sheet.
Bands
such as Tears For Fears shou ld
learn to refrain from such
things which end up embarassing them.
Fine pop with a bit of a bite.
I didn't think that these lads
from Glasgow had it in them,
but I hope it continues ..
by Pat Petro

EVERLY BROTHERS
"Everly
Brothers
Reunion
Concert"
(Passport Records)
To use an old cliche, what
can possibly be said about the
Everly Brothers that hasn't been
said before?
After all, their
career has spanned over 25
years.
Well, they are back together
again. In Septem ber of 1983,
Don and Phil Everly patc hed
their sibling rivalry and played
a concert at London, England's
Albert Hall.
Th e resulting
mus ic was captu red on a two
album disc titled aptly, The
HOUSING

John GAfac~y c;photography"
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

HOUSING
- Bachelors apt. to
sublet. University and Campbell .
6 min. walk to university, fur nished or unfurnished. $240/
month.
Air and parking. Call
253 -6941 .
HOUSING - For rent, one or
two bedrooms in large house near
University. Reasonable rent for
summer and into next year. Share
with two students in Master's
Program. Phone Peter 254 -3044
evenings only .

HOUSING - 2 female roommates
wanted . Large 3 bedroom house ,
laundry facilit ies, 10 minutes from
University . Rent $134 /month each.
Call Heidi at 253 -6217 .

-

Apartment available

from May 1st to August 31st . Modern 2 bedroom apartment fully
carpeted . Large storage room. All
utilities included. Laundry facilities
15 minutes walk from main campus . Rent $375 /month or negoti able. Phone 258-2493 and ask for
Pat , Andree or Gabrielle.
DONATIONS required for "C.J .' s"
new bank opening April 12th ,
1984. P.S . Pork out, Carol, Nancy .
HOUSE FOR RENT - From May 5
to Sept. 5, 2 bedroom, 2 floor
house with driveway, 2 minute
walk from campus, fully furnished,
full kitchen , full bathroom with
shower, large basementsfor storage
with extra fridge, $212 / month plus
utilities. Located at 2949 Univer sity Ave . West. Please call Steve or
Rob at 256-7464.

NORTHLAND

FAMILY PLANNING
CLINIC
20755 Greenfield
Suite 1104
Southfield , Michigan 48075

(313) 559-0590
• Free Pregnanc y Testin g - immediate
result s
.Abor t ion s to 24 W ee ks
• completely Confid enti al
• Board Certi f ied Gyneco logist s
.All Insurance Accepted - upon verification
.Ul t ra Soun d Do ne in Clini c
.v.o. Test in g

NORTHLAND
FAMILY PLANNl'JG CLINICS, INC.

(313) 559-0590
- Detroit & Suburban Areas

Everly Brot hers Reu nion Concert.
It's hard to believe the
brothers have been separated
for so long a time-every song
sounds as unspoi led as when
they first recorded them, even
when you consider all the strife
the Everly's have gone through
since then.
Twenty-eight songs are included on this album. Most of
them are Everly classics, but
some are also great fifties tunes.
The songs here could fill a cata·
logue of rock and roll memories;
after all the brothers were
writing and recording for so
long. We have stuff like "Bye
Bye Love", "Wake Up Little
Susie", "Cathy's Clown", "All
I Have to do is Dream", and
"Bird Dog".
Don and Phil gave their
last concert performance on
July 4, 1973.
Personal and
management prob lems came to a
boiling point on stage when
Phil smashed his guitar, leaving
Don to finish the show by
hims elf. It took ten years to
heal the rift so as to allow them
to get together again on stage.
Buy this album.
Find out
whe re the spring was that rock
and roll really came from .
by Kevin Rollaso n
NOTICE - The ES$8XCounty Fed eral Progressive Conservative Council presents an evening with Brian
and Mila Mulroney, Friday, April
13, 1984 at 7:00 p.m. at the Ciociaro Club . Call 944-4004
for
tickets.

NOTICE - Who has 2 lp's, 3 ep's ;
a video currently being played on
MTV throughout North America;
played to sold out concert halls
stretching from London to Mon treal; and is appearing TONIGHT
only at Ambassador Auditorium ?
Bl.UE PETER wifl special guests
Sample and Hold.
WANTED 650-750 MOTORCYCLE
Call Keith 969 -3458
WANTED student with pickup inter .
ested in making money .
Call John 969-7633
Roman Catholic Childrens Aid requires one preschool assistant for
Mondays and tw o par e nt aids for
Tuesdays .
Call Lina 256-3176
Riverview
tee rs fo r
a nd 2nd
Call Linda

Hospital needs 2 vo lun the games room the 1st
Mondas in Ap ril from
254 -6426

Ha rm o ny In Act ion urgentl y need s
vol un tee rs to work o n a on e to one
b asis wit h ment a lly hand icapped in
ceramic classes. Volunteer s needed
for b ingos, 5 p in bow ling Monda y
nights, recept ion ist, f ile cler k .
Call Peggy 2 56 -7226
Mary Vale school fo r girls need s
volunteer to teac h fl ora l arran ging
Wednesdays from 4 -5p m for 5 to
6 weeks. Ca ll Lynn 252.0871
Ed ucat ed Ch ildbirth Organization
needs volu nteers to do fund raising,
e.g. fashion show. Call Irene 7358064 fo r sho rt o r lo ng te rm.
A non-po rtable electr ic typ ew rit er in
ex cellent work ing condition $75 .
Call R. Rathi at 256 -8490 or 253 4232 Ext. 2589

cercoachtak~ a lookahead
by John Slama
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Lancer head coach Gino Fracas conferring with running back Gino
Castellan last fall.

The 1984 Lancer football
squad will have a good nucleus
of players returning and won't
suffer the same low turnout as
last year, according to head
coach Gino Fracas.
Recruiting, however, will always he a tough task.
"Windsor has a geographical
problem," said Fracas. "If I was
in Toronto with a hundred high
schools in the area, I'd have a
ball. ..
Fracas also said that many
potential players don't come to
camps because they have to
work during the summer to pay
for their education. This problem is not limited to Windsor,
he said, and other schools with
a normally high turnout are
also experiencings lower turnouts.
Still, over the years, Windsor
has been able to attract talented
players from the tri-county area,
and some from as far away as

Thunder Bay and the western
provinces.
A good number of veterans
will be returning next year, including 1983 all-stars Joe Brannagan and Gino Castellan.' Fracas
;aid that the Lancers haven't
planned skills camps like they
had last year, since so many
players are familiar with the system and know what is expecte<l
of them.
In addition to Fracas, three
assistant coaches, Morgan Clark,
John Purcell and Phil Hartigan
will also be back, and two more
coaches will be added to round
out the staff at six.
Fracas himself considered giving up his head coaching job, but
emphasizes that it was not because of criticism directed at
himself or the football program.
That criticism didn't bother him
he says, because it was unfounded and came from people who
looked only at the win-loss
column.
"Before people criticize, they
should get the facts," he said.

"Even a full-time coach will
have problems."
He
considered
(quitting),
because there were too many
"minor irritations" and a feeling
that the "people up above"
weren't concerned about the
program. He said one of the problems was the lack of ,an area designated for the football program, and that other athletes
often dressed with the team in
the same dressing room. After
thinking it over, Fracas made
the decision to come back last
December.
Fracas believes thatsthere are
people on campus who could
play for the Lancers and he will
be at the University Centre
sometime in the next two weeks
to talk to anyone who is interested in the program. The time
and place will be announced in
next week's Lance. He can also
be contacted at extension 2446
at the Human Kinetics faculty.
program.
(Turn to page 14 for this year's
·football awards.)

Ren Hai.
"very good" and notes the
popularity of baseball. Football, which he has JUSt started
watching, he calls a "very dangerous sport, but very interesting". Ren is looking forward
to watching more of the sports
and hopes to try them.

Ren says he is especially
thankful to Dr. Moriarity, the
director of men's sports at the
University. "He is very kind,"
Ren said , "lie is not only a
distinguished professor but also
a close friend. He gives me a lot
of help."
Moriarity's friendship helps
Ren cope with the loneliness
he feels being so far away from
home. Ren says that letters
from his wife, son, teachers,
friends, and colleagues help
him too although he misses
these people very much.
Ren has not seen as much of
the country as he would like
(he would especially like to see
Niagara Falls), but there is one
thing he does not like. "I have
been ...
too cold. Otherwise
(Windsor) is a very nice city
. . . but really it is too cold."

sportsfroma
by Craig Co lby

"Canada is a big country
and there are a lot of kind people. I have known it (is this
way) here a lo ng time."
This is Ren Hai's impression
of Canadians and their country. Ren is a visiting scholar
from the Peking Instit11 te of
Physical Education who is here
to study at the faculty of Human Kinetics. The Canterbury
College resident has a good
feeling about his host country
and says that the rest of China
feels the same as he does.
"I think that the friendship
between the countries (was)
established a long time ago" he
says, tracing it back to Norman
Bethune, the doctor who aided
the Chinese people earlier in

the century and who was buried in China. "In China, the
people respect him very, very
highly and treat him as a hero.
The Chinese people ... have a
very good feeling about the
Canadian people '.
Ren prepared for coming
here years ago by learning English. He started teaching himself about
five years ago
through radio and television
programs designed to teach
people English. He is now sitting in on classes, not only to
learn more about the Human
Kinetics program here, but to
brush up on his English. Although he struggles with the
occasional word, Ren's hard
work has paid off and he is
able to express himself well.
Ren has several reasons for
coming to Canada. He wants to

April 4-7
The

Caruso
Brothers

gain some insight into Can.,.dian sports, noting that peop le
in China are not very familiar
with Canadian
sports . He
would like to learn comparative sports and physical educatio n and also do some research
work in comparative sports. He
would also like to study some
of the courses that are not
available to him in Peking, such
as Motor
learning,
Sports
Administration,
Fitness
Appraisal and applying computers to physical education.
He will spend the next two
years working towards this
goal.
According to Ren, the most
popular sports in China are soccer,
basketball,
and table
tennis. Baseball and softball are
played but they are not very
popular. He thinks hockey is

April 11-14

Dennison
Stars

(1) PROFESSIONAL INSTRUC"90N
(2 LOWCOST- As li nle As S 115
(JJ CONVENIENTSCHEOUl/NG
(4) UP-TO-DATEMATERIALS
(5) 1 MICHIGANLOCATIONS

Seminarsin Preparationfor
the APRIL GREand
JUNE LSAT. GMAT & GRE
are now forming.

"The youth of Duran Duran, the
personality of the Beatles. With the
energy of Springsteen, and the
emotion of Billy Joel. Contagious
as Men At Work.

SIX 11
dditioMIcorrect /111$Wlrs c1111
addup to 20 p,rc lf'/til, r1111kings.
If
rou'r, sariDlls,bout your LSAT.
GMATor GR£, don't proc11d without
cont,cling UTPS.

CALLUS
Ar(JlJ) 540-5988
Withourhelp, you can do it!!!

The Style & Versatility of
The Caruso Brothers

"The Best in
Old British Rock''

1"4 U-..,
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-SOM<t.
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Lancer Football Awards Banquet

\)'8>

hi

"~
MP.n's

•v &Women's

DifferentWear
1O'M, Dlacount for
Stude nta
75 un,vers,ty Avenue W
Windsor , Ontario
N9A 2Y5
Phone (519) 2584114

PREGNANT

8ff6!~~
.......
AND NEED HELP?

Call•••

a-re~.,...
For

You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph. 252 _3322

MONA LISA
.,. Are yo u sick Worried?
1..~ Unhappy? Do yo u find

Palm & Card
Reader
Psychi c
935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with your job or
business?
Phone 966·301 2
For Info.
Open 9 AM· 9 PM
Mon . thru Sat.

Diana Pizzeria
Oven Fresh Pizza

Submarines
Special Greek Dinners
Souvlaki
Gyros

Greek Salad
Shish-Kebab

Sat. March 24, 1984
Todd Haskell fifth and final year player - won the
Dave Stevano Award - for dedication, drive
and determination
I
Joe Brannagan - MVP and best defensive back
- 1st team all con.ference
I
Gino Castellan - Best running back
- 1st team all conference
Paul Bridgeman - Top defensive lineman
Dan Mooney - Top offensive lineman
Jeff Green - Speciality player of the year
Richarc,1J-lolland:.- Rookie of the year
Paul Fracas - Andy · ,Clingan award for most improved player
Doug Dowhas - Head Hunter award

~illfu~M~

~~

Women's Intramural Basketball

Well it's finally over! The season ended with
an exciting final game between the Slammers and
the Benchers. Both teams played well both offensively and defensively. However, there can only be
one winner and that was the Benchers. It was dose
right down to the final two minutes. The Benchers
took the lead when Marie Armstrong . hit with an
outside shot. Marie was high scorer with 12 points
while Kim Hartford had 14 points for the Slammers. The rest of the team, Julie, Cheryl, Carrie,
Robyn, Linda, and Lorri all contributed to keeping the team alive.
The Bencher's team consisted of Marlene,
Marie, Gail, Joan, Elaine, Margaret, Anne, Jennifer, Fil, Octa, and Renee. Congratulations to the
Benchers and to the coach for his team's success.
Even though they had many fans out for the final
game, the Slammers had two very dedicated fans.
Alex and Van both helped to cheer the team on,
and Van was even coaching!
I would also like to thank the rest of the reams
for participating this season. They were the Basketcases, the H.K. Spasmoids, the Dunkers, the
Lakers and the Sexpots. It wa:s an exciting season
and I would especially like to thank my referees
for without them I would have had a nervous
breakdown. They were Lorri Stewart, Mike Beetham, Rich Durocher, Gary Schauver, Chris
Vertz, Jeff Green and Andy Paling. Also, thanks
Andrew Hermiston for putting up with me.
Robyn: We had to let you win, you know what
a temper a Greek has. We didn't want him tearing
down the nets. Alex, you 're too old to be rolling
aroun<l on the floor.
Cindy Reaume, Convenor

Lance Photo by GLENN WARNER

The intramural badminton tournament was
held last week. Singles champions were Ong Hau
for the men and Camille Chensee for the women.
The women's doubles was won by Patti Comeau
and Kelly Brendeen, while the men's doubles
champs were Ray Ngsand Brian Chew. The mixed
doubles event was won by Steven Gooi and
Marlene Fung.
Women's Hockey Finals

On Tuesday March 27th Basketball secured a
championship victoty over Huron Hawks in a 4-1
final. Following the game, the winning team received intramural awards and the women's hockey
trophy.
The semi-final games preceding the final certainly turned the tables. Huron, who started the
playoffs in fourth place, managed to defeat first
place Laurier , in a five-person penalty shot match
that ended in a one point difference. Earlier in the
week, Basketball defeated the Law team on their
way to the finals.
The convenor wishes to thank all participants
for making the season so "action-packed" and
successful. Special thanks to intramural co-ordinator Alex Lolua.

Note: A special thanks should be given to Cindy
Reaume for her dedication and determination.
Though there were ttying times, she pulled
through to make the season successful. Good job,
Cindy.
Thanx, Diane

10% Discount on Party Orders
FREE Delivery for all students

!252-2723 I

Playball. ~))

1794 -University W.

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
c ourts • Uni vers al Gymn • Sau nas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Profe ssion al Inst ruct ion
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
We've Got It All!

Student
Memberships
$50.00

·-------------------------- ----------------, :
: University of Windsor Student Discount
' Cards will be honoured.
Group lassons available on request

:
I

---------------------------------~ -------

I

-
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------------------.--------------------------------Special Events
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Racquetball Tourney
Don't forget the annual Campus Rec Racquetball tourney is being held at Central Racquetball
Club, Saturday April 7. Cost is $8.00, with playing
time extending from 12:00 · 3:00 p.m. Come out
and make this event one to remember.
Level II Technical Coaching Clinic
On Saturday April 28 from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m. and Sunday from 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., there
will be a Level II Technical Coaching Course, offered. The cost is $28. The head Clinician is
Doug Hayes. For more information please contact
Prof. Sue Osborne at 253-4232, ext. 2436.
Campus Recreation is now looking ahead to the
1984-85 semester. Six or seven undergraduate staff
positions are available in the following areas of
concentration. An honorarium is offered for each
position.
The following are opened to appltcations:
1. Co-ordinator of Men's lntramurals
2. Co-ordinator of Women's Intramurals
3. Co-ordinator of Coed Intramurals and
Special Events
4. Office Co-ordinator
5. Publicity and Promotions Co-ordinator
6. Co-ordinator of Instructional Programs
7. Co-ordinator of Aquatics Programs
Convenors are needed for all sports in the men's,
women's and co-ed areas. Honorariums are offered
for each position. They are:
Soccer (Men and Women)
Golf
(coed)
Flag Football
Tennis (coed)
Lobball (men and coed)
Fitness Challenge (coed)
Vollyball (men, women, and coed)
3 on 3 Basketball (male)
Basketball (men and women)
Noon Hour Challenge Basketball (men)
Ball Hockey (men)
Hockey (men and women)
Triples Volleyball (women)
Channel Swim (coed)
Racquetball (coed)
Badminton (coed)
Officials are needed in all sports. The fee offered per game varies with the sport.
Instructional programmes are in need of instructors in the following areas:
1. Dance Fitness
2. Aerobics
3. Weight Training
4. Ladies Fitness
5. Swimming Instruction (Adult & Children)
6. Super Sarurdays
Honorariums are also offered for these positions.
For more information contact Prof. Sue Osborne, Faculty of Human Kinetics, Ext. 2436. To
pick up an application for the above positions see
Gail Hunt in the main office of Human Kinetics
Faculty.

Sailingcoursesoffered
South Port Sailing Club will again be offering
Learn-to-Sail courses this summer for both juniors
and adults.
The program, a non-profit venture, is designed
to promote sailtng in the Windsor and Essex
County area. All courses are sanctioned by the
Canadian YachtingsAssociation and are taught by
certified C. Y.A. instructors.
Courses will be held at South Port Sailing
Club which is located on Pike Creek in St. Clair
Beach near Beach Grove Golf Course.
Junior courses for children aged 9 through 16
run Monday to Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m. as follows:
No.1
July 2 - July 20
No.2
July 23 · August 10
No.3
August 13 · August 31
All courses include 60 hours ofsinstruction and
are limited tos 30 srudents. Cost is $120.00 per
child.
Adult courses are offered at a basic and an intermediate level. The basic courses begin June 4,
June 25, and July 16, Mondays and Fridays and
run from 6:30 - 10:00 p.m. The limit is 20 srudents per course. The intermediate course begins
August 6. Cost for all adult courses is $80.00.
Application forms and further information can
be obtained from Dr. Michael A. Salter (254-7070,
home; 253-4232, ext. 2440, work)

A TownataTune.
F

or just S325, you can
take the train to Canada.
All of it! VIA Rail's Youth
CANRAILPASSgives you
30 days of limitless travel
to Kettle Rapids, Nonsuch,
Togo and Bick; Stewiacke,
W etaskiwin, Sioux Lookout
and Hectanooga -and
anywhere else the train goes.
Jfyou're 12 to 22, this is
your chance to discover
Canada - a town at a time!
If you're on a tight budget, or would like
to concentrate on a particular part of Canada,
shorter term, lower cost regional CANRAILPASSES
are available as well. You can enjoy 8 days of
unlimited travel in the Quebec City/Windsor
• Applicable fromJune 1 through September 30, 1984. Trips
Corridor for just S85 !
may start or finish during this period. Other trips applicable during remainder of year until December 15, with the
VIA's Youth CANRAILPASSlets you see the
exception of the Thursday before Easter to Easter Monday.
country as it \"\.IS meant to be seen - by train!
A Youih C.ANRAII.PA~ c:nti1k, thc: holdc:r w 1ra,d in rr:gul:tr
Travel straight through, from coast to coast.
coach<.:'!>Oa)TiiltT Club or ,lcc:ping Glr an:ommoda11on a.,"c:11
·" mc·ah may he: pun;ha.'>c:dh) pa) ing 1hc.:apphGihk -.upplc:mt"fltal
Or, when you see something you like, stop and
c·hargc:,
explore. When you feel like moving on, hop the
A 11ckc:1for each ~,umn mu,1 he ""°cured from a \'IA ~de, office
train to the next town. The next experience.
On ec:nam 1rain,. ac.h.in~c:-.ear resen·:uion, arc: rc:quin:d No
And no experience packs more living into
funher papnc:nt" required, after the.:VIA Rail Youth
30 days as inexpensively as the 30 day Youth
C:ANRAIL.PAS.'i
ha, hem purchased
CANRAILPASS.

I+

Transport Canada
Lloyd Axworthy, Minister

Transports Canada
Lloyd Axworthy, Ministre

by Roberta Mock

"Falasha" is an award winning documentary on the exile of black jews from
Ethiopia. It was presented on Tuesday,
April 3 and followed by an open forum
led by Moshe Ronen.
The Falasha are Jews who have existec
independently for 2000 years.
Until
recently , they had no contact with West·
em Jews or Israelis. Although Ethiopian
officials deny Falasha oppression and
claim religious freedom for all sectors,
this is easily proven false.
Most of the Falasha - whose numbers
have dropped from 500,000 to 28,000
due to violence, hunger, and disease- live
in the Gonder province of Ethiopia in the
Simean Mountains. 93% of them are illiterate; the average lifespan is 37 years.
Even before the Marxist-Lenmist revolution in 1977-78 in Ethiopia, rabbis had
been imprisoned, synogogues had been
closed and the teaching of Jewish studies
forbidden. Contact between Falasha and
Westerners had been banned.
An Ethiopian official claimed that the
Falasha "mix socially and politically with
the people. They are proud of bemg Ethiopian. " At state schools, the Marxist·
Leninist philosoph y is taught along with
the Christian religion. In the film, a
young Jewish girl is shown wearing a
cross.
In front of an armed guard and guide,
limited contact with the Falasha was
established by the film crew. "There are
many of us. We believe in the Torah (the
Jewish bible)," said one Falasha. "Our
father's fathers died in the village so we
are happy here."
Asked about Israel in front of the
guard, the Falasha said, "We have no
knowledge of Israel. We've heard about it
on the radio but we were born in Ethiop·
ia. We are simple people and do not
know about these things."
But, it seems that these statements
were made to avoid confrontations with
the government. The Falasha want no
more trouble than they already have.
While the guard and guide were occupied,
the Falasha said, "It has become better
since the revolution but the Peasants'
Association still does not enforce land
distribution laws for Falasha."
"We work hard (at pO'ttery and weaving)," they said, "but they take it away
without paying." Their prized possessions are a polaroid of a Torah given to
them by a Western tourist and a few hebrew books. They long to live in Jerusalem.
So, to flee persecution and hunger
many Falasha go to Sudan over the border. They end up in refugee camps and
wait to be helped by Israel.
The Israelis can only rescue the Falasha
from these camps in the Sudan as there
are no diplomatic relations between
Ethiopia and Israel. Still, it is not easy.
The rescue of 25,000 Falasha can not be
accomplished by the landing of a plane
as in Entebbe.
There is much controversy about Israeli rescue attempts. Many Americans
and some members of the Israeli Knesset
(parliament) feel that part of the offensive should be a media campaign. The)
want protests against the treatment of
the Falasha. The Mossad (Israeli Secret
Service), however, feel that any public
knowledge of the situation will only
deter and interfere with their rescue
attempts.
These rescues are risky and sporadic
anyway. Publicity (like Tuesday's film)
and tremors due to AWACs in the area,
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causes immigration to be unstable.
Anothers controversy over Falasha is
the delay Israelis took in beginning rescue missions. Some blame geo-political
reasons (That is, the Falasha were not
yet in the Sudan). Others blame quotas
and absorption problems.
Still others
blame Israeli prejudice against the poor,
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illiterate and black. There's truth in them
all.
What can we, as Canadians, do to help
the 20,000 Falasha still in Ethiopia? One
thing is to maintain contact with the
American Association of Ethiopian Jews.
They put pressure on the Israelis and
stress action. An alternative is to support

•

the Canadian Association.
They raise
money to help a Falasha settlement program in Is,rael.
Israeli opinion is to generally inform
the public of the Falasha plight.
if the Israeli operation is to be successful,
this information must be monitered to
allow the Mossad to do their job.
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''Personal Growth Not Economic Cutbacks! We Will
Nots be Misrepresented!
Education is A Right That
Must be Preserved!"
The signs said it. Professors and students· were
preaching it. The walls in.the cafeteria resounded with
it. All that is needed now is for Ontario Minister ·of
Colleges and Universities Bette Stephenson to stop
just hearing these voices echoing off the Bay Street
buildings that surround the Ontario Legilature and
start . listening to what the students and professors are
saying on the campuses throughout Ontario:
"We
want our universities as learning institutions rather
than another cog in the corporate machine.
On Wednesday, April 11th, the student rallied in
the University Centre against Stephenson and the Bovey Commission. About 500 people filled the cafeteria to listen to speakers Sam Di Fillippo, Chairman
of the recently formed Students Concerned About. ':he
Bovey Commission committee (SCBC), University
of Windsor Dean of Students, Ken Long, Windsor's
Faculty Association President Dr. Donald Wallen, and
SAC President Oavid Laird, and to prepare for· 1 march
and rally downtown m protest against the Ontario Government's position on education.
Dean Long began by saying that the University Ad ministration is "making its concern known to the Bovey Commission through the appropriate channels" and
that he is "very pleased" over ;;tudent turnout for the
rally. "You (the students) dignify yourselves," said
Long, "by including yourselves in this process."
Long went on to say chat "subsidizing something as
important as education distinguishes Ontario and Canada" in the rest of the world and that such subsidies
should continue. "Why else would students from all
around the world come to Canada for an education?",
asked Long.
While understanding that the Ontario Government
has to become more efficient, Long does not
understand why the nuclear power industry in Ontario
and Ontario Hydro are not being checked for inefficiences as the educational system is. He explained
that the Bovey Commission should be set up to direct
its energies in improving the efficiency of all departments under the Ontario Government's jurisdiction.
Long's speech was effective and warmly accepted
except when he said that OSAP "is a marvel because it
redistributes millions of dollars to students year to
year."
"In the 1960's, 'Student Power' was a potent force.

Lance Photo by CHRIS McNAMARA

A large crowd of students rallied against the policies of the Minister of Colleges and Universities Wednesday.
It died in the 70's; Let's bring it back in the 80's . "
Such was Dr. Wallen's rallying cry when he stepped up
to the podium. He explained that Stephenson has suggested that if strong public support can be demonstrated, her Commission will recommend :hat cuts in the
education system be stopped. Her position, however,
is that the general public could not care less about
post-secondary education cuts. It's time, said Wallen,
that Stephenson's inklings be proven false.
Wallen is very concerned about the little effort that
is being put into evaluating the education system. He
explained that the three men who make up the Bovey
Commission are working on it only on a part-time basis
and have little time to properly prepare recommendations. The Minister has given them guidelines and
they are to pick some or all of them and develop the
mechanism for implementation.
He further explained that there had been a Commission (The Fisher Commission) set up before the esta-

blishment of the Bovey Commission whose most imporunt .-ecommendation, that the 4% of the Ontario
budget s that goes toward education be returned to its
previous 6% level. That recommendation ignored,
the Fisher Commission recommended that if the government cannots accept increasings fundings to 6% of
the Ontario budget thens schools ands deparm1ents
should be closed. Wallen fears that the same sorts
of recommendations will come out of the Bovey
Commission.
SAC President David Laird argued that "the provincial government is rewriting the rules of the game"
by setting up the Bovey Commission. "This Commission is determining your future," said Laird.
Students climbed into buses after the speeches and
were transported downtown to demonstrate to all
Windsorites that the University of Windsor's student
voice must be heard.

Dr.Ronald
Ianniti newUniversity
ofWmdsor
President
~

•

by Kevin Rollason

The new President of the University
of Windsor is Dr. Ronald W. Ianni. His
six-year appointment was announced
Tuesday by the Board of Governors of
the University.
Ianni is currently · the Dean of the
Faculty of Law, a position he has held
since 1975. He first came to the University in 1954 as a student enrolled in Economics. He received his law degree from
Osgoode Hall in 1961, and. was called to
the Bar in 1963. He received a PhD. in
International Law in 1971 from the London School of Economics, and he was
made a Queen's Counsel in 1976.
Ianni, when asked what his main project would be when he became President,
said that his, " ...
pet project is the
University of Windsor."
When asked about student concerns,
Ianni said he would handle all concerns

in an, ·•. . . objective and dispassionate
' way. "
David Laird, Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) President, said he had,
" ... the utmost confidence in (Ianni)."
He felt confident Ianni would have student interest foremost.
Laird thought Ianni could, " ... enhance the image" of the University.
Ianni has served as Canadian representative to the Legal Committee with the
Canadian delegation at the Uniteo Nation in 1982.

and served as a director from 1973-80.
He was also chair of the Windsor Community
Adjustment Committee for the
implementation of the federal government's Industry and Labour Adjusonent
Program (ILAP) from 1981-83. Currently, he serves• 1s a direct0r of the Heritage
Windsor FoundationsandsthesHospice
of
"Windsor.

Nominations for the position of ?resident were accepted beginning last spring .
A consultant agency, Woods-Gordon, was
then hired to screen through the list of
candidates. Then the Presidential Search
Committee narrowed this shorter list
further by weeding out who was really
interested in the job.

In 1983 while he was on sabbatical,
Ianni was honourary Professor of Law at
Hong Kongs University and scholar in
residence in the Faculty of Law at the
National University of Singapore.

Aftei months of meetings, the Committee settled on Ianni .

Ianni has also been very ,involved with
community work in Windsor. He was
Presidentsof the United Way in 1978-79

Ianni will succeed the current Univer• sity President Dr. Mervyn Franklin on
August 31, 1984.
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April 12 - CJAM's Peter Stevens talks Jazz· Iona Col·
lege 208 Sunset, 12:00
- Palace · Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz 7:00, AJ.
fred Hitchcock, North by Northwest, 9:30
April 13 - Gina Lori Riley Dance Company, Performs
at Education Faculty, Auditorium 8:00 p.m.
- Palace • The Kids are Alright · 7: 00, Scarface 9: 3O
- BFA at King Wah with guests Blue Babies 9:00
April 14 - Dungeons and Dragons Tournament • Windsor Library Main 10:00 a.m . . 4:0 0 p.m.
- Gina Lori Riley Dance Company performs at Educa·
ton Faculty Auditorium 8:00 p.m.
- BFA at King Wah with guests Blue Babies 9:00
April 15 - Opening reception for Kathleen Peer's Exhi·
bit of Ave. West 8:00 p.m., sculpture at Artcite, 1233
University Ave. West, 8:00 p.m.
- Windsor University and .Community orchestra - Essex
Hall Theat re 8:00 p.m.
April 17 - "The Legal Side of Turning 65" - legal advice
for seniors· 1:30 p.m . · Iona College. 20 8 Sunset
April 18 - Prof. William J aves of Religion Dept./Quee n 's
University discusses the life and work of photographer A.A. Chesterfield- Windsor Art Gallery- 7:30 p.m.
- High Technology Seminar - Advanced Business Computer Systems Seminars· Windsor Public Library
Main Branch· 7:30 p.m.
April 19 - Amnesty International Group 22 . general
meeting, 7!30 p.m. Third World Resource Center,
125 Tecumseh Rd. (Newcomers welcome!)
Anyone who wishes to have an event included in this
column is requested to leave the appropriate informa ·
tion (in writing, not by phone) with Peter Deck at the
Lance Office (2nd Floor University Centre)
Photo by GLENN WARNER

Famous of the House·
RIJSTTAFEL (Roce Table)

RESTAURANT

INDONESIAN

"II~
,

FOOD . .. our specialty

rtioo~tmt*~

~ ~I

-t At .i:. Jf.
256-3 884

RIVER

CAI/AO/ AH FOOO

CO MF ORTABLE· AIR CO N DITIO N ED
DI N I N G ROO M
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
MON

VISA

RIVtRSIOE
DETROIT

•lso CHI N ESE '

126 Ouellette

THURS 11 AM· 12 MIO
FRI • 11 AM • 2 AM
SAT 12 AM· 2 AM
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS 12 AM· 12 PM

•
T reVI

Restaurant
3206 Sandwich St W.
University of Windsor

FAST FREE DELI V ERY
(on m,n order>

$3.99 Student Special!
Tuesdays - Homemade Chee se & Potatoe Perogie s
- Homemade Meat Pies

Concert Theatre

(313) 823-6400

Wednesdays- Homemade Cabbage Rolls
- Homemade Turkey Pot Pie

at th e 1-94-Ch almers Exit;

CANADIAN MONEY AT PAR EVERY
NIGHT

Thurs. Apr. 12 · "The Whit e" A tribut e to
Led Zeppelin

Fri. April 13 · Fabulous Thunderbirds

Specialty - 32 Piece Pizza

on Take-Outs
Plus FREE Delivery

10% Discount

April 13-14 · Bitter Sweet Alley
Fri. April 18 · Edgar Winter

Daily Features - Baked Beans, Rigatone,
Pennine(mostaccioli), Ditale, Spaghetti, Mixed Vegetables.
( soup bar included, salad bar .99¢ extra)

Fri. April 20 · Frank Marino & Mahogany
Rush

Sat. April 21 · Les lie West & Mounta in
Ladies Free Admission Before 9 pm Fri. & Sat. Night

Mon-Sat 4 pm - 2 am - Sun 4 pm until Midnight
Licensed under LLBO
254-5103
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by Mireille Coral and Philip Rourke

•

Consider this scenario: Yook General "Grandfather" and his Zook counterpart Vanitch face
e~ch other on th_e wall dividing their respective
km~doms. In their hands they hold tiny bombs,
which ~ave the capacity to destroy all life as they
know 1t. On the ground is a young child voicing
his concerns.
Dr. Seuss says that his new book The Butte r
Battles Book is a nuclear "preachment". Indeed
the situation between the Yooks and the Zooks i~
similar to the present crisis in international relations. The antagonism stems from a difference in
ideology: the Yoo ks eat their bread with the butter side up and the Zooks eat their bread with the
butter side down.
It is generally understood in this book that
these practises are evil, that "Every Zook must be
watched! He has kinks in his soul!" In his dedication to Butter-Side-Up philosophy, the Grandfather works his way up through the military
from the position of Zook -Watching Patrolman
to General.
The Yook Boys in the Back Room use the latest technology to make elaborate weapons. Still,
each new weapon is obsoletewhen it finally comes
out of production. Their Triple Sling Jigger is
matched by the Jigger-Rock Snatchem on the
Zook side. So the Yooks invent a "newfangled
kind of gun", a Vick-a-Poo Kid, which in turn,
is one-upped by the Eight-Nozzled, Elephant
Total Boom Blitz. The arms race
escalates until both sides have a
Bitsy Big-Boy Boomeroo <hat can
blow you "into pork and wee
beans."
These military exploits enjoy
popular support. The Right-Side-Up
Song Girls in the Butter-Up

Band

sing a rousing rendition of the
national song:
"Oh! be faithful!
Believe in thy butter!"

AprU 11-14

DennisonStars

-.

Lance Photo

by PHIL ROURKE

Monique and Christine Coral have all the answers. Now they just have to Jearn how
to write so that their thouqhts can be published.
As the two sides race t0 confront each other, the citizens march obediently into the
bomb shelter.
Dr. Seuss vividly depicts romanticization of the military, illustrating the absurdity of
an all-out arms race based on shallow ideals and hollow principles. The book is very political and one immediately remembers the messages of Yurtle The Turtle and The Lorax
when reading this book.
The book ends with the young;.,;hild questioning the whole process, realizing that all
civilization can be destroyed. Since the book is "an adult book for kids," we decided to
talk to two young people for their opinions on the subject.
'The both of them have the same weapons and they're gonna go at the same time" ,
said Monique Coral, age five. When asked if she thought if the Zook-Yook arms race
should go on, she replied: "They're trying to kill them and they're trying to kill them. I
don't think that's too good for them."
Christine Coral, age nine, has a more philosophical view. "Just because one eats his
bread butter side-up and one butter side-down, so what? If they wanna .:at it upside-down,
it's fine with me. They wanna kill them just because they do that? That's ridiculous!"
Just because people think differently, she continued, doesn't mean there has to he an
arms race. ··1 think that they can talk to each other because they're all human. If they
were creatures from outer space, maybe I'd suspect them."
What can the average person do about this problem?
''Peace marches", said Christine . Monique would rather see direct action - "Break the
bombs." How Monique?
"With a hammer!!" she said with no reservations whatsoever .

April 18-19

Maybe it's time
you jumped
into something
more demanding
than a car pool.
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InpursuitofexceDence
By the time students at the University of Windsor read
this, the Students Concerned .with The Bovey Commission
(SCBC) will have organized a rally and marched on City
Hall, along with other interested students at the University.
The Bovey Commission, as said many times in these
pages, is a three person commission set up by Bette Stephenson, the Ontario Minister of Colleges and Universities,
to examine ways of restructuring Ontario universities.
Two possible targets at the University of Windsor are
the
Faculty
of
Law
and
the
Faculty
of
Education.
In the view of Stephenson, there are too many
Faculties of Education in Ontario. Because of this some
are expendable, so why not just shut down a few?
But as said before, this is an argument that has been
debated at length in these pages. What needs to be discussed now is one of the areas the SCBC are.concerned
with-1ougher
admission requirements in Ontario universities.
On the face of it, one could say, ''What is wrong with
increased admission requirements?"
Presently, you need
a 60% average in Grade 13 to get into an Ontario university.
The problem would be that you would prevent quite a
few of the 'borderline' cases from getting in. These are
the students who for various reasons, do not really excell
scholastically until they enter university.
The students
end up succeeding in university when they are given the
chance.
That is all we are really asking for. We want to give all

the raconteur
by i<>hnliddle
A couple of months back I went to Toronto for :
Job interview. I had seen an ad in the Globe and Mail
for a 'Wordsmith", and I figured I had a decent shot at
It

Cl1111Genand was the fellow's name-owner, operat·
or, pre11dent, and chairman of the word supply industry.
His spacious office was decorated with plaques and
awards. He d been Word1nuthof the Ycar cw1ec,and
bad won several d1stinc:ttons at the Academy of Words
annual awards.
He said: "So, you 're looking for a Job in words?"
I 1&1dyes. "And what ,;on of experience do you have?"
J gaveh1111
my credentials. I added that I played Scrabble frequently, knew the crosswords and Scramleu
mside out, and had invented a few words, just for fun.
"Like what?" he.asked.
' Gomay A Gomay 11 a little plastic: package that
holds ketchup, mustard, relish the fast food condiment

~·

He wasY1sa'bly
unpressed. Perhaps he wasCllflDlfkm,
ac for a posmon111 the Ncolopra Depanment. :Wore

students who want it, the chance to enter university.
A better way of achieving much the same purpose as
increased admission requirements would be to raise academic standards within the universities. This would allow
all qualified students to be able to enter an university,
but it would ensure that only those students who possess
the abilities to keep their academic standing up to standards would be able to last through to their degree.
Universities would have to be careful how they raise
academic standards, since an imbalance of standards across the province would be extremely damaging to the reputation of universities throughout Ontario.
There is one way that the University of Windsor can ensure that students are concerned with receiving high marks.
The return of the President's Roll of Scholars.
This award used to go to students who received an A
average in their courses. It was tangible proof that the
student had done something exceptional at the University,
and as such, they were honoured
for their accomplishment.
Without this roll, students lack one of their incentives
for striving for excellence at university.
Students will
always strive for personal satisfaction, but it is an extra
bonus to realize that other people are recognizing you for
achievement.
Students on campus should be very concerned with the
Bovey Commission. Stephenson's changes could radically
restructure the way we currently know universities. But
this is on a large provincial scale. On a smaller scale, we
should be concerned with ways of improving academics
at Windsor. The President's Roll is just one way of many.

we could get any funhcr, an elfish looking man appeared
at the door.
"Mr. Gerund." he sputtf'rt'd, "I've been working on
inventory as you told me we're aJJ out of nouns!"
"What!" Gerund bellowed. "Out of nouns? Out of
persons,places and things?"
"And unseen qualities," I added.
'Yes sir. I'm sorry sir. Very sorry sir. There
seemsto have been a tragic error A tragic error, sir.
I'm very sorry.' It was obvious he was from the Redundancies Section.
"Listen, you maladroit lickspittlc," Gerund railed,
"I want nouns and I want them fast. All sons of
-polysyllabic, archaic, colloquial. And you'd better
damn well get them. I don't suppose you've crossreferenced Journalese, Legalese, Black English and
Aphorisms, have you?"
"Yes, sir. There's- a tcmblc shonagc, sir. Terrible
shonagc."
"Get out!" Genand spat. "And get me nouns I
Go to production! Double the nan!" The blushing
clerk shuffled out, and Claus Gerund turned his attention back to me. "Sentences," he said. "Have you
much experience with sentences?" I told him that I'd
heard of than.
He explained he wu undergoing a terrible problem

on the West Coast, no one was buying sentences.
"Phrases, clauses, even sentence fragments arc btg out
there, but no one's into sentence.

I've got 8,000 crates

full of them in a warehouse in Vancouver-what do you
think I should do?"
"I didn't take much business schooling," I said,
"but I'd suggest you create a demand. Maybe some
advcnising A Full Sentence means a Full Body and
Mmd, something like that. Maybe sell them in a two for
one deal. I hear there's a lot of blank pages out there
just crying for sentences-"
"Son," he said, "you've got the Job. I'm appointmg
you Sentence Head of the West Coast. Go west, young
man, and sell me some sentences!"
I went west all right, for one week, then I was fired.
Claus Gerund discovered that I had lied on my resume.
A long time ago, when I was young and foolish, I had
been arrested by the Grammatical Police. The whole
thing was JUSt a joke, a little fun with syntax. Well,
the judge thought different, and I had to spend three
years in a cell with a notorious ,rammancalc:riminal
named Dr. Bunkum-but that's someone else's story.
So now I'm an unemployed Wordsmith wath a Craninal Record. What arc my chances? Not good. Not
good at all. 111just keep on trying.
Washme luck.

•
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by Lorenzo Buj and Glenn Warner
In the book o{ Ecclesiastes it is written that "the
child born dead is more fortunate than he." And this
is, perhaps, the most certain ambiguity of our waking
lives that ::,ur coffins are prepared, our fortunes bound
and burned, and yet we still choose to watch, say,
Joan Collins on the Barbara Walters Special or read
the natural highs of poet William Wordsworth in the
dusky pages .of history's droppings.
What then, more so than this year's Oscar circus,
epitomizes · our betrothal to a system that panders to
che undemanding, the simpleton. Hollywood sells us
their safe plots, repackaging the used product with
neat shots, nifty effects, swell acting, and keen stunts;
we readily patronize their hackneyed bantering. When
the time comes that innovation surfaces, few of us
recognize it.
The stars, the stories aren't familiar.
No Spielbergs.
Little originality emanates from our
movies, our Hollywood. Innovation is foreign.

-

And it is this foreignness, this histrionic indulgence
that characterized the great dramas of· the Greeks, the
dazzling· range of Shakespeare, the bizarre charisma of
Eisenstein, the gnawing dread of Hitchcock, that lacks
today.
It plainly lacks. Somewhere alongs the line
western culture . has lost the vision of redemption which,
when combined with the necessary doses of Dionysian
rabble-rousing, forms the great dialectic of mankind's
(and history's!) will to power.
Take Hitler. Had he channeled his originality for
more constructive ends, perhaps he might have become
a capable artist. But his madness consumed his creativity. Will to rule overwhelmed his imagination, imploding his mind. Hitler would have. been a deft Hollywood sensationalist, but a very poor director.
To
suggest otherwise would be as farcical as implying
that James L. Brooks is: a more accomplished artist/
artisan/aesthetician than Ingmar Bergman.
Looked at this way, the history of this century, like
the history of its artists, is the history of accident and
a morbid anxiety with regard to the whole problem
of freedom. After all, what's more vigorous than anxiety, what's more fertile than neurosis, what's more
desired by a schizophrenic age than absolute psychic
nudity?

We allneedspace

If we are unable to understand the art and the intellectualism of this century; if we cannot make sense of
Picasso, of James Joyce, of Francis Ford Coppola's
heat-eaten brain, then its inevtiablc that a police state
will sweep in and'. "save" us from our own freedom.
Indeed, freedom is often the most intolerable of
humanity's burdens.
The freedom of 18th-Century
England wat supposed to be the freedom of the Enlightenment.
But Enlightenment rationalism was far

vanity rather than of economic or administrative value.
call me Sub-Asst. Surgeon instead of Hospital Assistant
and l am quite contented even if you do not increase
my salary or responsibilities.

interests.
This question stems from the point of view that you
have agreed to support and participate in the destruction
of innocent and defenceless human life.

G.S. Khan
Senior Citizen Student of Philosophy

Kevin Wilbur

Dear Editor.
I would like to see SAC put some of our money to
a very useful cause, namely, the lack of parking which
is enhanced by persons who park their cars in two spaces. Along Sunset and other nearby streets, one car is
being parked between driveways when two cars could
easily be parked safely. SAC could hire a few students
to place flyers during the morning hours, on the windshields of cars which are parked improperly. The flyer
would inform people of the problem and instruct them
to pull ahead as far as possible to allow another car to
park behind them.
Jeff Wiersma

Philosophers
know
Dear Editor:
It is very amusing to know about the _cha~ge of ~esignation of "University security" to Umvers1ty Police.
In your Lance, also, I read the comments of the Professor of Psychology.
The reason for this change may or may not cause
confusion to distinguish "Windsor Police" and "Windsor
University Police" but comparatively "Security" has
greater force and power than "Police" But the i_nnerdesire of the ·•security" for this change may be with some
other objective. To me it appears to be satisfaction of

too closed, far coo narrow, and the Romantic movement swept in with a commitment to freedom unparalleled since Zeus changed from god to man and
then back again-in order to explore the liberation of
his lusts and curiousity.
It was a cool performance, Zeus' was. What's left in
his place is the modern artist, but it seems even he has
been reduced to the repressiveness of the coll!ctive
unconscious. It is time to start asking skull-shattering
questions again.

MakffiMalefarcum
I apologize
Dear Editor:
It is becoming painfully obvious to many of us that
the recent publicized episodes of cheating at University
of Windsor have spurred a modern day witch hunt. I
had thought the Maleus Matefarcum defunct, but it
apparently has been resurrected by Dean Brown et al.
It would appear that the new policy at this university
is to assume all students to be plagiarizers, copiers,
essay purchasers, and the like. This blatant paranoia,
which has infected Windsor staff since the official letter issued from the Office of the Dean concerning
cheating, smacks of McCarthyism, the Soviet purges,
and the Nazi persecution of the Jews. lt is a dangerous
trend to pursue. This is not a proud moment.

Dear Editor:
,\t our recent M.B.A. Spring Gala ;,f April 6th, it \\'as
brought to mysattention that I failed to explicit!} acknowledge the contributions and support given to the
M.B.A. Society by so many fine individuals and groups.
Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity to publicly express my sincerest apologies for any embarassment, resentment or anger my omission may have caused
and publicly recognize their much appreciated contributions at this time.

Mark Anthony Carter
Hons. B.A., M.A.

Pete Perkovic
President, Windsor M.B.A. Society

Stateyourpremise
Dear Editor:
Would you please list or explain your reasons for carrying abortion advertisements for American Commercial

J
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See our complete line of Generra
including pants, shorts and tops.

10%Discountfor Students& Faculty
The 1984-85 SAC Cabinet. Back row (left to right): Gerard. O'Neill, Tom Seow, Bob Baker, Kevin
Johnson, Neil Schechtman. Front row: Carl Bang, David Laird, Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
by Sukanya Pillay

Vanier Vittles
This is for the week of April 16-22/84
LUNCH

11:00 -1:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Western Omelet

SUPPER
4:30- 6:30
Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Cream of Tomato Soup
Spanish Macaroni
Corned Beef & Swiss on
Rye

Lasagna
Breaded Grilled Perch

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Honey Chicken
Ham Kabobs

Thursday

Cream of Celery Soup
Salisbury Steak
Grilled Beef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Friday

Fish Chowder
Spiced Beef on a Pita
Grilled Ham Steak
BRUNCH

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

Tuesday

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4:30- 6:30

Soup of the Day
Grilled Cheese
Chili

Spaghetti & Meat &
Meatless Sauce
Roast Pork with Dressing

Soup of the Day
1/4 Pounders

Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppini

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday· Friday

The SAC Commissioners weres ratified on
Fridaysat the first meeting ofsnext year's Srodent
Council.
Kevin Johnson, a second year Honours International Relations student, is the new Internal
Affairs Commissioner. He feels that his experience in various organizations over the past two
years and his "energy, concern and availability
will help to make a great contribution to the
SAC cabinet."
Gerard O'Neill, a fourth year English student
heading for his Masters, has just attained the
position of External Affairs Commissioner. This
job entails the maintenance of student unity in
Windsor as well as across the province.
O'Neill expresses a willingness to voice the
concerns of students both in Windsor and across
the province. With all the cutbacks and restraints
being faced, he claims that the student body
needs special attention.
Neil Schechtman, this year's Commissioner for
Special Events, feels he has gained the experience
required overs the past year for his job next year
as Orientation Co-ordinator. Just as Orientation
'83 was well attended and financially successful,
so too does he think he can make Orientation
'84 'a roaring success".
The Chief Electoral Officer is to manage all
electoral processes as stated in the SAC by-laws.
Jack Ramieri, the new man for the job, feels
his chief responsibility is that SAC elections
move freely.
He plans to improve electoral activities through consultation with students, candidates and
the present Chief Electoral Officer. He also
wants to increase student accessibility to candi-

FOR RENT-Lower
duplex, 2
bedroom, large living room, dining
room and kitchen.
Available
May_ 5, practically on campus.
$300/month plus utilitie~ parking
available and storage.
~all 9450511, after 6 PM.
ROOMMATE WANTED-Preferably Grad student (non-smoker).
Rent $175/month.
Large 2 bedroom, upper half duplex. Utllltles
and phone included.
Located 2
minutes from bus route.
Phone
John 255-9975.
VOLUNTEERS-Harmony
in action needs volunteers to teach
Guitar on a one to one or in two's
for mentally handicapped.
Phone
Peggy at 256-7226.
Distress Line is looking for VOLUNTEERS for new training session
starting May 11: . If you .are empathetic and w1lhng to hsten to
people's problems without advising,
call Marilyn ats253-6351.
Lodging and Rest Home Program
at the YMCA needs VOLUNTEERS
on Tuesday afternoons from 1 PM
to 3 PM for recreational program,
call Adele at 252-6378.
Canadian Cancer Society needs
clinic VOLUNTEERS, driv8f's and
residential campaign work8t's, captains, phone Mary at 254-5116.
Coalition for Development is in
desperate need of VOLUNTEERS
who are skilled in home repairs_
This ii a good opportunity for
tho• retired or unemployed who
like to do repair. This work requires at least one week of commitment, phone Marg at 25M501.

dates through more pre-electoral debates.
Carl Bang 1s the new V.P. Finance. He is a
third year Business student majoring in Finance.
He is setting out to follow the guidlines set forth
by SAC for Vice-President Finance.
SAC's financial position has improved this
past year. Bang plans to maintain the tight controls that were implemented to ensure greater
financial accountability and responsibility.
Robert Baker, the new SAC Commissioner of
Ancillaty Services, ensures that all concerns of
residence students will be dealt with efficiently.
He would continue the SAC services of the Discount card, the Used Book Sale and the Typing
Service. He wants the drug plan to include
birth-control pills.
Tom Scow is the Commissioner of lnternational Students. Scow's objectives include establishing a family host program, cultural programming
and an International Week on campus.
Scow's objectives are to initiate International
Students Seminars for incoming International
students to the U of W in September 1984.
He wants to organize and run SAC Transit System in co-operation with the University's administraion. A family host program, cultural programming, International Week on campus, interactions between Canadian and international
students and a SAC travel service are also issues
he plans to deal with.
Rob McTeague will be the Film Series Coordinator next year. He'll continue to provide
good films for a small fee on Sundays in the
Math Building.
The position of Chairman has been filled by
Greg Grone.

NOTICE-On
Sunday, April 15,
the Windsor University and Community Orchestra will perform at
Essex Hall Theatre, University of
Windsor Campus at 8 PM. Ad-

mission is $2.50 for adults and
$1.50 for students and senior
citizens.
Works of Beethoven,
Vivaldi, Defalla, Havarsen and the
musical "Camelot" will be performed under the direction of
James Tamburini.
Soloists will
be Hani Sarweh and Basel Sarweh
on violin and cello. The Domikovha stri'!9 quartet
will
also
perform.
Everyone is welcome.

NOTICESpeaker Marilyn Ferguson, author of THE AOUARIAN
CONSPIRACY, will address an
audience Wed., April 25, 7 .30 PM
at Cleary Auditorium, on the topic
"A Prelude to Education Week
Event".
Ticl<ets will be $5 in
advance and $8 at the door.
LOST A blacl< female kitten
withone tan hind leg and a small
white spot on her forehead.
In
the vicinity of Campbell and
College.
It should also answer
to the name "Dasein". If found,
please call 252-8865.
FOR SUBLET -Large, 2-bedroom
apt.
in modern low rise. Unfurnished, fully carpeted, balcony,
secured entrance and laundry facilities.
Free parking for more
than one car.
Within walki119
distance to the university. Available May 1, only $360 a month
(includes all utilities).
Call 2568337.
SUBLET-2 bedroom apt. available
from May through August (arrange.
ments possible).
Furnithed, laundry facilities, and dose to the
university and H.K. Asking $300
per month (negotiable) includes
utilities.
Call Max at 253-8617.

SUBLET -2 bedroom in high rise,
close to university at 666 Chippawa Street , available May 1.
Unfurnished,
$350/month,
util.
Great for intercession and summer
students.
Phone Peter or Dave at
253-9003.
SUBLET-1 bedroom
at U.W./Campbell Ave. Available
from May 1, 7 minute walk to U of
Windsor. $250/month (incl. util.l,
first and last month rent. Also tias
parking and laundry. Call Collins
at 253-1238 or Danny at 258-7615.
ROOM available-One large single
room on Randolph Ave. rent is
$135 (incl. util.), first 'and last
months rent.
Laundry
share
kitchen and central air conditioning.
Call Collins at 253-1238
from 8 AM to noon or / PM to
10 30 PM.
SUBLETHouse, from May to
August, 3 bedrooms, 2 floors,
2 bathrooms, furnilhed or unfurnished, ideal for 2 or 3, rent
negotiable, call 256-6793.
FOR SALE-One
Pioneer tuneramplifier, one Pioneer turntable
and two 30 watt speak81'1 at $250.
Lamps, book~elves,
sofa, etc.
for sale.
Pr,ces •e negotiable_
Call for Gary. 252-2289.
ROOMMATE wanted to shares 2
bedroom apt. on Riverside Dr. W.
5 minutes from University. Private
entrance, furnished except bedroom suite.
Beautiful view
laundry,
utl.
included'
Phone 256-9357 or 736-4979.
'
WANT TO BUY a chesterfield and
chair, call 252-6243.
CAR FOR SALE-1976 Mustang1
2 door, 4 speed, -!I maintainea
and will ufety. Asking $2800 or
belt
offer.
Phone: 258-4869.

-.----------------------------------NewCJ.Al.Vl-1\1:lanager
by Peter Freele
1O'lb Diacount for
Student•

cJAM's current station manager Russ Wolske
has been hired by the Student Media Corporation
(SMC) to head the radio station for at least another year.
Wolske, a three year veteran of the station, has
been Station Manager for the past year and helped
guide the station through its transition from
carrier current to FM.
The hiring marks a dramatic change in the station's hiring procedure.
Prio to this year, the position was filled by a
vote of CJAM staffers. This year, SMC set up a
hiring committee comprised of two SMC members
and three elected CJAM members. This committee screens the applicants and recommends two
candidates to SMC. SMC then hires the new Station Manager. As well, the C)AM staff must ratify SMC's decision.

75 Un,vers,ty Avenue W

Windsor. Ontano
N9A 2Y5
Phone (519) 258-4114

MONA LISA
., 1 Are you sick Worried?

...
~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with
your job
or
business?

Palm & Card
Reader
Psychic

Wolske, however, was the only candidate put
forth to SMC when the hiring committees other
recommendation pulled out of the competition
at the last minute.

Russ Wolske, CJAM Station Manager and Polka
King.

According to hiring committee member Kevin
Rollason another choice was not made as "the
other candidates did not have the qualifications
and experience of Wolske."

During his term Wolske plans to achieve a
'zero bottom line, fiscally," and to work towards
a 'greater awareness of our function as well as
expanding listenersh ip."

Phone 966·3012
For Info.

Lance Photo by CHRIS McNAMARA

935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

Open 9 AM· 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.

Daily-Weekly-Monthly
Insurance Replacements

MoneyloanedtoAlumni
by Kevin Rollason

Up to $5000 will be loaned
by the Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) to set up an International Alumni Association
p (!AA) for the University of
"ior ·tisor.
to

The IAA would serve as a
between the University
and its graduates in other countries.
!iabun

Jim Shaban, former SAC
President and a member of the
IAA steering committee said it
was not hard to maintain com·
munication locally, through the
present
Alumni Association.
But, at the present time, there
was no association to keep track
of international graduates.
Shaban felt one reason it was
important to keep those contacts since studies had proven,
". . . the importance of doing
business with Canadian graduates." With this association set

up, he said the University of
Windsor could get an international reputation.
Carolyn Ozimek, SAC VicePresident fully supported the
concept, saying, "I wouldn't
loan it to them, I'd give it to
them." She thought the benefits would be unbelievable, but
she would like to see progress
reports given tu SAC.
Shaban told SAC, that whatever amount SAC gave or loaned
the IAA, President Mervyn
Franklin had committed an
equal amount in grants.
SAC Vice-President-Finance
Kean Wong, who is also a member of the IAA steering committee, was asked by SAC if they
could afford to give money to
the project. He said it was a
" ... matter of priority." He explained if SAC felt it was a high
priority item then SAC had the
money, if it was not a high
priority SAC could not afford
it. After some more discussion,
Shaban, who received a proxy

from Chris Kyrtsakas who left
the meeting, moved his own pro·
posal, saying that SAC should
match funding with the University through a loan of up to
$5000. This was passed by SAC.
There will be no SAC student
evaluations of professors this
semester, said SAC President
David Laird.
Laird blamed the short timt:
frame that was left in the semester before final exams for not
publishing :hem again.
Laird added that he had discussed evaluations with Dr. Wal·
len, the Faculty Association
President, to try and amend the
Faculty Association -::ontract, to
allow for the university to pub·
lish evaluations since it was,
" ... a lot easier and less expensive," to get them to do it.
The final business the 198384 council did was resign which they did. This made way
for the 1984-85 council. The
1983·84 SAC executive resign
the end of April.

Applicationsnow beingaccepted
for 1984-85Lancestaff:
SportsEdi.tor
FeaturesEditor
Arts Editor
News Editor
PhotographyEditor
Assoc. PhotographyEditor
CirculationManager
Deadlinefor applications
is May 1st

Phone
(519)254-0214
(519)254-2121

NORTHLAND

326 Victoria
Windsor, Ontario

FAMILY PLANNING
CLINIC

20755 Greenfield
Suite 1104
Southfie!d, Michigan

48075

(313) 559-0590
• Free Pregnancy Testing - immediate
results
.Abortions to 24 Weeks
.completely Confidential
• Board Certified Gynecologists
.All InsuranceAccepted - upon verification
.Ultra Sound Done in Clinic
.v.o. Testing

NORTHLAND
FAMILY PLANNING CLINICS , INC.

(313) 559-0590
- Detroit & Suburban Areas

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y'Pho/ography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
"1indsor, Ontario

969-6900
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by Cathy McDonald
National Features Writer
Canadian University Press

The smoke from Andy Moxley's cigarette adds to the stale, sour
stench of his room. At first glance, Moxley, 32, appears to hold
strong interests in progressive causes. His wall posters scream of
injustice and struggle-"Ban the cruise", "Say No to Apartheid"
and "Solidarity with the Struggle in El Salvador". But Moxley
wears many hats.
He fought for five years-Command Airborne Six in Cypress,
did a two-year stint as prison guard at Kingston penitentiary, and
now leads a student life-studying communications at Carleton
University, Ottawa.
He's volunteered for political groups, including an El Salvador
solidarity committee and the peace movement.
And he's spied on them for the RCMP.
Moxley's revelation last July that he informed on Ottawa and
Toronto peace coalitions, was an untimely embarassment for the
Canadian government.
Solicitor General Robert Kaplan was on the hot seat, defending
his bill to create a new security service to replace the RCMP's
political spectrum said bill C-157 created a secret monolith with
the ability to pry into Canadian private lives and nip political dissent
in the bud.
Kaplan emphasized the bill's safeguards.
The bill defines how security agents must apply for a judicial
warrant to use "intrusive techniques" such as tapping phones,
opening mail, secretly entering premises to install"bugs", and
gaining access to government collected information on health and
tax records.
But Moxley's untimely appearance and press coverage gave
Canadians a glimpse behind the bill's legal clauses, into the real

world of RCMP interaction and friction wit.1 political groups.
The vast, undefined appendage of any security service, its network of informers, is completely ignored in bill C-157. And regulations over the use of informers, arguably the most intrusive of all
information gathering techniques are conspicuously missing.
The use of informers is crucial to feeding the RCMP's bank of
knowledge. While electric eavesdropping techniques are improving,
a well-placed informer knows many people, their plans and politics.
The co.st and risks of installing bugs and transcribing recordings are
avoided.
In fact, one important reason why bill C-157 gives the new
security service access to government data is to enable it to identify
potential informers.
Before the federal government's royal commission on the RCMP,
the McDonald Commission, exposed the illegal practices, the RCMP
obtained confidential health records secretly.
It learned of an
individual's emotional problems, homosexuality or perhaps treatment for mental illness. Potential informers were thus humiliated
or pressured into cooperation.
Other recruitment methods include long interrogations, reminding the person of a criminal record and money offers. Many informers, such as Moxley, volunteer their services out of a sense of patriotism. Others want to inform on their political enemies.
A security agency is as valuable as its network of informers.
Once Moxley was established as a participant in the Ottawa peace
coalition, he was able to identify people in photos of demonstrations, and discuss their roles and whether he thought they
were dangerous.
Moxley felt he played an important role for Canada, looking for
foreign influences in the Ottawa El Salvador Solidarity group.
He could spot a foreign infiltrator because they would mimic beliefs they didn't really hold, he said.
"You can tell original thought, as opposed to someone parody-

ing someone else's line," ~lit1d.
Using a personal set of.eria
Ottawa group of Cuban and,nflu
Secondly, Moxley )ookci~pl
passing their names on to th:t.

"I felt the RCMP hadJ kn
or violence-was going on. not~
the RCMP would leave them
But when the RCMP a top
activist groups, he started fPath
spying on. Finally, he 11 do\\
where the RCMP knew a fatic
felt his cover had been blofe a
RCMP informer.
Soon after, he quit.
.
The extent of the RCM~itef
is broad. Federal NOP Ed
" ...The government has an
800,000 files on individu
government's own Royal C n_o
Commission, has documen this
to destroy these files and i!fain;
ions of the civil liberties of s of
Many activist groups s me
that they come in regular 1th
who they are. Toronto er Yer
Senate committee examin C-1
and lawyers he knows assu hor
"It is a very real prob!
can talk over the telephone
Copeland represented
group of lawyers and la" to
is publishing a handbook isti
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~rMP
appetftefor information
selves from police harassment. A draft, Offense Defense: Survival equal opportunities officer, simply asking her whv she subscribed
·
seminars for activists, states "It is safe to assume that the police •to a now-defunct Communist magazine, Forge'.
Separating
"information
gathering"
from
policing
responsibilities
phot~graph evef/ demonstration, r:IIY and march. They try to
was behind McDonald's recommendation to separate the security
get pictures of. every p_erson in attendance ...The police will later go
service from the RCMP. ''Because the essential function of a securthr?ug~ the p1~tures m order to identify individuals and update
ity intelligence agency is to collect, analyze and report intelligence
their files. Their concerns include knowing who was in attendance
about threats to Canada's security, we .believe it should not be
as well as establishing which individuals play leadership roles and
authorized to enforce security measures."
the connections or affiliations of the individuals ... "
Disruption activities are a politically charged issue, and Copeland
While Copeland is concerned about the RC.MP's ability to collect
wants
to know why bill C-157 does not take McDonald's recominformation, he is even more concerned about the fact the bill
mendation.
'From the fact that they totally disregard that recomdoes not address a security agency's more active function, that of
mendation,
the
government must want them co (continue the
actuallly disrupting groups it identifies as subversive.
practice) ... "
The RCMP has not only collected information on thousands of
Copeland points to other ignored recommendations, such as
Canadians, it has put that knowledge to use. The McDonald Comshielding
the minister from responsibility for the service (he can
mission documented the use of "disruptive techniques" by the
offer
only
"general directions"), and giving security agents carte
RCMP, and recommended in 1981 they be explicitly forbidden by
blanche to break laws without fear of repei;.cusssion.
•
legislation. Bill C-15 7 is silent on this issue.
"We
have
a
very
cynical
vicw
...
that
the
government
is
using
this
An RCMP officer described techniques to the commission as
legislation
to ensure that it is not embarassed, as it has been in th e
"making use of sophisticated and well researched plans built around
past. Under the bill, everything the government has been embarassexisting situations, such as power struggles, love affairs, fraudulent
ed about,n the past will be made legal..." Copeland said.
use of funds, information on drug abuse, etc., to cause dissension
The peace movement is certainly feeling the heat of police
and splintering of the separatist/terrorist group."
pressure, Copeland said. David Orlikow, NDP MP from Winnipeg,
Copeland told the Senate committtee the law union is highly
told the House of Commons he knew of RCMP surveillance on a
critical of the RCMP's role in actively disrupting political groups.
prominent national peace organization.
"The aspect that concerns our organization the most is the
But Kaplan explained the peace movement as such is not a
disruptive activities of the security agencies," he said. "The posittarget, but rather "individuals who are promoting the overthrow
ion we take is that if a group is breaking the law and the government
of the government or who are acting on the behalf of foreign governfinds out about it, that group should be prosecuted ...(However)
ments within Canada might be targeted anc .that would cover them
one should be free to engage in lawful activities, free of intimidation
if they infiltrated the peace movement."
and free of interference by state authorities.''
If the RCMP is only interested in individuals in the peace moveThe step from passively collecting information on people, to ment, one such person is Ken Hancock, member of an anti-cruise
using that information to intimidate them, is a small one.
missile group in Toronto. As an informer, Moxley said his RCMP
And there is no explicit reporting mechanism in bill C-157 :ontacts mentioned Hancock's name frequently and encouraged him
explaining how security agents will decide which polincal activist to learn more about him.
deserves a scare, a house raid, or whether an informer should act as
Hancock knows he is under surveillance, especially by the Toran agent provocateur, encouraging a group to more extreme and onto Metropolitan police. The Ontario attorney-general notified
eventually self-destructive action.
him this summer his phone has been bugged "for some considerable
Copeland says the RCMP's history of <.upressingpolitical activity
time". Hb house and those of other members of his group, the
without regard for civil liberties will not be remedied by bill C-157, Cruise Missile Conversion Project, were raided by police last year,
rather it will be entrenched.
looking for evidence to connect them to the 1982 bombing of
" It's difficult to see the difference between (bill C-157) and Litton Industries, a Toronto manufacturer of the cruise guidance
what the KGB does," Copeland said. "They discourage dissenter~ system.
from coming to demonstrations ...much of what the po:ice state in
Hancock, a Quaker, received a living allowance from the Quaker
Eastern Europe is designed to do is scare people out of this activity."
Church organization, the Canadian Friends Service Committee, to
Looking back, Moxley is pleased with his work. "I've been a support his political activism in the peace movement, which includes
little of everything, I can see and appreciate views on all sides and the ruse of civil disobedience
I see a synthesis of all these beliefs."
The Quaker Church docs not endorse violence of any kind.
Moxley has a simple way of summing it up. "What's law and It's hard to call it a foreign influenced organization, or Hancock
order for one person, is repression for someone else."
a violent agitator. In fact, when the Litton bombing took place,
the
media distinguished non-violent activities of the Cruise Missile
A disruptive act can be as simple as letting an individual or
group know they are under surveillance, to give them a scare. Nat- Conversion Project from the bombing, rather than taking the optional trade unions claimed recently the RCMP is conducting a portunity to cast doubt upon its work.
Hancock knows why he is being harassed. "They want us to
campaign of ''police intimidation", focusing on members of public
stop
doing our actions. We start to get flack from our own people
sector unions and especially female officials.
It's the perfect slave
Last August, a trade union official said 10 to 15 officers were who start to say we're too confrontational.
contacted by the RCMP in the previous six months, indicating some mentality. After they raid us, and our children, then we take the
kind of campaign. In one interview, an RCMP officer visited an blame for confrontation."
0
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An anti-cruise protestor, just back from the button shop, has no idea that the dove she's holding is an RCMP AGENT!
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by Dave Viecelli

This charming man from Seduce.

I'm really tired of the rock and roll industry.
Sunday night's exercise in incompetence at the
Alarm/Pretenders show in Detroit only served to
reinforce: my disdain for promoters, bouncers and
big-name bands.
Despite the fact that the Lance's interview with
the Alarm had been arranged well in advance, stupidity and harassment haunted my every step from
the moment I crossed the threshold of The Fox
Theatre. The problem stems from the fact that
commercial rock promoters are interested :n profit and nothing else. They, along with many popular bands forget that their. success is impossible
without the people who buy the records and rickets as well as those humble journalists who write
about music and the DJ's who play it. These pro·
morcrs such as Cellar Door Productions (who put
on Sunday's show) get very irresponsible by hiring
veritable mental midgets of bouncers who are incapable of understanding a complete sentence. These
gentlemen are largely unsupervised and while they
maintain security, they also cause problems for
people who arc going about the business they were
ordained to do. The fact is that as long as fans remain passive consumers, the industry will continue
to fuck the fans with high prices and mistreatment
without responsibility or respect.
Add co these problems the kind of rock-star
trappings the Pretenders have surrounded themselves with and you have the makings of one bad
e\'ening out. The Pretenders arc making it big now
on commercial radio and they aren't wasting any
time, what with the police-escorted limo and
their untouchable media star hype. Well, the Pretenders can go to hell. Their records are largely
unimpressive and live, they're as original and exciting as a dirty sock. What I don't understand is
how they manage to keep a band like the Alarm
on tour with them, putting up with the garbage

Ilard,harder
by Lorenzo Buj

"butts, guts, and nuts"
-Sarah Atkinson

There's little consolation in the idea that rock barns like Danny's
arc, with their aged sealed-in quality, little more than patchy
"party" palaces Y.here the kinks of the working week are egregiouslv exorcised.
I; places like these an infallible dress
decrees that one sit
his butt down on a dodgy table, start slugging back the mind-expanding liquids, look over the well-let assets gushing dancefloor
gaga to everything from ·'Jump" to "Won't Get Fooled Again",
and wait vacuously for roch 'n' roll nites to star . numbing the
cortex.
Such are the trademarks of a ground-tied tradition; and be it
backwater Detroit, the Windsor riviera, or Provo, Utah, woe be
the innocent that intrudes upon the scene with less than the minimum amount of conformity.
Indeed, it'd be depressing to lift a sober eye and, in the midst
of all this, be shocked into self-analysis. But when a band like
Seduce plays a place like Danny's, something somewhere's (Where?
-Ed.) looking up and no amount of mental activity dare mess with
the Marshall madness.
" ... The missionaries of a cleaner idea"
-Friedrich Nietzsche

They may be a dime-a-clink on the hard rock circuit, but at
least Seduce does a good job crushing any possible objections
voiced on grounds of taste. No impassive thrash, no ;;elf-immolatory
displays, not the slightest trace of angst-ridden idiosyncrasies with
this crowd-just a steady storm of Metal. All the songs are over·
driven- "Chopping
Block," "Head banger,"
"Starlite/Starbrite"
(" ... about takings your own life"), andsa squawkysversion ~f "Ballroom Blitz"-and their set ends with an mcred1ble, mountmg hammer charge.
Even with the somewhat awkward middle-stage hole (no mike
swinging-minstrel) the guitarist handles his fuck-stick fret-work
like the instrument's his most natural of appendages. The drummer's strong and sufficient; and the vocalist/bassist-no
hairwise
comparison to his Crue-ish counterpart-belts
out the useless lyrics
with the full '.>itchof standard pandemonium.
So all's ~ell as Sedu~e bravely burn up the Metal lane, as the
deep-tanned figure-gifted woman in white leaves every male in the
place with one hand under the table, and the brain whines uselessly
over the history of genocidal horror.
It's just a damn shame that crowds like these tonight always
restrain themselves so.
•

Mike Peters of the Alarm . truthful

tornado-head.
See the back page for an
interview with Twist, the band's drummer.
the Pretenders and their management spew forth
like a natural bodily function.
The Alarm, to say the least, made Chrissie
Ilynde and her crew look like an uninspired bar
band. Mike Peters, Dave Sharp, Eddie McDonald
and Nigel Twist combine to produce the most
emotional, intelligent pop I. .have ever witnessed.
Renditions of such tunes as "Blaze of Glory" and
"Sixty-eight-Guns" stirred both the :1eart and the
feet as these Welsh gentlemen firmly made their
declaration. There is no pretense here, just an ap·
peal that moves me more than anything has in a
long time.

Nightthetiuthhnffi ugly

a coup/e of ch·

ins above th

Editor's Note: As the gloom of
a tattered decade looms larger,
The lance's
Mike Panontin
climbs the metaphysical expresstrain of post-punk moodiness
and pontificates on England's
Sisters of Mercy and March Violets. Without even batting an eye
in Panontin's direction, the Sisters have released their "Reptile
House" EP and The Violets have
jumped. in with a disc entitled
"Snake Dance". But Nho are we
to say anything? Perhaps good
music, like good chocolate
mousse, needs a few words to
go with it ...
The ?sychedelic gloom, often
thematic tour de force of countless quasi-Transylvanian
"sardons" - from the foreboding,
gut mangling anti-Christian visionaries such as blood thirsty
Ozzy ,1,ndthe Black Sabbath circa 1970 to the glam-gore of The
Stooges' infantile and equally
boneheaded "we're bored so

e rest.

f•ck you and yo' mamma too
"rebellion - is now enjoying
the kind of recent resurgance
that would send an Italian
monk to the rites of exorcism
(do you remember
Spooky
Tooth?).
Sisters of Mercy, along with
their brother affiliates, March
Violets, both masterfully concoct a brooding, overcast stew
fusing futurist/doomsday visions
of Armageddon with the cerebrally frenzied cramp of amplified metallic guitars.
Their's is the sort of black
death imagery that I was led to
expect from those foppish Bat. cave poseurs-only these bands
display more verve than sensationalism.
Undoubtedly
influenced by
the murky, enthralling requeims
of a late seventies U.K. Decay or
the (U.K.) Wasted.Youth or even

Nick Cave's psychosis, Sisters of
Mercy - in a sort of long-anticipated maturity - gives tongue to
shrill shrieks that almost drown
themselves in self-debasing, even
at times dis-spiriting, decadence.
Powerful stuff here!
March Violets, on the other
hand, leave me a might bit cold
(though doubtfully not the chilling state intended, I'm sure).
March Violets used to excite"Ole
(check out their ancient "Children on Stun" E.P.) but "Snake
Dance" with its spastic pseudometal energy, reeks of Aerosmith (hardly the thing we need
is it?) while "It's Hot" comes
across more like rehashed Birthday Party thrash than the sodesired bezerk chaotic effect.
Rebel rock for demented lizard kmgs, these bands. So catch
Sisters of Mercy at St. Andrews
Hall on Monday eve, April 16.
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THE STYLE COUNCIL
"MYEver Changing Moods"
(Polydorl

minded.
tell us
go by."

When the Jam broke up, I was really· impressed.
Impressed, not by the fact they broke up but by
their method and reasons. To say the least, it was
a classy piece of work. I realized of course that Paul
Weller would soon be putting another project on
vinyl and I sat in quiet anticipation of further exercises of his particular brand of. genius. Unfortunately, I was disappointed by the first release of
the Style Council consisting "Jf Weller and keyboard
wizard Mick Talbot. It was a rather weak example
of soulful pop that just laid there, never quite pulling itself together the way the Councillors may have
conceived it.
This new LP, My Ever Changing Moods is one of
the most appropriately titled releases of the past
few years. Musical whims are indulged on a grand
scale as the Council moves from the late Jamlike soul/pop of "A Solid Bond in Your Heart"
through the elevator music of ''Blue Cafe'' and the
instrumental jazz. of "Dropping Bombs on the
Whitehouse" to the electro-funk rap of "A Gospel."
This album is interestingsif nothing else. Happily
however, there is something else. Although I really
don't enjoy the muzak, the rest of the songs are
quite effective in their respective genres. "You 're
the Best Thing" which apparently is the next single
destined for airplay is one of the better cuts, a little
complacent lyrically, but lilting and relaxing mus1cally. 18 year old Steve White aids and abets the
Style Council on My Ever Changing Moods with
somevery appropriate percussion throughout.
This is one of those records that you hardly ever
listen to all the way ,through but rather pick and
choose songs that you feel like hearing at any given moment. I'll be quite satisfied should the Style
Council continue in this eclectic vein.

by Lorenzo Buj

\

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL
"Bruises"
(Beggars Banquet)

10

2

It's my fault. I opened the box on Lorenzo's desk
and pushed past the new Modern English ,album, and
the bloated face of
Boy George, to grab .a record
by a band I had only heard of once before. Surprise.
After spinning this Jisc numerous, times I have come
to the conclusion that I.like it.
Gene Lo\'es J ezebcl is the band and Bruises is the
title on this album on the Beggars Banquet label.
Three of the arrangements in this six song album
are particularly good while the others arc only a\·crage. Side one opens with "Bruises" a numb~r that
takes a refreshingly different approach to melody
and chord arrangements. Next 1s "Pop Tarantula"
which is equal!) difficult to define: "I read 1t on a
wall/ things marked scrawl/ fill your head with cotton
wool/ stopswhining". Its distinctiveness 1s the most
noucible and likeable quality of the song. "Shower
me \\ ith Brittle Punches" is mediocre but side two
opens with "Upstairs".
The powerful immediacy
of this song, along with some excellent drumming
and a basslme that Pats Petro would be more than
happy to steal and claim as his own, makes it a
force to contend with. GLj can produce music
that borders on being dangerous. It's angry, threatening, emotional, and best of all. original. Being cynical seems to be the new trend as of late. Yet, Gene
LoYes Jezebel's abstract cynicism is appropriate and
OK because it suits the style of rhe band.
by Sue St. Denis
UZEB
"You, Be Easy"

by David Viecelli

(A&M)

CHINA CRISIS
"Working With Fire and Steel"
(Virgin)
The breezy. pop:, on China Crisis' Working With
Fire and Steel seems snatched from the vacant
waftings of video-rock muzak and left alone to
breathe the 1ir of its own poolside-ish composure.
Though it can get tiresome with flaps of easydone "soul" and quaint simple rhythms, there's
an unforced integrity at work here so that all the
good tracks-from the sweet sanctity of "Tragedy
and Mystery" to the understated strength of "Animals in Jungles"-are the equivalent of an uplifting
tonic.
The music's dancable, the lyrics forgettable, but
the delivery's so unthinkingly charming that you '11
actually find yourself relaxing as you listen. This is
not to say that China Crisis deserve any less than
a clear ear. As with the colourful cover of the
album-where pastel visions of beach grass and
clouds jostle with the realism of an industrial
photo-a ny tension (as hinted at in the band's
name) comes alive just on the right side of simple-

As the words on "Wishful Thinking"
"I sat on the roof/ And watched the day

7

I'm both attracted and repelled by UZEB's latest
offering You, Be Easy.
This French-Canadian group toils in the jazz
fusion field. They soun<l like Weather Report, but,
then again, they sound like a lot of fusion bands.
Ami 1.hat's their problem; their music suunds. ,u
familiar, some would say derivative, that it can turn
off the casual listener.
The band leserves better than that.
Their stuff is intelligent and is performed with
intensity and dedication.
Michel Cusson's expres sive guitar work contrasts nicely with Michel Cyr's
sc:tmless synthesizer work, and the· rhvthm section
of Alain Caron and Paul Brochu kicks. ·
"Entre Ciel Et Terre" and "Hit It" are particularly
strong songs, and these point the way towards the
band establishing a more distinctive sound. Tht .rest
of the album is not as strong, but does have its
moments.
All in all, a pretty good album from a
group th at seems on its way to establishing a recognizable style.
by Peter Freele
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I So simple
by Lorenzo Buj

Near death and at the end of
a r.nher hapless life, George Farquhar gave Queen Anne's England its parting shot of Restoration bawdry.
\1annered, worldly, and witty
as Restoration comedy was, Farquhar took on the tradition of
social folly and with the grace of
one of his amiable gallants
shrewdly sluicing bourgeois de·
corum, he wrapped up Theatre's
most fashionable and flamboyant period with his own Beaux'
Stratagem.
It's 1709 and the stage is
overrun with highway robbers,
disaffected wives and knavish
but

warmhearted

gentlemen.

However, Farquhar's scene isn't
Wycherley's
cymcal,
sexual
London, but the rustic environs
of che country where his comic
ends prefigure the smooth, Ian·
guid polish of sentimentalism.
The plot - your basic ribald
romp of grab-the-forru ne/ getche-woman - takes its wenching and tavern-tripping and breaches through 1c some pleasurable
provincial air.
Aim well and Archer are a
couple of gentlemen lately on
the skids, and so they've set
about invading Lady Bountiful's
country place while disguised as
master and servant. Self·contained and~scheming as any Restorauon types, they 're amiable
enough to displace much of :the
studied detachment that inform·
ed the rake spirit of Charles II's
stage. At Detro1t's Hillberry
Theatre, Richard Klautsch as
Aimwell and Mark Corkins as his
supporting actor Archer work
out a nimble interplay strong
enough to wheel along the action and bring the sophisucaced
tastes of a passing style toward
more human colour.
You can't help liking them especially when observed against
the backdrop of the others.
There's the meanish, thieving andlord Boniface who, here
pegged by Paul Amadio, clods
across stage like suspicious,
mindset oldscock. There's the '
satiric pomp of LeWan Alexander's head highwayman: there's
the ridiculous foppery of Tho·

Pu.,..".
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Angela Yannon and Mark Corkins in 'The Beaux Stratagem," cur·
rently at Hilberry Theatre (corner of Cass and Hancoc k in Detroit).
mas Suda s Count Bellair, and
there's the gritty thickness of
Seve Anders' Scrub.
Since nothing avails the humours of such as motley collec·
tion as the battle . of the sexes,
there's also the country marriage. Farquhar's husband/wife
strife provides the play's elas·
CIC centre. Mrs. Sullen, a knowledgeable and ultimately feminine woman, and apparently
no stranger to the secrets of
the city, is tied down co a
blunt
country ·dwelling lout.
Jeff Dolan is Sullen, the Jerk
whose cries and headaches ripple
the play's surface but not much
else.
Angela Yannon commands
the wife role both visually and
vocally so that Cheryl Williams'
somewhat shapeless Dorinda secs
her off cleanly and Mrs. Sullen
emerges in her fine willfulness,
in all her liberating sincerity.
Heading. coward divorce (and
more modern waters) we see
her passing on to siscer·in-law

Dorinda all the right tips on the
ways of worldly comportment,
but this Mrs. Sullen's never less
than a self-contained reservoir
of charm, so when Archer be·
gins to wear away the bour·
geois "decency" she has so duly
upkept. Yanno n strikes the per·
feet note of dignified hesitation
in the midst of. long·expecced
love jostl ing.
Hilberry's production sparkles whenever K.lautsch, Corkins,
or Yan non are :m stage. The rest
of the time its antic jests are a
little short on lustre and the
cast's Americanisms may come
across more than slightly. The
between scenes prankishness and
set-changing shenanigans du ttcr
the mind but its the honesty of
the enterprise that keeps the
whole thing from slow ly slipping.
To be sure, the sword fights
are elegantly done, and Timothy
Schmitlin's tasteful set is with
its Rococo trees in the soft,
painted distance as responsible
and radiant as Farquhar's touch.

Lewis:isthecustomer
ererright?
SNOOTY BARONET
by Wyndham Lewis
(Paget Press, 313 pp., $ 19.50 paper)

HEBERT
1?84 OTTAWA STREET· WINDSOR· 15191258 5~0

Wyndham L<.>wisis, no doubt, one of this
century's most neglected modernise "greats."
While T .S. Eliot found him "fascinating" to ·ead
and a handful ot other critics suspected that his
literary output manifested a great coherency
visible only from a hard·bought vantage point,
scholars have left Lewis for supposedly richer
fmds in Joyce, Waugh, and Eliot himself.
Well aware of this silence, of a non-existent
public, Lewis hardly paused in his intellectual
steamroll.
In addition to art, literature, and
political writings, he flung out a full-blown
philosophical treatise, Time and Western Man,
that displayed more than its share of poise and
Henri Bergson's metaphysics of subjectivity.
In fact, there is something grand and engulf·
ing about Lewis' style. Yet it can all be so moderniscically complex (perhaps even nihilistic
in its dismay with the absolute philistinism and
en tr opy of modern civilizatio n ) that its jarring
stylistic dep artures and hard- lipped humour keep
readers off his track.
The Paget Press' (in conj u nctio n with Black
Sparrow) reissue of Lewis' 193 2 novel Snooty
Baronet is as appealing as any Lewis volume co
dace. Editor Berna rd Lafou rcadc has provided
u s with a useful afte rwo rd and drawings by Lew-

is himself and has brought the whole novel into
appealmg focus .
One single page within the novel itself will
rise to everything from Sir Walter Scott to
Behav10urism to the implications of the tenn
"bonehead."
The depth of Lewis' intellectual
commitment is hardly in doubt, but the question
of whether Lewis can really be a novelist is quite
another.

Whatever the problems, Snooty moves between Mavfiar, Southern France, and Persia
and come; off like an understandably irritated
desperado of modcrn·day absurdity/stupidity.
·with a plate in his head, with potential violence
on his side, and with a sexual life of sluttish in·
consistency he is the crucial still-point of .the no·
vel's transcendent "obscenity".
Commiting murder at the end, flying spuriously in the face of the lulling desensitization
affected in the ceaseless shrieki ng of the century, Snooty is a wired Beckett-type, a Camusian
version of Richard Ill , a Holde n Caulfield in
full mental drag.
The co nn ection between Lewis' Snooty and
Ste rne's Sha ndy is, as Lafour cadc sez in th e Afterword, evident. But between the two th ere is
an ocea n of reflected duali sms.
Somehow
Snooty, an awsome irresp onsible pile of jau ndic ed tension, is foreve r outsi de good and evil
but not always beyond it.

by Lorenzo Bui
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Wmdsor
couldhavethreeOlympic
athletffi
by JanisseBrowning-leveque
With the 1984 Summer Olympics only months away, many
determined athletes are preparing mentally and physically in
order to compete against the
world's best.
Included in this
elite class of high-claibre contenders are three Windsor natives: Andrea Page, Eli Sukunda,
and Kelly Ann Way.
Andrea
Page is presently
training on a regular basis in
Toronto to hopefully
qualify
for the Canadian Olympic team
as a competitor in the women's
400m hurdles.
So far, four
women have been selected to
compete at the Olympic Trials
to take place
in Winnipeg
only one month
before the
actual games. There are three
positions
available,
and the
compeution will be tough.
Page, however, has a lot of
experience behind her, and although she may not possess
much of the speed some other
world class competitors
have,
she knows her race very well
and expresses confidence in her
hurdling technique.
Last year Page was an assistant track coach for the Lancers,
and with a degree in Human
Kinetics
and a Masters
in

Science, she also taught nursing.
In September
of this year,
she plans to return to Windsor
to teach in the Faculty of
Human Kinetics.
"Right now, my number one
priority is to make the Olympic team, then possibly qualify
for the semi-finals," said Page.
Qualifying for the semi-finals
would rank Page as one of the
top sixteen
hurdlers
in the
world.
Friday,
April
13, Lancer
fencing coach Eli Sukunda will
be travelling to Cuba to compete
in the two-week Ramon Fonst
fencing tournament.
"My chances for being selected by Sport Canada to participate on the Olympic Sabre
team are 99%," said Sukanda.
Thus, he will include the
Fonst tournament
in his schedule as preparation for Los Angeles.
One week after this
tournament, t'lls flight to Italy
to compete in the World,Cup
Circuit 'A' tournament is next
on his agenda.
Sukunda said that the Canadian team is getting progressively better,
and is training
harder than ever.
Presently, the Canadian team
is ranked 8th in the world, and
Sukunda's experience with the
team has helped produce sub-

stanual results in recent World
Cup Circuit tournaments,
in
addition to winning a gold medal
two years ago at the Commonwealth Games.
Sukunda has been coaching
the Lancer fencing team for
seven years, and after the
Summer Games, plans to continue coaching here at the
University.
One month before the Summer Olympics, Kelly Ann Way
will be in St. Catherines comp·
eting in two ra.ces which "'ill
determine whether or not she
will be one of three women who
qualified to compere as Canadian Olympic crclists.
War, a first year Human
Kinetics student and graduate
from Centennial Secondary, will
be facing tough competition as
six of Canada's best women
cyclists :ry to fill three vacant
positions on the team.
"There's one cyclist who definitely made the team, howe\'er,
there wiil be tight competition
for the other two vacancies,"
said Way.
Since winning the gold medal
in her e,·ent at the Canadian
'\lational Pursuit last summer,
and rccci\'ing the mle "Sportswoman ,Jf the Y car" from the
Ontario
Cycling
Association,
Way should stand a good chance

Lane~ Photo br CHRIS McNAMARA

Windsor cyclist Kelly Ann Wavmay

represent Canada at Los Angeles

against the other competitors.
Before Olympic trials, Way \\ill
haves the opportunity
to cycle
in major races staged at NC\\
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and ,\\ichigan.

To qualif} fur the Olympics.
ho\\ e\·er, Wa) hopes to cycle
her best in the determining
races in June, and if she 1s
successful,,, 11\anticipate C) clmg
for a medal m Los Angeles.

n:henever
foundfirst base
)1

by Jonathon Douglas
"The Broilers are doing good." Calhoun's voice reverberated throughout the dark, nearly empty bar where
the three colleagues had met, by chance, earlier in the
evening. His huge hand nearly obscured the mug of beer
which it grasped.
·'Hah!" snorted Morris. "What about the fezdik in
the lower bup zone when Mullahan committed a backflag?" He sucked back the lower half of his beer.

"That was no fezdik!" snapped Calhoun. "Fitzroy
was coming around Thid,,ick
\\hen Mullahan backflagged, and Newman ,,as still on the line when Godfrey narrow-casted! '\tu rrow hadn't ewn execu red his
minors.'
"And he wasn't about to!" shot back Morris. "That
guy's average is point 58276B in 38:57."
"Point 582! He's never been under 789 in his life,
range C!"
"Sure he was! Back in '72, the Stanley Bowl!"
''Was not!"
"Was too!"
"Was not!"
"What do you think, Benton?"
Benton looked up, surprised.
He took a• sip of his
sherry, then put it do\\.n neatly on his coaster. "Me?"
he said. "I don't follow football."
The men stared at him. Morris was the first to break
the awkward silence, Calhoun being too deeply shocked.
"You don 'r follow football?" He spoke each word
slowly and deliberately, as though he were offering Benton a chance to claim that he had been misunderstood.
Benton disappointed him. "That's right," he said.
"I've never really had much of an interest in sports." lie
was unable to meet the other men's eyes.
The other men shifted uncomfortably
in their scats,
lcwisting awa.v from Benton. Morris sniffled; Calhoun
swished his beer. "Whaddya chink of the Barracudas?"
he finally said.
"Aw, they're lousy, been lousy every since Maloney
!left, no one could forward dunk like him."
The men continued, ignoring Benton and leaving him
to suffer the embarrassment which he had known from
,childhood.
Right up to kindergarten he had developed as \\ell as
any child, and he was as well built as his peers. Bue soon
after his introduction to school, he found that he suffered from a grave handicap: he could tie his shoes and use
scissors and glue with the best of them, but he could not
play pat-a-cake. No one had ever taught him the rules.
He quickly fell behind, his eye-hand co-ordination being
underdeveloped. The other children derided him endlessly, and his social life decayed: no child wished to sit
beside him at snack time for fear that he or she would
have to be his partner if the teacher started the pat-acake chant.
In the first grade, many children had forgotten his
utter failure at pat-a-cake, and he was able to begin func-

tionmg relatively well, despite the fact that he ,, as still
behind in physical development (his palms were fl.1bby
from a lack of the normal repeated impact). Unfortunatcl:•, this happy period of his life was shortlived. One
d:-.y, a boy drew a hopscotch pattern on the pavement in
the playground, and offered to play with Benton. Benton watched the bo) c.1refully, then took his turn. Acutely aware that he had an audience of several of his
peers, Benton began to grow nervous, dropping the stone
several times before tossing it onto the grid; as he
hopped, he found the pressure to be too great, and he
fell down almost immediately. From this point in his
life, the pattern of his physical development was irrevocably cast.
By the third grade, e" ery child in his class knew that
Benton could not be relied on co play anj game requiring phrsical dexterity, so they never bothered to tell
him any of the rules.
Grade four \\'aS the first year that gym class did anything more with the children than simple calisthenics,
which Benton had gotten used to miming; that year they
started the real sports. Every day, the gym teacher
would pick two captains, who would then choose their
teams from the rest of the class. Benton and Harold the
Fat Kid were invariably the last two left. E\'en then,
Benton was never chosen first, because although Harold
the I•at Kid really stank at sports, he at least knew
enough not to toss the hall to the members of the other
team. This point always confused Benton, probably
because on those rare occasions when he got near the
ball, his own team was as anxious to keep him from getting it as was the other side.
The seventh grade was the greatest year in Benton's
athletic career. One summer day, the children were
playing baseball. Benton was about to go up to bat. The
kid who had been chosen as team captain was giving him
pointers.
"Benton, look. You 're up to bat next. Look at me
\\hen I'm talking to you. This is a bat . This is a baseball.
Try to hit the baseball with the baseball bat. Get it?"
"What do I do when I hit it?"
"You don't have to worry about chat. You're up.
No, over there."
Benton grasped the bat at the narrow end, and
schlumped over to the home plate. His team, he knew,
was behind him, moaning. The outfielders sat down to
relax.
continued on page 16
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Note To All Members

. McMaster University an.nounced last week that University of
Wmdsor student Barbara Millar won an OWIAA synchro-swi,n corn.
petition held there in February.
Millar beat seventeen competitors to take first place in the intermediate figures. This was her last year of competition.
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WlldsorWarlocb
Presents

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday

''TheAvengers''
902 California
Windsor, Ont.
256-5001
" M emb e rshi ps Ava ilabl e"

Wedne sday Spaghetti
N ite' s Back
.99 ¢ Spaghett i Dinner
Happy Hour 5-7 pm

ON E BLOC K EAST OF U. of W IN DSOR SPORTS COMP LEX

Resumes
Prepared for your Summer
Job Search?
Get Your Act Together!
Contact your on campus
Resume Service
TOP QUALITY! FAST SERVICE!
LOW PRICES! CONVENIENT!
Closed May 21 thru June 29

-~·

Student Media Services
2nd Floor, University Cent re
SAC Office
253-2288

ARE YOU:

Looking for September 1984 Employment?

RESPONSIBLE
PERSONABLE

Windsorswimmer
placedfirst

MATURE
ORGANIZED

- have a nice, pleasan t outg oing personalit y?
- able to work with min imum s upervi sion?
- able to follow instructions?
- dependable - alwa ys early for work?
- willing to work midnights and weeken d s hift s?
- goo d and health y phys ica l c onditi on?

THEN STUDENT PATROL SERVICES
IS FOR YOU!
If you r perso nal wo rk et hic co incide s w ith the above, ple ase
drop by the Studen t Patrol Service s Offi ce, next to th e T.V.
Roo m, Univers ity Centre and co mplet e an appli cation. Interviews
wi ll be condu cted dur ing April-May/ 84 . POSITIONS ARE OPEN .
L.A. Kelly
Director
St ud ent Patrol Services
E XT.3233;3231

Coachwantsto talkfootball
• Lancer football c~ach Gino Fracas will be at the University Centre next week to talk to any one interested in the football program.
Fracas will be in one of the conference rooms on the second floor
of the Centre from 1 to 4 p.m. on Tuesday, April 17, to answer any
questions about Lancer football, but primarily he wants to see any.
one interested in trying out for the team. He says there are a lot of
people walking around campus who could be playing for the Lancers.

CAMPUS REC APPREC IATION N IGHT '84

Monday, April 2, marked the second annual Campus Recreation
Appreciation Night. The objective of this event was to honour all
those who contributed to this years' program. Instructors, convenors, referees and support were among those invited. This years'
banquet took place at Faces on College. The evening's agenda began
with pizza and beer, proceeding then to the presentation of awards
and concluding with a slide presentation.
Andy Paling, Master of Ceremonies for the event, opened by welcoming everyone and then presented the intramural certificates.
Caroline Ball, co-ordinator of community recreation thanked all her
instructors for their dedication in making their programs successful.
Later, Robyn.Whitfield and Cindy Reaume presented certificates
to those referees from all the intramural sports from lobball to
volleyball. At that point, Alex Lolua, co-ordinator of the intramural
programs presented SHANE HUDSON with the BEST CONVENOR
award for his efforts with men's hockey. With the help of Rick Beer,
these two individuals ran a very organized league. Sue Osborne said
she was appreciative of his effort, since this program has long been 1
trouble spot in terms of fights, suspensions, etc. Throughout the
long season, Shane maintained a firm control and this proved to be a
big factor in the success of the program.
In addition, certificates were given to support staff. Those included were Peter Powell, Rick Mallot, Mike Nowitsky, J erry Wachowitz, Mal Webster, Karen Wettlauter and all the secretaries in the
office of the Human Kinetics Building. These individuals can never
be thanked enough for their time in setting up equipment, typing
schedules, etc. Rarely are they in the "limelight" but it is their dedication that helps to make programs such as ours successful.
The highlight of the evening was the presentation of the two major awards. Sue Osborne, directors of Cam puss Rec. presented the
"Father Murphy" award for outstanding female participation to
ROBYN WHITFIELD. Osborne described Whitfield in the following
manner:
"She is a multi-faceted and multi-talenteds individual
who was involved in a number of different activities as an organizer
and a participant." Throughout the year Robyn convened badminton, men's volleyball, co-ed volleyball, co-ordinated the High School
AJI-Nighter, helped with the Turkey Trot and also instructed in our
Super Saturdays program. Again Osborne explained: "Programs such
as ours cannot exist or function properly without the commitment
and giving attitudes of people such as Robyn. She's truly a represen·
tative of the Spirit md interest of our intramural program."
Second was the presentation of the Human Kinetics Society
Award. This years' recipient was GUS KANDILAS. Gus is the type
of person that any program would want. Though he both organized
and participated, he gained recognition through his contribution
as the Men's Basketballs Convenor. Sue Osborne, speaking highly
of this individual noted "In all the years that I have been involved
in sport, I don't think that I have ever seen a more meticulous or
more structured activity presented." Schedules were well outlined,
games scheduled accurately, referees were well assigned and statistics
were all kept. Gus even instituted a bulletin board whereby all information was posted and up to date, and arranged for officials' clinics
for his referees so that all were knowledgeable of the game. In short,
he is an asset to any program and his successor will definitely have a
challenge.

Osborne concluded the prese ntations by ex tend ing her persona l
thank you's to all who attended. She noted that she ha d some reservations about her new position after hearing all the "horror" stories,
but was pleasantly surprised to see all the enthus iasm and dedication
which the students payed to the program. She extended a special
thank you to her staff: Alex, Caroline, Marg, Robyn, Diane, Sandy,
Cindy and Andy for their patience and support throughout the
year.
The evening concluded with a slide presentation produced by
Robyn Whitfield. It was composed :>fmany outstanding plays along
with the endless BLEEPS AND BLUNDERS. One in particular is
the slide of our own staff members, Caroline and Marg, demonstrating their selves. Marg, you will never live down this picture!
In conclusion, thi~ evening was an outstanding success. On behalf
of the Campus Rec Staff, we owe a great deal to our graduate coordinators; Alex and Caroline for listening to our complaints and
demands. Moreover, Sue Osborne, our "Boss", as it said on the robe
the staff presented to her, was always there when we needed guidance. Sue, your pep talks at the meetings were truly inspiring!
However, it is certainly the convenors, the referees and finally those
who participated to which we owe our deepest appreciation.
Without you, there would be no Campus Recreation. Thank you!
- Diane Bezaire
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by SAM MARKIEWICZ

Aikido was one of many club activities offered to Windsor students this year.

Quarter Finals
In-Laws 2
Scorpians 2
Nighthawks 2
Trouble 6
Essex 7
Marauders 6

Final
Woofers 8

Maple Buds 7

The 1984 ball hockey season came to a close with a
thrilling final between the once defeated Woofers and
the undefeated Maple Buds, both first-place finishers in
their respective divisions.
After regulation time the teams were tied 7-7 and the
game went into overtime. At 4: 14 of the first overtime
period Woofers' Derrick Thomas picked off an errant
pass and slapped it by the Buds' goaltender Doug
Malthc:ws who played an otherwise magnificent game.
Congratulations to all players for a season of fun and
excitement.
Stephen Taub, Convenor

Bruce Nightingale
Mike NowitskY.
Sandra Ondracka
Sue Osborne
Doug Oxford
Andrew Paling

Caroline Ball
Mar_gBeaton
Rici< & Maureen Beer
Mike Beetham
•C~rol Begg .
Diane Beza1re
Carolyn Carter
RoryDeverteuil
IMarg Dupuis
HolrY.Frolick
.Clauaia Green
Jeff Green
l>ete Grossi
Anna Harris
Janine Hepworth
Andrew Hermiston
Lisa Hornick
David Howson
Shane Hudson
Gus Kandilas
Pat Kelley
Jim Kennedy
l>rof. Kimmerle
Ron Khan
Chris Larsh
Alex Lolua
Chris MaClean
Rick Mallet
Nicolette Marion
Scott Martin
Chris McBride
Herb McHauley
Mark Miller
Sue \forin

Ian Parrot
Don Pepper
Nadia Petraroja
Mark Pougnet
Peter ,Powell
Cindy Reaume
Gary Schauer
John Slama
Lori Stewart
Mike Stockwell
StevesTaub
Kevin Thibeault
Mike Thoms
Charlene Todesco
Chris Vertz
J~rry Wachowitz
Jun Warren
Craig Warwick
Mal Webster
Robyn Whitfield
Jim & Sherri Weese
l>atti Weir
Karen Wetthaufer
Sue Williams
Jane Wilkinson
John Zimany
Ron Polsky

He never
foundfirstbase

Men's Ball Hockey Playoffs

Woofers 9
Essex 15
Maple Buds 15
Marauders 8
Semi-Finals
Woofers 13
Maple Buds 9
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The following ,list of ·people have contributed to the 83-84 Cam-1
;pus Rec program and should be thanked publicly . Though this is111ot
comprehensive, it is an example of the numerous people who wer,.
involved this year.

continued from page 13

The pitcher tossed him a slow underhand.
Benton S\\.'Ungat what seemed to be a roughly appropriate moment, then dropped the bat, and started to
schlump back to the dugout.
"Run!"
"What?"
"Run, you idiot! You hit it!"
The infielders jumped to their feet, and bounded towards the ball where it lay seven feet from home plate.
They all stopped and stared at it where it sat. No one
moved.
The other team had taken pity on him, and wanted
him to get the hit.
"Over there, over there!"
Benton ran wildly in a flurry of gangling limbs,
stopping and changing direction every five feet.
"To the left! No, over there!"
The grass had not been cut in six years.
"Rignt m front of you! No, not that way!''
He never found first base. Someone eventually ended
the pitiful sight by picking the ball up, and carrying it
to home plate.

In grade eight, Benton set the school record for failing to bring in his equipment, and sat the entire year
out. The teacher repeatedly threatened to call his parents, but never had the heart to go through with it.
Physical education \\a~ noL manc..iawry in high school,
and Benton never again expended himself beyond cutting the lawn. Despite this, he was to remain in better
health than most of his grade eight graduating class.
Six classmates would die of lung cancer; Benton had
never taken up smoking, knowing instinctively that
wimps look stupid with cigarettes. Eight of them grew
obese while sitting in their favourite armchairs, while
watching the sports they used to play; they didn't get
much past sixty. One classmate was arrested for indecent exposure when he was suddenly overcome by jock
itch in a shopping mall; another poor fellow contracted
athlete's mouth, rendering it impossible for him to
speak without employing the word ·'Duh".
Benton's blood pressure was completely unattected
by the mention of rhe name, Howard Cosell; he was to
live to the age of 93.

NOTICE- The
Essex
County
Federal
Progressive Consel'Vative
Council presents an evening with
Brian
Mulroney,
Friday,
April
13 at 7:00 p.m. at the Ciociaro
Club.
Call 944-4004 for tickets.
HOUSING
- Apartments to share
from May 1st to August 31st. $160/
month. 5 min. from University.
Utilities paid, furnished. Laundry
facilities, exercise room. Phone 2536479 and ask>ior Ginny or Kelly.

663 OUELLETTE AVE.

COMPLETELY STOCKED TO
ASSIST YOU IN MEETING ALL
YOUR NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

HOUSING
- For rent. May-Aug.
Two- bedroom apartment, unfurnish-

ed. 1 minute from class. $230/month
973-7651.
FOR RENT-One
or two furnished bedrooms
in house near
University.
Share
with
two
students
in
Masters
program,
Phone Peter 254-3044 (Even.)

ALL TROPHIC AND SWISS
VITAMINS
1 QO/o off regular priced
merchandise
YOURONE-STOP
HEALTH CENTRE

* University Students
* College Students
* Senior Citizens

%

April 16 until
April 28

OFF

WE ALSO CARRY:
•SPICES• COSMETICS• NATURAL FOODS
•PROTEIN FOODS• HERBAL TEAS• BOOKS AND
LITERATURE• BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS •
BREADS

252-6494

FOR SALE-Associated
R/C 12E
(1.12 scale) competition radio control car. With 5-amp!batterys:harger,
associated Ni.Cd Fast Charger, Futaba radio controllers ands spares parts .
$300 . Call Steve at 254-3012.

TROPHIC
OR SWISS

VITAMINS
STOCK UP ANO SAVE

FOR RENT -2 bdrm . apt. starting
June . Felix Ave. and College, 15 min
from U . Unfurnished, parking, sun
roof deck, monitored entrance. Call
Stephani890r Dawn at 253-5107

NOTICE - Holy Week schedule.
April 15-22. April 15 Mass and Di~
tribution of Palms · 10 30 a.m. and
4 30 p.m. April 16, 11 30 a.m. Morning Prayer, 11 50 Mass. April 17,
11: 30 a.m. Morning Prayer, 11 :50
a.m. Mass. Seder Supper 5.00 p.m.
April 18, 11 . 30 a.m. Morning Prayer, 11 50 a.m. Mass. April 19, 11 30
a.m. Morning Prayer, 7 .30 p.m. Mass
of the Lord's Last Supper (as is the
custom no other mass will be ce lebrated on this day) Adoration of
the Blessed Sacrament takes place
following the Eucharist until 11 :30
p.m. April 20, 11:30 a.m. Morning
Prayer, 3:00 p.m. Liturgy, veneration
of the cross and communion. April
21, 10 30 p.m., followed by refreshments. April 22, 10.30 a.m. Mass .of
the Resurrection.
SUBLET-1
bedroom apt. with
fireplace
avail. May-Sept.,
5 •
minutes from school.
Rent is
$198,
incl. util.
Call 2548582 (evenings).
WANTED-Motorcycle.
Call Keith
at 969-3458.
TRANSPORTATION
required for
summer employment in Harrow Re,earch Center. 2 persons from Windsor to Harrow daily. Willing to share
expenses.
Call Mark 256,0164 or
Linda 252-8198.

PREGNANT

a

AND NEED HELP?

Call•••
fr"!~IAlar

HOURS: Daily 9:00 • 5:30
Fri. till 9 P.M.

NOTICE - Seder Supper. April 17,
5 p.m. Assumption Campus Community, $5.00. Please obtain a ticket
in advance. Call 254-2512 for tickets.

...
er.For

You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the ·way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

Dave Viecelli talked to Twist, the
drummer of the Alarm after their set at
the Fox Theatre Sunday night. The following are excerpts from that interview.

DV

What are yoursmuskal influences?
What do<you listen to?
Twist Well, we. all sort of reach back to
the sixties ands take a lot from
there. You see, a lot of the band
were introduced initially by Mike
to Bobs Dylan and then we went
through a phase. Beforesthat, we
sorts of broke up with punk-me
and Mike were in a punk bandsin
about 1978.
DV The Toilets?
TwistYeah, that's right. You've heard
of them. Where'd you '\ear about
them from?
DV From reading your b10 and l also
remember a reference to them in
some kind of :fanzine.
TwistWe found that 'round the early
eighties, there just wasn't really
any music worth listening to-a
lot of syn th Stuff and a lot of foveydovey type songs ands yous can't
really get any thing from a song
like that. We were really interested
in seeing what some of the initial
punk poets and outrageous writers
from the early years had to say so
we were influenced a lot by that
sort of thing.
DV You've been compared to the Clash
a lot and I know that you actually
appreciate it. Why is it a worthwhile reference,
Twist It's great to be associated with a
good band like that but I think
it's time to take away those references because a lot of journalists
tend to pigeonhole bands.
It's
very easy to say "I like this band.
They sound like the Clash so let's
put them over there with the
Clash." I don't think the Clash are
really there anymore now. I like
to think that we're a bit better
than the Clash are now We did
look up to them in the early days
and in fact Mike and I supported
them when we were in a punk band
DV Most bands that have socially relevant themes consider themselves
musicians first and what they're
saying comes second. Is that where
you stand as well?
Twist I think we developed the other way
around. I really do. Although my
father was a drummer and I've always been involved in.. music.:.in

that sense. The three main writers
Dave, Mike and Eddie weren't so
involved in music. I think it was a
great platform to start •:m. You can
go into saying things in many different ways you can be a poet and
write a poem about something or
you can be a great journalist and
say things. It just so happened that
we had music in us and we were able to interpret what we felt through
music and this is what we've been
able to do.
DV A lot of critics accuse you of being
vague lyrically and of having a
kind of naive bravado about the
stands you take. How would you
respond to this?
TwisrWell that's it you see. It comes
down to journalists because they
want to smack them in the face and
say "They can't understand why
are not slamming it down their
throats but we'd rather do it subtly,
trying to work it into a number
instead of swearing all the wa}
through the record. We like to use
music and the way words can combine to create a really good song. I
thing we've achived that and I
don't th ink I've got anything more
to
say
about

DV

I've read things Mike has said along
the lines of "We've never set out to
be left-wing or right-wing" and
yet I've also heard him describe
some of his early attemps at songwriting as fence-sitters that never
really leaned anywhere, never really
went· anywhere.
I look at the
Alarm as having a lefttsc sentiment
not in terms of purely political ali
gnment but in application to a lot
of things. As far as your views on
political issues say for example,
nuclear arms, Central America, do
yt>u approach these problems yourselves on the emotional level that
you use in your songs?
Twist Yeah, I think we do. We're basically for peace. I mean, if you 're
goings to quote us, we're a band
for peace. Everybody wants peace.
Noone's going to say "No, we don't
want peace."
The whole world
wants it. The thing is, it's very easy
to slot into one category left or
right once you put yourself on one
side or the other, you've got to defend yourself against the other side.
It just creates bickering between the
two sides. We prefer to stand in
the middle, if you want, and say everything we need to say from there.
Left isn't good and right isn't goodit s what you think and what you

want to do that's good. We have a
song called "Second Generation"
that's about nuclear arms and it's
on the backs of the "Sixty-Eight
Guns ' twelve-inch in Britain. It's
a letter from us to the presidents of
the nazi states asking "Why does all
of this have to go on?" That seems
very simplistic although I suppose
it's a good philosophy and if anyone
thought that way it'd be great. We
::an possibly push ourselves into a
position where we're .going to be able to affect some peoples which
would be great but we're not going
to do it by smashing guitars over security guards' heads.

band:.and to create this feeling. If
you 're in a situation where you're
depressed, you can always get
self out of it-there's no need to be
tied down by anything. It's a mat·
ter of if you want to do something,
go out and do it.
Work hard enough and it'll happen

Where does the Alarm stand be·
tween saying what you have to sa}
and commercial success? I think
the Clash went too far -rowards
commerciality and lost what they
had originally.
Twist Years ago, Joe Strummer was say·
ing ··1 don't want to be a commercial success. I want to be the
same
as the kids."
That's
great saying that but if you're
going to say that, stay there. They
have moved on to become commcrc1ally successful. We're not denying
that hopefully we're going to come
out of this with some financial
and commercial success because
that's half the fun. Also, it puts us
in a position of power where we
can say the things we want to
say and tell people about our feel·
ings about things that are happen·
ing in the world today whereas J oe
Soap on the street isn't going to be
able to say it that well. We'll be in
that position where we can say it
to thousands of peoples on vinyl
and in our hve shows and we can
influence the world.

How much of your performance is
a personal artistic expression and
how much of 1t is an honest desire
to let people know how you feel?
Twist Basically, we're all fans anyway.
We've all been in the samesposition
down in the front of the stage
watching a band. We all know
what it's like and so rather than
stand there just playing the songs,
it's great to be excited and get around stage and let everyone else
know that you 're enjoying yourself. When I've been to a gig and
seen that in a band, I go berserk.
The first band that did that to me
in a long time was U2. IJ.vent to
sec them in London at the Marquee
their first time out and it was a packed house. Have you seen U2?
DV
Yeah, I saw them once in 1981 on
their first American tour.
Twist Well, you've seen their show. Now
can you imagine that in a small DV I assume you guys really like tourclub? The atmosphere was electric
ing a lot because you really look
and I really enjoyed myself. It
good on stage. What do you perwas a gig you could go to and you
ceive as the differences between
weren't going to get a glass smashBritish audiences and what you've
ed over your head because there
come across in North America in
just weren't any fights. Everybody
terms of their attitudes and your
was really into the band and the
effectiveness?
music and it's just a general good
feeling. I wish more gigs could be Twist We found that American audiences
tended to listen a lot first and then
like that.
sort of get into the gig. In Britain,
DV
Here's the fun question. Summathey tend to go berserk from the
rize the Alarm's stand in twenty
start. It's like chaos. I think Amwords or less.
erican audiences are changing over a
Twist Twenty words ors less-that's
bit now. When it first started out,
hard one. Well basically, it's to
Elvis started rock and roll and he
be what you wnat to be and do
came to Britain and then the Beawhat you want to do without any
tles came from Britain over to the
restrictions and not to feel that
States so it was a big turnaround.
you 're dictated to in any way by
Well, I think there's a whole ne"
anything. This is really getting
thing happening again in the States
broad isn't it? When we first
where there's a lot of new bands
started out as a band we wanted
and good bands that are going over
to do something and it's because
well over there like Dream Syndiwe got together as a group and
cate and the Violent Femmes.
putting our ideas to form the
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The tv woman
describes her he.i
fingers pushed
squeezing
into her temples
"It's like ay h•neat
a manhole col(sor
squashing me it an
the cement...
she is surprisedt
there is relief

we'd talk of cab fares and
fair weather
the general election
and the virtues of malt scotch
he liked glennfiddich
but i thought a blend
was easier to spell J & B
and besides
it's cheaper

In lumpy beds
we nod our healillem
pushing our finge;
into our temples

his produce caused him worries
because no one wants
bruised avocados
so i bought two
the mole on his lip
jiggled when we talked
and i always wanted to
pluck its thick black hairs

•

visiting villa columbo
i do not feel well,
but like dark sand
or death being dragged
along the tongue
of an ocean. i do not feel
those endless voices
pushing against
my throat, like moisture
causing the seed
to cut the soil.
i know only one rain,
which has drained
through my skin,
so ask me of love
and you will hear
no sound, empty, open
wound in the earth.
this is why tonight
i begin to examine
sorrow,
and how it bleeds
from bones to body.

.·.·.· from the easy chair

)\

Outside the dom
Food City
next to Drug La
greets us
with fluorescent
generous arms
extended
simplifying life
condensing thi~
next to the sinkJ
"everything isj .."
how wonderful
look how moist
the Dog Chowis
raised on forks
over
and over
and over

we never talked about that

i watch him
rearrange his muted
memories framed there
on the dresser

Nancy Morrison

···"' as he turns to me
::::::

...
······

i see his
grey skin fold round
and round his neck
like you could peel it off
to find taut youth beneath
he speaks her name
mistaking me
himself mistaken
wanders to the door
muttering back still turned
while i wind my watch
i smell him
unbathed old age and
hold my breath offended
yellowed green eyes
ooze tired mucus tears
and i
not able to watch
rise from the hardening seat
push past his brittle bulk
dodge a stale kiss
say a quick goodbye

Field

I leave the city
for an hour
to discover
a space
with which no one
is making money
a colour.clogged place
decorated as no city block would be
yellowbrowngreenpurplered
running folding over one another
in purposeless felicity
I part uselessly long
blades of grass
send my question
into thickness :
why, summer bugs, do you
spin meaningless songs?
why, crickets, your
aimless bleating?
the only answer:
another wordlessly spinning song
another verse of cricket pulse
the sound of the wind
sucking at the earth
Dorothy Ricciotti

In our lumpy con
we push our fin
into our temples
the air conditio
hisses a hot blast
long broken
is the seal:
"Sanitized fon~tic
News Filler With Reflection
two dutch air force
f· 16 jet fighters
collided tuesday night
over the northeastern
netherlands, killing both
pilots, the defense
ministry reported
mothers and spouses
bury their dead
i turn to sports

like faces in a
we raise our h
and are glad
there is relief

.

liquid-razor
squiggle-snakes
slither-pushing
rock, tree, man
and anything.
Rachel Laurent
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he discovers a word like a bullet
places it anxiously
sets it rolling
in a chamber of his brain
it doesn't fire
he rolls it around again
click empty sound
then the word slides into
the breech he pulls the trigger
lets go
of it.
firing
a blast of light
a flame
of sound.

Summer sqng past
I remember the sea
which wet my flesh,
its salt which stained my skin,
a moment broken only
by the silence that darknesr t.,reathes.
It is night.
I can see the mountains watching
over the fields of grain.
I close my eyes to a touch,
a whisper,
a naked Brazilian kiss,
the memories of war which stain
the walls of a tiny village.
My blood is thickened
by the vision of a lifeless body,
a broken human marionette
limp upon the dirt floor of a bullring,
the body of a dying Republic
lying in the angry summer heat.
I weep for the seed
of the rosebud that has died
in the palm of a young boy's hand.

Against the sky
you throw
the clumps of earth
curving your mouth
with the sound
of a million planes fropping
a billion bombs
to the earth

i cannot love unless i trust
the spirit never to lie
or fake herself

Back to Sparrow Lake

/ where's there's smoke there's fire/
they say
~i~
· ~J~~~~1.--~~~.1..-~~...r...~~-L.~
and this haunts me
the way cold wind over night snow
no one knows i pray
haunts me
alone
like a full moon
in darkness unheeded
the wars i've known
warily
it is her motives i seek
i venture forth
candlewax and ice
feeling my way into brightness
perhaps i'm aging
i'm aging
alone
so lonely
because i cannot trust
am alien to honest expression
it's all part of a fantasy
we mate and die in time
alone
so lonely
Mike Wilson

tripping
over blades of grass
not quite reaching ground
falling softly
on my soul
Judy Wedeles

Here
everything is bloodless yellow and dying.
The thickening stench
of flesh decaying
rises to me and closes in
on all my senses, tight.
But I could be there with you now.
Deep in the night
surrounded by winter lake and bush
in a lantern-glowing cabin,
the air steeped high
with a silence
so full, it steals us
from all but ourselves.
Your eyes glisten
and dark flesh is bronzed
with the fire's heat
as we sing with the water's rhythm
and all the night
will forever watch over us.

Greg Armstrong-Morris

on a summer night
the rain washes
the dirt away
back into the soil
and the afternoon sun
bakes it
prepares it
for your hurling arms
again
Somewhere
high in a tree you bounce
on the limb
sending chestnuts
falling to earth
falling
Icarus falling
from the sky
to the earth
forever
will you send things flying
in the slanting
afternoon light
slanting
falling
to the earth
Christopher McNamara
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~ evening
withBrian
ing a trustee

by Kevin Rollason
Progressive
Conservative
Leader Brian Mulroney and his
wife stopped by Windsor Friday
night, during a whirlwind southern Ontario tour, to meet with
Windsorites and get them charged up for an imminent election.
Over two thousand enthusiastic people greeted Mulroney and
his wife at the Ciociaro Club
during a night billed on poster
as "An Evening with Brian and
Mila".
.
Starting his speech over an
hour late, Mulroney first ridiculed the current Liberal leadership
campaign, and then outlined
some of the major problems
he saw m Canada.
About

Liberal

leadership

h.o.p.efulJohn Turner, Mulroney
said he "ah\ ays says what's
on his mind-both
of them."
His appraisal of the other candidate~ was in much the same
style.
Mulroney added that the lack
of cabinet solidarity exhibited
by the Liberals was makmg him
"lonesome for Trudeau".
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Progressive Conservative Leader Brian Mulroney reacts when told a hair is sticking out of place. Related
stories on page 6.

The
by Philip Rourke

It's exc1tmg enough to ride
the Windsor Hall elevator up to
the 5th floor to go to the Board
of Governors room for a SAC
meeting, but riding in the elevator with the SAC Cabinet . . .
well ... It always reminds me of
a scene in Being There in which
Peter Sellers, playing a character
who has never left his house
after 45 years on Earth, is riding
an elevator in Shirley MacLaine's
mansion and says quietly: "Arc
all the rooms this small?"
Sarcasm aside, it's time for
the SAC Report Card for the
1983-84 SAC Cabinet. Letter
grades arc given from A to F,
with three other letters, B, C
and D, evaluating the void between these two extremes.
SAC President David Laird: B+
Laird's accomplishments were
quite impressive during the first
semester, peaked at the beginning of the second semester, and
experienced a post-election denouement in March. In the first
semester, aside from attending
a large percentage of the meet-

Mulroney concluded this part
of his speech by saying the
Liberals were not electing a
Liberal leader, rhey were "clect-

'

in bankruptcy."

Mulroney said that a PC
government would be "left with
one mother of a mess" in
Canada, but they would deal
with it. He said his government
would lower interest rates, promote manpower training, enhance exporting,
and ensure
more research and development.
He did not expand on how he
planned on implementing these
policies, though.
"We have - to reenergize the
Canadian economy based on the
entrepreneurial spirit," he said.
Mulroney said the Liberal
Party was no longer the party of
Louis St. Laurent that your
parents and his might have
supported.
Instead, he said
the Liberals and the Ne,, Demo·
cratic Party had married in
1972.
Other places ,\1ulroney visited
included London, Petrolia and
Chatham, While in Windsor he
also visited the Chrysler plant.
Referring to area MP's, ,\1ulroney stated that there were no
longer any safe seats in Canada,
"beginning in the Windsor area."
Mulroney
concluded
his
speech by saying "we're going to
build a brand new party and a
brand new Canada."

review
of1983-84
SACCabinet
ings at which he was the student body's representative and
meeting all the administrative
duties that his position entails,
Laird, along with student Senat-'
or John Ontko, was able to
represent
the students very
well during the Senate's push to
pass Bylaw 31. Their energies
were vital to delay the passing of
the Bylaw until grievances between the students and the Administration were settled.
His initiative to get the student evaluations of professors

published
in booklet
form
should be commended, but his
inability to get them published
again this semester is a disappointment.
Laird's gravest inadequacy as
president was his selection of
External and_ Internal Affairs
Commissioners: Both positions
were inadequately filled this
year and, although the Commissioners themselves are responsible for their actions, it is the
SAC President who monitors
those actions.

SAC Vice-President
Carolyn
Ozimek BThe problems with , this position are two-fold: 1) the iob is
largely subordinate to the SAC
president; and 2) it is a low profile job because the job's demands focus on internal administration, thus Ozimek s efforts
were not always acutely apparent. She did effectively handle
club funding, she edited the SAC
Club Handbook (although it was
originally prepared by David

Expulsion
appealcontinues
Tick-Lim Ching has learned
he has to go before another
Judicial Panel to decide whether
his expulsion from the University of Windsor will stand.

Ken Long, Dean of Students
at the university, is not bothered
with the decision but maintains
Rogin had the opportunity to
speak, "he could have exercised
· his right to address th_e panel
but he didn't," Long said.

An Ontario Supreme Court
Judicial Review decided in an
April 9th decision that Ching's
lawyer, Steve Rogin, should have
been allowed to speak to the
original Judicial Panel concern·
ing the penalty.

Long expressed regret that
the expulsion decision has not
yet been decided, "it's dragging
on, we want it over and done
with."
C_hing is attempting to repeal
a Feb. 25th Judicial Panel

by Norman DeBono

decision expelling him from the
university for cheating on an
exam in April, 1983.

George McMahon, Assistant
Vice-President Student Services,
read from the Judicial Review
, decision commending the Judicial Panel for a "fair independent tribunal.
There was no
evidence of bias or abuse of
process."
A date for the Judicial Panel
hearing has not yet been set.

"' V-P) and
Laird when he was
she worked long hours with
Student Senator John Ontko
in revamping the Student Bylaws, but her efforts lacked both
creativity
and daring
hence the ''B-".

SAC Vice-President,
Kean Wong: A-

Finance

Wong's greatest accomplishment was the balancing of the
SAC budget. He initiated the
cutbacks and the restraint programs needed to bring a $60,000
deficit to, at last reports, approximately a $3000 ~rplus.
Since his job was geared toward restraint, SAC departments
had less funds than last year but
his steps were necessary because
of bad policies of former student
councils.
He did take a vacation in
the summer (he was paid during
the summer)..and in February 'to
get married, while collecting
pay, but his job mostly involves
work that can be done ahead of
time.
continued on page 7
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April 19 - Last day ot classes!
April 21-Elvis Costello plays at Hill Auditorium.
April 24 - Iona College Series on Living Longer · Peggy
Buck demonstrates practical ways to activate unused
portions of your brain, 1: 30 - Iona College, 208
Sunset
April 27 - "Dave Howard Singers" at the King Wah 8:00
April 28 - "Dave Howard Singers" at the King Wah 8:00
April 29 - Murray Favro's Nihilist Spasm Band, Art Gallery of Windsor, FREE
May 1 - "Aging with Horror" - part of Iona College's
Living Longer series. Robert Dorell provides insight
co enable us to laugh with others 1:30, Iona College,
208 Sunset
May 2 - "Brittania Hospital" with Malcolm McDowell
at Windsor Film Theatre 804 Erie St. East
May 4 - Club TOWARDpresencs
Last bash of the year
Battle of the Bands with BFA, Before Food, Big
Fish, DOS and Y.O.U. - Vanier Ease 8 00 p.m., No
adm1ss1oncharge.
May 5 - "The Clash" at the Fox Theatre - Detroit
May 11 - "Violent Femmes" at TODDS - Detroit
Special thanks to Ray Marentctte CJAM News Director for providing the majority of information provided in this column.
l'hoto by GLENN WARNER

ChintstStultnts'9lssociation
l"~JVJ •:ns1 ·1· , · o.-

'Wl'.'IUSOR

WINOSOR ONTARIO CANAOA

N98 3P4

Present

ORIENT EXCURSION
Hong Kong

0 /W

R/T
Kuala Lumpur

0/W

R/T
Kuala Lumpur ( via London)

0/W

R/T
Singapore

0/W

R/T
Penang

0/W

R/T
Jakarta

0/W

R/T
Kota Kinabaru

0/W

R/T

650.00
1070.00
720.00
1299.00
899.00
1590.00
720.00
1299.00
770.00
1399.00
850.00
1430.00
815.00
1550.00

Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.
Cad.

* Departure tax of $4.00 is not included

* All Prices are quoted in Canadian
notice.

Dollars and are subject to change without prior

For more information,
please contact
C. S.A. Office
2nd Floor
Leddy Library
Tel: (5 19)253- 2242

Cosmic Tours , Inc.
1036 Lafayette Building
D etroit, Mi chigan
Tel : (519) 973-1161
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~_,___,proposal
The proposal for a summer Lance
has been tossed around by Lan ce staff
for years. Once again this year's staff
is "orking on a proposal for one.
In 1971 a summer Lance became a
reality for a few months. This ambiti·
6 people as well
0 us project employed
as an advertising manager.
The size
of the paper ranged from 8 to 12 pages .
Judging from various Letters to the Editor printed in the papre, the project
"as a success.

Of course there are many other story
ideas that will crop up during the summer. For the first time in O\'Cr ten vears
The Lance would not have to catch up
on four months worth of news. Coverage
in the new academic year would be of
a much higher quality as well because of
this. The Lance and the students would
benefit together.

In 1983 another
summer Lance
proposal was put forward. The Stud ent Media Corporation members passed
the proposal as a good idea. However,
the Board of Director< of the Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) vetoed
the idea. Major reasons stated were the
lack of any concrete proof that a summer Lance was actually needed and the
deficit situation SAC found itself in.
SAC felt that since they had a $60,000
deficit, they shouldn't spend anything
except for expenditures that they perceived as necessary.
Last summer over 2000 students were
enrolled in In tersession while another
2000 were enrolled in Summer School.
This is a considerable number of students attending classes at the university
durmg what many consider a slow period here.
This is also a considerable number of
students that receive very few SAC
sponsored services.
Let's look at the SAC sponsored
services received last summer.
SAC's
Pub was open part of the summer and
CJAM was broadcasting.
These were
the only services provided by SAC. No
Lance. No Film Series. No Drug Plan.
The list goe~ on and on.
Kean Wong, the SAC Vice- PresidentFmance said at the last SAC meeting

These three students have demonstrated
er Lance .

their support by signing a petition for a summ·

that he predicts a surplus of approximately $3000 for this year. This means
that unlike the situation last vear
SAC does have the money to 'fre; up;
to serve as the up front moner for a
summer Lance proposal.
As for the Lance itself, we will be
getting a new typesetting system within
the next week. This Video Display Terminal will take a little while to get used
to. Learning :o use a machine as complex as this will be easier if it is i.:sed
at a slower pace during the summer.
Other universities in Canada do run
summer editions of their student newspapers in order to keep their student
informed about what is happening around their campuses.
The McMaster
Silhouette, Th e University of Ottawa
Fulcrum, Carleton University Charlatan,
Algonquin College Impact, University of
Toronto Varsity, Sir Wilfred Laurier
Cord
Weekly, Memorial
University
Muse, Dalhousie Univers::y Gazette.and
McGill University Daily are some of the
newspapers that have already committed themselves to publishing Juring the
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summer.
While some of these papers
are larger than The Lance, some are the
same size as the Lance, some ne considerably smaller. These schoo,s realize the
importance of keeping their students
informed about news during the summer.
But what news is there co keep students informed of?
There are quite a few universitv Senate meetings that occur during che ~mmer. During the course of them thev discuss and decide several issues that ~ould
relate to students. The Lance would cover these meetings, along with other university department stories.
The SAC executive sets up their budget for the coming year during .he summer. The summer SAC Board of Directors also decide upon some proJects for
the forthcoming year. The i...ance would
report these.
The Bovey Commission will ha\·e their
preliminary reports during the summer.
This report could affect students in the
near and far future.
The Lance would
inform students about these developments.

•
T reVI3206 Sandwich St W.
Restaurant

How much would it cost? This year's
proposal is $8946. Advertising has been
budgeted up to a maximum of $9216.
This proposal stands a good chance of
even making a little bit of moner. And f
we did happen to lose some monev we
feel it can be argued successfullv th~t a
service as beneficial as this for ~he students is worth it.
On Wednesday, in a meeting of the
Student Media Corporation (S~1C), the
membership passed The Lance Summer
budget.
This membership consists of
SAC President David Laird, SAC VicePresident Jon Carlos Ts1lfidis, CJ AM
Director of Student Radio Russ Wolske,
Student .\iedia Services Director Denise
Parent, and Lance Editor Peter Freele.
Though the proposal still has to go forward to the SAC meeting tonight for
re,·iew, it is a very good sign for the
proposal to get approved by two of the
SAC Execuuve.
(Because of citizenship
requirements,
Carl Bang, SAC VicePresident-Finance
is not a voting member ).
This year we have qualifi ed people
with a proven track record to write and
layout the paper, we have excellent managerial people, and we have people willing
to sell and layout advertisements. A petition drive is on its way and letters of support \\ ill follow. The time 1s right to try
a summer Lance.
The Uni\'ersity community has relatively little to lose and a lot m gain.
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o,tterentWear
1~ D1ecou11tfor
Student•
75 Un,-ers,ty Avenve W

W,nai;or Ontario
N9A 2Y5
Phone (5111 ~114

$3.99 Student Special!

®

Ministry of

Colleges

and

Hon Bene Stephenson, M O MintSter
Harry K F,shef Deputy Mon,sier

Unrversrhes

Ontario

Wednesdays- Homemade Cabbage Rolls
- Homemade Turkey Pot Pie

Daily Features - Baked Beans, Rigatone,
Pennine( mostaccioli), Di tale, Spaghetti, Mixed Vegetables.
( soup bar included)
Salad Bar - 12 garden fresh vegetables, jello's, cheeses,
puddings, fresh fruits and more .
.99¢ extra with special

Specialty - 32 Piece Pizza

on Tak~Outs
Plus FREE Delivery

10% Discount

Mon-Sat 4 pm - 2 am - Sun 4 pm until Midnight
Licensed under LLBO
254-5103

Men's

•v &women's

University of Windsor

Tuesdays - Homemade Cheese & Potatoe Perogies
- Homemade Meat Pies

"'I>

Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
19~85

..
OSAP appl ications
are now available at
your Financial Aid
Office.
One OSAP application
form lets you apply
for :
• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loan
For additional information about OSAP,
see your Financial Aid
Administrator.

Apply
early!
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And then another publishing year comes to an end. Another
Editor completes his/her job and fades away into obscurity. Another
new Editor arrives to take over the helm. All that remains is a book
containing the bound Lances for that particular year.
That's not entirely true. Something more precious than any copy
of the Lance is ldt behind. Our memories of a year enriched not
only by the satisfaction of a job well done, but also by the sheer enjoyment of working with a truly great bunch of people.
An Editor is only one person on a newspaper. To do a great job
he has to surround himself with qualified people. This year's staff
has been one of the finest ever.
With their exams approaching, and a pervasive feeling of burnout upon them, I'd like to try and acknowledge the great help they
have been to me over the past 26 issues.
Phil Rourke, a third year Lance veteran, was this year's News
Editor. This is one of the hardest sub-editor positions on the paper.
Filling a weekly paper with anywhere from 9 to 13 pages of news
is no small feat. Phil alwa) s had so many stories on hand for any
issue that we always had to hold some stories till next week. The
amazing part is that Phil is only finishing his second year of University - who knows how much he will still be able to contribute to
The Lance in the future?
John Slama did an exceptional job in the hardest position at
The Lance (at least the hardest sub-editor position) - Sports
Editor. This job usually finds the sub-editor covering all sports
events by himself. John was able to assemble a staff this year, but
still an awful lot of work was done by himself.
John also contributed his car to The Lance for the use of picking
up food and driving staff home. Who could forget MacDonald's at
3:00 a.m.? A big thank-you to Mrs. Slama, John's mom, the official
Lance mom.
Once again Lorenzo Buj covered the Arts pages admirably. Lorenzo, who is in danger of becoming a Lance institution (or is that
in a Lance institution?) covered all aspects of Arts - from music, to
paintings, to movies, to books. Even though his pages contained a
myriad of varied articles, Lorenzo still got typecast as only writing
new wave. But we know better.
John May, the reigning boy wonder of the Graphics set did an
exceptional job as Graphics/Features Editor. John redefined the
job in his year in the position but next year the staff will buy him
a dictionary. John will be back as .'v\anaging Editor next year, allowing him even more time to work at The Lance! You can hear
him giggling now.

the raconteur
by john liddle
Herc you have it, the end of the year Lance awards.
Best Fcature-"Why Parents Cry" by Lorenzo Buj.
Not only did this manage to enrage the notoriously
timid, it very nearly destroyed the moral fabric of the
middle class.
~ Editorial written at 4:30 AM-Peter Frcelc's hardnoted ~ of power, corruption, and greed of SAC
election '84.
lftst Sports Coverap-The Can-Am Classic, an in-depth
amclc and photo's from John Slama's crew.
~ Review-Norman
DeBono's tirade against the
University of Windsor Dancers-"the WOUt tbmgJ have
fflOJt"'Y sa,e in my life " Subtle ad~
._tcsc Lead of atly Sports Stoty, Ever-Dave Dorken's
"'lhehockey team will have to fipt like rats in a comet

*

•'iMke the playoffs."
~r

~ Photo-$obn May's sbot of Dr. J.
(Cleuiet) who looks the way he talks.wntes

Glenn Warner and Chris McNamara handled the Photography
Department at The Lance. All major events were covered by them,
or their staff, during the year - even the ones that due to space
limitations never made it to print.
Another thank-you to Stephanie Signorile and Jim Cain, the
members of the staff elected to our Editorial Board. This important
and yet uncredited job was helped through their input and presence
at our weekly meetings.
Thanks also to the typesetters who banged away on a hopelessly
outdated and unwarrantied machine. Karen Rollason (yes, she really
is my sister), Tony Couture and Roberta Mock set out stories into
typeface with fewer mistakes than what came out of the typesetting
machine. (Bloody machine!)
A big thank-you to the real foundation of The Lance. All of the
many volunteers who devoted their time and effort for nothing except for their own personal satisfaction - and maybe a couple of
pieces of pizza. These included John Liddle, Norm De Bono, Dave
Dorken, Dave "Botch" Viecelli, Sue Sr. Denis, Georgina Kosanovic,
Sarah Atkinson, Desmond McGrath, Patti Pallisco, David Fine,
Elaine Weeks, Sharon Pyke, Janisse Browning-Leveque, Sukanya
Pillay, Ray Potvin, Gerard O'Neill, Wendy Coomber, Tracey
Thomas, Brad Lombardo and Ed McMahon.
And now the biggest thanks of all (to use an old clichc, I saved
the best till last). Peter Freele, my Managing Editor, friend, right·
hand man, and just about every other appendage I can think of
(I said just about!) Whenever I needed advice, help or urging on
Pete was always there. He picked up the slack when I was away
this summer and he has done a great job since then.
Pete is rhe new Editor next year. He's never 'been there' yet,
but soon he will be and I know he'll do a great job at it. Just
remember Pete - it's not just a promotion, it's ,1~ew desk!
And now the thanks are all in. I can feel myself fading off co
that never-never land where all old Editors retire to. Western and
a Masters program loom before me. I'll always remember the
University of Windsor, and especially The Lance. Together you have
given me the best five years of my life.
For the last time, I'll sign myself,

punk Dave Viecelli "doesn't know philosophy from a
tumour m his colon". We'll take Lorenzo's word for it.
Best Analysis Piece-Georgina Kosanovich and Peter
Burton's dogged investigation, of research on campus,
and why no one says anything to anyone about it.
Greatest Woe Incurred in One Week-Editor-in-Chief
Kevin Rollason's ongoing battle with the ossified type·
setter, compounded last week when Preney's printing
press fell apart.
Worst Revicw-''The Head" by Laurie Bellows. Ferocious name dropping and a melange of philosophy,
literature, and Robcn Hughes; obviously the byproduct
of post-graduate head.
Worst Feature m which a writer defined his objective
in the first line, and then failed to carry it out-John
Liddle's "Kafka' rambling that began: "Goaded on by
my colleagues, I attempt to define the word 'Kaflq.csque'." It didn't even come close
Nicest Letter to the Editor-Dr. F. Wieden's (German)
praise of Liddlc's .. Kafka" feature.
Most Bizarre News Story-Gemd O'NeiR's jel)ybean
cxuavaganzaon the PC caucus.
Worst Letter to the Editor-Rob Lcibcnnan's libel re
Typetetter Tony Couture's beard. If these comments
had come from a pttcnnipe after a lecrinlsaaunalia
With a band
~ -~~
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Kevin Rollason
Editor, 1983-84
but to come from someone with a fascimile of intcffi.
gence is utterly atrocious.
Nastiest Backstab SAC VP Finance Kearll Wong's
"%&!st•!
you, Laird" letter one week before elections.
It was to be expected.
Greatest Unrestrained Lashing Out at Academia
Desmond McGrath.
The "Ruin the End of the Movie, It 's Lousy Anyways'
Review-Glenn Warner.
The "I think writers should get ~..
award-Sarab
Atkinson.
The ..Don't Worry About the Columns Being Cl'OC>l«td
People Only Look At the Pictures Ail~ys"
award
John May.
Greatest Repctoire of Anunal No~,Min
Rollasolt.,
Greatest Earrings-Roberta Mock.
Biggest Punk who
ses to play ~ f«>o~
Chris McNamara •
'Ille '"Don't Nuke Me, I'm
award-Phil Rourke.
New Scum-Oaudio LaCivtta.
Best Wishes-To all the crew who"te
lot of fun.

snadedtM..

•
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RolingouttheredcarpetforIvan?

by Dave Dorken

" ... even a print journalist

should be able to read."
-CJAM's Ray Marentette

Tear up those placards, burn your NDP cards, and
dye all your red clothes, 'cause Ceesis is coming.
That's right, Ceesis.
For you neophytes,
it's the proposed Canadian
Security and Intelligence Service-a group worse than
the KGB, CIA, and Nazi's combined.
Got .,,ou scared? Afra id your phone is tapped, your
dog's a spy? Hit the psychiatrist kiddies, you're suffering from paranoia.
Or you've been reading too much crap. It's come by
the boat load. from politicians and scribes-like CUP's
Cathy MacDonald-all
screaming about the brutality,
the wiretaps and other nasties that will occur once
Bill C-9 passes parliament.
A classic piece in journalistic malpractice appeared
in last week's Lance, under the heading "They came
from within."
It was great fertilizer for the fields of
your mind.
The 100 class in biased journalism to boot.
McDonald's sources included a former .\1ountie spy.
a left-wing lawyer and a Quaker political activist. Beautiful balance.
Her 'expose" revealed the man}' flaws in Bill-157,
the origina l proposal to divorce the Security Service

Fonnvs. content
Dear Ed itor:
Certainly you know that th e most fundamental principle of ~urnalism dictates the necessity of reporting
th e news without bias. Your front page report in last
week's Lance, "Com e Rall)- on April 11", violates this
principl e.
The report is not, in fact, a report but an appeal comprised 0f biased stat ements. At issue is not the merit of
th e camp us group. Stud ents Conc erned about the Bovey
Commission, or th e importance of the rally. Th e issue is
th e Lance's decision to print a students' group's appeal
on th e front pag e rath er than in the editorial pages.
It is not in th e Lance's interest to present biased appeals as "news" reports. Such a practice serves only to
diminish your Journalistic prof essionalism and credibility.

I.

il

Marianne D. De Brouwer

I

PeeWeeHennan
Dear Editor:
Before you fade away into the West, or in your
case Western, please read the following, pre-requisite,
character assassination letter.
I've lusted after your position, but only in m} heart,
since I set this paper up last year while you were gallavanti ng arou nd Europe collecting boring photos and

fro,n the RC.\1P.
Unfortunately the article ne\·er mentioned the revised Bill, dubbed C-9, which rewrote over 40 sections
in the poorly worded original bill.
The revised bill provides an assortment of safeguards
to prevent the terrible tales the MacDonald Commission
revealed, concerning RCMP lawbreaking, from recurring.
Besides praise from the media, and former Securitv
Service management, C-9 has been regarded by schola;s
as a decent attempt at drafting a brutally complex bill.
Unlike C-157, the new act tightens judicial approval
for wiretaps and access to confidential documents.
It provides the Ceesis agents with the same powers
police officers have in conducting their tasks-speeding,
running red lights etc .-and tightens governmental
responsibility for the agency
Like the old bill, it provides independent revie\\ s,
by the Security Intelligence Review Committee and an
Inspector General.
More important!)', about 30 per cent of the agents
in Ceesis, right from the start, \\ ill be university grads.
The men who harassed potential informants, \\ irerapped everybody but deep-blue Tories, and burned
barns had little understanding of peace-groups, socialists
and separatists. They \\'ere cops, initiated in a paramilitary group that thought anyone \\'Ith long hair \\as a
freak.
The new agenc) will ha\·e a guideline ser in la\\,
\\ ith mentors \\ ho fear another ,\lac Donald-type com-

anecdotes.
If you'd stayed a,,ay just one more\\ eek I could ha\·e
consolidated my power, abolished elections, and ap·
pointed myself Editor -for-Life.
,\ctually Kevin~ ou're not a bad guy, even if you do
look like Pee Wee Herman. Serious!~ and don't gag
Lorenzo-I wish you all the best and I kno\1 ~ ou'll do
well at Western.
As for the new .\\anaging Fditor; John ,\fa~, you'll
regret tagging me "1th that "been there" moniker
when you find your new office in the men's room
stall dm, n the hall.
Peter "Soon to be there" Freele

It willcontinue
Dear Editor:
Before the school term ends, I would like to advise
all students that the SfUDE '\ffS CONCFRNFD
WITH
TIIE BOVEY CO.\U11SSION (SCBC) \1111he "orking for
vou over the summer holidays.
· The SCBC have included on their summer .1genda a
visit to Queen's Park in ,\\ay to meet ,, 1th Dr. Bette
Stephenson and present to her the cards that \\'ere circulated around campus. Should you haw a card in your
possession or wish to fill one out, there are two locations .
in ,,hich either task can be completed. One 1s at the
Uni\'ersity Centre Front Desk and the other is at SAC's
Office.

mission. and members \I ho are intellrgcnt, educated,
and trained enough for performing their demanding
tasks. It \\ ill also have the watch-dog committees and
parliament to deal with should It skirt the laws.
The charter contains provisions allowing peaceful
protest, and legal changes in the government.
Should
Marxist-Leninists run for election, there is nothing
Ceesis lcgall~ can do to stop it.
Sure the~ ha\·e some very immense powers.
But
unlike the KGB, the} cannot stop legitimate d1ssenr.
They can, and for the security of Canada. must protect
the country from foreign backed co\·ert operations.
They should also pre\·ent the murders and bombings
of terrorist groups such as the FLQ.
The bill does have its flaws. It does give the agency
many potcntiall~ dangerous pt)\\ ers it can use ro do its
task. But it also provides ~afeguards \\'h1ch should be
adequate to prevent Ceesis from falling into the traps of
the RC~1P's Service.
Like the man said, it's a tough Job. but somebody has
ro <lo it.
The go,·ernment has. It has, and adequately in m~·
opinion, balanced civil libemes against the threats.
Join the protests, carr~ placards, c\·en \\ orsh1p. \\arx
and his friends. First. JUSt take a little ttme to rea I some
real journalism.
It might let you sleep a little 0ettcr.

Senmdl~. a job l.'ommittec of -;csc \I 111bl' \1orking
\\ 1th the L'ni\·crsit) .1dministrattl)n 111 further re~earchmg
the existing L'niversicy system ,>fOntario. good and bad.
Also, \\ e shall prepare a bnet 1111mcdiateh after the
Bo\·c~ Commission ·s drafc pwp,1s,1I of Ju nc 15, Jl>!H
and submit our concerns to the Cl1mm1ss1on.
\\'e \\ ill continue to work \\ ith the high school in
Windsor, and if neces~an, ser J ,f.ne for a·nother rJllv
during the Commission\ :·1sit m September.
·
At this time, I \\OU!d pcrnmalh like w thank the
Lance. CJ .\.\1, the nt'\I s media of \\'.indsor, Oa,·,d L.11rd,
S.\C President, and those c,f, ou \\ho part1l'1pated with
our Publil' \leering rnd Demonstration.
Special thanks goes to all SCBC members for their
extra special efforts in making April 11th a success, and
Dr. \\'alien, Presidenc of the\\ mdsor Facult\ \ssociation
who mformed us of the Commission's mandate, encouraged student participation and took the time to personallv
in\'olve himself in our concerns.
•
Don't forget, EDUCATION IS A RIGHT!
Sam Di Filippo
Chair of SCBC
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SUBLET :

Two

bedroom
One minute walk from clasa. Available
from May-August.
$230/month.
Phone 973.7651.

apertment, unfurnilhed.

SUBLET-1
bedroom apertment,
fumllhed. May-Sept. $190/month.
Call 253.7179 (before 10 AM or
aftlf' 8 PM). 275 Crawford Ave
(neer University ).
FOR SUBLET-Large, 2 bedroom
apt. in modem low ri•. Unfurnilhed, fully carpeted, balcony , Mc:Ured
entrance & laundry facilities. Frae
parking for more than one car.
Within walking distance to the
university. Available May 1, only
$360/month (incl. util.).
SUBLET - Apartment , 1 bedroom,
$240/month, laundry facilitin, at
University and Randoplh.
Call
254-6029, 1eaa can be taken over
Sept. 1.
HOUSING -1 bedroom apt. for
rent from May, 7 minute walk to
U of W on University W / Campbell
Ave .
Rent $250/month
(util.
ind.). First and Im. Laundry and
car park facilitin.
Call Collins
236·1238

after 8 PM.

ROOMMATES WANTED-Female.
3 bedroom.
Laundry facilit,n,
parking, partly furnished, need
bedroom furniture.
$134 incl.
utilltin.
Call Heidi at 253-6217.

--

--------------------------------------------

SUBLET - 1, 2, 3, or 4 bedrooms In
one large b .. utiful horti•• Mey 1st
to Aug. 30th. Will mrt wpa,ataty,
together,
any combo.
Male or
Female. ThrN baths, washer/dryer,
lawn, dishwasher, large kitchen,
2 minutes from c..mpus (R1ndoplh
t,etwNns
Riverside & University).
Each room $130/month negotiable.
Contact Greg 258-4582 or Kan
256-3707.
SUBLET-Apartment
near th• U of
W. 2 bedroom, well to wall carpet.
fridge, stove, laundry & parking.
Available May 1. $275 or negot.
iable.
Call 256-6928 or 2547613.
ROOM FOR RENT-1 bedroom in
a 3 bedroom house.
About 20
minutes walk to the campus,
have dishwasher, washer/dryer, &
storage space. Preferably someone
quiet, rent is $190/month
(incl.
util.).
Phone 252-8865 before
3PM.
SUBLET-Large
1 bedroom apt.
with new wall-to-waif carpet , partly
furnished, fireplace, available May.
Sept.
Rent $198/month
(utll.
lnduded).
5 minute walk to the
campus.
Call 254-8582 or 2569177 (evenings).
Club TOWARD announces a Battle
of the Bands Friday May 4th in
Vanier Auditorium
with BFA,
Big Filh, Before Food, DOS and
Y .O.U. at 8 PM-No Admi•ion
charge!

-

©J)~

~,male has
lar91 2 bedroom duf>lex to share
wtth ame. Available May 1st (or
sooner) at $142.50/month & share
utilities. Call Debbie (9.S:30 PM)
at 945.1951 or (7.9 AM) et 2520720.
AnnM_MATs:;

" ..,...,.

OvertoyouBrion

The following POS ITIONS are
open for application at CJAMfm:
Director of Music Programming,
Director of Information Program·
ming, Music Director, News Dir.
ector, Production Manager, Sain
Manager, and Engineer. Individuals
wilhing to apply should consult
the job desc,iptlons posted on the
CJAMfm staff bulletin board, in
the ballfflent of the University

by Kevin Rollason

Driving in a taxi, hurtling
towards the south of Windsor
for the Evening with Brian and
Mila Mulroney, the cab driver
says, "I've never been in this
area of Windsor before. Do you
know where the Ciociaro Club
is?" Not the greatest beginning
for a strange night.
Finally, twenty minutes late,
the cab rolls up to the door of
the club.
No rush, though.
Mulroney himself is over an
hour late.
l wander past a couple of
police:, '"onJering where I am
supposed co go. They don't
even question where
am
going.
Even though I don't
have a ticket, I surmise that
the camera slung around my
neck must lend me an aura of
credibility.
I finally find the room that
I am supposed to be in. I talk
to several young P.C.'s who
arc waiting for their hero.
Part of the room is set up
like a photography studio, complete with lights and umbrellas.
Suddenly, their leader and his
wife walk in.
They move
forward through the crowd
shaking every hand they see.
Mulroney laughs as he spots
my camera. "Oh, the photo·
graph er is here," he says as he
pumps my hand. "I'm from the
University paper ... " I start to say
as he reaches over me for the
next hand.
"How are you?"
Mila, his wife, says to me as
she shakes my hand, waiting
for a second while I reply,
and then moving on to the
next hand.
Then there is a quick picture
taking session. Mulroney and
various people get their picture
taken together. Mulroney looks
dazzling, the glint and price of
stardom staring out of his eyes.

Centre.

CJAMfm is looking for individuals
willing to take to th e air this
summer .
News, music , and a
variety of other departments need
volunteers that will be available
during mornings, afternoons, or
evenings betwaen May and Sept.
Drop down to the Station, in the
basement of the University Centre,
or phone for further details at
258.NEWS.
We are waiting to
hearing from persornilly.
FOR SALE-1977
Honda Civic,
extremely reliable, certified $1500.
Ask for Greg at 256-7692.
FOR SALE-Sofa
chair and foot,stool.

with matching
Phone 252 .

7562.

INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're Just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility . We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts• Universal Gymn •Saunas•
Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• Student Leagues
we·ve Got It All'

Student
Memberships
$50.00

Mila Mulroney
Mila and her husband finally
make it to the speaker's platform and he gives his speech.
le is somewhat brief, probably
because he was an hour late and
windsor Airport shuts at 9:30
PM, but everybody laughs and
applauds at the right places.
The hall is open unnl 11:00
PM, but most people wonder
why they should remain . People
th at I talk co feel the S l 5 per
person that they paid is a pretty
good reason for staying.
I try to make my way to the
bar, bur am stopped midway by
a guy who disagrees with an
opinion piece that appeared in
The Lance about the Conserv·
atives. After being heckled for
a few minutes Iagam start on
my way to the bar.
This rime I am stopped by a
good samaritan who donates one
of his drinks to me whtle explaining that he always orders
two.
I never made it to the bar,
but like most tired journalists
spent my night on the way
and never able to quite make it.
And outside, the wind blew, as
it really v. as a dark and stormy
spring ,ight.

A O>nservative
fashionshow
by 3eorgina Kosanovic

·-------------------------------------------,
: University of Windsor Student Discount
:
:I Cards will be honoured.
I

•

Group lassons available on request

~--------------------------------~ ------J
CANADIAN HOMELOCATORS

An Evening with Brian and Mila? Well, sort of. Perhaps It should
have been b1llcd as an evening with Brian, Mila and A Cast of Thousan js , With over two thousand people attending the Ciociaro Club
soiree, one could hardly call the atmosphere intimate. Still, it was
an educational experience for this reporter, neophyte as she is in
political circles.
The hall was attract ively appomted for the evening with "balloon
bouquets" adorning the walls, along with pictures of the P.C.'s
fearless leader. When we arrived (twenty minutes late) the massive
room was full to overflowi ng with loyal Conservatives, United
Empire Loyalists, representatives of the media and (gasp!) a few
curious Liberals. Since Mulroney himself did not appear until
around eight, the crowd mingled and took advantage of the open
bar and lavish cheese table. Promin ent university students in this
crowd included Lance editor Kevin Rollason and CJAMfm Station

t:::.~~~!?me~at~c2
~~!

Manager Russ Wolske.

your student housing problems FAST

How do we work?

Since our pl 1sto locate you fasL we will suppl} you ,,.,th
listings of propenies that fit your parucular needs and
preferences. Each individual propert} carries its' own

description designed to speed up the renting process.

About our listin!s?

We carry an acu,c list of 11Terenthouse~ townhouses.
duplexes. apartments and farms in Windsor and a 60 mile
radius.

Cost to you

We have a small sel'ice charge•which ent,tlc~ )OU 10shop
around unttl completely Hllsfied. no matter how many
vacancies you look at

f $5. OFF

Particular Needs?

th,,

B}
we mean t)pc of dwelling. number of bedroom,.
price range you require. area you desire. furnishings.
facilitic,for pct, etc. We can al!,Osupplyyou wnh 1nfonna1ion
about liule extra, such a, parkingfacilitie,. air condition mg.
fenced yards etc.

When are we open?
Seven Days A Week 9 AM - 9 PM
There b no appointment ncce~ary so JuMdrop by at your
comcnience Sc,eral rental C<>unsellors
are on hand at all
times If )OU ha,c an) questions we can answer them for
you. Fasl & EOic1ent1y:

CANADIANHOME LOCATORS

1

1
:._SERVICE
WITH
THIS
_______ CHARGE
---- - - COUPON
- _ __ J

448 Tecumseh Road East
Windsor, Ontario N8X 2R6

..A MON In ,,.. Rlgltt DINCtion"

The short interlu de gave one an opportunity to examine the
styles worn by the evening's revellers. As was to l:>eexpected, dress
tended to be conservative, with many of the gentlemen appearing
in dark blue business suits. One stando ut was an older "bo hemian"
fellow wearing a black suit and turtleneck with a red pou( in his
front pocket. Most unusual in such a setting!
The ladies also tended towards conservative attire, with dark
winter colours still pred om inating . A few pastel day dresses herald ed the presence of spring, while an occasional pair of cropped
pants served as proof of the fashion awareness of sman Conservative
women.
The couple of the evening were well tuned out, par usual. Brian
looked trim and dapper in a dark gray business suit , but it was
Mila who stole the show. Choruses of "She's gorgeous" followed
the yo ung Mrs. Mulroney around the hall as she shook hands and
charmed her way to the door. Her dress, with its striped bodice
and large, white, round collar with lace cut -out trim , served its
purpose perfectl y.
All in all, the evening was quite enjoyable . Perhaps the only
inappropriate touch was the small brass band that welcomed the
Conservative leader into the auditorium and proceeded to play for
the remainder of the evening. Proficient though the musicians were,
their styrofoam boatcn were a tad tacky. Please P.C. 's, no bandstand music . It 's just a bit too cute ....

.,-----

- -- - ----------_...
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Dancing - Games - Prizes

Food & Drink Specials
Every night is I /2 price pizza night
for students after 8 pm ( upon presentation
of Student ID)

continued from page 1
SAC Internal
poslan: F

Affairs

Commissioner

Rob Ne-

Neposlan was rarely in his office, didn't initiate any new programs, did not do any significant
liaison work with the University's departments
and poorly organized the General Student Meetings. In fact, his organization was so poor that the
date for the first General Student Meeting was set,
flyers made, and agenda drawn up, without notifying those who were to sit on the board. As a result,
the meeting had to be cancelled because the
hoard's members had prior commitments.
His only concrete work was a Newsletter for
SAC. In light of Neposlan's $1200 honorarium,
this ne,, sletter proved to be a very expensive asset
to SAC.
SAC External Affairs Commissioner Doug Newton/
Dave MacKell; F
It's hard to pinpoint the blame in tl11sposition
because neither Newton nor MacKell were around
long enough to take either credit or flack. Newton
worked for the first semester and during that time
his biggest accomplishment was gomg to a CFS
national conference in Saskatoon with Laird
last summer. The conference ·would have bet'n
worthwhile if he had tried to revive interest in
the CFS on campus when he came back (the U. of
W. is no longer a member of this organilation), but
he didn't.
MacKell wasn't even around long enough for
any sort of evaluation to be made about him because he left town soon after taking the Job.
Credit, however, should be given to Adam furfaro who kept the mail-openmg going for the
position after MacKell, and Sam DiFilippo (stu-

dent senator-elect) for organizing a rally
the Bovey Commission (The Commission
tly the sort of thing that an External
Commissioner should concentrate his/her
on).

against
is exacAffairs
efforts

Schechtman provided the creativity and the initiative needed for this position. He pulled off an
exciting Orientation Week, had good Common
Hours, and organized well for the 'Blue Peter"
concert - SAC's first concert success. He m1tiated
Winterfcst (while still within his budget) and his
efforts provii:led the only mno,·ati,·e events in the
Pub all year (e.g. Jim Carrey, Talent :-.:ire, ,\\acLean & \:\acLean).
Commissioner for
liam Chang·. C

lnte·national

Students

Wil-

Chang's efforts bowed to the h, pe of last
semester's changeover from ISO to ISS. This isn't
an excuse, however, because \"ISA snidcnts need·
ed representation on SAC Cabinet. Chang did represent \'ISA student~ throughout the year,, hen It
came to differential fees, imn11grat1on problems,
but his efforts lacked crcati,·it) and he did not
take the initiati,·e to begin new projects.

HEBERT

Nancy Champagne: A+

1;>84 OTTAWA STREET· WINDSOR· ( 51qt JS8 'nOO

On top of doing a terrific JOb as S.\C secretar~.
she efficiently took care of the S,\C Drug PIJn
(not a requirement for her job) because then:,, as
no Ancillary Sen·iccs Commissioner this ye;1r.
llopcfully next year's commissioner ,, ill haH' a
bigger job than to take drug receipts so that his
efforts prove worthwhile.

A.J~~

A success in the cafeteria, the rally protesting
against the Bovey Commission on April 11th was
bused down to\\ n in SAC-rented buses so that the
rally could continue in front of Cit\' llall and the
Provincial Building on Windsor ,\\'e. ·
The rallv downtown was not as well-attended
as the raliy at the Universitr but, \\'1th exams
beckoning, it could have been expected. Enthusiasm, however. was not absent. Placards were
visibly erect, slogans such as "Give Bette the
boot!" and "Bovey. No Way. Bover. We Won't
Pay!" were militantly yelled, and a small whisper
of the lyrics to "We shall not be moved" turned
into a melodic roar.
Speeches were given by SAC President David
Laird, Chairman of the Students Concerned with
the Bovey Commission (SCBC) Sam Di Filippo,
and city alderman Ted Bounsall. The Windsor
MPs and Windsor Mayor Elizabeth Kishkon were
also invited to speak but they were unable to

3070 Dougall Avenue
966-3382 or
966-3385

SAC Special Events Commissioner Neil Schecht·
man: A+

Ra//ies
against
Bette
by Philip Rourke

Mon- Thurs 11 am-12 pm
Fri & Sat 11 am-2 am
Sun 1 1 am- I I pm

attend.
.
The rally was effective in that it umted students
on the issue of University education and this
unity was visible both on campus and in the downtown Windsor area.
The rally's effectiveness,
however, suffered from organizational problems.
For example, the buses were sent back to the University after dropping off the students downtown
to pick up other students. Aside from the fact
that few students were \\ aiting for the second
round of buses (thi~ fact could not ha\'e been anticipated before the rally began), the rail) did not
start until the second set of buses arnved dO\\ntown. Thus. the first group of students had to
wait over a half an hour before the rally began.
Furthermore, Ted Bounsall was scheduled to
speak at 2:00, and he arrived at 2:00, but the
rail~· went quickly and therefore, the students
had to \\air until he came so that the rally could
proceed.
After the rally, D1 Filippo said that his committee will definitely meet over the summer to
intensely review the whole rally.

Run to the Olympics

TORONTO - L.A. RELAY
Date: early July - mid August
Requirements:

- available for either
the duration of the
run or any portion
thereof
- capable of running
7-1 O miles daily

Responses are required by May 20, 1984

For further information
call collect 416-537-4375
or write:

1984 Free Olympiad
83 Christie Street
Toronto, Ontario
M6G 381

Sponsored by the 1984 Free Olympiad Committee
represented by the Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian
and Ukrainian communities of North America.
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,\\r. Jaroslav Javorsky, the son of a popular Czechoslovak tennis
player, is serving a 13 year prison sentence for attempting to leave
the country without permission.
In 1977 Mr. Javorsky was granted a two-week visa to visit West
Germany to see his parents, who were working there, having been
granted permits to do so. As the date for his return co Czechoslovakia drew near, the whole family decided to apply for political asylum. However, Mr. Javorsky learned that his fiancee and her eightyear-old daughter were attempting to leave Czechoslovakia without
a visa. He went to meet them at the border and all three were arrested and handed over to the Czechoslovakian authorities. This incident occurred in October 1977 and he was kept in detention without a trial until December 1978.
Amnesty International feels that the charges against Mr. Javorsky
are in direct contradiction to the spirit of Article 13 of the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights which states:
''Everymafl has the right to leave any country, including his own,
and to return to his country." Czechoslovakia is an undersigner to
this covenant.
sistent with Czechoslovakian law itself. First of all, there was a
lapse of 14 months between his detention and trial even_ though
Czechoslovakian law guarantees a maximum of a 4 month interval.
A second inconsistency

is that Mr. Javorsky was sent to the harshest

type of prison in Czechoslovakia. According to their own statutes,
only hardened criminals with a long recorrl or someone who has
committed a vicious crime should be sent to these prisons. Therefore, Mr. J avorsky, a former hotel clerk from Prague \I. ith no prior
criminal record, must live in a prison with the worst criminal
offenders.
Reports indicate that no daylight enters his cell and he muse
share space with 16 ocher prisoners in an environment which is cold
m the •.vinter and hoc in the summer. His 10 hour day begins at
4: 30 a.m. and constant exposure to an open fire, glass dust, and
noxious fumes throughout the day have resulted in severe kidney,
eye, and skin problems. Proper medical treatment is also lacking.
The Amnesty International group in Windsor is specifically involved with Mr. J avorsky. Along with a group in New York and
West Germany, we are making a concentrated effort of behalf of
Mr. Javorsky. Letters are regularly sent to Czechoslovakian authorities asking for Mr. Javorsky's release.
On May 31st, we will have a binhday party "in absentia". Mr.
Javorsky was born on that day in 1947. He has spent his last six
birthdays in prison for the "crime" of exercising his human right.
By celebrating his birthday, we are offering our solidarity to him
in his plight .
by Don Flaming
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of these prisone~s not by calling for the. overthrow of governments,
not by boycotting them, but by the continual writing of letters,
telegrams and appeals on behalf of the prisoner. Amnesty works on
a human level continually concerned about the family of the prisoner as well as the health of the P.risoner while he or she is in detention.
There may be a degree of wonder as to how letter writing may
work as a coersive means but it is saidthat every day 3 people who
have been incarcerated are released. Although A.I. does not claim
sole responsibility for this, we think that our concerted efforts arc
effective in raising issues with governments. Letter writing allows
Amnesty to remain diplomatic and through this means it can remain
politically unbiased.
A.I. began in 1961 with a newspaper article by British lawyer
~etcr ~encnson. 'He urged people everywhere to begin working
11t1partially
and pucefully for the release of prisoners of conscience.
Within a month more than a thousand people from various countries
had sent in offers of practical help.
Today Amnesty has 500,000 members, subscribers, and supporters in over 150 countries and territories. The countries .arcbalanced
geographically and politically and hence impartiality is ensured.
Information about prisoners and human rights violations come from
A.L's International Research Department in London, England.
Cases of prisoners are divided up between small groups of Amnesty members who work for the release of these key prisoners as well
as participating in international campaigns and writing letters for
other important cases.
Amnesty lnternational's work has been denounced as provocative
and political. If it is provocative, it is not because it seeks to offend
but because it exposes abuses and contradicts official versions of

events. If it is political, it is not because it is partisan but because it
addresses and makes demands of those in power.
The protection of human rights is an international responsibility. This principle is accepted by major world bodies such as the
United Nations; governments are now publicly accountable to the
world community for protecting the rights of their own citizens.
That accountability includes accepting the right of international
organizations to ask questions and express concern when people's
rights arc curtailed.
Unfortunately Amnesty gets little support in the international
community unless its findings are politically useful for one state
against another. Amnesty has been accused of being both communist as well as the greatest threat to communism. The Soviet Union
allegedthat the group conducts espionage and has rarely taken up
violations in any country. The Guatemalan Government accused
Amnesty of a campaign of defamation. The Yugoslav public prosecutor called statell!ents by Amnesty International "malicious and
untrue". The Moroccan Government accused it of abandoning its
humanitarian vocation and becoming a simple defender of lawbreakers.
Amnesty has received a good deal of recognition for its work as
well as criticism. On the occasion of the 30th Anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Amnesty International
was awarded the United Nations Human Rights Prize for "outstanding achievements in the field of human rights".
Amnesty International received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977
for its contribution to "securing the ground for freedom, for justice, and thereby also for peace in the world".
by Michael Cassasola
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Sixto sent thanks to his supporters in Windsor, saying "You have
moved heaven and earth for me." The joy everyone felt upon learning of Sixto's release was followed with concern over his safety after
his release - we are all aware that many prisoners are released only
to be re-arrested on trumped-up charges or even cases of former prisoners "disappearing". Sure enough, within weeks of his release, the
military came up with "subversion" charges that carry the sentence
of death or life imprisonment.
On December 20, 1983 Sixto and Christine Carlos went into
exile, followed shortly afterwards by their two sons, at last being
able to enjoy their freedom as a family in Holland which was so
long denied them in their native country. This is one ex.ample out
of thousands of prisoners on whose behalf Amnesty memoers work,
whether the country be the Philippines, Brazil, Pakistan, Turkey ...
there are literally thousands more who need our help. No matter
how futile these letter-writing efforts may seem to those of us enjoying freedom, the release of prisoners such as Sixto shows ho,,
effective these efforts really are.
bv Geoffrey Reaume

On the evening of October 2nd 1974 two armed members of the
Chilean secret police, DINA, arrested Cecilia Bojanic, a young bookkeeper, at a house in the capital Santiago. A little later they arrested
her husbi.nd, a salesman called Flavio Oryarzun. The couple had a
five year old son, and Cecilia was seven months pregnant.
In the weeks following the arrest they were seen m two different
torture centres by prisoners who were later able to escape. Since
then, however, the Chilean authorities have repeatedly denied knowledge of their whereabouts. Cecilia and Flavio have become just two
of the estimated 1500 'disappeared' prisoners in Chile.
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Amnesty International adopted Cecilia and Flavio as Prisoners of
Conscience because no charges were ever brought against them, they
were not put on trial, and we believe they neither used nor advocated the use of violence. The official denial of their detention leads
us to have grave fears for their safety.
The Windsor group of Amnesty International has been working
for some years on this case. It continues to press government officials in Chile for information, asking particularly that the prisoners'
families be informed of the situation. We have also been in touch
with the family directly, offering our support and encouragement.
Our special, tragic case is just one aspect of the recent history of

Chile . When the Allended government \\'as overrhrown in a violent
military coup over ten years ago, a long tradition of democracy
was ended. Ever sin.:~. Amnesty International has been reporting
the widespread abuse of Human Rights by General Pinochet's military government.
We are particularly concerned with the many 'desaparecidos',
with the continued long-term detention of Prisoners of Conscience,
and with the short-term detention of hundreds of people arrested
during non-violent demonstrations. In recent times there has also
been an incr.:ase in the number ofspeople expelled from Chile, or
subjected to internal banishment to remote villages for up ro three
months. Such people are not charged, not tried, not sentenced, have
no rights of appeal under the Constitution, nor are their families
officially informed of the ba!1i.,hment.
All this is not escaping criticism in Chile. Churches, trade unions,
and many human rights groups are working for change. Recently
the president of the Supreme Court, Judge Rafael Retemal, made
a series of pointed "suggestions for improving the efficiency of
the courts". Raising another of Amnesty International 's major concerns in Chile, he urged the government to emphasize to its employees the unacceptability of torture.
Detailed testimonies of torture have come from hundreds of men
and women from the most varied backgrounds. The reported victims
have included technicians, lecturers, politicians, farmers, trade
unionists, and manual workers. Their allegations are consistent and
persistent. Furthermore they are concrete - relating to specific
people and incidents - and have often been transmitted to the authorities in detail.
There has been an equally persistent and consistent failure by
the Chilean government either to resolve concern about the numerous individual allegations of torture or to take preventative, remedial
or punitive action. In view of this, Amnesty International regards it
as beyond reasonable doubt that the use of torture has been a constant feature of the security forces' practice during the past decade.
Methods ofstorrure vary, butsthe effect is the same. In a testimony to Amnesty International one victim says, "they tied me on
top of thestable, powerful lights above me. They put cables on my
nude body . .. then they put acid~between my toes, theyspricked
pins in me ... they threatened to kill us unless we signed what the
interrogators wanted ... we were no longer men, but shadows ... "
As long as organizations such as Amnesty International continue
their work, Cecilia and Flavio, the desaparecidos, the tortured, and
the banished, these people will be at least, unforgotten shadows.
by Robin Swainson
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YOUNG ROBERT DUNCAN
by Ekbert Faas
(Black Sparrow. 361 pp., $19.50 paper)

As poets go, American Robert Duncan is certainly among those whose vision isn't merely a
cloak of scattered insights, but instead embraces
a field of the ancient and the psychic present, and
so attains the true status of "vision "
His first book of poems, Heavenly City Earthly
City (1947) is a work of multiple torments, of
codic mystery, and written during the period
documented in Edbert Faas' new book, Young
Robert Duncan, roots itself at the centre of
Duncan's fascinating, erratic, and for some observers shockingly "decadent", early years.
Faas brings Duncan from childhood through
to first meeting with Alan Ginsberg and the beginning of a vital literary link in 1950 with the great
Black Mountain poet Charles Olson.
In his early years Duncan is struggling with
the complex fragility of what sure!) seems to com prise A Poet's destiny. There's enthralling reading
to be found in chapters on Robert the withdrawn
schoolboy with the fertile, romantic outpourings
of adolescence as his double vision recasts the
world into an imaginative, near-mystic realm of
fairy-tale, passion, and mystery. The impressionable mental life of the boy isn't without direct
influences from family and environment.
His
dreams have ready feed issuing from parents and
grandmother.
The grandmother, with the wisdom
of Nature at the outposts of .charmed and occult
fron tiers, is among the occupying presences.
" It was easy enough to accept for the higher
realms of the spirit what his eye defect showed
him could be true for the world of apprearancesthat reality was open to infinite reduction. The
above and the below, the left and the right, as
Hermetic and Cabalistic lore had taught his
were simply contrar} aspects of the same being.
So were male and female, love and hate. And
where the complementarity of phenomena was not
immediately apparent, there was always reincarnation to explain them as successive states."
Altogether real all this that by the mid-40s Du.,·
.:an's life was on due course. His homosexualit)'
had blossomed as a more clearly -defined fact of
life and he :also moved freely among the "IC\\ York
literary scene which included friends like Jack
Spicer, Robin Blaser, Kenneth Rexroth, and Anais
Nin.
It was his relationship with Nin, the priestess of
mid-cenrury erouca, that uncovered the tensions
of Duncan's sexua l life. Il e and "l in split following some heavy psychological badgering concerning the unbounded but little-disciplined Duncan;
so significant was the break that after all was over
he was referr ing to her as "Anus Ninny."

And in chapters like "The Sexopom" and "The Husband and Gigolo" we get versions of Duncan not being able to tell lifr from an anecdote, sexual experiments from self-dramatization, and sometimes
so "schizophrenic" is the state of Duncan's existence that we see him
cooing like a bird in bars where, in outrageous drag, he parades a
sort of self-destructive, lurid, male-whore glamour.
Subtitled "Portrait of the . Poet as Homosexual in Society'' this
biography isn't without its share of Duncan's careful but undaunted
strides in bringing the cultural position of the gay writer before the
public. It makes an especially interesting case when Duncan's poem
"An African Elegy" was refused publication by John Crowe Ransom
on differences over the issue of :10mosexuality.
.:,;c• \:11'"'!:
Faas, however, is much more reward(~ , r'IJ,:
ingly in his element when he writes about
such watershed as Duncan's marriage to
Marjorie McKee.
The marriage is like some symbiotic
process of necessary education and moments of wonderful delicacy
sages concerning
their
intimacies.
But Duncan
ever the young sparrow,
the marriage is doomed
and McKee inevitably
decide· to have an aboruon after it is clear that
Duncan has been continuing on with his homosexual affairs and the
atmosphere for child -raising hardly appears optimum. The collapse is a
miserable one for Marjorie, and· though Duncan's
sexual anarchism
continues
long after it
his needs for Mother and
heterosexual warmth are
as present as ever.
Duncan moves on, his
poetry
takes on the
depth
of a life-long
commitment to exploration and utterance, and
Faas follows with vivid
and scholarly eyes the
course of his growth. The
book is remarkable in
its commitment and sympath} for the psychological contours of Duncan's life and character,
and to thes articulations
of Duncan's vision.
Excerpts from
diaries and letters anchor
this very important and
I • I .
very interesting volume.
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Summer at Sac's Pub
Introducing Sac's
Satellite
MTV
SPORTS
MOVIES

FREE LSAT/ GRE/
GMAT SEMINAR
We w,11be administering a free
simu lated LSAT, GAE & GMAT
followed by a review session
LSAT/ GRE :

Wed. April 18th at 6:30 pm
Sfld. Howard Johnsons-Room
166
1O Mile & Evergreen
GMAT :

Entertainment for Summer '84
Thursday - Saturday

Thurs. April 19th at 6·30 pm
Sfld. Howard Johnsons-Room
166
Sponsored by University Test
Preparation Service
Please call 31 3- 540 -59 8 8 for
further information.

With our help, you can do it!!!
«I ..

u-.n,ty

Tac,,.,.-,._

SIM<• Ill(

Revival
Airborne

Avengers
The Movies
Come On Down!

Danny Bonk
Holl~ood

Don
"tgo tdin'yourmother
THE BEST OF EMMANUELLE
bY Emmanuel!~ Arsan
(The LeisuresC1rcle Ltd, 1982
hard cover, priceless)
Emmanuelle is the.undisput ed
sleaze q,ueen. Her name has
been immortalized
in books
films and on little boys' lips
since her mass media explosion
in the early '70s. I knew it was
just a matter ofstime until two
"famous Erotic Novels"-that is,
Emmanuelle ands The Further
Experiences of Emmanuellewould be combined to produce
one collosal literary orgy.
First, a few random notes on
th is stimulating compilation.
How could these two volumes
ever have been sold separate ly?
Further Experiences feeds directly off Emmanuelle. The ~ame
setting, characters, story line ...
conversations
are
continued
without prior explanation. What
if I had just walked into my
favourite local bookshop and, it
being out
of
Emmanuelle,
bought The FurthersExperiences
instead? I wouldn't '1ave known
what was going on. Well, alright, I'd have a rough idea. I
mean, I've read this type of
book before.
That's how I know that this
isn't JUSt another position-perpage porno novel. It has class

"Only the nonbanal, the exceptional, the unfamiliar have
value.
Nothing can be truly
erotic that isn't unusual."
3) "All time spent on anything
but the art of pleasure, in in1creasingly numerous arms, is;
wasted."
That sums up Emmanuelle's
plot pretty well.
Numerous
passages elaborate
on these
points through philosophical discussion. Even more are devoted
to illustrating them graphically.
But as any avid reader of such
trash knows, Emmanuelle is
tame compared to most of the
material littering the book-shelf
jung les. I hear the Emmanuelle
movies are much the same in
their own unrespectable venue.
That is, high in sensuality,
relatively low on the play-byplay acrobatics.
There was one matter which
annoyed me immensely whilst
reading. Both novels were tran·
slated from French. Although,
I'm sure, general meaning has
been retained, these translators
(Lowell Bair and, especially,
Anselm Hollo) have no concept
of English verb tenses.
Ah well, I suppose most readers don't notice or care much,
anyway.
2)

(or at least attempts to have
class). Arsan quotes Nietzsche
and St. Augustine and Ecclesiastes.
Although Emmanuelle
does her share of bumping and
grinding around Bangkok with
various men, women, children
and inanimate objects, at least
she preceeds each interlude with
a ten page discussion on the
topic of eroticism . After all,
she's a woman with scruplesno one can claim they love her
only for her body (and, as
J ohn Slama, Lance Sports Ed.
pointed out, this is a book
without pictures.)
And here are the three laws of
eroticism as practiced by Emmanuelle, her husband Jean and
her lover, Mario:
1) "th, Jaw of number. Multiplicity is in itself an element of
erot1c1sm.
And conversely,
is no eroticism where there's
limitation.
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After Isadora Duncan has
freed the human foot, and Martha Graham has freed ~he human
spirit, the dance goes on. Libera tion from traditional form, inno vation, a new look at the pulse
and persistence of. life and the
world,
characterize
modern
dance.
Gina Lori Riley and her dan cers, together forming the Gina
Lori Riley Dance Enterprises,
have produced a collection of
vital, living Norks which at once

support the manifestoes of nodloneliness. Danced by Cathy Leem and experimental danct: and
Grand, this piece, using a series
express with humour, dignity
of slides projected on the backand charisma an atomic awaredrop, created a not unseemly
ness of basal internal environs.
awkward intimacy.
Lori Riley has the instinctive
"The Daze of Ours Love" is
ability to reduce and abstract,
a reductionist portrayal of a relaand thus purify, all types of
tionship (of the notorious malemotion - atomic, molecular,
female kind). In this farcical pas
emotional, psychological, and
de deux, Cheryl Bouzide demonsocial - into human physical
strates the fifty \\,ays not to
leave your lover.
action, reaction, and interaction.
Of the night's two premieres,
Friday night, GLRDE performed two new works, and several
"Hexatrix" was theslonger. Six
others from the Company's
dancers created random spontanrepertoire, which is, incidentally,
eous traffic interesting enough
all choreographed by Lori-Riley
as an exercise in kmetic dynaherself. The opening work, entimics, it tended to go on. . .
tled ''Mounds", with musical
"I nsectional" demands attenscore by Gyorgy Ligeti, bespoke
tion for its intriguing animal dynamism (which also characteriprimordial platonism as four
zed the better moments of Riblobs, resembling tarred and feathered amoebas, throbbed and
ley's other works). If •his is the
shook about on stage.
latest from Gina Lo ri Riley,
"Scream Quietly" is a multithen I'm as good as hungry for
media examination of a woman
more.
and the pathetic tragedy of.!h~e:!.r
______
_ b_y_Sa_r_a_h_A_t_k_in_s
_o_n
_,fJI.L
___:

ARE YOU:

Looking for September 1984 Employment?

Vanier Vittles
This is for the week of April 16-22/ 84

MATURE
ORGANIZED

RESPONSIBLE
PERSONABLE

- have a nice , pleasant outgoing personality?
- able to work with minimum supervision?
- able to follow instructions?
- dependable - always early for work?
.
- willing to work midnights and weekend shifts?
- good and healthy physical condition?

THEN STUDENT PATROL SERVICES
IS FOR YOU!
If your personal work ethic coincides with the above , please
drop by the Student Patrol Services Office ,. n~xt to the .T.V.
Room University Centre and complete an application . Interviews
will b~ conducted during April-May/84 . POSITIONS ARE OPEN .
L.A. Kelly
Director
Student Pat rol Services

EXT.3 233;323 1

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

SUPPER

4:30 - 6 :30

Monday

Vegetable Beef Soup
Fishwich
Meatloaf

Tuesday

French Onion Soup
Quiche Lorraine
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Mexican Tacos
Hip 'O Beef

Canadian Cheese Soup
Salisbury Steak
Chili Frieto Dog
Pepper Pot Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Turkey A La King

Baked Ham
Hungarian Goulash
& Noodles

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Chips
Shepherd's Pie

Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Teriyaki Chicken

Wedne.day

Thursday

Friday

BRUNCH
11:45-1 :30

Beef & Green Peppers
Pork Chops

&ef Pot Pie
BB.Q. Ribs

SUPPER

4 :30- 6 :30
Veal Parmesan
Soup of the Day
Saturday
Spanish Meatballs
Spiced &el/Onion Bun
& Noodles
Sunday
Soup of the Day
Sweet & Sour Pork
Bacon 'N Cheeseburger
Roast Beef
Egg Roll
The Dell is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday- Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 - 11:30 Sunday - Friday
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RESTAURANT

INDONESIAN

FOOD . . . our specialty

GENERATION '84
(100 pages, $2.00)
An anthology of Short Creative Works
by students, available in the U. of W. Bookstore.

e/so CHIN ESE &
CAH •.0/ AH FOOD

CO MFORT ABLE· A IR CONDITIONED
DINING ROOM
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
MON· THURS 11 AM· 12 MIO
FRI • 11 AM • 2 AM
SAT 12 AM· 2 AM
SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS 12 AM· 12 PM
RIVER
DETROIT

by John Liddle

FAST FREE DELIVERY

1 26 Ouellette

(on mm ."order)

PREGNANT

air~~~-a.....
AND NEED HELP?

Call...

re.-..For

You and Your Unborn Child

-,

_
252 3322

II

MONA LISA

l

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph.

. .,1 Are you sick Worried?
..~ Unhappy? Do you find
it hard to find someone
you can love and trust?
Are you having troubles
with
your job or
business?
Palm & Card
Reader
Phone 966·3012
Psychic
For Info.
935 Talbot Rd.
Windsor

By the time you read this, Generation, the
University of Windsor student literary revue,
should be hot off the press.
At the risk of sounding pompous, I think I
can safely say that this is a pretty good effort:
twenty pages longer than average, yet has the
diversity of forms, styles, and subject matter that
has been Generation's trademark. The work was
selected by an editorial board headed by John
Liddle, with Salvatore Ala, Nancy Morrison
and Nonnan DeBono helping out.
The opening piece, a prose character study
by Susan Brown titled "Reflections", begins with
the jarring hne: "I have only known one person
who is insane." But by the story's conclusion,
the reader is left wondering who is sane and who
isn't - the character, or the narrator.
A short, comic prose piece by Jonathan Douglas, "Partici-Impaction ", is a strong satire from a
young writer; \\hile Alan Cumyn's "Wykwa
Sunset", a tale of a miner's obsession with a
female folksinger, has what one might dub breezy
prose, such is its loose and casual style.
The staccato sentence structure of Marion
Harward 's "The Graduation Present" leads one
to read 1t as a piece of experimental fiction; yet
this form best illustrates the stream of consciousness of an aging grandmother, the narrator.
A good number of the poets represented here
are graduate students in the creative writing
program. Salvatore Ala contributes three "Godtalk" poems and his ''Walking Along the Roads".
The imagery here is terse; the spartan vocabulary
is a mark of discipline-a short, simple poem
presents more hazards than does an indefinite
rambling. Dorothy Ricciotti exhibits a flair for
poignancy in her "Childhood Lesson No. l ",
as does Judy Wedeles in her "Mindflowers";
whereas in something like Deirdre Dwyer's "Planes
Low 0\'er Halifax" or her "The Years Are Here"
there's less awe and a rounding our of thought .
Beth Everest's "spare" poetry, as she prefers to
name it, makes use of the entire page, and though
a comparison to early 70's concrete forms would
perhaps be spurious, something such as her "Dadd} Longlegses" or "All A Void" is a challenge to
read. One might find traces of satire in Jacques
Benoit's "Amateurs", an interesting disquisition
on "mahden aht''; while in Jeff Hucul's ''I'm Up
llere" there exists, without pretense, a wry humour, yet in his "Leo" a thoughtful seriousness
has reign. Nancy Morrison's "Toward Mourning"
(inspired b) a line from Bron wen Wallace, as Miss
Morrison points out) is part biography and part
philosophy.
Only the criminally self-conscious
would consider her "The Grocer " unamusing.

Open 9 AM • 9 PM
Mon. thru Sat.

GRAD PHOTOS
I

John GAfac~ycphotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

Hair Studio
AMINI

Student Discount

25 % 0 FF

on any service
every Tuesday & Thursday

Prices offered by AMINI ONLY!
Evening appointme nt s available
upon request.
122 Park St W. (Victoria Park Place)

253-1222

--------------------------, j
P res~ ~Othiscoupon and get
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off on perms

Valid until May 31, 1984

Generation Editor John Liddle takes on the
"trained animal" pose that's been known to drive
virgins to drink and superpowers to the brink.
Lorenzo Buj's "Coming Back From Another"
holds what has to be the most striking opening
image of any poem in this or any other Generation:
"i waited for nightfall/ i waited for the
king of cunts/ the Kurt of kings".
This is a
healthy vigor, a good jolt to the senses.
A few outsiders make their way here. Joanne
Arnott, now living on the West Coast, has two
poems:
"Flatland Summer" and "Again, Ugly
House".
J ohn Barlow's "Fools!
The General
Public!" is either a polemic or a true description
of the personal realities of mass transit; a piece
such as his "This is How They Fool Us" dares to
be didactic: "idiot: see what is floating in the
idiot
today/ and throw it out-it's disposable,
you have/ that much freedom". Peter Hrastovec's
"Three Portraits" and his "A Reading from the
Book of Maynard" illustrate the control and tact
of an experienced writer.
Others make their first appearance: Roberta
Mock, Chris Castanier, Francesca Syme, Chris
Legebow, Dianne Maing, and Marc Fedak, all with
poems; and John Rowlandson, with a curious,
short prose piece.
From Christopher McNamara's city-scrapes to
Glenn Warner's icons to Mark Sikich 's immortalization of graffitti reading "Kill the Poets", the
photography here is topnotch.
The cover, by
first year student Frank Koustrup, is an engrossing
display of pattern and contrast. The Introduction,
by Dr. Alistair Macleod of the English Department, offers a mentor's encouragement to all
writers.

Theriseof the guidedtour
BLUE PASTORAL
by Gilbert Sorrentino
(North Point Press, 315 pp, $18.00)
" ... Sa, sa, sa, sa."
-Lear

SJ\MSOI1
@ DELIL/ln

Lance Photo by GLENN WARNER

As \\ i-h his 1979 novel, Mulligan Stew, where
New York-born Gilbert Sorrentino proved to have
more than a bare grasp on nearly everyone from
Gogol ro UpJikc, St, tvu there are all kinds of gamev vice• (and voices) at work in Blue Patoral,
his ·latest wallop of labyrinth me farce.
But with this 1983 offering the nagging 'is it?/
isn't it?' question remains. Is th is a novel or isn't
it? Does Sorrentino expect us to tag along with all
eyes an<l ears open as his hero "Blue" Serge Gavotte cavorts across America
or doesn't he? Like
Sorrenrino's talent, the anS\\er, of course, is never
in doubt.
Th is taken care of, it's best to let the dust jacket do the plot talk: "Our hero's quest for the perfect musical chord takes him from the sidewalks
of New York Cit), through the Midwest, New Orleans, and the Southwest, before he finall} ends
up, and cracks up, on the hills of San Francisco ... "
So that's the skeleton of a storyline on whose
doddy bones the novel's flesh hangs "ith Joycean
horseplay. There are 6 3 chapters of spiralling fiction-in-itself here, and yet the whole thing is so
delightfully spun that Sorrentino's clever web of
literacy doesn't so much "disfigure" "reality" as
it lay it flexible before us.
As Blue Serge runs rampant among the spread
out mythos of American Edenism, Sorrentino's

\\ ordplay:. take on the high logic of rarefied
delirium.
In one chapter JP Sartre is brought to his knees
as Sorrentino delivers his "Elegy for Jacques-Paul
Surreale. ' "Forty-seven wondrous years here on
this spinning glob " long exhausted, Surreale's
anatomy gets a go. That is, we musn't "'neglect
h,s maced and thundrous eyebrows black as
Christmas shoes, lashes long and caustic like a
livid lunar lay, a bro\\ broad as pyk wal,,ed in
galauntyne, beige ears almost lemon waxy white

..

... and on it goes this peachy parade of pithy
promptness as Blue Serge and wife Helene keep on
and the piping parod} of more pastoralism rears
its head when "Eros Briefly Grins upon Our Dusty
Caravan." There's no going blind with this bunch:
"My rambling blot! I thought you'd never hint
your manly needs. But what think you of this
other posture? Tis loved by those who favour
knocking off a quick one in the kitchen while
the tuna glops and nicely browns. Besides, it's
so much cooler on my kneebones."
Sorrentino will not abuse his freedom, will not
abuse readers, but he will tug, slap, pull, and edify
if you have the patience and the common-sense to
know you're bemg mocked into insignificance
by the ver} fact of your all-consuming mind-immersion. The novel leaps like a butterfly, bites like
a bee, and quite clearly passes along the son of
eccentric ontology that characterizes the metaph1c whimsy of Western imagination.
by Lorenzo Buj

Huge
by John Slama
It \\as an event that grew
almost too big to handle, but
in the end Dr. Mike Salter
and his crew had everything
running smoothly.
It took eleven and a half
hours, about three hours over
schedule, to run through the
Lancer Relays, a track and field
meet for high schools held at
the St. Denis spores complex
last Saturday.
In only the second annual
running of the meet, the Relays
attracted about 1100 athletes
from 29 schools, up from about
670 athletes last year. Most of
the schools represented are in
the tri-county area, but some
athletes came from as far away
as
London,
Guelph,
and
Toronto.
The meet was run by the
University of Windsor, with the
help of a sponsorship from Challenger Athletic. Members of the
University's track and field team
served as officials, with each par·
ticipating school also providing
one official.

The Lancer Relays we;e the
first meet of the year for the
high schools, who begin their
outdoor season this week. The
reasoning behind the University
holding a high school competition is two fold, according to
Dr. Salter. It gives local schools
·"a boost" and it serves as a
recruiting device.
In terms of recruiting prospects for next year, Salter said
1ts "too early to tell yet . .
There arc half a dozen kids I'd
be interested in attracting here."
He also said that last year
that Windsor enrolled about
eighty per cent of the high
school athletes the University
was interested in.
Twenty-seven
meet records
were broken on Saturday, in 52
events at both the "midget"
(under 14 as of September) and
"open" levels. That number is
not that surprising, considering
the number of participants and
that this is only the second time
the meet has been put on.
Although team scores were
not kept, Salter said that, judg-

ing from the medal counts, Norman Bethune High School of
Toronto,
and Assumption
of
Windsor fared the best.
As for individual achievements, Salter pointed out Terry
James, a grade 13 Assumption
student, who won both :he 3000
metres and 1500 metre races at
the open level. Salter said James
is ''one of the kids I'd like to
see here ncxr year."
Jim Wheeler, of Chatham
Kent, won both the triple jump
and the high jump at the midget
level. Salter said Wheeler's "tre·
mendous jump"
in the high
jump of l.90metres(about6'3")
was only cwo centimetres off the
Ontario record.
The Lancer Relays have now
become an annual event, but
Salter says that some changes
are necessary for next year.
"We may have co limit it co
schools from the tri-county area
or eliminate one or two events
and replace them with relays,"
he said. "We can't handle that
many indoors ... in one day."

Lance Photo by GLE"IN \\ARNFR

Lesley Stakiw's mark of 1.60m in the midget girls' high jump was one of 27 records set on Saturday.
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Start of midget boys distance race.

Blue& GoldSquad
providethespark
by Dave Dorken

Russ BrO\rn thinks he has
JUSt the thing for sparking a fe,,
more \\'lnS out of Windsor's ath·
letic teams.
"-io, he's not going out recruiting hot prospt-cts , or bringing in
truckloads of illegal substances
to gi,·e the teams a boost; he just
wants to inject the fans with liberal doses of enthusiasm, cheering - and above all
a lot of
fun.
Last October the third year
la" student did just that for the
Lancer's basketball club. with
the creation of the Blue and
Gold co-ed cheerleading squad.
According to Brown, and members of the bro\, n-ballers, it was
a success.
"We march up and down the
stands screaming and yelling,
and I think it helped get the
guys up - the guys said it

helped," said Brown. "They hear
the crowd yelling and it gi\·es
them an extra amount of moti·
vation. When they see people
risking their health building four
tier pyramids.
it's a help."
The Lancer's basketball team
was the first to benefit from the
12 guys and girls of the Blue and
Gold squad. But next year,
Bro,rn says he hopes the club
will be able to do their stunts
before a capactty football crowd
as well.
He and the rest of the squad
will be out during Orientation
Week, tr~·ing to get the firstyear students to buy seasons
passes for the football team.
We're also thinking of getung something along the lines
of a pre-game bash, an hour before the game, then marching
everybod~ · down to the game
together,,. said Brown.
His goal is to raise the atrcncontinued on p. 14
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Windsor Western Hospital are lookings for VO LUNTEERS who are
expe rienced in handling cash for
t heir tuck shop open seven days
per week and fo r either 10:00
AM to 4 00 PM or 4:00 PM to
8 :00 PM. Good vo lunteer job for
reti red cash iers, phone Cora at
969 -7926.
Se><Ual Assault needs VO LUNT E ERS to staff 24 hour crisis line
w hich provides support and info rmation to sexually assaulted victi ms and families. For May trai ning
call Jan at 253-3100.

Board Bank at the Volu nteer
Bureau has vo lunteer~ WAit;n~ +n i.o
placed on boa rds or com mittees.
Age ncies looking fo r new board
members call Bureau at 253-6351.
ASSU MPTION
UNIVERS ITYHoly Thursday, April 19, 11.30
A M , Morning Prayer.
7:30 PM
Mass of t he Lord's Last Su pper
(as is the custom no other mass
will be celebrated on this day),
Adora t ion of th e Blessed Sacrament takes place following the
Eucha rist until 11 30 PM. Good
Friday, April 20, 11 30 AM Morning Prayer,. 3 PM Liturgy, veneratio n of the cross and communion.
Easter Vigil Service, April 21,
10 30 PM, followed by refreshments.
Easter Sunday, April 22,
10:30 AM, Mass of the Resurrection. Everyone Welcome.

Ronald McDonald Ho use (a home
11,,.l"' f"""" hn~A fnr f,.miliP~ of
sick chi ldren be ing treated for
serious illnesses) is opening a House
in London and are looking for
VOLUNTEERS to work on this
special committee.
Call Gerry at
the Volu nteer Bureau 253-6351.

Blue& GoldSquad

Red Cross needs VO LUNT EERS
for general office work, typing very
useful.
Pho ne Marg 734- 16 11.
Villa Maria home fors the aged
needs VOLUNTEERS for ba rtending, sing song, Switchboard on
weekends, a daily feeding program
from 4.45 to 5:30 daily (7 days
a week). Drivers and all purpose
vo lunteers also needed, gas mileage
paid for those driving. Phone Bev
at 254-3763.

WmdsorWariocks
Present!>

NOTE TO ALL
MEMBERS
DEAR MEMBERS,
We at FACESwould like to take thi s opportunity
to thank all of you for making th e first half of 1984
such a success. We wish you all good luck on your up
coming final exams and a fun and profitable summer .
Don't forget that Faces will be open all summer and
will bring you the best in entertainment and parties
throughout
Once again good luck on exams and see you this
summer!
MANAGEMENT AND STAFF
OF
FACES ON COLLEGE

663 OUELLETTE AVE.

COMPLETELY STOCKED TO
ASSIST YOU IN MEETING ALL
YOUR NUTRITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

merchandise
YOUR ONE-STOP
HEALTH CENTRE

* College Students
* Senior Citizens

%

April 16 until
April 28

OFF

WE ALSO CARRY:
• SPICES • COS METICS • NATURAL FOO DS
• PROTEI N FOODS • HER BAL TEAS • BOO KS AN D
LIT ERATURE • BODY BUI LDING S UPPLEME NTS •
BREADS

252·6494

conti nued fro m p , 13

dance at games, and hopefully
getting two more bleachers built
- and filled - for the football
season.
·'But we've got to get the
people out before we can get
the stands," said Brown.
Getting recruits for the Blue
and Gold team seems to ·be the
easy part. A few weeks ago the
team had tryouts for· the fall
squad, fifteen girls tried out for
the six positions. In the guys
department however, only five
showed up for the six openings.
Still, Brown thinks this will
change.
"We're out with the goodlooking girls, and doing a lot of
athletic stunts. I think we'll get
a lot more respect. There's a
curiousity now, it's a novelty
thing we have at Windsor,"
said Brown.
The team needs a couple
more guys on the squad, but
Brown hopes that once the
male students sec the pretty
female students, the athletics,
and the fun, the team has, filling the two spots won't be too
difficult.
.\1cmbers might even get started like the co-founder of the
Windsor squad, captain Russ
Brown.
"I initially started way back
in 77 - in my first year at
Western. I Jived off campus,
quite a ways away unfortunately
and away from the activity (of
campus). It was a way to meet
people,·• said Brown.

He spent· four years on the
Western team.
The Windsor team started out
as something of a joke. When
Western cheerleaders were down
for a football game, Brown donned his old uniform and cheered
with them.
Instead of hanging up the uni form, Brown talked to former
SAC President Jim Shaban, and
together they rounded up the
uniforms and some people to fill
them - for cheering the basketball Lancers.

So far the team has been
busy, providing the cheers for
the basketball Lancers, judging a
high school competition, and
performing at Tecu mseh and
University malls.
Brown says he hopes the spirit of the Blue and Gold cheerleaders - one of six such clubs
in Canada - will give students
from orher areas a better impression of the University of
Windsor.
His biggest goal is to get the
crowds out to the Lancer foot·
ball and basketball games, and
help them get some wins .
"We want to change people's
spirit and attitude. I chink anyone who has been to the basket·
ball games has noticed the electricity and energy we've caused.
It's never been like chat before,"
said Brown.
"The potential (of the basketball and football clubs) is there,
we've just got to tap it."

ApplicatiOlls
now
beingacceptedfor
1984-85Lance staff:

ALL TROPHIC AND SWISS
VITAMINS
1 QO/ooff regular priced
* University Students

The Blue and Gold cheerleading.,squc1d in action.

TROPHIC
OR SWISS

VITAMINS
STOCK UP ANO SAVE

HOURS: Daily 9:00 - 5 :30
Fri. till 9 P.M.

SportsEditor
FeaturesEditor
Arts Editor
News Editor
PhotographyEditor
Assoc. PhotographyEditor
' CirculationMana2er
Deadlinefor applications
is Ma 1st
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As with everything, some aspects of :he program
were less successful. For example, the Early Bird
Jog and the Turkey Trot had few participants. The
All-Nighter attracted only four teams but those who
attended enjoyed it immensely. They participated in
various areas, from the pool to the volleyball court,
from basketball to the earth ball.

Tennis Clinics
Monday May 14-17 - 8:00 - 10 00 p.m.
1
Tuesday May 22-27 - 8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
11
cost: 510.00 Students and Members
520.00 Non-members

Again, various tournaments were held throughout the year. The women's flag football tournament
was very successful. The intramural racquetball and
badminton
tournaments held recently were also a
big success.
In addition, the swimming programs with qualified .instructors continued to be a large attraction to
our program. From the little tyke to the mature
adult, classes were conducted for the purpose of
improving skills, as well as having fun. For the individual wanting to learn the martial arts, a variety of
classes were geared to this area. For :.:xample, TaiKwon-Do, Judo, Aikido, Fencing, etc., were but a
few offered to the general public.
It is at this point that I wish to take the oppor·
tunity to thank all those who were involved with
our program in any way. Such convenors as Gus
Kandilas, Shane Hudson, Steve Taub, Mark Miller,
Robyn Whitfield, Andy Paling, Cindy Reaume are
but a few of the individuals who participated. Who
can thank the referees enough, for without them,
our programs would not be successful. Again, the
graduate co-ordinators Alex Lolua and Carolyn
Ball arc two people who kept the staff on the ball
and managed to get the job done. With a number of
rookies on staff this year, they were depended upon
to give guidance and direction. Our director, Sue
Osborne is certainly to be commended for stepping
into a new position and helping us out in any way.
It was a two way learning experience for which we
are thankful. Also the undergraduate staff which
consisted of: Cindy Reaume, Andy Paling, Sandra
Ondracka, Diane Bezaire, Robyn Whitfield and Marg
Dupuis, were often criticized but they gave 100%
and were certainly a critical factor to the success of
this years' programs.
Finally the participant; without you there would
be no Campus Rec. It is your dedication and enthusiasm and sportsmanship which makes our program.
From the staff, we take "our hats off to you!"
With another year behtnd us, it is now the time
to reflect on our accomplishments and co improve
on our weaknesc;es. With this in mind, next years'
program proves to be an eventful one with new
challenges in new areas. From the entire Campus
Rec staff, we hope you have an enjoyable summer
and sec you next year.

Location: u of W Tennis Courts
Instructor: Cindy Reaume
Golf Clinic
Monday May 7 - Thursday

May 10 - 7 :00 -8:00

p.m.
Instructor: Jim Weese
Location: U of W Soccer Fields

Im yearin
Gun.pus
Rec
Weil.another year has quickly come to an end.
The old adage, "there's more going on at your universit}' than just academics," certainly holds true for
the Campus Rec program. Overall, there were approximately 30-3 5 programs conducted ranging
from children's swim to Ladies' fitness, from co-ed
lobball to men's hockey. Hundreds of students
helped to make these programs successful. The following list is a brief recap of some of the events as
well as the championship teams:
1. Men's Flag Football - Delta Chi defeated Survivors 25-19
2. Women's Flag Football - Animal Crackers
3. Golf Tournament - Winners - Craig Warwick
and Linda Micelli
4. Turkey Trot - winner - Gerry Pfaff
5. Coed Lobball - Brew Crew over Jacques'
Jocks 13-12
6. Intramural Soccer - Engineers over Drcd
7. 3 on 3 B-ball - New Vultures over HK's 30-18
8. Women's Intramural Volleyball - Scuzbags
over Nameless
9. Co-ed Volleyball - recreational - K.A.M.F.
edged J acques' Jocks 29-22
Competitive - Phi Slamma Spika over Leftovers
23-19
10. Men's Intramural Volleyball - 8 League Women Chasers defeated lOlcrs 45-29
A League - Tartan Alumni 44-40 over Bridge
House Tavern
11. Men's Hockey - B l ~ague - Choirsters 4 Huron
Hall 3
A League - Rockets 3 Engineering O.V.'s 1
12. Women's Hockey - Basketball over Huron
Hawks 4-1

Noti~
FOOTBALL MANAGERS-The
Lancer football
team is looking for managers for the 1984 season.
Anyone intcrcsetcd in the position, or anyone interested in playing for the Lancers, is asked to
contact coach Gino Fracas at 25 3-423 2 ext. 2441.

Intrarnurals were not the only thing happening.
Again, the community program continued to grow
with classes filled to capacity. Such classes as dance
fitness, ladies fitness, coed aerobics, weight training
for women etc., have proven to be very popular.
With this in mind, it is sure that next years' program
will expand on this avenue so as to better seive the
participant .

Daily-Weekly-Monthly
Insurance Replacements

CAR~R-US
Phone
Rentals
(519) 254-0214
326 Victor ia
(519)254-2121
Windsor, Ontario
Fine Portraits,
Distinctive Graduatio ns,
Eleg a nt Weddings with fee ling
and exp ression.

Member Professional
Photographers of Canada.

c....

Pis,,.
••
"A Fine Portrait Studio"
258-6004
NORTHLAND

FAMILY PLANNING
CLINIC

20 755 Green fi eld
Suit e 1104
Southfi e ld, M ich igan 48 0 75

(313) 559-05 9 0
• Free Pregna ncy Test in g - im mediate
result s
. A bo rti o ns to 24 W ee ks
. co mpl ete ly Co nfid ential
• Board Ce rt ifi ed Gy neco log ists
.All Insurance Accepted - upon verification
. u lt ra Sound D one in C li nic
.v.o. Test ing

NORTHLAND
FAMILY PLANNING CLINICS, l~C.

(313) 559-05 90
- Detroit & Suburb an Areas

LIFE GUARDS-There
1s a meeting scheduled
for the Human Kinetics pool lifeguards on \\!edncsday, May 16, at 7:00 p.m. in room 201 of the
H.K. building. New guards are \\"elcome and are
asked ro bring their swimming qualifications.

H arvey's W ishes You Good
Luck on Final Exam s
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
April 23 to 26
10 am - 4 pm
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"The Birth, the Death, the Ghost"
(ABC Records)
Those of you not familiar with rhe Gun Club will
not find much of interest on this live British release.
For you, I suggest you get your hands on their first
two LPs Fire of Love and Miami and get hold of some
of the gutsiest Southern-bred blues/rock this side of
• the grave.
The Birth, the Death, the Ghost was recorded at
four separate gigs in L.A. sometime around 1980
before Fire of Love was released-back when Jeffrey
Lee Pierce surrounded himself with Kid Congo Powers
(wh9 just left the Cramps two months ago) on guitar,
Terry Graham on bass, and Bob Ritter on drums.
If you like clean, well-mixed live records, this one's
not for you because it was recorded entirely on a cassette somewhere in the crowd and is reminiscent of
Windsor's infamous " Bernie" tapes. The band .wasn't
nearly as tight then as they are now but the original
slow versions of 1 "Goodbye Johnny" and "Sex Beat"
are musts for any Jeffrey Lee afficionado. Also included is such unreleased material as Kid Congo's
"Not That Much" and Mack Self's "Willie Brown "
as well as "Walking With the Beast", the B-side of the
"Fire of Love" single.
by Dave Viecelli
PUKKA ORCHESTRA
"Pukka Orchestra"
(A&M)

In a nutshell: Toronto band with three members and
sometimes upwards of 8 when performing. Music:
occasionally folksy-new wave twee and orchestrated
synth-glob plenty cheery and plenty different for your
listening pleasure. But even with its musical politeness
in tow it doesn't sound like standard radio fare.
"Cherry Beach Express" is wonderfully open, free
in atmosphere. It's police-brutality themes come quite
convincing, as does the irony and (social) comment of
the LP's other strong-boy, "Power Cut", where the
laconics of death-mass-psychology-power spill forth in a
rapid tumble of rhythmic verbiage cast over music of
muscular bounce. All the songs here contain the sort
of buried humour and voice-veiled irony that's so modem and it does get tiresome when spread over 40 minutes. In fact, except for "Flies", Side 2 is a disippointment in its own right, and only some lyrical intrigue
saves an over-long slice like 'Rubber Girl": "I'm gonna
get me a rubber girl/ When I find one my size/ She'll
have ruby lips & Rubens hips/ Discretely vulcanized."
But then the whole album is invested with such
humour and musical sense that its equilibrium keeps it
right up there with any other debut effort currently
riding the charts.
by Lorenzo Buj

RECORDS
RECORDS
RECORDS

:

ENDGAMES
"Building Beauty"
(Virgin)

MISSING PERSONS
"Rhyme & Reason"
(Capitol)

When all carnal chunks of funk have been mish-mashed into the thrash-cash disco thump that's fueling the
unfettered ecstasy of today 's trendy . urban corpse,
only Endgames remain.
The symbolic (?) name aside, Endgames arc in some
sorts of corpse-class of their own (The inner sleeve
portrays a fit female and a corresponding: muscle man;
but slide the sleeve in a certain way and through the cutout spaces of the outer cover the woman looks like
she's grabbed on to a handful of her own cake).
But it's all so tastefully and cleanly handled that this
album is an uptempo charmer of funky-pop manouvers.
The little synth ditties throughout dip-drip-and-snap
as if just lifted living from the glittery pool of fun
sounds. "Love Building Beauty" thumps in the superficial direction of a disco sleaze and the MORishncss
of "Waiting ·For Another Chance" and "Universe Won't
Mind" is reserved, over-the-top smile-lite stuff.
And if there is any meaning in the universe then
"Miracle in My Heart" and "Both of Us" are certified
hit material. The former is a wallop of first-class uplift
as simple as its title, and the latter-with its squirts of
Pig Bag-ish zest-is the strongest hip-smacker these
white boys have to offer. It's really on the strength
of these two songs that the album keeps from falling.
So arc contraceptives sinful? Only the ionely know
for sure.
by Lorenzo Buj

"her

teeth

leave

a sting

on

your very best thing"Ondaatje, Billy Th "id.

Frost-bite music for deep-freeze minds. Dale Bozzio
and her crew secrete this down-on-the-dicks pop-androll with lyrics that make yer average cop sound like a
Ph.D. candidate.
by Lorenzo 8uj
HEAVY PETTIN'
"Lettin' loose"
(Polydor)
Our of England's Metal factory the flow continues.
Glasgow's Heavy Petrin' are bursting forth with cuts
rough, mean, and yet melodic enough to subdue Ameri•
ca's Lcppard-whipped tastes. "Rock .Me" and "In and
Out of Love" batter like a coalition of tuneful teamsters.
Producer Brian May has taken Pettin's celbrated live
fire and fed it some more. Clean and collected as these
boys look and sound, tunes like "Shout It Out" do justice to the word meat. And then there's the word
debut, which is what this Lp is. And then there arc
the words impressive, sharp, crunch-ridden, iron-brained,
brutal-minded ...
by Lorenzo Buj

